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DICTIONAR

OF

MUSIC AND MUSICIANS.

IMPROPERIA, %.€, 'The Reproaches.' A
eries of Antiphoiis and ReepozuieB, forming part

of Uie solemn Service, which, on the morning of

Good Friday, is sabstituted for tbs usual daily

Mass of the Roman Ritual.

The text of the Improperia, written partly in

Latin, and partly in Greek, is designed to illus-

trate the sorrowful remonstrance of our Lord with

His people, oonceming their ungrateful return for

ihe benefits He has bestowed upon them. The
touching words in which these remonstrances

are expressed were originally sung to well-known
Plain Chaunt melodies, preserved in the Oraduale
Momanwn, and still retained in very general use,

both in England, and on the Continent: but,

since the Pontificate of Pope Pius IV, they
have been invariably chaunted, in the Sistine

Chapel, to some simple, but exquisitely beautiful

Faux bourdons, to which they were adapted, by
Palestrinay in the year 1 560. In depth of feeling,

true pathos, and perfect adaptation of the music
to the sense of the words, these wonderful Im-
properia have never been exceeded, even br
Fdestrina himself. We may well believe, indeeo,

tiiat he alone could have succeeded in drawing,

from the few simple chords which enter into

their construction, the profoundly impressive

effect they never fail to produce ; an effect so

strictly in aocordanoe wiUi that of the solenm
Craemony with which they are associated that

we can <mly hope to render the one intelligible

bj describing it in connexion with the other.

A small Crucifix having been laid upon the

Ahar Step, the Clergy, first, and afterwards the

people, kneel down to kiss its Feet. While they
are slowly i^proaching the Sanctuary, by two
sod two, for this purpose, the Improperta are

sung^ very sofUy, and without any acc<Hnpani-

ment whatever, by two Antiphonal Choirs, which
answer each other, Iry turns, in Greek, and Latin,

sometimes in full Chorus, and sometimes em-
pUjying the Yoioes of a few leading Choristers

OL.n.

only, on eithw side. After the last ' Reproach,*

and the Response which follows it, the two Choirs

unite in singing the first Verse ofthe Psalm, * Deus
misereatur noetri,' preceded, and followed, by the

Antiphon, * Crucem tuam adoramiis.* The Hymn
*Pange lingua * is then sung, entire, with the Verse,

•Crux fidelis,* divided into two portions, which are

simg, alternately, between the other Strophes.

It is the duty of the Mattre de Ckapdle to take

care that this music occupies exacUy the same
time as the ceremony of * Creeping to the Cross

'

(as it was formerly called, in England). Should

there be but few people present, he is at liberty

to omit any portion of it : should there be many,
he may cause as much as he considers necessary

to be sung over again.^ In either case, when all

present luive kis^ the Crucifix, the Candles on
the Altar are lighted : a new Procession is formed

:

the Blessed Sacrament is carried, with great

solemnity, firom the Chapel in which it has been

reserved since the Mass of Holy Thursday, to

the High Altar, the Choir singing the Hymn,
* Vexilla regis,' as they precede it on its way : and

the Service called ' The Mass of the Presanctified'

then proceeds in accordance with directions con*

tained in the Missal.

No printed copy of the Improperia was issued,

dther by Palestrina himself, or the assignees of

his son, Igino. They were first published in

London, by Dr. Bumey ; who, on the authority

of a MS. presented to him by the Cavaliere

Santarelli, inserted them, in the y«ir 1 771, in a
work entitled ' La Musica della Settimana Santa,'

which has now become very scarce. Alfieri also

printed them among his Excerpta, published,

at Rome, in 1840; and, in 1863. Dr. Proske

included them in the fourth volume of his Mutica

> MenddNolm. who. In the yetrirai. tru mveh tanpreawd. both by
the imislo. and the Cerenumj. laments, in his weD-knnun letter to

Zelter. that, the crowd not being rery great, he had not an oppo^
tanlty of bearing the Bwpoosee repeated so aften as be oould bate

B



2 IMPROPERIA.

Divina. These three editions differ firom each

other very considerably. That of Proske,

copied from the Altampa-Otthoboni MS. pre-

senred in the Vatican Library, may fairly be
assumed to represent the work exactly in the

condition in which Palestrina left it: but the

varied readings of Bumey (1771),

ter - im M - gjrp

f ^
,4^^^,n

are both valuable and interesting, as records of

the abellimenti used in the Pontifical Chapel at

the time of their transcription. Bumey's version

was reproduced, by Choron, among his examples
of the Great Masters, in 1836; and again, in

1 840, by Vincent Novello, in * The Music of Holy
Week,' which is still in print. [W. S. R.]

IMPROVISATION, an equivalent term forEx-
TEMPOBB Plating or Extemporising. Moscheles
has left a curious account of the way in which
Mendelssohn and he used to amuse themselves
by improvising d quatre mains, a feat already
mentioned in respect to Beethoven and Wolffl
irnder Extbupobb. 'We often,* says he (Life,

i. 274), * improvise together on his magnificent

Erard, each of us trying to dart as quick as

lightning on the suggestions contained in the
ouier*! harmonies and to make fresh ones upon
them. Then, if I bring in a theme out of his

music, he immediately cuts in with one out of
mine ; then I retort, and then he, and so on ad
ii\finUum, like two people at blind man's buff
running against each other.'

Nottebohm remarks in his ' Beethoveniana
*

(p. 54) that of all Beethoven's string quartets
that in C$ minor (op. 131) has most the character
of an Improvisation, but at the same time he
quotes alterations firom the sketchbooks (15 of
one passage only) which show that the work was
the very reverse of an impromptu, and the result

of more than ordinary labour and vacillation,

thus coiToborating the remark made in the article

on Beethoven in this Dictionary (p. 1 74 a) that
the longer jie worked at his phrases, the more
apparently spontaneous did they become. [6.]

INCLEDON.

INCLEDON, Chables Benjamin,—the se-
cond of which names he despised and seldom
used,—was the son of a medical practitioner at
St. Kevem, Cornwall, where he was bom in
1763. At 8 years of age he was placed in the
choir of Exeter Cathedral, where he received his
early musical education, first from Richard Lang-
don and afterwards frK)m William Jackson. In
1779 he entered on board the Formidable, man-
of-war, 98 guns, under Capt. (afterwards Rear-
Admiral) Cleland. On the West India station

he changed his ship for the Raisonable, 64 guns.

Captain Lord Hervey. His voice had now be-
come a fine tenor, and his shiging attracted the
attention of Admiral Pigot, c(Hnmander of the
fleet, who firequently sent for him to join himself
and Admiral Hughes in the performance of glees

and catches. Incledon returned to England in

1 783, when Admiral Pigot, Lord Mulgrave, and
Lord Hervey gave him letters of intrc^uction to
Sheridan and Colman. Failing to obtain an en-
gagement firom either manager he joined Collinses

company and made his first appearance at the
Southampton Theatre in 1784 as Alphonso in

Dr. Arnold's 'Castle of Andalusia.' In the
next year he was engaged at the Bath Theatee,

where he made his first appearance as Belville in

Shield's 'Rosma.* At Bath he attracted the
attention of Rauzzini, who gave him instruction

and introduced him at his concerts. In 1786 he
made his first appearance in London at VauxhaU
Crardens with great success, and during the next
three years he was engaged there in the summer
and at Bath in the winter. On Sept. 17, 1790,
he made his first appearance at Covent Garden
Theatre as Dermot in Shield's 'Poor Soldier,*

and from that time for upwards of 30 years held

a high position in public favour, singing not only
at the theatre and Vauxhall, but also at con-
certs, the Lenten oratorios, and the provincial

music meetings. In 181 7 he visited America^

and made a tour through a oonsiderable part of
the United States, where he was received with
great applause During the latter years of his

life he travelled through the provinces under the
style of * The Wandering Melodist,' and gave an
entertainment which was received with much
favour. Early in i8a6 he went to Worcester for

the purpose of giving his entertainment, where
he was attacked by paralysis, which terminated

his existence on Feb. 11. He wasl buried at

Hampstead, Middlesex. Incledon's voice and
manner of singing were thus described by a con-

temporary:—'He had a voice of uncommon
power both in the natural and Calsette. The
former was from A to G, a compass of about

fourteen notes ; the latter he could use from D
to E or F, or about ten notes. His natural vdo^
was full and open, neither partaking of the reed

nor the string, and sent forth without the smallest

artifice ; and such was its ductility that when he
sung pianissimo it retained its original quaUty.

His ^Isette was rich, sweet and brilliant, but
totally unlike the other. He took it without
preparation, according to circumstances either

I

about D, $, or F, or a^oe^ding an octave, which



INCLEDON.

vu his mott frequent custom ; he oonld uie it

with facility, and execute omamenta of a certain

dan with volubility and aweetneaa. Hia ahake
was good, and hia intonation much more correct

than b common to nngera ao imperfectly edu-

cated. ... He had a bold and manly manner of

aingiog, mixed however with conaiderable feeU^,
wbjch went to the hearts of hia countrymen. He
Bang like a true Kngliahman. . . . Hia forte waa
balkd, and ballad not of the modem cast of

whining or wanton aentiment^ but the original

manly eneigetic atrain of an earlier and better

age of En^LiBh poeay and English aong-writing,

sDch as 'Black-eyed Susan' and 'The Storm/
the bold and cheering hunting aong, or the love

lOBg ol Shield, breathing the chaate and simple

pnea of genuine Kngliah melody.* All who had
heard IiKledon*a singing of ' The Storm * (which
he sang in character as a sailor) were unanimous
in pranoundng it unique, both as a vocal and an
hiftriottic exhibition. Of the songs written ex-

pressly for him it may suffice to mention Shield^s

'Heaving the lead ' and * The Arethusa.'

Chailis Vkhanzio Ivolboon, hia eldest son,

originally engaged in agricultural pursuits, but
oa Oct. 3, 1 829, appeared at Drury Lane Theatre
ss Young Meadows in * Love in a Village,' and
Bhortly afterwards played Tom Tug in Dibdin'a
'Watennan.' Meeting however with but very
modoate aucceas he returned to hia former
aTocation, and, it is believed, emigrated to one
ofthaoobniee. [W.H.H.]
INGANNO. ».«. Deception. Any false or

deceptive Cadence, in which the Bass proceeds,
from the Dominanty to any other note than the
Tonic:—

[W.S.R.]

INGLOTT, William, bom 1554, became or-

g>^ of Norwich GathedraL He was distin-

guished for hia akiU aa a performer on the organ
and vffginals. He died in Dec. i6ai aged 67,
and was buried Dec. 31 in the cathedral, where
on the weat side of the southern pillar adjoining

^ entrance to the choir a painted monument to
his memory was placed June 15, i6a3. Nearly
90 years afterwarda the monument, having
Wane dilapidated, waa reatored at the expense
of Dr. Croft. An engraving of it in its reatored

Hl^ is given in ' The Posthumoua Works of Sir
Thomas Browne,' 171a. [W.H. H.]

INITIAIA ABSOLUTE. Though it is not
Mssaiy that a Plain Chaunt Melody ahould
hegin on the final. Dominant, Or even Mediant,
of the Mode in which it ia written, the choice of^e^ note ia not left entirely to t^e Gompoaer'a
<hsention. He can only begin upon one of a
Mnea of aounds, selected fr^ the Regular or

* QikwMwtltttt to iau» dnrtoff iMladoo's ftbNMt la ABMrics.

IN NOMINE. 8

Conceded Modulations of the Scale in which he
writes, and invariably occupying the first place

in all Plain Chaunt Melodies referable to that
Scale. These sounds are called Absolute Initials.

Tl^eir number varies, in different Modes; no
Tonality possessing less than three, or more than
six : and, among them, there are a few, which,
though freely permitted, by law, are, in practice,

very rarely used.

In the following Table, the letters, enclosed in

brackets, denote the more unusual IniUala : while
thoae printed in Italics indicate that the sounds
they represent are to be taken in the lower
Octave, even though theyjshould thus be brought
beyond the normal bounds of the Mode.

Mode I. C. D. F. O. A.
Mode II. A. C. D. P. [EJ
Mode III. £. [F ] O. C.
Mode IV, C. D. B. P. [Q.] [AJ
Mode V. P. A. C.
Mod* VI. P. (C\] [D.l
Mode VII. O. [A ] B. C. D.
Mode Vni. C. D. P. G. A. C,
Mode IX. G. A. C. D. E.
Mode X. E. O. A. C. [B.]

Sfode Xr.) B. [C] D. G.
todeXIL) O. A. B. C. [D.] [Ea
ode XIII. C. [D.] B. O.

Moda XIV. [0.] [A.] C. [D.]

The selection of some of these sounds' may
seem, at first sight, a little arbitrary : but, in

truth, it is sometimes very difficult to decide

upon a suitable first note. This is particularly

the case with regard to Antiphons, the first notes

of which exercise a marked effect upon the Tones
to which the corresponding Psalma are sung. It

will be remembered that the entire Antiphon ia

always repeated, inmiediately after the Psalm.

It follows, therefore, that, unless care be taken
to bring the last note of the Ending of the Psalm
Tone into true melodic correspondence with the

first note of the Antiphon, forbidden intervals

may arise. By a careful arrangement of the Abso-
lute Initials, the earlier writers on Plain Chaunt
did their beet to reduce the danger of introducing

such intervals to a minimum. [See AirriPHON

;

MODB8, THX S0CLB8IA8TI0AL.] [W. S. R.]

INNIO. A word used by Beethoven during

his German fit (op. 10 1, ist movement; 109,

last do. ; lai b). and Schumann (op. la, *Des
Abends * ; op. 34, No. 9 ; op. 56, Nos. 2 and 4,

Manfred music, No. a, etc.) to convey an intensely

personal, almost devotional, frame of mind. [G.J

IN NOMINE. A somewhat vagqe name,
bestowed, by old English writers, on a certain

kind of Motet, or Antiphon, composed to Latin
words. It seems to have been used, in the first

instance, for compositions the text of which began
with the words in question, or in which those

words were brought prominently forward : suoh

aa the Introit, 'In nondne Jesu*; the Psalm,
* Deus, in nomine tuo* ; and other similar oasea.

But its signification certainly became more ex-

tended : for Butler, writing in 1636, commends
' the Ifi nominea of Parsons, Tye, and Tavemer/
just as we should commend the Madrigals of

Weelkes, or Morley, or Gibbons. The name ia

even employed for instrumental pieces.

B 2



4 IN NOMINE,

The term, In nomine, is also very reasoxiably

applied to a Fugue, in which the solmisation of

the aDBwer does not correspond with that of the

subject, and which, therefore, is a fugue in name
only. [See Hexachobd.] [W.S.R.]

IN QUESTA TOMBA OSCURA. A song of

Beethoven's for contralto, with P. F. aooompani-

ment, to words by Carpani, written probably at

the invitation of the Countess von Rzewuska, and
forming one of sixty-three compositions to the

same words by various musicians, professional and
amateur. Among the most eminent of the con-

tributors are Salieri, Sterkel, Cherubini, Asioli,

Bighini, Zingarelli, Weigl, Dionis Weber, Toma-
schek, Alois Forster, Paer, Eberl, Czemy. Zinga-

I'elli sent ten versions with quartet accompani-

ment. Czemy*s single setting occupied ii folio

pages. Beethoven's was the last in the volume,

and is the only one which has survived. The
Allgemeine Musik. Zeitung for Oct. 19, 1808,

in announcing the publication, prints two of the

settings, by Salieri and Sterkel, and in Jan. 18 10,
two more by Reichardt. For another joint«tock

volume in which Beethoven took part, see Va-
TEBLANDISOHE KUNSTLEBVEREUf. [G.]

INSCRIPTION (Lat./n«mirfto,ItaL Motto).

A Motto, or Sign, or combination of both, placed

at the beginning of a Canon, to indicat , more or

less clearly, the manner of its Resolution.

During the latter half of the 15th century, the

founders of the Flemish School—by whom the

more abstruse forms of Imitation were assidu-

ously cultivated—seem chiefly to have aimed at

rendering the solution of their Enimme, or Enig-
matical Canons, impossible. Some of their most
extravagant conceits are presented in the shape
of Crosses, Circles, Squares, Triangles, Rainbows,
Chess-boards, Sun-diab, and other equally fan-

tastic designs, without the addition of any clue

whatever to their hidden meanings. (See ex-

amples in Hawkins, Hist. chap. 67.) But, more
frequently, they are written m a single line

—

called, this Guida—headed by some old proverb,

or well-known quotation from Holy Scripture,

which, though ostensibly vouchsafed for the pur-

pose of giving the student some little insight into

the secret of their construction, tends rather, as

a general rule,'to increase his perplexity. Head-
ings, such as these, are called Inscriptions: and so

obscure is their occasional meaning, that even
Glareanus calls one of them rijs afpiyyos atwiyfui.

Foremost among the composers of these in-

genious works, and high above them all, stands

Josquin des Pr^, the refinement ofwhose scholar-

ship is as clearly proved, by the grace of his

MoUi, as his quite exceptional genius is by the
smooth flow of the Canons to which they are

prefixed. In the seoond Agniis Dei of his ' Missa
L*Ami baudichon,* he intimates that the Tenor
is to be silent, by the pretty Inscription, *AgauB
secundum non est cum gr^e.* In another place,

he veils the same meaning under the Greek
proverb, fidrpaxos iie 1tpi<pcv, in allusion to

Elian*s stat^ent that the frogs on the Island
of Seriphos do not croak. Other writers have
contended themselves with * Vox fiiucibus haesit.*

INSCRIPTION.

To shew that the second Voice is to begin at
the end, and sing backwards, Hobrecht says,

plainly enough, ' Ut prius, sed dioitur retrograde.'

Pierre de la Rue more sternly exclaims, <Vade
retro, Sathanas.' Another quaint old Composer

^
writes, 'Canit more Hebneorum'; referring to

the custom of reading Hebrew from, right to left.

Josquin sums up the whole matter in a single

word—'Cancriza,' i.e. walk like a crab. Equally
terse is the motto prefixed to the third Agnus
Dei in his 'Missa L*Omme arm^*; where the
omission of all rests, in one of the parts, is in-

dicated by the direction 'Clama ne cesaes/

Sometimes he gives us a French motto, as in his
< Missa de Beata Virgine,' where ' Yous jeunerez
les quatre temps * shews that one part is to wait
four semibreves, before taking up the Subject

—

a direction which is less poetically expressed by
another writer, in the words ' Fuga in epidiapason,

post duo tempora*—'aCanon in the Octave above,

after two Semibreves.'

Some of Hobrecht's Inscriptions are very ob-

scure. ' Acddens potest inesse et abesse prster
subjeoti corruptionem' implies that the part may
be sung, or omitted, at will, without injury to

the music. 'Decimas reddo omnia qus possideo'

shews that the (unwritten) Bass must sing a
Tenth below the Discant. ' Tu tenor cancrixa, et

per antifi*aBin canta' indicates that the Tenor is

to sing backwards, and, with all the intervals

inverted. Not less oracular is Mouton's *Duo
adversi adverse in unum,' which means that two
singers are to stand opposite each other, with the

Canon between them, each reading it upside down
from the other's point of view—an arrangement
which is also dictated by 'Respice me, ostende

mihi faciem tuam.* More mysterious still is

' Justitia et Pax osculatee sunt'—indicating that

the two performers are to begin at opposite ends,

and meet in the middle.

When black notes are to be sung in the time
of white ones, we sometimes find 'Nigra sum,
sed formosa*; or, *Noctem in diem vertere'; or,

*Dum habetis lucem credite in lucem.' By
•Crescit in duplum* (or 'triplum') we under-

stand that the notes are to be sung in Double
(or Triple) Augmentation. 'Tree dent sex

voces' means, that each of the three written

parts is to be doubled, in Canon, so as to form a
composition for six Voices.

The list of these hard sayings is interminable

;

and the hardness of many of them is increased

by the Signs of Mode, Time, and ProUtion, with

which they are sometimes accompanied. For
instance, a Semicircle, a Semicircle with a Bar
drawn through it, and a Circle with a Point in

the centre, would, if placed one above the other,

at the beginning of a Stave, serve to indicate

that one Voice was to sing four Crotchets in a
Bar, another, four Minims, and the third, three

Semibreves. In the last Agnus Dei of Pierre de
la Rue's ' Missa Lliomme arm^,* we find a com-
bination of no less than four such Signs.

Following the example of Palestrina, the great

Composers of the 'Golden Age' cast all these

pedajitries asidci and wrote their really beautiful
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Ganoni in notation which any singer could readily

understand. Palestrinahimaelfdelights in making
two Voices sing in Canon, while three or four

others carry on the Subject in dose Imitation, or

. complicated Free Fugue ; as in the lovely second

Agnus Dei of his 'Missa Brevis/ and many
others, equally beautifuL In all these cases, the

Vdces to which the Canon is committed are

expected to sing from a single part; but, the

Inscription prefixed to that part is so plain, that

they find no difficulty whatever in doing so.

Thus, ' Symphonizabis (Missa Brevk as above)
mdicates a Canon in the Unison. * Canon in

Diapsson* or ' Epidiapason,*^ a Canon in the
Octave above, and so on. The sign, S, or

•ome similar figure—called the Preaa—indi-

cstes the place at which the second Voice is to

begin; and a pause, ^, is placed over the note
on which it ends. The two Voices can, therefOTe,

sing just as easily firom a single part, as from two
leparate copies.

In modem editions, the matter is still farther

simplified, by writing out the Canon in full

;

though, in the best copies, the Inscription is still

oiefoUy retained. [W.S.R.]

mSTITUT, PRIX DE L', a prize of 30,000
francs founded by Napoleon III. in 1859, in

place of the ' Prix triennal ' instituted by the
decree of April 1855. By a second decree, of
Dea 33, i860, it was enacted timt from and
after 1861 the prize should be biennial, and
ihoald be awarded to such work or discovery, of
the ten years previous to the award, as should be
deemed most honourable or useful to the nation,

in the department of each of the five Academies
of the Institnte successively—^1*Academic Fran-
^aise, TAcad^mie des Inscriptiens et BeUes
lettres, des Sciences, des Beaux-Arts, des Sciences
morales et politiquea. The first prize was ad-
judged to M. Thiers, as the refnieeentative of
the Acaddmie Fran^aise, in 1861. In 1867 the
torn of the Academic des Beaux Arts arrived,

and the prize was then awarded to Fdlicien Da-
vid, the only musician who has obtained it, the
award on the second occasion, 1877, having been
made to a sculptor—M. Chapa. [G. C]
INSTRUMENT (Lat. IrutrumerUum, Ital.

Stromenio). In general language, a tool, that
hy means of which work is done; hence, in music,
in apparatus for producing musical sounds. Nu-
tnoous as are the various kinds of instruments
in practical use at the present day, they form
hat a small proportion of the inmiense number
whidi have been invented and used from time
to time. Out of nearly 540 different kinds
inentioned in a list in Koch^s Muaikalisehes
l^xktm (art. 'Instrument*) only 67 are given
M being in use at present, and some even of
tljeee are merely varieties of the same genus.
Various causes have contributed to the survival
ofcertaininstruments and the extinction of others.
Q«»li^ of tone would of course be a powerfullv
openting cause, and practicableness in a mecham-
cal sense would be scarcely less so ; but besides
this, the various ways ofcombining instruments in

P^fananoe which prevailed at (Afferent periods.
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had the effect of proving certain of them to be
unnecessary, and so indirectly tended to abolish

them. Thus before the time of Lully it was cus*

tomary for the most part to combine instruments
of the same class oxdy, and we read of a ' Con-
cert of Violins,' 'Concert of Flutes,* etc. ; this

fact rendered necessary fiutes of deeper compass
than are now used» and accordingly we find

tenor and bass flutes, extending downwards to

F on the fourth line of the bass stave.^ So soon
however as the combination of wind and stringed

instruments was found to be preferable, the feeble

bass of the flute would be insufficient and un-
necessary, and the larger kinds of flutes naturally
enough fell into disuse.

All musical sounds are the result of atmo-
spheric vibrations ; and suchvibrations are excited

either directly, by blowing with suitable force

and direction into a tube, or indirectly, by
agitating an elastic body, such as a stretched

string, whereby it is thrown into a state of

vibration, and communicates its own vibrations

to the surrounding air. One or other of these two
is the acting principle of every musical instru-

ment. On tracing tne history of the two it does

not appear that either is of earlier date than the

other; indeed tradition with respect to both
carries mb back frt)m history into myth and fable,

the invention of the earliest form of stringed in-

strument, the Lyre, being attributed to the god
Mercury, who &iding the shell of a tortoise cast

upon the bank of the Nile, discovered that the

filaments ofdried skin which were stretched across

it produced musical sounds ; while the invention

of the tibia or pipe—the earliest form of which
is said to have oeen made (as its name implies)

fr«m the shank-bone of a crane

—

\a vanously
ascribed to Pan, Apollo, Orpheus and others.

To attempt to describe, however briefly, all

the various kinds of instruments which have
been in use from the earliest ages to the present

day, would extend this article f«t beyond its due
Hmits. It will only be possible to mention those

which are still of practical importance, referring

the reader for a fuller description to the articles

under the headings oftheir various names, and for

the earlier and now obsolete kinds to Hawkins's
History' of Music, which contains copious ex-

tracts from the works of Blanchinus, Kircher,

Luscinius, and others, illustrated by wood-cuts.

In all essential respects, instruments may be
divided into three classes ; namely, wind instru-

ments, the descendants of the pipe; stringed

instruments, descended firom the lyre ; and instru-

ments of percussion. This classification, which
is of considerable 'antiquity, is not entirely

satisfiictory, as there are certain modem in-

strtmients which can scarcely be classed under
any one of its heads without confusion—for

instance the Harmonium, which although played

by wind, is not strictly a wind-in8trument> since

> In Ltiny's tMllet 'L« triomphe de runonr.* Tltrli. IflBI, tiitra li a
quMtei of flutes. Um loirast i»rt of which It oolj po«ibl8 oo * b«M
flat«.

* Beprlnted by Norello and Oa fai 2 volt. 8ra IMS.
3 CaMlodonu. writing Id th« eth oeotnry, givot the luae three dt-

fblons, under the uuoet iBfiatfUot l«MiMIia. ftDd pfreMttoolia.
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its soandfl are produoed not from pipes but from
elastic reeds. Nevertheless the old arranganent

is sufficiently comprehensive, and appears more
practical thui any other.

I. Wind instruments (Ger. Blaskistrtmienie

;

Ital. StromenH da venio ; Fr. InstrumenU d vent).

These are of two kinds ; namely, those in whidi

a separate pipe or reed is provided for each note,

and those in which the various notes are pro-

duced from a single tube, either by varying its

length, or by the action of the lip in blowing.

In the first kind the wind is provided by means
of bellows, and is admitted to each individual

pipe or reed by the action of a key. The in-

stnmients of this kind are the Organ, Harmonium,
Concertina, and Accordion. The only members
of this class which differ from the others are the

Syrinx or Pan's-pipes (which although it possesses

« pipe for eadi sound has neither keys nor

beUows, but is blown directly with the breath)

and the Northumbrian and Irish Bag-pipes,

which are provided with bellows, but have their

pipes pierced with holes, as in the flute. Wind-
instruments which have but a single tube are

made of either wood or metal (generally brass),

and the various sounds of which they are capable

are produced, in the case of two of the metal
instruments—^the Horn and Trumpet,—bysimply
altering the tension of the lips in blowing,

while in the others and in the wood instruments

this alteration is supplemented and assisted by
varying the length cf the tube. In brass in-

struments the length of the tube is altered in

three different ways ; first, by means of a slide,

ene part of the tube being made to slip inside

the other, after the manner of a telescope;

secondly, bv valves, which when pressed have
the effect of adding a small piece of tube to the

length of the circuit through which the wind
passes ; and thirdly, by keys, which uncover holes

in the tube, and so shorten the amount of tube
which is available for the vibrating column of air.

The brass instruments with slide are the Trom-
bone^ and Slide Trumpet; those with valves are

the Comet k pistons. Valve Horn, Valve Trumpet,
Fliigelhom or Valve Bugle, Saxhorn, Valve
IVombone, Euphonium, Bombardon, Bass Tuba,
and Contrabass Tuba ; while those with keys are

the Key-bugle or Kent Bugle and the Ophicleide.

All these are played with a cui>-shaped mouth-
piece. Wood wind-instruments have the tube
pierced with holes, which are covered by the
fingers or by keys, and the uncovering of the holes

shortens the amount oftube available for vibration

and so gives notes of higher pitch. Some of them
receive the breath directly through a suitably

shaped opening; these are the ^ute. Piccolo

(i. e. ^lUo piccolOt a small flute), Fife, and the
Flageolet and the toy 'tin whistle,* which two
last are survivors of the now obsolete family of

fiut€$ d bee. In others the sound is produced
from the vibrations of a split reed, which is

either single and fixed in a frame or mouthpiece,

as in the Clarinet and Bassethorn [see Clabinet],

iHr.ford*t BUdc-Horn Itblglilyspolunof (ntp.TMaXbatttliM
notyeteoiml
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or double, consisting of two reeds bound together
so as to form a tube with the upper end flattened

out, as in the Oboe, Cor Anglais or Oboe di
Caocia, Bassoon, and Contrafagotto or Double
Bassoon. One wind-instrument of wood remainB
to be mentioned, the use of which is beoomini;
rare, though it is still oocasionally met with
in military bands. This is the Serpent, whi<^
differs frtim all other wood instruments in having
a cup-shaped mouthpiece, similar to that of the
trumpet. It is the only remaining member of Sk

now extinct family of German wood instruments
called Zinken (Ital. Cometti), which were for-

merly much used in the Church service, and
were in use as late as 1715 fcnr playing chankm
at the top of church towers.'

a. Stringed Instruments (Ger. 6aUen*ifuirU'
mente ; Ital. Stromenti da coiiie ; Fr. Ineirtmemis

d cordes). In all these the sound is produoed from,

stretched strings of either catgut, wire, or ooca-

sionally silk, the naturally feeble resonance of

which is in all cases strengthened by a sound-
board. As with the wind-instruments, some
of these are provided with a separate string for

each note, wmle in others the various sounds are

obtained by shortening the strings, of which there

are now never fewer than three, by pressure wiUi
the fingers. Stretched strings are thrown into

vibration in three different ways—friction, pluck-
ing, and percussion.

The mode offriction usually employed is that of

a bow of horse-hair, strewn with powdered rosin

(see Bow), and instruments so played are called

'bowed instruments* (Ger. StreichinetrumenU),

They are the Violin, Viola or Tenor, Violoncello,

and Contrabasso or Double Bass ; and an humble
though ancient member of the same family is

oocasionally met with in the Hurdy-gurdy, in
which the friction is produced by the edge of a
wooden wheel strewn with rosin and revolving

underneath the strings. In this inBtmment the
stopping or shortening of the strings is effected

by means of a series of keys, which are pressed

by the fingers of the left hand, while the right

hand turns the wheel. [See Hdrdt-Gubdt.]
The instruments played by plucking are tba

Harp, in which each note has a separate string,

and the Guitar, Mandoline, and Banjo, in which
the strings are ' stopped* by pressure with the fin-

gers upon a finger-board, provided with slightly-

raised transverse bars, called frets. In the Cither

or Zither, an instrument much used in Switzerland

and the Tyrol, 4 of the 29 strings are capable of

beingstopped with the fingers,while the remaining

25 are played ' open,' giving but one sound each.

In most of these instruments the plucking takes

place with the tips of the fingers (pizzicato), but

in the Zither the thumb ot the right hand is

armed with a ring bearing a kind of metal claw.

In the now obsolete Harpsichord and Spinet the

strings were also played by plucking, each key be-

ing provided with a small piece of quill or stiff

leather. [Jack.] Only two stringed instruments

I In 1896 wu pablUhed tn Ftrte a * Phsotuto fc dnq p&rtlot. pnvr IM
Cornets, pw H. UtlMiM.* J. 8. B««h oeoMtooaUy tuet th«m In hto

Ohurah Outatu.
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•re playedby percTittion—^the Pianoforte and tbe

Dulctmer; fai the former the ttrings are struck

bj hammere attached to the keys, and in the
latter by two hammers held m the hands.

5. Instrmnents of Percussion (Ger. Sehlag-
iuininnenie ; Ital. Stromenti per la percussione ;

¥t. JtutrumenU d perctunon). These are of two
kindi, those whose chief use is to mark the
ihythm, and which therefore need not, and in

viaoy cases do not, give a note of any definite

pitch, and those which consist of a series of

vibrsting bodies, each giving a definite note, so

that the whole instrument possesses a scale of

greater or less extent. Of the instruments of

indefinite pitch, some are struck with drumsticks
or other suitable implements ; these are the Bass
Dram, Side Dram. Tambour de Provence, Gong
er TuQ-tam, and Triangle ; others, such as Cym-
bsls and Castagnettes, are used in pairs, and
ars played by striking them together ; and one,

the Tambourine, or Tambour de Basque, is struck
with the open hand. The instruments of per-

OBsdon wldch give definite notes, and which
ire thonefore musical rather than x^ythmical, are
the Kettle Drums (used in pairs, or more>.
Glockenspiel ^bells used in military bands and
oectdoDsily with orchestra), and the Harmonica,
eonasting of bars of either glass, steel, or wood,
lestiag on two cords and struck with a hammer.

4. Tliere are still one or two instruments to be
mentioned which are not easily classed in any of
the three categories just described. In the Mar-
OKmium, njfhich we have accepted as a wind-
inrtrument, the sound is really produced by the
ibntiotts of metal springs, cidled reeds, though
these vibratioDB are certainly excited and main-
tamed by the force of wind ; so also stretched
strings may be acted upon by wind, and of this

the JBolian Harp is an illustration. [SeeJBoLiAN
Habp.] The instrument or organ of Mr. BaiUie
Hamilton, which is said to be a combination of
tooffoe and string, is not sufiiciently perfected to
be described here.
Metal tongues or reeds may also be played

by plucking, and this method is employed in
the 8(H»dled Musical Box, in which a series of
Betal tongues are plucked by pins or studs fixed

faia levolving barreL—^Another instrument played
by plucking, but possessing only a single reed or
tongitt, is the Jews-harp. In respect to the pro-
doctkm of its various notes this instrument differs

from all others. It is played by pressing the iron
frame in which the reed is fixed against the teeth,

fend while the reed is in a state ofvibration altering
the fonn of the cavity of the mouth, by which
mtns certain sounds of higher pitch than the
finidamental note may be product, and simple
BMlodies played. These higher sounds appear to
be upper 'partial-tones* of the fundamental note
of the reed, which are so strongly reinforced by
the vibrations of the volume of idr in the mouth
U to overpoWtf the fundamental tone, and leave
li just audible as a drone bass.—In the Har-
iBooica proper, another mode of sound-production
& entpk^Bo, the edges of glass bowls being rubbed
^ a wetted finger^ [See Habmonica.]
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For much of the information contained in this

article the writer is indebted to Schilling ' Uni-
versallexicon der Tonkunst.* [F.T.]

INSTRUMENTATION, see Orchestbatioit.

INTERLUDE (Germ. Zwiachen spiel), A
short Voluntary, played, by English Organists of

the older School, between ihe verses of a Hynm,
or Metrical Psalm.

Fifty, or even thirty years ago, a good ex-

tempore Interlude was regarded as no unfair test

of an Organist's ability. The late Mr. Thomas
Adams had a peculiar talent for Voltmtaries of

this kind : and, at S. Peter's, Walworth, John
Purkis charmed his fearers, at about the same
period, with delightful little efifusions which were
frequently fio- more interesting than the Hymns
between the verses of which they were inter-

polated. Of late years, however, the Interiude

has fallen so much into disuse that it is doubtful

whether a good one is now to be heard in any
Church in England.

In French Cathedrals, a long and elaborate

Interlude is usually played, at Vespers, between
the verses of the Magnificat, as well as those 6f

the Hymn : and, at Notre Dame de Paris, S.

Sulpice, and other Churches built on the same
grand scale, where the Organ in the Choir is

supplemented by a larger one at the western end
of the Nave, a fine effect is sometimes produced
by the alternate use of the two instruments

;

the smaller one being employed for the accompani-
ment of the voices, while the laiger is reserved

for the Interludes alone.

Interludes are played, in Germany, not between
the verses of the Choral, but between the separate

lines of each verse—an arrangement, which, how-
ever effective it may be in the hands of an
accomplished Organist, is generally very much
the reverse in those of a tyro. (Good examples
are to be found in Ch. H. Rink's 'XXIV Chorale,'

op. 64, 1804.) The delicious orchestral Interludes

which embellish the Choral, ' Cast .thy burthen
upon the Lord,' in Mendelssohn's ' Elijah,' and
those on a more extended scale in 'Nun danket

'

in the ' Lobgesang,' were evidently suggested by
this old German custom ; while the grand craw
of brass instruments, introduced between the lines

of 'Sleepers, wake!' in the same composer's
' S. Paul, illustrates, perhaps, the most striking

effect which it has yet been made to produce.

[See Chorale.]
For an explanation of the word Interlude, in

its dramatic sense, see Intermezzo. [W. S. R.]

INTERMEZZO (Fr. Intermhde. £rUr' Acte,

Old. Eng. Enterlude), I. A dramatic entertain-

ment, of liffht and pleasing character, introduced

between the Acts of a Tragedy, Comedy, or

Grand Opera ; either for the purpose of affording

an interval of rest to the performers of the

principal piece ; of allowii^ time for the pre-

paration of a grand scenic effect ; or, of relieving

the attention of the audience from the excessive

strain demanded by a long serious performance.

The history of the Intermezzo bears a very

important relation to that of the Opera; more
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especially to Uutt of the Opera Bnffii, with the
gradual development of which it ! very inti-

mately connected. The origin of both may be
traced back to a period of very remote antiquitpr.

It is, indeed, difficult to point out any epoch, in

the chronicles of Dramatic Art, in wUch the
presence of the Intermezzo may not be detected,

now in one form, and now in another. Its exact

analogue is to be found in the Satirce of the old

Roman Comedy. In the Mysteries and Miracle

Plays of the Middle Ages—those strange con-

necting-links between old things and new—it

assumed the form of a Hymn, or Carol, sung,

either in chorus, or by the Angdo ntmziOy to a
sort of Chaunt which seems to have been tradi-

tional. In a rare old work, by Macropedias, en«

titled, ' Bassarus. Fabula festivissima (Utrecht,

I553)> Bome verses, adapted to a melody by no
means remarkable for its festive character, are

given at the dose of every scene. And the

popularity of the Tune is sufficiently proved
by its persistent reiteration in other works of

nearly similar date.

jetc

These rude beginnings contrast strangely

enough with the highly finished Intermezzi decen-

nially presented in the course of the Passion-Play

at Ober-Ammergau. But, the Passion-Play is

known to have undergone many important im-
provements, within a comparatively recent pe-

riod ; and its case is, in every way, so exceptional,

that it is no easy task to determine its true posi-

tion as a historical landmark.
Almost all the earlier Italian plays were

relieved by Intermezzi. Many of these were
simply Madrigals, sung by a greater or less

number of voices, as occasion served. Some-
times they were given in the form of a Chorus,

with instrumental accompaniment. The most
favourite style, perhaps, was that of a Song, or

Canzonetta, sung, by a single performer, in the
character of Orpheus. In no case was the sub-

ject of these performances connected, in any way,
with that of the pieces between the Acts of

which they were interpolated. Their construc-

tion was extremely simple, and their importance
relatively smalL We first find them assuming
grander proportions, at Florence, in the year

1589, on the occasion of the Marriage of the
Grand Duke Ferdinand, with Christine de
Lorraine. To grace this ceremony, Giovanni
Bardi, Conte di Vemio, produced a new Comedy,
entitled VAmico fido, with Intermezzi, d grand
Bpectacle, prepared expressly for the festival,

and presented with a degree of splendour hitherto

unknown. For the fii^ of these, called 'The
Harmony of the Spheres/ the poetry was written

by Ottavio Rinuocini, and the music composed
by Emilio del Cavaliere, and Cristofano Mai-
vezzi. The second, also written by Rinuccini,

and called 'The Judgment of the Hamadryads,'
was set to music by Luca Marenzio. For
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the third, called *The Triumph of Apollo,* in-
vented by Bardi, and written by Rinuodniy
the music was composed, partly by Luca Ma-
renzio, and partly, it is said, by the Conte di
Vemio himself. The fourth, entitled 'The
Infernal Regions,* was written by Pietro Strozzi,

and accompanied by sombre music, composed,
by Giulio Cacdni, for Violins, Viole, Lutes,
Lyres of all forms. Double Harps, Trombones,
and • Organs of > Wood.' The fiRh—• The Fable
of Arion'—was written by Rinuocini, and set

to music, by Cavaliere and Malvezzi.
This grand performance naturally gave an

extraordinary impulse to the progress of dramatic
music. WiUiin less than ten years, it was fol-

lowed, in the same city, by the production of
the first Opera Seria, at the Palazzo Corsi.

Meanwhile, the Intermezzo steadily continued to

advance in interest and importance. Guarini
(1537-1612) wrote Intermezzi to his own Pastor
Ftdo, in the form of simple Madrigals. In 1623,
UAmoro9a Iwiocenza was produced, at Bologna,
accompanied by Intermezzi deUa Coronazione di
Apollo, per Dafne eonvertita in Lawro, set to

music by Ottavio Vemizzi. This work intro-

duces us to a new and extremely important
epoch in the history of the branch of Dramatic
Art we are now considering. By degrees, the

Intermezzi were made to embody a uttle con-

tinuous drama of their own. Their story

—

always quite unconnected with that of the
principal piece—^was more carefully elaborated

than heretofore. Gradually increasing in co-

herence and interest, their disjoint^ mem-
bers rapidly united themselves into a consistent

and connected whole. And thus, in process of

time, two distinct dramas were presented to the

audience, in alternate Acts; the character of

the Intermezzi being alwajrs a little lighter than
that of the piece between the divisions of which
they were played, and on that very account, per-

haps, better fitted to win their way to public

&vour. The merry wit inseparable from the
Neapolitan School undoubtedly did much for

them ; and, before long, they began to enter into

formidable rivalry with the more serious pieces

they were at first only intended to relieve.

Their popularity spread so widely, that, in

1723, a collection of them was printed, in two
volumes, at Amsterdam ; and so lasting was it,

that, to this day, a light Italian Operetta is

frequently called an Intermezzo in Musica,
The next great change in the form of the

Intermezzo, though really no more than the

natural consequence of those we have already

described, was sufficiently important, not only

to mark the culminating point in its career,

but to translate it, at once, to a sphere of Art
little contemplated by those who first called it

into existence. Already complete in itself, all

it now needed was independence : an exist-

ence of its own, apart from that of the graver

piece to which it owed its original raifon dHre,
Such an existence was obtained for it, by the

simple procees of leaving the graver piece—

iOrgamidiUg*(h
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blether Tngedy, Comedy, or Serious Opera

—

to depend upon its own reeourcos, wlme the
Intennezso, with its once disconnected links

united in unbroken sequence, was performed as

a separate work, in one Act. This revolution

was effected chiefly by the genius of a young
composer, whose untimely death, considered in

relation to its influence upon the Lyric Drama,
can never be sufliciently deplored. From be*

ginning to end, the narrative of Pergolesi's Art-

Hfe is identified with the ultimate fate of the
Intermezzo. His first important composition

—

a Sacred Drama, called Ban Oaglidmo d'Aqui-
ttmia—was dirersified by Intermezzi, of a play-

fid character, introduced between its principal

divisions. His greatest triumph

—

La Serva Par
drama—^was, its^f, an Intermezzo, pur et $imple.

This delightful work—the whole interest ofwhich
is oentr^ in two characters, whose yoices are

aooompanied only by a stringed band—was first

produced, in Italy, between the Acts of another
uieoe, in the year 1734. Its success was un-
txranded. It soon found its way to every Capital
in Eur(n>e ; and, everywhere but in France, was
reodved with acclamation. The French, however,
were slow to appreciate it at its true value. Its

first performance in Paris, Oct. 4, 1746, was
little short of a failure : but when, Aug. i, 1^752,

it was played between the Acts of LuUi's Ads
H OdUuhie^ it originated a feud between the
'Lullistes' and the ' Bouffonnistee,' scarcely less

bitter than that which raged, at a later period,

between the rival followers of Gluck and Piccinni.

National vanity forbade the recognition of the
Italian style : national ffood taste forbade its

rejection. Rousseau, with characteristic im-
p^Qodty, threw himself into the thick of the
fray; fought desperately on the Italian side;

declared French Opera impossible; and stulti-

fied his own arguments by the immediate pro-

doction of a French IntemUde—the well-known
Ikvin du Village, Long after this, the con-

troversv raged, with unabated fury: but, in

Qpite of the woivt its enemies could do, La Serva
Padrona exercised a salutary and lasting effect

npcn French dramatic music—indeed, upon
dramatic music everywhere. In 1750 it met
with an enthusiastic reception in England. Its

iQooess was as lasting as it was brilliant : and,

almost to our own day, it has kept its place upon
the stage, not between the Acts of a Serious

Opera, but as an independent piece ; marking
the critical period at which the history of the

Intermezzo merges, permanently, into that of

the Opera Bufia, its legitimate heir. [See Opeba
BOPFA.]

The anomalous character of this sweeping
change became at once apparent. It was as

necessary as ever, that, on certain occasions, some
Kri of entertainment should be given between
the Acts of serious pieces. The Intermezzo hav-
ing so Car outgrown its original intention as to

be utterly useless for this purpose, something
dse must needs be found to supply its place.

The Dance was unanimously accepted as a sub-

ititote; and soon became exceediBgly popular.

INTERMEZZO. d

And thus arose a new species of Interlude, which
at no time, perhaps, attained a greater degree

of perfection, than under the ' Lumley Manage-
ment' at Her Majesty's Theatre, where, night

after night, a Ballet Divertissement, with Cerito,

or Carlotta Grisi, for its principal attraction, was
given between the Acts of a Grand Opera, sung
by Grisi, Persiani, Rubini, Tamburini, and La-
blache ; the long line of successes culminating in

that memorable Pas de Quatre, which, danced
by Taglioni, Fanny Elsler, Carlotta Grisi, and
Cerito, is still regarded as one of the greatest

triumphs of Terpdchorean Art on record.

Instrumental music is frequently played, in

Grermany, after the manner of an Intermezzo.

The noble £ntr*actes composed by Beethoven,

for Schiller*8 'Egmont,' by Schub^ for 'Bosa-
munde,' and by Mendelssohn, for Shak8peare*B

''Midsummer ^Night's Dream,* are &miHar to

every one. These, of course, can only be pre-

sented in association with the great works they

were originally designed to illustrate. But, less

appropriate music, good enough of its kind,

though intended for other purposes, was, at one
time, by no means uncommon. We once heard
Yieuxtemps play a Violin Concerto between the

Acts ofan Opera^ at Leipzig, in the days when the

Orchestra was under uie masterly direction of

Ferdinand David : and, in the year 1845, Alboni
(then unknown in England) sang several of her
favourite Song^, in the same pretty little Theatre,

between the Acts of a play. Such performances

as these may, naturally enough, be repeated,

at any time. But, wiUi our present ideas of

Art, anything like a revival of the Intermezzo,

in its older form, would manifestly be impossible.

We may learn much firom its history, which is

both instructive, and entertaining: but, for all

practical purposes, we must be content to leave

it in the obscurity to which, since the production

of La Serva Padrona, it has been not unprofit-

ably consigrned.

U. The word is also used for a short movement,
serving as a connecting-link between the lai^ger

divisions of a Sonata, Symphony, or other great

work, whether instrumental, or vocal ; as in No.

4 of Schumann's ' Faschingsschwank aus Wien'
(op. 26). The beautiful Intermezzo which,

under the name of * Introduzione,* lends so

charming a grace to Beethoven's 'Waldstein
Sonata' (op. 53) is said to be an after-thought,

inserted in place of the well-known * Andante in

F * (op. 35), which, after due consideration, the

great Composer rejected, as too long for the

position he originally intended it to occupy. The
term is however used for larger movements :

—

as by Mendelssohn for the 3rd movement in his

F minor Quartet (op. 2), or for the 'grand
adagio' which, under the name of 'Nachruf,' he
specially composed in memory of his friend Ritz,

and inserted in his Quintet, op. 18, in lieu of the

previous Minuet (Letter, Feb. 21, 1832) ; or for

the Entracte expressive of Hermia's search for

Lysander in the Midsummer Nieht's Dream
music. The 2nd movement of Goetz s Symphony,
virtually a Scherzo, is entitled Intermezzo.
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Schmnaxm and firahms, again, have both nsed
the word to denote independent pieces of nnall

dimensions, the former in his 'Opera 4*—six

pieces usually consisting of a main theme and an
Altemativo ; and the latter in his latest publi-

cation (op. 76), eight pieces for the P.F., of which

4 are Capriccios and 4 Intermezzi. [W.S.R.]

INTERRUPTED CADENCE is a progres-

sion which seems to tend towards the final Tonic
chord of a perfect cadence through the usual

Dominant harmony, but is abrupUy deflected;

to that the promised conclusion is deferred by the
substitution of other harmony than that of the
Tonic, after the Dominant chord which seemed
to lead inmiediately to it.

The form which is frequently quoted as typi-

cal is that in which the chord of the 6ubmediant
Or third below the Tonic is substituted for the
final Tonic chord, as

—

«-
instead of

l— '
1

I D

V -^^
«.

-^2. .9.#^M
from which the principle will be readily grasped.

In reality the number of different forms is

only limited by the number of chords which can
possibly succeed the Dominant chord, and it is

not even necessary that the chord which follows

it and makes the interruption shall be in the

Bame key.

Handel frequently used the Interrupted Ca-
dence to make the final cadence of a movement
stand out individually and prominently. The
following example, which is made to serve this

purpose, is from his Fugue in £ minor from the

Bet of Six for the Organ, and is very characteristio

of him:-*
Adoffto

> i. I^

It is interesting to compare this with the con-
blusion of the last movement of Schumann's
Sonata for Pianoforte in 6 minor, where a very
definite Interrupted Cadence is used for the
Bame purpose of enforcing the final cadence of
the work by isolation, and the process is carried
out in a thoroughly modem spirit and on an
extended scale. The Interrupted Cadence itself

is as follows :

—

INTERRUPTED CADENCE.

Bach frequently used Interrupted Cadences to
prolong the conclusion of a work« and a form
which seems to have been a great &vourite with
him is that in which the Tonic minor seventh
succeeds the Dominant chord, thereby leading to
a continuance and enforcement of the Tonic in
the succession of chords at the conclusion. There
are very remarkable and beautiful examples of
this in the Prelude in Eb minor. No. 8, in tlie

Wohltemperirte Clavier, the last—four bars from
the end—being in the form above mentioned. The
efiect of this form of the Interrupted Cadence is

most powerful when the seventh is in the basa,
and of this there is a very striking instance ill

his Cantata ' Jesu, der du meine Seeie,* whUA li

as follows :—

Mozart uses the Interrupted Cadence In ft

similar manner to extend the movement or the
section in which it occurs. As an example from
him, which presents yet another form, the fol-

lowing from his Quartet in A, No. 5, may ba
taken :

—

Beethoven also uses Interrupted CadenocB for

similar purposes to the instances (Quoted above

;

but latterly he employed them m a manner
which it is important to take note of as highly

characteristic and conspicuoiis in modem music.

This is the use of them actually in place of a
perfect cadence, taking them as a fresn starting

point, by which means greater continuity is ob-

tained. A well-known example is that at the

end of the slow movement of the AppaaaionlbUk
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Sonfttft, by meaiiB of which the two last move-
ments are made continuoua. Two very remark-
able and amnifitakeable inttancee occur alto in

the first movement of the Sonata in E (op. 109),

one of which has already been quoted in Uie

articla Cadbncb. Another instance occurs in

the Quartet in A (op. 13a), where the ' working
out* cooomenoes; the cadence of F major is

interrupted at *, and the 'working out' com-
mences in the next bar, proceeding immediately
with modulation, as follows^—

INTERVAL. 11

Wagner has made great use of tUs device, and
by it secures at once the effect of a conclusion

and an uninterrupted flow of the music: the
voice or voices having a form which has all the
appearance of a full (»dence, and the instruments
supplying a forcible Interrupted Cadence which
leads oB immediately and without break to the
succeeding action. An example which will prob-
ably be familiar is that at the conclusion of the
chorus at the beginning of the 4th scene of the
tod act of Lohengrin, where Ortruda suddenly
steps forward and claims the right to precede
Elsa into the cathedral. Another instance which
illustrates the principle very clearly is the fol-

lowing from the 3rd scene of the ist act «f
l^istaa und Isolde :

—

Bet^taoven also made occwiuuiu uw 01 j,aia

device in Fidelio. One specially clear instance
Is in the Finale of the Ust act, at the end of Don
Femando's sentence to Leonora—'Euch, edle
Frau, allein, euch ziemt es, ganz ihn zu befrei*n.*

By such means as this, one scene is welded on
to another, and the action is relieved of that
constant breach of continuity which resulted
from the old manner of coming to a full close
and beginning again. [C.H.H.P.]

INTERVAL. The possible gradations of the
pilch of musical sounds are infinite, but for the
purposes of the art certain relative distances of
hsi^i and lowness have to be definitely deter-
mined and maintained. The sounds so chosen
are the notes of the ^rstem, and the distances
between them are the Intervals. With different

objects in view, different intervals between tho

sounds have been determined on, and various
national scales present great diversities in this

respect—for instance the ancient Craelic and
Chinese scales were constructed so as to avoid
any intervale as small as a semitone ; while some
nations have made use of quarter-tones, as we
have good authority for believing the Muezzins
do in calling the &ithful to prayer, and the
Dervishes in reciting their litanies. The inter-

vals of the ancient Greek scales were calculated

for the development of the resources of melody
without harmony ; the intervals of modem scales

on the other hand are calculated for the develop-
ment of the resources of harmony, to which
melody is so far subordinate that many character-

istic intervals of modem melody, and not unfr»>
quently whole passages of melody (such as the
whole first mel(Kiic phrase of Weber's Sonata in

Ab), are based upon the use of consecutive notes
of a single chonl; and they are often hardly
imaginable cm any other basis, or in a scale which
has not been expressly modifieil for the purposes
of harmony. Of the qualities of the different

intervals which the various notes form with one
another, different opinions have been entertained
at different times ; the more important classifica-

tions which have been proposed by theorists in
mediffival and modem times are given in the
article Habmont.
The modem scale-system is, as Helmholtz has

remarked, a product of artistic invention, and
the determination of the intervals which separate
the various notes took many centuries to arrive

at. By the time of Bach it was clearly settled

though not in general use, and Bach himself gave
his most emphatic protest in favour of the equal
temperament upon which it is based in his

Wohltemperirte Clavier, and his judgment has
had great influence on the development ofmodem
music. According to this system, which is

specially calculated for unlimited interchange of
keys, the semitones are nominally of equal dimen-
sions, and each ootave contains twelve of them.
As a consequence the larger intervals contained
in the tempered octave are all to a certain

extent out of tune. The fifth is a little less

than the true fifth, and the fourth a little largtNr

than the true fourth. The major thirds and
sixths are considerably more than the true major
thirds and sixths, and the minor thirds and
sixths a good deal less than the true minor thirds

and sixths. The minor seventh is a little larger

than the minor seventh of the trae scale, which
is represented by the ratio 9 : 16, and is a mild
dissonance; and this again is larger than the
harmonic sub-minor seventh which is represented
by the ratio 4:7; and this is so slight a dis-

sonance that Helmholtz says it is often more
harmonious than the minor sixth.

The nomenclature of intervals is unfortunately
in a somewhat confused state. The commonest
system is to describe intervals which have two
forms both alike consonant or dissonant as ' major'
and ' minor' in those two forms. Thus major and
minor thirds and sixths are consonant, and major
and minor sevenths and ninths are dissonant ; and
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where tbey are capable of further redaction they

are called ' diminished,* as diminished thirds and
sevenths ; and when of further enlargement as
' augmented,* as augmented sixths. With inter-

vals which have only one normal form the terms
' major * and ' minor * are not used ; thus fifths

and fourths lose their consonant character on
being either enlarged or reduced bv a semitone,

and in these forms they are called respectiveiy
' augmented * and ' diminished * fifths and fourths.

The interval of the augmented sixth is indif-

ferently called 'superfluous* or 'extreme sharp'

sixth; and the same terms are applied to the

fifth ; the term ' fidse * is also used for diminished

in relation to the fifth and for augmented in

relation to the fourth.

The term ' Imperfect* is used in two senses In

relation to Intervals. In the classification of

Consonances it was common to divide them into

perfect and imperfect, or perfect, middle and
imperfect; but as the classification varied at

different times reference must be made for details

to the article Habmont (vol. i. pp. 669-685). On
the other hand, when an interval is commonly
known in its normal condition as perfect, such as

a fourth or a fifth, it is natural per contra to speak

of the interval which goes by the same name,
but is less by a semitone, as ' imperfect.*

For further details on the subject see Tem-
PXRAMEKT. [C.H.H.P.]

^
INTONATION (Lat. Ini(matio). I. The

initial phrase of a Plain Chaunt melody : usually

sung, either by the Officiating Priest, alone, or,

by one, two, or four leading Choristers. Some
of the most important Intonations in general use

are those proper to the Gregorian Tones. Though
differing widely in character and expression,

these venerable Chaunts are all constructed upon
the same general principle, and all exhibit the

same well-marked combination of four distinct

elements—^the Intonation, the Keciting-Note, the

Mediation, and the Cadence. The first of these,

with which alone we are now concerned, consists

of a few simple notes, leading upwards^—except

in one peculiar and somewhat abnormal case—^to

the Dominant of the Psalm about to be sung,

and thus connecting it with its proper Antiphon.
[See Antiphon.] Now, as each Mode has a
fixed Dominant upon which the greater part of
every Psalm is recited, it follows, that each Tone
must also have a fixed Intonation, to lead up to

that note: and this principle is so far carried

out that two Tones, having a common Reciting-

Note, have generally, though not always, a
common Intonation—as in the case of Tones I

and VI, III and VIII. This rule, however, is

broken, in the case of Tone IV ; which, though
its Reciting Note is identical with that of Tone I,

has a peculiar Intonation of its own.' Almost
all the Tones have one form of Intonation for

the Psalms, and another for the Canticles ; while
some few add to these a third variation, which

> Though oonstruotod of stmllar IntenraU. the Intonftttona of Tones
n and III ar« not Identical. By no permbislble form uf trmnsposllion.

oould the O. A. C of tlie Utter be substituted for the C. D, F of tiie

former.

INTONATION.

is used only for the second part of the Introit.

[See Inteoit.] The subjoined forms are taken
from the editions of the Roman Vesperal, and
Gradual, lately published at Ratisbon; in the
former of which, the Intonation assigned to the
Magnificat, in the Sixth Tone, varies widely
from the more usual reading given in the Mechlin
edition. The forms used for the Introit so nearly
resemble those for the Canticles, that we have
thought it necessary to give those of the Fourth
and Sixth Tones oidy.

TbneL

For the Fisliiit.

Ton* n. Tone ITT.

ToneVn. Tone vm.
n

j-^^-^;-« 4;.>Jnii
—

t7

For the

Tonet

'Magnificat.*

Tonen.

ffl) .. ^ rA I N II tf) .^ '^^j
i ^. y

Tone m. Tone rv.
—^3 = =^—,

For the Psalm ' In Exita Israel.'

Irregular or Peregrine Tbne.

Fw the Introit.

Tone IV. Tone VL

The Intonation is usually sung to the first

verse, only, of eaeh Psalm, but, to every verse

of the Magnificat and Benedictus. When sung
before the first verse only, whether of Psalm or

Canticle, it is assigned either to the Officiating

Priest, or to the two leading Choristers. Before

the remaining verses of the Magnificat, and
Benedictus, it is sung by the whole Choir.

The opening phrases of the Antiphon, the anti-

phonal portion of the Introit, the Gradual, and
many other Plain Chaunt AnUiems and Hymns,
are also sung, as Intonations, either by a single

Priesti or by one, two, or four leading Choristers.
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The Gloria in exeelsis, and Credo, liave fixed

Intonatioiis of their own, which may be found in

their proper places, in the Missal.

It is always interesting to observe the nse
nubde,bymodem composers, of antient materials

:

and we shall find that some of the Intonations
giyen, in our examples, have been turned, by the
greatest Masters of the modem School, to very
profitable uses indeed. For instance, Handel,
in * The Lord gave the word,* firom * The Messiah,'
uses the Intonation of the First Tone, transposed
a fourth higher, with wonderful effect

—

I
etc.

Ibslioid Bftra tbaword;

while that of the Eighth (as sung to the Mag-
nificat) has been employed, in a very striking

mumer, by Mendelssohn, in the 'Lobgesang'

—

etc.

• l«i nu O - dam tMit,

We have selected these instances from in-

numerable others, not only because the chief

interest of the works mentioned is centred in

these few simple notes; but because, in both
cases, the phrases in question are really used as
Intonations—i.e. as initial phrases, given out in

miison, to be continued in harmonious chorus.

Whether the composers were conscious of the
ouroe of the ideas they treated with such masterly
power, is a question open to argument: but,

there can be no doubt thiat John Sebastian Bach,
when writing his great Mass in £ minor, chose
the opening subject of his magnificent Credo,
limply because it was the Intonation assigned
to the Credo in the Plain Chaunt Mass

—

That the effect with which Bach introduces this

grand old subject was not lost upon Mendelssohn,
is evident, fiK>m a passage in a letter written
from Rome, by the last-named composer, to his

friends in G^ermany (April 4, 1831).
II. The art of singing, or playing, correctly

in tune. Thus, we say that the intonation of
Rich and such a performer is either true, or fidse,

as the case may be. For a detailed account of
the conditions upon which perfect tune depends,
see Tehpebahbnt. [W. S. R.]

INTONING. The practice of singing the
opening phrase of a Psalm, Canticle, or other
piece of Ecclesiastical Music, not in fjll chorus,
rat, as a solo, or semi-chorus, assigned either to

INTRODU<

a single Priest, or to one,

Choristers. Hie term is

misapplied. For instance, ^

told that the Litany, or even
was * intoned * by some particular \
the word used should have been, in i

' sung,* and, in the other, ' monotoned.'

INTRADA or ENTRATA. A ten

an opening movement, as by Beethoven
introductory piece of the * Battle-Symphony * of
his Battle of Vittoria, or for the first movement
of the Serenade, op. 25. 'Intrade* is used by
Mozart for the overture of his ' Bastion * (K. 50)

;

and 'Intrada o Concerto' by Bach for an in-

dependent movement (Cat. No. Ii7)> [See
Entree a.] [^G.]

INTRODUCTION. The main purpose of an
Introduction in music is either to summon the
attention of the audience, or to lead their minds
into the earnest and sober mood which is fittest

for the appreciation of great things. The manner
in which these purposes are accomplished varies

greatly with the matter which is to follow. If

that be light and gay any noise will answer the
purpose, such as brilliant passages or loud chords

;

but if it be serious it is manifest that the Intro-

duction should either have proportionate inherent

interest or such dignity of simplicity as cannot be
mistaken for triviality. It is interesting to note

the manner in which this has been carried out by
great masters, and the more important relations

which seem to subsist between a movement and
its Introduction in their works.

In the first place there are many examples
of simple signals to attention ; such as the

single independent chord which opens Haydn's
Quartet in Eb (Trautwein No. 33) ; the simple

cadence which introduces his Quartet in C, op. 7 a

(Trautwein No. 16), and the group of chords with
cadence which precedes the Quartet in Bb, op. 7a
(Trautwein No. la). These have no other re-

lation to the movement than that ofgiving notice

that it is about to commence, and are appropriate

enough to the clear and simple form of the Haydn
Quartet. Similar examples are to be remarked
in very different kinds of music ; as for instance

at the commencement of the Eroica Symphony,
where the quiet soberness of the beginning of

the movement seems to call for some signal to

attention, while its supreme interest from the

very first seems to indicate that introductory

elaboration would be out of place. In Chopin's

Nocturne in B major, again, it is not difficult to

see the reason for the adoption of the two simple

forte chords with which it is introduced ; since

the commencement of the Nocturne proper is so

quiet and delicate that without some such signal

the opening notes might be lost upon the au-

dience; whilst a more developed Introduction

would clearly be disproportionate to the dimen-
sions of the i^ece.

In great orchestral works, such as symphonies,

Haydn usually commences with a set and formal

Introduction in a slow tempo, which marks the
importance of the work, and by remaining so

close to the principal key of the movement as
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hardly ever to pass the limits of the Tonic and
Dominant kejm, asaists the audience to realise

the tonality. Mozart did not follow the example
of Haydn in this respect, as many of his sym-
phonies are without Intooductions,—especially

the well-known ones in G (Jupiter) and G minor.

In quintets, quartets, sonatas, and such forms of

chamber-music he is also sparing of Introductions,

but there is an example of some extent in the

quintet for pianoforte and wind in Eb (Kochel,

45 a), in which the harmonic successions are

simple, and there is a more celebrated one to the

string quartet in C, in which the harmonic bases

vary more freely than in other examples of that

period which can be adduced.
Beethoven began from the first to follow up

this point, and it is said that some pedants never

forgave him for opening the Introduction to his

Symphony in (No. i) with chords which appear
not to belong to that key. The Symphony in D
again (No. a) has a very important Introduction,

in which there is free modiUation, such as to Bb
and F, and many passages and figures of great

beauty and interest. In the Symphony in Bb
the introductory Adagio is in the highest degree

beautiful and hnpressive, and contains modula-
tion even to the degree of an enharmonic change.

In the Symphony in A the idea of the independ-

ent Introduction culminates. It has a decidedly

appreciable form and two definite subjects. It

opens with great dignity and decision in A major,

and passes thence to C, the key of the minor tlurd

above, in which a clear and beautiful second sub-

ject is given ; after this the figures of the opening

are resumed and a short transition is made back
to the original key, passing on from thence to F
major, the key of the third below, in which the

second subject again appears. From this key
the transition to E, the Dominant of the original

key, is at the same time easy and natural and
sufficiently interesting; and considerable stress

being laid upon this note both by its continuance

in the harmonies and its reiteration individually,

it thoroughly prepares the definite commence-
of the Vivace.

In the above instances the Introdu<3tion is

practically an independent movement, both as

regards Uie substance and the clear division

which is made between it and the succeeding

movement by a full or half close. In many of

his later works Beethoven made an important
change in respect of the connection between the

Introduction and the movement introduced ; by
abolishing the marked break of continuity, by
the use of fig^es which are closely related in

both, and by carrying the subject matter of the

Introduction into the movement which follows.

One of the dearest and most interesting ex-

amples of his later treatment of the Introduction

is in the first movement of the Sonata in Eb,
op. 81 a, in which the introductory Adagio opens
with the text of the movement, which is con-

stantly reiterated in the 'working out* of the
All^[ro, and yet more constafitiy^and persistently

and with many transformad^ions in the long and
beautiful coda. B^ibinatein has adopted the

INTRODUCTION.

same device in his Dramatic Symphony in D
minor; in which also the first subject of the
first movement proper is a transformed versioa
of the opening subject of the Introduction.

In several of his later Quartets Beethoven
makes the most important material of the Intro-
duction appear in the movement which follows
it^ in different ways—as in the Quartet in £b»
op. 1 37, and that in Bb, op. 130, and A, op. 13a,
in the last two of which the subjects of the
Introduction and the first movement are very
closely intermixed. In the £b Concerto also
the Introduction reappears with certain varia-

tions of detail in the latter part of the mov^nent
previous to the ' reci^itulation' of the subject.

In its intimate connection with the movement
whichfollows it, the Introduction to the first move-
ment of the 9th Symphony is most remarkable.
It commences m^^riously with the open fifth of
the Dominant, mto whidb the first rhythms of
the first subject begin to drop, at first sparsely,

like hints of what is to come, then closer and
closer, and louder and louder, till the complete
subject bursts-in in full grandeur with the Tonic
chord. In this case the introductory form re-

appears in the course of the movement, and also

briefly in the discussion of the previous themes
whicn immediately precedes the commencement
of the vocal portion of the woric.

After Beethoven no composer has grasped the
ideaofintimatelyconnectingthe Introductionwith
the work which it introduces more successfully

than Schumann, and many of the examples in his

works are highly interesting and beautiful. In
the Symphony in C, for instance, a striking figure

of the opening reappears in the first movement, in

the scherzo, and in the last movement. In the

Symphony in D, in which all the movements are

closely connected, the introductory phrases are

imported into the Bomanze, where they occu^
no unimportant position. In his Sonata in D
minor, for violin and pianoforte, op. lai, the

Introduction proposes in broad and clear outlines

the first subject of the succeeding allegro, in

which it is stated with greater elaboration. The
Overture to Manfred affords another very inters

esting specimen of Schumann*s treatment of the

Introduction. It opens with three abrupt chords

in quick tempo, after which a slow tempo is

assumed, and out of a sad and mysterious com-
mencement the chief subject of the Overture

proper is made by degrees to emerge. An earlier

analogue to this is the Introduction to Bee-
thoven's Egmont Overture, in which one of the

chief figures of Ihe first subject of the overture

seems to grow out of the latter part of the in-

troduction.

Of all forms of musical composition none are

more frequently preceded by an Introduction

than overtures; the two above mentioned, and
such superb examples as those in the Overtures

to Leonora Noe. a and 3, and to CToriolan, and
such well-known ones as those to Weber's Der
Freischlitz and Oberon, Schumann's Genoveva,

and MendelsBohn's Buy Bias, will serve to

illustrate this fact.



INVERSION.

•f the InJtertal sarvirei the operation, tinolian^ed,

and mmais itself with equal force, in the Inversion.

In whatever positiontheymay be taken. Consonant
Interralfl remain always ^ consonant ; Dissonant
Intervals, dissonant ; and Perfect Intervals, per-

fect. [See Interval.]
IV. A Chord is said to be Inverted, when any

Bote, other than its Root, is taken in the lowest part.

Thus, if the Root of a Common Chord be trans-

posed from the lowest part, to one of the upper
parts, and the Third placed in the Bass, the change
willproduoe the Chord of the 6-3. If the Fifth he

nomariy treated, the resultofthe transference will

be the Chord of the 6-4. Hence, the Chord of the

^3 is called the First Inversion of the Common
Chocd; and the Chord of the 6-4, the Second.

Coinmoii
Chord.

IONIANMODE If

If the same process be applied to the Chord of

the Seventh, we shall, by successively taking the

Third, Fifth, and Seventh, in the Bass, obtain

ili three Inversions, the 6-5-3, the 6-4-3, and the

Chord of the
Ssventh

Chords, in their normal ferm, with the Root
in the Bass, are called Fundamental Harmonies

:

those in which any other note occupies this

position are called Derivative, or Inverted Chords.

[See HABMOirr.]
V. A Pedal Point {Point Morgue) is described

as Inverted, when the sustained note, instead of

being placed in the Bass, is transferred to an
upper part, as in Mozart^s Pianoforte Fantasia in

C minor (op. 11):

—

—or, to a middle one, as in the following passage
from Deh vieni, non tardar, {Nozze di Figaro,)
where the Inverted Pedal Ib sustiuned by the
Seoood Violins:—

' AHkimgh the FwfMt Foortb-the InTenion of the Perfect Fifth—
k olMMl kf Oalmmiithi i, anoog Dtooords. it oDiy fomu an ap-

ttM SBMnl into : tliwe It is admitted to b« a
IItvpon tnliivn tiM app«r puts of a Chord.

OL. II.

' In thesd, and similar cases, the characteristic
note (whether sustained, or reiterated), forms no
part of the Harmony, which remains wholly un-
affected, either by its presence, or removal. [Sec
Harmony.] [W. S. R.]

IONIAN MODE (Lat. Modut lonieus, Modut
la^tias). The Thirteenth—or, according to some
writers, the Eleventh— of the Ecclesiastical

Modes. [See M0DB8, THB Ecclesiastical.]
The Final of the Ionian Mode is C. Its com-

pass, in the Authentic form, extends upwards,
from that note to its octave ; and, as its semi-
tones occur between the third and fourth, and the
seventh and eighth degrees, its tonality corre*

spends exactly with that of the major diatonic
scale as used in modem music—a circumstance
which invests it with extraordinary interest, when
considered in connexion with the history of mu-
sical science. Its Dominant is G—another point
of coincidence with the modem scale. Its Me-
diant is E, and its Participant, D. Its Conceded
Modulations are F, A, and B ; and its Absolute
Initials C, E, 6, and frequently, in polyphonic
music, D. Its chief duuracteristics, therefore,

may be illustrated thus

—

Mode XIII (or XI).

Fin. Part. Med. Dom.

The compass of the Plaffal, or Hypo-ionian
Mode, lies a fourth lower than that of the Au'
thentic form, ranging from G to 6. The Domi-
nant of this Mode is E, its Mediant^ A, and its

Participant, G. Its Conceded Modulations are

D, F, and the F below the initial G; and its

Absolute Initials C, G, A, and, in polyphonic
music, very frequently D.

Mode XIV (or XII).

Med. Fin. Dom. Psit.

It will be seen, that the semitones here fall

between the third and fourth, and sixth and
seventh degrees^-exactly the position they occupy
in the Autibentic Mixolydian Mode : and, as the

compass of these Modes is also identical, the one
is often mistaken for the other, though thev are

as clearly distinguished, by their respective Fmals,
as the modem keys of £b, and Ff minor.

Though not induded in the system set forth by
St. Gregory, the Ionian and Hypo-ionian Modes
are certainly as old as the 8th or 9th century:

for, when the question of the number of Modes to

be retained in use was submitted to the Emperor
Charlemagne, he at first said that eight seemed
to be enough, but afterwards authorised the em-
plojrment of twelve, thus extending his indul-

gence to all except the notoriously impure Locrian

and Hypolocrian. Eight Modes have, indeed,

been always considered enough for the chaunting

of the Psalms : hence, we find no Psalm Tones in

either the Ionian or Hypo-ionian Modes; though
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other pieces of Eoclesiastical Muaio exist, in both.

For instance, the fine Plain Chaunt * Missa in

Festis Solemnibus*—better known, perhaps, in a
K9SS pure form, as the ' Missa de Angelis —is in

the Authentic Ionian Mode, throughout : and a
particularly captivating Hypo-ionian melody has

been preserved to us, in the Paachal form of the

Benionsory ' In manus tuas, Domine/ as given

in the Mechlin Vesperal.^

A strong prejudice existed against the Ionian

Mode, in mediaeval times, when the softness of

its intervals gave so great offence, that it was
commonly cidled Modus Uucivtu, The early

contrapuntists seem also to have regarded it wiu
grave suspicion. It was only as Art advanced,

that the inexhaustible extent of its capabilities

became gradually apparent. When first em-
ployed in polyphonic music^ the Authentic scale

was usually transposed (for the greater conveni-

ence of ordinary oombinatioBs of voices) with the

customary Bb at the signature; in which con-

dition it IS often mistaken for the modem key of

F. Palestrina delighted in using it, with this

transposition, as the exponent of a certain tender

grace, in the expression of which he has never
been approached ; as in the ' Missa Brevis,* the

Missa * Sterna Christi munera,* the delightful

Motets, *Sicut cervus desiderat,* and *Pueri

Hebneorum,' and innumerable other instances.

Giovanni Croce has also employed it in the Motet
'Yirtute magna*—known in England as ' Behold,

I bring you glad tidings*: while in our own
School, we find instances of its use in the im-
perishable little Anthem, ' Lord, for Thy tender

mercy's sake,* and Gibbons's fine Service in F.

The Hypo-ionian Mode is less frequently trans-

posed, inwriting, than the Authentic scale, though
It is sometimesfound desirable to depress ita whole
tone, in performance. This is the Mode selected,

by Palestrina, for the Missa Papa MarceUi ; and
by Orlando di Lasso, for his Motet, Coi\firma hoe,

Deus—both which compositions are erroneously

described, in the latest Grerman reprints, as in

the Mixolydian Mode.
The melody of the Old Hundredth Psalm, in its

original form, is strictly Hypo-ionian ; and is g^ven
in its true Mode, transposed, in the masterly
setting, by John Dowland, printed in Ravens-
croft's 'Book of Psalms' (Lond. i6ai). [See
Htmn ; Old Hundbkdth Psalm.] [W. S. R.]

IPERMESTRA. An opera of Metastasio's

which has proved very attractive to a long list

of composers. The Dictionnaire Lyrique of
Clement gives no less than i8 settings of it by
Galuppi, Sarti. JommeUi, Hasse, Gluck, and
other eminent musicians. [G.]

IPHIG6NIE EN AULIDE, Hrag^e-op^ra*
In 3 acts ; words by the BaiUi du Rollet, after

Racine ; music by Gluck. Produced at the Aca-
demic, Thursday, April 19, 1774. The nightly
receipts at first were 5000 livree, a sum then
unheard of. The sum taken on April 5, 1796,
amounted, owing to the depreciation of the

1 In the BAtltbon Vcsperal. this melody U reduced, from the Four-
teenth, to the Sixth Mode; And a tlmilar reductkm. from Mode XIII,.

to Mode V, U bj DO nuftiu nneonuDeD, tu FUln Ohtout Offloe-Bookx

IRISH MUSIC.

asrignat», to 374,900 livres. Up to Dec. 71,

1824, it was played 428 times. [G.j

IPHIGfeNIE EN TAURIDE, 'tragt^e
lyrique * in 4 acts ; words by Guillard, music by
Gluck. Produced at the Acaddmie, Thursday,
May 18, 1779. On June 6, 1796, the assignat

of 100 livres being equal to only 10 centimes, the
receipts were 1,071,350 Myres« 1,071 livres 7
sous. Up to June 5, 1829, it was played 408
times. On Jan. 2 3, 1 78 1 , the tragedy of the same
name by Piccinni, words by Dubreufl, was pro*

duced at the Academic and survived in all 34
representations. On the first night, one of the
actresses being obviously intoxicated, a spectator

cried out 'Iphig^nie en Tauridel aliens dono,
o*est Iphig^me en Champagne 1

'

[G.]

IRENE. An English version (or rather
transformation) of Gounod's 'Reine de Saba»*

by H. Famie; produced, as a concert^ at the
Crystal Palace, Aug. 12, 1865. [G.]

IRISH MUSIC. Although it is not long since
the opinionwas generally entertained that Ireland
had been sunk in barbarism until the English
invasion, historical and antiquarian researches

have established the &ct that the island was in
early times the seat of Christianized learning and
a remarkable artistic civilization. Her music,
however, and in particular her ancient school of
Harp-playing, have from early times been in high
repute, having been lauded in the writings of
Brompton, Giraldus Cambrensis. and John of
Salisbury (i 2th cent.). The latter writes thus :

' The attention of this people to musical instru-

ments I find worthy of commendation, in which
their skill is beyond comparison superior to that
of any nation I have seen.' Fuller's words are
equally strong : ' Yea, we might well think that
all the concert of Christendom in this war [the
Crusade conducted byGodfrey ofBoulogne] would
have made no music^ if the Irish Harp had been
wanting/ Fordun (13th cent.), Clynn (14th
cent.), PoHdore Virgil and Major (15th cent.)»

Yincenzo Galilei, Bacon, Spenser, Stanlhurst, and
Camden (i6th cent.), speak with equal warmth.
Written music being however comparatively

modem, no remains are existing, like the beau-
tiful Irish illuminated MSS. and examples of
ornamental Celtic metal-work, which would sub-

stantiate the praises of the above writers.

Three Irish airs, extracted from Queen Eliza-

beth's Yirginal Book, are given in vol. ii. p. 793
of Mr. Chappell's < Popular Music of the Olden
Tune*— (i) 'The Ho-hoane* (Ochone). (2) an
'Irish Dumpe/ and (3) 'CaUino Casturame.'

They are all in 6-8 measure, and seem defi-

cient in the characteristic features of Irish

melody. To the latter air there is an allusion in
Shakespeare, Henry Y, act iv. sc. 4, where Pistol

addresses a French soldier thus:— 'Quality

I

Calen o custure me I*— an expression which has
greatly puzzled the critics. It is evidently an
attempt to spell as pronounced the Irish phrase
' Culleen, oge astore I

'—^young girl, my treasure !

The earliest published collections of Irish

music are by Burke Thumoth (1720) ; by NeiU
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of Chrui Church Yard, in the Ti(nnity of the

caihednJ of that name in Dublin, a few years

bter; and by the son of Carolan hi 1747. But
these being for flute or violin, supply no idea of

the poljphonio style of the music for the Irish

Harp, an instrument with many strings of brass

or tome other metal : the Hiup preserved in

Trinity College, Dublin (commonly but erro-

neooaly called Uie Harp of Brian Bom), having

30 ftrmgs ; thai of Bofain Adair (an Irish chief-

taia), pnnrved at Hollybrooke in co. Wicklow,

37 itrings; and the Dallway Harp (1621), 5a

strings. [SeeHABP,vol. i. p. 686 a.] During the

inceflomt wars which devastated the island in

the 16th, 17th, and i8th centuries, the art of

muiclanguished and decayed : there had indeed

been many famous performers upon the Harp,
the national instrument had appeared on the
coinage of Heory VIII, and had also been ap-

pended to some State papers a.d. 1567 ; but the

poweis of the law had been brought to bear
xtpcn the minstrels who mapathized with the
natifes, struggling at this time against the
E^^^ Mwer. When the wars of Eliatbeth,

OoBwdl, and William III ceased, the dis*

traited country had peace for a while. Soon
aftenraids the Hanoverian Succession was set-

tled^ and fiareign musicians visited Ireland, and
remaining there, introduced the music of other
ooontries; the nobility and gentry too, abandon-
ing their clannish customs, began to conform to

the English model : and the Insh melodies went
ootof&shion.

SaBM of the celebrated harpers of the i6th and
17th centuries were Bory E&dl 0*Cahan (whom
Sir W. Scott makes the teacher of Annot Lyle)

;

John and Harry Scott; Gerald O'Daly (the

composer of Aileen-a-Rfxm) ; Miles Beiliy (born

1635); Thomas and William O'Conallon (1640);
Coraelios Lyons ; Carolan (1670) ; Denis Hemp-
*^ (i^5)t ^ho in 1745, when 50 years old,

went to Scotland and played before Charles
Bdvard; Charles Byrne (171a); Dominic Mun-
g»n(i7i5); Daniel Black (1715); Echlin Kane
(1710), a pupil of Lyons, before named—Kane>
who travelled abroad, also played for the Pre-
tender, and was much caressed by the expatriated
Irish in Spain and France; Thaddeus Elliot

(i7>5); Owen Keenan (1735); Arthur 0*Neill

(1754); Charles Fanning (1736); and James
I^oncan, who having adopted the profession of
a haiper in order to obtain funds to carry on
i law-suit in d^enoe of his patrimony, was sue-
csafol, and died in 1800, in the enjoyment of
a handsome competence.
Among efforts to arrest the decay of the

Irish Hup School may be mentioned the ' Con-
totioiis of Bards ' held at Bruree, co. Limerick,
1730-50, under the presidency ofthe Rev. Charles
BoiwOTth, himself a performer of merit ; a meet-
ing of harpers at Granard, co. Longford, or-

Seised by an Irish gentleman, James Dungan
of Copenhagen, in 1781 ; and the assemblage of
^t^n^n at Belfast, 179 a, when the promoters
^''^gaged the subsequently well-known collector,
£<iw. Bnnting, to write down the music as per-

IMSH MUSIC. 1»

formed. From this arose Bunting's three volmues
of Irish Music, dating 1796, 1809, and 1840:
accurate drawings, biograpmcal notices, and some
hundred airs have been left on record by Bunting,
to whom indeed the subject owes whatever elud*
dation it has received. Ten performers from dif-

ferent parts of Ireland attended the meeting of

1 79 a, and their instruments, timing, and use of a
oc^fuons Irish musical vocabulary agreed in a
remarkable manner. Hie compass of the Harpa
was from C below the bass stave to D above the
treble one. Their scale was sometimes C, but
mostly that of G. Each string, each grace, each
feature had a name peculiar to it. It was proved
that the old harpers had played with their nails,

not the fleshy tip of the fingers. They used other

scales beside those above, but agreed that G
major was the most ancient : in this lies ' The
Coolia' (temp. Henry VIII):—

One of the most striking of the Irish airs is

that called Colleen dhat, etc., to which Moore's

lines, ' The valley lay smiling,' are adapted : it

lies on a scale from A to A, but with semitones

between a-3 and 6-7, as follows :

—

It was of course to be expected, that singers,

pipers, whistlers, or violinists, would not always

adhere to the fixed semitones ofa harp scale ; hence

this air is sometimes corrupted, and its pathetic

beauty impaired by the introduction of Gf.
This scale, it may be remarked, is that used for

the Scottish pipes, where the upper G|j is howevet
frequency false; such Scotch airs as 'Johnnie
Cope' are suitable to it.

An example of the scale

E to £, semitones between 2-3 and 5-6, is found
C2
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in the fine Irish air, ' Bemembar the gloHes of
Brian the Brave I*

Here again, in careless performance, Df may
have been used instead of Dlj, once or t^noe.

Very plaintive airs are found in the 4th scale

D to D, semitonee between 3-4 and 6-7.

scale lies the air ' Weep on !*

In this

fy '^
j

l ^--'''JJj l

j J-rU I

-'

Jĵ

Moore seems to have noticed the peculinr wail,

thrice repeated, of the second strain, but to have
been unaware of the true cause, when he says,

'We find some melancholy note intrude—some
minor third or fiat seventh, which throws its shade
as it passes and makes even mirth interesting.'

The bagpipe of Ireland is distinguished from
the Scottish pipes by being blown with bellows

instead of the ^mouth : from this cause, and the

delicacy of its reeds, the tone is softer. Dr. Bur-
ney remarked upon the perfection of the intervals

of the Irish chanter (or melody-pipe), which he
had never met with in the pipes of North
Britain. The scale of the Irish bagpipe is

from C below the treble stave to C above it,

with all the semitones. The Irish instrument is

also furnished with a sort of tenor harmony of

chords:

—

The pipe of Scotland has nothing of this sort,

and, as previously noticed, its scale is only nine

1 Thb b ttM dbtloctlon between the Haaette koA the Ooniemiuik
the fonner unrartog to tte Scotch ud the ktter to the Iriih Pipe.

IRISH music:

' notes and' ib not very true in general. Thero
generally are two drones in the Scottish pipe,

A and its octave ; and three in the Irish instru*

ment, generally middle C, tenor C, and violon-

cello C. The ancient Irish bagpipe, like that

of Scotland, was an instrument of shrill and
warlike tone, by which, as Stanihurst tells us, the
natives were animated—as other people are by
trumpets. The bagpipe, perhaps the oldest and
most widely known instrument in the world,

still subsists in Ireland ; the harp however is

almost extinct : both have been in a great

degree superseded by the violin and flute, which
are cheaper, more readily repaired, and above
all more portable : most of the ancient minstrels

of Ireland found it necessary to maintain atten*

dants to carry their harps. Of late years, during
the Temperance movement and the various

semi-military organizations which have sprung
up in Ireland, brass and reed bands have be-

come popular, and play through the streets of
the towns ; the music produced by them is how-
ever for the most part execrable. Choral classes

are not popular throughout the country: they
meet wiUi no favour among the peasantry of the

South and West. In the Eastern coast towns,
like Dublin, Kingstown, Wicklow, and Wexford,
choral music is not popiilar, and in the Northern
town of Belfast, the only manufiu;turing com-
munity in the island, we seek in vain for choral

associations like those of Leeds, Bradford, etc.,

among the artizans, although oratorios are fairly

supported by the middle class.

Dismissing the bagpipe, ancient or improved,

we find among ancient Irish wind-instruments the
following:

—

(i) the Ben-BuahhiU (pronounced
Ben-Bu&l), a real horn, generally that of a wild
ox or bufifalo ; (a) the Buinnef a metal trumpet
—the horn and trumpet players were assigned

regular places in the &mous banqueting hall of
Tara; (3) the Com, a lai^e curved tube, pro-

ducing sounds of great power ; (4) the Stoc, a
smaller trumpet; (5) the Sturgan, another small

trumpet. It is singular that fJl these pipes were
curved : no straight pipe, like an oboe or clarinet,

having been found in Ireland. (6) Some larg^

horns were discovered, of which the embouchure,
like that ofthe Ashanteetrumpet, was at the side.

Singular to say, the Irish possessed an instrument
very similar to the Turkish crescent or * Jingling

Johnny ' once used in the British army : it was
called the 'Musical Branch,' and was adorned
with numerous bells. There were single bells

called dothra : the so-called erotals are merely
sheep-bells of the 17th and i8th centuries. It

should be remarked that the iympan was not a
drum, as was formerly supposed, but a stringed

instrument, and by the researches ofthe antiquary
O'Curry it is proved to have been played with a
bow. Some other allusions to music are found in

Irish MSS., viz. the aiddn, an union of all voices,

a vocal tuUi as it were : this was called eepoc in

Scotland. The certan was some sort of chirping

sound by female singers : the dordfiansa^ a war-
like song accompanied by the clashing of spears

after the Greek manner. An interesting example
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I^e Irish Cronan or drone bass, after the

meaner of the 'Ground' of Purcell's day, or of

the Canon, ' Sammer is icumen in.' The Cronan
was softly sung by a 'Chorus, while the principal

voioe sustained the solo. The following song (the

air called ' Ballinderry ') refers to yarious rustic

localities on the banks of the Bann and Lagan
rlTecs :

—

• Tta pretty to be in Ballindezry,
*TiB pret^ to be at Magbenlin,
Til pretty to be at the Cattle of Toome,
*Tia preUy to be at Aghalee,* etc.

To all of which the Cronan softly furnished the

•Och-hone! och-hone!*

UtlSH MUSIC.' 6t

Noi only have Irish airs been often claimed as
Scottish, as in the case of ' LimerickV lamenta-
tion' or 'Lochaber,' but the close resemblance
between some Irish and Scottish airs has led to

confuMon, and an attempt to generalize. Thus
it has been quoted, as an unfailing characteristic of
Irish as of Chinese melody, to omit the fourth and
seventh of the scale ; this is quite erroneous. In
many Irish airs, like ' I*d mourn the hopes that
leave me,* these intervals are wanting ; in others
they both exist : in some Irish airs the 4th and 7th
are omitted in the first strain, and present in the
second part of the air. Many canons have been
laid down: Bunting, an excellent authority^
thoaght the emphatic presence of the submediant^
or sixth ofthe scale, a never-failing test ofan Irish

air ; but this note is emphatic in the Scottish air

<Auld lang syne,' and in many others which
might be cited. An anonymous writer in a
Dablin periodical, *The Examiner,' Aug. 18 16,
seems to have remarked an interesting point of
agreement in the structure of Irish melodies

:

•They are formed,' says the writer, 'of 4 strains

of equal length : the first soft, pathetic, and sub-

dued ; the second ascending in the scale, becomes
more bold, energetic, and impassioned ; the third,

a repetition of the second, is sometimes a little

varied and more florid, and leads, generally by a
graoefiil or melancholy passage, to the fourth.

> Thta eiplalm tha pasiace alxntt tbe mUd cats Jn the Story of
CouU (CamptMll't TalM and Ltfends of tbe W. BlgblaDdii 1 1(/7J.

which is always a repetition of the first.^ To this
model may be referred the pathetic ' Gramachree'
in Moore's lines *The Harp that once through
Tara's Halls.'

(iA'Wi[i£j[ll;lTOj, llcl

So also the fine marching tune, * Byrne of Bally-

manus ' :

—

It has been noticed that many Irish tunes end
upon the fifth of the key, such as that adapted
to Moore's song, ' Come, send round the wine !

'

Again, to commence as in the next example, and
reiterate the ending note of the strain, has been
described as the * narrative form ' of Irish melody,

e.g. ' St. Senanus,' to Mo(Hre'B lines, 'O haste and
leave this sacred isle * :

—

and it has not failed to be remarked that Moore's
fourth line, 'A female form I see,' in obliterating

this peculiarity, does injustice to the melody by
rendering the repetition impossible.

A few words about the dances of Ireland will

not be out of place* These are (i) tbe Planxty,
or Pleraca,. 6-8 time, with strains of unequal
number of bars. (2) The Jig, or Rinnce, with an
equal number of bars, l^e Jig was, as its

name implies, an imitation of the giga of Corelli

and Geminiani, both very popular in Ireland
during the i8th century: of these there were
(a) the Double Jig, (6) Single Jig, (c) Hop
Jig, and {d) Moneen, or Green-sod Jig. (3)
The Eeel, similar to that of Scotland, of which
it is the national dance. (4) The Hornpipe.

(5) Set dances, chiefly by one dancer, and (6) The
Country dance. Many of the dances in 6-8

measure were originally march tunes; for it is

remarkable that the 'slow march,' as used by
other nations, never prevailed among the Irish,

whose battle music was frequently in the 6-8

measure, with two accents in the bar.

Every civil occupation in Ireland had also its

appropriate music; thus milking the cows (an

occupation in which the ancient Irish took pecu-
liar delight), spinning, and ploughing, had each

f
its tune.
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Saoh are a few of the cliaracteristics of a nadVe
minstrelBy seoond to none in the annals of abori-

ginal art. But the lines of demarcation by which
national peouliaritiea were preserved are being

daily obliterated : steam has worked many won-
ders, of which this is not the least remarkable.

Ireland at the present day differs but little from

England, Wales, or Scothuid. The tunes whistled

in Uie Irish streets are not the melodies to which
Moore in 1808 supplied words, but 'The March
oftheMen ofHarlech/ *Mandolinata, * and 'Stride

lavampa' from Verdi's 'Trovatore.' The terrible

&mine of 1847, followed as it was by fever »nd
a gigantio emigration that laid whole districts

waste, could not fail to produce sweeping artistic

as well as social changes. Much of the antient

music must have perished with the peculation.

Petrie*s volume probably represents the last

oomprdienBive effort to collect the aboriginal

strains of Irish music : although given to the

world in 1855, it embraced the labours of many
previous years.

It remains but to notice the various collections

of Irish music. These

1. Bnrke Thnmoth. lAr. 1720.

2. NmI of Obrlsi-chureh Yard.
rm,

a BontiDf't. flnt 1198. Mcond
IMM. third U4a

4. Fnnch Holden (olt«d tqr 0«o.
Petiia). 1806.

& Moore, with Starenaon. khA
•abaequeotly Sir H. Bl-

shop; ten nomben aod
topplement, l«0»a8B4.

«LJohn MalhoUMMl of fieUlut,

1810.

7. O. Tbomiott (Boethonen'i m>
eompanlmeatt), 1814.

8. FttntmoDi ud John Smith.
1810.

9. Hon. Oao. O'OaUMfaan iifth

SterenMO. 1821'S.

Of theses few are reliable as authorities, save
those of Petrie and Bunting, both honoured names
in the annals of Irish music. It is to a Mr.
Greo. Thomson, of the Trustees* Office, Edin-
burgh, who was much interested in national airs

from 1703-1820, especially those of Scotland, and
engaged Pleyel, Kozeluch, Haydn, Beethoven,
Hummel, and Weber, as arrangers of thera, that

we owe the Irish music arranged by Beethoven
between the years 1810 and 1819. Among 16
national airs, with variations, as duetp for violin

(or flute) and piano (op. 105, 107), are 3 Irish

melodies—* The last rose' (a very incorrect ver-

sion of the air), 'While History's Muse,' and
'O had we some bright Httle isle.* Although
interesting in their way, these little works of

Beethoven are very inferior to his Vocal Collec-

tions. Of these ' i a Irish airs with accompani-
ments of piano, violin, and cello ' (obbligato), were
published in 1855 by Artaria & Co. of Vienna, as

proprietors of Beethoven's MS. It is likely that
Messrs. Power, owners of Moore's copyright

lines, refused Mr. Thomson permission to pub-
lish them along with Beethoven's arrangements,
for in the new edition of Breitkopf & Hartel,

of which they form No. a58, the melodies are
adapted to verses (some comic, and of extreme
vulgarity) by Joanna BailHe and others ; three

10. * The atUen* magk^M, 1840.

11. Homcutle. London. 1844.

12. ODaly. 'Poeto and Poetry of

Manster.* 1863.

X8.A Petrie, la eonneeUon ^th
^ the 'Society for the Pre-

serration of Irish Miulc,'

186fi. Ofthteraluablefrork
bat 1 Tol. and part of a
Moond appeared.

14. Molloy, 1874.

I81. Joyce, 187ft.

16. Hoflbaami. 1877.

Dance tonei ooif,

17. B. H. Lerey. 1868-78.

18. P. Hughes. 1880.

ISAAC.

are arranged as vocal duets ; two have a choral
refrain. Another collection of 25 Irish airs forma
No. 261 of Breitkopf & Hartel's edition ; they are
arranged in similar form and are equal in ex-
cellence ; some are found in Moore, others are
of doubtful authenticity : of the air called *Garry*
one,' Beethoven has different arrangements in
each. That whoever furnished the great mu-
sician with the text of the airs must have been
careless or incompetent, will be evident by a
comparisen of the air 'Colleen dhas,' as found
in No. 9 of Artaria's edition, with that already
given in this article : not only is the scale
destroyed and the air deprived of its pathetic
peculiarity, but whole stndns are omitted alto-

gether. (The air is here transposed for the sake
of comparison.)

Some Irish airs among others arranged by
Beethoven, appear in No. 259 of Breitkopf &
Hartel's edition, and No. a6a consists of 20 of

them alone. [R.P.S.]

IRON€HEST, THE. An English play with

music ; the words by G. Colman, jun., the music

by Storace. Produced at Drury Lane March 1 2,

1796. A quintet from it, 'Five times by the

taper's light,' was a favourite until comparatively

lately, and wiH be found in the * Musical Library.'

The piece is based on Caleb Williams ; and the

Advertisement to the reader contains the author s

announcement that he was 'G. Colman the

younger.* [G.]

ISAAC, HEnniioH. The time and place of

the birth df so great a man becomes of more

than usual interest when upon its decision de«

pends his claim to be called Germany's first great

composer. If he was really a German, which all

historians and the evidence of his works lead ua

to believe, it is certain that the beginning of the

16th century found him the central figure of

the few musicians his country could then num-
ber. Neither Paul Hoffhaimer, the oiganist and
composer, who, after a life of nearly ninety years

(1449-1537) found his last resting-place at Salz*

buig, nor Thomas Stoltzer, who, in his short time

of mirty-six years made his name still more fa-

mous, nor even Heinrich Finck with his lovely

lieder and hymns, ^—^none of these were so gieat

as Isaac. They had much in common with him,

and their names may be found side by side with

1 Which, nerertheleM. lUled to move the heart of hi* royal matter

the king of Polaod, who laugUn^ replied to the oompoaer'i i

(or aa IncnaM of Mlarr-
•A UtUe Finch (Fink) within Ito eac«

filagi tU the year, nor adu for wige.'
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Iiis in many hooks of Grerman lieder, but wliai-

ever their genius may have been, they have not

handed down suoh monuments of greatness as

exiat in the works of Isaac In the higher forms

of church composition they scarcely competed
with him at alL

According to one tradition he was bom at

Ptagae, and Ambros ^ devotes a charming page
of his history to showing the Bohemian character

of some of Uie subjects used by the composer in

his masses. He appears to have spent much of

his time in Florence, and here he was sometimes
called by the grand title ' Arrhigo Tedesco ' in

strange contrast to the modest, quaint * h. yzac/
^^fu^^t>lff^^ variation of his name. His position in

Florence, and one date in his life, is snows by a
HS. said by Dr. Rimbault to have been in the

library of Christ Church, Oxford, but of which
we can find no trace there at present. In * The
Hosical World' (Aug. 29. 1844) Dr. Rimbault
deecribes this MS. as containing the music com-
posed in 1488 by Henry Isaac for the religious

drama, * San Giovanni e San Paolo,' written by
Lorenzo de' Mediei for performance in his own
£imily. He also states that Isaac was the

teacher of Loreuco'a children, which fiact we
presume he learnt from the same MS. M. F^tis

•hows (i) that he was still, or again in Florence

many years after 1488, for Aaron speaks of being

intimate with Joequin, Ofarecht and Isaac in

that city, and Aaron could not have been twenty
years old (i.e. old enough for such friendship)

nntil the year 1509 ; (3) that he was also at one

time in the service of the Emperor Maximilian I,

who reigned from 1486-1519; and (3) that he
must have died some years before 15 31, according

to a note made upon a MS. of that date in the

Munich Library, containing a work begun by
him and finished by his pupil Senfl.

Of Isaac's works, fint in importance come
2$ masses, 10 printeid, and 13 in MS. (i) The
Library of the Lyceum at Bologna has a copy
of the ' Misse Heinrici Izac,' printed by Petrucci

in 1506, containing 5 masses, 'Charge de deul,'

' Miserioordias Domini,' * Quant jay au cour/ ' La
Bpagna,' 'Comme femme.' (2) Rhaw's 'Opus
decem missarum 4 vocum' (Wittenberg, 1541)
contains the a masses ' Carminum ' and ' Une
Musque de Biscay.' (3) ' Liber quindecim mis-

•arum,' etc (Nuremberg, Petreius, 1539) con^

tains the mass, 'O prseclara,' one of the most
remarkable of the composer's works. It is com-
posed on a subject of 4 notes reiterated without
cessation throughout the mass. Some of the
numbers, such as the '£t in terra pax' and the
' Qui toUis,' have the character of slow move-
ments by the lengthening of the four notes over
several bars, the simple accompaniments of the
other parts being very beautiful. The subject is

kept in the treble nearly throug|iout the mass,
which is one of Isaac's peculiarities. It is pre-

sented in various forms in the earlier movements,
fint announced in triple time, then in long notes

with accompaniments in triple time, till in the

Credo it bursts out Alia Breve, forming a ma-

ISAAa tz

jestio dimat. The Mass exists in socre in the
Berlin Library amongst the MS. materials col-

lected by Sonnleithuer for a history of music.

A copy is also in the F^tis Library at Brussels

(No. 1807). (4) Ott's collection, 'Missae 13,
vocum' (Nuremberg, 1539), contains twomasseft,

'Salve nos,' and 'Frohlich Wesen.* One mov^
ment, ' Plenl sunt,' from the latter, is scored in
Sonnleithner's MS.
The 13 MS. masses are mentioned by Ambros

in his History of Music (iii. 386^—in the Royal
Library at Vienna, eight—'Missa Solennis.'

Magne Deus, Paschalis, De Confessoribus, Domi-
nicalis, De B. Yirgine, and two De Martyribus,
all in 4 parts ; and in the Munich Library, four

6-part ones,—Virgo prudentissima, Solennis, De
Apostolis, and one without name, and a 4-part

one, ' De Apostolis? A MS. volume of Masses
in the Burgundy Library at Brussels (No. 6428)
contains the *Virgo prudentissima* mider the title

* Missa de Assumptione B. V. M., heric ysac.'

Eitner's Bibliographic der Musik-Sammelwerke
(Berlin, 1877) mentions upwards of forty collec-

tions between the years 1501 and 1564, which
contain motets and psalms by Isaac. The Do-
decachordon of Glarean contains five, three of
which Bumey (ii. 531^4), Hawkins (ch. 70) and
Forkel, have printed in their Histories, Bumey
having copied them all in his note-books at the
British Museum. Wyrsungii ' Liber selectarum
cantionum,' etc. (Augsburg, 1530), contains five

of the most important of Isaac's works of this

class, amongst tiiem two 6-part motets, ' Optime
pastor' and ' Virgo prudentissima,' dedicated re-

spectively to the Pope Leo X and the Emperor
Maximilian I. An excellent MS.copy ofthiswork
exists in the F^tis Library at Brussels (No. 1679).
Of Isaac's lieder, Ott's collection of '115 guter
newer Liedlein' (Nuremberg, 1544) contains 10.

One of them, ' Es het ein bawer ein tochterlein,'

is given in score by Forkel in his History. This
eoUection has lat^y been reprinted by the Gre-

sellschaft fUr Miuikfocschung (liepmanssohn,
Berlin). Forster's collection, ' Ein auszug guter
Teutscher liedlein' (Nuremberg, Petreius, 1539)
contains four, and amongst them * Isbruck [Inns*

bruck] ich muss dich laseen,' the words said to

have been written by the Emperor Maximilian.
The melody was afterwards sung to the hynms,
' O Welt ich muss dich lassen,* and ' Nun ruhen
alle W^der,' and is one of the most beautiful of

German chorales. It is introduced by Bach in the
Passions-Musik (St. Matthew), in the scene of

the Last Supper. (See 'Innsbruck' in H3rmn8
Ancient and Modem.) Whether Isaac actually

composed the melody, or only wrote the other parts

to it, is doubtful, but it is remarkable that here,

as in others of his works, the melody appears in

the upper part, which was quite unusual in such
compositions. It is in these Lieder that he
shows his nationality. In them we have the
music which the composer brought with him
from his home, the trace of which is not lost in

his greater compositions, but blending itself with
the new influences of an adopted country, and of

, Neiherland companions, gives to his music a
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threefold character, ' a oosmopolitan trait* not to

be found in the works of any other composer of

the time (Ambros, iii. 38a). [J.B.S.-B.]

ISABELLA. [See Girardeau.]

ISHAM, John, Mub. Bac, was for some years

deputy organist for Dr. Croft. On Jan 22,1711,
^e was elected organist of St. Anne's, Soho, on
Croft's resignation. On July 17, 1713, he grad-

uated as Bachelor of Music at Oxford, and on
April 5, 1 718, was elected organist of St. An-
drew's, Holbom, with a stipend of £50 per

annum, upon which he resigned his place at

St. Anne's, the vestiy objecting to his holding

both appointments. Shortly afterwards he was
chosen organist of St. Margaret's, Westminster.

He composed some anthems, and joined with
William Morley in publishing a joint-ooUection

of songs, Isham s two-part song in which, 'Bury
delights my roving eye,' was very popular in it-s

day, and is reprinted by Hawkins in his History

(ch. 168). He died in June 1736, and was
buried on the i ath of that month in St. Mar-
garet's church. [W.H. H.]

ISOUABD, or ISOARD, NicoLO, usually

known as Nicolo, bom I)fic. 6, 1775, at Malta,

where his fiftther was a merchant and secretary

of the ' Massa Frumentaria,* or government
storehouses. He was taken to Paris as a boy,

and educated at the Institution Berthaud, a
preparatory school for the engineers and artillenr.

Much of his time was taken up with the study

of the pianoforte under Pin, but he passed a
good examination for the navy. He was how-
ever recalled before receiving his commission,

and on his return to Malta in 1 790 was placed

in a merchant*s office. His piannforte-pla3ring

made him welcome in society; and encouraged

by this he went through a course of harmony
withVella and Azopardi, and with Amendola
of Palermo—where he passed several years

as clerk to a merohant^and completed his studies

under Sala and Guglielmi at Naples, where he
was employed by a German banking firm. He
now determined to become a composer, and aban-
doning commerce, much against his father's wish,

produced his ^t opera, * L'avviso ai Maritati,'

at Florence in 1795. After this date he called

himself simply Nicolo, in order not to compromise
his fiunily, and it was under this name that he
made his reputation. From Fbrence he went
to Leghorn, and composed 'Artaserse,* an
opera seria, which procured him the cross of

San Donate of Malta. He succeeded Vincenzo
Anfossi as organist of St. John of Jerusalem
at Malta, and on the death of San Martino be-

came maltre de chapelle to the Order, retaining

both posts until the occupation of the island by
the French (June 10-13, 179^). During these

early years he acquired that fiicility which was
afterwards one of his most marked characteristics.

There was not a branch of composition which he
did not attempt, as a list of his works at this

date will show :—9 Cantatas ; masses, psalms,

and motets ; vocal pieces for concerts ; and 8 or 9
operas which it is not necessary to enumerate.

ISOtTABD.

At this time he was strongly urged to go to

Paris. ^ On his arrival he found a useful friend

in Bodolphe Kreutzer, and the two composed
conjointly *Le petit Pace' (Feb. 14, 1800), and
'Flaininius k Corinthe^ (Feb. a8, 1801). All

the same time Delrieu re-wrote Uie librettos of
two of his Italian operas, which were performed
under their original titles. 'L'Impromptu do
Campagne ' (June 30, 1800), and 'Le Tonnelier*'

(May 17, 1801). Isouard also made considera^

ble mark in society as a pianist. To his friend-

ship with Hofimann and Etienne he owed not
only sound advice, but a series of librettos upon
which he was able to work with a certainty of
success. Thus favoured by circumstances, he
produced in 16 years no less than 33 operas.

The following list is in exact chronological order,

which F^tis has not been careful to observe :

—

'La Statue. ou 1ft femtneftrare'l'OendriUon' (Feb. S2, 1810); 'Lft

(April 29} :
' Mleh«i Ange ' (Dec. 11. Vlctlme dn ArU ' (Feb. S7), with

IHO); 'Les Confldenoes' (March 6oU4 and Berton; 'La F«t« du
ao); *Le Balaer et la Qalttaaoe
(Jona 17). wHh M^hnl, Kreotier.
and Boteldleu : 'Le MMiidnTurc'
(Nov. 19. 180S); 'Llntrhme aux

' (Feb.ai); 'Le D^aner

village ' (March 31); 'Le Billet d4
loterie' (Sept. U): 'Le MMglden
saus Magie' (Mot. 4. 1811); ' Luin
et (ininault' (Feb. ?7. 1912); 'Le
Prince de Oatane' (Mard) 4): 'Le

de Oarcona ' (April 24) ;
' La Bu«e ; FrancaU a Venlae ' (June 14. Ifas);

Inutile'^ (May aO); 'L^ooee' (ICoy. 'Le 8i<Sge de M^zii^ras' (Feb. 12),
- -• -

' idth Cherablnl. Catel, and Bot«l-

dlea; 'Jooonde' (Feb. 3B); 'Jean-
not et Colin* (Oct. 17, 104); 'Lea
denz Maria' (March 18); and
'L'ane pour Taulre' (Mar U.
1816).

18. 1806); 'U Priae de FaMao'
(Feb. 8): 'Idala' (July 30, 1806):
' Lea Bendex-Toua bourgeois ' (May
9) :

* LesCr^aneiera ' (Dec. 10. 1807)

;

'Un Jour * Farla' (Ma.v 94); 'a-
marofia' (June 28, 1808); 'L'ln-

trigoB an S^ran* (AprU 25. 1800);

To this long list must be added ' Aladin, ou la

Lampe merveilleuse,' which he did not live to
finish, but which was completed by Benincori.

Isouard had the gift of melody, and remark-
able skill in disposing his voices so as to obtain

the utmost effect. Instances of this are—the
quintet in * Michel Ange,* quite Italian in its

form; the ensemble and trio in the 'Rendez-
vous bourgeois * ; the quartet in the 2nd act

of ' Jooonde * ; the trio in the same opera, and
that of the three sisters in *Gendrillon'; thd
finale in the ' Intrigue aux fen^tres * ; the trio

and the duet in ' Jeannot et Colin,' and many
others. To these qualities must be added the ori-

ginality and unadorned simplicity of his music,

which gave it a kind of troubadour character.

His later works, composed when Boieldieu was
running him hard, are manifestly superior to

the earlier ones, when he had no competitor.
' Joconde,* the favourite romance in which will

never be forgotten, far surpasses ' Cendrillon,*

though inferior to 'Jeannot and Colin,* which
for finish, taste, sentiment, and charm of style

will always be appreciated by musicians.

Another of Isouard*s good points is that his

comedy never degenerates into vulgarity. In
Boileau*s words, this composer

—

* DistiBgoA le naif dn plat et da buffon.*

He strictly observed the proprieties of the stage,

and thoroughly under8t<>Dd the French public.

1 Farolle, In hia 'Dlctlonnalre dea Huaidena,' atates that General
Vauboia took him to Parla n* hla prirate aecretarr, but a compariaon
of datea will ahow thla to ha?e been an ImpoaalUllty. General
Vauboia waa In command of the French at Malta, and with a gar-
rlaon of 4,000 men maintained hla position agalnat the blockadiDg
foroea of the alllea without and the Malteae themaeWea within. foT

two reara tnm 1798. laouard. on the otiier liand. reached Paria wlttt

bla tunlly In ITBft.. F^tU baa reproteoed thta error.
*
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In h!i own way he contmued Gr^iiy's work,
bat bemg no originator was edipsed by Boiel-

diea and afterwards by Auber. The saoceeses

of his rival proYoked him beyond control, and
when Boiddieu was elected by the Institut in

1817 to succeed M^ul in preference to him-
weHf, his mortification was extreme. It was, per-

hapt, to drown the remembrance of this defeat,

and of the triumphs of his opponent, that, al-

though a married man, he plimged into a
course of dissipation which ruined his health

and brought on consumption, from which he
died in Paris, March 23, 1818.

Iliere is no biography of Isouard, nor indeed

any sketch at all adequate. Several portraits have
htm published, but are ofno artistic merit. From
onedthem was executed in 1855 the marble bust

now in the foyer of the Op^ra Comique.
Isouard is little known in England. The only

two of his pieces which appear to have been
brought out on the London stage are ' Les Ren-
dezvous bourgeois ' (St. James's, May 14, 1849),
and ' Joconde,' English version by Mr. Santley

(Lyceum, Oct. 25, 1876). [G.Cl

ISRAEL IN EGYPT, the fifth of HandeFs
19 English oratorios. The present second part

was composed first. The autograph of it is headed
'Moses song. Exodus Chap. 15. Introitus.

Angefangen Oct. i, 1 738,* and at the end ' Fine
Octob'. II, 1738, den i Novemb'. viillig geen-

digt.* The present first part is headed ' 1 5 Octob»".

1738. Act y* 2**.' Three pages were written

and erased ; and on the fourth page begins the

present opening recitative, headed ' Part y* 2 of.

Exodus.' At the end of the Chorus * And be-

lieved' stands 'Fine della Parte 2^ d'Exodus.

K^~}'738-'
The autograph bin Buck,

ingham Palace, and the two parts are bound in

their present order, not in that of composition.

The title ' Israel in Egypt ' appears in the an-

nouncements of the first performance, which was
on ApA 4, 1 739. On April 1 1 it was performed
again 'with idterations and additions.' Else-

where it is announced that 'the Oratorio will

be shortened and intermixed with songs '—four

in number. It was given a third time April

I, 1740, with the Funeral Anthem as a first

|Mrt, under the name of the 'Lamentation of

the Israelites for the Death of Joseph.'

Dr. Chrysander suggests that the adaptation

of the Funeral Anthem as an introduction fol-

lowed immediately on the completion of Moses*

Song, and that 'Act y* 2<*' followed on that

adaptation ; and it is difficult to resist the con-

oondnsion that he is right, though beyond the

words 'Act y* 2**' and the addition ofa short over-

tare to the Funeral Anthem there is no positive

evidence. The use of the word ' Act ' prevents

our taking ' Act the 2**
' as ' second ' in relation

to 'Hoses Song ' ; it was second in order of com-
pocition, but not in historic order, nor in order of

performance—and 'Moses Song* contains the

muncal climax to the whole work.

The first subsequent performance in England
of the work aai composed, without additions or

ISTESSO TEMPO, L'. i^

omlsnons, was given by the Sacred Harmonic
Society, Feb. 23, 1849. In Germany it was first

performed in any shape by the Sing-Akademie
of Berlin, Dec. 8, 1831.

This oratorio is distinguished among those of
Handel as much for its sustained grandeur as

for the great number of allusions to previous,

compositions, both of Handel's own and of other,

musicians, that it contains. Those which have at
present been recognised are as follow :

—

'They loathed.* Shortened firom Fugue in A minor In
his own Six organ fugues.

* He epake the word.* The voice parte from aSymphony
for double orchestra in Stndella's Serenata. 1

Hailstone Chorus. From StradoUa's Serenata.
* He smote all the firstborn.* From Fugue in A minor

in his own Six organ fugues.
'But as for his people.^ From Stradella's Serenata.
' Egypt was glaa.* Almost note for note from an Organ

canzona in D by KerLa
*And belieyed the Lord.* From Stradella's Serenata.
' He is my God,' almost note for note from the opening

of Erba's Magnificat.
*The Lord is my strength.* From 'Et exnltavit* in

the Magnificat.
The Lord is a man of war.' From 'Te etemura Pa-

trem ' in Urio's Te Denm, and 'Quia fecit' in Ma^niiflcat.
* The depths have covered them.' From Mai^ificat
* Thy right hand.' From ditto, •Quia respexit'
' Thou sentest forth.* Almost note for note from ditto,

' Fecit Dotentiam.*
* And with the blast' From ditto. ' Deposuit'
'The earth swallow'd them.* Almost note for note

from * Sicut erat ' in ditto.
* Thou in Thy mercy.' From ditto, ' Esurientet.*
'I will sing unto the Lord.' Bepeated from beginning

of Part n.
Notwithstanding this astonishing numbto of

adaptations great and small, so vast is the fusing

power of Handel*s genius, and also perhaps so

full of fitith the attitude in which a great work

6f established reputation is contemplated, that

few hearers susp^ the want of unity, and even
Mendelsisohn, keen as was his critical sense,

while editing the ' Israel * for the Handel Society^

never drops a hint ofany anomaly or inconsistency

in the style of any of the pieces. Mendelssohn

wrote organ accompaniments to the songs and
duets, though, strange to say, they have seldom

been used in public in this country.

As to the compiler of the words of ' Israel * there

is neither evidence nor tradition. It is therefore

possible that they may have been selected by
Handel himself. In the first part some of the

words are tfiken fi:x)m the Prayer-book version

of the Psalms. In other cases the ordinary

Authorised version has been adopted, but not

exactly fbllowed. [G.]

ISTESSO TEMPO, L', 'the same time.' a
caution in cases of change of rhythm or time-

signature. It may mean that the measure re-

mains as before while the value of the note

changes—as in the change from 9-16 to 6-16 in

Beethoven's Op. in-, or from 2-4 to 6-8 in
* Bagatelle,' Op. 119, No. 6 ; or that the measure

changes while the note remains—as in Op. 126,

No I ; or that neither note .nor measure change

—as in Op. iii, 6-r6 to 12-32, and Op. 120,

Var. 3. Or that a former tempo is resumed,

as in his Sonata, op. no—'LMstesso tempo di

Arioso,' ' L'isteSso tempo della fuga.* [G.]

> Bee tl)e Amlyaes of Uriot fe Deam and fitr de'U's Pemiau. bf
Ifr. I'rmit. In the Monthly Musical BMord tot Nov. sad X>«0. UTU
S Frinted bj Hswkiui. chap. UL
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ITALIANA IN ALGIERI, L'. An ItaliAn

oomic opera in acts ; words by Anelli, music by
Bossini. Produced at San Benedetto, Venice, iu

1813; at Paris, Feb. i, 1817; and in London,
Jan. 27, 1819; in English, Dec. 50, 1844. [G.]

ITALIAN SIXTH, THE, is the augmented
tixth accompanied by the mi^or third, as

[C.H.H.PJ

IVANOFF, or FVANHOFF, Nicholas, bom
in 1809, an Italianized Bussian, appeared in

England in the season of 1834. ^ pupil of

E. Bianchi, he had a very beautiful tenor voice,

'a chaste and simple style of singing, but littW

execution* (Lord Mount-Edgcumbe). On the

other hand, Mr. Chorley wrote,—* Nothing could

be more delicious as to tone—more neat as to exe-

cution. No such good Rodrigo in Otello has
been heard since I have known the opera.:' and
Moscheles, in his Diary, says, * he attracted the

Sublic by his great flexibility of voice, but he
ispleased my Grerman ear by using his head-

voice too frequently, particularly when singing

Schubert's Serenade. His sickly, sentimental

style became so wearisome that some wag cir-

culated a joke about him declaring that his real

name was ** Tve enough." ' Sweet as were his

voice and method of vocalisation, his acting and
appearance on the stage were utterly null and

JACK.

insfgnfficant ; 'In England, he was never leea
to attempt to act ; subsequently, he essayed to

do so in Italy, I have heard ; but, by that time,

the voice had begun to perish ' (Chorley). He
reappeared in London in 1835 and 37, but he
never fulfilled the promise of his first season, and
soon retired. With others of the Italian troupe
he had taken part, but without effect, in the
Festival at WestminsterAbbey in 1834, Ivanhoff
is still living in retirement at Bologna. [J. M.]

IVES, Simon, was a vicar choral of St. Paul's

cathedral In 1633 he was engaged, together
with Henry and William Lawes, to compose the
music for Shirley's masque, *The Triumph of

Peace,* performed at Court by the gentlemen of

the four Inns of Court on Candlemas day, 1633-4,
for his share in which he received £100. On
the suppression of choral service he became a
singing master. His elegy on the death of
William Lawes, * Lament and mourn,* appeared
in separate parts at the end of H. and W.
Lawes*s * Choice Psalmes,* 1648. It is given in

score in J. S. Smith's ' Mu»ica Antiqua.* Many
catches and rounds by Ives are printed in

Hilton's * Catch that Catch can,* 1653, and Play-
ford's * Musical Companion,* 167a; *Si Dens
nobisoum,' 3 in I, is given in Hullah's ' Vocal
Scores.* Songs by him are to be found in various
collections. He diied in the parish of Christ
Church, Newgate Street, in i66a. LW.H.H.]

J.

n
JACK (Ft. Sautertau; Ital. SalktrtHo; Ger.

Docket Springer), In the action of the
harpsichord tribe of in-

truments the jack repre-

sents the Plectrum. It is

usually made of pear-tree,

rests on the back end of

the key-lever, and has a
moveable tongue of holly

working on a centre, ami
kept in its place by a bristle

spring. A thorn or spike

of crowquiU projects at

right angles fromthe tongue.

On the key being depressed

t^e jack is forced upwards,

and the quill is brought to

the string, which it twangs
in passing. The string is

damped by the piece of

doth above the tongue.
When the key returns to its

level, the jack follows it

and descends; and the quill

then passes the string with-

out resistance or noise. In
some instruments a piece

of hard leather is used in*

stead of the quill. In cut-

ting the quiU or leather great attention is

paid to the gradatfon of elasticity which
secures equality of tone. A row of jacks is

maintained in perpendicular position by a rack

;

tod in harpsichords or clavecins which have
more than one register, the racks are moved to
or away from the strings by means of stops
adjusted by the hand ; a second rack then en-
closing the lower part of the jack to secure its

position upon the key. We have in the jack

j
a very difl^rent means of producing tone to the
tangent of the clavichord or the hanuner of the
pianoforte. The jack, in principle, is the plec-

trum of the psaltery, adjusted to a key, as Uie
tangent represents the bridge of the monochord
and the pianoforte hammer the hammer of the
dulcimer. We do not exactly know when jack
or tangent were introduced, but have no reason
to think that the invention of either was earlier

in date than the 14th century. By the middle
of the 16th century the use of the clavecin In-

struments with jacks had become general in
England, the Netherlands and France; and in
Italy frx>m whence they would seem to have
travelled. They were used also in Germany, but
the clavichord with its tangents asserted at least

equal rights, and endured there until Beethoven.
The first years of the i8th century had witnessed
in Florence the invention of the hammer-clavier,
the pianoforte; before the century was quite
out the jack had everywhere ceded to the
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liAmzner. Although leather for the tongue of

the jack haa been claimed to have been the

invention of Pascal Taskin of Paris in the

18th century (his much-talked*of *peau de
bufBe*), it has been found in instruments of the

16th and 17th; and it may be that leather

preceded the quill, the introduction of which
Scaliger(i484-i55o) enables ns to nearly date.

He says (Poetices, lib. i. cap. Ixiii) that when he
was a boy the names olavicjrmbal and harpsichord

had been appellations of the instrument vulgarly

known as monochord, but that subsequently
points of crowquiU had been added, from which
points the same instrument had become known
as spinet—^possibly from the Latin * spina,' a
thorn, though another and no less probable

derivation of the name will be found under
Sfinbt.

Shakspeare*B reference to the jack in one of

his Soimets is well-known and often quoted"
' Do I «nTT thote jacks fhat nimble leap
To kisi the tender ianiaid of thy hand*;

but appears to mean the keys, which as the
*sweet fingers* touch them make 'dead wood more
Meet than living lips.* A nearer reference has
been preserved by Rimbault (The Pianoforte,

London, i860, p. 57) in a MS. note by Isaac

Beed to a volume of old plays. Lord Oxford
aid to Queen Elizabeth, m covert allusion to
Raleigh's fietvour and the execution of Essex,

'When jacks start up, heads go down.' [A.J.H.]

JACKSON, John. One Jackson, who in

1669 held the office of 'Instructor in Musick'
at Ely Cathedral for three months, has been
conjectured to be identical with the John Jack-

too who early in 1676 was appointed nominally

» vicar chond but in fact organist of Wells
Cathedral.* His name is not found in the

Chapter books after 1 688, so that it is presumed
that he died or resigned in that year. He com-
posed some church music now almost whoUy
lost. An anthem, 'The Lord said unto my
Lord,* included in the Tudway Collection (Harl.

MS. 7338) ; a Service in C, m the choir books
of Wells, and four chants in a contemporary
MS. organ part in the library of the Sacred
Harmonic Society are all his oompodtions that

are to be found complete. The last-named MS.
contains the organ parts of the Service in C and
8 anthems, and in the choir books at Wells are

t some odd parts of an anthem and a single part

of a Burial Service. [W.H. H.]
JACE:S0N, Wiluav, known as Jackson of

Exeter, son of a grocer in that dty, was bom in

May 1 730. He received a liberal education, and
having displayed a strong partiality for music,

was placed under John ^vester, organist of

Exeter Cathedral, for instruction. In 1748 he
removed to London and became a pupil of John
Travers. On his return to Exeter he established

himself as a teacher. In 1755 he published a
•et of * Twelve Songs,' ' which were so simple,

I la MBM wtlMdnb Ihs ilatirtaB do not ipeoHyu orgKoist m mn
•Oeor at the cborch. In neb the eoitlmi Is to saiicn to OM of lb*
fkuB dMcml tte parteiaiBoe of tbo duly o( oisuilrt.
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elegant, and original, that they immediately be-

came popular throughout the kingdom.* He
afterwards produced ' Six Sonatas for the Harpsi-
chord,' 'Elegies for three voices,' and a second
set of • Twelve Songs.* These were followed by
* Six Epigrams,' a ^rd set of ' Twelve Songs,'

and a netting of Warton's * Ode to Fancy.' In
1 767 he composed Hie music for a dramatic piece

called * Lycidas/ altered from Milton's poem, on
the occasion of the death of Edward, Duke of
York, brother of George III, and produced at
Covent Garden on Nov. 4, but never repeated.

He next published ' Twelve Canzonets for two
voices.' which were highly successful, and one of
which, 'Time has not thinned my flowing
hair,' enjoyed a long career of popularity. To
these succeeded 'Eight Sonatas for the Harpsi-
chord,' and 'Six Vocal Quartetts.* In 1777
Jackson received the appointments of subH
chanter, organist, lay vicar, and master of the
choristers of Exeter Cathedral. In 1780 he
composed the musio for General Burgoyne's
opera, * The Lord of the Manor,' which was pro-

duced at Drury Lane, Deo 37, with great success,

and kept possession of the stage for more than
half a century, mainly owing to Jackson's music.
The beautiful song, ' Encompassed in an angel's

frame,' is one of those gems which time can
never affect. In 1782 Jackson published 'Thirty
Letters on various subjects,*—three of them
relating to musio, which were well received and
in 1795 reached a third edition. 'The Meta-
morphosis,' a comic opera, of which Jackson was
believed to be the author as well as, avowedly,
the composer, was produced at Drury Lane, Dec.

St '7^3* ^ut performed only two or three times.

In 1 791 Jackson published a pamphlet entitled
* Observations on the present State of Music in

London.' In 1798 he published 'Four Ages,
together with Essays on various subjects,* in-

tended as additions to the * Thirty Letters.* His
other musical publications comprised a second
set of 'Twelve Canzonets for two voices,' 'Twelve
Pastorals,' a fourth set of 'Twelve Songs,'
< Hymns in three parts,' and ' Six Madrigals.*

His cathedral music was collected and published
many years after his death by James Paddon,
organist of Exeter Cathedral. He died of dropsy,

July 12, 1803. Jackson employed much of his

leisure time in painting landscapes in the style

of his friend Gainsborough, in which he attained
considerable skill. WMlst much of his music
charms by its simplicity, melodiousness, refine-

ment and grace, there is also much that sinks

into tameness and insipidity ; his church music
especially is exceedingly feeble. Notwithstanding
this, 'Jackson in F' is even now popular in some
quarters. [W.H.H.]
JACKSON, William, known as Jackson of

Masbam, bom Jan. 9, 181 6, was son of a miller,

and furnishes a good instance of the power of

perseverance and devotion to an end. His passion

for music developed itself at an early age, and his

struggles in the pursuit of his beloved art read

almost like a romance in humble life. He built

I
oigans, learned to play almost every instrument.
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wind and string, taught himself harmony and
counterpoint from books, until at length, in 183 a,

when he had reached the mature age of 16,

the lord of the manor of Masham having pre-

sented a finger organ to the church, Jackson was
appointed organist with a stipend of £30.
llirough the circulating library in Leeds, he
was able to study the scores of Haydn, Mozart,

Spohr and Mendelssohn. In 1839 he went into

business at Masham as a tallow-chandler, and
in the same year published an anthem, 'For joy

let fertile viJleys ring.* In 1840 the Hudders-
field Glee Club awarded him their first prize for

his glee, 'The sisters of the sea'; and in 1841
he composed for the Huddersfield Choral Society

l^e 103rd Psalm for solo voices, chorus and
orchestra. In 1845 he wrote an oratorio, *The
Delirerance of Israel from Babylon,* and soon

afterwards another entitled 'Isaiah.' In 1852
he made music his profession and settled in

Bradford, where, in partnership with William
Winn, the bass singer, he entensd into business

as a musicseller, and became oi^ganist, first, of

St. John's Church, and afterwards (in 1856) of

Horton Lane Chapel. On Winn's quitting

Bradford, Jackson succeeded him as conductor of

the Chond Union (male voices only). He was
ohorus-master at the Bradford festivals in 1853,
56 and 59, and became conductor of the Festiv^
Choral Society on its establishment in 56^ For
the festival of 56 he again set the I03itl Psalm,
and for that of 59 composed 'The Year,* a
cantata, the words selected by himself from
various poets. He compiled and partlycomposed
a set of psalm tunes, and harmonised 'Thd
Bradford Tune Book,' compiled bySamuel Smith.
Besides the works already mentioned, he com-
posed a mass, a church service, anthems, glees,

part-songs and songs, and wrote a Manual of
Singing, which passed through many editions.

His last work was a cantata entitled * The Praise
of Music' He died April 15th, 1866. His son,

William, bom 1853, was bred to the profession

of music, became organist of Momingside
Church, Edinburgh, and died at Bipon, Sept. 10,^

1877. [W.H.H.]
' JACOB, Benjamin, bom in London in 1778.
was at a very early age taught the rudiments of
music by his father, an amateur violinist. When
7 years old he received lessons in singing from
Hobert Willoughby, a well-known chorus-singer,

and became a chorister at Portland Chapel. At
8 years of age he learned to play on the harp-
sichord, and afterwards studied that instrument
and the organ under William Shrubsole, organist

ofSpaFieldsChapel, and MatthewCooke, organist

of St. Greorge, Bloomsbury. At 10 years of age
he became organist of Salem Chapel, Soho, and
little more than a year afterwards was appointed
organist of Carlisle Chapel, Kennington Lane.
Towards the latter end of 1790 he removed to

Bentinck Chapel, Lisson Green, where he re-

mained until Dec. 1 794, when the Rev. Rowland
Hill invited him to assume the place of organist

at Surrey Chapel. In 1 796 he studied harmony
under Dr. Arnold. In 1800 he conducted a senee
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of oratorios, given under the direction of Baitle-
man in Cross Street, Hatton Crarden. As he
advanced in years he became more and more
distinguished as one of the best organists of his
time, and in 1808 began a series of perform-
ances at Surrey Chapel, of airs, choruses, and
fugues played upon the organ alone, without any
interspersion of vocal pieces. In that and the
following year Samuel Wesley addressed to him,
as to a kindred spirit, a remarkable series of
lettera on the works and genius of John Sebastian
Bach. These letters were published in 1875 by
Miss Eliza Wesley, the writer's daughter; the
originals are now in the library of the Sacred
Harmonic Society. In 1809 Jacob gave an organ
performance at Surrey Chapel in conjunction with
Wesley, the two playing alternately the fugues

of Bach and Handel and other pieces. In 1811,
181 a and 1814 Jacob repeated the performances
in conjunction with Dr. Crotch. As a conse-

quence of his high reputation he was frequently

engaged to open new organs and to act as judge
on* trials for vacant organists' seats.

In Nov. 1823 he quitted Surrey Chapel fo^ the
newly-erected church of St. John. Waterloo Road.
This led to a dispute between him and the Rev.
Rowland Hill, resulting in a paper war, in which
the musician triumphed over the divine. The
excitement of the controversy, however, proved
too much for Jacob ; he was attacked by msease,

which developed into pulmonary consumption*
and terminated his existence Aug. 24, 1829.
His compositions were not numerous, consisting

principally of psalm tunes and a few glees. The
collection of tunes, with appropriate symphonies,

set to a course of psalms, and published under
the title of ' National Psalmody,* which he edited,

is well known. [W.H M.]
JACQUARD, LioN Jean, eminent violon-

cellist,, bom at Paris Nov. 3, 1826 ; studied

at the Conservatoire,, where he obtained the and
prize for cello in 1842, and the ist prize in 1844.
In 1876 he married MUe. Laure Bedel, a pianist

of distinction, and at the end of 1877 succeeded

Chevillard as professor of his instmment at the

Conservatoire. Jacqnard is eminently a classical

player—a pure and noble style, good intonation,

and great correctness : if he has a fault it is that

he is somewhat cold, but his taste is always irre-

proachable, and his sdances of chamber music are

well attended by the best class of amateurs. He
has composed some Fantasias for the cello, but it

is as a virtuoso and a professor that he will be
remembered. [G.C.J

JACQUIN, VON. A Viennese femily with
which Mozart was on the most intimate and
affectionate terms. The father, Johann Frana
Freiherr von Jacquin, was a celebrated botanist,

whose house in the botanical garden was the

great resort of the most intellectual and artistic

society of Vienna ; the son Gottfried, an aocom-
plished amateur with a fine bass voice, was a very

intimate friend of Mozart*s, and the recipient of

some of his cleverest letters ; and the daughter
Franziska was one of his best pupils (Letter,

Jan. 14, 17B7). For Gottfried he wrote the air
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'

'Mentre t! lascio' (Kochel 513X &nd for the

htaHj more than one channing little Canzonet
for 2 aopranoB and a bawy auch as ' £cco quel

fiero * or * Due pupille amabili ' (K. 456, 439).
An air of Gottfrieas, ' lo ti laacio is to this day
often song in ooncert rooms as Mozart*s. He
took part in the funny scene which gave rise to

Mosart^B comic 'Band! Terzett '—'Liebes Mandl,
wo ists Bandl.* The lines which Gottfried wrote
in Moeart^s Album—* True genius is impossible

without heart ; for no amount of intellect. alone

or of imagination, no, nor of both together, can
make genius. Love, love, love is the soul of

genios—characterise him as fiuthfuUy as those

of bis father, written in the same book, do the

old man of tact and science :—
*Tibi,qidpowia

Blandiu auritas fidibiu canorii
Ducere qaercus,

In amioitie teaBeram.* [G.]

JADASSOHN, Salomon, bom at BresUu
Sept. 15, 1 83 1. His years of study were passed

partly at home under Hesse, Liistner and Brosig,

partly at the Leipzig Conservatorium (1848),
partly at Weimar under liszt, and again in

1853, at Leipzig under Hauptmann. Since that

time he has resided in Leipzig, first as a teacher,

then as the conductor of the Euterpe concerts,

and lastly in the Conservatorium as teacher of

Harmony, Counterpoint, Composition, and the
Pianoforte. His compositions are varied and
numerous (58, to May 1879). Among the most
remarkable are Symphony No. 3, in D (op. 50)

;

3 Serenades for Orchestra (ops. 4 2, 46, 47) ; a

pieces for Chorus and Orchestra (ops. 54, 55)

;

iise&iBdb (op. 35) and Bullet-music (op. 58),
each icft P.F. and each a series of canons ; songs,

duets, etc. His facility in counterpoint is great,

and his canons are both ingenious and effective.

As a private teacher Jadassohn is highly

esteemed. [G.]

JADIN, Louts Emiavuil. son, nephew, and
Ivother of musicians, bom Sept. 21, 1768, at

Yenailles, where his fhiher Jean, a violinist and
oomposer, settled at the instigation of his brother

Gkoboes, a performer on the bassoon attached to

the chapelle of Louis XV. As a child Louis
showed great talent for music ; his father taught
him the violin, and Htdlmandel the piano. After
being ' page de la musique ' to Louis XVI, he was
in 1 789 appointed 2nd aocompanyist, and in 1 791
diief maestro al cembalo at the Th^iltre de Mon-
sieur, then in the Bue Feydeau. This post gave
him the opportunity of producing 'Jooonde'
(8q>t. 14, 1 790), a comic opera in 3 acts. Jadin*s
iodosCry was extraordinary. Though fully en*

giged as compoete, conductor, and teacher, he
kat no opportuni^ of appearing before the
pablio. He composed marches and concerted

pieces for the Garde Nationale ; patriotic songs
andpt^oet de circotutance such as 'Le Congiis
des Bois,' in conjunction with others, 'L*Apo-
ihbtme du jeune Barra,* 'Le Siege de ThionviUe'

(1793), "Agricol VioU on le jeune h^ros de la

Dunuioe^' for the various fdtesofthe Revolution

;

and 38 opera* for the Italiens, the Th^tres
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Molibre and Louvois, the Vari^t^s, theAcademic,
and chiefly the Feydeau. Of this mass of music,

however, nothing survives but the titles of

'Jooondd* and 'Mahomet II* (1803^ familiar

to us from the operas of Isouard and Rossini.

This does not necessarily imply that Jadin was
without talent, but like many others his librettos

were bad, and his music, though well written;

was wanting in dramatic spirit, and in the style,

life, passion and originality necessary for success.

In fact his one quality was facility.

In 1802 he succeeded his brother as professor

of the pianoforte at the Conservatoire, and was
' Gouvemeur des pages ' of the royal chapel firom

the Restoration to the Revolution of 1830. He
received the Legion of Honour in 1824. To the
dose of his life he continued to produce romances,
nocturnes, trios and quartets, string quintets, and
other chamber-music. Of his orchestral works,
' La Bataillft d'Austerlitz ' is the best known. He
was one of the first to compose for two pianos*

and was noted as the best aocompanyist of his

day. In private life he was a good talker, and
fond of a joke. He died in Paris, April 1 1, 1853.

His brother Htaointhe, bom at Versailles

1769, a pupO of HUllmanders, and a brilliant

and channing pianist, played at the Concerts
Feydeau in 1796-97, and was a favourite with
the public up to his early death in 1802. On
the foundation of the C!onservatoire he was ap*
pointed professor of the pianoforte, but had
barely time to form pupils, and both Louis Adam
and Boieldieu excelled him as teachers. He
composed much both for his instrument and
the chamber ; 4 concertos and sonatas for 2 and
4 hands for P. F. ; sonatas for P. F. and violin

;

string trios and quartets, etc.; all now old-

fashioned and forgotten. [G.C.]

JAHNS, F&isdbich WiLHiLM, bom at Berlin
Jan. 2, 1809. His talent for music showed it-

self early, and strongly; but the first important
event in his musical life was the first performance
of Freischfltz (June 18, 182 1), which not only
aroused his enthusiasm for music, but made him
an adherent ofWeber for ever. After some hesi*

tation between the theatre and the concert-room,

he finallv chose the latter, and became a singer

and teacher of singing, in which capacity he was
much sought for. In 1845 he founded a singing

society, which he led for 25 years. In 1849 he
was made * Konigliche Musikdirector

'
; in 1871

'Professor*; and has since been decorated with
the orders of Baden, Saxony, Bavaria, and Han-
over. He has composed and arranged much for

the piano, but the work by which he will live

for posterity is his Thematic Catalogue ofWeber's
works (*C. M. vonW. in seinen Werken,* 187 1),

founded on Kochers Catalogue of Mozart, but
much extended in limits beyond that excellent

work. It IB in fact a repertory of all that concerns
the material part of those compositions, including

elaborate information on the MSS., editions, per-

formances,Weber's handwriting, etc. etc.—a large

vol. of 500 pages. The library which he formed
in the oourse of this work, is one of the sights of

Berlin. [G.]
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JAELL, Alfbkd, pianoforte pUyer, Ixxn
March 5, 1833, at Trieste. Began his career at

1 1 yean old as a prodigy, and seems to have ac-

quired his great skill by constant performance in

public. In 1844 ^® ^*^ brought to Moscheles
at Vienna, who calls him a Wunderknabe. In
18^5 and 6 he resided in Brussels, next in Paris,

ana then, after the Bevolution of 1848, went to

America for some years. In 1854 he returned to

Europe. In 1863 he played at the Musical
Union, and on June 25,1 066, at the Philhannonic
Society; and since that date has divided his time
between the Continent and England.
In 1866 Mr. Jaell married Miss Traatmann, a

pianist of ability. His published works consist of

transcriptions, potpourris, and other salon pieces.

He has always shown himself anxious to bring
forward new compositions ; and played the con-

certos ofBrahms and ofBaffat the Philhannonic,

at a time when they were unknown to that

audience. [G.]

JAHN, Otto, the biographer of Mozart, a dis-

tinguished philologist, archjeologist, and writeron
art and music, bomJune 1 6, 1 8 1 3, at Kiel ; studied

at Kiel, Leipzig, and Berlin, took his degree in

183 1, visited Copenhagen, Paris, Switzerlimd and
Italyf in 39 settled in Kie^ in42 became professor

ofarchaeology and philology at Greifimalde, and in

47 director of the archaeological Museum at Leip-

zig, was dismissed for poUtical reasons during
the troubles of 1 848-49, and in 55 settled at Bonn
as professor of classical philology and archaeology,

and director of the university art-museum.
Here he remained till 1869, when he retired

during his last illness to Uottingen, and died

on Sept. 9. Jahn wrote important books on
all the subjects of which he was master, but
his musical works alone concern us. Foremost
among these is his 'W. A. Mozart' (Leipzig,

Breitkopf & Hiirtel, 4 vols, 1856-59, and ed.

2 vols, 1867, with portraits and facsimiles). His
picture of the great composer is scarcely less

interesting and valuable than his description of

the state of music during the period immediately
preceding Mozart, whUe the new fftcts pro-

ducend, the new light thrown on old ones, and the
thorouffh knowledge of the subject evinced
througnout, all combine to place the work at the
head of musical biographies.^

Jahn intended to treat Haydn and Beethoven
on the same scale, and had begun to collect

materials, but these projects were stopped by his

death*. Jahn also published an essav on Men-
delssohn's 'Paulus' (Kiel 1842); and an accu-

rate comparative edition, with preface, of Beetho-
ven's 'Leonore' (Fidelio) for P.F. (B. &, H.
Leipzig 1851). For the 'Grenzboten* he wrote
two spirited reports of the Lower Bhine Musical

> For the InffHah reader thta admirable book raffcn flmn Uie fre-

quent iDterpolotlon of long dlgreetloni on Uie rlie and progreas of
Tarioos MctkHu of music, which, though mott raluahle in thenuelTee,
interrupt the narratt?e and would Im more eonrenlently placed in an
Appendix. lu Index aUo leaves much to be desired, [O.]
> The materials oollect«d for Haydn went to Herr 0. F. Pbhl. and

those for Beethoven to Mr. Thayer, and are btAog employed by those
writen hi their blograpliles of the two composers. Mr. Pohl was desig-
nated by Jahn as bis successor in the btographj of Hajdn. [0.]

JAKIEWICZ,

Festivals of 1855-56 ; an article on the complete
edition of BeeUioven*s works, full of sound cri-

ticism and biographical information; and two
controversial articles on Berlioz and Wagner.
These and other contributions of the same kind
were published as 'Gesanmielte Aufratze ttber

Musik* (Leipzig 1868). His four collections of
original songs (3 and 4 from Groth's ' Quickbcsn,'
Breitkopf & Hartel), also evince the possession

of that remarkable combination of a highly culti-

vated sense of beautv with scientific attainments;
which places him in the first rank among writers on
music Kochers Catalogue of Mozart is with great
appropriateness dedicated to Jahn. [C. F. P.]

JAHRBtJCHER FUR MUSIKALISCHE
WISSENCHAFT— * Year-books of musical
science.' A publication due to the remarkable
energy and interest of Dr. Chrysander, by whom
it is edited and published, through Breitkopf &
Hartel. Two volumes have appearod. For pains
and ability the papers leave nothing to be de-
sired, but the severe polemic spirit wMch is occa-

sionally manifested is much to be regretted.

L lass. 1. Sound, and 8. Tem-
perament, both by Hauptmann
OT-M). 8L Tinctor's 'DifBnl-

tortum.* by H. Bellermann (6ft-

U4). 4. The Limbuig Chronicle,

and German Volksgenng in 14th

cent. ai5-146). 6. The Bruns-
wick -Wolfenbdttel Band and
Opera. 16th-I8th cent. a47-a86).

6. Henry Carey and God save the
Kii« (287-407). 7. Handel's 0i«aii>

part to Saul (4(»4»). & Beetho-
en's connectioa vrith BIrehall and
Stumpf(4»-4CB).
ILIMT. ».'DasLoehetmerUe-

derbach,iMbst derAn Organliandi.

Ton Ooniad Paumann '—a descrip-

tloD and complete analysis of a
German MS. oollectton of songs of

the l&th cent., and a MS. book of

organ pieces of the same date, with
facsimiles, woodcuts, and rery nu-
merous examples—in all 254 pages,

by F. W. AmoU and H. BeUer-
inann. 10. J. 8. Bach and IMede-

mann Bach in Halle (S9M49. U.
MendelsBohn'k Organ-patt to Is-

rael in Egypt (9«9.267X U. Ba-
riews :—Beissmann's General His-
tory of Music (2ie-800) ; WestphaTs
Bhylhm and History of Qreefc

Music (SOO-nO): CoosMmaker'a
' BcrlpCorum de Halca . . . novam
seriem' aod 'L'art harmoolqne*
(810-SM): Wackemagel on the
German 'Kirchenlied' (314-SS8):

Hommel's 'GetoUiche VolkxUeder*
(83S4!2«): Blegel's Liturgical Mu-
sic (S24-S27); LIUencron's Historical

VolksUeder (S27-S29): Thayer'a
(Thronologlcal List of BeethoTen'a
Works (82»-890): Bitter's Life of
J. 8. Bach (8S0-SSS): Bodhart'a
History of the Opera at Munich
(S33-sas) : Koch's Musical Leilcon*

edited by Dommer (S36) ; Krflger'a

System of Music (396). 18. Li«t of
the Choral Societies and Concert
Institutions efGermany and Swits-

erland (837-374). [QA

JAMES, John, an organist in the first half

of the 1 8th century, noted for his skill in extern-

poraneousperformance. Afterofficiating forseveral

years as a deputy he obtained the post of organ-

ist of St. Olave, Southwark, which he resign^ in

1738 for that of St. George in the East, Mid-
dlesex. He died in 1 745. Hb published com-
positions consist of a few songs and organ pieces

only. [W.H.H,]

JAMES, W. N., « HMMiiai, pu»il of Charles

Nicholson, was author of a work entitled 'A
Word or two on the Flute,' published in 1826, in

which he treats of the various kinds of flutes, an-
cient and modem, their particular qualities, etc.,

and g^ves critical notices of the style of playing

of the most eminent English and foreign per-

formers on the instrument. [W.H.H.]

JANIEWICZ,' Felix, violinist, a Polish gen-
tleman, bom at Wilna 176a. He went to

Vienna in 1 783 or 4 to see Haydn and Mozart^
and hear their works conducted by themselves.

1 As the letter J In Polish has the sound of I or T. be altered the
pell ng of his name to Tanlewlox, In order that in JCogland it might
be prooooaoad oorrecUjr.
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He liici netzly made anrnngements to study

compontioii xmder Haydn, when a Polish prin-

cen oflkred to take him to Italy ; and he availed

himaelf of her protection in order to hear the

best TiolinistB of the period, such as Nardini,

Pngnani and others, as well as the best singers.

After 3 years in Italy he went to Paris, and
Appeared at the Concerts Spiiitoels and Olym-
pienL Madame de Genlis procured him a pension
from the Due d'Orl^ans as a musician on the

establishment of Mademoiselle d*Orl^ans, but
on the reduction of the expenses of the Duke's
court in 1790 he left Paris. In 179a he came
to London, and made his ddbdt in February
at Salonion*s Concerts. He also appeared at

Baozxini's Bath concerts, visited Ireland several

timea, and for many years conducted the sub-

scription concerts at Liverpool and Manchester.
In 1800 he married Miss Breeze, a Liverpool

lady. He was one of the 30 members who
originally formed the London Philharmonic So-

ciety, and was one of the leaders of the orchestra

in its first season* In 1815 ^^ settled in Edin-
bnigb, took leave of the public at a &rewell
cokcert in 1839, and died in that city in 1848.
His style was pure, warm, and full of feeling,

with that great execution in octaves which La
Motto first introduced into England, Besides
this, he was an excellent conductor. Parke in

his Musical Memoirs, and G. F. Graham in his

aoooont of the Edinburgh Musical Festival in

1 815, speak of the elegant and finished execution
of htf Concertos. Some of these were published
in Paris ; but he considered his best work to be
a set of 3 Trios for a Violins and Bass, published
in London. [V.deP.]

JANITSCHAREN, i, e. Janissaries. A term
used by the Germans for what they also call

Torfciah musio—^the triangle, cymbals, and big
drum (see Nos. 3 and 7 of the Finale of the
Chora] Symphony). The Janissaries were abd-
iahed in 1825. Their band is said to have con-
tained a large and 3 small oboes and I piccolo

flute, all of very shrill character ; i large and
3 sinall kettle-drums, i big and 3 small long
drams, 3 cymbals, and 2 triuigles. [G.]

JANNACONI or JANACCONI, Giuseppe,
born, probably in Rome, 1741, leamt music and
singing from Rinaldini, G. Carpani and Pisari,

nnder whom, and through the special study of
Palestrina, he perfected himself m the methods
and traditions of the Roman school. In 181 1,
on the retirement of Zingarelli, he became Maes-
tro di Cap^U at S. PetePs, » post which he held
daring the rest of his life. He died from the
effects of an apoplectic stroke, March 16, 18 16,
u>d was buried in the church of S. Simone e
Gioda. A Requiem by his scholar Basili was
song for him on the 23rd. Baini was his pupil
from 1803, and the friendshipthus begun lasted till

theday ofhis death. Baini closed his eyes, and all

thatwe know ofJanaoconi is from his affectionate
ranembranoe as embodied in his great work on
Palestrina.—It is strange that one who b said
to have been so highly esteemed at home should
be 10 little known abroad. His name does not
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appear !n the Catalo^e of the Sacred Harmonic
Society, or the Euing Library, Glasgow, and
the only published piece of music by him which
the writer has been able to find is a motet
in the 2nd part of Mr. Hullah's Part Music,
'The voice of joy and health,* adapted from
a 'Lsetamini in Domino^* the autograph of

which, with that of a Kyrie for 2 choirs, formed
part of the excellent library founded by Mr,
Hullah for the use of his classes at St. Martin's
Hall. This motet may not be more original than
the words to which it is set, but it is full of
spirit, and vocal to the last degree. Janaoconi
was a voluminous writer; especially was he noted
for his works for 2, 3 and 4 choirs. The catalogue

of the Landsberg Library at Rome does not
exhibit his name, but Santini's collection of
MSS. contained a mass and 4 other pieces, for

4 voices ; 14 masses, varying £h)m 8 to 2 voices,

some with instruments ; 42 psalms, and a quan-
tity of motets and other pieces for service,

some with accompaniment, some without, and for

various numbers of vaioes. A MS. volume of 6
masses and a psalm forms No. 181 1 in the F^tis

library at Brusseb ; the other pieces named at

the foot of F^tis's article in the Biographic seem
to have disappeared* [G.]

JANNEQUIN, Clement, composer of the

16th century, bv tradition a Frenchman, and one
ofthe most distmg^uished followers, if not actually

a pupil, of Josquin Despr^ There is no musician
of the time of whose life we know less. No
mention is made of his holding any court ap-

pointment or of his being connected with any
church. We may perhaps guess that, like many
other artists, he went in early life to Rome, and
was attached to the Papal Chapel ; for some of his

MS. masses are said to be still preserved there,

while they are unknown elsewhere. But he
must soon have abandoned writing for the church,

for among his published works two masses,
' L'aveugle Dieu ' and ' La Bataille,* and a single

motet 'Congregati sunt,' seem almost nothing by
the side of more than 200 secular compositions.

Later in life, it is true, he writes again with
sacred words, but in a far different style, setting

to music 82 psalms of David, and ' The Proverba
of Solomon' (^sdon la veriU H^hraique), leading
us to conjecture that he may have become, like

Goudimel, a convert to the reformed church, as

F^tis thinks, or that he had never been a Chris-

tian at all, but was of Jewish origin and had
only written a few masses as the inevitable trials

of his contrapuntal skilL But apart from these

vague speculations, it is certain that Jannequin
trod a very different path from his contempora-
ries. Practically confining himself to secular

music, he exhibited sreat originality in the choice
and treatment of hu subjects. He was the fol-

lower ofGombert in the art of writing descriptive

music, and made it his speciality. Among his
works of this class are * La Bataolle,' written to
commemorate and describe the battle of Marig-
nan, fought between the French and Swiss in

1515, to which composition Bumey has directed

particular attention in his Histo^, and which he
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bas copied in bis Miudcal Extracts '(Bnt. Mai.
Add. MSS. 1 1 .588), ' Le chant des OysMux,* • Le
caquet des Femmes/ 'La chasse de li^vre, Le
chant du Bossignol,* and one containing imita-

tions of the street cries of Paris—' Voulea ouyr
les cris de Paris.* To those who would know how
far it may be possible to reproduce these com*
positions at the present day, it will be a fact of

interest that the iirst three of them were song in

Paris in i8a8 mider the direction of M. Choron
and ' produced a surprising effect.' The Bataille

was sung by pupils of we Conservatoire in a
course of historical lectures by M. Bourgault
Bucoudray, Dec. 26, 1878.

A second edition of some of Jannequin's works
was published in Paris (according to F^tis) in

the year 1559. and the composer must have been
living at that time, for they were 'reveuz et

oorrigez par lui meme.'
In the same year, according to the same

authority, Jannequin published his music to

8a psalms, with a dedication to the Queen
of France, in which he speaks of his poverty

and age. Old indeed he must have been, for

the year after, 1560, Bonsard the poet, an
amateur of music and intimately connected with
the musicians of his time, in writing a preface

for a book of chansons published by Le Roy
& Ballard at Paris, speaks of Jannequin with
reverence enough as one of Josquin's celebrated

disciples, but evidently regards him as a com-
poser of a bygone age. [J. R.S.-B.]

JANOTHA, Nathalie, pianoforte player,bom
At Warsaw, June 8, 1856 ; taught music by her
father, professor at the Conservatorium there

;

first appeared in public, in her native town, in

the latter part of 1867 ; studied under Professor

Budorff, at the Impcnial Hochschule of Berlin,

and under Madame Schumann. She made her
first appearance at the Gewandhaus, Leipzig,

Jan. I, 1874, and in England at the Saturday
Popular Concert, April 13 of the same year. At
the Crystal Palace Saturday Concerts she ap-
peared Dec. 7, 1878, and at the Philharmonic
in March 20, 1879. [G.]

JANSA, Leopold, violinist and composer,
was bom in 1797 at Wildenschwert in Bohemia.
Although showing great fondness for music, and
playing the violin from his earliest childhood, he
entered the University of Vienna in 181 7 to

study law according to the wish of his father.

He very soon however gave up the law and
devoted himself entirely to music. After a few
years he appeared successfully as a violinist in

public; in 1824 became member of the Im-
perial Band, and in 1834 Conductor of Music at

the University of Vienna. Jansa, though a
good player and sound musician was not a great
virtuoso. In 1849 he lost his appointment in

Vienna for having assisted at a concert in Lon-
don for the benefit of the Hungarian Political

Refugees. Henceforth he remained in London,
and soon gained a good position as a teacher of

the violin. After about ao years he returned to

Vienna, received a pension from the Emperor,
and died in 1875.

.' JEBB.

' Hie ihost eminent of his pupils is Madame
Norman-Neruda. Jansa publiuied a consider-

able number of works for the violin:—4 con-
certos; a concertante for a violins; Violin
Duets; 8 string-Quartets, etc.->all written in
a fluent musiciuilike style, but with no claim
to originality. His duets are much valued by
all violin-teachers. [P-I^O

JARNOWICK—whose real name, as he wrote
it in Clement's Album, was Giovanni Marie
Giomovichj, though commonly given as above—
was one of the eminent violin-players of the last

century; bom at Palermo 1745, and a scholar
of the fiunous LoUi. He made his €Ubta in
Paris in 1770 at one of the Concerts Spirituels,

and for some yean was all the rage in that
capitaL Owing to some misbehaviour he left

Paris in 1779 ^^^ entered the band of the King
of Prussia, but his disputes with Duport drove
him thence in 1783. He then visited Austria,
Poland, Russia, and Sweden, and in 1791 arrived
in London, where he gave his first concert on
May 4. He had great success here, both as
player and conductor. His insolence and conceit

seem to have been unbounded, and to have
brought him into disastrous collision with Viotti,

a far greater artist than himself, and with J. B.
Cramer—who went the length of calling him
out, a challenge which Jamowick would not
accept—^and even led him to some gross mis-
conduct in the presence of the King and Duke of
York. He died in Petersburg in 1804—it is said
during a game of billiards. From the testimony
of KeUy, Dittersdorf, and other musicians, it is

not difficult to gather the characteristics of
Jamowick*s playing. His tone was fine, though
not strong ; he played with accuracy and fini&,

and always well in tune. His bow-hand vras

light, and there was a grace and spirit about
the whole performance, and an absence of effort^

which put the hearer quite at ease. These
qualities are not the highest, but they are highly
desirable, and they seem to have been possessed

in large measure by Jamowick. In mind and
morals he was a true pupil of Lolli. [G.]

JAY, John, Mus. Doc., bora in Essex, Nov.
27, 1770, after receiving rudimentary instruction

from John Hindmarsh^ violinist, and Francis
Phillips, violoncellist, was sent to the continent
to complete his education. He became an ex-
cellent violinist. He returned to England in
1800, settled in London, and established himself
as a teacher. He graduated as Mus. Bac. at
Oxford in 1809, and Mus. Doc. at Cambridge
in 181 1, and was an honorary member of the
Royal Academy of Music. He published several
compositions for the pianoforte. His eldest
daughter was a harpist and his second a pianist.

His son, John, is a good violinist. Dr. Jay died
in London, Sept. 17, 1849. [W.H.H.]
JEAN DE PARIS. Operacomique in a

acts ; music by Boieldieu. Produced at the
Theatre Feydeau A pril 4, 1 8 1 a. [G.]

JEBB, Rev. John, D. D., formerly Preben-
dary in Limerick Cathedral, now Canon of Here-
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ford and Rector of Peterstow, Herefordsliire,

•n able writer on choral service. His works in-

dade ' Three Lectures on the Cathedral Service

of the United Church of England and Ireland,'

delivered at Leeds in 1841 and published in

that year; 'The Choral Service of the United
Chordi of England and Lreland, being an In-

quiry into the Liturgical System of the Cathe-

dra and CoU^ate foundations of the Anglican

Commonion,' 8vo. 1843 ; 'The Choral Responses

and Litanies of the United Church of England
and Ireland.' 2 vols. fd. 1847-57 (an inter-

esting and valuable collection) ; and ' Catalogue

of Ancient Choir Books at St. Peter's College,

Cambridge.' He edited Thos. Caustun's ' Venite

exoltemus and Communion Service.' [W.H.H.]

JEFFRIES, George, steward to Lord Hatton,

of Kirby, Northamptonshire (where he had lands

of his own), and organist to Charles I. at Oxford
in 1643, c(Hnpoeed many anthems and motets,

both ^iglish and Latin, still extant in MS.
Several are in the Aldrich collection at Christ

Church, Oxford, and nearly one hundred—eighty

of them in the composer's autograph—are in

the library of the Sacred Harmonic Society. His
ioa Chbibtophsb, student of Christ Church, was
a good organist. [W.H.H.]
JEFFRIES, Stephen, bom 1660, was a chor-

ister of Salisbury Cathedral under Michael Wise.
In 1680 he was appointed organist of Gloucester

Ca&edraL He composed a peculiar melody for

the cathedral chimes, printed in Hawkins' His-
tory, chap. 160. He died in 171 2. [W.H.H.]

JETTTELES, Alois. [See Liedebkreis.]

JENKINS, John, bom at Maidstone in 1592,
became a musician in early life. He was
patronised by two Norfolk gentlemen, Dering
and Hamon L'Estrange, and resided in the

ijymly of the latter for a great portion of his life.

He was a performer on the lute and lyra-viol

and other bowed instruments, and one of the

mosiciana to Charles I and Charles II. He was
a vduminous composer of Fancies, some for

vids and others for the organ ; he also produced
some li^t pieces which he called ' Rants.' Of
these 'The Mitter Rant,' an especial favourite,

was printed in Playford's 'Musick's Hand-
maid, 1678, and other publications of the period.

Two others by him, * The Fleece Tavern Rant,'
and 'The Peterborough Rant,' are in Playford's

•Apollo's Banquet,' 1690. Another popular
piece by him was ' The Lady E^atherine Audley's
Ms, or, The Five Bell Consort,' first printed in
Playford's 'Courtly Masquing Ayres,' 1662.
His vocal compositions comprise an Elegy on the
death of William Lawes, printed at Uie end of
Hand W. Lawee' ' ChoicePsalms,' 1 648 ;

' Theo-
^dla, or. Love's Sacrifice; a Divine Poem by
£[dward] B[enlowe] Esq., several parts thereof
at to fit aires by Mr. J. Jenkins,' 165a ; two
roonda. *A boat, a boat,' and 'Come, pretty
iMidenB,' in Hilton's 'Catch that catch can,'

1652 ; some songs etc. in 'Select Ayres and Dia-
lopm,* 1659; and 'The Musical Companion,'
167a ; and some anthems. He published in 1660
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' Twelve Sonatas for two Violins and a Base with
a Thorough Base for the Organ or Theorbo'
(reprinted at Amsterdam, 1664), the fir&t of the
kind produced by an Englishman. His numerous
• Fancies ' were never printed. Many MS. copies

of them however exist, a large number being at

Christ Church, Oxford. J. S. Smith included

many of Jenkins's compositions (amongst them
* The Mitter Rant' and * Lady Audley's Bells')

in his ' Musica Antiqua.' Jenkins resided during
the latter years of his life in the fuuily of Sir

Philip Wodehouse, Bart., at Kimberley, Norfolk,

where he died Oct. 27, 1678. He was buried
Oct. 29 m Kimberley Church. [W.H.H.]

JENNY BELL, an op^ra comique in 3 acts

;

words by Scribe, music by Auber. Produced at

the Op^ra Comique June 2, 1855. ^® scene

is laid in England and the characters are English,

and the airs of God save the King and Rule
Britannia are introduced. [G.]

JENSEN, Adolph, composer, bom Jan. 12,

1837, at Konigsberg, was a pupil of Ehlert and
F. Marpurg. In 1856 he visited Russia, but
returned the next year to Germany, and was for

a short time Capellmeister at Posen. He then
paid a two years visit to Copenhagen, where he
became intimate with Gade. 1860 to 66 were
spent in his native place, and to this time a
large proportion of his works (op. 6-33) are

due. From 1866 to 68 he was attached to

Tausig's school as teacher of the piano, and
fince that time resided on account of his health

at Gratz and other places in South Germany.
He died at Baden Baden, Jan. 24, 1879.
Jensen was an enthusiast for Schumann, and

for some months before Schumann's death was
in close correspondence with him. He has pub*

lished various pieces,62 opp.in all
—'TheJourney

to Emmaus,' for Orchestra ; ' Nonnengesang,' for

Women's Choms, Horn, Harp, and Piano ; two
Liederoyclus, ' Dolorosa ' and ' Erotikon * ; and
many other songs ; Sonatas and smaller pieces for

Piano, which take high rank in his own country,

and are much belov«i by those who know them
here. His genius is essentially that of a song-

writer—full of delicate tender feeling, but with

no great heights or depths. [G.]

JEPHTHAH. I. Handel's last oratorio. His
blindness came on during its composition and
delayed it. It was begun Jan. 21, and finished

Aug 30, 1 75 1. The words were by Dr. Morell.

Pr<5uced at Covent Garden Feb. 26, 1752. It

was revived by the Sacred Harmonic Society

April 7, 1841. 2. • Jefte in Masfa' (Jephthah

at Mizpeh) was the title of a short oratorio by
Semplice, set by Barthelemon at Florence in

1 776 ; performed there, in Rome—where a chorus

from it even penetrated to the Pope's chapel,

and procured the composer two gold medals—and
in London in 1 779 and 82. A copy of it is in the

Sacred Harmonic Society's Library. 3. Jephtha
and his Daughter. An oratorio in 2 parts ; the

words adapt^ from the Bible, the music by C.

Reinthaler. Produced in England by Mr. Hullah

at St. Martin's Hall April 16, 1856. [G.]

J)
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JERUSALEM i. Grand open in 4 acts;

music by Verdi, the words by Royer and Waez

;

being a French adaptation 01 1 Lombardi. Pro-

duced at the Academie Nov. a6, 1847. a. A
Sacred Oratorio in 3 parts ; the words selected

firom the Bible by W. Sancroft Holmes, the music

by H. H. Pierson. Produced at Norwich Festival

Sept. 33, 185a. [G.]

JESSONDA. A grand German opera in 3
acts; the plot from *La Veuve de * Malabar.'

Words by Edouard Gehe, music by Spohr. Pro-

duced at Cassel July 28, 1833 ; in London, at

St. James's theatre (German company), June 18,

1840; in Italian, at Covent Garden, Aug. 6,

1853. [GO
JEUNE HENRI, LE. OpAu-comiqne in a

acts ; libretto by Bouilly, music by M^uL Pro-

duced at the Th^tre Favart May i, 1 797. The
overture has always been a favourite in France.

The piece was damned, but the overture was re-

demanded on the fall of the curtain, having been
already encored at the commencement. [G.]

JEUX D'ANCHES. The French name for

the Reed Stops of an Organ. [W. S. R.]

JEW'S-HARP, possibly a corruption of Jaw's-

harp. In French it is called Ouimbarde, and
in Grerman MaiU^rommd, Mund-harmonica, or

Brummeisen (i.e. buzzing-iron). In the High-
lands, where it is much used, it is called Tromp.
This simple instrument consists of an elastic

steel tongue, rivetted at one end to a frame of

brass or iron, similar in form to certain pock^
corkscrews, of which the screw turns up on a
hinge. The fr^e end of the tongue is b^t out-

wards, at a right angle, so as to allow the finger

to strike it when the instrument is placed to the
mouth, and firmly supported by the pressure of
the frume against the teeth.

A column of air may vibrate by reciprocation

with a body whose vibrations are isochronous

with its own, or when the number of its vibra-

tions are any multiple of those of the original

sounding body. On this law depends the expla-

nation of the production of soimds by the jew's-

harp. The vibration of the tongue itself cor-

responds with a very low sound ; but the cavity
of the mouth is capable of various alterations

;

and when the number of vibrations of the con-

tained volume of air is any multiple of the origi-

nal vibrations of the tongue, a sound is produced
corresponding to the modification of the oral

cavity. Thus, if the primitive sound of the
tongue is C, the series of reciprocated sounds
would be C, E, G, Bb, C, D, E, F, G, etc., and
by using two or more instruments in different

keys, a complete scale may be obtained, and
extremely original and beautiful effects produced.
The elucidation of this subject is due to the

ingenious researches of Professor Wheatstone,
which may be found in the ' Quarterly Journal
of Science, Literature, and Art,' for the year
1828, 1st party of which the above is a condensed
account.

A soldier of Frederick the Great of Prussia^ so

1 Sm Spohr's SellMtbiognplile, U. 140.

JOACHIM.

charmed thekingby his performance on two jew's-

harps that he gave him his dischaige, together

with a present of money, and he subsequently
amassed, a fortune by playing at concerts.

In iSa7 and 1828 Charles Eulenstein appeared
in London [Edlenstein] and by using id jew's-

harps produced extraordinary effects. [V. de P.]

JOACHIM, Joseph, the greatest of living

violin-players, was bom at Kittsee, a village

near Pressburg, June a8, 1831. He began to

play the violin at five years of age, and showing
great ability he was soon placed under Szervao-
sinsky, then leader of the opera-band at Pesth.
When only seven years old, he played a duet in
public with his master with great success. In
1838 he became a pupil of Boehm in Vienna,
and in 1843 went to Leipzig, then, under
Mendelssohn's guidance, at the zenith of its

musical reputation. On his arrival at Leipzig
as a boy of twelve, he proved himself already an
accomplished violinist, and very soon made lus

first public appearance in a Concert of Madame
Viardot's, Aug. 10, 1843, when he played a
Rondo of de Blriot s; Mendelssohn, who at once
recognised and warmly welcomed the boy's ex-
ceptional talent^ himself accompanying at the
piano. On the i6th of the following November
he appeared at the Gewandhaus Concert in

Ernst's fieuitasia on Otello; and a year later

(Nov. a5, 1844) took part in a performance at

the Gewandhaus of Maurer's Concertante for

four violins with Ernst, Bazzini and David,
all very much his seniors. The wish of his

parents, and his own earnest disposition, pre-

vented his entering at once on tne career of

a virtuoso. For several yearsJoachim remained
at Leipzig, continuing his musical studies under
Mendelssohn's powei^ influence, and studying
with David most of those classical works for the
violin—the Concertos ofMendelssohn, Beethoven
and Spohr, Bach's Solos, etc.—which still con-

stitute the staple of his repertoire. At the same
time his general education was carefully attended
to, and it may truly be said, that Joachim's
character both as a musician and as a man was
developed and directed for life during the years

which he spent at Leipzig. He alre^y evinced

that thorough uprightness, that firmness of

character and earnestness of purpose, and that

intense dislike of all that is superficial or untrue
in art, which have made him not only an artist

of the first rank, but, in a sense, a great moral
power in the musical life of our days.

Joachim remained at Leipzig till October
1850, for some time side by side with David
as leader of the Grewandhaus orchestra, but also

from time to time travelling and playing with
ever-increasing success in Germany and Eng-
land. On the strong recommendation of Men-
delssohn he visited London for the first time as

early as 1844, and at the 5th Philharmonic Con-
cert (May 37) played Beethoven's Concerto (for

the 4th time only at those concerts) with great suc-

cess. His first actual public appearance in this

country was at a benefit concert of Mr. Bunn's
at Drury Lane on March 28. After this he
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repe&ted his visits to England in 184^, 49, 53,

5^ 59, 62, and ever since. His annual appear-

ance at the Monday Popular, the Crystal Palace,

and other concerts in London and the principal

promdal towns has become a regular feature

of the musical life in England. His continued
luccess as a solo- and quartet'player, extending

now over a period of more thaji thirty years, is

probably without parallel. Since the foundation

of the Monday Popular Concerts he has been
the principal violinist of those excellentconcerts,

wh^ have perhaps done more than any other

mofflcal institution in England towards popu-
larising that highest branch of the art—classical
chamber-music.

In 1849 Joachim accepted the post of Leader
of the Grand-Duke*s band at Weimar, where
Liszt, who had already abandoned his career as

a virtuoso, had settled and was conducting
opens and concerts. His stay in Weimar was
not however of long* duration. To one who had
grown up under the influence of Mendelssohn,
and in his feeling for music and art in general
was much in sympathy with Schumann, the
rerdutionary tendencies of the Weimar school

could have but a passing attraction^ In 1854
he aoc^ted the post of Conductor of Concerts
and Solo-Violinist to the King of Hanover,
which he retained till 1866. During his stay
at Hanover (June 10, 1863) he marri^ Amalia
Weiss, the celebrated contralto singer. [See
Weiss.] In 1868 he went to Berlin as head
of a newly established department of the Boyal
Academy of Arts—the- 'Hochschule fiir ausU-
bende Tonkunst ' (High School for Musical Eze-
cation,—as distinct from composition, for which
^hete was already a department in existence).

Joachim entered heart and soul into the arduous
task of organising and starting this new in-

stitntion, which under his energy and devotion
not only soon exhibited its vitality, but in a very
few years rivalled, and in some respects even
excelled, similar older institutions. Up to this

period Joachim had been a teacher mainly by
his example, henceforth he is to be surrounded
l^ a host of actual pupils, to whom, with a
disbterestednees beyond praise, he imparts the
regalts of his experience, and into whom he
instils that spirit ofmanly and unselfish devotion
to art which, in conjunction with his great

nstmal gifts, reaUy contains the secret of his

long-continued success. In his present sphere
of action Joachim's beneficent influence, en-

oraiaging what is true and earnest, and dis-

ngtrding, and, if necessary, opposing what is

eoipty, mean, and superficial in music, can
hardly be too highly estimated. It will readily

be believed that in addition to the universal

admiiation of the musical world numerous marks
of distinction, orders of knighthood from Grer-

manaod other sovereign princes, and honorary de-

grees have been conferred on Joachim. From
the University of Cambridge he received the

hoBOfuy degree of Doctor of Music on the 8th
Kaich, 1877. Ko artist ever sought less after

Boch things, no artist better deserved them.
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As to his style of playing, perhaps nothing
more to the point can be said, than that his in-

terpretations of Beethoven's Concerto and great
Quartets and of Bach's' Solo Sonatas are uni-
versally recognised as models, and that his style

of playing appears especiaUy adapted to render
compositions of the purest and most elevated
style. A master of technique, surpassed by no
one, he now uses his powers of execution ex-
clusively for the interpretation of the best
music. If in latter years his strict adherence
to this practice and consequent exclusion of all

virtuoso-pieces has resulted in a certain limita-

tion of repertoire, it must still be granted that
that repertoire is after all richer than that of
almost any other eminent violinist, comprising
as it does the Concertos of Bach, Beethoven,
Mendelssohn, four or five of Spohr's, Viotti's

32nd, his own Hungarian, Bach's Solos, the a

romances of Beethoven, and in addition the
whole range of classical chamber-music, to which
we may now add the Concerto of Brahms,
played for the first time in England at the
Crystal Palace Feb. 22, 1879, and given by him
at the Philharmonic on March 6 and 20.

Purity of style, without pedantry ; fidelity of

interpretation combined witn a powerful indivi-

duality—such are the nuun characteristics of

Joachim the violinist and the musician.

As a composer Joachim is essentially a follower

of Schumann. Most of his works are of a
grave, melancholic character,— all of them, it

need hardly be said, are earnest in purpose and
aim at the ideal. Undoubtedly his most im-
portant and most successful work is the Hun-
garian Concerto (op. 11), a creation of real

grandeur, built up in noble symphonic propor-

tions, which will hold its place in the first rank
of masterpieces for the violin. The following is

a list of his published compositions :—
Op. L Andftottoo and Alkgro

ScberzoM (Violin aod
Orchestra).

% 8 'Stdcke (Boiiianz«, Fan-
talsieatQck. Frilbllngs

faoUito)' for VioUo and
Piano.

5. Concerto (G minor) ' In

einem Satze' for Violin
and Orchestra.

4 Overture to 'fiamlet,' for
Orchestra.

6. 8 StOcke (Llndenraoachen,
Abendglocken. Ballade)

for Violin and Planob

0. Hebrew Mek>dlet. for Viola
and Piano.

10. Variation* on an original

Theme tot Viola and
Plana

Op, 11. Bangarlan Oonoerto far

Violin and Orchestra,

li. Nottumo In A. for Violin

and small Orchestra
18. Overture, in oommemorap

tion of Kielst the poet^
for Orchestra,

IL Scena der Haifa (from
Schiller's unfinlslied plajr

of Demetrius), for Oon-
traltoSoIo and Or>
cbestra.

Tiro Marches. In and D.
with Trios.

N.B. Op. 6. 7, 8, Orertures to

Demetrius, Heniy the rvth. and a
Play of GoMl's respectiTelTt are

sUUinMS.

[P.D.]

JOAN OF ARC. A grand historical opera

in 3 acts ; the words by Mr. Bunn, the music

by Balfe. Produced at Druiy Lane Nov. 30,

1837. [G-]

JOANNA MARIA. [See Gallia.]

JOCONDE, ou Lbs Coureubs d'Avektubb.

Op^ra-comique in 3 acts; libretto by Etienne,

music by Isouard. Produced at the Theatre

Feydeau Feb. 28, 1814; in English, by Carl

Rose (SantleVs translation), Lyceum, Oct. 35,

1876/ [OJ
D2
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JOHN THE BAPTIST, ST. An oratorio in

2 parts ; the text selected from the Bible by Dr.

E. G. Monk; the music by G. A. Macfiirren.

Produced at Bristol Festival Oct. 23, 1873. [G.]

JOHNSON, Edwabd, Mus. Bac., graduated

at Cambridge 1594, and was one of the ten

composers who harmonised the times for Este's
' Whole Booke of Psalms,' 1592. He contributed

the madrigal, *Come, blessed bird!* to *The
Triumphes of Oriana,' 1601. Another madrigal

by him, ' Ah, silly John,* is preserved in MS. in

the library of tiie Sacred Harmonic Society.

Nothing is known of his biography. [W. H. H.]

JOHNSON, Robert, an ecclesiastic who
flourished in the middle of the i6th century,

was composer of motets, part-songs and virginal

pieces. Bumey says * He was one of the first of

our church composers who disposed their parts

with intelligence and design. In writing upon

a plainsong (moving in slow notes of equal

length), which was so much practised in those

times, he discovers considerable art and ingenuity,

as also in the manner of treating subjects offugue

and imitation.' His part-song * Defiled is my
name ' is printed in the Appendix to Hawkins's
History ; and his motet, * Sabbatum Maria,' and
an Almain from Queen Elizabeth's Virginal Book
in Bumey's History. Two of his motets are

contained in Add. MSS. 5059 and 11,586,

British Museum. He was the composer of the

part-song 'Tye the mare, Tom boy,' the words
of which are printed in Ritson's ' Ancient Songs,

Another Robert Johnson, a lutenist and
composer, possibly a relative of the above-named,
was in January 1573-4 a retainer in the house-

hold of Sir Thomas Kytson, of Hengrave Hall,

Suffblk. In April 1575, being still in Sir

Thomas's service, he assisted at the grand enter-

tainment given by the Earl of Leicester to Queen
Elizabeth at Kenilworth. He subsequently came
to London, but at what precise date cannot be
ascertained, and became a composer for the

theatres. In 161o he composed the music for

Middleton's tragi-comedy, *The Witch,' printed

in Rimbault's * Ancient Vocal Music of England.'

In 161 1 he was in the service of Prince Henry,
at an annual salary of £40. In 1 6 1 2 he composed
music for Shakspere's 'Tempest,' and in 161

7

songs for Beaumont and Fletcher's * Valentinian'

and 'The Mad Lover.' (See Add. MS. 11,608,

Brit. Mus.) In 162 1 he wrote music for Ben
Jonson's ' Masque of the Gipsies,' some of the

Bongs of which are contained in a MS. volume
in the Music School, Oxford. He was one of the

contributors to Leighton's 'Teares or Lament-
acions,' 16 14. A beautiful ballad by him, 'As
I walked forth one summer's day,' is also printed

in Rimbault's 'Ancient Vocal Music of England.'

His name occurs Dec. 20, 1625, in a privy seal

exempting the Eling's musicians from payment
of subsidies. [W.H.H.]

JOMMELLI, Nioool6, is the mostconspicuous
name in the long list of eminent composers who
during the first half of the i8th centoiy were

JOMMELLL

the outcome and ornament of that Neapolitan
school which had become famous under Alees-

andro Scarlatti. It was a period of transition in

musical art all over Italy. It witnessed the

abandonment of the old Gregorian modes in

favour of modem tonality. Counterpoint itself,

while pursued as ardently as ever, and still

recognised as the orthodox form of expression for

musical thought, was assuming to that thought
a new and different relation. Ideas were sub-

jected to its conditions, but it no longer con-

stituted their very essence. The distinctive

tendency of all modem Art towards individual-

isation was everywhere making itself felt, and
each successive composer strove more and more
after dramatic truthfulness as a primary object,

while at the same time there was educated in

the schools of Italy a race of great singers to

whom individual expression was a very condition

of existence. Pure contrapuntal Art—strictly im-
personal in its nature, in that, while each part

IS in itself complete, all are equally subordinate

to the whole, was being supplanted by a new
order of things. In the music destined to convey
and to arouse personal emotions one melodious
idea predominates, to which all the rest, however
important, is more or less subservient and ac-

cessory. Nor is harmony, then, the final result

of the superimposition of layer on layer of inde-

pendent parts, but the counterpoint is contrived

by the subdivision and varied time-apportionment

of the harmony, and partakes of the nature of

a decoration rather than a texture—the work is

in fresco and not in mosaic.

To the greatest minds alone it belongs to

imite with intuition that consummate art which
makes scholastic device serve the ends of fancy,

and, while imparting form to the inspirations of

genius, receives from them the stamp of origin-

ality. In the long chain connecting Palestrina,

in whose works contrapuntal art found its purest

1
development, with Mozart, who blended imagin-

I

ation with science as no one had done before him«

!
one of the last links was Jommelli. Gifted with %
vein of melody tender and elegiac in its character,

with great sensibility, fastidious taste, and a sense

of effect in advance of any of his Italian contem-
poraries, he started in the new path of dramatic

composition opened up by Scarlatti, Pergolesi^

and Leo, at the point where those masters left

off, and carried the art of expression to the highest

pitch that, in Italy, it attained up to the time of

Mozart.

I

Bom at Aver^a, near Naples, Sept. 11, 17149
his first musical teaching was given him by
a canon named Mozzillo. At sixteen he en-

tered the CJottservatorio of San Onofrio as the

pupil of Durante, but was transferred to that

of La Pietk de' Turchini, where he learned

vocal music from Prato and Mancini, and com>
position from Feo and Leo. It was the boast

of these schools that young musicians on leaving

them were adepts in all the processes of counter-

point and every kind of scholastic exercise, but
it seems that a special training at Rome was
judged necessary to fit Jommelli for writing
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chnrch muBic, the chief ohject he is said at that

time to have had in view. However this may
have been, hia first works were ballets, in which
no bdication of genius was discernible. He
next tried his hand on cantatas, a style of com-
position far better suited to his especial gifts,

and with so much success that Leo, on hearing
one of these pieces performed by a lady, a
pupil of Jommelli's, exclaimed in rapture, *A
short time, madam, and this young man will be
the wonder and the admiration of Europe !

*

The 3^ung composer himself had less faith in his

own powers. According to the notice of his life

bj Piccinni. he so much dreaded the verdict of the

public that his first opera. * L'Errore Amoroso,'
was represented (at Naples, in 1 737) under the
name of an obscure musician called Valentino

;

the wcark, however, met with so encouraging
a reception that he ventured to give the next,

'Odoardo,' under his own name.
In 1740 he was sunomoned to Eome, where he

was protected by the Cardinal Duke of York,
and where his two operas *I1 Ricimero' and
*L'Astianatte* were produced. Thence he pro-

ceeded to Bologna, where he vnx>te *Ezio.*

Daring his sojourn there he visited that celebrity

ofmusical learning, the Padre Martini, presenting
himself as a pupd desirous of instruction. To
test his acquirements, a fugue subject was pre-

sented to hko, and on his proceeding to treat it

with the greatest facility, *Who are you, then ?*

asked the Padre ; * are you making game of
me? It is I, methinks, who should learn of
you.' *My name is Jommelli,' returned the
composer, * and I am the maestro who is to write
the next opera for the theatre of this town.' In
later years Jommelli was wont to affirm that he
had pro6ted not a little by his subsequent inter-

couTBe with Martini.
After superintending the production of some

important works at Bologna and Bome, Jonmielli
returned to Naples, where his opera 'Eumene*
was given at the San Carlo with inmiense success.

A like triumph awaited him at Venice, where
his 'Merope' aroused such enthusiasm that the
Council of Ten appointed him director of the
Scuda degl* Incurabili, a circumstance which
led to his beginning at last to write that sacred
music which had been the object of his early

amlntion, and was to become one chief source
of his fame. Among his compositions of the
kind at this time was a * Laudate ' for double
choir of eight voices, which, though once cele-

Inted, appears never to have been printed. In
'745 ^® fij^d him at Vienna, where he wrote
gQooessively *Achille in Scire* and *Didone.'
Here he formed with the poet Metastasio an
in^mate acquaintance. Metastasio entertained
the highest opinion of his genius, and was also

«hle to give him much useful advice on matters
of dramatic expression and efiect. Sometimes
the accomplished firiends amused themselves by
<*xfh«nging r6le* ; Jommelli, who wrote his native
language with fluency and elegance, becoming
the poet, and his verses being set to music by
Metastasio.
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From Vienna, in 1748, he went again to

Bome, where he produced * Artaserse.* He found
an influential admirer and patron in Cardinal
Albani, thanks to whose good offices he was, in

1749, appointed coadjutor of Bencini, chapel

-

master of St. Peter's. He quitted this post in 1 754
to become chapel-master to the Duke of Wur-
temberg at Stuttgart, where he remained in the
enjoyment of uninterrupted prosperity for more
than fifteen years. Through the munificence of
his duke he Uved in easy circumstances, with all

the surroundings most congenial to his cultivated

and refined taste, and with every facility for

hearing his music performed. Here he produced
a number ofoperas, an oratorio of the Passion, and
a requiem for the Duchess of Wurtemberg. In
these works German influence becomes apparent
in a distinct modification of his style. The
harmony is more fully developed, the use of

modulation fireer and more frequent, while the
orchestral part assumes a greater importance,

and the instrumentation is weightier and more
varied than in his former works. There is no
doubt that this union of styles gave strength to

his music, which, tiiough never lacking sweetness

and refinement, was characterised by dignity

rather than force. It added to the estimation in

which he was held among the Grermans, but was
not equally acceptable to Italians when, his &me
and fortune being consolidated, he returned to

pass his remaining years among his own country-

men. The fickle Neapolitans had forgotten their

former favourite, nor did the specimens of his

later style reconquer their suffrages. * The opera
here is by Jommelli,' wrote Mozart from Naples
in 1770. 'It is beautiful, but the style is too

elevated, as well as too antique, for the theatre.*

The rapid spread of the taste for light opera had
accustomed the public to seek for gratification

in mere melody and vocal display, wUle richness

of harmony or orchestral colouring were looked

on rather as a blemish by hearers impatient

of the slightest thing calculated to divert their

attention from the *tune.' 'Armida,' written

for the San Carlo Theatre in 1771, and one of

Jommelli's best operas, was condemned as heavy,

ineffective, and deficient in melody. * H Demo-
foonte' (1772) and 'L'Ifigeniain Aulide' (1773)
were ill executed, and were failures.

The composer had retired, with his family, to

Aversa, where he lived in an opulent senu-

retirement, seldom quitting his home except to

go in spring to I'lnfrascata di Napoli, or in

autunm to Pietra bianca, pleasant country resorts

near Naples. He received at this time a com-
mission from the King of Portugal to compose
two operas and a cantata. But his old sus-

ceptibility to public opinion asserted itself now,
and the failure of his later works so plunged
him in melancholy as to bring on an attack of

apoplexy. On his recovery he wrote a cantata

to celebrate the birth of an heir to the crown
of Naples, and shortly after, the Miserere for

two voices (to the Italian version by Mattel)

which is, perhaps, his most famous work. This
was his * swan's song' ; it was hardly concluded
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when he died at Naples, aged 60, Aug. 28,

1774.
Jommelli was of amiable disposition, and had

the polished manners of a man of the world.

Good looking in his youth, he became corpulent

in middle age. Bumey, who saw him at Naples
in 1770, says he was not unlike Handel, a like-

ness which cannot be traced in any portraits of

him that are extant. The catalogue of his works
contains compositions of all kinds, comprising

nearly fifty operas and four oratorios, besides

masses, cantatas, and a great quantity of church
music. As a contrapuntist he was accomplished

rather than profound, and his unaccompanied
choral music will not bear comparison with the

works of some of his predecessors more nearly

allied to the Roman school. His Miserere for

five voices, in G minor (included in Rochlitz*s

collection), contains great beauties, the long

dimiwiendo at the dose, especially, being a
charming effect. But the work is unequal, and
the scholarship, though elegant and ingenious,

occasionally makes itself too much felt.

His ideas have, for the most part, a tinge of

mild gravity, and it is not surprising that he
£uled in ballets and other works of a light

nature. Yet he has left an opera huffa, ' Don
JastuUo,* which shows that he was not devoid

of a certain sedate humour. This opera is

remarkable ^as are others of his) for the free em-
ployment of accompanied recitative. Jonmielli

was one of the earliest composers who perceived

the great dramatic capabilities of this mode of

expression, which has, in recent times, received

such wide development. He saw the absurdity,

too, of the conventional Da Capo in airs consist-

ing of two slirains or movements, by which the

sympathv of the hearer, worked up to a pitch

during the second (usually Allegro) movement, is

K>eedily cooled by the necessity for recommencing
ike Andante and going all through it again.

He would not comply with this custom except

where it happened to suit his purpose, but aimed
at sustaining and heightening the interestfrom the
outset of a piece till its close,—anticipating by
this innovation one of Gluck's greatest reforms.

His invention seems to have required the

stimulus of words, for his purely instrumental

compositions, such as overtures, are singularly

dry and unsuggestive. Yet he had a more keen
appreciation of the orchestra than any contem-
porary Italian writer, as is evinced in his scores

by varied combinations of instruments, by ob-

liigato accompaniments to several airs, and by
occasional attempts at such tone-painting as the

part written for horns con aordini in the air

*Teneri affetti miei* in 'Attilio Begolo.' In
his Stuttgart compositions the orchestra becomes
still more prominent, and is dialogued with the

vocal parts in a beautiful manner. The Requiem
contains much pathetic and exquisite music ; but
intensity is wanting whore words of sublime or

terrible import have to be conveyed. In this

work and the 'Passion* is to be found a great

deal that is closely allied to composition of a
similar kind by Mozart, and to the earlier master

JONAS.

is due the credit of much which often passef

as the sole invention of Mozart, because it is

known only through the medium of his works.

A comparison between the two is most interesting,

showing, as it does, how much of Mozart's musical
phraseology was, so to speak, current coin at the

time when he lived.—The Miserere which was
Jommelli's last production seems in some respects

a concession to Italian taste, which possibly

accounts for the comparatively great degree of
subsequent popularity it enjoyed, and suggests

the thought that, had its composer been spared

a few more years, his style might once more
have been insensibly modifiedby his surroundings.

It possesses, indeed, much of the sympathetic

chimn that attaches to his other works, but the

vocal parts are so florid as to be sometimes
unsuitable to the character of the words.

He cannot, however, be said to have courted
popularity by writing for the vulgar taste.

Among contemporary composers of his own
school and country, he is pre-eminent for purity

and nobility of thought, and for simple, pathetic

expression. His genius was refined and noble,

but limited. He expressed himself truthfuUy

while he had anythmg to express, but where
his nature fell short there his art fell short

also, and, failing spontaneity, its place had
to be supplied by introspection and analysis.

His sacred music depicts personal sentiment as

much as do his operas, and whereas a mass by
Palestrina is a solemn act of public worship,

a mass by Jommelli is the expression of the
devotion, the repentance or the aspiration of an
individual.

The following works of Jonunelli's have been
republished in modem times, and are now ac-

cessible :

—

Salmo (Miserere). 4 voices and orchestra

(Breitkopf & Hartel).

Victimae paschali. 5 voices, score (Schott).

Lux etema. 4 voices (Berlin, Schlesinger).

Hosanna filio, and In Monte Olivete. 4
voices (Berlin, Schlesinger).

Requiem, for S.A.T.B. Accompaniment ar-

ranged for P.F. by Clasing (Cranz).

Many oiher pieces of his are, however, included,

wholly or in part, in miscellaneous collections,

such as LatroWs Sacred Music, the Fitzwilliam

Music, Charon's ' Journal de Chant,' Rochlitz*s

'Collection de Morceaux de Chant,' and Gevaert'a
' Les Gloires de I'ltalie,' etc. [F. A. M.]

JONAS, 6milb, one of the younger rivals

of Offenbach in opera-bouffe, born of Jewish
parents March 5, 1827, entered the Conserva-

toire Oct. 28, 41, took second prize for harmony
1846, and first ditto 47, and obtained the second
* grand prix ' for his * Antonio' in 49. His d^ut
at the theatre was in Oct. 55 with 'Le Duel de
Benjamin' in one act. This was followed by
*La Parade' (Aug. 2, 56); 'Le Roi boit' (Apr.

57) ; *Les petits Prodiges* (Nov. 19, 57); 'Job
et son chien ' (Feb. 6, 63) ; * Le Manoir des La-
renardi^re ' (Sept. 29, 64) ; and ' Avant la noce *

(March 24, 65)—aU at ihe Bouffes Parisiens.

Then, at other theatres, came *Les deux Arl^
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qnins* (Dec. 29, 65) ; 'Le Canard k trois bees'

(Feb. 6, 69). Many of his pieces have been
giren in London, such as 'Terrible Hymen' at

Covent Garden, Dec. 26, 66 ; * The Two Har-
lequins ' (by A'Beckett) at the Gaiety, Dec. 21,

68; and 'Le Canard/ aUo at the Gaiety, July

38, 71. This led to his composing an operetta

in 3 acts to an * English libretto by Mr. A.
Thompson, called * Cinderella the younger/ pro*

daced at the Gaiety Sept. 25, 71, and reproduced

in Paris as ' Javotte' at the Th^tre Lyrique,

Dec 32 fbllowHig.

H. Jonas was professor of Solfeggio at the

CoD8anrat(Mre from 1847 to 66, and professor of

Hsrmonv for military bands from 1859 to 70.

He is also director of the music at the Portu-

gneie synagogue, in connection with which he
publiihed in 1854 a collection of Hebrew tunes.

He has also been bandmaster of one of the

kgions of the Garde Nationale, and since the

Exposition of 67 has organised the competitions

of military bands at the Palais de Tindustrie,

whereby he has obtained many foreign decora*

tions. Since 'Javotte/ M. Jonas has brought
out no pieoe of importance. [G.]

JONES, Edwabd, was bom at a farm house
cslled Henblas,—i.e. Old Mansion,—Llanderfel,

Merionethshire, on Easter Sunday, 1752. His
&(her taught him and another son to play on
the Welsh harp, and other sons on bowed in-

itnmients, so that the family formed a complete

itring band. Edward soon attained to great

profidency on his instnmient. About 1775 he
came to London, and in 1783 was appointed

hard to the Prince of Wales. In 1786 he pub-
lished 'Musical and Poetical ReHcks of the
Welsh Bards, with a General History of the
Bards and Druids, and a Dissertation on the

Musical Instruments of the Aboriginal Britons ';

a work of learning and research. Another
edition i^peared in 1794, and in 1802 a second
volume of the work was issued under the title of
'The Bardic Museum.* Jones had prepared a
third volume, a portion only of which was pub-
lished at his death, the remainder being issued

nhsequently. The three volumes together con-

tain 235 Welsh airs. Besides this, he compiled
and edited * Lyric Airs ; consiBting of Specimens
of Greek, Albanian, Walachian, Turkish, Ara-
bian, Persian, Chinese, and Moorish National
Songs and Melodies ; with ... a few Explana-
tory Notes on the Figures and Movements
of the Modem Greek Dances, and a short

Dissertation on the Origin of the Ancient Greek
Music,' 1804; 'The Minstrel's Serenades';
'Terpsichore's Banquet, a Selection of Spanish,

Maltese, Rossian, Armenian, EUndostan, Eng-
Hih, German, French and Swiss Airs * ; ' The
Moncal Miscellany, chiefly selected from emi-
nent composers

' ; ' Musical Remains of Handel,
Badi, Abel, etc. ' ; 'Choice Collection of Italian

Songs'; 'The Musical Portfolio, consisting of

En^ish, Scotch, Irish, and other fAVourite

Airs'; 'Popular Cheshire Melodies'; 'Mu-
ical Trifles calculated for Beginners on the
Harp' ; and 'The Musical Bouquet, or Popular
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Songs and Ballads.' Besides his professional

pursuits Jones filled a situation in the Office of

Robes at St. James's Palace. He collected an
extensive library of scarce and curious books,
part of which, to the value ofabout £3CX), he sold,

in the latter part of his life, and the remainder
was dispersed by auction after his death, realising

about £800. He died, as he was bom, on Easter
Day, April 18, 1824. [W.H.H.]

JONES, John, organist of the Middle Temple
Nov. 24, 1 749 ; of the Charterhouse (following

Dr. Pepusch) July 2, 1753; and of St. Paul's

Cathedral Dec. 25, 1755. He died, in possession

of these three seats, Feb. 1 7, 1 796. He published
'Sixty Chants Single and Double' (1785) in

the vulgar florid taste of that time. One of

these was sung at George III.'s state visit to

S. Paul's April 23, 1789, and at many of the

annual meetings of the Charity Children. At
that of 1 791 Haydn heard it, and noted it in his

diary as follows (with a material improvement
in the taste of the fourth line) :

—

J/SS I /s\ ^ /7\-^-^^^ -«^N^^^P1I—1

—

n

'No music has for a long time affected me so much
as this innocent and reverential strain.' [G.]

JONES, Rev, William, known as 'Jones

of Nayland,' bom at Lowick, Northampton-
shire, July 30, 1726, and educated at the

Charter House and at University College, Ox-
ford. He included music in his studies and
became very proficient in it. In 1764 he was
presented to the vicarage of Bethersden, Kent,

and subsequently became Rector of Pluckley in

the same county, which he exchanged for the

Rectory of Paston, Northamptonshire. He is

said to have been presented to the Perpetual

Curacy of Nayland, Suffolk, in 1776, but his

name does not occur in the registers until 1784.

In Jan. 1 784 he published 'A Treatise on the

Art of Music,' which gained him considerable

reputation. In March, 1789, he published by
subscription his Op. ii, * Ten Church Pieces for

the Organ, with Four Anthems in score [a

psalm tune^ and a double chant], composed for

the use of the Church of Nayland in Suffolk,

and published for its benefit* In 1798 he be-

came Rector of Hollingboume, Kent. He was
the author of many theological, philosophical,

and miscellaneous works. He died at Nayland,

Jan. 6, 1800, and was buried in the vestry of

the church on Jan. 14. A second edition of his

Treatise on Music was published at Sudbury

in 1827. [W.H.H.]

JONES, RoBEBT, MuB. Bac., a celebrated

lutenist, published in 160 1 'The First Booke of

Ayres,*—one of the pieces in which, ' Farewell

deere love ' (alluded to by Shakspere in * Twelfth

Night'), is printed in score in J. S. Smith's
' Musica Antiqua,'—and ' The Second Booke of

1 Now knownm B. BtophMi'i.
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Songs and Ayres, set out to the Lnte, the Bas^
VioU the playne way, or the Base by tableture

after the leero fashion
' ; a song from which

—

'My love bound me with a kisse,' is likewise

given in 'Musica Antiqua.' He contributed

ihe madrigal, *Faire Oriana, seeming to wink
at folly,* to *The Triumphes of Oriana,' pub-

lished in the same year. In 1607 he published

'The First Set of Madrigals of 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

parts, for Viols and Voices, or for Voices alone,

or as yuu please,* and in 1608 'Ultimum Vale,

or the Third Book of Ayres of 1 , 2, and 4 Voyces.*

In 1609 appeared 'A Musicall Dreame, or the

Fourth Booke of Ayres; The first part is for

the Lute, two voyces and the Viole de Gambo

:

The second part is for the Lute, the Viole and
four voices to sing: The third part is for one
voyce alone, or to the Lute, the Base Viole, or

to both if you please, whereof two are Italian

Ayree.' In 1611 he published 'The Muse's
Gardin for delight, or the Fift Booke of Ayres
only for the Lute, the basse Violl and the

Vovce.' He contributed three pieces to Leigh-

ton s 'Teares or Lamentacions * published in

1614. In 1616 Jones, in conjunction with
Philip Rossetor, Philip Kingman and Ralph
Reeve, obtained a privy seal for a patent author-

ising them to erect a theatre, for the use of the
Children of the Revels to the Queen, within the
precinct of Blackfriars, near Puddle Wharf, on
the site of a house oocupied by Jones. But the
Lord Mayor and Aldermen were opposed to the
scheme, and procured from the Privy Council an
order prohibiting the building being so applied,

and by their influence Jones and his fellows were
compelled to dismantle their house and surrender
their patent. [W. H. H.]
JOSEPH, I. 'Joseph and his Brethren.*

The 8th of Handel's English oratorios; the
words by James Miller, the music composed in

August 1743. Produced at Covent Garden
March 2, 1744. *• Opdra-comique in 3 acts;

libretto by Duval, music by M^ul. Produced
at the Th^tre Feydeau Feb. 17, 1807. Chiefly
known by the romance of Joseph, ' A peine au
sortir de Tenfauce* ('Ere infancy's bud*) and a
prayer for male voices, 'Dieu d'IsraeL' The
romance of Benjamin, *Ah lorsque la Mort,'
is given in the Musical Library, ii. 142. 3. An
oratorio in 2 parts ; the words selected firom the
Bible by Dr. E. G. Monk ; the music by G. A.
Mac&rren. Produced at the Leeds Festival
Sept. 21, 1877. [G.]

JOSHUA. The 14th of Handel's English
oratorios ; words by Dr. Morell. The music was
begun on July 19 and finished Aug. 19, 1747,
and the work was produced at Covent Garden
theatre March 9, 1748. The chorus, 'The na-
tions tremble,* is said to have aflected Haydn
extremely when he heard it at the Antient
Concerts.* * See, the conquering hero oomes* is

originally in Joshua, and was transferred to
Judas. The oratorio was revived by the Sacred
Harmonic Society June 19, 1839. [G.]

* Apyeodlx to Shield's ' Introduction to Ilarmotv.*

JOSQUIN.

JOSQTJIN, ormorestrictlyJOSSE,DESPRfe,—^latinised into Jodocds a Pbatis, and
Italianised into GiusQurao—one of the greatebt

masters of the Netherland school, the successor

of Ockenheim as its representative, and the
inmiediate predecessor in musical history of

Lassiis and Palestrina, was bom about the
middle of the 15th century, probably at or near
St. Quentin in Hainault. In the collegiate church
of that town, according to Claude H^mer^, the
'arte canendi clarissimus infantulus* began his

promising career. Here, perhaps, the little

chorister would get his pet name Jossekin,

which clung to him through life, and in its

Latin form Josquinus gives us the title by
which as a composer he always has and always
will be known. His real name, however, 1^
pears in his epitaph and in a le^ document
discovered by M. Delzaut at Conde.
Of the rest of Joaquin's early life we know

that he was for some time chapel master at

St. Quentin, and also that he was received as

a pupil by Ockenheim, who, himself the greatest

living composer, was gathering round him such
disciples as he thought worthy the trust of carry-

ing on his labours after him. We can scarcely

be wrong in assuming that Josquin stayed with
Ockenheim for some years. Long and patient

labour could sJone make him fEoniliar with all

the subtleties of that master's art, and that he
had thoroughly learnt all that Ockenheim could
teach him before he came to Rome is apparent
from his earlier compositions. Had he written
nothing else these works by themselves would
have entitled him to a name as great as his

master's.

Exactly 400 years ago we find Josquin at the
Papal court of Sixtus IV (i 471 -1484) already
regarded as the most rising musician of the d^y,
rapidly gaining the proud position of being the
greatest composer which the modem world had
yet produced, and making that position so secure,

that fot upwards of sixty years his title remained
undisputed. Agricola, Brumel, Gombert, Clemens
non Papa, Genet, Isaac, Goudimel, Morales,
these are only a few of the names of the great

musicians who flourished in this period, and yet
where are they, when Baini thus describes the
state of music in Europe before the advent of
Palestrina ! ' Jusquino des Pres I'idolo

dell' Europa Si canta il solo Jusquino in

Italia, il solo Jusquino in Francia, il solo Jus-
quino in Germania, nelle Flandre, in Ungheria,
in Boemia, nelle Spagne, il solo Jusquino.*

Though Josquin's stay at Rome was not a
long one, the fruits of his labours there, in the
form ofseveral MS. masses, are still preserved and
jealously guarded from curious eyes in the library

of the Sistine chapel.

It is almost impossible to decide at what times

of his life Josquin paid visits to, or received

appointments at the respective courts of Hercules
of Ferrara, Lorenzo of Florence, Louis XII of

France or the emperor Maximilian I. It is cer-

tain that all these princes were in their turn

his patrons. For the first he wrote his mass
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'Herctiles dox ^Ferrarise/ and his Miserere.

Aaron tells ub how Joaquin, Obrecht, Isaac, and
Agricola were hia intimate friends in Florence.

Yarioos anecdotes are told of his stay at the

French court. How he was anxious to obtain

promotion from the king, but when the courtier

to whom he applied for help always put him off

with the answer 'Lascia fare mi/ weary of

waiting Josquin composed a mass on the subi^

ject La, sol, f»v re, mi, repeated over and over

ag&in in mimicry of the oft-repeated answer, and
bow the idea pleased the king's fancy so much
that he at once promised Josquin a church bene-

fice. How Louis nevertheless forgot his promise
aad Josquin ventured to refresh the royal memory
with the motets ' Portio mea non est in terra

Tiventium * and ' Memor esto verbi tui.' Lastly,

how Louis XII, admiring music from the respect-

ful distance of complete ignorance, desired the

great composer to write something expressly for

him, and how Josquin wrote a canon, in accom-
paniment to which the 'Vox regis* sustained

throaghout a single note.' Whether Louis ever
did give the promised benefice to Josquin is un-
certain, though the motet 'Bonitatem fecisti cum
servo tuo* is generally supposed to have been a
thank-offering for such an appointment. But we
have proof that the last years o&^e composer^s
life were spent in the enjoymen^f church pre-

fennent at Cond^. He had probably passed from
the service of Louis to that of Maximilian, who
became possessed of the Netherlands in 1 5 1 5, and
may have presented Josquin with this position

of retirement. Of his death at this place, a MS.
at liUe gives the evidence in a copy of his

epitaph, in the choir at Cond^, as follows :

—

Chy gist sire Josae Despres

Prevoat de Cheena fat Jadis

Fries Dien pour lea Trcpaasez qui leur do!le son

paradii

Trepassa Tan 1521 le 27 d'Aoust

Spes mea semper fuisU

Josqnin^s printed compositions consist of 19
masses, about 50 secular pieces, and upwards of

150 motets with sacred words, a complete list

of them being given in Eitner's * Bibliographie
derMoak-Sammelwerke* (Berlin, 1877). Seve-
ral composers of the same period have left more
published works, but Glarean tells us that Jos-
quin was very critical about his own compositions,
and sometimes kept them back for years before
be allowed their performance. Some evidence
of the spread of hin music is afforded by the
feet mentioned by Bumey (Hist. ii. 489) that
Hemy the VlII.'s music book at Cambridge
contains some of it, and that Anne Boleyn had
collected and learned many of his pieces during
her residence in France.
Of the 19 masses, 17 were printed in 3 books

> b tills nuss th* t«nor iilngs the sabjeet.

Be nt re at re te mi re,

^*fMk fai tb6M qrnables corretpondlog wlUi those In the itorda
'Bemtkn du« Femule.'
* Whether tha king was able to nuuter ttilt simple chtoTement.

er wlwdiar. like Henael-for ^hom Mendelssohn wrote a similar
pert in the ' Son and Btranfier '—he proved ' quite unable to catch
tlie aele, thoagh blown and whbpered to him from ererr •ide,' we
ue aet tokL Tha taacM itteU U given by Hawkins, chap. 70.
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by Petrucci. The most beautiful of them are
the ' La sol fa re mi,* the ' Ad fugam ' and the
'De Beata Virgine.* The first o( these, if we
credit the story of its origin, would be composed
after the year 1498, when Louis XII ascended
the throne. Two other masses, * Pange Lingua *

and * Da pacem,' not included in the above books
are probably of' a still later date. These 5
masses are those in which Josquin shows the
greatest advance on the school of his master.

Among the finest of the motets we may
mention the settings of the genealogies in the
first chapters of St. Matthew and St. Luke, a
5-part ' Miserere,' and the 4-part psalms * Plamcit

autem David' (the lament for Saul and Jonathan)
and * Absolon fili mi.' Some of the masses and
many of the motets exist in MS. score, with
modem notation, in the F^tis library at Brussels.

In their original form they can be found in all

the great libraries of Europe.

Of the secular works, the most important col-

lection is in the 7th book of Susato's songs pub-

lished in 1545, which contains '24 pieces by
Josquin. Here we find the beautiful dii^ written

on Uie death of Ockenheim, which is alsp printed

in score by Bumey in his History.

It must however be borne in mind, that in

distinguishing works of these old composers, we
are often more attracted by some historical into-

rest, some quaintness in the choice of the text,

or some peculiarity in the musical notation, than
by the features of the music itself, and when we
do try to separate one piece of music firom the

other we are naturally led at first to admire
most whatever comes nearest to our modem
ideas (those pieces for instance written in the

modes most like our own keys), and to be disap-

pointed when a mass or motet, which we know
by tradition to be a masterpiece, fails to move
us, and to lay it aside with the explanation that

it is only a dry contrapuntal work. But it is

not fair to study the music of this period simply

to find out how much our modem schools owe to

it. When Bumey calls Josquin 'The fether

of modem harmony' he does not perhaps give

the title of which the composer would himself be
proudest, 'for there are musicians alive now,'

says Don! in his Musical Dialogues, * who, if

Josquin were to return to this world would make
him cross himself.' We must regard these

Netherland masters, not only in their relation-

ship to succeeding generations, but as the chief

lights of a school of religious music which had
at that time reached so complete a form that

any further Urrogress without an entire revolu-

tion seemed impossible ; a school of church music
which, were we to consider alone the enormous
demands it made on the industry and intellect of

its followers, would excite our reverence, but
which, when we consider the wonderful hold it

had (m popular feeling throughout Europe for

nearly a century, kindles in us the hope that we
may not be too far separated by our modem
ideas from the possibility of once again being
moved by the fire of its genius. If the absence

of a satisfactory modem school of church music
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has already been acknowledged by many, and a
widespread movement exists in Germany to

recall the old music to the service of the Catholic

church, then we may indeed hope to gain a more
intimate knowledge of Joequin and his followers,

than by groping about libraries, copying MSS. or

reading theoretical treatises. Fortunately the

study of counterpoint is hardly a more necessary

condition of appreciating the music of Joequin,

than it is ii. the case of Bach. But the ear will

have to accustom itself to many extraordinary

combinations of sounds, meagre harmonies, un-

8atis£eu:tory cadences, final chords which seem to

have lost all character, before any of these works

can be thoroughly enjoyed. In the meantime,

and till we may possibly hear them performed

again in the churches for which they are written,

there is much pleasure to be derived from the

private study of them ; and a real love for them,

even with an imperfect understanding, grows

up in us very quickly.

The reasons which the council of the church

gave for suddenly abandoning the works of Joa-

quin's school were not founded on any want of

admiration for their musical effect. One objection

was the fact of the melodies which the composers

took for their canto fermo being secular, and the

voice to which it was assigned singing the secular

words, while the other voices sang Uie words of

the mass. The other objection was that the

excessively florid style in which the parts were
often written made the words of so little import-

ance that it was often impossible to trace their

existence. The first objection was not a strong

one, for the church had sanctioned the use of the

secular melodies as the foundation of masses for

more than a century, and some of the melodies

had become almost hallowed to their purpose.

The singing of the secular words might have
been easily given up without forsaking the

music.

But the second objection was stronger; for

though Josquin began, and his followers, Grom-

bert especially, tri^ still more, to give expres-

sion to the general sense of the text, still we
find often a few syllables scattered over a page
to do service for a host of notes, as if the notes

were everything and the words nothing. Still as

the first objection applies entirely to the masses,

BO the second also applies to them much more
than to the motets, and it is bv these latter

works, we venture to think, that their composers

will be known, if their music is destined to live

again.

Apart however from all considerations of the

vitality of the school which he represents, of

the reason of its downfall or the chances of

its revival, * Jc^quin deserves to be classed as

one of the greatest musical geniuses of any
period.' (Kiesewetter's History of Music) For*

tune favoured him in appointing the time of his

birth. He was the first composer who came
into the world with the materials of his work
thoroughly prepared for him. Masses written

with counterpoint had been taken to Kome from
the Netherlands towards the end of the 14th

JOTA.

century, and Du&y, who was a singer in the
Papal chapel in 1380 (or exactly 100 years
before Josquin held the same position), was a
contrapuntist ofsufficient importance to be quoted
as an authority by theoretical writers of a much
later date, and whose art though simple was
sufficiently perfect to suggest that he too must
have had predecessors to prepare his way. But
we cannot regard musicians from the time of
Dufay to that of Ockenheim as composers in the
sense that Josquin was one. Their genius was
expended on the invention of counterpoint, which
Josquin was the first to employ as a means to a
higher end. They were but pilgrims to a pro-

mised land, which theymay have seen from afar

;

but Josquin was the first who was to be allowed
to enter it. ' In Josquin,' says Ambros (whose
knowledge of and admiration for the old music
surpasses that ofanymodem historian), < we have
the first musician who creates a genial impres-
sion.'

(in another sense, a very praotical one, Josquin
stands first on the list of composers. He is

the oldest writer whose works are preserved to

us, if not entire, at least in such quantities aa
adequately to represent his powers. The inven-

tion of printing music by moveable types, which
g^ve such a wonderful impetus to publication^

dates from 1498, the very time when Josquin was
at the height of his power; and it is a testimony

to the superiority of his music over that of his

predecessors, that though Ockenheim is supposed

to have been still living at the beginning of the

1 6th centuiT, and perhaps as late as 151 2, the

publishers thought fit to print very few of his

compositions, whilst few collections were issued

to which Josquin did not largely contribute.

Conuner, in his * Ck>llectio Operum Musicorum
Batavorum' (Berlin, Trautwein), has printed

1 2 motets and two chansons.

Bochlitz in his 'Sammlung' (^hotts) gives

a hymn,^ Tu pauperum refiigium '1 portions of
a mass; and a motet, ' Misericoraias Domini,'

all for A voices. Choron, in his ' Collection

gen^rale, gives his Stabat Mater 2b 5 ; and
Hawkins (chap. 72) a motet, k\, 'O Jesu fili/

The 1 1 large volumes of Bumey's Musical Ex-
tracts (Add. MSS. 11,581-91) contain many and
valuable compositions of Josquin's.

In Van der Straeten's 'La Musique aux Pays-

Bas' (Brussels, 1867) a portrait of Josquin is

reproduced from a book published by Peter
Opmeere at Antwerp in 1591. It seems to have
been copied from a picture originally existing in

the Brussels cathedral, and thence probablycame
the tradition that Josquin was buried there.

Opmeere accompanies the portrait with the fol-

lowing words: 'Conspicitur Josquinus depictus

Bruxellis in D. Gudulw [ecclesia], in tabula arae

dextree ante chorum honest^ sane facie ac blandis

oculis.' [J.R.S.-B.]

•"iTOTA (pronounced Hota, with a strong gut-

tural aspirate). One of the most characteristic of
the North Spanish national dances. It is a kind
of waltz, always in three-time, but with much
more freedom in the dancing than is customary
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in waltzes. 'It is danced,' says a 'traveller, 'in

couples, each pair being quite independent of the

pest. The respective partners face each other;

the guitar twangs, the spectators accom|iany, with

a whining, nasal drawling refrain, and ^clapping i

ofhand^. You put your arm round your partner's

wabt for a few bars, take a waltz round, stop,

and give her a fling round under your raised arm.

Then ^e two of you dance, backward and fur-

wud^ acrosB and back, whirl round and cl^asnez,

and do some nautch-wallah -ing, accompanying
yourselves with castanets or snapping of fingers

and Uiumbs. The steps are a matter of your

own particular invention, the more ouires the

better ; and you repeat and go on till one of you
tiTM out.* Every province in the North has its

own Jota, the tune and style of which have ex-

ifted &om time immemorial. Thus there is a

Jota Aragonesa and a Jota Navarra, quite dif-

ferent in melody and accompaniment, but always

in thr^time. Of the former, a better example
could hardly be given than that which forms the

chief snbject of Glinka's orchestral overture or

piece 'Jota Aragonese/
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Of the Jota Navarra, an equally good and
simple specimen is to be found in the second part

of Sarasate's Spanish Dances (op. 22).

1 « ! f
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The Jota is much played in the North of Spain,

sad wherever it is heard a dance is sure to be

the instant result. [O.]

» «ft|or Campion. ' On Foot la S^ftta,' 1879. p. 157.

I nd* Is quite OrlOBtaJ.

JOULE, Benjamin St. John Baptist, bom
at Salford, Nov. 8, 1817, studied the violin

under Richard Cudmore, and the organ, singing,

and theory, under Joseph John Harris. From
May 8, 1846, to March 20, 1853, he was organist
and choir-master at Holy Trinity Church, Hulme,
and from April 28, 1849, ^ ^^^' 3> 1852, also

held a similar position at St. Margaret's, Whalley
Range, Manchester. Since March 27, 1853, he
has been honorary organist of St. Peter's Church,
Manchester. He is also President of the Man-
chester Vocal Society, and author or compiler
of * The Hymns and Canticles pointed for Chant-
ing,* 1847 ;

* Directorium Chori Anglicanum,'
1849; ^ ^^^ comprehensive 'Collection of Words
of Anthems,' 1859; a pointed Psalter; and other
works connected with choral service, several of
which have reached many editions. He has also

lectured on Church Music, and been a con-
tributor to various periodicals. He was musio
critic to • The Manchester Courier' from 1850 to

1870. [W.H.H.]
JUBILATE—.the first word ofthe Vulgate ver-

sion—is the Psalm (looth) which is given as an
alternative to the Benedictus, to follow the second
lesson in the morning service of the Anglican
Church. The ancient custom of the church was
to read lessons and psalms alternately, and
psalms so used were called responsories. The
Jubilate was specially used in this manner in the
offices of Salisbury and York, so its adoption in

the reformed service was only a perpetuation of

ancient custom in the churches of England.
Amalarius also (a.d. 820) speaks of it as used
in Lauds apart from its ordinary occurrence in

the order of the Psalms. Nevertheless it did

not appear in Cranmer's Prayer-book of 1549,
but was added in the revised edition which was
made in the reign of Edward VI, 1552. Con-
sequently there is no chant given for it in Mar-
beck's first adaptation of ancient chants to the

Engliffli service called 'The Book of Common
Praier Noted,' which was published in 1550.

It is curious that the Jubilate is much oftener

used than the Benedictus, which is looked upon
quite as the exception. One of the most dis-

tinguished clerical writers on the choral service of

the church, Mr. Jebb,ha8 observed that the Bene-
dictus is BO infinitely preferable in every respect

that it is impossible to attribute the preference

which is given to the Jubilate to any other motive

than its being shorter. In confirmation of this

view it is interesting to note that while the en-

thusiasm of the Reformation was still hot, the

great musicians of that time, Tallis, B3rrd, and
Farrant, chose the incomparably more beautiful

and more appropriate, but longer, Benedictus;

but when that enthusiasm was worn away hardly

anything but the shorter Jubilate is to be met
with. If we take for instance the most famous
collections of the ancient services of the church

in their order, we find three settings of the Jubi-

late in Barnard's collection, eight in Boyce's, and
no less than fifteen in Arnold's.

Handel set the Jubilate for the thanksgiving

service which was held after the Peace of
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Utrecht, which waa concluded March 31, 1713.

Mendelssohn also set the Psalm, but not for

liturgical use. [C. H. H. P.]

JUBILEE OVERTURE, THE (in E), by C.

M. von Weber ; composed for the festival held at

Dresden in commemoration of the 50th anniver-

sary of the accession of Frederick Augustus I. of

Saxony ; op. 59. The autograph is dated Dres-

den, Sept. II, 1 8 18, and the first performance

was at the Court Theatre on Sept. 20. The over-

ture winds up with 'God save the King.* Weber
had written a Jubel cantata for the occasion,

but it was put aside, and the overture—an en-

tirely independent work—performed instead. [G.]

JUDAS MACCABiEUS. The 1 2th of Han-
del's English oratorios, written by command of

the Prince of Whales. Handel himself b said to

have suggested the subject {h propos to the Duke
of Cumberland's victories in Scotland) to Dr.

Morell, who made the libretto. The music was

begun July 9, and completed Aug. 1 1, 1746, and

it was produced at Covent Garden April i, 1747.

It has always been a favourite. * See, the con-

quering hero comes' was transferred to Judas

from Joshua. The air * Wise men flattering/ and

the chorus *Sion now*—were introduced several
j

years after the production of the oratorio, and

the latter is said to have been one of the last

pieces composed by Handel. [G.]

JUDITH. I. An oratorio; words by W. Hug-
gins, music by Defesch. Produced in London

1733. 2. An oratorio by Dr. Ame (his 2nd);

the words selected and adapted by Isaac Bicker-

staff. Produced at the Lock Hospital Chapel

Feb. 29, 1764. 3. A * biblical cantata* in 3
scenes ; words selected from the Bible by Chorley,

music by H. Leslie. Composed for Birmingham
Festival, and first performed Sept. 1858 ; also at

St. Martin's HaU March 8. 59. [G.]

JUIVE, LA. Opera in 5 acts; words by
Scribe, music by Haldvy. Produced at the

Acaddmie Feb. 23, 1835. In England by the

Brussels troupe at Drury Lane in French July 29,

1846 ; in Italian, 'La Ebrea,' at Covent Giuxlen

July 25, 1850. [G.]

JULLIEN (originally JULIEN). Louis An-
TOINE, was bom at Sisteron, Basses Alpes, April

23, 1 81 2. Hia father was a bandmaster, and the

boy was thus familiar with instruments and music
from his cradle. At 21 he went to Paris and
entered the counterpoint class of Le Carpentier

at the CJonservatoire, Oct. 26, 1833. CJomposition,

however, and not counterpoint was his object,

and after a year's trial he quitted Le Carpentier

for Hayvy, Dec. 16, 1834, but with no greater

success ; he refused to do the exercises, and in-

sisted on presenting tiie Professor with dances as

specimens of 'composition'—not perhaps quite to

Hal^vy's annoyance if it be true, as it used to

be said^ that the waltz 'Rosita,* which became
the rage in Paris as JuUien's, was written by
his master. He did not obtain a single men-
tion at the Conservatoire, and at the beginning
of 1836 finally left it, and soon after appeared
before the public as the conductor of concerts of

JULLIEN.

dance music at the Jardin Turc. The 'Hugue-
nots' was just then in all the flush of its great

success, and one of JuUien's first quadrilles was
made upon the motif» of that opera, the annoanoe-

ment of which, as quoted by M. F^tis, is exactly

in the style with which JLondoners afterwards

became familiar. To this enterprise he joined

the establishment ofa musical paper. No wonder
that he was unsuccessful. In June 1838 he
became insolvent, and had to leave Paris. His
first appearance in London seems to have been as

conductor, jointly with Eliason, of shilling ' Con-
certs d'fit^ ' at Drury Lane theatre, which opened
June 8, 1 840, with an orchestra of 98, and chorus

of 26. On the i8th of the following January he
conducted ' Concerts d'hiver ' at the same theatre,

with a band of 90 and chorus of 80. These were
followed by ' Concerts de Soci^t^ ' at the English

Opera House, Lyceum, Feb. 7 to Mar. 18, 1842,

comprising Rossini's Stabat for the first Ume
in England. On Dec. 2, 42, began his 'annual

series of concerts' at the English Opera House,
and he thenceforward continued them season after

season, at the close of the year, now at one theatre,

and now at another, till the Farewell series in

1859. 'His aim,* in his own words, 'was always to

popularise music,* and the means he adopted for

so doing were—the largest band ; the very best

performers, both solo and orchestral; and the

most attractive pieces. His programmes con-

tained a certain amount of classical music

—

though at the beginning hardly so much as that

given by some of his predecessors, who announced

a whole symphony on each evening. This

was probably too much for a shilling audi-

ence in the then state of musical taste, and
Jullien*s single movements and weaker doses just

hit the mark. Later on in his career he gave
whole symphonies, and even two on one evening.

No doubt this judicious moderation did good, and
should always be remembered to his credit, or that

of his advisers. But the characteristic features

of Jullien*s concerts were, first, his Monster
Quadrille, and secondly himself. He provided

a fresh quadrille for each season, and it was
usually in close connexion with the event of the

day. The * Allied Armies Quadrille * during the

Oimean war, 1854 ; the * Indian Quadrille, and
Havelock's March,' during the Mutiny, 1857;
the 'English Quadrille*; the 'French ditto';

and so on. These were written by himself,

and though then considered noisy were always
rhythmical, melodious, and efiective. In some
of them as many as six military bands were
added to the immense permanent orchestra. In
front of this 'mass of executive ability.' 'the

Mons *—to adopt the name bestowed on him by
Punch, whose cartoons have preserved his image
with the greatest exactness—with coat thrown
widely open, white waistcoat, elaborately em-
broidered shirtfront, wristbands of extravagant
length turned back over his cufis, a wealth of

black hair, and a black moustache— itself a
startling novelty— wielded his baton, encouraged
his forces, repressed the turbulence of his audience

with indescribable gravity and magnificence, went
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throogfa all the pantomime of the British Army
or Navy Quadrille, seized a violin or piccolo at

the moment of climax, and at last sank eichausted

into his gorgeous velvet chair. All pieces of

Beeihoven*8 were conducted with a jewelled

bftton, and in a pair of clean kid gloves, handed
him at the moment on a silver salver.

Not only did he obtain the best players for his

bud, but his solo artistes were all of the highest

cIms. Ernst, Sivori, Bottesini, Wieniawski. Sain-

ton; Arabella Goddard, Marie Pleyel, Charles

Hall^, Vivier; Sims Eeeves, Pischek, and many
others, have all played or sung, some of them for

the first time in England, under JuUien's baton.

In &ct he acted on the belief that if you give

the public what is good, and give it with judg-

ment, the public wiU be attracted and will pay.

And there is no doubt that for many years lus

income from his Promenade Ck>ncerts was very

large. His harvest was not confined to London,
bat after hia month at Drury Lane, Covent Gar-
den, or Her Majesty's, he carried off his whole
company of players and singers through the pro-

Tinoes, including Scotland and even Ireland, and
moved about there for several weeks—a task at

that time beset with impedimenta to locomotion
vhich it is now difficult to realise. If he had but
confined himself to the one enterprise, and exer-

cised a proper economy and control over that!

But this was impossible. He had started a shop
9otm after his arrival, first in Maddox Street and
then in Regent Street, for the sale of his music.

In 1847 he took Drury Lane theatre on lease,

with the view of playing English operas. Mr. Gye
was engaged as manager, and M. Berlioz as ^con-

ductor, with a host of other officials, including

^ Henry Bishop as ' inspector-superintendent at

rehearsals,' and a splendid band and chorus. The
hoose opened on Dec. 6, with a version of ' Lucia,'

in whidi Sims Reeves made his d^ut, and which
WIS fi[Jlowed by BaLfe's ' Maid ofHonour,' 'Linda,'

and * Figaro.' ' All departments,' says a contem-
porary ' article by one who knew him well, ' were
msnaged on the most lavish scale; orchestra,

dionia, principal singers, officers before and be-

hind tito curtain, vying with each other in effi-

cseocy and also in expensiveness. The result

mi^t have been anticipated. The speculation

was a failure, and though his shop was sold for

£8000 to meet the emergency, M. JuUien was
bankrupt' (April 21, 1848). He left the court

however with honour, and, nothing daunted, soon
afterwards essayed another and still more hazard-
ous enterprise. In May 1849 ^® announced a
'Ooncert monstre and Congi^ musical,' 'six

grand musical fdtes,' with '400 instrumentalists,

3 distinct choruses, and 3 distinct military bands.'

The first two took place at Exeter Hall on June
I and 15, and a third at the Siurey Zoological

Gardens on July 20. The programme of the first

deserves quotation. It was in 3 parts :—i. Da-
vid's ode-sinfonie * he Desert'—Sims Reeves solo

toior. 2. Mendelssohn's Scotch Symphony. 3. A
' An umishv sccoant of BetiloE'i oarly sntiiutlMm, and Its gradual

ti^sntiaii. wlU be found In till * OorrMpoadaaoe inedlta' Otm),
kiten txrt to xlW.
I 'Modcal Worid.' Xaxeb M, IBOa
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miscellaneous concert, with Anna Thillon, Jetty
Treffz, Mi&sDolby, Braham, Pischek, Dreyschoeck,
Molique,etc.,etc. This projecttoo,ifwemayjudge
from its sudden abandonment, ended disastrously.

In 1852 he wrote the opera of * Pietro il Grande,'
and brought it out on the most magnificent scale

at the Royal Italian Opera, Covent Garden, on
Aug. 17, at his own cost. The piece was an
entire failure, and after five performances was
withdrawn, leaving Jullien a loser of some thou-
sands of pounds. Shortly after this he visited

America and remained there till June 28, 1854.
On his return he resumed the r^^lar routine of
his metropolitan and provincial concerts. But
misfortunes pursued him. On March 5, 1856,
Covent Garden theatre was burnt to the ground,
and the whole of his music—in other words, his

entire stock in trade—was destroyed ; an irrepar-

able loss, since his quadrilles and other original

pieces were in MS. In 1857 he became involved
in the Royal Surrey Gardens Company, and lost

between £5000 and £6000. This enabled him
to add to his achievements by conducting ora-

torios, but the loss, the protracted worry and
excitement att^ding the winding up of the Com-
pany, and the involved state of his own afi^irs,

which had been notoriously in disorder for some
years and were approaching a crisis, must have
told severely on him. The next season was
his last in this coimtry. He gave a series of

Farewell Concerts at the usual date—this time
at the Lyceum, with a band reduced to 60—
made a Farewell provincial tour, and then, pro-

bably forced thither by pecuniary reasons, went
to Paris. There on the 2nd of May, 1859, he was
arrested for debt and put in prison at Clicby,

but on the 22nd of the following month was
brought up before the court, heard, and liberated

with temporary protection. Early in March fol-

lowing an advertisement appeared in the papers

headed 'JuUien Fund,' stating that he was in a
lunatic asylum near Paris, and appealing to the
public on his behalf. Scarcelv however was the

advertisement in t3rpe when the news arrived of

his death on March 14, i860.

No one at all in the same category with Jullien,

at least in our time, has occupied anything like

the same high position in public favour. 'His
name was a household word and his (skce and
figure household shapes, during a period of nearly

20 years.' Whatever the changes in his fortune his

popularity never waned or varied. • Your house,'

says Lord Beaconsfield in ^Tancred, describing the

most favourable conditions for ball-giving conceiv-

able in 1846,
—'your house might be decorated

like a Russian palace, you might have Jullien pre-

siding over your orchestra, and a banquet worthy
of the Romans.' And similar allusions were made
every day in the periodicals. And why so ? Be-
cause, with much obvious charlatanism, what Jul-

lien aimed at was good, and what he aimed at he
did thoroughly well. He was a public amuser, but
he was also a public reformer. ' By his frequent

performances of the music of Mozart, Beethoven,

Mendelssohn, and other great masters, and by the

• Book I. obap 7.
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constant engagement of the most eminent per-

formers, he elicited at first the unconscious atten-

tion, and then the enthusiastic appreciation, ofthe

vast multitudes that besieged his concerts, and
that not merely in London but all over the pro-

vinces of Great Britain and Ireland. This will

probably tend to preserve his memory among us

even more than his unrivalled energy and talent,

or his unprecedented zeal and liberality as a public

entertainer. To Jullien moreover is attributable in

a large measure the immense improvement which
our orchestras have made during the last ao years,

he having been the means not only of bringing

over some of the greatest foreign inBla*imientali8ts,

but of discovering and nurturing the promise of

many English p^ormers, who through the pub-

licity he placed at their disposal, no less than
through their own, industry and ability, have
since attained acknowledged * eminence.' [G.]

JULLIEirS MILITARY JOURNAL, a
periodical repertoire of music arranged for a mili-

taryband, consisting ofdances, marches, selections

from operas, oratorios, symphonies, etc. It was
started by Jullien in the year 1847, but in 1857
came into the hands of Messrs. Boosey & Co., by
whom it is published every alternate month as

'Boosts Supplementary Journal,' to distinguish

it from * Boosts Military Journal,' a monthly
repertoire of a similar kind started by Charles

KALEBBEXNER.

Boose the eminent bandmaster in 1846, and
Sublished by Messrs. Boosey since 1850. [See
IlLITABT JOUBNALS.] [G.]

JtJNGSTE GERICHT DAS, i.e. the Last
Judgment. Spohr's first oratorio. Written for

and produced at the Festival at Erfurt Aug. 15,
18 1 a, in honour of Napoleon I. It was not suc-
cessful; but Spohr's naif account of the per-
formance, and of his own predilection for it,' is

highly amusing. It is an entirely difierent work
from * Die letzten Dinge,' known in England aa
The Last Judgment. [G.]
JUPITER. A sobriquet bestowed—whether

by J. B. Cramer or not is uncertain—on Mozart's
49th and last Symphony in C major (Eochel,

551), and BOW to some extent classical, since

even the conservative Mendelssohn uses it in
his letter of March 7, 1845. '^^ symphony is

quoted in Mozart's autograph catalogue, with
Uie date Aug. 10, 1788. The autograph is on
oblong paper, 91 pages of 12 staves each, and
belongs to Julius Andre, Frankfort. Mendels-
sohn was the first to notice the fact that a
favourite passage near the close of the Andante
was an afterthought. (See the letter above
quoted.) The symphony was published as a
P. F. duet by Breitkopf & Hartel, with the
Finale of the Quintet in C (composed 1787)
substituted for its own last movement. [G.]

K
KALKBRENNER, Friedrich Wilhelm

Michael, pianist and prolific composer for

his instrument, was bom 1 788 near Berlin.

His father. Christian Kalkbrenner, of Hebrew
extraction and a ^musician of great ability, be-

gan his training early. In 1798 he entered the

Conservatoire at Paris, and left it, after four

years of assiduous study, with a prize for piano-

forte playing and composition. In 1 8 1 3 he played

in public at Berlin and Vienna, heard Clementi,

made HummeVs acquaintance, and was intro-

duced by Haydn to Albrechtsberger, from whom
he had lessons in counterpoint. FVom 1814 to

1823 he resided in London, much sought after as

a player and fashionable teacher. In 1824 he
settled in Paris as a member of the pianoforte-

making firm of Pleyel & Co. In Paris too his

success as a performer and teacher was very great

;

he was a shrewd man of business and managed
to amass quite a fortune. Madame CamiUe
Pleyel was his best pupil. When Chopin came
to Paris in 1831, Kalkbrenner's reputation was
at its height : his compositions, mostly written

for the market and now forgotten, were upon the

> 'Thfl Miuical World.' Karch 94. 1880.

s BMthoven Includes 'K«lkbr«nner(Vftt«r)' with Sterkel and oCbert

or the 'old, d«ad compown.of the Emplr*' in hU denunciation of

Gottfried Weber's mistakes In rogard to Mozart's Beqatem. 'Be-
qulexat In paee.' says he (Letter. Feb. ^ 1896). He would hardly

bare been content with so mild a sneer If he had known that Kalk-
brenner had * arranged ' Don Giovanni (that Is, had altered the mosie
and Interpolated (re«h pieces) for lu appearance on the Farls sta«e.

Sept 17, me (set Lajaitc. 11. SK). [Bee Laohnitb.]

desks of all dilletanti, and his playing was up-
held as a model. Chopin, who was then only
twenty-two 3rears of age but had already written

his two Concertos, the Etudes, op. 10, the first

Scherzo and Ballade, etc., called on him and
played his Concerto in £ minor, ^hereupon Kalk-
brenner came forward with the astounding pro-

posal that Chopin should bind himself to he his

pupil for three years and thus under his guidance
become a good artist 1 Chopin took no leesonsy

but soothed Kalkbrenner by dedicating the Con-
certo to him. In a letter dated Dec. 16, 1831^
Chopin speaks in high terms of Kalkbrenner's

technique, praises his charming equable touch
and quiet s^f-possession, and says that Herz was
a zero compared with 1dm. Still Chopin seems
frx>m the first te have been of Mendelssohn's

opinion, who said to him soon after, ' You had
nothing to learn frt)m Kalkbrenner; yon play

better than he does.'

Kalkbrenner was a man of great vanity, and
far from scrupulous as to the means by which
he strove to enhance his reputation. The late

Professor Marx used to tell a story how Kalk-
brenner called on him in 1834 at Berlin, anxious

to make a good impression, as the Professor was
then editor of the new ' Berliner Musikzeitung

*

and an influential personage. The visitor in

moving terms deplored the decay of the good old

art of improvisation, saying that since Hummel
> SelbetbioBxapble. L 108.
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had letired he was the only one who still

cultivated it in the true classical spirit. He
opens the piano and improvises for a quarter
<d an hour with fluent fancy and great neatness,

interweaving all manner of themes, even a little

fugue, much to the Professor^s edification. Next
day a parcel of music just printed at Paris arrives

for review. The Professor, greatly interested,

mens the topmost piece—^Effusio Musica, par
Fred. Kalkbrenner *

: when lo and behold I he has
yest^nday^s improvisation before "^ym^ fugue and
all, note for note

!

An instruction-book with etudes belonging to

it is the best thing Ealkbrenner left. His
attainments as a musician are shown in four
piiuioforte concertos, one for two pianos, a septet,

sextet and quintet, and various sonatas ; all cor-

rectly and well written for the instrument, but
dull and trite, spite of the glitter of what was
called a ' brilliant ' style.

Kalkbrenner died of cholera at Enghien near
Plffis on June lo, 1849. [E.D.]

KALLIWODA,JobannWknzeslaus,a violin

player and popular composer, was bom at Prague
March 3i, 1800. From 1811 to 1817 he was
a pupil of the Conservatorium, and firom i8i'7 to

1823 a member of the orchestra of that town.
Dazing a visit to Munich he was introduced to

Prince Furstenberg, who took a lively interest

in his talent and appointed him conductor of his

pivate band at Donaueschingen, which poet
KalHwoda retained, in spite of various offers from
more important places, ft^ the rest of his pro-

feadonal life, till he retired on a pension in 1853.
He died at Carlsruhe Dec. 3, 1866.
KalHwoda, as a violinist, is regarded as one of

the best representatives of the Prague school
under F. W. Pixis. Without possessing veiy
startling qualities of execution or style, his per-
formances showed a well-finished technique, a
sympathetic but not large tone, and were alto-

gether more remarkable for elegance and a certain
pleasantnen than for vigour or depth of feeling.

As he travelled but little, his reputation
mainly rests on his compositionB. They consist

of seven Symphonies—F minor (1826) ; Eb ; D
minor ; C ; B minor (op. 106) ; G minor ; and
F—Overtures, Concertinos and other Solo-pieces

for the violin and other orchestral instruments,
eqtedally the Clarinet, Quartets for stringed
instruments, Violin-Duets, Pianoforte-pieces, and
a number of songs. Many of his works have
enjoyed for some time, and chi^y in amateur-
circles, a considerable popularity, and the Index
of the Leipdg Allg. Mus. Zeitung shows a long
Ust of performances. The worlu are certainly
not of mudi importance in an artistic sense, and
show little originality; but on the other hand,
they are firee finom laboured efforts and ambitious
striring after startiiing effects, are written in
a thormighly mnwknanly, unpretentious, and un-
affected style, easy to understand, pleasing and
effective. Their day is now over, but Schumann
(in his 'Gesaomi. Schriften/ iii 378) speaks of
Kalliwoda's 5th Symphony with enthusiasm, and
mentions the interesting £M;t that only a few
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years previously KalHwoda had put himself under
Tomaschek of Prague for improvement in some
branches of ooimterpoint in which he felt himself
weak. Schumann further testified his esteem by
dedicating his Intermezzi (op. 4) 'al Sign.-Kalli-
woda.* In the history of the music of the last

50 years, KaUiwoda occupies as an orchestral
composer a position somewhat analogous to On-
slow^s as a composer of chamber-mudc.
His son WiLHBLM, bom at Donaueschingen

July 19, 1827, was thoroughly well brought up
by his father, and was for a short time a pupil of
Mendelssohn's at Leipzig in 1847, and of Haupt-
mann's in 1848. He held various posts at
Carlsruhe with credit to himself, but was com-
pelled by ill health to forsake work. [P. D.]

KANDLEE, Fbanz Sales, a musical his-
torian, to whom we owe an admirable condensa-
tion of Baini's Palestrina ; bom Aug. 23, 1792,
at Kloster-Neuburg in Lower Austria. He
belonged to the War OflBce, and went as in-
terpreter with the army to Venice and Naples
in 181 7 and 1821. He died of cholera at Baden
(Beethoven's Baden) Sept. 26, 1831. His two
works are ' Cenni storioo-critici alia vita ed opere
del . . . G. Ad. Hasse ' (Venice, 1820; 2nd ed.,
Naples, 1820), and that above mentioned, 'Ueber
das Leben und die Werke des . . . Palestrina,'
etc. This was published after Kandler's death
by Kiesewetter (Leipzig, B. & H. 1834). [G.]

KAJ^KA, JoHANN VON, Dr. juris, bom at
Prague Nov. 10, 1772, is named here not for his
music, though he published a Pianoforte Concerto,
a Cantata, and compositions to Collin's War
Songs, but for his warm attachment to Beethoven
and for the eminent service he rendered him,
since it was chiefly through his means that the
dispute with the Kinsky £Eunily was abandoned
and an advantageous compromise effected. Kan-
ka's father was, like himself, at once an eminent
lawyer and a thorough musician, and his grand-
fath^ had been equally eminent as an architect.

The family lived in Prague, and Beethoven was
intimate with them in the early days of his
residence in Austria. Kanka the younger wrote
and edited books on Austrian and Bohemian law,
which were much esteemed by his profession
(Thayer, ii. 9; iii. 290). He was Dean (1815)
and Rector (1820) of the University, and died
full of years and honours, April 15, 1865. [G.]

KAPELLE, a musical establishment, usually
orchestral. The word was formerly applied to
the private band of a prince or other magnifico,
but is now used to denote any band. Thus at
Berlin, the Kaiserliche konigliche Kapelle (07
musicians, called Kammermusiker) forms the
regular orchestra of the Grand Opera, with two
Kapellmeisters (Conductors), a Concertmeister
(Leader or ist Violin), and a Balletdirigent
(Balletmaster). The orchestra of the Crystal
JPalace would in Germany be called the Kapelle,
and Mr. Manns the Kapellmeister.
The smallest Kapelle existing is probably that

of the Duke of Sigmaringen, which consists of a
pianoforte player and a sextet of strings. [G.]
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KARAJAN, Theodob Georo, Ritter vojt,

Dr. juris, philologist and historian,bom at Vienna
Jan. a a, 1810 ; clerk (1841) and custoe (1854) in

the court library, appointed vice-president (1851)
and president (1859) ^^ ^^ Akademie der Wis-
senschaften ; received the order of Leopold in

1870, and died April a8, 1873. ^^^ philological

workis are numerous and important ; but his title

to admission here is his pamphlet, ' J. Haydn in

London, 1791 and 179a' (Vienna, Grerold, 1861).

In addition to matter from the well-known pam-
phlets of Dies and Griesinger, it contains a num-
ber of Haydn*s letters, chiefly from London and
Estoras, to his friend Maria Anna von Genzinger,

the wife of Leopold Peter, Edler von Genzinger,

an esteemed ph3rsician, with four irom the lady

herself. She played the piano well, and even
composed. Haydn wrote several sonatas for her,

and whenever he was in Vienna spent much of

his time at her house, where a pleasant musical

society was generally to be found. Karajan also

furnished his friend Otto Jahn with valuable

material for his book on Mozart. [C. F. P.]

KEEBLE. John, was bom at Chichester in

1 71 1 and was brought up as a chorister in the

cathedral under Thomas Kelway. He after-

wards became a pupil of Dr. Pepusch, and was
in 1737 appointed successor to Thomas Rosein-

grave as organist of St. Geoi^^s, Hanover Square,

allowing Roseingrave one half of the salary until

his death in 1 750. Keeble was also organist at

Ranelagh Gardens. In 1 784 he published ' The
Theory of Harmonics, or, an Illustration of the

Grecian Harmonica,* a work which attracted

attention. He published five books of organ
pieces, and, jointly with Kirkman, ' 40 Interludes

to be played between the verses of the Psalms.*

He was an excellent organist and able teacher.

He died Dec. 34, 1 786. [W. H. H.]

KEISER, Reinhard, an eminent German
opera-composer, bom 1673 near Weissenfels, Leip-

zig. He was grounded in music by his father,

a sound church composer, and afterwards at-

tended the Thomas-schule and the University of

Leipzig, at the same time coming fr^uently be-

fore the public at the many concerts renowned
even then for their excellence. In 169 a he was
commissioned to set a pastoral, ' Ismene,' for the
court of Brunswick, and its success procured him
the libretto of 'Basilius.* In 1694 he removed
to Hamburg, and there remained for 40 years a
favourite with the public. 'Irene' (1697) was
the first of a series of 116 operas composed for

the Hamburg theatre, each containing from 40 to

50 airs, besides operas in collaboration with others,

and sacred music. Keiser was luxurious and
self-indulgent, and led an adventurous life, but
without sacrificing his love of art or his taste

for intellectual enjoyments. In 1 700 he opened
a series of winter-concerts, which formed a re-

markable combination of intellectual and sensual

gratification ; the most accomplished virtuosi, the
finest and best-looking singers, a good orchestra,

and carefully selected programmes, furnishing the

former, and a banquet of choice viands and wines
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the latter. In 1 703 he assumed the direction of
the opera in conjunction with Driisicke, but hiH
partner absconded, and the whole burden fell

upon the shoulders of Keiser. He proved equal
to the emergency, for in one year (1709) he com-
posed 8 opej-as, married the daughter of a Ham-
burg patrician, and musician to the municipality
'Oldenbui^,' and having completely reinstated
his afiairs, plunged into all his former extra-
vagant indulgence. In 1716 he resumed his con-
certs; in I7aa visited Copenhagen and waa
appointed Capellmeister to the King ofDenmark

;

in 1728 was made Cantor and Canon of the
cathedral, and again turned his attention to
sacred music. He composed his last c^)era, 'Ciroe,'

in 1 734, and died in 1 7 39. His wife and daughter
are said to have been accomplished singers.

Keiser exercised an important though not a
permanent influence on Grerman opera. The
perfection to which at first he raised the opera
at Hamburg, speedily degenerated into mere
outward show and trivial if not vulgar frirce,

but the sensation he produced at first is described

by his contemporaries as extraordinary. Mathe-
son, who was not likely to exaggerate the suc-

cesses of a rival, in his lifelike picture of the
musical condition of Hamburg, calls Keiser the
first dramatic composer in the world, and says
that no other music than that of ' dieser galante

Componist * was either sung or listened to. Hia
melodies were smooth and graceful, and fell upon
the ear *like charmed accents after the dull

pedantries of the contrapuntists of the day.'

That his melody was spontaneous his facility

itself proves, and he was the first who en-

deavoured to convey the sentiment of the cha-

racter in the music. This was the secret of his

success, and it was by this that he enabled
Grerman opera to hold its own against the de-

clamation of the French, and the melody and
fine singing of the Italians. In sacred music he
shines chiefly in oratorio, which he treated dra-

matically, but with an earnestness and dignity

surprising in a man of his character. In judging

Keiser in this department we must not forget

that Bach's Passions, and HandeFs Oratorios

were then not known, scarcely even composed

;

yet notwithstanding his want of models, his

works compare favourably with the insipid sacred

nausic of the latter half of the i8th century,

produced under far greater advantages than were
open to him. His sacred compositions include

'Der fiir die SUnde der Welt gemarterte und
sterbende Jesus' ; ' Der verurtheUte tmd gekren-

zigte Jesus* (poem by Brockes of Hamburg); a
Passion according to St. Mark, said to be fine

;

and other historical oratorios, motets, cantatas,

and psalms. He published extracts from the two
first named works, viz. 'Auserlesene Soliloquia*

(i 714), and 'Selige Erlosungs-Gedanken' (1715);
airs firom various operas, cantatas for a single

voice, and several vocal collections with various

titles, such as 'Divertimenti serenissimi,' 'Kaiser-

liche Friedenspost,* ' Musikalische Landlust,' etc.

Important portions of his operas and sacred

works have been published by Lindner, in his
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'Erste stehende Deutsche Oper/ ii. 3-15 ; Hews-
moiiD, Id hid 'Allg. Geechichte der Muaik/ iii.

54-73 and App. Nob. 7 and 8 ; and von Winter-
feld in his * Evangelische Kirchengesang,' vol. iii.

Adam Hiller included an unaccompanied motet—'Kindlich gross*—in his * Vierstimmige Mo-
tetten,* etc. vol. ii, and there is a fugue for 4
voices, 'Gott ist offenbaret,' in the 'Auswahl
vorzuglicher musikwerke.* [A. M.]

KELEB Bl^LA, whose real name is Albert
V05 K^ER, was bom at Bartfeld in Hungary,
Feb. 1 3, 1 820. After attempting both the law and
fuming he settled himself to music, and in 1845
began regular study at Vienna under Schleaiuger

and Sechter, playing the fiddle in the band of the

Theater-an-der-Wien at the same time. May 7,

1S54 he took the command of GungTs band in

Berlin, and began his career as conductor, solo-

player, and composer. After a few months in

Beriin he returned to Vienna, and succeeded to

Laoner^s position at the head of that celebrated

band. This again he left before long for an infantry

regiment. As bandmaster to the latter he was
c&Ued to Wiesbaden in 1863, and in 70 became
Eapdlmeister of the Kur orchestra there, a post

which he resigned from ill health in 1873. He
till rendes in Wiesbaden, and celebrated his silver

auniversary on May 7, 79. His works, which have
reached op. 130, consist of overtures, dance music,

and pieces for solo violin, all distinguished for

ahowy brilliant style and clever orchestration.

Among the most popular are his Hofhungssteme
waha, Horrah-Sturm galop, and Friedrich-Karl

march. [G.]

RELLCKKr, Clara Lodisk, though bom in

SamterviUe, South Carolina, in July 1842, is of

northern extraction. Her mother had consider-

able talent as a musician, and Clara was her only
child. In 1856 they removed to New York,
where she received the whole of her musical
education. She made her first appearance there,

at the Academy of Music (Opera), as Gilda in

Rigoletto, in 1861, and sang that season 10 or 12
timai. In 1867 (Nov. 3) she made her d^but in

London at Her Majesty's as Maigherita, sang
ooofltantly, and was re-engaged for the next year.

From 1868 to 1873 she was touring in the United
States. On May 11, 1873, she re-appeared in
London at Drury Lane, Her Majesty's Opera, as
Linda, and sang during that season also as Gilda.
On her return to the United States she continued
to ling in Italian opera till 1874, when she
organised an English troupe, herself superintend-
ing the translation of the words, the mise en
table, the training of the singers, and the re-

hetiBids of the chorus. Such was her devotion
to the project, that in the winter of 74-75 she
ng no fewer than 135 nights. It is satisfstctory

to bear that the scheme was successful. Miss
K«Bogg*s musical gifts are great. She is said to
be fiMniliar with thirty-five operas. She has great
eoasdentiousnees as an artist, ardent enthusiasm,
and a voice of great compass and purity. In
adfition to which she has a remarkable talent for

fawpwi and is never so happy as when she is

doing » good or beoevolent aotion. [G.]
ol.il
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KELLY, Michael, wasbom in Dublin about
1764, was taught singing by Passerini, Peretti,

and St. Giorgio, and ultimately by Rauzzini, on
whose advice his father sent him to Naples to
study. Before quitting Dublin, however, a
fortuitous circumstance led to his appearance on
the stage as the Count in Piccinni*s *Buona
Figliuola,* and that again to his performing the
hero in Michael Ame*s * Cymon,' and Lionel in
'Lionel and Clarissa.* On May i, 1779, he
quitted Dublin, and arrived in Naples May 30.
He placed himself tmder the tuition of Finaroli.

head of the Conservatorio of La Madonna di
Loreto. He subsequently studied under Aprile,
with whom he visited Palermo, and then went
successively to Leghorn, Florence, Bologna, and
Venice, ultimately reaching Vienna, where he
was engaged at the Court theatre. There he
remained four years, enjoying the intimate
friendship of Mozart, who on the production of
his *Nozze di Figaro* allotted to Kelly (whose
name he spells * Occhely * in his MS. catalogue)
the parts of Basilio and Don Cundo. Being
anxious to visit England Kelly obtained leave

of absence from the Emperor, and in Feb. 1787
quitted Vienna in company with Stephen Storace,

his mother and sister—Signora Storace—and
Attwood. He appeared at Drury Lane on April

20, in his old part of Lionel, and continued
there as first tenor until he quitted the stage.

He also sang at the Concert of Ancient Music,
the Handel performances in Westminster Abbey,
and in the provinces. In 1789 he made bis

first appearance as a composer by the produc-

tion of the music to two pieces called 'False

Appearances' and * Fashionable Friends,* and
firom that date till 1820 furnished the music
for 6 a dramatic pieces, besides writing a con*

siderable number of English, Italian and French
single songs, etc. In 1 793 he was engaged at the

King^s Theatre, of which he was for many years

acting manager. On Jan. i, 1802, he opened a
music shop in Pall Mall adjoining the Opera
House, but this promising speculation failed

owing to his inattention, and in 181 1 he was
made a bankrupt. He also engaged in the wine
trade, and this circumstance, combined with
the suspicion that some of Kelly*s compositions

were derived firom foreign sources, led Sheridan
to propose that he should inscribe over his shop,

'Miclukel Kelly, Composer of Wines and Im-
porter of Music' On Sept. 5, 181 1, at Dublin,

Kelly made his last appearance on the stage.

In i8a6 ha published his ' Beminiscences * in

3 vols. 8vo. This entertaining work, which
reached a second edition in the same year, was
written by Theodore Hook from materials fur-

nished by Kelly. Its personal notices of Mozart
are both interesting and important, and have
been done justice to by Otto Jahn (and ed. ii.

343, etc.) Kelly died at Margate, Oct. 9, 1836.

The following is a list of the pieces for which he
composed the music :

—

'Fklae Appeaniooei' uid 'Fuh-iCMtle Spectre.1797; 'Bine Beard,'

lOQAble Friendx.' 1789 : 'A Friend 'The Outtawn.* 'The Gftptlre of

In naed.' ' The LmI of the Family,' SpAeiberg ' (with DuMek),»nd ' Au-
'de Ghlmoay Corner.' and 'TtMiraUo and Miranda,' 1798; 'Feudal

E
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Ttmet' and 'Plzarro,' 1799; 'Of trr,' 'The Wood Demon (with M.
Me to-morrow.' * De Montfort.* P. King). ' The House of MorrUle,'

and 'The Indians.' 1800; ' Deaf / Adeltfitha.' and 'Time's a tell-

aad Damb.* 'Addmorn the Out- tale.* 1807; 'The Jew of Mogadore.'

law.' and * The GIpsj Prince.' IWl ;
>

' The Africans.' and ' Venonl.' 1808

;

•Urania.' *AI«onah.' and ' A | ' The Foundling of the Forest ' and
House to be »oM.' 1902; 'The Hero

I
'The Jubilee.' 1809: 'Gustavus

of the North.' 'The Marriage Pro- , Va«ia' and a Ballet. 1810 ;
' The

mlse,' and 'Luve laughs at lock- 1 Peasant Boy.' 'The Bojal Oak,'

smith*.' 1H03 ;
' Cinderella.' ' The and ' One o'clock/ 1811 ;

' The Ab-
Counterfelt,' 'The Hunter of the sent Apothecary.' 'The Buuians.'
Alps." 'The Gay Deceivers.' 'Thei'PoUy,' 'The lllasinn.' and "Har-
Bllnd Bargain.' and * The land we lequin Harper,' 1813 ;

' The Ee-
llre in." l!»04: "The Honey Moon.' morM,' 1814; 'The Tnknown
•A Prior Claim.' and 'Youth. Guest.' 1«18: "Ri© Fail of Taranto,'

LoTe, and Folly,' 18(»: ' We fly by 1817; 'The Bride of Abydos.' 1818;

night.' 'The Forty Thieves.' and 'Abudah.' 1819; and 'The Lady
Adrian and OriUa.' 1806: 'The and the DevU; laSO.

Toung HusMT,' ' Town and Coun- • [W, H. H.l

KELWAY, Joseph, a pupU of Geminiani,
was organist of St. Michael's, Comhill, which he
resigned in 1736 on being appointed organist of

St. Martin's-in-the-Fields vice Weldon deceased.

Upon the arrival of Queen Charlotte in England
Kelway was appointed her instructor on the

harpsichord. As a harpsichord player he was
remarkable for neatness of touch and rapidity of

execution, and for his ability in performing Scar-

latti's pieces. As an organist he excelled in extem-
poraneous performance, of which he was such a
master as to attract the most eminent musicians
in London (amongst them Handel) to the
church in order to hear him. Bumey (iv. 665)
characterises his playing as full of a 'masterly
wildness . . . bold, rapid, and fanciful.' His pub-
lished harpsichord sonatas are very inferior to

his extemporaneous effusions. He died in 1 783.

His elder brother, Thomas, was educated as a
chorister in Chichester Cathedral, and succeeded
John Reading as organist there in 1720. Seven
services and nine anthems by him are contained
in a MS. volume in the library of Chichester
Cathedral. His Evening Service in B minor is

printed in Rimbault*s 'Cathedral Music,* and
two others in A minor and G minor are published
by Novello. He died May ai, 1749. [W.H.H.]

KEMBLE, Adelaide, younger daughter of

Charles Kemble, the eminent actor, was bom in

1 8 14 and educated for a concert singer. She
appeared first in London and afterwards at the
York Festival in 1835, but with little success.

She then went to Paris for improvement, and
from thence in 1836 to Germany, and early in

1839 to Italy. In that year she made her ap-
pearance at La Fenice. Venice, as Norma with
decided success. In 1840 she sang at Trieste,

Milan, Padua, Bologna, and Mantua with in-

creasing reputation. In 1841 she returned to
England and appeared in an English version of
'Norma* with marked success. In 1842 she
sang in English versions of * Le Nozze di Figaro.*

*La Sonnambula,' ' Semiramide,* and ' II Matri-
monio Segretc* In 1843 she was married to
Mr. Frederick U. Sartoris and retired from the
profession. In 1867 she published * A Week in

a French Country House.* [W. H. H.]

KEMP, Joseph, Mus. Doc., was bom in
Exeter in 1778, and was placed as a chorister

in the cathedral under William Jackson, with
whom he continued as a pupil after quitting the
choir. In 1802 he removed to Bristol on being
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appointed organist of the cathedral. In 1809 he
resigned his appointment and settled in London.
In 1 808 he took the degree of Mus. Bac. at Cam-
bridge, his exercise being a ' War Anthem, A
sound of battle is in the land.' In 1 809 he was by
special dispensation permitted to proceed Doctor
of Music ; his exercise being an anthem entitled

•The Crucifixion.* On Oct. 25, 1809, 'The
Jubilee,* an occasional piece by him, was pro-

duced at the Haymarket Theatre. In 1810 a
melodrama called ' The Siege of Isca [Exeter], or,

The Battles in the West,* written by Dr. Kemp,
with music by himself and Domenico Corri, was
produced at the theatre in Tottenham Street
In the same year he lectured on his 'New
System of Musical Education,' probably the first

method propounded in England for teaching
music to numbers simultaneously. In 18 14 he
returned to Exeter, resided there till 181 8, then

went to France, remained until 18 31, and again
returned to Exeter. He died in London, May
22, 1824. Dr. Kemp published an anthem,
* I am Alpha and Omega * ; ' Twelve Psalmodical
Melodies ; 'Twelve Songs'; 'Twenty Double
Chants * ;

' Musical Illustrations of the Beauties

of Shakspeare
'
; ' Musical Illustrations of The

Lady of the Lake * ; * The Vocal Magazine '

;

'The New System of Musical Education, Part

I.* ; and numerous single glees, songs, duets, and
trios. [W.H.H.]

KENDALL, John, organist of the church of

St. Marylebone, published in 1780 a book of

organ pieces. [W. H. H.]

KENT, James, bora at Winchester, March
13, 1700, became a chorister of the cathedral

there under Vaughan Bichardson, but was
shortly afterwards removed to London and en-

tered as a chorister of the Chapel Royal under

Dr. Croft. There he attracted the attention of

the sub-dean, Rev. John Dolben, through whose
influence he obtained, on leaving the choir, the

post of organist of the parish church of Finedon,

Northamptonshire, the seat of the Dolbens.

He resigned his office at Finedon on obtaining

the organistship of Trinity College, Cambridge,
which he held till 1737, when he succeeded John
Bishop as organist of the Cathedral and Collie
of Winchester. He married Elizabeth, daughter

of John Freeman, a singer at the theatre in the

time of Purcell, afterwards a member of the

choirs of the Chapel Royal, St. Paul's and West-
minster, and who died Dec. 10, 1736. It was
not until the decline of life that Kent could be

induced to publish ; he then printed a volume
containing 12 anthems. In 1774 he resigned

his appointments in favour of Peter Fussell,

and died at Winchester, May 6, 1776. After
his death a volume containing a Morning and
Evening Service and 8 Anthems by him was
published under the editorship of Joseph Corfe.

Kent assisted Dr. Bovce in the compilation of

his ' Cathedral Music. His anthems have been
extravagantly extolled by some, and decried by
others ; in both cases unjustly. They are

smooth and even productions, generally pleas-
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ing, but rarely rising above mediocrity. His
'Hear my Prayer* was at one time a great

fftvourite, but it is a poor composition. He bor-

rowed freely from Italian composers, without
acknowledgment, as is shown by a volume full of

his notes in the possession ofSir F. A. 6. Ouseley.

[See Bassani.] [W.H.H.]
KENT BUGLE, or Royal Kent bugle, an

improvement of the Key bugle, said to have been
named in consequence of a performance upon it

befcffc H. R. H. the Duke of Kent by Halliday in

Dublin, shortly after its invention. It ha4 a
complete chromatic scale from Bb below the

treble stave to C above,—but is now superseded

bj \-alve instruments. [6.]

KEOLANTHE, or, the unearthly bride.

Grand opera in 2 acts ; words by Fitzball, music
by Balfe. Produced at English Opera House
March 9, 1841. [G.]

KEPER, John, of Hart Hall, Oxford, who
graduated as M.A. Feb. 11, 1569, produced in,

1 5 74
* Select Psalms in four parts.* [W. H. H.]

KERAULOPHON (from ic€pav\7js, a hom-
Wower, and <poryii, a voice). An 8-feet Organ
Manual Stop, of a reedy and pleasant quality of

tone. It was invented by Messrs. Gray &
Davison, and used by them for the first time in

1843 in the organ they made for St. PauFs
Church, Wilton Place. An example was intro-

duced by the French firm of Ducroi|uet into

their organ at St. Eustache, Paris, erected in.

1854. [E.J.H.]

KERL, JoHANN Caspar*, celebrated organist,

bom in 1628, as i« to be concluded from the Mor-
toariom of the old Augustine church of Munich.
Mattheson's ' Ehrenpforte * contains the only de-

tails known of his life. He came early to Vienna,
and learnt the organ frx>mValentin!, then organist,

aftowards Capellmeister to the Court, on whose
recommendation Ferdinand III. sent him to Rome
to study under Carissimi. In all probability he
also learnt from Fresco'baldi, possibly at the same
time as his countryman Froberger. Having re-

toraed to Germany he entered the service of
Uie Bavarian Elector on Feb. a a, 1656, and in

that capacity was present at the coronation of

Leopold I. at Frankfurt (July 32, 1658), where
he is said to have been presented by Schmelzer
vice-Court-Capellmeister to the Emperor, and
invited to improvise on a given theme in presence
of the court. Some doubt is thrown on this by
the fact that Schmelzer did not become vice-

Capellmeister till the ist of Jan. 1671 ; but
he may well have been in attendance on the

Smperor at Frankfort, and at any rate KerFs
Kpatation as an organist dates from the coro-

nation. Kerl remained at Munich for 15 years.

For the Italian singers there he composed a
'Missa nigra' entirely written in black notes,

and a duet for two castrati * O bone Jeeu,'

the only accompaniment of which is a ground
haes passinflf through all the keys. Benides
other church works, sonatas for 2 violins and
a rid di gamba, and a 'Modulatio organica

I Not TOD Kerl,u an dlctiooarlM mj.
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super Magnificat' (Munich, 1686), Mattheson
mentions toccatas, canzonas, ricercars, and ba-
tailles of his composition for the organ. In 1673
he threw up his post and went to Vienna, where
he subsisted by giving lessons at what was then
a high scale of remuneration. When he re-

turned to Munich is not known, but he died
there on the 13th of Feb. 1693. His tomb,
showing this date, was formerly in the Augustine
church, but that is now the custom-house, and
the tomb is no longer discoverable. His style is

remarkable for the frequent introduction of dis-

cords resolved in a new and unexpected manner,
in which respect he is deservedly considered a
predecessov of Sebastian Bach. He wrote the
music of the operas *Oronte,' 1657; 'Erinto,'

1661 ; and of the serenata in honour of the birth-

dav of the wife of the Elector (Nov. 6, 1661),
' II pretensione del Sole.' One of his canzonas
has been preserved to the world in a singular

but most eflScient way^—owing to its insertion by
Handel in 'Israel in Egypt ' to the words • Egypt
was glad when they depM*ted.' The only change
made is that of the key, from D minor to E minor.
Hawkins gives the canzona inits original form in

his History, chap. 1 24. A toccata in C is given
in Pauer's ' Alte Clavier musik ' vol. 3. [F. 6.]

KETTLE-DRUMS are copper or brass basins,

with a skin or head that can be tuned to a true
musical note. Used by cavalry and in orchestras.

[Drum, a, vol. i. p. 463 b.] [V. de P.]

KEY. A word of manifold signification. It

means the scale or system in which modem
music is written; the front ends of the levers by
which the piano, organ or harmonium are
played; the levers which cover or uncover the
holes in such instruments as the flute and oboe

;

lastly, an instruction book or ' Tutor.' English
is the only languitge in which the one term has
all these meanings.

I. The systems of music which preceded the

modem system, and were developed by degrees

into it, were characterised by scales which not
only differed from one another in pitch but also

in the order of succession of the various inter-

vals of which they were composed. In modem
music the number of notes from which a scale

can commence is increased by the more minute
subdivision of each octave ; but each of these

notes is capable of being taken as the starting

point of the same scale, that is to say of either

the major or minor mode, which are the only two
distinct scales recognised in modem music. This
forms a strong point of contrast between the

ancient and modem styles. The old was a sys-

tem of scales, which differed intrinsically, and
thereby afforded fitcilities for varying qualities

of melodic expression ; the modem is essentially

a system of keys, or relative transposition of

identical scales, by which a totally distinct order

of effects from the old style is obtained.

The standard scale called the major mode is a
series in which semitones occur between the third

and fourth and between the seventh and eighth

degrees counting from the lowest note, all the.

other intervals being tones. It is obvious from
E2
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the irregularity of this distribution that it is not

possible for more than one key to be constructed

of the same set of notes. In order to distinguish

practically between one and another, one series is

taken as the normal key and all the others are

severally indicated by expressing the amount of

difference between them and it. The normal key,

which happens more by accident than design to

begin on C, is constructed of what are called

Naturals, and all such notes in the entire system

as do not occur in this series are called Accidentals.

In order to assimilate a series which starts from

some other note to the series starting from C, it

is necessary to indicate the notes alien to the

scale of C, which will have to be «ubstituted

for such notes in that scale as could not occur

in the new series—in other words, to indicate the

accidentals which will serve that puipose ; and
from their number the musician at once recog-

nises the note from which his series must start.

This note therefore is called the Key-note, and
the artificial series of notes resulting from the

arrangement is called the Key. Thus to make a

series of notes starting fromG relatively the same
as those starting from C, the F immediately

below G will have to be supplemented by an
accidental which will give the necessary semi-

tone between the seventh and eighth degrees of

the scale. Similarly, D being relatively the same
distance from G that G is from C, the same pro-

cess will have to be gone through again to assimi-

late the scale starting from D to that starting

fr^m C. So that each time a fifth higher is

chosen for a key-note a fresh accidental or sharp
has to be added inmiediately below that note,

and the number of sharps can always be told by
counting the number of fifths which it is necessary

to go through to arrive at that note, beginning
from the normal C. Thus C—G, G—D, D—A,
A—E is the series of four fifths necessary to be
gone through in passing frxtm C to E, and the

number of sharps in the key of E is therefore

four.

Conversely, if notes be chosen in a descending
series of fifths, to present new key-notes it will be
necessary to flatten the fourth note of the new
key to bring the semitone between the third and
fourth degrees ; and by adopting a similar process

to that given above, the number of flats necessary
to assimilate the series for any new key-note can
be told by the number of fifths passed through in

a descending series from the normal C.

In the Minor Mode the most important and
universal characteristic is the occurrence of the
semitone between the second and third instead of
between the third and fourth degrees of the scale,

thereby making the interval ^tween the key-
note and the third a minor third instead of a
major one, frx>m which p^uliarity the term
' minor' arises. In former days it was customary
to distinguish the modes from one another by
speaking of the key-note as having a greater or
lesser third, as in Boyce*s Collection of Cathedral
Music, where the Services are described as in
• the key of Bb with the greater third * or in * the
key of D with the lesser third/ and so forth.

KEY.

The modifications of the upper part of the scale

which accompany this are so variable that no

rule for the distribution of the intervals can be

given. The opposite requirements of harmony
and melody in relation to voices and instruments
will not admit of any definite form being taken as

the absolute standard of the minor mode ; hence
the Signatures, or representative groups of acci-

dentals, which are given for the minor modes are

really of the nature of a compromise, and are in

each case the same as that of the major scale of

the note a minor third above the keynote of the

minor scale. Such scales are called relatives-
relative major and relative minor—because they

contain the greatest number of notes in common.
Thus A, the minor third below C, is taken as the

normal key of the minor mode, and has no

signature ; and similarly to the distribution of the

major mode into keys, eacb new key-note which
is taken a fifth higher will require a new sharp,

and each new key-note a fifth lower will require

a new flat. Thus E, the fifth above A, will have
the signature of one sharp, corresponding to the

key of the major scale of G ; and D, Uie fifth

below A, will have one flat, corresponding to the

key of the major scale of F, and so on. 'Die new
sharp in the former case falls on the supertonic

of the new key so as to bring the semitone

between the second and third degrees of the

scale, and the new fiat in the latter case frdls on

the submediant of the new key so as to bring a

semitone between the. fifth and sixth degrees.

The fact that these signatures for the minor

mode are only approximations is however ren-

dered obvious by their fiEiiling to provide for the

leading note, which is a necessity in modem
music, and requires to be expressly marked wher-

ever it occurs, in contradiction to the signature.

There is a very common opinion that the tone

and efifect of difierent keys is characteristic, and

Beethoven himself has given some confirmation

to it by several utterances to the point. Thus in

one ^ place he writes *H moll schwarze Tonart,* t.f.

B minor, a black key ; and, in speaking about

'BUopstock, says that he is 'always Maestoso!

Db major!' In a letter to Thomson' of Edin-

burgh (Feb. 19, 181 3), speaking of two national

songs sent him to arrange, he says, ' You have

written them in i SfeS:

W but as that key

seemed to me unnatural, and so little consistent

with the direction A morsm that on the contrary it

would change it into J?ar&are«oo(qu'au contraire il

le changerait en Barbaresco), I have set the song
in the suitable key.' This is singular, consider-

ing his own compositions in the key of four flats,

neither of which can justly be entitled barbaretco,

Composersoertainly seem to have had predilections

for particular keys, and to have cast movements
in particular styles in special ke3rB. If the system
of equal temperament were perfectly carried

out, the difference would be less apparent than
> In a sketch for G«lIo Soiuita. op. 102, No. 2. quoted by Nutubohm.
3 In ft oooTenation with BocbUU (THr FrBumk der Toakuut.

It. 3C6).

» Uiven br Thajcr. UL «.
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it is; bnt with unequal temperament, or when
the tuner does not distribute the tempering
of the fifths with absolute equality in instru-

ments of fixed intonation, there is necessarily

a considerable difference between one key and
another. With stringed instruments the sonority

of the key is considerably affected by the number
of open strings which occur in it, and their posi-

tion as important notes of the scale. Berlioz has

given a complete scheme of his views of the

qualities of the keys for violins in his Traits

d'lnstmmentation. With keyed instruments a
good deal of the difference results fix)m the posi-

tion of the hands and technical considerations

resulting therefrom. A real difference also is

obvious in keys which are a good deal removed
from one another in pitch, though inasmuch as

pitch is not constant this cannot apply to keys

which are near.* [C.H.H.P.]

IL KEY (Fr. Toueke; Ital. Tasto; Ger. Taste)

Mid KEYBOARD of keyed stringed instruments

(Fr. Clavio'; Ital. Tastatura; Ger. Claviatur,

TaHatur,) A 'key' of a pianoforte «r other

maiical ins^ument with a keyboard, is a lever,

balanced see-saw fashion near its centre, upon
a metal pin. It is usually of lime-tree, because

that wood is little liable to warp. Besides the

metal pin upon the balance rail of the keyframe,

modem instruments have another metal pin for

each key upon the front raO, to prevent too much
lateral motion. A key is long or short according

to its employment as a 'natural* or 'sharp,'

and will be referred to here accordingly, although
in practice a sharp is also a flat, and the written

sharp or flat occasionally occurs upon a long key.

Each natural is covered as far as it is visible

witii ivory : and each sharp or raised key bears a
block of ebony or other hard black wood. In old

insbimaents the practice in this respect varied,

as we shall show presently. In English alone ^

the name ' key' refers to the Latin Clavis, and
posably to the idea of imlocldng sound transferred

to the lever frt)m the early use of the word to

express the written note. The Romance and
Gmnan names are derived from 'touch.'

A frame or, technically, a 'set ' of keys is a key-
board, or clavier according to the French appel-

la^on. In German Klavier usually means the

keyed stringed instrument itself, of any kind.

The influence of the keyboard upon the develop-

ment of modem music is as conspicuous as it has

been important. To this day C major is * natural

'

on the ke^'s, as it is in the corresponding notation.

Other scales are formed by substituting accidental

ihaips or flats for naturals both in notation and
on ihe keyed instrument, a fact which is evidence

of the common origin and early growth together

of the two. But the notation soon outgrew thto

k^board. It has been remarked by Frofessor

Hmley that the ingenuity of human inventions

has been paralleled by the tenacity with which
original forms have been preserved. Although

> See a paper by Sebinnanii. ' Chsraktoritttk der Tonarten,' In bla

'GcaoHoeHe Sebrtfteo.' t. ItU.

> la FRnch. however. Um keyi of a flute or oUier m>od wlud liutro-

mtiA are callsd ei^».
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the number of keys within an octave of the key-
board are quite inadequate to render the written
notation of the four and twenty major and minor
modes, or even of the semitones allied to the one
that it was first mainly contrived for, no attempts
to augment the nimiber of keys in the octave or

to change their familiar disposition have yet suc-
ceeded. 1?he permanence of the width of the
octave again has been determined by the average
span of the hand, and a Ruckers harpsichord of

1614 measures but a small fraction of an inch
less in the eight keys, than a Broadwood or
Erard concert-grand piano of 1879. W® have
stated under Clavichord that we are with-
out definite information as to the origin of the
keyboard. We do not exactly know where it was
introduced or when. What evidence we possess

would place the date in the 14th century, and the
locality—though much moredoubtfully—in ornear
Venice. The date nearly ^nchronises with the
invention of the clavichoid and clavicembalo, and
it is possible that it was introduced nearly simul-

taneously into the organ, although which was
first we cannot discover. There is reason to

believe that the little portable organ or regal

may at first have had a keyboard derived from
the T-shaped keys of the Hurdt Gurdt. The
first keyboard would be Diatonic, with fluctu-

ating or simultaneous use of the Bb and Bj in

the doubtful territory between the A and d of

the natural scale. But when the row of sharps

was introduced, and whether at once or by de-

grees, we do not know. They are doubtless

due to the frequent necessity for transposition,

and we find them complete in trustworthy
pictorial representations of the 15th century.

There is a painting by Memling in the Hospital

of St. John at Bruges, from whence it has never
been removed, dated 1479, wherein the keyboard
of a regal is depicted exactly as we have it in

the arrangement of the upper keys in twos and
threes, though the upper keys are of the same
light colour as the lower, and are placed farther

back.

The oldest keyed instrument we have seen

with an undoubtedly original keyboard is a
Spinet' in the museum of the Conservatoire at

Paris, bearing the inscription * FrancUci de
Portalupia Veronen, opus, MDXXIII.' The
compass is 4 octaves and a half tone (from E
to F) and the natural notes are black with the

sharps white. The oldest known in England is

a similar instrument of the same compass in

South Kensington Museum, the work of Anni-
bale Rosso of Milan, dated 1555. As usual in

Italy, the naturals are white and the sharps

black. The Flemings, especially the Ruckers,
oscillated between black and ivory naturals.

(We here correct the statement as to their prac-

tice in CiAViOHORD, 367 a.) The clavichords of

Germany and the clavecins of France which we
have seen have had black naturals, as, according

to Dr. Bumey, had those of Spain. Loosemore and
the Haywards, in England, in the time of Charles

II, used boxwood for naturals ; a clavichord of

Kg. 21S of Chouquet's Catalogua (1676).
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4^ octaves eausting near Hanover in 1875 had
the same—a due perhaps to its date. Keen and
Slade in the time of Queen Anne, used ebony.

Dr. Bumey writes that the fiitchcocks also had
ivory naturals in their spinets, and two of Thomas
Hitchcock's still existing have them. But one of

John Hitchcock's, dated 1630, said to have be-

longed to the Princess Amelia, and now owned
by Mr. W. Dale, has ebony naturals. All three

have a strip of the colour of the naturals inserted

in the ivory sharps, and have 5 octaves compass

—

from G to G, 61 keys ! This wide compass for

that time—undoubtedly authentic—may be com-
pared with the widest Backers to be mentioned
further on.

Under Clavichobd we have collected what
information is trustworthy of the earliast com-
pass of the keyboards of that instrument. The
Italian spinets of the i6th century were nearly

always of 4 octaves and a semitone, but divided

into F and C instruments with the semitone £ or

BM as the lowest note. But this apparent E or B
may from analogy with -* short octave ' organs

—

at that time frequently made—have been tuned
C or G, the fourth below the next lowest note.*

Another question arises whether the F or C thus
obtained were not actually of the same absolute

pitch (as near as pitch can be practically said to

be absolute). We know from Arnold Schlick

('Spiegel der Oigelmacher,* 1511; reprinted in
' Monatshifte furMusik-Geschichte,"' Berlin, 1869,

p. 103) that F and C organs were made on one
,

measurement or pitch for the hwMt pipe, and
this may have been carried on in spinets, which
would account for the old tradition of their being
tuned ' in the fifth or the octave,* meaning that

difference in the pitch which would arise from
auch a system.

The Antwerp (Ruckers) harpsichords appear
to have varied arbitrarily in the compass of Uieir

keyboards. We have observed E—iJ 45 notes,

C—C 49, B—D 52, CJ—E 53, C—F 54, G—D or

A—E 56, G—E or G—F (without the lowest

Gt) 58, F—F 61, and in two of Hans Ruckers (the

eldest) F—G 63 notes. In some instances however
these keyboards have been extended, even, as has
been proved, by the makers themselves.

The English seem to have early preferred a
wide compass, as with the Hitchcocks, already
referred to. Kirkman and Shudi in the next
century, however, in their large harpsichords
never went higher than F (9), although the
latter, towards the end of his career, about
1770, increased his scale downwards to the C (y).
Here Kirkman did not follow him. Zumpe
began making square pianos in London, about
1766, with the G—F compass (omitting the
lowest Gj)—nearly 5 octaves—but soon adopted
tho 5 octaves, F—F (r), in which John Broad-
wood, who reconstructed the square piano, fol-

lowed him. The advances in compass of Messrs.
Broadwood and Sons' pianofortes are as follows.

In 1793, to 5 J octaves, F to C («). In 1796, 6
1 Vet Pnietoritu dbtlnctly describM the HalbenUdt organ, bnllt

1399, re-conatructed 1494. m baring the lowest nut« Bi}— the icale
pmcecdlug by semltooea upwards, and we know the aeatlmeot for the
leading note had not then been erolred.
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octaves, C to C (0 : this was the compass of

Beethoven's Broadwood Grand, 1817. In 1804,

6 octaves F to F («). In 181 1, 6^ octaves, C to

F (v). In 1844 the treble G was attained, and in

1852 the treble A. But before this the A—

A

7 octave compass had been introduced by other

makers, and soon after became general. Fveu
appears in recent concert grands, and com-

posers have written up to it ; also the deepest G,

which was, by the way, in Broadwoods' Exhibi-

tion grands of 1851. (See w, x, y, z). Many
however find a difficulty in distinguishing t^
highest notes, and at least as many in dis-

tinguishing the lowest, so that this extreme com-

pass is beyond accurate perception except to a

very few.

8ca 8ra'r

The invention of a 'symmetrical* keyboard, by
which a uniform fingering for all scale*, and a

more perfect tuning, may be attained, is due to

Mr. Bosanquet,'of St. John's College, Oxford, who
has had cooistructed an enhannonic harmoninia
with one. In * An Elementary Treatise on Mu-
sical Intervals and Temperament' (Macmillan,

1876), he has described this instrument—with

passing reference to other new keyboanls inde-

pendently invented by Mr. Poole, and more
recently by Mr. Colin Bro^ivn. The fingering re-

quired for Mr, Bosanqiiefs keyboard agrees with

that usual for the A major scale, and (lb. p. 20)
* any passage, chord, or combination of any kind,

has exactly the «ame form under the fingers,

in whatever key it is played.' Here we have the

simplicity of the Double Action harp and un-

doubtedly a great saving in study. In Mr.
Bo6anquet*s harmonium the number of keys in

an octave available for a system proceeding by
perfect fifths is 53. But in the seven tiers of hk
keyboard'he has 84, for the purpose of facilitating

the playing of a * round ' of keys. It is however
pretty well agreed, even by acousticians, that the

piano had b^t remain with thirteen keys in tho

octave, and with tuning according to ' equal tem-
perament.'

In Germany a recent theory of the keyboard
has sought not to disturb either the number of

keys or the equal temperament. But an arrange-
ment is proposed, almost identical with the

'sequential keyboard' invented and practically

tried in England by Mr. William A. B. Lunn
under the name of Arthur Wallbridge in 1843.
in which six lower and six upper keys are grouped
instead of the historical and customary seven and
five in the octave. This gives all the major scales
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in two fingerings, according as a lower or upper

key may be the keynote. The note C becomes a

bUck key, and the thumb is more frequently used

on the black keys than has been usually per-

mitted with the odd keyboard. The latest school

of pianists, however, regard the black and white

keys as on a level (see Preface to Dr. Hans von
Balow^s Selection from Cramers Studies, 1868)

and this has tended to modifyopinions on the point.

In 1876-7 the partisans of the new German
keyboard formed themselves into a society, with

the view of settling the still more difficult and
vexed question of the reconstruction of musical

notation. Thus, discarding all signs for sharps

and flats, the five lines of the stave and one

ledger line below, correspond to six black finger-

keys for C, D, E. F|, G|, A|, and the four

•paces, including the two blanks one above and
one below the stave, correspond to six white

finger-keys, Cj, Dj, F. G, A, B. Each ocUve
n^juires a repetition of the stave, and the parti-

cular octave is indicated by a number. The
keyboard and the stave consequently correspond

exactly, black for black and white for white,

while the one ledger line shews the break of the

octave. And further the pitch for each note,

and the exact interval between two notes, for

equal temperament, is shewn by the notation as

well as on the keyboard. The name of the

association is ' Chroma-Verein des gleichst^figen

Tonsystems.* It has published a journal, *Die
Tonkunst* (Berlin, Stilke), edited by Albert

Hahn, whose pamphlet, *Zur neuen Klaviatur*

(Konigsberg. 1875), with those of Vincent,

'Die Neuklaviatur ' (Malchin, 1875) and of

Otto Quanz, ' Zur Geschichte der neuen chroma-
tiichen Klaviatur* (Berlin, 1877), are impor-

tant contributions to the literature of the sub-

ject. The inventor appears to have been K. B.

Schumann, a physician at Rhinow in Branden-
burg, who died in 1865, after great personal

•acrifices ibr the promotion of his idea. The
pianoforte maker of the society is Preuss of

Berlin, who constructs the keyboard with C on a
black key ; width of octave 14 centimetres,' (54
inches nearly), and with radiating keys by which
a tenth be<^me8 as easy to span as an octave

is at present. About sixteen other pianoforte

makers are named, and public demonstrations
have been given all over Germany. In this

system much stress is laid upon C being no longer

the privileged key. It will henceforth be no
more 'natural* than its neighbours. Whether
our old keyboard be destined to yield to such a
successor or not, there is very much beautiful

piano music of our own time, naturally contrived

to fit the form of the hand to it, which it might
be very difficult to graft upon another system
even if it were more logically simple.

The fact that the fingering of the right hand
upwards is frequently that of the left hand down-
wards has led to the construction of a ' Piano ^
double claviers renvers^s,* shown in the Paris

Exhibition of 1878 by MM. Mangeot frferes of

that city. It is in fact two grand pianos, one

> TbewidUkafeofUMprotsDtkOTi.

le^

tSkt ^^jcendi^Jfeale-^

trary wacy Wtyhat hai^

placed npon the other,!

as the name indicates,\

as usual with the lowej

hand ; the higher having ^

in the same position, so

played upon it proceeds

notes running the contrary

always been the normal one. By this^l^iWhat^
cumbersome contrivance an analogous nn^eriifg

of similar passages in each hand is secured, with
other advantages, in playing extensions and avoid*

ing the crossing of the hands, etc. [A. J.H.]

IIL KEYS (Fr. Clefs; Ger. Klappe; Ital.

Chiave). The name given to the levers on wind-
instruments which serve the purpose of opening
and closing certain of the sound-holes. They are
divided into Open and Closed keys, according to

the function which they perform. In the former
case they stand normally above their respective

holes, and are closed by the piessure of the
finger ; whereas in the latter they close the hole

until lifted bv muscular action. The closed keys
are levers of the first, the open keys usually of

the third mechanical order. They serve the

purpose of bringing distant orifices within the
reach of the hand, and of covering apertures

which are too large for the last phalanx of the

finger. They are inferior to the finger in lacking

the delicate sense of touch to which musical
expression is in a great measure due. In the
Bassoon therefore the sound-holes are bored
obliquely in the substance of the wood so as to

diminish the divergence of the fingers. Keys
are applied to instruments of the Flute family,

to Keeds, such as the Oboe and Clarinet, and
to instruments with cupped mouthpieces, such
as the Key Bugle and the Ophicleide, the name
of which is a compound of the Greek words for

Snake and Key. [Ophicleide.] In the origintd

Serpent the holes themselves were closed by the

pad of the finger, the tube being so curved as

to bring them within reach. [Serpent.]

The artistic arrangement of Keys on all classes

of wind instruments is a recent development.

Flutes, Oboes, Bassoons, and Clarinets, up to the

beginning of the present century or even later,

were almost devoid of thenu The Bassoon how-
ever early possessed several in its bass joint for

the production of the six lowest notes on its

register, which far exceed the reach of the hand.

In some earlier specimens, as stated in the article

referred to, this mechanism was rudely preceded

by plugs, requiring to be drawn out before per-

fiirmance and not easily replaced with the neces-

sary rapidity. [See Bassoon.]
The older Flutes, Clarinets, and Oboes only

possess three or four keys at most, cut out of sheet

metal, and closely resembling mustard-spoons.

The intermediate tones, in this deficiency of

keys, were produced by what are termed * cross-

fingerings,* which consist essentially in closing

one or two lower holes with the fingers, while

leaving one intermediate open. A rude approxi-

mation to a semitone was thus attained, but the

note is usually of a dull and mtiffled character.

Boehni, in the flute named after him, entirely
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discarded the use of these 'cross-fingered' notes.

[See Flute.]
Keys are now fiubioned in a far more artistic

and convenient form, a distinction in shape being

made between those which are open, and those

normally closed ; so that the player may be

assisted in performance by his instinctive sense

of touch. [See Contrafagotto.] Besides the

Bassoon, the Cpmo di Bassetto affords a good
example of this contrivance, the scale being

carried down through four semitones by inter-

locking keys, worked by the thumb of the right

hand alone. [W.H.S.]

KEY-BUGLE. An improrement of the ori-

ginal bugle, which had no keys, and therefore

could only yield certain restricted notes [see

E.

280] by the addition of keys. It is said to

ave been made by Logier. Tlie Kent buglb
is either a further in>provement, or only another

name for the same thing. [G.]

KEY-NOTE. The note by which the key is

named, and from which the scale conunences :

the Tonic. [See Key ; Tonic]

KIEL, Friedrich, J)om Oct. 7, 1821, at

Puderbach on the Lahn ; son of a schoolmaster,

who taught him the pianoforte. At 14 he began
the violin under Schulz, Concertmeister to Prince

Carl von Wittgenstein-Berleberg, and soon en-

tered the band of the reigning Prince, who sent

him first to Kuumier at Coburg, and in 1843 to

Dehn at Berlin. While there he received a
salary from King Frederic William IV. His
first compositions were for the pianoforte, 'Canons

und Fugen ' op. i and 2 ; variations and fugue,

op. 17; and several pieces for P. F. and cello, of

which the ' Reisebilder * are specially interesting.

In 62 his Requiem (op. 20), a very remarkable
work, was performed by Stem's Choral Society

—

also by the University Musical Society of Cam-
bridge, May 31, 1878. In 66 he composed a
* Missa Solemnis,' and in 74 an oratorio 'Christus.*

He has boon a member of the council of the
Berlin Academic der Kiinste since 1869, and is

professor of composition in the Hochschule fiir

Musik, in which capacity he is much esteemed.

Kiel is one of the most distinguished living

masters of counterpoint and fugue, and as such
forms one of the race of musicians of whom the

late Moritz Hauptmann may be considered the
chief. His compositions are of the sound classi-

cal school, tempered with a due regard for the
best modem tendencies. [F.G.]

KIESEWETTER, Raphael Georo, Edler
yoN Wiesenbrunn (uncle to Ambros the histo-

rian of music). Imperial councillor, and learned
author on musical subjects, bom at HoUeschau
in Moravia, Aug. 29, 1773 ; settled in Vienna in

1794. In 18 16 he began to form a collection of

scores of the old masters, and made his house a
rendezvous for the first musicians of Vienna.
There also during Advent, Lent, and Holy Week,
a first-rate amateur choir performed the principal

works of the old Italian composers, and of Bach,
Handel, etc. He died Jan. i, 1850, at Baden
(Beethoven's Baden) near Vienna, but was buried

KIND.

in the cemetery at Vienna, 'vor der Wahringer
Linie.' He was ennobled for his services as an
official in the Kriegsrath, taking his title from
his estate. Innumerable societies elected him
a member in acknowledgement of his services

as a musician. He left his musical MSS. and
his correspondence with musical men of letteA

to Alois Fuchs, and to the court library his in-

valuable collection of scores, with the condition

that they should be kept together as the ' Fond
Kiesewetter,*

That he was a most prolific writer the follow-

ing list of his printed works will show.

1, 'Die Verdlenste der Nleder- 1 sources (Ibid. 1M2\ 7. TeberdM
Iftnder um die Tonkuost ' (received ' L«ben, uud dleWerke P«t)e«trtiia'i.*

the gold prize-medal, Ainst«rd«m a condensation of Balnl's work kft

1828). 2. 'Geschtchte der euro- unpubIi.Hl|ed by Kaudler ; edited

palsch-abendl&ndi!tcben.da.i l5t; un-
erer houtigen Musik ' (Breitkopf

k H&rtel. ISH. 2nd ed. 1846 1. S.
"* Ueber die Hoslk der Neugriechen,'
witli remarks on ancient Egyptian
and ancient Greek music ; 3 trea-

tises (Ibid. 1828). 4. 'Guldo von
Arezzo,' life and works (ibid. 1840).

5. ' Bchicksale und Bewhaffcuheit
des WeltUchen Oesanges,' from the

early Middle Ages down to the di»-

with preface and remarks (ibid.

ISH). 8. ' Dor neuen Arlstoxcoes
zemtreute Aaf<aitze' (ibid. 1(«>.

9. ' Ueber die OcUve des Pytbago-
ras,' supplement to the preeedtiig

(Vienna 1848). 10. ' Catalog ueber
die fiaromlung der rarttturen alter

Mu»lk.' etc.* (Vienna 1*4T). wUh
prebce and appendix ' Gallerfeder

alten Gontrapunctisten,' a selec-

tion from their works, cbrraoUirl-

corery of the dramatic style and I c&lly arranged. A1m> about ^
rise of opera (Ibid. IMl). 6. 'Die scattered articles in different pe-

Muslk der Araber,' from original ' riodicals, reviews, etc

[C.F.P.]

KIND, JoHANN Friedrich, author of the

words of Der Freischiitz ; bom at Leipsic March
4, 1 768 ; brought up to the law, but frequented

the Thomas School of his own accord. He began

to practise literature as early as 1800, and after

much success with novels and tales, settled in

1814 at Dresden, became a Hofrath, and defi-

nitely renounced the law for a literary life.

Here Weber met him, at the house of von
Nordstem. About Feb. 15, 181 7, Kind read

to him his * Vandyck's Landleben,' which
so pleased the composer that he at once con-

sulted him as to an opera-book. The choice of

a source fell on Apel's * Gespensterbuch * (Ghost

Stories). Weber had several years before been

attached to the story of the Freischiitz, and so

entirely did his enthusiasm communicate itself

to Kind, that by the evening of Feb. 23,

he had completed the first act of the opera.

Freischiitz was the only important joint composi-

tion of the two, but Jahns*s catalogue contains

II other pieces the words of which were sup-

plied by Kind. The chief of these is the * Jubel
Cantata," another cantata called 'Natur und
Liebe,* 5 songs, 2 part-songs, and a chorus.

Some of these were taken from operas of Kind's—
' Der Weinberg an der Elbe,' * Der Abend am

Waldbrunnen,' and ' Das Nachtlager in Granada.*

The last of these was set to music by Con-
radin Kreutzer. Kind seems to have supplied

Spanish materials for Preciosa, and Weber had
two librettos by him—Alcindor, 1819, and
Der Cid, 182 1—under consideration, but Frei-

schiitz is the one which Weber adopted in full

Kind's 'Holzdieb' (Wood -thief) was com^wsed by
Marschner in 1824. He died at Dresden June
25, 1843, having for many years quite forsaken

literature. He is described by Weber's son as

» The scores left to the court library.
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A small penon, \7ith a great opinion of himself

and a harsh voice, a vols of his works were
pubUshed, Leipzig, 1 821. [G.]

KING, Charles, Mus. Bao., bom at Bury
St. Edmunds in 1687, became a chorister of St.

Paul's under Dr. Blow and Jeremiah Clark.

He was next a supernumerary singer in the

choir at the small annual stipend of £14. On
July 12, 1707, he graduated as Mus. Bac. at

Oxford. On the death of Clark, whose sister

he had married, he was appointed almoner and
master of the choristers of St. Paurs. In 1 708
he became also organist of St. Benet Fink, Royal
Exchange. On Oct. 31, 1730, he was admitted

a vicar choral of St. PauFs. King composed
several services and anthems, some of which are

printed in Arnold's 'Cathedral Music/ and
others in Page's ' Harmonia Sacra * ; abd there*

are some in 3ie Tudway Collection (Harl. MSS.
734 1 and 734a). Although his compositions

evince no originality they are vocal and not
without spirit, they long continued in frequent

use in choirs, and some of them, particularly his

services in F and C, are still performed. They
have justified the joke of Dr. Greene, that King
was a tercictabU man. Six of them in all are

published by Novello, besides five anthems.
Hawkins intimates that his inferiority was the

result rather of indolence than want of ability.

He died March 1 7, 1 748. [W. H. H.]

KING, Matthew Peter, bom in 1773,
studied composition under Charles Frederick

Horn. His first productions were ' Three Sona-
tas for the Pianoforte,' 'Eight Songs and a
Cantata,' and other Pianoforte Sonatas. In
1796 he published 'Thorough Bass made easy
to every capacity,' and in 1800 'A GeneraJ
Treatise on Music,* etc., a work of repute, with
and edition 1809. Between 1804 and 1819 he
composed several dramatic pieces, chiefly for the
English Opera House, Lyceum. In 1817 his

oratorio, 'The Intercession,' was produced at

C^vent Garden. One of the songs in it 'Must
I leave thee. Paradise ?

' (known as * Eve's Lam-
citation ') became very popular, and long found
a ft%quent place in programmes of sacred music.

King was also the composer of several glees and
of numerous pianoforte pieces. His dramatic
pieces were 'Matrimony,' 1804; 'The Invisible

Girl,' 1806; 'False Alarms' (with Braham)

;

'One o'clock, or The Wood Demon' (with

Kelly); and 'EUa Rosenbei^,' 1807; 'Up all

night,* 1809; 'Plots' and 'Oh this Love,*

1810; 'The Americans* (with Braham), and
'Timour the Tartar,' 181 1 ; and 'ITie Fisher-

man's Hut' (with Davy), 1819. He died in

Jan. 1823.

His son, C. M. King, published in 1836 some
songs which were favourably received. [W. H. H.]

KING, Robert, Mus. Bac.. was one of the
band of music to William and Mary and Queen
Anne. He g^radaated at Cambridge in 1696.
He was the composer of many son-^s pub-
lisheil in ' Choice Ayres, Songs and Dia-

logues,' 1684; 'Comes Amoris,' 1687-93; 'The
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Banquet of Musick,* 1688-92; 'The Gentle-
mans Journal,' 1692-94; and 'Thesaurus Mu-
sicus,* 1695-96. He composed the songs in

Crowne*s comedy, 'Sir Courtly Nice,* Which
were printed in 'The Theater of Music,* Book
ii, 1685. In 1690 he set Shadwell's Ode on
St. Cecilia*s day, '0 Sacred Harmony.* In
1693 he set an Ode 'on the Rt. Hon. John
Cecil, Earl of Exeter, his birthday, being the
21 of Sept.* commencing 'Once more *tis bom,
the happy day,* the words by Peter Motteux.
A collection of 24 songs by him entitled • Songs
for One, Two, and Three voices, composed to a
Thorough Basse for y« Organ or Harpsicord,'
engraven on copper, was published by the elder

Walsh. The date of his death has not been
itfcertained. He was living in 1711. [W.H.H.]

KING, William, bom 1624, son of George
King, organist of Winchester Cathedral, was ad-
mitted a clerk of Magdalen College, Oxford,
Oct. 18, 1648. He graduated as B.A. June 5,

1649, and in 1650 was promoted to a chaplaincy
at Magdalen College, which he held until Aug.
25, 1654, when he became a probationer-fellow

of All Souls' College. On Dec. 10, 1664, he was
appointed successor to Pickover as organist of

New College. He composed a service in Bb and
some anthems, and in 1668 published at Oxford
'Poems of Mr. CJowley [The ftlistress] and others,

composed into Songs and Ayres, with a Thorough
Basse to the Theorbo, Harpsicon, or Basse Violi.'

He died Nov. 17, 1680. [W.H.H.]

KING CHARLES THE SECOND, a comic
opera in 2 acts ; words adapted by Desmond
Ryan from a comedy of Howard Payne's;
music by G. A. Macfarren. Produced at the
Princess s Theatre, Oct. 27, 1849. Payne's
comedy had before been turned into a ballet-

pantomime, ' Betty,* music by Ambroise Thomas,
and produced at the Grand Opera, Paris, July 10,

1846. [G.]

KING*S BAND OF MUSIC, THE. The
custom of the kings of England to retain as part

of their household a band of musicians, more or

less numerous, is very ancient. We learn that
Edward IV. had 13 minstrels, 'whereof some be
trompets, some with shalmes and smalle pypes.'

Henry VIII.'s band ini526 consisted of 15 trum-
pets, 3 lutes, 3 rebecks, 3 taborets, a harp, 2

viols, 10 sackbuts, a fife, and 4 drumslades. In
153Q his band was composed of 16 trumpets, 4
lutes, 3 rebecks, 3 taborets, a harp, 2 viols, 9
sackbuts, 2 drumslades, 3 minstrels, and a player

on the virginals. Edward VI. in 1548 retained-

8 minstrels, a player on the virginals, 2 lutes, a
harper, a bagpiper, a drumslade, a rebeck, 7 viols,

4 sackbuts, a Welsh minstrel, and a flute player.

Elizabeth's band in 1581 included trumpets,
violins, flutes, and sackbuts, besides musiciaus
whose instruments are not specifieil ; and 6 years
later it consisted of 16 trumpets, lutes, harps, a
bagpipe, 9 minstrels, 2 rebecks, 6 sackbuts, 8
viols, and 3 players on the virginals. Charles I.

in 1625 had in his pt^ 8 performers on the

hautboys and sackbuts, 6 flutes, 6 recorders, 1

1
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violins, 6 lutes, 4 viols, i harp, and 1 5 * musicians

for the lute and voice,* excluaive of trumpeters,

drummers, and fifers, Nicholas Laniere being

mastei* of the band ; and in 1641 his band in-

cluded 14 violins. 19 wind instruments, and 25
'musicians for the waytes,' besides a serjeant

trumpeter and 18 trumpeters. Charles II. in

1660 established, in imitation of Louis XIV. a
band of 24 performers on violins, tenors and
basses, popularly known as the ' four and twenty
fiddlers. This band not only played while the

king was at meals, but was even introduced into

the royal chapel, anthems being composed witn
symphonies and ritomels between the vocal

movements expressly for them. After the death
of Charles the band was kept up, but somewhat
changed in its composition ; it no longer con-

sisted exclusively of stringed instruments, but
some of its members performed on wind instru-

ments. It is now constituted so as to meet
the requirements of modem music, and con-

sists of thirty membera. Formerly, besides

its ordinary duties it was employed, together

with the gentlemen and children of the Chapel
Royal, in the performance of the odes annually
composed for the king's birth-day and New
Year's day ; but since the dibcontinuance of the
production of such odes, its duties have been
reduced to attendance on royal weddings and
baptisms, and other state occasions, l^e fol-

lowing is the succession of the * Masters of the
Musick':—Davis Mell and George Hudson, 1660;
Thomas Baltzar, 1661 (?) ; John Banister, 1663

;

Thomas Purcell, 1672 ; Dr. Nicholas Staggins,

1682 ; John Eccles, 1705; Dr. Maurice Greene,

1735 0) ; Dr. William Boyoe, 1755 ; John Stan-
ley, 1779; Sir William Parsons, 1786; William
Shield, 1817; Christian Kramer, 1829; Francois
Cramer, 1834; George Frederick Anderson, 1S48;
William George Cusins, 1870. Robert Cambert
and Louis Grabut are sometimes said to have
held the office of Master of the Musick, but this

is doubtful. [W.H.H.]
KING'S THEATRE, THE. In the early part

of the 1 8th century, Sir John Vanbrugh, the ar-

chitect and dramatist, proposed to the performers
at Lincoln's Inn Fields Theatre to build them
a new and splendid theatre in the Haymarket,
and, his offer being accepted, he raised a sub-
scription of £30,000 in sums of £100 each, in

return for which every subscriber was to have
a free admission for life. The undertaking was
greatly promoted by the Kit-Cat Club, and the
first stone of the building, which was wholly
from the designs of Vanbrugh, was laid in 1 704
with g^reat solemnity by the beautiful Countess
of Sunderland (daughter of the great Duke of

Marlborough), known as 'The little Whig.*
Congreve, the dramatist, was associated with
Vanbrugh in the management, and the theatre
was opened on April 9, 1 705, under the name of
* The Queen's Theatre,' which name was changed
on the accession of George I. in 1 714 to * King's
Theatre,' by which it continued to be called
until the death of William IV. in 1837, since

which it has been styled • Her Majesty's Theatre,'
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the reason for not resuming the name ' Queen's
Theatre' being that the theatre in Tottenham
Street at the time bore that appellation. Van-
brugh 's erection, although internally a splendid

and imposing structure, was totally unfitted for

its purpose, owing to the reverberations being so

great as to make the spoken dialogue almost un-

intelligible, and to necessitate extensive alterations

in order to prevent them. In the course of a few
years the house became the established home of

Italian opera. In it the greater part of Handels
operas and nearly all his early oratorios were
first performed. On the evening of June 17,

1789, the building was burned to the ground.
It was rebuilt in 1 790 from designs by Michael
Novosiel&ki, the lyre-shaped plan being then first

adopted in England. When completed it was
refused a licence for dramatic representations,

"but a magistrates' licence being obtained it was
opened with a concert and ballet on March 26,

1 79 1 . [See p. 7 1o «.] A regular licence was how-
ever soon afterwards granted. The interior of the
theatre was the largest in England ; there were
five tiers of boxes, exclusive of slips, and it was
capable of containing nearly 3300 persons. It

was admirably adapted for conveying sound.

On the east side was a large and handsome
concert-room, 95 feet long, 46 feet broad, and 35
feet high, on a level with the principal tier of

boxes. About 1 81 7 an important alteration

was made in the exterior of the theatre by
the erection of the colonnades on the north,

south, and east sides, and the formation of the

western arcade. The northern colonnade has

since been removed. (There is a good descrip-

tion of the pit, including the famous * Fops'

alley' in Lumley's 'Reminiscences,* chap, vii.)

The theatre was again destroyed by fire on
Friday night, Dec. ^1867, It was rebuilt by
April 1869, but not opened until 1875. and then

not for operatic performances, but for the exhi-

bition of the preaching and singing of Messrs.

Moody and Sankey, who occupied it for about

three months, after which it remained closed

until April 28, 1877, when it was re-opened as

an opera house. No theatre, perhaps, has he&i
under the management of so many different

persons—Swiuey, Collier, Aaron Hill, Heidegger,

Handel, the Earl of Middlesex, Signora Venisd,

Crawford, Yates, Gordon, Hon. J. Hobart,

Brookes, O'Reilly, Le Texier, Sir John Gallini,

Tranchard, Taylor, Goold, Waters. Ebers, Benelli.

Laporte, Monck Mason, Lumley, E. T. Smithy
and Mapleson, have by turns directed its affairs.

To attempt only to name the compositions pro-

duced there, and the eminent artists who have
been their exponents, would extend this notice

to an unreasonable length ; it would be, in fact,

almost to write a history of the Italian opera in

England. [W.H.H.]
KINSKY, Prince Ferdinand Johann Ne«

POMUK Joseph, of Wchinitz and Tettau in

Bohemia, was bom in the palace belonging- to

the family at Vienna, December 4, 1781, and
was a boy of eleven when Beethoven came
thither. His father, Prince Jobeph, was one
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of the great nobles who at that date gave
mascal entertainments in their palaces with full

oschestra, at which the greatest singers and
instrumental performers, as well as ri&ing com-
poeera, displayed their powers. Young Kinsky
had therefore the best possible opportunity to

coltirate his musical taste, and a few years

later fonned one in the circle of young nobles

who admired and appreciated Beethoven s music.

By the death of his father, August it, 1798, he
succeeded to the estates, and, June 8, 1801,

nuiried Caroline Maria, Baroness von Kerpen.
His claim to a place in this Dictionary is that

he was the principal subscriber to Beethoven's
annuity (see ante, p. 1896). This matter was
hardly settled when he was called to his estates

to prepare for the second invasion of Bonaparte.

He raised a battalion of soldiers, officered it

from his own officials and dependents, and led

it—under the title of the 'Archduke Charles

Legion*— in the battles of Ratisbon, Aspem,
and Wagram. One of the first checks which
Bon^>arte ever received was at Aspem. Kinsky
and his legion held a very critical positioK there,

and, by their steadiness and disregard of danger,

conkibuted materially to the success of the

day. Archduke Charles happened to be witness
of Kinsky 's conduct on that occasion, and gave
him on Uie battle-field the Maria Theresa (>08s.

In the spring of 181 1 Kinsky accompanied the
Emperor Francis to Dresden, on a visit to his

daughter Marie Louise and her husband Napo-
leon. The Saxon General von Vieth related,

that on the presentation of Francis's suite

Kapoleon stepped up to Kinsky, took hold of
the cross on the br^t of his coat, and asked
insultingly :

* Est-ce au Prince Kinsky ^ ?

'

' Xon, Sire, c'est a la bataille d'Aspem,' was the
reply. Napoleon moved on without a word.
Ou November 2, 181 3, Prince Ferdinand, while
riding at Wetrus near Prague, hy the bursting
of his saddle girths was thrown to the ground,
and died on the 3rd,^ not having quite completed
his 31st year.

The paragraph in p. 189a of this work, on
the effect of the Austrian finance-patent of 1 81

1

upon Beethoven*s annuity, and his suit against
the Kinsky estate, accords perfectly with all

the authorities known at the time it was
written. But these authorities, from Schindler
down, are in error. It is true that from and
alter March 181 1, the bank motes (Bancozettel)

then in circulation were reduced in value to the
rate of five for one in silver; and notes of
redemption (Einlosungsscheine), -equal to silver,

were issued in their place at that rate ; but the
payment of contracts previously made, Bee*
thoven's annuity included, was regulated by the
depreciation at the date of the contract. The
date of the document conferring the annuity is

March i, 1809, when the depreciation (decim^ly)
was 2*48 for one, and it follows that his income
under the finance patent was reduced—not to one
fifth, or 800 florins, as Schindler and his copyists

1 Kot tht IStta. u gtfen In ToL 1. pu 189&.
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unanimously state, but to 1612*90 florins. That
is to say

Kinsky, instead of j8oo, paid 7 25-80 fl.

Rudolph, „ „ 1500, „ 604-84
liobkowitz, „ „ 700, „ 282*26

16x2*90

The subscribers however continued to pay the
annuity in full, regardless of the patent, and
Rudolph gave the necessary instruction to his

agents in writing. Kinsky unfortunately neg-
lected to do this, and thus, upon his untimely
death, unwittingly deprived Beethoven of aU
legal claim to more than the above-named 725*80
florins; for the trustees of the estates had no
power to add to that sum, being responsible to the
Landrecht or high tribunal at Prague for their

action. Beethoven, trusting to the equity of his

claim, seems to have been so foolish as to instruct

his advocate in Prague, Dr. Wolf, to enter a suit

—which could have had no favourable issue.

It was fortunate for him that the legal agent
of the Kinsky estates (Verlassenschaftscurator),

Dr. Johann Kanka, was a musician of consider-

-able attainments, a great admirer of his music
and on intimate terms with him during his first

years in Vienna. On a visit to the capit^, Kanka
discussed the matter with him; the suit was
abandoned, and a compromise at last effected

—

confirmed by the Landtecht, January 18, 181 5

—

by which 1 200 florins a year were secured to him,
And arrears to the amount of 2479 florins, paid
in cash, on March 26th, to his representative.

Baron Joseph von Pasqualati.

Beethoven's letters to Kanka (Life of Bee-
thoven, iii. A pp. viii) and his dedication of op,

94, ' An die Hoffiiung,* to the widowed Princess

Kinsky, prove how well satisfied he was with
the result. [A.W.T.]

KIRBYE, Georob, was one of the ten com-
posers who harmonised the tunes for 'The Whole
Booke of Psalmes,' published by Thomas £ste in

i.;92. In 1597 he put forth 'The First Set of

Madrigals to 4, 5, and 6 Voyces,* dedicated to

the two daughters of Sir Robert Jermin, Knt.,
whom the composer terms his 'very good maister,'

«nd containing 24 madrigals. Several other

madrigals by Kirbye are extant in a nearly con-

temporary MS. collection, formed by a William
Firmage, and now in the library of the Sacred
Harmonic Society, but unfortunately wanting the
quintus and sextus parts. He contributed to ' The
Triumphesof Oriana,' 1601, the six -part madrigal
"'Bright Phoebusgreetesmostcleerely.' [W. H. H.]
KIRCHEN CANTATEN. The Kirchen Can-

taten of the German Lutheran Church corre-

sponded to a great extent with the Anglican
anthems, but they were for the most part on a
larger scale and had a band accompaniment as

well as the organ, which is rarely the case with
anthems. They were used on the great festivals of

the Church and on festal occasions, such as wed-
dings of great people. They flourished especially

in the time immediately before and with Sebastian

Bach, and it is with his name that they are chiefly

associated, both for the prodigious number and
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the great beauty of many of the examples of thia

form of composition which he produced.

Amonghie predecessors, his uncles Michael and

Johann Christoph, and the great organist Buxte-

hude, were composers of Cantatas of this kind,

and Bach certainly adopted the form of his own
from them at first, both as regards the distribution

of the numbers and the words. With them as

with him the words were sometimes complete

religious songs, but they were also frequently

taken from promiscuous sources, passages from

the Bible and verses from hymns and religious

songs being strung together, with an underlying

fixed idea to keep them bound into a complete

whole. In some cases they are mystical, in others

they are of a prayerful character, and of course

many are hymns of praise. In many there is a

clear dramatic element, and in this form the

dialogue between Christ and the soul is not un-

common, ajB in the well-known *Ich hatte viel

Bekiimmemiss/ and in 'Gottes Zeit* and 'Selig

ist der Mann,* of J. S. Bach. The treatment of

the subject is often very beautiful apart from the

diction, and expresses a tender touching kind of

poetry of religion which is of the purest and most
affecting character, and found in Bach's hands
the most perfect possible expression in music.

The dramatic element points to the relation-

ship of the Kirchencantaten to the Italian Cantate

di Camera, which formed an important section of

the operatic department of music which had begun
to be cultivated in Italy from the banning of the

1 7th century. In composing the earlier Cantatas,

Buxtebude and Bach's uncles do not seem to

have had this connection very clearly in view,

neither does it appear obviously in the earlier

examples of John Sebastian. But from the year

1 71 3 Bach began writing music to Cantatas by a
theologian and poet named Neumeister, a man of

some importance in relation to church music

;

who wrote poems which he called Cantatas for all

the great Festivals and Sundays of the year,

following avowedly the dramatic manner of the

Italians. Of Bach's contemporaries, Telemann
preceded him slightly in setting these Cantatas,

as a collection with his music was published in

Gotha in 1711. This part of the history of Can-
tatas, which divides them into two periods in

matter of form, is too elaborate to be treated here,

but a very full account will be found in Spitta's

Life of Bach, Part i, chap, iv, and Part iii,

chap. iv.

As regards the jnusic, the form was extremely
variable. In a great number of cases the work
opened with a chorus, which in Bach's hands
assumed gigantic proportions. This was followed

by a series of recitatives, airs, ariosos, duets or

other kinds ofsolo music, and in the greatest number
of instances ended with a simple chorale. In
some cases the work opens with an aria or duet,

and at others there are several choruses inter-

spersed in the work, and occasionally they form
the bulk of the whole. In one somewhat singu-

lar instance (viz. *Ich will den Kreuzstab geme
tragen ') the Cantata consists of two long arias,

and two recitatives, and an adagio, all for a bass
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voice, and ends with a chorale. It is evident that
the works were constructed with reference to tb«
particular resources at the disposal of the composer
for performance; and in this respect the band
varied as much as the musical form of the work.
Sometimes the organ was accompanied by strings

alone, at others by a considerable orchestra of
strings, wood and brass. With developed re-

sources the Cantata occasionally began both in
the older and the later forms with an instrumental
introduction which was called irrespectively a
symphony or a sonata or sonatina, and evidently

had some relationship to the instrumental Senate
di Chiesa which were common in Italy in the
Homan Catholic Churches. This practice appears
to have been more universal before Bach's time
than appears from his works, as instrumental in-

troductions to Cantatas with him are the excep-

tion. In such an astonishing number of examples
as Bach produced it is inevitable that there

should be some disparity in value. A considerable

number are of the highest possible beauty and
grandeur, and a few may not be in his happiest
vein. But assuredly the wealth stored up in them
which has yet to become known to the musical
public is incalculable. Their uncompromising
loftiness, and generally austere purity of style

has hindered their universal popularity hitherto
;

but as people learn to feel, as they ultimatelymust,
how deeply expressive and healtiiily true that

style is, the greater will be the earnest delight

they will find in music, and the greater will be the
fame of these imperishable monuments of Bach's

genius. [C.H.H.P.]

We take the opportunity to add the contents

of the two volumes of Kirchencantaten pub-
lished by the Bachgosellschaft since the issue of

p. I x> of this work.

1873. Twentj-third year.

Ossued Aug. 1876.)

lot Nlmm Ton uns Heir.

102. HeiT. deiiie Augcn sehen.

103. Ibr werdet welneu und heu-
len.

104. Du Hlrte Israel.

ion. Uerr, gehe nlctit ln« GerlchL
106. Gotten Zeit ist die allerbeste

ZeiU
107. Was wUUt du di<A betrQ-

ben.

108. Es 1st euch gut.

109. Ich glaui»e lleber Heir.

110. Unser lluud set toU Lacheu.

1874. Twentj-fourth jear.
(Issued Dec IjiTfi,)

111. Was mein Gott wilL
112. DerHerrUttmelngctreuerlTirL
US. Herr Jesu Christ, du h6ch«er

Gut.
114. Ach. lichen Ohrlsten.

IIR. Mache dlch roein Gelst bertit
116. Du FrledefOrst Herr Jen

ChrLst.

117. Bel Lob und Khr.
118. OJ^su Christ meln's Leben'i

Lidit.

119. PreJse Jerusalem, dem Hem.
120. Gott. nuui lobet dich.

KIRCHER, Athanasius, learned Jesuit, bom
May 2, i6o2 (Mendel, with less probability, gives

i6oi), at Geisa near Fulda; early became a
Jesuit, and taught mathematics and natural

philosophy in the Jesuit College at Wiirzburg.

About 1635 he was driven firom Germany by
the Thirty Years' War, and went first to the

house of his Order at Avignon, and thence to

Rome, where he remained till his death Nov. 28,

1680. He acquired a mass of information in all

departments of knowledge, and wrote books on
every conceivable subject. His great work
'Musurgia universalis sive ars magna consoni et

dissoni,' 2 vols. (Rome. 1650), translated into

German by Andreas Hirsch (Hall in Swabia,

1662) contains among much rubbish valuable
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matter on the nature of sound and the theory

of composition, with interesting examples from

the instrumental music of Frescobaldi, Froberger,

and other composers of the 1 7th century. The
second vol., on the music of the Greeks, is far

from trustworthy ; indeed Meibomius (' Musici

antiqui') accuses Kircher of having written it

without consulting a single ancient Greek author-

ity. His 'Phonurgia' (Kempten 1673), trans-

lated into German by Agathon Cario (apparently

a nam de plume) with the title * Neue Hall- und
Thon-kunst* (Nordlingen 1684), is an amplifica-

tion of part of the ' Musuigia,' and deals chiefly

with acoustical infitruments. In his ' Ars mag-
netica' (Rome 1641) he gives all the songs and
airs then in use to cure the bite of the tarantula.

Hia *CEIdipus aegyptiacus' (Rome 1652-54)
treats of the musio contained in E^^tian
hieroglyphics. L^-Cr.]

KIRCHGESSNER, Marianna, performer on
the glass harmonica, bom 1770 at Waghausel
near Rastatt, Baden. An illness in her fourth

Tear left her blind for life, but this misfortune

was compensated by a delicate organisation for

music. She learned the harmonica from Schmitt-

baner of Carlsruhe, and made numerous success-

ful concert-tours. Mozart heard her in Vienna

(1791), and composed a quintet for her (Kochel

617). In London Froschel made her a new in-

Btnunent, which in future she always used. Here
also she recovered a glimmering of sight under
medical treatment. Much as they admured her
playing, musicians regretted that she failed to

bring out the true qualities of the harmonica
throu^ a wrong method of execution. After
hving in retirement at Gohlis near Leipzig, she

undigrtook another concert-tour, but fell ill and
died at Schaffhausen, Dec. 9, 1 808. [C.F. P.]

KIRCHNEB, Thkodob. one of the most gifted

of the living disciples of Schumann, a composer
of ' genre pieces * for the pianoforte, was bom
1S34 at Neukirchen near Chemnitz in Saxony,
and got his musical training at the Censerva-
torium of Leipsic. Having completed his school-

ing he took the post of organist at Winterthur in

Switzerland, which town in 1862 he left for

Zuridi, where he acted as conductor and teacher.

In 1875 he became director of the 'Musikschule'
at Wurzbuxg, but after a few months* experience
he threw up that appointment and settled at
Leipsic.

Kitchner*8 works extend to op. 42. Except a
string quartet, op. 20, a ' Gedenkblatt,* a 'Sere-

nade' for piano, violin and violoncello, and a
namber of Lieder, they are all written for piano-
forte solo or k 4 mains, are mostly of small di-

mensions, and put forth under suggestive titles

BQch as Schumann was wont to give to his lesser

pieces. The stamp of Schumann's original mind
oas marked Kirchner s work from the first ; yet
though sheltered under Schumann's ditak, many
niinor points of style and diction are Kirchner s

own, and decidedly clever. At best, his pieces

are delicate and tender, frequently vigorous, now
and then humorous and fantastic ; at worst, they
droop under a taint of lachrymose sentimentality.
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They are always carefully finished and well

shapen, never redundant, rarely commonplace.
Among his early publications, * Albumblatter,*
op. 9, became popular as played by Madame
Schumann ; and among his later, ' Still und be-

wegt,' op. 24, and particularly ' NachtstUcke,' op.

25, deserve attention. [E. D.]

KIRKMAN. The name borne by a family of

eminent harpsichord, and subsequently pianoforte

makers. Jacob Kirdimann (afterwards Kirkman)
a German, came to England early in the last cen-

tury, and worked for Tabel, a Flemish harpsichord

maker, who had brought to London the traditions

oftheRuckers of Antwerp. [See Ruckers.] An-
other apprentice of Tabel's was Shudi, properly

Tschudi, who became Kirkman's rival, and
founded the house of Broadwood. Tabel would
have been quite forgotten, but for these dis-

tinguished pupils, and for the droll anecdote
narrat&l by Dr. Bumey, of Kirkman's rapid

courtship of Tabel's widow and securing with
her the business and stock in trade. He pro-

posed at breakfast-time, and married her (the

marriage act being not then passed) before twelve
o'clock, the same day, just one month after Tabel's

demise. Jacob Kirkman carried on business at

the sign of the King's Arms in Broad Street,

Camaby Market, now No. 19 Broad Street, Soho;
still owned by the present Kirkman firm. Dr.
Bumey places the arrival of Jacob Kirkman in

England in 1740, but that is manifestly too

late, Shudi being then already established in

business in Great Pulteney Street. There is no
reason, however, to doubt the same generally ex-

cellent authority that his death took place about

1778, and that he left nearly £200,000.
Bumey, in Rees^s Cyclopeedia, gives Jacob

Kirkman^s harpsichords high praise, regarding

them as more full in tone and durable than
those of Shudi. These instruments retained

certain features of the Antwerp model, as late

as 1768, preserving Andrd Ruckers's key-

board of Gf-F (nearly 5 octaves) with lowest

G| wanting. This, as well as the retention of

the rosette in the soundboard may be seen in

Mr. Salaman*s Kirkman harpsichord of that year,

in which we find King David playing upon the

harp, between the letters I and K. Dr. Bumey
met with no harpsichords on the continent that

could at all compare with those made in England
by Jacob Kirkman, and his almost life-long com-
petitor, Shudi.

Jacob Kirkman having no children by his

marriage, was succeeded by his nephew Abraham,
whose son Joseph, the first Joseph Kirkman,
followed him, and introduced the manufacture of

the pianoforte into his workshop. His son,

the second Joseph, died at the advanced age of

87 in 1877, his second son Henry, to whom the

business owes its present extension, having died

some years before. The ware-rooms have long

been in Soho Square. The business is carried on

(1879) in trust for the present Mr. Joseph Kirk-

man, the third in order of succession so named.
A recent invention of this house is noticed under

the head of Mklofiako. [A«J.H.J
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KIRNBERGER, Johakjt Philipp, composer

and writer on the theory of music, bom April

24, 1 721, at Saalfeld in Thiiringia; learnt the

rudiments of music at home, the organ from

Kellner of Gx^enrode, and the violin from Meil

of Sondershausen. Gerber, court-organist there,

taught him to play Bach's fugles, and recom-

mended him to Bach, whoreceived him as his pupil.

Several years were passed at Leipsic, in Poland,

and at Lemberg. On his return to Germany he

resumed the study of the violin under Zickler of

Dresden, and in 1751 entered the capelle of

Frederic the Great at Berlin as violinist. In

1758 he became Capellmeister to Princess

Amalie, and remeoned with her till his death

after a long and painful illness July 27^ 1783.

During these 25 years he formed such pupils as

Schulz, Fasch, and Zelter, and devoted his

leisure to researches on the theory of music.

Of his many books on the subject ' Die Kunst
des reinen Satzes,* 2 vols. (Berlin 1774-76)
alone is of permanent value. He also wrote all

the articles on music in Sulzers *Theorie der

Bchonen Kiinste * in which he warmly criticises

Marpurg's *Kriti«che Briefe.* He prided him-

self on the discovery that all music could be

reduced to two fundamental chords, the triad

and the chord of the seventh—which is obviously

wrong ; and invented a new interval bearing the

relation of 4 : 7 to the keynote and which he
called I :—but neither of these have stood the

test of time. Indeed in his own day the theory

of the even temperament steadily gained ground.

As a composer he had more fluency than genius

;

his most interesting works are his fugues, remark-

able for their correctness. In 177.^-74 ^® edited

a laige collection of vocal compositions by Graun,
who was a kind friend to him, and 'Psalmen
und Gesange* by Leo (Leonhard) Hassler. The
autograph scores of several motets and cantatas,

and a quantity of fugues, clavier-sonatas, and
similar works, are preserved in the Imperial
library at Berlin. Kimbei^er was of a quarrel-

some temper, and fond of laying down the law,

whiel. made him no favourite with his fellow

musicians. [F'G.]

KISTNER. One of the great music pub-
lishing firms of Leipzig. The business was
founded in 1823 by Probst, who was succeeded
in 1 831 by Karl Friedrich Kistner, a man of

some gifts for music and great business powers.
The new name was not assumed till 1836.
Kistner greatly improved the business and
secured important works of Mendelssohn, Schu-
mann, Chopin, Moscheles, Stemdale Bennett,
etc. He died greatly esteemed, in 1844, and
was succeeded by his son Julius, who followed in

his father*s steps with equal success. He added
the names of Hiller, Taubert, and Rubinstein to

the catalogue of the house, and will long be
remembered by those who had to do with him
for his kindness and liberality. He withdrew
from the business in 1866 in favour of Karl
Friedrich Ludwig Gurckhaus—by whom the
establishment is still carried on in its old style

—

and died May 13, 1868.

KITCHENER.

Among the principal publications of the firm

are found—Mendelssohn, Psalms 95 and oS ;

the Walpurgisnight ; Antigone; Overture Kuy
Bias; 2 Sonatas P. F. and Cello, and 8 other

numbers. Schumann, Overture, Scherzo, .and
Finale ; Rose Pilgerfahrt ; Myrthen ; Sonata for

P.F. in F|; Bilder aus Osten; Spanisches
Liederspiel and 1 1 more, including op. i and 2.

Chopin, P. F. Concerto E minor ; Trio G minor

;

1 2 Grandes Etudes and others. Gade*s Erlkings

daughter. Kretschmer's Operas * Die Folkunger'
and 'Henry the Lion.* Goetz's Symphony,
'Francesca di Rimini/ 'Taming of the Shrew,'

and 137th Psalm. [G.]

KIT, a tiny violin, which, before the general

introduction of pianofortes, was carried by danc-

ing masters in their pockets. Hence the French
and German names for it were 'pochette* and
' Taschongeige,* though pochette is also applied

to an instrument of long and narrow form resem-

bling a sourdine. It was usually about 16 inches

long over all: the

woodcut shows
its size relatively

to that of the vio-

lin. Sometimes,
however, as in

Nos. 61 A and 66
oftheSpecial Ex-
hibition of An-
cientMusical In-
struments, S. K.
Mus. 187a, the

neck was longer

and broader, lor

convenience of

fingering, which
gave the Kit a
disproportioned

look, llie instru-

ment isnowprac-

tically obsolete. '

The origin of

the name has
not yet been dis-

covered.* In Florio (1598 and 161 1), Beaumont
and Fletcher, Ben Jonson, and Drayton, it seems
evident that it is used without reference to size,

as a synonym for Crowd, Rebeck, or Pandora.
Cotgrave (161 1) defines it as 'a small Gitterne.*

Grew, in 1681, speaks of 'a dancing master'i

Kit,' and as dancing-master*s Kits would natur-

ally be smaller than other Kits, the name gra-

dually adhered to them, as that of viol or violin

did to the larger sizes. [G]

KITCHENER, William, M.D., the son of a

coal merchant, from whom he inherited an ample
fortune, was an accomplished amateur musician.

He composed an operetta entitled ' Love among
the Roses, or. The Master Key,' and was author
of 'Observations on Vocal Music,* 182 1, and
editor of ' The Loyal and National Songs of Eng-
land,* 1823 ; 'The Sea Songs of England,* 1823

;

1 If Poehetu were an ItaUan word tiie origtn offilt would not be &r
toMek.
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and 'A CoUecUan of the Vocal Music in Shak-
8pere'§ Plays/ He was also author of some
eccentricallv written but useful books, including
'The Cooks Oracle/ 'The Traveller's Oracle,
'The Art of Invigorating and Prolonging Life,'

*The Housekeeper's Ledger,* and * The Economy
of the Eyes.* Though an epicure, he was regular
and even abstemious in Ids habits ; but while
practising the precepts he gave to others, he was
unable to prolong his own life beyond the age of

50, and died suddenly Feb. 26, 1827. [W.H.H.]
KITTEL, JoHANN Christian, bom at Erfurt,

Feb. 18, 1732, one of the last pupils of J. S.

Bach, who himself died July 28, 1 750. His first

post was that oforganist at Langelsalza, which he
left in 1756 for that of the Pr&gerkirche at his

native place. His pay was wretched, and had to
be eked out by incessant and laborious giving of
lessons. Even when nearly 70 he was forced to
make a tour to Gottingen, Hanover, Hamburg,
and Altona. In the latter place he staid for

some time, to the delight of the musicians there,

and published a book of tunes for the Schleswig-
Holatein Church (Neues Choralbuch, Altona
1803). Thence he crept home to Erfurt, where
he died. May 9, 1809, in great poverty, but
saved from actual starvation by a small pension
allowed him by Prince Primas of Dalberg. The
hme of his playing was very great, but is hardly
maintained by his works, which are not very
important. The best are grancl preludes for the
organ in 2 books (Peters) ; six sonatas and a
&Dtaaia for the clavecin (Breitkopfs) ; and an
organ school (Der angehende praktische Organist,
in 3 books, 1801-8 (Erfurt, Beyer; ^rd edition
1 831). His papers were inherited by his great
pupil, C. H. Rinck, one of many famous organists
who perfected themselves under him. F^tis tells

us—and we may accept the story as true, since
he was intimate with Rinck—that Kittel had
inherited a full-sized portrait of Bach, and that
when satisfied with his pupils he drew the
curtain, and allowed them a sight of the pic-

ture, as the best reward he could afford them.
It b a story quite in accordance with the devo-
tion which Bach is known to have inspired in
those who had to do with him. [G.]

KLAVIER-MUSIK, ALTE. The name of
two collections of P. F. music. I. Edited by E.
Paner, and published by Senff, Leipzig :

—
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lit S«rfe4.

PV L yreM»b«ldl uid Concnte,
Guuooa.

Lailj, boiiAte In E minor.
Ptirpoiu. 3 Fvgam.

1 Gtloppl. Sonau In D.
Fadre Martbd. Q«TOtta
nd Ballet.

Fumdi««. SonaU In A.
1 Kerl. Toccau In C.

Frohb«f«M-, Toccata In A
mtnor.

Kttbnaa. Suite In E minor.
1 KittlMsoo. Snite in A.

MattKt, Courante and S
MluoeU.

Bane, fkxnta In D.
Bu J. U Krebs. FasQ« In F.

Harpurg. Prelodtnm and
<'tprieek».

Elmb«rBer.GlKn«.OaTntt«.
Onirante.and Allegro for

a mosieal dock.

PU <L Damont, AUemande In D
minor.

ChtmbunnlereMIIeniandt,
Couraute, Sarabande,
and LaLooreoM.

Couperln, La FaTorlte, La
tendre Naoette, La Tene-
breuM.

2nd Sfriet.

Ft 1i A. Brarlatti. Fugoa In F
miniir.

D^ Scarlatti. »8tndlea.
Durante, Btudj In A.

i. Uanchhaawr.Artapastor*
alls variata.

W. Fr. Bach. Oaprkdo la
D minor.

Kberlln,Pr«]adeand Fngne
In A minor.

8. Nlnhelmann. La Galllarde
et La Tendre (Farabaiide
and Olgne) In G.

Benda. Sonata In G minor. 1

J. E. Bach. Fantasia and

'

Pugoe in F. Pt.
Ft 4. J. C. F. Bach. Bondeau

inc.
J. Ch. Bach, Sonata In Bb.

6. Bameau. D«ux Gigues en
Bondeau, Le Rappel des
Oiaeaax. Let tendrei

rialntea, 1>euz Mmnett,
L'Egyptienne, La Poule.

e. Byrd. Pnelodium and Car-
man's AVhUtle.

Bull. The King's Hunting
JigR.

O. Gibbons,Pneludiomand
Galllard.

Ame, Sonata No. 3. In Q.

II. Edited by F. Koitzsch, published by Peters :

—

J. Ernst Bach, Fantalsie and Fugue
InF.

Klmberger, Prelnde and Fugue in
1 minor.

C P. E. Bach. Solfeggio In min.
Oo^ Sonata in F minor.

Couperin, March in A b.

Da. Le B^Tetlie-Matin In F.
Baow^u, Tambourin in B minor.
I>. Scarlatti, Allegro in O minor.

D. Scarlatti, Sonata in A.
Do., The Gat's Fugue, in minor*
Clementi. Toccata in Bb.
Field. Rondo in B.
CherubinI, Fugue In C.
W. r. Bach. Sonata in D.
Eberlin. Preinde and Fugue In

E minor.
HAssler. Fanta^ In C minor.
J. B. Crfmer. Toecatina in Ab.

[G.]

KLEIN, Bernhard, a German composer,
bom at Cologne, where his father was a bass
plnyer, March 6, 1793. His early life was
passed in the disturbances of the French occupa-
tion of the Khine, but in 1812 he found means
to get to Paris, where Cherubini*s advice, the
hearing of fine performers, and the study of the
library of the Conservatoire, advanced him
greatly. On his return to the Khine he con-
ducted the performances in Cologne Cathedral,
and profited by an acquaintance with Thibaut
and his fine library at Heidelberg. His first

important works were a Mass (18 16) and a
Cantata on Schiller's *Worte des Glaubens'
(1817). In 1 8

1 9 he was sent officially to Berlin
to make acquaintance with Zelter s system of
teaching and to apply it in Cologne Cathedral.
He however found it more profitable to remain
in Berlin, where he became connected with the
recently established School for Organists, and
was made director of music in the University,
and teacher of singing in the Hochschule.
These occupations in no wise checked his pro-
ductivity. He composed a mass of sonatas and
songs, an oratorio *Job* (Leipzig, 1820), and a
grand opera, 'Dido,* to Rellstab's text (1823),
In 1823 he married, and went to Home, where
he passed a fine time in intercourse with Baini,

and in copying from the ancient treasures of
music there. On his return to Berlin he com-
posed an oratorio, ' Jephthah,* for the Cologne
Festival, 1828, and another, 'David,' for Halle,
1830.* In 1832, Sept. 9, he suddenly died.

Besides the compositions already mentioned
he left a Mass in D, a Paternoster for

8 voices, a Magnificat and Res^pousoria for 6 do.,

an opera and an oratorio, both nearly finished,

8 books of psalms, hymns, and motets for men's
voices, and other pieces both sacred and secular.

His vocal music was much used by singing
societies after his death. Mr. HuUah has re-

printed one of the 4-part psalms, ' Like as the
hart,' in his excellent collection called 'Vocal
Scores.' It is sweet, dignified, religious, music,
very vocal in its phrases. [G.]

KLEMM. This well-known Leipzig music-
publishing firm, and circulating library, was
founded in 1821 by Carl August Klemm in the

> These two oratorios are In the Library of the Sacred Bamwnio
Society.
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house which it now occupies, known as the'Hohe
Lilie," 14 in the Neumarkt. Klemm succeeded

Wieck, the father of Madame Schumann, who
had for some time carried on a musical lending

library on the premises. In 1847 the house

opened a branch at Chemnitz, and in 56 at Dres-

den. The present proprietor is Christian Bern-

hard Klemm. Among the original publications

of the house are to be found the names of J. S.

Bach, Dotzauer, F. Abt, Dreyschock, Mendels-

sohn, Schumann (op. 34, 35), Lachner, F. Schnei-

der, Julius Rietz, Marschner, etc. etc. [G]
KLENGEL, August Alexander, bom Jan.

29, 1784 at Dresden, son of a well-known

portrait and landscape painter, first studied

music with Milchmeyer, inventor of a piano

which could produce 50 different qualities of

tone (see Cramer's * Magazin der Musik,* i. 10).

In 1803 Clementi visited Dresden, and on his

departure Klengel went with him as his pupil.

The two separated on dementi's marriage in

Berlin, but the young wife dying shortly after,

they went together to Russia, where Klengel

remained till 181 1. He then spent two years

studying in Paris, rettimed to Dresden in 18 14,

went to London in 1815, and in the following

year was appointed Court-organist at Dresden,

which remained his home till his death on Nov.
22, 1852. During a visit to Paris in 1828 he

formed a close firiendship with F^tis, who with

other musicians was much interested in his

pianoforte canons. Of these he published only
* Les Avant-coureurs ' (Paul, Dresden, 1841).

After his death Hauptmann edited the 'Canons
und Fugen* (Breitkopf & Hartel, 1854), with

a preface, in which he says, ' Klengel was brought

up on Sebastian Bach, and knew his works
thoroughly. It must not be supposed however
that he was a mere imitator of Bach's manner ; it

is truer to say that he expressed his own thoughts

in the way in which Bach would have done it

had he lived at the present day.' He left several,

concertos, and many other works. His visit to

London was commemorated by the composition

of a Quintet for Piano and Strings for the Phil-

harmonic Society, which was performed Feb. 26,

1816, he himself taking the pianoforte. There
is a pleasant little sketch of him in a letter of
Mendelssohn's to Eckert, Jan. 26, 1842. [F.G.]

KLINDWORTH, Kabl, one of the best

of living musicians and pianists, whose reputa-

tion is sure to last though it was slow to rise,

was bom at Hanover on Sept. 25, 1830. In
early youth he was an accomplished p^ormer
on the violin. Trom his 17th to his 19th year
he acted as conductor to a travelling opera
troupe ; then he settled in Hanover and took to

playing the piano and composing. In 1850 he
went to Weimar to study pianoforte-playing

under Liszt, and had Hans von Biilow, W.
Mason, and Dyonis Pruckner as his fellow pupils.

In 1 854 he came to London, where he remained
fourteen years, appearing in public at intervals

as a pianist and conductor of orchestral concerts,

but in the main living the quiet life of a student
and teacher. He oi^ganised two series of three

KLINGEMANN.

chamber concerts in the spring of 186 1 and 62,

and a series of three orchestral and vocal concerts

in the summer of 1861. The most remarkable
compositions brought forward at the latter were

Rubinstein's 'Ocean' Symphony; Gade's 'Erl

King's Daughter'; Cberubini's Requiem, No. i

;

Schumann's P. F. Concerto. They were well

carried out, but met with the usual fate of such

enterprises in London, and were discontinued for

want of capital. Since 1868 Klindworth has

occupied the post of professor of the pianoforte

at the Conservatorium of Moscow.
Foremost among the mass of good work done

by Klindworth stand his pianoforte scores of

Wagner's * Der Ring des Kibelungen,* and his

critical edition of Chopin ; the latter beyond all

praise for rare insight into the text and minute
care bestowed on the presentation of it ; the for-

mer quite wonderful for the fidelity with which
the transcript is contrived to reflect Wagner's
complicated orchestration. His arrangement of

Schubert's Symphony in major for two piano-

fortes, and the four-hand arrangement of Tschai-

kowsky's 'Po^me symphonique Francesca da

Rimini,' as also, amongst his original composi-

tioos, a very difficult and effective Polonaise-

fantaisie for pianoforte, should be particularly

mentioned. The manuscripts of a masterly re-

scoring of Chopin's Concerto in F minor, and a

condensation and orchestration of C. V. Alkan's

Concerto in G| minor (Etudes, op. 39), are well

known to his friends. [E. D.]

KLINGEMANN, Cabl, bom at Limmer,
Hanover, Dec. 2, 1798, was Secretary to the

Hanoverian Legation in Beriin till 1828, when
he was transferred to a similar position in

London. He married, Aug. 10, 1845, the sister

of Dr. Rosen the eminent Sanscrit scholar and
Professor at University College, and was a man
of great cultivation, considerable literary power,

and a very rarejudgment in music. Klingemann
had been intimate with the Mendelssohns during
his residence in Berlin, and when Felix came
to London the friendship was warmly renewed.
The famous- tour in Scotland—the origin of the

Hebrides Overture, the Scotch Symphony, and so

much else—was taken in company with Klinge*

mann, and the journals, letters, and sketches were
joint productions. (See Die Familie Mendels-
sohn, 1. 214-294). Klingemann wrote the words
for the Singspiel or Operetta so well known in

England as 'The Son and Stranger,' excepting

in the case of the song no. 12, 'Die Blum«i-
glocken,' of which Mendelssohn wrote the words
and Klingemann the music. The title 'Syni-

phonie-Cantate' for the Lobgesang was his. The
Three Caprices (op. 33) are dedicated to him.

The following of Mendelssohn's songs are set

to Klingemann's words—op. 9, no. 5; op. 34,
nos. 3 and 5 ; op. 47, nos. 5 and 6 ; op. 63, no. 4

;

op. 71, no. 2 ; op. 84, no. 2 ; op. 86, no. i. He
also supplied a translation of Handel's Solomon
for the occasion of the performance at Dilsseldorf

in 1835, when Mendelssohn wrote an oi^n part

to the Oratorio. Six of his songs were- published

by Breitkopfik Klingemann s house was at
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4, Hobftrt Place, Eaton Square. Mendelssobn
often staid there, and it was for long the resort

of theGerman artists and litemry men. He died
in London, Sept. 25, 1862. For an affectionate

notice of him see HiUer's *Tonleben,* ii. 95. [G.]

KLOTZ, the name of a numerous family of
Tiolin-makers, who lived at the little town of
Mittenwald, in the Bavarian Alps, and founded
a manufacture of stringed instruments which
makes Mittenwald to this day only less fitunous

than Markneukirchen in Saxony, and Mireoourt
in the Vosges. A variety of the pine, locally

known as the 'Hasel-fichte* (Bechsltein calls it

the 'harte oder spate Roth-tanne*), of delicate

but strong and highly resonant fibre, flourishes

ID the Bavarian Alps. The abimdance of this

material, which the ingenious peasants of the
neighbouring Ammer-thal use for wood>carving,
led to the rise of the Mittenwald violin manu*
&cture. For about two centuries there was held

in the town a fiunous £Eur, greatly firequented

by Venetian and other traders. In 1679 ^^
fair was removed to Botzen, and the Mitten-
walders attribute the rise of the violin industry
to the distress which thereupon ensued. One
Egidius Klotz had already made violins at

Mittenwald. Tradition says that he learned
the craft from Stainer at Absam. He is more
likdy to have learned it firom seeing Stainer*s

riolins, which he imitated with success. His
SOD, Matthias or Matthew Klotz, followed in

the same path. He travelled, however, into

Italy, sojourning both at Florence and Cremona.
Tradition reports him to have returned to Mit-
tenwald about 1683, and to have at once begun
to instruct many of the impoverished Mitten-
wslders in the mystery of fiddle-making. The
instruments found a ready sale. They were
hawked about by the makers at the churches,

castles, and monasteries of South Germany ; and
Mittenwald began to recover its prosperity.

Most of the instruments of Matthias Klotz date
from 1670 to 1696. They are well built, on
the model of Stainer, but poorly varnished.

His son, Sebastian, surpassed him as a maker.
His instruments, though Stainer-like in appear-
ance, are larger in size, of flatter model, and
better designed : and his varnish is often of a
good Italian quality. Another son of Matthias,
named Joseph, still has a good reputation among
the connoisseurs of German violins.

Until about the middle of the last century, a
distinctive Grerman style prevailed in violins, of

which the above-mentioned makers are the best

exponents. In several towns of Italy there were
Germans working in their own style side by side

with Italian makers. Teochler worked thus in

Booie. Mann in Naples, and the three Gofrillers

(Gottfriedl) in Venice. Odd as it seems, it is cer-

tain that there was ademand forGrerman violins in

Oemonaitsel£ TwoGermans, named Pfretschner

and Fricker, who made violins of their own ugly
patten, gained a subsistence there in the golden
days of Stradivarius : and the famous Veracini
always used a German violin. But this oompe-
tition could not long endure. The superiority of
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the Italian violin was established in the earlier

half of the century : and wherever stringed in-

struments were made, a conscious imitation of
the Italian models began. It penetrated to

Mittenwald, as it did to London and Paris. This
stage of the art is represented by Geobo Klotz «

whose fiddles date from 1750 to 1770. They.
have*lost their distinctive l^rolese cut, without
gaining the true Italian style, and are covered
with a thin brittle spirit varnish, laid upon a
coat of size, which keeps the varnish from pene-
trating the wood, and renders it opaque and
perishable. Besides Greorge, we hear 01 Miohael,
Chables, and a second Eoidids. Nine-tenths of
the violins which pass in the world as 'Stainers'

were made by the Klotz fcunily and their fol-

lowers. Dealers soon destroyed their tickets,

and substituted spurious ones bearing the name
of Stainer: a process which the makers at

length adopted on their own account.

The Klotz violins are not without merit as

regards sonority. Spohr recommends them, and
an extraordinary story is told in Parke*s * Musical
Memoirs* of the value set upon one belonging

to Mr. Hay, the leader of the King's band. M.
Miremont, of the Rue du Faubourg Poissonni^re,

one of the best living violin-makers, scandalised

the Parisian connoisseurs a few years ago by
exhibiting several instruments built by him oa
the Klotz model. Strange to relate, their tone

was of undeniable ezcellenoe. [E. J. P.]

KNAPP, William, deserves mention as the

author of a L.M. psalm tune called ' Warehara,'

which was long a favourite in churches. He
was bom 1698, was parish clerk of Poole, and
died 1 768. He published ' New Church Melody*
and 'A Set of New Psalms and Anthema.*
'Wareham' is in both— in the former called
< Blandford,' and in common time, in the latter

in triple time. Another tune by him is given

by Parr, 'Church of England Psalmody,* from
whom and the present clerk of Poole the above
facts are derived. [G.]

KNAPTON, Philip, was bom at York in

1788, and received his musical education at

Cambridge from Dr. Hague. He then returned

to York and followed his profession. He com-
posed several overtures, pianoforte concertos, an(l

other orchestral works, besides arranging nume^
reus pieces for the pianoforte and harp. His
song, ' There be none of Beauty's daughters,' was
long in favour. He acted as one of the assistant

conductors at the York Festivals of 1823, 1825,
and 1828. He died June ao, 1833. [W.H.H.j

KNECHT, Jcstin Heinbich, a musician of

the last century, who, though%ow forgotten, was
a considerable person in his day. He was bom
Sept. 30, 175 a, at Biberach in Suabia, received

a good education, both muaical and general

(Boeckh was one of his masters), and filled for

some time the post of professor of literature in

his native town. By degrees he gravitated to

music, and in 1807 became director of the opera
and of the court concerts at Stuttgart; but

ambition or ability failed him^ and ixL a couple of
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yean he resigned the post and returned to Bibe-

rach, where he died Dec. ii, 1817, with a great

reputation as organist, composer, and theoretician.

In the hkst-named department he was an adherent

of Yogler. The list of his productions as given

by F^tis embraces 27 numbers of compositions,

and 19 theoretical and didactic works. Two of

these only have any interest for us, and that from
an accidental cause. The first (Bossier, Spire) is a
* Musical ^portrait of Nature, a grand symphony
for 2 violins, viola, and bass, 2 flutes, 2 oboes,

bassoons, horns, trumpets, and drums ad lib., in

which is expressed :—i. A beautiful country, the

sun shining, gentle airs, and murmuring brooks

;

birds twitter, a waterfall tumbles from ti^e moun-
tain, the shepherd plays his pipe, the shepherdess

sings, and the lambs gambol around. 2. Sud-
denly the sky darkens, an oppressive closeness

pervades the air, black clouds gather, the wind
rises, distant thimder is heard, and the storm
approaches. 3. The tempest bursts in all its

fury, the wind howls and the rain beats, the

trees groan, and the streams rush furiously.

4. The storm gradually goes off, the clouds dis-

perse, and the sky clears. 5. Nature raises its

}oyful voice to heaven in songs of gratitude to

the Creator' (a hymn with variations). The
second (if it be not an arrangement of a portion

of the preceding) is another attempt of the same
kind—'The Shepherds' pleasure interrupted by
the storm, a musical picture for the organ.'

These are precisely the subjects which Beethoven
has treated, and F^tis would have us believe

that Knecht actually anticipated not only the

general scheme of the Pastoral Symphony but
some of its figures and passages. But this is not
the case. The writer purchased the score and
parts of Knecht's work at Otto Jahn*s sale, and is

able to say that beyond the titles the resemblances
between the two works are obviously casual.

Knecht's being in addition commonplace, entirely

wanting in that ' expression of emotions * which
Beethoven enforces, and endeavouring to depict

the actual sights and sounds, which he depre-

cates. [See Pastoral Symphony.] '

[G.]

KNELL, the Passing Bell (Fr. La, Cloche dts

Agonitants ; Germ. Die Todtenglocke), A solemn
cadence, tolled on the great Bell of a Parish
Church, to announce the death of a parishioner

;

or, in accordance with old custom, to give
warning of his approaching dissolution. To
indicate the decease of a Man, or Boy, the Knell
begins with three triple tolls, followed by a
number of moderately quick single strokes corre-

sponding to the age of the Departed. The Bell

is then tolled, very slowly, for the accustomed
time : and the Knell concludes, as it began, with
three triple tolls, sometimes, but not always,

preceded by a repetition of the single strokes

denoting the age of the deceased person.

> Fetb gnres Uie title Inoorrectlj. It U ' L« Portrait mnsleml de la

Kature.' etc.. not * Tableau musical.' He al»o Rlfes its datfs at ' Leip-

zig. 17)*4.' It U really publl&hed at Bpire by Bossier, irith{no year;
but the date may rery well be 1784. since the list on the back con-
tains the three early sonatas of Beeihoren, which were published by
Bowler in 17><3. But the coinoldence is curious. Beethoven must hare
t een familiar with Bossier's advertisement pase. on which his own first

Moatu were aonouDCed, and whidi ooQtalu^ all tb« abora partlcalars.
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For a Woman, the Knell begins, and ends,

with three double, instead of three triple tolls.

In other respects, the formula is the same as
that used for a Man.
Minute tolls denote the death of the Sovereign,

or Heir Apparent to the Crown. [W. S. R.]

KNELLER HALL, near Hounslow, Middle-
sex, the * Military School of Music,* for the edu-
cation of bandsmen and bandmasters for the
regiments of the British army. Until recently

bandmasters in the British army were mostly
civilians, with no guarantee for their competence

for the post, and bandsmen were instructed and
practised in a casual and often imperfect manner
by each regiment for itself. A bandmaster formed
no integral part of the corps, and could not
be compelled to accompany it in case of war or

foreign service ; and the Aatiis of bandsmen is

even now so far anomalous that in action their

duty is to rescue the wounded under fire and
take charge of them in hospital. Each band was
formed on its own model, and played what kind
of instruments, and at what pitch, it liked. In
the Crimean war the evils of this state of things

and the want of united systematic action were
painfully apparent, and shortly afterwards, by
command of H.R.H. the Duke of Cambridge,
Commander-in-Chief, a plan was drawn up and
submitted to the officers of the army, to which
they readily gave their assent and subscription.

In pursuance of this plan Kneller Hall, a building

on the site of the house of Sir God&ey Kneller,

the painter (formerly the Grovemment establish-

ment for training schoolmasters), was taken, and
opened as a school on March 3, 1857, and a
systematic course of instruction, with a staff of
professors, begun, under the modest title of the
'Military Music Class,' Major (now Colonel)

F. L. Whitmore, long known for a philanthropic

interest and zeal in matters of music, being
appointed Conmiandant, and reporting annually

to the Adjutant General of the Forces. The
advantages of the plan proved so great that in

1875 the institution was adopted by Grovemment.
Bandmasters are now *first-class staff-sergeants

of the regiments to which they belong, and the
musical department in each regiment consists of

a bandmaster, a sergeant, a corporal, and 19 men
(cavalry 14), besides boys as drummers and fifers.

The educational staff at Kneller Hall now
(1879) comprises professors of the following

subjects—Theory, 'Clarinet (3), Oboe, Flute,

Bassoon, Tenor Brass (2), Bass "ditto, French
Horn—and a schoolmaster from the Government
Normal School for general education. The first-

class students act as assistants to the professors.

The length of term is 2 years, the hours of
musical instruction are 7 in summer, and 6 in

winter daily. The number of pupils of all ages
varies with circumstances. The average strength

is about 50 non-commissioned officers, training

for bandmasters, and forming the first class;

and no privates, boys and adults, training for
,

s Mr. LaiaruB Is one of these three.
> This post was formerly held by Mr. SoUlran. father of the 00m-

POMT.
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bandsmen, the seoond cUo—i6o in alL LadB
are admitted at 15. Adults are either outsiders

orformerpupils, who, after having been bandsmen,
develope qualities fitting them for farther edu-

cation as bandmasters. Both lads and men are

taken into the school as yacancies occur, on the

reGommendation of the commanding officers of the

regiments. A supplyoftheformer is obtainedfrom
the Chelsea Hospital, the Royal Hibernian Mili-

tary School, Dublin, the Metropolitan Poor Law
Schools, etc. General instruction is given by
the Normal schoolmaster, and there is a noble

chapel in which service is regularly performed.

England is as yet the only country which has
adopted a systematic method of educating bands-

men and bandmasters, and the great improvement
both in the moral conduct and the efficiency of

the men which has taken place since the founda-

tion of Kneller Hall cannot be too warmly wel-

oomed. By Colonel Whitmore*s efforts, and the

enlightened sanction of H.K.H. the Commander-
m-^net, mufiyrmity in instmments and in ^pitch

has been obtained, and a general consolidation of

the military music of the country brought about
which is highly desirable. Abandmaster hasnowa
recognised position in the army, and a fixed salary

of £100 a year in addition to his regimental pay.

The cost of this salary is still borne by the private

purses of the officers, which is the only important
anomaly remaining to be rectified. [G.]

KXIGHT, Joseph Philip, youngest son of

the Rev. Francis Knight, D.D., was bom at the

Vicarage, Bradford-on-Avon, July 26,. 1813.

Hifl love for music began early, and at 16 he
studied harmony and thorough bass under Mr.
Corfe, then orgimist of Bristol Cathedral. When
about 30 Mr. Knight composed his first six songs,

under the name of * Philip Mortimer.* Among
these were ' Old Times,' sung by Henry Phillips,

Mid ' Go, forget me,* which was much sung both
here and in Germany. After this he used his

own name, and in company with Haynes Bayly
produced a number of highly popular songs,

amoi^ which the most famous were ' Of what is

the old man thinking!' 'The Veteran,' *The
Grecian Daughter,* and 'She wore a wreath of

rosea.* He subsequently composed a song and
a duet to words written for him by Thomas
Moore— 'The parting,* and 'Let*s take this

world as some wide scene.' In 1839 Mr. Knight
viiited the United States, i^ere he remained
two years. To this time are due among other

popular songs the once well-known 'Rocked in the
cradle of the deep,* sung with immense success

by Braham, and 'Why ohime-th§ bells so merrily.*

Ob Ms return to England he produced ' Beautiful

V^iice,* 'Say what shall my song be to-night,'

and • The Dream,' words by the Hon. Mi». Norton
—all more or less the rage in their day. Some
yean afterwards Mr. Knight was ordained' by
the Ute Bp. of Exeter to the charge of St. Agpes
in the Scilly Isles, where he resided two years.

He then married and lived for some time abroad,
doing very little in the way of composition, but
CQ his return to England he again took up his

* A=468 TftaatloPi ptr Kcoad.
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pen, and wrote among others 'Peace, it is It'
• The lost Rose,' • The Watchman.' ' The Anchor/
and * Queen of the silver bow,' all of which have
enjoyed great popularity. His songs, duets^ and>

trios, number m all not less than two hundred.
He is a good organist, with an unusual gift for

extemporising. [G.]

KNYVETT, Chables, descended horn an
ancient Norfolk family, was one of theprincipal
alto singers at the Conmiemoration of Handel in

1784; he was also engaged at the Concert of
Ancient Music. He was appointed a gentleman
of the Chapel Royal, Nov. 6, 1786, In 1791 he,
in conjunction with Samuel Harrison, established

the Vocal Concerts, which they carried on
until 1794. On July 25. 1 796, he was appointed
an organist of the Chapel Royal, and a few years
later resigned his former post. He died in 1 8 a 2

.

His elder son, Charles, was bom 1773. He
was placed for singing under Mr. (afWwards
Sir) William Parsons, and for the organ and
piano under Samuel Webbe. In 1801 he joined
his younger brother William, Greatorex, and
Bartleman, in reviving the Vocal Concerts. In
1 80 3 he was chosen organist of St. Geoi^e's,

Hanover Square. Besides this he taught the
pianoforte and thorough bass, and pubUshed a
Selection of Psalm Tunes, 1823. He died, after

many years of retirement, Nov. 2, 1852.
William, the younger son of Charles the

elder, was bom April 11, 1779. In 1788 he
sang in the treble chorus at the Concert of
Ancient Music, and in 1795 appeared there as
principal alto. In 1797 he was appointed
gentleman of the Chapel Royal, and soon after-

wards a lay-vicar of Westminster. In 1802 he
succeeded Dr. Arnold as one of the composers of
the Chapel Royal. For upwards of 40 years he
was principal alto at the best London concerts

and all the provincial festivals, being greatly

admired for the beauty of his voice and his

finished style of singing, particularly in part
music. Cidlcott's glee • With sighs, sweet rose,*

was composed expressly for him. In 1832 he
became conductor of the Concert of Ancient
Music, which office he resigned in 1840. He
conducted the Birmingham Festivals from 1834
to 1843, and the York Festival of 1835. He was
the composer of several pleasing glees—one of
which, ' When the fair rose,* gained a prize at the
Harmonic Society in 1800-—and some songs, and
wrote anthems for the coronations of George IV.
and Queen Victoria. He died Nov. 1 7, 1856.
Deborah, second wife of William Knyvett,

and niece of Mrs. Travis, one of the Lancashire
chorus singers engaged at the Concert of Ancient
Music, was bora at Shaw, near Oldham, Lanca-
shire. In 1 81 3 she was placed in the chorus of
the Concert of Ancient Music, the directors of
which, finding her possessed of superior abilities,

soon withdrew her from that position, took her
as an articled pupil, and placed her under
Greatorex. In 18 15 she appeared at the con-
certs as a principal singer with success. In 18 1

6

she sang at the Derby Festival, in 1818 at
Worcester, and in 1820 at Birmingham. From

F2
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that time she was constantly in request, particn'

kurly as an oratorio singer, until 1843, when she

retired. She died in Feb. 1876. [W.H.H.]

KOCHEL, Dr. Lddwio, Ritteb von, learned

musician and naturalist, bom Jan. 14, 1800, at

Stein, near Erems on the Danube ; tutor to the

sons of the Archduke Karl (1828-42). From
1850 to 1863 he lived at 8alzbui^, and from that

time to his death, on June 3, 1877, at Vienna.
His woi^ as a botanist and mineralogist does not

concern us : as a musician he has immortalised

his name by his 'Chronologisch-thematisches Ver-
zeichniss ' of all W. A. Mozart's works, with an
appendix of lost, doubtful, and spurious composi-

tions (fireitkopf & Hartel, Leipzig 1862). As a
precursor of that precious work a small pamphlet
should be named, ' tjber den Umfang der musik-
alischen Productivitat W. A, Mozarts' (Salzburg

1862). The complete edition of Mozart's works
which Br^itkopf & Hartel are now publishing

could scarcely have been made without his gener-

ous cooperation. In 1832 von Rochel was made
an Imperial Councillor, and in 42 he received the

order of Leopold. Among his intimate friends was
Otto Jahn, in whose work on Mozart he took an
active interest. SeeJahn's Mozart, 2nd ed., p. xxxi.

His private^haracterwas most estimable. [C.F.P.]

KOHLER. The name of an eminent fiajnily of
military wind-instrument makers, at present esta-

blished at 35, Henrietta Street, Covent Garden.
The founder of the fieunily was John K^^hler, a
native of Volkenrode, a hamlet near Cassel. He
came to England, acted as bandmaster to the
^Lancashire Volunteers, and in 1780 established

himself as a musical instrument maker at 87, St.

James's Street. Having no children, he sent for

his nephew, John K5hleb, from Grermany, who
succeeded to his business in 1801. The latter

was appointed musical instrument maker to the
Duke of York, then commander-in-chief, and the
Prince of Wales successively. He was succeeded
by his only son, John Augustus, who removed
the business to Henrietta Street, and died in 1 878.
His inventions in brass instruments were many
and successful. He first introduced the comet-h.-

piston or cornopean into this country, and, with
Macfarlane, added the third valve to that instru-

ment. His improved mute to the cornopean,
with extra bell (1858), enabling the instrument
to be played in a very low tone and perfectly in

tune, is well known. His triple slide trombones
and patent levers were very remarkable improve-
ments in their day. He obtained prize medals at

the Exhibitions of 1851 and62,and was &vourably
mentioned in the Report of the latter. The busi-

ness in now carried on by his eldest son, Augustus
Charles, who entered the firm in 1863. [G.]

KOMPEL, August, a distinguished violinist,

bom in 1831 at Bhickenau. He is one of the

best pupils of Spohr, and the quiet elegiac style

of his master suits his talent precisely. His
tone is not large but very ])ure and sympathetic,

his execution faultless. He was for a time mem-
ber of the bands at Cassel and Hanover, and has

been since 1867 leader of that at Weimar. [P.D.]

KONTSKI.

KOLLMANN, August Fkiedrich Karl, one
of a musical family, his father an organist and
schoolmaster, his brother, George (^ristoph, an
oxganist of great renown at Hambuz^; was
bom at Engelbostel, Hannover, in 1756, and
thoroughly educated in music. He was selected

to be chapel-keeper and schoolmaster at the Ger-
man Chapel, St. James's, London, and entered on
his duties about 17S2. In 1792 Geoz^e III.

presented a chamber oi^gan to the chapel, which
was played by KoUmann under the title of * clerk

'

till his death in Nov. 1824. He was a person of
much energy, and in 1809 during a large fire in
the palace is said to have saved the chapel by
standing in the doorway and preventing the fire-

men frY)m entering it to destroy it. His works
are numerous :—Essay on Practical Harmony,
1796; do. on Practical Musical Composition,

1799 ; Practical Guide to Thorough Bass, 1801

;

Vindication of a passage in ditto, 1802; New
Theory of Musical Harmony, 1 806 ; Second Prac-
tical Guide to Thorough Bass, 1807; Quarterly

Musical Register, 181 2—two numbers only; Re-
marks on Logier, 1824— (some of these went
through two editions); Analyzed Symphony, op. 3

;

First beginning on the P. F. op. 5, 1 796 ; Concerto
for P.F. and Orchestra, op. 8 ; Melody ofthe looth
Psalm, with 100 harmonies, op. 9 ; Twelve ana-
lyzed Fugues, op. 10 ; Introduction to Modulation,

op. II ; Rondo on the Chord of the Dim. 7th..

He is also said to have published an orchestral

Nrmphony *The Shipwreck, or the Loss of the
East Indiaman Halsewell,' a piece of programme-
music quite in the taste of the time; songs,

somatas, and an edition of Bach's Well-tempered
Clavier. His son Geobgb August was a good
organ-player, and on his father s death succeeded

to his post as organist. On his death, March
19, '1845, his sister Johanna Sophia succeeded

hiu; and on her death, in May 1849, the post
was bestowed on Mr. F. Weber the present

organist. [G.]

KONTSKI, DE, a family of virtuosi, of which
Chables, the eldest, bom at W^arsaw in 1816,
appeared as a pianist in public at the age of
seven, but, like the majority of prodigies, did
not fulfil the promises of childhood. He made
his first studies in Warsaw and continued them
at Paris, where he settled as a teacher.

Antoine, the second, bom at Cracow Oct. 2^,
181 7, -a clever pianist, with great delicacy of
touch and briUiancy of execution, but a super-
ficial musician, and composer of many * pieces de
salon,' of which the *Reveil du Lion' (op. 115)
is universally known. He has travelled a great
deal and is now living in London.

Stanislas, the third brother, bom in 1820,
pianist and pupil of Antoine, living at Peters-

burg.

Apollinaire, a violinist, the youngest of the
four brothers, was bom Get. 13, 1825, at Warsaw.
His first master was his elder brother Ciiarles,

himself a clever violinist and pupil of the Warsaw
Conservatoire. He showed the same precocity of
talentasihorestofhis family, performing in public
concerts at an age of not much over four years.
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Later on he travelled a great deal/ chiefly in

Kossia, but also in France and Grermany, and
made a certain genfiation by his really excep-

tioaal technical proficiency^ not unaccompanied
by a certain amount of charlatanism. In 1837
he ia said (see Mendel) to have attracted the

attention of Paganini, then in Paris on his road

back from England, and to have formed a friend-

ship with the great virtuoso which resulted in

his receiving some lessons' frx>m him (an honour
which he shared with Sivori) and ultimately be-

coming heir to his violins and violin compositions.

This lu>wever requires confirmation. In 1 853 he
was appointed solo-violinist to the Emperor of

Russia, and in 1861 Director of the Warsaw Con-
servatoire, which post he still retains. He played

a solo at one of the Russian concerts given in

connection with the Exhibition at Paris m 1878.

His compodtions (fantasias and the like) are

musically unimportant. [P. D.]

KOTZWARA, Fbanz, bom at Prague, was
in Ireland in 1790, when he was engaged as

tenor player in Gallini's orchestra at the King's

Theatre. On Sept. a, 1791 he hanged himself,

not in jestt but in the greatest earnest, in a house
of ill-£»ine in Vine Street, St. Martin*s. He had
been one of the band at the Handel Commemora-
tioQ in the preceding May. Kotzwara was the

author of the Battle of Prague, a piece for P. F.

with violin and cello ad libitum, long a favouritein

London. Also of sonatas, serenades, and other

pi^jes, some of them bearing as high an opus

number as 36, if F^tis may be believed. He was
a clever, vagabond, dissipated creature. [G.]

KOiSELUCH (German Kotzeluch), JoHAinr
Atfon, Bohemian musician, bom Dec. 13, 1738,
St Wellwam ; was Choirmaster first at Rakonits
and then at Wellwam. Desirous of further in-

etniction he went to Phtgue and Vienna, where
he was kindly received by Gluck and Gassmann,
was appointed Choirmaster of the Kreuzherm
church, Pra^e ; and on March i.^, 1 784, Capell-

meister to &e Cathedral, which he retained till

his deaUi on March 3, 181 4. He composed
church music, operas, and oratorios, none of

which have been pnlilished. Of much greater

importance is his cousin and pupil,

Leopold, bom also in Wellwam in 1754, or

aocozding to some 1748. In 1765 he went to

Pngue for his education, and there composed
a ballet, performed at the national theatre in

J 771, with so much success that it was followed

m the course of the next six years by 24 ballets

snd 3 pantomimes. In 1778 ho went to Vienna,

and became the pianoforte master of the Arch-
duchess Elizabeth and favourite teacher of the

aristocracy. When Mozart resigned his post at

Sslzborg (1781) the Archbishop at once offered

it with a rise of salary to Kozeluch, who declined

it on the ground that he was doing better in

Vienna. To his friends however he held dif-

ferent language—'The Archbishop's conduct to-

wards Mozart deterred me more than anything,

for if he could let such a man as that leave him,

* TbU is eombonSod bf EtaiUok, Aoi don Gonoert-Mal, p. ^.
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what ^eatment should I have been likely to

meet with?* The respect here expressed was
sadly at variance with his subsequent spiteful

behaviour towards Mozart^ the original cause
of which is said to have been Mozart's reply to

his remark on a passage in a new quartet of

Haydn*8—'I should not have written that so.'

'Neither should I: but do you know why?
because the idea would never have occurred to

either of us.* This reproof Kozeluch never forgot.

He used to say that the overture to ' Don
Giovanni* was no doubt fine, but that it was
full of faults ; and of that to * Die Zauberflote,*

'Well! for once our good Mozart has tried to

write like a learned man.* At the coronation of

the Emperor Leopold II. at Prague (1791) even
hifr own countrymen the Bohemians were dis-

gusted with his behaviour to Mozart, who was
in attendance as court composer. He neve]>

thelesB succeeded him in his oflSce (1792) with a
salary of 1500 gulden, and retained the post till

his death on May 7, 181 1 (not 1814). His
numerous compositions include 2 grand operas,
' Judith ' and ' Debora und Sisara * ; an oratorio,

'Moses in Mgypien*; many ballets, cantatas,

about 30 symphonies, and much pianoforte music,

at one time well known in England, but all now
forgotten. His chief interest for us lies in his

association with Mozart and Haydn. [F. G.]

KRAFT, Anton, distinguished cellist, bom
Dec. 30, 1 75 a,* at Rokitzan near Pilsen in Bo-
hemia, B(Ai of a brewer and amateur, who had
his son early taught music, especially the cello.

He studied law at Prague, where he had finish-

ing lessons fr^m Werner, and Vienna, where
Haydn secured hun for the chapel of Prince
Esterhazy, which he entered on Jan. i, 1778,
On the Prince*s death in 1 790 he became cham-
ber-musician to Prince Grassalkowitsch, and in

1795 ^ Prince Lobkowitz, in whose service he
died Aug. 28, 1820. On one of his concert-tours

he waB at Dresden in 1789, and with his son
played before Duke Karl, and before the Elector

the night after the court had been enchanted by
Mozart. Both musicians were staying at the

same hotel, so they arranged a quartet, the

fourth part being taken> by Teyber the oi^ganist.'

Haydn valued Kraft for his power of expression,

and for the purity of his intonation, and in all

probability composed (1781) his cello concerto

(Andy^) for him. According to Schindler* the

cello part in Beethoven's triple concerto was also

intended for Kraft. As he showed a talent for

composition, Haydn offered to iastrnct him, but
Kraft taking up the new subject with such ardour

as to neglect his instrument, Haydn would teach

him no more, saying he already knew enough for

his purpose. He published 3 sonatas wiUi ac-

companiment, op. I (Amsterdam, Hummel);
3 sonatas, op. 2 (Andr^) ; 3 grand duos concer-

tantes for violin and cello, op. 3, and 1st concerto-

> This to the date In the bApttom*! register, but 1751. or 49. are

usually given.
> Mozart also played with the Krafts h\% Trio In K (KOchel 542) : tea

Nohl's * Moiart-Briefe.' No. 251. N.B. No. 24« to wrong.
« VoL L p. 147 ; ne atoo Thayer's ' Bctthoven.' vol. U. p. Vfk
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in 0, op. 4 (Breitkopf& Hariel) ; grand duoe for

2 cellos, op. 5 and o (Vienna, Steiner) ; and di-

vertisseojent for cello with double bass (Peters).

Kraft also plajed the baritone in Prince Ester-

hazy*8 chamber music,^ and composed several

trios for 2 baritones and cello. His son and pupil

NiooLAUS, bom Dec. 14, 1778, at Esterhaz,

early became proficient on the cello, accompanied
his father on his concert-tours (see above), and
settled with him in Vienna in 1 790. He played

a concerto of his father*s at a concert of the

Tonkilnstler-Societat in 1792, and was one of

Prince Karl Lichnowsky^s famous quartet party,

who executed so many of Beethoven's works for

the first time. The others were Schuppanzigh,

Sina, and Franz Weiss, all young men.^ In 1 796
he became chamber-musician to Prince Lob*
kowitz, who sent him in 1801 to Berlin, for

further study with Louis Duport. There he gave
concerts, as well as at Leipzig, Dresden, Prague,

and Vienna on hia return journey. In 1809 he
entered the orchestra of the court-opera, and the

King of Wirtemberg hearing him in 1814, at

once engaged him for his chapel at Stuttgart.

He undertook several more concert-tours (Hum-
mel accompanied him in 18 18), but an accident

to his hand obliged him to give up playing. He
retired on a pension in 1834, and died on May 1 8,

1853. Among his pupils were Count Wilhorsky,
Merk, Bimbach, Wranitzky*s sons, and his own
son Friedbich, bom in Vienna Feb. 12, 1807,
entered the chapel at Stuttgart 1824. Among
Nicolaus's excellent cello compositions may be
specified—a fantasia with quartet, op. i (Andr^)

;

concertos, op. 3, 4 (Breitkopfs), and 5 (Peters)

;

sc^ne pastorale with orchestra, dedicated to the
King of Wirtemberg, op. 9 (Peters) ; 8 diver-

tissements progressives wiUi 2nd cello, op. 14
(Andr^) ; 3 easy duos for 2 cellos, op. 15, and 3
grand duos for diit*j, op. 17 (Andr^). [C.F.P.]

KRAKOVIAK, Cbacoviak, or Cracovienne.
A Polish dance, belonging to the district of

Cracow. ' There are usually,' says an eye-witness,
' a great many couples—as many as in an English
country dance. Tliey shout while dancing, and
occasionally the smart man of the party sings an
impromptu couplet suited for the occasion—on
birthdays, weddings, etc. The men also strike

their heels together while dancing, which produces
a metallic soimd,as the heels are coveredwith iron.'

The songs, which also share the name, ^are in-

numerable and, as is natural, deeply tinged with
melancholy. Under the muhe of Cracovienne
the dance was brought into the theatre about
the year 1840, and was made famous by Fanny
Elssler s performance. The following is the tune
to which she danced it ; but whether that is a
real Krakovlak, or a mere imitation, the writer
is imable to say :^ ^^..^

^lf
|

trc
|

t^irrf#!^
#-r m -f-»fF». • => -^^-T^-^m

^̂ ^

V * For an Anecdote oo tbU {point sea ' Josef HaydQ,* by C. F, Fohl,
Vol. 1. p. 2S2.

' s See TtiATcr's ' Beethoren.' voU U. p. 278,

It has been varied by Chopin (op. 14), Herz,

Wallace, and others. [G.]

KREBS. A musical femily of our own time.

Karl August, the head, was the son of A. and
Charlotte Miedcke, belonging to the company of

the theatre at Nurembei^, where he was bom
Jan. 16, 1804. The name of Krebs he obtained

from the singer of that name at Stuttgart, who
adopted him. His early studies were made under

Schelble, and in 1825 under Seyfiried at Vienna.

In March 1827 he settled in Hambuiig as head
of the theatre, and there passed 23 active and
useful years, till called to Dresden in 1850 as

Kapellmeister to the court, a post which he filled

with honour and advantage till 1871. Since

that date he has conducted the orchestra in the

Catholic chapel. His compositions are numerous

and varied in kind—masses, operas (*Silva,*

'Agnes'), a Te Deum, orchestral pieces, songs

and pianoforte works, many of them much
esteemed in Germany. In England, however, his

name is known almost exclusively as the father

of Miss Mary Krebs, the pianist, bom Dec 5,

1851, at Dresden. On the side of both father

and mother (AbOYSiA Michaelsi, an operatic

singer of eminence, who married EIrebs July 20,

1850, and is still living) she inherited music,

and like Mme. Schumann was happy in having

a father who directed her studies with great

judgment. Miss Krebs appeared in public at

the early age of 11 (Meissen, 1862), and has

since that date been almost continually before

the world. Her tours have embraced not only

the whole of Germany and England, but Italy,

France, Holland, and America. She played at

the Gewandhaus first, Nov. 30, 1865. To this

country she came in the previous year, and made
an engagement with Mr. Gye for four season?,

and her first appearance was at the Crystal Palace,

April 30, 1804; at the Philharmonic April 20,

J874 ; and at the Monday Popular Concerts

Jan. 13, 1875. At all these concerts Miss Kreba

is often heard, though the * Populars* enjoy more
of her presence than any other. Her repertoire

is large, and embraces all the acknowledged

cla8si(^, orchestral, chamber, and solo pieces,

and others of such exceptional difficulty as Schu-

mann's Toccata (op. 7), of which she has more
than once given a very fine rendering. She is

liked by all who know her, and we trust that she

may long continue her visits to this country. [G.]

KEEBS, JoHANN LuDWio, distinguished or-

ganist, bom at Buttelstiidt in Thuringia Oct. 10,

1 713. His father, Johann Tobus, himself an
excellent organist, for seven years walked every
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week fipom Buttelgtadt to Weimar, in order to

take lessoiu from Waltber, Author ofthe Lexicon,

who was organiitt there, and from Sebastian Bach,

at that time concenmeister at Weimar. He waa
afterwards appointed organist at Buttelstadt,

where he died. He so thoroughly grounded his

son in music, that when in 1 726 he went to the

ThoDias-Schule in Leipzig, he was abready suf-

iiciently advanced to be at once admitted by Bach
into the number of his special pupils. He enjoyed

Bach's instruction for nine yean (to 1735), and
roae to so high a place in his esteem, that he was
appointed to play the clavier at the weekly prao*

tioes to which Bach gave the name of * collegium

masicum.* Punning upon his pupil's name and
hit own, the old Cantor was accustomed to say

that 'he was the best crab (Krebs) in all the

brook (Bach).' At the close of his philosophical

itudies at Leipzig he was appointed organist

laooessively at Zwickau, Zeitz, and Altenburg,
where he remained from 1756 till his death in

1780. He was equally esteemed on the clavier

and the organ, and in the latter capacity espe-

cially deserves to be considered one of Bach's
best pupils. Hill published compositions include

'Kiavier-Uebungen' (4 parts), containing chorales

with variations, fugues, and suites ; sonatas for

clavier, and for flute and clavier ; and trios for

flate. Several of these have been reprinted in the

coUections of Komer and others. Among his

tmpublished works a Magnificat and 2 Sane-
toKs with orchestral accompaniments are highly

spoken of. He left two sons, both sound musi-

daos and composers, though not of the eminence
of their fioher. The eldest, Ehbenfbied Chris-
niK Tbauoott, succeeded his father as Court-

organist and Musik-director at Altenburg, and
on his death was succeeded by his younger bro-

ther, JOHANN (JOTTFBIED. [A.M.]

KREISLERIANA. a set of 8 pieces for piano
solo, dedicated to Chopin and forming op. 16 of

Schumann's works. Kreisler was l^e Kapell-

meister in Hoffmann's musical papers so much
admired by Schumann. The pieces were written
in 1838. after the Phantasie stUcke (op. 12) and
NoreUetten (op. 21), and before the Arasbeske
(op. 18).* They are full of energy, variety and
character, and like the Novelletten are cast in the

Bo^ailled Lied and Rondo forms. Schimiann has
added to the title * Phantasien fur das P. F.' The
Kieisleriana were published by Haslinger of Vi-
enna shortly after Schumann's visit (1838-9). [G.]

KREISSLE VON HELLBORN, Heinbich,
Br. juris, Imperial^nance-Secretary at Vienna,
and Member of the Direction of the Oesellschaft

der Musikfreunde, finds a place here for his Lives
of Schubert, viz. ' F. Schubert, eine biografische

Skizze, von Heinrich von Kreissle' (small Svo.

Vifflma, 1 861 ), a preliminary sketch ; and * Franz
Schubert' (Svo. Vienna, (Jerold, 1865), a com-
plete and exhaustive biography, with a portrait.

The latter has been translated in fiill by Mr.
Arthur Duke Coleridge, *The Life of Franz
Schubert . . . with an Appendix by George Grove

*

1 Watdeleirakj.Ul.
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(giving a thematic catalogue of the nine sym-
phonies, and mentioning other works still in

MS.), 2 vols., 8vo., London, Longmans, 1869. It

has also been condensed by Mr. £. Wilberforoe,

Svo., London, Allen, 1S66.

Kreissle died April 6, 1869, aged 66, much be*

loved for his amiability and modesty, and for his

devotion to the subject of his biography. [C.F.P.]

KRENN, Michael. Beethoven's body-ser-

vant while he lived at his brother Johann's at
Gneixendorf in the autumn of 1826. Krenn was
one of the three sons of the vine-dresser on the
farm. The old man died in 1S61, but the son
survived him, and his story—to all appearance
a natural and credible account—was drawn from
him by Dr. Lorenz, who communicated it to the
* Deutsche Musik-Zeitung' ofVienna for March 8,

1 86 2 . It is a very curious and interesting account
of the great master's habits and disposition a few
months before his death (see vol. i. p. 1986 of thia
Dictionary). It has been made the subject of a
lecture to the Schillerverein at Trieste by Mr,
Thayer, <£in kritischer Beitrag,' etc. (Berlin,

W. 'Weber, 1877). [G.J

KRETSCHMER, Edmund, organist and
dramatic composer, bom Aug. 31, 1830, at
Ostritz in Saxony, where his father the Rector
of the school, gave him his early musical edu-
cation; studied composition under Julius Otto,

and the organ under Johann Schneider at Dres-
den, where he became organist of the Catholic

church in 1854 and to the court in 63. He founded
several * Gesangvereine,' and in 65 his composi-
tion, 'Die Creisterschlacht,' stained the prize at

the first German ' Sangerfest in Dresden. Three
years later he took another prize in Brussels for

a mass. His opera 'Die Folkunger,' in 5 acts,

libretto by Mosenthal, was produced at Dresden
June 1875. It was well received and had a
considerable run, but has since disappeared ; nor
does ' Heinrich der Loewe,* to his own libretto, ap-

pear likely to meet with more permanent success.

Themusic iscorrectandshowsboth tasteand talent,

but no invention or dramatic power. His vocal

part-writing has little life ; and his duets, terzets,

finales, etc., are too much like part-songs. [F.G.]

KREUTZER, Conbadin, German composer,
son of a miller, bom Nov. 22, 1782, at Moss-
kirch in Baden ; chorister first in his native town,
then at the Abbey of Zwiefalten, and afterwards

at Scheussenried. In 1 799 he went to Freiburg
in Breisgau to study medicine, which he soon
abandoned for music. The next 5 years he passed
chiefly in Switzerland, as pianist, singer, and com-
poser; and in 1804 arrived in Vienna. And there

he took lessons from Albrechtsberger, and worked
hard at composition, especiallv operas. His first

opera was ' Conradin von Schwaben ' (Stuttgart

181 2), and its success gained him the post of
Capellmeister to the King of WUrtemburg;
thence he went to Prince von Fiirstenberg at

Donaueschingen ; but in 1 822 returned to Vienn*
and produced ' Libussa.' At the Karthnerthor
theatre he was Capellmeister in 1825, 1829-32,
and 1837-40. From 1833 to 40 he was conductor
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at the Joeephfitadt theatre, where he prodaced

his two best works, 'Das Nachtlager in Granada

'

(1834) and a fairy opera 'Der Verschwender/

which have both kept the boards. At a later

date he was appointed CapeUmeister at Ck>logne,

and in 1843 conducted the 43rd Festival of the

Lower Rlune. Thence he went to Paris, and in

1846 back to Vienna. He accompanied his

daughter, whom he had trained as a singer, to

Riga, and there died, Dec. 14, 1849.

Kreutzer composed numerous operas ; inci-

dental music to several plays and melodramas

;

an oratorio, 'Die Sendung Mosis,' and other

church-works ; chamber and pianoforte music;

Lieder, and part-songs for men*s voices. Of all

these, a list is given by F^tis, who speaks of a

one-act drama * CJordelia ' as the most original of

his works. The two operas already mentioned,

and the part-songs alone have survived. In the

latter, Kreutzer displays a flow of melody and
good construction ; they are still standard works
with all the German Liedertafeln, and have taken

ihe place of much weak sentimental rubbish.
^ Der Tag desHerm,* * Die Kapelle/ ' Marznacht*

and others are universal favourites, and models

of that style of piece. Some of them are given in

* Orpheus.* As a dramatic composer, his airs are

better than his ensemble pieces, graceful but
wanting in passion and force. His Lieder for a
single voice, though vocal and full of melody, have
disappeared before the more lyrical and expressive

songs of Schubert and Schumann. [A. M.]

KREUTZER,^ Rodolphe, violinist and com-
poser, bom at Versailles, Nov. 16, 1766. He
studied first under his father, a musician, and
according to F^tis had lessons on the violin from
Stamitz, but he owed more to natural gifts than
to instruction. He began to compose before he
had learnt harmony, and was so good a player

at 16, when his father died, that through the in-

tervention of Marie Antoinette, he was appointed
first violin in the Chapelle du Roi. Here he had
opportunities of hearing Mestrino and Viotti,

and his execution improved rapidly. The further

appointment of solo-violinist at the Th^tre Italien

gave him the opportunity of producing an opera.

'Jeanne d*Arc, 3 acts (May 10, 1790), was suc-

cessful, and paved the way for ' Paid et Virginie*

(Jan. 15, 1 791), which was still more so.

The melcM^es were simple and fresh, and the
musical world went into raptures over the new
effects of local colour, poor as they seem to us.

The music of 'Lodoiska,* 3 acts (Aug. i, 1791),
is not sufficiently interesting to counterbalance

its tedious libretto, but the overture and the
Tartar's March were for long favourites. During
the Revolution Kreutzer was often suddenly
called upon to compose opiras de circonntance,

a task he executed with great fiunlity. In 1 796
he produced ' Imog^ne, ou la Gageure indiscrete,'

a 3-act comedy founded on a story of Boccaccio
little fitted for music. At the same time he was
rompcsing the concertos for the violin, on which
his fame now rests. After the peace of Campo

3 See Bertloz, ' Voyage,' 1. 9S4. for thU and for an amtulng SfOeoODt
I In rnaet Um out* 1$ nkl to ion been tnuumuted Into Kretiche. | of Kitatisr's diffloulUes over Beethoven's Second SjmplioDjr.
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Formlo (Oct, 17, 1797) he started on a concert-
tour through Italy, Germany, and the Nether-
lands ; the fire and individuality of his playing,
especially in his own compositions, exciting ev«y-
where the greatest enthusiasm.

In 1 798 Kreutzer was in Vienna in the suite
of Bemadotte (Thayer's 'Beethoven,' ii. ai),

and we must presume that it was at this time
that he acquired that friendship with Beethoven
which resulted, 8 years later, in the dedication
to him of the Sonata (op. 47) which will now
be always known by his name—^though he is

*said never to have played it—and that he
became ' first vidin of the Academy of Arts and
of the Imperial chamber-music'—titles which
are attributed to him in the same dedication. He
had been professor of the violin at the Conserva-
toire from its foundation, and on his return to
Paris he and Baillot drew up the famous ' M^thode
de Violon' for the use of the students. He fire-

quently played at concerts, his duos concertantet

with Rode being a special attraction. On Rode's
departure to Russia in 1801, Kreutzer suc-

ceeded him as first violin solo at the Op^ra,
a post which again opened to him the career of
a dramatic composer. * Astyanax,' 3 acts (April

13, 1801) ;
* Aristippe' (May 24, 1808), the suc-

cess of which was mainly due to Lays ; and ' La
Mort d'Abel ' (March 23, 1810), in 3 poor acts,

reduced to two on its revival in 1823, were the
best of a series of operas now forgotten. He also

composed many highly successful ballets, such aa
'Paul et Vii^ginie' (June 24, 1806), revived in

1826; 'Le Camaval de Venise* (Feb. 22, 1816),
with Persuis; and 'Clan' (June 19, 1820), the
principal part in which was sustained by Bi-

gottini. He was appointed ist violin in the
chapelle of the First Consul in 1802, violin-solo

te the Emperor in 1806, maltre de la chapelle to

Louis XVIU. in 181 5, and Chevalier of the
Legion of Honour in 1824, He became vice-

conductor of the Academic in 18 16, and con-

ductor in chief from 1817 te 1824. A broken
arm compelled him to give up playing, and he
retired from the Conservatoire with the year 1825.
His last years were embittered by the decline ofhis
influence and the impossibility of gaining a hear-

ing for his last opera, ' MathUde.* An apoplectic

seizure affected his mind, but he lingered till

June 6, 183 1, when he died at Geneva.
Besides his 39 operas and ballets, all produced

in Paris, he published 19 violin-concertos; duos,

and a symphonies concertantes, for 2 violins;

Etudes and caprices for violin solo ; sonatas for

violin and cello ; 15 trios, and a sjrmphonie
concertante for 2 violins and cello ; 15 string

quartets ; and several airs with variations.

Kreutzer^s brother Auguste, bom at Versailles

1781, was a memberofthe Chapelle de rEmpereor,
and of the Chapelle du Roi (1804-30); and
succeeded his brother at the Conservatoire, Jan.
I, 1826, retaining the post till his death, at Paris
Aug. 31, 183a. HissonLEON, bominParis 1817,
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cBed at Vichy Oct. 6, 1868, was muncal critio

to 'La QuotidieiiDe//eta/Monifto to the ' Union/
and oontriboted a number of interesting articles

to the 'Revue oontemporaine.' the *Kevue et

Gaiette mnsicale,* and other periodicals. [G.C.]

Bodolphe Kreatzer is the third, in order of de-

velopment, ofthe four great representative masters

of the daasical Violin-School of Paris ; the other

three being VioTTi, Rode, andBaillot. His style,

such as we know it from his ooncertos, is on the

whde more brilliant than Bode's, but less modem
than Baillot's. Kr«utzer did not require Beetho-

ven's dedication to make his name immortal.

Hia hme will always rest on his unsurpassed

work of studiea—' 40 Etudes ou Caprices pour le

Viokm'; a work which has an almost imique

poiition in the literature of violin-studies. It

hw been recognised and adopted as the basis of

ftll solid execution on the violin by the masters

of all schools—French, German, or any other

nationality—and has been published in number-
less editions. In point of difficulty it ranks just

below Rode'a 24 Caprices, and is generally con-

sidered as leading up to this second standard

work of studies. Kreutzer's concertos afford ex-

cellent material for the student, but are less

interesting than those of Viotti and Rode, and,

vith the exception of the 19th, in D minor, are

DOW hardly ever played in public. £P. D.]

KREUTZER SONATA. The popular title in

England ofBeethoven's Sonata for piano and violin

in A, op. 47, dedicated to * his friend R. Kreutzer.'

The work was first played by Beethoven and
Bridgetower at the Augarten at 8 a.m. May 1

7

or 14, 1803. The finale had originally belonged

to op. 30, no. I, but the first movement and the

vuiati(Hia were only finished just in time, and
the latter had to be played from the autograph

without rehearsal. In the opening Presto, at the

pause in the 9th bar, Bridgetower introduced a
Cadenza in imitation of that for the Piano in the

1 8th bar, fortunately to Beethoven's satisfaction

{«ee Thayer, ii. 230). He gives it as follows :

—

Imavolta. Qf)
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The sonata was published in 1805, by Simrock
and Traeg, before May 18. Bridgetower averred
(Thayer, ii. 231) that it was originally dedicated
to him, and that the change was the result of
a quarrel. Why Kreutzer was chosen is as yet
a mystery. He was in Vienna with Bemadotte
in 1 798, but no trace of his relations with Bee-
thoven remains, though we may assume them to

have been good, for Beethoven to designate him as

his 'friend.' It has been alleged as a reason
that the second theme of the Presto is a phrase
of Kreutzer's ; but this has not been substantiated.

Certainly no such passage appears in Kreutzer's

violin works. The dedication on the ist ed. stands
' Sonata per il Pianoforte ed un Violino obligate,

scritta in uno stilo molto concertante, quasi come
d'un Concerto. Composta e dedicata al suo
amico R. Kreutzer, Membro del Conservatorio di

Musica in Parigi, Primo Violino dell* Academia
delle ^Arti, e della Camera Imperiale, per L.
van Beethoven. Opera 47. A Bonn chez K. Sim-
rock. 423.* In a notebook of Beethoven^s in the

Imperial Library at Berlin, the second sentence

appears * in uno stilo molto hrillante,*

Some idea of its popularity in England may be
formed from the fact that it was played 44 times

at the Monday Popular Concerts between 1854
and 1878, the next place being held by the Septet

(33 times) and the Bb Trio (24 times). [G.]

KROLL, Franz, bom in 1820 at Bromberg;
began with medicine, but finally devoted himself

to music under the guidance of Liszt, whom he
accompanied on some of his tours. He settled

in Berlin, and was for some years a success-

ful teacher. He edited the ' Wohltemperirte
Clavier* for the Bachgesellschaft (14th year,

1864)—with a Preface containing a list of MSS.
and Editions, and an Appendix of Variations, a
highly creditable work as regards care and ac-

curacy in collation, which Spitta has selected for

honourable mention (J. S. Bach, i. 773, note).

He has also published editions ofBach's chromatic

fantasia, Mozart's pianoforte fant^jsias, and other

important compositions. He was a thorough mu-
sician, and his style as a pianist was clear and
eminently suggestive. He was a great sufferer

for some years before his death, which took place

May 28, 1877. [F.G.]

KROMMER, Franz, violinist and composer,

bom 1759 ^^ Kamenitz in Moravia; learned

music from an uncle, then Choirmaster at Turas.

From 1 7 to 25 he acted as organist, and composed
much church music, still unpublished. He next
entered the band ofCount Styrum' at Simonthum
in Hungary as violinist, and in two years waa
promoted to the Capellmeistership. Here he
became acquainted with the works of Haydn
and Mozart ; and composed his pieces for wind-

instruments, which are of lasting importance,

and perceptibly influenced modem military music.

After one or two n^ore changes he at length

became Capellmeister to Prince Grassalkowitz,

after whose death he lived comfortably in

t The fthct of Kreutzer holding these two'po^ In Vleno* Menu to

Imply that he remained there mme time.

* F4tla and Mendel oall him ATram by mlitake.
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Vienna, enjoying a considerable reputation as

a teacher and composer. The sinecure post of

doorkeeper to the Emperor was conferred upon
him, and in iSi8 he succeeded Kozeluch as

Court Capelhneister and Composer, in which
capacity he accompanied the Emperor Francis

to France and Italy. He died suddenly Jan. 8,

1 831, while composing a pastoral mass. As a
composer he was remarkable for productiveness,

and for a clear and agreeable style, most ob-

servable perhaps in his string-quartets and quin-

tets, published at Vienna, Offenbach, and Paris.

This made him a great favourite in Vienna at

the close of the century. Schubert however, who
as a boy of eleven had to play his Symphonies
in the band of the ' Convict,* used to laugh at

them, and preferred those of Kozeluch. Both
are alike forgotten. Krommer also composed a
number of quartets and quintets fur flutes, be-

sides the pieces for wind-instruments already

mentioned. The only oue of his church works
printed is a mass in 4 parts with orchestra and
organ (Andr^, Offenbach). Had he not been the

contemporary of Haydn and Mozart he might

have enjoyed more enduring popularity. [F. GL]

KRUMMHORN (i.e. crooked-horn), Cro-

mome, Cremona, Clarionet, Como-di-Bassetto.

The various names given to an Organ Reed Stop

of 8 feet size of tone. Modem English specimens,

which are found under all the foregoing names
except the first, are estimated in proportion as

their sound resembles that of the orchestral Cla-

rinet. The Cremonas in the organs built by
Father Smith (1660) for the 'Whitehall Ban-
queting House,* etc., and those by Harris in his

instruments at St. Sepulchre*s, Snow Hill (1670),

etc., were doubtless * voiced * to imitate the first-

named and now obsolete crooked-horn. They
were never intended to represent the violin, into

the name of which its own had nevertheless been

corrupted. The pipes are of metal, cylindrical

in shape, short, and of narrow measure, the CC
pipe being only about 4 ft. 6 in. in length, and

1 1 in. in diameter. [E. J.H .]

KRUMPHOLZ, JoHANN Baptist, celebrated

harpist and composer, bom about 1 745 at Zlonitz

near Prague ; son of a bandmaster in a French
regiment, lived in Paris from his childhood,

learning music from his father. The first public

mention of him is in the * Wiener Diarium * for

1772 ; he had played At a concert in the Burg-

theater, and advertised for pupils on the pedal-

harp. From Oct. 1773 to March 1776 he was a
member of Prince Esterhazy's chapel at Esterhaz,

taking lessons from Haydn in composition, and
already seeking after improvements in his instru*

ment. He next started on a'Ooncert-tour, play-

ing at Leipzig on an "^ organisirten Harfe.* He
then settled in Paris, where he was highly es-

teemed as a teacher and virtuoso. Nadermann
built a harp from his specifications, to which
attention was drawn by an article in the 'Journal

de Paris* (Feb. 8, 1786), and which Krumpholz
described in a preface to his sonata, op. 14. His
wife played some pieces on it before the Acad^mie,
Krumpholz accompanying her on the violin, and
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on the ^ Pianoforte contrebasse ' or ' Clavichord k
marteau,* another instrument made by Er&rd
from his specifications. The Academic expressed
their approval of the new haro in a letter to
Krumpholz (Nov. ai, 1787). He drowned him-
self in the Seine in 1 790 from grief at the infidelity

and ingratitude of his wife.

Gerber gives a list of his compositions, which
are still of value. They comprise 6 grand con-
certos, 32 sonatas with violin aocompanimenty
preludes, variations, duets for 2 harps, a quartet
for harp and strings, and symphonies for harp and
small orchestra, published in Paris and London.
His wife, n^e Meyer, from ^ Metz, eloped with

a young man to London. She was even a finer

player than her husband, making the instrument
sound almost like an Eolian hiup. In London
she gave her first concert at Hanover Square
Rooms, June 2, 1788,' and for many years ap-
peared with great success at her own and Salo-

mon's concerts, at the oratorios in Drury Lane,
and at Haydn's benefit. She frequently played
Dussek*s duos concertantes for haxp and piano-
forte with the composer. She is mentioned in
1802, but after that appears to have retired into
private life.

Wbnzel Krumpholz, brother of the former,

bom in 1 750, became one of the first violins at

the court-opera in Vienna in 1 796. His name is

immortalised by his intimacy with Beethoven,
who was very fond of him, though he used to call

him in joke *mein Narr,* my fool. According
to Ries ' he gave Beethoven some instruction on
the violin in Vienna. Krumpholz was one of

the first to recognise Beethoven's genius, and he
inspired others with his own enthusiasm. Czemy
mentions this in his Autobiography,* and also

that he introduced him to Beethoven, who offered

of his own accord to give him lessons. Krump-
holz also played the mandoline, and Beethoven
seems to have intended writing a sonata for P. F.
and mandoline for him.^ He died May 2, 1817,
aged 67, and Beethoven must have felt his death
deeply, tince he composed on the following day
the ' Gesang der Monche ' (from Schiller's * Wil-
helm Tell'), for 3 men's voices, *in commemora-
tion of the sudden and unexpected death of our
^Krumpholz.' Only two of his compositions have
been printed—an ' Abendunterhaltung* for a
single violin^ (dances, variations, a short andante,

etc. ; Vienna and Pesth, Kunst& Industrie-Comp-

toir) ; and ' Ein Viertelstunde ftir eine Violine,'

dedicated to Schuppanzigh (Joh. Traeg). [C. F. P.]

KUCKEN, Friedrioh Wjlhelm, bom at

Bleckede, Hanover, Nov. 16, 18 10. His father,

a country gentleman, was averse to the musical

proclivities of his son, and the boy had to thank
his brother-in-law, Ltlrss, music-director and or*

1 Or U&gt, according to Gerber and BeichArdt.
s Not 1790, u commouly stated.
> ' DloffraphUche Motixoo,' p. 119.

* He calls Krumpholx ' an old man.* He wu then aboat 00.

> * Autogrmphlnche Bkizze/ by Artarla. On Wenzel Krumpholi see

also Thayer'f ' Beethoven/ tqI. U. p. 48 ; the confusloD between the
two brothers 1% rectlfled toI. Ut. p. 610.

> Compare Nottebohm't Thematic Catalogue, p. 161.

7 Czemy toolc No. 1, a oontredanse, as the theme of hi* XX concert

Tariatlont for P. F. and vteHa. This, his op. 1 (Btelner, 2 edltlooa), U
dedicated to KnunphoU—a ftoe trait of Bnitltude. .
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gamst of Schwerin, for being allowed to follow

his bent, which he did under LtirsB and Aron
in Schwerin, and as flute, viola, and violin

player in the Duke^s orchestra there. His early

compodtions, * Ach wie wars moglich dann* and
othm, became so popular that he was taken
into the palace as teacner and player. But this

did not satisfy him, and he made his way to

Berlin, where, while studying hard at counter-

point under Birnbach, he gradually composed the

Km which rendered him so £unous, and have
made his name a household word in his own
and other countries. His opera, 'Die Flucht

nach den Schweiz' (the Flight to Switzerland)

was produced at Berlin in 1839, and proved very

SQOoessful throughout Germany. In 1 841 he went
to Vienna to study under Sechter. In 1843 he
conducted the great festival of male singers at

St. Gall and Appenzel. Thence he went to Paris,

where, with characteristic zeal and desire to

learn, he studied orchestration with Hal^vy, and
writing for the toioe with Bordogni. His stay

in Paris lasted for 3A years ; thence he went to

8tuttgart, and brought out (April 21, 1847) a

new opera, 'Der Pratendent' {the Pretender),

with tbe greatest success, which followed it to

Hamburg and elsewhere in Germany. In 1851

he received a call to Stuttgart as joint Kapell-

meister with Lindpaintner, filling the place ajune

after Lindpaintner's death (Aug. 21, 1856) till

1861, when he resigned. In 1863 he joined

Abt and Berlioz as judges of a competition in

Strusbuxig, and had an extraordinary reception.

He composed sonatas for pianoforte and violin,

pianoforte and cello, etc., but his immense popu-

larity sprang from his songs and duets, some of

whid), such as * Das Stemelein ' and ' O weine
nidit,* were extraordinarily beloved in their time.

Almost exclusively however by amateurs and the

msHses ; among musicians they found no &vour,
and are already almost forgotten. They were also

very popular in England (* Trab, trab,' * The Maid
of Judah,* ' The Swallows,' duet, etc., etc.), and
Kiicken had an arrangement with Messrs. Wessel
k Co. for the exclusive publication of them. [G.]

KCHMSTEDT, Fbikdbich, bom at Oldis-

leben, Saxe-Weimar, Dec. 20, 1809. His gift for

music appeared very early and asserted itself

against Uie resistance of his parents, so frequent

in these cases. At length, when 19, he left the

university of Weimar and walked to Darmstadt
(a distance of full 1 50 miles) to ask the advice of

C. H. Rinck. The visit resulted in a course of

three years instruction in theoretical and practical

music under that great organist. At the end of

that time he returned to his faxaily and b^an to

write. His career however was threatened by
a paralysis of his ri^ht hand, from which he never
reooTered, and which but for his perseverance

and eneigy would have wrecked him. During
several years he remained almost without the

mesas of subsistence, till in 1836 he obtained

the post of musio-director and professor of the

Seminar at Eisenach, with a pittance of £30
per annum. This however was wealth to him :

be marriw^ and the. day of his wedding his
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wife was snatched from him by a sudden
stroke as they left the church. After a
period of deep distress music came to his relief

and he began to compose. As he grew older

and published his excellent treatises and his good
music, he became famed as a teacher, and before
his death was in easier circumstances. He died
in harness at Eisenach, Jan. 10, 1858. His works
extend to op. 40. His oratorios, operas and
symphonies are rorgotten, but his fame rests on
bis organ works—his art of preluding, op. 6
(Schotts); his Gradus ad Pamassum or intro-

duction to the works of J. S. Bach, op. 4 (ibid)

;

his Fantasia eroica, op. 29 (Erfurt, Komer) ; and
many preludes, fugues, and other pieces for the
organ, which are solid and effective compositions.

He iJso published a treatise on harmony and
modulation (Eisenach, Bomker, 1838). [G.]

KUFFERATH, Hubert Ferdinand, one of
six brothers, all musicians, bom June 10, 1808,
at MUlheim, studied under Hartmann of Cologne,
and Schneider of Dessau. He played a solo for

the violin at the Dlisaeldorf Festival of 1839 so

much to the satisfaction of Mendelssohn, who was
conducting, that he invited him to Leipzig. Therb
he formed one ofthe brilliant class for composition
which included Eckert, Verhu^st, and C. E. Hors-
ley. At Mendelssohn^s suggestion he studied the
pianoforte, and he also took lessons on the violin

from David. In 1841 he became conductor of

the Miinnergesangve^in of Cologne, which has
more than once visited England. In 1844 he
settled in Brussels, and in 1872 became professor

of composition at the Conservatoire, a post he
still retains. He has published a svmphony for

full orchestra ; several concertos and other com-
positions for the Piano, and some expressive

Lieder. His daughter Antonib, a pupil of Stock-

hausen's, was much applauded at the Diisseldorf

Festival of 1878, for her fine soprano voice, and
artistic singing. [^-^'l
KUHLAU, Fbiedrich, a musician of some

distinction in his day. He was bom of poor
parents at Uelzen in Hanover, March 13, 1786,
and had the misfortune to lose an eye at an
early age. The loss did not however quench his

ardour for music. During a wandering life he
contrived to learn the piano and the flute, and
to acquire a solid foundation of harmony and
composition. Germany was at that time under
French rule, and to avoid the conscription he
escaped to Copenhagen, where he became the

first flute in the king's band. He then settled

in Denmark, acquired a house in Lyngbye, near
Copenhagen, to which he fetched his parents,

composed half-a-dozen operas, was made pro*

feasor of music and court composer, and en-

joyed a very great popularity. In the autumn
of 1825 he was at Vienna, and Seyfried^ has
preserved a capital story of his expedition to

Beethoven at Baden with a circle of choice

friends, of the way in which the great composer

dragged them at once into the open air, and of

the jovial close of the day's proceedings. Kuhlau,

i Beetborens Stttdlea, ADhaug, p. 85. See &Uo BeeUtoveu's Uttei;^

(NobU. No. 306. .
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inspired by champagne and the presence of Bee*

thoven, extemporised a canon, to which Beethoven

responded on the spot, but thought it wise to

replace his first attempt next morning by another,

which is one reiterated joke on the name of his

guest

—

^^

KOhl Dlcht Uu nlcht Uu KQhi nlcht

Iftu Kdhlau ntcbt Uu KQhl nlcbt lau etc

and was accompanied by the following note :

—

Baden, 3 Septmiberj 1825.

I mnit confess that the champagne got too much into

my head last night, and has once more shewn me that

it rather oonAiB(>s my wits than assists them ; for though
it is osualW COST eaoagh for me to give an answer on the
spot, I declare I do not in the least recollect what I wrote
last night. Think sometimes of your most faithful

BEETHOTKN^

In 1830 Kuhlau suffered two irreparable losses

— the destruction of the greater part of his

manuscripts by fire, and the death of his parents.

This double calamity affected his health, and he

died at Lyngbye March 1 8, 183 2, leaving a mass of

compositions, of which none will probably survive

their author more than a very few years. [G.]

KUHNAU, JoHAKN, a very remarkable old

musiciaii. Cantor of L«pzig, and one of the

pillars of the German school of the clavier, bom
at Geysing on the borders of Bohemia in April

1667. As a boy he had a lovely voice and a
strong turn for music. He was put to the

Kreuzschule at Dresden, where he became a
chorister under the quaint title of ' Kathsdiscau-

tist,* and obtained regular instruction in music.

On the breaking of his voice he worked the

harder, and in addition to his music learned

Italian. The plague in 1680 drove him home,
but Geysing was no field for his talent, and he
went to Zittau and woxked in the school, till

the excellence of a motet which he wrote for

the Rathswahl, or election of the town council,

procured him the post of Cantor, with a salary

on which he could study at leisure. He began
by lecturing on French. His next move was to

Leipzig, in 1682, whether his fame had preceded
him, and in that city of music he cast anchor for

the rest of his life. In 1684 he succeeded
Kiihnel as organist at St. Thomas's. At the

same time he was studying law, and qualified

himself for the rank of advocate. In 1 700 he
was made musical director of the University and
of the two principal churches, and then Cantor.

After this no further rise was possible, and he
died June 25, 1722, admired and honoured as

one of the greatest musicians and most learned

men of his time. He left translations from
Hebrew, Greek, Latin, Italian, and French, and
wrote satirical poetnr of no common order. Of
his musical works tne following are named :

—

' Jura circa musicos eccledasticos* ^Leipzig, 1 688);
'Der musickalische Quacksalber ... in einer
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kurtzweiligen und angenehmen Historie '.
. .

beschrieben' (Dresden, 17CXJ); 'TractatuB de

tetrachordo* ; 'Introductio ad compSositionem';

and • Disputatio de triade'—the three last in MS.
He wrote motets on chorales, and other sacred

pieces ; but his clavier music is his glory, and he

is the greatest figure among German composers

for the clavier l^fore Bach, who obliterated all

his predecessors. He was the inventor of the

sonata as a piece in several movements, not

dance-tunes—the first of which, *Eine Sonata

aus dem B,' in three movements, is found in hi«

*Sieben Partien' (Leipzig, 1695V He followed

Uiis with 13 others—*Fri8che Clavier-Friichte,

oder sieben Sonaten' (Dresden and Leipzig,

1696) ; 'Biblische Historien nebst Auslegung in

sechs Sonaten'— the last a curious offspring of

the musician and the divine, and a very early

instance of Programme music. In addition to

these he published ' Clavier-iibung aus 14 Partien

. . . bestehend* (Leipzig, 1689)—a collection of

Suites, that is of dance-tunes. Becker has repub-

lished two of Kuhnau*s pieces in his 'Ausgewahlte
Tonstucke' ; and Pauer, who introduced several

of them to the English public in his chronological

performances in 1862 and 63, has printed a Suite

in his 'Alte Clavier musik * (Senff) and a Sonata

in his ' Alte meister' (Breitkopf). [G.]

KULLAK, Theodor, bom Sept. la, 1818

(not 1820, as Fetis supposes), at Krotoschin in

the province of Pbseu, where his father held the

post of ' Landgerichts-sekretar.* He was first in-

tended for the law, but preferred to devote him-

self to nmsic. He was a pupil of Hauck^s from

his nth year, having previously been under the

tuition of Albert Agthe. In 1842 he became a

pupil of Czemy, and in 1846 was made Hofpianist

to the King of Prussia. He founded, in conjunc-

tion with Stem and Marx, a Conservatorium at

Berlin in 1851; and in 1855, in consequence of

some disagreement with his fellow-workers, he
started a new in-stitution under the name of

'Neue Akademie der Tonkunst' in the same
city, where he himself continues to reside. He
has devoted his attention principally to the

'drawing-room' style of composition, and has

published many transcriptions and arrangements

for the piano, which are very popular. Of his

original works the following are the most re-

markable :—Grand concerto in C minor for piano

and orchestra (op. 55) ; Trio for piano and strings

(op. 77) ; Duos for piano and violin ; Ballades,

Boleros, etc., for piano solo; 'Les ifetincelles/

' Les Danaldes,' * La Gazelle,* etc. ; also collec-

tions of small pieces, such as ' Deux PortefeuiUes

de Musique,' * Kinderleben,' a sets of pieo^ (op.

81), 'Les Fleurs animdee.' Amon&f his later

works may be mentioned 'Ondine (op. 11 a),

•Concert-^tude* (op. 121). In 1877 he pub-
lished a second edition of his 'Octave-school,*

which is very valuable as an instruction book.

His brother, Adolf Kullak, bom 1823, was
a distinguished musical critic in Berlin, and
wrote * Das MusikalischSchone' (Leipzig, 1858)^
and 'Aesthetik des Clavierspiels * (B^lin, 1861).

He died in 186a at Berlin. [J.A.F.M.]
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KUMMER, Frikdrich August, a great

vildoiicellist, bom at Meiningen Aug. 5 1797.

Hii father (an oboist) migrated to Dresden,

where the lad leamt the cello under Dotzauer.

It was his ambition to enter the King's band,

but as there was then no vacancy for a cellist,

he took up the oboe, and soon attained suck

proficiency as to obtain the desired appoint-

ment, in Nov. 1814. In 1817 he again took

up his original instrument, and in time became

known as the most accomplished virtuoso in

Gmnany. With the exception of occasional

musical tours, principally in Germany and Italy,

hU career has been confined to Dresden. In

1864 he celdbrated the 50th anniversary of his

appointment as a member of the Dresden

orchestra, after which he retired on a pension,

and was succeeded by F. GrUtzmacher. He
died at Dresden, May 23, 1879. Kummers
tone was at once sweet and powerful, and his

command over difficulties very great. His play-

ing however was characterised in a remarkable

degree by repose, and he is described as never

having been excited even when pUying the

most passionate or dijfficult passages. Kummeif

has been a voluminous writer for his instrument.

163 of his works have appeared in print, among
which are CJoncertos, Fantasias, a good Violon-

cello School, etc. He has also composed some

200 entiactes for the Dresden Theatre. Among
his msay distinguished pupils, Goltermann of

Stutteart, and Cossmann of Wiesbaden may be

namS. [T.P.H.]

KUNST DER FUGE, DIE. This work of

J. 8. Badh*s has been already mentioned under

the bead Art of Fuqub. It only remains to^

ad^ that since that time a good analysis of it'

was read by Mr. James Higgs to the Musical

Anociation, Feb. 5, 1877, and is publidied in

thdr Proceedings for 1876-77. [G.]

KUNTZSCH, JoHANN Gottfried, one of

those earnest, old-£ashioned, somewhat pedantic,

musiciaDs, to whom Germany owes so much

;

who are bom in the poorest ranks, raise them-

selvei by unheard-of efforts and self-denial, and

die without leaving any permanent mark except

the pupils whom they help to form. The * Bimb-

caUureus Kuntzsch was teacher of the organ

and clavier at the Lyceum of Zwickau when
Schumann was a small boy, and it was by him
that the great composer was grounded in piano-

iii»te playing. Kuntzsch celebrated his jubilee

at Zwickau in July 1853, when Schumann wrote

him a charming letter,* which his biographer

assmres us was but one of many. Schumann's

studies for the pedal piano*-6 pieces in canon-

form (op. 56), composed in 1845 and published

10184^—4tfe dedicated to his old master, whose

name is thus happily preserved from oblivion.

Kuntzsch died at a great age in 1854. [G.]

KUPSCH, Karl Gdstav, demands a few

lines as having been for a short time Schumann's

instructor in the theory of music*—^apparently

in the latter part of 1830, after his accident to

» Wftnklsmky giro It, p. 10. * Waarielewsky. ^ 87.
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Ills fingfer. Kupsch was an average German
Kapellmeister, bom in Berlin, lived and worked

there and in Leipzig and Dresden as teacher

composer and conductor, till 1838, when he

settled in Rotterdam as Director of the Singing

Academy, and one of the committee of the ' Eru-

ditio musica* Society. In 1845 ^® returned to

Germany, became Director of the Theatre at

Freiburg im Breisgau, and at Naumburg, where

he died July 30, 1846. [G.]

KYRIE (Gr. Kuptc Ikiijffoy ; Kipie eleieon ;

* Lord. have mercy' ).

IT That poriion of the Ordinary of the Mass
which immediately follows the Introit, and pre-

cedes the Gloria in exceUu : and which, at High
Mass, is sung by the Choir, while the Celebrant,

supported by the Deacon and Subdeacon, is oc-

cupied in incensing the Altar.

The Kyrie, in common with all other choral

portions of the Mass, was originally sung exclu-

sively to Plain Chaunt melodies, such as those

which are still preserved in the Roman Gradual,

and still sung, with great effect, in many Conti-

nental Cathedrals. One of these, the Kyrie of

the Missa pro Defanctis, exhibited in the sub-

joined example, ia peculiarly interesting, not only

from its own inherent beauty, but, as will he

presently shewn, from the use to which it was

turned by Palestrina, in the Sixteenth Century.

Ton. VI.

^.f

$ Ky-rl - •

Mbg> r^ ^'^
lel

When, after the invention of Figured Music,

these venerable melodies were selected as themes

for the exercise of contrapuntal skill, the Kyrie

naturally assumed a prominent position in the

polyphonic Mass; and at once took a definite

form, the broad outlines of which passed, un-

altered, through the vicissitudes of many chang-

ing Schools. The construction of the words led,

,

almost of necessity, to their separation into three

,

distinct movements. Some of the earlier contra-

puntists delighted in moulding these into Canons,

of maddening complexity. The great Masters of

the Sixteenth Century preferred rather to treat

them as short, but well-developed Real Fugues,

on three distinct subjects, the last of which was
usually of a somewhat more animated character

than the other two. Whether from a pious ap-

preciation of the spirit of the words, or a desire

to render the opening movement of the Mass as

impressive as possible, these earnest writers never

failed to treat the Kyrie with peculiar solemnity.

In the hands of Palestrina, it frequently expresses

itself in a wailing cry for mercy, the tender pa-

thos of which transcends all power of description.;
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This is pre-eminently the case, in the Kyrie of his

Misia hrevis, a few bars of which have ab^ady
been given, as an example, under the heading
Hexachord [vol. i. p. 735]. The same feeling

is distinctly perceptible throughout the Kyrie of

the Missa Papa MarctUi ; but associated, there,

with a spirit of hopeful confidence which at once
stamps it as the nearest approach to a perfect

ideal that has ever yet been reached. More simple

in construction, yet, scarcely less beautiful, is the

opening movement of the same composer's Mitma
pro Defunctis, in which the Plain Chaunt Canto
fermo given above is invested with a plaintive ten-

derness which entirely conceals the consummate
Art displayed in its contrapuntal treatment

—

CatUus Palbstrina.

Tenor 2.

Bassus

Ky-ri-e e---
The effect of these pure vocal harmonies, when

Bung, as they are intended to be sung, in imme-
diate contrast to the stem imisonous Plain Chaunt
of the Introit, is one which, once heard, can never
be forgotten. The manner ofsinging them, how-
ever, requires careful consideration. One great

difficulty arises from the-^Act, that, in the oldpart-
books, no indication whatever is given as to the

way in which the words and music are to be
fitted together: and modem editors differ so

much in their ideas on the subject, that no two
editions are found to correspond. The following

phrase from the Kyrie of the Miesa PapcB Mar-
edli only exhibits one instance of divergence out

of a thousand.
PALBSTRIlfA.

^^^tr--~
^' p 1 ' r -

=•=•=11w ip 1

Kjrrie.

^< Ka edited by F

H

iimKi.)

&(f.
—P-^=^

Ky - rie

^0is edited by L

H
BOO.

ArAOK.)

^•(1^
'

r p r
'i=^

Ky

In this case, Lafage is undoubtedly right in

mllotting a distinct note to each syllable of the
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word, Ky-ri^ : but, nothing can justify his divi-

sion of the penultimate semibreve into a dotted
minim and crotchet. The second and third syl-

Ubles of e4e'i'8on can be perfectly entmciated,
after the Italian manner, to a single note. In
all such cases, the conductor must use his own
judgment as to the best mode of procedure.

Without pausing to trace the progress of the

polyphonic Kyrie through the decadence of the
School to which it owed its existence, or the rise

of that which followed—a School in which instrn*

mental accompaniment first seriously asserted its

claim to notice— we pass on to a period lU

which an entirely new phase of Art had already
attained its highest degree of perfection. The
Kyrie of Bach's great Mass in B minor differs,

toto ccelo, from its pol3rphonic predecessors.

Though moulded in the old tri^Murtite form, its

two stupendous Fugues, and the melodious and
elaborately developed Duet which separates them,
have nothing but that division in common with
the grave slow movements of the older Masters,
and are such, indeed, as Bach alone could erer
have conceived. Too long for practical use, as

a part of the Church Service, they unite in
forming a monument of artistic excellence, re-

presenting a School, which, while it scorned to

imitate anything which had gone before it, was
able to defy the imitation of later composers.
The Kyries of Haydn, and Mozart—legitimate

descendants of those of Pergolesi, and Jomelli

—

abound with beauties of a wholly different order.

The well-known opening of Haydn's grand Mi$»a
Imperialid (in D minor) is a fiery Alle^^ro, in

which bright passages of semiquavers, and short
but telling points of fugal imitation, are con-
trasted together with striking effect, but with
very little trace of the expression which we
should naturally expect in a petition for mercy.
That of the favourite Mass commonly called

'Mozart's Twelfth' is too well known to need
more than a passing allusion. Neither Beetho-
ven, in his Missa Solemnis, nor Cherubini, in
his great Mass in D minor, can be said to have
struck out a new ideal ; though both infused into
the Kyrie an amount ofdramatic power previously
unknown in Church Music. In the Kyries of
Rossini, and Grounod, firee use is made of the same
forcible means of expression, notwithstanding the
feigned return to an older style, in the Chritte of
the first-named composer's Meue SolenneUe,
In tracing the history of the Kyrie^ from its

first appearance as a polyphonic composition, to
the latest development of modem times, we find,

that, apart from the idios3mcratic peculiarities of
varying Schools, and individual composers, it has
clothed itself in no more than three distinct ideal

forms ; of which the first depends, for its effect,

upon the expression of devotional feeling, while
the second appeals more strongly to the intellect,

and the third, to the power of human emotion.
Each of these types may fairly lay claim to its

own peculiar merits : but, if it be conceded that
devotional feeling is the most necessary attribute
of true Church Music, it is certain, tiiat, what-
ever may be in store for the future, that particular
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ftkiribiite has never hitherto been reached, in its

highest perfection, in the presence ofinstrumental
aocompanimoit.

II. The Response, ' Lord have mercy upon us,

aad incline our hearts to keep this law '; sung, in

the Serrice of the Church of England, after the
redtation of the Ten Commandments.
As the custom of reciting the Conmiandments

doling the Communion Service is of later date
than the Firwt Prayer Book of King Edward the
Sixth, this Response is not found in Merbecke's
'Booke of Common Praier Noted,* which was
first published in 1550 : in Plain Song Services,

therefore, it is usually sung to the simple melody
given, by Merbecke, to the older form of Kyrie
oaed in the Mass. The manner of its treatment
b; the earlier compoeen of the polyphonic School
was extremely simple, and d^gnided: indeed,
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some of these Responses, as set by Tallis, (in the
Dorian Mode,) Bird, Farrant, Gibbons, and other
old English writers, are perfect little gems of
artistic beauty. With such examples—and many
excellent ones, of later date—within their reach,
it is strange that Cathedral Organists should
ever have countenanced the pernicious custom of
'adapting' the words of the Kyrie to music
which—however good in itself—was never in-
tended to be sung to them. Not very long ago,
the opening bars of a Chaconne, by Jomelli,
were heard in almost every Church in which the
Responses were chaunted : while, within the last
few years, no KyrU has been so popular as one
' adapted * to a passage occurring in • Elijah,* and
generally associated with a distribution of the
voice parts which Mendelssohn would have con-
demned a» utterly barbarous. [W. S. R.]

L

LA,
the syllable used in solmisation for the

sixth note in the scale, possibly derived by
Guide firom the sixth line of the well*

known hynm to S. John—* Lahu reatum.' It is

Qsed by the French and Italians as a synonym
for A (the sixth note of the scale of C)—' Sinfonie
en la de Beethoven,* and they speak of the
second string of the violin as ' oorde en la/ * La
b^md* is A flat.

The number of vibrations per second for the
A in the treble stave is—Paris diapason 435,
London Philharmonic pitch 454. The A pro-

posed by the Society of Arts, and actually in use

(1879) at H.M. Opera, 444 (eq. temp.) [G.]

LABITZKY, JosBP, a well-known dance
composer, bom July 4, 1802, at Schonfeld, Eger,
WS8 grounded in nmsic by Veit of Petschau ; in

1820 began the world as first violin in the band
It Marienbad, and in 182 1 removed to a similar

position at Carlsbad. He then, formed an orches-

tra of his own, and made tourrUes in South Ger-
msny. Feeling his deficiencies, he took a course
of composition under Winter, in Munich, and in
1S27 published his first dances there. In 1835
he settled at Carlsbad as director of the band,
making journeys from Petersburg on the one hand»
to London on the other, and becoming every day
more &mous. He resides at Carlsbful, and has
associated his son August with him as director.

His second son, Wilhelm, an excellent violin

pUjer, is settled at Toronto, Canada, and his

<i^Qghter is a fiavourite singer at Frankfort. La-
hitifu dances are full oi rhythm and spirit.

Among his waltzes, the 'Sirenen,* 'Grenzboten,'

'Aurora,* ' Carlsbader,' and ' lichtensteiner,* are

g^ In galops' he £&irly rivals Lanner and
^^transs, though he has not the poetry of those
two composera. [F. G.]

LABLACHE, Luioi, was bom at Naples, Doc.

6| 1794. Hia mother was Irish, and his father,

Nicolas Lablache,. a merchant of Marseilles, had
quitted that place in 1791 in consequence of the
Revolution. But another Revolution, in 1799,
overwhelmed him with ruin in his new country,
and he died of chagrin.. His family was, however,
protected by Joseph Buonaparte, and the young
Luigi was placed in the ComervatoHo delta Pietd
de' Turchini, afterwards calledSan Sehaatiano. He
was now twelve years old. Genta'lli taught him the
elements of music, and Valesi instructed him in
singing ; while, at the same time, he studied the
violm and violoncello under other masters. His
progress was not at first remarkable, for he was
wanting in application and regularity; but his
aptitude was soon discovered by a singular inci-
dent. One day acontrebassist was wanted for the
orchestra of S Onofirio. Marcello-Perrino, who
taughtyoung Lablache the cello, said to him, 'You
play the cello very well : you can easily learn the
double bass!* The boy had a dislike for that
instrument, in spite of which he got the gamut of
the double bass written out for liim on a Tuesday,
and on the following Friday executed his part
with perfect accuracy. There is no doubt, in
fact, that, had he not been so splendidly endowed
as a singer, he might have been equally brilliant
as a virtuoso on any other instrument that he
chose (Escudier). At this period his boy*s voice
was a beautiful contralto, the last thing that he
did with which was to sing, as it was just
breaking, the solos in the Requiem of Mozart on
the death of Haydn in 1809. He was then 15,
and his efforts to sing to the end of the work left
him at last without power to produce a sound.
Before many months were passed, however, he
became possessed of a magnificent bass, which
gradually increased in volume until, at the age
of 20, it was the finest of the kind which can be
remembered, with a compass of two octaves, from
Eb below to Eb above the bass stave.

Continually dominated by the desire to appear
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on the stage, the young Lablache made his escape

from the Conservatorio no less than five times,

and was as often brought back in disgrace. He
engaged himself to sing at Salerno at 15 ducats

a month (40 sous a day), and received a month's

salary in advance ; but, remaining two days longer

at Naples, he spent the money. As he could not,

however, appear decently without luggage, he
filled a portmanteau with sand, and set out.

Two days later he was found at Salerno by the

vice-president of the Conservatorio, while the

Impresario seized the effects of the young truant

in order to recoup himself the ssJary he bad
advanced, but found, to his horror, nothing in

the portmanteau .... but what lablache had
put there ! (Escudier). To these escapades was
due, however, the institution of a little theatre

within the Conservatorio; and Lablache was
satisfied for a time. A royal edict, meanwhile,

forbade the Impresario of any theatre, under
severe penalties, to engage a student of the Con-
servatorio without special permission.

Having at length completed his musical educav
tion, Lablache was engaged at the San Carlino

Theatre at Naples, as buffo Napolitavo, in 181 2,

though then only 18. He made his ddbui in

*La Molinara' of Fioravanti. A few months
later, he married Teresa Pinotti, the daughter
of an actor engaged at the theatre and one
of the best' in Italy. This happy union ex-

ercised a powerful and beneficial influence

over the life of Lablache. Quickly seeing his

genius and capacity for development far beyond
the narrow sphere in which she found him, his

young wife persuaded Lablache, not without
difficulty, to quit the San Carlino, a theatre in

which two performances a day were given,

ruining completely within a year every voice

but that of her robust husband ; to re-commence
serious study of singing, and to give up the

patois in which he had hitherto sung and
spoken. Accordingly, a year later, after a
short engagement at Messina, he went as primo
basso cantante to the Opera at Palermo. His
first appearance was in the * Ser Marc-Antonio *

of Pavesi, and his success was so great as to

decide him to stay at Palermo for nearly five

years. But it was impossible that ha should

remain there unknown ; and the administration

of La Scala at Milan engaged him in 181 7,

where he made his cUhut as Dandini in ' Cene-
rentola,' with great success, due to his splendid

acting and singing, and in spite of the provincial

accent which still marred his pronunciation. Over
the latter defect he soon triumphed, as he had over

his want of application a few years before. In fact,

perhaps the most remarkable things about La-

blache were the extent to which he succeeded in

cultivating himself,and the stores ofgeneral know-
ledge which he accumulated by his own unaided
efforts. It is said that at Naples he had enjoyed

the great advantage of the society and counsels of

Madiwne Mericoffre, a banker's wife, known in

Italy before her marriage asLa Coltellini, but then
quite unknown in England, though described as

one of the finest artists belonging to the golden
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age of Italian singing. To such influence a«
this, and to that of his intelligent wife, Lablache
perhaps owed some of the impulse which prompted
him to continue to study when most singers cease
to leam and content themselves with reaping the
harvest ; but much must have been due to his own
desire for improvement.
The opera 'Elisa e Claudio* was now (1821)

written for him by Mercadante ; his position was
made, and his reputation spread throughout Eu-
rope. From Milan he went to Turin ; returned
to Milan in 1822, then appeared at Venice, and
in 1824 at Vienna, and always with the same
success. At the last city he received from the
enthusiastic inhabitants a gold medal bearing a
most flattering inscription. After twelve years
absence he returned to Naples, with the title of
singer in the chapel of Ferdinand I., and with an
engagement at the San Carlo. Here he created a
great sensation as Assur in ' Semiramide.* Two
years later we find him at Parma, ninging in Bel-
lini's ' Zaira.* Although Ebers had endeavoured,
as early as 1822, to secure him for London, on
the strength of his reputation as 'perhaps even
excelling Zucchini,' Lablache did not tread the
English boards till the season of 1830, when
he made his d^ut on the 30th March in the
'Matrimonio segreto.* Here, as elsewhere, his
success was assured from the moment when he
sang his first note, almost from the first step

he took upon the stage. It is indeed doubtful
whether he was greater as a singer or as aa
actor. His head was noble, his figure very
tall, and so atoning for his bulk, which became
immense in later years: yet he never looked
too tall on the stage. One of the boots of La-
blache would have made a small portmanteau

;

' one could have clad a child in one of his gloves
*

(Chorley). His strength was enormous. As X««
porellOf he sometimes carried off under his arm,
apparently without effort, the troublewme Ma-
settOf represented by Giubilei, a man of the full

height and weight of ordinary men ! Again, in
an interval of tedious rehearsing, he was onoe
seen on the stage to pick up with one hand a
double bass that was standing in the orchestra,

examine it at arm's length, and gently replace it

where he had found it ! The force of his voice

exceeded, when he chose, the tone of the instru-

ments that accompanied it and the noise and
clamour of the stage ; nothing drowned his por-

tentous notes, which rang through the house like

the booming of a great bell. On one occasion,

indeed, his wife is said to have been woke up by a
sound, in the middle of the night, which she took

for the tocsin announcing a fire, but which turned

out to be nothing more than Lablache producing

in his sleep these bell-like sounds. It was during
the great pc^ularity of * I Puritani,* when Grisi,

accompanied by Lablache, was in the habit of

singing the polacca thrice a week at the Opera,

and frequently also at concerts. After performing
his staccato part in the duet thrice within nine
hours, Lablache was haunted by it even in his

sleep. This power was wisely used by the great

artist on the right occaaionsy and only then-^as
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the deaf and angry Geronimo^ or wOroveiO in

'Nonna* ; bat at other times Ms voice could
'roar as sweetly aa any Bucking dove/ and he
could use its accents for comic, humorous, tender,

or sorrowful effects, with equal ease and mastery.

Like Garrick, and other great artists, Lablache
shone as much in comic as in tragic parts. No-
thing could exceed his Lepordlo ; of that cha-

racter he was doubtless the greatest known ex>

pxieat. But he had, at an earlier date, playedDon
Giovanni, As Geronimot the Podestd in ' La Gazza
Udra,^ again, in ' La Prova d'un* Opera Seria,'

u Dandifu and the Barons di Mont^ascone, he
vaa equally unapproachable ; while his Henry
VIII. in 'Anna Bolena,' his Doge in 'Marino
FaBero,* and Oroveao in ' Norma,* were splendid

examples of dignity and dramatic force. He
appeared for the &nt time in Paris, Nov. 4,

1830, as Geronimo in the ' Matrimonio Segreto,'

and was there also recognised immediately as the
first bas80 cantatUe of the day. He continued to

sing in Paris and London for several years ; and,

it may be mentioned that his terms were in 1 828,
for four months, 40,000 frs. {£ i ,600), with lodging
and one benefit-night dear of all expenses, the

opera and his part in it to be chosen by himself on
thst occasion, as also at his dSiU, The modest
iom named above, in no degree corresponding with
the value of Lablache in an operatic company,
was a few years later (1839) the price paid by
Laporte to Robert, to whom Lablache was then
engaged at Paris, for the mere cession of his

services to the London Opera.

In 1835 Lablache sang again at Naples, re-

newing his triumphs in the ' Elisire d'amore* and
'DonPasquale.' He returned to Paris in 1834,
after which he continued to appear annually
there and in London, singing in our provincial

festivals as well as at the Opera, for many years.

In 1853 he sang at St. Petersburg with no less

«clat than elsewhere. Li London, near the close

of his career, at a time when most artists are

liable ^to become dull and mechanical, he broke
out into the personification of two beings as

different from each other and from the types

hitherto represented by him as Shakspere's Call-

fcan ami Scribe's Calmuck Oritzonko, in 'L'fetoile

dij Nord,' with a vivacity, a profound stage-

knowledge, and a versatility, which were as rare

aa they were strongly marked (Chorley). But
he had qualities as sterling as others which were
fascinating. Whether in comic opera, in the

chromatic music of Spohr, or in that of Pales-

trina, he seemed equally at home. Let it be
MfTcr forgotten that he sang (April 3, 1827) the

\vm solo part in Mozart's Requiem after the

death of Beethoven, as he had, when a child,

rang the contralto part at the funeral of Haydn ;

and let the former ^t be a sufficient answer to

those who say he had no notes tower than A
IT 6. Be it recorded, at the same time, that
he paid Barbaja 200 guldens for the operatic

Bingers engaged on that occasion. He was also

one of the 33 torch-bearers who surrounded the
coflSn of Beethoven at its interment. To him,

Agaiiiy Schubert dedicated his three Italian songs
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(op. 83), written to Metastasio's words and com-
posed in 1827, showing thus his appreciation of

the powers of the great Italian.

In 1856, however, his health began to fail,

and he was obliged in the following spring

to drink the waters of Xissingen, where he was
met and treated with honour by Alexander II.

of Russia. Lablache received the medal and
order given by the Emperor with the prophetic

words, 'These will do to ornament my cofiBn.'

After this he returned for a few datys in August
to his house at Maisons-Laffitte, near Paris ; but
left it on the i8th, to try the effect of his native

elimate at his villa at Posilipo. But the bright,

brisk air was too keen for him, and he had to

take refuge in Naples. The relief, however,

served only to prolong his life a short while, and
he died Jan. 33, 1858, His remains were brought
to Paris, and buried at Maisons-Lafitte.

Lablache had two sisters, the elder of whom
became Marchesa de Braida, and the younger
Abbess of Sessa. He had many children, among
whom Frederiek, the eldest son, followed his

father's steps, but not with the same success.

The youngest is an officer in the French army. Of
his daughters,, one married the great pianist,

Thalberg. A Muhode de chanty written by La-

blache, was published chez Mme V'* Canaux, at

Paris; but it rather disappointed expectation.

Lablache died, as he had lived, respected by
every one who knew him for his honourable,

upright probity, as he was admired for his mar-
vellous and cultivated talents. [J.M.]

He was the Queen's singing master, and the

esteem and even affection which that intercourse

engendered are expressed more than once in

warm terms in her Majesty's published Diaries

and Letters.

LAC DES F]6E8, LE. Opera in 5 acts

;

words by Scribe and M^esviUe, music by Auber,
Produced at the Grand Opera April I, 1839.
The overture alone has survived. [G.]

LACHNER, a prominent musical family of

this century. The father was an organist at

Rain, on the Lech, in Bavaria, very poor and
with a very large family, but not the less a
man of worth and chsurtcter. He was twice

married. One of the first family, Theodob, bom
1798, was a sound musician, but unambitious,

who ended his career as organist at Munich, and
chorus-master at the Court theatre. The second

family were more remarkable. Ofthe daughters,

Thkkla, bom 1803, was recently organist of S.

George'schurch, Augsburg, and Christiane, bom
1805, held the same post in her native place.

Of the brothers, Franz was bom April 2, 1804.

He was solidly educated in other things beside

music, but music was his desire, and in 1822 he
prevailed on his parents to let him go to Vienna.

He put himself under Stadler and Sechter, and
was constantly in Schubert's company, with whom
he became very intimate. In 1826 he was made
Vice-Kapellmeister ofthe Kamthnerthor theatre,

and the next year, on the death of Weigl, prin-

cipal Kapellmeistcnr. He retained this post till

1834, and it was a time of great productivity. In
G
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34 be went to Mannheim to oondudt the op^a
there, and in 36 advanced to the top of the

ladder as Hofkapellmeister—in 1852 general

muBio director—at Munich, and there remained

till 1865, when he retired on a pension. Lach-

ner'e writings are of prodigious number and
extent. An oratorio, and a sacred cantata;

4 operas ; requiems ; 3 grand masses ; yarious

cantatas, entr'actes, and other pieces ; many large

ccnnpositions for male voices; 8 symphonies'-^

junong them those in D minor (No. 3), in C minor

(op. 5 j)—which wontbeprizeofferedbytheGeseU-
aohaft der Musikfreunde—and inD (No. 6) , which
Schumann finds twice as good as the prize one

—Hraites, overtures and serenades for orchestra,

the oxdbestration of Schubert's * Song ofMiriam*

;

3 quartets; concertos for harp and bassoon ; trios,

docs, pianoforte pieces of all dimensions ; and a

large number of vocal pieces for solo and several

Toices. All that industry, knowledge, tact, and
musicianship can give is here—if there were but

a little more of the sacred fire ! No one can

deny to Lachner the praise of conscientiousness

and artistic character; he is deservedly esteemed

by his countrymen almost as if he were an

old classic, and holds a similar position in the

South to that of Filler in the North. The
next brother, Ionaz, was bom in 1807, was
brought up to music, and at i a years old was
sent to the Gymnasium at Augsburg, where he is

said to have had no less a person than Napoleon
III. (then Count St. Leu) as a schoolfellow. In
1814 he joined his brother at Vienna, in 1825

\7M made Vice-Kapellmeister of the opera ; in

1831 a Court music-director at Stuttgart, and in

184 a rejoined his brother in a similar position at

Munich. In 53 he took the conduct of the

theatre at Hamburg, in 58 was made Court

KapellmeiBter at Stockholm; and in 61 settled

down for good at Frankfort, where he fills many
musical positions, and celebrated his 50th anni-

versary on Oct. 18, 1875. He also has produced

a long list of works—3 operas ; several ballets,

melodramas, etc., etc. ; with masses, symphonies,

quartets, piar)oforte works, and many songs, one

of which—'tjberall Du '—was very popular in its

day. The third brother, Vinoenz, was bom
July 19, 1 81 1, and also brought up at the

Augsburg Gymnasium. He began by taking

Igna7.*8 place as organist in Vienna, and rose by
the same course of goodness and indefatigable

assiduity as his broUiers, to be Court Eapell-

mebter at Mannheim 6x>m 1836 till 73, when
he retired on a pension. He was in London in 42,

conducting the German Company. His music to

Turandot, his Priae song * In der Feme,* and other

pieces, are fikvourites with his countrymen. [G.]

LACHNITH, LuDWio Wewzkl, bora July 7,

1746, at Prague, migrated to the service of the

Duke at Zweibrilcken, and thence to Paris,

where he made his debut at the Concert Spi-

rituel as a bora player. He was a clever handy
creature, who wrote not only quantities of all

kinds of instrumental music, but at least four

rm, and several pasticcioe and other pieces,

loost notable achievements however, were
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his adaptations of great operas, by way ofmakiBg
them pleasant to the public, such as ' Les mys-

t^res a Isis,* for which both libretto and music of

the Magic Flute were ' ammged * into what M.
F^tis calls *a monstrous ^compilation' (Grand
Opera, Aug. 20, 1801). No wonder that the

piece was called 'Les mis^res d*ici,* and that

Lachnith was styled 'le d^rangeur.* He was
clever also at woridng up the music of several

composers into one piece, and torturing it to the

expression of ditferent words and sentiments

from those to which it had originally been set—as

' Le Laboureur Chinois, * in which the music of

'several celebrated oompoeers' was 'arrangee

par M. Lachnitch' (Feb. 5, 181 3). In these

crimes he had an accomplice in the elder Kalk-

brenner, who assisted him to concoct two ' Ora-

torios in action'—Saul (April 6, 1803) and

'The taking of Jericho* (April 11, 1805). We
were as bad in England several years later, and

many fine operas of Rossini, Auber, and quasi-

Weber were first made known to Londoners by

much the same expedients as those of Lachnith, in

the hands of T. P. Cooke, Lacy, and others. [G.]

IjACY, John, bass singer, bom in the last

quarter of last century, was a pupil of Rauzzini

at Bath. After singing in London he went to

Italy, where he becune complete master of the

Italian language and style of singing. On his

return he sang at concerts and ihe Lenten
oratorios, but although he possessed an excep-

tionally fine voice and sang admirably in various

styles, circumstances prevented him from taking

any prominent position. In 18 18 he accepted an

engagement at Calcutta, and, accompanied by his

wife, left England, to which he never returned.

Had he remained here he would most probably

have been appointed successor to Bartleman.

Mb8. Laot, his wife, was originally Miss

Jackson, and appeared as a soprano singer at

the Concert of Ancient Music, April 25, 1798.

In 1 800 she became the wife ofFrancesco Bianchi,

the composer, and in 1810 his widow. In 1812

she was married to Lacy, and sang as Mrs.

Bianchi Lacy in 181 3, 13, and 14. She * was the

best representative ofthe great and simple st^e as

delivered down by Mrs. Bates and Madame Mara,
whilst her articulate delivery and pure pronuncia-

tion of I talian, rendered her no less generally valu-

able in other departments ofthe art. [W. H.H .]

Lacy, Michael Rophino, son of an English

merchant, bom at Bilbao, July 19, 1 795 ; learned

music from an early age, and made rapid pro-

gress on the violin ; was at college at Bourdeaux
for 18 months, and in 1803 was sent to Paris

to finish his education, and attained to con-

siderable skill as a linguist. Kreutzer was his

principal instructor in music. About the end

of 1804 he performed before Napoleon at the

Tuileries. He was then known as * Le petit

Espagnol.' He played in the principal Dutch

1 Sm the noemint by 0. Jahn CMotart. 2nd ed.. U. n7\ Th« tMigie

nut« and all the eomlc nm»tc were omitted ; P>pe«eno wm tanwd
into a fthcphenl m«e ; while maoy pieces were left out, other* were pat

in -«a for instance "Fin ch'an dal rlno,* amm^erl ha a duM t The vp9T%

npened with Mozart's finale, and the dtoonler must bave been con*
pltrte. And yet It rau 49 nighu I
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towBi on hk way to London, which he reached
in Oct. 1805. He soon gave concerts at Hanover
Square Rooms, under the sobriquet of 'The
VooQg Spaniard,* his name not being annoimced
until May, 1807, when an engraved portrait of
him wss published. He next performed at
CstalanTs first concert in Dublin, and was after-

varda engaged for Ck>rri's concerts at Edinburgh
At JO guineas per night. A few years later he
quitted the musical for the theatrical profession,

and performed the principal genteel comedy
parts at the theatres of DubHn, Edinburgh,
Glasgow, etc. In 181 8 he was appointed
leader of the Liverpool concerts vice Yaniewicz,
and at the end of 1820 returned to London
and WIS engaged as leader of the ballet at the
King^i Theatre. Lacy adapted to the English
itage both words and mune of several popular
optnB; and his adaptations display great skill,

althoagh gross liberties were frequently taken
with the original pieces, which can only be
excused by the taste of the time. Among them
are ' Ihe Maid of Judah * from ' Ivanhoe,' the
music from ' Semiramide,* 1829; 'Cinderella,'

the moaic from Rossini's 'Cenerentola,' *Armida,'
'Maometto Secondo,' and 'Guillaume Tell,*

1830; 'Fra Diavolo/ 1831 ; and 'Robert le

Diable,' under the title of 'The Fiend Father,*

1832. In 1833 he produced an oratorio entitled

'The Israelites in Egypt,* a pasticcio from
Roesini's * Mos^ in Egitto,* and Handel's * Israel
in Egypt,* which was performed with scenery,

dreseea, and personation. In 1839 he brought
forward a r^ulaptation of Weber's ' Der Frei-
schiitz,* introducing the whole of the music for

the fint time. He rendered great assistance to
Mr. Schcelcher in collecting the material for his
• Life of Handel.' He died at Pentonville, Sept.

20, 1867. [W.H,H.]
LADY HENHIETTE. OD la sebvante db

Greenwich. A bcdlet pantomine in 3 acts ; music
by Flotow, Burgmilller, and Deldevez. Produced
at the Grand Opera Ftib. i, 1844. Saint Georges,
by whom the libretto was written, afterwards
extended it into an opera, which was set by
Rotow as Martha. [G.J

LADY OF THE LAKE, THE. A cantata
in 2 parts ; the text founded on Scott*8 poem by
^atsUa Macfarren, the music by Professor G. A.
MaefioTen. Written for and produced at Glau^w
New Public Hall Nov. 15, 1877. pj.]

ULndlER, IJun)KRER, or Landlibisohk
Taxz,' a national dance popular in Austria,
Bsvaria, Bohemia, and Styria. It probably
<3<^es Its name from the Landel, a district in
the Tallev of the Ens, where the dance Is said
to have had its origin ; but according to some
ftQtborities the word simply means 'country
<ianoe,* i.e. a waltz danced in a country fashion.
In fact the liindler is a homely waltz, and only
differs from thewaltz in beingdimced more slowly.
It is in 3-4 or 3-8 time, and consists of two
psrts of eight bars, each part being repeated two
or more times. Like most early dances, it oc*

cuionaUy has a vocal acoon^paniment. Both
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Moaart (Kochel, No. 606) and Beethoven (Not-
tebohm*s Cat. p. 150, 151) have written genuine
Landler, but the compositions under thu name
of Jensen, Rafif, Reinecke, and other modem
musicians, have little in common with the original
dance, l^e following example is the first part
of a Styrian Landler (Kohler, Volkstanze ; Bruns-
wick, 1854).

The little waltz so well known as ' Le D^r,'
usually attributed to Beethoven, though really

composed by Schubert, is a Landler. To know
what grace and beauty can be infused into this

simple form one must hear Schubert's ' Wiener
Damen-Landler * or ' Belles Viennoises * in their

unsophisticated form, before they were treated

by Liszt. [W.B.S.J

LA FAGE, JcsTE Aobien Lenoir de, bom
in Paris, March a 8, 1801, grandson of the cele-

brated architect Lenoir. After trying education

for the church and the army, he settled to music
as a pupil of Peme*8 for harmony and counter-

point, devoting himself especially to the study of
plain-chant. Peme recommended him to Cho-
run, who took him first as pupil, and then i^

rdp^titeur, or assistant-master. In i8a8 he was
sent by the government to Rome and studied for

a year under Baini. While in Italy he produced
a comic opera ' I Creditori,* but comic opera was
not to be his road to distinction. On his return

to Paris, in Dec. 1829, he was appointed maitre

de chapelle of St. Etienne du Mont, where he
substituted an organ (built by John Abbey) for

the harsh out-of-tune serpent hitherto used to

accompany the voices—an excellent innovation

!

1833 to 36 he spent in Italy, and lost his wife

and sou. He returned to Paris, and there

published the 'Manuel complet de Musique*

(1836-38), the first chapters of which had been
prepared by Choron; ' S<^m^iologie musicale';
' Miscellanies musicales * ; ' Histoire g^n^rale de
la musique,* and many biographical and critical

articles collected from periodicals. He again
visited Italy after the Revolution of 1848, and
during this trip took copies of MSS. never before

consulted. He also visited Germany and Spain^

and during the Exhibition of 185 1 made a short

excursion to England. He then settled finally

in Paris, and published the works which have
placed him in the first rank of 'musicists'—to

use a favourite word of his own. Over-work as

an author, and as editor in chief of ' Le Plain-

Chant/ a periodical which he founded in 1S5Q,

brought on a nervous affection, which ultimately

led to his removal to the asylum for the insane

at Charenton, where he died March 8, 1862.

La Fage composed much music of many kinds,

G2
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both vocal and instrumental, sacred and eecuUtr,

but it is as a historian and didactic writer that

his name will live. His 'Cours complet de
Plain-Chant' (Paris 1855-56, 2 vols 8vo.) b
a book of the first order, and fully justifies its

title. It was succeeded by the ' Nouveau Traits

de Plain-Chant romaiu,' with questions, an indis-

pensable supplement to the former. His ' Histoire

g^n^rale de la musique* (Paris 1844, 2 vols.

Bvo.. with an album of plates) is incomplete,

treating only of Chinese, Indian, Egyptian, and
Hebrew music, but it is a careful and con-

scientious work, and has been largely used by
F^tis. His learning and method appear con-

spicuously in his ' Extraits du Catalogue critique

et raisonn^ d*une petite bibliothbque musicale'

(Rennes, undated, 1 20 pp. 8vo., 100 copies only),

and in his ' Essais de Diphth^rographie musicale
*

(Paris, 1864, 2 vols. 8vo., one containing very
curious musical examples). A perusal of these

two books will amply corroborate every word we
have said in praise of this erudite musician. He
left a valuable library (the catalogue was pub-
lished, Paris 1862, 8vo.). afterwards dispersed by
auction ; but his unpublished works and materials

are in the Bibliothkjue nationale, to which he
bequeathed all his papers, with the MSS. of
Ghoron and Baini in his possession. [G-.C]

LAFONT, Charles Philippe, an eminent vio-

linist, was bom at Paris in 1781. F^tis relates

that he got his first instruction on the violin

from his mother, a sister of fiertheaume, a well-

known violinist of that period, whom he also

accompanied on his travels through Germany,
performing successfully, when only eleven years

of age, at Hamburg, Oldenburg and other towns.

On his return to Paris he continued his studies

under Kreutzer; and soon appeared at the

Th^tre Feydeau, though not as a violinist, but
as a singer of French badlads. After some time he
again took up the violin, this time under the

tuition of Roae, and soon proved himself a player

of exceptional merit. F^tis credits him with a
perfect intonation, a pure and mellow, though
somewhat feeble tone, great powers of execution,

and a remarkable charm of expression. From
180 1 to 1808 he travelled and played with great

success in France, Belgium, Holland, Germany
i^d Russia. In 1 808 he was appointed Rode's suc-

cessor as solo-violinist to the Emperor of Russia,

a position in which he remained for six years. In
181 2 he had a public contest with Paganini at

Milan. In 18 15 he returned to Paris, and was
appointed solo-violinist to Louis XVIII. In 1 831
be made a long tour with Henri Herz, the pianist,

which occupied him till 1839, when his career was
suddenly ended by a carriage accident in the south
of France, through which he lost his life.

Spohr in his Autobiography praises his fine

tone, perfect intonation, energy and gracefulness,

but deplores the absence of deep feeling, and
accuses him of mannerism in phrasing. He also

relates that Lafont's repertoire was confined to a
very few pieces, and that he would practise a
concerto for years before venturing on it in

public,—^a method which, although leading to
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absolute mechanical perfection, appears absurd
from an artistic or even musical point of view.
Lafont's compositions for the violin are of no
musical value ; they comprise seven Concertos, a
number of Fantasias, Rondos, etc He wrote
a number of Duos concertants in conjunction
with Kalkbrenner, Herz, etc. ; more than 200
ballads (romances), which for a time were very
popular; and two operas. [P. D.]

LAGARDE, a French basso, who sang the
part of Farasmane in Handel's * Radamisto,* on
the revival of that opera in Dec. 1720, with
Senesino. It is not known who played Farasmane
at the former performances; perhaps Lagarde.
He does not appear again in the casts. [J. M.]

LAGUERRE, Jean, commonly called Jack,
was the son of Louis Laguerre, the artist who
painted the greater part of Verrio's large picture
m St. Bartholomew s Hospital, the ' labours of
Hercules ' in chiar'oscuro at Hampton Court, the
staircase at Wilton, etc., and is immortalized by
Pope in the line

* Where sprawl the taints of Verrio and Laguerre.*

This painter came to England in 1683, and died
in 1 721, his son Jean having, as it is supposed,
been bom about 1700. The lad was instructed

by his father for his own profession, and had
already shown some ability ; but, having a talent
for music, he took to the stage, where he met
with fair success. It must be he whom we find,

under the name of Mr. Legar, playing the part
of Meliu9 in Camilla (revived), 1726, which had
formerly (1706 and 8) been sung by Ramondon,
a low tenor. Again, he is advertized {DaUy
Journal, March 13, 1731) as sustaining the
added rdle of Corydon in ' Acis and Galatea,' ' for

the benefit of M. Rochettif at Lincoln's Inn
Theatre Royal, on Friday, 26th,* his name being
spelled as in the cast of ' Camilla.' He died in
London in 1748.

Laguerre has been described as ' a high fallow,

a great humourist, wit, singer, player, caricatur-

ist, mimic, and a good scene-painter ; and, ac-
cording to the notions of that merry age, known
to everybody worth knowing.* He engraved
a set of prints of * Hob in the Well/ which had
a great sale, though indifi^erently executed ; but
we also owe to his point an exceedingly clever

etching, *The Stage Mutiny' (Br. Mus. Cat.

1929% in which, we have caricature-portraits of
CoUey and Theo. Cibber (as Pistol), Highmore,
Mrs. Wilks, Ellis, Griffin, Johnson, and others.

Hogarth did not disdain to copy this interesting

print, having used it on the show-cloth in * South-
wark Fair' (Br. Mus. Cat. i960).

As a painter, Laguerre was the author of the
portrait of Mary Tofts, not the singer but the
pretended rabbit-breeder, engraved by J. Faber
in mezzotint. He also painted the portrait of
Spiller for the Spiller's Head tavern, as we learn

from that actor's epitaph, which begins thus :

—

• The butchers' wives fall in hysteric fits

;

For, sure as they're alive, poor Spiller 's dead

;

But, thanks to Jack Laguerre, we 've got his head.'

[J.M.]
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LAIDLAW, Akva RoBBNA/a lady whom
Schainann diatinguiBhed by dedicating to her his

Fantasiestticke (op. 12), was a Yorkshirewoman,
bomat Bretton April 30, 1819, educated in Edin-
burgh at the school of her aunt, and in music by
Bobert Mtiller, a pianoforte teacher there. Her
fiunily wentto Konigsberg in 1830, and there her
vocation was decided, she improved in playing
rapidly, and in three or four years appeared in

public at Berlin with great appUuse. In 34 she
was in London studying under Herz, and played
ftt Paganini s &rewell concert In 36 she returned
(0 Berlin, and after a lengthened tour through
Prussia, Russia and Austria, returned in 1840 to

London. It was during this last stay in Germany
that the Fantasiestucke were written. [G.]

LAJARTE, Theodore de, one of the libra-

rians of the Grand Opera, Paris (Academic de
Musique), author of a book for which every
student of musical history must be grateful to

him, viz. a Catalogue, historical, chronological

and anecdotic, of the Musical Library of the
Opera, etc., 2 vols, with 7 portraits—beautifully

etched by Le Rat—and a view. It contains an
Introduction, describing the library; a list, in

order of production, of the 594 pieces which have
been produced at the Opera between ' Pomone,*
March 19, 1671, and 'Sylvia,* June 14, 1876,
with the names of the singers, remarks on the

piece, its success or non- success, and often ex-

tracts from the libretto ; biographical notices of

ttomposers and librettists ; a supplementary list

of 'ceuvres diverses,* comprising 49 operas,

received but not produced, and of which the
MSS. are preserved—and of other music en-
graved and MS. ; and to complete, two indexes
of titles and names. The work is admirably
done, apparently with great accuracy, and is not
only a boon to the reader but a striking evidence
of ^e superior system under which these things

are managed in Paris. [G.]

LAJEUNESSE, the family name of Madlle.
Mabie Emma Albani, who was bom in 1851 of

French Canadian parents, at Chambly, near
Montreal, and is therefore an English subject.

Ho- father was a professor of the harp, and she
began life in a musical atmosphere. At the age
of five the family removed to Montreal, and
Madlle. Lajeuneese entered the school of the
Convent of the Sacre Coeur. Here she remained
several years, with such instruction in singing
as the convent could afford, and she is said to

hare abandoned the idea of adopting a religious

life on the representation of the Superior of the

convent, who discovered the great qualities of

her pupil.

In the year 1864 the family again removed, this

time to Albany, the capital of the 3tate of New
York ; and while pursuing her studies there

Madlle. Lajeunesse sang in the choir of the Ca-
tholic cathedral, and thus attracted the notice

not only of the public but of the Catholic bishop,

who strongly urged M. Lajeunesse to take his

daughter to Europe and place her under proper

mastera for the development of so remarkable a
talent. A concert was given in Albany to raise
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the necessary funds, after which Madlle. La*
jeunesse proceeded to Paris with her father.

From Paris, after studying with Duprez for eight
months, she went to La^perti at Milan, with
whom she remained for a considerable time. The
relation between the master land his gifted pupil
may be gathered by the &ct that his treatise on
the Shake is dedicated to her. In 1 870 she made
her d^but at Messina in theSonnambula, under the
name of Albani, in memory of the city in which
her resolution to become a singer was carried into

effect. She then sang for a time at the Pergola,
Florence. Her first appearance in London was
at the Royal Italian Opera, Covent Garden, on
April 2. 1873. The beautiful qualities of her
voice and the charm of her appearance were at
once appreciated, and she grew in fikvour during
the whole of the season. Later in the year she
made a very successful appearance at the Italian

Opera of Paris. She then returned to Milan,
and passed several months in hard study under
her former master. 1873 saw her again at
Covent Garden. In the autumn she sang at
St. Petersburg, and between that and her next
London season, re-visited America and sang
once more in the cathedral at Albany. Since
then Madlle. Albani has appeared regularly at
Covent Garden, and is now one of the per-

manent ornaments of that theatre. On Aug. 6,

1878, she married Mr. Ernest Gye, who, since

his father*s death (Dec. 4, 1878), has been lessae

of the theatre. It is sufficient to name her prin-

cipal parts—Amina (Sonnambula), Margherita
(Faust), Mignon, Ophelia, ELsa (Lohengrin),
Lucia, Linda, Gilda (Rigoletto), Elisabetta

(^Tannhiiuser), to indicate the wide range of her
vocal talent. Since 1872 she has sung every
autimin at one or more of our great provincial

festivals. Her v(»ice is a light soprano of great

beauty and very sympathetic quidity, especially

telling in the higher registers. She is in addition

a fine pianoforte player. [H. S. E.]

LALANDE, Henriette-Cl^mentinb Mfi-
RIC, the daughter of Lamiraux-Lalande, the
chief of a provincial operatic company, was bom
at Dunkerque in 1798. Having been taught
music by her father, die soon developed a fresh

and ringing voice, and was endowed with excel-

lent memory and intelligence; but the only
teaching she really had was in the music of the

parts entrusted to her. She made her cUbut

with success in 1814 at Naples : F^tis heard her,

and admired her as an actress of op^ra comique,

at Douai in the following year. She continued
to sing till 1822, with equal success, in the prin-

cipal towns of France, and was then engaged at

the Gymnase Dramatique at Paris, Ebers having
made an unsuccessful attempt to engage her for

London. Clever enough to perceive, however,
after hearing the singers at the Italian Opera»

how utterly she was without the knowledge
of the proper manner of producing her voice,

she took lessons of Garcia, and made her first

appearance, April 3, 1823, in *Les Foliee amou-
reuses,* a pasticcio arranged by Castil-BlazOi

About this time she became the wife of M. M^ric,
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a horn-player at the Op^ra Ck>miqiie. Bejecting

the offer of an engagement at the latter theatre,

on Garcia*B advice, she went to Italy, and re-

ceived additional teaching from Bonfichi and
Banderali at Milan. After singing with in-

creased ^lat at Venice, Munich, Brescia, Cre-

mona, Venice (again), and other Italian cities,

she at length appeared in London during the

season of 1830. *She had been for six years

reported to be one of the best singers of Italy

—

much had been expected of her . . . She had been
compared with the best of the best : but she

arrived in England too late, and her place, more-

over, had been filled by women of greater genius.

She was a good musician, aad sang with taste

;

but her voice, a soprano, ere she came had con-

tracted a hiUbit of trembling, in those days a

novelty (would it had always remained so!), to

which English ears were then averse. She gave

little satisfaction ' (Chorley). Mme. M^c sang,

however, again in London in 183 1. In Paris she

pleased no better in these latter years, and at

length retired, in 1833, as it is said, to Spain
;

since ^len no more has been heard of her. A bio-

graphy, with a portrait, of Mme. M^ric-Lalande

was published in the musical journal, Teatro

deUa Feniee, Venice, i8a6, i8mo. [J.M.]

LALLA ROOKH. Moore's poem has been
the parent of several mmdcal compositions.

I. An opera, by C. E. Horn ;
produced in

Dublin in or about 1820. a. A ditto by Felicien

David. [See Lalla Roukh.] 3. A ditto in a

acts ; wonis by Rodenberg, music by Rubinstein

;

produced at Dresden in March, 1863. Hie name
of the piece has since been changed to Feramors.

4. Das Paradies und die Peri, by Schumann; and
1;. Paradise and the Peri, a Fantasie-Overture

by Sterndale Bennett. For these two last see

their own headings. [G.]

lALLA ROUKH. Opera in 2 acts, founded

on Moore*8 poem ; words by Lucas and Carrd,

music by Felicien David. Produced at the

Op^ra Comique May 12, 1862. [G.]

LAMB, Benjamin, oiganist of Eton College

in the first quarter of the i8th century, and also

verger of St. George^s Chapel, Windsor, was the

oomposer of some church music. An evening
'Cantate' service and four anthems by him are

in the Tudway collection (Harl. MSS. 7.^41-42).

He was also a composer of songs. [W.H.H.]

. LAMBERT, George Jackson, son of Geoige
Lambert, organist of Beverley Minster, was bom
at Beverley in 1795. He studied under his

father until he was sixteen, then in London
under Samuel Thomas Lyon, and finally became
a pupil of Dr. Crotch. In 1818 he succeeded

his &ther at Beverley. His compositions in-

clude overtures, instrumental chamber music,

organ fugues, pianoforte pieces, etc. In 1874
ill health and deafoess compelled him to relin-

quish his post and retire from active life.

The two Lamberts successively held the office

t>f organist of Beverlev Minster for the long
oeriod of 96 years, the father for 40 and the son
lor 56 years, and but for the latter's deafness

LAMENTATIONS.

would have held it for a century, a circumstance
probably unparalleled. [W. H. H.]

LAMENTATIONS (Lat. LamenUUione$ Hie^
remice). On the Thursday, Friday, and Satur-
day, in Holy Week, the three First Lessons ap-
pointed, in the Roman Breviary, for the Office
called Tenebrctf are taken from the Lamentations
ofJeremiah ; and the extraordinary beauty of the
music to which they are sung, in the Sistine
Chapel, and other lai^e Churches, contributes
not a little to the impressive character of the
Service. [See Tenebb^e.]

It is impossible to trace to its origin the Plain
Chaunt melody to which the Lamentations were
anciently adapted. The most celebrated version

—

though not, perhaps, the purest—is that printed
by Guidetti, in his 'Directorium Chori,' in 1582^
llie best modem editions are those contained in.

the Mechlin 'Graduale,' and the Mechlin, and
Ratisbon, ' Officium Hebdomadae Sanctse *

; in which
the Lessons are given, at full length, in (^r^orian
notation, although the music is really no more
than a simple Chaunt, in the Sixth Mode, re-
peated, almost notatim, not only to each separate
verse of the Sacred Text, but even to the prefatory
'Incipit Lamentatio Jeremiae Prophetae,' and the
names of the Hebrew letters with which the
several paragraphs are introduced.

VL Modus.

=«=^

Early in the i6th century, the use of the Plain
Chaunt Lamentations was discontinued, in the
Pontifical Chapel, to make room for a polyphonic
setting, by Elziario Genet—more commonly
known by his Italian cognomen, Carpentrasso

—

who held the appointment of Maestro di Capella,
from 1 5 1 5 to 1 5 26. These compositions remained
in constant use, till the year 1587, when Pope
Sixtus V. ordained, that the First Lamentation
for each day should be adapted to some kind of
polyphonic music better fitted to express the
mournful character of the words than that of
Carpentrasso; and, that the Second and Third
Lessons should be sung, by a single Soprano, to
the old Plain Chaunt melody as revised by
Guidetti. The disuse of Carpentrasso's time-
honoured harmonies gave great offence to the
Choir : but, the Pope's command being absolute,
Palestrina composed some music to the First
Lamentation for Good Friday, in a manner so
impressive, that all opposition was at onoe
silenced ; and the Pope, himself, on leaving the
Chapel, said, that he hoped, in the following
year, to hear the other two First Lessons sung
in exactly the same style. The expression of this
wish was, of course, a command : and, so under-
standing it, Palestrina produced, in January
1588, a vtdume, containing a complete set of the
nine Lamentations—three, for each of the three
days—^which were printed, the same year, by
Alexander Gardanus, under the title of ZameRfa-
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tfrnumr lS)€r primus. The work wm prefaced by
a formal dedication to the Supreme Pontifif, who,
though he still adhered to his resolution of having
the Second and Third Lessons sung always in

Plain Chaunt, expressed great pleasure in accept-

ing it : and, in 1589, it was reprinted, at Venice,

in 8vo., by Girolamo Scoto.

More complex in construction than the great

Compoeer's ' Improperia,* though infinitely less so

than his Masses and Motets, these matchless

'Lamentations' are written, throughout, in the

devout and impressive style which produces so

profound an effect in the first-named work, and
alwajrs with marked attention to the mournful
spirit of the words. They do not, like the Plain

Chaunt rendering, embrace the entire text : but,

after a certain number of verses, pause on the

final chord of a prolonged cadence, and then pass

on to the Strophe, JeriuaUm, Jerusalem, with

which eat;h of the nine Lessons concludes. In
the single Lesson for Good Friday—which, though
not in^uded in the original printed copy, is, un-

doubtedly, the most beautiful of all—the opening

verses are sung by two Soprani, an Alto, and a
Tenor; a Bass being added, in the concluding

Strophe, with wonderful effect. A similar ar-

rangement is followed in the third Lamentation
for the same day : but the others are for four

voices only, and most of them with a Tenor in the

lowest place ; while in all, without exception, the

introductory sentences, 'Incipit Lamentatio,* or,

'De Lamentatione,' as well as the names of the

Hebrew initial letters, are set to harmonies of

infinite richness and beauty

—

Feria VI ^ Panue€9t, Leeti^ I,
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^
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Since the death of Palestrina, the manner of

singing the Lamentations in the Pontifical Chapel

luM undergone no very serious change. In ac-

cordance with the injunction of Pope Sixtus V,
the Second and Third Lessons for each day have

always been sung^ in Plain Chaunt: generally,

by a single Soprano; but, sometimes, by two,

' Of coane, wtthont vay MoompADlment.

the perfection of whose unisonous performance
has constantly caused it to be mistaken for that
of a single Voice. Until the year 1640, the First
Lesson for each day was sung from Palestrina's

printed volume. In that year, the single unpub-
lished Lesson for Good Friday, composed in 1587,
was restored to its place, and the use of the pub-
lished one discontinued : while a new composition,
by Gregorio Allegri, was substituted for Pales-
trina's Lesson for Holy Saturday. The restoration

of the MS. work can only be regarded as an
inestimable gain. Allegri's work will not bear
comparison with that which it displaced ; though
it is a composition of the highest order of merit,
abounding in beautiful combinations, and written
with a true appreciation of the spirit of the text.

It opens as follows ;

—

Sdbbalo Sancto. LeeUo /.

It will be seen that Allegri has here not only
adopted the tonality in which nearly all Pales-
trina's Lamentations are writt6n—the Thirteenth
Mode, transposed—but has also insensibly fallen

very much into the Great Master's method of
treatment. Unhappily, the same praise cannot
be awarded to another work, which he produced
in 1 65 1, a few months only before his death, and
which, though it bears but too plain traces of his

failing discernment, was accepted by the College,

as a mark of respect to the dying Composer, and
retained in use until the Pontificate of Benedict
XIII. This Pontiff inaugmrated a radical change,
by decreeing that the First Lessons should no
longer be sung in this shortened form, but, with
the entire text set to music. To meet his desire,

three Lamentations, by modem writers, were
submitted for approval, but unanimously rejected

by the College, who commissioned Giovanni Biordi

to add to the compositions of Palestrina and
Allegri whatever was necessary to complete the
text. Biordi was, perhaps, as well fitted as any
man then living to undertake this difficult task :

but it is to be regretted that he did not more
carefully abstain from the use of certain forbidden

intervals, and imlicensed chords. At the word,
lacrymis, in the Lesson for Good Friday, he has
ma(le the first Soprano move a (diromatic semi-

tone, thereby producing, with the other parts, the

chord of the Augmented Sixth. No doubt, his

object in doing this was to intensify the ex-

pression of the word : b it, neither the semitone,

nor the chord, would have been tolerated by
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Palestrina.* Affain, m the Lesson for Holy Satur-

day, he has used the diminished fourth in disjunct

motion, and broken many other time-honoured

rules. Nevertheless, his work—which is, in many
respects, extremely good—was unhesitatingly ac-

cepted, and retained in use till the year 1731,

when Pope dement XII. restored the Lamenta-
tions to their original shortened form. In this

form they were suffered to remain, till 1815,

when the indefatigable Baini restored Palestrina*s

printed Lamentation for the first day, retaining

the MS. of 1587 for the second, and Allegri's

really beautiful composition for the third ; while

the Jast-named composer's inferior work was suf-

fered to fall into disuse^an arrangement which

left little to be desired, and which has not, we
believe, been followed by any farther change.

Besides the printed volume already mentioned,

Palestrina composed two other entire sets «f

Lamentations, which, though written in his best

and purest style, remained, for two centuries and
a half, unpublished. One of them was prepared,

as early as the year 1560, for the use of the

Lateran Basilica, where the original MS. is still

preserved. The other reaches us only through

the medium of a MS. in the Altaemps Otthoboni

collection, now in the Vatican Library. In the

year 1842, Alfieri printed the three sets, entire,

in the 4th volume of his Jlaccolta di MvMca Sacra,

together with the single Lamentation for Good
Fnday, to which he appended Biordi*s additional

verses, without, however, pointing out the place

where Palestrina's work ends, and Biordi^s begins.

The three single Lamentations, sung in the Pon-

tifical Chapel, are given, with Biordi's now use-

less additions, in a volume of the same editor*8

Excerpta, published in 1840 ; and, without

Biordi's verses, in Choron's Collection des Pieces

de Musique Heligieufe. Both these editions are

now out of print, and difficult to obtain : but a

fine reprint of the nine pieces contained in the

original Lamentationum liber primus will be

found in Proske's Mimca Divina, vol. iv. Mr.
Capes, in his Selection from the works of Pales-

trina (Novello\ has given the ist Lamentation
in Coenft Domini, and the ist in Sabb. Sancto,

from the 1st book (1588^, and has introduced
between them the single Lesson for Good Friday

(1587) already mentioned.
Though the Lamentations of Carpentrasso, Pa-

lestrina, and Allegri, are the only ones that have
ever been actually used in the Pontifical Chapel,
many others have been produced by Composers
of no small reputation. As early as the year

1 506, Ottaviano dei Petrucd published, at Venice,
two volumes, containing settings by Johannes
Tinctoris, Ycaert, De Orto. Francesco (d'Ana)
da Venezia, Johannes de Quadris, Agricola, Bar-
tolomeo Tromboncino, and Gaspar and Erasmus
Lapicida. All these works were given te the

1 Alfl«rl hA« published two editions of thti work ; and. In both, he
htit Insert^ Bidrdl's additional venea, wttbont Toaoh«llng any sign—
b«rond that affiirded by Internal evidence—to Indicate that they are
not the geituino work of Palestrina himself. We mention tblsclrcum-
•tance. \\\ ord'ir to show the dauber of trusting. In doubtful cases, to
the authority of any modem edition whaterer. Alficrl's volumes may,
ftunie day, |«ad to the belief that Palestrina permitted the use of the
Chromatic Bemltooe lu his £ocleslagtloal music I
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worid before that of Carpentrasso, which, with
many more of his compositions, was first printed,

at Avignon, by Johannes Channay, in 1532. But
the richest collection extant is that entitled

PiissimcB ac sacratissima: LamentcUiane^ Jeremice

Prophetce, printed, in Paris, by A. le Roy and
Robert Ballard, in 1557, and containing, besides

Carpentrasso*s capo d'opera, some extremely fine

examples by De la Rue, Fevin, Archadelt, Festa^

and Claudin le Jeune.
' Lamentations' by English Composers are ex-

ceedingly rare : hence, quite an exceptional in-

terest is attached to a set of six, for five Voices, by
R. Whyte, discovered by Dean Aldrich, and pre-

served, in MS., in the Library of Christ Church,

Oxford. [See Whtte, Robebt.] [W. S. R.]

LAMPE, John Frederick, a native ofSaxony,

bom 1703, came to England about 1725, and
was engaged as a bassoon-player at the Opera.

In 1732 he composed the music for Carey's

'Amelia.' In 1737 he published * A Plain and
Compendious Methodofteaching Thorough Bass,

*

«tc., and also furnished the music for Carey's

burlesque opera * The Dragonof Wantiey,' which
met with remarkable success. It is an admirable

example of the true burlesque, and is said to

have been an especial favourite of Handel's. In
1 738 he composed music for the sequel, 'Margery

;

or, A Worse Plague than the Dragon,^ In 1 740
he published 'The Art of Musick,' and in 174

1

composed music for the masque of -'The Sham
Conjuror.' In 1745 he composed * Pyramus and
Thisbe, a mock opera, the words taken from
Shakspeare.' Lampe was the compOBcr of many
single songs, several of which appeared in Col-

lections, as *Wit musically embellish'd, a Col-

lection of Forty -two new English Ballads'

;

'The Ladies' Amusement' and 'Ljrra Britan-

nica.' Many songs by him were included in * The
Vocal Musical Mask,' 'The Musical Miscellany,*

etc. Lampe married Isabella, daughter ofCharles
Young, and sister of Mrs. Ame ; she was a
favourite singer, both on the stage and in the
concert-room. Ib 1748 he went to Dublin, and
in 1750 to E<finburgh, where he died, July 25,

1 751, leaving behind him the reputation of
an accomplished musician and excellent man.
Charles Wesley often mentions him with great

affection, and wrote a hymn on his death— ' TTia

done ! the Sovereign Will 's obeyed
!

'

Charles John Frederick, his son, succeeded

his grandfather, Charles Voung, as organist of
AUhallows, Barking, in 1758, and held the
appointment until 1769. [W.H.H.]
LAMPERTI, Francesco, teacher of singing.

Bom at Savona 181 3. His father was an ad-

vocate, and his mother a prima-donna of con*

siderable repute. As a child he showed great

talent for music, and was placed under Pietra

Rizzi of Lodi. In 1820 he entered the Conser-

vatorio at Milan, and there studied the piano-

forte and harm(my under Sommaruga d'Appiano
and Pietro Ray. Devoting himself afterwards

to the teaching of singing, he became associated

with Masini in the direction of the Teatro
Filodrammatico at Lodi. Selecting many of the
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memben of his company from the natives of the

iarrounding country, he educated and brought
oat at his theatre many famous singers, such as

La Tiberioi, whose reputation otherwise would
neTer have extended beyond their native village.

Attracted by their success pupils flocked to

him from Bergamo, Milan, and other parts of

Europe, and he there trained many of the most
distinguished operatic vocalists ; amongst whom
may be named Jeanne-Sophie Lowe, Cruvelli,

Gnia, Brambilla, Hayes, Artdt, Tiberini, La
Gnuige, and others equally distinguished. Ap-
pomted in 1850 by the Austrian government
profesaor of singing to the Conservatorio at

Mikn, he brought out amongst others Angelica
Moro, Paganini, Galli, Risarelli, Angeleri,

P^ta", and as private pupils, Albaai, Stoltz,

Waldmann, Aldighieri, Campanini, Vialletti,

Derevis, Blariani, Palermi, Everardi, and Shake-
speare. After twenty-five years service he retired

from the Conservatorio upon a pension in 1875,
and now devotes himself entirely to private pupik.
A friend of Bubini and Pasta, and associated

mth the great singers of the past, Lamperti
follows the method of the old Italian school of
fiinging, instituted by Farinelli and taught by Cres-

wntini, Velluti, Marchesi, and Romani. Basing
his teaching upon the study of respiration, the
takmg and retention of the breath by means of
the abdominal muscles alone, and the just emis-
sion of the voice, he thoroughly grounds his pupils

in the production of pure tone. His memory
and his intuition are alike remarkable, and en-

able him to adapt to each of his pupils such
readings of the music and cadenzas as are war-
ranted by the traditions of the greatest singers

Md are best adapted to their powers. Mme.
Albani, writing in 1-875 ^^ ^^^ published treatise

on singing, says :
' To say that I appreciate the

work, it is sufficient for me to state that I am a
pupil of the Maestro Lamperti, and that I owe
to huB and to his method the true art of singing,

80 little known in the^e days.'

He is Conomendatore and Gavaliere of the
order of the Crown of Italy, and a member of
numy academies and foreign orders. He is the
author of several series of vocal studies and of a
treatise on the art of singing (Ricordi & Co.),

vhich has been translated into English by one of
his pupils. [J.C.G.]

LANCERS' QUADRILLE. THE, a square
dance, for 8 or 16 couples. It would appear
^ have been the invention of Joseph Hart in

1^19, according to the title-page of his original

(^tion, published in 1820. * Les Lanciers, a
aewnd set of Quadrilles for the Piano Ferte. with
entirely new figures, as danced by the Nobility
And Gentry at Tenby in the summer of 1819.
Composed and most respectfully dedicated to

Udy and the Misses Beechy by Joseph Hart.
London, for the Author, Whitaker & Co., 75 St.

Paul's Churchyard.' The dance consisted of 5
%ure9—La Rose. La Lodoiska, La Dorset, Les
Lanciers, and L'Etoile. danced to Airs by Spa-
gnoletti, by Kreutzer, from the Beggar's Opera
('If the heart of a man'), by Janiewicz, and
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by Horn ('Pretty Maiden,' from the Haunted
Tower) respectively. Another version was pub-
lished by Duval of Dublin about the same time.

In this the names of the figures and the music
remain substantially the same, though in the
figures themselves there is considerable alteration.

Hart's figures, with a slight difference or two,

are still danced, L'Etoile being now called Les
Yisites, and Les Lanciers danced last. Whether
Hart or Duval was the real inventor is un-

certain. [W.B.S.]

LANDOLFI, Cablo Ferdinando (Lan-
DULPHUS), a reputable violin-maker of Milan,
where he lived in the Street of St. Margaret,

1 750- 1 760. He lived in an age when it had be-

come expedient to copy rather than to invent.

He occasionally copied Joseph Guamerius so

cleverly as to deceive experienced judges : and
many of his works consequently cut a figure iu the

world even above their high intrinsic merits. Lan-
dolfi's patterns, in the midst of much excellence,

exhibit that occasional faltering which too surely

betrays the copyist ; and his varnish is less solid,

and possesses more of the quality known as
' sugariness,' than the makers of the golden age.

Often it is thin and hard, especially when yellow

in colour. Many red instruments however exist,

which are covered with a highly transparent

varnish : and these are the favourites. The Lan-
dolfi violoncellos are especially striking in quality

and appearance, and are in greater demand than
the violins. Goo^l specin^ens realise from ^£30 to

£50 : common and undersized ones may be bought
cheaper. L^.J-P]

LANDSBERG, LuDWio, a German musician,

native of Breslau, who went to Rome and re-

mained there for 24 years, teaching the piano

And amassing a wonderful collection of music,

both printed and MS. On his death, at Rome
May 6, 1858, his library was taken, part to

Berlin and part to Breslau, and a catalogue of

the ancient portion was printed (Berlin, 1859,
imprim^ chez Ernest Kiihn)—whether the whole
or a part, does not appear. It contains composi-

tions by more than 150 musicians of the old

Italian and Flemish schools, down to Casali.

M. F^tis, however, who had received a MS.
catalogue of the collection from Landsberg during

his life, insists upon the fact that many of the

most important works have disappeared. The
catalogue itselfdoes not appear to be any longer in

the F^tis Library, which is now at Brussels. [G.]

LANG. A family ofGerman musicians origin-

ally from Mannheim, but settling at Munich,
and mentioned here for the sake of Josephine
Lano (the second of that name), bom Mar. 14,

1815, a young lady of very remarkable musical

gifcs and personality, who attracted the notice of

Mendelssohn when he passed through Munich in

1S30 and 31. There is an enthusiastic account

of 'die kleine Lang' in his letter of Oct. 6, 31 ;

in writing to Barmann (July 7 and Sept. 27, 1834)
he enquires for her, and in a letter seven years

later (Dec. 15, 41) to Professor Kostlin of Tubin-

gen, who had just married her, he shows how
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deeply her image had impressed itself on his

Busoeptible heart. She hajs published several

books of songs (up to op. 38), which from the

reviews in the Allg. mus. Zeitiing, appear to be

full of imagination, and well worthy of the warm
praise bestowed on them by Mendelssohn in the

.

letters just mentioned. Hiller tells the story of

her life at length in his Tonleben (ii. 116), and
•elects her songs, op. 1 2 and 14, as the best. Con-
nected with ti^e same £unily at an earlier date

was Rkgina Lang, a singer whose name was
originally Hitzelberg, bom at Wiirzburg 1786,
educated at Munich by Winter, Cannabich, and
Vogel, and became chamber singer at the fi«va-

rian Court. When Napoleon I. was at Munich
in 1806 she sang before him in Winter's ' Inter-

rupted Sacrifice ' and Mozart's ' Don Giovanni,*

and so pleased him that he is said to have urged
her to come to Paris (Mendel). She however re-

mained in Munich, and married Theobald Lang,
a violinist in the Court band. In 181 2 or 13 she

was at Vienna, and Beethoven wrote in her album
a soDg 'An die Geliebte,' to Stoll's words, ' dass

ich dir vom stilleAuge.' which was published about
1840 in a collection called ' Das singende Deutsch-
land.' It is his second version of the song—the

former one being dated by himselfDecember 1 8 1 1

,

and having been published in 1814. See Notte-
bohm's Thematic Cat of Beethoven, p. 1 83. [G .]

LANGDON, Richard, Mus. Bac., son of

Rev. Tobias Langdon, priest -vicar of Exeter
<]7athedral, graduated as Mus. Bac. at Oxford in

1761. About 1770 he received the appointnients

of organist and sub-chanter of Exeter Cathedral,

but resigned them in 1777 upon being chosen
organist of Bristol Cathedral. He quittwl Bristol

in 1 782 to become organist of Armagh Cathedral,

which he resigned in 1 794. In 1 7 74 he published
* Divine Harmony, a Collection, in score, of

Psalms and Anthems.' His published com-
positions include 'Twelve Glees,* two books of

songs, and some canzonets. Two glees and a
catch by him are contained in Warren s * Vocal
Harmony.* He died Sept. 1803. Langdon in F
is still a &vourite double chant. [W. H. H.]

LANGE, a femily intimately connected with
Mozart, inasmuch as his wife's sister, Aloysia
Weber, in 1780 married the famous Joseph
Lange, an actor, who held the same rank in

Germany that Garrick did in England and
Lekain in France. Mozart's marriage to her
younger sister, Constanz, took place Aug. 4,

1 782. Lange was bom at Wiirzburg, 1 751, and
died at Vienna in 1 8 2 7. Aloysia wa« a very great
singer ; her voice wanted power, but was said to

be • the sweetest ever heard ' (Jahn, ii. 18). Its

compass was extraordinary, from B below the
stave to A on the sixth space above it ; as may
be seen from the songs which Mozart wrote for

her—the part of * the Queen of Night ' in the
Zauberflote, and several detached bravura airs.

She died in 1 830. Mozart was for a time vio-

lently in love with her. [Webeb.] [G.]

LANGSAM, i. e. slow, the German equivalent

for Adagio. * T^ingsam und sehnsuchtsvoll * is

lANIEBE.

Beethoven^s direction to the l^ird movement of

the Sonata op. loi, equivalent to Adagio e(m

moUo di eentimento. See also the opening soog

of the Liederkreis, op. 98. Schumann employs it

habitually ; see the firat movement of his 83rm-

phony in Eb. [G.]

LANGSHAW. Johk, was employed about

1 76 1, under the direction of John Christopher

Smith, in setting music upon the barrels of an

organ, of much larger size than had been thereto-

fore used for barrels, then being constructed for

the Earl of Bute, which he did ' in so masteriy

a manner that the effect was equal to th«t

produced by the most finished player.' In 1773

he became organist of the parish church uf

Lancaster, and died in 1 798.

His son, John, was born in London in 1763,

in 1779 became a pupil of Charles Wesley, and

in 1798 succeeded his father as organist at

I^ancaster. He composed many hymns, chante,

organ voluntaries, pianoforte concertos, songs

and duets, and made numerous arrangements for

the pianoforte. [W.H. H.]

LANIERE, Nicholas, was the son of Jerome

Laniere, an Italian musician, who, together with

Nicholas Laniere, probably his brother, settled

in England, and in 1571 were musicians to Queen

EHzabeth. The date of his birth is not known,

but it was probably about 1590. His name finst

appears as singer and composer in the masque

performed at court on the marriage of Carr, Ekui

of Somerset, and Lady Frances Howard in 1614^

the first song in which, * Bring away the sacred

tree' (reprinted in Smith's 'Musica Antiqua'),

was composed by him. His skill as a sin^ is

alluded to in some lines addressed by Hemck to

Henry Lawes. He composed the music for Ben

Jonson's masque presented at the house of Lord

Hay for the entertainment of Baron de Tour, the

French Ambassador, 00 Saturday, Feb. 2 a. 161 7,

*^in stylo recitative,* being the first introductioii

of recitative into an English composition. He
also sang in the piece and painted the scenery

for it. He next composed the music for Jonsoo's

masque, 'The Visicai of Delight,' performed at

court at Christmas, 1 6 1 7. Laniere cultivated the

arts of painting and engraving as well as that of

music, and his judgment was so much esteemed,

thai he was sent by Charles I. to Italy to pur-

chase pictures in 1625, and again in 1627 to

negociate for the purchase of the Duke of

Mantua's collection. One of those pictures wss
* Mercury instructing Cupid,' by Correggio. now
in the National Gallery. He was i4>pointed

* Master of the King's Musick,' at an annual

salary of £200, by patent dated July 11, 1626.

In 1636 Charles I. granted to Laniore and

others a (barter, based upon one of Edward IV,,

incorporating them under the style of 'The

Marshal, Wardens, and Cominality of the Arte

and Science of Musick in Westminster,' and

giving them power to control and regulate aO

matters connected with music, and of this body

Laniere was appointed the first Marshal. At
the fall of Charles, Laniere lost his court ap-

pointmentsy but was reinstated in them 00
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iSbe aooeflsion of Charlee II., Mid the Corporar
tkm of Muiicians was revived. The date of kis

death is unknown; he was living in 1665, but
dead m Jan. 1670, when Capt. Cooke's name
appears as Marshal of the Corporation. He com-
posed a funeral hymn on Charles I., a pastoral

npon^ the birth of Prince Charles, and New
Year's Songs for 1663 and 1665. Songs and
other pieces by him are contained in 'Select

Musicall Ayres and Dialogues,' 1653 and 1659

;

'The MusioiJ Companion/ 1667 ; ' T\xe Treasury
of Mosick,* 1669 ; and < Choice Ayres and Songs,'

hook ir, 1685. Several songs and dialogues by
him are in the British Museum, Add. MSS.
11,608. Vandyck painted Laniere's portrait for

Charles L Another portrait is in the Music
Scbod at Oxford, to whi<^ it was presented by
Laniere himself. The Laniere £anuly was very
namerous, and several of its members were court
musicians in the 1 7th century. [W. H. H.]
LANNER, Joseph, bom at Vienna, April

12, 180 1 ; son of a glove-maker; earlv showed
a talent for music, taught himself the violin, and
hj means of theoretical books learned to com-
pos^ Next came the desire to conduct an
ordiestra ; and in the meantime he got together
a quartet party, in which the viola was taken by
Scrauss, his subsequent rival. They played
potpourris from fi&vourite operas^ marches, etc.,

Mmnged by XiUUier. He next composed waltzes
sod Landler, first for a small, then for a full

oicheitra, and performed them in public. His
popularity increased rapidly, and important
places of amusement eagerly competed for his

ervioes. He also appeared in most of the
provincial i^pitalsj but declined all invitations

abroad. He oonducted the dance music in the
laige and small Redoutensaal, and also that at
the court balls, alternately with Strauss. As
a mark of distinction he was appointed Capell-
meisterof the and Bttrger-regiment. When thus
at the height of prosperity he died, April 1 4, 1843

;

and was buried in the churchyard of Dobling,
near Vienna. A memorial tablet was placed on
the house in which he was bom. May 15, 1879.'

Lanner may be considered the founder of our
present dance-music. His galops, quadrilles,

polkas, and inarches, but especially his waltzes
and Landler, bear traces of the frank, genial
disposition which made him so beloved. All his
Wks, from op. I. (*Neue Wiener Landler*) to
his swan-song ('Die Schonbrunner *) are pene-
trated with the warm national life of Vienna.
The titles often contain alUisions to contempo-
laneons events and customs, and thus have an
historical interest. His printed works amount
to 20$, and he left others unpublished. The
following nombers are dedicated to crowned
heads, and distingubhed persons—op. 74, 81, 85,

91,101,1x0-12,115-16, 110, 128, 131-32, 138
(' Vfctoria-Walzer ' dedicated to Queen Victoria),

143^146, 155. 161-63. The 'Troubadour-Walzer/
op. 197, are dedicated to Donizetti, and the
'Norwegische Arabesken/ op. 145, to Ole BuQ.

> Oviof to a cnrtoQS error to the eotir of lik liapthm, hit nana
«u for long overlooked In the tegUter.

LAPORTE. n
Diabell! published op. 1-15 ; Haslinger 16-32,
and 170-208; Mechetti 33-169.
Of La;nner*s three children, August, bom 1834

in Vienna, a young man of great promise, fol-

lowed his father's profession, but died Sept. 27,

1855. Kathabina, bom in Vienna 1831, is

a well-known dancer, who since her d^ut at

the court opera in Vienna in 1845, has appeared
at all the important theatres in Europe. She
has also written several admired ballets, and in

1858 formed a children's ballet in Hamburg,
which gave 46 performances in Paris with great

success. At a later date she was engaged also at

the Italian Opera in England. [C. F. P.]

LAPOBTE, PiEBEE FBAN901S, an eminent
French comedian, came to London as a member
and joint manager ofa company who, in January
1824, commenced performing French plays at

the theatre in Tottenham Street. On Nov. 18,

1826, he appeared on the English stage, as a
member of the Drury Lane company, as Soeia in

Dryden*s * Amphitryon,' and afterwards played a
variety of parts, mostly original, and amongst
them Wormwood in * llie Lottery Ticket.' He
next joined the Haymarket company, in which
he first appeared June 15, 1827. In 1828 he
became manager of the King's Theatre, and
continued such imtil 1831. In 1832 he was
lessee of Covent Garden Theatre, and actor as

well as manager, but was oompelled to retire,

with heavy loss, before the end of ^e season.

In 1833 he resumed the management of the

King's Theatre, and retained it until his death,

which occurred at his chateau near Paris, Sept.

25, 1841. A notable feature of his last season

was the ' Tamburini Bow,' a disturbance of tho

performance oocasiMied by the admirers of Tam-
burini, who resented his non-engagement for

that season, and by their tumultuous proceedings

for two or three evenings forced the manager to

yield to their wishes. Another curious feature

of this year was the reappearance of Laporte in

his original capacity as an actor, with Bachel, on
three nights of her first London season. Laporte

first intnxluced to the English public, amongst
other operas, Roenni's 'ComteOry* and 'Assedio

di Corinto' ; Bellini's ' Pirata,' * Sonnambula^*

'Norma' and 'Puritani'; Doniaetti's 'Anna
Bolena,* and Costa's 'Malek Adel': and amongst
singers, Sontag, Meric Lalande, Persiani, Aa-
sandri, Albertazzi, Pisaroni, Donzelli, David jun.,

IvanofF, Mario; and, above all, the famous
quartet who so long held supremacy on the opera

stage, Grisi, Rubini, Tamburini, and Lablache.

Though his dilatory and unbusinesslike habits

ruined his management, Laporte was not with-

out good qualities. Amongst others his tact and
coolness were great, and many of his bane mots
were current at the time. When Cerito returned

the ticket of a box on the upper tier with the

remark that she was much too young to be
exalted to the skies before her time, Laporte

—

having already given a box on the same tier to

Taglioni—repli^ that he * had done his best, but
that perhaps he had been wrong in placing her on
the same level with Mdlle. Taglioni.' [W.H.H.]
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LARGE (Lat. Maxima, Old Eng. Maxim).
The longest note used in measured music. In
ancient MSS., the Large appears as an oblong

black note, corresponding with the Double Long
described in the Jrs Cant lis Mensurahilis of

Franco of Cologne. Fcanchinus Gafforius, writing

in 1496, figures it as an oblong white note, with a
tail descending on the right band side ; which form
it has retained, unchanged, to the present day.^

In ancient In printed Perfect Imperfect
M6S. bookii. Large Rest. Large Rest.

In the Great Mode Perfect, the Laige is equal
to three Longs : in the Great Mode Imperfect, to

two. [See Mode.] The Rest for the Perfect
Large stretches, in a double line, across three

spaces ; that for the Imperfect Large, across two.
In Polyphonic Music, the final note is always

written as a Large : and, in that position, its

length is sometimes indefinitely prolonged, in the
Canto ferm^, while the other voices are elaborat-

ing a florid cadence. In Plain Chaunt, the Large
—or, rather, in that case, the Double-Long—is

sometiuies, but not very frequently, used, to indi-

cate the Reciting-Note. [W. S. R.]

LARGHETTO, partaking of the broad style

of Largo, but about the same pace with Andante.
Well-known instances of its use are the slow
movements in Beethoven's 2nd Symphony and
Violin Concerto. [G.]

• LARGO, i.e. broad, an Italian term meaning
a slow, broad, dignified style. Handel employs
it often, as in the Messiah in 'Behold the Lamb
of Grod,' ' He was despised,' and ' Surely.' Haydn
uses it for the Introduction and first Chorus
in the * Creation,' as well as in the Introduction
to the 3rd Part. Beethoven employs it only in
P. F. works, and it is enough to mention some .of

the instances to show what grandeur and deep
feeling he conveyed by this term,—op. 7 ; op. 10,

no. 3 ; op. 37 ; op. 70, no. i ; op. 106. He often ac-

companies it with pasnonato, or some other term
denoting intense expression. In the works ofMen-
delssohn the term probably does not once occur.
The term Largamente has recently come into

use to denote breadth of style without change
of tempo. Largo implies a slow pace, but the
very varying metronome marks applied to it show
conclusively that style and not pace is its princi-

pal intention. [G.]

LARIGOT (from an old French word, Varigot,

for a small flute or flageolet, now obsolete), the
old name for a rank of small open metal pipes,

the longest of which is only 1^ ft. speaking-longth.
Its pitch is a fifth above that of the fifteenth, an
octave above the twelfth, and a nineteenth above
the unison. It is first met with, in English
organs, in those made by Harris, who passed
many years in France, and who placed one in his

' In modern reprints. th«) tail \n sonMtlmes made to ascend ; bat It

i» liidbpeosable that it khould be on the right hand side. See in*

nuuierable examples in Pi^Mke's Musica Diema.
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instrument in St. Sepulchre's, Snow Hill, erected

in 1670. [E.J.H.]

LAROCHE, James, better known as Jemmy
Laroch, or Laroche, was a popular singer in

London, though probably French by origin or

birth, at the end of the 1 7th and banning of

the 1 8th centuries. He played, as a boy, the

part of Cupid in Motteux's ' Loves of Mars and

Venus,' set to music by Eccles and Finger, in

which the part of Venus was played by Mrs.

Bracegirdle, in 16^6. He was, therefore, born

probably about 1^80-2. His portrait appean
on a very rare print, called * The Raree Show.
Sung by Jemmy Laroch in the Musical Interlude

for Uie Peace, with the Tune Set to Musick for the

Violin. Ingraved Printed Culred and Sold by.

Sutton Nicholls next door to the Jack, etc. Lon-

don,' fol. It was afterwards published by Samuel
Lyne. There are 33 verses beginning * O Raree

Show, O Brave Show' below the engraving,

which represents Laroche with the show on a

stool, exhibiting it to a group of children ; and
at foot is the music. The Peace of Utrecht was
signed in April, 1713, and this interlude was
pUyed in celebration of it, at the Theatre in

Little Lincoln's Inn Fields, the music being

written by John Eccles. The portrait of La-

roche was also engraved by M. Laroon in his

* Cries of London.' [J. M.]

LAROON, J., a foreigner who sang in opera

in the first years of the last century in London,

and was, perhaps, the son of M. Laroon, the

artist (bom at the Hague 1653, died 1705), who
engraved the 'Cries of London,' etc. J. Laroon
played, among other parts, that of Sylvander

(tenor) in * The Temple of Love,' by G. F. Sag-

gione (1706), not (as Bumey incorrectly says)

byGreber. [See Galua.] [J.M.]

LASSEN, Eduard, though a native of Copen-

hagen, where he was bom April 13, 1830, is vir-

tually a Belgian musician, since be was taken to

Brussels when only 2, entered the Conservatoire

there at 1 2, in 1844 took the first prize as P. F.

player, in 47 the same for harmony, and soon

afterward the second prize for composition. His
successes, which were many, were crowned by

the great Government prize, which was adjudged

to him in 1 85 1, after which he started on a length-

ened tour through Grermany and Italy. Dis-

appointed in his hopes of getting his 5-act opera,
' Le Roi Edgard ' performed at Brussels, he betook

himself to Weimar, where in 57 it was produced
under the care of Liszt, with great success. A
second, ' Frauenlob,' and a third, 'DerGefifwigene.'

were equally fortunate. When Liszt retired

from Weimar, Lassen took his place, and had
the satisfaction to produce ' Tristan and Isolde

'

in 1874, at a time w^hen no other theatre but

Munich had dared to do so. He there published

a Symphony in B, a Beethoven overture, and a

Festival ditto, music to Sophocles' (Edipus, to

Hebbel's Nibelungen, and Goethe's Faust, Parts
I and 2, a Fest-Cantate, a Te Deum. a large

number of songs, and other pieces. His latest

work is a set of 6 songs (op. 67). [G.]
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LASSERRE, Jules, eminent yiolonoelliet, was
bornfttTarbes July 29, 1838, entered the Paris

Coiuervatoire in 1S52, where he gained the second

p™ in 1853 and the first prire in 1855. When
the popular concerts of Fasdeloup were first

rtirted, he was appmnted solo violoncellist ; he
hsa also played with great success in the prin-

cipal towns of France. During 1859 he was solo

cellist at the Ck>urt of Madrid, and travelled

through Spain. In 1869 he came to reside per-

manently in England, since which time he has

pUyed principal violoncello under Sir Michael

Costa and at the Musical Union. Lasserre has

written various compositions both for his own
instrument and for the violin—Etudes, Fantasies,

Romances, Tarantelles, Transcriptions, a violon-

cello * Method/ etc., etc. [T. P.H.]

LASSUS, Orlando di,bom atMons in the first

hjjf of the 16th century. His real name was
probably Delattre, but the form de Lassus seems
to have been constantly used in Mons at the

time, and was not his own invention. He had no

fixed mode of writing his name, and in the prefaces

to the first four volumes of the 'Patrocinium

Mosices,* signs himself differently each time,

—

Oriandns de Lasso, Orhwdus di Lasso, Orlandus

di Lassos, and Orlandus Lassus ; and again in the
' Lectiones Hiob/ 158 2, Orlando de Lasso. In the

French editions we usually find the name Orlando

de Lassus, and so it appears on the statue in his

native town. Adrian Le Roy, however, in some
of the Paris editions, by way perhaps of Latin-

izmg the de, calls him Orlandus Lassusius.

The two works usually referred to for his early

life are Vinchant's 'Annals of *Hainault'; and
a notice by Van Quickelberg in 1565, in the

'Heroom Proeopographia,' a biographical dic-

tionary compiled by Pantaleon. Vinchant, under

the year 1520, writes as follows:

—

'Oiiomd dU LaKU9 was bom in the town of Mons, in

Ihe fame rear that Charles V was proclaimed Emperor
at Aix-la-Ch»pelle [1&20| He was bom in the Rue
de Gaiiiande near the passage leading from the Black
Heal* He was chorister in the church of 8. Nicolas " in

I Ite orisfnal MS. b now in the Moos libimry. The author liTed

hrt«eeo UBO and 16S&
I 'A ItBcne de U malsoo portant I'enaetcoe de la noire teste.'

Delawtte tin hU Life of Lamos. Valenciennes, ll<86) thlnlu 'the Black

Utti' was situated In the Rae Grande, No. 92. Coniitlnfr the nnmber
cf boas* between the 'Folds de hr' (town welfhtng-house) and the

' 'Ikina de la tuAn ttte ' In the old record* of the town, he found It to

eoffwpuDii with the dUtance from the former buUdinc. Moreover

Kit bore. In Delmotte's time, the sign of a helmet, which he thinks

Bight, fai olden ttme. have been painted black to Imitate Iron, and
tfeu twfe been called the ' noire t«te.' He goes on to «ay. but without

«stl^ Ms authority, that this hottse. No. 92. had formerly a passage

iesOag tato the Bue de graade Gulr-

kaAe (afterwards and now Rue de«

Otvmim) between the bouses Koa. ff?

•nd •. If so. It moKt have been a house
cf tBpMtanee. with back prrmtses

Riebkv behind the whole lemrth of

tb« Kae das Gapodns. Noa. S7 and »
Mt at pretent a«8> lar^e new houwa.
«ltb a passage between them leadhift

WSo.K^a private house behind the
«nK. If this paMage marks the site

of the original 'Issue' spoken of by
nadtant. then the house in which
Uaw «a« bom may have been situated on one side of it. at the

»raeTof the Roe de Oantlmpr*. Curiously enough. Matthleu. in his

Ub of Lanos. «ys that an Isabean de Lassus lived In the Rue de

Csstlnpri. Quartler Ouirlande. which adds to the probability that

» koose sltoated at the comer of the two streeU may have been

•eotqiled by the composer.
* The cburdi of St. Nicolas was burnt down In the 17tb century, and

npbeid by the present buBdIac.
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the Bne de Havrecq. After his father was condemned for
coining false money etc. the lutid Orland, who was called
Roland de Lattre, changed his name to Orland de Lassus
left the country, and went to Italy with Ferdinand da
Gonzague.'

Van Quickelberg* dates his birth ten years
later:

—

'Orlandus was bom at Mons in Hainault in the year
1530. At 7 years old he began his education, and a year
and a half later took to music, which he soon understood.
The beauty of his voice attracted so much attention, that
he was thrice stolen flrom the school where he lived with
the other choristers. Twice his good parents sought and
found him, but the third time he consented to remain
with Ferdinand Oonzague viceroy of Sicily, at that time
commander of the emperor's forces at 8t Dizier. The
war over, he went with that prince first to Sicily, and
then to Milan. After 6 years his voice broke, and at the
age of 18 Gonstantin Castriotto took him to Naples, where
he lived for 3 years with the Marauis of Terza. Thence
to Rome, where he was the guest of the archbishop of Flo-
rence for 6 months, at the end of which time he was ap-
pointed director ofihe choir in the church of 8. Giovanni
in Laterano, by far the most celebrated in Rome ....
Two yeara afterwards he visited England and France with
Julius Ceesar Brancaocio, a nobleman and an amateur
musician. Returning to his native land, he resided in
Antwerp for two years, whence he was called to Munich
by Albert of Bavaria in 1567.

It is difficult to decide between the two birth-

dates 1520 and 1530. Baini places the Roman
appointment in 1541, Van Quickelberg in i.«>5i.

'niat Lassus l^ft Rome about 1553. as Van
Quickelberg says, is also to be inferred from the
preface to his first Antwerp publication (May 13,

1555), where he speaks of his removal from the
one city to the other as if recent. Assuming
that his life in Rome lasted either 2 years or 1 2,

we may ask whether it is likely that one of the
most industrious and prolific composers in the
whole history of music, should obtain so high a
position as early as 1541, without being known
to us as a composer till 'isss; or is it, on the
contrary, more likely that a reputation which
seems to have been European by the time he
went to Munich (1557), could have been gained,

without some early and long career as a composer
of works which may yet be lying undiscovex^ in

some Italian church or library.

Vinchant alludes to Lassus' father having been
condemned as a coiner of false money. Matthieu*
has worked hard to refute this, and his examina-
tion of the criminal records of Mons casts great
improbability on the story. At the same time,

and from the same sources, he has brought to

light other namesakes of the composer, who if

* Van Qnlckelberflt, whose own biography appears in Pantaleon't
book, was born at Antwerp In 1029, and practised a<t a physician at the
court of Uonlch, while Lassus was chief musidau there. We must
give great weight to an account written by a contemporary and com-
patriot, and under the eye* of the composer himself. The date lASO is

no printer's error, as Delmotte suggests, for the account speaks of
La'uus a« a child at the »lege of B.Diiier. which took place In tlie year
1844. Therefore Van Quickelberg must hare meant to .'ay 1A30. Just

i as certainly as Vinchant emphaviaes his date IHX) by a reference to the
coronation of the emperor. Juilging simply by the authority of the
statements we should certainly gire the preference to Van Quickel-

berg : but Vinchant's date is supported by **> many other considera-

tions that we thUik Delmotte. Fetls. and Ambro* are right In preferring

It. though It is premature to adopt it absolutely. These dat<es may be
more important than at first sight appears, if some one undertakes a
comparison of the Influence of Lasaus and Palestrlna on the history of
music

3 According to Dehn. an edition of motets, dated IMfi. b in the
library at Bologna. This statement requires some conflmiation. The
MAS. catalogues of the Italkn libraries, in Dehn's possession, some of
which are In the ¥6tlt library at Brussels, are not likely to be entlrelj

free from error.

« Bulaiid de Lattre par Adolphe Matthleu. Qand (do datsX
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they belonged to his family, did little credit to it,

and need not be mentioned here. It would be
more interesting to find some tie between Orlando
and two other contemporary composers, Olivier

Delatre, and Claude Petit Jean Delattre, the

second a man of considerable eminence.

Of Lassus' education,^ after he left Mons, we
know nothing, bat his first compositions show him
following the steps of his countrymen, Willaert,

Verdelot, Arcadelt, and Rore, in the Venetian

school of madrigal writing ; his first book of ma-
drigals (^5) being published in Venice soon

after he had himself left Italy and settled in

Antwerp. This book in its time went through

many editions, but copies of it are scarce now,
and none of its 22 pieces have been published in

modem notation.

The visit to England must have taken place

about 1554. We have been unable to find any
account of the nobleman whom Orlando accom-
panied, but many of his family had been dig-

nitaries of the church of Rome, and by him
OrUndo was probably introduced to Cardinal Pole,

in whose honour he wrote music to the words
* Te ipectani Reginalds poll, tibi sidera rident,

Exultant montes, penonat Oceanoti,
Anglia dum plaudit quod faustoB excutls Ig&es

Elicis et lachrimas ex adamante iQo.*

This was published in 1556, and the incidentft

to which it refers could not have taken place
before 1554, so it gives an additional clue to the
time of the composer's visit to this country, cor-

roborating the statement of Van Quickelberg.

It is curious that in the year 1554, a Don Pedro
di Lasso attended the marriage of Philip and
Mary in England as ambassador from Ferdinand,
King of the Romans.
By the end of 1554. Orlando h probably

settled at Antwerp, for in * the Italian pre-

face to a book of madrigals and motets' printed

in that city (^May 13, 1555)1 he speaks of their

having been composed there since his return firom

Rome. * There,' says Van Quickelberg, * he re-

mained two years, in the society of men of rank
and culture, rousing in them a taste for music, and
in return gaining their love and respect.' The
book referred to contains 18 Italian canzones, 6
French chansons, and 6 motets 'k la nouvelle

composition d'aucuns d'ltalie.' Of the Italian

ones 5 are published by Van Maldeghem.^ This
is our first introduction to the great composer,

and we get over it with little formality. If Or-
lando ever wrote any masses for his composer's
diploma ; if the old tune ' I'omme arm^,* was tor-

tured by any fresh contrapuntal devices of his

pen, it is plain that he left such tasks behind him
when he gave up school, and ' roused the musical
taste' of his Antwerp friends by music which
errs, if at all, on the side of simplicity. We pass
with regret from the graceful 'Madonna ma
pieth* and the almost melodious ' La cortesia,' to

the Latin motets—3 sacred, 2 secular—in the
same volume. One of the latter is the ' Alma
nemes ' which Bumey gives in his History ^iii.

317), pointing out the modulation on the words

> Tr&M>r Moslcal. 10**Aaii^ BnuceDet 1S74.
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' novtiiiique nlelos,' as a striking example of Ibe
chromatic passages of the school in which Lassutf

and Rore were educated. Bumey couples the two
together, and regards Lassus diiefly as a secolar
oomposer. He seems to know but little of the
great sacred works of his later life, and likens

him to a 'dwarf upon stilts' by the side of

Palestrina. But though th^a unfortunate (Som-

parison has brou^fht the great English historian

into disgrace with F^tis and Ambros, still Bar-
ney's remarks on Lassus' early works are rery
interesting and certainly not unfair. It is only
strange thaty knowing and thinking so little of
Lassus, he should have compared him to Palee-
trina at all.

The other work belonging to this period (Ant*
werp 1556) is the first book of mote«»^i2 nos.

k 5, and 5 noe. k 6. Here the composer recog-

nises the importance of his first publication of
serious music, by opening it with an ode to the
Muses, 'Delitiae Phoebi,' k 5. in which the setting

of the words ' Sustine Lassum,' is the principal

feature. Other interesting numbers are the
' Gustate, videte,' which will be referred to again
when we follow Lassus to Munich, the motet
'Te spectant Reginalde poli,' and 'Heroum so-

boles, in honour of Charles V, the second being
in the strict imitative style, the last in simpler
and more massive harmony (k 6), as if designed
for a large chorus at some public ceremoniaL
The sacred numbers, such as the ' Mirabile mys-

terium '—an anthem, we suppose for Christmas
day—show no signs of any secular tendency or

Venetian influence. They are as hard to our
ears as any music of the Josquin period. They
give us our first insight into Orlando's church
work, and it is interesting to find him drawing so

distinct a line between compositions for the churvh
and the world, and not, as Bumey implies, too

much petted in society and at court, to be grave
and earnest in his religious music. We have a
good example here that the contrary is the caee.

The Muses and Cardinal Pole are much too sni-
ous subjects to be in the slightest degree trifled

with, and the Ode to Charles V . alone exhibits any
originality of treatment.

On the strength of a reputation as a compose
both for the chamber and the church, and of a
popularity amongst men of rank and talent,

gained as much by his character and di^KJsition

and liberal education, as by his musical powen,
he was invited by Albert V., Duke of Bavaria, in

1556 OT 1557, to come to Munich as director of
,

his chamber music. Albert was not only the J

kind patron of Lassus, but seems to have exercised J
considerable influence on the direction of his

genius. He was bom in 1527, was a great
patron of the arts, founded the royal library at

Munich, acquired considerable fcune as an athlete,

and was a man of the strictest religious prin-

ciples, the effect of which was not confined to his

£ftmily, but extended to his people by severe laws

,

against immorality of every kind. Of the exact
state of music at Munich when Lassus first

reached it, we cannot speak precisely. The head
of the chapel, Ludovico d'Asero, or Ludwig
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Duer, was % distinguiihed compoeer in his time,

but a aingle 'Fuga' is all that has been left to

uf.^ Being an old man, he would probably have
retired in fiivoar of Laastui, aa he did a few yean
later, bat it was thought better for the new comer
to acquire the language of the country before

undertaking so reeponBible a post, and he was
therefore appointed a chamber musician. He
aaeoB to have settled at once into his new poai-

tion, for the next year (1558) he married Reipna
Weokinger, a maid of honour at the court. The
marriage proved a very happy one, and Van
Quickelberg apeaka of the children. Whom he
moat have known at a very early age (1565), as
' elegantiasimi.' At any rate they did very well

afterwards. The four sons, Ferdinand, Brnest,

Rudolph and Jean, all became muaiciana, and
d» two daughters were married—one of them,
Regina, to the Seigneur d*Ach, one of the court

pabtera.

In his subordinaite position Lassus did not
publish much, though, as the next paragraph
shows, he wrote continually. The next two or

three years produced a second book of 21 mad-
rigals (k 5), and a book of chansons (k 4, 5, 6),

the latter containing the 5-part chanson 'Su-
Mane on jour/ to which Bumey refers in his

Hiatcry (iii. 262), as well as a 6part setting of

the ' "ntjre, tu patul»,* which is quite simple in

effect, and has a very beautiful last movement.
We observe at once the great care which Orlando
takes of the quantities of the Latin words.

In the year 156a Daser is allowed to retire

m his full salary, and

'The Dtike seeiDg that Master Orlaxkdo had by this time
larni the bngaage, and gained the good will and love of
all, Iv the propriety and gentleness of his behariour, and
that hii (xmipositiona (in number infinite) were uni-
Ycnally liked, witbont loes of time elected him master of
the cbapcl, to the erident pleasnre of all. And, indeed,
widi all his distingoiahed colleagues, he lived so quietly
«nd peacefollv, that all were forced to love him, to re-
•pect him in Aia presence, and to praise him in his ab-
Kriwe.'

From this time Lassus appears principally as

aootaposer for the church, and it is worth re-

marking that in this same year the subject of
tnoaic was discussed by the Council of Trent, and
a resolution passed to reform some of the glaring

defects in the style of church oomposition. Las-
km' great works, being of a subsequent date,

are aa entirely free from the vagaries of his pre-

deeeaton as are the later works of Palestrina.

[See J08QDIK.]
The new chapel-master, in the June of the

wne year, prints his first book of entirely sricred

D»nie—' Smnb cantiones, k 5* (25 nos.), of which
' Veni in hortum' has been published by 'Com-
mer, *Angelus ad pastores' by 'Rochlitz, and
'Bsnedicam ]>Dminum' by ^Proske.
Bat it was not alone as a church composer

that Lassus was anxious at once to assert his new
position. He soon showed special qualifications

« oomdactor of the choir. ' One great quality,'

> tit* tiM name In KtHwr's BlMbgrapMe (Berlin, U77). p. 224.
» Mttjia Ha%, x. 47 (TnutweiD).
* BmubHuic GemmstOcke. t U (Sehott).
• aoalca I>tTfiu, U. JOO '.Eatisboa, Uinsi.
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says Massimo Trojano,' 'was the firmness and
genius he evinced when the choir were singing,
giving the time with such steadiness and force,

that, like warriors taking oourage at the sound
of the trumpet, the expert singers needed no
other orders than the expression of that powerful
and vigorous countenance to am'mate their
sweetly-sounding voices.' The portrait which we
her© give, and which is now engraved for the
first time, has been photograplrad * from the
magnificent manuscript copy of Lassus's musio
to the Penitential Psalms, which forms one of
the ornaments of the Royal State Library at Mu-
nich. The inscription round the outside of the
oval is * In ^corde prudentis requiescit sapientia
et indoctos quosque erudiet. Pro. xiiii.,* showing
in how favourable and honourable a light a great
musician was regarded in the 16th century.

In the autumn Lassus must have gone to
Venice, taking his new 'Cantiones* with him ;

for though Gardane does not print them till 1 565,
the preface to his edition is signed by the com-
poser, and dated 'Venetiis 156 2 die i. Nov.*
He also left behind him a third set of 1 3 mad-
rigals, published there in the following year.
Van Quickelberg also speaks of a visit to Ant-
werp about this time ; and the publications for

the year 1 564—two books ofchansons, one printed
in that city, the other at Louvain—corroborate

» Dl-ocor*! delli trioraphi. etc., nelle nozie dell' mturtrisinio duca
Gngllfclmo, etc., d* MaAimo Tmjsno (Monaco. Benr, lfi68).

« The Editor desires to ezpreM his special thanks to Profes.<or
Halm, the Director of the Royal Btate Library, for the prompt klnd-
DKU with which he granted permlnslon and gave every facility for the
photographliiKof the portrait. Another portrait from the isame M8., on
a smaller scale, fall leiifth and In a long gown. Is lithographed and
given in Delmotte's Life of Laimis.

^ Thus rendered In the Douay Version—* In the heart of the prudent
resteth wisdom, and It sliall Instruct all the Ignorant.' The artist has
Incorrectly wrltteu ' Ut ductos.'
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the statement. The ist book (k 4) contains 27
short pieces of a humorous character, many of

which are given by Van Maldeghem in his
* Tr^sop Musical.' The music is admirably adapted
to the words, notwithstanding the fact that in

later times it was considered equally well suited to

sacred words, or at least published with them, an
ordeal to which many of his earlier secular com-
positions were subjected. The reason and result

of these journeys are thus given by Massimo
Trojano :

—

'The Duke seeing that his predecessor's chapel was fiur

beneath his own ideal, sent messages and letters, with
gifts and promises through all Europe, to select learned
musical artists, and singers with fine voices and experi-
ence. And it came to pass in a short time, that he had
collected as great a company of virtuosi as he could pos-
sibly obtain, chosen from all the musicians in Germany-
and other countries by his composer, the excellent Or-
lando di Lassa*

. Of these musicians, upwards of 90 in number,
the same author mentions more than 30 by name.
Among them Antonio Morari, the head of the
orchestra, Gioseppe da Lucca and Ivo da Vento,
organists, Francesco da Lucca and Simone Gallo,

both instrumentalists, Giovanne da Lochenburg,
a great favourite and companion of the Duke's,
and Antonio Gosuino, were all composers, some
of whose works still exist.* The singing of the
choir was of the highest order, balanced with the
greatest nicety, and able to keqp in tune through
the longest compositions. The Duke treated
them so kindly, and their life was made so

pleasant, that, as Massimo Trojano says, ' had
the heavenly choir been suddenly dismissed, they
would straightway have made for the court of

Munich, there to find peace and retirement/
For general purposes the wind and brass in-

struments seem to have been kept separate from
the strings. The former accompanied the mass
on Sundays and festivals. In the chamber music
all took part in turn. At a banquet, the wind
instruments would play during the earlier courses,

then till dinner was finished the strings, with
Antonio Morari as their conductor, and at
dessert Orlando would direct the choir, some-
times singing quartets and trios with picked
voices, a kind of music of which the Duke waff so
fond, that he would leave the table to listen

more attentively to 'the much-loved strains.' He
and all his family were intensely fond of music,
and made a point of attending the musical mass
every day. They took a keen interest in Lassus'
work, and the Duke and his son William were
continually sending him materials and suggestions
for new compositions. The manuscript of the
music to the 'Penitential Psalms,' already
noticed, remains to this day a witness of the
reverence with which the Duke treated the
composer's work.

These 7 psabns were composed, at the Duke's
suggestion, before the year 1565, the date of the
first volume of the MS., but were not published
till some years after. The music is in 5 parts,

one, and Sijmetimes two separate movements for

each verse. The last movement, 'Sicut erat,'

> See theie Dames io Eltner's Biblioersphle.
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always in 6 parts. Duets, Trios, and Quartets

appear for various combinatioDS of voices. Tlie

length of the Psalms is considerable, and though
no reliance can be placed on modem ideas of

their tempi^ the longer ones would probably

occupy nearly an hour in performance.
* When we think,' says Ambros, * of the princi-

pal works of the i6th century, these Psalms and
Palestrina's Missa Papse Marcelli always come
first to our * minds.* One reason for this is,

perhaps, that these works have each a little story

attached to them which has made them easy to

remember and talk about. It is not true that

Lassus composed the 'Penitential Psalms' to

soothe the remorse of Charles IX, after the

massacre of St. Bartholomew, but it is more than

probable, that they were sung before that un-

happy monarch, and his musical sense must
indeed have been dull, if he foimd no conBolation

and hope expressed in them. This is no every-

day music, which may charm at all seasons or in

all moods; but there are times when we find

ourselves forgetting the antique forms of ex-

pression, passing the strange combinations of

sounds, almost losing ourselves, in a new-found
grave delight, till the last few movements of the

Psalm—always ofa more vigorouscharacter—gra-

dually recall us as fix)m a beautiful dream which
* waking we can scarce remember.' Is this in-

definite impression created by the music due to

our imperfect appreciation of a style and com-
position so remote, or is it caused by the actual

nature of the music itself, which thus proves its

inherent fitness for the service of religion ? So
unobtrusive is its character, that we can fancy

the worshippers hearing it by the hour, passdve

rather than active listeners, with no thought of

the human mind that feushioned its form. Yet
the art is there, for there is no monotony in the

sequence of the movements. Every variety that

can be naturally obtained by changes of key,

contrasted effects of repose and activity, or dis-

tribution of voices, are here; but these changes
are so quietly and naturally introduced, and
the startling contrasts, now called ' dramatic,' so

entirely avoided, that the composer's part seems
only to have been, to deliver faithfully a divine

message, without attracting notice to himself
The production of such a masterpiece at an

early date in his Munich life, seems to point

clearly, through all the contested dates of birth,

positions or appointments, to some earlier career

of the composer^ To obtain a style at once great

and solemn, natural and easy, it seems Almost
indispensable that Lassus had occupied for seve-

ral years the post to which Baini sa3rB he was
first appointed in 1541, had spent these years in

writing the great cumbrous works which had
been the fashion of his predecessors, and then,

like Palestrina—whom, ifhe really lived at Rome
all this time, he must have known—graduallT ac-

quired the less artificial style, by which his later

works are characterised.

In the years 1565-66 Lassus adds 3 more
volumes of 'Sacrae Cantiones' (several numbers

s Oeschlchto. lU. 3S&
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of which are ecored by Commer), and the first
»ei of • Sacrae lectiones, 9 ex prophets Job.* The
first editions of these all hail from Venice, per-
haps because Jean de Berg of Nuremberg, who
had published the ist volume, had died in the
meanwhile. His successor Gerlach, however,
publishes an edition of them in 1567, as well as
a coUection of 24 Magnificats. In the hitter the
alternate verses only are composed—a contra-
punul treatment of the apiwinted church melo-
dies—the other verses being probably sung or
iwoned to the same melodies in their simple form.
The year 1568 is full of mterest In February

the Duke William marries the Princess RenaU
of Lorraine ; there is a large gathering of dis-
tinguished guests at Munich, and music has a
prominent place in the fortnight's festivities.
Attong the works composed specially for the
•Kcasion was a ' Te Deum ' (k 6), and three masses
U 6» 7, and 8 respectively), also two motets
'Gratia sola Dei* and 'Quid tr^pidas, quid musa
times ?

' But here we must stop, for though it
has a real interest to read how ' their Highnesses
and Excellencies and the Duchess Anna attended
by Madame Dorothea returned home greatly

Cised with the sweet and delightful mass they
heard,' and to follow all the occurrences of

14 consecutive days of Orlando's life, still we
oast refer the curious reader to the pages of
Massimo Trojano, and can only stop to mention
that, towards the end of the time, he was the
life and soul of an impromptu play suggested by
ihe Duke, in which he not onlv acted one of the
principal parts, but introduced various pieces of
music on the stage with the aid of a band of
picked singers.

In the same year we have two most important
puMicatioBs: (i) « Selectissim» Cantiones k 6
et pluribuB* and (3) the same h 5 et 4. The
first book opens with a massive work in 4 move-
nwnts, ' Jesu nostra redemptio,' in the grand
gloomy style of the old masters, followed by
•horter and simpler pieces, such as the prayer in
the garden of Gethsemane, with a melodious
prelude on the words *In monte Oliveti oravit ad
patrsm,' followed by a simple strain of devotional
mosic carrying the hearer quietly and expres-
«^^, but not dramatically, through the Saviour's
Haoj and resignation. The volume is not con-
fiiisd to religious music. There are some pieces
with secular words, such as an ode to Albert ' Quo
propois facunde nepos Atlantis,* but th<re are
abo tome capital drinking songs, and the 'Jam
loeis orto sidere/ with its 2nd part 'Qui ponit
^qoam inFalemo/ is a fine specimen ofa part-song
hf two choirs singing alternately, a kind of music
Qoh in vogue at the time, the introduction of
i^ioh is said to be due to Adrian Willaert.

The other volume is confined to music k 5 and
:
^ 4, and is proportionately simple. Commer has

I pntad 8 or 9 of the sacred numbers in score,

sod they are not difficult either to understand or
to appreciate. Among the secular pieces there
it a oomic setting of the psalm ' Super flumina
Babjrlonis.' each letter (md syllable being sung
KifianU^ly as in a spelling lesson :•*

VOL. u.
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L U fln per fia etc

at which rate it takes two long movements to
get through the first verse. This might well be
a parody on the absurd way in which the older
masters mutilated their words. But there are
beautiful as well as curious numbers among the
secular part-songs in this book, and the ' Forte
soporifera ad Baias dormivit in umbra, blandus
Amor etc. ' is one of the quaintest and prettiest
songs that we have come across in the old music
world. In this book is also a very characteristic^
though rather complicated and vocally difficult
setting of the well-known song of Walter Mapes
—if * Walter Mapes* it be—'Si bene perpendi,
causae sunt quinque bibendi.* Dean Aldrich may
have taken the words from this very book (for he
had a library of Lassus* works) when he made
his well-known tnmslation

:

' If all be true that I do think.
There are five reasom we shonld dxink

:

Good vriiMy a friend, or being dry,
Or lost you should be by and by.
Or any other reason why.'

In a subsequent edition of the same ' Cantiones'
appears another portion of the same work,
' Fertur in conviviis,* k 4, in five movements set
to music full of character and effective contrasts.'

The music was so much liked that other words
were twice set to it, once in a French edition
which aimed at rendering Uie chansons *hon-
nestes et chrestiennes * to the words 'Tristis

ut Euridicen Orpheus ab orco *—though how the
adapter succeeded in his object by the change is

not very apparent ; and again a second time
after his death in the edition of his works by his

son, to the stupid words ' Volo nunquara,* which
aimed at turning it into a temperance son^ by
the insertion of a negative in each sentiment of

the original. The old edition has fortunately
survived, and the words of the last two verses, be-
ginning * Mihi est propositum,* are still used for

their original purpose. These spirited words, of
which Orlando was evidently so fond, and to the
quantities of which he paid such careful regard,

seem to have inspired him with a marked rhythm
and sense of accent, which is very exceptional in

works of the time.

In the year 1560, Adam Berg, the court pub-
lisher at Munich, orings out ' Cantiones aliquot

k 5,' containing 14 numbers, and 2 books of

'Sacrse Cantiones,* partly new, are issued at
Louvain. The year 1570 is more productive, 23
new Cantiones k 6 ; a books of chansons con-

taining 18 new ones; and a book of 29 madri-
gals, published in Munich, Louvain and Venice
respectively ; while France is represented by
an important edition of chansons—'Mellange

1 Some doubt hai latelr been thrown on tb« authorship of these
wordn.

' In what collection thb wog mode Its Jlrtt apfwarance Is not
known.

H
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ct'Orlande de Lassus^—often quoted but contain-

ing little new matter. At the close of the year,

at the diet of Spires, the Emperor grants letters

of nobility to Lassus.* At the time this honour
was conferred upon Idm. Lassus was probably on
his way to the court of France, where we find him
during the greater part of the year 1571. Some
circumstances of his stay there may be gathered
from the ' Primus liber modulorum k 5/ published
by Adrian Le Roy, in whose house he lodged
during the visit (Paris, August 1571). The pub-
lisher's dedication to Charles IX. states that

—

* When Orlando di Lassus lat«ly entered yonr presence,
to kiss ^our hand, and modestly and deferentially greet

i___ T __^^ plainly as eyes can see, Uie he
ig on muttic and mnsiciana. F

right royal gifts which yon have I

on Orlando—the look, the coontenance, the words with

yoar majesty, I saw, plainly as eyes can see, tlie honour
you were conferring on muttic and mnsiciana. For to say
nothing of the right royal gifts which yon have bestowed

which you greeted him on his arrival (and this I was not
the only one to notice) wore such, that he may truly boast
of your having shown to few strangers presented to you
this year, the same honour, courtesy and kindness you
showed him. And even I, Adrian, your subject and royal
printer, did not fail to share with him some of that cour-
tesy and consideration on your pari For inasmuch as I
accompanied him into your presence, (liecause he was
my guest,) You, seeing me constantly by his side all the
time we were in your court, asked me more than onoe
about music,' etc., etc.

Ronsard, the French poet, also speaks of the
special welcome with which the King received
the composer. Delmotte suggests that the visit

to Paris may have had to do with a new Academy
of music, for the erection of which Charles had
issued letters-patent in November 1570. Several
editions of Orlando's former works were issued at
Paris during his stay there with Le Roy, but the
only new work of the year he does not design for

his newly made French friends. He sends it

home to his kind master Duke Albert, and thus
addresses him (May 1871):—'When I reached
Paris, the city which I had so long, and so ardently
wished to see, I determined to do nothing, until

T had first sent to you from this, the capital of
France, some proof of my gratitude.'

This book was the ' Modidi quinis vocibus,'

which however was written at Munich before
his departure, and only published at Paris. His
travels naturally interrupted his composition, and
there is nothing ready to print in the next year
(1572) but another set of 15 German songs.

Once again settled in Munich, Lassus is soon
|

at work, Adam Berg is busy providing 'specially

large and entirely new type,' the Dukes are full

of grand ideas to bring honour on themselves, 1
and make the most of their renowned Chapel-T.
master, and July 1573 sees the result in the issuv

of the ist volume of the * Patrocinium Musices.'
[See Bero, Adam.] The work was undertaken
on the responsibility of Duke William, and a
portrait of that handsome prince, afterwards

» A facsimile copy of this grant Is kept In the Bruuelft library fBlbl.
de ItourKityrne. UAtf>>. The part referrliw to the ct«t of arms 1% worth
miotliig: -' Lln«!tiaut<?m Ilia Candida seu arKentea. quas medium scutiq.
aream constltult, ordliie recto contiueat trla flKna muslca. aureo
colort) titicta, quorum prlmum Uienis Tulgo uuncupatum, quod mimiI.
Iteiulie voci* ndltlum est, deztram. altenim T«:ro, Q durum iclllcet

sinlsrram llliu* partem, tertiam autem Tidellcet b muUe centrum
dypol occupeU' Delmotte, In c<»pylnK this in hln book, has substituted
thr iword 'becarre* for the sign Q. which Is curious, because the In
terest ol the quotation centres round a symbol which appears hi the
com.'Ks^^i's coat of arms, but seldom appears in Ms music Ue g«D-
t:ra.l> cuutradkted his flaU with sharps, and i-.m vtna.
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known as 'William the Pious/ appears aa a
frontispiece.

The originators of this publication appear to
have intended to continue the series until it be-
came a selection of all the best music necessary
for the services of the church. Orlando, in the
preface to the ist volume, hints at the work
Deing undertaken in emulation of the service
lately rendered to the church by Philip of Spain
in bringing out a new 'edition of the Scriptures,

and speaks half apologetically of the ist volume
(which contains only motets), as if it scarcely
came up to the object of the publication.

The books might almost be called 'scores.' the
separate parts appearing together on the t-wo
opposite pages. Few publications of this kind
had as yet appeared. The music takes up a great
deal more space than it would if printed in sepa-
rate part-books, and on this account, as well as by
reason of the magnificent type, the volumes hold
less than many a smaller and less pretentious
edition. The series stops short in 1576, and of
the second series ( 1 589 - 1 590) Orlando contributes
only the ist volume. With the exception of the
'Vigiliee Mortuorum' in the 4th volume

—

which had already appeared in 1565 under the
title *Lectiones ex propheta Job,'—and some of
the Magnificats in vol. 5, all the contents of the
volumes appear for the first time.

The _2nd, volume * is dedicated (Jan. i, 1574)
toT5regory XIII ; audit is no doubt in return for
this mark of respect that Orlando receives from
the Pope on April 7 the knighthood of the Golden
Spur. The 4th volume contains an interesting
setting of the ' Passion ' according to St. Matthew,
in 41 very short movements, part of the narrative
being recited by the priest, and the character
parts sung as trios or duets.

In the year 1574 Lassus started on another
journey to Paris. Whether the French King had
invited him for a time to his court, or whether
Lassus actually accepted a permanent positaon
there, we do not know, but whatever the object
of the journey, it was frustrated by the death of
Charles (May 30), and Lassus hearing of this
when he had reached Frankfort, returned at once
to Munich.
The vAar 1576, besides finishing the 1st series

if ili( ' Patrocinium Musices,' sees the publica-
tion ^t the 3rd part of the 'Teutsche lieder,*

containing 22 nos., and the 'Thresor de musique,*
»l). -r on of 103 chansons, most of which had
|M-iuted in the Mellange (1570), but appear
with new words to satisfy the growing
Ibr psabn-singing in France. 1577 brings
all work of interest, a set of 24 cantiones

(a 2), w being vocal duets, and the other 1 2 for

ini^ruments. The style of music is precisely the
same in both cases, the absence of words in the
latter 1 2 alone making any difference ; and this

proves, if there be any doubt on other grounds,
that the notice frequent on title pages of this

s The so-called ' Aotweip Folyglot Bible/ published lo 1069-78 at tba
expense of Philip.

* In Uie original ediUeo the second mass In toI. It. Is printed with •

lU wrong title. It should be Mlasa super 'Scarco dl duglia«' a
appean la subsequeut edltiotu.

^Aii
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period, ' i^t for viols and voyces,' did not mean
ibftt the Toicee and instruments were to perform

them together, though this they undoubtedly did

at timei, but that the music of the chansons and
motets fonned the principal repertoire of the

instromentalists, and that they converted them
into ' wngs without words ' wiUi the concurrence

of the composer. What other kinds of music the

instramentalists at Munich performed, it does

not come within our province to discuss, since

Lftfisus took no part in the direction of it. The
duets having apparently found favour, Orlando
goes on to publish a set of trios for voices or

uutniments, and as if this was a new and special

idea, the first one is set to the words ' Hsec quse

ter triplici,' and the book dedicated to the three

Dukes, William,Ferdinand and Ernest.. The most
important publication of the year is * Missae variis

ooQcentibus omatse,' a set of 1 8 masses, of which
13 are new, printed iat Paris by Le Roy, in score.

During the years 1578-80 we know of no
important publications. The illness of Duke
Albert,, and his death (Oct; 1579), are probably
sufficient to account for this. He had done a
last act of kindness to Lassus in the previous

April by guaranteeing his salary (400 florins)

for life. We like to think that the new set of

'VigiliiB Mortuorum*—to the words of Job as

before—were Lassus* tribute to the memory of
his master. They were published a year or two
after the Duke's death as having been recently

composed. They are more beautiful than the

atrlier set, in proportion as they are simpler

;

and so simple are they, that in them human
skill leems to have been thrust aside, as out of
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place for their purpose. Such music as this

might Handel have had in his mind, when he
wrote to the words * Since by man came death.'

Passing on to the year 1581 we find a * Liber

Missarum,' printed by Gerlach, containing 4 new
masses. Of these Cbmmer has printed one on
the tune ' La, la, Maistre Pierre.' To the same
date belongs a ' Libro De ViUanelle, Moresche,
et altre Canzoni' (It 4, 5, 8), firom Paris, con-

taining 23 numbers.
There is much new music ready for 158a, and

on the 1st of January OrUndo dedicates a book
to the bishop of Wiirtzburg, containing the 2nd
set of * Lectiones ex libris Hiob,' already referred

to, and 1 1 new ^ motets. At the end of the book,
and without connexion with its other contents, a
short tuneful setting of the curious words

' Ooid facira, fades Veneris cnm veneris ante,
Ne sedeas sed eas, ne pereas per eas.'

Then again, on Feb. i, 'jampridem summft
dUigrentiH compositum,' 26 Sacrse cantiones k 5 ;

of which however we only know the last; a
beautiful setting of the hymn to John the Bap-
tist, 'Ut queant laxis,' Uie tenor singing the

r9 1
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1 Thne are all Ijrlng In modem score attd ready for pubUcatioo In

the r^tb library at Brussels.
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notes of the scale with their names, and the other

parta taking up the remaining words of each line,

the music very interesting as a specimen of an
old treatment of the scale, though scarcely so

old-fashioned as might be expected. The next

month, March, brings a set of Motets (k 6),

'singulari authoris industrid,' for voices or in-

struments. These books which follow so closely

on each other are not collections of old work, but,

as we learn from the title-pages, had all been
recently composed. The last set exists also in

modem notation in the Brussels library among
many such scores, prepared by the * singular in-

dustry* of another native of Mons« M. F^tis,

who was appointed by the Belgian Rovemment
to bring out a complete edition of nis fellow-

townsman's works, but was stopped by death

from carrying out one more of tne many great

tasks he had accomplished and was intending

to accomplish.

The successful adaptation of German words to

some of Orlando^s earlier French chansons leads

him in the following year, 1583, to write 33
original ones to sacred and secularGerman woids
* l^ue teutache Lieder, geistlich und weltlich*

—

shOTt pieces ofgreat beauty in 4-partcounterpoint.

Several of them have been printed by Ckunmer.

The most important publication of 1584 is the
* Penitential Psalms.' This is the work we have
already spoken of under the year 1565.

A violent storm occurred at Munich on the

Thursday of the F6te-Dieu in this year, and the

Duke gave orders that the customary procession

round the townfrom the church ofSt. Peter should

be confined to the interior of the building. But
no sooner had the head of the procession reached

the porch of the church, and the choir was heard
singing the first notes of Lassus* motet 'Gustate,

videte,' than a sudden lull occurred in the sterm,

and the ceremony was performed as usual. This

M'as looked upon as a miracle, and the people af

Munich ' in their pious enthusiasm looked upon
Lassus as a divine being.' Afterwards, whenever
fine weather was an object, this motet was chosen.

1585 brings a new set of madrigals k 5, and a
book containing besides motets the ''Hieremie

prophetae Lamentationes.* Besides these we have
a volume of 'Cantica sacra' (24 nos.), and another

of 'Sacrse cantiones' (32 nos.), both, according

to the title-pages, recently composed. The first

contains a setting of the ' Pater noster,* h 6, and
an ode to Duke Ernest, Archbishop of Cologne,

and the latter a 'Stabat mater' for. two 4-part

ohoirs singing alternate verses.

For some years back, all the editions bear on
the frontispiece some testimony to the wonderful

industry of tiie compose. 1586 seems to bring

the first warning of declining strength. It is

a blank as far as publications are concerned, and
the opening of 1587 brings with it the gift fi:om

Duke William of a country house at Geising on

the Ammer, probably as a place of occasional

retirement. Then he comes back to work, and

in gratitude, no doubt, for better healthy on

April 15 dedicates 23 new madrigals to the

court physician. Dr. Mermann. In August s^ new

LASSUS.

volume of the'PatrociniumMuaices'appears, con-

taining 1 3 magnificats. Two masses, a ' Locutus

Sum' an^ 'Beatus qui intelligit,' bear the same
date. Towards the close of the year Orlando is

begging for rest from his arduous duties as

chapel-master. Portions of the Duke's decree in

answer to this request are interesting.

' The good and loyal services of our well-beloved tnd
faithful servant Orl^md de Lassus, .... lead us to

show our favour and gratitude to him, by allowing his

honourable retirement from his duties as master of our
chapel, seeing that tuch duties are too onerous for him,
and we permit him to pass some portion of each year at

Geising with his family .... In consideration of this hit

appointments will be reduced 200 florins annuall/
Hut, on the other hand, we appoint his son Ferdinand as

a member of our chapel at a salarv of 200 florins, and at

the same time to his other son, Buaolph, who has rec«itly

humbly asked our permission to marry, we grant his re-

quest and confer upon him the place of organist with a
salary of 200 florins, on condition that he undertake the

education in sinmng axid composition of the young gen-

tlemen of the choir.^

The composer does not seem to have been satis-

fied with this arrangement, and again returns to

his post. In 1588, in conjunction with his son

Rudolph, he brings out 50 * Teutsche Psalmen.*

Commer prints the 25 nos. contributed by Or-

lando—^and very beautiful and interesting they

Are—3 part hymns, the melody occuring. according

to his fancy, in either of the 3 parts.

The volume of the ' Patrocinium Mumces* for

1598 contains 6 masses, the last number being

the * Missa pro deftmctis,* which we may coojdd^'

the last important publication of his life. Its

lovely opening is an inspiration which finds no

parallel in any other of his compositions that we
have seen. As his end approaches, he has here

Be-quiem
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GBf of thow glim^jses into t&fr coanng: world of

masio which Ambros (Geachichte, iii. 356) traces

in others of his works. It is howerer only in

the first page or two that we find the music so

ftatonishingly near oar own idea of the opening
of a Requiem.
And here his lifcTs work seems to end ; in the

next volume of the ' Patrocinium Musices ' we find

other names^and nothing bears Orhindo's but 12

German part-songs. Then an utter blank. The
frmh effort to work had completely prostrated
him« but death did not come at once to his

reliet His wife Regina finds him one day so

ill that he fails to recognise her. The Princess

Mauniliana sends Dr. Mermann, at once, and
there is a temporary recovery, but the mind is

etill at &ult. 'Cheerful and happy no longer/
says Regina, * he has become gloomy and speaks
only of death.' Promises of the Duke's further
boimty have no effect upon his spirits. He even
writes to his patron, complaining that he has never
carried out his father Albert's intentions towards
him, and it needs all that Kegina and the Prin-
cess Mauniliana can do to sofken the effect of

this act. He died at Munich in June 1594.
This date is taken from a letter written after-

wards by his wife. The two publications 'La-
grime di S. Pietro,' signed May 24, 1594, and
'Cantiones Sacrse* (Feast of S. Michael, 1594),
may imply that his death did not take place
^^ 1595> ai^d tlutt he had so far temporarily
ncovered as to take an interest in the publication
of some old works, or perhaps even to write new
ones ; but it is natural to prefer the date given by
hu wife, in which case we must suppose these
works to have been edited by other hands. He
was buried in the cemetery of the Franciscans
at Munich. When the monastery was destroyed,
the monument which had been erected over his

grave was removed, and kept in the possession of
a private family. It was set up in the present
century in the garden of the 'Academic des
Beaux Arts,' at Munich. Many more details of
all these things are given by Ddmotte, to whom
we refer the reader.

^
After Orlando's death his sons edited many of

his works. Thus Rudolph the organist edited
'Proj^etce Sibyllarum (k 4) chromatico more * in

1600, and Ferdinand the chapel-master printed

4 (tf his own Magnificats with 5 of his father's

in 1602. In 1604 they together issued ' Magnum
<^tu musicum O. de Lasso,' by which work they
have immortalised themselves, preserving in 6
Tolomes of a moderate size, most clearly and
beautifully printed, no less than 516 sacred and
secular motets. The addition of bars is all that
fe required to give the work a completely modem
fonn. Dehn is said to have transcribed the

whole of it. Ferdinand, the elder brother, died
in 1609 at about 50 years of age, leaving several

children, one of whom, also called Ferdinand,
was sent to Italy for his musical education, and
was afterwards Chapel-master to duke Maxi-
milian I. Rudolph, after his brother's death,
^ted '6 MiasB posthums O. di Lasso' (1610)
ttd 100 Magnificati (i<^i9)> most of them

>
^.

*^ \
hrttefto mipublished. Th&\i^^3fnmi^M» rtpd. ,

^^

Rudolph were all eminent eon^a^rvana 'v^ said^ "y
that when the King of Swedei^ Uuaj^i^^Aol- -y

phus, entered Mumoh in 1 632, hkv{ai{9i{ltua6lj^ ^
at hiis house and ordered ooDipositlon^RMk him^
We have mentioned the principal worl

lished by Lassus in his lifetime or edii

wards by his sons. Counted in separate ni

Eitner^ brings theii^ total to ovev 1300. This
does not include many detached pieces published
in collections of music by various composers.

Again, the unpublished MSS. are veir numerous.
When all these are counted, the sacred and secular

works are said to amount to about 1600 and 800
respectively, the chief items being 51 masses,

about 1200 sacred motets and cantiones, 370
chansons, and over 230 madrigals. Of such
works as have appeared in modem notation by
the labours of Commer, Proske^ Dehn, Van
Maldeghem, etc., we may say roughly that they
represent about an eighth, part of the composer's

complete works..

Lassus was the last great Netherland master.

His native land for 200 years had been as

Erominent in. music as Germany has been in

iter times. Italy, a second home to every gi^eat

Belgian muskian since the time of Dufay, was
at length to receive the reward fbr her hospitality,

and to produce a composer to compete with the

proudest of them. Josquin and Orlando were
to find their equal in the Italian pupil of their

countryman Goudimel.
Palestrina is often said to have overturned the

whole fabric of existing church music in a few
days by writing some simple masses for Pope
MarceUus. For the truth of this story we refer

the reader to the article on Palestbina. It

serves well enough as a legend to illustrate

the reformation which music had been under-

going since Josquin's time. The simpler church
music did not indeed take the place of the older

and more elaborate forms of the Josquin period

at a few strokes of Palesfirina's pen. Even in the

writings of Josquin himself the art can be seen

gradually clearing itself from meaningless and
grotesque difficulties ; and there were plenty of

good composers, two very great ones,Gombert and
Clement, coming between Josquin and Lassus or

Palestrina. The simplicity of Lassus' church
music as early as 1565 shows that the story of

the causes of Palestrina's revolution must not be
accepted too literally. The Belgian brought up in

Italy, and the Italian pupil ofa Belgian, were byno
meanssowidelyseparatedas their too eager friends

sometimes try to prove them. Bide by side in

art, they laboured alike to carry on the work of

the great Josquin, and Inake the mighty contra-

puntal means at their disposal more and more
subservient to expressional beauty. It seems
that the simple forms of expression which Lassus

and Palestrina were so often content to use,

owed something to the influence of secular music,

even though the composers may not have been
conscious of drawing directly from such a source.

* Veneidmlas der gedrvckten W«riM ron O. de tMfttu (TraatvrelD,

ISH).
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.\ I I jSitt* U( 'sfiifk^r Siifl\ieiice* acting on the two
' "• - •* raWl^ei&iife is-t* l)e3!»ifdd;we think, in the history

ofthe religious movements of the time. Palestrina

lived in Rome at a time when zealous Catholics

were engaged in vigorous internal reforms as

a defence against the march of Protestantism.

Lassus too was at a court the first in Europe to

throw in its lot with this counter-reformation.

The music of the two composers breathes a
reality of conviction and an earnestness which is

made necessary by the soul-stirring spirit of the

time. To Lassus, it is said, stroi^ offers were
made by the court of Saxony to induce him to

come over to the work of the Protestant Church.
Fortunately for the art he remained true to his

convictions, and was spared from being spoilt, as

many of his fellow-countrymen were, by devoting

themselves to those slender forms of composition

which were thought suitable to the reformed
religion.

Lassus himself saw no violent break separating

his music from that of his predecessors, as we
may infer from the list of composers whose works
were performed in the Munich chapel. In that

list the name of Josquin appears in capital

letters, for it meant then what the name of Bach
means now ; and Lassus, with his softer and more
modem grace, looked up with reverence and
imitated, as well as his own individuality would
allow him, the unbending beauty of the glorious

old contrapuntist in the same way as Mendelssohn
in later times looked up to and longed to imitate

the Cantor of the Thomas-schule.
Orlando spent his life in Germany, then l>y no

means the most musical country or the one most
likely to keep his memory alive. Palestrina,

whose life of suffering and poverty contrasts

strongly with Orlando's afiBuence and position,

had at least the good fortune to plant his works
in the very spot where, if they took root at all,

time would make the least ravages on them. The
name and works of Palestrina have never ceased
to live in the Eternal City ; and while the name of
Lassus is little known among musical amateurs,
every one is acquainted with the works of his

contemporary. How much is really known of
Palestrina's music we do not venture to question,

but the more the better for Lassus. As soon as
the world really becomes familiar with the
music of the Italian, the next step will lead to
the equally interesting and beautiful works of
the Netherlander. Then by degrees we may
hope for glimpses into that still more remote
period when the art of counterpoint, in the hands
of Josquin, first began to have a living influence

^ on the souls of men. [J. R. S.-B.]

LAST JUDGMENT, THE. The English
version, by Prof. Taylor, of Spohr's oratorio
' Die letzten Dinge.* Produced at Norwich Fes-
tival Sept. 24, 1830. Given by the Sacred
Harmonic Society, July 11, 1838, also July 23,

1847, Spohr conducting. [G.]

LATROBE, Rev. Christian Ignatius, eldest

son of Rev. Benjamin Latrobe, superintendent
of the congr^ations of the United (Moravian)
Brethren in England, was bom at Fuhiec, Leeds,

LATROBE.

Yorkshire, Feb. la, 1758. In 17 71 he went to

the college of the United Brethren at Nieeky,

Upper Lusatia, returned to England in 1784,

took orders in the same church, became secretary

to the Society for the Furtherance of the Gospel,

and in 1795 was appointed secretary to the

Unity of the Brethren in England. Although
Latrobe never followed music as a profession he

cultivated it assiduously from an early age. His
earlier compositions were chiefly instrumental;

three of his sonatas, having met with the ap-

proval of Haydn, were pubBshed and dedicated

to him. His other published oompositions in-

clude Lord Roscommon^s translation of the 'Dies

Irae,* 1.799 J
* The Dawn of Gloiry/ 1 803 ; Anthem

for the Jubilee of George III., 1809 ; Anthems,
by various composers, 1811 ; Original Anthems,
1823; 'Te Deum, performed in York Cathedral';

'Miserere, Ps. 51*; and 'Six Airs on serious

subjects, words by Cowper and Hannah More.'

He edited the first English edition of the Mora-
vian Hymn Tunes. But his most important

publication was his * Selection of Sacred Music
from the works of the most eminent composers

of Germany and Italy,' 6 vols. 1806-25, through

the medium of which many fine modem compo-
sitions were first introduced to the notice of the

British public. He died at Fairfield, near Liver-

pool, May 6, 1836.

Rev. John Antes Latrobe, M.A., his son.

bom in London in 1792, became organist at

Liverpool, and was composer of several anthems.

He took orders in the Church of England, and
was incumbent of St. Thomas's, Kendal, and hon-

orary canon of Carlisle. He was author of * The
Music of the Church considered in its various

branches, Congregational and Choral,* London,
183 1. He died at Gloucester Nov. 19, 1878.

The following are the contents of Latrobe*B

valuable Selection, arranged alphabetically. The
pieces are all in vocal score, with compressed ac-

companiments ; some to the original text, some
to translated words.

Ab<M. BUbat Mater, ^ T. firom Borri, B. Quoniam. T. from Mati.
SUbat.

I

Da. ChrUte. C.-Da
Albertl. V. Salve Bedemptor.C— BrassetU. Praise the Lord. C—

Salve.
I

Gonflt«bor.
IDo. O God, be not far. A.—Do.

Do. O Jmu. ealvator ! C—Da
Astorxa. O ^uam trlstU, T.—Sla-

bat
Da Quls est homo. D.—Da
Do. Blessed T>o the power. C

Da
Da Fac me penitentum, D.-

Da
Da Recordarc. A.—Da
Da Cum oltiam. C—Do.

Bach. 0. P. K. O come, let us
woDkhlp. C—Anthem.

Da O Lord, hide not. A.—' Is-

raelites.'

Da He opened the rode. 0.—Da
Ba.<«anl. Banctus.C—Requiem.
Do. Recordare, C. * 8.—Da

Boocherlnl. Fac ut portem, A.-

Btabat.

Da BUbat Mater. A,—Da
Da Beoordare. T.—Do.
Do. Inlammatu**, A.—Do.

Borrl. B. Laodamos Te, A.—Mat
Do. Domlne.T.—Da

Cafaro. P. Stabat Mater. D.AC.-
SUbat.

Caldara. Benedlctus* T.—Mass.
Da Et Incaraatos, A.—Da ^
Da Affnus. D.—Da
Da Et incarnatuA. C—Masi.
Do. CnicUlxus, D.—Do.
Da Et resurrexlt, C—Da
Do. Agnu^ C—Da

Clampl. F. O mj l^od, A.~Mise-
rere.

Do. Ecce enim, D.—Da
Da Cor mondum. D.—Da

DanzL Salve Bedemptor. O.-HSalve.

Da Agnus Del. C—Man.
Durante. I wlU call. A. — La-

mentatia
Da O remember, C—Do.
Da Omnls populu«. C—Bervke

for I-aA^loD Week.
Da Quacreos roe. D.—Requiem
Da Agnun. C—Ulany.

Fellcl. Or che*nate.D.—Oratorio.
OaluppL Bacro horrore. D.—Ora-

toria

> A.—Aria; D.—Duet; T.—Tenetto ; Q.-Quartet: Qd.—Quintet

t

C.-Coro; Ch.-Cborale ; M.-Motet; OC-Offertorium : &-S0I0.
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eiaitateb«r. Qaid stun miser. 0. Hftjrdn. J. Non pormi. A. (torn

tnm BcHoicm. ,
Tobla.

Glack. Pe profundSs, C—De Pro- Do. O dl le nostre. C—Da
faodta. Do. My Mul thall CKJ. Q.—Mo-

Gmatc UchrymoM, D. — Re- tetto.
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qatem.

Do. Kc Jesu. C—Do.
GnuD. T« Dtfoni,C—Te Deam.
Do. T« rloiioaan. C—Do.
Dow Ta Bex gJorUe. C—Do.
Do. Tu ad IfbcnkDdum. A.—Do.
Ui. To «d dcxterom. C—Do.

Da Te «rvo quiesamus, D.—Do.
Da It rcfv, C—Do.
Do. Dignare Domiiie, A.—Do.
Da Zkm, mark. C—Tod Jwu,
Da Be WAS despi<)ed. C—Da
Da Tboa bft»t brought me, 0.

Da
Da Bins to Jehorah, C^Da
Da AAmisli'd Senphlm, R—

Da
Ih. Weep,IsrmcI.Ch.—Da
Da Bebiild a* here. C—Da
Da BefaoM the Lamb of God.
C—Pa*»kw»e.

Do. He was de3pL<wd. C—Da
ha. Oc<I. my strength. D.—Da
Da Bie»th«Lord. A.-Da
Da L«t us run, C—Do.
Da In songs ofjoy. Ch.—Da
Da Bow down. A.—Da

Hber. AfAiost thee only, C.—
Wierere.

Hiffie. ]m^ro O Deus, C—Au-
gustloo.

Do. Laadftte ocell Patrero. C-
Da

Da Uti ftireutJbus. A.—Do.
Do. Je«o nw» f*s» D.—Magda-

letia.

Da O portento. A.—Da
Da Xm tormenta. A.—Do.
Da Adt«clam*mu>,A.—Salve.
Da O glre thanks. C—Oftduta.

Da Vioche solvo. A.—Da
Da Blow the sacrod trumpet.
a-Da

Do. Uoda.Qo.AC—Pellegrini.

Da Vita font*^. A.—Do.
Da D'Avpri legati, A.-Da
Ddi. genti 11 m*r. A.—Do.
Do. I'ell^Ttooeluomo.C—Do.
Da Defende populum, C—Olu-

sepperk.
Da D!e qns«>o. A.—Da
Da Plebes in«pte cousUl*. C—

Da
Do, Aptos Del, D.—LlUny.
Da Lord. s«tc thy people. A
—Deposltkme.

Da Hex trenaeMte. C. A A.-

Bequiem.
Da Miserere mel Deus. C—

Xberere.
Hiyda. J. Tu dl grazia. C —

PtMdooe.
Da. Padre celeste, C —Da ,

Do. Kyrle, C.-Mas»No.L in Bb.
Da fihMla, C—Do.
Dxk K» h»c«.roatus, C—Da
Da Sanetus. C.-Da
Da Qat tolUs. A. A C- Mass

5a II. to C.

Da Gloria. C-MaasNa III. In D.
Dx It Incamatas. A. A C—Da
Da Quooiftm. A.—Mass Na V.

Da Cum sancto. C—Do.
Da Ht inc&matns. 8. A D.—Do.
Da A^DSL. A.—Da
Da Kyrte, C.-Mass NaVII. In O.

Da Et Incaroatus. aAQu.-Da
Da Saoctus. C—Da
Da Benedlctus. Q.-Da
Da ganctus. C.-Ma« NaTni.

fainb.

Da Benedlctus, A.—Da
Da Agnu Del. C—Do.
Do. Kyrie. C.-MassNaXII.
Da Stabat Mater. C.-8tabat
Da Tldll snum. A.—Do.
Da Qui eat homo. C.-Da
Da Pro peccatis. A.—Da
Da Flainml* orci. A.—Da
Da Pac me cruce. A.—Da
Da Qaando corpus. C.-Da
Da telre Bedemptor.C—SalTe.

Da Pleta d'un taifBllce. C.-
TobU.

Haydn. M. Lord, grant as thy, Ch.-
Benrke for Country Church.

Da O full of all. Ch,—Do.
Da Whtte conscious, Ch.-Da
Da Blest Jesus, gracious, Ch.—

Da
Da O Lore, all love excelling,

Ch.-Do.
Da While with her fragrant,

Ch.—Do.
Da Worship, honour. Ch.—Da
Do. Tenebr». C—Tenebrae.

Da Banctus, C—Bequiem.
Da Agnus. C—Da
Da Oro supplex, C—Do.
Do. Lauda Bion, Q.—L'lt»ny.

Hummel. Holy. Holy. C—Mass.

Jomeill. Bex tromende. D.—Be-
quiem.

Da Kyrie. D.-Masa.
Do. Agnus, D.—Da

Lea Dal nuvoloso monte, A.—
B. Elena.

Da Dal tuo soglla D.—Da
Do. Ohrlstus factua est, 8.—

Verse.

Da O Jcsu. A.—Balre.
LottL Qui tollK a-Mass.
Do. Gloria. C.-Da
Da Et in terra, Qu.—Da
Da Miserere mei. C—MLierera

Marcella Bate, Q save, D. —
Psalms.

Morari. Agnus Dei, T.—Mass.
Moriari. Cum sancto, C.—Do.
Moxart. Becordare. g.—Bequiem.
Do. Banctus, C—Mass So. L
Da Benedlctus, Q.—Do.
Da Agnus. A.—Do.
Do. Gloria. C—Mass No. IL
Do. Benedlctus, Q.—MassNa in.

Do. Agnns, C—Da
Da Agnas D.—Ma« Na VL
Da Bless the Lord (Kyrie). D.

-Mass Na X.
Do. Benedlctus. A. A C.—Da
Da Agnus. C—Da
Do. Benedlctus. Q.—Mass No. XI.
Da O God. when tixou appear-

est. C—Motetto I. IL
Da Ne pulvls. C—Do.

Do. Kyrie. D.—Litany I.

Do. Jesu Domine, A.—Da
Da Jesu Christe. D.—Litany IL
Do. Verbum caro, C—Da
Da Enter Into his gates. A.—Da
Do. Kyrie. C.-Da
Da Agnus, D.—Da
Da Tho' by threatening storms.

A.-Davldda
Nanmann. Christe. T.—MassNa I.

Do. Kyrle, a—Do.

Da Et lucarnatus. D.—Do.
Da Agnus, D.-Do.
Do. Quoniam, D.—Mass Na II.

Da Cum sancto. C—Da
Da Benedlctus, D. A C—Do.

Da Agnus. C.—Da
Do. Qui toUis. C—Mass No. m.
Da Et Incamatus, A.—Da
Do. Banetus. C—Do.

Da Et hieamatus. A.—Mass No.
rv.

Do. Agnus, D. * C—Da
Da Lauda Bion. C— Offerto-

rlum.
Da Le porte a nol, Q.—Pelle-

grini.

Da O ye kindreds, C—Psalm
xcvl.

Negri. Qui sedes. A.—Mass.
Neukomm. Bex tremendae, C—

Bequiem.
Do. Banctus. D.—Da

PergolesL Kyrle, D.—Grand Mass
Da Gloria, D.—Do.
Da Laudamus, D.—Da
Da Gratias, C—Da
Do. Domine, D.—Da
Da Qui tolUs, C—Da
Do. Quoniam. A.—Da
Da Cum Bancto. C—Da
Da Hear my prayer, D.—Salve.
Da Ad te stisplramus, C—Da

from Salva
Da Asperges. C—Miserere L
Da Bedde mihi, D.-Da
Da Domlnelabia. A.—DalL
Da Quoniam si voluisses, C.-

Da
Do. Sacrlflclum Deo. T.—Do.

BIccL Becordare. A.—Dies Irasi

Bighinl. Qui toUls. C.-Mass.
Do. Benedlctus. Q.—Do.
Da O Lord, who shall not, Q.
—Gerus. lib.

Bolle. In thee. O Lord,C—Death
ofAbel.

Da Out of the deep. A.—Do.
Do. Great God. to Thee. C—

Thirza.

Da O Lord, roost holy. D.—Do.
SabhatinU God be merciful, T. A

C—Dixit Domlnus.
Do. In my distress. D.—Da
Do. Dominus a dextrls. A.—Do.

Bala. Qui tollls. A.-Mavk.
Balvatore. Tenebrse,a—Tonebraa

FergolesL O Jeso Salvator. D. Balvatore. Becevlt Pastor, C.frotti
" "

Besponsorlo.
Do. In monte Ollveto. C—Da

Bartl. Miserere. D.—Miserere.
Da Ampllus. T.—Do.

BerinL O falUces, A.-Motetto.

Da Bum In medio. A.—Do.
Slroll. Praise the Lord, D.—Mis-

erere.

Buldell. Cruciflxtis, D.—Mass.
Telemann. Mercy. Judgment, A.

—Orat, Passion.

Tflrck. Heavenly Branch, D. -
ChrUtm. Oratoria

Vogler. Agnus Del. C—Bequiem.
Winter. O quam tristis, C. *. Q.—

Stabat Mater.
Do. Quando corpus. C—Da
Da Quid sum miser. A.—Be-

quiem.
Wolf. Balnti and Angels, C.

—

Funeral Anthem.
Da The Prince of Life, D.—

Easter Anthem.
N. N. Tantum ergo. D.-Chorale.

[W.H.H.]

LAUB, Ferdinand, one of the most re-

markable violin-players of our day, was bom
Jan. 19, 1832, at Prague, where his father waa

a muaician. His talent shewed itself very early

;

at six he mastered Variations by De Beriot,

and at nine performed regularly in public. At
eleven he attracted the notice of Berlioz and

Ernst, and shortly after was taken up by the

Grand Duke Stephen, and by him sent to Vienna

in 1847. After this he visited Paris, and, in

185 1, London, where he pUyed at the Musical

Union, and, in 1853 succeeded Joachim at Wei-
mar. Two years later we find him at Berlin as

Kammervirtuos and Concertmeiater of the Court

band, and leader of quartet-concerts of his own.

At length, after considerable wandering, he

settled at Moscow in 1866 as head Professor

of the Violin in the Conservatorium, and first

violin at the Musikgesellschaft, with great

liberty of action. But Russia did not agree

with him, and the state of his health compelled

him in 1874 ^ ^^® ^^^ baths at Karlsbad.

The benefit however was but temporary, and on
March 17, 1875, he died of a disordered liver, at

Gries, near Boteen, in the Tyrol. Laub was cer-

tainly one of the greatest violin-virtuosos ofrecent

times. He had a fine and very powerful tone

and a brilliant technique, and played with much
feeling and passion. His repertoire was very

large, comprising all the important classioal works

and a great many modem compositions. His fre-

quent performances of Joachim's Hungarian Con-

certo deserve special mention. He had also much
success as a quartet-player, but his style, espe-

cially in latter years, has not unjustly been re-

proached with mannerism and a tendency to

exaggeration. [P. D.]

LAUDA SIGN. The name of a Sequence,

sung, at High Mass, on the Feast of Corpus

Christi, between the Gradual

—

Oculi omnium—
and the Gospel for the Day. [See Sequentia.]

The text of the Lauda Sion, written, about

the year 1 26 1, by S. Thomas Aquinas, has always

been regarded as a masterpiece of mediieval

scholarship; and differs, in at least one very

important point, from the four other Sequences

still retained in use by the Roman Church. Not
only does the rhythmic swing of its rhymed
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Troohiuc Dimeters—strengthened by the intro-

duction of a \Arge propc«tion of Spondees—stamp
it, at once, with the character of a glorious

Hymn of Praise ; but it serves, also, as a vehicle

for the exposition of some of the most abstruse

problems of dogmatic Theology, which are every-

where defined with an exactness as close as that

shown in the statements of the 'Athanaaian

Creed.* And, strange to say, some of the verses

which exhibit this lucidity of definition in the

most marked degree, are precisely those in

which the swing of the metre seems least en-

cumbered by extraneous trammels. [See Metbe ;

Pbo«e.]
This jubilant swing is finely brought out by

the Plain Chaunt to which the ^quence is

adapted—a fiery Melody, in Modes Vll and
VIII combined, exhibiting considerable variety

of treatment and expression, and, in all proba-

bility, coteval with the text of the Sequence
itself. Several readings of this Melody are ex-

tant, all agreeing in general contour, though
differing in a few unimportant details. The
purest version is probably that revised by the

editors of the new Katisbon Gradual; though
the Mechlin form contains some passages which
are, at lea^t, entitled to careful consideration,

more especially those in which the necessity for

the introduction of a B b is avoided by a ligature

extending to C.

Lau - da Bl - on Pal -?a-U>-r«MD, L«u-da ducem, el

Quan- turn po-tes taottun an -de. Qui - a nukjor ob-

pas-to-rem.

nl lau-de.

In hymiiis et can - tl - cis.

Mec laa-da - re tuf • 11 - oli. Quern In

Uo - • dl • e pro-po - nl - tar.

Da - - turn n<m am-bl - gl - tur.

The entire Melody is divided, like the portion

we have selected as our example, into short

strains, consisting of three, or more lines, accord-

ing to the requirements of the metre : and the
whole concludes with an Amen. Allduia, of un-
usual beauty.

The i)oetry of the Lauda Sion has been many
tiniuM subjected to polyphonic treatment of a very
high order. Paletitriua has left us two settings

of the H«qHence for eight voices, arranged in a
double Cluiir, and a shorter one for four. The
fin«t, and l)est known, was printed, in 1575, by
Alex, (iardttnus, in the Third Book of Motets for

,1^, 0, and 8 Vuioes ; and is one of the earliest

exaMi|)!iH of that peculiar combination of two
Choirs. CI nsiMting of unequally balanced Voices,
which Palestrina has made so justly famous—the
Voices selected being, in this case, Cantus I Lnd

LAtJBA SlON.

II, Alius, and Bassus, in the first Choir, and
AltuB, Tenor I and II, and Bassus, in the second.
Its style is, in many respects, analogous to that
of the celebrated SUtbat Mater. As in that great
work, several of the verses—from Bont Pastor,
to In terra vi'vetUium, inclusive—are written in
IViple Measu^. But—as may be seen from the
following example—the Lauda Sion is also re-

markable tor its close adherence, as a general
rule, to the Plain Chaunt Melody.

A reprint of this beautiful composition will be
found in vol. iii. of the complete edition of
Palestrina's works now in course of publication

by Messrs. Breitkopf& Hartel of Leipzig. The
other 8-part setting, in Triple Measure through-
out, hitherto known only through the medium
of a MS. in the Library of the Collegio Romano,
at Rome, has been recently published in voL vii.

of the same series.

Mendelssohn has also chosen the text of the

Lauda Sion as the framework of a delightful

Cantata, for four Solo Voices, Chorus, and
Orchestra, composed in 1 846, and first performed,
in that year, at Liege, on the Feast of Corpus
Christi (June 11). Though less elaborate in

form than the 'Lobgesang' and some of its

fellow cantatas, this fine production is strikingly

characteristic of its author's best style. It would
be difficult to find a happier example of his

treatment of the Arioso than tlu^t exhibited in

Caro eibue. In Sit laiis plena every phrase
dictated by the Soprano solo is iumieoiately

repeated in chorus, in a way which forcibly
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reminds us of the well-known movement, *The
eaemy shoateth/ from • Hear my prayer.' In Docti

aam«, » fragment of the Plain Chaunt is treated

after the manner of a Chorale,—but changed
firom the Eighth inio the Tenth Mode, and, there-

fore, inTeeted with a totally new character. In
SuinU UHU8 the dramatic element is introduced,

with almost startling effect : and the whole con-

dudes with a noble Chorus, adapted to the words
Bone Pattor^ and the concluding verses of the

Hymn. The student will find it interesting to

eorapare this essentially modem adaptation of

the text with the purely ecclesiastical treatment

adopted by Palestrina. [W. S. R.]

LAUM SPIRITUALI. A name given to

certain collections of Devotional Music, compiled

for the use of the *Laudisti*—a Religious Con-
fraternity, instituted, at Florence, 'in the year

1310, and afterwards held in great estimation by
S. Charles Borromeo, and S. Philip Neri.

The poetry of the 'Laudi*—some ancient

specimens of which are attributed, by Crescen-

tini, to S. Frands of Assisi—was originally

written entirely in Italian, and bears no trace of

classical derivation. The music to which it is

adapted—inclining rather to the character of the

Sacred Canzonet, than to that of the regular

Hymn—was, at first, unisonous, and extremely
simple ; though, after a time, the LaudUti culti-

vated part-singing with extraordinary success.

A highly interesting MS. volume, once be-

kiQging to a company of ' Laudisti/ enrolled, in

the year 1336, at the Chiesa d'Ogni Santi, at

Florence, is now preserved in the Magliabecchi
Library : and, from thb. Dr. Bumey (Hist. ii. 328)
quotes a very beautiful example—* Alia Trinitk

beata*—which, of late years, has become popular
in Uiis country, though, in all the English edi-

^ns we have seen, the melody is sadly muti-

lated, and strikingly inferior in character to the

onginal reading. The earliest printed collection

is dated 1485. This, however, would seem to

have been either unknown to, or unrecognised

by, the disciples of S. Philip Neri ; for, in 1565,
G ovann! Animuccia, who acted as his Maestro
di Capella, published a volume entitled ' II primo
libro delle Laudi/ followed by a ' Secondo libro,*

of more advanced character, in 1570. These
Sacred Songs, which formed the germ of the per-

ibrmances afterwards called Oratorios, became
so popular among the youths who flocked to

8. Philip for instruction, that, in 1588—seventeen
years alter the death of the saintly Animuccia
—P. Soto thought it desirable to edit a third

volume, containing unacknowledged works, for

three and four Voices, by some of the greatest

Composers of the age. In 1589, the same zealous

editor published an amended reprint of the three

volumes, consolidated into -one; succeeded, in

^59 If ^7 * fourth volume, dedicated to the

Dochessa d'Aqnasparta. Serafino Razzi published
a large collection, in 160S, and many others

followed—for, at this period, almost every large

town, and even many an important parish, had
its own Company of Laudisti, who sang the
poetry of Lorenzo de* Medici, Poliziano, Pulci,
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Bembo, Lndovico Martelli, Giambellari, Filicaia,

and other celebrated writers, with undiminished
interest, though, as time progressed, the charac-

ter of the music sensibly deteriorated.

In the year 1 770, Dr.Bumey heard theCompany
of Laudisti attached to the Church of S. Maria
Maddalena de' Pazzi, in Florence, sing, with ex-

cellent effect, in some street Processions, as well

as in some of the Churches, from a book then

just published for their use : and, however true

it may be that part-singing in Italy is not what
it was some centuries ago, representatives of

the Confraternity are said to be still in exist-

ence, striving to do their best in a more modem
style. [W.S.R.]

LAUDS (Lat. Laudes), The name given to

that division of the Canonical Hours which
immediately follows Matins.

The Office of Lauds opens, according to the

Ritual of the Western Church, with the series of

Versicles and Responses beginning, 'Deus in

adjutorium meum intende,* followed by seven

Psalms and li Canticle, sung, in five divisions,

with five proper Antiphons. These are succeeded

by the *Capitulum* (or 'Little Chapter'); the

Hymn for tne Day, with its proper Versicle and
Response; and the 'Benedictus, which, with its

Antiphon, is sung while the Officiating Priest

and his Ministers are engaged in incensing the

Altar. The Service then concludes with the

Collect, or Collects, for the Day ; the Commemo-
rations (as at Vespers); and the 'Antiphon of

the Blessed Virgin proper for the Season.

On certain Festivtds, the Antiphons, at Lauds,

are doubled, as at Matins : and, like Matins, the

Office is usually sung 'by anticipation.' The
Plain Chaunt Music adapted to it will be found

in the ' Antiphonarium Romanum,' and the

« Directorium Chori.* [See Matins ; Antiphon.]
In the First Prayer-Book of King Edward VI,

the name of ' Mattins* is given to the combined
Offices of Matins, and Lauds. [W. S. R.]

LAUTERBACH, Johann Christoph, dis-

tinguished violinist, was bom July 24, 1832, at

Culmbach in Bavaria. His education he re-

ceived at the school and gymnasium of Wiirz-

burg. where he also learnt music from Bratsch

and Prof. Frohlich. In 1850 he entered the

Conservatoire at Brussels as pupil of De Beriot

and F^tis, in 1851 received the gold medal,

and during L^mud's absence took his place as

Professor of the Violin. In 1853 he became
Concertmeister and Professor of the Violin at

the Conservatorium of Munich ;*in i860, on the

death of Lipinski, was appointed second Con-
certmeister of the royal band at Dresden, and in

1873 succeeded to the first place. Since 1861

he has also held the post of principal teacher of

the violin in the Conservatorium of Dresden,

with great and increasing renown. He has tra-

velled much and always with success. He spent

the seasons of 1864 and 65 in Enijland, appear-

ing at the Philharmonic on May 2 of the
' former, and May 15 of the latter year, and

j

playing also at the Musical Union. In Paris

I
he played at the last concert at the Tuileries
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before the war ; and received from the Emperor
Napoleon a gold snuff-box set with diamonds.
He is decorated with many orders both of North
and South Germany. In the summer of 1876 he
met with a serious mountain accident in Switzer-

land, by which several of his companions were
killed and he himself severely wounded. He has
however completely recovered. Lauterbach's style

unites the best peculiarities of the Belgian school,

great polish and elegance, with the breadth of

tone and earnestness of the Germans. [P*!)*]

LAVENU, Louis Henry, son of a flautist

and music-seller, bom in London in 181 8. He
was a pupil of the Koyal Academy of Music,
where he studied composition under Bochsa and
Potter. Before leaving the Academy he was
engaged as a violoncelliift at the Opera and the
Westminster Abbey Festival of 1834. He was
also in business as a music-seller in partnership
with his stepfather, Nicholas Mori, the eminent
violinist, after whose death, in 1839, he continued
the business alone for a few years. During this

time he published a few songs and short piano-

forte pieces composed by himself. His opera
* Loretta, a Tale of Seville,* words by Bunn, was
produced at Drury Lane Nov. 9, 1846, with
success. Dijisatisfied with his position, Lavenu
emigrated to Australia, obtained the post of
director of the music at the Sydney Theatre,
and died at Sydney, Aug. i, 1859. [W.H.H.]

LAVIGNE, Antoine Joseph, bom at Be-
Ban9on March 23, 1816, received his early

musical education from his father, a musician in

an infantry regiment. On Jan. 24, 1830, he was
admitted a pupil of the Conservatoire at Paris,

where he studied the oboe under Vogt, but was
oblige<l to leave on May 3, 183,;, on account of

his father's regiment being ordered from Paris.

He re^iumed his position on Oct. 17, 1836, and
obtained the first prize in 1837. He was for

several years principal oboe at the Theatre
Italien at Paris. In 1841 he came to England,
and appeared as oboe soloist at the Promenade
Concerts at Drury Lane, and has now for some
years been a member of Mr. Charles Halle's
orchestra at Manchester. He addressed himself
with great earnestness to applying to the oboe
the system of keys which Boehm had contrived
for the flute, and devoted several years t«) per-
fecting the instrument. This admirable player
has great execution and feeling ; but what be
is most remarkable for is his power and length
of breath, which by some secret known to
himself enables him to give the longest phrases
without breaking them. [W.H. H.]
LAWES, Henry, son of William Lawes, was

bora at Dinton, Wiltshire, probably in Dec.

1595, as he was baptized Jan. i, 1595-6. He
received his musical education from Giovanni
Coperario. On Jan. i, 1625-6 he was sworn
in as epistler of the Chapel Koyal, and on Nov.
3 following, one of the gentlemen, and afterwards
became clerk of the cheque. In 1633 he joined
his brother William and Simon Ives in com-
posing the music for Shirley's masque, 'The
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Triumphs of Peace,' and in the same year

furnished music for Thomas Carew's masque,
' Coelum Britannicum,' performed at Court, Feb.

18, 1633-4. In 1634 he composed the songa for

Milton's masque, ' Comus,* produced at Ludlow
Castle on Michaelmas night, in that year, Lawes
performing the part of the Attendant Spirit.

(Both Hawkins and Bumey have printed * Sweet
Echo,' one of the songs in * Comus.' The whole

of the songs are in the British Museum, Add.
MS. 1 1,5 1 8.) It is probable that the friendship

between Milton and Lawes had its origin in

Comua.

Henry Lawes taught music to Lady Alice

Egerton—*Tbe Lady* of the masque. In 1637
appeared *A Paraphrase vpon the Psalmes of

David. By G[eorgeJ S[andy8]. Set to new Tunes
for private Devotion. And a thorow Base, for

Voice or Instrument. By Henry Lawes' ; and in

1648 'Choice Psalmes put into Musick for Three
Voices .... Composed by Henry and William
Lawes, Brothers and Servants to His Majestie.

With divers Elegies set in Musick by several

friends, upon the death of William Lawes. Ajid

at the end of the Thorough Base ' are added nine

'

Canons ofThree and Four Voices made byWilliam
Lawes.' A copper-plate portrait of Charles I,

believed to be the last publi.shed in his life time,

accompanies each part, and amongst the com-
mendatory verses prefixed to the work is the
sonnet, addressed by Milton to Henry Lawes in

Feb. 1645-6, commencing • Harry, whose tuneful

and well measured song. Lawes composed the

songs in the plays and poems of William Cart-
wright, and the Christmas songs in Herrick's
* Hesperides.' In 1653 he published * Ayres and
Dialogues for One, Two and Three Voyoes,' with
his portrait, from which the above is taken,
finely engraved by Faithorae, on the title.

This was received with such &vour as to in-

duce him to issue two other books with the

1 The work b In Mpftrate paru. SBeaUytea.
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title in 1655 and 1656. In 1656 he was
engaged with Capt. Henry Cooke, Dr. Charles

Colimm and George Hudson in providing the

miMic for Davenant's 'First Day's Entertain-

m^it of Musick at Rutland House.' On the

Beatoration in 1660 Lawes was reinstated in his

Court appointments. He composed the anthem
' Zadok the Priest,' for the coronation of Charles

II. He died Oct. 3i, 1662, and was buried Oct.

25 in the cloisters of Westminster Abbey. Many
of his son^ are to be found in ' Select MusicaU
Ayres and Dialogues/ 1653, 1653 «nd 1659, and
* The Treasury of Musick,* 1669.

H^ury Lawes was highly esteemed by his con-

temporaries, both as a composer and performer.

Milton praises him in both capacities, and
Herrick in an epigram places him on a level

with some of the most renowned singers and
players of his time ; but later writers have
formed ft lower estimate of his abilities as a com-
poser. Bumey declares his productions to be
'languid and insipid/ and equally devoid of

learning and genius'; and Hawkins speaks of

his music as deficient in melody and 'neither

recitative nor air, but in so precise a naedism
between both that a name is wauting for it.'

But both appear to judge from a false point of

Tiew. It was not Lawes's object to produce

n>elody in the popular sense of -the word, but to

>^ ' words with just note and accent,' to make
the proendy of his text his principal care ; and it

was doubtless that quality which induced all the

best poetical writers of his day, from Milton and
Waller downwards, to desire that their verses

ihould be set by him. To effect his object he
employed a kind of 'aria parlante,' a style of

compodtion which, if expressively sung, would
cause as much gratification to the cultivated

hearer as the most ear-catching melody would to

the untrained listener. Lawes was careful in the

choice of words, and the words of his songs

would form a very pleasing volume oflyric poetry.

Hawkins says that notwithstanding Lawes * was
a servant of the church, he contributed nothing
to the increase of its stores'; but, besides the

coronation anthem before mentioned, there are

(OT were) in an old choir book of the Chapel
Royal fragments of 8 or 10 anthems by him,

and the warda of several of his anthems are given
in Clifford's 'Divine Services and Anthems,'
1664 . A portrait ofHenry Lawes is in theMusic

School, Oxford.

John Lawe8, a brother of Henry, was a lay

vkar of Westminster Abbey. He died in Jan.

1654-5, ^^^ ^^ buried in the Abbey cloisters.

RjBV. Thomas Lawks, commonly but errone-

ooily stated to be the ^ther, but probably i.he

oncle, of William and Henry Lawes, was a vicar

choral of Salisbury Cathedral. He died Nov. 7,

1 640, and was buried in the north transept of

the cathedral.

William Lawes, elder brother of Henry,
received musical instruction from Coperario at

the expense of the Earl of Hertford. He became
a member of the choir of Chichester Cathedral,

which he quitted in 1602, on being appointed a
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gentleman of the Chapel Royal. He was sworn
in Jan. i, 1602-3. In 161 1 he resigned his

place in favour of Ezekiel Waad, a lay vicar of
Westminster Abbey, but on Oct. i following was
re-admitted * without paie.' He was also one of
the musicians in ordinary to Charles I. In 1633
he composed part of the music for Shirley's

'Triumphs of Peace.' An anthem by him is

printed in Boyce's Cathedral Music ; songs and
other vocal compositions in 'Select Musicall

Ayres and Dialogues,' 1653 and 1659, 'Catch
that catch can,' 1652, 'The Treasury of Musick,'

1669, and 'Choice Psalms,' 1648; and some of
his instrumental music in 'Courtly Masquing
Ayres,' 1663. The autograph MSS. of his

music for several Court masques are preserved
m the Music School, Oxford. ' The Royal Con-
sort' for viols and some 'Airs' for violin and
bass are in the British Museum, Add. MS.
10,445, '^^^ some of his vocal music is in Add.
MS. 1 1,608. On the breaking out of the Civil

War he joined the Royalist army and was made
a commissary by Lord Gerrard, to exempt him
from danger, but his active spirit disdaining that

security, he was killed by a stray shot during
the siege of Chester, 1 645. [W. H.H.]

LAY, A Provencal word, originally prob-

ably Celtic, meaning at first a sound or noise,

and then a song, especially the tune, as the
quotations from Spenser, Milton and Dryden
in Johnson's Dictionary prove. Beyond this

general sense the term has no application to

music. The German ' Lied ' is another form of

the word. [G.]

LAY VTCAR or LAY CLERK, a singer in

Cathedral Choirs. [See Vioar Choral.]

LAYS, FRAN901S, ft famous French singer,

whose real name was Lay, born Feb. 14, 1758,
at La Barthe de Nest^ in Gascony. He learned

music in the monastery of Guaraison, but before

he was 20 his fame as a singer had spread, and
in April 1779 ^® found himself at Paris to be
tried for the Grand Opera. His name first

appears in Lajarte's catalogue of first repre-

sentations, as P^trarque, in a ' pastoral ht^roique'

by CandeiUe, called * Laure et P^trarque,' July
2, 1780, and is spelt Lais. His next 'mention
is in the * Iphigdnie en Tauride ' of Piccinni,

Jan. 23, 1 78 1, where he has the r6le of a cory-

phee. After that he appears frequently in com-
pany with Madlle. Saint-Huberti, a famous
soprano of that day. He was also attached to

the concerts of Marie Antoinette, and to the

Concert Spirituel. He was a poor actor, unless

in parts specially written for him; but the

splendour of his voice made up for everything,

and he preserved it so well as to remain in the

company of the Grand Opera till October 1822.

Lays was a violent politician on the popular

side, which did not please his colleagues, and
some quarrels arose in consequence, but with no
further result than to cause him to write a

» The rMe of the ' Selgnmir blenfalwmt ' Is «*ld by F<«tl!« to haw bwn
written for htm. but hU name does not appear ia the conipaiij at the

fint perfonnauce of that piece.
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pAinphlety and to force him, after the 9th Ther-
midor, to appear in parts distasteful to him, and
to siug before the Bourbons after the Restoration.

He was professor of singing at the Conservatoire

from 179^ to 1799, when he retired from the

post; and finom 1819 to 1836 held the same
oflBce in the '6col6 royale d© chant et do d^
cUmation.* He had been principal singer in the

chapel of Napoleon from 1801 tUl the &U of the

Emperor, but was cashiered by Louis XVIII.
After leaving the l^cole he retired to Ingrande
near Angers, where he died March 30. 1831.

We have said that he was not a good actor, but
F^tis pronounces him not even a good singer, say-

ing that his taste was poor, and that he had sevei^
bad tricks ; but he had warmth and animation,

and the beauty of his voice so far atoned for all,

that for a long time no opera could be successful

in which he had not a part. [G.]

LAZARUS, Henry, a native of Jiondon,

commenced the study of the clarinet when a
boy under Blizard, bandmaster of the Royal
Military Asylum, Chelsea, and continued it

under Charles Grodfrey, sen., bandmaster of the

Coldstream Guards. After fuliilling engage-

ments in various theatrical and other orchestras

he was, in 1838, appointed as second to Willman
at the Sacred Harmonic Society. On the death

of Willman in 1840 Lazarus succeeded him as

principal clarinet at the Opera and all the
principal concerts, festivals, etc. in London and
the provinces, a position he has since retained

with great and ever-increasing reputation. In
both orchestral and solo playing the beauty
and richne^is of his tone, his excellent phrasing,

and his neat and expressive execution, are alike

admired. He attributes his present high re-

putation mainly to the excellent advice he has
during his career received from Sir Michael
Costa. He has been a professor of his instrument
at the Royal Academy of Music since 1854, ^^^
at the Military School of Music, Kneller Hall,

near Hounslow, since 1858. [W.H.H.]
LAZZARINI, Gustavo, wad bom (as some

biographers say)" at Padua, or (according to

others) at Verona, about 1765. His Mat was
made at Lucca in 1 789, in Zingarelli's * Ifigenia

in Aulide,' with great <3clat. In the two follow-

ing years he appeared in London, singing both in

serious and comic operas, such as iBertoni's

* Quinto Fabio ' and the * Locanda ' of Paisiello,

In the former with Pacchierotti, but taking the
principal rftle in the latter. Lord Mount-Edg-
cumbe thouglit him ' a very pleasing singer with
a sweet tenor voice.* Dunng the Carnival of

1794 he sang at Milan, with Grassini and Mar-
ches!, in Zingarelli's * Artaserse ' and the ' Demo-
foonte ' of Portogallo, and bore the comparison
inevitably made between him and those great

singers. He Bang there again in 1 795, and once
more in 1 798, appearing on the latter occasion in

Cimarosa's ' Orazzi ' and Zingarelli's * Meleagro,*

with Riccardi and Crescentini. In 1801 he was
one of the Opera Buffa troupe at Paris, where he
was again heard to advantage by Lord Mount-
Edgcumbe (1802), singing in company with La
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Strinasacchi and Getoxigi Belloc. But his voice

had now lost much of its freshness, though the

great style remained. Lazzarini published two

volumes of Italian airs, and a Pastoral, both tX

Paris (Carli). His portrait was engraved there

by Nitdt Dufrdne, an operatic singer. [J. M.]

LEACH, James, bom at Rochdale, YoAshire,

in 1 762, was a tenor singer and hymn-tune writer.

He published a ' New Sett of Hymns and Psalm

T\ines etc.* (Preston, London 1 789) ; and %

* Second Sett ' of the same, probably about 1 794.

Hi» tunes are found in several of the American

collections, as the Easy Instructor (Albany, New
York 1798), the Bridgewater Collection (^Boston

1802). The David Companion or Methodirf

Standard (Baltimore, 1810) contains 48 of hii

pieces. For more details see a letter signed

G.A, C. in the Musical Times for April 1878,

p. 226. In the Rev. H. Parr's * Church of Eng-

land Psalmody * will be found Mount Pleasant,

Oldham, and Smyrna, by him, which uaed to b«

favourites in certain congregations. Leach died

in 1797. . [G.]

LEAD, TO, in fugues or imitative music is to

go off first with a point or subject, which it

afterwards taken up by the other parta succes-

sively. Thus in the Amen Chorus in the Mes-

siah the bass 'leads,* the tenor taking up the

subject at the 6th bar, the alto at the loth, and

so on. In the separate voice parts the fact is

often stated (• Tenors lead,* etc.), that the singers

may be on their guard, and the part is then said

' to have the lead.* [G.]

LEADER. The chief of the first violins is the

leader of the orchestra, the Coneertmeister of the

Germans, and Cfief (TaUaque of the French. He
is close to the conductor's left hand. The posi-

tion is a most important one, as the animation and
' attack ' of the band depend in great measure

on the leader. The great precision and force of

the Gewandhaus orchestra, for instance, is said to

have been mainly due to David being for 00 long

at the head of them. [0.

LEADING NOTE (Fr. NotesensibU; Germ
Leilton). In modem music it is absolutely in-

dispensable for all harmonic progressions to hate

an appreciable connection with a tonic or key-

note, and various lines converge to indicate thai

note with clearness ; among these an importani

place is occupied by the Leading Note, which
the note immediately below the keynote, 1

separated from it by the smallest interval

the system, namely a semitone. Helmholtz
pointed out that in actual relationship to

tonic it is the most remote of all the notes in

scale, since the supertonic, which also appears

be very remote, at least comes nearer in bci

the fifth to the dominant, while the leading w
is only the third. For this reason, and also

'

its not being capable of standing as a root

to any essential diatonic chord in the key,

seems to have no status of its own, but to e:

mainly as preparatory to the tonic note, foe wl

by reason of its close proximity, it seema to

pare the mind when it is heard ; and the
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teodency to lead up to the most important note

in the scale is the origin of its name.
In many scales, boUi of dvilised and barbarous

peoples, it has found no place. In most of the

medieval ecclesiastical scales, as in the Greek ^

scales from which they were derived, the note

immediately below the tonic was separated from
it by the interval of a whole tone, and therefore

' had none of the character of a leading note ; but
u the feeling for tonality gained ground in the

middle ages hand in hand with the appreciation

of harmonic combinations, the use of ihe leading

note^ which is so vital to its comprehension,

I becvne more common. Ecclesiastics looked upon
1 this tampering with the august scales of antiquity

I

with disfavour, and Pope John XXII passed an
sdict against it in 1323; consequently the acci-

d^tal which indicated it was omitted in the

vritten music : but the feeling of musicians was
in numy cases too strong to be suppressed, and it

' leems that the performjBrs habitually sang it

vherever the sense of the context demanded it,

nor do we learn that the ecclesiastics inter-

fered with the practice as long as the musicians
did not let the world see as well as hear what
they were doing. Notwithstanding this common

i practice of performers, the scales maintained their

integrity in many respects, and there resulted

s curious ambiguity, which is very characteristic

of medieval music, in th^ frequent interchange
of the notes a tone and a semitone below the
tonic. Musicians were long beguiled by the
feeling that the true scales should have the note
below the tonic removed from it by the interval

of a tone, and that it was taking a liberty and
pandering to human weakness to sharpen it

;

and the clear realisation of those principles of
tonality upon which modem music is based was
considerably retarded thereby, so that works both
vocal and instrumental are characterised by
a vagueness of key-relationship, which the use
of the leading note alone can remove, till far on
into the seventeenth century; by the time of
Bach and Handel however the ancient scales had
been fused into the major and minor modes of the
modem system, and the leading note assumed
the office it has ever since occupied. The gradual
realisation of the importance of the leading note
and the influence it had upon the development
of modem music is traced in the article Hab-
MOVT, and reference may also be made to chap,
xiv of the Third Part of Helmholte's great work
on ' The Sensations of Tone/ etc. [C. H. H.P,]
LEBHAFT, i. e, lively, the German equivalent

for Vioaoe. Beethoven uses it^ during his tempo-
rary preference for Grerman terms, in Sonata
op. 101, where we find the two directions ' Etwas
lebhaft * etc. and * Lebhafl, marsckmassig,* which
is exactly equivalent to 'Vivace k la marcia.*

Schumann usee it constantly ; ' Ausserst lebhaft

'

18 Vtvoeimmo. [G.]

LEBRUN. Fbancesca, the daughter of Danzi
the violoncellist, was bom ^ Mannheim in 1 756.
Endowed by nature with a voice remarkable
%Uke for its purity and extent, ranging as high
M F in alt without difficulty, ah^ improved her
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natural advantages by careful study, and became
one of the best singers that Germany has pro-

duced. She made her first appearance ( 1 7 7 1 ) when
scarcely 16 years old, and charmed the court : in
the next year she was engaged at the Mannheim
Opera. F^tis says that in 1775 she became the
wife of Lebrun the oboist, whom she accom-
panied to Italy, sing^g first at Milan (1778) in
Salieri's *£urupa riconosciuta.' The Milanese
were delighted with her clear and beautiful voice
•and easy vocalisation, in spite of the intrigues of
La Balducci, the prima donna of La Scala, who
endeavoured to set them against her young rival.

This account must, however, be corrected ; for,

whereas F^tis says that she only came to Eng-
land in 1 781, there is no doubt that she was
here five years earlier, then unmarried, arriving
>with Roncaglia, with whom she sang in Sac-
chini's * Creso.* * Though her name was Italian
[called in the cast, Francaca Dami, Virtuosa di
Camera di S.A.S. TElettore Palatino], she was
a German, and had never been in Italy. She was
young, well-looking, had a voice of uncommon
(Aeamess and compass, capable of the most aston-
ishing execution, and was an excellent muHician,
Yet her performance was considered unsatisfac-

tory, being too much alia Tedescha, and more like

that of an instrument than of a human voice.

She soon after married M. Lebrun, an eminent
player on the hautbois, which confirmerl her in
the bravura style, as she was in the habit of
singing songs with an obbligato accompaniment
for that instrument, in which the difiiculties per-
formed by both were quite astonishing, each
seeming to vie with the other which could go
highest and execute the most rapid divisions.

After performing in * Erifile,* also by Sacchini,
and other operas, she left England after one
season, but was re-engaged for the next but one

'

(Lord Mount-Edgcmnbe). It is therefore clear

that she did not marry Lebmn until after 1777.
She reappeared in London as Mme. Lebrun in

1779, being again the prima donna for serious

opera, and continued with Pacchierotti to sing in

London for two or three seasons ; she then went
away, ' nor was her place ever well filled during
the remainder of Pacchierotti's stay ' (Idem.),
She sang in 1 785 at Munich, after which she

returned to Italy, achieving the same brilliant

success at Venice and Naples as elsewhere. In
1788 and 1789 she appeared at Munich in Mo-
zart's *Idomeneo,' Prati's *Armida,' and the
' Castor and Pollux * of Vogkr. She started for

Berlin in Dec. 1 790 to Ailfil an engagement, but
on her arrival lest her husband, and herself died
May 14, 1 791.
Mme. Lebrun, beside being a great singer,

was an accomplished pianiste, and composed well
for that instrument. She published at Offen-
bach (1783) some sonatas with violin accom-
paniment, and some trios for piano, violin, and
cello, which contain pretty melodies and are
written with facility.

Of her two daughters, the elder, Sophie, better

known as Mme. ^ Dulcken, was born in London

1 Ndl tolw confoaadad wtth tb« later arUst« of thAt aam*.
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June 30, 1 781, and became celebrated as a
pianiste. She was remarkable for quick and true

feeling, as well as a good style of execution, and

made successful concert tours through France,

Italy, and Germany. On April 18, 1799* she

married Dulcken, a famous maker of pianos at

Munich. She composed, but never published,

some sonatas and other pieces for the piano.

RosiNE, her younger sister, waa bom at Mu-
nich, April 13, 1785. She was at first taught

by Streicher for the piano, but afterwards studied

singing under her uncfo, Danzi, the Kapellmeister.

She nuMle a successful cUbut ; but, having mar-

ried Stenzsch, an actor of the €ourt Theatre,

Nov. 30, 1 80 1, gave up the opera to play in

comedy, in which she displayed a fair amount
of talent. [J.M.]

JjkCLAlRy Jean-Mabie, Tatn^ (so called to

distinguish him from his brother Antoine-Remi),

an eminent violin-player, and composer for his

instrument, was bom at Lyons in 1697. Al-

though his father was a member of the royal

band, he began hb public life not as a musician

but as a dancer at the Rouen theatre. Later on

he went to Turin, as ballet master, where SoMis

was so much pleased with some ballet-music of

his, that he induced him to take up the vioHn,

which up to this time he had cidtivated as a

secondary pursuit only, and to place himself under

his tuition for two years. At the end of that

period Somis declared that he had nothing more
to teach him. Nevertheless L^clair appears to

have continued his studies for a considerable time

before going to PariiB in 1729. In Paris his suc-

cess was never great ; whether from want of

ambition and a retiring disposition, or, as has

been suggested, owing to the jealousy of the vio-

linists of the French school, we have no means
of deciding. As a fact we know that L^lair,

although he can hardly have had a worthy rival

among the players of that time, got nothing

better than the insignificant post of ripieno-

violinist at the Opera. During this period

he studied composition under ChJron. In 1731
he became a member of the royal band, but
owing to a dispute Mrith Guignon as to the

leadership of the 2nd violins, gave up his post

i^ain, and soon also retired from the Opera.

For the rest of his life he appears to have been
exclusively occupied with the composition and
publication of his works and with teaching. He
was already an old man when he made a journey

to Holland, for the sole purpose of hearing and
meeting Locatelli, of whose powers as a violinist

he, led by the extraordinary and novel difficulties

presented in the caprices of that artist, had
probably formed a great idea. On Oct. 22,1 764,
soon after his return from Holland, he was
assassinated late at night close to the door of

his own house. Neither motive nor author of

the crime have ever been discovered.

Owing to the merit of his compositions for the

violin, L<^clair occupies a prominent place among
the gpreat classical masters ofthat instrument. As
to his powers as a performer we have but the in-

direct evidence of the difficulties presented in his

LECOOQ.

compositionB. These are very oonsidemble

;

barring Locatelli's eccentricities, greater than 1

that we find in the works of his predecei
contemporaries. He very freely employs—in 1

not seldom writes whole movements in—doublj

stops ; and altogether, even according to th

modem standard of technique, his music
exacting both for the left hand and the boi^

As a composer, judging him after his b
works, L^clair must 1^ accorded the first pb
among French writers for tJie violin. It

been justly remarked, that a great deal of wh
he wrote is antiquated ; but much remains

'

is truly charming. He is no mere imitator <

the Italians, but there is a distinct individualiti

inr many of his movements ; and also a definite'

national French element. On the whole, grace-

fulness and vivacity are more prominent thaa
depth of feeling; nis frequent employment ar|

double-stops, afready mentioned, giving much
richness and brilliancy of sound.
The two Sonatas of his, edited by Ferd. David

(Hohe Schule des Violinspiels), are good ex-

amples of hi» higher powers, especUlly the

pathetic one, sumamed ' Le tombeau.' Oil the

other hand a Saraband and- Tambourin, often

played with great success by Joachim and others,

are good specimens of his lively style. This is a

list of his works, as appended to Ms op. i a :

—

Op. B. Trioa. OoDtiotiMlcn ol

8. SotiAUa. (4tb bookj
10. Concerti frocO.
11. eiftucus et ScTlU. Opm.
12. SooatM for 2 vioUm. Qad

bookj
IS. OveituTM uid WQfttu ea

trtot.

U. SoDSto potthonw.

As a rule his works were engraved by his

wife, who, up to 1750, was a singer at the

Op^ra. [P. D.]

LECOCQ, Charles, bom in Paris, June 3,

1832 ; entered the Conservatoire in 49, and in

50 obtained the first prize for harmony and ac-

companiment. He took the second prize fi>r

fugue in Haldvy's class in 1852, and at the

same time greatly distinguished himself in the

organ class. After this however he obtained no
further scholastic distinctions, and either because

he tired of Hal^vy's want of method, or becauM
he was anxious to come before the public, left

the Conservatoire towards the close of 1854* He
found the usual difficulty in obtaining access to

the stage, and would probably have had to wait

a long time, but for a competition for an operetta

opened by Offenbach in 1 856. He was bracketed
with Bizet, and ' Le Docteur Miracle ' was pro-

duced at the Bouffes Parisiens April 8, 1857. The
operetta was evidently the work of a clever

musician, who understood how to write for the

voice. Notwithstanding this good beginning the

small theatres still closed their doors to him.
and Leoocq was driven to teaching for a

livelihood. He then tried a different line,

publishing in conjunction with Besozzi a collec-

tion of sacred songs for women*s voices called

*La Chapelle au Convent* (1865)—less incon-

gruous when we remember that he was a good

Op. 1. Sonatu for Tlolln with a
but. (1st book.)

2. SonaUa^ (iad book.)
8. Bon&tAS for 2 TloUas.

4. Sonatas en trio,

fi. Sonatas fur rioUo with baaa.

(3rd book.)

6. Trios (fadlea). 9 idoUna and

7. Conoertl ktomI.
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organist; but the stage was irresistible, and
a little one-act piece 'Le Baiser k la Porte*

(1864) was followed by ' Les Ondines au Cham-
pagne' (1865), 'Le Myosotis* (i866\ • Le
Cabaret de Ramponneau* (1867), and 'Fleur de
The/ 3 acts (1868). This last piece was a bril-

liant success. Lecocq at last found himself

established with the public, and produced in

npiA succession 'L*Amour et son carquois/

2 acts (1868); 'Gandolfo' and «Le Bajah de
Mysore,* boUi in one act (1869); *Le beau
Dunois,* I act (1870) ; ' Le Barbier de TVouville*

and *Le Testament deM.de Crac,' both in

I act (1871); 'Sauvons la caisse,' i act, and
•Les Cent »Vierges,* 3 acts (1872); 'LaFille de
Mme. Angot,* 3 acts (1873) * which ran for 500
nights consecutively; 'Les 'Pr^s St. Gervais*

and 'Girofl^^Girofla* both in 3 acts (1874);
'Les Jumeaux de fiergame,* i act, and * Le
Pompon,* 3 acts (1875); La petite Mari^,' 3
acts (1876) ;

' Kosiki * and ' La Marjolaine,' both
in 3 acts (1877) ; ' lie petit Due ' and ' Camargo,*
both in 3 acts (1878) ; and finally *La petite

Mademoiselle.* 3 acts (1879). To this long list

most be added detached songs and other trifles

thrown ofif by his rapid and untiring pen.

Leoocq has profited by the false system mo-
mentanly in the ascendant among French
musiciaBa. Our learned composers, encouraged
by some of the managers, overload their operas

^rith orchestral writing and substitute the lyric

for the dramatic element—to the ruin of French
op^ comique. But Lecocq realizes that what
the public really like are light, gay, sparkling

melodies. His aim has been to dethrone Offen-

bach, and as he has the advantage of writing

correctly, he has had little trouble in attaining

a popularity even greater than that formerly

posB^aed by the composer of ' Orph^ aux £n-
fers.* His style is not a very elevated one, and
makes no demand on the poetry or the intellect

of the composer ; but it requires tact, ease, free-

dom, and above all, animation. These qualities

are conspicuous in Lecocq^s operettas, which have
become universally popular, owing to the life, brio,

and easy gaiety which pervade them. [G. C]
LEDGER LINES are the short lines drawn

above and below the staff for those notes which
exoeed its limits. The origin of the term is not
known. It is proposed to derive it from the
French Uger^ light, or from the Latin legere, to

read, or as if it were equivalent to layer—addi-

tional lines laid on above or below ; but neither

of these is quite satisfistctory. The term came
into use about the year 1 700 (see Mr. C. J. Evans
m the Musical Times for June 1879). In French
they are called ' lignes posdches,* or ' suppl^men-
taires *

; and in German ' hilfslinien,* or ' neben-
Hnien,' A, C. etc. being said to be * durch den
Kopf,* and B, D, etc. ' durch den HaU '

—
* ein,

iwei, drei, gestrichene,* etc. [G.]

I In LoodoD. at St. Juoct'i Theatre (Freneh), June 21. 73.
> VtUtt, ftt St. Janies's Theatre (French). Uv 17, 73; ai RoTsl

rhUhMiDoale Theatre (Engitflh. Bjron), Oct. 4. 73.

* Ditto, at Criterion Theatre (EnglUh. Keeoe). Nor. 2B. 74.

* Ditto, at Opera ConUqae (freneh;. June 6, 74; at Bojal PhOhar
aobie TheatR (EngUth). Oct 3, 74.

LEEVES. Ill

LEE, Alexander, son of Harry Lee, a pugi-
list and landlord of the Anti-Gallican tavern,

Shire Lane, Temple Bar, was bom in 1802.
When a boy he entered the service of Lord
Barrymore as ' tiger,* being the first of the class

of servants known by that name ; but on the
discovery that he had a fine voice and a natural
taste for music, he was withdrawn from that
position and placed under a master for instruc-

tion. In 1825 he appeared as a tenor singer at
the Dublin theatre, and in 1826 in London at
the Haynuirket theatre, and soon afterwards
commenced business as a music-seller in the
Quadrant. In 1829, with Melrose, the tenor
singOT, and John Kemble Chapman, he entered
upon the management of the Tottenham Street
Theatre, and gave performances of popular Eng-
lish operas. Lee seceded in 1830 and became
lessee of Brury Lane Theatre. He was soon
afterwards joined by Capt. Polhill, but at the
end of the season he withdrew, leaving Polhill

sole manager. In 1831 he undertook the man-
agement of the Lenten oratorios at both Drury
Lane and Covent Garden. In 1832 he was com-
poser and music director at the Strand Theatre,
and in 1845 the same at the Ol3rmpic. Lee
composed the music for several drainatic pieces,

amongst which were 'The Sublime and Beauti-
ful,* and 'The Invincibles,* 1828; 'The Nymph
of the Grotto' and 'The Witness.* 1829; 'The
Devil's Brother * (principally from Auber's ' Era
Diavolo') and 'The L^on of Honour,* 1831;
'Waverley* (with G. Stansbury), 1832; 'Love
in a Cottage,* 'Good Husbands make good
Wives,* 'Sold for a Song,' and 'Auld Robin
Gray,' the last composed about 1838 but not
performed until 1858. He was also composer of
many songs and ballads, highly popular in their

day ('Away, away to the mountain's brow,'

'Come where the aspens quiver,* 'The Macgre-
gors* Gathering,' etc.) and author of a 'Vocal
Tutor.* Lee married Mrs. Waylett, the popular
singer and actress, whose death (April 19, 1851)
so seriously affected him that he died the 8th of
the following October. [W. H. H.]
LEEDS MUSICAL FESTIVAL. The first

of these meetings took place in 1858, Sept. 7-10,
in the new Town Hall, after the opening of that
building by the Queen—conductor. Sir (then
Professor) Stemdale Bennett, whose May Queen
was performed (Sept. 8) for the first time. They
are now triennial. The second was held in 1874,
Oct. 14-17 ; and the third in 1877, Sept. 19-22,
Macfarren's ' Joseph,' first performed on the

2i8t; conductor, on both occasions. Sir Michael
Costa. The proceeds of the festivals go to the

hospitals of the Town. [G.]

LEEVES. Rev, William, bom 1748, became
in 1 779 rector of Wrington, Somerset, the birth-

place of John Locke, the philosopher. He com-
posed much sacred music, but will be remembered
only as the author of the air of * Auld Robin
Gray* (words by Lady Anne Barnard, bom
Lindsay of Balcarres) written in 1770. but not
known as his before 1 81 a. He died at Wrington,
May 25. i8a8. [W.H.H.]
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LEFftBURE-WlfcLY, Louis James Alfred,

bom in Paris Nov. 13, 1817, son of Antoine

X^efi^vre, organist and composer, who took the

name of Lef^ure-W%, and died 1831. He
learned his notes before the alphabet, and as

soon as he could speak showed a marvellous

(tptitude for music. At eight he was his father's

deputy at the organ, accompanying the plain-

song and playing short pieces. Though only

I J when his father died, he was appointed

hiH successor at St. Boch Uirough the ixifluence

of Queen Marie Am^ie. FeeUng the need of

solid study, he entered the Conservatoire in 1833,

and obtained the second prizes for pianoforte and
Organ in 1834, and the first for both in the fol-

lowing year. He then took lessons in counter-

point from Hal^vy, and in composition from

Berton, but, not satisfied with these professors,

studied privately with Adolphe Adam, and with

S^jan, the organist, who initiated him in the art

of improvising and in the management of the

stops. He told the author of this article that he

owed much to both these men, widely difierent

as they were, and he often sought their advice

after he had left the Conservatoire in order to

marry. To support his young family he took

to teaching, and composed a qui^tity of piano-

forte pieces, some of which were popuUr at

the time. But it is as an organist that he
will be remembered. His improvisations were
marvellous, and from the piquancy of his har-

monies, the unexpectedness of his combinations,

the fertility of his imagination, and the charm
which pervaded all he did, he might justly

be called the Auber of the oi^an. The great

popularity in France of the ft«e-reed instruments

of Debain and Mustel is largely owing to him

;

indeed, the effects he produced on the instru-

ments of the harmonium dass were really aston-

ishing. Endowed with inmiense powers of

work, Lefebure-W^ly attempted all branches of

composition—chamber music; symphonies for full

orchestra ; masses ; an op4ra-comique in 3 acts,

*Le8 Recruteurs' (Dec, 13, 1861); etc. Among
his best works are his ' Cantioues,* a remarkable
* O Salutaris,* his * Offertoires, many of his fan-

tasias for harmonium, and his organ-pieces. He
received the Legion of Honour in 1850, being at

the time oi^anist of the Madeleine, where be
was from 1847 to 1858. After this he had for

some time no regular post, but in 1 863 accepted

the organ of St. Sulpice, so long held with suc-

cess by his friend and master Si^jan. Here he
remained till his death, which took place, of

consumption, in Paris on Dec 31, 1869. [G. C]
LEFFLER, Adam, bom in 1808, son of

James Henry Leffler, bassoon player and or-

ganist of St. Katherine's Hospitad by the Tower,

the Grerraan Lutheran Church in the Savoy, and
Streatham Chapel, who died suddenly in the

street in 1819—was soon after his father^s death

admitted a chorister of Westminster Abbey.
On attaining manhood he was endowed with a
bass voice of exceptionally fine quality and ex-

tensive compass, from £ below the stave to G
above it,—and a natural gift for aingin^. He

i;-EGATO.

first attracted notice in October 1829 at a Fes-
tival at Exeter, when the casual absence of
another performer gave him the opportunity of
appearing as a principal singer. He acquitted
himself so satisfactorily that be was immediat^y
appointed a deputy at Westminster Abbey, and
shortly afterwards took and maintained a good
position on the English operatic stage and in the
concert room. But for a constitutional careless-
ness and neglect of close study he might, with
his natural and acquired qualifications, have oc-
cupied the highest place in his profession. He
died of apoplexy, March 28, 1 85 7. [W. H. H.]
LEGATO (Ital., sometimes written Ugato ;

Ger. gebunden ; Fr. IU\ * connected * ; the sound
of each note of a phrase being sustained until the
next is heard. In singing, a legato passage is
vocalised upon a single vowel, on stringed instru-
ments it is played by a single stroke of the bow,
and on the pianoforte or organ by keeping each
finger upon its key until the exact moment of
striking the next. On wind instruments with
holes or keys, a legato passage is played in one
breath, the notes being produced by opening or
stopping the holes : but a wind instrument on
which the difierent sounds are produced by the
action of the lips alone, as the horn, trumpet,
etc., is incapable of making a true legato, except
in the rare cases in which one of the notes of the
phrase is produced by stopping the bell of the
instrument with the handl, as in the following
example from the Scherzo of Beethoven's 7th

The sign of legato is a curved line drawn above
or beneath the notes. In music for wind or
stringed instruments the curve covers as many-
notes as are to be played with a single breath, or
a single stroke of the bow ; thus

—

BsjrrHovsN. Symphony No. 6.

Flute. ^

BsBTHovsN. Bymphony No. 9.

rW7< 4- BcuH.

In vocal music the same sign is often used, as in

Handel's chorus, 'And he shall purify,* but it is

not necessary, since the composer can always en-

sure a legato by giving a single syllable to the
whole passage, and it is in fact frequently omitted,

as in the air * Every valley.'

In pianoforte music, all passages which are
without any mark are played legato, inasmuch
as the notes are not detached ; the curved line is

therefore used more for the sake of giving a
finished appearance to the passage than frtnn any
practical necessity. Nevertheless; passages are
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wiielimet met with in which it appears to have
a ipediJ iignificance, and to indicate a particu-

larly cmooth manner of playing, the keya being
itnick leas sharply than usual, and with slightly

increMed jpressure. Such a passage occurs in the
AU^ro of Beethoven's Sonata in Ab, op. 26, in
which the quavers alone are marked legato, the
semiqaaTers being left without any marl^ thus

—

Pl]fpl.f^^"?\F?U
t/ JL ^- . . ^ .

^
^i ^r PT r ^F-tst=F^^t:^

The game plan is followed on each recurrence of
the phrase throughout the movement, and since
this regularity can scarcely have been accidental,
it appears to indicate a corresponding variety of
toach.

Instead of the sign, the word Itgaio is some-
tiaoea written under the passage, as in Bee-
thoven's Bagatelle, Op. 119, No. 8, or Variation
Xo. 30 of Op. 1 20. When the word is employed
it generally refers to the character of the whole
movement rather than to a single passage.

In plajring legato passages wholly or partly
fcnmdcNl upon broken chords, some masters have
taogfat that the principal notes of the harmony
«hr>a]d be sustained a little longer than their

written length. Thus Hummel, in his Piano-
forte School, gives the following passages (and
many others) with the intimation that the notes
Diarked with an asterisk are to be sustained some-
what longer than written, <on account ofthe better
connexion*

—

liEGRENZI; \\%

Chopin, Yalse, Op. 64, No. S, Original Edition,

lUs method of playing passages, which is some-
times called leffotiMtmo, would doubtless add to
the richness of the effect, especially upon the light-

t<B>ed pianofortes of Hummel's day, but it is not
iMoeasry on modem instruments, the tone of
hich is so much fuller. Nevertheless it is some-
tineB of service, particularly in certain passages

bf Ohcmin, which without it are apt to sound
^n. In Klindworth's new edition of Chopin
^ editor has added a second stem, indicating a
pester value, to such notes as require sustain-
ing, and a comparison of his version with the
<iriginal edition will at once show the intended
effect; for example— J

VOL. IL r

An example of legatissimo touch, in which tho

notes are written of their full value, may be
found in No. 5, Bk. ii. of Cramer's Studies.

The opposite of legato is staccato—detached
[see Staccato], but there is an intermediate touch
between legato and staccato, in which the notes,

though not connected, are separated by a barely

perceptible break. When this effect is intended

the passage is marked non legato. An example
occurs in the first movement of Beethoven's

Sonata in C minor. Op. 1 1 1, in the passage im-
mediately following the first appearance of the
short ^do^ phrase. [F.T.]

LE6OIER0(Ital., also Leggieramente), lightly.

The word is usually applied to a rapid passage,

and in pianoforte playing indicates an absence of

pressure, the keys being struck with only suffi-

cient force to produce the sound. Leggiero pass-

ages are ustudly, though not invariably, piano,

and they may be either legato or staccato; if

the former the fingers must move vei^ freely

and strike the keys with a considerable amount
of percussion to ensure distinctness, but with the

slightest possible amount of force. Examples of

legato passages marked leggieramente are found
in the 25th variation of Beethoven's Op. 1 20, and
in the finale of Mendelssohn's Concerto in Or

minor (which also contains the unusual com-
bination of foiie with leggiero) ; and of staccato

single notes and chords in the finale of Mendela-
Bohn's Concerto in D minor.

On stringed instruments leggiero passages are

as a rule played by diminishing the pressure of

the bow upon the strings, but the word generally

refers rather to the character of the movement
than to any particular manner of bowing. The
Scherzo of Beethoven's Quartet in E b, Op. 74, is

marked leggiermentef although it begins forte,

and the same indication is given for the 2nd
variation of the Andante in the Kreutzer Sonata^

which is piano throughout. [F. T.J

LEGRENZI, Giovanni, composer and con-

ductor, bom about 1625 at Clusone near Ber-

gamo ; in which town he learned music, and
received his first appointment, that of organ-

ist to the church of St. Maria Maggiore. Ha
next became maestro di capella of the church of

the Spirito Santo at Ferrara, where he still was
in 1664. When Krieger, Capellmeister to the
Duke of Weissenfels, visited Venice in 1672, he
found Legrenzi settled there as director of the

Conservatorio dei Mendicanti. In 1 685 he also

became maestro di capella of St. Mark's, and
exercised both functions till his death in July
1690, He entirely reoiganised the orchestra gf
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St. Mju'Vb, augmenting it to 34 performers, thus

diqxMcd—8 violins, 1 1 violette, 2 viole da brae-

do, a viole da gamba, I violone, 4 theorbos,

2 comets, I bassoon, and 3 trombones. He
composed industriously, and left specimens of

his skill in most departments of music~ motets,

masses, psalms, instrumental music of various

kinds, and 17 operas, of which the most re-

markable are 'Acbille in Scyro,* his first

(1664"); *La Divisione del Mondo' (1675V, *I

due Cesari' (1683) mentioned in the Paris

•Mercure Gahmt* (March 1683); and 'Perti-

nace* (1684), his last. They were nearly all

produced in Venice. like Scarlatti, and other

composers of his time, he did not attempt to

banish the comic element from his serious

operas. One of his orchestral compositions is in

7 real parts, and all are important. His best

pupils were Lotti and Gasparini.

Legrenzi's name will be handed down to po8>

terity by Bach and Handel, both of whom have
treated subjects from his works, the former in

an organ fugue in C minor on a 'Thema Le-

grenzianum elaboratum cum subjecto pedaliter*

(Griepenkerl & Roitsch,^ iv. No. 6) ; and the

latter in the phrase 'To thy dark servant light

and life afford,* in the Chorus 'O first-created

beam* from Samson. This is taken from a motet

of Legrenzi, ' Del Intret in conspectu,* of which
a copy in Handel's handwriting is to be found
among the MSS. at Buckingham Palace (Chry-

sander, ' Handel ' i. 1 79). [F. G.]

LEIBESDORF, Max Josef, a musician and
music -seller of Vienna, who appears to have
lived there from about 1804 to 1827, and then

to have left it for Florence, where he died

Sept. 26, 1839. He will go down to posterity

embalmed in a little note ' of Beethoven s, appar-

ently written at the earlier of the two dates just

given above, sending Ries for some easy 4-hand
pieces—* and better still let him have them for

nothing*—beginning with a pun on his name—
' Dorf des Leides !

* and ending ' Beethoven
minimus.* Leidesdorf was one of those who
signed the address to Beethoven in 1824, pray-

ing him to produce the Ninth Symphony and the

Mass in D, and to write a second opera. [See

p. 1966.] [G.]

LEIGHTON, Sir William, Knight, one of

the band of Grentlemen Pensioners of Elizabeth

and James I, published in 1614 *The Teares or

Lamentacions of a SSorrowfvU Soule; Composed
with Musicall Ayres and Songs both for Voyces
and Divers Instruments.* The work consists of

54 metrical psalms and hymns, 1 7 of which are

for 4 voices, with accompaniments, in tableture,

for the lute, bandora and cittern; and 13 for 4
voices and 24 for 5 voices without accompani-
ment. The first 8 pieces are of Leighton*s own
composition, and the rest were contributed by the

following composers :—Dr. John Bull, William
Byrde, John Ooperario, John Dowland, Alfonso

1 Thk In the fbffa* about the auto^nph of whloh Mendeluohn
frrltflt, June is, UW. Iio.8oftheMiM TOl.ist(ugiteonasatdectb7
Corelil.
s Kohl, I ikfi Ewthovf&'s. Ko. K*.
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FerraboBOo, Thomas Ford, Orlando Gibbons,
Nathaniel Giles, Edmond Hooper, Robert John-
son, Robert Jones, Robert ELindersley, Thomas
Lupo, John Milton, Martin Pearson, Francis
Pilkington, Timolphus Thopul (a pseudonym ),

John Ward, Thomas Weelkes and John Wilbye.
From the dedication to Prince Charles we learn

that the collection was compiled while the
worthy knight was—unjustly, as he alleg^ee

—

incarcerated for debt. He had in the preceding
year published the poetry alone in a duodecimo
volume. [W.H.H.]

LEIPZIG (i.e. the place of Lime-trees), in

Saxony, on the junction of the Pleisse and the
Elster, 1 35,000 inhabitants, has for a long time
been the most musical place in North Germanv.
When Rochlitz visited Beethoven ' at Vienna m
1822, the first thing which the great composer
did was to praise Leipzig and its music—* If I

had nothing to read but the mere dry lists of
what they do, I should read them with pleasure.

Such intelligence! such liberality!* llie main
ostensible causes of this pre-eminence have been
(i) the long existence of the St. Thomas school

as a musical institution with a first-class musician
as its Cantor; (2) the Gewandhaus concerts;

(3) the presence of the great music-publishing
house of Breitkopfs, almost equal in importance
to a public institution

; (4) the existence for

fifty years of the principal musical periodical

of the country—the 'AUgemeine musikalische
Zeitung* ; (5) in our own times, the long
residence there of Mendelssohn, and the found-
ation by him of the Conservatorium, with its

solid and brilliant staff of professors—a centre,

for many years, of the musical life not only of
Germany, but of other countries ; and lastly (6)
several very remarkable private musical insti-

tutions.

I . The ThomaS'gehule, or School of St. Thomas,
is an ancient public school of the same nature as
our cathedral and foundation grammar-schools,
but with the special feature that about 60 of the
boys are taught music, who are called A lumni,
and are under the charge of a Cantor, forming
the * Thomaner-Chor.* This body is divided into

4 choirs, with a Prefect at the head of each, and
serve the Churches of St. Thomas, St. Nicholas,
St Peter, and the Neukirche or New-Church,
On Sundays the first choir joins the town orchestra
for the morning service at St. Thomas or St.
Nicholas ; and on Saturday afbemoons at 1.30
the whole four choirs unite in a performance
under the direction of the Cantor. The boys are
remarkable for the readiness and correctness with
which they sing the most difficult music at sight.

The Cantor, in German towns and villages,

corresponds to the Precentor ot leader of the
choir in English cathedrals and churches,
and the Cantor of the St. Thomas School at
Leipzig has for long been acknowledged as the
head and representative of them all. For more
than two centuries the office has been filled by
very distinguished musicians, as will be seen

* *rOr FreoDdfl der Totakunit,' It. »l
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ftom the IbUowing list, Uken from Mendel^s
CoiiTemtioiiB-Lexicon der Tonkunet :

—
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WaMtrttn . . . 1489 ^Sebutkn Knapfer . . 16jy7-7«
MvttiilUoiMli . . . 1470 Johaim Bchelle . . . 187ft-1701
L«)w%Oac». . . . Jobftnn Kuhiuui . . . 1701-B
G«oiv«iai»w . . . . 1S19-90 Job. Sebutlan BMdi . 175S-«)

1261-96 GottlobHuaer . . . 1780-66
Wcl%M,Jltag«r . . lfi3B—

«

Job. Prledrieh Dol« . 17Bfr-»
nrichlune. . . . 1M0--W Job. Adam HlUar . . 17W-1800
»rf*«KFIgida. . . lfl«-51 A. Ebertuird MtUler . 1800-10
S«ktklorBi«Br . . . 1561-64 Job. Gottfried Scbkht 1810-28
TtkatcoOtto . . . 1864-94 Cbrbtoph Theodor
£«ibnChIrWiu . . . 15H-16I6 Welnlte 18BS-IS
UtLnmrmumSduta 1615-aO XoriUHAoptmuui. . 1842-68
IWwHktnel | 16»-W. EnutFriedrldiBlchter 18a»-79

2. The Okwakdhaus Concebts liave been
already described under theirown head. [See vol.

i. p. 5936.] Mendelssohnconducted them fromOct.
4i 1835, till the end of the series 1842-43, when he
via compelled to leave Leipzig for Berlin, and
they were then transferred to Ferdinand Hiller.

3. For the great publishing establishment of
BaEiTioPF & Hartel, we refer the reader to
the foraier volume of Uiis work [p. 372], merely
•dding here, that since that article was written
the edition of Mendelssohn has been completed

;

th&t of Mozart (a truly immense undertaking) is

progressing satisfactonly ; a complete edition of
Ch^ (in 14 vols.) is nearly finished ; and that
an entire edition of the works of Palestrina, both
lainted and MS., in continuation of that begun
by Witt, Bauch, and Espagne, extending in all

to 29 folio vdumes, was announced by these in-

defatigable publishers on January 27, 1879. ^^
addition to these they began in 1878 a cheap
edition of classkal music, a collection of Libretti,^ a publication of music paper and music MS.
booki.

4- The *Allgemeine kubikausoheZeituno,'
or 'General Musical Times,* was begun by the
finn jast mentioned in 1798, on October 3 of
vhich year the first number was published. It
*M in 4to; 8 pages weekly, numbered in 16
edomns, to which were added occasionally pieces
of moiic in type (and admirable type too), copper-
plates, and advertisement sheets. Each volume
had a portrait as frx)nti8pieoe. With 1810 the
^vmes began with the beginning of the year.
The Zeitong contained articles on musical subjects
of all kinds, biographical notices, reviews of new
pieces, reports from foreign towns, etc. etc., and
thoQgh seriously defective in many points, was an
hooeet and good attempt at a musical periodical.

Among the editors were Kochlitz (i 798-1818),
Tmk (1837-41), Hauptmann (1843), Lobe
(1846-48). With the 50th vol. (for 1848) the^ leries came to an end. There is an excellent

hida in 3 parts. Since that date the Zeitung
hai been continued by Rieter-Biedermann under
^irioas editors, of whom the most considerable is

1^. Chiysander.

5« The idea and the foundation of the Conseb-
iioaiuii were entirely due to Mendelssohn, by
vhom the King of Saxony was induced to allow
a ram of 20,000 thalera, bequeathed by a certain

Hofkriegsrath Bliimner ' for the purposes of art

>nd idence,' to be devoted to the establishment
of a 'solid musical academy at Leipzig.' The
permission was obtained in Nov. 1842, the ne-

cessary accommodation was granted by thie cor-

poration of the town in the Gewandhaus—

a

large block of buildings containing two Halls,

a ^brary, and many oUier rooms—and the Con-
servatorium was opened on April i, 1843.
Mendelssohn was the first chief, and the

teachers were :—harmony and counterpoint^

Hauptmann ; composition and pianoforte, Men-
delssohn and Schumann; violin, Ferdinand
David ; singing, Pohlenz ; oigan, Becker. There
were ten scholarships, and the fees for the
ordinary pupils were 75 thalers per annum. In
1846, at Mendelssohn s urgent entreaty, Mos-
cheles left his London practice, and became
professor of the pianoforte at the modest salary

of ^i 20 ; and at that date the staff also embraced
Gade, Phudy, Brendel, Kichter (afterwards

Cantor), and others whose names have become
inseparably attached to the Conservatorium.

The management of the institution is in the

hands of a board of directors chosen firom the

principal inhabitants of the town, and not pro>

fessional musicians. The first name inscribed

in the list of pupils is Theodor Kirchner, and it

is followed by those of Otto Gk>ldschmidt, Bargiel,

Grimm, Norman, etc. Amongst Englishmen are

found J. F. Bamett, Sullivan, Walter Bache,

Franklin Taylor, etc., and the American names
include Dannreuther, Willis, Mills, Paine, and
others.

6. Of the private institutions we may men^
tion :—(i) the 'Riedelsche Verein,* a choral

society founded in 1854 by Carl Riedel, its con-

ductor, and renowned throughout Germany for its

performances of sacred music of all periods, firom

Palestrina and Schfitz down to Brahms and
Liszt. (2) The * Euterpe/ an orchestral concert

society, which, though its performances cannot
come into competition with those of the Gewand-
haus, is yet of importance as representing a more
progressive element in music than prevails in

the exclusively classical programmes of the older

institution. The names of Berlioz, Liszt, "Raff,

Rubinstein and others, appear prominently in the

concerts of the Euterpe, v erhulst, Bronsart, and
other eminent musicians, have been its conductors.

(3) The ' Paulus,* an academical choral society

of male voices, deserves mention as one of the

best of its kind in Germany. [G.]

LEIT-MOTIF, i.e. 'guiding theme.' The
principle of 'Leit-motive is so simple and ob-

vious that it would seem strange that they
have so lately found recognition in music,

were it not remembered that music in general

has progressed but slowly towards a sufficiently

logicvEd condition to admit of their employment.
They consist of figures or short passages of

melody of marked (maracter which illustrate, or

as it were label, certain personages, situations, or

abstract ideas which occur prominently in the
course of a story or drama of which the music is

the counterpart ; and when these situations recur,

or the personages come forward in the course of

the action, or even when the personage or idea is

implied or referred to, the figure which consti-

tutes the leit-motif is heard.

12
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Their employment obviously preauppoBea unity

And continuity in the works in which they occur.

For as long as it is necessary to condescend to

the indolence or low standard of artistic percep-

tion of audiences by cutting up large musical

-works into short incongruous sections of tunes,

QongB, rondos, and so forth, figures illustrating

inherent peculiarities of situation and character

which play a part throughout the continuous

Action of the piece are hardly available. Musical

dramatic worKs of the old order are indeed for

the most part of the nature of an 'entertain-

ment^' and do not admit of analysis as complete

and logical works of art in which music and

action are co-ordinate. But when it becomes ap*

parent that music can express most perfectly the

emotional condition resulting from the action of

improssive outward circumstances on the mind,

the true basis of dramatic music is reached ; and

by restricting it purely to the representation of

that inward sense which belongs to the highest

realisation of the dramatic situations, the princi-

ple of continuity becomes as inevitable in the

music as in the action itself, and by the very

same law of artbtic congruity the * leit-motive
*

spring into prominence. For it stands to reason

that where the music really expresses and illus-

trates the action as it progresses, the salient

features of the stoiy must have salient points

of music, more marked in melody and rhythm

than those portions which accompany subordi*

liate passages in the play ; and moreover when
these salient points are connected with ideas

which have a common origin, as in the same

personage or the same situation or idea, these

salient points of music will probably acquire a

recognisable similarity of melody and rhythm,

l^nd thus become ' leit-motive/

Thus, judging from a purely theoretical point

of view, they seem to be inevitable wherever

^here is perfect adaptation of music to dramatic

action. But there is another important con-

pideration on the practical side, which is the

powerful assistance which they give to the

attention of the audience, by drawing them on

from point to point where they might otherwise

lose Uieir way. Moreover ihey act in some

ways as a musical commentary and index to

situations in the story, and sometimes enable a

fiur greater depth of pregnant meaning to be con-

veyed, by suggesting associations with other

points of the story which might otherwise slip

the notice of the audience. And lastly, judged

from the purely musical point of view, they

occupy the position in the dramatic forms of

music which ' subjects* do in pure instrumental

forms of composition, and their recurrence helps

greatly towards tiiat unity of impression which it

is most necessary to attain in works of high art.

As a matter of fact * leit-motive * are not

always identical in statement and restatement

;

but as the characters and situations to which

they are appropriate vary in their surrounding

circumstances in the progress of the action, bO

will the 'leit-motive* themselves be analogously

modified. From this springs the application of

LEIT-MOTIF.

variation and 'transformation of themes' to
dramatic music; but it is necessary that ihm
treatment of the figures and melodies should be
generally more easily recognisable than they need
to be in abstract instrumental music.

Leit-motive are perfectly adapted to insira-

mental music in the form known as ' programme
music,* which implies a story, or some definite

series of ideas; and it is probable that the
earliest distinct recognition of the principle in
question is in the Symphonic Fantastique of
Berlioz (written before 1830), where what he
calls an ' id^ fixe ' is used in the manner of a
leit-motif. The * id^e fixe * itself is as follows :

—

,i

f,j-
| jjrreif^'^rflf^r i n-l

It seems hardly necessary to point to Wagner*s
works as containing the most remarkable ex-

amples of 'leit-motive,* as it is with his name
that they are chiefly associated. In Hs earlier

works there are but suggestions of the principle,

but in the later works, as in Tristan and the
Niblung series, they are worked up into a most
elaborate and consistent system. The following

examples will serve to illustrate some of the
most characteristio of his * leit-motive * and hia

use of them.
The curse which is attach^ to the Kheingold

ring is a veiy important feature in the develop-

ment of the story of the Trilogy, and its 'leiV.

motif,* which consequently is of frequent oe-

currenoe, is terribly gloomy and impressive. It«

first appearance is singularly apt, as it is the
form in which Alberich the Niblung first de-

claims the curse when the ring is reft firom him
by Wotan, as follows :—

I55T -p-zriFF^=P= zg¥^—=^F^
Wl«durcl1 Fluch er mlrge-

: ,

rietb. wy

&hrr-s^ F^ \ p—

^

^ 1

^
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^ ^r

Among the fi^uent reappearances of this

motif, two may be taken as highly charac-

teristic. One is towards the end of the Rhein-

gold, where Faftier kills his brother giant Fasolt

for the possession of the rin^, and the leit-motif
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lidug heard, reminds the hearers of ih6 doom
pranoanced on the possessors of the ring by
Alberich.

A yet more pregnant instance is in the Gotter-

diinunerung, the last of the series. When Sieg-

fried comes to the Hall of the Gibichungs on the

Rhine, with the ring in his possession, having

obtained it by slaying Fafner, who had taken

the form of a dragon to preserve it, the first per-

son to greet him is Hagen, the son of Alberich,

who looks to compass Si^fried*s death, and re-

gain the ring for the Niblungs by that means.
As Hugen says ' Heil Siegfried, theurer Held^*

the greeting is belied by the ominous sound of

the leit-motif of the curse, which tluis foretells

the catastrophe in the sequel of which Hagen is

the instrument and Siegfried the victim, and
lends a deep and weird interest to the situation.

Siegfried himself baa ' motive * assigned to him
m different circumstances and relations. For in-

stance, the following figure, which he blows on

the silver horn made for him by Mime, is the

ma which most freijuently announces his coming.

It implies his youthful and light-hearted state

before he had developed into the mature and
eiperienced hero.

JiEITMOTIP; iir

^m^ !=?=*E

This figure is fiwquently subjected to consider-

ible development, and to one important trans-

formation, which appears, for instance, in the

death march as follows :

—

In hii character as mature hero he is notified by
the following noble figure.

gggg^
which occurs as above in the last act of the
Walk tire, when Wotan has laid Briinnhilde tu
sleep on the * Felsenhohe,' with a wall of fire

around her; and the sounding of tlie motif
ifflpHea that Siegfried is the hero who shall pass
through the fire and waken Briinnhilde to be his

hride. A happy instance of its recurrence is

when, in the first act of Siegfried, the youthful
hero tells how he had lix)ked into the brook and
a»w his own image reflected there.

In the above examples the marked character
"f the figure lies chiefly in their melody. There
are others which are marked chiefly by rhythm,
as the persistent motif of Mime imitating the

^ rhythmic succession of blows on an anvil—

which points to his occupation as a smith. This
motif occurs in connection with the rattling

blows of the hammers of the Niblung smiths
underground, at the end of the second scene of
the Rheingold, and thus shows its derivatiom

Other * motive* again are chiefly conspicuous
by reason of impressive and original progressions

of harmony. Ofthis kind th|ht of the Tamhelm
is a good example. It occurs as follows, where
Alberich first tests the power of the helm at the
beginning of the third scene of the Rheingold :—

m^^ujT^^

Another instance where a strongly marked
melodic figure is conjoined with an equally strik-

ing progression of harmony, is the ' death motif
in Tristan and Isolde, which first appears in the

second scene, where Isolde sings as follows :

—

/ .^ P

A figure which it is difficult to characterise,

but which has a marvellous fascination, is the

motif of the love-potion in Tristan and Isolde.

The love-potion is the key to the whole story,

and tEeref<»re the musical portion of the wo k
appropriately conmiences with its leit-motif.

Among the numerous examples of its recurrenci

one is particularly interesting. When King
Marke has discovered the passionate love which
existed between Tristan and Isolde he is smitten

with bitter sorrow that Tristan, whom he had so
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loved and trusted, should have so betrayed him,
and appeals to Tristan himself. Then as Tristan
slowlyanswers him themotifis heard, and, without
its being so expressed (for Tristan does not excuse
himself), conTeys the impression that Tristan
and Isolde are not to blame, but are the victims
of the love-potion they had unwittingly shared.
Among more important contemporary com-

posers. Professor Maofarren has maoe use of the
device in his cantata ' The Lady of the Lake,'
and to a certain extent in his oratorio ' Joseph.'
The following characteristio examples from the
cantata will illustrate his mode of employing the
device. In a soliloquy in the earlier part of the
work Fitz-James refers to Douglas, and sings
the following figure :

—

DouffUi li

This recurs appropriately when Douglas refers to

himself and his daughter as all that remained of
his clan, under the type of the Bleeding Heart,
which was their badge.

Roderick Dhu's motif is as follows :

—

This is happily used in the accompaniment to
the vocal phrase in which he appeals to Douglas
to grant him Ellen for his wife, as follows :

—

The prophecy of Brian the Seer is enunciated
as follows :

—

Which spills the foremost foeman's life. That par-ty

oon- quart la the strife.

and this is reintroduced when the Chorus describee
how Red Murdoch is slain by Fitz-Jamee, and
clearly implies that he is the first foeman whose
life is taken, and that the victory in the strife

between Roderick and Fitz-James will rest with
the latter in fulfilment of the prophecy. It also

recurs when Fitz-James warns Roderick that
Murdoch is dead and that therefore the prophecy
is against him.

Prior to contemporary composers, though sub-
sequent to the i(Ue fixe of Berlioz, a few hints
of the spirit of leit-motive may be found in
various quarters: for instance, in Meyerbeer's
* Prophfete,* when the prophet in the early part of
the work speaks of the dream of future splendour
in store for him, the first strain ofthe processional
march is heard. Again, the system of giving a

LE JEUNE.

particular instrumental tone to the aooompani-
ment of particular characters which is clearly

analogous, is notable in the string accompani-
ment of Christ's words in Bach's ' Passion,' and
in the sounding of the trombones when the Com-
mendatore appears in * Don Giovanni,' and the
adoption of a similar quality of tone or definite

phrase as the accompaniment to special utterances

of Elijah in Mendelssohn's oratorio, and to the
appearance of Don Quixote in his opera of
Camacho's Hochzeit (1825). [C.H.H.P.]

LE JEUNE, Claude, or Claudin, bom at
Valenciennes probably about 1530, for we first

find his name as a composer in 1554. The only
part of his life of which we have any record

was spent in Paris. Thus in 1581 he attended
the marriage of Henry Ill's favourite the Due de
Joyeuse, and noted the magical effect of his own
music^ About this time also, Leroy printed

5 vols.' of chansons (h 4), 39 ofthem by Le Jeune,
and the publisher, hiinself a first-rate musician,

seems to have valued them highly, placing the
author by the side of Lassus, and filling the last

2 vols, with their works alone. Still the Hugue*
not composer met with slender encouragement
for many years, and there is a pathetic story of
his attempted flight at the siege of Paris in 1588,
when bowed down by the weight of his un-
published MSS., he was caught by the Catholic

soldiers, and would have seen his treasures com-
mitted to the flames, but for the timely aid of
Mauduit, a Catholic musician, who saved the
books and aided the escape of his brother artist.

Better times came late in life. In Henry IVs
reign, Leroy printed * Recueil de plusieurs chan-
sons et airs nouveaux,' par CI. le J. (Paris i594)t
and in 1 508 Haultin, at La Rochelle, the ' Do-
decacorde, 1 2 psalms written according to Gla-
rean's 1 2 Church modes. On the title-page of the
latter we see for the first time * compositeur de la

musique de la chambre du roy,' so perhaps the per-

mission to print such a work, and the possibility

of holding the appointment, was a result of the
Edict of Nantes m the same year. In any case

the appointment was quite a recent one, and
Le Jeune did not long enjoy it, for the next pub-
lication, ' Le Printemps ' (dedicated to our king
James I '), was posthumous, and on the 4th page
an ode M)pears * Sur la musique du defunct Sieur

CI. le J., the second stanza of which begins thus,

* Le Jetine a faict en sa vielleaae,

Ce qn^im bien gaye jeunesse,
N'auaennt avoir enterpria.'

The 6th page contains a general essay on
music, claiming forLeJeune the honour of uniting

ancient rhythm to modem harmony. * Le Pfin-
temps' contains 33 chansons with ' vers mesurea,'

> The »tcry goes that an offleer was so exc1t«d by an air of the orMn*

poser's that he cried oat, with oath», that he must attack some on e.

and was only pacified when the character of the strain was altered.
Whatever truth there may be in the story, the effect was more
proliably produced bjr some martial rhythm In the music than by any
superior intelllgenoe which Claude possessed in the use of the modes,
to which it is attributed by the narrator.

> The last ft of 2S rols. of chansons publUhed between the years IMS
anding?.

• Bee Hawkins's History (Chap. IIOX The copy we hare ^een had
the flnt pace torn out, on which this dedication probably appeared,
and the words ' roy ' and 'tomjeii6' erased oo the second.
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Icilowed by longer settings of 'verd rimez.*

Amongst tlie latter is Jannequin*8 'Chant de
TAlouette' (k 4) with a 5th part added by
Xe Jeune, ' Le chant du Kossignol in 6 nos./

'Ma mignonne in 8 nos./ and a Sestine (& 5)
• Du trist Hyver.'

The pre&oes give no fall explanation of ' vers

mesurez.* On p. 6 we read that ' the wonderful

effects produced by ancient music, as described in

the fables of Orpheus and Amphion, had been
lost by the modem Masters of Harmony, that

Le Jeune was the first to see that the absence of

Khythm accounted for this loss ; that he had
unearthed this poor Rhythm, and by uniting it

to Harmony, had given the soul to the body;
that * Le Frintemps* was to be an example of

this new kind of music, but on account of its

novelty, might &il to please at first.

The editor next tells us (p. 7) that M. Baif ^

and M. Le Jeune had meant to print the words
with suitable spelling and without superfluous

letters, and to make Uie scanning as clear in the

Prench poetry as it would be in Latin. But that

he (^the editor) had been advised to abandon this

as too great a novelty. We are therefore left un-

certain as to the method which the authors meant
to employ, and have little to guide us as to the

interpretation of such a passage as this (the bars

drawn and quavers joineid as in original) :

—

Volcy la Terd * b«ui may oon-vl-Tant i toat soulu

We have, however, above the ode *Sur la

musique mesur^e de CI. le J.* on p. 3 of this same
book a scheme of the quantities of the 4 lines in

each stanza. The first line of this scheme being

-WW -ow v/w -v»v/-; the corresponding line

of the ode would then be accented

I
Malnte mOzl [ ciens dfi cA | t«mps cl I pAr lb ft | cOn

grftve
I
doQs.

and any music set to this would take the same
accents. And so we might suppose that by some
suitable directions as to the scanning of the words
he might intend the above passage to be sung
thus—
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using the bars in the original as a mere division

of the lines in the poem, where there should

always be a pause and the measure completed.

Iq any case this is only an adaptation to French
music of what had been already done by Lassus

and others in using the metres of Latin verses,

though their efforts at Rhythm may have been
accidental, while Le Jeune had a set purpose.

It is interesting, at least, to see the importance

of Rhythm being recognised, and some attempt

at a notation to express it. It also seems clear

from what is said in the preface, of making the

) Poet and mttttdan. 1SS2-UBD.

French lines like the Latin, that the authors saw
the impetus which the Latin odes had given to

music in this direction.

The music (k 3) to the Psalms (Paris 1607) was
apparently not reprinted, being doubtless cast in

the shade bythe more important setting (&4and 5)
of Marot and Beza*s Psalms, printed at La Ro-
chelle by Haultin, and dedicated by Cecile Le
Jeune,^ m pursuance of the composer^s expressed

wishes, to the Duke ofBouillon, a greatProtestant
champion. This work, on which Le Jeune^s great

reputation entirely rests, went through many
editions in France, found its way into Germany
with the translation of Lobwasser, and except in

Switzerland, was soon used universally in all

Calvinistic churches. 'It went through more
editions, perhaps, than any musical work since

the invention of ' printing.' The melodies in the

Tenor are the same as those used bv Goudimel,
and earlier still by Guillaume Frano.^ The other

parts are written in simple counterpoint, note

against note. The simplicity of the style, and
its consequent fitness for congregational use, was
not the onlv cause of its supplanting earlier works
of the kind. There is real beauty in the music,

which modem critics do not cease to recog^nise«

'ClaudeLeJeune, *saysBumey, speaking specially

of this work, * was doubtless a great nuister of

harmony.' Ambros finds 'the discant so me*
lodious that it might be mistaken for the principal
^ part.' ' These psalms,' thinks F^tis, ' are better

written than Goudimel*s.' •

Other posthumous publications are the 'Airs k

3> 4t 5* ^ (BariSf Ballard, 1608), and a collection

of 36 chansons, 3 on each of the i a modes, under
the title * Octonaires de la vanity et inconstance

du monde' (id. 1610).

Lastly, in 161 a, Louis Mardo, Le Jeune's

nephew, published a and book of Meslanges, in

which, judging firom the miscellaneous contents,

he must have collected all that he could still find

of his uncle's works, French chansons k 4, 5, S,

canons, psalms, a magnificat, a fEtntaisie, Latin
motets, and Italian maidrigab.

In the higher branches of composition Le Jeune
never met with great success. The Belgian and
Italian masters would not look at his writings.^

Bumey regarded him as a man of study and
labour, rather than ofgenius and &cility, but this

judgment was only passed on some of his very

earliest works.^ F^tis, on the other hand, con-

sidered him naturally gifted, but without the

education of a great master; and this opinion

seems to be borne out by the success of his simpler,

and the failure of his more elaborate works.

> All doubt as to Le Jeune being a funily Dame aeems to be dispelled

by the slster't signature as abore.
s Burner's History, Hi. 46.

« The belief which at one tloM existed in England that Le Jeune was

the author of the melody of the ' Old lOOtb Fsalm.' and which gains

some support fipom the rague terms in wh ch Bumey (liL 47) spealis of

it. has no foundation in fact. It is now well known that that melody

flnt appeared in Beza's Genevan Paalter of UM. [See Old Bun>
DRCDTH.]

• Geachlchte der Musik. UL 844.

< Biographle. v. 281.

T Hersenne. Harm. Unlr. It. IVJ, and Bumey HI. 278.

* Except a canon, the pi««es of LeJeune's in Dr. Bumey't MB. oot**

books are among the composer's flnt publications in i56i.
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LeJeune is generally regarded as aFrencbman,
though his birthplace did not become part of

France till 1677. It would however be no great

honour to be called the chief musician of an
ungrateful country, which suffered Jannequin in

his old age to bewail his poverty, which had
killed poor Goudimel, and could now only boast of

a decaying and frivolous sdkool. It is more to his

honour to remember him as the composer of one

little book which was destined, after his death,

to carry 6od*s music to the hearts of thousands

in many lands. [J.R.S.-B.]

LEMMENS,Nicolas Jacques, was bom Jan.

3, 1823, at Zoerle-Parwys, Westerloo, Belgium,

where his &ther was echevin and organist. His
career was attached to the organ from the first.

At 1 1 years of age he was put under Van der

Broeck, organist at Dieste. In 1839 he entered

the Conservatoire at Brussels, but soon left it

owing to the illness of his father, and was absent

for a couple of years. In the interval he suc-

ceeded his former master at Dieste, but fortu-

nately gave this up and returned to the Conser-

vatoire at the end of 41. There he became the

pupil of F^tis and was noted for the ardour and
devotion with which he worked. He took the 2nd
prize for composition in 44 and the first in 45, as

well aa the first for organ playing. In 46 he
went at the government expense to Breslau, and
Iremained there a year studying the organ under
A. Hesse, who sent him back at the end of that

time, with a testimonial to the effect that ' he
t^yed Bach as well as he himself did.' In 1 849
he became profeesor of his instrument at the

Conservatoire, and M. F^tis, as the head of the

establishment, bears strong testimony to the vast

improvement which followed this appointment,

ana the new spirit which it infused through the

country ; and gives a list of his pupils too long

to be quoted here. Though distinguished as

a pianist, it is with the organ that his name
"will remain connected. In 1857 M. Lemmens
married Miss Sherrington, and since that time

has resided much in England. His great work
is his Ecole d*orgue, which has been adopted by
the Conservatoires at Paris, Brussels, Madrid,
etc. He has also published Sonatas, Offertoires

etc. for the organ, and has been engaged for

-twenty years on a Method for accompanying
Gregorian Chants, which 11 now on the eve
of publication. On Jan. i. 1879, he opened a
college at Malines, under the patronage of the
Belgian clergy, for training Catholic organists

and choirmasters, which is already largely at-

tended. Madame Lemmens, nie Sherrington, was
bom at Preston, where her family had resided

for several generations, Oct. 4, 1 834. Her mother
was a musician. In 1838 they migrated to

Rotterdam, and there Miss Sherrington studied

under Verhulst. In 53 she entered the Brussels

Conservatoire, and took first prizes for singing

and declamation. On April 7, 1856, she made
her first appearance in London, and soon rose

to the position of leading English soprano, both
in sacred and secular music, a position which
she has maintained ever since. In 1865 she
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kppetaeA on the English and In 1867 on tli^

Italian operatic stage, and her operas embrace
Robin Hood, Amb«r Witch, Helvellyn, Afiri-

oaine, Norma, Huguenots, Roberto, Don Gio-

vanni, Domino Noir, Fra Diavolo, Marta, etc.,

etc. [See Shkrrikgton.] [G.]

LENTO, i.e. *slow,* implies a pace and style

similar to a slow Andante. Beethoven rarely

uses it. One example is in his last Quartet

op* I35i Lento assai. Mendelssohn employs it

for the introduction to his Ruy Bias overture,

but he chiefly uses it, like ' oon moto,' as a quali-

fication for other tempos—as Andante lento

(Elijah No. i, and Op. 35, No. 5), Adagio noa
lento (Op. 31, No. 3), Adagio e lento (Op. 87,

No, 3). [G.l

LENTON, John, one of the band of mxmc of

William and Mary and of Queen Anne, in 1693
published 'The Gentleman's Diversion, or the

Violin explained,* with some airs composed by
himself and others at the end. A second edition,

with an appendix, and the airs omitted, appear^
in 170a, umier the title of ' The Useful Instractor

on the Violin.* It is remarkable that in neither

edition is there any mention of * shifting,* and the

scale given reaches but to C on the second ledger

line above the stave. About 1694, in conjunc-

tion with Thomas Toilet, he publi^ed 'A Conscsi

of Musick in three parts.* Lenton composed the

overtures and act tunes to the following plays :

—

* Venice preserved,* 1685 ;
' The Ambitious Step-

mother,* 1700; • Tamburlain,' 1702 ;
* The Fmt

Penitent,' 1 703 ; • Liberty asserted * and * Abra
Muley,' 1704. Songs by him are in several of,

the collections of the period, and other vocal

pieces in *The Pleasant Musical Companion.*
He contributed to D'Urfey*s 'Third Collection

of New Songs,* and revised the tunes for the

earlier editions of his ' Pills to purge Melancholy.*

The date of his death has not been ascertained.

He was living in 171 1. [W.H.H.]

LENZ. WiLHBLM VON, Russian councillor at

St. Petersburg, and author of * Beethoven et ses

trois styles* (a vols. Petersburg, 1852), in which
the idea originally suggested by Fetis, that

Beethoven's works may be divided into three

separate epochs, has been carried out to its

utmost limits. This was followed by * Beethoven.

Eine Kunststudie,* in 6 vols., i.— iii. Cassel

i855t 6; i^'—vi. Hamburg i860. This is an
entirely different work from the foregoing, and
though often extravagant in expression, has a

certain value from the enthusiasm of the writer

and the unwearied manner in which he has col*

lected facts of all kinds about Beethoven*s works.

It contains a Life, an Essay on Beethoven*s style,

a detailed analysis of every one of his works in

order, with various Lists and Catalogues not

without use to the student, though in regard to

the chronology of Beethoven's works, the minute
investigations of Thayer and Nottebohm have
superseded many of Lenz's conclusions. He also

published * Diegrossen Pianofortevirtuosenunsersr
Zeit' (Berlin, 187a), a collection of articles on

laazt, Chopin, Tausig, Henselt, and many other



^Ttet artiste, from personal knowledge, well
trftnalated in the Monthly Muaical R^rd for

1878. [F. G.]

LftOCADTE. A lyrical drama in 3 acts,founded
on a rtory of Cervantes ; words by Scribe and M^-
lesville, music by Auber. Produced at the Op^ra
Comique Nov. 4, 1824. It is the subject of a
carious invective by Mendelssohn in his boyish
letten from Paris (see Goethe and Mendelssohn,
pp. 44, 45). It had however a great popularity,

and byApr. 1825 had had 5 2 representations. [G.]

LEO, Leonardo, one of the most celebrated of
Neapolitan composers, was bom in 1694 at San
Vito degU Schiavi, in the kingdom of Naples.
His musical studies were pursuwl at the Conser*
Titorioof la Pietk de* Turchini, in Naples, under
Alessandro Scarlatti and Fago (H Tarentino)

;

besides which it is said (in a notice of his life by
Girolamo Chlgi, chapel-master of St. John La-
teran) that he learned coimterpoint of Pitoni, at
fiome. After his return to Naples he was ap-
pointed second master in the Comervatorio of la

Pietk ; in 1 7 16 was named organist of the royal
diapel, and the following year was elected to the
post of chapel-master in the church of Santa
Maria della SoUtaria. His first serious opera,

'Sofimisbe,* was produced in 1719, and met
with great success. Not many years after this

be quitted the Conservatorio of b Retk for that
of San Onofrio, to which he remained attached
tin the end of his life. He was perhaps the most
tounent professor of his time, and the list of his

popils includes many distinguished composers,
tfKmg whom may especially be named Jommelli
and Piocinni. But he was not satisfied, as was
•Durante his oontempcHury, with the rdle of a
pedagogue. 'Sofonisbe* was succeeded by
nearly fifty other operas and dramatic cantatas,

conspicuous among which is * Demofoonte,* in
vhich the great singer Cafibrelli made his first

appearance, and which contains an air, Misero
Pargoldio, quoted by Piccinni, in a short bio-

graphical sketch of his master, as pre-eminent
among all Leo*s compositions for beautv and
dramatic expression. Mention should also be
made of 'L*01impiade,* two pieces in which
acquired a lasting popularity—the duet 'Ne*
gMnni tnoi felid,' and the air 'Non so donde
iene,' both remarkable for melodious charm.
His compositions for the church are very

numerous, amounting to nearly a hundred. The
cbiefof these are, the oratorio * Santa Elena al

Cyrano* ; the ' Ave maris stella,* for a soprano
TQioe, two violins, viola, and organ ; the Mass in
D far five voices, written for the church of San
Giaoomo degli Spani at Rome ; and the * Mise*
WW* for a double choir of eight voices. This
celebrated Miserere was oonqxMed in 1 743, and
was the work of a few days. It was written for

^^ Duke of Savoy, who on hearing it, was so
delighted as to heap presents upon the composer,
graatine him at the same time a pension of a
nondred ounces of silver. Leo was overpowered
bj this munificence, and regarded his acceptance
^i|« tantaiQount to a renunciation of ail pio-
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periy in his own work, so that when, on his

return to Naples from Turin, his pupils petitioned

for a copy of the score, he thought himself bound
in honour to refuse them. One of them however,

having found out where the manuscript was kept,

contrived to possess himself of it ; he divided it

among his companions, and, between them all,

it was so speedily copied as to be restored to its

place before Leo had had time to perceive its

absence. It was rehearsed in secret, and in a
few days the students invited the unsuspecting

maestro to hear the performance of a new work,

when to his astonishment his own ' Miserere ' was
executed in his presence. His first impulse was
one of resentment, but this feeling quickly gave
way to emotion aroused by the enthusiasm of

the young students, and the end of it was that

he caused them to repeat the entire piece, so

that he might himself add the finishing touches

to their peribrmance.

He <ud not long enjoy his pension. The
Marquis de Villarosa, to whose reminiscences of

the Neapolitan composers subsequent biographers

are indebted for many interesting details, says

that he was engaged in writing the opera 'La
finta Frascatana ' when he was struck down by
apoplexy. He was found with his head resting

on his clavichord, the score before him open at

the buffo air * Voi par che gite.' He was appa-

rently asleep, but he was dead. This was in

1746.
In the bright constellation of Neapolitan com-

posers Leo shines as a brilliant star. To a com*

plete conmiand of science and of the art of vocal

writing he united fireshness and originality of

thought, and perhaps in no composer are the

germs of modem fancy so happily blent with the

purity and dignity of the old Boman writers.

His ideas, if not sublime, are noble ; always
sound and healthy ; occasionally tender, but with

no tinge of sentimentality. They did not tran-

scend the limits of contemporary form ; his art

was therefore adequate to give them that perfect

expression which is in itself beautiful It is

impossible not to feel in all his music the master^s

joy in his power over his materials; and the

satisfaction afforded by a study of his works is

mainly based on a perception of this even
balance between thought and expression, showing

as it does, the extent, while it defines the limits,

of his sphere as a composer. He was not tor-

mented, like his pupil Jommelli, by the unequal

conflict between prophetic glimpses ofnew phases

of art, far beyond the power of his own limited

genius to grasp or realise, and a science too

superficial to do justice to ancient forms. What
Leo thought, he coidd express.

By his tonality he belongs essentially to the

modems. His harmonies are for the most part

lucid and simple, yet there is a certain uncon*

ventionality in their treatment, while occasionally

(as may be seen in the ' Miserere ') chromatic pro-

gressions occur, quite startling in their effect. That
his simplicity was the result of consummate art

is shown by the purity of his part-writing. The
Chorus of Pilgrims, 'Di quantapena h frutta,' from
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the oratorio of ' Santa Elena al Calvario ' is a good
instance of a pleasing idea absolutely inseparable
from contrapuntal form ; shapely and coherent as
a whole, it must be unravelled before the close-
ness and complexity of its texture can be appre-
ciated. His fugues are compact and massive, and
full of contrivance which is always subordinated
to unity of effect. It is only necessary to compare
the contrapuntal movement wluch forms a Coda
to the double-fugued 'Amen' chorus in Leo's
'Sicut erat,' from the 'Dixit' in D (see *Fitz-
william Music'), with the fugue on the 'Osanna'
in Jonimelli's Bequiem, the subjects in which
are very similar—to see how the science which
to one man was an implement or a weapon, in the
hand of the other was no more than a crutch.

Besides his larger works, Leo left a great
number of instrumental compositions ; concertos,
fugues, toccatas ; several isolated vocal airs with
orchestral accompaniment; vocal duets and trios;
finally, six books of solfeggi and two of partimenti
or figured basses, for the use of the students of
San Onofrio.

In person he was of middle height, with a
bronzed complexion, keen eye and ardent temper-
ament. His activity and industry were indefatig-
able ; he was wont to pass great part of the night
in work, and his enezgies never seemed to flag.

Although uniformly genial and urbane, the pre-
vailing tone of his mind was serious. He appre-
ciated his own music, and loved it, but he was
ever ready to perceive merit in others, and to do
full justice to the compositions of his rivals. An
enthusiast in every branch of his art, he was not
only a great composer and a great teacher, but
an excellent organist and a virtuoso on the
violoncello, being indeed one ofthe first musicians
to introduce this instrument into Italy. His
powers of mind remained undiminighed to the
end, and he died in harness, universally re*

gretted and long remembered.
The following oompoeitionsofLeo arepublished,

and accessible.

I loth Psahn (Dixit Dominus). for SS. A T. B.,
with solos. Halle (Kummel).

Do. for S.. T.. B., with Orchestra. Berlin
(Trautwein & Co.).

50th Psahn (Miserere), SS., AA.. TT., BB.
Beriin (B. Bock). The same, edited by Choron
(Paris, Leduc).

Others, and portions of others, are included in
* Cecilia,' a monthly periodical of church music,
ancient and modem, by E. and B. van Malde-
ghem (Brussels, Heusner), in Latrobe's Sacred
Music, and Rochlitz's 'Collection.' A Dixit
Dominus for 8 voices and orchestra has been
edited (1879) ^7 Mr. C. V. Stanford from the
autograph in the Fitzwilliam Library (Novello).
Copious extracts from this and others are printed
in Novello's 'Fitzwilliam Music' [see vol. i.

pp. 530, 531]. [P.A.M.]

LEOLINE. The English name of 'L'Ame en
Peine,' a ballet &ntastique in a acts ; words by
Saint Georges, music by Flotow. I^xniuced at
the Grand Opera May 29, 1846. The English
version was by Maddox and G. Linley, and the

LEONORE PROHASKA.

piece was produced at the Prinoess'a theatra^
Oxford Street, Oct. 16. 1848. [G.]

LfiONORE. OU L'AMOUR CONJUGAL,
an op^ra-oomique in 2 acts; words by Bouilly,
music by Gaveaux. Produced at the Op^ra
Comique Feb. 19, 1798. The book was trans-

lated into Italian, composed by Pa^*, and
produced at Dresden Oct. 3, 1804. It was also

translated into German by Jos. Sonnleithner
(late in 1 804), and composed by Beethoven. The
story of the transformations and performances
of the opera in its three shapes is given und»
FiDKLio (voL i. p. 519a) ; and it only remains
to add that it was proposed to bring it oat at

Prague in May 1807, and that Beethoven, with
that view, wrote the overture known as • Leonore
No. I ' (op. 1 38). The proposal however was
not carried ou^ and the overture remained,
probably unperformed, till after his death.' It

was Beethoven's wish frx)m first to last that
the opera should be called * Leonore ' ; and his

edition of the pianoforte score, published by
Breitkopfs in Oct. 1810, is entitled 'Leonore, oper
in xwey Aufeugen von L. van Beethoven.' On all

other occasions he was overruled by the Manage*
ment of the theatre, and the opera has always
been announced as Fidelio, probably to avoid
confusion with Paer's opera. For the whole
evidence see * Leonore oder Fidelio ? ' in Otto
Jahn's Gesamm. Schriften, p. 236, and Thayer's
Chron. Veraeichniss, p. 61.

It may be well here to give a list of the
overtures to the opera in the order of their

composition.

TItte. DMe and OooMion. DUeofnitrileft-
tionarScor*.

Leonore No. 2,

inc.

Leonore No. 3,

inc.

Leonore No. 1,

inC(op.l88).

Fidelio, in E.

For production of

opera, Nov. 30, 1805.

For production of
modified opera, Blsr.

29,1806.

For ft performance of
the opera at Prague
in May 1807. wkidi
never came off*.

For tlie second ftnd

final revision of the
opera: first plaved
May 26. 1814.

and 1854.

BieitkopflS28.

UaaUnger 1832.

Breitkopfl884.

[G.]

LEONORE "PROHASKA, a romantic tra-

gedy by Friedrich Duncker, for which Beethoven
in the autumn of 1814 composed a soldiers* chorus

for men's voices unaccompanied; a romance with
harp accompaniment; and a melodram with har-

monica, besides scoring the march in his Sonata
op. 26. The melodram has been ahready printed in

this Dictionary. [Vol. i. p. 663.] lie opening
bars of the two others are given by Thayer,
Chron. Verzeichniss, No. 187. The march is trans-

posed into B minor,' and scored for 2 flutes,

2 clarinets, 4 horns, and either strings or brass

instruments—it seems uncertain which. (See the

account in Thayer, iii. 317.) The autograph

1 Nottebohm, ' BeethoveDlAna.'
s Mr. Nottebohm glTet H * Eleonore.'

>A'lilaokkay'MoonlliigtoBeQthoT«D. [flea voL L fwM ^4
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in poflSGonon of Mr. Adolph Mttller of 'Vienna.
Dr. Sonnleithner—no mean authority—^believed

thit Beethoven had also written an overture
and entr*acte for the piece. For some reason
or other the pUy was not performed. [G.]

LKROY, or LE ROY, Adrien, was a singer,

lote player, and composer, but will be remem-
bered as one of the most celebrated music printers
of the 1 6th century, when printers were also

pabhshers. Of the reasons of his taking to
printing we have no account. He worked wiUi
the types of Le B^ (cut in 1540), as Attaignant
bad done before him with those of Hautin.
Fetis states that he worked by himself for some
time, but cites no evidence. In 1551 Le Roy
mairied the sister of R. Ballard, who was already
occupying himself with music printing, and was
attached to the court ; they joined partnership
and obtained a patent, dated Feb. [6, 1552, as
wk printers of music to Henri II. In 1571
he received OrUndo Lasso as his guest, and
published a volume of 'moduli* for him, with
a dedication to Charles IX, which has already
beeo^oted in this volume. [Seep. 98a]. Leroy's
name disappears from the publications of the firm
in 1589, and it may thus far be inferred that he
died then. His Instruction book for the Lute,

1557, was translated into English in two dif-

ferent versions, one by Alford, London 1568,
and one by ' F. K. GenUeman' (lb. 1574). A
second work of his was a short and easy instruc-
tion-book for the *Guiteme,* or guitar (1578)

;

and a third is a book of ' airs de cour* for the
late 1571, in the dedication of which he says
that such airs were formerly known as ' voix' de
^e.' Besides these the firm published, between
1551 and 1568, 20 books of 'Ohansons* for 4
oioes. [G.]

LESCHETITZKY, Thkodor, a distinguished
piamst, bom of Polish parents in 1831. He
attracted notice in Vienna by his pianoforte
plajing in 1845. He was for some time a pro-
&8M>r at the Conservatorium of St. Petersburg,
from which appointment he has retired, and now
lives in Vienna. His compositions chiefly con-
nst of morceaux de salon for the piano. He
made his d^ut in England at the Musical
Unkii concerts in 1864, playing in the Schumann
Qointet, and solos of his own composition, and
has frequently since then appeared at the same
concerts. Madame Annette EHsipoff was for some
time his pupil. [J. A. F. M.]
LESLIE, Henbt David, bom in London,

June 18, 1822, commenced his musical education
tmder Charles Lucas in 1838. For several years
he played the violoncello at the Sacred Harmonic
Society and elsewhere. In 1 847, on the formation
of the Amateur Musical Society, he was appointed
its honorary secretary, and continued so until

i^SSi when he became its conductor, which post
he retained until the dissolution of the Society
in 1861. In 1855 he formed the well-known
Choir which bears his name, which numbers 200
voices, is noted for its refined performance of

' Ibf thlt not be the orlstn of VamdtvOU, » piece mtde up of cor-
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motets, madrigals, and other unaccompanied part
music, and in 1878 gained the first prize in the
International competition of choirs at Paris. In
1863 he was appointed conductor of the Hereford-
shire Philharmonic Society, an amateur body at

Hereford. In 1864 he became principal of the
National College of Music, an institution formed
on the principle of the foreign conservatoires,

which, however, not receiving adequate support,

was dissolved in a few years. In 1874 ^^ became
the director and conductor of the Guild of

Amateur Musicians. Henry Leslie's first pub-
lished composition—a Te Deum and Jubilate in

D—appeared in 1846. He has since produced
a Symphony in F, 1847 ; a festival anthem,
'Let God arise,' for solo voices, chorus and
orchestra, 1849; overture, 'The Templar,' 1852 ;

'Inmianuel,' oratorio, 1853 ; ' Romance, or. Bold
Dick Turpin,' operetta, 1857 ; ' Judith,' oratorio,

produced at Birmingham Festival, 1858 ;
* Holy-

rood,' cantata, i860 ;
* The Daughter ofthe Isles,'

cantata, 1861; 'Ida,' opera, 1864; besides

instrumental chamber music, anthems, songs,

duets, trios, pianoforte pieces, and a large num«
ber of part songs and niadrigals composed for his

choir. In adtUtion to a wide range of madri-

gals, motets, and unaccompanied music of all

ages and countries, the following are among the

larger works which have been performed by this

excellent choir:—Bach's motets for 8 voices;

Samuel Weidey's ditto for ditto; Mendelssohn's

Psalms and motets, and his Antigone and CEdi-

pus; Gounod's motets and Messe Solennelle;

Carissimi's Jonah; Tallis's Forty -part song;
Bourgault Ducoudray's Symphonic religieuse (un-

accompanied). [W.H. H.]

LESSEL, Fbanz, one of Haydn's three

favourite pupils, bom about 1780, at Pulaw^ on
the Vistula, in Poland ; his father, a pupil of

Adam Hiller and Dittersdorf, being Musik-
director at the neighbouring castle of Prince

Czartoryski. In 1797 he came to Vienna to

study medicine, but the love of music proved

a great distraction. Haydn eventually took

him as a pupil, a service he repaid by tending

him till his death with the care and devotion of

a son. In 1810 he returned to Poland, and lived

with the Czartoryski family, occupied entirely

with music. After the Revolution of 1830 had
driven his patrons into exile, Lessel led a life of

great vicissitude, but being a man of varied culti-

vation always managed to maintain himself,

though often reduced to great straits. In 1837
he was superseded in his post as principal of the

gymnasium at Petrikan on the borders of Silesia,

and feeling a presentiment of approaching death,

he compoHed his requiem, and shortly after

(March 1839) expired of the disease commonly
called a broken heart. He left songs, chamber
music, and symphonies ; also church music, spe-

cially indicating gifts of no common order. Among
his effects were some autographs of Haydn pre-

sented by himself. Some of his works were
published by Artaria, Weigl, and Breitkopf &
Hiurtel, among them being, 3 sonatas for P. F.

((^. 2) dedicated to Haydn; fantasia for P.F.
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(op. 8), dedicated to dementi ; anotW fantasia

(op. 13) dedicated to Cecily Beidale, etc. Les-
sel's life was a romantic one. He was believed
to be the love-child of a lady of rank. Mystery
also enveloped the birth of his first love, Cecily
Beidale, and he discovered that she was his

sister only just in time to prevent his marrying
iier, One of his masses—'Zum Cacilientag*

—

was composed in all the fervour of this first

passion. [C.F.P.]

LESSON, or LEQON, a name which was
used from the beginning of the 17th century
to the close of the i8th, to denote pieces for

the harpsichord and other keyed instruments.
It was applied to the separate pieces which
in their collected form made up a Suite. The
origin of the name seems to be that these pieces

served an educational purpose, illustrating dif-

ferent styles of playing, and being often arranged
in order of di^culty.. This is borne out by
the &ct that Domenico Scarlatti^s '42 Lessons
for the Harpsichord, edited by Mr. Roseingrave

*

are in the original edition called 'Essercizi

—

XXX. Sonatas per Gravicembalo/ though they
have little of the educational element in
them, and by the following extract from Sir

John Hawkins's History of Music (chap. 148

;

he uses the word 'lessons' for 'suites of lessons*)

:

* In lessons for the harpsichord and virginal

the airs were made to follow in a certain order,

that is to say, the slowest or most grave first,

and the rest in succession, according as they
deviated from that character, by which rule the
Jig generally stood hwt. In general the Gal-
liimi followed the Pavan, the first being a grave,

the other a sprightly air ; but this rule was not
without exception. In a manuscript collection

of lessons composed by Bird, formerly belonging
to a lady Neville, who it is supposed was a
scholar of his, is a lesson of a very extraordinary
kind, as it seems intended to give the history of

a military engagement. The following are the
names of the several airs in order as th^ occur :

" The Marche before the battell. The Souldiers
Sommons, The Marche of foote-men, The Marche
of horse-men : Now folowethe the Trumpets, the
Bagpipe and the Drone, the Flute and the
Drome, the Marche to the Fighte, Here the
battells be joyned, The Retreate, Now folowethe
a Galliarde for the victory.*' There is also in

the same collection a lesson called the Carman's
Whistle.' Rameau's Lessons for the Harpsichord,
op. a and 3, are not arranged in order of
difficulty, but are connected by the relation of
their keys. In the case of Handel's 3 Lemons,
the first consists of a Prelude and air with varia-

tions in Bb, the second of a Minuet in G
minor, and the third of a CHiaconne in G
major ; so they may be presumed to be intended
for consecutive performance. The 'Suites de
Pieces pour le Clavecin,' in a Books, were called

'Lessons' in the first edition, but in the later

editions this name was discarded for that which
they now bear.

An analogous word to this is ' Etude,' which
.from originally meaning a special form o£ ex-
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ercise, lias in many cas^s come to be applied to

pieces in which the educational purpose is com-
pletely lost sight of. [See Etudes.] Although
in general the name was applied to pieces for

the harpsichord alone, yet it was sometmnes osed

for concerted chamber music, as in the * Firste

Booke of consort lessons, made by divers ex-

quisite authors, for six Instruments to play

together, viz. the Treble Lute, the Pandora, the

Cittern©, the Base VioU, the Flute and the

Treble -Violl, collected by Thomas Morley, and
now newly corrected and enlaiged' (London
161 1 ), and in Mathias Vento's * Lessons fat the

Harpsichord with accompaniment of Flute and
Violin.' [J.A.F.M.]

LESTOCJQ. Opera in 4 acts ; words by Scribe,

music by Auber. Produced at the Op^ra Comique
May 24, 1834. Ifc ^^ produced in English at

Covent Garden Feb. 21, 1835, as 'Lestooq, or the

Fete of the Hermitage.' [G.]

LESUEUR, Jean Francois, grandnephew of

the celebrated painter Eustache Lesueur, bom
Jan. 1 5, 1 763, in the villageofDrucat-Plessiel,near

Abbeville. He became a chorister at Abbeville

at 7. At 14 he went to the college at Amiens,
but two years later broke off his studies to

become, first, maltre de musique at the cathedral

of S^ez, and then sous-mattre at the chupoh

of the Innocents in Paris. Here he obtained

some instruction in harmony firom the Abb^
Roze, but it was not any systematic course of

study, so much as his thorough knowledge of

plain-song, and deep study, that made him the

profound and original musician he afterwards

became. His imagination was too active, and
his desire of distinction too keen, to allow him
to remain long in a subordinate position; he

therefore accepted in 1781 the appointment of

mattre de mnsiqne at the cathedral of Dijon,

whence after two years he removed to Le Mans,
and then to Tours. In 1 784 he came to Paris

to superintend the performance of some of his

motets at the Concert Spirituel, and was re-

appointed to the Holy Innocents as head-master

of the choristers. He now mixed with the fore-

most musicians of the French school, and with

Sacchini, who gave him good advice on the art

of composition, and urged him to write for the

stage. In 1786 he competed for the musical

directorship of Notre Dame, which he obtained,

and immediately entered upon his duties. He
was allowed by the chapter to engage a full

orchestra, and thus was able to give magnificent

performances of motets and ' messes solennelles.*

His idea was to excite the imagination and pro-

duce devotional feeling by means of dramatic

effects and a picturesque and imitative style,

and he even went so &r as to precede one of hie

masses by a regular overture, exactly as if it had

been an opera. Crowds were attracted by this

novel kind of sacred music, and his masses were

nicknamed the 'Beggars' Opera' ('L'Opte des

Gueux '). This success soon aroused oppositioD,

and a violent anonymous attack was made upon
him, under pretext of a reply to his pamphlet

'Essai de musique sacr^e, ou musique motivee
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It m^odique pour la fdte de Noel' (1787).

Lesoenr's rejoinder was another pamphlet, ' £x-
poi^ d'une mudaue une, imitative et particuli^re

k chaque solemut^' (Paris, H^rissant, 1787), in

which he gives a detailed sketch of an appro-

priate muncal service for Christmas, and states

expresslv that his aim was to make sacred music
'dramatic and descriptive.* Meantime the chapter,

finding that his -projects had involved them in

heavy expense, curtailed the orchestra, while at

the same time strong pressure was put upon him
bj the Archbishop to take orders. He willingly

aasomed the title of Abb^, but declined the

priesthood, especially as he was composing an
opera, 'T^^maque,* which he was anxious to

{mxlace. finding his reduced orchestra inade-

quate for his masses he resigned, upon which an
m£unous libel was issued, accusmg him, the

most upright of men, of having been dismissed

for fraud. Completely worn out, he retired in

the autumn of 1788 to the country house of a
friend, and here he passed nearly four years of

repose and happiness. On the death of his friend

in 1792 he returned to Paris invigorated and
refreshed in mind, and composed a series of 3<m^
operas—t'Ia Caveme* (Feb. 15, 1793), 'Paul et

Virginie' (Jan. 13, 1794), and *T^6maque*
(May IT, 1796), all produced at the Feydeau.

The brilliant success of ' La Caveme ' procured

hia appointment as professor in the ' !6cole de la

Gaide Nationale* (Nov^ ai, 1793), and he was
also nominated one ofthe inspectors of instruction

at the Conservatoire from its foundation in 1 795.
In this capacity he took part with M^ul, Gosseo,

Catel, and Langl^, in drawing up the ' Principes

^^entaires de musique ' and the * Solf^ges du
Cooiervatoire.* He was then looking forward

to the production of two operas which had been
Koept^ by the Academic ; and when these were
aet aside in favour of Catel*s 'Semiramis' this

indignation knew ao bounds, and he vehemently
attacked not only his colleague, but the director

of the Conservatoire, Catel's avowed patron. His
pamphlet, ' Projet d*un plan g^n^ral de rinstruc-

tion musicale en -France * (Paris, an IX, anony-

moos), raised a storm, and Lesueur received his

digniyfftl from the Conservatoire on Sept. 23,
1802, Having a family to support, the loss of

his salary crippled him severely, and he was
only saved from utter indigence by his appoint-

ment in March 1804 as raaltre de chapelle to

the First Consul, ^n the reconunendation of

Paiaiello, who retired on account of his health.

As the occupant of the post most coveted by
mosicians in France, Lesueur had no difficulty

in securing the representation of * Ossian, ou les

Banks' (5 acts, July Jo, 1804). The piece

inaugurated the new title of the theatre as

'Acad^mie Imperiale.' Its success was extra-

ordinary, and ihe Emperor, an ardent admirer
of Celtic poems, rewarded the composer with the

Legion ofHonour, and presented him with a gold

aaolS'-box inscribed ' L'Bmpereur des Fran9aiB h
Taateur des Bardes,* intended also as an acknow-
ledgement for a Te Deum and a mass'performed
at Notre Dame on the occasion of hia coronation
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(Dec. 2, 1804). During the next five year*
Lesueur imdertook no work of greater import*
ance than a share in Persuis's intermbde ' L'ln-
auguration du Temple de la Viotoire' (Jan. 2,

1807), and in the same oomposer*s 3-Act opera
'Le Triomphe de Trajan' (Oct. 23, 1807^ con*
taining the well-known ' marche solennelle' ; but
en March 21, 1809, he produced 'La Mort
d'Adam et son Apoth^ose in 3 acts—the ori-

ginal cause of his quarrel with the manage^
ment of the Academic and the Conservatoire.
The scenery and decorations of the new opera
excited the greatest admiration ; when compli-
mented on his work, Degotti the scene-painter
replied quite seriously, ' Yes, it certainly is the
most beautiful paracUse you ever saw in your
life, or ever will see.*

In 1 81 3 Lesueur succeeded Gr^try at the
Institut; and after the Restoration became, in
spite of his long veneration for Napoleon, sur-.

intendant and composer of the chapel of Louis
XVIIL On January i, 181 8, he was appointed
professor of composition at the Conservatoire,
a post which he retained till his death. His
lectures were largely attended, and very inter-

esting fr^m the brilliant remarks with which
he interspersed them. Of his pupils no less

than 12 gained the 'prix de Rome'—namely.
Bourgeois, Ermel, Paris, Guiraud, Hector Ber-
lioz, Eugene Provost, Ambroise Thomas (whom
he called his * note sensible,* or leading note, on
account of his extreme nervousness), Elwart,
Ernest Boulanger, Besozzi, Xavier Boisselot
(who married one of his three daughters), and,
last but not least, Gounod. Lesueur also wrote
'Notice sur la M^op^e, la Rhythmop^e et les

grands caract^res de la musique ancienne,' pub«
Hshed with Gail's French translation of Anacreon
(Paris, 1793). Ancient Greek music was a
favourite subject with him, and he would with
perfect seriousness expound how one mode tended
to licence, and another to virtue ; unfortunately
however some wag in the class would occasionally

mislead his ear by inverting the order of succes*

sion in the chords, and &U8 betray him into
taking the licentious for the virtuous mode, and
vice versa.^

Lesueur died In Paris on Oct. 6, 1837,
at a patriarchal age, and in universal respect;

even Berlioz loved and honoured him to the last

(see chapters vi. and xx. of his M&moires), He
left 3 operas which had never been performed,
' Tyrt^,* 3 acts, composed in 1 794 ;

' Artaxerce.

3 acts, accepted by the Op^ra in i8oi ; and
' Alexandre k Babylone,* of which the score has
been engraved, and considerable portions per-

formed at the Conservatoire concerts. Of his

numerous oratorios, masses, motets, etc., the fol-

lowing have been published :—* L'Oratorio ou
Messe de Noel*; 3 messes solennelles ; a low mas^
with 'Domine Salvum*; 3 'Oratorios pour le

couronnement des princes souverains'; 3 Te
Deums ; 2 • Oratorios de la Passion* ; 2 * Domine
Salvum*; i Stabat; the oratorios 'Debora/

1 ThU is Mid to haro been a fitTOurlte amuseuMiit with Qouood m
»bof.

.^
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'Rachel/ 'Ruth et No^mi/ 'Ruth et Booz'; a
cantata for the marriage of the Emperor Napo-
leon; a motet for the baptism of the King of

Rome; a Pri^re for the Emperor on airs of
Languedoc; an 'O Salutaris'; several psalms
and motets, among which must be specified a
' Super flumina Babylonis.'

Ijie 5 operas previously mentioned, and all

this sacred music, furnish ample materials for

forming an estimate of Lesueur's genius. His
most marked characteristic is a grand simplicity.

No musician ever contrived to extract more from
common chords, or to impart greater solemnity
to his choruses and ensembles ; but in his boldest

flights, and most original effects of colour, the
ear is struck by antiquated passages which stamp
the composer as belonging to a pass^ school.

'His biblical characters are set before us with
traits and colours so natural as to make one
forget the poverty of the conception, the antique
Italian phrases, the childish simplicity of the
'orchestration.' By another critic he was said

to have taken the theatre into the church and
the church into the theatre. Thus, looking at

the matter from a purely musical point of view,
it is impossible to consider Lesueur the equal of

his contemporaries Mdhul and Cherubini ; though
the novelties he introduced derive a special in-

terest from the £Act that he was the master of
Hector Berlioz. [G.C.]

LETZTEN DINGE, DTE, le. 'the Last
Things,' an oratorio in 2 parts ; text by Rochlitz.
music by Spohr. Composed in the autumn of

1825, and produced in the Lutheran church,
Cassel, on "Good Friday 1826. In England it

is known as The Last Judgment. This oratorio
must not be confounded with *Da8 jlingste

Gericht,* an earlier and less successful work. [G.]

LEUTGEB, or LEITGEB, Josef, a horn
player to whom Mozart was much attached.
They became acquainted in Salzburg, where
Leutgeb was one of the band, and on Mozart's
arrival in Vienna he found him settled there, in
the Altlercbenfeld no. 32, keeping a cheese-
monger's shop and playing the horn. Mozart
wrote 4 Concertos for him (Kochel 412, 417.
44 7» 4?5^» a Quintet (407), which he calls 'das
Leitgebische,' and probably a Rondo (371).
This shows that he must have been a good
player.^ There must also have been something
attractive about him, for with no one does Mozart
appear to have played so many tricks. When
Leutgeb called to ask how his pieces were getting
on Mozart would cover the floor with loose leaves
of scores and parts of symphonies and concertos,
which Leutgeb must pick up and arrange in
exact order, while the composer was writing at
his desk as fast as his pen could travel. On one
occasion he was made to crouch down behind the
Btove till Mozart had fim'shed. The margins of
the Concertos are covered with droll remarks

—

' W. A. Mozart has taken pity on Leutgeb, ass,

ox. and fool, at Vienna, Mar. 2 7, 1 783, etc.' The
horn part is full of jokes—* Go it, Signer Asino

'

» Berlioz. ' Nemolrea,' chap. li.

* See the account hi Spohr** Selbstblogrephle. IL 17].
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—
' take a little breath'—' wretched pig'—' thank

God here 's the end *—^and much more of the like.

One of the pieces is written in coloured inks,

black, red, green, and blue, alternately. Such
were Mozart's boyish romping ways! Leutgeb
throve on his cheese and his horn, and died

richer than his great friend, Feb. 27,1811.' [G.]

LEVERIDGE, Richard, a singer noted for

his deep and powerful bass voice, was bom in

1670. His name appears as one of the singen
in Dr. Blow's Te Deum and Jubilate for St.

Cecilia's day 1695. He sang in the Anglo-Italian

operas, 'A^rsinoe,' 'Camilla,' 'Rosamond,' and
*Thomyris,' at Drury Lane theatre from 1705
to 1 707. In 1 708 he was engaged at the Queen's
Theatre and sang in * The Temple of Love,' etc,

and in Handel's ' Faithful Shepherd' (« II Pa8t<»'

Fido') on its production in 171 2. He subse-

quently transferred his services to Rich, and
sang in the masques and pantomimes at Lincoln's

Inn Fields and Covent Garden for nearly 30
years. His voice remained unimpaired so long,

that in 1 730, when 60 years old, he offered, for

a wager of 100 guineas, to sing a bass song with
any man in England. About 1726 be opened a
coffee-house in Tavistock Street, Covani Garden.
In 1699 he composed part of the music for ' The
Island Princen, or, The Grenerous Fbrtuguese,'

and in 1 716 the music for ' Pyramus and Thisbe,'

a comic masnue, compiled by him from * A Mid-
summer Nignt's Dream.' In 1727 he pubHshed
his songs, with the music, in two small 8vo. vols.

Many others were published singly. In his old

age he was maintained by an annual subscription

among his friends, promoted by a cit^ physician.

He died Mardi 22, 1758. There is a good en-

graved portrait of him by Pether, from a painting

by Fryer. [W.H.H.]

L'HOMME ARM]6, Lome Arm^, or Lommi
ArmiI. I. Hie name of an old French Chanton,

the melody of which was adopted, by some of the

Great Masters of the 15th and loth centuries,

as the Canto fermo of a certain kind of Mass

—

called the ' Missa L*Homme arm^ '—^which they

embellished with the most learned and elaborate

devices their ingenuity could suggest.

The origin of the song has given rise to much
speculation. P. Martini calls it a ' Canzone Pro-

venzale.' Bumey (who, however, did not know
the words) is inclined to believe it identical with

the famous ' Cantilena Rolandi,' antienUy sung,

by an armed Champion, at the head of the French

army, when it advanced to battle. Baini con-

fesses his inability to decide the questiim : but

points out, that the only relique of this poetry

which remains to us—a frtigment preserved in

the ' Proportionale Musices * of Tinctor—^make8

no mention of Roland, and is not written in the

Provencal dialect.*

*Lome, lome, lome armi,
Et Bobinet tu m*M
La mort donn^,
Quand tu t*en via.*

> See Jahn'a Moiart. 9nd ed^ It 98.

* So more lofunnatlon Is tlTea by Loqala. ' Melodlei popokin***

Faris.U79.
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Hie Melody—an inteiefltiiig example of the U8e

of the Seventn Mode—usually appears, either in

Perfect Time, or the Greater Prolation. Though
limple. it lacks neither grace, nor spirit. As
might have been predicted, slight differences are

observed in the Cantifermi of the various Masses
founded upon it ; but, they so far correspond, that

the reading adopted by Palestrina may be safely

sooepted as the normal form. We therefore sub-

join its several clauses, reduced tomodem notation,

tod transpoeed into the treble clef.
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Upon this unpretending theme, or on frag-

ments of it, Masses were written, by Guglielmo
da Fay, Antonio Busnoys, Regis, Francois Caron,

Joumes Tinctor, Philippon di Bruges, La Fage,

(or Faagues,) De Orto, Vacqueras, Monsieur mon
Comp^ at least three anonymous composers

who flourished between the years 1484 and 1513,
Antonio Bromel, Josquin des Pr^s, Pierre de la

Hue, (Petrus Ph^tensis,) Pipelare, Mathurin
Foiestyn, Cristofano Morales, Palestrina, and
even Carissimi—a host of talented Composers,

who all seem to have considered it a point of

honoar to exceed, as far as in them lay, the

fertility of invention displayed by their most
learned predecessors, and whose works, therefore,

not only embody greater marvels of contrapuntal

skill than any odier series preserved to us, but
also serve as a most useful record of the gradual

advanoement of Art.

The Masses of Du Fay, and Busnoys, and
their suocessors. Regis, and Caron, are written

in tke hard and labotured style peculiar to the

eariier Polyphonic Schools, with no attempt at

expression, bat, with an amount of earnest so-

briety which was not imitated by some of their

followers, who launched into every extravagance

that could poeedbly be substituted for the prompt-
ings of natural genius. Josquin, however, while

infinitely surpassing his predecessors in in-

genuity, brought true genius also into the field

;

and, in his two Masses on the favourite subject

—one for four Voices, and the other for five—
has shewn that freedom of style is not altogether

inconsistent with science. The Fugues, Canons,

Proportions, and other clever devices with which
these works are filled, exceed in complexity any
thing previouslyattempted \ andmany ofthem are

strikingly effective and beautiful—none more so,

perhaps, than the third Agnus Dei of the Mass
in four parts ; a very celebrated movement known
as * Clama ne cesses,* from the * Inscription * ap-
pended to the Superius, (or upper part), for the
purpose of indicating that the notes are to be
sung continuously, without any rests between
tliem. In this movement, the Superius sings the
Canto fermo entirely in Longs and Breves, while
the other three Voices are woven together, in

Canon, and Close Fugue, with inexhaustible
contrivance, and excellent effect. In the second
movement of the Sanctus—the ' Pleni sunt*—for

three voices, the subject is equally distributed

between the several parts, and treated with a
melodious freedom more characteristic of the
Master than of the age in which he lived. It

was printed by Bumey in his History, ii. 495.
It might well have been supposed that these

triumphs of ingenuity would have terrified the
successors of Josquin into silence : but this was
by no means the case. Even his contemporaries,
Pierre de la Rue, Brumel, Pipelare, and Fdrestyn,
ventured to enter the lists with him ; and, at a
later period, two very fine Masses, for four ftnd

five Voices, were founded on the old Tune by
Morales, who laudably made ingenuity give
place to euphony, whenever the interest of his

composition seemed to demand the sacrifice. It

was, however, reserved for Palestrina to prove
the possibility, not of sacrificing the one quality

for the sake of the other, but of using his im-
mense learning solely as a means of producing
the purest and most beautiful effects, tils ^tMa
*VHomme ArnU,* for five voices, first printed in

1570, abounds in such abstruse combinations of

Mode, Time, and Prolation, and other rhythmic
and constructional complexities, that Zaoconi—
writing in 1592, two years before the great

Composer's death—devotes many pages of his

Prattica di Musica to an elaborate analysis of
its most difficult * Proportions,' accompanied by
a reprint of the A'yrie, the Chrufte, the second
Kyrie^ the first movement of the Gloria, the
Osanntty and the Agnus Dei, with minute di-

rections for scoring tihese, and other movements,
from the separate parts. The necessity for

some such directions will be imderatood, when
we explain, that, apart from its more easily intel-

ligible complications, the Mass is so constructed

that it may be sung either in triple or in conmion
time; and, that the original edition of 1570 is

actually printed in the former, and that pub-
lished at Venice, in 1599, ^ ^^ latter. Dr.
Bumey scored all the movements we have men-
tioned, in accordance with Zacconi's precepts;

and his MS. copy (Brit. Mus. Add. MSS. 11,581)
bears ample traces of the trouble the process cost

him : for Zaoconi's reprint is not free iiom clerical

errors, which our learned historian has always
carefully corrected. The first Kyrie, in which
the opening clause of the Canto fermo is given
to the Tenor in notes three times as long as
those employed in the other parts, is a conception

of infinite beauty, and shows traces of the Com-
poser of the ' Missa Papae Marcelli' in every bar.
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In the edition of 1570 it stands in triple time;

and, in order to make it correspond with that of

1599, it is necessary to transcribe, and re-bar it,

phhcing four minims in a measure, instead of

six : when it will be found, not only that the

number of bars comes right in the end, but, that

every important cadence falls as exactly into the

place demanded for it by the rhythm of the piece

AS it does in the original copy. It is said that

Palestrina himself confided this curious secret to

one of his disciples, who, five years after his

death, superintended the publication of the Vene>
tian edition. If it be asked, why, after having
crushed the vain pedants of hu day by the
' Missa Papae Marcelli,* the ' Princeps Musicae

'

should, himself, have condescended to invent

conceits as quaint as theirs, we can only state

our conviction, that he felt bound, in honour,

not only to shew how easily he could beat them
with their own weapons, but to compel those

very weapons to minister to his own intense

religious fervour, and passionate love of artistic

l)eauty. For examples of the music our space

compels us to refer the student to Dr. Bumey's
MS. already mentioned.

The last ' Missa L'Homme Arm6 * of any im-
portance is that written, for twelve Voices, by
Carissimi : this, however, can scarcely be con-

sidered as a fiur example of the style ; for, long

before its production, the laws of Counterpoint

had ceased to command either the obedience, or

the respect, indispensable to success in the Poly
phonic Schools of Art.

The original and excessively rare editions of

Josquin's two Masses, and that by Pierre de la

Rue, are preserved in the Library of the British

Museum, together with Zaoconi^s excerpts from
Palestrina, and Dr. Bumey^s MS. score, which
will be found among his 'Musical Extracts.*

None of these works, we believe, have ever been
published in a modem form.

II. The title is also attached to another melody,
quite distinct firom the foregoing— a French
Dance Tune, said to date from the 15th century,

and printed, with sacred words, by Jan Fruytiers,

in his * Ecclesiaeticus,* published, at Antwerp,
1565. The Tune, as there given, is as follows :

—

f»

It will be seen, that, though strictly Dorian in

its tonality, this interesting melody exceeds the
compass of the First Mode by two degrees. The
regularity of its phrasing savours rather of the
16th than the 15th century. Possibly Fruytiers
may have modified it, to suit his own purposes.

lostanoes, however, are not wanting, of very
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regular ]^irases, in veiy antient mdodiet : as, far
instance, in the delightful little Romance, *Vau*
trierpar la matinee,' by Thibaut, King ofNavarre
(ob. 1254), quoted by Dr. Bumey, ii. p. 300, the
rhythm ofwhich is scarcely less distinctly marked
than that of Fruytiers* adapUtion. [W.a R.]

LIBRETTO is the diminutive form of the
Italian word libro, and therefore literally means
'little book.' But this original significance it

has lost, and the term is used in Italian, as well
as in other languages, in the technical sense of
book of an opera. Its form and essential differ-

ence from spoken comedy or tragedy will beet
be explained by a short historic survey of its

origin and development. In the most primi>
tive form of opera, as it arose in Florence in
the 16th century, that difference was compara*
tively trifling, the libretto in those davs consisting

mainly of spoken dialogue with a few mterspersed
songs and choral pieces. But the rapid rise of
music and the simultaneous decline of poetry in
Italy soon changed matters. Certain musical
forms, such as the aria and the various species oC
conceri»d music, were bodily transferred to the
opera, and the poet had to adapt his plot to the
exigencies of the superior art. Thus ne was ob-
liged not only to provide prime uomo and prima
donna with a befitting duet in a convenient place,

but other characters had also to be introduced to
complete the quartet or the sestet, as the case
might be, and, in addition to this, the chorua
had to come in at the end of the act to do duty
in the inevitable finale. However legitimate

these demands may appear to the musician, it is

obvious that they are fatal to dramatic con-

sistency, and thus the poet, and unfortunately

the public also, had to submit to the inevitable,

the former by penning and the latter by serenely

accepting the specimens of operatic poetry wiw
which we are all but too well acquainted. The
most perfect indifference to the dramatic part of
the entertainment can alone explain the favour
with which such profoundly inane productions

as 'Emani,* or *Un Ballo in Maschera* as
transmogrified by the Italian censorship, are
received by English audiences. That this con-
dition of things should in its turn detrimentally

react on music is not a matter for surprise

;

for singers naturally would take little trouble

to pronounce words which nobody cared to listen

to, and with the proper declamation of the words
intelligent musical phrasing is insepaiably con*

nected. In the Italian school, where vocalisation

was carried to the highest pitch of perfection,

the libretto accordingly sank to the lowest leveL
In France, on the other hand, where the declam-
atoiy principle prevailed, and where dramatic
instinct is part of the character of the nation, a
certain reg&rd for story and dialogue was never
lost, and the libretti of Lully's luid Rameau's^
and after them of Gluck*s operas, share the classic

dignity, although not the genius, of Comeille and
Racine. In the same sense the marvellous skill

and sarot'r /aire of the contemporary French
stage is equally represented in the lyrical drama,
in more than one instance supplied by the same
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hinds. Tb6 same cannot be laid of Genf any,

where few dramatists of repute have condescended
to cooperate with the musician, and where, till

quite lately, even the finest dramatic subjects

(e.g. Beetnoven^B Fidelio) were defiiced by the

execrable doggrel believed to be particularly

loitable for "operatic purposes. In all these

respects a deep change has been wrought by
Wsgner's reform. In that great poet and greater

musician the two fihculties are inseparablpr

blended, and in his work therefore the reci-

procity between music and poetry may be
studied in its most perfect form. His own words
OD the subject will be of interest. ' In Riemi,*

he lays, 'my only purpose was to write an opera,

tod thinking only of this opera, I took my sub-

ject as I found it ready made in another man*8
finished production. . . . With the Flying Dutch-
mm, I entered upon a new course, by becoming
the artistic interpreter of a subject which was
giTsn to me only in the simple, crude form of

s popular tale. From this time I became, with

r^aid to all my dramatic works, first of all a
pod ; and only in the ultimate completion of the

poem was my faculty as a musicum restored to

me. But as a poet I was again from the be-

ginBing conscious of my power of expressing

mnsicidly the import of my subjects. This power
1 had ezjTciaed to such a degree, that I was
perfecUy certain of my ability of applying it

to the realisation of my poetical purpose, and
therefore was at much greater liberty to form
my dramatic schemes according to their poeti-

cal necessities, than if I had conceived them
from the beginning with a view to musicid
treatment.'

Hie result of this freedom of workmanship is

easily discoverable in Wagner's later musio
drunas^ such as 'Tristan' or *The Valkyrie.'

They are to all intents and purposes dramatic
poems foil of beauty and interest, quite apart
from the aid of musical composition. For the

latter, indeed, they appear at first sight nn-

adapted, and he must be a bold man who would
think of resetting the ' Niblunff' Trilogy, as Ros-
uni reset the ' Barber of SeviUe' after Paisiello.

The ordinary characteristics of the libretto, such
as the aria, or the duet, as distinguished from
the dialogue, have entirely disappeared, and
akngwith these have gone t^ose curious reitera-

tions by various persons of the same sentence,

with a corresponding change only of thepersonal

pronoun. In this and other respects Wagner's
mnaio-dramaB must be oonsid^«d by them-
B^vei, and the strict imitation of their form in

ordinary libretti, written for ordinary musicians,

would be snnply fatal. At the same time his

wotk has been of great influence on the struc-

ture of tLe dramatic poem in modem (^>era.

Mandaos have become more critical in their

choice of subjects, and the librettists accordingly
nujftt careful in providing them, especially as the
natural sense of the public also seems to be
awakening from its long slumber. It is indeed
a ^nificant fact that the three most successful

opens of recent years, Gounod's 'Faust,' Bizet's

OL.II.
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'Carmen,' and Goetz's 'The Taming of the
Shrew,' are all founded on stories of intense

human interest, more or less cleverly adapted to

operatic purposes. It is true that in France and
Germany the dramatic interest was never at so

low an ebb as in Italy or in this country.

Numerous operas might be named which owe
their permanent success to a bright and sparklin^f

libretto, and others in which the genius of the
musician has been weighed down by the dulness

of the operatic bard 4 'Martha,' 'Fra Diavolo,'

and 'Le Postilion de Longjumeau,' belong to

the former class; 'Cos! fan Tutte/ 'La Cle-

menza di Tito,' and 'Euryanthe,' nicknamed
' Ennuyante' by the despairing 'composer, to the

latter. It is also a significant fact that by far

the finest music Rossini ever wrote occurs in

the 'Barber,' and in 'William Tell,' and that

'Faust' remains Gounod's unsurpassed master-

piece, the inspiration of the composers being in

each case distinctiy traceable to the dramatic
basis of their music Instances of a similar

kind from the works even of the most ' absolute*

muncians might be multiplied a<2 UhiUvm. The
lesson thus taught has indeed been fiilly recog-

nised by the beet eompoeers. Beethoven was
unable to fix upon a second subject after Fidelio

;

and Mendelssohn, in spite of incessant attempts,

found only one to satisfy his demands ; and that,

alasl too late for completion. The libretto of

his unfinished opera 'Loreky,' by Emanuel
Geibel the well-known poet, was afterwards set

by Max Bruch, and performed with considerable

success. The importance of the libretto for the

artistic as well as the popular success of an opera

is therefore beyond die^ute, and modem com-
posers cannot be too careful in their choice. To
assist them in that choice, or to lay down the law
with regard to the constmction ofa model libretto,

the present writer does not feel qualified. A few
distinctive features may however be pointed out.

In addition to the human interest and the tmth
of passion which a libretto must share with every

dramatic poem, there ought to bea strong infusion

of the lyrical element, not to be mistaken for the

tendency towards ' singing a song' too rampant
amongst tenors and soprani. The dramatic and
the lyrical motives ought on the eontrary to be
perfectiy blended, and evrai in ordinary dialogue

a certain elevation of sentiment sufficient to ac-

count for the sung instead of the spoken word
should be maintained. This again implies

certain restrictions with regard to tiie choice of

subject. One need not share Wagner's absolute

preference for mythical subject-matter to perceive

that the soene of an opera ought to be as far as

possible removed from the platitudes of common
ufe, barring, of course, tiie comic opera, in

which the contrast between the id^sm of

music and the realities of every-day existence

may be turned to excellent account. With re-

gard to the observance of musical form opinions

of course will difier widely ; but that the poet

ought to some extent to conform to the musician s

demands no reasonable person will deny. The
I VelMr^ Life, bv bla MO. U. 619.

K
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case ofWagner, as we have already eaid, is imiqae

in history, and in ordinary drcumstanees music

and poetiy in the opera co-exist by means of a
compromise ; but this compromise ought to pro-

ceed from mutual love, not from mere toleration.

In othw words,, the poet should undoubtedly

supply opportunities for musical display, both of

a vocal and an orchestral kind, but no finale, or

march, or wedding chorus, ought to interfere

with the economy of the drama. To^ state such

a problem is of course easier than to solve it, but

even the mere statement of the difficulty may
not be entirely without use.

Before concluding this notipe> it is desirable

to mention the names of a few of the more cele-

brated librettists. The most fimious amongst
them is Metastario (1698-1782), the author of

'La Semiramide reoonnosciuta,* 'II BePastore,*

and ' II Trionfo di Clelia,* amongst whose musical

collaborators were the most celebrated masters of

the 18th century. [Metastasio.] Galzabigi de-

serves mention as the author of ' (Meo,* and other

works of Grluck's Viennese period, the French
collaborator of the master being Le Bailli du
Bollet. Amongst more modem Italian libret-

tists it must suffice to name Felice Romano, the

friend and artistic companion of Bellini. The
frkther of French librettists was the Abb^ Perrin,

who broke the supreme rule of the hexameter by
writing what he terms 'parolee de musique ou
dee vers k chanter,' and who in conjunction with
Cambert produced the first French opera properly^

o called ('La Pastorale,* first performed in

1^59)* Quinault was the poetic assistant of

Lidly. In modem France the name of Scribe

towers above his rivals; Barbier, Meilhac and
Hal^vy supply the contemporary market. Sar-

dou also has tried his hand at lyrical drama,
but without much success. The failure of the

English version of * Piccolino * at Her Majesty's

Theatre in 1879 was due at least as much to

8ardou*s libretto as to Guiraud's music. In
Germany,, Gk)ethe and Wieland appear amongst
aspirants to lyrical honours, but without success.

Of the professional librettists in that coimtry
none deserves mention. In connection with so-

called ' English opera' the names of Gay, the

author of the 'B^;gar*s Opera,* and, in modem
times, of Alfred Bunn and of Edward FitzbaU,

both fertile librettists, ought to be mentioned^
To the latter belongs ^e merit of having by one
of his pieces supplied Heine, and through him
Wagner, with the idea of a dramatised ' Flying
Dutchman.* Mr. Pl/mch^, the author of Weber*s
' Oberon,' also must not be forgotten. Mr. W. S.

6ilbert*s witty comediettas, ^mich Mr. Sullivan

has fitted to such charming and graceful tunes,

can be called libretti only in a modified sense.

A few words should be added with regard to the
libretto ofthe Oratorio and theOantata. .Esthetic

philosophers have called the oratorio a musical
epic, and, in spite of its dramatic form, there is

a good deal of tratfa in this definition ; for, not
onl^ does the narration take the place of the
action on the stage, but the descriptive parts,

generally assigned ta the chorus, allow of greater

LICENSE.

breadth andvarietyoftreatment than Is possible in
the opera. A reference to the choruses in ' Israel

in Egypt' and other works by Handel will be
sufficient to illustrate the point. In accordance
with this principle, what has been uiged above
with regard to Uie operatic libretto w^ have to
be somewhat modified. But here also terse dic-

tion and a rapid development of events should in
all cases be msisted upon. The matter is con-
siderably simplified where the words have been
selected from Scripture, for here sublimity of
subject and ofdiction is at once secured. Handera
'Messiah* and 'Larael*—which also contain his

finest musb—^Mendelssohn*^ 'St. Paul,* * Elijah,'

and 'Hynm of Praise,' owe their libretti to this

source. Haydn*s 'Creation * is based on the Bible

and Milton, though the source is difficult to
recognise under the double translation which it

has undergone. Gay*s 'Acis and Galatea^' Mil-
ton*s 'Allegro* and ' Penseroso,* Dryden*s 'Alex-
ander*s Feast,* and Pope*s *St. Cecilia]s Ode'
have a literary value of their own ; but in other

cases Handel has been lees happy ; and some ter-

rible couplets might be quoted from the works of
his collaborators Morell and Humphreys. The
transition from the oratorio proper to the cantata,

or 'Worldly Oratorio' as the Germans quaintly

call it, is made by Liszt*s ' St. Elizabeth.* The
libretto by Otto Boquette, although not without

good points, is upon the whole tedious, and can-

not be recommended as a modeL Better is

Schumann*s ' Paradise and the Peri,* which may
stand as a specimen of the cantata proper. Its

libretto is essentially founded on Moore*s tale,

the ensemble of Peris mocking the heavenly
aspirations of their sister was inserted by the
composer himself. The story has been skilfully,

arranged, but there is the drawback that the
dramatic battle-scene occurs in the first part,

while the quieter, though psychologically more
elevated motives, are assigned to the later por-

tions. The impression of i^i anti-dimax is Uius
inevitable. [F.H.]

LICENSE. (It. Lieemia; Germ. Licenz;

Fr. Licence). As long as any art has the capa-

city for developmei^ and expansion* trae genius

and dogmatism are constantly at war. Tbe in-

herent disposition of the mind to stereotype

into formdlas conclusions drawn from the ob-

servation of an insufficient number of isolated

instances, is probably the result of much bitter

experience of the finiits of human carelessness

and stupidity ; against which the instincts of the
race impel them to guard for the future by
preparing temporary leading-strings for the
unwise, to keep them from frdling and dragging
others with them into the mire of error. Up to

a certain point even genius must have leadmg^
strings, and these must needs be made of the

best materials at hand till better be found.

The laws cannot be made on principles whose
bases are out of the ken of the wisest law-makers

;

and genius, like ordinary intellect, must needs be

amenable at first to such laws as preceding

masters have been able to formulate from the

sum: total of their experienoe. The trouble begins
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xfhoD. aomething is found whicH Is beyond the

range of the obaenration which served as the

bMufor a law, and seema therefore to contravene

it ; for many men ao readily mistake their habits

kt abaolate tmth that when they are ahown a
novelty which passes their point of realisation

and is out of the beaten track, they condemn it

at once aa heresy, and use the utmost of their

power to prevent its dissemination ; and where
they find themselves unable to stem the tide

through the acknowledged greatness of the genius

who 1^ originated it, or through the acceptance

of its principle becoming general, they excuse

themselves and stigmatize what they mistrust by
calling it a license.

A Ucense, then, is the breaking of a^ more or

leaa arbitrary law in such respects as it is de-

fective and its basis unsound and insufficient;

aod it is by such means that the gfreater part of

expansion in musical art has been made. An
irresistible impulse drives genius forth into the

paths of speculation ; and when a discovery is

made it frequently hi^pens that a law is broken,

and the pedants proclaim a license. But the

lioenae, being an accurate generalisation, holds its

place in the art, and the laws have to be modified

to meet it, and ultimately men either forget that

it was ever called a license or stand in amaze-
ment at the stupidity of their predecessors ; while
it must be confessed that they assuredly would
not have been any wiser if they had been in

tbrar places.

The history of music la full from end to end
with exaa^>le8—from De Muris in the fourteenth

oentury bewailing in bitter terms the experiments
in new oonoofrds, to the purists of Monteverde*s

'

time condemning his use of the dominant seventh
without preparation, on to the vexation of the

oontemporanes of Mozart at the extravagant
opening of the G major Quartet, and the amaze-
ment of mftny at Beethoven's beginning his

first Symi^ony (in 0) with a chord ostensibly in

F major. Even at the present day Bach's compli-

cated use of accidentfus is a stumblingblock to

many, who fimcy he breaks laws against fitlse

relations; while in reality this law, like that

against consecutive fifths, is only the particular

formoU covering a deeper law which Bach had
the power to fathom without waiting for its ex-

preodon. So again with the tesolution of dis-

eorda ; the old formulas were mere statements of
the oommoneei pracUces of the older composers,
and did not attempt to strike at the root of the
niatter : so we find even Haydn taking, license in
this direction in relation to the lights of his
time; while Bteh*s resolutions ore often inex-

plioaUe even at the present day as far as the
accepted principles of resolution will go, because
theonsts nave hardly got fiur enough yet to see
^eariy what he saw and expressed so long ago.
At the present day, however, the increase of Uie
•ecumojated reaulta of observation' and analvsLs,

joined with a more philosophical spirit, tends to

produce a more and more accurate determination
of the real.lawB of art, and by the systematisationt
of these into » more congruous and connected
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theory, a nearer approach is made to what is

universally true, and so lees room is left for

those speculative experiments of genius which
the denseness of mere pedants has been content

to brand as licenses.

This progress explains the fhct that the term
'license is not so frequently heard in relation to

music as it formeriy was : but there is still plenty of
room for theorists to invent false hypotheses ; and
the apparently growing desire of many scientists

to force upon artists as final the results of the
most elementary discoveries in' relation to the
material of the art, will still afford genius the

opportunity of aitsaTting the strength of its con-

victions by taking: so-called licenses,, and will

likewise afford dogmatists further opportunity of

making themselves ridiculous to posterity by
condemning the truths thus discovered.

There is just one last consideration. Liber-

tines are unfortunately to be met with in the aH
world as well as elsewhere, and the licenses they
take too frequently deserve the bitter language
of the enraged pedant. There is no need to stay

to consider their experiments, for they will not

take long to die of inanition. It onlv remains to

remind the too hasty enthusiast tnat to take

licenses with safety for the art is not the part of

eveiy ready believer in himself; but <mly of

those in whom the highest talents are conjoined

with unflagging pati^oe and eamestr labour;

who pass wough the perfect realisation of the

laws they find in force at first, and by learning to

feel thoroughly the basis on which they rest, and
the principles of their application by other great

masters, finally arrive at that point where they

can see the truths which lie beyond the formal

expression of the law, and which the rest of

humanity only call licenses for the nonce because

their eyes are not clear enough nor their spirits

bright enough to leap to the point which the in-

spiration of genius has achieved.

Beethoven appears to have used the term
* licenze' in relation to construction with reference

to the fugue in Bb in opus io6. It is difficult

to indicate predseW in what particular the

licenses consist. lUie case is similar to the

sonatas which he called ' quasi Fantasia,* merely
indicating that in them he had not restricted

himself closely to the laws of form as accepted in

his time, but had enlarged the bounds aocordinff

to his own feelings. [C.H.H.P.]

LICHFILD, Henbt, was the composer of
' The First Set of Madrigals of 5 parts, apt both

for Viols and Voyces,* printed in 1613 and re-

printed in 1 614, and containing ao madrigals.

Nothing is known of his biography. [W.H. H.]

LICHN0W8KY, Ca^l, Fttrst (Prince), by
Russian patent issued January 30, 1773; bom
1758, died April 15, 18 14; was descended from

an old Polisn family whose estatea were so

situated that, after the partition of Poland, it

owed allegiance to all three of the plunderers.

The principal seat of Prince Carl was Schloss

Grata, near Troppau in Silesia; but Vienna

was his usual place of reridence. He dainui

K2.
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» place in tills work m the pupil and fiiend of

lAoitxi and the MAcenae of Beethoven.

RcAden of Burney^a 'Musical Toar* will

remember his eulogies of the Countess Thun-
Klosterle, so celebrated for her beauty, intellect

and culture, whose disregard for mere form gave

her the reputation of eocentricitj, but whose
house and family had charms that attracted even

the Emperer Joseph and his brothers thither on

the footing of friendly visiton. Of her taste in

music it is sufficient to say that she was a pro-

found admirer of the compositions of both the

young Mozart and the young Beethoven, at a
time when such appreciation was by no means
universal Her daughters— Greoi^ Forster's

•Three Graces*—were worthy of their mother.

Elizabeth married Rasoumowdcy; Christine, bom
July 36, 1 765, married, NovembOT «, 1 788, Lich-

nowslcV ; and the third the English Lord Gtdlford.

SchonMd, a Viennese, writes in 1 796, of Lady
'Gilfort' as a guitar player of very high rank

and a singer of uncommon exoellenee ; and of

PrincessXichnowsky as 'a strong musician who
plays the pianoforte with feeling and expression.'

Lichnowsky, without pretending to rival the

great magnates Esterhazy, Lobkowitz, and their

peers, in maintaining a complete ' chapel ' ofvocal

and instrumental music, had within five years

after his marriage his r^^pilar Friday quartet of

youthful virtuosos, Sch^ppanzigh, Sina, Weiss,

and Kraft, all of whom beeame famous, and
also gave musical entertainments on a scale

Tequinng a full ordiestra.

His relations to the Prussian court compelled

him occasionally to appear there; and he thus

found opportunity to give Mozart—only two years
his senior—a practical and substantial proof of

his affection, by inviting him, in those dajrs of

tedious and expensive travelling, to join him on
one of these occasions free of expense. This was
the journey in the spring of 1 789, during which
the King ef Prussia offered Mozart the then
noblest musical position in Germany, but which
a kind word from the Emperor, after his return,

led him to reject without securing an equivalent.

There seems to be no doubt that Lichnowsky,
deeply moved by the distressing condition of

his teacher and friend, had taken him to

Berlin in the hope of improving his circum-

stances, and that the King*s offer was partly due
to his influence. Two and . a half years later

poor Mozart was dead, leaving a void in the

Liichnowsky-Thim circle which there was no one
to fill. Another two years and youi% Beethoven
had come from Bonn.
The relations between him and the Lichnow-

skjTS are sufficiently indicated in the article

Beithoven ; but a current error must be cor-

rected ; namely, that the breach caused by the

quarrel at Gratz in 1806 was final. Lichnowsky
lived in a large house over the Schotten gate

—

both house and gate disappeared long since—and
in the st<nrey below him- dwelt Beethoven's

friends, the Erdodys. The SiJhotten and Molker
bastions were contiguous, and the Pasqualati

Jiouse, on the latter, was in the same row with
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that' of Lichnowsky, though a few doors awaj
from it. This uien was the reason why-
Beethoven was content to live in rooms in the
fourth storey, looking to the cold north, and
without a direct ray of the sun. He remained
there finom 1804 to 1807, and then removed into

rooms provided him by the Countess Erdody.
An outbreak with the Countess led him to

remove to the other side of the city, where he
passed the years 1809 and 1810. Meantime, so
complete a reconciliation had taken place be*
tween him and both Lichnowsky and the
Countess Erdody, that in 181 1 he went again
to Gratz, and on his return once more took hia

old lodging in the Pasqualati house, where he
remain^ until the death of Lichnowsky.^ It
was during these last years that 8chin(Uer re-

cords the frequent visits of the prince to the
composer.

Edward Maria, son and successor of Prinoe
Carl (bom Sept 19, 1789, died Jan. i, 1845, at
Munich), distinguished himself as an agricul-

turist, but more as a man of letters. He stands

high in Austrian literature as a national anti-

quarian, especially for his great 'History of
the House of Habsburg.*
Lichnowsky,Codmt Morttz,ayoungerbrother

of Prinoe Carl, was one of that small circle of

most intimate friends of Beethoven, faithful to

the last. He was probably that Count Lich-

nowsky who published (1708) ' VII Variationa

for P.F. on Nel cor piti.*^ After the death
of his first wife he became deeply attached to

the opera-singer, Mile. Stammer ; but not until

after the death of Prinoe Carl, when their

daughter had already passed the stage of ia-

fancy, were they able to many. It is in rela-

tion to this attachment that Beethoven is said

to have written the Sonata in E minor, op. 90.

[See voL i. p. 206 fe.] [A.W. T.]

LIEBLICH GEDACT (<.«. gedeckt), Uterally

'sweet-toned covered or closed' pipe. This

class of organ stop is a variety of the old quite-

stopped Diapason or Gedact. It was invented

by the elder Schulze, of Paulinzelle near Erfurt,

and was first brought under notice in England
in his organ in the Great Exhibition of 1851.

It is made either of i6-feet tone (Ideblich

Bourdon), 8-feet (Lieblich Gedact), or 4-feet

(Ideblich Flote). The pipes are made 5 or 6
sizes narrower than the Gredact, but are more
copiously winded, and the mouths cut up higher.

The tone therefore is nearly or quite as strong as

that of tiie Gedact, though not so fuU, yet

1 ReloharM, xmUt data Kor. sa IMS; wiitMt '

with a Hansarian Coanteaa ErdAdy. who oecnpias th« front part of

the huge house, bnt h« ba« brokan coraptotdy with Prlnca LieliiM>w>

ky, who Utm In tha upper part of the houie, and with whom ha fot

some yean resided. Daring tha ten yean ISOi-li. then, Beethorea

moved bom the Fatqnalatl hoow onee only, hot then for three yean;

at the end of that period he departed finally. When thanfora Rlea

(writing avowedly from hearsay* states 'he removed from It sareral

times, and FasqaalasI said " The lodging shall not be let. Baethom
wlU coma agahi.'" he was erMeotly misinformed, at least In pari: hat

hU error has been adopted and made the most of In all biographies and

biographical sketches of Beethoven sfaice lffl8. The new lodging In 1814

was In the lower storey of the Bartensteln house, on the same bastioB.

He retained it but one year : for. on the departure of tha KrdAdys from

Vienna In 181B. there was no Inducement to remain, and Beatbovaa

Bwvad anij from tke MOIkar Bftstal navarto retunk
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brighter and sweeter. When the thretf sio^
i6, 8, and 4 feet are grouped together on the

mne manual their effect is very beaatifoL The
late Kdmnnd Schulze combined them in this

manner in the choir organ at the Temple Church
in i860, also in his fine organ at Doncaster ( 1 862).

Lewis adopted the same plan at Ripon CaUiedral,

and it has been still more recently followed by
Willis at Salisboiy Cathedral [£. J. H.]

LIED, a Grerman poem intended Iot nnging

;

bj no means identical with the French ekanson,

crthe Italian canzone. All three terms are in

hd untranslateable, from the essentially na-

tional character of the ideas embodied in each
form ; the German Lied being perhaps the most
£uthfal reflection of the national sentiment. A
Gennan looking at nature in her infinite variety

of moods is almost irresistibly impelled to utter

hii thoughts in song. Certain aspects of nature
appeal with peculiar force to the Gennan mind

—

•och, for instance, as the forest, the waste, the
£dl of rain, the murmur of the brook, the raging
of the tempest ; and connected with these certain

oUmt objectiTe ideas, such as the hxmter in the
forest, the lonely bird, or the clouds stretching

over the landscape, the house sheltering from
wind and rain, the mill-wheels turned by the
farook, etc Such are the tofHcs of the secular

Lied, which have been embodied by Goethe,
Schiller, Heine, and a hundred smaller poets,

in imperishable lyrics, perfectly suited for music.
Those of the sacred Lied are. trust in God, the
hope of future blessedness and union, and other

lehgious sentiments, etc. There are Volkslieder,^

that is to say, Lieder whose origin is lost in ob-

wirity, of both kinds» The development of in-

strumental music during the earlier half of the
last century having provided other means of

expression for such feelingB besides song, the
Volkaiied has gradually disappeared, giving place
to the Kunstlied, of which the accompaniment is

in important feature. This new form, naturalised
by Haydn, Mozart, Reichardt,. Schultz, Himmel,
Beethoven, Conradin Ereutzer, and C. M. von
Weber, attained in the hands ofFranz Schubert to

tbat extension and perfection of expression which
makes it so dear to the German nation. Since his

time the accompaniment has constantly assumed
greater prominence, so that the original form has
nearly (Usappeared, the nuisical treatment being
everything, and the poetry comparatively of less

inoment. Schumann may be considered the

poneer in this direction, and after him foUow
Brahms and Robert Franz. With the two last

composers the accompaniment, as rich in melody
ss it is in harmony and modulation, more than
diTides attention with the words.
The best works on the subject are Dr. Schnei-

^'s 'Geschichte des Liedes,' 3 vols. (Leipzig,
* 8 ^3-^5), full of detail; Lindner's *Geschichtc

^Deutschen liedas im XVIII Jahrhundert*

' Tto ma^fiytk hftTV anft>rt«ut«lj no eqalTAlent ivord for VoUuUcd.
We ha*« Uw tlilnc. thoa«h of « very dUferent kind from that of
6«nMav. twt liAT* DO term to ozpTBis the whole kind. Mr. Oha|>-
tnU't fTMt work on Ei^lUfa Volkxlleder to entitled ' Tb« Ballad
L teratare and Popular Xulc of the Olden Time.' ' Popular,' bow-
tter, ha* now aoqutrad ft dkcibct meaulng of Ito own.
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(Leipzig,' 1871); and Sohar^» 'ffistoire du
lied.' [SeeSoNO.] [F.G.]

LIED-FORM. The term Liedfcnnn has un-
fortunately been used by different writers with
different dgmfications ; and the vagueness which
results, conjoined with the fact that the term is

not happily chosen, renders it doubtful whether
it had not better be entirely abandoned.
Some people use it merely to define any slight

piece which consists mainly of a simple melody
simply accompanied, in which sense it would
be perfectly adapted to many of Mendelssohn^s
Lieder ohne Worte, and mnumerable other

pieces of that class of small compositions for the

pianoforte by various authors, as well as to songs.

On the other hand, some writers have en-

deavoured to indicate by the term a form of

construction, in the same sense as they would
speak of the forms of the movements of Sonatas.

For the diffusion of this view Herr Bemhard
Marx appears to be res[>onsibler and his definition

will be beetgiven in his own terms.

In the fourth section of the fifth division of

his 'Allgemeine Musiklehre' he writes as follows

:

* Under this name of Lied-fbrm we group all such

pieces of music as have one single main idea,

which is presented either in-one developed section,

or as a period (with first and second phrase), or

even as a period divided into first and second

similar parts,, or into first, second, and third

parts (in wl^ch case the last is generally a
repetition of the first). It is possible in Lied-Kom
to have even two suchcomplete forms aggregated

into one piece; but then they occur without

close connection or interweaving with one an-

other, perhaps with the two* parts twice or three

times repeated ; in which case the second group
will be called a Trio, and the third the second

Trio, and be treated as a second independent

piece. For the sake of contrast, such Trios will

often be in another key, or in other key relation-

ship, such as minor corresponding to major, and
major to minor, of the same key, etc., return

being afterwards made to the first portion and
the original key to make the piece complete.
* In this Lied^form are cast most of the Lieder

which are intended to be sung, dances, marches,

many Etudes, introductions,' etc.

In the third section of the fourth division of

his ' Lehre von des Musikalisohen Komposition,'

Marx further gives formulas, or types, of the

harmonic distribution of this kind of composi-

tion; and in the earlier part of the second

volume (Bk. 3) of the same work he discusses

the details of Uie structure at length.

To this classification there appear to be tw»
main objections. The first is- the choice of the

distinctive name ' Lied * for a form which com-

prises dances, marches, and other alien forms

of music. Were there nothing else to say against

it, it would certainly jar against our sense of

fitness to have to speak of the funeral march in

the Eroica Symphony, or the Scherzo of the oth

Symphony, or even of hr less conspicuously auen
examples, such as the Waltz in the Freyschiitz, or

a Minuet of Haydn or Mozart, as in ' lied-form.*
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The other objection to the olaanfication is its

vagueness when fennulated in such an empirical

way ; but in order to understand fully both this

objection and ihe former it will be necessary to

go somewhat deeper into the matter.

In every artistic whole there must be balance
and propoction. In musioal works this is chiefly

obtamed by the grouping of harmonies. An
artistic whole may be obtained in one key by
throwing stress first upon one harmonic centre,

passing from that to one which represents an
opposite phMe, and then passing back to the
original again. In the article Habmont it

has been pointed out that the harmonies of the
Tonic and the Dominant represent the most com-
plete oppositian of phase in the diatonic series of
any key; the jxiost perfect simple balance is

therefore to be found in their Alternation. For
example, the &nt fifteen bars of the Trio in the
Schersso of Beethoven*s Symphony in A form
a complete artistic whole o( themselves. There
are six bars of Tonic harmony and one of
Dominant forming the first group, and then
six of Dominant harmony followed by one of
Tonic harmony forming the second group. The
balance is perfect, and the form the simplest in
all music ; and it might reasonably be called the
' simple primary form.' It is tQ be found in the
most diverse quarters, such as single chants of
the Anglican Church, sailor's hornpipes, German
popular waltzes and liindler, and the trivial

snatches of tunes in a French opera-bouife. The
manner of obtaining the balance is however not
necessarily restricted to the above oider; for it

is quite equally common to find each of the two
groups containing a balance in themselves of
Tonic and Dominant harmony. In that case

the balance is obtained thus—CG~S jfc G C,

instead of C G G C as in the fonner instance

;

but the principle which underlies them is the
same, and justifies their being classed together.
The subsidiary harmonies which are associated
with these main groups are independent, but
are most efiective when they converge so as
to direct attention to them. When greater
extension is required, the balance is found
between key and key; each key being severally
distinguished by an alternation of harmonic roots,
so as to be severally complete when they are to
be a prominent part of the form. Subsidiary
transitions occur much as the subeidiaiy har-
monies in the preceding class, and must be
re^rarded in the same hght. The identity of
principle in these two clawes is obvious, since in
both alike it consists of taking a definite point to
start from, and marking it clearly; then passing
to another point, which will afiTord the needed
contrast, and returning to the original to con-
clude. But as in the hitter class the process is

oomplicAted by the changes of key, it may best
be^ distinguished from the former as 'complex
primary form.*

It is not necessary to enter into details on the
subject of the extent, treatment and distribution
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of the keys ; neither is it possible, nnoe the prin-
ciple when put upon this broad basis admits of
verv great variety, as indeed it is desirable that
it should. But to guard against misapprehensioii,

it may be as well to point out afew of tne broadest
£M;ts.

In the first place, the several sections which
serve to mark l^e elements of form need not be
distinct and independent pieces, though they most
frequently are so in the older opera and oratorio

songs, and in the minuets and trios, or marohes
and trios, of instrumental music. In many ex-
amples, especially such as are on a small scale,

there is no marked break in the continuity of the
whole, the division at most amounting to nothing
more than a cadence or half-close and a double
bar, and often to not even so much as that With
regard to the distribution of ideas, it may be said

that the several sections are often characterised

by totally independent subjects, especially when
the piece is on a large scale; but there are many
examples, especially in the form of themes for

variations, wnen, notwithstanding a certain free-

dom of modulation, the predominance of one main
idea is unbroken.

Professor Marx has called attention to the hat
that this form is sometimes amplified by repe-

tition 4 that is to say, when the return to the
original key has been made to follow the con-
trasting^ection or Trio, a fresh departure is made,
and another contrasting section or Trio is given,

after which follows the final return to the original

key and idea. Examples of this occur in the
Symphonies of Beethoven and Schumann, as well
as in lees important works ; and it is well to take
note of the &ct that in this case the form under
consideration shows its close relationship to the
Rondo form; for that form in the hands of early

instrumental composers such as Rameau and
Couperin was little else than the fr^uent repe-

tition of a main idea in a principal key, inter-

spersed with contrasting episodes, which in the
present case answer to the Trios.

The occurrence of Codas with this form is very
common, but for the discussion of that point

reference must be made to the article under that

head and to the article Fobm.
Finally, it will be well to return shortly to the

consideration of the distinctive name of ' Lied *

which has been ^ven to this form. In the choice

of it, its author was probably guided by a well-

grounded opinion of the superior antiquity ofsong
to other kmds of music, which led him to in-

fer that the instrumentid forms which he put
under the same category were imitated from the
* Lieder.' But this is not by any means inevit-

able. It will have been seen from the above
discussion that in this form the simplest means
of arriving at artistic balance and proportion are

made use of; and these would have been chosen
by the instinct of the earliest composers of instru-

mental music without any necessary knowledge
that vocal music was cast in the same mould.
And there is more than this. In sonffs and other

vocal music the hearer is so far gmded by the
sense of the words that a total impression of
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completeiiess niAjr l» obtained eren with very
Tague Btractan in ibe music; whereas in in-

ftroinenftal music, unless the form is dear and
sppreoiably defined, it is impossible for the most
inteOigont hearer to realise the work as a
whole, do that, in point of hci, vocal music
can do without a great deal of that which is

Tital to instrumental music; and therefore the
Lied is just the member of the group which it is

lesst satisfactory to take as the type : but as this

fonn has been classified under that head, it has
heen necessary so to review it fully, in order that

a just estimation may be formed of its nature,

and the reason for taking exception to the title.

The form itself is a very important one, but inas-

moch as it admits of great latitude in treatment,
it appears that the only satisfactory means of

dassifying it, or making it explicable, is by
putting iton as broadabasis as possible, and giving
it a distinctive title which shall have reference

to its intrinsic constitution, and not to one of
the many kinds of music which may, but need nut
necessarily, come within its scope. [G.H.H.P.]

LEED OHNE WORTE, i.e. Song without
woids (Fr. Romance sans parolts), Mendelssohn's
title for the pianoforte pieces which are more
dosely associated with his name than any other
of his compositions. The title exactly describes

them. They are just songs. They have no words,
bat the meaning is none the less definite—' I wish
I were with yon«' says he to his sister Fanny in

tending her from Munich' the earliest of these

compositions which we possess—' but as that is

inq)oe8ible, I have written a sons^ for you expres-
live of my wishes and .thoughts . . . ^ and then
foUows a little pieoe of i6 bars lonff, which is as
true a Lied onne Worte as any m the whole
collection. We know firom^b letter of later 'date
than the above that he thought music much more
definite than words, and there is no reason to

doubt that these 'Laeder,' as he himself con-
stantly calls them, have as exact and special
in intention as those which were composed to

poetiy, and that it is almost impossible to draw
a line between the two.' He had two kinds of

iODgs, one with words, the other without. The
pieces are not Nocturnes, orTranscripts, orEtudes.
They contain no bravura ; everything is siibordin-

tted to the * wish ' or the • thought^ which filled

the heart of the composer at the moment.
The title first i^pears in a letter of Fanny

Mendelssohn's, Dec. 8, i8a8, which implies that
Felix had but recently b^gun to write such
pieces. But the English equivalent was not
settled without difficulty. The day after his

arrival in London, on April 24, 1832, he played
the first six to Moscheles, and they are then
* spoken of as 'Instrumental Lieder fUr Cla-
vier.* On the autograph of the first book, in

Mr. Felix Moscheles* possession, they are named
'Six songs for the Pianoforte alone,* andthis again

> Letlmfhim It«l7 •ndSvrttzertend. Jum 14, 18301

TbSoadMf. Oct 15,1841.
* TIM Bertatitod (oik. «S) WM origtaMlIy » LM otiM Wort* (MB. Oat

HaSMI.
« 8«e theTiBMltloo of Wwdniw' lifc. L «7, tor this and the fol-

i^A«tbook/^/j
Mr. iC^elld 'V

"in 1'v^,

liederkr;

was afterwards changed to

the Pianoforte,' under whid
was published (for the aul'

(then in Dean Street), on
registered at Stationers* Hall,

is given on the English copy, thoi

no doubt that Mendelssohn arTanguul^. onu^i^ lu < *. ,

every particular. The book appeaxed cobcmrcmftr h /
in Berlin, at Siinrock*-s, as * Sechs lAed^oim
Worte, eta 'Op. 19.* The Grerman name after-

wards became current in England, and was added
to the English title-page.

The last of the six songs contained in the

1st book—'In a Grondola,* or ' Venetianisches

Ck>ndellied '—is siud to be the earliest of the six

in point of date. In Mendel8sohn*s MS. catalogue

it is marked ' Venedig, i6th Oct., 1830, far Del-

phine Schauroth*—a distinguished musician of
Munich, whom he had left only a few weeks
before, and to whom he afterwards dedicated his

first P.F. Concerto. An earlier one still is No. 1

of Book 2, which was sent from Munich to his

sister Fanny in a letter dated June 26, 1830.

Strange as it may seem, the success of the

Lieder ohne Worte was but slow in England.
The books of Messrs. Novello 8c Co., for 1836,

show that only 1x4 copies of Book i were sold in

the first four years 1
* Six books, each containing

six songs, were published during Mendelssohn's
lifetime, numbez^ as op. 19, 30, 38, 53, 62, and
67, respectively ; and a 7th and 8th (op. 85 and
103) since his death. A few of them have titles,

viz. the Gondola song already mentioned ; another
*VenetianischesGondellied, op. 30, no. 6 ; 'Duett.'

op. 38, no. 6 ; • Volkslied,' op. 53, no. 5 ; a third

'VenetianischesGondellied,'and a 'Frfihlingslied,*

op. 62, nos. 5 and 6. These titles are his own.
Names have been given to some of the other songs.

Thus op. 19, no. 2, is called 'Jagerlied* or

Hunting song; op. 62, no. 3, 'Trauermarsch* or

Funeral march ; op. 67, no. 3, * Spinnerlied ' or

Spinning song: but these, appropriate or not,

are unauthorued. [G.]

LIEDERKREIS, LIEDERCYCLUS. or

LIEDERREIHE. A circle or series of songs,

relating to the same object and forming one piece

of music. The first instance of the thing and the

first use of the word -appears to be in Beethoven*8

op. 98, ' An die feme Geliebte. Ein Liederkreis

von aL Jeitteles.'' Fiir Gesang und Pianoforte

. . . von L. van Beethoven.* TMs consists of six

songs, was composed April >i8i6, and published

in 5ie following December. The word Lieder-

kreis appears first on the printed copy. Bee-

thoven's title on the autograph is *An die

enfemte Geliebte, Sechs Lieder van Aloys
Jeitteles,* etc. It was followed by Schubert's
' Die schone Milllerin, ein Cyolus von Liedem,*

ao songs, composed 1823, «nd published March
1824. Schubert's two other series, the ' Winter-

Thenf two optu 19, a Mt ofilx longs with wordi, ud a let of

dx wlthoat tbem.
• For UiU (kct I ua IndeMad to tbo kindiMSS of Hr. Beniy

Ltttlcton, the protent head of the firm.
f Or the poet of these ehannlnc Tenei Uttte Informatioo can b«

leaned. He mu born at BrOnn Jane 90. 1794. w that when be mof
the Liaderkreto be wai barely SL Like manr amateon of music h«
practised nMdldDs. and ha dkd at hla natlTe plac« April IS, UOfli
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reise' and the ' Schwanen-Gesang/ hav^ not got
the special title. Schumann Ium left several
Liederkreis—by Heine (op. 24) ; by £ichendorfif

(op. 59) ;
* Dichterliebe, Liedercyklus' (op. 48) ;

liederreihe von J. Kemer (op. 3?^); * Frauenliebe
und Leben' (op. 4a). Of all these Beethoven's
most faithfully answers to the name. The songs
change their tempo, but there is do break, and the
motif of the first reappears in the last, and closes

the circle. Thayer's conjecture (iii. 401} that in

writing it Beethoven was inspired by Anmlie von
Sebald, whom he had met at Linz in 181 1, is

not improbably correct. He was then 45 years

old, an age at which love is apt to be dangerously
permanent. [G.]

LIEDERSPIEL, a play with songs introduced
into it, such songs being either well known and
favourite airs—Lieder—or, if original, cast in

that form. It is the German equivalent of the
French Vaudeville, and of such English pieces as
the 'Beggar's Opera,' the 'Waterman,' etc. The
thing and the name are both due to J. F. Reich-
ardt, whose 'lieb' und Treue* was the first

liederspiel. It was an attempt to bring back
the musical stage of Germany from artifice to

natural sentiment. Reichardt's interesting ac-

count of his experiment and the reasons which
led to it. will be found in the AUg. mus. Zeit-

ung, 1 80 1 (709-717). Strange and anomalous
as such a thrusting of musio into the midst
pf declamation may seem, the attempt was suc-

cessful inGermany, as it had been in Exkgland fifty

years before. The tunes coidd be recognised and
enjoyed without efifort, and the liederspiel had
a long popularity. After Reichardt> Himmel,
Lortzing, Eberwein, and a number of other
second-class writers composed liederspiel which
were very popular, and they even still are to be
heard.—Mendelssohn often speaks of his 'Heim-
kehr' (* Son and Stranger') as a liederspiel, but
that can only be by an extension of the phrase
beyond its original meaning. [G.]

UEDERTAFEL, originally a society of men,
who met together on fixed evenings for the prac-

tice of vocal music in four parts, drinking forming
part of the entertainment They arose during
the political depression caused by Napoleon's
rule m Grermany ; and the first, consisting of 24
members only, was founded by Zelter in Berlin,

Dec. a 8, 1808. Others soon followed at Frankfort
and Leipzig^ gradually relaxing the rules as to

numbers. Bemhard Klein founded the ' JUngeren
Berliner liedertafel,' which aimed at a higher
standard of art. These societies gave an im-
mense impetus to men's part-singing throughout
Germany. Sinoe the establishment oftheM&nner-
gesangvereine proper (male singing societies),

Uie word Liedertafel has come to mean a social

gathering of the ' Verein,' i. e. a gathering of in-

vited ladies and gentlemen, at ^liich the mem-
bers perform pieces previous^ learned. They
are in fact informal concerts, where the guests
move about, eat, drink, and talk as they please,

provided they keep silence during the singing.

The Liedertafein of the large male singing so-

cieties of Vienna^ Munich^ and Cologne, are

UGATURE
pleasant and refined entertainments, not without
a musical significance of their own. [F. G.]

LIGATOSTIL (Ital. StiU ligato), also called
gebundener Stil, is the Grerman term for what is

called the strict style, as distinguished firom the
free style of musical composition. Its chief
characteristic lies not so much in the fact that
the notes are seldom or never detached, as that
all dissonances are strictly prepared by means of
tied notes. [F. T.]

LIGATURE (Lat. Ligatura ; ItaL Legatura

;

Ft, Liaison), A passage of two or more notes,

sung to a single syllable. [See Notatiok.]
In antient music-books. Ligations are not in-

dicated, as now, by slurs : but the form of the
notes themselves is changed— sometimes, in a
very puzzling manner.
Three kinds of Ligatures are used in Plain

Chaunt. In the first, and simplest, the notes are
merely placed very close to each other, so as
almost to touch, thus

—

Wrilten, Sung.

Ky-.-rl-e Ky ri-e.

In the second, used only for two notes, ascend-

ing, they are 'bonded'— that is to say, written

one over the other; the lowest being always
sung first-

Ex. 2. WrUUn, Bung,

In the third, used for two notes descending,

they are joined together, so as to form an oblique

figure, descending towards the right; the upper
end resting on the line or space denoting the first

and highest of the two notes, and the lower, on
that denoting the second, and lowest, thus

—

Ex.3. Writlm, Sung.

In early times, the notes of Plain Chaunt were
all of equal length. When, after the invention

of Measured Musio (Canlut meniurttbms)^ the

Large, Long. Breve> and Semibreve, were
brought into general use, a considerable modi-

fication of the form and scope of the Ligature

became necessary. Hence, we find Franco of

Cologne, in the nth century, calling ligatures

beginning with a Breve, lAgatwnz cum proprit-

tote ; those beginning with a Long, stne pr^
prietate ; those beginning with a Semibieve,

eum oppoeita proprietate; those in which the

last note is a Long, Ligatures perfeetm ; those in

which the last note is a Breve, impetfectct.

In the Polyphonic Music of the 15th and i6th

centuries, the form of the Ligatures varies

greatly ; and is, necessarilv, very complex, since

it concerns the relative duration of the notes,

as well as their difference in pitch. A cata-

logue of the strange figures found in antient

li&S. would be interesting only to the anti-

auary: but, as an intimate acquaintance with

le more usual forms is absolutely indispensable
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to an who would learn how to Boore the' great

compodtionB of the i6th century from the ori-

ginal Part-books, we subjoin a few examples of

those which the student is likely to find most
generally useful.

Two square white notes, in ligature, without
taib, are generally sung aa Breves: the rule

holding good, whether the notes are separately

fonned, or joined together in an oblique figure

;

itxia—
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Ez.4. WrWoL Bung.

Sometimee, however, (but not always,) if the
passage be a descending one, the notes are to be
sung as Longs ; or, the first may be a Long, and
the second, a Breve. But, this exception is a
rare one ; and it is safer to assume that the strict

rule is in force, unless the fitting together of the
parts should prove the contrary.

Ex.6. WritUn, Sung (in a few rare cases).

Two square white notes, in ligature, with a
tail descending on the right side, are Longs,
whether they ascend, or descend, and whether
they are separately fonned, or joined into a
dngle oblique figure.

Ex.«. Written. Sung.

—

«

1
' 1-

Two similar notes, with a tail descending on
the left side, are Breves.

Ex.7. WHUen.

Two such notes, with a tail ascending on the
left side, are Semibreves.

Ex.8. WriUen. Sung,

Ligatures of two notes, with a tail ascending
on the left side, and, another descending on the
right, are to be sung—by a combination of Ex. 6
and 8—as a Semibreve, followed by a Long (Ex. 9}.

Ex. 9. WrUUn. Sung. Ex. 10. WrUtm. Bung.

m 1^^r
In Ligatures of more than two notes^ all ex-

cept the first two are most firequently treated as
if they were not in ligature. Hius^ in Pales-
tarina's Hymn, Ave Maris Stella, we find a Liga«
ture of three square white notes, with a tail

ascending on the left, sung as two Semibreves,
and a Breve : that is to say, the first two notes are
treated as in Ex. 8, while the third note retains
its true length (Ex. 10).

On this point, however, some early authorities

differ considerably. For instance, Ornithoparcus,

writing in 151 7, tella us that (i) Every middle

note, however shaped* or placed, is a Breve;

(3) A Long may begin, or end, a Ligature, but
can never be used in the middle of it ; (3) A
Breve may be used either in the beginning,

middle, or end of a Ligature ; (4) A Semibreve
may also be used in the beginning, middle, or

end of a Ligature, if it have a tail ascending on
the left. [See Micboloous, II.]

Black square and lozenge-shaped notes, with-

out tails, lose, when intermixed with white notes,

one fourth of their value, whether they occur in

ligature, or not. Thus, a black Semibreve is equal

to three Crotchets only, or a dotted Minim—^in

which case it is always followed by a Crotchet

;

as in Ex. 11

—

Ex.11. WriUm. Sung, Ej.12. Written. Sung.

But, a black Semibreve, following a black Breve,

is shortened into a Minim, though the strict rule

holds good with regard to the Breve (Ex. 12).

There is often, indeed, a little uncertainty with

regard to the degree in which a black note is to

be shortened ; more especially, when the same
Ligature contains both black and white notes

—

as in the following examples from Palestrina.

Ex. 13. WrUten.

A very little experience will enable the student

to discover the intention of such forms as these,

at a glance. Though the three we have selected

seem, at first sight, to offer unexpected complica-

tions, it will be found, on closer examination, that

the, laws laid down with regard to Ex. 8, 10, 11,

and I a, leave no doubt as to the correct solution

of any one ofthem. Even when an oblique note is

half white, and half black, it is only necessary to

remember that each colour is subject to its own
peculiar laws.

Ex.14. Written, Bung.

Cases, however, frequently occur, in which

black notes are to be treated precisely as white

ones. It is true, these passages are more often

found in single notes, than in Ligatures ; but it

is difficult, sometimes, to understand why they

should have been introduced at all.

Sometimes, a Ligature is accompanied by one

or more Points of Augmentation, the position of

which dearly indicates the notes to which they

are to be applied.

Ex.15. Written.
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In some old printed books, the last note of a
Ligature is placed obliquely, in which case it is

always to be sung as a Breve.
The student will meet with innmnerable other

forms, more or less difficult to decypher: but,

those 'we have illustrated will be sufficient to

guide him on his way, in all ordinary cases : and, in

exceptional ones, he will find that long experience
alone will be of service to him. [W.S.B.]
LIGHT OF THE WORLD. THE. An ora-

torio in two parts ; the words compiled from the
Scriptures, the music by Ajrthur S. Sullivan.

Written for the Birmingham FeetiviU, and first

performed there Aug. 37, 1873. [G.]

LILLIBURLERO. ' The following rhymes,*

says Dr. Percy, ' slight and insignificant as they
may now seem, had once a more powerful effect

than either the Philippics of Demosthenes or

Cicero ; and contributed not a little towards the
great revolution of 1688.' Bishop Burnet says

:

' A foolish ballad was made at that time, treat-

ing the papists, and chiefly the Irish, in a very
rimculous manner, which had a burden said to

be Irish words, *Lero, lero, lilibuilero,* that
made an impression on the [king*s] army, that
cannot be imagined by those that saw it not.

The whole army, and at last the people both in
city and country, were einging it perpetually.

And perhaps never had so iSght a thing so
great an effect.*

Henry Purcell, the composer of the tune,

here receives no share of the credit, of which
nine tenths, at least, belong to him. The song
was first taken up by the army, because the tune
was already familiar as a quick step to which
the soldiers had been in the habit of marching.
Then the catching air was repeated by others,

and it has retained its popularity down to the
present time. As the march and quick step
have not been reprinted since 1686, although by
Henry Purcell, it is well that, at last, they &ould
reappear. The only extant copy of both is in

T?ie Delightful Companion: or^ Choice New
Zessona for the Recorder or Flute, and edition,

1686, oblong quarto. As this little book is

engraved upon plates, and not set up in types,

as then more usual, and this march and quick
step are on sheet F, in the middle of the book,
we may reasonably assume that they were in-

cluded in the first edition also, which cannot be
less than a year or two earlier in date.

March.

tr

a^fV n ^ - ^ r^ i^^"^
^g^^^^^

IQuiekStep,}

ri..(i«P Fl^-F^r IFr.r *

The words are the merest doggrel. They refer

to King James's having nominated to the lien-

tenancy of Ireland, in 1686, General Talbot,
newly created Earl of Tyrconnel, who had recom-
mended himself to his bigoted master by his

arbitrary treatment of the Protestants in the pre-

ceding year, when he was only lieutenant-general.

One stanza as«ung to the tune may suffice. After
that, the two lines of new words only are given.

Hoi broder Teagae, dost hear de decree?
LilWmrUro Imlten a la.

Cat we shall hare a new depaUe.
LiUd>url«ro bullen a la,

Lero Itro^ liOi bNr/«ro, Uro lero^ buUen a la,

litro lero, lilli burUfo^ lero lero, bullen a la.

Ho I by shaint Tyburn, it is de Talbote,
And he will cut all de English troate.

Dongfa hy mv shoal de English do pnat,
De law% on dare side, and Greish Imows what,

But if dispence do come from de pope,
We'll hang Biagna Charta, and dem in a rope:

Pbr de good Talbot is made a lord.
And with brave lads is coming aboard

:

Who all in France have taken a swaro
Dat dey will hare no proteetant heir.

Aral bat whv does he stay behind

?

Ho I Vy my shotil 'tis a proteetant wind.

But see, de Tyrconnel is now oome ashore.
And we shall have oommissions gillore.

And he dat will not go to mass
Shall be turn out, and look like an ass.

But now de hereticks all go down,
By GreiBh.and shaint Patrick, de nation's our own.

Dare was an old prophesy found in a bog,
* Ireland shall be rul'd by an ass, and a dog.*

And now dis prophesy is oome to pass.
For Talbot's de dog, and Ja . . s is de asa.

Such stuff as this would not have been toler-

able without a good tune to carry it down.
And yet Lord Wharton has had the entire

credit :
<A late viceroy, who has so often boasted

himself upon his talent for mischief, invention,

lying, and for making a certain ZilliburUro
song; with which, ifyou will believe himself^ he
sung a deluded prince out of three kingdoms.* ^

f^om this political beginning Lillibnrlero

> A trofl relation of the tevtnl Facts and CireumstaaoM of th«
intended Blot and Tumult on Queen ElUabeth't Hrttadsr. Srd
edit 1718.
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becftme a party tune in Ireland, especially after

'Dublin's Deliverance; or the Surrender of

Drogheda/ be^nning
Protestant boys, good tidings I bring;

and ' Undaunted Londonderry/ commencing
Protestant boys, both raliant and stont,

had been written to it.

It has long ago lost any party signification in

England, but it was discontmued as a march in

the second half of the last century, in order to

avoid offence to our Irish soldiers of the Roman
Catholic faith.

The tune has been often referred to by drama-

tists and by other writers, as by Shadwell and
Vanbrugh in plavs, and by Sterne in Tristram

Shandy, Purcelf claims it as 'A new Irish

tune* by 'Mr. Purcell* in the second part of

Music's Handmaidy 1689, and in 1691 he used

it as a ground-bass to the fifth piece in The
Gordtan Knot untyd. The first strain has been
commonly sung as a chorus in convivial parties

:

A Tery good song, and yeiy well song,
Jolly companions every one.

And it is the tune to the nursery rhyme

:

There was an old woman tossed np on a blanket
Ninety-nine times as high as the moon.

A large number of other songs have been written

to tiie air at various times. [W.C.]

LILT (Verb and Noun), to sing, pipe, or play

cheerfully, or, according to one auUiority, even
sadly ; lOso, a gay tune. The term, which is of

Scottish origin, but is used in Ireland, would
seem to be derived fix)m the bagpipe, one variety

of which is described in the ' Houlate * (an an-

cient allegorical Scottish poem dating 1450), as

the • liltpype.* Whenever, in the absence of a
musical instnmient to play for dancing, the Irish

peasant girls sing lively airs to the customary
syllables la-la-la, it is called ' lilting.* The classi-

cal occurrence of the word is in the Scottish song,
' The Flowers of the Forest,* a lament for the

disastrous field of flodden, where it is contrasted

with a mournful tone :

—

I>e heard them liltin* at the ewe mUkin',
Lasses a liltin' before dawn of day

;

Now there's a moanin' on ilka green loanin*.
The Flowers of the Forest are a* wede away.

The Skene MS., ascribed (though not 'con-

clusively) to the reign of James VI. of Scotland,

contains six Lilts :
' Ladie Rothemayeis ' (the air

to the ballad of the Burning of Castle Frin-

draught), * Lady Laudians * (Lothian*s>, ' Ladie
Cassilles* (the air of the ballad of Johnny Faa),

Lesleis, Ademeis, and 6ilcreich*s lilts. We
quote ' Ladie Cassilles* :

—
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Mr. Dauney, editor of the Skene MS., supposes

the Liltpipe to have been a shepherd's pipe, not

a bagpipe, and the Lilts to have sprung from the

pastoral districts of the Lowknds. [R. P. S.]

LILY OF KILLARNEY. A grand opera in

3 acts, founded on Boucicault*s ' Colleen Bawn'

;

the words by John Oxenford, the music by Jules
Benedict. Produced at the Royal English Opera,

Covent Garden, Feb. 8, 1863. [G.]

LIMPUS, Richard, organist, bom Sept. 10,

1 8 34, was a pupil of the Royal A(»demy ofMusic,

and organist successively of Brentford; of St.

Andrew's, Undershaft ; and St. Michael's, Corn-

hill. He composed a good deal of minor music,

but his claim to remembrance is as founder of

the College of Organists, which owing to his zeal

and devotion was established in 1864. He was
secretary to the College till his death, March 15,

1875. [See Oboanists, Collbgb of.] [G.]

LINCKE,* Joseph, eminent cellist and com-
poser, bom June 8, 1783, at Trachenberg in

Prussian Silesia; learnt the violin from his

father, a violinist in the chapel of Prince Hatz-
feld, and the cello from Oswald. A mismanaged
sprain of the right ancle left him lame for life.'

At 10 he lost his parents, and was obliged to

support himself by copying music, until in 1800
he procured a place as violinist in the Domi-
nican convent at Breslau. There he studied the

organ and hamiony under Hanisch, and also

pursued the cello under Lose, after whose depar-

ture he became first cellist at the theatre, of

which C. M. von Weber was then Capellmeister.

In 1808 he went to Vienna, and was engaged by
Prince Rasoumowsky* for his private quartet-

party, at the suggestion of Schuppanzigh. In
that house, where Beethoven was supreme, he
had the opportunity of playing the great com-
poser's works under his own supervision.' Bee-

thoven was much attached to Lincke, and
continually calls him ' Zunftmeister violoncello,'

or some other droll name, in his letters. The
Imperial library at Berlin* contains a comic

canon in Beethoven*s writing on the names
Brauchle and Lincke.

> See lfr.Cb*i>peU*t eritkbiBi, • Popokr Moile.' p. 614.

DOke, Lincke.

The two Sonatas for P. F. and Cello (op. 102)

were composed by Beethoven while he and
Lincke were together at the Erdodys in 18 15.''

Lincke played in Schuppanzigh*s public quar-

tets, and Schuppanzigh in turn assisted Lincke

at his farewell concert, when the programme
consisted entirely of Beethoven's music, and the

s He Mlymn wrote his nenie thas, though It b utoellr ipelled Link*.

• It is perhaps in allusion to this that Bernard irrites. ' Unclce hu
onlj one fttnlt—that he is croolced ' (knimin).

« Weiss played the riola. and the Prince the second fiolln.

• Compare Thayer's Beethoven, ill. 49.

• See Nohl's Beethoven's Briefe, 1667. p. 92. note.

7 Eee Thayer. Ul. 343.
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great composer himself was present. His play-

ing appears to have been remarkable for its

humour, and he is said to have been peculiarly

happy in expressing Beethoven^s characteristic

style, whence no doubt the master^s fondness

for him.^ He then went to Gratz, and from
thence to Pancovecz near Agram« the residence

of Countess Erdody, as her chamber-virtuoso,

where he remain^ a year and a half. In
1818 he was engaged by Fr.eiherr von Braun
as first cellist in the theatre ' an der Wien/ and
in 183 1 played with Merk, the distinguished

cellist, in the orchestra of the court-opera. He
died on March 26, 1837. His compositions

consist of concertos, variations, capriocios. etc.,

his first 3 works only ^variations) having been
published. [C.F.P.]

LINCOLN'S INN FIELDS THEATRE
stood nearly in the centre of the south side of

Lincoln's Inn Fields, the principal entrance being

in Portugal Street. It was erected by Christo-

pher Ridi, and opened (after his death) in 171

4

by his son, John Rich, with Farquhar's comedy,
'The Recruiting Officer.' Here Rich first in-

troduced his pantomimes, a curious mixture of

masque and harlequinade, in which he himself,

under the name of Lun, perFormed the part of

Harlequin. Galliard was his composer, and
Pepusch his music director. [Galliard; Pe-
PU8CH.] Here 'The Beggar's Opera* was first

produced in 1727. [Begqab's Opera.] Rich
removing in 1732 to the new theatre in Covent
Garden, the house in Lincoln's Inn Fields was
let for a variety of purposes. Here in 1734
Italian operas were given, in opposition to Han-
del's at the King's Theatre, with Porpora as

composer and Senesino as principal singer ; and
here, when Handel was compelled to quit the

King's Theatre, he, in his turn, gave Italian

operas, and also, occasionally, oratorio perform-

ances. His ' Dryden's Ode on St. Cecilia's day

'

was first performed here in 1739, and in 1740
his * L'Allegro, II Pensieroso, ed II Moderato,*

his serenata ' Pamasso in Festa/ and his oper-

etta 'Hjrmen.* Plays were occasionally per-

formed here until 1756, when the building was
converted into a barrack. It was afterwards

occupied as Spode and Copeland's ' Salopian

China Warehouse,* until it was taken down in

1 848 for the enlai^ment of the College of Sur-

geons. This theatre must not be confounded
with two others which previously stood near the

same spot, viz. the Duke's Theatre, erected by
Sir William Davenant in 1662, and occupied

until 167 1, when the companv removed to

Dorset Cfarden Theatre, and the Theatre in

Little Lincoln's Inn Fields, built upon the same
rite and opened in 1695 with Congreve's *Love
for Love,' and occupied until the company re-

moved to the Queen 8 Theatre in 1 705, when it

was abandoned. [Kino's Theatre.] [W.H.H].

LIND, Jennt, was bom at Stockholm Oct. 6,

1^70 (not, as F^tis says, on Feb. 8). Count
Puke, director of the Court Theatre, admitted

1 See Uie ' Neoe ItiUehtUt Ox MtiA.' 1837. Nc. 32.
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her to the school of singing which is attached to
that establishment, and ahe received there hear

first lessons from a master named Berg. She
made her cUbut at the Opera in her native city,

in March 1838, as Agatha in Weber's *Frei-
schiitz,* and played afterwards the principal r6le

in ' Euryanthe,' Alice in * Robert le Diable,' and
finally 'La Yestale,' all with brilliant success.

In fact, 'she upheld the Royal Theatre until

June 1 84 1, when she went to Paris in hope of
improving her stvle of singing.* There Manuel
Garcia gave her lessons, during a period of nine
months, but 'she herself mainly contributed to
the development of her naturally harsh and un^
bending voice, by ever holding befco^ herself the
ideal which she had formed from a very earlv

age. She had been wont to sing to her mother
friends from her third year ; and, even at that
period, the intense feeling of melancholy, almost
natural to all Swedes, which filled her young
soul, gave to her voice an expression which drew
tears from the listeners.' Meyerbeer, who hap-
pened to be at Paris at the time, heard her, was
delighted, and foretold a brilliant future for the
young singer. She obtained a hearing at the
Opera in 1842, but no engagement Allowed.
Naturally hurt at this, she is said to have deter-

mined never to accept an engagement in Paris ;

and, whether this be true or not, it is certain

that, as late as March 1847, she declined aa
engagement at the Academic Royale, for no other
reason than that of ' affaires per807ieUe$ ;' nor did
she ever appear in Paris again.

JennyLmd now went to Berlin, in August 1844,
and for a time studied German. In September
she returned to Stockholm, and took part in the
fStes at the crowning of King Oscar; but re-

turned to Berlin in October, and obtained an
engagement at the Opera through the influence

of Meyerbeer, who had written for her the
principal rdle in his 'Feldlager in Schlesien,'

afterwards remodelled as 'L'Etoile du Nord.*

She appeared first, December 15, as Norma, and
was welcomed with enthusiasm ; and afterwards

played, with equal success, her part in Meyerbeer's
new opera. In the following April she sang at
Hamburg, Cologne, and Coblentz. After this tour

she returned again to Stockholm by way ofCopen-
hagen, and once more enjoyed a triumphant suc-

cess. At the Gewandhaus, Leipzig, she made her
first appearance Dec. 6, 1 845 . Engaged soon after

for Vienna, she appeared there April 18, 1846.

On May 4, 1847, Jenny Lind made her first

appearance in London, at Her Majesty's Theatre,

in ' Robert.' Moscheles had already met her in

Berlin, and wrote thus (Jan. 10, 18J.5) of her
performance in ' The Camp of Sileria,—' Jenny
Lind has fairly enchanted me ; she is unique in

her way, and her song with two concertante

flutes is perhaps the most incredible feat in the

way of bravura singing that can posribly be
heard . . . How lucky I was to find her at

homel What a glorious singer she is, and so

unpretentious withal
!

' This character, though
true to life, was, however, shamefully belied b^

the management of the London Theatre,

led by
, both
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before and after her arrival. It is cnrious now
to look back upon the arbifioes employed, the

stories of broken contracts (this not without
lome foondation), of long diplomaticjJourparZer^,

•pedal messengers, persuasion, hesitation, and
vacillations, kept up during many months,— all

in order to excite the interest of the operatic

public Not a stone was left unturned, not a
trait of the young singer's character, public or

private, xm-€xploiU, by which sympathy, admira-
tion, or even curiosity, might be aroused (see

Lumley's * Reminiscences,* 1847). After appear-

in; as the heroine of a novel (' The Home,' by
Miss Bremer), and the darling of the Opera at

Stockholm, she was next described as entrancing

the opera-goers of Berlin,—where indeed she was
doobtless a welcome contrast to their ordinary

prime dovme ; and her praises had been sung by
the two great Grerman composers, and had not
lost by translation. But, not content with
folsome praise founded on these circumstances,

the paragn4>hists, inspired of course by those for

whose interest the paragraphs weremanu&ctured,
and assuredly vnthout her knowledge or sanction,

did not hesitate to speak in the most open way,

—

and as if in commendation of her as a singer, and
above other singers,— of Mile. Lind's private

Tirtues, and even of her charities. Singers have
ever been charitable, generous, open-htrnded and
open-hearted ; to their credit be it recorded

:

the exceptions have been few. With their private

virtues critics have nought to do ; these should
be supposed to exist, unless the contrary be
glaringly apparent. The public was, however,
j>er8istently fed with these advertisements and
naraased with further rumours of doubts and
even disappointment in the early part of 1847, it

being actually stated that the negociations had
broken down,—all after the engagement had
been signed and sealed !

The interest and excitement of the public at

her first appearance was, therefore, extraordinary

;

and no wonder that it was so. Yet her great sing-

ing in the part of ' Alice* disappointed none but
a very few, and those were silenced by a tumul-
tuous majority of idolaters. She oertainly sang
the music splendidly, and acted the part irre-

proachably. The scene at the cross in tiie second
act was in itself a complete study^ so strongly

contrasted were the emotions she portrayed,

—

fint terror, then childlike faith and confidence,

—

while she preserved, throughout, the innocent

manner of the peasant girL 'From that first

moment till the end of that season, nothing else

was thought about, nothing else talked about,

but the new Alice—^the new Sonnambula—the

new Maria in Donizetti^s charming comic opera,

—his best. Pages could be filled by descnbing
the excesses of &e public. Since the days when
the world fought for hours at the pit-door to see

the seventh farewell of Siddons, nothing had been
seen in the least approaching the scenes at the

entrance of the theatre when Mile. Lind sang.

Prnes rose to a fabulous height. In short, the
town, sacred and prdfane, went mad about '' the

Swedish nightin^^" ' (Charley). Xiftdies con-
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stantly sat on the stairs at the Opera, unable to

penetrate farther into the house. Her voice,

which then at its very best showed some signs of

early wear, was a soprano of bright, thrilling,

and remarkably sympathetic quality, from D to

D, with another note or two occasionally avail*

able above the high D. The upper part of her
register was rich and brilliant, and superior

both in strength and purity to the lower.

These two portions she managed, however,
to unite in the most skilful way, moderating
the power of her upper notes so as not to out-

shine the lower. She had also a wonderfully
developed 'length of breath,' which enabled her
to perform long and difficult passages with ease,

and to fine down her tones to the softest pianis-

simo, while still maintaining the quality un-
varied. Her execution was very great, her shake
trueand brilliant, her taste in ornament altogether

original, and she usually invented her own ca'

dfnze. In a song firom * Beatrice di Tenda,* she
had a chromatic cadence ascending to E in alt,

and descending to the note whence it had risen,

which could scarcely be equalled for difficulty

and perfection of execution. The following, sung
by her at the end of ' Ah ! non giunge,' was given
to the present writer by an ear-witness :

—

In this comparatively simple cademat the high

D, 0, £, though rapidly struck, were not given

in the manner of a shake, but were positively

marteUes, and produced an extraordinary effect.

Another cadence, which, according to Moscheles,
* electrified* them at the Oewandhaus, occurred

three times in one of Chopin's Mazurkas ;

—

• What shall I say of Jenny Lind ?' he writes

again (1847) :
' I can find no words adequate to

give you any real idea of the impression she has

xnade. . . . This is no short-lived fit of public

enthusiasm. I wanted to know her off the stage

as well as on; but, as she lives some distance

fix>m me, I asked her in a letter to fix upon

an hour for me to call. Simple and uncere-

monious as she is, she came the next day herself*

bringing her answer verbally. So much modesty

and so much greatness united are seldom if ever

to be met with; and, although her intixnate

friend Mendelssohn had given me an insight

into the noble qualities of her character, I was

surprised to find them so apparent.' Again and

again he speaks in the warmest terms of her, and

subsequently of her and her husband together.

Meanwhile MUe. Lind maintained the mark

which she had made in * Bobert,* by her imperr
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Bonation of the Sonnamhula, ft most effective

character,— ' Lucia/ Adina, in ' L*£liflir/ * La
Figlia del Begimento/ and, perhape, altogether

her best part, Oiulia in Spontini^s 'Vestale.'

In 1848 she returned to Her Majesty's Theatre,

and added to these 'Lucia di Lammennoor* and
* L' Klisir d'Amore.' In 1849 she announced
her intention not to appear again on the stage,

but so far modified thiB resolution as to sing at

Her Majesty's Theatre in Mozart's 'Flauto

Magico' arranged as a concert, without acting

(April 15); and still further by re-appearing in
* La Sonnambula' (April 26) and 3 other operas.

Her last appearance 'on any stage' took place

in 'Koberto/ May 18, 1849. Henceforward she

betook herself to the more congenial platform of

the concert-room. How she sang there, many of

the present generation can still remember,— ' the

wild, queer, northern tunes brought here by
her—her careful expression of some of Mozart s

great airs—her mastery over such a piece of

execution as the Bird song in Haydn s Crea-

tion—and lastly, the grandeur of inspiration

with which the '* Sanctus" of angels in Mendels-
sohn's *' Elijah" was led by her (the culminating
point in that Oratorio). These are the triumphs
which will stamp her name in the Golden Book
of singers' (Chorley). On the other hand, the
wondrous effect with which she sang a simple
ballad, in the simplest possible manner, can never
be forgotten by those who ever heard it. After
another season in London, and a visit to Ireland
in 1848, MUe. Lind was engaged by Bamum,
the American speculator, to miUce a tour of the
United States. She arrived there in 1850, and
remained for nearly two years, during part of

the time unfettered by an engagement with any
impresario, but accompanied by Mr., now Sir

Julius, Benedict. The Americans, with their

genius for appreciation and hospitality, welcomed
her everywhere with frantic enthusiasm, and she
made £ao,ooo in this progress. Here it was, in

Boston, on Feb. 5, 185a, that she married Mr.
Otto Goldschmidt. [Goldsohmidt.]
Betumed to Europe, Mme. Groldschroidt now

travelled through Holland, and again visited

Germany. In 1856 she came once more to
England, and, until recent yean, appeared fre-

quently in oratorios and concerts.

It must be recorded that the whole of her
American earnings was devoted to founding and
endowing art-scholarships and other charities in

her native Sweden; while, in England, the
country of her adoption, among other charitie8«

she has given a whole hospital to Liverpool and
a wing of another to London. The scholarship

founded in memory of her friend Felix Mendela-
Bohn also benefited largely by her help and
countenance ; and it maybe said with truUi that
her generosity and her sympathy are never ap-
pealed to in vain bythosewho have any just claims
upon them. [MBNDELSMBir Soholabship.]
Madame Lind-Gk)ldschmidt now lives in Lon-

don, respected ^nd admired by all who know
her, the mother of a family, mixing in sode^,
bat in no degree losing her vivid interest m

t
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munc. The Bach Choir, conducted by Mr.
Goldschmidt, which has lately given the Eng-
lish public the first opportunity of hearing in

its entirety the B minor Mass of that composer,

has profited in no small degree by the careful

training bestowed on the female portion of the

chorus by this great singer, and the enthusissm
inspired by her presence among them. [J.M.]

LINDA DICHAMOUNL Opera in 3 acts;

words by Bossi, music by Donizetti. Produced
at the Kamthnerthor theatre, Vienna, May 19,

1843; in Paris, Nov. 17, 1842; in London, at

Her Majesty's, June 1843. [^0

LINDBLAD, Adolf Fbbobick, bom near

Stockholm in 1804. This Swedish composer
passed several years of his early life in Berlin,

and studied music there under Zelter. In 1835
he returned to Stockholm and there resided,

ving singing lessons and composing until his

ieath in August 1878.
Lindblad has composed but little instnzmentil

music ; a symphony in C which was given under
Mendelssohn's direction at one of the Gewand-
haus Concerts at Leipzig in November 1839, and
a duo for pianoforte and violin (op. 9) are con-

sidered the best, but they um so httle at effect

and are so full of the peculiar personality of their

author that they can never be popular, and even
his own countrymen are not famUiar with them.
It is his vocal compositions which have made
him famous. He is eminently a national ochu-

poser. He has published a large^Uection of

songs for voice and piano to Swedish words,

which are full of meloidy, grace, and originality.

Written for the most part in the minor key, they
are tinged with the melancholy which is charac-

teristic of Swedish music. In such short songs
as 'The Song of the Dalecarlian maiden,'
' Lament,' * The wood by the Aaren lake,' etc.,

whose extreme simplicity is of the very essence

of their charm, his success has been most oon*

spicuous. In longer and more elaborate songs,

where the simplicity at which he aimed in his

accompaniment has limited the variety of har-

mony and figures, the effect is often marred by
repetition and oonsequent monotony. Tet even
in this class of work there are many beautiful

exceptions, and 'A day in Spring,' 'A Summer's
day, and 'Autumn evening,' are specially worthy
of mention.
Jenny lind, who was Lindblad's pupH, intro-

duced his songs into Germany, and Uieir rapidly

acquired popularity earned for the author the
title of ' the Schubert of the North.' His only
opera, 'Frondorome,* is scarcelyknown anywhere*
but several of his vocal duets, trios, and quartets

have a considerable reputation in Sweden.
An analysis of Lindblad's Symphony will be

found in the Allg. Mus. Zeitung for Oct. 23, 1839
(comp. coL 937 of the same volume). There is a
pleasant reference to him, honourable to both
parties alike, in Mendelssohn's letter of Dec 28,

1833. [A.H.W.]

LINDLEY, Robert, bom at Botherham
March 4, 1776^ showed my early a predilection
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for made that vthem he was about 5 yean of
age, his father, an amateur performer, commenced
teachmg him the violin, and at 9 years of age,

the violoncello also. He continued to practise

the latter until he was 16, when Gervetto, hear-

ing him play, encouraged him and undertook his

gntaitous mstruction. He quitted Yorkshire
and obtained an engagement at the Brighton
theatre. In 1 794 he succeeded Sperati as prin-

cipal violoncello at the Opera and all the princi-

pal concerts, and retained undisputed possession

of that position until his retirement in 1851.
lindley's tone was remarkable for its purity,

richness, mellowness and volume, and in this

respect he has probably never been equalled.

His technique, for that date, was remarkable,
and his accompaniment of recitative was perfec-

tion. He composed several concertos and other

woriu for his instrument, but his composition was
by no means equal to his execution. He died

Jane 13, 1855. His daughter married John
Bamett the composer.
Wm son, William, bom 1802, was also a

Tidonoellist. He was a pupil of his father and
first ^peared in public in 1817 and soon took a
position in all tne best orchestras. He gave
great promise of future excellence, but was un-
able to achieve any^prominence owing to extreme
nerroosness. He d^ed at Manchester, Aug. 12,

1869. [W.H.H.]

LINDPAINTNER, Peter Joseph von, bom
at Coblenz Dec. 8, 1 791, studied the violin, piano^

and counterpoint at Augsburg, and subsequently

appears to have received some instruction at

Munich from Winter. In 181 a he accepted the
post of Mumk-director at the Isarthor theatre in

Honich, and whilst so engaged completed his

moaical studies under Jos. Gratz, an excellent

contrapuntist. In 1 8 19 he was appointed Kapell-
meister to the Boyal Band at Stuttgart, and held
that post until his death, which took place Aug.
II, 1856, during a summer holiday at Nonnen-
hom, on the Lake of C^onstance. He was buried
at Wasserburg. He died full of honours, a
member of almost every musical institution of
the Continent, and the. recipient of gifts from
many crowned heads—amongst others a medal
from Queen Victoria, in 1848, for the dedication
of his oratorio of Abraham.
By quiet and persistent labour he raised his

band to the level of the best in Germany, and
acquired a very high reputation. ' lindpaintner,'
lays Mendelssohn, describing a visit to Stuttgart
in 1831, 'is in my belief the best conductor in
Germany ; it is as if he played the whole orches-
tra with his baton alone ; and he is very Indus-
triooB.' Of the many professional engagements
offoed him in other towns and foreign countries,

he accepted but one, and that, in 1853, three
years before his death, was to conduct the New
philharmonio Concerts in London, at which his

cantata The Widow of Nain, his overtures to
Faust and the Yampyre, and others of his com-
positions were given with success, including the
vmg of The Standard-bearer, at that time so
popular, imig by Pisohek. He wrote 28 operas,
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3 ballets, 5 melodramas and oratorios, several

cantatas, 6 masses, a Stabat Mater, and above 50
songs with pianoforte accompaniment. To these

were added symphonies, overtures, concertos, £m-
tasias, trios and quartets for different instruments.

He rescored Judas Maccabseus, no doubt cleverly,

and at the time it was said, well. Some of his

symphonies, his operas 'DerVampyr' and 'lich-
tenstein,* his ballet ' Joko,* the overture to which
is still heard at concerts, his music to Goethe^s
'Faust* and Sdiiller's'Songofthe Bell,' have been
pronounced to be a^long the best of his works.
And two of his songs] 'The Standard-bearer' and
'Boland,' created at the time a veritable furore.

Though wanting in depth and originality Lind-
paintner*s compositions please by their clearness

and brilliancy, melody and well-developed form

;

and the hand of a clever and practised musician
is everywhere visible in them. [A. H.W.]
LINLEY, Francis, bom 1774 at Doncaster,

blind from- his birth, studied music under Dr.
Miller, and became an able ozganist. He w&s
chosen organist of St. James's Chapel, Penton-
ville, and soon afterwards married a blind lady
of considerable fortune. He purchased the

business of Bland, the musicseller in Holbom,
but his affairs becoming embarrassed, his wife

parted from him and he went to America, where
his playing and compositions were much admired.
He returned to England in 1 799 and died in Oct.

1800. His works consist of songs, pianoforte

and organ pieces, flute solos and duets, and an
* Organ Tutor.' His greatest amusement was to

explore churehyards and read the inscriptions on
the tombstones by the sense of touch. [W. H. H.]

LINLEY, Thomas, bom about 1725 at Wells,

Somerset, commenced the study of music under
Thomas Chilcot, organist of Bath Abbey churoh,

and completed his education under Paradies. He
established himself as a singing master at Bath,
and for many yearB carried on the concerts there

with great success. On the retirement of John
Christopher Smith in 177A Linley joined Stanley

in the management of tne oratorios at Drury
Lane, and on the death of Stanley in 1 786 con-

tinued them in partnership with Dr. Arnold, fn
1775, in conjunction with his eldest son, Thomas,
he composed and compiled the music for 'The
Duenna,' by his son-in-law, Sheridan, which had
t^e then unparalleled run of 75 nights in its first

season. In 1 776 he purchased part of Garrick's

share in Drury Lane, removed to London and un-
dertook the numagement of the music of the

theatre, for which he composed several pieces of

merit. Linley died at his house in Soutnampton
Street, Covent Garden, Nov. 19, 1795, and was
buried in Wells Cathedral. His dramatic pieces

were 'The Duenna,' 1775; 'Selima and Azor'
(chiefly from Gr^try, but containing the charming
original melody, 'No flower that blows'), 1776

;

'The Camp,' 1778; 'The Carnival of Venice,'

'The Gentle Shepherd,' and ' Bbbinson Crusoe,'

1781; 'The Triumph of Mirth,' 1783; 'The
Spanish RivaU^' 1784 ; 'The Strangers at home,'

and 'Richard Coeur de Lion' (fromGrfitry), 1786

;

and ^Love in t^e East/ 1788; besides the song
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in *The School for Scandal,' 1777, and accom-
paniments to the songs in * The Beggar's Opera.*

He also set such portions of Sherldiui*s Monody
on the Death of Garrick, 1 779, as were intended to

be sung. ' Six Elegies' for 3 voices, composed at

Bath (much commended by Bumey), and 'Twelve
Ballads* were published in his lifetime. The
posthumous works of himselfand his son, Thomas,
which appeared a few years after his death, in 2

vols., consist of songs, cantatas, madrigab, and
elegies, including the lovely 5-part madrigal by
him, ' Let me, careless,* one of t&e most graceful

productions of its kind. As an English composer
linley takes high rank.

Eliza. Ann, his eldest daughter, * The Maid of

Bath,'bom 1754, received her musical education

from her father, and appeared at an eariy age at

the Bath concerts as a soprano singer with great

success. In 1770 she sang at the oratorios in

London and at Worcester Festival, and rose high

in public favour. In 177 1 she sang at Hereford

Festival, and in 177a at Gloucester. In March,

1773, she became, under somewhat ipmantic dr-

cumstances, the wife ofRichard BrinsleySheridan,

and, after fulfilling engagements at Worcester
Festival and at Oxford, contracted before her

marriage, she retired at the zenith of her popu-

larity. Her voice was of extensive compass, and
she sang with equal excellence in both the sus-

tained and florid styles. She died of consumption
at Bristol in 1792.
Maby, his second daughter and pupil, also a

favourite singer, sang with her sister at the
oratorios, festivals, etc., and for a few years after-

wards, until her marriage with Richard Tickell,

commissioner of stamps. She died in July 1787.
Mabia, his third daughter, was also a concert

and oratorio singer. She£ed at Bath Sept. 5,1784,
at an early age. Shortly before her death she
raised herself in bed, and with momentary anima-
tion sang part of HandeFs air ' I know that my
Redeemer liveth,* and then, exhausted with the
effort, sank down and soon afterwards expired.

Thomas, his eldest son, bom at Bath in 1756,
displayed at an early age extraordinary skill on
the violin, and at 8 years old performed a con-

certo in public. After studying with his £»ther

he was placed under Dr. Boyce. He then went
to Florence and took lessons on the violin from
Nardini, and whilst there became acquainted
with Mozart, then about his own age, and a
warm attachment sprang up between them ; when
they parted they were each bathed in tears, and
Mozart often afterwards spoke of Linley with the
greatest affection. On returning to England he
became leader and solo-player at his father's

concerts at Bath, and subsequentlv at the oratorios

etc. at Drury Lane. In 1773 he composed an
anthem with orchestra ('Let God arise') for

Worcester Festival. In 1775 he assisted his

father in * The Duenna,* by writing the overture,

three or four airs, a duet and a trio. He subse-

quently composed a choms and two songs for in-

troduction into * The Tempest.* In 1 776 he pro-

duced 'An Ode on the Witches and Fairies of
Shakspere.* He also composed a short oratorio,
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' The Song of Moses,' performed at Druiy Lane,
and added accompaniments for wind instruments
to the music in 'Macbeth.* He was unfortunately

drowned, through the upsetting of a boat, whilst

on a visit at the Duke ofAncaster's, Grimsthorpe,
Lincolnshire, Aug. 7, 1778. The greater part of

his miscellaneous compositions are ccmtained in

the 2 vols, of posthumous works above m^itioned.
Another son, OziAS Thurston, bom 1765, was

also instructed in music by the father. He en-

tered the Church and obtained a living, which
he resigned on being appointed. May 5, 18 16,

a junior fellow and organist of Dulwich College,

where he died March, 1831.
William, his youngest son, bom about 1767

and educated at St. Paul's and Harrow, learned
music from his father and Abel. Mr. Fox pro-

cured for him a writership at Madras, and he
was subsequently paymaster at Vellore and sub-
treasurer at Fort St. George. He returned from
India with a competence, and devoted his atten-

tion to literature a^ music, composed many
glees, published a set of songs, two sets of canzo-
nets, and many detached pieces, edited *Shak-
spere's Dramatic Songs,' 2 vols. fol. 1815-16, and
wrote two comic operas, two novels, and several

pieces of poetry. He died in 1835. [W.H.H.]
LIPINSKI, Kabl Joseph, eminent violinist

of the modem school, bom Oct. 30 (or ac-

cording to a family tradition Nov. 4), 1 790, at

Radzyn in Poland, son of a land-agent and
amateur violinist, who taught him the elementi
of fingering. Having outgrown this instniciioa

he for a time took up the cello, on which he ad-

vanced sufficiently to play Romberg's oonoertos.

He soon however returned to the violin, and
in 1810 became first Concertmeister, and then
Capellmeister, of the theatre at Jjmiberg. Not
being able to play the piano, he used to lead the
rehearsals with his violin, and thus aoqoired
that skill in part playing which was one of his
great characteristics as a virtuoso. In 1814 be
resigned his post, and gave himself up to private
study. In 181 7 he went to Italy, chiefly in the
hope ofhearing Paganini. Theymet in Milan,and
Paganini took a great fiiuicyto him,playedwithhim
daily, and even performed in pubUo with him at
two concerts (April 17 and 30, 181 8), a oiicam*
stance which greatly increased Lipinski's reputa-
tion. Towards the close of the year Lipinssi re-

turned to Germany, but soon went back to Italy,

attracted by the fiime of an aged pupil of Tartini's,
Dr. Mazzurana. Dissatisfied with Lipinski's

rendering of one of Tartini's scmatas, but unable
on account of his great age (90) to correct him
by playing it himself, Mazzurana gave him a
poem, which he had written to explain ihe
master*s intentions. With this aid Lipinski
mastered the sonata, and in consequence endea-
voured for the future to embody some poetical

idea in his playing—the secret of his own sno-

oess, and of that of many others who imitated
him in this respect. In 1829 Paganini and Li-
pinski met again in Warsaw, but unfortunately
a rivalry was excited between them which de-
stroyed the dd friendahip. In 1835 and 36, in
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the coarse of a lengthened muucal townUe, lie
|

viaited Leipsic, then becoming the soene of much
moaieal actiyitj owing to Mendelssohn's settle-

ment there ; and there he made the acquaint-

ance of Schumann, which resulted in the dedi-

cation to him of the ' Gameval ' (op. 9) which
wu composed in 1834. In 1836 he visited

England and played his military concerto at the

Philharmonic Concert of April 35. In 1 839 Lipin-

ski became Concertmeister at Dresden, where he
entirely reorganised the royal chapel, thus doing
very much the same service to Dresden that

Helimesberger subsequently did to Vienna. He
retired wi£ a pension in 186 1, and died on
December 16, of sudden paralysis of the lungs,

at Urlow, his country house near Lemberg.
His compositions (n6w forgotten) are numerous,

and his oonoertos, fantasias, and variations, are

Talaable contributions to violin music One ofthe
bestknown was the * Military Concerto, ' which for

yean was much played and was the object of the

ambition of many a student of the violin. It is

eren now occasionally heard in public. In con-

jonction with Zalewski, the Polish poet, he edited

an interesting collection of Galidan ' Volkslieder
*

with pianoforte accompaniments. [F. 6.]
The most prominent qualities of Lipinski's

playing were a remarkably broad and powerful
tone, which he ascribed to his early studies on
the cello; perfect intonation in double stops,

octsfes, etc.; and a warm enthusiastic indivi-

duality. But the action of his right arm and
wrist were somewhat heavy. He was an enthu-
siastie musician, and especially in his later years

played Beethoven's great quartets and £iach*s

olot in preference to everything else. [P. D.]

LISBETH. The title of the French version
of Mendelssohn's ' Heimkehr aus der Fremde *

;

translated by J. Barbier, and produced at the

Theatre Lyrique June 9, 1865. [G.]

LISCHEN ET FRITZCHEN. Am operetta
in I act ; words by Paul Dubois, music by Offen- >

bach. Produced at Ems ; and reproduced at the

Bonffes-Psrisiena, Paris, Jan. 5, 1 864 ; in London
(French), at St. James's, June 2, 1868. [G.]

LISLEY, John, contrihuteA a six-part mad-
rigal—'Faire CHtharea presents hir doves*—to

'TheTriumphee of OriMia,* 1601, but no other

composition by him has survived, nor is anything
known of hia biography. [W-H. BL]
USZT, Fbakz, is one of the favourites of

fcvtoie, and hia success is perhaps unequalled,
certainly unsurpassed in the history of Art. At
his first public appearance at Vienna, Jan. 1.,

1833, l^i> genius was acknowledged with an
enthusiasm in which the whole musical republic,

fttim Beethoven down to the obscurest dilettante,

joined unanimously. His concert tours were so
many triumphal progresses through a oouatry
whidi extended from Madrid to St. Petersburg,
And in which he was acknowledged as the king
of pianists ; and the same success accompanied all

he undertook in life. When, tired of the shallow
&DM of the virtuoso, he devoted himself to com-
pQsitien, he had, ii is true, at fint to enoaunter
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the usual obstacles of popular indifferenee and
professional ill-will. But these were soon over-*

come by his energy, and Liszt is «t present
living to see his works admired by many and
ignored by none. As an orchestnd eonductor
fdso he added laurels te kis wreath.

Franz Liszt was lK)rn Oct. t3, 1811, at
Raiding, in Hungary, the son of Adam Liszt, an
official in the imperial service, and a musical
amateur of sufficient attainment to instruct hii

son in the rudiments of pianoforte-playing. At
the age of ^ young Liszt made his first appear-

ance in public at Oedenburg with such success

that several Hungarian noblemen guaranteed
him sufficient means to continue his studies fur

six years. For that purpose he went to Vienna,
and took lessons from Czemy on the pianoforto

and from Salieri and Randhartinger in com-
position. The latter introduced the lad to his

friend Fcanz Schubert. His first appearance in

print was probably in a Tariation (the 24th^ on
a waltz of Diabeili's, one of 50 contributed bjr

the most eminent artists of the day, for which
Beethoven, when asked for a single variation,

wrote thirty-three (op. lao). The collection,

entitled VaterUindisohe KUnstler-Verein, was
published in June 18J3. In the same year he
proceeded to Paris, where it was hoped that

his rapidly growing reputaition would gain him
admission at the Conservatoire in spito of his

foreign origin. ButCherubini refused to make
an exception in his favour, and he continued his

studi^ under ReScha and Paer. Shortly after-

wards he also aoade his first serious attempt at

composition, and an operetta in one act, odled

'Don Saaobe,' was produced at the Ac^Ml^mie

Royale, Oet. 17, 1825, and well received. Artistic

tours to Switzerland and England, accompanied

by brilliant success, occupy the period till the

yeaE. 1827, whan Liszt lost his father and waft

L
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thrown on hh own reBooroes to provide for bim*

celf and his mother. During his stay in Paris,

where he settled for some years, he became ac*

qoainted with the leaders of French literature,

Victor Hugo, Lamartine and Georee Sand, the

influence of whose works may be discovered in

his compositions. For a time also he became
an adherent of Saint-Simon, but soon reverted

to the Catholic religion, to which, as an artist

luid as a man, he has since adhered devoutly.

In 1834 he beoune acquainted with the C^ountess

I>*Agoult, better known by her literary name
of Daniel Stem, who for a long time remained

attached to him and by whom he had three chil-

dren. Two of these, a son and a daughter, the

wife of M. Ollivier the French statesman, are

dead, ^e third, Cosima, is the wife of Richard
Wagner. The public concerts which Liszt gave
during the latter part of his stay in Paris placed

his claim to the first rank amongst pianists on

a firm basis, and at last he was induced, much
against his will, to adopt the career of a virtuoso

proper. The interval from 1839 ^ ^^47 t^«^^

spent in travelling almost incessantly from one
country to another, being everywhere received

with an enthusiasm unequalled in the annals of

Art. In England he played at the Philharmonic
Concerts of May 21, 1827 (Concerto, Hununel),
May II, 1840 (Conoertsttlck, Weber), and June
8, 1840 (Kreutzer-Bonata). Here alone his recep-

tion seems to have been less warm than was ex-

pected, and Liszt, with his usual generosity, at

once undertook to bear the loss that might have
fallen on his agent. Of this generosity numerous
instances might be cited. The charitable pur-

poses to which Liszt's genius has been made
subservient are legion, and in this respect as

well as in that of technical perfection he is

unrivalled amongst virtuosi. The disaster

caused at Pesth by the inundation of the
Danube (1837) was considerably alleviated by
the princely sum—the result of several concerts

—contributed by this artist; and when two
years later a considerable sum had been col-

lected for a statue to be erected to him at Pesth,

he insisted upon the money being given to a
struggling young sculptor, whom he moreover
assisted from his private means. The poor of
Balding also had cause to remember the visit

paid by Liiizt to his native village about the
same time. It is well known that Beethoven's
monument at Bonn owed its existence, or at

least its speedy completion, to Liszt's liberality.

When the subscriptions for the purpose began
to fail, liszt offer^ to pay the bidance required
from his own pocket, provided only that the
choice of the sculptor should be left to him.
From the beginning of the forties dates Liszt's

more intimate connection with Weimar, where
in 1849 he settled for the space of 12 years.

This stay was to be fruitful in more than one
sense. When he closed his career as a virtuoso,

and accepted a permanent engagement as con-

ductor of the Court Theatre at Weimar, he did
00 with the distinct purpose of becoming the
mdvocate of the rising musical generation, by
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the performance of such works as were written
regardless of immediate success, and therefore

hi^ little chance of seeing the b'ght of the stage.

At short intervals eleven operas of living com-
posers were either performed for the first time
or revived on the Weimar stage. Amongst
these may be counted such works as Lohengrin,
T€tnnhdu8er, and The PlyingDrUchman of Wag*
ner, Benvenuto Cellini by Berlioz, Schumann's
Genaveva, and music to Byron's 'Manfred.'
Schubert's Alfonso and EstreUa was also res-

cued frx>m oblivion by Liszt's exertions. For
a time it seemed as if this small provincial

city were once more to be the artistic centre
of Grermany, as it had been in the days of

Goethe, Schiller and Herder. From all sides

musicians and amateurs flocked to Weimar, to

witness the astonishing feats to which a small
but excellent community of singers and instru-

mentalists were inspired hj the genius of their

leader. In this way was Knmed the nucleos of

a group of young and enthusiastic musicians,

who, whatever may be thought of their aims and
achievements, were and are at any rate inspired

by perfect devotion to music and its poetical

amis. It was, indeed, at these Weimar gathez^

ings that the musicians who now £arm the so-

caiUed School of the Future, till then unknovm
to each other and divided locally and mentally,

came first to a clear understanding of their

powers and aspirations. How much the personal

&scination of Liszt contributed to this desired

efibct need not be said. Amongst the numerous
pupils on the pianoforte, to whom he at the same
period opened the invaluable treasure of his

technical experience, may be mentioned Hans
von Btilow, the worthy disciple of such a master.

But, in a stiU lugher sense, the soil of

Weimar, with its great traditions, was to prove

a field of richest harvest. When, as early as

1842, Liszt undertook the direction of a certain

number of concerts every year at Weimar, his

friend Duveiger wrote 'Cette place, qui oblige

Idszt k sojourner trois mois de Tann^e k Weimar,
doit marquer peut-6tre pour lui la transition de
sa carri^re de virtuose k oelle de compositeur.'

This presage has been verified by a number of

compositions which, whatever may be the final

verdict on their merits, have at any rate done
much to elucidate some of the most inqxirtant

questions in Art. From these works of his

mature years his early compositions, mostly for

the pianoforte, ought to be distinguished. In
the latter Idszt the virtuoso predominates over

Liszt the composer. Not, for instance, that his

'transcriptions' of operatic music are without

superior merits. Every one of them shows the

refined musician, and for the development of

pianoforte technique, espedaUy in rendering or-

chestral effects, they are of the greatest import-

ance. They also tend to prove IJszt's catholicity

of taste ; for all schools are equally represented in

the list, and a selection from Wagner's ' Lohen-
grin * is found side by side with the Dead March
from Donizetti's ' D<m Sebastian. * To point out

even the most important Among these selectiona
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ftnd airangements would far exceed the limits of
this notice. More important are the original

pieces for the pianoforte also belonging to this

esrlier epoch and collected under such napies as
* Gonsoktions * and 'Ann^ de p^erinage,' but
even in these, charming and interesting in many
req)eots as they are, it would be difficult to

disooTer the germs of Liszt's later productiveness.

The stage of preparation and imitation through
which all young composers hare to go, Linst

passed at the piano and not at the desk. This
is well pointed out in Wagner's pamphlet on the
Symphonic Poems :

—

'He who has had frequent opportxmities/

writes Wagner, * particularly in a friendly circle,

ofhearing Liszt play—for instance, Beethoven

—

mast have imderstood that this was not mere/
reproduction, but real production. The actual

point of division between these two things is not

80 easily determined as most people believe, but
80 much I have ascertained beyond a doubt>

that, in order to reproduce Beethoven, one must
be able to produce with him. It would be im-
posnble to make this understood by those who
have, in all their life, heard nothing but- the
ordinary pefformanoes and renderings by vir-

tood of Beethoven*s works. Into the growth
snd essence of such renderings I have, in the

oouTse of time, gained so sad an insight, that I
prefer not to offend anybody by expressing

myself more clearly. I ask, on the other band,
sU who have heud, for instance, Beethoven's
op. io6 or op. Ill (the two great sonatas in

Bb and C) played by Liszt in a friendly circle,

what they previously knew of those creations,

and what they learned of them on those occa-

sions? If this was reproduction, then surely it

waB worth a great deal more than all the sonatas

rqxroducing Beethoven which are " produced '* by
oar pianoforte composers in imitation of those

impcafectly comprehended works. It was simply I

the peculiar mode of Liszt's development to do
it the piano what others achieve with pen and
ink; and who can deny that even the greatest

and most original master, in his first period, does
nothing but reproduce? It ought to be added
that during thiB reproductive epoch, the work
even of the greatest genius never has the value
sod importance of the master works which it

reproduces, its own value and importance being
atUined only by the manifestation of distinct

originality. It follows that Liszt's activity during
his first and reproductive period surpasses eivery-

thii^ done by others under parallel circumstances.
For he placed the value and importance of the
works of his predecessors in the fullest light, and
thas raised himself almost to the same height
witii the composers he reproduced.*

These remariLs at the same time will to a
Urge extent account for the unicjue place which
LuBt holds amongst modem representatives of
his instrument, and it will be unnecessary to say
anything of the phenomenal technque which
enabled him to concentrate his whole mond on
the intentions of the composer.

Tht works of Liszt's mature period Biay be
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most conveniently dassed under four lieadings.

First : works for the pianoforte with and without
orchestral accompaniments. The two Concertos
in £b and A, and the fifteen Hungarian Rhapeo*
dies are the most important works of this group,
the latter especially illustrating the strongly
pronounced national element in Liszt. The repre-
sentative works of the second or orchestral section
of Liszt's works are the Faust Symphony in
three tableaux, the Dante Symphony, and the
twelve * Symphonic Poems.' Of the latter a full

list is given on p. 149 6, It is in these Symphonic
Poems that Liszt's mastery over the orchestra aa
well as his claims to originaMty are chiefly shown*
It is true that the idea of ' Programme-Music,*
such as we find it illustrated here, had been anti-

cipated by BerUoz. Another important feature,

the so-called * leading-motive' (i. e. a theme repre-
sentative of a character or idea, and therefore

recurring- whenever that character or that idea
comes into prominent action),. Liszt has adopted
from Wagner. [Leit-motif.] At the same time
these ideas appear in his music in a consider-
ably modified form. Speaking, for instance, of
Programme-Music, it is at once apparent that
the significance of that term is understood in a
very different sense by Berlioz and by Liszt.

Berlioz, like a true Frenchman, is thinking of a
distinct story or dramatic situation,, of which he
takes care to inform the reader by means of a
commentary ; Liszt, on thecdntcasy, emphasizes
chiefly the pictorial and symbolic bearings of
his theme, and in the first-nsst^ed respect espe-

cially is perhaps unsurpassed bv modern sym-
phonists. Even where an event has become the
motive of his symphonic poem, it is always from
a single feature of a more or less musically realis-

able nature that he takes his suggestion, and
from this he proceeds to the deeper significance

of his subject, without much regiud for the inci-

dents of the story. It is for this reason that, for

example, in his Mazeppa he has chosen Victor
Hugos somewhat pompous production as the
groundwork of his music, in preference to Byron's
more celebrated and more beautiful poem. Byron
simply tells the story of Mazeppa's danger and
rescue. In, Victor Hugo the Polish youth,

tied to

*A Tartar of the Ukraine breed
Who looked aa thouflii the speed of thonc^t
Wft» in hia limba,'

has become the representative of man 'lU viwml
sur ta er(mpefataU, Ginie, ardent coursierJ' This
symbolic meaning, far-fetched though it may ap-
pearinthe poem, isofincalculable advantage tothe
musician. It gives sesthetio dignity to iSke wild,

rattling triplets which imitate the horse's gallop,

and imparts a higher significance to the triumphal
march which closes the piece. For as Mazeppa
became Hetman of the Cossacks, even so is

man gifted with genius destined for ultimate

triumph

:

' Ghaqae pas que tu fail semhle creoser ta tombe,
Enfln le temps arrive . . . il ooort, il tombe,
£t ae relive roi*

A more elevated subject than the struggle and
L2
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final viotory of genius an aiiirt cannot well desire,

and no fault can be found with Liszt, provided

always that the introduction of pictorial and
poetic elements into music is thought to be pei>

missible. Neither can the melodic means em-
ployed by him In rendering this subject be

objected ta In the opening allegro agitato

descriptive of Mazeppa*s ride, strong accents and

rapid rhythms naturally prevail ; but, together

with this merely external matter, there occurs an

impressive theme (first announced by the basses

and trombones), evidently representative of the

hero himself, and for that reason repeated again

and again throughout the piece. The second

section, amdantSt which brings welcome rest after

the breathless hurry of the aUegro, is in its turn

l»lieved by a brilliant march, with an original

Cossack tune by way of trio, Uie abstract idea of

triumphant genius being thus ingeniously iden-

tified with Mazeppa*s aucoess among *lea tribua

de r Ukraine.^ From these remarks Liszt's method,

applied with slight modification in all his sym-

pnonic poems, is sufficiently dear ; but the difficult

problem remains to be solved. How can these

philosophic and pictorial ideas become the nucleus

4>f a new musical form to supply the place of the

old symphonic movement? Wagner asks the

question * whether it is not more noble and more
liberating for music to adopt its form from the

4K>nception of the Orpheus or Prometheus motive

than from the dance or march V but he forgets

that dance and march have a distinct and tangible

relation to musical form, which neither Prome-
theus and Orpheus, nor indeed any other character

or abstract idea, possess. The solution of this

problem must be left to a future time, when it

will also be possible to determine the permanent
position of liszVs symphonic works in the histofy

of Art.

The legend of St. Elizabeth, a kind of oratorio,

full of great beauty, but sadly weighed down by
a tedious libretto, leads the way to the third

section—the Sacred compositions. Here the Gran
Mas8f the MUaa ChortUU, the Mass for small

voices, and the oratorio Chridus are the chief

works. The 13th Psalm, for tenor, chorus, and
orchestra,* may also be mentioned. The accent-

uation of the subjective or personal element,

combined as far as possible vrith a deep reverence

for the old forms of church music, is the key-

nok) of Liszt s sacred eompositions.

yWe finally come to a fourth division not
^therto sufficiently appreciated by Liszt's critics

jf^hiB Songs. It is here perhaps that his in-

tensity of feeUi^, embodied in melody pure and
aimple, finds its most perfect expression. Such
Bettings as those of Heine's * Du hist wie eine

Blume,* or Redwitz's ' £s muss ein wundarbares
fiein' are conceiired in the true spirit of the

Yolkslied. At other tim^s a greater liberty in

ithe rhythmical phrasing of the music is warranted
by the metre of the poem itself, a^ for instance,

in Goethe's wonderful night song, 'Ueber alien

\ Gipfeln ist RuhV the heavenly calm of which
liszt has rendered by his wonderful harmonies

* rcrforiDMl at Mr. BmIm's •oniial ooooBrt InWX
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in a nianner which alone would secure him s
place amongst the great masters ofGrerman song.

Particularly, the modulation from 6 major back
into the original £ major at the dose of the
piece is of surprising beauty. Less happy is the
dramatic way in wUch such ballads as Heine's

'Lordey' and Groethe's 'Konig in Thule' are

treated. Here the mdody is sacrificed to the
declamatory dement, and that declamation, espe^

dally in uie last-named song, is not always
faultless. Victor Hugo's ' Comment disaient-ila

*

is one of the most graceful songs amongst Liszt*B

works, and in musical literature generally.

The remaining facts of Liszt s life mav be
summed up in a few words. In 1859 he len his

official position at the Opera in Weimar owing
to the captious opposition piade to the production

of Comehus's ' Barber of Bagdad,' at the Weimar
theatre. Since that time he has been living at
intervals at Rome, Pesth, and Wdmar, always
surrounded by a circle of pupils and admirers,

and always working for music and musicians in

the unselfish and truly catholic spirit char^kcter-

istic of his whole life. How much Liszt can be
to a i^an and an artist is shown by what per-

haps is the most important episode even in his

interesting career—^his friendship with Wagner.
The latter's eloquent words will give a bett^
idea of Liszt's personal character than any less

intimate firiend could attempt to do.

'I met Liszt,' writes Wagner, 'for the first

time during my earliest stay in Paris, at a
period when I had renounced the hope, nay,

even the wish, of a Paris reputation, and, in-

deed, was in. a state of internal revdt against

the artistic life which I found there. At our
meeting he struck me as the most perfect contrast

to my own being and situation. In this world,

into which it had been my desire to fly from my
narrow circumstances, Liszt had grown up, from
his earliest age, so as to be the object of general

love and acUniration, at a time when I was
repulsed bv general coldness and want of sym-
pathy. ... in consequence I looked upon him with
suspidon. I had no opportunity of disclodng

my being and working to him, and, therefore, the
reception I met with on his part was altogether

of a superfidal kind, as was indeed natural

in a man to whom every day the most divergent

impressions claimed access. But I was not in

a mood to look with imprejudioed eyes for the
natural cause of his behaviour, which, though
friendly and obliging in itsd^ could not but
wound me in the then state of my mind. I never
repeated my first call on Liszt, and without
knowing or even wishing to know him, I was
prone to look upon him as strange and adverse

to my nature. My repeated expresdon of this

feeling was afterwards told to lum, just at the

time when my 'Kienzi' at Dresden attracted

general attention. He was surprised to find

himself misunderstood with such violence by
a man whom he had scarcely known, and whose
acquaintance now seemed not without value to

him. I am still moved when I remember the

repeated and eager attempts he made to cha^ige
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Biy opinion of him, even before he knew any
of my works. He acted not from any artistic
sympadiy, but led by the purely human wish of
discontinuing a casual disharmony between him-
self and another being

; perhaps he also felt an
infinitely tender misgiving of having really hurt
me unconsciously. He who knows the selfish-

ness and terrible insensibility of our social life,

and especially of the reiations of modem
artists to each other, cannot but be struck
with wonder, nay, delight, by the treatment I
expmenoed from this exiaraordinary man. . . . At
Weimar I saw him for the last time, when I was
resting for a few days in Thuringia, uncertain
wheth^ the threatening prosecution would com-
pel me to continue my flight from Germany.
The very day when my personal danger became
a certainty, I saw Liszt conducting a rehearsal
of my • Tannhauser,* and was astonished at
recognising my second self in his achievement.
What I had felt in inventing this music he felt

in performing it : what I wanted to express in
writing it down, he expressed in making it sound.
Strange to aay, through the love of this rarest
friend, I gained, at the moment of becoming
homeless, a real home for my art, which I had
hitherto longed for and sought for always in the
wrong place. . . .At the end of my last stay at
Paris, when ill, miserable, and despairing, I sat
hrooding over my fate, my eye fell on the score of
my " Lohengrin," which I had totally forgotten.
Suddenly 1 felt something like compassion that
this music should never sound from off the death-
pale paper. Two words I wrote to Liszt : his
answer was, the news that preparations for the
performance were being made on the largest scale
that the limited means of Weimar wouM permit,
Eveivthing that men and circumstances oould do^
was done, in order to make the work understood.
. . . Errors and misconceptions impeded the de-
iired success. What was to be done to supply
what was wanted, so as to further ihe true un-
derstanding on all sides, and with it the ultimate
wccess of the work ? Liszt saw it at once, and
did it. He gave to the public his own im-
pression of the work in a manner the convincing
eloquence and overpowering efficacy of which
»anain unequalled. Success was his reward, and
with this success he now approaches me, saying

:

** Behold we have come so far, now create us a
new work, that we may go still further.*'

'

In addition to the commentaries on Wagner's
works just referred to, Liszt has also written
numerous detached articles and pamphlets, those
on Robert Franz, Chopin, and the music of the
Gipwes, being the most important. It ought to
be added that the appreciation of Liszt's music
in this country is ahnost entirely due to the un-
ceasbg efforts of his pupil, Mr. Walter Bache.
at whose annual concerts many of his most
important works have been produced. Others,
8udi as •Mazeppa* and the 'Battle of the
Huns,' were first heard in England at the Crystal
Palace.

The following is a catalogue of Liszt's works,
aa complete as it has been possible to make it.
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It 18 compiled from the recent edition of the
thematic catalogue (Breitkopf & Hartel. No.
I4>373)> published lists, and other available
sources.

L OBCBXfTBAL WOBKS.
L Obioixal. iia 'Guideuniu Igltar

1. Symphonie eu DAnte's Wvlna
Commedlft. orch. and
chonu: decLto Wacner. 1. In-
ferno; 2.Pur«atorio: & Maffni-
flcat Score and parta. B.A H. >

Arr. forSPjr,.
a. EIne FMut-Symphonle tn diwl
Ctiarakterblldem(nach Ooetha).
orch. and male chonu : ded. to
Berlloi. L Faust ; 8, Qrttebtn
(also for P.F. 8 hsndt); S.

phlstopheles. Score nd parU;
»l»ofor2P.F8. Schuberth.

i Zwd Sptooden aus Lenaa*_
Faust. 1. Dtor nAchtHche Zog.
8. Der Tm in der Dorfscbenke
(Hephlflto-Walzo*). Score and
parU; also for P.F. 8 and 4
bands. Scbubertb.

4. Sympbonische Dlchtangeo. 1.

Ce qa'on enteod sur la mc
t^pie; 2. Taaao. Lameoto
Trlonfo; S. Let Preludes; _
Orpheos (also for organ) ; 5. Pro-
Bwthens ; 6. Maieppa ; 7. Fest-
Utoge: 8. Htfrolde fun«bt«; «.

Hansaria : la Hamlet ; 11. Bun-
neusehlacht: 18. Me Idealew
Score and parte, also for 2 P. Fs.
and P.F. 4 hands. B 4 H.

B. Fesi-Vonplel. for Schiller and
Goethe Festlral. Weliaar 18m.
Score. Hallbeiver.

« Fest-Harsch.fbrGoetfae'ablrth-
dajr. Score and parts, also for
P. F. 8 and 4 hands. Schuberth.

7. HaMlgungs-Hsrsch. for acces-
sion of Duke Carl of teze-
Wehnar 1«SS. Score; and for
P.F. 8 hands. B.AH.

8U ' Vom-Fels zum Meer'r Patrio-
tic march. Score and parts;
also for P.F. 8 hands. Schle-
stnger.

<». RQnxtler Fest-Zug ; for Schiller
Festival MfiQ. Score; and for
P^F. 2 and 4 hands; Kahnt.

. Humo-
reske for orch. soH, and chorus.
Score and parta ; also fbr P.F. 8
and 4 hands. Schuberth.

8. Arbanobmixtb.
U. Schuberto' Marches. L op. 40
No. 3 ; 2. Trauer-; S. Belter^; 4.

Ungarischer^Marsch. Score aad
parts. Ffirstner.

B. Schubert's Songs for voice and
smaUoreh. LDieJungeNonne

;

a. Oret6hen am Sphinrade; SW
Lied der Mignon ; 4. BrlkOnti^
Score and parts. Forberg.

la 'Die AUmacht.' by Schubert,
for tenor, men's chorus, and
orchestra. Score and parte ; and
Tocal score. Schuberth.

14. H. T. BQlow's Haturka-Fan-
tasie (op. 13). Score and parts.
Leuckart.

15. Festmarch on themes by B. H.
xu 8. Score : also for PJT. 8 and
4 hands. Schuberth.

16. Ungarlsche Bhapsodien. arr.
by Lisst and F. Doppler ; 1. in
F : 2. in D ; S. in D ; 4. in D
minor and O major ; 5. In E

;

8* Pester CameTaL— Score and
parts; and for P.F. 4 hands.
Schuberth.

17. Vngarischer Marsch. for Coro-
nation at Buda-Pesth. im.
Score; also for P.F. 8 and 4
hands. Schuberth.

18. B&koezy-Marsch ; symphonisch
bearbeitet. Score and parte;
aim for P. F. 2, 4, and 8 hands.
Schuberth.

19. Ungarischer Sturm - Warsch.
New arr. 1976. Score and parte

;

also for P.F. 3 and 4 hands.
Schlesinger.

K ' Szdzat ' und ' Hymnus ' by
B^ni and BrkeL Score and
parte; also for P.F. B<izsa-

YOlgyl. Pesth.

IL FOB FIANOFOBTK AND 0BCHE8TBA.
I. OBieiMAL.

O. (TonoertoKb.I.inSllat. 9tom
and parte ; also for S P, F»
Schleiiinger.

& Concerto Na 2, in A. Seore
and parte; also inr S P. Fs.
Schott.

S. ' Todten-Tanr.' Faraphrasemv
'Dies Ir».' Score; also for I
and2P.Fs. SiegeL

% ABBAKOBMBVTS, P.F. PBIM-
OIPALB.

94. Fantasia on tbemea from Bee-

thoven's 'Bulns of Athens.'
Score ; also for P. F. 2 and 4
hands, and 8 P. Fs. SiegeL

SS.Fantasie dber ungarlsche Volks-
melodien. Score and parts.

SB. Sehttbert's Fantasia In C (op.

16), symphonisch bearbeitet.
Score and parte ; also for 2 P.Fil
Sehrdber.

17. Weber's Polonaise (op. 72).

Score and parts. Schlesinger.

m. FOB PIANOFOBTB SOLa
1. Obioinal.

28. Etudes d'^xteutlon transoen-
dante. 1. Preludio; 2. S. Pajr-

sage; 4. Maieppa; R. Feus Fol-
lete; 6. Vision; 7. Eroica; 8,

Wilde Jagd; 9. Bicordanza;
10, 11. Harmonies du solr; IS.

Chasse-ndge. B. A H.
29. Trots Grandes Etudes de Con-

cert. 1. (}apriccio ; 2. Capricdo.
S. Allegro sJBIstuoso. Klstner.

30. Ab-lrato. Etude de perfeo-

fertlon. Schlesinger.

31. Zwei O)noertetuden, for Le-
bert and Stark's Klavierschule.

1. Waldesranschen ; 2. Onomen-
relgen. Trautwdn.

38. Ave Mada for ditto. Traut-

33. Harmonies po^iques et r^U-
gieuses. 1. Invocraoo ; 2. Ave

Maria ; 3. B^MIetion de Dien
dans la solitude ; 4. Vennit des
Morte ; 6. Pater Noster ; 6. '

Hymne de I'enfant k son r^vell

;

7. Fon^raiUes; 8. Mliierere

d'aprta Palestrina; 9. Andante
lagrimoso; la Cantlque d'A-
mour. Kahnt.

34. Anndes de Pdlerinage. Pre-
miereAnn^, Snisw. 1. Chapelle
de OuUlanme Tell : 2. Au lac de
Wallenstadt; 8. Pastorale: 4.

Au bord d'une source ; fi. Orage

;

6. Vallte d'Obermann; 7. Bg-
logtie: 8. Le Mai du Pays; 9.

Lea Cloches de Geneve (Noc-
turne). Sdconde Ann^, Italfe.

1. n SpoMsHiio ; 2. II PenxeroM

;

3. Cantonetta di Salvator }?o«a ;

4^ Tre Bonetti del Petrarca;
7. Aprte una leotore de Dante*

1 B. A H.= Brdtkopf A HftrteL
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T«netUflVsp6H. 1. 6ondollen:|7S. Xl^ed'ttpcteSorrUuM. Tiroa*

iCw«one;S.Tar»nt©lle.Bch.itt. pfloaa.

85w Apparitloiu. S Nofc fichto- 74. RoMlKher 0«]opp nm Bulha-

•Ingw.PariJ. Hum. SehtailnBer.

3«. Two BAlUdQS. Kistoflr. 76. Ztgeoner-PoUu de Coonm.
37. Or«nd Ooncert-8olo : aUo forJ' 8chl«lng«r.

P. Fs. (Concerto pftth^auo). 78. La Bomitnatca^ B^etinger.

as. CJoDMhttloni. 6 No*. B. A H.
59. Bercauat. Hdiue.
4a Wdnen. KU«en, Sorgon. Z»-

gen : Prtludlnm nach J. B. BkIl
Sohlosinger.

41. ^riatlons on theme from
BaSh't B minor Mam; also for

Onnm. Schleslnger.

M. FanUile tind Face.
B.A.O.H. Slegel. AboforOt^
gtn. Bchuberth.

43: Bcheno and Mftncfa. LItolfL

44. Son«U In B minor. Dedicated

to Schumann. B.AH.
45. 2 Polonaises. Benfll

46. Mazorlu brUlante. Bmft
47. BhapMdie Sepegnole. FoDi

d'Ispagne, and Jota Aragoneea.
Siogel.

48. TroU Oaprice-YalMa. 1. Valae

de braroura ; S. T. miHancolique
3. V. de Concert. Ichleninger.

49. Feulllee d'Album. Bchott.

eo. Deux Feuilles d'Album. Bcha«
berth,

fil. Grand Galop chromatique.
Also for 4 hands. Hc^meister.

S2. Valae Impromptu. Bchuberth.

US. 'Mo«>D7l's Orab-Oeleit.' Ta-
borazkjr A Parsch. Pesth.

54. Kl^e. Also for P. F.. Cello,

Harp, and Harmonium. Kahnt.
6&. andKl«?gle. Also for P. F.

"

and Cello. Kahnt.
M. L^gendea. 1. St. FranfoU

d'Assise ; 2. St. Francois de Paul.

B<VzsavOl^.
97. L'Hjmne du Pape ; also for 4
hands. Bote 4 Bock.

68. ViaCruds.
M. Impromptu—Thames de Bot-

sini et Spontinl, hi B. ' Op. S.'

Schlrmer.
60. Oaprlccio k la Turea sur dee

motifs de Beethoven's Buines
d'Athdnes. MechettL

«L Liebestraume— 8 Nottumoa.
Klstner.

02. L'Idte fixe—Andante amoroeo
d'apres une M^lodle de Berlioz.

HechettL
63. Impromptu. In F sharp. B.AH.
64. Variation on a Waltz bj Dia-

77. Leier «nd Schwert (Weber).

Schleslnger.

78. BhSgie. Uiemes by Prince Louis
of Prussia. Scblesinger.

TO. God Bare the Queen. Concert'

paraphrase. Bchuberth.
80. Hasslten-Lied. Hofmeister.

8L La Marseillaise. Behuberth.

S. PARAraKASKS. TBAK0CBIP-
TIOXB. ETC.. raOM OPEBA8.

8S. La Flane^ (Auber) : Masanl-

ello; La JuiTe; Sonnambula;
Horma j Pmftant <8) ; Benrenuto
OelUni ; Bom Sebastian ; Luda
di Lammeroioor (2); Lucrezia

Borgia (2); Faust (Gounod);
Beine 4e Baba; Borneo et Ju-

liette; Bobert le Dtable; Let

HuguenoU; Le PropMte (B);

L'Africaine (2)j Ssep Jlonka
(Mosonjl) : Don GtoTanai ; KOnIg
Allied (BafT) (2) ; L Lenbardi

;

Trovatore; EmanI : Mgoletto:
Don Carlos ; Biead ; Der flie-

gende HolUnder (2) ; TannMu-
so- (S); Lohengrin (4): Tristan

und Isolde; Mdstenia«tr: Blng
An Nlebelungeo.

8a. Fantaisie de Braroura snr la

Clochette de

84. Trots Moroeauz de Salon. 1.

Fantaisie romantlque sur deux
melodies suisses; 2. Bondeaa
fantastique sur un tb^me Bspaff-

nol ; 3. Dtvertiuement sur una
caratine de Padni. also for 4
hands. Schleslnger.

86. Paraphrase de la Marehe de
Doniietti (Abdul MedJid Khan);
also Easier ed. Schleslnger.

86. 'Jagdchor und Btejrer,' from
'Tony' (Duke Ernest of Baie<

Cobuit-Gotha). Klstner.

87. Tscherkessen - Marsch from
Glinka's ' Busslan und Lud-
milla.' Also for 4 hands. Bchu-
berth.

88. 'Horhzelt-Marsch and Elfen-

relgen ' from MendelMohn's Mid-
summer Night's Dream. B.4H.

89. Fest-Marsch for Schiller cen-
tenary (Meyerbeer). Schleslnger.

h«iiL Va 9s In VAt*rlitrui(«rfMr •^ Fantaisles (2) sur des mutlis
bellt No. 24 lu Vaterianmscner

^^s Solt^ muslcalca de Bossinl.

Bchott.
KOnstlenrerein. DiabelU (1823). I

65. ''rh^TU,TiotoTU*-V»te*JMhr-^^^-^\^^°^''l^^^^\^
.>on> . P. rt. T TTi <u niM«M hw Bauz de Vaches : 2. un Bolr dans
gang ; ParU I-X1I-S4 pleoe»_ by

, !,«„„„«,« . • B*n. Am <iKf».-gang
modem composers. Out of print.

2. Abbanobmbnts.
68. Orandes Etudes de Paganini,

A Nos. (No. 3, La Campandla).
B.4H.

67. Sedis (oi^n) PrIIndien und
Fugen Ton J. 8. Bach, 2 parts.

Peters.

ei^ Bach's Orgelfantasle und Fuge
in O minor : for Lebert 4 Stark's

KlaTlerschule. Trautwdn.
69. Dirertissement k la hongroise

d'aprta F. Schubert, 3 parts;

also Easier ed. Bchrdber.
70. Mlrsche Ton F. ScbuberL 1.

Trauer- Marsch: 2, 3. Beiter-

Marsch. Schreiber. I

71. Soirees de Viennew Vali

la Montagne ; S. Bans de ChdT-
rea. Kahnt.

4. BBAPS0DIB8. ETC.

92. Rhapsodies Hongroises. 1 In

B ; 2 in F sharp (also for 4 hands,
and easier ed.) ; 3tn B flat ; 4 in

E flat; 6 in B minor; 6 hi D
flat ; 7 in D minor ; 8 Caprlodo

;

9 In E flat : 10 Preludio ; 11 in A
minor ; 12 in C sharp minor (also

for P.F. and Tiotin by Liszt and
Joachim) ; IS In A minor ; 14 in

F minor; 15 Bikoczy March.
Senffand Schleslnger.

93. Marehe de B&kocsy. Edition
populaire. Klstner.

M. Do. Symphonisch. Bchuberth.
96. Heroischer- Marsch in unga-

1. Scherzo; 8. Brinnerung; 3.

Mazurka: 4. Tanz; 5. Kinder-
lied; 6. Oapricdo: 7. Bolero;
8. El^gie; 9. Marsch; 10. Too-
caU; 11. GondeUled; 12. Im
Rturm.; 13. Romanse; 14. Alle-

gro; 15. Menuett; 16. Etude
17. Intomezzo; 18. Serenade;
19. Ungarlsch(2) ; 20. Tarentelle:
81 . Impromptu ; 22. In nuslcher
Wdw; 23. Lied; 21. Capricdo.
Klstner.

87. Etnleitnng und Ungarischer
Marsch Ton Graf B. 8t6chinjl.
Bdzsav61gyi.

fi. PABTITIOira Dl PUHO.
98. BeethoTon's Septet. Bchuberth.
ee. mne symphonies. B. A H.
100. Hummel's Septet. Schubert.
101. Berlioz's ' Sympbonie Fantas-

tique.' Leuokart. Marehe des
Pdlerins, from ' Harold In Italy.'

Rleter-Biedermann. ' Danse des
fi^lldies.' from 'La Damoation

de Faost.* IWd. OrertaTes to

'LesFrancs-Juges.' Bchott. 'Le
BolLear.'

lOB. Bosshirs Orertore to Gnn-
laume Tdl.

108. Weber's JubelouTertara and
Orerturea to Der FretschOtzand
Oberon. Schleslnger.

104. Wagner's Orerture to Tann-

«. TBAK80Bn>T10iro or YOOAL
FlBOBS.

106. Boislnrs 'CiUtts Animam
and ' La Charit^.' Bchott.

106. BeethoTen's Lieder. 6 ; Geist-

liehe Lieder. 6; Adelaide; Lla-

derkrels. B.4H.
107. Von BtUow's 'Tanto gantfle.*

Schlednger.
108. Chopbi's ' Six (Chants Folo-

nals.' op. 74. Bchlednger.
109. Lieder. Dassauer. 3; Franz.

IS; Lassen. 2; Mendelssohn, 9;
Schubert. 87 ; Sdiumann. B. and
Clara. 14 1 Weber. Bchlummer-
lied. and ' Einsam bin ich.'

110. Mayarbeer'i ' Le Molna.'

Schlealnger.

m. WMborsky'i 'Autrefois.'

Fftntner.
118. Allduja et ATe Maria d'Arc*-
delt : No. 2 also fbr organ.
Peters.

lis. A la (Thapelle Slxtine. Mise-
rere d'Allegri et Ato Verum d«
Mozart ; also for 4 bands and for
organ. Peters.

114. Zwd Transcriptlonem. 'Con*
fntatis et Lacrymoaa' aus Mo-
zart's Bequlem. Siegel.

116. Soirees Italieones. sar des
motifr de Mereadante 6 Nos.
Bchott.

116. Nuits i'M h, Pansnippe. snr
des motifa de I'Album de Doni-
zetti. 3 Nos. Bchott.

117. Canzone Napolitana. Meser.
118. Faribolo Pastour. and Chan-
son du B<^am. Bchott.

119. Olanes de Woroninoe. 3 Nos.
Klstner.

12a Deux Melodies Busses. Ara«
besques. Cranz.

121. UogarischeVolks1leder,5Noi.
Taborszky A Parsch.

122. Bolr^ muslcales de Bosslni.

12 Nos.; also for 4 hands and
fbr 2 P. Fa. Bchott.

lY. 6. ARRANGEMENTS FOR 2 FLANOFORTES.

12S. Variations de Concert on 121. BeethoTen's Ninth Symidionx.
March in I Puritani (Uexam^, Bchott.

ron). Bchuberth. I

"V. PIANOFORTE AND VIOLIN.

18B. Epitbalam.; also for P.F., 8 12S. Grand duo concertant Bar
hands. TAborszky A Parsch. I 'Le Marin.' Bchott.

VI. FOR ORGAN
127. Andante rellgioso. Schuberth.
128. Elnldtung, Fuge und Map-

ntflcat. from Symphony 'Zu
Dante's Divina Commedia.

'

Bchuberth.
129. Ora pro nobis. LItanei. KOmer.
130. Fantasle und Fuge on the
chorale in * Le Prophcte.' B. A H.

131. Orlando di Lasso's Beglna
ccali. Bchuberth.

OR HABMONIUM.
132. Bach's Elnldtung and Fage.
from motet 'Ich hatte tIcI

Bekammemiss.' Bchuberth.
133. Chopin's Fraeludien. op- 28,

Nos. 4 and 9. Bchuberth.
134. KIrchllche Fest - OuTertnre
on ' Bin' feste Burg.' Hobnela-
ter.

I9i. 'Der Onade Hell ' (Tannhaa-
ser). Meaar.

1. MABBXfl. PBAtMfl. AXD OTBXB
Bacbbd Mcsio.

136. Mlssasoleanb(Uraner). Fest-

mease in D. Score and parts

;

also Tooal score, and fbr P. F. 4

hands. Schuberth.
137. Uogarische KrOnungs-Messe

In E flat*. Score and partk. and
Tocal score ; Offertorlom and
Benedictus. for P.F. 2 and 4

hands, P.F. and violin, organ,

organ and dolin. Schuberth.

138. Mass in C minor, with organ.

B.AH.
139. Missa Choralls hi A minor,

with organ. Kahnt.
140. Bequlem, men's Toloes and
organ. Kahnt.

141. Neun Klrchen-Chor-Gesllnge,

with organ. 1. Pater Noster ; 2.

Ave Maria (also for P. F.) : 3. O
Balutarls; 4. Taotum ergo; 5.

Are Verum ; 6. Mlhl autem ; 7.

ATe Maris Stella, also for P.P.;

8. O Salutaris; 9. Libera me.
Kahnt.

142. Die Sdigkelten. 'Kahnt.

143. Pater noster, for mixed chorus
and organ. Kahnt.

144. Pater Noster et Atc Maria, h.

4 and organ. B. AH.
145. Psalms. lSth.l«h(E.V.mh).
23rd. and 137th. Kahnt.

IM. Christus 1st geboren : chorus

and organ. Arr.forP.F. Bote
A Bock.

147. An den helllgen Franziskus.

men's roices. organ, trumpets
and drums. T&borszky A Parsch.

148. Hymne de TEnfant fc son
r^Tdl, female chorus, organ and
hup. Tiborszky A Parsch.

8. Obatobios.

140. Christus. Score, Tocal score.

and parts. Bchuberth. 'Pasto-

rale.' No. 4. and 'Marsch der
helllgen drei KOnige,' No. 6. for
instniments only ; also for P. F.
2 and 4 hands. 'Tu es Petrus.*
No. 8. for organ and for P.F.
8 and 4 hands, as ' Hymne da
Pape.'

ISO. Die Legende Ton der helllgen
Elisabeth. Score. Tocal score,
and parts. Kahnt. ' Elnldtung ';

'Marsch der Kreuzritter' and
' Interludium,' for P. F. 2 and 4
hands ;

' Der Sturm.' fbr P. F. 4

3. Cantatas aitd othbb
Chobal Mnsio.

151. Zur Sficular-Feler BeethoTeni,
for chorus, soli, and orch. Score.
Tocal score, and parts. Kahnt.

152. Choruses (8) to Herder's * Ent-
fesMiltem Prometheus,' Scons
Tocal score, and parts. Kahnt.
Pastorale (Schnltterchor) lor
P.F. 2 and 4 hands.

163. Ffst-Album for Goethe cen-
tenary (\M»). Fest-Marsch; 1.

Licht! mehrLIcht; 2.Weimar'a
Todten : 3. Uel>er alien Glpfeln
ist Buh; 4. Chor der Engel.
Vocal score and parts. Schu-
berth.

164. Wartburg- Lieder. Elnldt-
ung and 6 Lieder. Vocal score.

Kahnt.
166. Die Glocken des Strassbniger.

Monsters. Baritone solo, chorus
and orch. Score. Tocal score,

and parts. Schuberth. 'Ezcel-
dor' (Prdude) for Organ, and
P. F. 2 and 4 hands.

166. Die helllgo Cftdlia. Mezzo-
soprano, chortu. and orch,. or
P. F.. harp, and harmonium.
Scorn, vocal score, and parts.
Kahnt.



•LITANY.

jini ingtance, derived. There are, mtrnth, grave

difficulties in the way of forming any decided

opinion upon the subject. Were the weakness

ot* an unpractised hand anywhere discernible in

the counterpaiut of the later composition, one
migjit well reject it as an 'arrangement*: but it

would be absurd to suppose that any Musician

capable of deducing the five-part Response, * Good
Lord, deliver us.' from that in four parts, would
have condescended to build his work upon an-

other man's foundation.

From the 4-part Litauy. From the 6-part Litany.

r rrr-f
Good Lord, de - U - ver u».

'

I . I I

rrrv'
Good Lord.de -H-Ter

^^S
The next Response, 'We beseech Thee to hear

xa, Good Lord,' presents a still more serious crax.
\

The Canto fernio of this differs so widely from
any known version of the Plain Chaunt melody
that we are compelled to regard the entire i

Kesponse as an original compo8ition. Now, so
^

far as the Cantus, and Bassut, are concerned, the
^

two Litanies correspond, at this point, exactly

:

but, setting all prejudices aside, and admitting
the third chord in the * Clifford MS.' to be a
manifest lapsiis calami, we have no choice but to

confesa, that, with respect to the mean voices, the

advantage lies entirely on the side of the five part

harmony. Surely, the writer of this could—and
would—have composed a Treble and Bass for

himself!

From the 'Clifford MS.*

i »
T

The difficoltieB we have pointed out with re-

gud to these two Responses apply, with scarcely

diminished force, to ail the rest : and, the more
closely we investigate the internal evidence
afforded by the double text» the more certainly
luJl we be driven to the only conclusion do-
dudble from it ; namely, that Tallia has left us
two Litanies, one for four voices, and the other
for five, both founded on the same Plain Chaunt,
and bodi harmonised on the same Basses, though
developed, in other respects, in accordance with
the promptings of two totally distinct ideas.
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The four-part Litany has never, we believe,

been published in a separate form. The best

edition of that in five parts is, undoubtedly.

Dr. Boyce's ; though Messrs. Oliphant, and John
Bishop, have done good service, in their respective

reprints, by adapting, to the music of the Preces,

those ' latter Suffrages,* which, having no place

in the First Prayer-Book of King Edward VI,
were not set by any of the old Composers. Some
later editions, in which an attempt has been
made at 'restoration,* have, it is to be feared,

only resulted in depraving the original text to a
degree previously unknown. [W. 8. R.]

LITOLFF, Henbt Charles, was bom in Lon-
don Feb. 6, 1818. His father, a French AlsaJtian

soldier taken prisoner by the English in the
Peninsular War, had settled in London as a
\iolinist after the declaration of peace, and had
married an Englishwoman. In the beginning of

the year 1831 Henry Litolff was brought by his

father to Moscheles, who on hearing the boy play
was so much struck by his unusu^ talent, that

he offered to take him gratis as a pupil; and
under his generous care Litolff studied for several

years. He made his first appearance (or one of

his first) at Covent Garden Theatre July 34,

1833, as 'a pupil of Moscheles, 12 years of age.*

In his 1 7th year a marriage of which the parents

disapproved obliged him to leave England and
settle for a time in France. For several years

after this event Litolff led a wandering life, and
during this period he visited Paris, Brussels,

Leipzig, Prague, Dresden, Berlin,and Amsterdam,
giving in these towns a series of very successful

concerts. In 1851 he went to Brunswick, and
undertook there the business of the late music-

publisher Meyer. In i860 he transferred this

business to his adopted son, Theodor Litolff, and
he, in 1861, started the well-known 'Collection

Litolff,* as a cheap and accurate edition of clas-

sical music, which was among the earliest of the -

many series of similar size and aim now existing^.

It opened with the sonatas of Beethoven, Mozart,

and Haydn (vols. 1-4). Henry Litolff himself

went to Paris, where he has since resided.

As a pianist Litolff*s rank is high ; fire, passion,

and brilliancy of execution were combined with
thought and taste in his playing. Had it been
also correct, it would have reached the highest

excellence. In his works, however, there is great

inequality ; beautiful and poetic ideas are often

maired by repetition and a want of order, and
knowing what the author s true capacity is, the
result is a feeling of disappointment. About 115
of his works, including several operas, have been
published. Among uie best of them may be
reckoned some of his pianoforte pieces, such as

the well-known ' Spinnlied,' a few of his overtures

and his i^mphony-concertos, especially nos. 3,* 4,

and 5 ; the latter are remarkable for Uieir wealth
of original ideas in harmony, melody, and rhythm,
and for their beautiful instrumentation. [A.H.W.]

LIVERPOOL MUSICAL FESTIVALS.
These have not taken place with regularity. The

> Flared at the Crntal Palace, by Mr. Oaeor Berlnger. Haroh 28, U74.
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first was held in 1784, the next in 1790, and the

next in 1799. They were then suspended till

1823, 1830, and 1836 (Oct. 4-7, Sir G. Smart
conductor), when Mendelssohn's 'St. Paul' was
performed for the second time, and for the first

time in England. Up to this date the concerts

had been held in churches, but the St. George's

Hall (Town HaU), having been erected in the

meantime, and opened Sept. 1854, the next

festival took place there in 1874, Sept. 29-Oct. i

—conductor, Sir Julius Benedict.

Liverpool has a Philharmonic Society, which
was founded Jan. 10, 1840, and opened its hall

Aug. 37, 49. There are twelve concerts every

year, six before and six after Christmas. Sir

Julius Benedict succeeded Mr. Alfred Mellon as

conductor April 9, 6% and has been conductor

ever since.—The Liverpool Musical Society,

which formerly gave oratorio concerts in St.

George's Hall, has been extinct since 1877.

—

'^^
St. George's HaU has a very fine organ by
Willis, on which performances are given by Mr.
W. T. Best on Thursday evenings and Saturday
afternoons and evenings.—Orchestral concerts

are given by Mr. Charles Halle during the

wint^ season in the Philharmonic Hall. [G.]

LLOYD, Edward—son of Richard Lloyd,

chorister, and afterwards assistant lay vicar of

Westminster Abbey, and assistant vicar choral of

St. Paul's (bom March la, 181 5, died June 28,

1853), and Louisa, sister of Br. John Larkin
Hopkins—was bom March 7, 1845, and received

his early musical education in the choir of West-
minster Abbey under James Turle. In 1 866 he
obtained the appointment of tenor singer in the

chapel of Trinity College, Cambridge, which he
resigned in 1867 on being appointed a Gentleman
of the Chapel Royal, a post which he held about

two years. He has since devoted himself en-

tirely to concert singing. He made his first great

success at Gloucester Festival, in 1871, in Bach's

St. Matthew Passion-music, and in 1874 won
nniversal admiration by his singing of ' Love in

her eyes sits playing * at the Handel Festival at the

Crystal Palace. He has since gained increased

reputation as an oratorio and concert singer.

His voice is a pure tenor of excellent quality, and
his style musician-like and finished. [W.HH.]
LOBE, JoHAKN Christian, musician, and

writer on music of some eminence, was bom May
30, 1797, at Weimar, and owed his musical in-

struction to the Grand Duchess Maria Paulowna.
The flute was his instrument, and after perform-

ing a solo at the Gewandhaus, Leipzig, ini 8 11 , he
settled at his native place as second flute in the

Duke's band. He has written five operas, be-

sides overtures for the orchestra, P.F. quartets,

and other compositions. But it is as a litiero'

tear that he is most interesting to us. He
resigned his place at Weimar in 1842, and' in

46 undertook the editing of the AUgem. mus.
Zeitung of Leipzig, which he retained until the

termination of that periodical in 48. In 1853 he
began a publication called * Fliegende Blatter fiir

Musik, of which about 20 numbers were pub-

lished ; he then edited the musical department of

LOBKOwrrz.

the Leipiig Blustrirter Zeitung. and made end«
less contributions to other periodicals. His prin*

cipal books, some of which have appeared fint in

the periodicals, are ' Musikalische Briefe . . . yon
einer Wohlbekannten,* 2 vols, Leipzig, 1852

;

' Aus dem Leben eines Musiker' (lb. 59) ; a
Catechism of Composition, and another of Music
(both have been translated) ; 'Consonanzen und
Dissonanzen* (lb. 1870) ; Lehrbuch der musik-
alischen Composition (4 vols. lb. 1851 to 67).
To the amateur student these works are all

valuable, because they treat of the science of
music in a plain and untechnical way, and are
full of intelligence and good sense. The Musik-
alische Briefe, a series of short sketches of the
progress of music and of the characteristics of
musicians, will be read with interest by many.
Some conversations with Mendelssohn appear
to be faithfully reported, and bring out some of
his traits in a very amusing manner. [G.]

LOBGESANG, bine Symphonie-Caktate. A
well-known work of Mendelssohn's (op. 52),
composed for the Gutenberg festival, and first

performed at the church of S. Thomas, Leipzig,

m the afternoon of June 25, 1840. The form of

the work is no doubt due to Beethoven's 9th
Symphony, and in Grermany it is taken as the

third of his published symphonies. It was
performed the second time at Birmingham,
Sept. 23, 1840 (Mendelssohn conducting) ; and
after this performance was considerably altered

throughout— including the addition of the

entire scene of the Watchman—and published

by Breitkopfs early in 184I. First performances,

as published—Leipzig, Dec. 3, 1840 j London,
Sacred Harmonic Society, March 10, 1843. The
selection of the words was doubtless in great

measure Mendelssohn's own. though the title

' Symphonie-Cantate' was Klingemann's. ^ The
English adaptation was made with his concur-

rence by Mr. J. A. Novello, to whom laxxe of
the English texts of Mendelssohn's works are

due than is generally known. The phrase (a

favourite one with Mendelssohn) with which the
symphony opens, and which forms the coda to

the entire work, is the Intonation to the and
Tone for the Magnificat. [6.]

LOBKOWITZ. A noble and distinguished

Austrian family, founded early in the 15th
century, by Nicholas Chuzy von Ujezd, and
deriving its name from a place in Bohemia. The
country seat of the family is at Raudnitz, near
Theresienstadt, and its town residence is the well-

known palace on the Lobkowitz-Platz, Vienna.

Two princes of this race have been closely and
honourablyconnected with music, i. Ferdinand
Philip was bom at Prague April 17, 1724. By
the death of his father and two elder brothers he
became the head of the house before he was 15.

Gluck was in his service, and was much aided

in his early success by the assistance of the

Prince. The two were present together at the

coronation of Francis I. (Sept. 28, 1745) ; after

which they went to London in company with the

1 See Mendelssohn'! Letter. Nov. 19. IMO.
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Diike of Newcastle, who had repreflented the

EngUsh Court at the coronation. There ^ Lobko-
witz is said to have lived in a house of the

Duke's for two years, and it was during this time

that Gluck produced his operas at the King*s

Theatre, and appeared in public in the strange

character of a*performer on the musical glasses.

[See Gluck, vol. i. 6oi a ; Habmonica, 66a a.]

A story is told by Bumey of his having com-
posed a symphony bar by bar alternately

with Emanuel BaoK. The feat was an absurd

one, bat it at least shows that he had con-

siderable practical knowledge of music. He
died at Vienna, Jan. ii, 1784, and was suc-

ceeded by his son Josef Franz Maximilian,
bom Dec. 7, 177a. This is the prince whose
name is so £EuniIiar to us in connection with
Beethoven. He seems, notwithstanding the

temptations of his immense early wealth, to have
been an exemplary character, with no vices, and
with no £ault but an inc(msiderate generosity

rising to prodigality, which ultimately proved
his ruin. He married Princess Marie Caroline

Schwarzenbex^, Aug. 3, 1792. His taste for

music was an absorbing passion. He played
both violin and cello, and had a splendid bass

voice, which he cultivated thoroughly and with
success. He maintained a complete establish-

ment of orchestra, solo and chorus singers, with
Wranitzky and Cartellieri at their head, for the

performances of masses, oratorios, operas, sym-
phonies, etc. When Beethoven arrived at Vienna
in Nov. 1792, Lobkowitz was twenty, and the

two young men soon became extremely intimate.

True, beyond the frequent mention of his name
in Riess Recollections, there is not much
definite proof of this'; but it is conclusively

shown by the works dedicated to him by Bee-
thoven ; for we must remember that the dedication
of a work by this most independent of composers,
was, in nineteen cases out of twenty, a proof of

esteem and affection. The works are these—and
excepting those inscribed with the name of the

Archduke Rudolph they form the longest and
most splendid list of all his dedications :—

6

Quartets, op. 18 (1801) ; Sinfonia Eroica, op. 55
(1806) ; Triple Concerto, op. 56 (1807) ; the
5th and 6th Symphonies—in C minor and Pas-
torale (1809)— shared by Lobkowitz with
Basomowsky ; Quartet in £b,op. 74 (18 10) ; and
the liederkreis, op. 98 (1816). We must not sup-

pose that the course of such a friendship as this be-

tokens was always smooth ; the anecdote told on
p- 167 of vol. i. of this work, shows that Prince
Lobkowitz, like all the intimates of Beethoven,
and other men of-genius, had occasionally a good
deal to put up with. No doubt the Prince was a
kind and generous friend to the composer. It

was he who advised him to apply for the position

of composer to the opera, and promoted two pro-

fitable concerts for him in his own palace and
with his own band in 1807. Two years later

he joined Kinsky and the Archduke in subscrib-

> Comik. Bixni«T. HHt. fr. 453.

• s««tboren nicknanm him 'Firtiiot Fits! FutzU'—tmt then be
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ing to Beethoven's annuity, contributing 700
florins (paper) per annum. On Jan. i, 1807, an
association of noblemen, with Lobkowitz at its

head, took charge of the Court theatres, and
during 1810, 11, and u, the Prince had the sole

direction of the opera. The anecdotes by eye-

witnesses of his tact and generosity in this posi-

tion are many, but we have no room for them
here. Nor are others wanting to testify to his

enlightened zeal in reference to other musicians
beside Beethoven. He was one of the promoters
and founders of the great * Gesellschaft der
Musikfreunde * in Vienna, and sang the basa
solos at the second performance of Alexander's
Feast, Dec. 3, 181 2 [See Vol. i. p. 591]. He
had Haydn*s 'Creation' translated into Bohe-
mian, and performed it at Raudnitz. In addi-

tion to his great expenditure on music, he, like

Kinsky, raised, equipped, and maintained a body
of riflemen during the campaign of 1809. At
length came the depreciation in the Austrian
currency, the bankruptcy of the Government, and
the Finance-patent of 181 1. Lobkowitz was
unable to change his habits or reduce his ex-

penditure, and in 181 3 his affairs were put into

the hands of trustees, and he left Vienna for the

smaller spheres of Prague and Raudnitz. By
the Finance-patent Beethoven's 700 florins were
reduced to 280 flor. 26 kr. in Einlosungsscheine

—all that the trustees had power to pay. Bee-
thoven was clamorous, and his letters are full

of complaints against the Prince—^most unjust as

it turned out, for early in 181 5, through the

Prince's own exertions the original amount was
restored with arrears. Beethoven acknowledged
this by the dedication of the Liederkreis. On
Jan. 24, 1 81 6, the Princess Lobkowitz died, and
in less than a year, on Dec. 16, 18 16, was followed

by her husband.* [A. W. T.]

LOCATELLI, Pietro, a celebrated violinist,

was bom—like Lolli and Piatti—at Bergamo
in 1693, and was still very young when he
became a pupil of Corelli at Rome. Very little

is known of his life, but he appears to have
travelled a good deal, and Anally to have settled

at Amster<£un, where he established regular

public concerts, and died in 1 764.

There can be no doubt that Locatelli was a
great and original virtuoso. As a composer we
must distinguish between a number of caprices

and Etudes—which he evidently wrote merely
for practice, to suit his exceptional powers of

execution, and which have no musical value—and
the sonatas and concertos, which contain very

graceful and pnthetic movements, and certainly

prove him to have been an excellent musician.

In these serious works he certainly shows him*

self as a worthy disciple of his great master.

All the more striking is the contrast when we
look at his caprices and Etudes. Here his sole

aim appears to have been to endeavour to

enlarge the powers of execution on the violin at

any price, and no doubt in this respect he has

succeeded only too well; for, not content with

» For (taller deUib of the Lobkowiti femilj the reader Is refrrrtd to %
ptper b7 tfr.Thver la the Miuical World of Hay 17.24. ai, VSn.
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legitimately developing the natural resonicte of

the instrament, he oversteps ail reasonable limits,

and aims at effects which, being adverse to the

very nature of the violin, are neither beautiful

nor musical, but ludicrous and absurd. A
striking example of this tendency of his u to

be found in a caprice entitled, ' Le Labyrinth,'

where the following arpeggio passages occur :

—

A4:iiU:iUi:U

Opbl. Twelve coneertlBnMfti. Am-
•t«nUin, 1771.

2. SonaUs for flute. Amster-
dam. 17 2.

S. L'arte del vlolino, contAln-

ing 12 concerti ^roul and
24capiicet. 173».

4. Six concerto*. 17SS.

fi. Biz BODatas en trio. 1787.

This savours strongly of charlatanism, and it

is astonishing to find a direct pupil of Corelli

one of the first to introduce such senseless feats

of execution into the art of violin-playing.

AVasielewsky not unjustly speaks of him as the

great-grandfather of our modem ' Finger-heroes
*

(Fingerhelden).

Locatelli published ten different ^works:—
Op. 8. six Konataa tor Ttolin aolo.

1737.

7. Btxconcerttaquattro. 1741.

8. Tri(*. 2 TtoUna and ba».
1741.

9. L'arte di nooTa modalazl-
one. Caprices enigma-
tiqaei.

Id Contraxto annonico: oon-
ccrtot a quattra.

Modem editions of some of his Sonatas and
Caprices have been issued by Witting, Alard, and
David. His Sonata di Camera in G minor has
lately been played at the Monday Popular Con-
certs by Mme. Norman Nemda. [P. D.]

LOCHABER NO MORE, an air claimed both
for Scotland and Ireland, of which some two or

three versions are extant. The source of these

is in Scottish minstrelsy called * Lord Ronald
(or, according to Sir W. Scott, Randal) my son.*

The air in Ireland is known as ' Limerick's

lamentation,* from a tradition associating its

plaintive melody with the events that followed

the second capitulation of Limerick, in 1690, when
at the embarkation of the Irish soldiery at Cork
for France, their wives and children were forc-

ibly separated from them under circumstances

of unusual barbarity. The Scottish and Irish

airs are here compared.

* Lord RonaM my son ' (oik stxmfai only).

> From Fdtis, 'Biogr. VnlveneDe.'

LOCHABER NO MORE.
* Limerick's Lamentation.*

'Lochaber.'

•3

The verses 'Farewell to Lochaber/ ending

'And then 1*11 leave thee and Lochaber no
more,' were written by Allan Ramsay. Burns
recovered in Ayrshire two verses of the old

ballad ' Lord Ronald,' in conjunction with this

tune : he is recorded to have exclaimed, on
hearinff Lochaber played on the harpsichord,
' Oh, that *s a fine tune for a broken heart !

*

The Irish air lies in the fourth and last of the

scales given in the article on Ibish Music [vol.

ii. p. ao a], having its semitones between 3 and 4,

6 and 7; it is also marked by traces of the

narrative form characteristic of ancient Irish

melody. In the Leyden MS., a Scottish relic of

1690 or thereabouts, in tablature for the Lyra-

Viol, a tune closely allied to the above airs

is given as 'King James* March to Jrland^

James is known to have landed at Kinsale,

March la, 1689. On comparison of the ver-

sioss, in bar 6 of the ist and bar 3 of the and
strain the Irish air appears to most advantage

:

the skip of a major ninth in Lochaber is most
likely a corruption : it is certainly characteristic

of neither Irish nor Scottish melody : Mr. Moore
(who is supported both bv Bunting and fiolden

fai claiming for Ireland this beautiful air) is in

his prefaces to the Irish Melodies rather severe

upon the Scots for stealing not only Irish airs,

but Irish saints.

An interesting example of the effect of
' Lochaber no more * is given by Robert NichoU.
* During the expedition to Buenos Ayres, a High-
land soldier while a prisoner in the hands of the
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SpAnlArds, h*viiig formed an attaclimeiii to

a woman of the country, and charmed by the

easy life which the tropical fertility of the soil

enabled them to lead, had reeolved to remain
and settle in South America. When he im-

parted this resolution to his comrade, the latter

did not argue with him, but, leading him to his

tent, he placed him by his side, and sang him
•* Lochaber no more." The spell was on him, the

tears came into his eyes, and wrapping his plaid

around him, he murmured "Lochaber nae mair

—

I maun gang back—Na!** The songs of his

childhood were ringing in his ears, and he left

that land of ease and plenty for the naked rocks

and sterile Talleys of Badenoch, where, at the

close of a life of toil and hardship, he might lay

his head in his mother's grave.* [R.P.S.]

LOCK, Matthew, bom at Exeter, was a
chorister of the cathedral there under Edward
Gibbons, and afterwards studied under Wake.
He and Christopher Gibbons composed the music
for Shirley's masque, ' Cupid and Death,' * repre-

sented at the Military Ground in Leicester Fields*

before the Portuguese Ambassador, March 36,

1653. In 1656 he published his ' Little Consort

of Three Parts * for yiols or violins, composed, as

he tells us, at the request of his old master and
friend, William Wake, for his scholars. He
composed the music, ' for y* king*s sagbutts and
comets,* performed during the progress ofCharles

II from the Tower through the city to Whitehall
on April 33, i66t, the day before ids coronation,

for which he received the appointment of Com-
poeer in Ordinary to the E.ing. He composed
96venl anthems for the Chapd Royal, and on
April 1, 1666, produced there a Kyrie and Credo,
in which he departed from the ordinary usage
by composing different music to each response.

This occasioned some opposition on the part of

the choir, in consequence of which he published
his composition, with an angry pre&ce, on a
folio sheet, under the title of * Mod^n Qiurch
Music; Pre-Accused, Censur'd, and Obstructed
in its Performanoe before His Majesty, April i,

1666, Vindicated by the Author, MattTLock,
Composer in Ordinary to His Majesty.* (Of this

publication, now excessively rare, there is a copy
ID the library of the Sacred Harmonic Society).
To this period may probably be assigned the pro-
duction of 13 anthems for 3 and 4 voices, all

contained in the same autograph MS., which
Roger North describes as ' Psalmes to musick in
parts for the use of some vertuoso ladyee in the
city.' Soon afterwards, having, it is supposed,
become a convert to the Romish fiuth, he was
appointed organist to the queen. He had in
1664 composed *the instrumental, vocal, amd
recitative music' for Sir Robert Stapvlton^s tragi-

comedy, * The Stepmother,^ aad in 1070 renewed
his connection wiUi the theatre by fuimishing the
instrumental music for I>ryden and Davenanfs
alteration of 'The Tempest,' the vocal music
being supplied by Humfrey and Baiuster. In
1673 Davenant*s alteration of ' Macbeth,' with
the songs and choruses from Mlddleton's* Witch'
introduced, waaproduced at the theatre in Dorset

LOCK. I5f

Garden ; and Downes, the prompter, in his ' Ros*
cius Anglicanus,* 1 706, expressly states that the

vocal music was composed by Lock. The very
remarkable music then performed remained un-

published until about Uie middle of the last

century, when it appeared under the editorial

care of Dr. Boyce, with Lock's name as composer,
and as his it was long undisputedly accepted.

But Downes's proved inaccuracy in some other

things at length occasioned doubts of the correct-

ness of his statement as to the authorship of the
Macbeth music, and eventually Lock's right to it

was denied and its composition claimed by soma
for Purcell, by others for Eccles, and by others

again for Leveridge. No positive proof however
has been adduced in support of any one of these

claims, and until such is forthcoming it would
be premature to set aside the long standing tra-

ditional attribution of the music to Lock. [See
Macbeth Music] In 1673 Lock composed
the music (with the exception of the act tunes,

by Draghi) for Shadwells 'Psyche/ which he
publishMl in 1675, under the tiUe of 'The Eng*
ush Opera,' together with his 'Tempest* music,

prefaced by some observations, written with his

usual asperity, but curious as an exposition of

his views of the proper form for opera. The
work itself is constructed upon the model of

Lully's operas. In 1673 an extraordinary con-

troversy conmienced between Lock and Thomas
Salmon, who had published 'An Essay to the
Advancement of Musick by casting away the
perplexity of different cliffs and writing all sorts

of musick in one universal character.* Look at*

tacked the work in 'Observations upon a late

book entitled An Essay etc.,* written in a most
acrimonious and abusive tone, to which Salmon
replied in 'A Vindication * of his essay, bristling

with scurrility, and Lock in 1673 retorted in

'The Present Practice of Music vindicated &c.

To which is added Duellum Musicum, by John
Phillips [Milton's nephew]. Together with a
Letter from John Playford to Mr. T. Salmon in

confutation of his Essay,' which dosed the dis-

pute. Of its merits it is sufficient to observe

that the old practice has continued in use to this

day, whilst Salmon's proposed innovation was
never accepted, and probably, but for the notice

taken of it by Lock, would have long ago passed

into oblivion. In 1673 Lock published a small

treatise entitled ' Melothesia, or Certain General
Rules for playing upon a Continued Bass, with a
choice Collection of Lessons for the Harpsichord or

Organ of aU sorts,* said to be the first of the kind
published in England.^ His compositions were
numerous and various. His anthem, ' Lord, let

me know mine end,' was printed by Boyce, and
several other anthems exist in MS. in the Tudway
collection, the Fitzwilliam Museum, at West-
minster Abbey, Ely, and elsewhere. Some an-

thems and Latin hymns are in 'Cantica Sacr%
3nd set,' 1674 ; some hymns in ' Harmonia Sacra,*

1688 and 1 714; songs in 'The Tireasuxy of

1 WnUam Pennjr't * Art of OomptMltloii. or. Directions to pUy ft

ThoTow Ban ' ia mentlonfd In Cl«Tel'« 'Oatalocoe of Books printad In

Boffkuul slDoa th« Drvadftil Flr«.' 1670, anJ In ft cfttalocM o( Heaiy
Flajford\ bat do eopf has been found.
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Masick,* 1669 ; 'Choice Ayrea, Songs and Dia-

loguea/ 1676-84; and *The Theater of Mtisie,'

1687; and eight three-part vocal compositions

by him (including * No*er trouble thyself at the

times or their turning/ reprinted in some modem
collections) in 'The Musical Companion/ 1667.

Instrumental compositions by him are printed in

•Courtly Masquing Ayres/ 1662; *Musick's

Delight on the Cithern/ x666; 'Apollo's Ban-
quet/ 1669; 'Musick's Handmaid, 1678 (re-

printed in J. S. Smith's 'Musica Antiqua*);

and Greeting's ' Pleasant Companion,* 1680. In
several of &ese is 'A Dance in the Play of

Macbeth/ evidently written for an earlier version

than Davenant's/ The library of the Sacred

Harmonic Society contains the autograph MS. of

A ' Consort of ffoure Parts ' for viols, containing

six suites, each consisting of a fantazia, courante,

ajrre and saraband, which Roger North (1728)
tells us was ' the last of the kind that hath been
made/ Lock died in August 1677. He is said

to have been buried in the Savoy, but the fact

cannot be verified, the existing registers extend-

ing no further back than 1080. Purcell com-
peted an elegy on his death, printed in ' Choice

Ayres' etc.. Book II, 1689. A portrait of him
is in the Music School, Oxford. [W.H. H.]

LOCKEY, Chables, son of Angel Lockey of

Oxford, was admitted a chorister of Magdalen
College, April i, 1828, and remained so until

1836, when he went to Bath to study under
Edward Harris. In 184 a he became a pupil of

Sir George Smart and lay clerk of St. Geoz^'s
Chapel, Windsor. In 1845 he was appointed
vicar choral of St. Paul's Cathedral. In 1846 he
was engaged for the Birmingham Festival and
allotted the tenor song 'Then shall the righteous,*

in the first performance of ' Elijah.' On hearing
him rehearse the song, Mendelssohn immediately
requested him also to sing 'If with all your
hearts,' which had before been assinied to another
singer. 'A young English tenor, says the com-
poser,' ' sang the last air so very beautifully that

1 was obliged to collect myself to prevent my
being overcome, and to enable me to beat time
steamly.'—In April 1848 Lockey was appointed
a gentlemen of the Chapel BoyaL He married
May 24, 1853, Miss Martha Williams, contralto

singer. In 1859 an affection of the throat

deprived him of his voice and compelled his

retirement. [W.H.H.]
LOCRIAN MODE (Lat. Modus LocHm,

Modui Hyperceolius). The Eleventh Ecclesias-

tical Mode: a tonality which can scarcely be
said to have any real existence—as it is uni-

versally discarded; in practice, on account of its

false relation of Mi contra Fa—though, in theory,

it necessarily takes its regular place in the series.

[See Ml CONTRA FA.]
Theoretically, the Final of the Locrian Mode

IS B. Its compass, in the Authentic form, ranges

between that note, and its octave above; and

> T9PT% who fttmi Not. 8^ 1661, to Doc. 91. 1668, taw ' lUcbeth ' per-
fbnned seven tlme«, nieaUoiu (April IS, IWJ) th« 'ntfiety of dAncitw
Aod mudck ' Id It.

> Leilar of Aug. 2M8tfl
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its semitones lie between the first and second,

and third and fourth degrees. Its Dominant is

G, (F being inadmissible, by reason of its for-

bidden relation with the Final,) and its Mediant,
D. Its Participants are E, and F ; its Conceded
Modulations, C, and the A below the Final ; and
its Absolute Initials, B, C, D, and G.

Mode XL
Med. Put. Part Dom.

In its Plagal, or Hypolocrian form, (Mode XII.)
its compass lies between F and the F above ; and
its semitones fall between the fourth and fifth

and the seventh and eighth degrees. Its Final

is B; its Dominant, E; and its Mediant, D.
Its Participants are G, and C; its Conceded
Modulations, A, and the upper F ; and its Abso-
lute Initials, G, A, B, C, D, and E.

Psrt.

Mode XU
Fin. Fort Med. Dom.

It will be observed that the actual notes of

Modes XI and XII correspond, exactly, with
those of Modes IV and V. The reason why the

two former are discarded, and the two latter held

in good repute, is this. Mode IV, being Plagal,

is subject to the * Arithmetical Division ; i. e. it

consists of a Perfect Fourth, placed below a

Perfect Fifth. But, Mode XI is Authentic ; and,

by virtue of the ' Harmonic Division,' consbts of

a Quinta falsa, placed below a Tritonus—both of

which intervals are forbidden, in Plain Chaunt.
Again, Mode V, being Authentic, and therefore

subject to the ' Harmonic Division,* resolves itself

into a Perfect Fifth, below a Perfect Fourth.

But, Mode XII is Plagal ; and, under the 'Arith-

metical Division,' exlubits a Tritonus, below a
Quintafalsa. [See Modes, the ecclesiastical.]

A very few Plain Chaunt Melodies, and Poly-

phonic Compositions, are sometimes referred to

these rejected Modes: but, such cases are ex-

ceedingly rare; and it will generally be found

that they are really derived, by transposition,

from some other tonality. [W. S. R.]

LODER, EdWARD James, son of John David
Loder, bom at Bath, 1813, was in 1826 sent

to Frankfort to study music under Ferdinand
Ries. He returned to England in 1828, and
went back to Germany with the view of qualify-

ing himself for the medical profession, but soon

changed his mind and again placed himself

under Ries. When he again came back to

England he was commissioned by Arnold to

compose the music for ' NourjaUiad,' an old drama
of his to which he had added songs, etc., to con-

vert it into an opera, for the opening of the new
English Opera House, then building. The open
was produced in Jul^, 1834, and, notwithstand-

ing very general adnuration of the music, proved

unattractive owing to the poverty of the uWetto.
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In 1835 I^oder Bet Oxenford's 'DSoe of Beatli.'

He next entered into an engagement with Dal-

maine &, Co., the musio publiahen, to furnish

them with a new composition every week, in

part performance of which he produced' his

'Twelve Sacred Songs/ dedicated to Stemdale
Bennett. As it became necessary that some of

the pieces produced under this arrangement
should be heard in public, an opera entitled
' Francis 1/ was written to incorporate them and
produced at Drury Lane in 1838. As might
have been expected, so heterogeneous a com-
pound met wiUi little success, although one song,
' The old house at home/ obtained a widespread

popularity. His opera *The Night Dancers/
hia finest work, was produced at the Prince88*8

Theatre in 1846, revived there in 1850, and again

at Ck>vent Garden in i860. 'Puck/ a bidlad

opera, additions to 'The Sultan/ and 'The
Young Guard,' were brought out at the Princess's

in 18^. His cantata 'The Island of Calypso/

was written for the National Concerts at Her
Majesty's Theatre in 1850, but, owing to their

cessation, remained unperformed until given at

the New Philharmonic Concerts in 1851. ' Ray-
mond and Agnes/ an opera, was produced at

M&nchester in 1855. Besides these works Loder
has written some string quartets and numerous
songs, of which ' The brave old oak,' and ' In-

vocation to the deep' are well known. His
compositions are distinguished by the melodious-

nfess of the parts and their skilful instrumenta-

tion. He was for several years conductor at the

Frincess'i Theatre, and afterwards at Manchester,
but although musically well qualified for the

oflSce his want of regular, business-like habits

militated greatly against his success. About
1856 he was attacked by cerebral disease, which
long afflicted him, and prevented his resuming
Ills old avocations. He died April 5, 1865.

John Fawcktt Lodeb, bom 181 2. an excellent

violinist and able orchestral leader, for many
years resided at Bath and managed the concerts

there. When Bath ceased to be a place of

fashionable resort Loder removed to London, and
on the retirement of Francois Cramer in 1845
succeeded him as leader at most of the best con-

oerts and festivals. Hedied April 16, 1853. Two
other L0DEB8, JoHK, a violinist, and William,
A violoncellist, both died sevend years ago, as

did the wife of the latter, formerly Emilt Wood-
TATT, a good second soprano singer. [W.H.H.]

LODER, Katb Fanny, only daughter of

George Loder, bom at Bath, Aug. 31, 1826,

commenced playing the pianoforte when a mere
child. In her 12th year she became a pupil of

Henry Field, and a year afterwards entered the

Boyal Academy of Music, where she studied the

pianoforte under Mrs. Anderson, and harmony
Asd composition under CSiarles Lucas. At the

end of the first year of her studentship she ob-

tained a king's scholarship. Early in 1840 she

app^ttred in public at her uncle*8 concerts at

mihf and in March at the Boyal Academy con-

oiorla. In 184 1 she was re-elected king's scholar.

S^ quitted the Academy in 1844, ia which year
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she played the Adagio and Rondo from Mendels-
sohn's G minor Concerto in presence and to the

satisfaction of the composer at Mrs. Anderson's
concert at Her Majesty's Theatre. She was
then appointed professor of harmony at the

Academy^ She first appeared at the Philhar-

monic Society March 15, 1847, when she played
Weber's Concerto in Eb, and in 1848 (May 39)
her performance there of Mendelssohn's G minor
Concerto received the unprecedented distinction

of an encore. Her reputation was now confirmed,

and her public performances frequent. In 1851
she was married to Mr. (now Sir) Henry Thomp-
son, the eminent surgeon. On March 6, 1854,
at the Philharmonic Concert, she made her last

public appearance. She has composed an opera,

an overture, two string quartets, two sonatas

and some studies for the pianoforte, a sonata for

pianoforte and violin, and several minor piano-

forte pieces. [W.H.H.]
LODOISKA. Comedy in 3 acts. i. Words

by Fillette-Loreaux, music by CJherabini. Pro-

duced at the Feydeau July 18, 1791. The
overture is still occasionally played. 2. Words
by Bejaure (same story), music by R. Ereutzer.

I^roduced at the Italiens Aug. i> 1791. [G.]

LOEWE, JoHAMN Cabl Gottfried, bom
Nov. 30, 1796, at Loebejuen, between Kothen
and Halle, twelfth and youngest child of a Cantor
and schoolmaster. Near his home were collieries

employing 300 miners, and this underground
world, so near in his boyish fimcy to the world
of spirits, took powerful hold on his imagin-

ation, to reappear later when he was composing
'DerBergmann' (The Miner). His father taught

him music early, and his singing, especially his

power of hitting the right note, havinc^ attracted

attention, he was offer^ in 1807 a place in the

choir of Kothen. There he remained two years,

hearing Pergolese's 'Stabat Mater,' and other

good music, and went thence to the Gvmnasium
of the Franke Institution at Halle. Turk, the

head of this, was director of the town choral

society, and at the twelve annual concerts pro-

duced much good music, although he had some
curious notions, for Loewe tells that he always

omitted the introduction to the Finale of Bee-

thoven's I St Symphony (then well known) as
' ludicrous/ and for fear of making the audience

laugh. Niemeyer, chancellor of the Gymnasium,
was proud of the choir, and made them sing to

distinguished visitors, among others to Mme.
de Stael, who made Loewe a present^ and to

King Jerome, who at Tiirk's instigation gave
him an annuity of 300 thalers. This enabled

him to devote himself entirely to music. He
had already become a pianist by studying Bach's
' Wohltemperirte Clavier,' f^d he now took

daily lessons from Ttlrk, and worked hard at

Kimberger, Marpurg, and Forkel. He also

learned French and Italian. Two of his songs

of this date, 'Clothar' and 'Die Einsetzungs-

worte des Abendmahls' (op. 2)* have survived.

Meantime the war of 181 2-13 broke out» and

1 He tltanvudi prlat«d thiM tell«d« bj Bwder ud Ootthe m
op.1.
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Loewe has left a graphic aoconnt of its horrors

in his ' Selbstbiographie ' (edited by Bitter,

Berlin 1870). TUrk died in 1814, and the

flight of Kine Jerome (Oct. a6, 1813) deprived

L^we of his income, but by the aid of Niemeyer
he entered the university of Halle as a theo-

logical student under Michaelis. Naue, Ttirk*8

successor, founded a Singakademie like that of

Zelter at Berlin. Loewe joined this, and thus

became acquainted with hb future wife, Julie

von Jacob, a very gifted person, whom he
married Sept. 7, 1821, In 1818 he composed
his first ballads, ' Edward,* and the * Erl-king,'

followed in 1824 (after his wife's death) bv
*Der Wirthin Tochterlein,' which, by Marxs
assistance, were printed. In 18 19 and 20 he
paid visits to Dresden, Weimar, and Jena,

making the acquaintance of Weber, Hummel,
and Goethe. In 1820 he was invited to Stettin,

sand having passed with credit through various

tests, such as a musical exercise submitted to

Zelter, and a trial sermon, was duly installed

professor at the Gymnasium and Seminary, and
Cantor. In 182 1 he became Musikdirector to

the municipality, and oi^ganist of St. Jacobus.

He made a considerable mark both as a con-

ductor and professor ^ in Stettin and throughout
Pomerania. In 1 837 he was elected member of

the Akademie of Berlin. He was a favourite

with both Frederic William III. and IV., the

latter being especially fond of his ballads. He
travelled much, and was present at the Musical
Festivalsof DiiiBseldorf (1837) and Mayence(the
Guttenberg Commemoration), visiting Hamburg,
LUbeck, and Bremen on the way. In 1844 he
went to Vienna, and in 1847 to London. The
Duchess of C^buig had specially recommended
him to the Prince Consort and Queen Adelaide

;

he sang and played at Court, the Prince turning

over his music ; and here he heard Jenny Ldnd
for the first time ; but he left not the least trace

of his presence behind him. In 1851 he went to

Sweden and Norway, and in 57 to France. In
1864 he had a singular illness—a trance of six

weeks' duration, and in 1866 the authorities of

Stettin asked him to resign. After this m(Hrtifi-

cation— somewhat atoned for by the King's
opportune bestowal of a higher grade of Qie
Order of the Red Eagle than he had before

enjoyed—he left Stettin for Kiel, where he
quietly expired April 20, 1869, after another
trance. His heart was buried near his organ in

St. Jacobus at Stettin.

Carl Loewe was an industrious composer, as
will be seen from the list of his music :—5 operas,

of which one only was performed—'Die drei

WUnsche* (Theatre Royal, Berlin, 1834). Man-
tius was the tenor; Spontini took unusual pains;

the opera was a great success, and the Crown
Prince presented the composer with a gold medal.
Oratorios—*Die Festseiten'; 'Die Zerstorung
Jerusalems' (1829); 'Die sieben Schlafer*'

' Boom npeiioMnto In aeonitlei, eondnetod wIUi 1

OrAMOMnn. produced rMnlU of rM) TAlae.
' Peorat of tb«M thiM an in th« Utevy of tb« Bund HMmonle
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(1833); 'Die eheme Schlange' (1834); 'Die
Apostel von Philippi (1835, for voices only);

'Guttenberg* (1836) ; *Palestrina* (1 841 ); 'Hubs'

(1842) ; ' Hiob,* * Der Meister von Avis,' * Das
Siihnopfer des neuen Bundes,' ' Das hohe lied
Salomonis,' and 'Pdus Atella ' (all between
1848 and 60) ; 'Die Heilung des BlindgebOTnen'

(1 861); ' Johannes der Taufer * (62); and 'Die
Auferweckung des Lazarus* (63). The three

last, like 'Die Apostel von PhiJ^ppi,' were for

voices only, without accompaniment, a species

of composition peculiar to himself. His second
wife and pupil, Auguste Lange of Konigsber^
sang in his oratorios with himself. He published
X45 works with opus-numbers—symphonies, con-

certos, duets, and other pieces for P.F., but above
all, ballads, in which he speciaUy excelled, and
in which he rcu^ be considered as the successor

of Zumsteeg. His poetic feeling and power of

musical expression give him a high rank among
composers, although his music, like Reichardt's,

has gone by for ever. He was the author of

a 'Gesanglehre' (Stettin, 1826; 3id ed., 1834),
and of ' Musikalischer Gottesdienst, Anweisung
zum Kirchengesang und Orgelspiel' (1851, 4
editions). The University of Greifswald oon-

fenred on him a Doctor*s degree. Two of his

songs are included in the ist volume of 'The
Musical library.' [F.G.]

LOEWE, JoHANKA Soprh, dramatic singer,

granddaughter of Friedrich August Leopold
Loewe (who died 18 16 as director of the LUbeck
theatre) and daughter of Ferdinand Loewe, an
actor, was bom at Oldenburg in 181 5, and ao>

companied her fiEbther to Mannheim, Frankfort,

and Vienna, where he was engaged at the Burg
Theater, through the influence of his sister, Julie

Loewe, a celebrated actress. Here Sophie studied
singing under Ciccimara and other good masters.

Her d^ut as a concert-singer was so suoceasful

that she was at once engaged for the court opera,

and first appeared on the stage in 1832 in a
German version of Donizetti's * Otto mese in due
ore.' A contemporary report speaks of 'her
voice as not powerful, but cultivated and sym-
pathetic, her personal appearance prepossesBing,

and her acting as evincing dramatic ability mudi
above the common.' Towards the close of 1836
she went to Berlin, where she created a farm
as Isabella in ' Robert le Diable,' and was at

once engaged at a high salary, appearing as

Amina in the *Sonnambula on April 28,

1837. In 1838 she was appointed chamber^
singer to the king, but soon resigned, and tra-

velled to London, Paris, and Italy. In London
she appeared at Covent Garden, May 13, 1841,
in Bellini's ' Stramera,' but her success was only
temporary. According to C^orley she had been
pu&d as a new Grisi, there being an idea that
Grisi had lost her voice, and he says that the
public were grievously disappointed ; but he
allovrs that she was the best Elvira he had
ever seen, and that her manner was spriglitly,

graceful, and intelligent, her 'demeanour oAim-
peachable, and her costume superb ' as th« Do-
garesnin 'Marino Falieri' (Mod. Geimaa MiaiM»
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\. 210-2133. She never retarnei to England.
She failed to obtain an engagement in Paria,

and in 1845 sang again in Berlin, but coming
jost after Jenny Land, was only moderately
received. In 1848 she married Prince Idchten-

itein and retired. She died at Pesth, Nov. 29,

1866. Her special characteristio was the sin-

gular harmony between her bodily and mental
gifts. In conversation she was witty and in-

tellectoal; and as a singer had a great diversity

of rdles, playing both Elvira and Donna Anna,
Jeawnda and Madeleine ('Postilion'), Lucrezia
and Adine ('Elisir'). An admirable portrait

of her was painted by Krttger, and engraved by
Sschse of Berlin.

Her niece and namesake, Sophie LOwe, a
soprano, daughter of the regisseur of the Court
Theatre at Stuttgart, and pupil of Stockhausen,

made her first appearance in London in 1871,
and sang at the concerts for several seasons with
Boooess, till her marriage in 1877. C^* ^0
LOGIER, JoHANN Bebnabd, a descendant of

a fiunily of French refugees, was bom in 1780
at Kaiserslautem in the Palatinate, where his

father and grandfather were organists. He re-

ceived his early musical education from his

&ther. After tiie death of his parents, and
when about 10 years old, he came to England
m the company of an English gentleman^ with
whom he resided for two years, and studied the
flate and pianoforte. He then joined the band
of a regiment commanded by the Marquis of

Aberoom, of which Willman, father of the cele-

brated clarinet player, was master, and with which
he went to Ireland. In 1796 he married Will-

man's daughter, and engaged in composing for

and mstructing military bands and teaching the

pianoforte. At the close of the war, his regiment
being disbanded, he became organist at Westport,
Irelimd. Whilst there he invented his machine
for guiding the hands of learners on the piano-

focte, and devised the system of instruction known
by bis name. [For an account of this machine^ system, and the controversy which raged on
their mtroduction, see Chiroplast.] In 182 i

the Prussian government sent Franz Stoepel to

London to inquire into the merits of the system,

^d the result was that Logier was invited to

Berlin to superintend the promulgation of it in

Pnusia. He remained in Berlin three years,

being allowed an annual vacation of three months
to virit England. In 1826, having acquired
a competency by the sale of his chiroplast and
elementary works, his very numerous classes, and
the fees received for permission to use his in-

vention and teach on his system,—it was asserted

that he had received 100 fees of 100 guineas each
fbrthatpurpose,—heretiredand settl^ in Ireland,

near Dublin, where he died July 27, 1846. He
composed some sonatas and other pieces, besides

making numerous arrangements xor the piano-

f'vte. He also composed an ode on the com-
mencement of the 50th year of the reign of

Gewge III., Oct. 1809, performed in Dublin.
Besides the publications connected with his chiro-

plast, he was author of <A Complete Introduction

TOL.11,

XiO, HE comes: let

to the Keyed Bugle,* of which instrimient he is

said to have been the inventor. [W.H.H.]
LO, HE COMES WITH CLOUDS DE-

SCENDING, the first line of the hymn which is

usually simg to the tune called Helmslet, or
Olivebs. This tune claims a notice on ac-

-oount of the various opinions that have been
expressed respecting its origin. The story runa
that Thomas Olivers, the friend of John Wesley,
was attracted by a tune which he heard
whistled in the street, and that firom it he formed
the melody to which were adapted the words of

Cennick and Wesley's Advent hymn. The tune
heard by Olivers is commonly said to have been
a Hornpipe danced by Miss Catley in the 'Golden
Pippin,' a burlesque by Kane O'Hara, but this

seems inconsistent with chronology. The hymn*
tune appeared first, as a melody only, in the

second edition of Wesley's * Select Hymns with
Tunes annexed,' 1765, under the name of
* Olivers,* and in the feUowing form :

f—n , I
I
e

In 1769 an improved version, in three parts*

was published by the Rev. Martin Madan in the

Lock • Collection of Hymn and Psalm Tunes.'

It is there called 'Helmsley,' and under that

name became widely popular.

But at this time the ' Golden Pippin* was not

even in existence. O'Keeffe, who possessed the

original MS., tells in his ' Recollections * that it

was dated 1771. The burlesque, in three acts,

was produced at Covent Garden in 1773: it

failed at first, but obtained some success when
altered and abridged. The source from whence
* Olivers ' was derived seems to have been a con-

cert-room sobg commencing * Guardian ' angels,

now protect me,' the music of which probably

originated in Dublin, where it was sung by a Mr.
Mahone, and no doubt also by Miss Catley, who

> The MOM worda, under the title of 'The Foruken Njmph,' had
bean Mt tv Haodel, aome jmn before, to a totally different air.

M
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resided in the Irish capital from 1763 to 1770.

The melody of * Guardian Angels* is as follows

;

This melody was not in the 'Golden Pippin' as

originally written, but (adapted to the words of

the burlesque) was introduced into it in 1 776 in

the place of a song by Giordani, and was sung
by Miss Catley in the character of Juno. The
published score of the * Golden Pippin* does not
contain any hornpipe, but such a dance may
have been interpolated in the action of the piece.

It will be noticed that the resemblance between
* Oliyers* and * Guardian angels' extends only to

the first part of the tune, the second part being
wholly different. On the other hand, the horn-
pipe corresponds with the hymn-tune throughout,

and with 'Helmsley' more doeely than with
' Olivers.' In 1 765, when the latter was published.

Miss Catley was in Ireland, and did not return to

London until five years afterwards, and if the

hornpipe was not of earlier date than the ' Golden
Pippin,' it seems to follow that instead of the
hymn-tune having been derived firom the horn-

pipe, the latter was actually constructed from
the hymn-tune, which by that time had become a
great iiikvouritew [G. A.C]

LOHENGRIN. A romantic drama in 3 acts

;

words and music by Richard Wagner. Composed
in 1847, '^^ produced at Weimar, under the

direction of Liszt, Sept. 1850 ; in London, in

Italian, at Covent Garden, May 8. 1875. [G.]

LOLLI, Ahtonio, a celebrated violinist,

bom at Bergamo about 1730. If it cannot be
doubted that he was a most extraordinary per>

former, he appears certainly also to have been
the type of an unmiu$ical, empty-headed virtuoso,

and in addition a complete fool.

Hardly anything is known of the earlier part

of his life and career. It is however generally

( fsumed that he was almost entirely self-taught.

We know for certain that he was at Stuttgart

in 1762 with Nardini. Thero he remained, at-

tached to the court of the Duke of Wiirtemberg,

till 1773, when he went to St. Peteruburg, where

LOMBARDI.

he Is iidd to have enjoyed the special favour of
the Bmpress KAtherine II. He remained in her
service till 1 778. In 1779 ^® cune to Paris and
played with great success at the Concert spiritueL

After this he went to Spain, and in 1785 we find

him in London, where however, aocOTding to
Bumey, he appeared but seldom in public. He
continued to travel, and we read of his appearance
now at Palermo, now at Copenhagen ; then again
at Vienna or Naples. He died in Sicilyin 1 802.

According to all contemporaneous testimony
Lolli was an extraordinary performer, but an
indifferent musician. Schubart, the well-known
Grerman poet and musician, who had many
opportunities of hearing both him and Nardini,
speaks with unmeasureid praise of Lolli's feats

of execution, the wonderful ease and absolute
oertaiuty with which he played the most difficult

double stops, octaves, tenths, double-shakes in
thirds and sixths, harmonics, etc. As to his
having been a bad musician, or rather no musi-
cian at all, the testimonies are equally unanim-
ous. The Abb^ Bertini plainly states that Lolli

could not keep time, could not read even easy
music, and was unable to play an Adagio pro-
perly. On one occasion, when asked to play an
Adagio, he said :

' I am a native of Bergamo ; we
are all bom fools at ^Bergamo,—how should I
play a serious piece T' When in England, ho
almost broke down in a Quartet of Haydn which
the Prince of Wales Imd asked him to play.

If, with all these drawbacks as a musiciui,

he nevertheless created wherever he played an
immense sensation, we are all the moro com-
pelled to believe that his powers of execution
wero of the most exceptional kind.

He is described as a nandsome man, but a great
dandyand charlatan, veryextravagant, and a gam-
bler. The Emperor Joseph II, himself a very fair

musician, habitually called him 'muddle-headed
Lolli' (der Faselhans). Bumey (Hist. iv. 680)
writes that 'owing to the eccentricity of his
style of composition and execution, he was re-

garded as a madman by most of the audience.

In his fireaks nothing can be imagined so wild,
difficidt, grotesque, and even ridiculous as his
compositions ana performance.' True, Bumey
adds, 'I am convinced' that in his lucid intervals

he was in a serious style a very great, expressive,

and admirable performer,' but it appears doubtful
whether Bumey ever heard him in a 'lucid inter-

val,' and thereroro his 'conviction' is gratuitous.
' His compositions (Concertos and Sonatas for

the violin), poor and insipid as they are, yet
are said to have been his own productions in

a limited sense only. We are assured that he
wrote a violin part only, and that this was
corrected, furnished with accompaniments, and
brought into shape, by another hand. [P. D.]

LOMBARDI, I, ALLA PBIMA CBOCIATA. Italian

opera in 4 acts; libretto by Solera, music by
Verdi. Produced at the Scala, Milan, Feb. 11,

1843; in London, at Her Majesty's, March 3,

1846 ; and in Paris, Th^tre Italien, Jan. 10,

t In Slffnor AlfVedo Platti, BersuM hM prodnoeA a tlgnal caw
tnuUoUoa to thh »Utem«ut.
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^863. A great part of the music was after-

wards employed by Verdi in the opera of
j£BU8ALEM. [G.]

LOMBARDY, School or Musio of. [See
Milan.]

LONDON. The Umvergitj of Londbn has
* recently determined to grant the degrees of Mus.
Bac and Mas. Doc. under the following regula-
tions. Candidates for the Mus. Bac. degree must
have passed the Matriculation Examination ten
months before. For the degree itself there are
two examinations. Hie first, which is held in
DecembOT, comprises the following subjects:

—

the relation between vibrations and the pitch of
sounds ; the nature of harmonics^and* the simpler
phenomena of stretched strings and compound
sounds ; the theory of mmncal intervals, of the
Kales, and of consonance and dissonance; th»
history of music so fitf as it relates to the growth
ofmusical forms and rules. Hie second Mus. Bac.
examination, held later in the same month, com-
prises the fbUowibg subjects impractical harmony

^

oounterpoint in five parts with canom and fugue

;

fbnn in musical composition ; instrumentation

;

arranging for the piano from an instrumental
sccre ; a critical knowledge of the scores of certain
standard works. Before admittance to this ex-
amination the candidate must have submitted to
the exanmiers a vocal composition by himself^
omtaining real five-part vocal countierpoint, with
socompaniment for a quintet string band. Tech-
nical skill in performance is not part of the
qualificatibn for this degree : but a mark of merit
U offered to candidates for playing at sight from
a five-part vocal score, or playing aik aoconq)ani-
meat from a figured bass.

For the Mus.. Doc. tfiere are aifeo two examina-
tions, both in December. Tbe subjects of the
first are the fbllowmg :—the phenomena of sound
snd sound-waves, and generally the h%her
branches of acoustics ; temperament ; the soUea
of an natfons ; Greek and Church Modes ; history
of measured music ; consonance and dissonance

;

theory of progressions ; history and theory of
Wmony and coxmterpoint. The subjects of the
second Mus. Doc. examination comprne practi-

cal harmony of the more advanced character;
counterpoint in eight real parts, with canon,
fogue, etc. ; treatment of voices in composition

;

instrumentation for fiill orchestra; general ac-

quatntaace with the works and character of the
greatest composers, and a critical acquaintance
with certain specified works. Before being ad-
mitted to this examination the candidate must
send in a vocal composition such as would occupy
ftbout 40 minutes in performance, containing
eight-psirt vocal harmony and fiigal counterpoint,,

a portion for one or more solo voices, and an
overture in the form of th© first movement of a
classical symphony. The above list of subjects
is abbreviated from the much longer oflicial list,

to which reference for more exact details is

recommended. The fee for each examination is

^5—i. e. jCio in all for each degree. [C. A. F.]

' The recolatlaogwm dstermlned on In D«c 1S77, and flnt actad
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LONDON SACRED HARMONIC SO-
CIETY. THE, was formed on March 6, 1848,
after the dismissal of Mr. Surman from the post

• of conductor to t^ Sacred Harmonic Society.

The Rev. George Roberts was president, Mr.
Surman conductor, and the affairs of the society

were managed by a committee. Six concerts were
given in Exeter Hall during the year 1848,
resulting in a loss of £^94. The so-called society

Hngered en for some years, and gave its last

ooncert on Dec» a a, 1856 (Messiah). After this

it seems to have ceased to exist. [6.]

LONDON VIOLIN-MAKERS. London hai
probably been for centuries the seat of a inanu-
fi&cture of stringed instruments. The popu-
liarity of the viol dUrinf^ the 16th and 17th
centuries produced many makers of the instru-

ment, among whom are found Jay, Smith,
Bolles, Ross. Addison, Shaw, Aldred, etc. Its

design admitted of little variety, and the speci-

mens which hi^e been pneserved have only an
archseolegical interest. Of slight construction,

and usually made of thin and Sj wood, most of
the old viols have perished. The violin type,

marked (i)by a back curved lile the belly, instead

of a flat back ; by an increased vibration, pro-

duced (2) by sennd-holee laxger in proportion,

and with contrary flexures (/), and (3) oy four

strings instead of six, with a fixed tuning by
fif&s, and greater thicknesses of wood, reached
England from the continent in the middle of the
seventeenth century. Its marked superiority in

aU respects soon drove the treble viol from the
field : and a native school of violin-makers forth-

with arose, who imitated the general character-

istics of the new foreign model, though preserving
to some extent the character of the viol. The
new pattern, at first adopted for the smaller

instruments, gradually extended itself to the

larger ones. But viol-shaped tenors continued

to* be made long after this form had been aban-
doned for the * treble *^

viol, and the violin had
taken its place : bass-viob were made still later

;

and the viol double-bass, with its flat back and
tuning by fourths, is even yet in use.

I. Eably Evosish School (1650- 1700).
An independent school of violin makers naturally

arose m London bv the application of the tra-

ditions of viol-maKing to the construction of

instruments of the violin type. Connoisseurs

have traced certain resemblances between these

early fiddles and contemporary instruments nuide

on the contfnent. But Uie total result of an ex-

amination of these works enlatles them to rank
as a distinct school. Jacob Rayman, who dates

from Blackman Street and the Bell Yard, South-
wark (164 1 -1 648), Christopher Wise (1656),
Edwaod Pemberton (1660),. and Thomas Urqu-
hart (1660), are famous names among these

early makers. Their instruments, though of rude
ungeometrical pattern, are usually covered with
a fine varnish, and have a tone of good quality.

Edward Pamphilon (1680-1690), who lived on
London Bridge, became more famous. His in-

struments still preserve a high reputation : and
their resemblance to the Brescian school has givea

M2
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•rise among Parisian dealers to the practice, wfiicli

^as of late years made its way to England, of

Jabelling them 'Gaspardi Salo.' Few Pamphilon
Jabelsexist ; andnothing will persuadethe Parisian

connoisseur that these instruments are not verit*

t^ble relics of some pre-Cremonese Italian school.

JS'othing, however, is more certain than that

.they were made when the last of the Amatis
was an ancient man, and when the geometrical

pattern was going out of fiishion in Italy itself.

.Like those of Joseph Guamerius, the works of

Pamphilon are fashioned directly by hand,
without the intervention of a model or mould.
Often they are of stiff and graceless outline;

jBometimes they show curves of bold and free

design, and are wrought out with scrupulous

.care and delicacy. In his more artistic moments,
Pamphilon was fond of finishing the sound -holes

with a drawn-out curl, resembling the volute of

a scroll ; and the bottom curve of the sound-hole

runs out at something like a right angle to the
axis of the fiddle. 'Die heads are too small, a
fault which is shared by all the old English makers
from Rayman to Banks: they are, however,
artistically shaped, and often deeply scooped in

.the volute. The works of Pamphilon are covered
with fine yellow oil varnish, which presents a
most attractive appearance. They are not diffi-

cult to be met with : the writer has casually

entered the shop of a country dealer, and found
three excellent ones for sale at low prices. The
tenors are small, but of a good tenor tone. No
Pamphilon violoncello is known to exist. The
.bass-viol, with flat back, was still in fashion.

.Barak Norman (1688- 1740), a maker of emi-
nence only inferior to Pamphilon, followed the
Italians in extending the violin type to the bass

instrument, and producing the violoncello. It is

evident from his works that he had seen foreign

instruments. His early years were chiefly em-
ployed in the construction of viols ; and his first

productions of the violin kind show a resemblance
to Urquhart. Gradually he produced tenors and
violoncellos of the new model, on most of which
his monogram, elaborately wrought, is to be
found. Norman became about 171 5 a partner
with Nathaniel Cross at the 'Bass Viol in St.

Paulas Churchyard. His works are always in

request among connoisseurs. That the Early
English school had its offshoots in the country is

proved by the works of Thomas Duke, of Oxford

(1720). None of these makers were influenced

by the pattern of Stainer, which ultimately dis-

placed the old English type of violin, as com-
pletely as the violin had (Usplaced the vioL

2. School of Stainer-Copyists (i 700-1 750^
The bright and easily-produced tones yielded by
the Stainer model, soon made it popular in Eng-
land, and the London makers vied with each
other in reproducing it. The first and best of

the Stainer-copyists is Peter Wamsley, of the

Golden Harp in Piccadilly (i 710-1734). The
workmanship of Wamsley varies : like most of

his successors, he made instruments of three or

four qualities, probably at prices to correspond.

^The finer specimens of his work, well finished,

LONDON VIOUN-MAKERS.

and covered ^ith a certun thick and brilliant red
varnish, which he could make when he pleased,

do high credit to the London school. He did
not despise viol-making ; nor, on the other hand,
did he confine himself to the imitation of Stainer.

Both he and Thomas Barrett, of the Harp and
Crown in Piccadilly (i 710-1730), tried their

hands at free imitations of Stradivarius. Joseph
Hare (i 720-1 726) did the same. Barrett was
a more mechanical workman than Wamsley,
and used a thin yellow varnish. Between 1 730
and 1770 the majority of the violins produced
in England were imitations of Stainer, some-
what larger, and covered with a thin greyish
yellow varnish: one or two makers only used
better varnish, of a brown or dullish red colour.

Among the makers were Thomas Cross (1720),
the partner of Barak Norman, who used a +
as a device : John Johnson of Cheapside (i 750-
1 760) : Thomas Smith, a capital maker of huge
solid instrimients on the Stainer model, who suc-

ceeded to the business ofWamsley at the ' Golden
Harp* in Piccadilly (i 740-1 790), and Robert
Thompson, at the 'Bass Vi61in' in St. Paul's

Churchyard (1749), vhere he was succeeded by
his sons Charles and Samuel (i 770-1 780). To
these may be added Edward Heesom (1748);
Edward Dickenson, at the Harp and Crown
in the Strand; and John Norris and Bobert
Barnes (i760-1 800), who worked together in

Great Windmill Street, and in Coventry Street,

Piccadilly. William Forster also b^an with
the Stainer pattern. [See Fobstbr, William].

3. School of Amati- Copyists. Foremost
among these stands Benjamin Banks (1750-
1795). He learnt the trade in the workshop
of Wamsley ; and though he early migrated to

Salisbury, where he spent the greater part of

his life, belongs in all respects to the London
school. He followed Daniel Parker (i 740-1 785)
in breaking the spell of Stainer, and serioudy
imitating the style of Nicholas Amati. Banks
copied that maker with great fidelity. Though
his violins are less in request, his tenors and
basses, of which he made large numbers, are exf
cellent instruments, and produce good prices.

He used a fine rich varnish, in several tints,

yellow, red, and brown. His son Benjamin
returned to London : two other sons, James and
Henry, carried on his business at Salisbury, but
at length migrated to Liverpool. Joseph Hill

(1 760-1 780), at the *Harp and Flute* in the Hay-
market, and a fellow-apprentice with Banks m
the shop of Wamsley, made solid instruments
which are still in request, but adhered less

strictly to the Amati model. Edward Aireton,

another alumnus of Wam»ley*s, worked on this

model. But the chief of the older Amati-copy-
ists is the celebrated Richard Duke of Holbom
(1 760-1 780). Duke*s high reputation amongst
English fiddlers is amply justified by his works,
which must be carefully distinguished frt>m

the myriad nondescripts to which his name
has been nefariously affixed. * When a really

fine specimen of Duke,' says Mr. Hart, *&
once seen, it is not likely to be forgotten. Aa
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eopies of Amati such mstrnmenbs ard Bcxtcelf

Buipassed, varnish, work and material being of

the best description.* Duke, in obedience to

a &shion, though a declining one, also copied

Stainer, but, in Mr. Hart^s opinion, less success-

fully. His pupils, John and Edward Betts,

followed him in imitating Amati. The latter

was the better workman. 'Each part/ says

Mr. Hart, 'is fiiultless in finish ; but when viewed
S8 a whole the result is too mechanicaL Never-
theless, this maker takes rank with the foremost

of the English copyists.* John Betts occupied a
•hop in the Royal Exchange, where his business

was still carried on a few years since. The For-
Biers (see that article) followed the prevailing

fashion, and copied not only NichoUs Amati, but
Antonius and Hieronymut.

4. Latbb imitators of the Cremona School.
We now reach a group of makers dating firom

about 1790 to 1840, and foeming the last and
in some reen)ect8 the best section of the London
SchooL These makers forsook altogether the

imitation of Stainer, occupied themselves less

with that of Amati, and boldly passed on to

Stradivarius and Joseph Guamerius. Lupot and
others were doing the same in Paris. Kichard
Tobin, John Furber, Charles Harris, Henry
Lockey Hill, Samuel Gilkes, Bernard Fendt
the elder (known as 'Old Barney*), and John
Career, are among the best London makers of

this period : and Vincenzo Panormo, though of

Italian extraction, really belongs to the same
ichool Stradivarius was the chief model of

these makers, and in reproducing his style they
gave to the world a host of valuable instruments.

The elder Feddt is commonly accounted the best

maker of violins since the golden age of Cre-

mona, though the vote of the French connoisseur

would be in favour of Lupot. Bernard Fendt the

younger, and his brother Jacob, together with
Joseph and George Panormo, sons of Vincenzo,

continued this school in another generation,

though with unequal success. The Kennedv
fiunily (Alexander 1 700-1 786, John 1730-1816,
Thomas 1784- 18 70) were second-rate makers
of the same school. The abolition of the import
duty on foreign instruments, together with the

Accumulation of old instruments available for

use and more sought for than new ones, ruined

the English violin manufacture. During the

present century, Italian violins have poured
into England fh>m all parts of Europe. Paris,

to say nothing of Mirecourt and Neukirchen,
affords an ample supply of new violins of every

quality, at rates wluch drive from the field

English labour, whether more or less skilled. A
few makers only weathered the storm. Gilkes*s

son William Gilkes, and pupil John Hart, of

Princes Street, as well as Simon Forster, made
instruments up to the time of their deaths : and
there are still living two representatives of the
old English school in the persons of William
Ebsworth Hill of Wardour Street, best known
ai a dealer in Italian instruments, but in fact

a violin-maker of no ordinary merit, and John
Furber of Grafton Street, who still pursues the

22)NGHtfRST; 1^5:

old craft. Both are descended from violin-making

fiimilies dating back to the beginning of the last

century. George Hart, of Princes Street, son
of John Hart, and author of a most useful work
called * The Violin, its famous makers and their

imitators* (1875), is chiefly known as a dealer.

A few French violin-makers who have settled

in London, among whom are Chanot and Boid-

langier, belong to the Parisian school.

This list does not profess to exhaust the Lon-
don makers of stringed instrtunents. But it

includes the most famous and prolific among
them : and it may be safely added that, taken in

the mass, the instruments which have been pro^

duced in London are equal in general quality to

those of any city nor^ of the Alps, not excepting

Paris itself. Until the time of Lupot, the English

makers were unquestionably superior as a school

to the French, though they were rivalled by the

Dutch: and Lupot himself might have shrunk
from a comparison with the best works of Fendt
and Panormo. Whether the art of violin-making

in England will ever recover the blow which it

has received from Free Trade, remains to be
seen. [E.J.P.]

LONG (Lat. Longa, Notula eaadaia), A note,,

intermediate in value between the Large and the

Breve. In Plain Chaunt, the Long appears as a
square black note, with a tail, which may either

ascend, or descend, on either side. In Polyphonic

Music, it is figured as a square white note, with

a tail descending on the right. In this case, the

position of the tail is important : for, though it is

sometimes, in modem music, made to ascend, it

can only be transferred to the left hand side in

Ligatures, when it materially affects the duration

of the note. [See Ligature.]

In Plain Chaunt. In Polyphonic Music.

The Long represents one third of the Perfect

Large, and half of the Imperfect. [See Laboe.}.

Its duration, in the Lesser Mode Perfect, is equal

to that of three Breves: in the Lesser Mode
Imperfect, to that of tw«>. [See Mode.] Its cor-

responding Rest is drawn, when Perfect, across

thi^ spaces ; when Imperfect, across two only.

Perfect Long Rest. Imperfect Long Rest.

In Plain Chaunt, it is longer than the Breve,

but not in any definite proportion, except vd

Ligatures, where it represents a Breve and a
half, or three Semibreves. Merbecke, in his

'Booke of Conunon Praier Noted' (1550) calls

it a 'Close,' and uses it only at the end of a
verse : but this restriction is not usual in Plain

Chaunt Office-Books. [W. S. R.]

LONGHURST, John Alexander, bom in

1809, studied under John Watson, musical

director at Covent Garden, and on April 22,

1820, came out at Covent Garden as the Page

in Bishop's 'Henri Quatre,' and gained great^
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pq[>ulanty by Ma ringing in the duet ' My pretty

page/ with Miss Stephens. During that and
the next four yean Bishop oompowd original

parts for him in ' Montrose/ ' The Two Gentlemen
of Verona/ ' Maid Marian,' * CUri/ * The Beacon
of Liberty/ and * As You Like It/ besides giving

him the boy*8 parts in ' The Miller and his Men/
' The Slave/ etc., which he had formerly written

for Gladstanes and Bamett. Early in 1826 he
was allotted the part ofPuck in Weber's * Oberon,*

then in preparation, butshortly afterwards, whilst

in the middle of a popular bidlad, ' The Robin's

Petition/ his voice suddenly broke, and he was
compelled to relinquish singing. Weber men-
tions the event in a letter to his wife, March 9,

1826 :
—

* The young fellow who was to have sung
Puck has lost his voice, hut I have a charming
girl, ^ who is very clever and ^sings capitally.*

After a short time he became known as a teacher

of singing and the pianoforte and excellent ac-

companyist. He died in 1^5 aged 46.

His younger brother, William Henrt, Mus.
Doc., bom in the parish of Lambeth, Oct. 6,

1 8 19, was admitted a chorister of Canterbury
Oatnedral, Jan. 6, 1828, under Highmore Skeats,

sen., having afterwards Stephen Elvey and
Thomas Evance Jones as his masters. In 1836
he was appointed lay clerk and assistant organist

of the cathedral. On Jan. 26, 1873, he was
chosen to succeed Jones as organist and master
of the choristers. His doctor's degree was con-

ferred on him by the Archbishop of ^Canterbury

(Tait), Jan. 6, i87£. His compositions consist

of anthems, services, songs, etc., and a MS.
oratorio, * David and Absalom.* [W.H. H.]

LOOSEMORE, HnniT, Mus. Bac., was a
chorister in one of the Cambridge colleges, after-

wards lay clerk there, and organist of King's

College. He graduated at Cambridge in 1640.

In 1660 he was appointed organist of Exeter

Cathedral. A service and anthems by him .^u^

in the Tudway collection (Harl. MSa 7337, 7338)
and at Ely, and two Latin litanies (in D oninor

and G minor) are printed in Jebb's 'Choral

Besponses and Litanies.* He died in 1667.

His son, Georoe, Mus. Doc., was a chorister

of King's College, Cambridge, under his father,

and in 1660 beoune organist of Trinity Colle^.
He took his Doctor*s degree at Cambridge in 1665.

Anthems by him are m the Tudway collection

(Harl. MS. 7339) and at Ely Cathedral.

Another son, Johh, built the organ of Exeter
Cathedral in 1665, and died 168 L. Parts of his

work still remain in that organ. [W.H.H.]

LORD OF THE ISLES, THE. A Dramatic
Cantata founded on Scott's poem ; the music by
Henry Gadsby. Produced at Br^hton Feb. 13,

1879. [G.]

LORELEY, DIE. An opera by «Geibel, upon
the composition of which Mendelssohn was en-
engaged at the time of his death (Nov. 4, 47).
He had completed—as far as anything of his

1 MlM HEiTiet Cavne. aftorwards Hn. John FMde*.
s ' Detn Aiulenkeu FelU lI«odelMuba>fi*nboldys ' (Haxmoter,BOm-

pter VM).

LORTZING.

could be Bud to be complete until it was pab-
lished—the finale to the act in which the
heroine, standing on the Loreley cliff, invokes the

spirits of the Rhine. This number was first

performed at Leipzig, and at the Birmingham
Festival, Sept. 8, 1852, to an English adaptation

by Mr. Bartnolomew, and was published as * Op.

98, No. 27 of the posthumous works.* In Oct.

1868 an Ave 'Maria (eoene 3) for soprano solo

and chorus, and late in 187 1 a Vintagers* Chorus
(scene 4) were published, and portions of the 2nd
and 7th scenes are more or less advanced towards

completion. The Finale is frequently put on the

stage in Germany. The opera has been since

composed by Msjl Bruch (produced at Cologne

in August 1864).

7. The Loreley is the subject of an opera by
F. Lachner, words by Molitor, produced at the

Oomrt Theatre, Munich, in 1846. [G.]

LORENZ, Fbanz, physician and writer, bom
at Stein, Lower Austria, April 4, 1805 ; took

his doctor's degree 1831, and is now residing in

Wiener-Neustadt. Like many other physicians,

he has done much for music, and his publications

are of special interest and value :
—

* In Sachen
Mozart's ' (Vienna, 1 85 1 X much praised byKochel
in his Mozart-Catologue (Preface, xvii.) ;

* Haydn,
Mozart, and Beethoven's Kirohenmusik,* etc.;

• W. A. Mocart als <31avier-Compo«iist * (Breslau,

1866); various accurate and interesting contri-

butions on Mozart, Beethoven, and Haydn, to the

Deutsche MusikZeitung, * 1 861, 62 ; the Wiener
Zeitung, *Aug. 3, 1850, Aug. 16, 1863.* It is

to Dr. Lorenz tibiat we owe Krenn*s important

account of Beethoven's last Autumn, and the

other aneodotes and traits there ^ven. [See

Krenk.] [C.F.P.]

LORTZING, GusTAVAlbert, opera-composer,

bom at Berlin, Oct. 23, 1803, son of an actor.

He studied for a time under Rungenhagen, but
the wandering life entailed by his father's pro-

fession made steady instruction an impossibiUty,

and at 9 he was thrown \^n his own resources,

played the pianoforte, vioUn, and cello, studied

the wodcs of Albrechtsberger and others, and
soon began to compose. At the same time, he
habituaUy sung and acted on the stage, and thus

secured a familiarity with the practical require-

ments of the boards which was of great advantage

to him. In 1822 he went with his parents to

Cologne, where he married before he was 20, and
produced his first operetta 'Ali Pascha von
Janina.* The company to which he belonged

served the theatres of Detmold, Munster, and
Osnabriick, in addition to that of Ck>logne, and
at all these his opera was repeated. In 1833
he was engaged as first tenor at the Stadttheater

at Leipzig, and here he passed a happy and suc-

cessful 10 years. In 1837 he wrote and composed

two comic operas, 'Die beiden Schiitzen' and

• Thh 1VU perfonoMl in LoDdoa early In 1800 under tlM OM of Mr.
Benedict.

* Mozart's Reqtitein (IMl. No. 8S. 48) ; Moiart's KlATlcr-Sooatcn

(do. 41. 42) ; Honrt'e Meaxeit a«82 No. S4. SB) ; Beethoten at fJDeizen-

dorf (do. 10) ; Bajdn and bit princely pfttroiu (do. 4A, 47. 48).

s Mozart's death.
4 Uajdu and Boethoren.
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'Gnar tmd Zhnmermaim/ Both were raoceasful,

and the Utter wu at once performed all over

Germany. His next few works however fell flat,

and it was not till 1S43 that his 'Wildschutz;

arranged from Kotzebue's comedy, again aroused

the public. He then gave up acting, and in 1844
was appointed Capellmeister of the theatre, a post

for which he was unfitted both by his easy dis-

position and his defective education, and which
be resigned in the following year. He next pro-

duced * Undine ' (1845) with success at Hambuig
and Leipzig, and 'Der WafFenschmidt ' (1846)
at Vienna, where he was for a short time Capell-

meister at the theatre ' an der Wien.' In 1849
the success of his ' Rolandsknappen ' at Leipzig,

igain procured hira the offer of the Capellmeister-

ihip, but to his disappointment the negotiations

fell through, and Rietz was appointed. His life

was now a hard one ; he travelled from place to

place with his numerous family, earning a pre-

carious existence now as an actor, now by con-

ducting his own operas ; enduring at the same
time the mortification of having his later operas

rejected by all the more important theatres. In
1850 he obtained the conductorship at the Fried-

richWilhelmstadt theatre in Berlin, where he
bad only farces and vaudevilles to direct ; but he
was completely worn out, and died on the 2i8t of

Jan. 1852. The public discovered its neglect
too late, honoured his remains with a solemn
funeral procession, and raised a subscription

arbich placed his frimily above want. He left an
opera, 'R^na,' several overtures, incidental

music for various plays, Lieder, and part songs,

an unpublished. His operas are still stock-pieces
at the comic theatres in Germany, and ' Undine

*

is frequently performed, although romantic sub-
jects were not his forte. * Czaar und Zimmermaim *

wsi produced as * Peter the Shipvmght,* at the
Gaiety theatre, London, as lately as April 17,
1871.

As a composer Lortzing is remarkable for

naturalness. Instead of straining after a depth
and subtlety beyond his powers, he wisely aims
at expressing natural and healthy sentiments by
means of graceful and pleasing music, and hu
keen lense of humour enables him to give an
interest to commonplace situations. He was
never able to free himself entfrely from a slight

aniateurishness in the technical part of his work,
but his compositions, though not belonging to the
highest branch of art, are good of their kkid, and
in spite of an occasional tendency to farcical ex-
aggeration, are sound and artistic music. [A.M.]

IX)TTI, Antonio, eminent composer, son of
Matteo Lotti, a Venetian. Capellmeister to the
then Catholic Court of ' Hanover ; bom probably
in 1667, and possibly in Venice, since he styles

himself * Veneto * on'the title-page of his book of
Madrigals (1705), and his brother Francesco

> Throach ibt klndtMiw of Dr. Ke*tn«r «r HAoorer I am Mitt to ms
that no docBmenuaa to music or musldaiu at ttie Court uf UanoTer
lo tiic 17th oentarj are now to be found thrre. Th« Iteglster of th«
CUMlc Ctiorch at Hanover oontalm, under Not. 5. lV?i. aii entry ul
tb« lApUsm of Uieronyma.1 DomliUcu*. Hon of Matthias de Lottis aiid
Marini de Papirints, atul under Not. 9. Hm. of that of a daughter of
lUtt»> de Lo«|. The KerHter was begun In May M71, M that It does
"wfD hf back tooufb for our purpose. [0.J

Lom. 1«7

was lawyer to tha Proeuratori, a post tenable
only by a native. At any rate, his eariy years
were passed in Venice, and before he was i6 he
produced an opera, ' H Giustino,' to words by a
nobleman, Nicolo Beregani. His master was Le-
grenzi then Maestro dicapella to the Doge. Lotti
entered the Doge*s chapel as a boy ; in 1687 joined
the * Confrthtemitk musicale di Santa Cecilia';

was appointed. May 30, 1689, *cantore di contra
alto,' with a saUry of 100 ducats ; and Ang. 6,

1690, became depufy organist, with an addition
of 30 ducats. On May 3 1 , 169 2 , the Procuratori
of St. Mark's unanimously elected him organist
in place of Pollarolo, appointed vice maestro di
capella. As second organist he composed a book
of Masses, for which he received 100 ducats July
22,1 698. On Aug. X 7, 1 704, he succeeded Spada
as first organist, and retained the post forty years,

receiving permission in 1732 to employ as substi-

tute his pupil Saratelli, who eventually succeeded
him. In 1 733 the Maestro di capella, Antonio
Biffi, died, and an eager competition for the vacant
post ensued. Lotti's chief rivals were Pollarolo.

and Porpora, and at the first election, March 8,

^ 733 (*he dates throughout are from State docu-
ments), he obtained 6 votes out of x 2. A majority
being necessary, the matter remained in suspense,
and meantime Lotti was authorised to call him-
self Maestro di capella. Porpora retired before
the second election (April 2, 1736), but his place
was taken by a scarcely less formidable compe-
titor, Giovanni Porta. Lotti however received 9
votes, and thus obtained the post, with its salary

of 400 ducats and an official residence. In the
interim he composed his celebrated 'Miserere,*

which superseded that of his master Legrend, and
has been performed in St. Mark's on Maundy
Thursday ever since. This was followed by a
number of masses, hymns, and psalms, with organ
accompaniment only, although his predecessors

had employed the orchestra. He also composed 1

7

operas (for list see F^tis), produced with success

between the years 1693 and 1 71 7, at the theatres

of S. Angelo, S. Cassiano, S. Giovann' Crisostomo,
and SS. Giovanni e Paolo. Some of these having
attracted the attention of the Crown Prince of
Saxony during his stay in Venice (171 2), he
engaged Lotti to visit Dresden, with a companv
of singers, including Boschi and Personelli. both
members of the chapel, and his own wife, a
Bolognese singer named Santa Stella. The joint

salary of husband and wife was fixed at 2,100
'doppii' (about £1600). The party set out
on September 5, 171 7, having obtained special

leave of absence from the Procuratori of St.

Mark's— ' per fiarvi un opera.* In Dresden Lotti

composed ' Giove ed Argo,* ' Ascanio. owero gl'

odi delusi del Sangue,* and 'Teofane' with Pal-
lavicini; intermezzi, and various other pieces^

including church works, among which may be
specified the 8-part *Crucifixus* occurring in a
* Credo ' for 5 voices and instruments. The Pro-
curatori gave him one extension of leave, but
in 1 719 be was compelled to return or vacate

his post; and accordingly left Dresden in Octo-

ber in a travelling-oaniBge, which he ever after
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retained as a memorial of hit vidt, and finally

bequeathed to his wife. After his return he com-
posed entirely for the church and chamber.
Lotti died of a long and painful dropsy on Jan.

5, 1740, and was buried in the church of S.

Geminiano, where his widow (who died 1 759 and
was buried with him) erected a monument to his

memory. It was destroyed with the church in

1815.

Besides the oompositionB already mentioned
he wrote for Vienna an opera, 'Constantino/

overture by Fux (1716), and two oratorios, * H
Voto crudde *

( 1 7 1 3), and * L* Umilt^ coronata

'

(1714) ; for Venice, the oratorios ' Gioa, Rfe di

Giuda,' * Giuditta ' (printed by Poletti), and the

celebrated madrigal *Spirto di *Dio' for the

Doge's espousal of the Adriatic, performed on
the Buoentoro in 1736—a very effective com-
position. His book of Madri^ls (1705) dedi-

cated to the Emperor Joseph I., contains the one
in 5 parts, ' In una siepe ombrosa,* which Bonon-
oini claimed in London as his own composition,

and which led to his disgrace (see p. 650 a, note).

Another is given as a model by Padre Martini in

his 'Esemplare di contrappunto.' Nevertheless

they were severely handled at the time in a
' Lettera famigliare d'un aocademico filarmonico,'

circulated in MS. anonymously, but attributed on
Fontana's authority to Marcello, who had been
a pupil of Lotti*s. Many of his compositions are

BtUl in the King of Saxony's musical library, and
Breitkopf & Hartel once possessed several of his

MSS., as did also Ihr. Bumey.
Lotti's rank among musicians is a high one,

from the &ct that though the last representative

of the old severe school, he used modem har-

monies with freedom and grace. The expression

and variety of his music struck even nis con-

temporaries, especially Hasse, when he was at

Venice in 1727. Bumey, who heard his church
music sung in Venice in 1770 (Tour, ii. 153)
credits him with * grace and pathos,* and charac-

terises his choral music as both solemn and
touching, and so capable of expression, though
written in the old contrapuntal style, as to have
affected him even to tears. Of his cantatas he
says that they contain recitatives full of feeling

(Hist. iv. 534). As a specimen of his writing for a
single voice we may cite the favourite song * Pur
dicesti.* He was so afraid of overloading the
voices that he never used orchestral accompani-
ments in church music. There are wind instru-

ments as well as the four strings in his Dresden
operas, but not in those produced in Venice.

Besides Saratelli and Marcello, Alberti, Baa-
ani, Gasparini, and Galuppi were among his

pupils. A motet of Lotties, 'Blessed be thou,* and
a madrigal, *A11 hail Britannia,* both for 4 voices,

are given in Mr. Hullah*s Part Music (ist ed.)»

and a fine Credo in C, also for 4 voices, in his

Vocal Scores and Part Music (2nd ed.). Proske
has a Mass of his {k 4) in Musica Divina, vol. i.,

and Bochlitz a Crucifixus, k 6, and another k 8,

and a Qui toUis, k 4, in his Sammlung. There is

1 A Ma oC ttib Is la ttM Uhnij of tte Sacred Btfmonk Sodetr.
»o.mot
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also a Kyrie in theAuswahl vorz. M^usikwerkir

(Trautwein). Four Masses and a Requiem are in

Ltlck*s Sammlu^, and various other pieces in the

collections of Schlesinger, Moskowa, etc. [F.G.]

LOTTINI, Antonio, the principal Italian

basso in London in 1737 and 8. He sustained

that part in HandeFs * Faramondo* in 1737, in

his 'Serse,' and in the 'Conquista del Velio

d*oro* ini738. [J.M.]

LOUIS FERDINAND, Prince.—accurately
Friedrich Christian Ludwig,—bom Nov. 18,

1772, killed at the battle of Saalfeld, Oct. 13,

1806, was the son of Prince August Ferdinand
of Prussia, and therefore nephew of Frederick

the Great and of Prince Henry (the patron of

J. P. Salomon, and cousin of IVederick William
II), the cello-player for whom Beethoven wrote
his op. 5. His sister ^uise married Prince
Radziwill, who composed the Faust music and to

whom Beethoven dedicated the Overture op. 115.

Louis Ferdinand thus belonged to a musical as

well as a royal family, and he appears to have
been its brightest ornament on the score of natural

gifts—his uncle the Great Frederick excepted

—

even down to our own time ; in music undoubtedly
so. He was kindly and generous in the highest

degree, and free from all pride of rank ; eneigetio

and enterprising, and as a soldier bold to teme*
rity. In conversation he was brilliant, in social

intercourse delightful. On the point of morals
his reputation was not good ; but one who knew
him well, while admitting that, being prevented

by his rank from making a marriage of affection,
' he chose female friends with whom he lived in

the most intimate relations,* asserts positively

that 'he never seduced an innocent girl, or de-

stroyed the peace of a happy marriage.' This,

in the time of Frederick William II, was high
praise. He was passionately fond of his two
illegitimate children, and left them to the care

of his sister. Princess Radziwill. That he very

early entered the army was a matter of courset

for no other career was open to a Prussian
prince ; but that, amid all the distractions of a
militaiy life, no small part of which ( 1 792-1806)
was spent in hard service, he should have be-

come a sound practical musician and composer
proves his energy and perseverance no less than
his talent ; but music was his passion, and in gar*

risen or camp he had musicians with him and
kept up his practice. He preferred English

pianofortes, of which he is said to have purchased
no less than thirteen.

We find no account of his masters and early

studies, nor any but vague notices of his nmid
progress, until 1793. He was then with his

regiment at Frankfort, and is reported to have
aided a poor musician not only with his purse, but
by a very fine performance of a sonata in a
concert. Three years later, in 1796, Beethoven,

then in Berlin, formed that opinion of his pla3nng

which he afterwards expressed to Ries (Biog.

Not. p. 1 10), that, though the pla3ring ofHimmel

—

then among the most renowned of pianists—was
elegant and pleasing, it was not to be compared
to that of the Prinee. Ries also (lb.) recordi
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BeethoV6n*B oompliment to him—that he'did not

play at all like a king or a prince, but like a
thorough solid pianist. [See the article on DussBK
for an aooount of his relations with that great

musician.] In 1804 he made a journey to Italy.

In Bohemiahe visited Prince Lobkowitzathis seat,

Raudnitz. We see no sufScient reason to doubt
the truth of an anecdote the scene of which lay

then and there. Lobkowitz had purchased from
Beethoven the recently composed Heroic Sym-
phony, and had had it performed in his palace

at Vienna. He consulted with Wranitzky, his

Kapellmeister, as to a programme for the enter-

tainment of his guest. Wranitzky proposed the

new symphony. Louis Ferdinand listened with
the utmost interest, and at the close of the per-

formance requested a repetition, which was of

eourse granted. After supper, having to depart

•early the next morning, he besought the favour

of a third performance, which was also granted.

It was under the fresh impression of this

music that Louis Ferdinand renewed his ac-

quaintance with Beethoven. We have no par-

ticularsofthe meeting. Ries (Biog. Not. p. 1 1 ) only

relates, that an old ^ Countess, at the supper after

a musical entertainment, excluded Beethoven
from the table set for the Prince and the nobility,

at which the composer left the house in a rage.

Some days later Louis Ferdinand gave a dinner,

and the .Countess and Beethoven being among
the guests, had their places next the Prince on
either hand, a mark of distinction of which the

composer always spoke with pleasure. A plea-

sant token of their intercourse survives in the

dedication to the Prince of the P. F. Concerto in

C minor, which was first played in July 1804,

and published in November.
In the autumn of the next year (1805), the

Prince being at Magdeburg on occasion of the

military manoeuvres, Spohr was invited to join

them. 'I led,' says Spohr (Selbstbiog.), »

a

•trange, wild, stirring life, which for a short time

thoroughly suited my youthful tastes. Dussek
and I were often dragged from our beds at six

in the morning and called in dressing-gown and
slippers to the Prince's reception room, where he,

often in shirt and drawers (owing to the extreme
heat), was already at the pianoforte. The study

and rehearsal of the music selected for the

evening often continued so long, that the hall

iras filled with officers in stars and orders,

with which the costume of the musicians con-

trasted strangely enough. The Prince however
never left off until eveiything had been studied to

bis satisfaction.* Louis Ferdinand^s compositions,
like his playing, were distinguished for boldness,

splendour, and deep feeling; several of those

which are in print were composed before the

intercourse with Dussek had ripened his taste,

and made him more fuUv master of his ideas.

These he would gladly have suppressed. The
iHanoforte Quartet in F minor is considered to

be his most perfect work.

Ledebur*s list of the published compositions

(made 1861) is as follows :

—

U j|«t tte Osiutai Than.M hM bt«ulM«d-tiM died long bei;^!*.

LOURE. I«t

Ol>. 1. Qnlntet for P.P. and
Strings, C minor.

» S. Trio for P.P., violin, and
CeUo,Ab.

,. S. Do.. do.. Eb.
M i. Andante, dn.. Bb.
„ 6. Quartet for P. P.. Violin.

Viola, and Cello. Eb.
„ 0. Do.. do., F minor.

. 7. Fuirue. 4 volx, fur P.P.
solo.

M 8. Noetumo for P.P.. Plate,

Opk a Hondo for P.P.. 2 Violins,

Flute, 2 Clarinets. 2
Homi, Viola, and CellOi.

B.

„ 10. Trio for P.P.. Violin, and
CeUo. E&..

n U. Larghetto^ Tariatlon*. Pjr.,

with Violin. Viola, and
Cello, obllg.

„ 12. Octet for P. F„ Clarinet. 2
Horns. 2 Viollm, 2 CcUofc

.. 13. Hondo for P.P.
Violin. Cello obltgatl, and, AUo a 2od Quintet for P.P. and
2 Horns ad Ub.. P. I Strings.

[A.W.T.]
LOXJLI6, Etienne, prot^g^ of Mile, de Guise,

and music-master, in the second half of the 1 7th
century, is only known as the author of 'Ele-

ments ou Principes de Musique' (Paris 1696),
at the close of which is an engraving and de^

scription of his * Chronometre.* Louli^ was the

first to attempt to indicate the exact tempo of

a piece of music by means of an instrument
beating the time. Tlie one he invented took the
minute as the unit, and went up to 72 degrees

of rapidity ; but being six feet in height was too

cumbrous for genend use. Nevertheless to

LouUe belongs the merit of the idea which mor^
than a century later was carried into practice by
Maelzel. [G.C.J

LOURE. This word, whether derived from
the Latin lura, a bag or purse, or the Danish
luuVf a shepherd^s flute, or merely an alteration

of the Old French word outre with the article

prefixed, Coutre—signified originally a kind of
bagpipe, common in many parts of France, but
especially in Normandy. The peasants of Lower
Normandy still call the stomach * la loure,* just

as those of Normandy and Poitou call an ' outre

'

or leathern wine-bottle, ' une vbze.* Again, the

Old French words * chfevre,' 'chevrie,' *chevrette,'

were derived from cabreta in dog-latin, and
' gogue' meant an inflated bag or bladder. These
circumstances seem to point to the conclusion

that the names of all these instruments, 'ch^vre,*
* chevrette,* * gogue,* * loure,* * vfeze,* 'saccomuse,^

etc., refer to the wind-bag, ordinarily made of

goat-skin; an argument strengthened by the

English 'bagpipe ' and the German 'Sackpfeife/
• Balgpfeife,* * Dudelsack,' etc.

From its primary signification—a kind of bag-

pipe inflated frt>m the mouth—the word ' loure

'

came to mean an old dance, in slower rhythm
than the gigue, generally in 6-4 time. As this

was danced to the nasal tones of the 'loure,'

the term 'lour^* was gradually applied to any
passage meant to be played in the style of the

old bagpipe airs. Thus ' lourer ' is to play legato

-with a slight emphasis on the first note of each
group. The ' lour^ ' style is chiefly met with in

pastoral, rustic, and mountaineer music.

As an' example we give the first strain of a
Loure from Schubert's Die Tanzmusik.

^Andanle. >w "^ -«
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170 LOYATTINI.

LOVATTINI, Giovanni, an Italian singer,

celebrated for the most beautiful of tenor voices

and for his excellent acting. He sang in London
(1767) in Piccinni's ' Buona Figliuola,* very
strongly cast with La Guadagni and Morigi.

LoVattini continued to sing here for several

years, until the end of 1774, according to Lord
Mount-Edgcumbe ; but the present Mrriter has
only traced him as late as 1772, when he was
singing in 'La Schiava' of Piccinni and Gug*
lielmi's * Virtuosa/ We have no record of his

later career ; but in 1834 Lord Mount-Edgcumbe
saw, ' in the pavement of a church at Bologna, a
small square, inscribed with the three words,
Qui giace Lovattini.* [J.M.]

LOVE'S TRIUMPH. An opera in 3 acts;

words by J. R. Planch^, after * Le Portrait vivant,*

music by W. Vincent Wallace. Produced at the
Royal English Opera, Covent Garden, (Pyne and
Harrison) Nov. 3, 1862. [G.]

LOWE, Edward, was a native ofSalisbury and
a chorister in the cathedral there under John
Holmes, the organist. In 1630 he succeeded
Dr. William Stonard as organist of Christ Church
Cathedral. Oxford. In 1660 he was appointed
one of the organists of the Chapel Royal. In
1661 he published at Oxford * A Short Direction
for the performance of Cathedrall Service, pub-
lished for the information of such as are ignorant
of it and shall be called upon to officiate in

Cathedral or Collegiate Churches where it hath
formerly been in use, 'containing thenotation ofthe
Preces, Responses, Litany, etc., for ordinary days,
and, under the title of ' Extraordinary Responses
upon Festivalb/ aversion ofTallis*8Responsesand
Litany, and also * Veni Creator,* harmonised for 4
voices. In 1 662, on the resignation of Dr. Wilson,
he was appointed Professor of Music at Oxford,
having been deputy for some time before. In 1664
he published *A Review* of his 'Short Direction,*

adapted to the then newly-revised Liturgy, and
including also several chants and John Parsons*s
Burial Service. This edition was eprinted by Dr.
Rimbault in 1843, ^^^ by Dr. Jebb in his 'Choral
Responses' in 1857. Low composed several an-
thems, some of which are in the Tudway collection

and at Ely Cathedral. He died at Oxford, July 1 1,

1682, and was buried in the Divinity Chapel on
the north side of the cathedral. [W. H. H.]

^
LOWE, Thomas, &vourite tenor singer, made

his first appearance on any stage at Drury Lane,
Sept. II, 1740, as Sir John Loverule in 'The
Devil to pay' ; Oct. 17 he ^rformed Macheath,
and Dec. 20 had the distinction of being the
original singer of Ame's beautiful songs, * Under
tiie greenwood tree * and * Blow, blow, thou winter
wind ' in • As You Like It.' He was the original

singer of the following parts in Handel's ora-

torios ;—Priest of Dagon and Israelitish Man in
• Samson,' 1 742 ; First Elder in ' Susanna,' 1 743

;

Joshua, 1746; Zadok in 'Solomon,' 1749; and
Septimius in 'Theodora,' 1750. In 1745 '^^^

several subsequent yean he sang at Vauxhall
Gardens, and in 1 763 became lessee and manager
of Miirylebone Gardens, and continued bo until

LUCCA.

1 768, when an unsuocetsful season compelled him
in Feb. 1769 to assign his interest in the place
to trustees for the benefit of his creditors. His
powers beginning to fail he was compelled to
accept engagements at Finch's Grotto Garden,
Southwark, and similar places. In 1784 he was
engaged at Sadlers' Wells. Lowe is said to have
possessed a finer voice than Beard, but to have
been inferior as musician and singer. [W. H. H.]

LUCAS, Charles, bom at Salisbury, July 28,

1808, was a chorister in the cathedral under
Arthur Thomas Corfe from 1815 to 1823, when
he became a pupil of the Royal Academy of
Music, and studied the violoncello under Lindley,

and harmony and composition under Lord and
Dr. Crotch. He remained there for 7 years. In
1830 he became a member of Queen Adelaide's

private band, and composer and arranger of music
lor it, and soon afterwards music preceptor to

Prince George (now Duke) ofCambridge and the
Princes of Saxe Weimar. In 1832 he succeeded

Cipriani Potteras conductor attheRoyal Academy
of Music. He also became a member of the
opera and other orchestras as a violoncellist. In
1839 ^® w*® appointed organist of Hanover
Chapel, Regent Street. He was for some time
conductor of the Choral Harmonists' Society.

On the retirement of Lindley he succeeded him
as principal violoncello at the opera, the pro-

vincial festivals, etc. From 1856 to June 30,

1S65, he was a member of the music-publishing

firm of Addison, Hollier, & Lucas. In 1859
he was appointed successor to Potter as Prindpsi
of the Royal Academy of Music, which office he
held until July 1866, when ill health compelled

him to relinquish it. His compositions include

*The Regicide,' opera, 3 symphonies, string'

quartets, anthems, songs, etc. He edited ' Esther*

for the Handel Society. He died March 30,

1869. His son, Stanley Ldcas, bom 1834, was
Secretary to L^ie's Choir from its formation to

Oct. 1855 ; has been Secretary to the Royal
Society of Musicians since 1861, and to the Phil-

harmonic Society since 1866, and is otherwise

much connected with music in London. [W.H.H.]

LUCCA. In 1640 an Academy, that of the

'Accesi,' was founded at Lucca entirely for

dramatic musical representation. [CM. P.]

LUCCA, Pauline, one of the most brilliant

operatic artists of a brilliant epoch, is a native of

Vienna. Her high musical gifts showed them-
selves early, when, a mere child, she sang in the

choir of the Karlskirche, in 1856. One Sunday
the principal singer was missing, and the young
chorister put forward to supply her place in the

solo of a mass of Mozart's, revealed a beauty of

voice and charm of style that startled all present,

She studied under Uschmann and Lewy, and
her parents being in straitened circumstances,

entered the chorus of the Opera at Vienna,

which she quitted in 1 859 to come out at Olmdtz.

Just before leaving, it fell to her to lead the

Bridesmaids' Chorus in the Freischiitz, her per-

ibrmance creating a sensation that made Viennai

Qager to retain her; but it was too late. Qa
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Sept. 4, 1859, she made her dibut at Olmiitz as

Elvira in **Ernaiii/ and there became afi&vourite

at once. In March 1 860 she appeared at Prague

as Valentine in ' The Huguenote,' and as Nonna.

The fame of a young singer of rare gifts, includ-

ing the rarest of all, original genius, reached

Meyerbeer in Berlin, then vainly seeking an

artist to whom he could entrust the unconven-

tional rAle of Selika in his yet unpublished
* Africaine.' At his instigation Mile. Lucca was

engaged for Berlin, where she first appeared in

April 186 1, and soon roused an enthusiasm rarely

equalled by any former singer. She studied the

rdle of Selika and others under*Meyerbeer's per-

sonal supervision. At Berlin she was engaged

as Court singer for life ; and on July 18, 1863,

made her fiwt appearance in this country, at

Covent Garden, in the part of Valentine, creating

an extraordinary impression, which was further

enhanced by her performance of Margherita, in

' Faust,* during her second fleeting visit to our

shores the following year. In July 1865 the

Africaine was produced at Covent Garden, and

MUe. Lucca's impersonation of Selika must be

ranked among the very highest achievements

in the lyrical drama. She reappeared in London
every season (excepting 69) up to 1872 ; and

Bang throughout Germany with triumphant

success, and at St. Petersburg, where she was

received with the wildest enthusiasm. Her voice,

a full soprano, with « compass of aJ octaves

extending easily to C in alt, and sympathetic

throughout, seemed capable of taking everjr grade

ofexpression ; and to her rare lyrical endowments
ihe united one still rarer—a genius for repreaen-

tation. In London, besides the parts specified

above, she was heard mostly in Zerlina (Fca

IHavolo), Leonora (Favorita), and Cherubino; but

Berlm knew better the extent of a repertoire aaid

to include over 56 r61es. Auber was so delighted

with her singing of his music, that he presented

her with the pen with which ' Fra Diavolo ' was
written, in token of his admiration. Meyerbeer

pronounced her a very David Garrick, and ne

wonder. To each impersonation she imparted a
specific individuality, presenting characters as

directly opposed as Cherubino and Selika,

Hal^vy's Juive and Nicolai's Merry Wife of

Windsor, Wagner's Elsa, and Angela in the
*Domino Noir,' with the same truth, natural ease,

and vivid originality ; whilst to colourless rdles,

SQch as Agata in the FreischUtz, she gave a

distinct personality and charm. In 1872 she

severed her connection with Berlin, and went to

America, where she remained two years, on an
operatic tour through the States. She returned

to Europe in 1874, *^^ ^^S ** *^ *^® chief cities

of Germany, except Berlin. At Vienna, where
she now resides, she has remained one of the

chiefattractionsof each season. Besides starring

engagements in Germany, she appeared in Brus-

tels 1876, St. Petersburg and Moscow 1877, and
Madrid 1878. At Vienna she has recently added
Donna Anna, Carmen, and Madeleine in 'Le
Postilion,' to her list of successful parts. In
1865 8he married Baron Rahder. [B. T.]

LtJBECK.

LUCCHESINA, Maria As
siNi, DETTA LA, an Italian mez!

sang in London, 1737-39. In
she played Jtosimonda in Handel's '

in the following year, beside other \ -v^y^ ^
Arsamene, a male character, in * Serse' ; iwwahe JS
sang the music of David in 'Saul' on its ^fA J*
production, Jan. 16, 1739. [J.M.J^'

LUCIA DI LAMMERMOOR. Opera in 3
acts; libretto by Cammarano, music by Doni-

zetti. Produced at Naples in 1835 ; in Paris, in

4 acts (words by A. Royer and Waez^, at the

Theatre de la Renaissance, Aug. lo, 1839, and

the Acaddmie-royale Feb. 20, 1846; in London,

at Her Majesty's, April 5, 1838 ; in English, at

Princess's Uieatre, Jan. 19, 1843. [G.]

LUCIO SILLA. A Dramma per musica, in

3 acts; libretto by G. da Camera, music by

Mozart. Produced at Milan Dec. 26, 1 77
2—the

last which he wrote for Italy, [G.]

LUCREZIA BORGIA. Opera in 3 acts;

libretto adapted by Romani firom Victor Hugo's

drama, music by Donizetti. Produced at La Scala,

Milan, Spring, 1834; given at Th^tre Italien,

Paris, Oct. 27, 1840. Victor Hego then stopped

the performance, and the words were re-written

under the title of * La Rinegata.' In England it

was produced (in 2 acts) at Her Majesty's theatre

June 6, 1839, for the d^ut of Mario ; in English,

at Princess's theatre, Dec. 30, 1843. [G.]

LtTBECK, Charles H., conductor and vio-

linist, bom Feb. 11, 1799, at Alssen, near Dus-

seldorf ; held the post of Kapellmeister at the

Hague until his death, Feb. 1 1, 1 866. His eldest

son, Ebnst Heinwch, avery distinguished pianist,

was bom 1829, and first appeared in public at

12 years of age, when he played Beethoven's,

Eb Concerto. He made a tour to the United

States, Mexico and Peru, which lasted from 1849

to 1 85 2. On his return he was made Court pianist

at the Hague. In 1855 he moved to Paris,

where he principally resided until driven from

the city by the disturbances of the Commune,

which gave a shock to his brain from which it

never recovered. He became at length hopelessly

insane, and died Sept. 17, 18; 6. He wrote only

for piano. Among his compositions are the fol-

lowing :—Berceuse in A b, op. 13; Tarentelle;

Polonaise, op. 14; 'Trilby the ^rite, R^v^rie

caracteristique.' Tlie two former were chosen,

by him for performance at the Philharmonic
_

Concert May 7, i860, when he also played

Mendelssohn s Concerto in G minor. In the

same year he first appeared at the Musical Umon.
His playing was distinguished for brilliancy and

technique. Berlioz says of him :
* Son talent est

tout k fait extraordinaire, non seulement par^ un

m^canisme prodigieux, mais par un style musical

excellent et irreprochable. Cost la verve unie ^ la

raison, la force uuie \k la souplesse ; c'est brillant,

p^n^trant, et ^lastique conune une lame d'dp^e.'

His brother, Louis, bom 1832 at the Hague,

was for some years teacher of the violoncello

at the Leipzig Conservatorium, until about 1872,

when he moved to Frankfort. [J . A. F.M.J
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LUTSA MILLER. Opera in 4 acts ; libretto

(firom Schiller*8 'Cabale und Liebe*) by Camar-
irano, music by Verdi. Produced at Naples
December, 1849. Given in French at the Grand
Opera, Paris, as ' Louise Miller,* Feb. 2, 1853

;

in English, at Sadlers' Wells, June 3, and in

Italian, at Her Majesty's, June 8, 1858—both as

•Luisa Miller.' [G.]

LULLI, or LULLY, Jean Baptiste, the first

French composer of a series of operas, son of Lo-

renzo de' Lulli, a gentleman ofFlorence, and Cata-

rina del Serta, was bom at or very near Florence

in 1633, though the precise date is unknown, the

certificate of his baptism not having been dis-

covered. An old Franciscan monk gave the gifted

but mischievous child some elementary instruc-

tion, and taught him the guitar and the rudiments

of music. The Chevalier de Guise took him to

France, and having entered the service of Mile, de

Montpensier— 'La Grande Mademoiselle*—in

the kitchen, Lully employed his leisure in learn-

ing the songs of the day and playing them upon
his violin. As his talent bec^e known he was
promoted from the kitchen to the Princess's

band, where he^oon distanced, the other violin-

ists. Mademoiselle, having discovered that he
had composed the air of a satirical song at her

expense, promptly dismissed him ; but his name
was sufficient to procure him a place in the

King's band. Here some airs of his composition

BO pleased Louis XIV that he established on
pui-pose for him a new band, called *les petits

violons.' to distinguish it from the large band of

24 violins. His new post enabled him to perfect

himself as a solo-player, and gave him valuable

practice as a conductor and composer for the

orchestra. Baptiste, as he was then called, had
common sense as well as ambition, and soon

perceived that without deeper study he could

not make full use of his talents. To remedy his

defective education he took lessons on the cla*

,
vecin and in composition from the orgimists

M^tru, Gigault, and Roberdel ; and at the same
time lost no opportunity of ingratiating himself

with men of rank, a useful process for which he

had a special gift. He was soon chosen to com-
pose the music for the court ballets, in which
Louis XIV himself danced, and after the success

of * Alcidiane* (1658), words by Benscrade, was
commissioned to write the divertissements for

Sersfe,* an Italian opera by Cavalli, performed

at the Louvre (Nov. 22, 1660) in honour of the

King's recent marriage with Marie Th^rfese of

Austria (June 9 previous), and, a year and a

half later, the ballets for 'Ercole amante,' an-

other opera by CavalU, performed at the opening

of the magnificent 'Salle de spectacles* at the

Tuilleries (Feb. 7, 1662). It was by studying

the works of this Venetian composer, and ob-

serving his method, that Lully laid the founda-

tion of his own individual style. In composing

the divertissements for * Le Manage forc^,' * Pour-

ceaugnac,' and ' Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme,* he

made good use of the feeling for rhythm which

he had imbibed from Cavalli, and also endea-

voured to make his music express the life and

LtJLLL

variety of Molibre's situations and characters.

The exquisitely comic scene of the polygamy
in 'M. de Pourceaugnac * is in itself sufficient

evidence of the point to which he had attained,
and of the glorious future which awaited him.
From 1658 to 1671—the year in which Moli^re

produced his tragedy-ballet ' Psyche '—Lully com-
posed no less than 30 ballets, all unpubluhed.^
These slight compositions, in which Lully took
part with considerable success as dancer and
comic actor, confirmed him in the favour of Louia
XIV, who successively appointed him composer
of his instrumental music, 'surint-endant* of his
chamber music, and in 1662 'maitre de musique'
to the royal family. But neither these lucrative
posts nor his constantly increasing reputation
were sufficient to appease his insatiable ambition.
With all his genius he posseS&ed neither honour
nor morals, and would resort to any base ex-
pedient to rid himself of a troublesome rival.

His envy had been roused by the privilege con-
ceded to the Ahh6 Perrin (June 28, 1669) of
creating an 'Academic de Musique,' and was
still further excited by the success of Cambert's
operas 'Pomone,* and 'Les Peines et lee Plaisirs

de rAmour* (1671). With the astuteness of a
courtier Lully took advantage of the squabbles
of the numerous associ^-directeurs of the opera,
and with the aid of Mme. de Montespan, pro-
cured the transference of Perrin's patent to him-
self (March 1672). Once master of a theatre,

the man whom honest Boileau branded as a
' coeur bas,' a ' coquin t^ndbreux,* and a * bouffon
odieux,* proved his right to a place in the first

rank among artists, though as a man he could
claim neither sympathy nor respect. In iAie

poet Quinault he was fortunate enough to dis-

cover a collaborateur of extraordinary merits and
in conjunction with him Lully in the space of 14
years composed 20 operas or divertissements, of
which the following is a list :

—

1. Les FM«s de I'Amour et de
Bacchus (pasticcio). S acts.

Nov, l^ 1672.

2. Cadmtu et Hermlone. 6 acts.

Feb, 1073.

3. Alceste. 6 acts. Jan. 2. 1674.

4. Th^a^. fi acu. Jan. 11. 1675.

fi. Le Camaral. Masquerade
(iMuticcIo). Oct. 17, 1075.

B. Atys. 5 acts. Jan. 10. 1676.

7. I»K 5 acts. Jan. 5. W77.
R. Psyche. 5 acts. April 9. IffTB.

9. Bell^rophoD. 5 acts. Jan. 31,

1679.

10. Proserpine. D acts. Not. 19.

100.

U Le Trlomphe de rAmoar.
Ballet. April 19. 1681.

12. Per»<Je. 6 acta. April 17. 1082.

13. Phaeton. 6 acts. April 27, lfi83.

14. Amadb de Gaule. 6 acta. Jan.
18, 1684.

IR. Roland. 5 acts. Feb. 8. 1«^
16. Idylle sur la YtSx. Dlvertls&e-

ment, 1686.

17. L'Eirlogue de Versaflles. Di-
vertissement. IffiS.

18. Le Temple de la I'alx. Bailer.

Sept. 12. 168S.

19. Armide et Reoand. 5 acts.

Feb. 15. 16tt.

20. Ads et GaUtde. S acta. Sept.

17. 18W.

The variety of subjects in this list is sur-

prising, but Lully was perfectly at home with all,

passing easily from lively and humorous divei^

tissements to scenes of heroism and pathos, from
picturesque and dramatic music to downright

comedy, and treating all styles with equal power.

He revolutionised the ballets de la cour, re-

placing the slow and stately airs by lively alle-

gros, as rapid as the pirouettes of the danseuses

» PhOldor's precious MB. collection In the library of the Paris €«».

senratolre de Musique ooiitaius the music uf several of these diver-

tissements. Celler publisbed that of 'Le Mariage fore^.* for P.F.,

In UA7: and that of 'Le Bourgeois Qentilhomme ' has reoentl; bee^
, arranged Ibr P.F. 0876^
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wh^m he introduced on the stage; to tli6 grdat

delight of the spectators. For the 'recitativo

ieooo* of the Italians he substituted accompanied
recitative, and in this very important part of

French opera scrupulously conformed to the rules

of prosody, and left models of correct and striking

declamation. On the other hand, he made no
attempt to vary the form of his airs, but slavishly

cut them all after the fashion set by Cavalli in his

operas, and by Rossi, and Carissimi in their can-

tatas. But although the ' chanson k couplets.* the
' air-complainte * (or ' arioso* as we call it), and the

'air declam^*— afterwards brought to such per-

fection by Gluck—unduly predominate in his

works, that monotony of form is redeemed by a
neatness of execution and a sweetness of expres-

sion worthy of all praise. He thoroughly under-

stood the stage—witness the skill with which he
mtroduces his choruses ; had a true sense of pro-

portion, and a strong feeling for the picturesque.

The fact that his works are not forgotten, but
are still republished, in spite of the progress of

the lyric drama during the last 200 years, is suffi-

cient proof of his genius. Not but that he has

serions faults. His instrumentation, though often

laboured, is poor, and his harmony not always

correct : a great sameness of treatment disfigures

hia operas, and the same rhythm and the same
counterpoint serve to illustrate the rage of Ro-
land and the rocking of Charon's boat. Such
faults are obvious to us; but they were easily

passed over at such a period of musical revolution.

It is a good maxim that in criticising works of

art of a bygone age we should put them back in

their origiiuJ frames ; and according to this rule

we have no right to demand from the composer
of •Th&^,* 'Atys,' 'Isis,* 'Phaeton,' and 'Ar-

mide* outbursts of passion or agitation which
would have disturbed the solemn majesty of his

royal master, and have outraged both stage pro-

priety and the strict rules of court etiquette.

The chief business of the King's Surintcndant de

la musique undoubtedly was to please his master,

who detested brilliant passages and lively melo-

dies; and making due allowance for these cir-

cumstances we affirm that Lully^s operas exhibit

the grace and charm of Italian melody and a

constant adherence to that good taste which is

the ruling spirit of French declamation. Such
qualities as these will always be appreciated by
impartial critics.

Lolly was also successful in sacred music.

Ballard published his motets for double choir in

1684, And a certain number of his sacred pieces,

copied by Philidor, exist in the libraries of Ver-

teilles and of the Conservatoire. Mme. de Se-

ign^'s admiration of his * Miserere' and 'Li-

boa* (Letter, May 6, 1672) is familiar to all.

Equally well known^s the manner of his death.

While conducting a Te Deum (Jan. 8, 1687) in

honour of the King's recovery from a severe ill-

ness, he accidentally struck his foot with the

b&ton ; an abscess followed ; the quack in whose
hands he placed himself proved incompetent, and
he died in his own house in the Rue de la Ville-

VErdque on Saturday, March 2 a.

injLLr; ns
As both'Surintcndant de la tnusique alid secre-

tary to Louis XIV, LuUy was in high favour at
court, and being extremely avaricious, used his
opportunities to amass a large fortune. At his
death he left 4 houses, aU in the best quarters of
Paris, besides securities and appointments valued
at 342,000 livres (about ;£ 14,000). His wife
Madeleine, daughter of Lambert the singer, whom
he married July 24, 1662, and by whom he had
three sons and three daughters, shared his econo-
mical tastes. For once laying aside their parsi-

monious habits, his family erected to his memory
a splendid monument surmounted by his bust,
which still exists in the left-hand chapel of the
church of the 'Petits P^res,* near the Place
des Yictoires. Cotton > was the sculptor, and
the well-known Latin epitaph was composed by
Santeul :

—

Perfida morB, inimica, andax, temeraria et excors,
Crudelisque, e caeca probris te aboolvimus istia,
Non de te querimur tua sint haec mnnia magna.
Red quando per t« populi regiaque voluptaa,
Non ante auditia rapuit qui cantibas orbem
LULLlUS eripitur, querimor mode aarda fuisti

'Lulli musicien,* a pamphlet to which both
F^tis and the author of this article are greatly
indebted, was chiefly compiled by the Provost
d'Exmes from various articles written by S^nec^,
de Fresneuse, and Titon du Tillet. 'Diere are
many portraits of Lully, of which the best-known
are those engraved by Edelinck, Thomas, St.

Aubin (from the bust by Colignon), and Desro-
chers. Mignard's portrait of him hixs been lost,

and the full-length engraving by Bonnard, which
forms the frontispiece to the score of • Psychd,'
published by Fourcault, is now extremely scarce.

Our engraving is copied from Edelinck.

Lully*s eldest son, Louis, bom in Paris Aug.

4, 1664, died about 1715, composed with his bro-

ther Jean Louis ' Z^phire et !Plore,* 5 acts ^1688),

1 Not Cosson, as FvtU has called hlia
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revived in 1 71 5; by himself, *Orpli^e' (1690), a

failure ; and with Marais, * Alcide,' 5 acts, buc-

cdssfuUy produced in 1693, and revived as ' La
Mort d Hercule' in 1705, as *La Mort d*Alcide*

in 1 716, and again under its original title in

1744. He also composed with Colasse a 4-act

ballet, * Lea Saisons,' the memory of which has

been preserved by one of J. B. Rousseau's satires

;

and a cantata, ' Le Triomphe de la Raison,' per-

formed at Fontainebleau in 1 703.

His brother, Jean Louis, third son of the

great composer, and a musician of considerable

promise, (ued in 1688, aged 21. His father'*

court appointments devolved on him, and on his

death his brother became *Surintendant* and
'Compositeur de la chambre du roi/ to which
posts he owed the slender reputation he suc-

ceeded in acquiring. [G.CJ
LUMBYE, Hans Ghbistian, Danish com-

poser of marches and dance-music, bom 1808 in

Copenhagen. Like Strauss and Lanner he had
an orchestra, which, when not travelling pro-

fessionally, has been engaged since 1848 at the

Tivoli near Copenhagen. Besides his many
marches and dances ('Krolls Ballklange' ; *Eine
Sommemacht in Danemark * ; ' Der Traum des

Savoyarden,* etc.), still popular, he composed an
opera 'Die Hexenflote. On his retirement in

1865, he was created a Kriegsrath. He died

March 20, 1874. His sod Georo now enjoys

nearly as great a popularity in Copenhagen as his

father onoe did. [F.G.]

LUMLEY. Benjamin,bom in 1812, was bred

to the law, and in Nov. 1832 admitted a solicitor.

Being concerned for Laporte he became mixed up
with the affairs of the Opera, and on Li^rte s

death in 1841 was induced to become its manager.
Pursuing a policy initiated by his predecessor, he
gave prominence to the ballet to the neglect of

the opera, and in a few years had so alienated

his performers that at the end of the season of

1840 nearly the whole of his principal singers,

band, and chorus, seceded and joined the newly
formed establishment at Covent Garden. The
popularity of Jenny Lind sustained him during
the next three seasons; and after her retirement

from the stage in 1849, the return of Sontag to

public life enabled him to maintain his position

for a time, but afterwards the fortune of the

house waned, until, at the end of the season of

1852, the manager was compelled to close the

theatre until 1856, when the burning of Covent
Garden induced him again to try his fortune.

He struggled on for tkree seasons, but at the

end of 1 858 was forced to submit. He produced
during his period of management the following

operas for the first time in England—Donizetti's

'Figlia del Reggimento,* *Don Pasquale,' 'Linda
di Chamounix,' and 'Favorita'; Verdi's 'Emaiii,'
* Attila,' * Nabucco,' 'Traviata,* 'Trovatore,' and
* Maenadieri *; Costa^s 'Don Carlos,' and Halevy*s
* Tempesta* : and introduced, among others, the
following singers—Jenny Lind, Tadolini, Frezzo-

lini, Cruvelli, Parodi, Castellan, Johanna Wagner,
Piccolomini, Tietjens, Gardoni, Calzolari, Fras-
chini, Giuglini, Foinasari, Rouconi, and Belletti.

.
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After his retirement he returned to his original

profession. In 1864 he published an account of
his managerial career, under the title of ' Remi-
niscences of the Opera* (Hurst and Blackett,

1864). He died March 17. 1875. [W.H.H.] -

LUPO, Thomas, violinist, was one of the
musicians of James I. and afterwards entered the
service of Prince Henry at a salary of £40 per
annum. In 1607 he assisted Dr. Campion in the
composition of the music for his masque on the
marriage of Lord Hayes. [See Campion.] On
the death of Prince Henry he was retained by
his brother Charles. In 1614 he contributed
two piecea to Leighton*s 'Teares or Lamenta-
dons. In 1622, having ' by casual means fallen

into decay,' he petition^ Prince Charles for an
advance of £30 * to satisfy his creditors,' which
he obtained, as well as a further advance of £20
on May 17 of the same year. He continued in
Charlea's service after his accession, and held his
post for many years. His name occurs in two
warrants dated Dec. 20, 1625, and April 17, 1641,
exempting the King's musicians from payment
of subsidies. He composed anthems, madrigals,

songs and fancies, some of which are preserved
in the MSS. in the library of Christ Church,
Oxford. Joseph Lupo, probably a relative, was
a composer of fiftncies, and author of commenda-
tory verses prefixed to John Mundy's ' Songs and
Psalmes,' 1594. [W.H.H.]
LUPOT, NiCJOLASi the most famous of French

violin-makers. The &mily came from the village

of Mirecourt in the Vosges momitains, which has
for three centuries or more been the seat of a
violin manufacture. Jean Lupot, the great-
grandfather of Nicolas, was a violin-maker
here. His son Laurent, bom 1696, established
himself in the trade at Lun^viUe (i 751-1 756)
and Orleans (i 756-1 762). FBAN9013, son of
Laurent, first worked with his father at Lun^-
ville, and in 1 758 migrated to Stuttgart, where
he remained for twelve years as fiddle-maker in
ordinary to the Grand Duke of Wirtemboi^. In
1770 he returned, and settled at Orleans. He
was the father of two sons, Nicolas, the 'French
Stradivarius,' bom at Stuttgart in 1758, and
FRAN901S, in his time a reputable bow-maker,
bom at Orleans in 1774. Nicolas began his
career early. We have good instruments made
by him at Orleans (Rue d'Hliers). before he had
completed his twentieth year. These j-uvenile

instruments are cheap in Paris at 5cx> francs.

in 1 794 Nicolas Lupot removed to Paris and
set up a shop in the Kue de Grammont (1798-
1803). He afterwards removed to the Rue
Croix des Petits CSiamps, where he made thoee
famous copies of the great Italian makers on
which his reputatioU'rests. Lupot wisely dropped
all pretensiona to originality, and became the
first of copyists. His favourite pattern was
the Stradivarius : his few copies of Guamerius
violins are less successful. Many instruments are
signed with his autograph. He made several
quintets of two violins, two tenors, and bass, to
which he sought to give a perfect unity of tone
and appearance. These quintets fetch fancy
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(moei : but laay Lupot yiolin dated from 1 805 to

1834 18 worth from 1000 to 1200 francs. The
violoneellofl are rarer : a handsome one is worth
3000 francs. Nicolas Lupot ranked in his time

M the first of his trade in Europe. Spohr, who
long played on one of his violins, recommends
him as a maker. His weakest point is his var-

nish. He employed several kinds : the. usual one

is a thick and not very transparent oil varnish,

which is sometimes badly dried, and presents

ft rough and lumpy appearance. Lupot died in

1824. His business descended to his son-in-law,

Charles FrancisGand: and the presentwell-known

makers. Gand and Bemardel, ai Rue Croix des

Petits Champs, oorrectly describe themselves as

the 'Ancienne Maison Lupot, 1798.* Fran9ois

Lupot, the bow-maker, and broUier of Nicolas,

mvented the ' coulisse,* or metal groove attached

to the ' nut,' and carefully fitted to the stick, on

which it works. He died in 1837, leaving as

his successor Dominique Peccate, who ranks as

the best bowmaker after Tourte. [£.J. P.]

LURLINE. Grand legendary opera in 3 acts ;

words by E. Fitzball, music by W. Vincent

Wallace. Produced at the Royal English Opera,

Covent Garden, Feb. 23. i860, [G.]

LUSINGANDO. or LUSLNGHIERO, Hter-

aUy 'flattering* or 'coaxing,* whence its musical

meaning comes to be ' in a soft tender manner,*

resembling Amoroso in character, except that the

latter is generally used at the beginning of move-

ments, and the former as applying only to a short

passage. Beethoven uses it m the Quartet, op.

131, in the alow movement (no. 4), where the entry

of the second subject is marked 'Andante mode-
rato e lusinghiero.' Lusingando is a very favour-

ite direction of Weber's, occurring in the Piano

Sonata op. 4, first movement, 'tranquillo e lu-

singando,' in L*invitation k la Valse, where the

coqaettish second subject reappears pianissimo

in C major, and in several other places. Chopin

uses it in the Rondo in F (in 3-4 time). [J.A.F.M.]

LUSTIGEN WETBER VON WINDSOR,
DIE. An opera in 3 acts ; words from Shakspeare,

by Moeenthal. music by Otto Nicolai Produced
at Berlin in May 1849; in London, at Her
Majesty s (in Italian), as * Falstaff,* May 3,

1864; and in Paris at the Th^tre Lyrique as
* Les Joyeusea Comm^res de Windsor,' May 25,

66. The overture is the strongest part of the

work. [G.]

LUTE (Ft. Luth ; Ital. Liuto ; Germ. Laute ;

Spanish Laud; Port. Alaude), A large and
beautiful stringed instrument with a long neck

and fretted fi^erboard; at one time much in

uie, but now obsolete. In mediaeval Latin the

lute is called TeUtido and the guitar Cithara,

both inaccurate identifications of ancient Greek
instruments of very diiferent construction. [See

Lire.] The lute is of Oriental origin, and its

Arabic name Al*ud—from which its European
names are derived by the omission of tho initial

Towel of the definite 'article Al, The Portu-

1 In Um aame way Et-art, the oedar, becaim la Englbh Lart^
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guese Alaude alone retains it. The lute became
known throughout the West in the time of the I

Crusades. We class the Russian Kohsa as a
lute : while the Balalaika of the same country ia

of the guitar kind. As in the viol di gamba and
violoncello, the formal difference between a lute

and a guitar is to be found in the back, which in \

the lute is pear-shaped and in the guitar is flat. [

The lute is without ribs, which are essential to the
framing of the guitar. [See Guitar.]
The invention of stringed instruments with

fingerboards, or the neck serving as a finger-

boud, precedes the earliest historiosd monuments.
The long-necked Egyptian Nefer was cfertainly

depicted in the 4th dynasty; and wall-painting

of the time of Moses, preserved in the British

Museum, shows that it then had frets. We
observe a similar instrument in Assyrian monu-
ments, and the Hebrew Nebd has been supposed
to be one. Strangely enough the Greeks had it

not. The Arabs derived the lute frt)m Persia, and
with the instrument a finesse in the division of

the octave into smaller parts than our semitones,

rendered possible by the use of fr%ts, and still an
Asiatic peculiaritv ; the best authorities assuring

us that the modem Arabian ud and tambura
are thus adjusted. It is usual to speak of these

fractions as ^ of a tone. Kiesewetter however
(' Musique des Arabes,* Leipzig, 1842, pp. 33, 33)
gives the Persian-Arab scale as a divisitm of 1

7

in the octave; 12 of the intervals being the Py-
thagorean limma (not quite our equal semitone),

and 5 of the dimension of the comma, an inter-

val, though small, quite recognisable by a trained

ear. [See Comma.] Mr. Engel ('Musical Instru-

ments,* 1874, p. 60) states that the Arabs became
acquainted with the Persian lute before their

conquest of the country, and names an Arab
musician who, sent to the Persian king to learn

singing and performance on the lute, brought it

to Mekka in the 6th century of our era. The
strings of the Arab lute are of twisted silk, an
Asiatic, especially Chinese, material for strings.

The same, bound round the neck, has served for

the frets. [See Frets.] The modem Egyptian
lute, named ^ oud or e^oud, of which there is a
specimen at South Kensington, and an excellent

woodcut in Lane's * Modem Egyptians,' chap, v.,

has seven pairs of gut strings, and is moreover

played with a plectrum of eagle's or vulture's

quUl.

The Western lute was a Medieval and a Renais-

sance instrument. It flourished during the crea-

tive period of Gothic architecture and later, its

star beginning to pale as the violin quartet arose,

and setting altogether when the pianoforte be-

came in general use. There were publications

for the lute as late as 1 740—6 Sonatas by Falken-

hagen, Nuremberg; and, 1760, Gellert's Odes
by Beyer. The great J. S. Bach himself wrote

three sets of pieces for the lute. Carl F. Becker

has described them in 'Die Hausmusik in

Deutschland,' Leipzig 1840. He gives rp. 54)
their titles

—'Partita al Liuto, composta del Sign.

J. S. Bach ' (in C minor), ' Pi^es pour le Lut>

* OtMerre tbe alislon of tbe eonsoMUit.
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bar J. S. Bach * ; lastly. * Fuga del ^ignore J. S.

Bach ' (in 6 minor), of which the subject^

id to be found in a violin sonata by the same
composer. These lute pieces were in MS. May
we tnink with Becker that it was not improbable
that Bach played the lute ?

To proceed to the description of the instrument.

The pear-shaped or vaulted body of the lute is

built up of staves of pine or cedar. The belly, of

pine, has a sound-post beneath the bridge, like a
violin, and one or more sound-bars for support

and to assist the resonance. It is graduated in

thickness towards the edges and is pierced with

from one to three sound-holes in decorative knots

or rose patterns. Great pains were evidentlytaken

in choosing and making this very essential part

of the instrument. Attached to the body ia a

.liUTE.

neck of moderate length covered by a finger-boani
divided by frets of brass or catgut into a measured
scale. The strings were entirely of catgut until

towards the end of the 1 7th century when silver

spun bass strings were introduced. /^There would
appear by comparison of old lutesr to have been
much diversity in the stringing and tuning, and
there is a broad division in the large lutes between
those notes, generally in pairs of unisons, which
lie over the fingerboard and frets, and the
diapason notes that are not stopped, and serve
only to determine the key or modulation. When
off the finger-board these deeper strings were at*

tached to pegs elevated by a second and higher
neck. Theseextendedinstruments became known
as theorboes, and in time virtually banished the
older single - necked lutes. [8ee Chitarrone,
Theorbo, and Archlute, the bass theorbo.]

The fingers of the right hand, without a plectnmi,
touched the strings pizzicato in melody or chords.

The tender charm and colouring of the lute-

player's tone can, in these days of exaggerated
sonorousness, be scarcely imagined.—The frets

of the finger-board followed a division by half-

tones, and in the old lutes were eight to each
pair of strings. Later, as will be presently

shewn, they were carried farther in the higher
strings. Alace (Musick's Monument ; London,
1676, p. 50) said nine was the best number, but
there was a limitation to this stopping nearer
the bridge, by the proportions of the strings in
length, thickness, and weight being unduly dis-

turbed to the detriment of the tone. According
to Baron (' Untersuchung des Instruments der
Lauten,' Nuremberg, 1727) and an older authority,

Praetorius, the lute had originally four open
notes (a) ; in course of time two G*s were added
(6). Melchior Neusiedler of Augsburg, who was

living A.D. 1574, added the F below the bass G,
making thirteen strings in all, the highest, or
Chanterelle, being a single string. This compass
Baron calls Gamaut, and the deeper bass strings

he calls Brmnmer or Bombarte, the finer ones
Bombartlein. Brummer was usually applied,

and the appellations in German, Italian, and
English were as follows :

—

G. Quintsaite.—Canto.—^Treble.

D. Kleinsangsaite.—Sottana.—Small Mean*
A. Grossangsaite.—>Mezzana.—Great Mean.
F. Kleinbrummer.—Tenore.—Counter Tenor.
C. Mittelbrummer.—Bordone.—Tenor,

G. Grossbnmamer.—Basso.—Ba^s.

At page 122 of his work. Baron gives the com*
pass of an ' eleven course* lute thus.

the two highest (the melody strings) being single^

the remainder pairs. His division of the finger-

board has ten frets for the F ; eleven for the G

;

and twelve for each of the highest six. Ther^ ia
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thus a compass of 3| octaves from C below the

baas stave to the F on the fifth line of the treble

stave. We gather further from him that this

tuning would represent 'camroer,* or theatre

pitch ; for the * chor/ or church pitch, the chan-

terelle would be tuned to the treble G, to the

greater peril of the strings. Praetorius (' Organo-
graphia,* WolfenbUttel. i6i^, p. 49) has G for

the chanterelle. There were, at last, thirteen

pairs of strings in large lutes, descending at the

tuner's pleasure to the deep A or G. Mace (p. 41)
explains a large compass of strings as bringing

the stopping < to a natural form and aptitude for

the hand.* There were other tunings besides

the above D minor. Mace gives a new French
tuning in £ minor, and a 'flat* tuning which he
prefened ; referring to that we quote from Baron

(6) as the old lute, theorbo, or viol-way : but he
wiselj remarks (p. 191) * that tuning upon any
instrument which allows the artist most scope,

freedom and variety, with most ease and fami-

liarity, to express his conceptions most fully

and completely, without limitation or restraint

throughout all the keys, must needs be accounted

the best.'

It must have been very troublesome to keep a

lute in order. Mace, in his often-quoted work,

recommends that a lute should be kept in a
bed which is in constant use, and goes on to

sty that once in a year or two, if you have not

ery good luck, you will be constrained to have

the l]«lly taken off as it will have sunk from the

stretch of the strings, ' which is a great strongth.'

Matheson said a lutenist of eighty years old had
certainly spent sixty in tuning his instrument,

and that Uie cost in Paris of keeping a horse or

a lute was about the same. Baron replied that

the horse would soon be like one of Pharaoh*s

lesnkine.

In Italian lutes of early date the tuning pegs

were disposed diagonally across the head in

two rows, the projections for tuning being at the

back. Tliey were afterwards inserted at the side

of the head as in a violin, the head being bent

back at an obtuse or even a right angle to the neck.

Ultimately metal screws replaced the pegs, but

only when large single strings were put on instead

of double strings. The lute is now esteemed

solely for the great beauty of its form and design.

InUjTs of various hard woods, tortoiseshell, ivory,

and mother of pearl, and sometimes painting on
the sound-board, have been employed to decorate

them.yThrough their decorative value many lutes

have ^een preserved : the violin makers have

however destroyed more for the sake of the wood,

which is prized for repairing old fiddles. Lutes

and viols having been made by the same artists,

the word luthier in French still designates a
maker of vSolins (compare German Luther).

The lute-player had not our musical notation

;

systems special to the instrument, and known as

Tablature, being long in vogue. Many instruc*

tion books were written for the lute, with ex-

amples in tablature ; the oldest known to exist

in this country is the * Lauttenbuch * of Wolf
Hediel (Strasburg, 1 56a) preserved in the Library
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of the Sacred Harmonic Society. The next in

order of date is in the British Museum, being an
English translation by F. K. (London, 1574), of

the famous Tutor of Adrien Le Roy, wbich had
appeared in Paris in 1551. There is another in

the same library by Thomas Robinson, written in

the form of a dialogue (London, 1603). We must
not omit the treatise by Thomas Mace (London,

1676) to which we have so frequently referred.

Praetorius, in his Organographia, was careful to

describe the then (1619) familiar lute. He giv^

(p. 51) a graduated family of lutes with their

quints or chanterelles which show how much
variety in size and scale was permitted. They
are—(i) Klein Octav (a) ;

(a) Klein Discant (fc)

;

(3) Discant (c) ; (4) Recht Chorist oder Alt (d)

;

(5) Tenor (c) ; (6) Bass (/) ; (7) Gross Octav

Bas8(flr).

Thus it will be seen that the lute generally known
and described here, the * French* lute of Maoe, is

the Alto lute. Vincentio Galilei, the fother of

the astronomer, was the author of a dialogue on

the lute (Venice, 1583). Other noteworthy con-

tinental publications were byJudenkunig, Vienna,

1523; cSerle, I^uremberg, 1 545 ; Hans Neusiedler,

Nuremberg, 1556; Melchior Neusiedler, 1574;
Ochsenkhuns. Heidelberg, 1558 ; Kargel, Strass-

burg, 1586; Besardus, Cologne, 1603 ; Campion,

Paris, 1 7 10; and Baron, Nurembei^g (afready

quoted from), 1727.
Much valuable information collected about lute

makers and the literature of the lute is communi-

catedbyMr. Engel in his admirablecatalogueofthe

South Kensington Museum referred to. The finest

lutes were nuwle in Italy ; and Bologna, Venice,

Padua, and Rome were especially famous for them.

There would appear to have been a fusion of Ger-

man and Italian skill in northern Italy when the

Bolognese lutes were reputed to excel over all

others. Evelyn in his Diary (May 21, 1645)
remarks their high price and that they were

chiefly made by Germans. One of the earliest of

these was Lucas (or Laux, as he inscribed his

name on his instruments) Maler, who was living

in Bologna about 141 5. There is one of his make
at Sou£ Kensington, represented in the drawing,

a remarkable specimen, notwithstanding that the

head is modernised, the stringing altered, and
the belly later adorned with painting. According

to Thomas Mace, ' pittifull old, batter*d, crack a
things' of Laux Maler would fetch a hundred
pounds each, which, considering the altered value

of money, rivals the prices paid now-a days for

fine Cremona volins. He (p. 48) quotes the King
(Charles II) as having bought one through the

famous lutenist Gootiere ; and one of the same
master's pupils bought another, at that very high

price! [A.J.H.]

LUTENIST, a lute-player. In the i6th and
17th centuries lutenists, or, as they were some-

times called, 'lewters' or 'luters,' invariably

N
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formed part of the musical retinue of kings and
princes, and one at least was commonly attached

to the households of nobles and landed gentry.

On Aug. 8, 1 715, a lutenist's place was created

in the Chapel Royal of St. James's, and John
Shore was appointed to it, who held it until

his death in 1753, when it was given to John
Immyns, who fiUed it until his death in 1764.
The ofiBoe afterwards became a sinecure, and
was eventually annexed to the Mastership of the

Children as a means of increasing the stipend.

It continued until the death of William Hawes
in 1846, when it was abolished. [W.H. U.]

LUTHER. Martin, bom at Eisleben, on St.

Martin's Eve, Nov. 10, 1483. For the main
facts of the life of the great Reformer, the reader

must consult some other work, as our space com-
pels us to confine ourselves to his relation to

music, and especially to the h3rmns and services

of the Church. It was after his departure from
the Wartbui^, March 33, 1523, that he began to

occupy himself with projects for the reform of the

services of the Church, among which his altera-

tions in the musical parts of the Mass led to such
great results. There is ample evidence that Ger-
man hymns were sung during the service before

Luther's alterations ; but if not the actual founder,

there is no doubt that he was the establisher of

congregational singing. The musical part of the

Mass hjEbd grown to an inordinate length ; accord-

ingly, in his first 'Formula Missae' (1533), Lu-
ther objects to the singing of long graduals, and
recommends that the choice of (;ertain hymns
should be left to the priest. The Reformer had
long cherished the idea of a German Mass, and
during the latter part of the year 1524 he was
occupied with arranging that service. In wder
to help him in the musical part of his work, he
summoned to Wittenberg two able musicians,

y Conrad Rupf, Kapellmeister to the Elector of

Saxony, and Johann Walther, Cantor at the

Court of Frederick the Wise at Torgau. To the

latter we are indebted for much information

about Luther as a musician. He says that at

this time he stayed with Luther at Wittenberg
for three weeks, and that thn Reformer himself

set to music several Gospels and Epistles and the
words of consecration, inventing the tunes on his

flute, while Walther noted them down. Luther
used also to discuss the eight Church Tones

;

giving the Epistle to the 8th Tone, and the Gospel
to the 6th. * For,* said he, * Christ is a gentle

Lord, and His words are lovely ; therefore let us
take the 6th Tone for the Gospel ; and since St.

Paul is a ^^ve apostle, we will set theEpistle to

the 8th Tone.* The result of these labours was
the publication of the 'Order of the German
Mass,' which contained the following alterations.

In&tead of the introit there was ordered to be
Fung a h3rmn or German psalm (' Ich will den
Heim loben,' or * Meine Seele soil sich rUhmen').

Then followed the Kyrie Eleison, sung three

times (instead of nine). After the Collect and
Kpistle a German hymn ('Nun bitten wir den
heilVen Geist,' or another) was sung, and after

the Gospel, instead of the Latin Fatrem, the

LUTHER.

Creed fai German (Wir glauben all*). The scn
mon then followed, and after this a paraphrase
of the Lord's Prayer, and the Exhortation to

Communicants. After the Consecration, was sung
'Jesaia dem Propheten,* Huss's hymn 'Jesus
Christus, uiyer Heiland,' or ' Christe, du Lamm
Gottee.' This form of service was first used on
Christmas Day, 1524, in the parish church of

Wittenberg, but it was not published until the

following year. It is evident that while intro-

ducing a more popular element into the music
of the Mass, Luther did not despise the singing

of a trained choir. In the ' Vermahnung zum
Gebet wider den Tiirken* (1541) he says: 'I

rejoice to let the 79th Psalm, "O Grod, the heathen
are come," be sung as usual, one choir after an-

other. Accordingly, let one sweet-voioed boy

step before the d^ in l^s choir and sing alone

the antiphon or sentence "Domine, ne secun-

dum," and after him let another boy sing the

other sentence, "Domine, ne memineris**; and
then let the whole choir sing on their knees,
"Adjuva nos, Deus," just as it was in the Popish

Fasts, for it sounds and looks very devotioDaL*

At the same time that he was engaged in arrange

ing the German Mass, Luther was turning lus

attention to writing and adapting hymns to be

sung during the service. In 1524 he wrote to his

friend, George Spalatin, 'I wish, after the ex-

ample of the Prophets and ancient Fathers of the

Church, to make Grerman psalms for the people,

that is to say, sacred hymns, so that the ward of

God may dwell among the people by means of

song also.* In the same year (1534) the first

Protestant hymn-book appeared :
' Etlich christ-

liche Lyeder Lobgesang und Psalm dem reinen

Wort Gottes gemess auss der h. gschriflft durch
manoherlay Hochgelerter gemacht, in der Kirchen
zu singen, wie es den zum tail bereyt zu Witten-

burg in yebuns ist. Witenburg, 1534.' It

is not certain whether Luther actually arranged

this book ; it contains only eight hymns (four of

which are by him), and five tunes. During the

same year several other collections appeared, and
their number increased so rapidly that space for-

bids the insertion of a list of even those that

were published during Luther's lifetime. Scat*

tered through these different collections, there

is great difficulty in deciding what hymns are

really Luther's, tuid what are merely adaptations

;

the lists given at the end of this article have been
compiled from the latest authorities, especially

from Herr Koch, in his great work, ' Geschichta

des Kirchenlieds, etc.* (Stuttgart, 1866-77).

The immediate popularity which these eariy

Protestant hymns attained was immense; they

were taught in the schools, and carried through

the country by wandering scholars, until hi«

enemies declared that Luther had destroyed more
souls by his hymns than by his writings and
speeches. Noble words, closely wedded to noble

music, severely simple, yet never trivial, these

hymns seem an echo of Uie Reformer's own great

spirit, and sound* even now as true and grand as

when they first stirred Germany to its very soul.

On June xi, 1525, Lutlier was married to
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Catherine von Bon^ formerly a nun at Klmptscli
in Saxonj. This marriage proved a most happy
connection, and the letters of his friends abound
with descriptions of the domestic felicity to
which it gave rise. We are told that after
supper he used to sing motets and hjrmns with
his chUdren and friends, his favourite composers
being Senfl and Josquin dee Pr^, the works of
the latter of whom he particularly admired.
Luther possessed a fine deep voice, and played
both the flute and lute, the latter so well as to
attract the attention of passers-by as he journeyed
to Worms. It has been said that he wrote motets
himself, but there is no proof of this, and it is

probably a mistake arising from the existence, in
the Munich Library, of a collection of motets
with a preface by the Reformer. In 1538 Luther
wrote a short treatise in praise ofmusic ; a poem
by him on the same subject (entitled *Frau
Mosika*) also exists, and may be found in the
Leipziger Allgemeine Musikalische Zeitung for
181 r. The latter years of Luther's life were
principally spent at Wittenburg. but he died at
EislebBn, on the i8th February, 1546. He was
bmied in the Schlo8»-Kfrche at Wittenberg ; his
greatest hymn, • Bin feste Burg,' being sung over
his grave.

The following is a list of Hymns, the words
of which were written or arranged by Luther,
together with their dates, so far as it has been
possible to ascertain them.
LTmulattoiuandArrangementailfiM. From the 12th -century

of Latin Hrmna. hjmn ' Chrtet Ut ufentAoden.'
L 'Jama Cbristus unser Hel- M- *Gott der Vater, wohn un»

lud.' 19M. Prom John Hum's bd.' 1534. From a 15th -century
hrmn 'ieras Chrtotos nostra Lttanjr.

nine' 15. Gott sd gelobet uod gebene-
2. 'Verlelh uns Frieden (nIdS-'deiet,' 1594. From a lacramental

glich,' 159. From 'Da pacem
^

hymn of the 16th century.
iMniiM.' an antij^ion of the 8th 1^ 'Nun bitten wlr den heiU-
or 7th century. gen Oeist,' ISM. From a ISth-cen-

9. ' Christum wlr soUen loben.' tury Whitsuntide hymn.
I53C From a Christmas hymn by
C<»Hns Sadullus <6th cent.), 'A
was ortus.'

4. Derdubl8tdrel/15l3. From ,^ «. ^, .a-, , .

•O Lax beata.- an Epiphany hymn ^ ^"t
**"*

' ?^*"" "»« '*«•

<rf the 3th century. 18 a. 'Aus tiefer Noth.' 152a.
- '— _ - - .

- pjrst rerslon, containing four
TOTses. Ps. cntx. * De profundls.'

18 b. Do.. 1AM. Second version,
containing Ave rerses.

19. -Bin feste Burg.' ISSD. Ps.
xlvi. ' Deus noster refugium.'

20. 'Es sprlcht der Unweiseo,'
16M. Ps. zlv. ' Dixit insiplens.'

21. 'Ks wollt uns Gott,' 15M.
Ps. IxTll. ' Dens mlsereatur.'

22. 'Wlr Oott nicht mtt uns.'
15M. Ps. czxiT. 'Kisl qui Doml-
nus.'.

2S. 'Wohl dem. der In Gottes-
fOrchte, ' 10M. Ps. cxxriU. ' Beat!
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IV. Hymns based upon Latin
Psalms.

17. 'Ach Oott Tom HImmd,'

8. 'Herr Gott. dich loben wlr,'
iSm. From the ' Te Dvum.'
C ' Kooim. Gott, SchOpfer,' 10M.

From the ' VenI Creator.'
7. • Eomm. hefllger Odst.' IBM.

From the ' VenI sancte Bpirltus
attributed to King Bobert of
Francei, fS7.

& 'Sm komm der Hdden Hei-
laad.' 15M. From a Christmas
hymn by St. AmbcMe, * Vcnl Be-
deaptoT.'

*. ' Wss fOreht'stdu Fdnd,' Dec.
n. 154L From 'Hostis Herodes
Imple.' an Epiphany hymn by C<b-
Uus Sedulins.

M. ' Wlr glauben all' an Einen V. Hymns based upon
Oolt.'ldM. From the creed 'Pa- of the Bible.
trcm eredlmus.- M. 'Christ unser Herr,
IL Amptlflcattons ofearly German The Baptism of Christ.

translations of Latin Hymns. I ^ ' ^^' »^n^ die heillgen zehn

IL -Gelobet seystdu.'15M. six
^*^-' *'*^ The Decalogue.

versas added to a 15th -century ,
*• ™'^ '*«°» Propheten,'

traadatkm of the Christmas 8e- '^ .!'»*' Vision of Isaiah,

quence of Gregory tlM Great, **• «"<*• '^1"' du leben,'
• Grates nunc omnea.' ****• Abbreviated version of the

12. • Mitten wlr Im Leben slnd.' ; '^PSf*-^.. , .
MM. Two verses added to a 16th- 1

*•. '
*'^ '^•d and Freud,' 1834.

century Funeral hymn on Notkers i^ ^"°<1 Dlml"!^'

Antipfaon 'Media vita In morteL®; «« W mir Ueb.' 1585. The
mans.' Christian Church (Bev. xii.).

„, ^ ,. .
30. 'Vater unser.' 1539. The

IIL Correetions or Arrangements Lord's Prayer.
of early Gemwn Hymns.

| ji. -vom HImmd hoch.' 1585.
IS. ' Christ lag In Todesbaadeo.'

' The Nativity Ca chUdien's hymn).

1541.

VI. Original Hymns.
82. 'Eln neuea Lied,' 1528. A

hymn to the memory of tvro Lu-
theran martyrs, H. Voea and J.
Each, who were burnt at Brussels
July 1. 1628.

SS. • Erhalt una, Herr.' 1641. A
children's hymn against the two

arob-enemles of Christ, tike Pop«
and the Turlc

SI. 'Jesus Chrlstus, unaer Hel-
lAnd,'16M. An Easter hymn.

36. 'Nun freut euch,' 1028. A
hymn of thanksgiving. .

90. 'Vom HImmd kam.' 164S.
A Christmas hjmn«

The following are the hynm-tunes whidi were
probably composed by Luther.

1. 'Jesaia dem Propheten daa
geachah.' Appeared In the place
of the Sanctus In Luther's 'Eine
Weiss, OhristUch Mess za halten,

2. 'Eln' feste Burg 1st unser
Gott.' First appeared In 'Gdst-
llche Lieder. aufTs new gebessert
ai Wittenberg. Dr. Mart. Luther.
1628.' This book was printed by
Joseph Klug.
The foUowlag arrangements of

this hymn appeared during Lu-
ther's life:—

(a) For 8 voices, with the mdody
In the Tenor. In • News 6e-
sang, mit dreyoi stimmen
den Kircben und Schulen zu
nutz. neuMch in Preussen
durch Joannem Kugeimann
geaetrt' (Augsburg, 1540).
Hans Kugeimann was Ka-
pellmdster to Duke Albert
of Brandenburg,

(i) For 4 voices, vrtth the mdody
in the Bass, in G. Rhaw's
'Newa deutache geistllche
Oesenge cxxIU' (Wittenberg
1544).

(e) For 5 voices, with the melody
In the Tenor, by Stephen
Mahu, in G. Bhaw's Hymn-
book.

(d) For 4 voices, with the mdody
in the Bass, by M. Agricola,
in G. Rhaw's Hymn-book.

(«) For 4 voices, with the melody
In the Bass, by L. Hdlinck,
In G. Bhaw's Hynm-book.

8. 'Aus tiefer Noth mf Ich m
dir.' First appeared In the' (^ist-
llche OesangbOchleyn. Tenor.'
(Wittenberg USA.)

i

4. 'Bn neMB Uad wlr heben
an.' First appeared in 'Enchiri-
dion, Oder eyn HandtbOehldn ejr-
nem yatzlichen Christen fast nutx-
llch bey sich zu haben zur stetter
vbung unnd trachtung (^eystllcher
gesenge vnd Paalmen. Bechtschaf-
fen vnd kunstlich vertheutscht.
15«.' Printed at Erfurt.

6. 'Es spricht der Unweisen
Mund wohl.' Appeared in the
'GesangbQchleyn,' 1594.

6. ' Mensch, wtllst du leben seUff-
Ilch.' From the 'CtaaaDgbachlf^'
1524,

7. 'Mit Fried and Freud leh
fahr dahin.' From the '(3eaai«-
bQchleyn.' 1594.

9. 'VomHImmel hoch. dakomm
Ich her.' Appeared In Lotther'i
Magdeburg Gesangbuch, 1540.

9. 'Jeaus Chrlstus unser Hd-
ind.' From the 'Enchiridion.'
124.

10. 'Nun freut euch, llebe (Jhris-

ten g'mdn.' Frmn the so-called
' AchtUederbuch.' 1594. In Adam
Dyson's Hymn-book (Breslau 1525)
it is set to the tune of ' Es 1st das
Hdl,' which vras probably com-
posed by Speratus.

11. 'Nun freut each, Uebe (Thria-

ten g'mdn.' From King's ' Getst^
liche Lieder ' (Wittenberg 1529).

12. 'Vater unser Im Hlmmd-
rdch.' In KOphyl's Btraslnirt

Gesangbuch (1537) and In Lottber'a
Magdeburg Hymn-book (1540).

18. 'Wohl dem. der In Gottet-
fflrchte steht.' In the 'Gdstllcbe
Gesangbflchleyn,' IflM.

Of the above tones, Nos. i and 2 lure almost
without doubt by Luther ; Nos. 3 to 8 are very
probably by him ; and Nos. 9 to 13 are ascribed
to him with less certainty. The following works
contain much information as to Luther as a
musician, and have been carefully consulted in
the compilation of this article.

Forkel's Masflcallacher Alma-
nach for 17M.
The Ldpzlger Allgemeine mu-

dk. Zdtung for 1804 and 1810.
'Ueber Luther's Verdienst um

den Kirchengesang,' Bambacb
(Hamburg 1813).

' Luther's gdstllche Lieder nebat
dessen Gedauken Qber die Muslca.'
Groll (Berlin 1817).

'Luther's Gedanken fiber die
Muslk.' Beck (Berlio 1825).
'Dr. Martin Luther's deutsche

geistllche Lieder. etc,' v. Winter*
fold (Ldpzlg 1840).

Luther s geistllche Lieder.'

Wackemagd (Stuttgart 1B48).

'Geichichte der Mblisch-kirch-
llchen DIoht- und Tonkunst und
IhrerWerke.' Bchauer (Jena 1860).

'Choralkunde.' O. DOring (Dant-
Zlg. 1865).

'(^ichlchte dea KIrchenlleds.

etc' Koch (Stuttgart. 186»^).
'Luther muslcien': Bevue et

Gazette muslcale, July IS, IKTS.

[W.B.S.]

LUTHER'S HYMN, a popular name among
the last generation for a hymn beginning 'Great
God, what do I see and hear?* set to an old
German tune 'Es ist gewisslich an der Zeit,'

and formerly much in vogue at musical festivals

and sacred concerts. It was sung by Braham,
and Harper used to accompany it with very
effective fanfares on the trumpet between the
lines. The author of neither words (German nor
English) nor tune is exactly known. There is a
tradition that Luther made the words to the tone
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as he heard it sung by a travelfer. It was Bret

printed in 1535, but it is certain that the melody
nad already served as 2nd melody to the older

hymn ' Nun freut euch, lieben Christen g'mein.' *

It will be foimd in Uie ordinary collections as

« Luther's Hymn/ [G.]

LUTHERAN (German) CHAPEL, of St.

Jameses Palace. The building now used as

the German Chapel is said to have been erected

about 1626 by Inigo Jones, for Queen Henrietta

Maria, who had been permitted the free use in

England of her religion. In 1662 it was assigned

for the like purpose to Queen Catherine of Bra-

ganza, the first mass being celebrated on Sept.

21 in that year. The choir was composed of

Italians, and the soprani were eunuchs. At the

Revolution the friars were expelled, and the

chapel was in Dec. 1688 appropriated to the use

of French Protestants. Shortly afterwards a
service in Dutch was also established in it for the

benefit of the followers of William III. About
170.^* Queen Anne and Prince George of Den-
mark established a German Lutheran service in

a small chapel in the Middle Court of St. James's
Palace, which was in 1781 transferred to the

present chapel, the French and Dutch services

oeing removed at the same time to the chapel

vacated by the Germans, where they were per-

formed until their discontinuance in 1839. Upon
the removal, a new otgan was erected in the

chapel. The present organ, by Snetzler, was
built for Buckingham House, and removed here
prior to the demolition of that edifice in 1825.

The organists since 1781 have been Augustus
Friedrich Christopher KoUmann, died Aug. 23,

1829 ; Geoige Augustus K^lmann, died March
19, 1845 ; Miss Joanna Sophia Kollman, died in

May, 1849; and Frederic Weber, the present

organist. [W.H.H.]

LUTZ, WiLHELM Meteb, was bom in 1829 at

Mannerstadt, Kissingen, where his father was
organist and teacher of harmony to the School-

master's Institute. He showed a gift for the

piano at a very early age, and when 1 2 played

in public with the orchestra. His father re-

moving to Wttrzburg, he entered the Gymnasium
and University there, and at the same time

studied music under Eisenhofer and Keller.

Since 1 848 Mr. Lutz has been settled in England,

first as organist to St. Chad's, Birmingham, and
St. Ann's, Leeds, and then organist and choir-

master to St. George's Catholic Cathedral, Lon-

don, a post be still holds, and for which he has

composed several grand masses and mi^h other

music. Mr. Lutz has also had a long and wide
e cperienoe of the stage as chef d'orchestrCf first

at the Surrey Theatre (1851-55), and since 1869
at the Gaiety Theatre; and has also had the

management of the operatic tours of Grisi and
Mario, Pyne and Harrison, and other eminent
artists. Many of his operas and operettas are

well and favourably known in England, amongbt
them 'Faust and Marguerite' (Surrey Theatre,

J855), 'Blonde and Brunette* (1862), *Zaida'

^ See Dorlng. ' Chonlknnde ' (1968). i>p. 31, 407.

LYCEUM THEATRE.

(1868). 'Miller of Milburg* (1872). 'Legend of
the Lya' (1873), a cantata entitled 'Heme the
Hunter,' etc., etc. A string quartet which he
wrote for M. Sainton's chamber concerts was
very well spoken of, and he has much music,
orchestral and chamber, in MS. £G.]

LWOFF, Alexis, violinist, composer, and
writer on musical subjects, was bom at Reval in

1 799. His father, a high Russian government
official, made him enter a military career, but
not without having previously given him an
excellent musical and general education. Owing
to his many brilliant qualities he quickly ad-
vanced to high military rank, and in 1836 we
find him at the same time a general, personal
adjutant to the Emperor, and chief-director of
the music at the Imperial Court and of the
singers in the Imperial chapel, to which last

post he succeeded on the death of his brother
Theodor in 1S36.

His merits as a violinist, especially as a
quartet-player, were fully recognised at Berlin,

Leipzig, Paris, and other places. Schumann is

loud in praise of his thoroughly musical style of
playing (Ges. Schriften, iii. 216). It is however
as the composer of the Russian National Hymn
that his name will be perpetuated. This hymn,
a simple but noble strain, well known in Eng-
land through the version of the late Mr. Chorley,

included in HuUah's 'Part Music,' and often

used as a hymn tune, met in Russia with a
most enthusiastic reception, and is now the
universally adopted National Anthem of that
country. Lwoff has published a violin-concerto,

2 fantasias for violin, 4 operas, and a number
of sacred choruses for the services of the Imperial
Chapel. He also harmonised the traditional

chants and tunes of the Russian Church, and
edited them in eleven volumes.
LwofF died on his property in the province of

Kowno, Dec. 28, 1870, having suffered for 20
years from a very distressing affliction of his

organs of hearing. Berlioz and he were much
allied. They first met in St. Petersburg in 1847,
and the volume of the correspondence of the
former, recently published, contains two letters

addressed to him. [P. D.]

LYCEUM THEATRE. The original theatre

bearing this name occupied the site of a building

erected in 1765 (on ground formerly belonging

to Exeter House) for the exhibitions of the
' Society of Artists' (subsequently * Royal
Academy of Arts),' but afterwards used for a
great variety of entertainments. It was con-

structed about 1798 under the direction of Dr.
Arnold, who contemplated performing in it

operas and other musical pieces, but being
unable to obtain a license was compelled to
abandon his intention, and the house was
occupied, occasionally only, for pictorial exhibit

tions, table entertainments, etc., until 1809,
when Samuel James Arnold, the Doctor's son,

succeeded in getting a license for English

operatic performances during four months in

each year, June 3, to Oct. 3. Drury Lane
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Theatre havingbeen burnt down, Feb. 24, 1S09,

the company performed at the Lyceimi from
April II following during the rebuilding of
their own house. Arnold opened the theatre

June 26, under the title of * The English Opera
House/ for the performance of operas, melo-
dramas and musical farces. In 18 15, having
obtained a 99 years* lease of the ground, he
employed Samuel Beazley to rebuild the theatre

on the same site, behind the houses on the
north side of the Strand, a narrow avenue ftvm
which formed the approach to the box entrance,

the pit and gallery doors being in Exeter Court
to the westward. On April 2, 1818, the elder

Charles Mathews gave here his * Mail Coach
Adventures,* the first of that remarkable series

of entertainments known as his 'At Home.*
The most noticeable operatic event in the history

of the house was the production on the English
rtage of Weber s 'Der Freischiitz,* July 22, 1824,
The house being burnt down, Feb. 16, 1830, the

present theatre (also designed by Beazley) was
erected- It does not occupy the exact site of its

predecessor, advantage having been taken of the

opportunity to form the continuation of Welling-
ton Street on the north side of the Strand, by
building the stage of the new house at the west
instead of the east end. During the rebuilding

the company performed at the Adelphi and
Olympic Theatres. The new house opened July

M» 1834, the first new opera performed in it

being Loder s * Nourjahad,' and Bamett's ' Moun-
tain Sylph,* produced later in the year, achieving

» great success. Early in 1839 'Promenade
Concerts k la Musard* (the first of the kind given
in England) took place here under the conduc-
torship of Signor Negri. In 1841 the manage-
ment passed into the hands of Balfe, who
produced his opera * Keolanthe,' but his career
was brief. The house then ceased to be an
English opera-house and became, under its old

Dame of * Lyceum,' a theatre for the performance
of the general drama, Keeley, Madame Vestris,

Madame Celeste, Falconer, and others by turns
holding the reins of management. The present

manager (1879) ^ Henry Irving. For three

Beasons. 1837, 38, and 71, Italian opera bufia was
given here in the winter, and the house has
frequently been occupied by French comedians.
Baring the rebuilding of Covent Garden Theatre
after the fire in 1856 the performances of the
Hoyal Italian Opera were given at the Lyceum,
and in the same year the Pyne and Harrison
English Opera Company performed there. It

was last occupied for the performance of operas
in English by the Carl Rosa Company in 1876
and 1877. [W.H.H.]

LYDIAN MODE. (Lat. Modus Lydius,
Modus F, Tonus V.) The Fifth of the Eccle-

nastical Modes ; called, by medieval writers,

Modui Icttusj (The Joyful Mode,) from its gener-
ally jubilant character.

The Final of the Lydian Mode is F : and its

compass, in the Authentic form, lies between that
note, and the octave above. Its semitones fall

between the fourth and fifth, and seventh and
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eighth degrees. Its Dominant is C ; its Mediant,
A ; and its Participant G. Its Conceded Modu-
lations are, B,. D, and E; and its Absolute
Initials, F, A, and C.

Mode V.

Fin. Part. Med. Dom. _ .^^.a.

In the Plagal, or Hypolydian form, (Mode VI,)
its compass lies between the C below the Final,

and the C above it : and its semitones fall between
the third and fourth, and seventh and eighth

degrees. The Final of the Hypolydian Mode is

F ; its Dominant is A ; its Mediant is D ; its

Participant, the lower C. Its Conceded Modu-
lations are B (the 7th), B (the inverted 7th), and
G: the two B's being frequently made flat, to

avoid the Tritonus. [See Modes.] Its Absolute
Initials are C, D, and F.

Part. Med.

Mode YI.

Fin. Dom,

The Fifth Mass in Palestrina's Tenth Book—
Missa Quinti Toni—is written, as its name im-

plies, in the Lydian Mode. A beautiful example
of the use of the Hypolydian, and one which
fully justifies the epithet antiently applied to it

—

Modiis devotus (The Devout Mode)—is to be
found in the first movement of the Plain Chaunt
Misaa pro DefunctU, printed, at length, in the

article, Kyrie.
The Lydian Mode of the Middle Ages has

nothing, but its name, in common with the older

Greek scale, which is said, on the authority of

Apuleius, and other antient authors, to have
been characterised by a tone of soft complaint—^

a peculiarity which modem poets have not for-

gotten, in their allusions to it. [W.S.R.]

LYRE (Xv/Hz), an ancient musical instrument,

in use among the Greeks, and undoubtedly de-

rived by them from Asia. It consisted of a
hollow body or sound-chest, ft^mi which were
raised two arms, sometimes also hollow, which
were curved both outward and forward. These
arms were connected near the top by a crossbar

or yoke. Another crossbar was on the sound-

chest, and formed a bridge to convey the vibra-

tions of the strings to it. The strings—at dif-

ferent times four, seven, or ten in number—were

made of gut, and were stretched between the

yoke and the bridge, or carried on to a tail-

piece below the bridge. The lyre differs from

the harp in having fewer strings, and from the

lute or guitar in having no fingerboard. It was
played by being struck with the plectrum, which

was held in the right hand, but tne fingers of the

left hand were sdso used to touch the strings.

The larger lyres {CilJuird) were supported by a

ribbon slung across the player*s shoulders, or

held as shewn in the illustration, but the treble

lyre (or Chdys) was held by the left arm or be-

tween the knees. The illustration is taken from

a drawing upon an amphora (B.C. 440-330) in.
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the fhrst Tsce room Britiah MoBeum, Caie 53,
No. 744. The portion engraved represents Apollo

holding a CithMft or large lyre as rarely shown

in detail in Greek art. With his left hand he at

once supports the instrument and stops the strings.

The plectrum would be held in the right hand and

be guided by the thumb, the fingers closing over it.

The modem Greek ' lyra ' is a kind of rebec,

a bowed instru-

ment with three

strings, having no
connection with

the ancient lyre

or cithara, the

link between the
' latter and mo-
dem stringed in-

struments being

supplied by the

PSALTEBT, in use

in the Byzantine
epoch, from which
was developed the

clavecin, and ulti-

mately the piano-

forte. But in the

1 4thcentury there

were several bow-

ed instruments

known in Europe
as lyres, and also

the HORDT GuR-
DY,the lyra mendi-

coium. In Italy,

in the lastcentury,

there was a bowed
lyra bearing a
s'milar relation

to the viol that the well-known theorbo did

to the lutt—namely, that firom a second and
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higher neck, bass strings were hang that were
not in contact with the fingerbotfd. Three
varieties have been distinguished— Lyra di
braccio, Lyra di gamba, and Archiviole di lyra.

It would be for one of these, a favourite instru-

ment with Ferdinand IV. King of Naples, that
fiaydn wrote twelve pieces. [See vol. i. 709,
720.] The museums, at home or abroad, known
to the writer, have no specimens of this bijuga
viol ; the cut is taken fr<nn the Archiviole di lyra
in * Recueil de Planches de TEncyclop^die,* tome
iii. (Paris, 1784). [A.J. H.]

LYRIC; LYRICAL. The term Lyric ia

obviously derived from the lyre, which served aa
an accompaniment or support to the voice in
singing the smaller forms of poetry among the
ancient Greeks. The poems thus accompanied
were distinguished bv the name of Odes, and all

Odes were in those times essentially made to be
sung. Among the Romans this style of poetry-

was not much cultivated, and the poems which
fall under the same category, such as those of
Horace and Catullus, were not expressly in-

tended to be sung ; but inasmuch as they were
cast after the same manner as the Greek poema
which had been made to be suug, they also were
called Odes or Lyrics. On the same principle,

the name has been retained for a speciij class of
poems in modem times which have some intrinsic

relationship in form to the Odes of the ancients ;

though, on the one hand, the term Ode has con-
siderably changed its signification, and become
more restricted in its applicatu^ ; and, on the
other, the term Lyric is not generally associated

either in the minds of the poets or their public
with music of any sort. It is true that a great
proportion are not only admirably fitted to be
sung, but actually are set to most exquisite

music ; but this fact has little or no influence upon
the classification. Thus the able and intelligent

editor of the beautiful collection of modem lyrica

called the Golden Treasury explains in his preface

that he has held the term * Lyrical ' * to imply
that each poem shall turn upon a single thought,

feeling, or situation,* and though he afterwards

uses the term * Song * as practically synonymous,
he does not seem to imply that it should neces-

sarily be sung. In another part of his preface he
suggests an opinion which is no doubt very com-
monly held, that the lyrical and dramatic are
distinct branches of poetry; and Mendelssohn
has used the word in this sense even in relation

to music, in a letter, where he speaks of his

Lobgesang as follows :
' The composition is not

a little Oratorio, its plan being not dramatic but
lyrical.* But it is in respect of this sense of the
term that its use in modem times is so singularly

contradictory. It is true that the class of poems
which modem critics have agreed to distinguish

as Lyrics are quite different in spirit from the
dramatic kind—Mr. Robert Browning's 'Dra-

matic Lyrics ' notwithstanding—but the principle

ofclassification has really been erroneous all along,

as though a man were called a sailor because he
chose to wear a sailor's hat. Consequently the ap-

parent anomaly of calling dramatic works lyrit^
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when, ihey are associated with music is not the

&ult of musicians, but of the long-continued

habit of mankind of classifying things according

to outward resemblance, instead of regarding the

true basis of the terms of classification. The
term Lyric, then, originally implied music, and
the Lyre stood as the type of accompaniment, of

whatever kind ; and it is strictly in conformity

with this derivation to give the name ' Lyrical

'

to dramatic works which are associated with
music ; and we have a forcible and substantial

reminder of this use of the term in the name of

the celebrated ' Th^tre Lyrique' in Paris.

It has been necessary to enter into some detail
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on this subject in order to explain the confusion

which exists in the use of the word. It must be
confessed that nothing can now be gained b^
trying to go back to its original meaning ; for the

modem sense, as expressed by the editor of the

Golden Treasury, has a prescriptive title of such
great antiquity as would suffice to bar the most
unquestionable prior claim. It would be well to

bear in mind, however, that the term can have
two significations, and that in relation to poetry
pure and simple it does not necessarily imply
music, in our language at least; and that in

relation to the stage it should imply nothing
else. [C.H. H.P.J

M.

MACBETH. I. Tragedy in 3 acts; words
by Rouget de Tlsle and Hix, music by
Chelard. Produced at the Acad^mie,

Jane 29, 1827, without success. In London,
King's Theatre, July 4, 1832.

2. Opera in 4 acts ; libretto by Piave, music by
Verdi. Produced at the Pergola, Florence, March
1847 ; at Paris, with alterations, at the Theatre

Lyrique, April 21, 1865.

3. An overture for orchestra in B minor, by
Spohr(op. 75).

4. The fin^ act of an opera, Macbeth, was
published by von Collin in 1809; and sketches

by Beethoven for the overture (D minor, 6-8) and
first chorus therein, are given by Mr. Nottebohm
inMus. Wochenblatt, 1879, No. 10. [G.]

MACBETH MUSIC. Three musicians, of

varied eminence, have succfessively composed
music for Sir William Davenant's additions to—
rather than alterations of—Shakespeare's tragedy

of Macbeth. Sir William designed to increase

its attractions for the public by combining with
it music, improved scenery, and stage-machinery.

He died before he could bring his experiment

into practice ; but it was carried out by hb widow
and son, at the new theatre in Dorset Garden
in 1672. Downes, who was then, and for many
years after, the prompter of the theatre, took

advantage of the information he acquired through

his position, to write a book, called 'Roscius

Anglicanus, or an Historical Review ofthe Stage
'

(i2mo. 1708). In this he says : 'The tragedy

of Mad>ak, altered by Sir William Davenant,
being dressed in all its finery, as new clothes,

new scenes, machines, as flying for the witches,

with all the singing and dancing in it, the first

composed by Mr. Lock, the other by Mr. Chan-
nell and Mr. Priest, it being all excellently per-

formed, being in the nature of an Opera, it

recompensed double the expenses ; it proves still

a lastmg play.*

Bownes is the only contemporary authority

who refers to the authorship; but the Hon.
Boger North, an accomplished musician, remarks

generally, 'in music, Matthew Lock had a
robust vein,' a criticism peculiarly applicable

to the music in 'Macbeth.' Immediately a*"ter

* Macbeth,' Matthew Look composed the instru*

mental music for Shakespeare*s 'Tempest,' pro-

duced in 1673 ; *^ *^® vocal music for Shad-
well's 'Psyche' in Feb. 1673-4. These were
published by him in 1675 ; but music for witches

was not well suited for private use, and the

Macbeth music remained in manuscript until

after his death in 1677. These three are Lock's

only known productions for the theatre, and they

were all parodied by a contemporary, one Thomas
Duffett. The parody upon 'Macbeth' is 'An
Epilogue spoken by Hoccate and the three witches,

according to the famous Mode ofMacbeth,'printed
with a farce called 'The Empress of Morocco.'

4to. 1 674. That upon * The Tempest' is entitled

' The Mock Tempest,* 4to. 1675 ; and that uoon
' Psyche' is called ' Psyche Debauch'd,' 4to. 1678.

Stage parodies are only written and accepted upon
works that have been successful, and although

the music in 'Macbeth' was ill adapted for

private use, owing to its subject, that of ' Psyche'

had a long-continued and widely spread poou-

larity. Two of the vocal pieces, 'ITie delights

of the bottle' and 'AH joy to fair Psyche.' were

lengthened into penny ballads, to be sung in the

streets, and several other ballads which were

written to the tune of the first are still extant

—

such as 'The Prodigal Son,' 'The Wine Cooper's

Delight,' etc. Matthew Lock's robust vein is

equally characterised in these airs. (See ' Popu-

lar Music of the Olden Time,' ii. 498-501.)

The only reason that can be assigned why
modem musicians should have doubted Matthew
Lock's authorship of the music in ' Macbeth' is

that a manuscript score of it exists in the band-

writing of Henry Purcell. His autograph leems

to have been tolerably well ascertained, line,

Dr. Philip Hayes recorded his judgment by
writing on the manuscript 'Purcell's score of

y* music in Macbeth, also the score from whence

it was printed under Mat. Lock's name.' It may
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be conceded that the score is in Puicell's hand-

writing, and that it is the one from which Dr.

Boyce had then printed the music for the first

time, but assigned its composition to Mat. liock.

The present possessor of this MS. is Mr. W. H.
Cummings, one of the most careful and reliable

of antiquaries, as well as one intimately ac-

quainted with Purcell's style, and with his nu-

merous works. The means of judging equally

well of Lock*s music for the theatre, are not to

be had, for want of examples^ especially if * Mac-
beth ' is to be deducted from them. But there

remains the inexorable logic of dates to prove

that, although the manuscript be in Purcell's

handwriting, he could not have been the com-

poser of a work which was produced on the stage

when he was only in his fourteenth year. Henry
Purcell was bom in 1658, and died in November
1695, aged 37. A sufficient reason for Purcell's

having made a transcript of it is to be found in

the fact that he was called upon to write music

of a somewhat similar character to that in ' Mac-
beth,' for the sorceress in • Dido and ^neas,' with
'choral responses and wild laughter of the infernal

spirits ' ; and this was to be his own preliminary

essay for the stage. There was a certain amount
of conventionality, but not amounting to plagi-

arism, in the treatment of demoniacal music.

This has been remarked in the music to Middle-

ton's play of *The Witch,' in Eccles's music
to * Macbeth,' and in Purcell's own music to
' Dido and w^eas.' Of the last, Mr. Hogarth
says :

* The little duet in tiiis scene, between
two of the witches. " But ere we this perform,"

is remarkable for its ingenuity of contrivance,

and easy flow of melody ; and the full chorus

which follows, and concludes the scene, has the

broad simplicity of Matthew Lock.' (' Memoirs
of the Musical Drama.' i. 151.) Sir John Haw-
kins states that Purcell wrote the music to ' Dido
and Eneas' 'at the age of nineteen,' and that

he composed it for the Mr. Josias Priest, who
was concerned in the production of ' Macbeth

'

with Lock. But Sir John was mistaken as to

Purcell's age, and as to ' Dido and ^Eneas' having
been performed at Priest's house in Leicester

Fields. In 1680 Priest removed from Leicester

Fields (now Leicester Square), to Chelsea, and
announced it in the London Gazette, No. 1 567,

dated Nov. 25, 1680: 'Josias Priest, Dancing
Master, who kept a Boarding School of Gentle-

women in Leicester Fields, is remove<l to the Great
School House at Chelsey, that was Mr. Port-

man's,' etc., and it was there 'Dido and Mne&a*
was produced. By happy chance, one of the

books of words, distributeti among the audience

on that occasion, is preserved in the library of

the Sacred Harmonic Society. It is of six folio

pages, without title or imprint, and is headed:
* An Opera performed at Mr. Josias Priest's

Boarding School at Chelsey, by young gentle-

women. The words made by Mr. Nat. Tate. The
n.usick composed by Mr. Henry Purcell.' 'Nat'
is probably a misprint for * Nah.'—Nahum Tate.

Other corroborative evidence of its production

has been discovered by Mr. W. H. Cummings.
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Iliis is promised in a new and more complete
edition of the opera. All proves Purcell to have
been at least in his 22nd year when he produced
his first opera. The year then ended in March.
The study of sacred and of chamber music had
so predominated in Purcell's musical education,
that with all his genius, when first writing for
the stage, he wquld naturally desire a dramatic
model to improve upon. This was easily to be
obtained through Mr. Priest, whose connection
with the theatre would enable him to borrow
Look's score to be copied. Mr. W. H. Cummings
submitted the * Macbeth' MS. to Mr. Netherclifi,
the well-known expert, 'who came to the con-
clusion that it had a certain boyish resemblance
to fac-similes of Purcell's after-writings, but not
sufficient of itself for him to form a decided
judgment as to the identity of authorship.' This
' boyish resemblance ' is precisely what might
have been expected imder the circumstances
above detailed. Every young composer requires
some model to start upon, just as the early works
of Beethoven remind us of his model, Mozart.
Matthew Lock died in 1677, three years

before Purcell made his preliminary essay for the
stage, an essay which led to his being engaged
to write the music for Nat Lee's 'Theodosius,'

which appeared at the Duke's Theatre in 1680.

This was the commencement of Purcell's dramatic
career.^ Matthew Lock had been appointed to

compose music for the public entry of Charles II.

at the Restoration, and he was soon after ap-
pointed Composer in Ordinary to the King, and
organist to the Queen. His abilities had often

been called upon in a minor degree for the
Duke's Theatre, as in composing the original

music for Davenant's song, * My lodging it is on
the cold 'ground,' sung by Mary Davies in ' The
Rivals* (4to, 1668)—and * I prithee, love, turn to

me,* in 'Apollo's Banquet,' 1669—also for 'the

antique round ' to be danced by the witches in

1 In tb« Prefkoe to PurceU's ' Dido and iBneas.' by the late Rdward
Tajlor, Gresham rrofessor of Music, and In the Introduction to

Purcell's 'Bonduca,' by the late Dr. E. V. lUmbault. the date of the
first production of ' Dido and iEneas ' has been Bllentljr thrown back
to ' lf75.' In antiquarian matters. Dr. Rimbault was at that time the
guide of Professor Taylor, but when Dr. Rimbault wrote the preface to

hif own edition of ' Dido and MneAn,' he had discovered his early error.

It is easy to see how he made the mistake. In his Introduction to ' Bon-
duca,' Dr. lUmbault gives a list of Purcell's compositions for the stage,

with dates derived, not from Puroell or from any musical authority, but
from the 'Biographia Dramatica,' as to when those works were jin*

produced upon the stage. Therein he found three plays In M76—
Shadwell'a 'Epsom Wells,' his The Libertine.' and Dryden's 'Aureng

Zebe." In 1677 he found Mrs. Behn's ' Abdelaror." and In l«7« Shad-

well's alteration of 'Timon of Athens." Not one of these plays is

attributed to Purcell tir Downes's contemporary account, and it is in

direct contravention to Downes's statement that in 16«) • Theodosius,'
• compos'd by the famous master, Mr. Henry Purcell (bfin^ the firH h*

e'treompoa'd/or the ttage) made it a living and galnlUl play to the

Company.' He adds that 'The Court, especially the Ladles, by their

daily charming presence, gave It great encouragement.' The very

name of Dryden ought to have convinced Dr. Rimbault that hit

inference as to Purcell having written music for ' Aureng Zebe ' in

1«7«}, when Purcell was in his eighteenth year, was unsound ; but

possibly he relied upon Novello's Index to Hawkins's 'HlHory of

Music' and did not ace page 707, wherrs the important notice of

Dryden ver»ua Purcell occurs. In it Monsieur Grabu is complimented
at the expense of Puroell and other Englishmen in 16(& It was only

some five years after Orabu had failed that Dryden gave his 'King

Arthur' to Purcell to set. Again, it might be urged that Purcell did

not compose the music for those five plays, but only for some parts of

them—as in * Timon of Athens ' he rewrote the masque music in

Act 2. Much more might be said were Purcell's music the lutiject.

but here it Is ' Macbeth Music'
2 Not the present air. but one styled ' On the cold ground,' in ' The

Dancing Master ' of 1G65.
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Act nr. 8c. a, of the original ' Macbeth/ before

DaTonant inade hia adaitions. This dance is

included in 'Muidck'g Delight on the Cithren/
1 666* * Witchea' Danoes ' in manuscripts of that
age are not necessarily by Matthew Lock. There
&re two such in Add. MSS. No. 10,444, ^ ^^
British Museum, taken from some masque.

£ccle8*s music for * Macbeth^ is to be found in

icore in the British Museum (Add. MSS. No.
12,219). It was brought out at Drury Lane
Theatre in 1696. As this was the year after Pur-
ceil 8 death, the date disposes of the myth of
Purcell*s having had xmy hand in after-improving
it As Eccles^s music is not the music of ' Mac-
beth/ it must stand or fiaJl upon its own merits.

It was much admired by W. Linley, who edited
* Dramatic Songs ' in, or for, Shakespeare's plays

;

bat in the more trustworthy judgment of Mr.
Cammingg, *it abounds in wearisome and unin-
teresting imitative phrases' ; and again, Mr. Cum-
BiingB says, ' Eocles could not have been the
author ofthe music accredited to Lock ; the former
is so extremely laboured and diflfuse, the latter so
much more dramatic and effective in its con-
ciseness and simplicity/ ('Concordia,* Nov. 27,

1875.)
* The music in Macbeth,* says Mr. Cunmiings,

' is not equal to Purcell at bis best period : yet, if

he composed it, as I believe, at the age of four-

teen or sixteen, it adds another leaf to the laurel

crown of England's greatest musical genius.*

On the other hand, it may be said, that Purcell
requires no borrowed plumes, and that the sole

ground for attributing the music to him rests

upon this manuscript. If we are to accept it as
eridence that Purcell composed the music for
* Macbeth,* we must re-write the history of Pur-
cell. It must henceforth be that, at the age of
fourteen (sixteen is inadmissible) he appeared as
ajuvenile prodigy, having composed the music for
' Macbeth/ which met with an enthusiastic re-

ception, but this meteor at once disappeared

;

Purcell preferred retirement for eight years, and
daring that period did nothing more than favour
Mr. Priest with music for young ladies and
gentlemen to perform, until he chose once more
to shine upon the stage in 1680. The inferences
drawn by Mr. Cummings in his able article

show his enthusiasm for Purcell, and perhaps
he had then in his mind the founding of the
Purcell Society which he has since succeeded in
establishing. No writer could have stated the
evidence more fairly, whether the inferences to
be drawn from it were for or against his opinion.
Of Richard Leveridge's claim, it is sufficient to

say that he composed new music for the 2nd act of
' Macbeth * in or about 1 708. It has since passed
completely into oblivion, and there is no need to

»y anything more about it. [W. C]
MACCHERINI. G1D8EPPINA, the wife of a

good tenor [Ansani], was bom at Bologna in

'745- In 1781 she arrived in London, whither
a great reputation had preceded her, but never
^»^»a expectation more completely disappointed.
Her voice was a mere thread, scarcely audible in
the orchestra. She was soon put aside, and a

macparren; n^
fine opera, called 'Giunio Bruto,' in which her
hu&band and Pacchierotti played, necessarily

abandoned. She retired to her native town in

1788, and died there Sept. 19, 1825. [J.M.]

MACE, Thomas, one of the clerks of Trinity
College, Cambridge, was author of a remarkable
book published (in small folio, 272 pp., beside

18 pp. of prefatory matter) in 1676, entitled
' Musick*s Monument ; or, A Remembrancer of
the best Practical Musick, both Divine and
Civil, that has ever been known to have been
in the world,* the first part of which treats of
the then condition of parochial psalmody and
cathedral music and the means of improving
their performance; the second of the lute, in-

cluding directions for choosing, tuning, repair-

ing, performing on and composing for the instru-

ment, with a full explanation of the tableture

and numerous lessons ; and the third of the viol

and of music generally, with other curious mat-
ter. The book is written in a quaint, familiar

style, intermingled with a profusion of strangely

compounded terms, and produces a striking im-
pression of the author's love of his art and his

devout and amiable disposition. It was pub-
lished by subscription at 1 2s. per copy in sheets.

A lengthy epitome of it is given in Hawkins*s
History, pp. 727-733, Novello's edition. A few
scanty biographical particulars are culled from
it, viz. that Mace mairied in or shortly after

1636; that before the marriage his wife resided

in Yorkshire, he in Cambridge; that in 1644
he was in York during the siege of the city by
the Parliamentary army; that in consequence
of having broken both arms he was compelled to

make a shake upon the lute in an irr^^lar man-
ner ; that he invented a 'table organ* (described

in his book, with an engraving) to accompany a
* consort of viols

'
; that in consequence of par-

tial deafness rendering the soft tones of the lute

inaudible to him, he m 1672 invented a lute of

50 strings, which he termed the Byphone, or

Double Lute; that he had a family, <and that his

youngest son, John, learned in 1672 to play well

upon the lute almost solely by the perusal of the
MS. of his book [see Ihmyns, John] ; that the
writing of the work was not commenced until

after Christmas, 167 1, and it was licensed for

publication May 5, 1675 ; and lastly that owing
to his increased deafness, which we may pre-

sume prevented him pursuing his profession,

he was in somewhat straitened circumstances.

Hawkins asserts that Mace was bom in 161 3,

evidently arriving at that conclusion from the
inscription beneath the portrait (engraved by
Faithome after Cooke) prefixed to his book,
* MiAi. suse. 63.* But it is probable that the
portrait was painted at an earlier date than the
year of publication. The date of his death is

not known. [W. H. H.]

MACFARREN, George Alexander, Mus.
Doc., son of George Macfarren, dramatist, was
bom in London, March 2, 181 3. In early life

he displayed partiality for music, but did not
regularly commence its study until 1827, when
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he became a' pupil of Charles Lucas. In 1829
he entered the Royal Academy of Music, and
made composition his principal study, learning

also the pianoforte and trombone; and in 1834
he was appointed one of its professors. On Oct.

27, 1834, he produced at the Society of British

Musicians his first important work, a Symphony
in F minor, and in 1836 his fine Overture * Chevy
Chase.* In August 1838 his * Devil's Opera,*

produced at the English Opera House, Lyceum,
at once drew public attention to him. In 1840
he produced at Drury Lane an * Emblematical
Tribute on the Queen's Marriage,' and also

edited, for the Musical Antiquarian Society, Pur-

cell's opera *Dido and .^Eneas.* In 1843 he
became secretary of the Handel Society, for

which he edited * Belshazzar,' 'Judas Macca-
beus,* and * Jephthah.* In Jan. 1845 he directed

the successful production of Mendelssohn's ' An-
tigone* at Covent Garden Theatre. In 1846 his

opera, ' Don Quixote/ was successfully produced
at Drury Lane, and in 1849 his opera, * Charles
II.' was given at the Princess's. His serenata,
• The Sleeper Awakened,' was brought out at the

National Concerts at Her Majesty's theatre in

185 1, and in the same year he composed his fine

Cantata, ' Lenora.' His beautiful cantata, * May
Day,* was written for Bradford Festival. 1850,
and his cantata, 'Christmas,* was composed in

1859. He then resumed the composition of

opera, and brought out 'Robin HotJd' at Her
Majesty*s Theatre in i860, with great success.

This was followed by 'Freya's Gift,' masque,
and 'Jessy Lea,' opera, 1863; *She stoops to

conquer,* 'The Soldier's Legacy,' and *Hel-
vellyn,' operas. 1864. Dr. Macfarren's vision

had at a comparatively early age become im-
paired ; the malady increased year by year,

until it terminated in total blindness. But this

calamity did not diminish his exertions; and
with extraordinary energy he continued to per-

form his duties as a professor at the Royal
Academy of Music, and to compose, dictating

his compositions to an amanuensis. On Oct. 23,

1873, lus oratorio, 'St. John the Baptist,* was
produced at the Bristol Festival with marked
success. On March 16, 1875, he was elected
Professor of Music at Cambridge on the death
of Stemdale Bennett, and has greatly distin-

fuished himself by the manner in which he
as performed the duties of the office. In April

following he accumulated the d^rees of Bachelor
and Doctor of Music. About the same time he
was appointed Principal of the Royal Academy
of Music. * The Resurrection,' oratorio, was pro-

duced at Birmingham Festival in 1876, 'Joseph.*
Oratorio, at Leeds Festival in 1877; and 'The
Lady of the Lake,' a cantata, at Glasgow, on
Nov. 15, 1877. Besides the before-mentioned
works Dr. Macfarren's compositions are very
numerous; they include a cathedral service,

anthems, chants and psalm tunes, and ' Tntroits

for the Holy Days and Seasons of the English
Church,* 1866; 'Songs in a Cornfield,' 1868;
'Shakspere Songs for 4 voices,' 1860-4; Songs
from Lane's 'Arabian Nights,' and Kingsley's
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and Teimjson's poems ; very many songs, duets,

etc., overtures to 'The Merchant of Venice.'

'Romeo and Juliet,' 'Hamlet,' 'Chevy Chase*
(already mentioned), and 'Don Carlos'; -sym-

phonies, string quartets and a quintet; a coU'

oerto for violin and orchestra; and sonatas for

pianoforte alone and in combination with other

instruments. He harmonised the airs in Chap-
pell's ' Popular Music of the Olden Time,' and
arranged 'Moore's Irish Melodies,' 1859, and
Scotch Songs. He has also appeared as a writer

on music and music critic, having produced
' Rudiments of Harmony,' i860, and * Six Lec-

tures on Harmony,' 1867 ; Analyses of oratorios

etc., for the Sacred Harmonic Society, 1853-7;
and of orchestral works for the programme
books of the Philharmonic Society, 1869-71

;

also many articles in ' The Musical World,' and
lives of musicians for the ' Imperial Dictionaiy

of Universal Biography.' He has lectured at

the Royal and London Institutions. As Pro-

fessor at Cambridge and Principal of the Royal
Academy of Music, Dr Macfarren stands at the

head of English musicians. He shajws with

Stemdale Bennett and Sullivan the rare dis-

tinction, for an Englishman, of having had his

works performed at the Gewandhaus Concerts

of Leipzig and elsewhere in Germany. Hi^

industry and fei-tility under the greatest draw-

backs are marvellous. His great kindnen. and

his readiness to communicate his vast knowledge
and the stores of his capacious and retentive

memory to all who require them, are well known,

and have endeared him to a large circle of friends

and admirers.

Natalia Macfabben, his wife, contralto

singer and able teacher, is also well known by

her translations of opera libretti and oth^
works.

Walter Cectil Macpabrek, his brother, bora

Aug. 28, 1826, chorister of Westminster Abbey
under James Turle from 1836 to 1841, and pupil

of the Royal Academy of Music from 1842 to

1846, studied the pianoforte under W. H. Holmes,

and composition under his brother, G. A. Msc-

farren, and Cipriani Potter. He was appointed

a professor at the Academy in 1846 and con*

ductor of its concerts in 1873. He was elected

a director of the Philharmonic Society in 1868

and its treasurer in 1876. He has composed 2

Church Services and a number of chants and

hymn tunes; overtures, 'Beppo,* *A Winter'i

Tale,' 'Hero and Leander,' and 'Pastoral'; a

pianoforte concerto ; sonatas for pianoforte alone

and in combination with other instruments;

songs both sacred and secular ; many madrigals

and part-songs ; and numerous pieces of all

kinds for pianoforte. He has edited Moxart's

piMioforte works, Beethoven's sonatas, and the

extensive series of pianoforte pieces known ss

' Popular Classics.' [W. H. H.]

MACICOTATICUM or MACHICOTAGf
A species of ornamentation, applied to Plain

Chaunt melodies, by means of extraneous notes in-

serted between those ofthe true Cantofermo, after

the manner of what, in modein music, would be
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oJled jiorUura. To the once prevalent custom
ofMadiicotage in France are tobe attributed many
of the oomiptions observable in Gallican Office

Books before the late careful revisions. The
Proctanonale Parimenae (Paris 17H7) directs that
the melodies shall be maehicoUe by the Clergy,

sod continued by the Choir ' tine macicotatico
*

:

and, in former times, the Ecclesiastics entrusted
with the duty of so singing them, were called

Maceeonici, or MackicoU. [W.S.R.]

MACKENZIE, Alexander Campbell, son
of a favourite Edinburgh musician, was bom in

Edinburgh, 1847, was sent to Grermany at the age
of 10 to study music at Schwarzburg-Sonders-
hausen under Ulrich Eduard Stein. He entered
the ducal orchestra as violinist at the age of 14,

and remained in Germany until 1862, when he
came to London in order to study the violin under
M. Sainton, and was elected King's Scholar of

the Royal Academy of Music in i86a.

In 1865 he returned to Edinburgh, established

a position as pianoforte teacher, and has since

remained in Scotland, with the view of devoting
himself entirely to composition. His principal

works are * Cervantes, an overture for orchestra '

;

a Scherzo for ditto ; Overture to a Comedy ; a
Strmg Quintet, and many other pieces in MS.

;

Pian-Jorte Quartet in Bb (Leipzig, Kahnt),
op. 1 1 ; Trois Morceaux pour Piano, op. 1 5 ; two
Songs, op. 1 2 ; besides songs, part-songs, anthems,
and pieces for the piano. [G.]

MACKINTOSH, John, bom 1767, an emi-
nent performer on the bassoon, who from 1 821 to

1835 ^®1<1 the first place in all the principal

London and provincial orchestras. He produced
a full, rich, and powerful, but somewhat coarse,

tone. He is belioTed to have died in 1840. His
son Alphonso was a violinist. [W. H. H.]

M^MURDIE, Joseph, Mus. Bac., bom in

1 792 in the parish of St. Bride, London, gradu-
ated at Oxford ini8i4. He composed many glees

(principally for the Concentores Sodales) and
songs, and made numerous arrangements for the
pianoforte. He was for some time a director of
the Philharmonic Society. He died at Merton,
Surrey, Dec. 23, 1878. [W. H. H.]

MA^ON, LE. Op^ra-comique in 3 acts ; words
by Hcribe and Delavigne, music by Auber. Pro-
duced at the Opera Comique, May 3, 1835 ; in

England at St. James's, March 13, 1850. [G.]

MADRIGAL (Ital. MaclrigaU, Madnalt,
MwAdriale), The derivation of the word, Madri-
gal, has so hopelessly perplexed all who have
attempted to trace it to its source, that, until
some new light shall be thrown upon the subject,
farther discussion would seem to be useless. We
must, therefore, leave our readers to form their
own judgment upon the four theories which have
heea most generally accepted: namely, (i) that
the word is derived from the Italian, madre,
(mother), and siguifi€» a Poem, addressed—as is

said to have been the case with the first Madri-
gals—to Our Lady ; (2) that it comes from the
Ureek word, /idvS/n, (Lat. and Ital. mandra, a
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sheep-fold), and was suggested by the generally

pastoral character of the composition ; (3) that

it is a corruption of the Spanish word, madrw
gada, (the dawn), and is used, in Italian

as the equivalent of Mattinata, (a Morning
Song) ; (4) that it owes its origin to the name of

a town situated in a delightful valley in Old
Castile. On one point, however, all authorities

are agreed : viz. that the name was first given to

a certain kind of Poem, and afterwards trans-

ferred to the music to which it was sung—which
music was always, during the best periods of

Art, written for three or more -Voices, in the

antient Ecclesiastical Modes, and without in-

strumental accompaniment.
'

Our actual knowledge of the condition of the
Madrigal, before the invention of printing, is

sadly imperfect : but, in the absence of positive

evidence, analogy leaves us little cause to doubt
that its earlier phases must have corresponded,

as closely as we know its later ones to have done,

with those of the Motet—for, the application of

Discant to Siecular Melody must have suggested

the one no less surely than its association with
Plain Chaunt gave birth to the other. The
originators of this process were, in all probability,

the Troubadours, and Minnesingers, who so

strongly influenced the progress of popular music
in the Middle Ages : and there is reason to be-

lieve that the rarity of early MS. records is due
to the fact that they were accustomed to sing

their Discant extempore—or, as it was formerly

called, alia mente. But, long before this first

glimmering of Science resulted in the invention

of Counterpoint, the Age of Chivalry had passed

away, and the Minstrels, as a corporate body,

had ceased to exist. Hence, the farther develop-

ment of the Madrigal devolved upon the Eccle-

siastical Musicians, who cherished it tenderly,

and brought all the resources of their Art to

bear upon it ; treating it, technically, exactly as

they treated their compositions for the Church,

though, in the aesthetic character of the two
styles—founded on an instinctive perception of

the contrast between Sacred and Profane Poetry

—they observed a marked difference. This we
may readily understand, from the description left

us by Thomas Morley, who, writing in 1597,
tells us, that, 'As for the Musicke, it is next

unto the Motet, the most artificiall and to men
of Vnderstanding the most delightfuU. If there-

fore you will compose in this Kind you must
possesse your selfe with an amorus humor (for in

no cdposition shall you proQe admirable except

you put on, and possesse your selfe wholy with

that vaine wherein you compose) so that you
must in your Musicke be watering like the wind,

sometime wanton, sometime drooping, sometime
graiie and staide, otherwhile effeminat, you may
maintaine points and retiert them, vse triplaes,

and shew the uttermost of your varietie, and the

more varietie you show the better shall you
please.' In the j6th century, these directions

were observed to the letter— so closely, that it

would be difficult to give a more gn^hic sketch

of Polyphonic Music, in its saecular dress, than
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that conveyed by Master Morley^s quaint ex-

pressions.

The most antient specimen of ssecular Poly-

phonic Music now known to exist is the famous
Canon, ' Sumer is i cumen in/ preserved, amons^

the Harleian MSS., in the British Museum. No
clue can be obtained as to the authorship of this

ingenious composition; nor has its exact date

ever been satisiactorily demonstrated, though Dr.

Bumey—who, in the second volume of his Mu-
sical History, has printed it, not only in its ori-

ginal notation, but, also, in the form of a detailed

solution, scored for six voices—ventures to say

that he ' can hardly imagine it to be much more
modem' than the 13th or 14th century. Its

extreme antiquity is, indeed, indisputable : but

it can scarcely be called a Madrigal, not>^h-
! standing the rustic character of its words. /The

J true Madrigal is unquestionably the offspring of

the great Flemish School. We hear of it, in the

Low Countries, as early, at least, as the middle

of the 15th century, when it was already well

known to the Netherlanders, in the form of a
Polyphonic Song, often of very elaborate con-

struction, and always written in strict conformity

with the laws of the old Church Modes. These
characteristics—which it retained, to the last, in

all countries, and through all scholastic changes

—

are unmistakeable Signs of its close relationship

to the Motet, of which we have also ample proof,

in the certainty that it ortginated in Counter-

point on a Canto fermo. As a general rule, this

Cantofermo was naturally supplied by the melody
of some popular Chanson : but, just as we some-

times find a popular melody intruding itself into

the Mass, so, in these early Madrigals, we are

occasionally startled by the apparition of some
well-known fragment of severe Ecclesiastical

Plain Chaunt ; as in Agricola's Belle tar touteSt

in which the lighter theme is almost profeuiely

contrasted with that of Tata ptdckra m, Maria—
a combination which Ambros naively compares

to the Song of a pair of Lovers, who quietly

carry on their discourse, in the two upper parts,

while a holy Monk lectures them in the Bass.

For the earliest published copies of these in-

teresting works, we are indebted to Ottaviano

dei Petrucci—the inventor of the process by
which music was first printed from movable
types—whose three collections, entitled * Hdr-
monice nimices Odhecaton. A.^ (Venice 1501),

*Canti B numero Cinquanta B* (ib. 1501), and
• Canti C no, cento cinquanta C* (ib. 1503), were
long supposed to be lost, and now only exist in

the form of unique copies of the first, and second,

preserved in the Library of the Liceo Filarmonico,

at Bologna, and a splendidly bound exemplar of

the third, in the Hofbibliothek at Vienna. In
these precious volumes we find a copious selec-

tion from the saecular works of Busnois, Oken-
heim, Johannes Tinctor, Hobrecht, Regis, Caron,

Josquin des Pr^s, Alexander Agricola, Brumel,
Pierre de la Rue, and twenty-nine other writers,

whose Chansons illustrate the First Period in the

histoty of the Flemish Madrigal—a period no
less interesting than instructive to the critical
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student, for it is here that we first find Science,

and Popular Melody, working together for a

oommon end.

/ The Second Period, though its printed records

Vdate only thirty-five years later, shews an im-

mense advance in Art. Its leading spirits,

Jacques Archadelt, Philipp Verdelot, Giaches

de Wert, Huberto Waeliint, and some other

writers of their School, were not only accom-

plished contrapuntists, but had all learned the

difficult art of restraining their ingenuity within

due bounds, when simplicity of treatment was

demanded by the character of the words they

-selected for their theme. Hence, they have left

us works, which, for purity of style, and graceful

flow of melody, can scarcely be exceeded. Archa-

delt, though a true Fleming by taste and educa-

tion, as well as by birth, spent much of his time

in Italy ; and published his First Book of Madri-

gals at Venice, in 1538, with such success, that,

within eighty years it ran through no less than

sixteen editions. Five other books followed,

containing, besfdes his own works, a number by

other celebrated writers, among whom, however,

he stands his ground nobly. From a copy of the

fourth edition of the First Book, preserved in the'

British Museum, we transcribe a few bars of one

of the loveliest MadrigaU he ever wrote

—

II

bianco e dolce cigno—which, we should imagine,

needs only publication in an attainable form, in

order to become a favourite with every Madrigal

Society in England.^

.
1^ r '^'

gealfln del ri • Ter nl

1 The only modern edition with which we are ftcqoalnted )A trw^

poaal a third, and adapt«d to Engllnh words In which no transUtSca

of the original Italian is attempted ,- consequently, the Music, sod tbt

Poetry, are at croas puiposes, from begioDltig to eod.
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The few conclading ban of this contain some
imitations the smooihneBS of which is perfectly

delicious :

—

W mil - le
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Though a far less prolific writer than Archa-

delt, Waelrant was a true genius, and a true

disciple of the good old Flemish School. His

^Sifmphonia Angelica,* printed, at Antwerp, in

1594, contains compositions by some of the best

of lus contemporaries ; but, none more beautiful

than his own Vorrei morire—well-known, in

England, and frequently sung, as 'Hard by a
fountain,' though the English words make no

attempt to convey the meaning of the original

Italian. Of Verdelot's numerous works, very

few, unhappily, have been handed down to us

with all the parts complete; we possess, how-
ever, quite enough of his writings to prove, that,

like his great contemporary, Giaches de Wert,
he was deeply imbued with the national style

;

which, from first to last, was clear in its con-

struction, smooth in its flow of melody, euphoni-

ous in its harmonic combinations, and, though
less rich in contrapuntal embroidery than the

Uter Italian Schools, never wanting either in

interest, or in animation. The last great Com-
poser by whom this peculiar sWle was cultivated,

in Northern Europe, was Orlando di Lasso,

who, though his fame rests chiefly upon his

Ecdesiastioil Music, has left us many books of

splendid Madrigals, which may almost be said

to form, of themselves, a Third Period. With
him, the School of the Netherlands came to an
end. But, long before his death, the Madrigal
had been transplanted to other countries : and,

in Italy, especially, it took firm root, and bore

abundant fruit.

The first really great Italian Madrigal-writer

was Costanzo Festa, whose delicious Quando ri-

troTo la mia pastorella, printed in Archadelt*s

Third Book, has enjoyed a greater degree of

popularity, in England, under its familiar title,

' Down in a flowery vale,' than any other work
of the kind that ever was imported hither.^

This fine composition bears evident traces of* the

Flemish manner; as do, more or less, all the

> fn tlM Entllsh edition—admirably translated by Thomaa OII-

phant - the time of the movement has been Tery ui^Juitlflably

(bMied. Irom four mloimt. to four crotcbeU in a meuure.

works belonging to what may be called the First

Roman Period. In the Second Period, this

foreign influence was entirely destroyed, and the
true Roman style inaugurated, by the appearance
of Palestrina's Primo lihro di Madrignli a qaat"

tiv voci, in 1555, followed by a Libro steondo,

in 1586, and two books of Madrigali epirituali,

in 1 58 1, and 1594—the year of the great Com-
posers death. It may be well said, that, in

these four volumes, Palestrina has shewn his

command over all styles. The character of the -

Madrigali spirituali—more serious than that of
the Chanson^ but less so than that of the Motet-—
shews a deep appreciation of the difference which
should always subsist between ordinary Sacred
Music, and Music intended to be actually used
in the Services of the Church. The spirit of the
seecular Madrigals changes, every moment, with
the sense of the words. The second volume,
(that of 1586,) contains a more than usually

beautiful example

—

A lla rira del Tebro—^in which
the grief of a despairing Lover is described in

discords as harsh as any that we are accustomed
to hear in the works of the most modem Com-
posers for the Lyric Stage. Yet, every one of

these discords is prepared, and resolved, in ao^

cordance with the strictest laws of Counterpoint

:

and these very laws are used as vehicles for the

expression of all that music can ever be made to

express. For instance, the lovely Cadence at the

word, morte, when sung with the necessary ritard^

andOf tells, more plainly than any verbsJ expla-

nation could possibly have done, how all such

woes as those alluded to are healed, for ever, by
death :

—

7^T
Such works as these naturally excited the

emulation of contemporarj* Composers ; and led

each one to do his best for the advancement of a
style, so new and captivating. Palestrina^s ex-

ample was worthily imitated by his successor in

office, Felice Anerio, whose three volumes of

Madrigali spintualij printed at Rome, in 1585,
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were Bucceeded by two books of sscular Madri-
gals of exquisite beauty, and a channing set of

Camonetle, for three and four Voices, issued in

1603. Francesco Anerio, and the brothers, Gio-

vanni Maria, and Bernardino Nanini, contributed

a large store of volumes of equal merit. Rug-
gero Giovanelli turned his genius to good account

:

and the Roman School, now in its highest state

of perfection, boasted many other Madrigalists

of superlative excellence. Foremost among these

stood Jiuca Marenzio, who devoted his best ener-

gies to the advancement of ssecular Art; pro-

ducing nine books of Madrigals for five Voices,

between the years 1580 and 1589, six, for six

Voices, within a very few years afterwards, and
many later ones, all of which were so well ap-

Ereciated, that, even during his lifetime, he was
onoured with the well-earned title of II piii

dolee Cigno <£Italia. The style of this * Sweetest

Swan' waa, by nature, a little less grave than
that of Palestrina : but, like that great Master,

he possessed the happy faculty of accommodating
it to all possible circumstances, and did so with
such unvarying success, that he may be justly

regarded as the most satisfactory representative

of the Third Roman Period. His little Madri-
gal, Vezzosi augelU, scored, by P. Martini, in the

second volume of his Saggio di Contrappunto,
is a miracle of prettiness, and contrasts strangely

enough with the deep sadness displayed in the
opening bars of his Ahil dispietata morte/

1 ta rm
\¥^^^^h>^ ^^t7

^

Ven

t?r^ "^kr '^

^= -^-

gel U.
^
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—
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^
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But it was not in Rome alone that the Madri-

gal was cultivated with success. It found an
equally congenial home in Venice, where it was
first introduced by Adrian Willaert, who, though
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by birth and education a Fleming, did so much
for the City of his adoption that he is universally
represented as the Founder of the great Venetian
School. His influence, and that of his country-
man, and faithful disciple, Cipriano di Rore, may
be traced throughout its entire course, from be-

ginning to end. Even in the works of Giovanni
Croce it is cleariy perceptible, notwithstanding
the marked individuality which places the stamp
of independent genius on everything he wrote.
Andrea Gabrieli, and his nephew, Giovanni, Fra
Costanzo Porta, and Orazio Vecchi, were all

deeply imbued with the same spirit ; Haas Leo
Hasler carried it to Nurembei^, where it wrought
a good and lasting work; and Gastoldi—be-
lieved, by Morley, to have been the inventor of

the * Fa la '—was, really, no more than the ex-

ponent of an idea which had already been freely

used by Willaert, and more than one of his

immediate followers. It may, in truth, be said,

that Flemish Art failed to attain its full matu-
rity, until it was transplanted from the Nether-
lands to Venice. All honour to the great Re-
public for developing its rich resources. It was
a glorious trust committed to her ; and she ful-

filled it nobly.

In Florence, the Madrigal attained a high
degree of popularity—at first, in the form of the
Frottola, which, Cerone tells us, is to be distin-

guished from the true Madrigal by the poverty
of its contrapuntal artifices—afterwank, in the
more fully developed productions of Franceso
Corteccia, Matteo Rampollini, Pietro Masacconi,
and Bacoio Moechini. But its course, here, was
brought to an untimely close, by a growing
passion for instrumental albcompaniment which
entirely destroyed the ola Florentine love fiv

pure vocal music. In Naples, it flourished bril-

liantly ; though rather in the shape of the Villan-

ella—the Neapolitan equivalent of Gastoldi's

Fa la—than in a more serious guise. In France,
it was but slightly prized, notwithstanding the
number of Chansons adapted, by the early
Netherlanders, to well-known specimens of
French popular poetry : and, in Germany, it

failed to supplant the national taste for the

VolksUed, with which it had very little in com-
mon, and which, before the middle of the i6th
century, was itself pr^ed into the service of the
all-absorbing Chonde^ But, in England, it took
root as firmly--aa-'ever it had done, either in

Rome, or in Venice, and gave rise to a national
School which is well able to hold it own against
any rival. The old Canon, 'Sumer is i cumen
in,' has been cited as a proof that Polyphcnic
Music originated in England. This position can-
not be maintained. The b^nnings of Counter-
point have, hitherto, eluded lUl enquiry. But, we
have already shewn that the Madrigal was in-

vented in the Netherlands ; and, that the fint

published fruits of its discovery were issued, at

Venice, in 1501. The first Polyphonic Soogi
that appeared in England were printed, by Wyn-
kyn de Worde, in 1530, in a volume of the

existence of which neither Bumey nor Hawkins
seem to have been aware, though it «^n taint a
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highly interestiiig collection of works, both sacred,

&fui secular, by Tavemer, and other English

Composers. No second collection appeared, till

1 5 71, when a volume, of much inferior merit, was
printed, for Thomas Whythome, by John Daye.

In 1 588, William Byrd issued his first book of

'Psalmes, Sonets, and Songs of sadnes and pietie":

and, in the same year, Nicholas Yonge—a mer-

chant, who obtained a rich store of Madrigals

from bia Italian correspondents—^published, imder

the title of Musica Tranaalpina, a volume con-

taining more than fifty pieces, selected from the

works of Noe Faigneant, Binaldo del Mel, Gla-

ches de Wert, Cornelius Verdonck, Palestrina,

Luca Maremdo, and several more of the best

Flemish and Italian Ck)mposers of the day. In
the preface to this volume, the word, ' Madrigal^
is used, (to the best of our belief), for the first

time, in England. The compositions selected bv
the worthy merchant are all adapted to English

verses, in which, though the diction is some-

times sufficiently uncouth, the rhythm and sense

of the original Italian are often carefully imitated

:

and, to Uie zeal of their enthusiastic collector,

who had them constantly sung at his house, we
are mainly indebted for the favour with which,

from that time forth, the Madrigal was universally

received in this country. Nine years later,

Yonge ventured upon a second collection. Mean-
while, Byrd had^abready published another volume
of original compositions, under the title of ' Songs
of sundrie natures,' in 1589; in 1590, Thomas
Watson had edited a ' Sett of Italian Madrigalls

En^ished, not to the sense of the originall dittie,

but after the affection ofthe Noate
'

; and, between

^593^ suod 1595, Thomas Morley had produced

two books of Canzonets, one, of 'Madrigals to

foore Voyces,' and one of Ballets. The number
of publications, therefore, was increasing rapidly.

By this time, the Madrigal had fairly esta-

blished itself as a national institution : and Eng-
lish Composers did alKthat in them lay, to bring

it to perfection. "^T^e^most noted among them
seemed juever tired of ^producing new works.

Simultaneously with Yonge*s second collection

—

that is, in 1597—appeared two original sets of

great importance, one, by Thomas Weelkes, the

other, by George Kirbye. In the same year,

Morley issued a third and fourth volume of Can-
' jonets ; and John Dowland delighted all Europe

with his ' First Booke of Songes or Ayres of foure

parts.* Wilbye's first book appeared in 1598,
and Benet's in 1599. In 1601, Morley edited a

I

famoos volume, entitled, 'The Triumphes of

Oriana,* containing Madrigals, for five and six

' Voiees, by Michael Este. Weelkes, Benet, Hilton,

Wilbye, and sixteen other Composers, besides

I

himsdf. Michael Este published a volume of

his own, in 1604, another in 1606, and a third,

in 1610. Batesons two books were issued in

1604, and 1618. Dowland's second book ap-

I
paired in 1600, his third, in 1603, and his 'Pil-

^ grim's Solace,' in 1612. Thomas Ford printed

two books of * Musicke of sundrie Kinds,^ in 1607,

\ and Wilbye his second book in 1609; Orlando

Gibbons produced his first (and only) volume of
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'Madrigals and Motets,* in 161 a ; and, even as
late as 1630—exactly a century after the publi-
cation of Wynkyn de Worde*s curious volume—

a

book of • Mottects ' (all, really, Madrigals, though
with instrimiental aocompaniments ad libitum)
was given to the world by Martin Pieraon.
Rich collections of these rare old editions-^

including many volumes which we have not space
to particularise—^are preserved in the Libraries
of the British Museum, the Sacred Harmonic
Society, and the Universities of Oxford and Cam-
bridge : and many of the most popular Madrigals
have been reprinted, in a modem form, over and
over again .^ It is difficult to decide upon the
comparative merits of particular works, where
the general standard of excellence is so high, and
the number so great. An endless variety of
styles is observable, even to the most superficial

enquirer : but careful analysis proves this to be
rather the result of individual feeling, than an
index to the prevailing taste at any given epoch.
TRie historv of the School, therefore, must be
comprised, like our notice of the Venetian Madri-
gal, within the limits of a single Period : and we
shall best illustrate it by selecting a few typical

works for separate criticism.

Byrd's Madrigals are sometimes constructed
upon a very elaborate plan, and abound in points

of ingenious and delightful imitation, as do those
of Weelkes, Cobbold. and Wilbye, and their con-
temporaries, Kirbye, and Bateeon—witness the
following beautiful passage from the last-named
Composer's contribution to 'The Triumphes of
Oriana'—

InHearenllvet O - rl • a - na. etc.

fe.^^ ^^i,ij.N ^ m̂^
m

In Heaven Utcs O - rl^^M
Id HeaTen lives, etc

i^f f r '
r r "TT

'Id Heaven lives, etc.

1 It is much to be regretted that m few modern editors think it

worth while to mention the source whence their reprints are derived {

or even to give the original names of Flemish or Italian Madrigals.

Still more deeply to be tieplored is the mischievous 8»»t«m of trans-

position, now so common, which frequently destroys all trace of the

composer's Intention, and always prevents the tyro from ascertaining

the Mode in which a given Madrigal is written. As Madrigals must
always be sung without accompaniment. transposiUou. in the book,

is wholly unmeaaiog, and helps lui uue.
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Morley, Hilton, and Michael Este, preferred a

lighter vein, and prcniuced some of the most

delicious Fa las which remain to us. Among
those who affected * Ayres* and Canzonets, John

Dowland incontestibly holds the first place. His

'Awake, sweet Love,' and 'Now, Oh! now, I

needs must part,' are gems of Art—perfect in

their simplicity, yet no less masterly in design

than tender in expression. Orlando Gibbons, and

a charming Ck)mposer of earlier date—Richard

Edwardes—wrote like bom Netherlanders. A
more interesting comparison than that between

the two following examples, and the extracts

already given firom Archadelt's * Bianco e dolce

Cigno ' can scarcely be imagined.

• The Bllrer Swan/
Orlahoo Gibbons.

» - S^nst the reed - j

1 .1 J J- J?.

J

Hij ^
J Ji

ShONb Thus auiK her first and lut. and

' In going to my lonely bed.'

Richard Edwardks (1560).

The ' fftiunf r*f"TLr T r r f \

ll-lnf out ' r '^1
J

I I ' •

newlng

After the second decade of the 1 7th century,

no work of any lasting reputation was produced,

and the style soon fell into neglect. Under the

Stuart Dynasty, Polyphonic Song lost much of

its popularity ; and the Great Rebellion crushed

out all artistic feeling : but Art lived on ; and,

in due time, the Madrigal, forgotten in Flanders,
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and replaced in Italy by a new kind of Chamber
Music with instrumental accompaniment, merged
gradually, in England, into the Glee—a kind of
composition cultivated in no other country, and
of far higher aesthetic value than its German re-

presentative, the Part Song. The writer who—

•

no doubt, unconsciously—helped, more than any
other, to prepare the way for this great change*
was Thomas Ford, whose lovely Canzonets,
'Since first I saw your face,' and 'There is a
Ladie, sweete, and kind,' hold a position as nearly

as possible midway between the Madrigal and
the Glee, breathing all the spirit of the one,

while introducing progressions only permissible

in the other. It is, however, worthy of remark

—

though the fact seems, hitherto, to have escaped
notice—that intervals, forbidden by the strict

laws of Counterpoint, were tolerated, in England,
at an earlier period than on the Continent. Wil-
bye used the Diminished Triad with a boldness
which would have made Anerio's hair stand on
end. Such licenses as these once permitted, the
substitution of modem tonalities for the Ecclesi*

astical Modes followed, as a matter of course-^
and, this accomplished, the change firom the
Madrigal to the Glee was complete.

Having traced the history of the Madrigal
thus far, it remains only to say a few words as to

the manner of its performance.

M It is absolutely indispensable that it should be
sung without any instrumental accompaniment
whatever : and, unlike the Glee, (which is always
performed by solo Voices,) it is most effective

when entrusted to a moderately full, but not^too
numerous Chorus. Changes of tone, embracing
every shade of difference between jf and ppp,
and introduced, sometimes by the most delicate

possible gradations, and sometimes, in strongly*

marked contrast, will be continually demanded,
both by the character of the music, and the sense
of the words : and, remembering how earnestly

Morley insists upon 'varietie,' the student will

be prepared to learn that titardandt and acceler'

audi will be scarcely less frequently brought into

requisition. Nevertheless, strict mechanical pre-

cision must be secured, at any cost. The slight-

est uncertainty, either of intonation, or ofrhythm*
will suffice to ruin everything ; and, to draw the"

line fairly, between intensity of expression, and
technical perfection, is not always an easy matter.
There is, indeed, only one way of overcoming
the difficulty. To imagine Damon r^ypilating

his love-lorn ditty by the tick of a metronome
would be absurd. The place of the metronome,
therefore, must be supplied by a Conductor,
capable of fully sympathising, eitherwith Damon's
woes, or Daphne's fond delights, but wholly in-

capable of shewing the least indulgence to his

Singers, who must learn to obey the rise and fall

of his hdiotiy though it move but a hair's breadth
in either direction. [W. S. R.]

MADRIGAL SCXJIETY. Founded in 1741
by John Imm3ms, a member of the Academy of

Ancient Music, the Madrigal Society enjoys the

distinction of being the oldest musical association

in Europe. Its fint meetings were held at the
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Twelve Bello in Bride Lane, whence it removed
to the Anchor and Crown, Whitefriars, as proved
by the earliest minute-book in the Society's

library, dated 1744. ^ ^745 *^® Society re-

moved to the Founders' Arms, Lothbury, where
rules were adopted limiting the number of mem-
bers to sixteen, with an admission fee of 8s. and
a subscription of 36. per quarter. Having re-

turned for a time to the Twelve Bells, its original

home, the Sode^ afterwards migrated to the
Queen's Arms, I^ewgate Street, in 1748, when
the rules were revised. One rule enacted * That
&I1 musical performances shall cease at half an
hoar after ten o'clock, unless some of the mem-
ben shall be cheerfully incited to sing catches,

in which case they shall be indulged half an
hour, and no longer.' Numerous fines were im-

posed for such offences as the retention of books
from the Society's library ; and any member eat-

ing his supper, or a part thereof, during practice

tinke was to forfeit sixpence, to be applied to

baying ruled paper. The performance on each
night was to he divided into two * acts,' with an
interval of half an hour, and in each act four

madrigab were to be sung. Between 1 750 and
1757 additional rules were adopted, by one of

which each member to whose turn it came to

serve as President was bound to present a score

and parts of a madrigal ready for performance,
V ' to forfeit a penny extraordinary to the plate

'

every night until he did so. By another rule

&ny gentleman who had been educated in, or at

the time belonged to, any cathedral or choir was
to be admitted to visit the Society at his pleasure ;

and a similar privilege was accorded to any of

*^e gentlemen of the Academy of Ancient
Music.' Membership was confined to persons

belonging to cathedral choirs, or those ' vouched
for by two or more members of the Society as

being capable of singing their part in concert

both in tmie and in tune ' ; and others proposed
for election were required, by way of probation,
to ang between the acts their proper parts in an
sndent madrigal for three or four voices, or some
two-part song to be sung with double voices.

The Society at this time (1749-50) nfet every
Wednesday evening, and consisted of twenty
roanbers, who subsCTibed 4s. 6d. a quarter. Ac-
cording to Sir John Hawkins (who was himself
& member) ' most of them were mechanics, some
veavers from Spitalfields, others of various trades
»ad occupations, who were well versed in the
practice of Psalmody, and who, with a little

pains and the help of the ordinary solmisation,

which many of them were very expert in, be-

came soon able to sing almost at sight a part in
an English or even an Italian madrigal. They
also gang catches, rounds, and canons, though
^t degantly, yet with a degree of correctness

that did justice to the harmony ; and, to vary
the entertainment, Immyns would sometimes
fead, by way of lecture, a chapter from 2^rlino,

translated by himself. They were men not lees

diitingnished by their love of vocal harmony
than by the harmless simplicity of their tempers
and by their friendly disposition towards each

VOL. II,
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other.* At times they took countnr excursions,

and the minutes record that on Whit-Monday,
1751,'the party proceeded up the river, break-
fasting at Wandsor (Wandsworth), dining at
Richmond, besides stopping to whet their whis-
tles at Mortlack (Morthike).' In 1764 Mr.
Immyns died. In 1768 the subscription was
raised to 8s. a quarter, the number of members
being about thirty, and it was agreed to hold an
entertainment for their friends once at least

every year. In 1769 the Society removed to
the Feathers Tavern, Cheapside; in 1775 to the
King's Arms, Comhill ; in 1 778 they were at
the Half Moon, Cheapside, and the London
Tavern; in April, 1792, at the King's Head
in the Poultry; in May, 1792, at the Globe,
Fleet Street; and in 1705 removed to the
Crown and Anchor, when the charge for supper,
'on account of the advance in wine,' was raised

to 28. 6d. for members, 48. for visitors, and
3s. for professors. Festival dinners were held
fai 1798, 1802, 1803, and 1800, and were con-
tinued at intervals, and in 1870 ladies dined at
the festival for the first time. In 1814 the sub-
scription was raised to £3, and in 1816 the
charge for supper, including a pint of wine, was
fixed at 68. On September 27, 1821, the
supper meeting, after bemg held for eighty years,

gave place to a monthly cUnner, still held at the
Freemasons' Tavern during the season^ which
then lasted frY>m October to July, but now num-
bers five meetings, commencing in November.
In 18 II was offered for the first time a prize of a
silver cup, value ten guineas, 'for the best madri*
gal in not less than four nor more than six parts,

the upper part or parts to be for one or two
treble voices. The character of the composition
to be after the manner of the madrigals by Ben-
net, Wilbye, Morley, Weelkes, Ward, Marenzio,
and others, and each part to contain a certain

melody either in figure or imitation ; therefore,

a melody harmonized will be inadmissible.' W.
Beale's ' Awake, sweet muse,* and W. Hawes's
* Philomela ' were selected for a' final ballot from
fourteen compositions sent in, which included

S. Wesley's ' sing unto my roundelay,' and
W. linley's ' Ah me, quoth Venus.' The prize

was given to Beale. The earlier members in-

cluded Immyns, the founder, by profession an
attorney, afterwards appointed lutist to the

Chapel Royal and amanuensis to Dr. Pepusch

;

Dr. John Worgan, organist and composer; Sir

John Hawkins, the musical historian (1741-

1 75 1 ) ; Rev. C. Torriano and Jonathan Battishill,

the composer (elected 1752); E.T. Warren, editor

of the Glee Collection (1762) ; Dr. Ame and his

son Michael, and Luffinan-Atterbury, composer of

the glee ' Come, let us all a-Maying go ' (i 765)

;

Theodore Aylward, one of the assistant directors

at the Handel Commemoration of 1784 (1769);
Joah Bates, the conductor of the Handel Com-
memoration (1774) ; ^' ^- Cooke, organist of

Westminster Abbey (1778); James Bartleman

(1793); J- P- Street, Librarian and many years

Father of the Society ; R. J. S. Stevens, the

Gresham Professor, and W. Horsley, the glee-
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writer (1 798V. Reg. SpoffOTtb, ther gl*e-writer,

and Robert Cooke, master of the WestmiiiBter

choristers (i8oa) ; W. Beale (1805) ? Dr.

Cftlloott (1806) ; W, Hawcs and W. Linley

(1809) ; 6. K WiUiams, orgamst of Westminster
Abbey (1814) ; Sir J. L. Rogers, bart., and T.

Greatorex,organiBtofWe8tminsterAbbey(i8i9)

;

J. T. Cooper (1825) ; Jonathan Nield, Rev. W.
J. HaU (1818); F. J. Salomons (i8ao); Vin-
cent Novello and Thomas Oliphant, anerwards
secretary (1830); J. W.Hobbs, J.Calkin(i83i);
6. Cooper, deputy organist of St. Paurs, James
Turle, organist of Westminster Abbey (183a).

The present members indade Dr. Stainer, organist

of St. Paul's Cathedral; J. Turle ; Dr. Bridge;

E. J. Hopkins; W. Chappell. F.S.A.; Dr. W.
Pole ; Otto Goldschmidt ; Dr. John Hullah,

and Rev. T. Helmore. Up to 1820 the mem-
bers presided in rotation, but in that year it

was resolved to appoint Sir J. L. Rogers as

permanent president. The office has since been
filled by Lord Saltoun, 1842-53; Sir Georffe

Clerk, bt., 1853-66 ; Prince Dhuleep Singh,

1867-71 ; Thomas Oliphant, 1871-73 ; Hon. and
Rev. H. Legge, 1874-77. Itis now vacant. The
liibrarians have been :---J, P. Street, 1792-1848 ;

John Bishop, 1849-70; C. D. Budd, 1871-78;
J. C. Meek, 1879. The conductors or musical
directors permanently appointed since W. Hawes,
1809-46, have been :--James Turle^ 1846-49;
James King, 1849-54; Cipriani Potter, 1855-
70 ; Otto Goldschmidt, 1871-77 ; Dr. John
Stainer, 1878. Dr. John Hullah and Dr. J. F.

Bridge have been assistant condoetors since

1878. Under the present rules the Society con-

sists of forty members, elected by ballot, the

subscription (including dinner fees) being five

guineas, and for professional members three

guineas. The following was the programme at

the Society's last FestiviJ, June 19, 1879 :—looth
Psalm, arranged by Dr. W, Pole (8 parts)

;

' Come, shepherds, follow me ' (Bennet) '^ * Sister,

awake ' (Bateson) ; * Cynthia, thy song* (Croce)

;

•Die not, fond man' (Ward); *Fair Oriana'
(Hilton) ;

' O say, ye saints ' (Sir J. Rogers)

;

' Stay one moment, gentle river ' (Olip^mt)

;

' Shall I, wasting in despair ' (G. A. Osborne) ;

*^Take heed, ye shepherd swains' (PearsaU) ;

* Lady, your eye ' (Weelkes) ; * Lady, see on
every side ' (Marenzio) ; • Nymphs are sporting

'

(Pearsall); 'Fa-U-U.* Mr. J. Edward Street

is the present secretary ; and Mr. Kellow J. Pye
the treasurer. [CM.]

MAELZEL, JOHANN Nepomuk, bom Aug.
15, 1772, at Ratisbon, son of an oi^n builder.

In 1 792 he settled in VieDna, and devoted him-
self to teaching music, and to constructing an
automaton instrument of flutes, trumpets, drums,
cymbals, triangle, and strings struck by ham-
mers, which played music by Haydn, Mozart,
and Crescentini, and was sold for 3000 florins.

His next machine was the Panharmonicon, like

the former, but with clarinets, violins, and cellos

added. It was worked by weights acting on
cylinders, and was exhibited in Vienna in 1804.
Maelzel then bought Kempelen's Chessplayer;

MAELZEL.

and took ft with the Panharmonicon to Paris.

The Chessplayer he afterwards sold to Eugene
Beauhamais. He next constructed a Trumpeter,
which played the Austrian and French cavalry

marches and signals, with marches and allegros

by Weigl, Dussek, and Pleyel. In 1808 he was
appointed court mechanician, and about that time

inade some ear trumpets, one of which Beethoven
used for years. In 181 2 he opened the 'Art
Cabinet,' among the attractions of which were
the Trumpeter and a new and enlarged Panhar-
monicon; and soon afterwards made public a
musical chronometer, an improvement of a ma-
chine by Stockel, for which he obtained oertificates

firom Beethoven and other leading musidana.
Maelzd and Beethoven were at this time on
very friendly terms. They had arranged to visit

London together, and Maelzel had meantime aided
the great master in his impecuniosity by urging

on him a loan of 50 ducats in gold. In order to

add to the attractions of the Panharmonicon,
which they proposed to take with them, Maelzel

conceived and sketched in detail the design ^ of

a piece to commemorate the Baittle of Vittoria

(June 21, 1813), which Beethaven composed for

the instrument. While it was being arranged
on the barrel, Maelzel further induced him to

score it for the orchestra, with the view to obtain

funds for the journey ; and it was accordingly

scored, and performed at a concert on Dec. 8, 18 1 3,

the programme of which consisted of the Sym-
phony No. 7 ; the mairches of Dussek and
Pleyel, by the automaton, and the Battle-piece.

The concert was repeated on the 12th, and the
two yielded a net profit of over 4000 florins. At
this point Beethoven took offence at Maelzel's

having announced the Battle-piece as his pro^^erty^

broke completely with him, rejected the Trum-
peter and nis marches, and held a third concert

(Jan. 2, 1814) for his own sole benefit. After
several we^s of endeavour to arrange matters,

Maelzel departed to Munich with Ins Panhar-
monicon, including the Battle-piece, and also

with a full orchestnd score of the same, which he
had obtainedwithout Beethoven's concurrence and
caused to be performed at Munich. Beethoven
on this Altered an action against him in the
Vienna courts, and it is his memorandum of the
grounds of the action, as prepared for his advocate,

which is usually entitled 'his 'deposition.' He
further addressed a 'statement to the musicians
of London, entreating them not to countenanoe
or support Maelzel. The action came to nothing,
and Maelzel does not appear to have gone to
London. He stopped at Amsterdam, and there
got from Winkel, a Dutch mechanic, the idea
of employing a new form of pendulum as a me-
tronome. He soon perfected the instrument,
obtained a patent for it, and in 1816 we find

him in Pans established as a manufacturer of
this metronome, under the style of 'Malzl et
Cie.' Winkel claimed it as his invention, and
the claim was confirmed, after examination, by
the Dutch Academy of Sciences. A wish to

1 Moscheks, note to hU Schindlw. 1. 154. *

> Schlndlar. Thfty«r UL 466. a Thajw tU. 467.
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his Metronome took him back to Mmiich and
Vienna in 1817. Beethoven^s good word was of

more consequence than any one else's, and
knowing Maelzers deyemess, Beethoven's

amenability to a good companion, and the lact

that the perfonnance on which the lawsuit was
groonded having taken place out of Avstria, the
sction could not lie, it need not surprise us to

find that the suit was given up, and the costs

divided equally. After this Maelzel travelled

much, and even reached the United States, where
he passed the rest of his life, except a voyage or

two to the West Indies, eidiibitixig the Chess-

player, the Conflagration of Moscow, and his

other curious inventions*. He was found dead in

his berth on board the American brig Otis, July
21,1838. Maelzel was- evidently a sharp, shrewd,

clever man of business, with a. strong propensity

to use the ideas of others for his own benefit.

For the details of hb Metronome see the

article under that head. It was entirely different

from the Stockel-Malzel 'Chronometer,' and it

was upon the latter, and not upon the Metro-
nome, that Beethoven wrote the catch which is

connected with, the Allegretto of his Symphony
Xo. 8. [A.W.T.]

MASSIG. ' In moderate time' ; the German
equivalent of Moderato, used much by Schumann,
as in the sixth of the fugues on the name Ba<^,

and constantly throughout the Album. *Im
maasigen Tempo ' oociurs in the fourth fugue of

op. 73, * Sehr masdg' in the Lager-scene, No. 3 of

op. 76. He uses *Massig durchaus eneigisch ' as

the translation of ' Moderato con energia ' in the

second movement of the Fantasia in C, op. 1 7.

The ^ Manch-massig ' of Beethoven's op. loi has
no relation to the above, but means m March-
style. [J.A.F.M.]

MAESTOSO. •With majesty,'or in a dignified

way. It is used either alone, as a direction of

time, in which case it indicates a pace rather

slower than andante, or, combined with other

indications of tempo, as a guide to the expression.

Beethoven uses it frequently in both these ways.
It occurs alone in the Pianoforte Sonata, op. 1 1 1,

fint movement, in the Namensfeter overture,

op. 115, Quartet in £b, op. 127, etc.; also in

Pizarro's song at the end of Act I of Fidelio,
' Aof euch, auf euch, nur will ich bauen.' In the

final chorus of that opera, 'Wer ein holdes Weib
onmgen,' the direction originally stood Maestoso
vivace, but was afterwards clumged to Allegro

ma nan troppo. The first movement of the

Choral Symphony is marked Allegro ma non
tr^po, un poco maestoso ; the passage in the

laat movement to the words * Seid umschlungen
Mittion^i' is Andante maestoso; and the four

bars of 3-4 time immediately before the final

iVestosbno are marked Maestoso simply. Men-
delasf^ uses Allegro maestoso firequently, as in

* £H}ah, * I am he that oomforteth,* and * Be not
afraid,' and in St. Paul very often. He uses

Moderato maestoso in* *Tften did Elijah the

%m rnt. 0. Aflen. of PhfladtlpWa. VAA^ in the Book of the flrrt
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prophet.' Maestoso con brio occurs as the equi-

valent of the German ' Rauschend und festlich'

in Schumann's Novelette, No. 5. [J.A.F.M.]
MAESTRO, master. This word is aknost

exclusively applied to the great classical com-
posers, but occasionally it U used of the very
highest class of executive musicians, though even
in this case it mav be taken as implying an ap-
preciation of their compositions raUier than of
their performances. It is seldom applied to

teachers as such, but refers almost always to

composers of note.

Maestro dicapella fetheexact Italianequivalent
to the German'teim Kapellmeister, or conductor.

Maestro dei putti (master of the boys) is an
office ^^ch was founded in 1538 (not, as is

generoily supposed, & the Papacy of Julius II.

which was much earlier), and which was first

held by Arcadelt. Its duties are to teach sing-

ing to the boys of St. Peter's, in Rome, and more
or less to superintend the choir arrangements.
It thus represents our ' Choirmaster.' [S^ Aboa-
DBLv; vol. i. p. 81.1

Maestro al cembalo is an officer at the Opera,
next in importence to the conductor, and occa-

sionally taking his place. His duties consist of

superintending the rehearsals of the music, and
accompanying at them. This poet was held by
Handel at Hamburg, when he was quite young
[see Hakdel, vol. i. p. 648], and afterwards by
Matheson. [J.A.F.M.]
MAGNIFICAT. The *Song of the Blessed

Virgin Mary ' has been used as the Vesper Can-
ticle of the Church, from time inmiemonal ; and
the Evening Office has always been so constriicted

as to lead up to it as its chief point of interest.

In Plain Chaunt Services, it is sung to the
same Tones as the Psalms; but, with certain

differences of detail. For instance, the Intona-

tion—except on Ferias, and a few Festivals of

minor importance—is prefixed to every Verse.

The Mediation is distinguished from the ordinary

form by the presence of certain ornamental notes,

introduced, per ligaturamf for the purpose of

adding to its solenmity : but it will be observed,

that,, in the Roman Vesperal, the Mediation of

the first Verse is altogether omitted, in conse-

quence of the small number of i^llables, the

melody passing* on, at once, from tne Reciting*

Note* to the Ending, which, in all cases, cor-

responds exactly with the formula prescribed for

the Psalm-Tones. Finally, the Tempo is infi-

nitely slower than that used in any oUier part of

the Service. This last peculiarity is a very im-

portant one : fbr, according to the Ritual of the

Western Church, the Officiant and Sacred Minis-

ters are occupied, during the singingofJfo^t^rat,
in incensing the Altar—a process,which,when full

Ceremonial is used, occupies a oonsiderable time.

After the invention of Discant, a custom arose,

of singing Magnificat in alternate Verses of Plain

Chaunt, and Faux Bourdon, Sometimes, the

Faux Bourdon was simply a harmonised Psalm-

Tone, with the melody in the Tenor, as in the

following example ofa very beautiful * Use ' which
has long been traditional in French Cathedrals.

02
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Magnificat, Primt Toni«

W rs g (-|gUga= , bra \

g^^
ig g rJ r^ zgi

-_^-j ^-".^

;^

Sometimes, the Plain Chaunt was conUiksted

with an original Faux Bowrdon, written in the

required Mode, but not, like the former example,

on the actual melody of the Psalm-Tone. Dr.

Bumey, during his viait to Rome, met with an
exceedingly interesting MS. collection of Faux
Baurdont, of this description, by some of the

greatest Masters of the i6th century. From his

autograph transcription of this volume—now pre-

served, under the name of Study di Paledrtna,

in the Library of the British Museum—we ex-

tract the following beautiful example by Giovanni
Maria Nanini \

Ton. TV.

m r* fr^ I

These two methods of singing Magnificat are

BO wonderfully effective, that it is difficult to

choose between them : and, happily, they are

both so easy, that no Choir need fear to attempt
them. But, the development of the idea did not

rest here. It is scarcely possible to name any
great Church Composer who has not illustrated

the text of the Canticle with origimal music, over

and over again. Josquin des Pr^, Morales,

Goudimel, Animuccia, Vittoria, Orlando di Lasso,

and a host of authors, representing every Schoi^l,

and every well-marked Period, have left us in-

numerable examples. Palestrina published a
volume, in 1^91, containing two settings in each

of the first eight Modes ; and has left nearly as

many more in MS. His favorite plan was, to

I It win be M«n that iT&ntni has ended hte Chaunt ^th the hai^ '

moaj of the DominaDt. instead of that proper to the Final of the

Mode. A similar peculiarity is observable in many other Faux
Jiomrttoma adapted, by the Old Masters, to alternate VenMw of Can-
tkl'Et and Ptalms. The reason of this Is self-«Tldent. One or other
uf thf Sabsidiary ('adences of the Mode is employed, in order that Its

true Final Cadence may be reserved for the conclusion of the Antlphun
irhlch Is to follow. The Bistine Mherere may be cited as the exception i

>^hkh proves the rule. It ends with the proper Final Cadence, because,
1

in thf! oflioe uf Tenebra, It Is always sung Without aa Antlphon.
<

|b*?o AXTlPHON.l
i

MAGNIFICAT.

treat the alternate Verses, only, in complex imi*

tation, and closely-interwoven fugal points ; leav-

ing, sometimes me even, and sometmies the odd
Verses, to be sung in unisonous Plain Chaunt. in

the manner alroAdy described. The following

extract from one of the finest compositions in the
series will serve to exemplify his usual mode of

treatm^it.
Magnificat, Octavi Tonl.

r(g) \—^
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m • ma me - a, «c
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A •• Di-mame-a,
A-ni-ma me-a, etc

frfi^^^ ,f
This method was also adopted by Francesco

Suriano, Orlando di Lasso, and many other
writers ; but Felice Anerio, Luca Marenzio, Gio-
vanni Gabrieli, and some of the most noted of
their contemporaries, treated the Canticle in

Polyphone, throiurhout, firequently disposing their

Voices in two or more antiphonal Choirs. A fine

example of this later style is preserved in Grabri'

eli's eight-part Magnificat in the First Mode.

Magnificmt Primi Toni,

Chom$ PrimuM.
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' The &then of English Cathedral Music treated

Magnifirat in a manner peculiarly their own

—

clear in design, pure, solemn, and richly hanno-
nioos, but differing in no wise from their render-

ing of the other Canticles, and demanding no
slower Tempo than the rest. The finest of these,

which may well bear comparison with the works
of the great Flemish and Italian Schools, are to

be found in the 'Services* of Tallis, Byrd, Far-
rant, Tomkins, Bevin, Batten, and Orlando Gib-
bons. Their number is comparatively small

:

bat it is to be feared that many invaluable
compositions of the Elizabethan ^ra have been
lost to us, through the spoliation of Cathedral
Libraries, during the great Rebellion. After the
Restoration, the style rapidly deteriorated : and,
notwithstanding the efforts of a few talented

Composers—especially, Drs. Creyghton, and Croft
—who conscientiously followed the precepts of
the earlier School, it sank, eventuaUy, so low,
that even the platitudes of Kent, ana Jackson,
&il to represent its latest stages of degradation.
Happily, the number of fine examples sUll re-

maining is quite sufficient for all practical pur-
poses ; and all are now published in cheap, and
eMily accessible forms.

The text of Magnificat has also been grandly
Hlostrated, by Bach, Mendelssohn, and otherCom-
posers of the modem School, in the Oratorio style,

with full orchestral accompaniments. For some
particulars respecting the history of a Magnificat
of this description, which has lately given rise to
discussions of more than ordinary interest, see
Ebba, DON DiONioi ; and Handel (vol. i. p. 491 6.

and 654, note). [W. S. R.]

MAGYAR (Hungarian) MUSIC. The most
important part of the national music of Hungary
ia so called because it proceeds from the Magyar
portion of the inhabitants. * 'Die so-called Hun-
garian style of music/ says the writer of two
excellent articles on this subject in the Monthly
Muncal Record for February and March, 1877,
' as it has come to be recognised, cannot by any
tneasa be regarded as indigenous, but may most
properly be briefly defined as the product of a
tx>nmiixture of several races. More than one-
fourth* of the population of Hungary proper (t.e.

Traasleiihan Hungary, as it has come to be
called since its union with the Austrian empire
in 1869) consists of Magyars, the descendants of
the ancient Scythians of the Tartar-Mongolian
rtock, who, after wandering from the Ural
mountains to the Caspian Sea, and thence to
Kiov, established themselves in Hungary in the
ninth century. The remainder of the population
is made up of Slavs, Germans. WaUachians,
Jews, and Gipsies. Of this mixed population,
the Magyars, as the dominant lords of the soil,

and the Gipsies, as the privileged musicians of
the country, are in the main to be regarded as
tbe joint originators of the national style.*

The union of these two latter races resulted
in the oombination of their musical characteristics.
That of the Magyar music is the peculiarity of
its rhythms, and that of the Gipsy music is the

1 Tbe proponiOD appsui to be more like one half than tc quarter.
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presence of turns, embellishments, and 'grace-
notes* added to and built upon the melody, and
eventually becoming a most important feature
in it.

This latter peculiarity, together with the scale

which is characteristic of Hungarian music—

a

scale with two superfluous seconds, or the har-
monic minor with a sharp fourth

—

seem to indicate an Asiatic origin. (The or-

dinarv European scales are also in use.) These
two chief characteristics will be examined in order.

I. The rhythms, of Magyar origin. The great
distinctive feature of the btr-rhythms is tynconn-
tton, generally consisting ofthe accentuation ofthe
second quaver in the bar of 2-4 time (the rhythm
known as alia zoppa, * in a linkingway*), but some-t

times extending over larger spaces, as in No. 2 of

the Ungarische Tanze of Brahms, bars 1-2, 5-6,
etc., where the syncopation extends over two bars.

Even where the melody is without syncopation,

the accompaniment almost always has it. The
phrase-rhythms are not confined to strains of 4
and 8 bars, but phrases of 3, 5, 6, and 7 bars

are not unfrequently to be met with. There is

no more beautiful example of 7-bar rhythm (al-

though not professedly Hungarian in character)

than the second of Schumann's Stttcke im Volksr
ton for piano and violoncello, in F major. As ex-

amples of 3- and 6-bar rhythms may be cited the

third and first of Brahms*s Ungarische Tanze,

and of 5-bar rhythm, the second part of the

following melody (' Beszegodtem Tam<5czkra '),

the first part being a phrase of 6 bars.

3-4 time, and consequently 6-8, is unknown in

genuine Magyar music, although some modem
Hungarian composers have introduced it in slow

movements. A very beautiful rhythm of seven

in a bar (vrritten, for greater clearness, as a bar

of 3-4 followed by a bar of common time)

occurs in the 'Hungarian Song* on which
Brahms has written variations, Op. a i,. No. 2.

II. The turns and embellishments added to the

melody, of Gipsy, and hence Oriental, origin.

This peculiarity has been observed by tiavel-

lers in India, who sav that in the performance

of the natives any embellishments and * fioriture
*

are permitted to be introduced at the will of

the performer, provided only that the time of
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the meloHy remiuiiB intact. The following is ft

list of the most characteristic turns and ' grace-

notes* used in Hungarian music, given by the

writer above mentioned

:

W^ ii)A^. ffl

^^m
(4)^ ^^

<»L («)

07)^ iS)m =^ (9)

The charm which these ' agr^mens* give is well

illustrated by the first two bars ef Sehubert^s
' Moment musical/ in F minor, where the phrase

}B seen to be compounded of the comparatively

uninteresting phrase

together with No. 13 and- part of No. 4 of the

above embellishments.^

But the importance bfHungarian music lies not

so much in its intrinsic beauty or interest, as in the

use made of it by the great classical masters, and
the influence which it exercises on their works.

The first composer of note who embodies the Hun-
garian peculiarities is Haydn. The most obvious

instance of course is the well-knoWn ' Rondo all*

Ongarede,* or * Gipsy Rondo,' in the Trio No. i in

G major ; but besides this avowedly Hungarian
composition there are many passages in his works
which show that the years during which he held

the post of conductor of Prince Esterhazy's private

(and almost entirely Hungarian) band, were not
without their effect. Instances of this may be
found in many of the * Salomon symphonies' (the

Symphony in Bb, No. 9), etc. We next come
to Bieethoven, in whom the Hungarian element
appears but rarely. In the music to *K.ing

Stephen,* however, it is prominent, as we might
expect, in many parts, and the chorus ' Wo die

Uuschuld Blumen streute ' is marked ' Andante
con moto all' Ongarese.' The composer however
who has made the greatest use of Hungarian
obrracteristics is Schubert. Constantly through-
out his works we come apon a peculiarity which

MAGYAR MUSIC.

it once tells us of its natiouality. Th^ C nttjor

Symphony (No. 9) for instance, or the Fantasi*
in C major, op. 15, are full of Hungarian feeling

and character, while almost all the peculiarities

of the Hungarian style are present in the little

'Moment musical* before alluded to, and still

more in the splendid Divertissement k la hon-
groise (op. 54).

Never, probably, has Hungarian music had
such an influence over compositions as at the
present time, and among living composers. It

18 enough to cite such names as lisst, Brahms,
and Joachim, to bring to the mind of every
reader the use made by each of them of Hun-
garian forms and themes. We may think it

only natural that the first and the last of theee

should, being natives of Hungary, have a natural
love for their national music, as we see in the
* Legend of St. Elizabeth,' the symphonic poem
* HuBgaria,' the fourteen * Rhapsodies Hon-
groises,* by Liszt, and the noble Hungarian
violin concerto of Joachim, which is a splendid
instance of the combination of national character-
istics with the classical forms. In the case of

Brahma, however, thero is no national pre-
judice to which the partiality for the Hungarian
element might be ascribed, and yet hero we
meet with many Magyar characteristics, not only
ia the Ungarisohe Tanze, which aro nothW more
than transcriptions for the piano of the wild per-
formance of the Hungarian bands (according to
the best authorities on this subject), but also in the
Sextets for strings, the pianoforte variations, etc.

The following aro some of the most important
Magyar compositions.

Danobs.—The CsardAs, derived from Csirdd,
an inn on the Puszta (plain), where this dance
was first performed. Every Csard4s consists of
two movements,^«/Lassu,' or slow movement,
andante maestoso, and a ' Friss,* or ' quickstep/
allegro vivace. These two alternate at the will

of the dancers, a sign being given to the musicians
when a change is wished. [See CsabdIs.I
The ' Kop-tdncz,* or Society-Dance, of which a

part oonsiBts of a Toborzo, or Recruitingdance.
The ' Kan&sz't4ncz,* or Swineherd's Dance, i«

danced by the lower classes only.

Operas.—Amongnational Magyar operas—i.e.

operas of which the librotti aro founded on
national historic events, and the music is char-
acterised by Magyar rhythms, etc.—may be
mentioned ' Hunji^i L4szl6,* * Bithory Maria,'
' Bink Ban,* and * Br^kovics,* by.Francis ErkeU
and the comic opera ' Bka,* by Doppler. Besides
these two composers, the names of Mocsonyi,.

CB&az&r, F^y, and Bartha, may be given as
examples of operatic writers.

S0NO8.—Many collections of Nepdal, or popu-
lar songs, have been published. One of these,

'RepUli Fecske,* has been made widely known
by M. Remenyi*s adaptation of it for the vi(^n.

The great National March—The * Rakocsy
Indulo,* made famous by Hector Berlioz, who
introduced it in Paris with an immense orchestra.

The National Hymn of Hungary is called
* Szdzat,* or * AppeaL*
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- That the Magyan know how to raliie their

Mm nfttiomd mudc may be shown by the ez-

fetence at Badapeet of a National Conservatorium,

of which liszt is Director, and two national

theatres, one (the older, which has existed for

fieariy half a century) for opera And drama, and
the other, opened three yean ago^ for vaudevilles,

operettas, etc. A new grand opera-house is in

eoune of construction, and will be opened in a

few months. Musical joumaUsm is represented by
two weekly publications, one uf which, the * Zen^
aseti Sapok, edited by Abr&nyi, is often referred

to as an authority on Magyar music. [J.A.F.M.]

MAID OP ARTOIS, THE. A grand opera

in 3 acts ; words by Bunn, music by Balfei

Produced at Drury Lane May 37, 1836. [G.]

MAID OF HONOUR, THE. A comic opera

in 3 acts ; words by Fitzball, music by Balfe.

Produced at Drury Lane Dec. 30, 1847. [G.]

MAINZEB, Joseph, was bom in 1801 at

Treves, where his father was a butcher. He
wfts educated in the Maltrise of Treves Cathe-

dral, learnt to play several instruments, and
developed considerable musical gifts, then spent

some time in the coal mines near Saarbruck, with
the view of being an engineer, and at length em-
braced the eccle^astical profession, was ordained

priest in 1826, and afterwards became Abb6.
His first practical introduction to music was as

linging-roaster te theseminaryat Treves, forwhich
he published a ' Singschule' or Method (Trdves,

183 1). His political tendencies obliged him to

leave Germany, and we find him in 1833 at

Brussels writing an opera ('Triomphe de la

Pologne*) and editing the musical portion of

'L*Artiste.* His next . destination was Paris,

where he opened workmen's classes for music and
singing, joined the staffof the ' Gazette Musicale'
and wrote the musical feuilletons fbr the

'National.' Between 1835 and 1841 he pub-
lished several educational works on music, chiefly

for very young beginners, as well as other works,

and an opera. ' La Jaquerie,' which was damned
on Oct 10, 1839. He then came to England,
competed against Sir H. B. Bishop for the

musical professorshh) at Edinburgh in 1 841, and
finally established himself at Manchester. In
February of that year Mr. HuUah had started

his clannm on Wilhems system, and Mainzer
attempted to follow salt in the north, and with
considerable success. His 'Singing for the

'million* was at that time well known and went
through many editions. He over-worked himself

in this cause, and died, much esteemed and
regretted, at Manchester, Nov. 10, 185 1. A
periodical started by him and entitled ' Mainzer*s

Musical Times' was the predecessor and basis of

the present ' Musical Times.* [G.]

MAITRISE, a term formerly applied in

France both to the quarters assigned in cathe-

drals and oolleg^te churches to the choristers

and theb master, and to the institution itself,

winch originally included a complete education,

1 v. r«tis muslnglr Infers from thU tl(k that 1

t^.Qtm^ a mUUoD pQpili.
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lay and eodesiaaticaL These schooU turned out
many great men, several rising to be bishops
and popes ^ among the latter Pope Urban lY, a
cobblers son, whose eariy years were passed
in the *Psallette' at Troyes. Some centuries
later, when the Maltrises had undergone great
changes, they were still the only establishments
in which even secular musicians could obtain
their training. From the Maltrises the Church
obtained choristers, organists, and mattres de
ehapelle, and the world its favourite composers*
Here also, although instrumental music wag
neglected, and dramatic jmusic positively forbid-

den, the regimental bands found their bassoon*
players, and the lyric theatres their 'davecinistes*

accompagnateurs,* cellists, and singers.

A complete account dT the Maltrises woul4
involve a re^ew of the whole history of musio
anterior to the French Revolution, so we must
be content with specifying a few of the masters,

composers, choristers, and organists who have
reflected honour on these ancient institutions.

They were real schools of music, the pupiU being
maintained at the cost of the chapters. Indeed
they mnoh resembled the ConservAtorios of Italy»

boti^ in their mode of administration, and in the
course of instruction given. They were not how*
ever all organised a^e, but varied with local

circumstances. Thus in seme the boys, the;

master, and the priests, lived in common, in

others separately; in some the maintenance of
the children was in the hands of the master, in

others there was a regular purveyor. But in all

the main 0nd' was the study of musio. Before
the Revolution there were in France 400 Mai*
trisee and choirs, with as many maltres de
ehapelle^ maintained either by the chapters of

cathedrals and collegiate churches, the cures^

or the monasteries. Each Maltrise contained

on an average ttovfi 35 to 30 persons, and the

musicians thus diffused throughout the coun?

try numbered in all about 10,000, of whom
4,000 were pupils or choristers. There waq
naturally much rivalry among the different

establishments, which was of great benefit to

music. To show how great and widely spread
was their. influence we may name a few of the'

principal musicians and composers who owed
their education and their very varied styles to

this one capacious source, before the estab^

lishment of opera in France:—Eustache du Caur-'

roy, Intermet, and Claudin (Claude de Sermisy),

who flourished imder Henri lY ; VeiUot, maitre
of Notre Bame; Hautcousteau, maitre of the
Sainte Chapelle; P^hon, maitre of St. Germain

;

Fr^uiart, Cosset, Gobert, Boesset, Moulinier, and
Michel Lambert, all contemporaries of Chanoine
Annibal Gantez, whose *£ntretien des musi-

ciens* (Auxeme, 16^13, small iimo. very scarce)

contains curious, and not very edifying details of

the lives of the maitres de ehapelle of his day.^

Then, with the use of opera, camei Cambert,'

Campra, and Gilles, a pupil of Poitevin, and.

composer of a celebrated ' messe des morts * per-

formed at the funeral of Rameau, Bemier, a
learned contrapuntist^ Rameau himself, Gau-
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xargues, and others of less note. Am<mg or-

ganists—Marchand, the Couperins, Daquin, who
threatened to be a formidable rival to Handel
and Rameau, Balb&tre, Oharpentier, S^jan, and
Boely. Among composers—LiEblande, Mont^lair,
Blanchard, Mondonyille, Floquet, Philidor, Goe-

seo, Gr^try, Champein, M^hul, Lesueur, Ga-
veaux, Boieldieu, and Felicien David. Among
singers, J^yotte, Legros, Lariiv^e, Lays, and
Rousseau, whose voices were first heard in the

service of the Church, afterwards delighted the

habitu^ of the opera.

The Maltrises, though suppressed In 1791,
were afterwards reconstituted, on a different

footing. The Conservatoire national de musique
is now the great nursery of French musicians,

but many a church has still its Maltrise, where
the choristers—boys and men—are trained by
a maltre de chapelle in everything necessary

to insure a good execution of plain-song and
sacred music. We have already spoken of

Choron*s school of music (Chobon), still in ex-

istence as the 'Ecole Niedermeyer.' Nieder-

mever and D*Ortigue also foimded a periodical

called ' La Maltrise * specially devoted to sacred

music. It survived only four years, but to it we
refer the reader for further details. Besides

Gantez*s' work already mentioned, another book,

also published in 1643 by Jean de Bordenave,

a Canon of B^am, *L*Estat des ^glises coU^ales
et cath^drales/contains much information, though
impaired by its want of method and arrange-

ment. [G.C.]

MAJESTlTISCH. 'Majestic'; in a digni-

fied manner. This is used as the equivalent of

Maestoso by Beethoven in No. 5 of the 6 Lieder

von Gellert, *Die Ehre Gottes in der Natur.*

The whole direction is ' Majestatisch und whaben*
(majestic and sublime). The word also occurs

as a direction to a song of Schubert's called

'Liedesend.*
^

[J.A.F.M.]

MAJOR. When mtervals have two forms

which are alike consonant or alike dissonant,

these are distinguished as major and minor, the

former being always a semitone greater than the

latter. Thus thirds and sixths have two forms,

which are both consonant, and are respectively

enlied major and minor. Seconds, sevenths, and
ninths have each two forms, which are dissonant,

and are similarly distinguished as major and
minor. The major however is not always the
greatest form ofan interval, for, under certain cir-

cumstances, some intervals are capable of further

extension, and are then described as ' augmented*
or * superfluous,* as augmented seconds or aug-

mented or superfluous sixths. The major forms

of concords are such as contain a major third

from the root note, and these are both more har-

monious and better defined than the minor con-

cords; for, in the first place, the major third

l&grees with the fourth harmonic of the funda-

mental tone, and, in the second, the combinational

i3nes of the chord for the most part only double
notes already existiug in the chord. Whereas
in the minor concords the minor third does not

correspond with any of the really perceptible

MALBROUGH.

hannonics of the root note, and the triad cannot
in any position be free from false combinational
tones. It is mainly for these reasons that the
major chord is so often found at the conclusion

of a piece of music in a minor mode in the works
of the earlier masters, from Josquin des Pr^ up
to Mozart. [See Harmony, vol. i. pp. 671, 2.]

The most important and best defined scale of
modem music is caUed 'major,* because it has
a major third from the tonic in the ascending
series ; whence in former times it was common
to distinguish the scale or mode by the terms
'greater or 'lesser' third, as, *in the key of G
with the greater third,' where one would now say
* G major.' This major scale is the natural dia-

tonic series of modem music, represented by the
series starting from C. It is fundamentally the
most perfect for harmonic purposes, as it presents

the greatest number of concords, and the larger

proportion of these in their most harmonious
form; and it also provides most perfectly and
simply the means ofmaking the tonal relationship

intelligible ; since, as Helmholtz points out, ' the •

tones (of the scale) are constituents of the com-
pound tone of the tonic, or the fifth above or the
fifth below it. By which means all the relations

of tones are reduced to the simplest and closest

relationship existing in any musical system

—

that of the fifth.* This scale corresponds to the
Greek Lydian and the Ecclesiastical Ionic.

The term ' major ' is also used in a theoretical

sense oftones, to distinguish the interval of a tone
which has the ratio 9 : 8 frx>m that which has the
ratio 10:9, which is called a minor tone. For
example, in the key of C, C-D is a major tone
and D-E a minor tone, and the difference be-
tween them is a comma. [C.H.H.P.]

MAJORANO. [See Cappabelli.]

MALBROUGH, or MALBROOK. The date
of this celebrated French song, and the names of
the authors of both words and music, are doubt-
ful ; but there is reason to believe that the
couplets called 'Mort et convoi de Tinvincible

Malbrough * were improvised on the night after

the battle of Malplaquet (Sept. 1 1, 1709), in the
bivouack of Mank^al de Villars, at Quesnoy,
three miles from the field of battle. The name
of the soldier, who perhaps satirised the English
general as a relief to his hunger, has not been
preserved, but in all probability he was well ac-

quainted with the lament on the death of the
Duke of Guise, published in 1566. In fact, the
idea, the construction, and many details in the
two songs are very similar, though the rhythm
and position of the rhymes are different, and
they cannot be sung to the same music. The
following is the air, admirably adapted to the
words:

—

Mal-brough '•n^rari-«D foer-re, W-roo^on, mlronton, miron-

Ui-ne; ]lalbroughs'«iT*H-eoguor-rB, Ke aaltqn*Dd re•?!«&>
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Fine, D.C.

dn, Ne Mil quADdra-rlen-dim. NeMltquaodre-Tlen-drm.

Chateaubriand, hearing the tune sung by Arabs
in Palestine, suggested that it had been carried

there by the Crusaders, either in the time of

Godfrey de Bouillon, or in that of Louis IX. and
JoinviUe; but no muacian can entertain this

idea for a moment. The breadth of the phrasing,

the major mode, and the close on the dominant,

are as characteristic of the popular tunes of the

time of Louis XIV. as they are unlike the un-

rhythmical melodies of the middle ages.

It is not surprising that neither words nor

music are to be found in the many collections of

both : nowadays the merest trifles appear in print,

then all songs were sung from memory. It would
probably have died out had not Madame Poi-

trine used it as a lullaby fo^ the infant dauphin

in 1 781. Marie Antoinette took a fancy to her

baby's cradle-song, and sang it herself, and
* Mall»Y»ugh s'en va-t-en guerre ' was soon heard

in Versailles, Paris, and at length throughout

France. Beaumarchais introduced it into his
' Mariage de Figaro* (1784), which still further

contributed to its populiurity. It then became a
favourite air for couplets in French vaudevilles

;

and Beethoven brings it into his 'Battle Sym-
phony '

( 1 8
1 3) as the symbol of the French army.

The air is now equally popular on both sides of

the Channel. Many an Englishman who would
be puzzled to recognise Marlborough under the

g^ise of Malbrook is fiimiliar with the tune to

the convivial words, 'We won't go home ^ill

morning * and * For he*s a jolly good fellow.'

The piece was made the subject of an opera-

bouffe in 4 acts, words by Siraudin and Bus-

nach, music by Bizet, Jonas, Legouix, and
Delibes, brought out at the Ath^n^ Dec. 15,

1867. [G. C]
MALCOLM, Alexandxr, was author of 'A

Treatise on Music, Speculative, Practical and
Historical,' 8vo. Edinburgh, 1721 ; 2nd edition,

8to. LondDU, 1730; a well-executed work. An
ill-made abridgement appeared in London, 1776.

In 1 721 one Mitchell published * An Ode on the

Power of Music,* dedicated to Malcolm, the

greater part of which is prefixed to the 2nd edi-

tion of the Treatise. [W. H. H.]

MALEK ADEL. An opera seria in 3 acts

;

words by Count Pepoli, music by Costa. Produced
at the Th^tre Italien, Paris, Jan. 14, 1837, and
in London at Her Majesty^s, May 18, 1837. [G.]

MALIBRAN, Mabia FelicitA, one of the

most distinguished singers the world has ever

seen, was bom March 24, 1808, at Paris, where
her father, Manuel Garcia, had arrived only

two months before. When 3 years old she was
taken to Italy, and at the age of 5 played a
child's part in Paer*s ' Agnese,' at the PiorejUini,

Naples. 80 precocious was she that, after a
few nights of this opera, she actually began
to sing the part of Agntse in the duet of the

4ecoiid Act, a piece of audacity which was ap-

plauded by the public. Two years later, she
studied solfeggi with Panseron, at Naples ; and
Harold, happening to arrive about the same
time, gave her her first instruction on the piano.

In 1 81 6 Garcia took her to Paris with the rest of
his family, and thence to London in the autumn
of 181 7. Already speaking fluently Spanish,
Italian, and French, Maria picked up a tolerable

knowledge of English in the 2\ years she spent
in London. Not long after, she learned German
with the same facility. Here, too, she had good
teaching on the piano, and made such rapid
progress that, on her return to Paris in 1819,
she was able to play J. S. Bach's clavier-works,
which were great favourites with her father. In
this way she acquired sound taste in music.

At the early age of 15 she was made by her
father to learn singing imder his own direction

;

and, in spite of the fear which his violent temper
inspired, she soon showed the individuality and
originality of her genius. Two years had barely
elapsed when (1824) Garcia allowed her to ap-
pear for the first time before a musical club which
he had just established. There she produced a
great sensation, and her future success was con*

fidently predicted. Two months later, Garcia
returned to London where he was engaged as

principal tenor ; and here he set on foot a
singing-class, in which the education of Maria
was continued, if not completed. F^tis says

that it was in consequence of a sudden indis>

position of Mme. Pasta, that the first public

appearance of Maria was unexpectedly made

;

but this account is not the same as that given by
Ebers or by Lord Mount-Edgcumbe. The latter

relates that, shortly after the repair of the King's
Theatre, ' the great favourite Pasta arrived for a
limited number of nights. About the same time
Ronzi fell ill, and toUlly lost her voice, so that

she was obliged to throw up her engagement and
return to Italy. Madame Vestris having seceded,

and Caradori being unable for some time to per-

form, it became necessary to engage a young
singer, the daughter of Uie tenor Garcia, who
had sung here for several seasons. She was as
yet a mere girl, and had never appeared on any
public stage ; but from the first moment of her
appearance she showed evident talents for it both
as singer and actress. Her extreme youth, her
prettiness, hw pleasing voice, and sprightly easy
action, as Rosina in ' U Barbiere di Seviglia,' in

which part she made her d^ut, gained her
general favour ; but she was too highly extolled,

and injudiciously put forward as a prima donna,
when she was only a very promising d^utante,
who in time, by studv and practice, would in all

probability, under the tuition of her father, a
good musician, but (to my ears at least) a most
disagreeable singer, rise to eminence in her pro-

fession. But in the following year she went
with her whole family (all of whom, old and
young, are singers tant bont que mauvais) to

establish an Itsdian opera in America, where, it

is said, she is married, so that she will probably

never return to this country, if to Europe.'

Ebers says, 'her voice was a contralto, and
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managed with great taste.' Her d^ut took

place June 7, 1825. She was immediately after-

wards engaged for the remainder of the season

(about six weeks) at £500. On July 23, she

sang Felicia in the first performance of Meyer-
beer's *Crociato.* At the end of the season,

Grarcia went, with his daughter, to the provincial

festivals, and then embarked for New York. In
this new sphere Maria rapidly improved, and
acquired confidence, experience, and the habit of

the stage. She appear^ in * Otello/ * Romeo,'
* Don Giovanni,* * Tancredi,' * Cenerentola,' and in

two operas written for her by her father/L*amante
astuto,* and 'La Figlia dell* aria.' She had
scarcely made her ddbut when the enthusiasm of

the public knew no bounds ; and, in the midst of

her popularity, Garcia gave her in marriage to

M. Midibran, an elderly and seemingly wealthy
French merchant, in spite of her repugnance to

the union. This marriage, oelebrat^ March
25, 1826, was as unhappy as it was ill-assorted

;

a year had hardly elapsed before the jroung wife
found herself, on Malibran's bankruptcy, free

to leave him, and she at once seized the oppor-
tunity. In September 1827 she had returned
to France. Preceded by a bi-ight reputation,

iftie began by reaping a harvest of applause in

)»rivate concerts, followed in January 1828 by a
great and genuine success, at Galli s benefit, in
* Semiramide.* Her genius for dramatic smcf-

Ing was at once recognised, though her style

was marred by a questionable taste in her choice
of ornament. This she had, in Paris, the best

opportunity of correcting, both by the advice
of kindly critics and the example of accom-
plished singers. Engaged for the season at
the Italian opera, she made her d^ut April 8.

The public, at first doubting, soon welcomed
her as a really great singer, and were parti-

cularly struck with wonder and delight at the
novelty and originality of her style. In the
Beason of 1829 Malibran made her reappearance
in London, where she shared the applause of the
public with Sontag, and the same result followed

ner singing with that artist at Paris in the
autumn. Engaged again at the Italian Opera in

the same capital in January 1830, she was paid
irs. 1075 for each representation. This was less

than she had received from Laporte in London,
for he had given her frs. I3,333'33 a month, an
odd sum, unless it meant frs. 40,000 for three
months ; and she stipulated only to appear twice
a week, making eacn of those appearances cost

frs. 1666*66, or about £66. Though she certainly

continued to draw no higher salary at the Paris
Opera in 1830 and 31, and her charge for singing

at private concerts in London, 1829, was only 25
gumeas, yet Mr. Alfred Bunn engaged her, soon
after, for nineteen nights at £125 per night,

payable in advance.

Sontag, marrying and retiring from the stage

eariy in 1 830, left Malibran mistress of the field,

and henceforth she had no rival, but continued
to sing each season in London and Paris with
ever-increased ^lat. In 1830 an attachment
•sprang up between her «nd de B^riot^ and this.
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ended only with her life. They built in 1^31 a
handsome villa in a suburb of Brussels, to which
they returned after every operatic campaign. In
the summer of 1832, a sudden inspiration took
this impulsive artist to Italy in the company of
Lablache, who happened to pass through Brussels

;

and an Italian tour was improvised, which was a
sort of triumphal progress. Milan, Rome, Nicies,
and Bologna were visited with equal success.

On her return to Brussels in November,
Mme. Malibran gave birth to a daughter, who
did not live ; she had already a son. In the
following spring she came to London, and sai^
at Drury Lane, in English Opera, .receiving

frs. 80.000 for 40 representations, with two
benefits which produced not less than frs. 50.000.
The prices offered to her increased each year to

an unprecedented extent. She received at the
Opera in London, during May and June 1835,
£2.775 for 24 appearances. Sums, the like of
which had not been heard of before in such
cases, were paid to her at the provincial festivals

in England, and her last engagement at Naples
was for frs. 80,000 for 40 nights, with 2} benefits,

while that which she had accepted at Milan
from the Duke Yisconti, the director of La Scala,

was, exclusively of some other profitable con-
ditions, frs. 450,000 for 185 performances, viz.

75 in 1835-6, 75 in 1836-7, and 35 in the
autumn of 38.

Having played here in English vernons of

'Sonnambula' Mid *Fidelio,* Malibran returned
to Naples, where she remained until May, 1834,
proceeding then to Bologna, and thenoe to

Milan. She soon came back, however, to Lcmdon
for a flying visit; and was singing at Sini*

gaglia in July. On the iith of the next month
she went to Lucca, where her horses were taken
from her carriage, which was drawn to her
hotel by enthusiastic admirars after her last ap-
pearance. She next went to Milan, where she
signed the above-mentioned eerittura, and thenoe
to Naples, where she sang during tl&e CamivaL
Here she met with an accident, her carriage being
upset.at the comer of a street ; and she suflPered

injuries which prevented her from appearing in

public for a fortnight. Even then, she made
her first appeazanee with her arm in a sling,

which added to the interest of the occasion.

From Naples she went, in the same triumphant
manner, to Venice, her arrival being announced
by fanfares of trumpets. There she was bedeced
with fresh enthusiasm, which followed her in her
return to Paris and London. She returned in

August to Lucca, where she played in ' Ine*
di Castro,' written for her by Persiani, and in
* Maria Stuarda.'

At this juncture, her marriage was annulled
by the Courts at Paris, and on March 26, 1836,
she nuuried de Beriot, with whom she returned
inimediately to Brussels.

In the following April, once more in Jjondon,

Mme. Malibran de Beriot had a fidl fix>m her
horse. She was dragged some distance along the
road, and received serious injuries to her head,

from which she never entirely reooveredx but her
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woD^erftil energy enabled her for a time to die*
'

regard the oonsequenceB of this accident. She re-

tomed to BruBaeb, irom whence she went to Aiz-
k-Chapelle, and gave two concerts there with de
B^ot. In September she had come to England
again, for the Mancbeater Festivaly-^at which
her short, brilliant life came to an end. She had
arrived, with her husband, after a rapid journey
from Paris, on Sunday, September 1 1, 1 836. On
the fdlowing evening she sang in no less than 14
pieces. On Uie Tuesday, though weak and ill, she

insisted on singing both morning and evening.

On Wednesdav, the 14th, her state was still- more
critical, but she contrived to sing the last sacred

music in which she ever took part, ' Sing ye to

the Lord,* with thrilling effect ; but that same
evening her last notes in public were heard, in

the Dimt, with Mme. Caradoid Allan, ' Vanne se

alberghi in petto,* from ' Andronico/ This was
received with immense enthusiasm, the last

movement was encored, and Malibran actually

accomplished the task of repeating it. It was
her last effort. While the copcert-room still

rang with applause, she was fainting in the Arms
of her friends ; and, a few moments later,

she was conveyed to her hotel. Here she died,

afier nine days of nervous feverj in the prostra-

tion which naturally followed upon the the serious

injuries her brain had received from the accident

which had befallen her in the niidst of a life of

perpetual excitement. She died on Friday,

Sept. 23, 1836, about ao minutes before mid-
night, under the care of her own doctor, a
homceopath, Bellunmini, who had declined to act

with the two regular physiciaAs who had at

first attended her. Two hours after her death,
de B^riot was, with Belluomini, in a carriage
on his way to Brussels, to secure the property of
his late wife. She was buried on Oct. I, in the
south able of the collegiate church, Manchester.
She was but 28 years of age when she died. Her
remains were, soon afterwards, removed to

Brussels, where they were re-interred in the
cemetery of Lacken where a mausoleum was
erected by de B^riot, containing a bust of the
great singer by the celebrated sculptor Geefs.

It is difficult to appreciate the charm of a
linger whom-one has never heard. In the case
of Maria Malibran, it is exceptionally difficult,

fer the charm seems to have consisted chiefly in
the peculiarity of timbre and unusual'extent of
her voice, in her excitable temperament which
prompted her to improvise passages of strange
sudacity upon the stage, and on her strong
musical feeling which kept those improvisations
nearly, but not quite, always within the bounds
of good taste. That her voice was not fiiultlees,

either in quality or- uniformity, seems certain.
It was a contralto, having much of the soprano
i^Bgister super-added, and with an interval of
d^ notes intervening, to conceal which she
n«ed great ingenuity, with almost perfect success.
I^ was, after all, her mind that helped to enslave
her audience ; without that mental origiiudity,
her defective vocal organ would have failed to
^please where, in fact^ it provoked raptures. She .
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was a phenomenal singer ; and it is one mis-
fortune of the present generation that she died
too young for them to hear her.

Many portraits of Malibran have appeared,
none very good. A large one, after Hayter, re«

presenting her with a harp, as ' Desdemona,* is

usually accounted the best ; but it is only indif-

ferent. Another, by R. J. Lane, A.R.A., showing
her made up as ' Fidalma,Vand then, afterwards,

in a stage-lx>x, in her usual dress, is much better.

It is this latter portrait which we have engraved.

Several biographies have appeared of this ex-

traordinary person, with anecdotes of whom it

would be easy to fill a volame ; that which waa
written by the Comtesse Merlin is little better

than a romance. Malibran composed and pub-
lished many noctumeSf songs, and chanaonnettes ;

some of the unpublished pieces were collected

and published by Troupenas at Paris under the

name of ' Demilres Pens^ musicales de Marie-
F^icil^ Garcia de B^riot,* in 4to. [J.M.]

MALINCONIA, LA. The name attached by
Beethoven to a very romantic intermezzo or in^

troduction, of 44 bars length, between the Scherzo

and the Pinale of his Quartet in Bb, No. 6, op.

18. The time is Adagio, and the direction given

is * Questo pezzo si deve trattare colla piii gran
delicatezza. The theme of the Malinconia
appears twice in the Finale, much in the same
way that the Andante does in that of the

Quintet, op. 29. [G.]

MANCANDO, 'failing,' or 'weak,* is used to

denote a decrescendo, or lessening of tone, in aa
already soft passage. It occurs in the Scherzo

of Beethoven*s Pianoforte Sonata in £b, op. 7, in

the last variation of the Sonata in Ab, op. 26, and
in the slow movement of the Quartet, op. 59,

No. 2. It is also much used by Schumann and
Chopin, and is almost always found in slow

movements, although the first instance cited from
Beethoven is an exception.

^
£J.A,F.M«]
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MANCHESTER. The oldest musidal associ-

ation in this city is The Gentlemen's Concerts,
which can be traced back to 1 749, and probably

existed some time previously to that date. The
orchestra was formerly composed of amateurs
and professional members, but is now entirely

professional. Ten monthly orchestral concerts

are given each year at the Concert Hall. Mr.
Charles Halle has been the Conductor since

May 1850.

. T^B Manchester Choral Sooiett was formed
about the year 1840, for the purpose of per-

forming the leading oratorios and choral works
of Handel, Haydn, Mozart, Mendelssohn, etc.

Its members were professional and amateur in-

discriminately ; the accompaniment was limited

to the organ; and the concerts, which became
very popular, were held in the Royal Institution.

TheHarobeaves ChoralSociety was founded
in 184 1, on the bequest of a large sum of money,
and an extensive library of choral music, by Mr.
Hamer Hargreaves, fur the formation of a society

for the practice of sacred choral music, with an
instrumental band. The concerts were supported

by 150 performers, imder the direction of Mr.
John Waddington, through whose care and skill

the performances attained a degree of complete-
ness never before reached in the North ofEngland.
The Society had the honour of introducing
Elijah to Manchester on April 20, 1847, under
the direction of the composer. It was dissolved

in 1849, mainly in consequence of a difficulty in
obtaining suitable accommodation.
Mb. Chables Halle's Grand Concerts were

begun in 1857, and still continue weekly at the
•Free Trade Hall, from the last week in October
to the first week in March. 20 ooncerts are
given each season, 1 2 miscellaneous, and 8 choral.

The programmes embrace the newest and most
•interesting orchestral works, concertos and solo

compositions played by the best artists, and solo

vocal works by eminent singers. The concerts
are conducted by Mr. Halle, and the chorus,
which is 250 strong and remarkably efficient,

is under the control of Mr. Edward Hecht. The
reputation of the band is great, and they are
frequently engaged at Liverpool, Leeds. Bradford,
Edinburgh, and other towns in the North.

Classical Chamber Congests were started
about 1840 by Mr. C. A. Seymour and Herr
Rudersdorf, but though much appreciated by the
cultivated amateurs of Manchester, they were
i^ot adequately supported, and have for many
years ceased to exist. [G.]

,

MANDOLINE (Ital. Manchlino) is a small
and very beautifully formed stringed instrument
of the lute kin<l, with deeper convexity of back
than the lute. It is, as its name implies, less in
size than the ManikSla or Mandoba, a much
scarcer instrument. MAndola, or M^ndorU, sig-
nifies 'almond,* and it has been supposed that
the shape of the instrument has given it the
name. But this cannot be accept^ since the
almost universal use of the syllable • Man' un-
changed, or changed by phonetic variation to
.'Ban.' 'Pan,' 'Tan,' etc., for the first syUable

MANDOLINE.

of names of lute instruments firom East to West,
removes it to a wider etymological field.

There are two varietiee of Mandoline, the
Neapolitan and the Milanese; the former having
four pairs of strings, the latter usually five. The
Milanese ' Mandurina' is tuned

There is one at South Kensington with six pairs,

tuned

-KJ^ ^^J^

The Milanese variety, however, is rare in com-
parison with the Neapolitan, the tuning of which
18 like that of the violin, in fifths. The lowest
pair of strings

is of gut, spun
over with silver

or copper, like

a guitar first

string ; the next
of steel also

spun over; the

second and first

pairs are of steel

only. The Man-
doline is played

with a plectrum
of tortoiseshell,

whalebone,hom,
or ostrich-quill,

more or less

flexible, which
is held in the
right hand, the
left being employed to stop the strings, for

which purpose there are seventeen frets across
the fingerboard. The scale of the instrument
is three octaves and one note, from the 6 below
the treble stave to the octave ofA above it. The
Serenade in Mozart's Don Giovanni, * Deh vieni,'

was written to be accompanied by the Mando-
line:—

»

^ .—.—

_

The puzieato of the violins is of a different odour
of tone, and offers but a poor substitute.

The Mandoline is not however the correct in-

strument. Don Juan would have plaved a Ban-
durria, a kind of half guitar and truly national
Spanish instrument, sometimes incorrectly called
a Mandoline. The back of the bandurria is flat

;

it has only in common with the Mandoline that
it is played with a plectrum of tortoiseaheQi
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ciJIed in Spanish 'pua,* and that it is the practice

to insert a plate of the same substance in the
belly below the Houndhole to prevent the plectrum
scratching. The bandurria has twelve strings

tuned in pairs, the higher three notes of catgut
the lower of silk overspun with metal. It is

tuned much more deeply than the Mandoline.
The compass is in all three octaves.

The Spanish * Estudiantina,' in London 1879,
had eleven bandurrias in their band and six

guitars.

The most recent instruction-book for the Nea-
politan Mandoline is by Signor Carmine de

MANDOLINE.- W6:

Laurentiis, and is published by Ricordi, Milan.
Our illustration is from an instrument in the.

possession of Mr. Carl Engel.
Beethoven's friend Krumpholz was a virtuoso

on the Mandoline, and this probably explains
the fact of Beethoven^s having written a piece

for the instrument (Thayer, ii. 49). The auto-

graph is to be found in the volume of MS.
sketches and fragments preserved in the Britibh

Museum, Add. MSS. 29,801. Though entitled
' Sonatina per il Mandolina. Composta da L. v.-

Beethoven,' it is only in one movement, and is

here printed probably for the first time. It will

be observed that the phrase with which thtf

Trio (C major) begins is the same which Bee-
thoven afterwards used in the Allegretto ot

op. 14, No. I.

Adatjio,

UAin>ouifo.

1 I

^^^i^^P^^P^P^
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MANERIA (Ital. Ifaniera). A word, tnns-
ferred from the tennindogy of antient music to

that of Plain Chaunt, in wluch it ig applied tothose

combinations of Authentic and Plagal Modes,
havinga common Final, which are more familiarly

called « Mixed Modes.* [W.S.R.]

MANIER (6er.), lit. 'manner'; derived, like

our word ' manner/ through the French maniire,

a manner, and manier, to handle, from the
Latin manutf a hand. It has two entirely dis-

tinct meanings, one dealing with the eesthetics

of music, the other with its technicalities. In
the first of these connections the word signifies

'mannerism,' or the faulty adherence to some
peculiarity in style, bringing such peculiarity

into undue prominence. It is the abuse of indi-

viduality, without whioh quality no composer
can be truly great. The Grerman word is always
used in this sense of reproach ; it never has the
meaning of * individuality.'

The second meaning of the word is tiie same as

the French agrimentj ornaments introduced into,

and built upon, the melody, whether indicated

by email notes, or marks, or added at the will

of the performer. [See Agr^enb, vol. i. p. 42,
where the subject is fully treated.] [J. A. F.M.]

MANNERGESANGYEREIN.an association

of men formed for the cultivation of singing in 4
parts— 2 tenors and a basses. They sprang from
the Liedertafeln, and the most important were
founded by Dr. A. Schmid, in Vienna (1845),
and by Franz Weber in Cologne. The latter

visited England in the spring of i860, and sang
before the Queen at Windsor. (See Liedeb-
TAFEL). [F.G.]

MANNS, AnousT, an eminent conductor, bom
of poor parents at Stolzenburg, near Stettin, in

North Germany, March 12, 1825. His first

teacher was the Village-musician at the neigh-
bouring village of Torgelow, from whom he learnt

the violin, clarmet, and flute. His next in-

[A.J.H.]

struction was received from Urban, the Town^
musician of Elbing, near which his parents had
removed, and to whom he was apprenticed. Here
he had regular practice in an orchestra, especially

that of the Dantzig opera company during its

annual visits to Elbing; and this led to his

entering one of the regimental bands of Dantzig
as 1st clarinet, while he played among the ist

violins at the theatre. He now began to arrange

and compose for the band, and generally to take

a prominent part in the music of the place. In
1848 the Regiment was transferred to Posen,

and here Mr. Manns was noticed by Wieprecht,
and through his assistance transferred himsdffrom
the military band to Gungl's orchestra in Berlin,

and was at length advanced to the post of con-

ductor and solo-violin player at Kroll s Garden

—

the Crystal Palace of Berlin. Here, under Gyer,
he worked hard at harmony and composition, and
produced much dance music and other piecef

which were veir popular. After the destruction of

Kroll 's establishment by fire in 185 1, Mr. Manns
was chosen by Herr von Roon (the well-known
war-minister), then in command of a crack in-

fantry regiipent at Konigsbeig, to be his band-
master. Colonel von Roon, though not himself

a musician, was very anxious that the band of
his regiment should shins in the service. He
accordinglygave hisbandmasterevery opportunity
of display. At his instance Beethoven's Sym-
phonies (not at that time so universally known
as they are now) were arranged for the band,
and in other ways the music ofthe regiment was
made very prominent. It was soon afterwards
moved from. Konigsberg to Cologne, and there

enjoyed a still greater reputation. Mr. Manns,
however, longed for a wider field, and wisely

leaving to others the department of composition,

in which his abilities were quite sufficient to have
insured him considerable success, he fortunately

accepted, in the sprinffof 1854, an engagement
as sub-conductor m tile band of the Crystal



Palace, then a wind band only, under Herr
Schallehn. This position he gave up in October,

and after following his profession at Leamington,

and Edinburgh (in Mr. Wood*8 opera band) he
became conductor of the summer concerts at

Amsterdam in 1855, and finally, in the autumn
of that year, was engaged as conductor of the

Crystal Palace imnd, a post which he entered

upon on October 14, 1855. The music at the

Crystal Palace was at that time in a very in-

choate condition, the band was still a wind band,

and the open Centre Transept was the only place

for its puformances. Under the efforts of the

new conductor things soon began to mend. He
conducted a 'Saturday Concert* in the 'Bohe-

mian Glass Court ' the week after his arrival

—

through the enlightened liberality of the Direc-

tors the band was changed to a full orchestra, a
better spot was found for the nmsic, adjoining

the Queen*8 rooms (since burnt) at the north-

east end, and at length, through the exertions

of the late Mr. Robert Bowley, then General

Manager, the Concert Room was enclosed and
roofed in, and the present famed Saturday Con-

certs began, and have progressed, both in the

value and variety of the selections and the deli-

cacy and spirit of the performances, ever since.

Mr. Manns's duties as conductor, both of the

daily music and of the Saturday Concerts, as well

as of the numerous fitet and extra performanoeB,

where music has to be arranged for lai^ com-
bined masses of wind and string, are natwally
very arduous. MendelBSobn (in a letter from
Leipzig dated Feb. 27, X841) says, 'I have con-

ducted fifteen public performances since Jan. i

;

enough to knock up any man.' What would he
have said if he had had to do this with all the

added difficulties caused by the calls of the

London season on his musicians, and with two
band-performances to arrange and conduct every

dav as well ? Mr. Manns has therefore hitherto

omy rarely taken engagements outside the

Qrystal Palace. Li 1859 he conducted the Pro-

menade Concerts at L^ury Lane, and he is

announced to conduct the approaching Winter
Series at Glasgow (Dec. 1879 and Jan. i88o>.

Mr. Manns often appears in the Crystal Palace

programmes as a composer, but it is as the

director of his orchestra that he has won his

laurels. Li a remarkable article in The Times
of April 38, 1847, it is said that ' the German
conductor makes the orchestra express all the

modifications of feeling that an imaginative

soloist would give voice to on a single instru-

ment.' It is to this power of wielding his band
that Mr. Manns luis accustomed his audience

during the 24 years of his conductorship. In
addition to the many qualities necessary to

produce this result he is gifted with an industry

which finds no pains too great, and with a
devotion, which not only makes him strictly loyal

to the indications of Uie composer, but has en-

abled him to transcend the limits of a mere
conductor, and to urge on his audience music
which, though at first received with enthusiasm

only by a few, has in time amply justified his
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forenght by becoming a public necessity. It it

not too much to say uiat his persistent perform-
ance of the works of Schumann—to name but
one composer out of several—^in'the early part of
his career at Sydenham, has made the London
public acquainted with them years before they
would otherwise have become so. [G.J

MANTIUS, Eduabd, a German tenor singer
of great reputation in Northern Germany, was
bom at Schwerin in 1806. He studied law, first

in 1825, at the university of Rostock, and after-

wards at Leipzig. It was at the latter place that
hi8 fine voice attracted general attention and
that he b^^ to study singing under Pohlenz.
After having sung with great success at a festival

at Halle, conducted by Spontini, he went to Ber-
lin^ and by his interpretation of the tenor part^
in Handel's oratorios (Samson, Judas, etc.), soon
became the declared favourite of the Berlin pub-
lic. How much his talent was appreciated in the
house of the Mendelssohn family may be gathered
from many passages in the published letters and
ether books relating to Mendelssohn. It wag
Mantius who sang the principal tenor part in
the Liederspiel ' Die Heimkehr aus der fremde'
('Son and Stranger*), at the celebration of the
silver wedding of the elder Mendelssohns (Dev*
rient, p. 89). In 1830 he made his first appear-
ance on the stage at Berlin as Tamino in the
Zauberflote. In 1857 he gave his fi»rewell per^
formance as Florestan in Fidelio. During 27
years he had appeared in no less than 152
characters. After quitting the stage he devoted
himself with much success to teaching, and he
died at Ilmenau, in Thuringia, in 1874. Man-
tius had not only an exceptionally fine voice,

which he knew how to use in a truly artistic

and musical manner, but was also a remarkably
good actor. His representations of the tenor
parts in Mozart's and Gluck's operas were justly

regarded as models of their kind. [P. D.J

MANTUA. The earliest Academy in Mantua
for poetry and music was that of the ' Invaghiti,*

founded in 1560 by Cesare Gonzaga, Duke of
Mantua, and Signore di Guastalla. It always
remained under royal patronage, and was one of
the largest and most flourishing in Italy. In
1494, previous to the founding of this Academy,
there was a magnificent theatre in Mantua, in
which was represented one of the earliest Italian

dramas—the ' Orfeo ' of Angelo Poliziano. This
pastorale was composed in two days at the instance
of Francesco Gronzaga, Duke of Mantua. In the
seventeenth century, says Muratori, music, and
more especially theatrical music^ was held in
high esteem; the attention of every one was
directed to gorgeous musical entertainments, and
more especially the courts of Modena and Man-
tua tried to outshine each other in magnificence.

Their respective Dukes, Ferdinando Gonzaga
and Francesco d*£ste, vied in obtaining the
best musicians and most highly prized singers

for their court. It was the custom to pay a
sum of not less than 300 scudi to the best

actors, and there was no stint of expenditure on
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orchestra, costomes, or scenery and lighting.

(Annali d*Itali». 1690.) [C.M.P.]

MANUAL (fipom mantUf a hand), a clavier,

or set of keys, to be played by the hands. The
term is used chiefly in reference to the Organ,

where the keyboards for the hands and the key-

board for the feet have, for convenience, to be

distinguished by some brief and suggestive name.
Clavier (from davis, a key) simply means a key-

board, without reference to the members of tie

body with which it is to be played. [E. J.H.]

MANZOLETTO, a very tolerable 'second

man,* who appeared in London with Pacchierotti

and Mme. Lebrun, in 1779; and remained there

with success for two or three seasons, singing in

such operas as 'Alessandro,* 'Zemira,' 'Riciinero,'

•Giumo Bruto,* and *I Viaggiatori Felici,' in

1782. He was heard again three years later by
Lord Mount-Edgcumbe, in Naples and Mantua

;

but never revisited lEngland. [J.M.]

MANZUOLI, Giovanni, was bom at Florence

about 1725. Having acquired a reputation in

Italy, he repaired, in 1753, to Madrid, where he

was engaged at a high salary by Farinelli. In

1764 and 1765 he came to London, and, by his

performance, ' the serious opera acquired a de-

gree of &vour to which it had seldom mounted
since its first establishment in this country*

(Bumey). His voice was the most powerful

soprano that had been heard on our stage since

the time of Farinelli, and his style was full of taste

and dignity. The applause he earned was hearty

and imequivocal ; ' it was a universal thunder.*

Other singers had more art and feeling ; none
possessed a sweeter or fuller organ. As to exe-

cution, he had none ; but he was a good actor,

though unwieldy in figure, and ill-made. Nor
was he young ; but the sensation he excited

seems to have been irresistible. All the com-
posers struggled to have the honour of writing

for him ; even Dr. Ame composed his unsuccess-

ful • Olimpiade * for the popular singer. Man-
zuoli, however, left England at the end of the

season, and did not return. In the same year he
was at Vienna, and he shortly afterwards retired

to his native place, with the title of * Singer to

the Court of the Grand Duke of Tuscany.*

In a letter ^ of Mozart's, his first after starting

on his Italian tour, Jan. 7, 1770, he says of a
singer whom he heard, 'canta un poco Manzuolisch

ed a una bellissima voce forte*ed 6 gik vecchio,*

etc. Bumey heard him again, in September of

that year, taking part in a service in a convent

near Florence, and was delighted, though the voice

seemed less powerful, even in a small church,

than when he was in England. His name occurs

once more, in one of the elder Mozart's letters,

written in the following August, * Manzuoli often

visits us ;
* and he is included among ' the singers,

not only celebrated in their profession, but goo«l-

hearted and sensible people.' He took part in

the * Serenata ' composed by the young Mozart in

honour of the nuptials ofthe Archduke Ferdinand,

at Milan, Oct. 17, 1771, and was encored in one

t In the GoUectloo of the preMot writer.
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of his songs. Mozart writes again, Nor. 34,

1771:—' Herr Manzuoli, the mutico, who has
always been considered and esteemed as the best

of his class, has in his old age given a proof of

his folly and arrogance. He was engaged at the

Opera for the sum of 500 gigliati (ducats), but
as no mention was made of the Serenata in the

contract, he demanded 500 ducats more for sing-

ing in it. making 1000. The court only sent him
700 and a gold box (and enough too, I think),

but he returned the 700 ducats and the box, and
went away without anything. I don't know what
the result of this history will be,—a bad one,

I fear!' A good portrait of Manzuoli was
engraved by G. B. Betti, after a design by L.

Betti. Among his pupils was the (^ebiated
Coltellini. [J.M.]

MAOMETTO SECONDO. Opera by Rossim*.

Produced at San Carlo, Naples, during the Car-
naval of1820 ; adapted and extended as Le Si^e
DB CoBiNTHB. The aria * Sorgete/ for a bass

voice, is often sung at concerts. ' [G.]

MAPLESON, Jaxbs Henbt, a weUknov^-n
London impresario. He was a student at the
Royal Academy, appeared in public as a singer,

and for some time played among the violas in the
orchestra. Later he was assistant to Mr. E. T.
Smith at Her Majesty's Theatre, and when
Mr. Smith announced, in 1861, his intention

of abandoning Italian Opera, Mr. Mapleson took
the Lyoeimi, and commenced his career as a
manager. He opened there on June 5, 1861 ;

and on the 15th produced Verdi's 'Ballo in

Maschera* for the first time in England. His
first season at Her Majesty's was 1862, when
Trebelli made her d^but in England ; the burn-
ing of Her Majesty's drove him to Drunr Lane
in 1868. He joined Mr. Gye in 18^; the
coalition lasted two seasons, and in 1871 he
returned to Drury Lane. ()n April 28, 1877,
he reopened Her Majesty's Theatre, of which he
is still manager. Mr. Mapleson has lately taken
his company to the United States in the in-

tervals of the London season. [G.]

MARA, Gertrude Elisabeth, one of the
greatest singers of the last century, was horn at

Cassel, Feb. 23, 1749. ^^ mother died soon
after the birth of this child, and her father, a
poor musician, named Schmeling, is said to have
adopted the plan of securing his little daughter
in an armchair, while he attended to his afiSairs.

From this cause, it appears, she fell into a rickety

state, from which it was long ere she recovered,

if indeed she ever recovered entirely. Schmeling
contrived to increase his income by mending
musical instruments, and the little Gertrude one
day got hold of a violin, and began to draw musi-
cal sounds from it, being then only four years old.

For this she was punished by her father ; but the
temptation was too strong to be resisted, and she

1

seized every opportunity of practising on such
instruments as she could find, whenever Schme-
ling's back was turned. He found her, however,
before long, to his astonishment, playing on a
violin, of which she had mast^^ tho toale.
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Strack with her ffenius, he gave her a few les-

sons, and found her so apt a pupil that, not

long afterwards, he was able to play duets with
her before a few amateurs. But even now.
In her fifth year, the poor child could not stand

without support, and her father was obliged to

cany her to the place where she was to play. By
&Tour of an amateur, Sohmeling and Ids child

were enabled to visit the fair at Frankfort, where
the little girl's performance excited great wonder.

A subscription was set on foot, a better education

was given to her, and when she had reached the

age of nine her health had improved, and she was
able to proceed to Vienna with her father, and
there g^ve some concerts. The English ambas-
sador advised Schmeling to take the child to

England, advice on which the poor musician,

furnished with letters of introduction by the am-
bassador, gladly acted. He soon obtained the

patronage of many noble and influential persons,

including the Queen, for his wonderful child.

The little girl, petted and admired by all the great

ladies, was, however, persuaded by them to give

up the violin, which they thought an unfeminine

instrument, and was encouraged to sing. Her
voice was already resonant and clear, but she had,

of course, had no instruction. Schmeling, by the

help of her protectresses, placed the young Grer^

trade under the tuition of the musico Paradisi.

She made rapid progress, but it soon became
necessary to remove her from the power of her

profligate instructor.

Returning to Cassel, Schmeling found it im-

possible to get an engagement for his daughter,

as he had hoped, at Uie Court; for the King
would not hear of any but Italian singers. Hiller

now received her into his music-school, at Leipzig,

where she remained for five years. In 177 1 she

came out from this academy, with a voice re-

markable £[>r its extent and beauty, a great know-
ledge of music, and a brilliant style of singing.

She was the first great singer that Germany had
produced. Her education had been formed on
the music of Hasse, Graun, Benda, Jommelli,

Pergolese, Porpora, and Sacchini; but Hasse,

with his vocal passages and facile style, was her

favourite master. Her voice extended from the

middle G to E In alt. She made her dSiU in

an qpera of Has8e*s at Dresden, and was success-

fuL With difficulty, the King, Frederick II,

waa persuaded to hear her ; and, though strongly

prejudiced against her on account of her na
tionality, he was immediately converted by her

singing an air of Graun s at sight, and finally

engaged her for life to sing at Court, with a
salary of fr. 11.250. Here she 'profited by the

hints of Concialini and Porporino, and perfected

) her singing of slow and legato airs.

I It was at this juncture that, in spite of all

advice, and although the King twice refused his

consent, she married the violoncellist, Mara.
She soon discovered her folly, and regretted it

when too late. This part of lier life was ex-

tremely unhappy; she was made miserable on
f the one hand by the excesses of a debauched and
dissipated husband, and on the other by the

TOL. II.
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tyranny of a king who allowed her no liberty or

indulgence. On one occasion, she was actually

brought from hw bed, by his orders, transmitted

through an officer and guard of soldiers, and
forced to sing at the Opera, though complaining,

truly or untruly, of indisposition. She at length

succeeded in escaping to Dresden, where she was
detained by the Prussian ambassador. Frederick,

however, who had lost some front teeth, an4
could no longer play the flute, cared now but
little for music, and gava her a tardy permission

to annul her engagement. Mme. Mara, free at

last, arrived in 1 780 at Vienna, where Storace

was playing in opera huffa, for which the Em-
peror had a great liking. This was not Mara's
line, and she was coldly received. Provided, how-
ever, with a letter to Marie-Antoinette from the

Empress, she passed through Germany, Holland,

and Belgium, sinnng at various places on her

way. At Munich Mozart heard her, but was not

favourably impressed. He wrote, Nov. 13, 1780,
' Mara has not the good fortune to please me.
She does too little to be compared to a Bastar-

della (yet this is her peculiar style), and too

much to touch the heart like a Weber [Aloysia],

or any judicious singer.' He tells a story of her
and her husband a few days later (letter of Nov.

34), which shows both of them id a very unpleas-

ant light, as behaving with foolish effirontery and
pretension. She was again at Vienna in March
1 78 1, and Mozart mentions her as giving a con-

cert there. She reached Paris in 1782. Here
she found the celebrated Todi, and a rivalry im-
mediately sprung up between these two singers,

which divided society into factions, as when
Handel and Buononcini, or Gluck and Piccinni,

were opposed to each other by amateurs incapable

of admiring both. Many anecdotes are told of
the Mara and Todi dispute, among which one

has become famous. At a concert where both

singers appeared, an amateur asked his neigh-

bour, ' Quelle etait la meilleure
:

' to which the

other replied, * C'est Mara.* * Cost bien Todi

'

(bient6t dit) was the punning answer.

Two years later, in the spring of 1 784, Mara
made her first appearance in London, where her
greatest successes awaited her. She was engaged
to sing six nights at the Pantheon. Owing to

the general election, she sang to small audiences,

and her merits were not recognised until she

sang at Westminster Abbey, in the Handel
Conmiemoration, when she was heard with de-

light by nearly 3000 people. She sang in the

repeated Commemoration in 1785, and in 1786
made her first appearance on the London
stage in a serious pasticcio, 'Didone Abban-
donata,' the success of which was due entirely

to her singing. In March 1787 HandeFs opem
of 'Giulio Cesare* was revived for a benefit,

and Mara played in it the part of * Cleopatra,*

which Cuzzoni had sung in 1724. It was so

successful that it was constantly repeated during

the season. Mara again took a leading part in

the Festival in Westminster Abbey in 1787,
and she remained connected with the opera in

London till 1791, after which, though she sang

P
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oooMlonallj on the stage, and even In English

bidlad operas, she was more ireqaently heanl in

concerts and oratorios. For these she was better

suited, as her figure was not good enough for

the theatre, nor was she a good actress. It is,

indeed, not impossible that her stage-presenoe

wa^ still to some extent spoiled by the disease

which crippled her as a diild ; and there is a
caricature m which she is shown, singing at a
« Wapping Concert * seated (Feb. a8, 1 766), with

the following apology below :

—

Madam Mart begi her Polite Aadlenee
will exciue her litting during the Performmnoe, as the
eontnusted in her infknoy a Dieorder called Le Oenone
Inflexible, or (Stiff Knee) which prevent* her itanding,
even in the moat Sacred Pieces of Mosio-^ier Enemies
call it Prides bnt must appesr only malice, when she
oould not rise beftire their Majesties; or at the Saorod
Name of Jehovah.

There is, again, a letter of Mora's extant,' in

which she apologises for not being able even to

sit on a platform throughout a concert, a thing

she had never been able to do, owing to the heat

and fatigue, which she could not bear. Her
health was. In fact, never strong. She had, how-
ever, the advantage of knowing our language,

which she had learnt in childhood, during her

first visit to England ; and she is said to have

gained large sums here by her oratorio-singing.

In 1788 she was singing in the Oamival at

Turin, and the following year at Venice. She
returned to London in 1 790, and went to Venice

again in 1 791. Coming once more to London in

the next season, she remained here for ten years.

After this time, she found her voice losing

strength, and she quitted England in 1803, after

enjoying a splendid benefit of over £1000 at her

&reweU concert. She sang without effect at

Paris, where she had the misfortune to come
after Grassini ; and then, after passing through

Germany, Mara retired to Moscow, where ahe

bought a house.

Her worthless husband, and her numerous
lovers,—among whom the last was a fiute-pla^er

named Florio,—had helped her to spend the mi-

mense sums which she had earned, until she

found herself without means, and compelled to

support herselfby teaching. By following this oc-

cupation, she acquired a small competence, which

was again lost to her (181 a) in the fire of Mos-
cow, which destroyed the merchant's house in

which she had placed it. Forced to begin once

more to seek a means of subsistence, when almost

64 years old, Mara travelled in Livonia, where
•he was kindly received, and settled in Bevel.

She now supported herself again for about four

years by teaching, and then formed the strange

desire to revisit London, the scene of her former

glory. Here she arrived in 181 9 (according to

S'^tis), though Lord Mount-Edgcumbe puts her

visit before the burning of Moscow. In any

case, the poor old woman, announced in a mys-

tetious manner by Messrs. Knyvett as ' a most

celebrated singer whom they were not at liberty

to name,' appeared at the King's theatre, when
it \vas discovered that not a shred of her voice

> In the ooUectton of tb« preMDt wrttsr.
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remained,—and never appeared again. She roi

turned to Livonia, and dSed at £vel, Jan. 10,

1833, at the advanced age of 84, soon after re-

oeiving from Gtbthe a poem for her birthday,
* Sangreich war dein Ehrenweg' (Weimar, 183 1 ).

A life of Mara, by G. C. Grosheim, was pub-
lished at Cassel in 1823, and a more interesting

one by Bochlitz in his 'Fiir Freunde der Ton-
kunst,* voL i. The best portrait of her was
engraved (oval) by J. CoUyer, after P. Jean,

1794- [J.M.]

MARCATO. ' In a marked, decisive manner.'
The principal use of this direction is to draw the
attention to the melody or subject when it is in
such a position that it might be overlooked, as for

instance, * H basso ben marcato,' in Chopin's
Krakowiak, op. 1 1 ; or when there are two sub-
jects both of whidi are to be brought promi-
nently forward, as in the 9th Symphony of
Beethoven (last movement) where tiie two sub-
jects come together in 6-4 time, the words being
' Freude, sch5ner Gotterfiinken,' and ' Seid um-
schlungen,' etc. ; and in the Etudes Symphoniques
of Schumann, No. a, 'Marcato il canto' and
' Marcato il tema.' Beethoven also uses ' (^este
note ben marcato ' in the string quartet, op. 1 8,
No. 6, slow movement, and ' Melodia marcata,'
in the Trio, op. 9, No. a.

' Marcatissmio * is used by Chopin, £tude, op.

2$, No. 1 1, at the end, and by Schumann in the
last movement of the Sonatft in F| minor,
op. II, and in No. 8 of the Etudes Symphon-
iques. The latter composer is the only one of
note who uses this direction at the beginning of
a movement, to denote the character of the whole.
This he does frequently, as 'Allegro marcato,'

in the third of the Intermezzi, op. 4 ; and * Ben
marcato,' in Nos. i and 3 of tiie Romances, op.

a8. As a rale Marcato is coupled with a certam
degree of force, as in Schumann's first Novelette,
' Marcato con forza (Markirt \md kraftig)

'

;

but in the grand Sonata, op. 14 (last movement^
we find * Leggiero marcato,' and near the end,
' Leggierissimo marcando.' The sign which is

equivalent to Marcato is «: over Uie separate

notes, but this refers to the notes themselves,

and Marcato to the whole passage. [J.A.F.M.]

MARCELLO, Benedepto, eminent oompoeeri

a Venetian of noble birth, son of Agostino Mar-
cello and Paola Capello, born July 31, or

August I, 1686. He was highly educated, and
had great natural gifts for music, and was a
pupil of Lotti and Gasparini. The violin wai
his first instrument, but he soon gave bis whok
attention to singing and composition. His fathei^

objecting to the time thus occupied, sent him
from home to studv law, but on his death Bene-

detto returned to Venice, and contrived to com-
bine the practice of music with his professional

avocations. He held important govemmenl
posts, was a member of the Council of Forty, and
afterwards Proveditore of Pola (1730). Heri
he remained 8 years, when his health having

been ruined by the climate he became Camerleng^

at Brescia, and there died July 34, 1 739. lU^
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monument in the ohurch of S. GiuBeppe states

his ftge to have been 52 years, 1 1 montns, and 23
days. He was elected Gavaliero of the Filar-

monioi of Bologna in 1 8 1 a, and was also a member
of the Pastor! Arcadi of Rome. In his youth he
was wild, but sobered down in middle lite. His
great work, in 8 volumes, folio, ' Estro poetico-

amionioo, Parafrasi sopra i primi 50 PsalmiyPoesia
di Girolamo Giustiniani,' appeared in two parts

of 25 Psalms each (Venice, 1724-27). They are

composed for I, 2, 3, and 4 voices, with figured

basses, and occasionally with 2 violins and cello

obligati ; and for expression far surpass any
other work of the kind. Dr. Bumey, in his notice

of Marcello (Hist. iv. 543), considers that they
have been overpraised, and that even in the com-
poser's day his airs and themes were neither new
nor originaL In spite however of this judgment
it is not to much to say that, as a whole, they
constitute one of the finest productions of musical*

literature. An Enfflish edition, edited by Avison
and Garth, was published in London in 1757 in

8 vols. ; a second in Italian soon after (Venice) ;

and a third by Valle (1803-8). The latest, with
P.F. accompaniment by Mirecki, was printed by
Carli of Paris. Marcello also oompoeed instru-

mental concertos (1701), and 'Canzoni madri-

galeschi* (Bologna. 171 7); besides 'Calista in

Orsa,* pastoral (libretto printed in I735> music
nnpub.) ; • La Fede rioonoeciuta,* opera (Vicenza,

1703); 'Arianna,' cantata; and 'Giuditta,' ora-

torio, all to his own words. As a poet he was
above the average, and furnished the libretto for

Euggieri*s * Arato in Sparta' (Venice, 1709). In
1720 he published a satirical pamphlet ' H Teatro
lUa Moda,* reprinted in 1727, 33, 38 (Venice),

and 1 741 (Florence). The I^bnury of 8t. Mark
in Venice contains a MS. ' Teoria Musicale ' ; the
Koyal Library of Dresden ancient copies of two
cantatas, * Tunotheus,' to his own Italian trans-

lation of Dryden's poem, and ' Cassandra ' ; the
Court library of Vienna many autographs and
other works, including the cantatas * Addio di

Ettone,' ' Clori e Daliso,* and ' La Stravaganza '

;

and the Royal Library ofBrussels ' H Trionfo della

musica nel oelebrarsi la morte di Maria Vergine,'

an oratorio for 6 voices and chorus. This score

was once in the possession of F^tis, who speaks
highly of its expression, pathos, and effective in-

strumentation. Rossini has borrowed one of the
most prominent themes in his overture to the
' Siege of Corinth ' note for note firom Marcello's
a I St Psalm. For Marcello's ' Lettera Famigliare,*

seeLoTTi. L^G.]
MARCH (Ger. Mar$ch; Fr. Marche; Ital.

Mareia), a form originally associated with mili-

tary movements, and afterwards imported into

the music of the stage, the orchestra, the cham-
ber, and the oratorio. In ancient times the
sound of instruments was used as a means of
stimulating the action of laige numbers of
people, whether in processes of labour requir-
ing consentaneous effort, or as a means of ex-

citing ardour in armies advancing to battle by
the tones of ' the shrill trump, the spirit-stirring

drum, tlie ear-pierdng fife'—equally f^iriniar
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being Milton's reference to the effect of the

sound ' of trumpets loud and. clarions,' and the
influence on a mighty host of ' Sonorous metal
blowing martial sounds.' Like most forms how-
ever in instrumental mxisic, the development of

the March followed that of vocal music. We find

Marches in the early operas, in the stage works
of Lully, and later in those of Handel and
Rameau. In clavecin music, too, it appears at a
comparativelyearlydate, the 'Suites des Pi^oes' of

the French composer Couperin offering examples.

Of the Military March as now imderstood, as a
strictly rhythmiod and harmonised composition,

written for a band of wind instruments, and
intended not only to stimulate courage but also

to ensure the orderly advance of troops, it does

not appear that any examples are extant earlier

than about the middle of the 1 2,th century, and
these seem to have originated during the Thirty

Years' War, and are t<>>be traced to the form of

the Volkslied ; war-songp, in which patriotic and
military ardour was expressed lyrically, having

long preceded the exclusive use of instruments

for that purpose. A good specimen of the old

German military march is that which Meyerbeer
introduced in his 'Ein Feldlager in Schleden'

('Camp of Silesia'), and afterwards, with other

portions of that work, in his * L'Etoile du Nord,*

m the camp scene of which the fine old ' Dessauer
March' stands prominently out from the elabora-

tions with which thacomposer has surrounded it.

The earliest instance of the march form in

regular rhythmical phrasing seems to be the well-

known and beautiful Welsh tune, the national

Cambrian war-song, 'The March of the Men of

Harlech.' This melody, which has only become
generally popular within recent years, is stated by
liwyd, the ' Bard of Snowdon,' to have originated

during the siege of Hariech Castle in 1468. If

this l^ so. Dr. Crotch was justified in saying fin

his * Specimens of Different Kinds of Musio') ' the

military music of the Welsh is superior to that

of any other nation*

—

i^, reading the remark
with reference to the war-songs of Uie period.

In England the Military March would seem to

have been .of later development. Sir John Haw-
kins, however, in his History of Music, says :

—

' It seems that the old English march of the foot

was formerly in 1high estimation, as well abroad

as with us ; its- <maracteristic is dignity and
gravity, in which respect it differs greatly firom

the French, which, as it is given by Mersennus,
is brisk and alert.' On this subject Sir John
quotes a hon mot of Sir Roger WUliams, a soldier

of Queen Elizabetli's time, in answer to the

French Marshal Bkon's remark that * the Eng-
lish march being beaten by the drum was slow,

heavy, and sluggish'; the reply being, 'That
may be true, but, slow as it is, it-1ias traversed

your master's country from one end to the other/

Hawkins (writing in 1776) speaks of ' the many
late alterations in the discipline and exorcise of
our troops, and the introduction of fifes and other

instruments into our martial music'; and, in

reference to an earlior condition thereof, quotes,

from Walpole's Catalogue of Royal and Noble
P2
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Aathoni, a warrant of Charles I. to the following

effect:
—

'Whereaa the ancient custome of nations

hath ever bene to tue one certaine and constant

forme of March in the warres, whereby to be
distinguished one from another. And the March
of this our nation, so famous in all the honour-

able atohievements and glorious warres of this

our kingdom in forraigne parts (being by the

approbation of strangers themselves confest and
acknowledged the best of all marches) wasthrough
the negligence and carelessness of drummers, and
by long discontinuance so altered and changed

from the ancient gravity and majestie thereof, as

it was in danger utterly to have bene lost and
forgotten. It pleased our late deare brother

prince Henry to revive and rectifie the Bame by
ordayning an establishment of one certaine

measure, which was beaten in his presence at

Greenwich, anno 1610. In confirmation where-

of wee are graciously pleased, at the instance

and humble sute of our right trusty and right

well-beloved cousin and counsellor Edward Vis-

count Wimbledon, to set down and ordaine this

present establishment hereunder expressed. Will-

ing and commanding all drummers within our

kingdome of England and prindpalitie of Wales
exactly and precisely to observe the same, as well

in this our kingdome, as abroad in the service

of any forraigne prince or state, without any
addition or alteration whatsoevw. To the end
that so ancient, fietfnous, and commendable a
custome may be preserved as a patteme and
precedent to all posteritie,* etc. etc.—This docu-

ment also contains the following ' notation

—

Yolantery h9lon the Mardu

IHI

J J J J J J ,J J J J J J J ^
Foa lou poa ton poa B poa km poo poa ton pou B poung

.1 J .1 J
The March.

/9\

. Foo toa poa too poant

rJ J J J

.1 ^! .1 ^
J J J 4-

.1 JJ.I J^J-J-JJ J J J T.

B B pou ton B pou tou puu u luu puu a iMunf

J J J J

.IJJJJJJ JJJJ J J.' i J.I . :

it B B pou B B pou UMi puuBtou pou B puung puuuff.

subscribed 'Arundell and Surrey. This is a true

copy of the original, signed by his Majestie. Ed.
Norgate, Windiwr.*

T^e primary (indeed absolute) importance of

the drum in the early form of the March is very

evident. Rousseau, in his ' Dictionnaire de Mu-
sique,' in his article on that subject, thus defines

) Th* nol« vf lonofMlupwl In the oilglJUkL

MARCH.

it :

—

* Marche : Air militaire qui se joue par det
instrumens de guerre, et marque le m^tre et la

cadence des Tambours, laqueUe est prc^rement
la Marche.' The same author, writing towards
the close of the last century, speaks of the su-

periority of the German military music, and says

that the French troops had few military instru-

ments for the infiuitry excepting fifes and drums

;

and very few marches, most of which were ' ir^
malfiutes.' Rousseau gives—as follows—the first

part of the March of the Musketeers of the King
of France, as illuBtncting ' L'accord de I'air et de
la Marche.^

gaua^ tr
r#^^S—^#-«—

1

&a;tfir T rto- ^ ^ Ul!
J7

s^^^^U^JSJ J
1
U^JBJ J

1

Tamboun

t 1

In its earlier instrumental form the German
March had two reprises, each of eight, twelve, or

even sixteen ban, and its melodic origin would
seem to have been influenced by the national
dance called the 'Allemande,* in 2-4 time.

The :modem March is now usually in common
time—four crotchets in a bar—consisting of re*

prises of four, eight, or even sixteen bars, with a
subsidiary movement entitled a * Trio ' (^[enerally

in the dominant or subdominant key), which occu-
pies a similar place to that of the iSrio associated

with the Minuet or Scherzo of a symphony; that
is, following the March, which is repeated after

it. With the ordinary (^Parade) March, about

75 steps go to the minute; with the Quick
March (Germ. Qachwind Martch; Fr. Pa* re-

doubU) about 108 ; while the Storming March
(Grerm. Sturm Mar$oh; Ft, Pas de charge) implies

about 1 30 steps per minute, these being measured
by rapid beats of the drum.

Military Marches, intended of course to stimu-

late hopeful enthusiasm, are generally written in

a bright major key, trumpets, drums, and other

instruments of percussion being prominently

used ; and Funend Marches in a solemn minor
one—a remarkable exception to the latter rule

being offered by the Dead March in * Saul,* the
key of which is C major, a mode usually associ-

ated with cheerful sentaments. This is indeed a
notable instance of * The long majestic march,
and energy divine,* and most readers must have
experienced the sublimely pathetic effect of its

'muffled drums beating funeral marches to the
grave.* 'The stormy music of the drum* (of

course unmuffled) is still an important element
in all the pieces used at the parade or on the
battle-field ; as it exercises a commanding influ-

ence on rhythmical precision, as already indi-

cated. Formerly, as above indicated, that instn»-

ment was the aU-essential feature in the Maich,
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iiuteftd of being, as afterwards, subsidiary in a
musical sense. The impressive effect attained by
Handel—by simple means—in the piece just re-

ferred to, has been paralleled in more recent

times by Beethoven's employment of larger or-

chestral resources, in the sublime ' Marda Fune-
bre * in his * Sinfonia Eroica.'

The March usually begins with a crotchet

before the commencing phrase, as in Handel's
Marches in 'Rinaldo (1711), in 'Scipio,' the

Oocaaional Overture, etc. lliere are however
numerous instances to the contrary, as in Gluck*s
March in * Alceste,' that in Mozart's ' Die Zau-
berflote,' and Mendelssohn's Wedding March,
which latter presents the unusual example of

beginning on a chord remote from the key of the

piece. A March of almost equal beauty is that

in Spohr's Symphony * Die Weihe der Tone,* and
here (as also in the March just referred to) we
have an example of a feature found in some of

the older Marches—the prelimimMy flourish of
trtmipets, or Fanfare [see vol. i. p. 502 b].

There is also, as already said, a description of
march in half time—2-4 (two crotchets in a
bar), called with us the Quick March

—

Pas re-

douhU, GeBchwind Marsch, Good specimens of

this rhythm are the two Marches (Pianoforte

duets) by Schubert, No. 3, op. 40, and No. i,

op. 51, in the latter of which we have also the
preliminary fan^u*e. The march form in piano-

forte music has indeed been used by several

modem composers : by Beethoven in his three

Marches for two performers (op. 45) ; and the

Funeral March in his Sonata, op. ad; and, to a
much greater extent, by Franz Schubert in his

many exquisite pieces of the kind for four hands,
among them being two (op. 1 2 1 ) in a tempo (6-8),

sometimes, but not often, employed in the march
style : another such specimen being the ^ Rogues*
March,* associated for more than a century
(probably much longer) with army desertion.

This is aJso in the style of the Quick March, the

tune being identical with that of a song once
popular, entitled 'The tight little Islat^'— it

having, indeed, been similarly employed in other

instances. The following is the first part of this

March, whose name is better known than its

melody:

—

Quick March.
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Besides the March forms already referred to,

there is the Torch-dance [see Fackeltanz, vol. i.

p. 501 a], which, however, is only associated with
pageants and festivities. These and military

marches being intended for use in the open air,

are of course written entirely for wind instru-

ments, and those of percusuion ; and in the per-

formance of these pieces many regimental bands,
British and foreign, have arrived at a high degree
of excellence. [H.J.L.]

MARCHANDy Louis, a personage whose
chief dahn to our notice is his encounter with
Bach, and, as might be imagined, his signal de-
feat. He was bom at Lyons Feb. 2, 1669.^

He went to Paris at an early age, became re-

nowned there for his oigan-playing, and ulti-

mately became court organist at Venailles. By
his recklessness and dissipated habits he got into
trouble, a^d was exiled in 171 7. The stOTV goes,

that the king, taking pity on Mttchand's un-
fortunate wife, caused half his salary to be with-
held from him, and devoted to her sustenance.

Soon after this arrangem^it, Marchand coolly

got up and went away in the middle of a mass
which he was playing, and when remonstrated
with by the king, replied, * Sire, if my wife gets
half my salair, c^e may play half the service.'

On account of Uiis he was exiled, on which he
went to Dresden, and therc managed to get
again into royal favour. The King of Polimd
offered him the place of court organist, and
thereby enraged Volumier, his Kapellmeister,
who was also at Dresden, and who, in order
to crush his rival, secretly invited Bach to come
over frt)m Weioiar. At a royal concert. Bach
being incognito among the- audience, Marchand
played a French air witb brilliant variations of

his own, and with mueh applause, after which
Yolumier invited Baeh to take his seat at the
clavedn. Bach repeated all Marchand*s showy
variations, and improvised twelve new ones of

great beauty and difficulty. He then, having
written a theme in pencil, handed it to Marchand,
challenging him to an organ competition on the
given subject. Marchand accepted the challenge^

but when the day came it was found that he
had precipitately fled from Dresden, and, the
order of hn banishment having been withdrawn,
had returned to Paris, where his talents met
with more appreciation. He now set up as a
teacher of music, and soon became the fisishion,

charging the then unheard-of sum of a louis

d'or a lesson. In spite of this, however, his

expensive habits brought him at last to extreme
poverty, and he died in great misery, Feb. 17,

1732. Hia works comprise 2 vols, of pieces for

the clavecin, and one for the organ, and an opera,
' Pyramus et Thisbe,* which was never performed.
His ideas, says Fdtis, are trivial, and his har^

nK>nies poor and incorrect. There is a curious

criticism of him by Kameau, quoted in La Borde,

'Essai sur la musique' (voL iii.), in which he
says that 'no one could compare to Marchand
in his manner of handling a fugue*; but, as

F^tis shows, this may be explained by the fact

that Rameau had never heard any great German
or Italian organist. [J.A.F.M.]

MARCHESI, Luioi, sometimes called Mar-
OBESiMi, was bom at Milan, 1755. His father,

who played the horn in the orchestra at Modena,
was his flrst teacher ; but his wonderful aptitude

for music and his beautiful voice soon attracted

1 Spitta. whoM accuracy and Judgment are unimpeachable, in hte

Life of Bach fftves the date 1971. ta an inference from an old engratrinK.

But Bee F^tU (a. v.), who quotes an article in the M^garin Bncycio-

pMlque. 1812. torn. It. p. Ml. where thU point U thoroughlj invetti-

gated, and a register of Marchand'a birth given.
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tlie attention of some amatems, who persuaded

^e elder Marchesi to have the boy prepared for

the career of a sopranist. This was done at

Bergamo, and young Marched was placed under
the eviratOt Caironi, and Albujo, the tenor, for

singing; while his musical education was com-
pleted by the Maestro di Cappella, Fioroni, at

Marchesi made his d^ut on the stage at Rome
in 1 774, in a female character, the usual introduc-

tion of a young and promising singer, with a
soprano voice and beautiful person. Towards
the close of 1775 the Elector of Bavaria en-

ffaged Marched for his chapel, but his sudden
death, two years after, put an end to this engage-

ment, and the young dnger went to Milan, where
he performed the part of 'second man,* with

Paochierotti as first, and to Venice, where he
played second to Millico. He was advanced in

that same year to first honours at Treviso. In
the next and following years he sang as '^rst

man ' at Munich, Padua, and Florence, where he
created a furore by his exquisite dnging of ^ Mia
speranza, io pur vorrei,' a rondo in Sii^i s 'Achille

in Sciro.* In 1778 he had worked his way to the

creat theatre of San Carlo, and continued there

during two seasons. He was now looked upon
as the first singer in Italy, and was fought for

by rival impresarf. Once more in Milan ( 1 780),

he sang in Misliwiceck*s ' Aimida,* in which he
introduced the famous rondo of Sarti, which all

Italy had been humming and whistling since he

sang it at Florence, and also an air by Bianchi,

almost as successful, 'Se piangi e peni.* His
portrait was engraved at Pisa, and the im-

presdons were quickly bought up. He now
sang in turn at Turin, Home, Lucca, Vienna,

llnd Berlin, always with renewed ^lat ; and he
went in 1785 to St. Petersburg with Sarti and
Mme. Todi. The rigorous climate of Bussia,

however, filled him with alarm for his voice, and
he fled rapidly back to Vienna, where he sang
in Sarti's ' Giulio Sabmo.'
We next find him (1788) in London, singing

in the same opera by Sarti, having just com-
pleted an engagement at Turin. His style of

singing now seemed (to Bumey) 'not only elegant

and refined to an uncommon degree, but often

grand and full of dignity, particularly in the

recitatives and oocadonal low notes. Many of

his graces were new, elegant, and of his own
invention ; and he must have studied with in-

tense application to enable himself to execute

the divisions and running shakes firom the bottom
of his compass to the top, even in a rapid series

of half-notes. But beside his vocal powers, his

performance on the stage was extremely embel-

lished by the beauty of his person and the grace

and propriety of his gestures. From this time

till 1790 he continued to delight the English,

appearing meanwhile at short intervals in the

various capitals and chief cities of Europe. In

1794 he sang at Milan in the 'Demofooute' of

Portogallo, and was described in the cast as ' all

attual servido di S. M. 11 Re di Sardegna.* This
memorable occadon was that of the d^but ofMme.
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Grasdni. He continued to sing at Milan down to

the spring of 1806, when he left the stage, and
passed the remainder of his life in his native

place, honoured and loved. He composed some
songs, published in London (Clementi), at

Vienna (Cappi), and at Bonn (Simrock). An
air, written by him, ' In seuo quest* alma,* was
also printed.

A beautiful portrait of Marched was engraved
(June, 1790) by L. Schiavonetti, after R. Cos-

way ; and a curious caricature (now rare) was
published under the name of *A Bravura at the
Hanover Square Concert,* by J. N[ixon], 1789,
in which he is represented as a conceited cox-

comb, bedizened with jewels, singing to the
King, Prince of Wales, and courtiers.

Marched died at Milan, his native place,

December 15, 1839. [J.M.]

MARCHESI, Mathildb db Castbonb, nee
Graumann, bom March 26, 1826, at Frankfort-

on-the-Main. The daughter of a wealthy mer-
chant, she was very highly educated, but in 1 845,
her father having lost his fortune, she adopted

the mudcal profession. She studied singing at

Vienna with Nicolai ; but in 1845 went to Paris

to learn from Garcia. Here she took lessons in

declamation from Samson, Rachers master, and
had the advantage of hearing all the first dngers
of the age—Persiani, Grisi, Alboni, Buprez,

Tamburini, Lablache. Her own aptitude for

teaching was already so remarkable that Garcia,

whilst prevented by the effects of an accident

from giving his lessons, handed over his whole

clientele for the time to his >'Oung pupil. In
1849 Mdlle. Graumann removed to London,

where she obtained a high standing as a concert

singer. Her voice was a mezzo soprano, and her

excellent style never failed to please. She has

sung successfully in Germany, Belgium, Holland,

Switzerland, Fwtnce, and the United Kingdom-
She married Signer Marchesi, also a vocalist,

in 1852, and in 1854 accepted the post of pro-

fessor of dnging at the Vienna Conservatoire,

the vocal department of which was then in its

infancy. But she soon won high distinction for

it and herself. Among her pupils at this period

were Mdlles. lima de Miu^ka, Fricci, Kraus, and
others who have since become famous. She re-

signed her appointment in 1 86 1 , and removed with

her husband to Paris,wherepupilscame to herfrom

far and wide. At this time appeared her ' Ecole de
Chant.' Roedni, in acknowledging the dedication

ofa volume of * Vocalizd,* extols her method as an
expodtion of the true art of the Italian school of

dnging, indudve of the dramatic element ; and
specially valuable when, he complains, the ten-

dency is to treat the vocal art as though it were

a question of the capture of barricades ! In 1865
she accepted a professorship at the Cologne Con-
servatoire, but redgned it in 1868 to return to

Vienna to resume her post as teacher of singing

at the Conservatoire, which she held for ten

years. Among her famous recent scholars were
Mdlles. d'Angeri and Smeroechi, Mme. Schuch-
Proska, and, greatest of all, Etelka Gerster. She
resigned her appointment at the Conservatoire
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in 1878, but continues to reside and teach in

Vienna, where her servicee to art have met with
fUll recognition. A pupil of hers having created

%/Hrore at a concert, the public, after applaud-
ing the singer, raised a call for Mme. Marchesi,

who had to appear and share the honours. From
the Emperor of Austria she has received the

Cross of Merit of the ist class, a distinction

nrelj accorded to ladies ; and she holds decora-

tions and medals irom the King of Saxony, the

Grand Duke of Saxe Weimar, the Emperor of

Germany, and the King of Italy. She is a
member of the St. Cecilia Society in Bome, and
of the Academy of Florence. She has published
a grand practical Method of singing, and 24 books
of vocal exercises. L^*^-]

MARCHESI, Salvatorb, Catauebb de
Casteone, Marchese della RajATA, husband of
the foregoing, a bar3rtone singer and vocal teacher,

bom at Palermo, 1823. His family belonged to

the nobility, and his father was four years Gro-

Temor-General of Sicily. In 1838 he entered the
Neapolitan Guard, but, for political reasons, re-

signed his commission in 1840. Whilst studying
law and philosophy at Palermo, he took lessons

in singing and composition from Raimondi ; and
he continued his musical studies at Milan, under
Lamperti and Fontana. Having participated in

the revolutionary movement of 1848, he was
forced to seek shelter in America, where he made
his debiU, as an operatic singer, in ' Emani.' He
returned to Europe to take instruction from
Garda, and settled in London, where, for seve-

ral seasons, he was £E^ourably known as a con-

cert-singer. He married Mdlle. Graumann in

1851, and, with her, made numerous concert

toon in England, Grermany, and Belgium, ap-

psaring also in opera with success, both in Eng-
land and on the continent. He has held posts as

teacher of singing at the Conservatoires ofVienna
and Cologne, and was appointed chamber singer
to the court of Saxe Weimar, 1862. From Uie
King of Italy he has received the orders of the

Knights of St. Maurice and St. Lazarus. Signer
Harchesi is known also as the composer of seve-

ral German and Italian songs, and as the Italian

tiitnalator of many French and German libretti

—* Medea,* * La Vestale,' * Iphigenia, * Tann-
hauser,* * Lohengrin,* etc. He has published
various writings on music, and some books of

ocal exercises. [B.T.]

MARCHESINI. [See Luoohesika and Mab-
CHE8I, LUIGI.]

MARENZIO, Luoa. The oldest account we
can find of this great Italian composer is given
bj 0. Roasi,^ in 1620. It tells us of Marenzio's
birth at Coccaglia, a small town on the road be-
tween Brescia and Bergamo, ofthe pastoral beauty
of his early surroundings, and the effect theymay
have had in forming the taste of the future mad-
rigal composer, of the patronage accorded him by
^eat princes, of his valuable post at the court of
Poland, worth 1000 scudi a year, of the delicate

1 n<«i Hbtorid di Bfwdul niugtrl di OtUrlo BomI. (BraKla.
roaUoM«DL)
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health which made his return to a more genial
climate necessary, of the kind treatment he re-

ceived from Carnal Cintio Aldobrandino at
Rome, of his early death in that city, and burial

at S. Lorenzo in Lucina. The same author ^ves
an account of Giovanni Contini, organist ' of the
cathedral at Brescia, and later in Uie service of
the Duke of Mantua, under whose direction Ma*
renzio completed his studies, having for his fellow-

pupil Lelio Bertani,' who afterwards served the
Duke of Ferrara for 1500 scudi a year, and was
even asked tobecome theEmperor'schapel-master.

Donate Calvi,* writing in 1664,' anxious to

claim Marenzio as a native of Bergamo, traces

his descent from the noble family of Marenii, and
finds in their pedigree a Luca Marenzo. He
adds further details to Rossi's account, how the
King of Poland knighted the composer on his

departure, how warmly he was welcomed by the
court of Rome on his return, how Cardinal C.

Aldobrandino behaved like a servant rather than
a patron to him. We also learn that he died

Aug. 22, 1599, being then a singer in the Papal
chapel, and that there was a grand musical
service at his funeral.

In the next account Brescia agun puts in a
claim, and Leonardo Cozzando* asserts that

Marenzio was bom at Cocaglio, that his parents

were poor, and that the whole expense of his

living and education was defrayed by Andrea
Masetto, the village priest. To Cozzando we are

also indebted ' for a special article on Marenzio's

great merits as a singer, and after reading of

him imder the head of Brescian composers, we
find him further mentioned under ' Canton.*

A fourth account, quite independent of these,

and one of the earliest of all, is that given by
Henry Peacham, published in 1622.* Of the

composers of his time, Byrd is his fitvourite,

Victoria and Lassus coming next. Then of

Marenzio he says ;

—

' For df>1icionB Airo and rweete Invention in Mad-
rigals, Luca Marenzio ezoelleth all other whoeoever,
having pahlished more Seta than any Aathonr else who-
Boever: and to say truth, hath not an ill Song, though
Bometiroe an oyer-«ight (which might he the Frinter's
fkult) of two eight* or Jl/t$ escape him; as hetweene the
Tenor and Ba$e in the last close, of, i mutt dtrpart all hap-
l«$»e : ending aooording to the nature of the Dittie most

the Muses themselves might not have beene ashamed
to have had composed. Of stature and complexion,
hee was a little and blacke man : he was Organist in the
Popes GhappeU at Rome a good while, afterward hee went
into Poland, being in displeasure with the Pope for over-
much familiaritie with a kinswoman of his (whom the
Oueene of Pclawl^ sent for by Luca Mnrenxio afterward,
she being one of the rarest women in Euroofj for her
Toyce and the Lute :) but returning, he found the affec-

tion of the Pope so estranged from him, that hereupon
hee tooke a oonoeipt and died.*

* For list of worlu tee BItnar.
> SoeoA Litter»rla de gU scrittoil BergsmsscM . Donsto Oalrl.

(Berg&mo, 1664.)

4 LibrsrlA Bresdsns. LeoDsrdo Cozzando. (BreMlA.Rlzzardl.168S.)

s ' Vago e curloso rlstretto. etc.. dell' Historla BreKiBiuu' Leo-

nardo Cozzando. (Bresda. Blzzardl. lOM.)
• ' The Compleat Oentlemsn.' by Henry Peacham. IT. of Arts.

(London, 1622.)

7 The proper title* of these, whici- are given In the abore oo »fu*e I

manner In Peacham'i book are—"Ttrri morlr Tolea {k 6)'; ' Vejua

doloe mlo bene (k 4)
' :

' Gha fa boa' 11 mto sole (4 5)'; and ' Ca.ntava

la plu ra«a (k 6),' the EngUiih words ' Bweete Blnginc AmarylUa ' being

adapted to the maslc of the last.
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The above accounts agree in all important

points, and even the descent from a noble Berga-

meee family is not inconsistent with the parents*

poverty and their residence at Coccaglia. Maren-
zio certainly died at a comparatively early age, in

1599, and we may therefore place his birUi about

1560, though not later, for he began to publish in

158 1. On the loth of April in that year he was
in Venice, dedicating his first book of madrigals

(k 6) to AJphonse d'Este, Duke of Ferrara. He
was in Rome, Dec. i, 1582,^ on April 24,' and
Dec. 15,' 1584, was chapel-master to the Cardinal

d^Este in the same year,* and was still in the

same city on July 15, isS^.*

We do not think he went to Poland just yet,

but we have no more puUications for some years.

Marenzio probably received his appointment soon

after the accession of Sigismund ill. (1587), and
is said to have kept it for several years.

He was back in Rome in 1595, writing to

Dowland, July 13,* and to Don Diego de

Campo, Oct. 20J and in the same year is said

to have been appointed to the Papal chapel.* It

was now that he lived on such &mlliar terms

with Cardinal Aldobrandino, the Pope*s nephew,
and taking this into account Peacham's tale may
have some truth in it, and Marenzio may have
£bllen in love with a lady belonging to his

patron*s &mily. If, however, he died of a broken
heart, as is suggested, it must have been caused

simply by the Pope's refusal to allow a mar-
riage. That Marenzio did nothing to forfeit his

go^ name * is proved by the certain fact that

he retained his office in the Papal chapel till his

death.

Marenzio*8 principal works are:—9 books of

madrigals (k 5), 6 books (k 6), each book con-

taining from 13 t3 20 nos., and i book (k 4) con-

taining 2 1 nos. ; 5 I ooks of ' VillaneUe e Arie
alia Napolitana,' containing 113 nos. (k 3) and i

(k 4) ; 2 books of four-part motets, many of which
have been printed in modem notation by Proske ;*®

I mass (k 8), and many other pieces for church
use. The firfet five books of madrigals k 5 were
printed *in uno corpo ridotto/ in 1593, and a
similar edition of those k 6 in 1 594. ^ese books,

containing 78 and 76 pieces respectively, are both

in the British Museum. Marenzio's works were
introduced into England in 1588, in the collection

entitled 'Musioa Transalpina' (1588); and two
years afterwards a similar book was printed, to

which he contributed 23 out of 28 numbers. " His

1 See dedication to the rhllhannonlo AcademicUns of Verona of
8rd Book of Madrlgalii (k 5). (Venice. Gardane. U&2.)

• See ' Madrigal! piritiiali A 5 di L. M.' (Borne. Oardano. 1.V4.)

• Dedication of '11 quinto Ub. de MadrigaU k 5.' (Vinevla, Scotto,

M66.)
4 Title-pace of ' Prtmo Ub. de Madr. k 6.' (Venice, Oardano. U84.)
• DedicaUon of 'Madr. 4 4 di L. M.' Lib. primo. (Venetla. Gar-

dano.U9S.)
• ' 1st booke of Bonges or ATrei of 4 parts by John Dowland.'

(Short. Bred St. hill. Vm.)
T • Dl L. M. 11 7mo lib. dl Madr. k 0.' (Venetla. Gardano. IfiOR.)

• We cannot find any old authority for the date of appointment, bnt
It is ICO probable to doubt it.

• Tiui uuly thing worth setting right in the story. As to the rest of
It, the stqueuce of erents cannot be fitted into his life ; Bumey con-
^\69T% thi9 >Ai.cle account savours of hearsay eildence and absurdity,
and glTe« no riedit to it.

M ' Moslca DIrina.' etc. Cart Proske. toI. II. rBatUbon. MfSS.)
u '1st part of luiian Madrigals Knglished.' etc Published by

Thomas Watson OO90).

reputation here was soon established, for in 1595
John Dowland, the lutenist, ' not being able to

dissemble the great content he had found in the

profered amity of the most famous Luca Maren-
zio,' thought ihe mere adrcrtiBement of their cor-

respondence would add. to the chance of his own
works being well received. Bumey does not

hesitate to say that the madrigal style was
brought to the highest degree of perfection by
Marenzio*s superior genius, and that the publica*

tion of the ' Musica Transalpina * gave birth to

that passion for madrigab which b^same so pre-

valent amonff us when our own composers so

happily contributed to gratify it."

Thus it came to pass that Luca Marenzio be-

came bound up in our own musical history, and
few foreign musicians of the i6th century have
been kept so constantly before the English public.

The Madrigal Society became a home for his

works nearly 150 years ago, and they are con-

tinually sung by much younger societies. 'To
guard faithAiUy and lovingly the beautiful things,

and to reverence the great masters, of olden times,

is quite a part of the English character, and one
of its most beautiful traits.' ^' [J. R. S.-B.]

MARGARITA. [See Epinb.]

MARIA DI ROHAN. Opera in 3 acto; music
by Donizetti. Produced at Vienna, June 5, 1843 J

attheTh^&tre Italien, Paris, Nov. 20, 1843, and
in London, Covent Garden, May 8, 1847. [G.]

MARINO FALIERO. Opera seria, in 2 acts

;

music by Donizetti. Produced at the Th^itre

Italien in 1835; in London, King's Theatre, May
14. 1835. [G.]

MARIO, CONTB DI CANDIA, the greatest

operatic tenor that the present generation has
heard, was bom in 181 2 at Genoa, of an old

and noble family. His father had been a
general in the Piedmontese army ; and he himself

was an officer in the Piedmontese Guard, when
be first came to Paris in 1836, and immediately
became a great favourite in society. Never
was youth more richly gifted for the operatic

stage ; beauty of voice, face, and figure, with the

most winning grace of Italian manner, were all

his. But he was then only an amateur, and as

yet all unfitted for public singing, which his

friends constantly suggested to him, even if he
could reconcile hk pride with the taking of such
a step. Tempted as he was by the offers made
to hun by Duponchel, the director of the Opera,

—which are said to have reached the sum of

frs. 1500 a month, a large sum for a beginning,

—and pressed by the embarrassments created

by expensive tastes, he still hesitated to sign

his fatiier's name to such a contract; but was
finally persuaded to do so at the house of the

Comtesse de Merlin, where he was dining one
evening with Prince Belgiojoso and other well-

known amateurs ; and he compromised the

matter with his family pride by signing only
the Christian name, under which he became
afterwards so famous,—Mario.

» (^en. HUt. of Music, rol. Ul. pp. »1. 119.

u Ambros, Geschkhte der MusUt. ill. 400.
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He is laid to have spent some time In study,

directed by the advice of Michelet, Ponchard,

and the great singing-master, Bordogni ; but it

cannot have been very long nor the study very

deep, for there is no doubt that he was a very
incomplete singer when h^made his first appear-

ance. This was on Nov. 30, 1838, in the r6U
of ' Bobert le Diable.* Notwithstanding his lack

of preparation and want of habit of the stage, his

success was assured from the first moment when
his delicious voice and graceful figure were first

presented to the French public. Mario remained
at the Academic during that year, but in 1840
he passed to the Italian Opera, for which his

native tongue and manner better fitted him.
In the meantime, he had made his first appear*

ance in London, where he continued to sing

through many years of a long and brilliant career.

His dUbut here was in Lucrezia Borgia, June 6,

1839 ; but, as a critic of the time obeerved, ' the

rood command which he afterwards gained was
nnthought of; his acting did not then get beyond
that of a southern man with a strong feeling for

the stage. But physical beauty and geni^ity,

such as have been bestowed on few, a certain

artistic taste, a certain distinction,—not exclu-

sively belonging to gentle birth, but sometimes
associated with it,—made it clear, from Signer

Mario*s first hour of stage-life, that a course of

no common order of fascination was begun.'

Mario sung, after this, in each season at Paris

and in London, improving steadily both in acting

and singing, though it fell to his lot to ' create

'

but few new characters,—scarcely another beside

that of the 'walking lover' in 'Don Pasquale,'

a part which consisted of little more than the

singing of the serenade ' Com' h gentil.* In other

parts he only followed his predecessors, though
with a grace and charm which were peculiar to

him, and which may possibly remain for ever un-

equalled. 'It was not>* says the same critic

quoted above (Mr. Chorley), ' till the season of

1846 that he took the place of which no wear
and tear of time had been able to deprive him.*

fie had then played 'Almaviva,' 'Gennaro,'
' Raoul,' and had shown himself undoubtedly the

roost perfect stage lover ever seen, whatever may
have been his other qualities or defects. His
singing in the duet of the 4th Act of the
' Ugonotti,' raised him again above this ; and in
' La Favorita * he achieved, perhaps, his highest

point of attainment as a dramatic singer.

Like Garcia and Nourrit, Mario attempted
' Don Giovanni,' and with similarly small success.

The violence done to Mozart's music partly

accounts for the failure of tenors to appropriate

this great chanicter ; Mario was unfitted for it

by nature. The reckletis profligate found no
counterpart in the easy grace of his love-

making; he was too amiable in the eyes of the

public to realise for them the idea of the ' Disso-

luto Punito.'

As a singer of 'romances' Mario has never
been surpassed. The native elegance of his

demeanour contributed not a little to his vocal

success in the drawing-room; for refinements
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of accent and pronunciation create effects there

which would be inappreciable in the larger space

of a Theatre. Mano was not often heard in

oratorio, but he sang * Then shall the righteous,'

in Elijah, at the Birmingham Festival of 1849,
and ' Ifwith all your hearts,' in the same oratorio,

at Hereford, in 1855. For the stage he was bom,
and to the stage be remained faithful during his

artistic life. To the brilliance of his success in

opera he brought one great helping quality, the

eye for cok>ur and all the important details of cos-

tume. His figure on the sta^ife looked as if it had
stepped out of the canvas of Titian, Veronese, or

Tintoretto. Neverwas an actormoreharmoniously
and beautifully dressed for the characters he im-
personated,—^no mean advantage, and no slight

indication of the complete artistic temperament.
For five and twenty years Mario remained

before the public of Paris, London, and St.

Petersburg, constantly associated with Mme.
Grisi. In the earlier years (1843-6) of that

brilliant quarter of a century, he took the place

of Rubini in the famous quartet, with Tam-
burini and Lablache; this, however, did not

last long ; and he soon remained alone with the

sole remaining star of the original constellation,

Mme. Grisi. To this gifted prima donna Mario
was united, after the dissolution of her former

marriage ; and by her he had three daughters.

He left the stage in 1867, and retired to Paris,

and then to Rome, where he is still living. Two
years ago it became known that he was in reduced

circiunstances, and his friends got up a concert in

London for his benefit. [J.M.]

MARIONETTETHEATRE, a small stage

on which puppets, moved by wires and strings,

act operas, plays, and ballets, the songs or dia-

logue being sung iyr spoken behind the scenes.

The repertoires included both serious and comic
pieces, but mock-heroic and satiric dramas were
the most effective. Puppet-plays ', in England
and Italy called ' fantoccini,' once popular with
all classes, go back as fiir as the 15th century.

From that period to the end of the 17th cen-

tury Punch was so popular as to inspire Addison
with a Latin poem, 'Machinxe gesticulantes.*

In 1713 a certain Powell erected a Punch theatre

under the arcade of Covent Garden, where pieces

founded on nursery rhymes, such as the ' Babes
in the Wood,' 'Robin Hood,' and 'Mother
Groose,' were performed; later on they even
reached Shakspere and opera. About the same
period Marionette-theatres were erected in the

open spaces at Vienna, and these have reappeared

from time to time ever since '. Prince Esterhazy,

at his summer residence, Esterhdz, had a fantas-

tically decorated grotto for his puppet-plays, with

a staff of skilled machinists, scene-painters, play-

wrights, andabove allacomposer, his Capelhneister

Haydn, whose love of humour found ample scope

in these performances. His opera ' Philemon
und Baucis' so delighted the Empress Maria

1 Sm Strutt'i ' Sports «ad FastloMS of Um People of InglAnd.' Loa
don. 1880.

a In 1X77 lUupach's 'MQller and lein Kind.' and the 'Blng dai

KIbelungen ' irere perfonned Umtb tad alaewtiere by puppets.
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Teresa, that by her dedre Prince Esteriiazy had
the whole apparatus sent to Vienna for the
amusement of the Court. In London, fantoccini

were playing between the years 1770 and 80 at

Hickford s large Rooms in Panton Street, Hay-
market, Marylebone Gardens, and in Piccadilly.

In Nov. 1 79 1 Haydn was present at one of these

performances ' in the elegant little theatre called

Variet^s Amusantes, belonging to Lord Barry-
more, in Savile Row. He was much interested,

and wrote in his diary, ' The puppets were well-

managed, the singers bad, but the orchestra toler-

ably good.* The playbill may be quoted as a
specimen.

FANTOCOnn
Dancing and miuie.

Orertnre, Haydn.

A comedy in one act,

*Arleqain ralet.'

Overture, Piccini

The fitvonrite opera (Qth time)
' La buona Figliaolo,'

the music byPiocini.Gioxdani
andSarti l

Spanish Faodanga

Concertante, PleyeL

A comedy in one act,

^LesPetitsRiens,'
the music by Sacchini and

Pftisiello.

To conclude with a Pas de
deux a-la-mode

de Yeetris and Hillisbezg.

Leader of the band : Mr. Mountain.

First hautboy: Sgr. Patria.

To begin at 8 ; the doors open at 7 o'clock.

The theatre is well aired and illominated with wax.

Befreshments to be had at the Rooms
of the theatre. Boxes 5/. Pit 3/.

A critic in 'The Oaietteer' says:—'So well did the
motion of the puppets agree with the voice and tone of
the prompters, that, after the eye had been accustomed
to tbem for a few minutes, it was difficult to remember
that they were puppets.'

Fantoccini are by no means to be despised even
in these days. They give opportunity for * many
a true word to be spoken in jest* ; they show up
the^ bad habits of actors, and form a mirror in
which adults may see a picture of life none the
less true for a little distortion. [C. F. P. ]

MARITANA. Opera in 3 acts, founded on
Don Cesar de Bazan ; words by Fitzball, music
by W. V. Wallace. Produced at Druiy Lane by
Mr.Bunn, Nov. 15, 1845. [G.]

MARKULL, Fbiedrich Wilhelm, bom
Feb. 1 7, 1816, near Elbing, Prussia. He studied
composition and organ playing under Friedrich
Schneider, at Dessau; became in 18.^6 principal
organist at Dantzig and conductor of the 'Gesang-
verein *^ there. Markull also enjoys reputation
as a pianist, and has given excellent concerts
of chamber music. He has composed operas,
oratorios, and two symphonies, and many works
for the oi>gan, and contributes musical articles
for Dantzig journals. [H. S. O.]

MARPURG, Friedrtch Wilhelm, eminent
writer on music, bom 1 718 at Marpui^hof, near
Seehausen, in Brandenburg. Little is known of
his musical education, as Gerber gives no details,
although Marpurg furnished him with the history
of his life. Spazier ('Leipzig musik. Zeitung,'

1 Sm Pohl's 'Haydn in London.' p. IfiS.

MARSCHNER.

ii- 553) sajB ^^t in 1746 he was secretary to

Grenend Rothenbuig in Paris, and there asso-

ciated with Voltaire, Maupertuis, DAlembert,
and Rameau; and Eberhard remarks that his

acquaintance with good society would account for

his refined manners and his tact in criticism. The
absence in his works of personality and of fine

writing, then so common with musi<^ authors, is

the more striking as he had great command of
language and thoroughly enjoyed discussion. His
active pen was exercised in almost all branches
of music—composition, theory, critidsm, and his-

tory. Of his theoretical works the most cele*

brated are— the 'Handbuch beim Generalbasse,
und der Composition,' founded on RameauU
system (3 parts, 1757*8, Berlin) ;

' Der kritiscbe

Musicus an der* Spree* (Berlin, 1750), contain-

ing on p. 129 a lucid explanation of the old

Church Modes ; the * Anleitung zur Singeoom-
position* (Berlin, 1 758), and the 'Anleitung zur
Musik* (Berlin, 1763), both still popular; the
'Kunst das Clavier zu spielen* (1750); the
'Versuch liber die musikalische Temperatur'
(Breslau, 1776), a controversial pamphlet in-

tended to prove that Kimberger*s so-called funda-
mental bass was merely an interpolated bass;

and the ' Abhandlung von der Fuge,* 62 plates

(Berlin 1753-54; 2nd edition i8o6; French,
Berlin 1756), a masterly summary of the whole
science of counterpoint at that period, with the
solitary defect that it is illustrated by a few short

examples, instead of being treated in connection

with composition. This Marpui^ intended to

remedy by publishing a collection of fugues by
well-known authors, with analyses, but he only

issued the first part (Berlin, 1758). Ofhiscri'
tical works the most important is the ' Historisch-

kritische Beitrage,* 5 vols. (Berlin, 1744-62).
Among the historical may be specified a MS.
' Entwurf einer Greschichte der Orgel,* of which
Grerber gives the table ofcontents ; and the 'Kri«

tische Einleitung in die Geschichte der Ton-
kunst ' (Berlin, 1 75 1 ). A jeu dCe^prU, * Legende
einiger MusikheUigen von Simon Metaphrastes
dem Jiingeren' (Cologne, 1786), appeared under
his pseudonym. Of compositions he published,

besides collections of contemporary music, *6

Sonaten fUr das Cembalo' (Nuremoerg, 1756);
* Fughe e capricd ' (Berlin, 1777) : and * Versuch
in figurirten Choralen,* vols, i and 2 ;

' Musikal-
isches Archiv,* an elucidation of the * Historisch,

kritischen Beitrage,* was announced, but did not
appear.

Marpurg died May 22, 1795, in Berlin, whertf

he had been director of the government lottery

fix)mi763. [F.G.]

MARSCHNER, Heikbtch, celebrated Ger-
man opera-composer, bom Aug. 16, 1796, at

Zittau in Saxony. He began to compose sonatas,

Lieder, dances, and even orchestral music, with
no further help than a few hints from various

musicians with whom his beautiful soprano voice

and his pianoforte playing brought him into

contact. As he grew up he obtained more
> The Spree li the river which flows (or rmther creeps) throogh
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Bystematic instraction from Schicht of Leipzig,

whither he went in 1816 to study law. Here
alao he made the acquaintance of Kochlitz, who
induced him to adopt music as a profession. In
181 7 he travelled with Count Thaddaus von
Amad^, a Hungarian, to Pressbuig and Vienna,

whei'e he made the acquaintance of Kozeluch
and of Beethoven, who is said to have advised him
to compose sonatas, symphonies, etc , for practice.

In Pressburg he composed 'Der Kyffhauser
Berg,' and ' Heinrich IV.' Weber produced the

latter at Dresden, and Marschner was in con-

sequence appointed in 1823 joint-Capellmeister

with Weber and Morlacchi of the German and
Italian Opera there. Weber had hoped to obtain

the post for his friend Gansbacher, but he soon

recovered the disappointment, and the friend-

ship which ensued between them was of great

service to Marschner. He resigned on Weber's
death in 1826, and after travelling for some
time, settled in 1827 at Leipzig as Capell-

meister of the theatre. Here he produced ' Der
Vampyr' (March 29, 1828), his first romantic

opera, to a libretto by his brother-in-law Wohl-
briick. the success of which was enormous in

spite of its repulsive subject. In London it was
produced, Aug. 25, 1829, in English, at the

Lyceum, and ran for 60 nights, and Marschner
had accepted an invitation to compose an English

opera, when Covent Garden Theatre was burnt

down. His success here doubtless led to his

dedicating his opera *Des Falkner's Braut' to

King William IV, in return for which he re-

ceived a gracious letter and a golden box in 1833.

His attention having been turned to English

literature, his next opera, / Der Templer und die

Judin,' was composed to a libretto constructed

by himself and Wohlbriick from * Ivanhoe.' The
freshness and melody of the music ensured its

success at the time, but the libretto, disjointed

and overloaded with purely epic passages which
merely serve to hinder the action, killed the

music. In 1831 Marschner was appointed Court
Capellmeister at Hanover, where he produced
'Hans Heiling' (May 24, 1833) to a libretto by
Eduard Devrient, which had been urged upon
Mendelssohn in 1827 (Devrient's ' Recollections,'

p. 40). This opera is Marschner's masterpiece.

Its success was instantaneous and universal, and
it retains to this day an honourable place at all

the principal theatres of Grermany. In 1836 it

was performed under his own direction at Copen-
hagen with marked success, and he was offered

the post of General Musik-director in Denmark,
an honour which the warmth of his reception on
his return to Hanover induced him to decline.

After 'Hans Heiling'— owing chiefly to differ-

ences with the management of the theatre

—

Marschner composed little for the stage, and
that little has not survived. He died at Han-
over, Dec. 14, 1 86 1. Besides the operas already
mentioned he composed ' Lucretia ' and ' Schbn'
Ellen' (1822); 'Des Falkner's Braut' (Leipzig,

183a; Berlin, 1838); 'Das Schloes am Aetna'
(Berlin, 1838); • Adolph von Nassau ' (Hanover,
1843); 'Austin* (1851); and an operetta *Der
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Holzdieb.' He also composed incidental music
for von Kleist's play *Die Hennannsschlacht,'
and published over 180 works of all kinds and
descriptions; but principally Lieder for one and
more voices, still popular ; and choruses for men's
voices, many of which are excellent and great
favourites. An overture, embodying 'God save
the king,' is mentioned as being performed iu

London at a concert on the occasion of the
baptism of the Prince of Wales (Jan. 25, 1842).
As a dramatic composer of the Romantic

school, Marschner ranks next to Weber and
Spohr, but it is with the former that his name
is most intimately connected, though he was
never a pupil of Weber's. The strong similarity

between their dispositions and gifts, the harmo-
nious way in which they worked together, and
the cordial affection they felt for each other,

are interesting facts in the history of music.

Marschner's favourite subjects were ghosts and
demons, whose uncanny revels he delineated

with extraordinary power, but this gloomy side

of his character was relieved by a real love of

nature and out-door life, especi^y in its lighter

and more humorous characteristics. He worked
with extreme rapidity, which is the more remark-
able as his scores abound in enharmonic modula-
tions, and his orchestration is unusually brilliant

and elaborate. Such facility argues an inex-

haustible store of melody, and a perfect mastery
of the technical part of composition. [A.M.]

MARSEILLAISE, LA. The words and music
of this popular French hymn are the composition

of Claude Joseph Rouqet de Lisle, a captain of

engineers, who was quartered at Strasburg when
the volunteers of the Bas Rhin received orders to

join Luckner's army. Dietrich, the Mayor of

Strasburg, having, in the course of a discussion

on the war, regretted that the young soldiers had
no patriotic song to sing as they marehed out,

Rouget de Lisle, who was of the party, returned

to his lodgings \ and in a fit of enthusiasm com-
posed, during the night of April 24. 1792, the

words and music of the song which has immor-
talised his name. With his violin he picked

out the first strains of this inspiriting and truly

martial melody ; but being only an amateur, he
unfortunately added a symphony which jars

strangely with the vigorous character of the

hymn itself. The following copy of the original

edition, printed by Dannbach of Strasburg under
the title ' Chant de guerre pour I'armee du Rhin,
d^i^ au Mar^chal Lukner ' (sic), will be inter-

esting fix)m its containing the symphony, which
has been since suppressed, and from an obvious

typographical error, a crotchet being evidently

intended for a quaver.

_ r«wij>t rf< mareh* animt.

gloir« eat ar - rl • - £. Con-tra noua de la ty-ran • ni-e L'^teo-

1 In ttw MaUon BOckel. No.ia. Qrande Bue.
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The 'Chant de Guerre* was sung in Diet-
riches house on April ac, copied and arranged
for a military band on the following day, aud
performed by the band of the Garde Nationale
at a review on Sunday, the 29th. On June
35 a singer named Mireur sang it at a civic

banquet at Marseilles with so much effect that it

was immediately printed, and distributed to the
volunteers of the battalion just starting for

Paris. They entered Paris on July 30, sing-

ing their new hymn; and with it on their

lips they marched to the attack on the Tuileries

on August 10, 1792. From that day the
'Chant de guerre pour I'arm^e du Rhin* was
called ' Chanson * or ' Chant des Marseillais/ and,

finally, * La Marseillaise.' The people, shouting
it in the streets, probably altered a note or two ;

the musicians, Edelmann, Gr^try, and most of all

Gossec, in their accompaniments for pianoforte

and orchestra, greatly enriched the harmonies,
and soon the ' Marseillaise,' in the form we have
it now (and which need hardly be quoted), was
known fipom one end of France to the other.

The original edition contained only six coup-
lets ; the seventh was added when it was drama-
tised for the FSte of the F^d^ration, in order to

complete the characters—an old man, a soldier,

a wife, and a child—among whom the verses

were distributed. Rouget de Lisle had been
cashiered for expressing disapproval of the events
of the loth of August, and was then in prison,
from which he was only releaserl after the fall of
Robespierre, on the 9th Thermidor (July 28),
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1794. The following fine stanza for the child

was accordingly supplied by Dubois, editor of the
' Journal de Litt^rature '

:

—

* N0U8 entreront dani la carri&re,

Sa&ud noB atn^ n*y seront plua

;

ouB 7 troaveronc lear pooiwi^re
Kt la trace de leura vertuB.
Bien moinB jaloux de leur raryivre
Oue de partaoer leur cercueil.

Nous aurons le sublime orgueil
De lee venger ou de les suivre.*

Dubois also proposed to alter the concluding lines

of the sixth stanza :

—

* Que tes ennemis expirants
Voie^ ton triomphe et notre gloire'

* Dans tea eunemiB expirants
Yois ton triomphe et noire gloire.*

These are minute details, but no fact connected
with this most celebrated of French national airs

is uninteresting.

That Rouget de Lisle was the author of the
words of the 'Marseillaise* has never beeu
doubted—indeed Louis PhiMppe conferred a pen-
sion upon him ; but it has be^ denied over and
over again that he composed themusic. Strange to

say, Cautil-Blaze (see 'Molibre musicien,* vol. ii. pp.
452-454), who should have recognised the vigour

and dash so characteristic of the French, declared

it to have been taken from a German hymn.
In F. K. Meyer's VersaiUer Briefe (Berlin,

187a) there is an article upon the origin of the
Marseillaise, in which it is stated that the tune
is the same as 'that to which the Volkslied
* Stand Ich auf hohen Bergen' is sung in Upper
Bavaria. The author of the article heaiti it

sung in 1842 by an old woman of 70, who
informed him that it was a very old tune, and
that she had learnt it from her mother and
grandmother. The tune is also said to exist in

the Credo of a MS. Mass composed by Holtz-

nuuin in 1776, which is preserved in the parish

church of Meersburg. (See the Gartenlauoe for

1861, p. 256.) Recent enquiry (August, 1879)
on the spot &om the curate of Meersburg has
proved that there is no truth in this story.

F^tis, in 1863, asserted that the music was
the work of a composer named Navoigille, and
reinforces his statement in the 2nd edition of
his 'Biographic Universelle.' Georges Kastner
(' Revue et Gazette Musicale,' Paris, 1848) and
several other writers, including the author of this

article (see Chouquet's ' L'Art Musical,* Sept. 8,

1864-March 9, 65), have clearly disproved these

allegationH ; and the point was finally settled by
a pamphlet, * La V^rit^ sur la paternity de la

Marseillaise ' (Paris, 1865), written by A. Rouget
de Idsle, nephew of the composer, which contains
precise infonuation and docmnentary evidence,

establishing Rouget de Lisle's claim beyond a
doubt. The controversy is examined at length

by Loquin in *Les melodies populaires de la

France,* Paris, 1879. The •Marseillaise* has
been often made use of by composers. Of these,

two may be cited—Salieri, in the opening chorus

of his opera, 'Palmira* (1795), and Grison, in

the introduction to the oratorio 'Esther* (still

in MS.), both evidently intentional. Schumann
uses it in his song of the Two Grenadiers with
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magnificent effect ; and also introduces it in his

Overture to Hermann und Dorothea.
A picture by PilB» representing Rouget de Lisle

singing the * Marseillaise/ is well-known from
the engraving. [G ,C]
MARSH, Alphonso, son of Robert Marsh,

one of the musicians in ordinazy to Charles I.,

was baptised at St. Margaret s Westminster,
Jan. 38, 1627. He was appointed a Grentleman
of the Chapel Royal in 1 660. Songs composed by
him appear in 'The Treasury of Musick,* 1669,
'Choice Ayres and Dialogues,* 1676, and other
publications of the time. He died April 9, 1681.
His son Alphonso was admitted a Gentleman
of the Chapel Royal April 25, 1676. Songs by
him are contained in *The Theater of Music/
"685-7, 'The Banquet of Musick,' 1688-92,
and other publications. He died April 5, 1692,
and was buried April 9, in the west cloister of

Westminster Abbey. [W.H.H.]
MARSH, John, bom at Dorking, 1750, a

distinguished amateur composer and performer,

resident at Salisbury (1776-81), Canterburv

(1 781-6), and Chichester (1787-1828), in each
of which places he led the band at the subscrip-

tion concerts and occasionally officiated for the
cathedral and church oigamsts. He composed
two Services, many anthems, chants, and psalm
tunes, glees, songs, symphonies, overtures, quar-
tets, etc., and organ and pianoforte music, be-
sides treatises on harmony, thorough bass, etc.

He died in 1828. A fully detailed account of
hb career is given in the ' Dictionary of Musi-
cians,* 1824, but it does not possess sufficient

interest to be repeated here. [W. H. H.]

MARSHALL, William, Mus. Doc., son of
William Marshall of Oxford, music-seller, bom
1806, was a chorister of the Chapel Royal under
John Stafford Smith and William Hawes. He
was appointed organist of Christ Church Cathe-
dral and St. John s College, Oxford, in 1823, and
was also organist of All Saints' Church. He
graduated as Mus. Bao. Dec. 7, 1836, and Mus.
Doc. Jan. 14, 1840. He resigned his Oxford
appointments in 1846, and afterwards became
organist of St. Mary's Church, Kiddenninster.
He was author of ' The Art of Reading Church
Music,' 2842, and editor (jointly wiUi Alfred
Bennett) of a collection of chants, 1829, and
also editor of a book of words of anthems, 1840,
4th edit. 1862. He died at Handsworth, Aug.
17. 1875.
His younger brother, Chablss Ward Mab-

HALL, bom 1808, about 1835 appeared, under
the assumed name of Manvers, on the London
stage as a tenor singer, with success. In 1842
he quitted the theatre for concert and oratorio

singmg, in which he met with greater success.

After 1847 he withdrew from public life. He
died at Islington Feb. 22, 1874. LW, H. H.]

MARSON, Gkobge, Mus. Bac., contributed

to 'The Triumphes of Oriana,' i6oi, the five-

part madrigal *The nimphes and shepheards.'

He composed services and anthems, some of

which are stiU extant in MS. [W. H. H.]
I

martin:

MARTEL* and MAI
from martder and martellk
of notes struck or sung wii
left before the expiration of I

Notes dashed, dotted, or empd
are Martel^ or Martellate
term Martellement is sometim^
acdaccatura.

MARTHA. Opera in 3 acts ; musici
Produced at Vienna Nov. 25, 1847.
extension of Lady Henribtte, in which Flotow
had only a third share. The alterations in the
book are said to have been made by St. Georges,
and translated into German by Friedrich. It
was produced in Italian at Covent Garden, as
Marta, July i, 1858 ; in English at Drury Lane,
Oct. II, 1858, and in French at the Theatre
Lyrique, Dec. 16, 1865. The air of ' The last

rose of summer ' is a prominent motif in this
opera. [G,]

MARTIN, George Wiluam, bom March 8,

1825, received his early musical education in the
choir ofSt Paul'scathedral underWilliam Hawes.
He has composed many glees, madrigals, and
part-songs, for some of which he has been awarded
prizes, and has edited and published cheap ar-
rangements of the popular oratorios and other
works of Handel, Haydn, and others. For some
years he directed performances given under the
name of the National Choral Society. He has
an aptitude for training choirs of school children,
and has conducted many public performances by
them. [W. H. H.]

MARTIN, Jonathan, bom 1715, was a cho-
rister of the Chapel RoyaJ under Dr. Croft. On
quitting the choir he was placed under Thomas
Roeeingrave for instruction on the organ, and
soon attained such proficiency as to be able to
deputise for his master at St. George's, Hanover
Square, and for Weldon at the Chapel Royal.
On June 21, 1736 he was admitted organist of
the Chapel Royal on the death of Weldon, and
promised *to compose anthems or services for

the use of His Majesty's Chapel, whenever re-

quired by the Subdean for the time being.'

Probably he was never called upon to fulfil Us
promise, as his only known composition is a song
in Rowe's tragedy, 'Tamerlane,' *To thee, O
gentle sleep.' He died of consumption, April 4,

1737, and was buried April 9, in the west clois*

ter of Westminster Abbey. [W. H. H.]

MARTINES, or MARTINEZ, Mabiannb,
daughter of the master of the ceremonies to the
Pope's Nuncio, bom May 4, 1744, at Vienna.
Metastasio, a great friend of her Other's, lived

for nearly hiJf a century with the family, and
undertook her education. Haydn, then young,
poor, and unknown, occupied a wretched garrei
m the same house, and taught her the harpsi-

chord, while Porpora gave her lessons in singing
and composition, her general cultivation being
under Metastasio's own care. Of these advan-
tages she made good use. Bumey, who knew her
in 1772', speaks of her in the highest teems,

1 8m * rr«mt 8Uta of Mntlc In Oennany.' L SU-IS. 308, SM. aOB.
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ipecUlly praising lier singing ; and she also won
the admiration of both Hasse and Gerbert.

After the death of the parents, and of Metas-

tasio, who left them well off, she and her sister

gave evening parties, which were frequented by
all the principal artists. On one of these oc-

casions Kelly' heard Marianne play a 4-hand

sonata of Mozart's with the composer. Latterly

Marianne devoted herself to teaching talented

pupils. In 1 773 she was made a member of the

Musical Academy of Bologna. In 1 78a, the ' Ton-
kUnstler Societat* performed her oratorio ' Isaooo/

to Metastasio's words. She also composed two
more oratorios, a mass, and other sacred music

;

Psalms, to MetaBtasio*s Italian translation, for 4
and 8 voices ; solo-motets, arias, and cantatas,

concertos, and sonatas for clavier, overtures and
symphonies. The GeseUachaft der Musikfreunde

possesses the autographs of many of these works.

Mariaime expired on the 13th of Dec. 181 a, a
few days after the death of her younger sister

Antonie. [C.F.P.]

MARTINI, Giovanni Battista, or Giau-
BATTI8TA, commonly called Padre Martini, one

of the most important scientific musicians of

the 1 8th century, bom at Bologna, April 15,

1 706 ; was first taught music by his father

Antonio Maria, member of ^ musical society

called *I Fratelli* Having become an expert

violinist, he learned to sing and play the harpsi-

chord firom Padre Predieri, and counterpoint

firom Antonio Riocieri, a castrate of Vincenzo,

and composer of merit. At the same time he
studied philosophy and theology with the monks
of San Filippo Neri. Having passed his novi-

ciate at the Franciscan convent at Lago, he was
ordained on Sept. 11, I7a2, and returning to

Bologna in 1725 became maestro di capella of

the church of San Francesco. Giacomo Perti

held a similar post at San Petronio, and from
him Martini received valuable advice on com-
posing church-music, at the same time laying

a scientific foundation for the whole theory of

music by a conscientious study of mathematics
with Zanotti, a well-known physician and mathe-
matician. He thus gradually acquired an ex-

traordinaryandcompr^ensive mass ofknowledge,
with an amount of literary information fiir in

advance of his contemporaries. His library

was unusually complete for the time', partly

because scientific men of all countries took a
pleasure in sending him books. Bumey, whose
own library was very extensive, expressed his

astonishment at that of Martini, which he esti-

mates to contain 17,000 vols. (' Present State of

Music in France and Italy,* p. 202). After his

death a portion found its way to the court library

at Vienna : the rest remained at Bologna in the
Liceo Filarmonico. His reputation as a teacher

was European, and scholars flocked to him from

1 Kelly's mistakes of detail are innnmenble. He etves the name
' MarUnt.' and imagining Marianne to be the sister of her father—' a
Tery old man ' and ' nearly his own ace'—speaks of her as ' In the rale

of yrars.' though still 'posseuing the gaiety and Tlradtj of a glrL'

She was bshrely 4a
a He had 10 copies of Goldo d'Aretzo's Mlcrologoa,

MARTINL

all parts, among the most celebrated being
Paolucci, Ruttini, Sarti. Ottani, and Stanislas

Mattel, afterwards joint founder of the Liceo
Filarmonico. These he educated in the traditions

of the old Roman school, the main characteristic

of which was the melodious movement . of Uie
separate parts. Martini was also frequently
cslled upon to recommend a new maestro <&
capella or to act as umpire in disputed questions.

He was himself occasionally involved in musical
controversy; the best-known instance being his

dispute with Redi about the solution of a puzzle-
canon by Giovanni Animuccia, which he solved
by employing two keys in the third part. This,
though approved by Pitoni, was declared by Redi
to be unjustifiable. To prove his point Martini
therefore wrote a treatise maintaining that puzzle-
canons had not unfrequently been solved in that
manner, and quoting examples. Another im-
portant controversy was that held with Eximeno
[see ExiMiNo]. In spite of these differences of
opinion his contemporaries describe him as a
man of great mildness, modesty, and good nature,
always ready to answer questions, and give ex-
planations. It is difiBcult to think without
emotion of the warm welcome which he, the most
learned and one of the oldest musicians of his
country, bestowed on Mozart when he visited
Bologna in 1 770 as a boy of 14, or to resist viewing
it as a symbol of the r^tdiness of Italy to open to
Germany that vast domain of music uid tradition
which had hitherto been exclusively her own.
His courtesy and affability brought the Bolognese
monk into friendly relations with many eudted
personages, Frederic the Great and Frederic
William II of Prussia, Princess Maria Antonie
of Saxony, and Pope Clement XIV among the
number. He suffered much towards the dose of
Ms life from asthma, a disease of the bladder,
and a painful wound in the leg ; but his cheer*
fulness never deserted him, and he worked at
the fourth volume of his History of Music up
to his death, which took place In 1784—on
October 3, according to Moreechi, Gandini, and
Delia Yalle ; on August 4 according to Fan-
tuzzi. His &vourite pupil Mattel stayed with
him to the last. Zanotti's requiem was sung
at his funeral, and on December a the Acca-
demia Filarmonica held a grand function, at
which a funeral mass, the joint composition of
13 maestri di capella, was performed, and an
'Elogio' pronounced by Lionardo Vdpi. All
Italy mourned for him, and a medallion to his
memory was struck by Tadolini. He was a
member of two * Acoademie,' the * Filarmonici *

of Bologna, and the *Arcadici' of Rome, his
assumed name in the latter being Aristoxenui
Amphion.

Martini's two great works are the 'Storia
dellaMusica* (3 vols., Bologna, 1757, 70, 81),
and the 'Esemplare ossia Saggio . . . di oon-
trapunto* (a vols., Bologna, 1774. 75). The
first is a most learned work ; each chapter begins
and ends with a puzzle-canon, the whole oi
which were salved and published by Cherubini.
The three volumes all treat of ancient mutdc;
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the music of the middle ages down to the nth
century was to have been the subject of the

4th vol., which he did not live to finish. A
report having sprung up that the completed MS.
was in the Minorite convent at Bologna, F^tis

obtained access to the library through Bossini,

but found only materials, of which no use has
yet been made. The 'Saggio* is a most im-

portant collection of exam^es from the best

masters ofthe ancient Italian and Spanish schools,

and a model of its kind. Besides a number of

small treatises and controversial writings (for list

see Fetis) Martini left masses and other church
music in the style of the time. The following

were printed:—'Litaniee* op. I (1734); *XII
donate d*intavolatura,* op. a (Amsterdam, Le
C^ne, I74i\ excellent and full of originality;

'VI Sonate per oigano e cembalo* (Bologna

1747); 'Duetti da Camera* (Bologna, 1763).
The Lioeo of Bologna possesses the MSS. of two
oratorios, 'San Pietro* (two separate composi-
tions), and ' L*Assunzione di Salomone al trono

d*Israele ' ; a farsetta ' La Dirindina ' ; and 3
Intermezzi, *L*Impresario delle Canarie,* *I>on

Chisdotto/ and 'II Maestro di Musics.* A
requiem (103 sheets), and other church com-
positions are in Vienna. Pauer, in his *Alte
Klaviennusik,* gives a gavotte and ballet of

Martini^s. Farrenc has published 1 2 sonatas in

his ' Tr^sor musical,* and other works are given
by Liick, Komer, Ricordi, etc. The b^ of

many books on his life and works is the ' Elogio*

of Pietro Delia Valle (Bologna, 1784). [F.G.]

MARTYRS, LES. Opera in 4acts ; words by
Scribe, music by Donizetti. Produced at the

Academic, April 10, 1840 ; at the Royal Italian

Opera, as 'I Martiri,' April 20, 1853. The
work was an adaptation of Poliuto, a former
Italian opera of Donizetti's. [G.]

MARX, Adolph Bkrnhard, learned mu-
sician and author, bom May 15,1 799, at Halle,

son of a physician, learned harmony firom Tiirk,

studied law, and held a legal post at Naumburg.
His love of music led him to Berlin, where he
soon g&ve up the law, and in 2824 he founded
with Schlesinger the publisher the ' Allgemeine
Berliner Musikzeitung.' This periodical, which
only existed seven years, did important service in

creating a juster appreciation of Beethoven's
works in North Grermany, a service which Bee-
thoven characteristically refers to in a letter^ to

Schlesinger, Sept. 25, 1825. His book on the
same subject, however, ' Beethoven's Leben und
Schaffen* (Berlin. 1859, 2nd ed. 1865, 3rd 1875'),

is a fantastic critique, too full of mere conjecture

and misty sestheticism. In 1827 he received his

doctor's diploma from the university of Mar-
burg, and was made *Docent,* or tutor, in the
hisUny and theory of music at the university

of Berlin. He became Professor in 1830, and
in 1832 Musikdirector of the university choir.

In 1850 he founded with KuUak and Stem
the ' Berliner Musikschule,* afterwards the

'Berliner Conservatorium,* but withdrew in 1856

iBolil.Brttfe,lIo.ao&
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(Kullak having resigned in *55), and hence-
forth devoted himself to his private pupils and to

his work at the University. He died in Berlin,

May 17, 1866. His numerous works are of
unequal merit, the most important being the
* Lehre von der musikalischen ODmpoeition,' 4 vols.

(Breitkopf & Hartel, 1837, 38, 45). His'Gluck
und die Oper* (Berlin, 2 vols. 1862) contains
nuiny ingenious observations, but is of no his-

tori<^ value. Besides what he did for Beethoven's
music, Marx deserves credit for bringing to light

many little-known works of Bach and Handel.
His compositions are not remarkable; neither
his oratorios ' Johannes der Taufer,* ' Moses,* and
' Nahid und Omar/ nor his instrumental music,
obtaining more than a ' succ^ d^estime.* Never-
theless some particulars given in his * Erfnnerun-
gen * (Berlin, 1 865) as to his manner ofcomposing
are well worth iiMtding, as indeed is the whole
book for its interesting picture of the state of
music in Berlin between 1 830 and 60. With Men-
delssohn he was at one time extremely intimate,

and no doubt was in many respects useful to him
;

but his influence diminished asMendelssohn grew
older and more independent. [''^'l

MARXSEN, Eduabd, bom July 23, 1806, t^i

Nienstadten near Altona, where ms father was
organist. He was intended for the church, but
devoted himself to music, which he studied at
home and with Clasing of Hamburg. He then
assisted his father till the death of the latter in

1830, when he went to Vienna, and took lessons

in counterpoint from Seyfried, and the pianoforte

horn. Bocklet. He also composed industriously,

and on his return to Hamburg gave a concert

(Oct. 15, 1834) at which he nlayed 18 pieces of
his own composition. He has since lived at
Hamburg in great request as a teacher. Brahms
is the most remarkable of his pupils. Of his 60
or 70 compositions, one for full orchestra called

'Beethoven's Schatten* Was performed in 1844
and 45 at concerts in Hamburg. [F. G.]

MARYLEBONE GARDENS. This once
celebrated place of entertainment was situate at

the back 01 and appurtenant to a tavern called

'The Rose of Normandy* (or briefly 'The
Rose*), which stood on the east side of High
Street, Marylebone, and was erected about Uie
middle of the 17th century. The earliest notice

of it is in ' Memoirs by Samuel Sainthill, 1659,*

printed in 'The Gentleman*s Magazine,' vol. 83,

p. 524, where the garden is thus described

:

' The outside a square brick wall, set with fruit

trees, gravel walks, 204 paces long, seven broad

;

the circular walk 485 paces, six broad, the centre

square, a Bowling Green, 1 1 2 paces one way, 88
another ; all except the first double set with
quickset hedges, full grown and kept in excel-

lent order, and indented like town walls.* It

is next mentioned by Pepys, May 7, 1668

:

'Then we abroad to Marrowbone and there

walked in the garden, the first time I ever was
there, and a pretty place it is.* Long's bowling
green at the Rose at Marylebone, half a mile

distant frt>m London, is mentioned in the London
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Gazette, Jan ii, 1691*2. Count de Tallard, the

French ambassador, gave a splendid entertain-

ment before leaving England to the Marquis of

Normanby (afterwards Duke of Buckingham-
shire) and other persons of note ' at the great

Bowling Green at Marylebone/ in June, 1699.

About that time the house became noted as a

gaming house much frequented by persons of

rank ; Sheffield, Duke of Buckinghamshire, was

a constant attendant, and, as Quin told Pen-

nant, gave every ftpring a dinner to the chief

frequenters of the place, at which his parting

toast was ' May as many of us as remain un-

hanged next spring meet here again.' It was
he who was allud^ to in Lady Mary Wortley
Montague's oft -quoted line, 'Some dukes at

Marybone bowl time away/ Gay, in his ' Beg-
gar's Opera,' 1727, makes Marylebone one of

Macheath's haunts, and mentions the 'deep play'

there. Prior to 1737 admission to the gardens

was gratuitous, but in that year Daniel Gough,
the proprietor, charged is. each for admission,

giving in return a ticket which was taken back
in payment for refreshments to that amount.
In 1738 Gough erected an orchestra and en-

gaged a band of music ' from the opera and both

theatres,' which performed from 6 to 10 o'clock,

during which time they played 18 pieces. In
August ' two Grand or Double Bassoons, made
by Mr. Stanesby, junior, the greatness of whose
sound surpass that of any other bass instrument

whatsoever ; never performed with before,' were
introduced. In 1740 an organ was erected by
Bridge. In 1746 robberies had become so fr^
quent and the robbers so daring that the pro-

prietor was compelled to have a guard of sol-

diers to protect the visitors from and to town.

In 1747 Miss Falkner appeared as principal

singer (a post she retained for some years), and
the admission to the concert was raised to as.

In 1 748 an addition was made to the number of

lamps, and Defesoh was engaged as first violin,

and about the same time fireworks were intro-

duced. In 1 75 1 John Trusler became pro-

prietor; 'Master (Michael) Ame' appeared as

a singer, balls and masquerades were occasion-

ally given, the doors were opened at 7, the fire-

works were discharged at 11, and 'a guard was
appointed to be in the house and gardens, and to

oblige all persons misbehaving to quit the place.'

In 1753 the price of admission was reduced to

6d., although the expense was said to be £8 per

night more than the preceding year. In 1753
the bowling green was added to ihe garden, and
the fireworks were on a larger scale than before.

In 1758 the first burletta performed in the gar-

dens was given ; it was an adaptation by Trusler

jun. and the elder Storace of Pergolesi's 'La
iServa Padrona,' and for years was a great fa-

vourite. The gardens were opened in the morn-
ing for breaklasting, and Miss Trusler made
oakes which long enjoyed a great vogue. In
1762 the gardens were opened in the morning
gratis and an organ performance given from 5 to

8 o'clock. In 1763 the place passed into the

hands of Thomas (familiarly called Tommy)

MASNADIERL

Lowe, the popular tenor singer, the admission
was raised to is. and Miss Catley was among
the singers engaged. In the next year the open-
ing of the gardens on Sunday evenings for tea
drinking was prohibited ; and in October a
morning performance, under the name of a re-

hearsal, was given, when a collection was made
in aid of the sufferers by destructive fires at
Montreal, Canada, and Honiton, Devonshire.
Lowe's management continued un^ 1768, when
he retired, having met with heavy losses. In
1769 Mr. (afterwards Dr.) Arnold became pro-
prietor, and engaged Mrs. Pinto (formerly Miss
Brent), Master Brown, and others as vocalists,

Pinto as leader. Hook as organist and music di-

rector, and Dr. Ame to compose an ode. In
1770 Barthelemon became leader, and Mrs. Bar-
thelemon, Bannister and Reinhold were among
the singers. A burletta by Barthelemon, called

'The Noble Pedlar,' was very successful. In
1 771 Miss Harper (afterwards Mrs. John Ban-
nister) appeared. Miss Catley reappeared, and
several new burlettas were produced. In 177a
Torr^, an eminent Italian pyrotechnist, was en*
gaged, and the fireworks became a more promi-
nent feature in the entertainments, to the great
alarm of the neighbouring inhabitants, who ap-
plied to the magistrates to prohibit their exhibi-

tion, fearing dtaiger to their houses from them.
Torr^ however continued to exhibit during that
and the next two seasons. But the gardens
were losing their popularity: in 1775 there ap-
pear to have been no entertainments of the usual
kind, but occasional performances of Baddeley's
entertainment, 'The Modem Magic Lantern,'

deliveries of George Saville Carey's 'Lecture
upon Mimicry,' or exhibitions of fireworks by a
Signer Caillot. In 1776 entertainments of a
similar description were given, amongst which
was a representation of the Boulevards of Paris.

The gardens closed on Sept. 23, and were not
afterwards regularly opened. In or about 1 778
the site was let to builders, and is now occupied

by Beaumont Street, Devonshire Street, and part

of Devonshire Place. The tavern, with a pieoe

of ground at the back, used as a skittle alley,

continued to exist in nearly its pristine state

until 1855, when it was taken down, and rebuilt

on its own site and that of an adjoining house,

and on the ground behind it was erected the

Marylebone Music Hall. [W. H. H.]

MASANIELLO. The name in England of

Auber's opera, La Muette de Portici. Produced
in English as ' Masaniello, or the Dimib Girl of

Portici,' at Drury Lane, May 4, 1829 ; in Italian

(in 3 acts) at Royal Italian Opera, Covent Garden,
March 15, 1849. [G.]

MASNADIERI, I— i.f. The Brigands—an
opera in 4 acts ; libretto by Maffei, from Schiller's

' Robbers,' music by Verdi. Produced at Her
Majesty's 'Theatre, London, July 22, 1847,
Verdi conducting and Jenny Lind acting. An
experiment had been made by Mercadante eleven

years before on a libretto adapted from the Hu-
guenots, under the title of ' I Briganti,' produced
at the Italiens, Paris, March a 2, 1836. [G.]
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MASON, John, Mub. Bao., was admitted clerk
of Magdalen College, Oxford, in 1508, graduated
Feb. I a, 1509, ami was in the same year ap-

pdnted instructor of the choristerB and chaplain

of Magdalen College. Wood says he was in

much esteem in his profession. He was collated

prebendary of Pratum minus, July ai, and of

Potson minor, July aa, I5a5, and treasurer of

Hereford Cathedral, May a 3, 1545. He is men-
tioned by Morley in his ' Introduction ' as one
of those whose works he had consulted. He
died in 1547. [W.H.H,]

MASON, LowsLL, MuB. Doc., bom at Med-
field, Massachusetts, Jan. 8, 1 79a, died at Orange,

New Jersey, Aug. 11,1873. He was self-taught,

and in his own words ' spent twenty years of his

life in doing nothing save playing on all manner
of musical instruments uiat came within his

reach.* At 16 he was leader of the dioir in the

village church, «nd a teacher of singing classes.

At 30 he went to Savannah in Greorgia, as clerk

in a bank, and there continued to practise, lead,

and teach. In the course of these labours he
formed, with the help of F. L. Abel, a collection

of psalm tunes based on Gardiner's 'Sacred

Melodies '—itself adapted to tunes extracted from
the works of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven.

[See GABDimsB, vol. i. 58a 6.] This collection was
pablished by the Handel and Haydn Society of

Boston in 18a a under the title of 'the Handel
and Haydn Society's collection of Church Music,'

Mason's name hwag almost entirely suppressed.

The book sold well : it enabled the Society to

tide over the period of its youth, and establish

itself as one of the characteristic institutions of

Boston, it initiated a purer and healthier taste

for music in New England, and it led to Mason's
removal to Boston a^ to his taking 'a general

charge of music in the diurches there,' in 1837.

He iAken became president of the society ; but
as his object was not so much the cultivation of

'. high class music as the introduction of music as
an essential element of education i& the common
schods, he soon left it and established the Boston
Academy of Music in 183a. He founded dasses
on the system of Pestalozzi, and «t length in

1838 obtained power to teach in all the schools

of Boston. At the same time he founded period-

ical conventions of music teachers, which have
been found very useful, and are now «stab-

^ lished in many parts of the States. He also

published a large number of manuals «nd col-

lections which have sold enormously and produced
him a handsome fortune. He visited Europe
first in 1837 with tihe view of examining the

methods of teaching in Germany, and embodied
the results in a volume entitled ' Musical Letters

from Abroad' (New York, 1853). He was for

long closely connected with the Public Board of

Education of Massachusetts, his kindness and
generosity were notorious, and he was universally

admired and esteemed. His degree of Doctor in

Music, the first of the kind conferred by an
American coUegei, was granted by the New York
University in 1835. The last years of his life

were spent at Orange in New Jersey, the lesi-
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dence of two of his sons. He formed a very fine

library which he collected far and wide, regard-
less of expense.

Of his sons, William, bom i8a8, received a
liberal education in music, «nd was long recog-
nised as a leading pianist in New York ; while
Lowell and Henbt are respectively president
and treasurer of the Mason «nd Hamlin Organ
Company at Boston. [A.W, T.]

MASON, Rev. William, son of a clergyman,
bom at Hull 1725, graduated at Cambridge,
B.A. 1745, M.A. 1749; took orders 1755, be-
came chaplain to the king and rector of Aston,
Yorkshire, and afterwards prebendary (1756),
canon residentiary and precentor (1763) of York
Cathedral. In 178 a he published a book of
words of anthems, to which he prefixed a ' Criti-

cal and Historicid Essay on Cathedral Music'
(another edition, 1794). ^^ ^^^ wrote essays
'On Instrumental Church Music,' ' On Parochial
Psalmody,' and *0a the causes of the present

imperfect alliance between Music and Poetry.*

He composed some 'chmv^ music, the best known
of which is the short anthem ' Lord of all power
and might.' He was author of several poems, and
of two tragedies, * Elfrida' and ' Caractacus,' and
was the friend and biographer of the poet Gr^.
He died at Aston, April 5, 1 797. (W. H. H.]
MASQUE. The precursor of the opera; a

dramatic entertainment, usually upon an aile-

gorical or mythological subject, and combining
poetry, vocal and instrumental music, scenery,

dancing, elaborate machinery, and splendid cos-

tumes and decorations—which was performed at

Court or at noblemen's houses on festive 00-

casionsy the performers being usually persons of

rank. Masdues were frequentlv exhibited at

the courts of James I. and Charles L, and vast

sums were lavished upon their production. The
Masque of the Inner Temple and Gray's Inn,

presented in Feb. 161 3, on the marriage of the

Princess Elizabeth to the Elector Palatine of the

Rhine, cost £1086 8«. lid} The principal

author of those mapques was Ben Jonson, whose
genius was peculiarly fitted to a style of com-
position which afforded him ample opportunity

of displaying his erudidon. Boknmont, Chap-
man, Samud Daniel, Campion, Shirley, Hey-
wood, and Carew, also employed their talents

upon masques, as did a greater than thev, Mil-

ton, whose ' Comua ' was represented at Ludlow
Castle in 1634. Im'go Jones devised the

machinery and designed the costumes for the

Court masques;' I^mi^re and others painted

the scenery ; and Ferrabosco, Campion, H. and
W. Lawes, Ives, Lanifere, Lock, C. Gibbons and
others composed the music Two of Ben Jon-
son's masques—'The Masque of Queens,' 1610,

and 'The Twelfth Night's Revels,* 1606, were

printed from his autograph MSS. in the British

Museum by the Shak^)ere Society at the end of

Cunningham's * Life of Inigo Jones.' After the

1 In M|ardti« theaa Ugant the dUknnee In the Ttloe of moMf
then and now mutt ba borne In mind.
a Many of bU aketches for tUs purponan tn the poiMnloii of the

Dttke of DeroQshixe.
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Bestoratioii; what were called masques were
oocasionally given at Court, but they appear to

have been rather masked or fancy dress balls

than dramatic entertainments. An exception

was Crowne's masque, ' Calisto ; or, the Chaste
Nymph,' performed at court by the princesses

and courtiers Dec x^ and aa^ 1675. In the i8th

century masques were not unfrequently to be
seen on the publio stage. The 'pantomimes*
jmxluced by Kich (for most of which Galliard

composed the music) were really masques with

harlequinade scenes interspersed. More recently

masques have been performed on occasion of

royal weddings; thus 'Peleus and Thetis/ a
masque, formed the second act of the opera
' Windsor Castle,' by William Pearce, music by

,J. P. Salomon^ performed at Covent Garden on
the marriage of the Prince of Wales, 1795, and
' Freya 8 Gift^' masque by John Oxenford, music

by G. A. Macfarren, was produced at the same
house on the marriage of the present Prince of

Wales, 1863. Soon after the death of Sir

Walter Scott in 1832, 'The Vision of the Bard,'

masque by James Sheridan Enowles. was pro-

duced at Covent Garden. [W.H. H.]

MASS (Lat. Mista; from the woids, 'Ite,

fniwa ett
'—

'Depart ! the assembly is dismissed '

—

simg, by the Deacon, immediately before the con-

dusicm of the Service. ItaL Messa; Ft. Mease ;

Germ. Die Messe), The custom of singing cer-

tain parts of the Mass to music of a peculiarly

solenm and impressive character has prevaUed,

in the Roman Church, from time immemorial.
Concerning the source whence this music was

originally derived, we know but very little. All

that can be said, with any degree of certainty, is,

that, after having long been consecrated, by tra-

ditional use, to the service of Beligion, the oldest

forms of it with which we are acquainted were
collected together, revised, and systematically

arranged, first,by Saint Ambrose, and, afterwards,

more completely, by Saint Gregory Uie Great, to

uhose labours we are mainly indebted for their

transmission to our own day in the pages ofthe Bo-
man Gradual. Under the name of Plain Chaunt,
the venerablemelodiesthuspreserved to us are still

ung, constantly, in the Pontifical Chapel, and the

Cathedrals of most Continental Dioceses. The
specimen we have printed, in the article, Ktbib,
will give a fair general idea of their style ; and it

is worthy of remark, that the special character-

istics of that style are more or less plainly dis-

cernible in all music written for theChurch,during
a thousand years, at least, after the compilation
of Saint Gregory's great work.

]Sach separate portion of the Mass was an-
iiently simg to its own proper Tune; different

Tunes being appointed for different Smsous, and
Festivals. After the invention of Counterpoint,

Compears delighted in weaving these and other
old Plain Cluiunt melodies into polyphonic
Masses, for two, four, six, eight, twelve, or even
forty Voices : and thus arose those marvellous
Schools of Ecclesiastical Music, which, gradually
advancing in excellence, exhibited, during the
latter half of the i6th century, a development
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of Art, the sesthetic perfection of which has

never since been equalled. The portions of the

Service selected for this method of treatment
were, the Kyriet the Ghria, the Credo, the San-
ctiu, the Benedictua, and the Agnus Dei ; which
six movements constituted—and still constitute

—

the musical composition usually called the ' Mass.'

A single Plain Chaunt melody—in technical Ian-

guage^ a Canto fermo—served, for the most part,

as a common theme for the whole : and, from
this, the entire work generally derived its name
—as Mma ' Veni iponsa ChrUti ' ; Mitsa ' Tu et

Petru$' ; MUsa * JOe confessor,' The Canto
fermo, however, was not always a sacred one.

Sometimes—though not very often during the
best periods of Art—it was taken from the re-

frain of some popular song; as in the case of
the famous Missa 'L*Homme arnU,* founded
upon an old French love-song—a subject which
Joequin des Pr^, Palestrina, and many other
great Composers have treated with wonder-
niL ingenuity. More rarely, an original theme
was selected : and the work was then called Missa
sine nomine, or Missa hrevis, or Missa ad Fttgmn,
or ad Canones, as the case might be ; or named,
after the Mode in which it was composed, Missa
Primi Toni, Missa Q^arti Toni, Missa Octavi
Tout ; or even from the number of Voices em-
ployed, as Missa Quatuor Vocnm. In some few
instances—generally, very fine ones—an entire
Mass was based upon the six sounds of tl^e Hexa-
chord, and entitled Missa vi, re, mi, fa, sol, la, or
Missa super Voces Musicales,

Amon£^ the earliest Masses of this description,

of which perfect and intelligible copies have
been preserved to us, are those by Du Fay, Dun-
stable, Binchoys, and certain contemporaneous
writers, whose works characterise the Firet ^nnch
of really practical importance in thfe nisto^ of
Figured Music—kn epoch intensely interesting

to the critic, as already exhibiting the firm estab-
lishment of an entirely new style, confessedly
founded upon novel principles, yet depending;
for its materials, upon the oldest subjects in
existence, and itself destined to pass through
two centuries and a half of gradual, but perfectly
legitimate development. X^ Fay, who may
fairly be regarded as the typical composer of this
primitive School, was a Tenor Singer in the Pon-
tifical Chapel, between the years I380,and 1432.
His Masses, and those of the best ofmis contem-
poraries, though hard, and unmelodious, are full
of earnest purpose; and exhibit much contra-
puntal skill, combined, sometimes, with in-
genious fugal treatment. Written exclusively in
the antient Ecclesiastical Modes, they manifest a
mariced preference for Dorian, Phrygian, Ly-
dian, and Mixolydian forms, with a veiy spar-
ing use of their i^lian and Ionian congeners.
These Modea are used, sometimes, at their true
pitch ; sometimes, transposed a fourth highei^—or
fifth lower—by means of a Bb at the signature :

but, never, imder any other form of transposition,
or, with any other signatures than those corre-
sponding with the modem keys of C, or F—a re-
striction which remained in full force as lat« as the
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fintliBlfofihe 1 7th centtiry,andwuevenrespected
by Hftndel, when hewrote^ashe sometimee did with
^mlLTing power, in the older scales. So far as

the treatment of the Canto fermo was concerned,

no departure from the strict rule of the Mode was
held to be, under any circumstances, admissible :

but, a litUe less rigour was exacted, with re-

gard to the counterpoint. Composers had long

since learned to recognise the demand for what
yie should now call a Leading-note, in the forma-

tion of the Clausula vera, or True Cadence—

a

species of Close, invested with functions analo-

gous to those of the Perfect Cadence in modem
music. To meet this requirepaent, they freely

admitted the use of a^ accidental semitone, in

all Modes (except thd Phrygian) in which the

seventh was naturally Minor. But, in order

that, to the eye, at least, their counterpoint might
appear no less strict than the Canto fermOt they

refrained, as far as possible, frt)m indicating the

presence of such semitones in their written music,

and, except when they occurred in very unex-
pected places, left the singers to introduce them,
wherever they might be required, at the moment
of performance. Music so treated was called

Canttu Jiclus : and the education of no Chorister

was considered complete, until he was able, while

singing it, to supply the necessary semitones, cor-

rectly, in accordance with certain fixed laws, a
summary of which wiU be found in the article,

MusiCA FiCTA. For the reet,.we are able to de-

tect but little attempt at expression ; and very
slight regard for the distinction between long

and short syllables. The verbal text, indeed,

was given in a very incomplete form ; the word,

KyrU^ or Sancttu, written at the beginning of a
movement, being generally regarded as a sufficient

indication of the Composer's meaning. In this,

and other kindred matters, the confidence reposed

in the Singer's intelligence was unbounded—a not

unnatural circumstance, perhaps, in an age in

which the Composer, himself, was almost always
a Singer in the Choir for which he wrote.

Even at this remote period, the several move-
ments of the Mass began gradually to mould
themselvee into certain definite forms, which were
long in reaching perfection, but, having once ob-

tained general acceptance,remained, formore than
a century and a half, substantially unchanged.
The usual plan of the Kf^ne has already been
fully described. [See Ktbie.] The Gloria^ dis-

tinguished by a more modest display of fugal in-

genuity, and a more cursive rendering of the

words, was generally divided into two parts, the

Qui toUlU being treated as a separate movement..
The Credo, written in a similar style, was also

subjected to the same method of subdivision, a
second movement being usually introduced at the

words, *Et ineamatus eat,^ or *Crucifixut* and,.

frequently, a third, at *Et in Spiritum Sanctum.*

The design of the Sanctus, though more highly

developed, was not unlike that of the Kyrie;

the ' Pleni $unt coeli,* being sometimes, and the

0«a»na, almost always, treated separately. The
Bentdidiu was allottcMl, in most cases,, to two,^

three, or four Solo Voices; and frequently as-
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Bumed the form of a Canon, followed by a choral

Oaanna, In the Agnus Dei—generally divided
into two distinct movements—the Composer loved
to exhibit the utmost resources of his skill : hence,

in the great majority ofinstances, the second move-
ment was written, either in Canon, or in very
complex Fugue, and, not unfrequently, for agreater

number of voices than the rest of the Mass.
The best-known composers of the Second Epoch

were Okenheim, Hobrecht, Caron, Graspar,* the
brothers De Fevin, and some others of their

School, most of whom floiurished between the

years 1430, and 1480. As a general rule, these

writers laboured less zealously for the cultivation

of a pure and melodious style, than for the ad-

vancement of contrapuntal ingenuity. For the

sober fiigal periods of their predecessors, they
substituted Uie less elastic kind of imitation,

which was then called Strict or Perpetual Fugue,
but afterwards obtained the name of Canon;
carrying their passion for this style of composition

to such extravagant lengths, that too many of

their works descended to the level of mere learned
senigmas. Okenheim, especially, was devoted

to ^is particular phase of Art, for the sake of

which he was ready to sacrifice much excellence

of a far more substantial kind. Provided he
could succeed in inventing a Canon, sufficiently

complex to puzzle has brethren, and admit of an
indefinite number of solutions, he cared little

whether it was melodious, or the reverse. To
such Canons he did not scruple to set the most
solemn words of the Mass. Yet, his genius was,

certainly, of a very high order ; and, when he
cared to lay aside these extravagances, he proved

himself capable of producing works fiur superior

to those of any contemporary writer.

The l^rd Efiflch was rendered remarkable by
the appearance of a Master, whose fame was des-

tined to eclipse that of all his predecessors, and
even to cast the reputation of his teacher, Oken-
heim, into the shade. Josquin des Pr^, a Singer

in the Pontifical Chapel, from 147 1 to 1484, and,

afterwards, Maitre de CAope/Ze to Louis XII, was,
undoubtedly, for very many years, the most
popular Composer, as well as the greatest and
most learned Musician, in Christendom. And,
his honours were fairly earned. The wealth of

ingenuity and contrivance displayed in some of

his Masses is truly wonderful ; and is rendered

none the less so by its aasociation with a vivacity

peculiarly his own, and an intelligence and free-

dom of manner far in advance of the age in which

he lived. Unhappily, these high qualities are

marred by a want of reverence which would seem
to have been the witty genius's besetting sin.

When free from this defect, hb style is admir-

able; On examining his Masses, one is alternately

surprised by passages full of unexpected dignity,

and conceits of almost inconceivable quaintness

—

flashes of humour, the presence of which, in a
volume of Church Music, cannot be too deeply

regretted, though they are really no more than

passing indications of the genial temper of a man
whose greatness was far too real to be affected,

either one wav or the other, by a natural

Q2

'\
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liglit-heariedneBS which would not always sub-

mit to control. As -a specimen of his b^t, and

most devotional style, we can scarcely do better

than quote a few bars from the Otanna of his

Mass, Faysam regrii^—

^y—- j l jTi^^
=^ tf-f-r -i—t~t~=rid-^^

-a-

h

t-^-

.u'K
4--^—

'—er
—^ k

The religious character of this movement is

apparent, from the very first bar; and the in-

genuity with which the strict Canon is carried

on, between the Bass and Alto, simultaneously

with the Fugue between the Tenor and Treble,

is quite forgotten in the unexpected beauty of the

resulting harmonies. Perhaps some portion of

the beauty of our next example—the Benedietua

from the Miua 'L*Homme amW—maybe for-

gotten in its ingenuity. It is a strict Canon, in

the Unison, by Diminution; and, though in-

tended to be sung by two Voices, is printed in

one part only, the singer being left to find out

the secret of its construction as best he can

—

Dmoim Unwm.

B^

A hint at the solution of this enigma is given,

to the initiated, by the double Time-signature

at the beginning. [See Inscription.] The

> The arcidMitals In thl». and ths foUoKlng eninplM. an all sup-
plied iu tcconUiico with the laws of Cantus jl<tu$.
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intention is, that it should be sung by two Bass

Voices, in umson, both beginning at the same
time, but one singing the notes twice as quickly

as the other : thus

—

^

t-'0 ff^*
^^c?

•-

r' ^nri^ri ^^=^t==^i^

—1—1

1

1 r—

T

h x-»—^ P i

'^ rJ ^ >J.J^J^ i-rri ' '

1

This diversity of Rhythm is", however, a very
simple matter, compared with many other com-
plications in the same Mass, and still more, in

the Missa * Vidadi,* which abounds in struige

proportions of Time, Mode, and Prolation, the
clue whereto is afforded by the numbers shewn
on the faces of a pair of dice ! Copious extracts

from these curious Masses, as well as from others

by Gombert, Clemens non Papa, Mouton, Brumel,
and other celebrated Composers, both of this,

and the preceding Epoch, indll he found in the
* Dodtcachordon^ of Glareanus (Basle, 1547), a
work which throws more light than almost any
other on the mysteries of antient counterpoint.

Of the numerous Composers who flourished

during the Fourth Epoch—that is to say, during
the first halV of ^e i6th century—a large pro-

portion aimed at nothing higher than a servile

imitation of the still idolised Josquin ; and, as is

usual under such circumstances, succeeded in re-

producing his faults much more frequently than
his virtues. There were, however, many honour-

able exceptions. The Masses of Carpentrasso,

Morales, Cipriano di Rore, Vincenzo' Ruffo,

Claude Gouoimel, Adriano Willaert, and, nota-

bly, Costanzo Festa, are unquestiouablv written

in a far purer and more flowing style than those

of their predecessors : and even the great army
of Madngal writers, headed by Archadelt, and
Verdelot, helped on the good cause bravely, in
the face of a host of charlatans whose caprices

tended only to bring their Art into disrepute.

Not content with inventing enigmas *Ad omnem
tonum,^ or ' Ung demiton plus bos '—with colour-

ing their notes green, when they sang of grass,

or red, when allusion was made to blood—these

corrupters of taste prided themselves upon adapt-

ing, to the sevefy voice-parts for which they
wrote, different sets of words, totally unconnected
with each other ; and this evil custom spread so
widely, that Morales himself did not scruple to
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mix together the text of the litargy, and that

of the *Ave MmHa* ; while a Mass is still extant

in which the Tenor is made to sing * Alleluia*

inoeesantlv, from beginning to end. When the

text was left intact, the rhythm was involved in

complications ^hich rendered the sense of the

words utterly unintelligible. Profane melodies,

and even the verses belonging to them, were
shamelessly introduced into ^e most solemn
compo8ition.«i for the Church. All the vain con-

ceits affected by the earlier writers were revived,

with tenfold extravagance. Canons were tor-

tured into forms of ineffable absurdity, and
esteemed only in proportion to the difficulty of

their solution. By a miserable &tality, the

Mass came to be regarded as the most fitting

possible vehicle for the display of these strange

munstrosities, which are far less frequently met
with in the Motet, or the Madrigal. Men of

real genius fostered the wildest abuses. Even
Pierre de la Rue—who seems to have made it

a point of conscience to eclipse, if possible, the

£une of Josquin's ingenuity—wrote his Missa,
* salatarU Hostia,* in one Kne, throughout

;

leaving three out of the four Voices to follow the

single part in strict Canon. In the Kyrie of this

Mass—which we reprint, in modem notation,

from the version preserved by Glareanus *—the

solution of the enigma is indicated by the letters

placed above and below the notes. C shows the

place at which the Contra-tenor is to begin, in the

interval of a Fifth below fiie Superius. T indi-

cates the entrance of the Tenor, an Octave below

the Superius : B, that of the Bass, a Fifth below
the Tenor. The same letters, with pauses over

them, mark the notes on which the several parts

are to end. The reader who will take the trouble

to score the movement, in. accordance with these

directions, will find the harmony perfectly cor-

rect, in spite of some harshly dissonant passing-

notes : but it is doubtful whether the most
indulgent critic would venture to praise it for its

devotional character.
Vmxm Platbxsib.
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It is easy to imagine the depths of inanity

accessible to an ambitious composer, in his at-

tempts to construct such a Canon as this, without

a spark of Pierre de la Rue*s genius to guide him
on his way. Such attempts were made, every

day: and, had it not been that good men and

true were at work, beneath the surCiUie, conscien-

1 Dodectchonlon. p.44S, ed. 15f7.

tiotrsly preparing the way for a better state of
things, Art would soon have been in a sorry

plight. As it was, notwithstanding all these ex-

travagances, it was making real progress. The
dawn of a brighter day was very near at hand

;

and the excesses of the unwise only served to

hasten its appeasance.

The Fifth Epoch, extending from the year
1565 to tUe second; decad of Sie following cen-

tury, and justly called The Golden Age of

Ecclesiastical Music,* owes its celebrity entirely

to the influence of one grave earnest-minded
man, whose transcendant genius, always devoted
to the noblest purposes, and always guided by
sound and rea5)onable principles, has won for him
a place, not only on the highest pinnacle of

Fame, but, also, in the inmost hearts of all true

lovers of the truest Art.

The abuses to which we have just alluded be-

came, in process of time, so intolerable, that the

Council of Trent found it necessary to condemn
them, in no measured terms. In me year 1564,
Pope Pius IV commissioned eight Cardinals to

see that certain decrees of the Council were duly

carried out. After much careful deliberation,

the members of this Commitoion had almost de-

termined to forbid the use of any polyphonic

music whatever, in the Services of the Church

:

but, chiefly through the influence of Card. Vitel-

lozzo Vitellozzi, and S. Carlo Borromeo, they
were induced to suspend their judgment, until

Palestrina, then Maestro di Capella of S. Maria
Maggiore, should have proved, if he could, the

possibility of producing music of a more devo-

tional character, and better adapted to the words
of the Mass, and the true purposes- of Religion,

than that then in general use. In answer to this

challenge, the great Composer submitted to the

Commissioners three Masses, upon one of which
—first sung in the Sistyie Chapel, on the Nine-
teenth of June, 1565, and since known as the

Missa Papa MarcelW^—the Cardinals inmiedi-

ately fixed, as embodyii|g the style in which all

future Church music should be composed. It

would be difficult to conceive a more perfect

model. In depth of thought, intensity of expres-

sion, and all the higher qualities which distin-

guish the work of the Master from that of the

pedant, the Misaa Papce MarceUi is universally

admitted, to be unapproachable; while, even
when regarded as a monument.of mere mechani-
cal skill, it stands absolutely unrivalled. Yet,
except in the employment of the Hypoionian
Mode*—a^ tonality generally avoided by the

older composers—it depends for its efiisct, upon
the introduction of no new element whatever,

either of construction, or of form. Avoiding all

show of empty pedantry, and carefully concealing

the consunmiate art with which the involutions

s It ts dimoult to undentand why ralestrln* should lutre ftven it

thU name, ten ytan after the death of Pope Marcellaa IL The read r

nm find the whole aut^ect exhaustlrelj dlsouaaed. In the pa«es of

BMnl (torn. 1. sei. 2. cap. 1 tt $<q.)

» The pre&ce to a recent German edition of the Miua Papa Mar-
eelH erroneously describes the work as w ten In the Mlxolydlan

Mode. The Cruri/xiu, and BentdiftuM, are undoubtedly MI«olydl.\n

;

hut, the Mass Itself is. beyond all q •^ttiun, written in the Fourteenth.

or Hypoionian Mode, to the ton^ty, oompaM, and cadences of

idUch It coofonns, throughout.
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of its periods are conducted, it freely uses all the

old contrivances of Fugue, and, in the second

AgnuH Veij of closely interwoven Canon : but,

always, as means towards the attainment of a
certain end—never, in place of the end itself.

And, this entire subjugation of artistic power to

the demands of expression is, perhaps, its most
prominent characteristic. Itjiervadesit, through-

out, from the first note to the last. Take, for

instance, the Ckriste elcUon, in which each Voice,

as it enters, seems to plead more earnestly than
its predecessor for mercy—

"*•—••' a» ^^—«>--«s»—^

—

-=r^*'

^=^ -[—i- (»t
—

"^'»V

r (a)

J. ^ 4

It is impossible, while listening to these touch-

ingly beautiful harmonies, to bestow even a pass-

ing thought upon the texture of the parts by
which they are produced : yet, the quiet grace of

the theme, at (a), and the closeness of the imita-

tion to which it is subjected, evince a command
of technical resources which Handel alone could
have hidden, with equal success, beneath the
appearance of such extreme simplicity. Handel
has, indeed, submitted a similar subject to closely

analagous treatment—though, in quick time, and
with a very different expression—in the opening
Tutti of his Organ Concerto in G : and it is in-

teresting to note, that the exquisitely moulded
close, at (6), so expressive, when sung with the
ne< essary litardandOf of the confidence of Hope,
has been used, by Mendelssohn, interval for in-

terval, in the Chorale, 'Sleepers wakel* from
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' Saint Paul,* to express the confidenoe of Ex-
pectation.

Buf 1 ruft una die SClm

We have selected this particular passage for

our illustration, principally for the sake of call-

ing attention to these instructive coincidences:

but, in truth, evexr bar of the Mass conceals a
miracle of Art. Its subjects, all original, and
all of extreme simplicity, are treated with an in-

exhaustible variety of feeling w&ich shews them,
every moment, in some new and beautiful light*

Its six voices—Soprano, Alto, two Tenors of
exactly equal compass, and two Basses matched
with similar nicety—are so artfully grouped as
constantly to produce the effect of two or more
antiphonal Choirs. Its style is solemn, and devo-
tional, throughout ; but, by no means deficient

in fire, when the sense of the words demands it.

Baini truly calls the KyrUf devout ; the Gloria^

animated ; the CredOf majestic ; the Sanctiis, an-
gelic ; and, the AgnuB Dei, prayerful. Palestrina

wrote many more Masses, of the highest degree
of excellence ; but, none—not even Assumpta est

Maria—so nearly approaching perfection, in every
respect, as this. He is known to have produced,

at the least, ninety-five ; of which forty-three

were printed during his life-time; and thirty-

nine more, within seven years after his death

;

while thirteen are preserved, in manuscript,^

among the Archives of the Pontifical Chapel,
and in the Vatican Library. The effect pro-

duced by these great works upon the prevailing

style was all that could,be desired. Vittoria, and
Aiierio, in the great Boman School, Gabrieli, and
Croce, in the Venetian, Orlando di Lasso, in the
Flemish, and innumerable other Masters, brought
forward compositions of unfading interest and
beauty. Not the least interesting of these is a
Mass, for five voices^ in the transposed .^Eolian

Mode, composed by our own great William Byrd,
at the time when he was singing, as a Chorister,

at Old Saint Paul's. This valuable work was
edited, in 1841, for the Musical Antiquarian
Society, by Dr. Kimbault, from a copy, believed

to be unique, and now sJE^fely lodged in the Li-
brary of the British Museuih. Though composed
(if Dr. Rimbault*s theory may be accepted, in the
absence of a printed date^ some years before the
Missa Papas Marcelli, it may fairly lay claim to

be classed as a production of the ' Grolden Age*

;

for, it was certainly not printed until after the
appearance of Palestrina's Second Book ofMasses

;

moreover, it is entirely free from the vices of the
Fourth Epoch, and, notwithstanding a certain

irregularity in the formation of some of the
Cadences, exhibits unmistakeable traces of the

I One of theee. T* «t Petrua, ma prtnted. for the ftrat time, tn 1M».
in Bchrenu's coatlnuAtloo of Froike*s ' Muaica Divlnft ' (Batlabon.

Fr.Purtet).
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RoouiQ style : a style, the beauties ofwhich were
speedily recognised from one end of Europe to

the other, exercising more or less influenoe over

the productions of t^ other Schools, and thereby
bringinj^ the music of the Mass, during the latter

half of the Sixteenth Century, to a degree of per-

fection beyond which it has never since advasiced.

The ^ixth Epoch was one of universal deca-

dence. In obedience to the exigencies of a law
with the operation of which the Art-histcOrian is

only too £ftmiliar, the glories of the 'Grolden Age *

had no sooner reached their full maturity, than
they began to show signs ofincipient decay. The
bold unprepared discords of Monteverde, and the

rapid rise of Instrumental Music, were, alike,

faial to the progress of the !Polyphomc Schools.

Monteverde, it is true, only -employed his newly-
invented harmonies in ssecular music : but, what
revolutionist ever yet succeeded in controlling

the course of the stone he had once set in motion

!

Other Composers soon dragged the unwonted dis-

sonances into the Service of the Church : and,

beyond all doubt, the unprepared seventh sounded
the death-knell of the Polyphonic Mass. The
barrier between the tried, and the untried, onoe

broken down, the laws of counterpoint were no
longer held sacred. The old paths were for*

saken ; and those who essayed to walk in the new
wandered vaguely, hither and thither, in search

of an ideal, as yet but very imperfectly conceived,

in pursuit of which they laboured on, through
many weary years, cheered by very inadequate

results, and litUe dreaming of the efifect their

work was fitted to exercise upon generations of

musicians then unborn. A long and dreary

period succeeded, during which no work of any
lasting reputation was produced : for, the Masses
of Carissinti, Colonna, and the b^t of their con»

temporaries, though written in solemn earnest,

and interesting enough when regarded as attempts

at a new style, beur no comparison with the

compositions of the preceding epoch ; while those

arranged by Benev^ (1602-1672) and the ad-

mirers of his School, for combinations «f four,

six, eight, and even twelve distinct Choirs, were
forgotten, with the occasions for which they were
called into existence. Art was passing through a
transitional phase, which must needs be left to

work out its own destiny in its own way. The
few faithful souls who still clung to the traditions

of the Past were unable to uphold its honours

:

and, with Gregorio Allegri, in 1652, the 'School

of Palestrina' died out. Yet, not without hope
of revival. The laws which regulated the compo-
sition of the Polyphonic Mass are as intelligible,

to-day, as they were three hundred years ago;

and it needs but the fire of living Genius to bring

them, once more, into active operation, reinforced

by all the additional authority with which the

advancement of Modem Science has, from time

to time, invested them.
Before quitting this part of our subject, for the

consideration of the later Schools, it is necessary

that we should offer a few remarks upon the true

manner of singing Masses, such as those of which
we have briefly sketched the history : and, thanks
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to the traditions handed down, from generation
to generation, by the PontificiEJ Choit', We are
able to do so with iks little danger of misinfter-

preting the ideas of Palestrina, or Aiierio, as we
should incur in dealing with those of Mendels-
sohn, or Stemdale BeoineAt.

In the first place, it is a itiSstake to suppose
that a very large body of Voices is absolutely in-

dispensable to the successful rendering, even cf

very great works. On ordinary occasions, no
more than thirty-two singers are present in the
Sistine Chapel—ei^t Siopranos, and an equal
number of Altos, Tenors, and Basses : though,
on very high Festivals, their number Is some-
times nearly doubled. The vocal strength must,
of course, be proportioned to the size of the
building in which it ift to be exercised: but,

whether it be great, or small, it must, on no
account, be supi&mented by any kind of instru-

mental accompaniment whatever. Every pos-

sible gradation of tone, from the softest imagin-

able whisper, to the loudest forte attainable

without straining the Voice, will be brought into

constant requisition. Though written, always,

either with a plain signature, or with a single

flat after the clef, the music may be sui^ at any
pitch most convenient to the Choir. "Die time

.

should be beaten in minims ; except in the case

of 3-1, in which three semibreves must be counted
in eadi bar. The Tempo—of whioh no indica*

,

tion is ever given, in Uie old part-books—will

vary, in different movements, from about ^^^o
to psiio. On this point, as well as on the

subject oipianoe and fort^*, and the assignment
<ofcertain passages to Solo Voices, orSemi-chorus,

the leader must trust entirely to the dictates of

his own judgment. He will, however, find the

few simple rules to which we are about to direct,

his attention capable of almost universal applica-

tion; based, as they are, upon the important

relation borne by the music of the Mass to the

respective offices of the Priest, the Choir, and the

Congregation. To the uninitiated, this relation is

not always very clearly Intelligible. In order to

make it so, and to IHustrate, ^t the same time,

the principles by which the Old Masters were,

guided, we shall accompany our promised hints

by a few words explanatory of the functions per-

formed by the Celebrant, and his Ministers,

during the thne occupied by the Choir in singing

the principal movements of the Mass—functions,

the right understanding of which is indispens^i

able to the correct interpretation of the music.

High Mass—preceded, on Sundays, by the

Plain Chaunt Aspergea me—^begins, on the part

of the Celebrant and Ministers, by Uie recitation,

in a low voice, of the Psalm, Judica me Deu»,

and the Confiteor ; on that of the Choir, by the

chaunting, from the Gradual, of the tntroit, ap-

pointed for the day. [See InTroit.]

From the Plain Chaunt Introit, the Choir pro-

oeed, alt once, to the Kyrie ; and this transition

ftt)m the severity of the Gregorian melody to the

pure harmonic combinations of Polyphonic Music
is one of the most beautiful that oan be imagined,

l^e Kyrie is always sung slowly, and devoiutly
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(pa 56-66), with the tenderest posmble grada-

tions of light and shade. The Christe—also a
glow movement—may often be entrusted, with

good effect, to Solo Voices. The second Eyrie is

generally a little more animated than the first,

and should be taken in a quicker time (p ^ p6-
112). The Kyrie of Palestrina's Mitita hrevu is

one of the most beautiful in existence, and by no
means difficult to sing, since the true positions of

the erescendi and diminuendi can scarcely be mis-

taken. [See Ktrie.]
While the Choir are singing these three move-

ments, the Celebrant, attended by the Deacon,

and Subdeacon, ascends to the Altar, and, having
incensed it, repeats the words of the Introit, and
Kyrie^ in a voice audible to himself and his

Ministers alone. On the cessation of the music,

he intones, in a loud voice, the words, Gloria in

exceUis Deo, to a short Plain Chaunt melody,

varying with the nature of the different Festivals,

and given, in full, both in the Missal, and the

Gradual. [See Intonation.] This Intonation,

which may be taken at any pitch conformable to

that of the Mass, is not repeated by the Choir,

which takes up the strain at Et in terra pax.

The first movement of the Gloria is, m most
cases, a very jubilant one (p= 100-120): but,

the words adoramiu tt, and Jesu, Christe, must
always be sung slowly, and softly (p^ 50-60) ;

And, sometimes, the Qratia» agimus, as far as

gloriam faam, is taken a shade slower than the
general time, in accordance with the spirit of the
Rubric which directs, that, at these several

points, the Celebrant and Ministers shall uncover
their heads, in token of adoration. After the
word, Patritf a pause is made. The Qui tellis

is then sung. Adagio (p= 56-66); with Wtor-
damli at miserere nobis, ajid suscipe deprecationem
noHram. At the Quoniam tu solus, the original

quick time is resumed, and carried on, with ever
increasing^ spirit, to the end of the movement

;

except that the words, Jesu Christe, are again
delivered slowly, and softly, as before. The pro-

vision made, in the Missa Papa Marcelli, for

the introduction of these characteristic clumges
of Tempo, is very striking, and points clearly to
the antiquity of the custom.
The Celebrant now recites the"Collects for the

day ; the Subdeacon sings the Epistle, in a kind
of Monotone, with certain fixed Inflexions ; the
Choir sings the Plain Chaunt Gradual, followed
by the Tract, or Sequence, according to the nature
of the Festival ; and the Deacon sings the Gospel,

to its own peculiar Tone. [See Gbaoual ; Tract ;

Sequence ; Accents.] If there be a Sermon, it

follows next in order : if not, the Gospel is im-
mediately followed by the Creed.

The words, Credo in unum Deum, are intoned,

by the Celebrant, to a few simple notes of Plain
Chaunt, which never vary—except in pitch^—and
which are to be found both in the Gradual, and
the Missal. [See Intonation.] The Choir
continue, Patrem omnipotentem,. in a moderate
Allegro, more stately thrfn that of the Gloria

{p =r 96-1 1 2), and marked by the closest possible
attention to the spirit of the text. A riJtardando
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takes place at Ei in unuvx Dominum; and the
words, Jesum Christum, are sung as slowly, and
as softly, as in the Gloria, (p = 50-60). The
quicker time is resumed at Filium Dei ; and a
grand forte may generally be introduced, with
advantage, at Deum de Deo, and continued as £Etr

Mfacta sunt—as in Palestrxna's Missa 'Assumpta
est Maria* and many others. After the words,
de codis, a long pause takes place, while the
Congregation kneel. The Ei incamatus est then
follows, in the form of a soft and solemn Adagio
(p=r 54-63), interrupted, after factus est, by
another pause, long enough to enable the people
to rise from their knees in silence. The Crucifurus
is also a slow movement ; the return to the
original Allegro being deferred until the Et
resurrexit. In the Mis<a Papa Marcelli, and
many other very fine ones, this part of the
Credo is written for four solo voices ; but, the
necessity for an acceleration of the time at the Et
resurrexit is very strongly marked. In the beau-
tiful Missa hrevis already mentioned, the Basses
lead off the B^ resurrexit, in quick time, while
the Soprano, and Alto, are still engaged in finish-

ing a ritardande—a very difficult, though by no
means nnconmion point, which can only be over-

come by very careful practice.

re - far • re

Another change oftime is sometimes demanded,
at EtinSpiritumSanctum : but,moregenerally, the
Allegro continues to the end of the movement ; in-

terrupted only at the words simul advratur, which
are always sung Adagio, andpianissimo, while the
Celebrant and Ministers uncover their heads.

The Credo is immediately followed by the
Plain Chaunt Offertoiium for the da,y. But, as
this is too short to fin up the time occupied by
the Celebrant in incensing the Oblations, and
sayinff, secreto, certain appointed Prayers, it is

usual^ supplemented, either by a Motet, or a
grand Voluntary on the Organ. [See Motet ;

Offertorium.] This is followed by the Versicle

and Response called the Sursum corda, and the

Proper Preface, at the end of which a Bell is

rung, and the Sanctus is taken up by the Choir.

'Die Sanctus is Invariably a Largo, of peculiar

solemnity (p— 56-72). Sometimes, as in Pales-

trina's very early Mass, Virtute magna, the

Pleni sunt coeli is set for Solo Voices. Sometimes,

it is sung in chorus, but in a quicker movement,
as in the same Composer's Missa Papce Marcelli,

and Sterna Christi munera—involving, in the

last-named Mass, a difficulty of the same kind as

that which we have already pointed out in the

Et resurrexit of the Missa Brevis. The Osanna,

though frequently spirited, must never be a noisy

movement. In the Missa hrevis, so often quoted,

it is continuous with the rest of the Sanctus, and
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clearly intended to be Bung pianissifM—an ex-

tremdy beautiful idea, in perfect accordance with

the character of this part of the Service, during

which the Celebrant is proceeding, eecreto, with

the Prayers which immediately precede the Con-
secration of the Host. After the Elevation

—

which takes place in silence—the Choir begin

the BenedictuBy in soft low tones, almost always
entrusted to Solo Voices. The Osannay which
concludes the movement, is, in the great majority

of cases, identical with that which follows the

Sanctus, The Pater noster is sung, by the Cele-

brant, to a Plain Chaunt melody, contained in

the Missal. After its conclusion, the Choir sings

the last movement of the Mass<—the Agnus Dei
—while the Celebrant is receiving the Host.

The first division of the Agnus Dei may be
very effectively sung by Solo Voices, and the

second, in subdued chorus 6^ "=50-73), with
gentle gradations of piano, and pianissimo, as in

the Kyrie, When there is only one movement,
it must be sung twice ; the words dona nobis

pacem being substituted, the second time, for

lutVrerc na'fis. The Agmis Dei ofJosquin's Missa\

*L'Homme armd * is in three distinct movements.
The Choir next sings the Plain Chaunt Com-

munio, as given in the Gradual. The Celebrant

recites the Prayer called the Post Communion.
The Deacon sings the words, ' 7^6, missa est,' from
which the Service derives its name. And the.
Rite concludes with the Domine salvumfa^, and]
Prayer for the reigning Sovereign. C

llie C^^monies we have described are those

peculiar to High or Solemn Mass. When the

Service is sung by the Celebrant and Choir, with-

out the assistance of a Deacon and Subdeacon, and
without the use of Incense, it is called a Missa
cantata, or Sung Mat's. Low Mass is said by
the Celebrant, alone, attended by a single Server.

,
According to strict usage, no music whatever is

admissible, at Low Mass : but, in French and
German village Churches, and, even in those

of Italy, it is not unusual to hear the Congrega-
tions sing Hymns, or Litanies, appropriate to the

occasion, though not forming part of the Service.

Under no circumstances can the duties proper to

the Choir, at High Mass, be transferred to the
general Congregation.

It is scarcely necessary to say, that the music
of every Mass worth singing will naturally de-

mand a style of treatment peculiar to itself; es-

pecially with regard to the Tempi of its different

movements. A modem editor tells us that more
than four bars of Palestrina should never be
sung, continuously, in the same time.^ This is, of

course, an eioiggeration. Nevertheless, immense
variety of expression is indispensable. Every-
thing depends upon it : and, though the leader

will not always find it easy to decide upon the
best method, a little careful attention to the points

we have mentioned will, in most cases, enable
him to produce results very different from any

1 The 0DI7 other Oompoaer, antlent, or modem, with regard to
wfaoee worlu such ft remftrk could have been hftzarded. I0 Chopin

—

tte unfettered exponent of the wildest dreame of modem romanticism.
Bo vtrmngely does ezpefl«Dce prove that ' there la nothing new under
the sua']
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that are attainable by the hard dry manner which
is too often supposed to be inseparable from the
performance of antient figured music.

Our narrative was interrupted, at a transitional

period, when the grand old medieval style was
gradually dying out, and a newer one courageously
struggling in to existence, in the face of difficulties

which, sometimes, seemed insurmountable. We re-

sume it, after the death ofthe last representative of

the olArigime, Gregorio Allegri, in the year 1652.
The most remarkable Composers of the period

which we shall designate as the Seventh Epoch
in the history of the vocal Mass—comprising the

latter part of the Seventeenth Century, and the
earlier years of the Eighteenth—were, Alessandro
Scarlatti, Leo, and Durante : men whose position

in the chronicles of Art is rendered somewhat
anomalous, though none the less honourable, by
the indisputable fact,, that they all entertained a
sincere affection for the older School, while labour-

ing, with all thdr might, for the advancement of

the newer. It was, undoubtedly, to their love

for the Masters of the Sixteenth Century that

they owed the dignity of style which constitutes

the chief merit of their compositions for the

Church : but, tlieir real work lay in the direc-

tion of instrumental accompaniment, for which
Durante, especially, did more than any other

writer of the period. His genius was, indeed, a
very exceptional one. While others were con-

tent with cautiously feeling their way, in some
new and untried direction, he boldly started off,

with a style of his own, which gave an extraordi-

nary impulse to the progress of Art, and impressed

its character so strongly upon the productions of

his followers, that he has been not unfrequently

regarded as the founder of the modem Italian

School. Whatever opinion may be entertained

on that pointi it is certain that the simplicity of

his melodies tended, in no small degree, to the

encouragement of those graces which now seem
inseparable from Italian Art ; while it is equally

undeniable that the style of the Cantata, which
he, no less than Alessandro Scarlatti, held in the

highest estimation, exercised an irresistible in-

fluence over the future of the Mass.
The y^ighfeh |<)|jf>ph is represented by one single

work, of such gpgantic proportions, and so ex-

ceptional a character, that it is impossible, either

to class it with anv other, or to trace its pedigree

through any of the Schools of which we have
hitherto spoken. The artistic status of John
Sebastian Baches Mass in B minor,—produced in

the year 1733—only becomes intelligible, when
we consider it as the natural result of prin-

ciples, inherited through a long line of masters,

who bequeathed their musical acquirements, frt)m

father to son, as other men bequeath their riches :

principles, upon which rest the very foundations

of the later German Schools. Bearing this in

mind, we are not surprised at finding it free from

all trace of the older Ecclesiastical traditions. To
compare it with Palestrina's Missa Papce Mar-
ceUi—even were such a perversion of criticism

possible^would be as unfair, to either side, as an
attempt to judge the master-pieces of Bembrandt
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by the standard of Fra Angelico. The two works
are not even coincident in intention—for, it is

abnoet impossible to believe that the one we are

now considering can ever have been seriously

intended for use as a Church Service, Unfitted

for that purpose, as much by its excessive length,

as by the exuberant elaboration of its style, and
the overwhelming difficulty of its execution, it

can only be consiBtently regarded as an Oratorio

—BO regarded, it may be safely trusted to hold
its own, side by side with the greatest works of

the kind that have ever been produced, in any
country, or in any age. [See Obatobio.] Its

masterly and exhaustively developed Fugues ; its

dignified Choruses, relieved by Airs, and Duets,

of infinite grace and beauty ; the richness of its

instrumentation, achieved by means which most
modem composers would reject as utterly inade-

quate to the least ambitious of their requirements ;

above all, the colossal proportions of its design

—

these, and a hundred other characteristics into

which we have not space to enter, entitle it to

rank as one of the finest works, if not the very

finest, that the great Cantor of the Tbomas-Schule
has left, as memorials of a genius as vast^ts it was
original. Whether we criticise it as a work ofArt,

of Learning, or of Imagination, we find it equally

worthy of our respect. It is, moreover, extremely
interesting, as an historical monument, from the-

fact, that, in the opening of its CredOt it exhibits

one of the most remarkable examples on record

of the treatment of an antient Canto fermo with
modem harmonies, and an elaborate orchestral

accompaniment. [See Intonation.] Bach often

shewed but little sympathy with the traditions

of the Past. I But, in this, as in innumerable
other instance!, he proved his power of compelling
everything he touched to obey the dictates of his

indomitable will.

While the great German composer was thus
patiently working out his hereditary trust, the
disciples of the Italian School were entering upon
a Ninth Epoch—the last which it will be our duty
to consider, since its creative energy is, probably,

not yet exhausted—under very dififerent condi-

tions, and influenced by principles which led to

very different results. If we have found it neces-

sary to criticise Bach's wonderful production as an
Oratorio, still more necessary is it, that we should
describe the Masses of this Later period as Sacred
Cantatas. Originating, beyond all doubt, with
Durante; treated with infinite tenderness by
Pergolesi and Jomelli ; endowed with a wealth
of graces by the genius of Haydn and Mozart ;

and still farther intensified by the imi^native
power of Beethoven and Cherubini ; their style

has steadily kept pace, step by step, with the

progress of modem music ; borrowing elasticity

from the freedom of its melodies, and richness

from the variety of its instmmentation ; clothing

itself in new and unexpected forms of beauty, at

every turn
;
yet, never aiming at the expression

of a higher kind of beauty than that pertaining

to earthly things, or venturing to utter the lan-

guage of devotion in preference to that of passion.

In the Masses of this sera we first find Uie indi-
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viduality of the Composer entirely dominating
over that of the School—^if, indeed, a School can
be said to exist, at all, in an age in which every
Composer is left free to follow the dictates of his

own unfettered taste. It is impossible to avoid
recognising, in Haydn's Masses, the well-known
features of ' The Creation ' and * The Seasons '

;

or, in those of Mozart, the characteristic features

of his most delightful Operas. Who, but the
Composer of ' Dove »ono i hei momeniij or, the
Finales to Don Giovanni, and the Flauto Magico,
could ever have imagined the Agnus Dei of the
First Mass, or the Ohna of the Second? Still

more striking is the identity of thought which
assimilates Beethoven's Missa solemnis to some
of the greatest of his ssecular works ; notwith-

standing their singular freedom from all trace of
mannerism. Mozast makes himself known by
the refinement of his delicious phrases : Bee-
thoven, by the depth of his dramatic instinct—

a

talent which he nerver turned to such good account
«s when working in the absence of stage acces-

sories. We are all familiar with that touching
episode in the ' Battle Symphony,* wherein the
one solitary Fifer atrivfes to rally his scattered

comrades by playing Malhrook sen va-t-eti guerre

—a feat, which, by reason of the thirst and ex-
haustion consequent upon his wound, he can only
accomplish in a minor key. No leas touching,

though infinitely more terriUe, is that wonderful
pass^e of Drums and Trumpets, in the DoTia nobis

pa^em of the Mass in D, intended to bring the
blessings ofPeace into the strongest possible relief,

by contrasting them with the horrors of War.
AU^rro cusaU

pp Trumpete.

.^ Drums.

^^
Jieeit. timidamente. UngsUich.

Alto solo, jts -"^ /^ , m ~m_ m

Ag - - - Dtu Dd, qui toUls pec«mu mundl

p^3 & & % a tempo

era} Trumpets
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Whether, or not, the peace to which our atten-

tion is thus forcibly directed be really that alluded

to in the text, in no wise affects the power of the

passage. All that Beethoven intended to express

was his own interpretation of the words ; and it

is in his own strong language, and not in that of

the Schools, that he expresses it. Cherubini
makes equiJ use of the dramatic eleBient ; more
especially in his magnificent JUquiem Man in D
minor [see Kequiem], his grand Mass, in the

same key, and his famous Mass in A, written for

the Coron&tion of Charles X : but, always in a
way so peculiarly his own, that the touch of his

mastw hand stands everywhere confessed. In all

these great works, and innumerable oUiers, by
Weber, Schubert,Hummel,Niedermeyer,Bossini,
and Gounod, we find the dramatic form of ex-

pression entirely superseding the devotional ; un-
compromising realism triumphing over the ideal-

ism of the older Schoob; the personal feelings

and experiences of the Masters over-riding the

abstract sense of the text. This circumstance

makes it extremely difficult to assign to these

creations of genius a true eesthetic position in the

world of Art. Church Services m name, they

have certainly Hedled, notwithstanding their uni-

versally-acknowledged beauties, in securing for

themselves a lasting home in the Church. That
their use has been tolerated, rather than en-

couraged, in Home itself, is proved, by the signi-

ficant £bm^, that not one single note of any one of

them has ever once been heard within the walls

*of the Sistine Chapel. And the reason is obvious.

They cast Ecclesiastical tradition to the winds

;

and, substituting for it the ever-varying senti-

ment of individual minds, present no firm basis

for the elaboration of a definite Church style,

which, like that of the Sixteenth Century, shall

prove its excellence by its stability. Yet, in the

midst of the diversity which naturally ensues

from this want of a common ideal, it is instruc-

tive to notice one bond of union between the older

Masters and the new, so strongly marked that it

cannot possibly be the result of an accidental

coincidence. Their agreement in the general dis-

tribution of their movements is most remarkable.

We still constantly find the Kyrit presented to

us in three separate divisions, llie Qui toUia, and
Et incamatus est, are constantly introduced in

the form of solemn Adagios. The same Osanna is

almost always made to serve, as in the Misfa Papce
Marcelii, as a conclusion both to the Sanctu»t and
^he Benedictus. And, in this vitality of typical

ibrm, we find a convincing proof—-if one be ne-
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cessary—that the broad sesthetic principles of Art
are immutable, and calculated to survive, through
an indefinite period, the vicissitudes of technio&l

treatment in widely differing Schoob. [W. S. R.]

MASSART, Lambkrt-Joseph, professor of the
violin at theParis Conservatoire, was bom in 1 8 x I

at Li^ge. He came early under Kreutzer*s tui-

tion, and afterwards entered the Conservatoire to

study composition. According to Fetis (Biogr.

d. Mus.) hb playing b dbtinguished by perfect

intonation, facility in bowing, and gracefulness of

style. In 1 843 he was appointed professor of the
violin at the Conservatoire, and in thb position

has been eminently successful. Among his nu-
merous pupib the most eminent b Hkxbi Wie-
iriAWSKI. LI*--^-]

MASSlfe, FelixMarisViotob, bom at Lorient
March 7, i8a2 ; entered the Conservatoire at la,

obtained the first prizes for piano, harmony, and
fugue, «nd in 1844, after some years study with
Hal^vy. the 'Grand prix de Rome* for composi-
tion. Hb cantata 'Le R^n^gat* was given 3
times at the Opera (Feb. 1845), a rare event.

During hb stay in Rome he composed a ' Messe
Solennelle,' performed at the church of St. Loub
des Fran^ab (May i, 1846), a careful and clever

work, though wanting in religious sentiment

—

never Mass^'s strong point. The unpublished score

b in the library of the Conservatoire. After
his two years in Rome he travelled through
Italy and Germany, and returned to Paris, where
he was much appreciated in society. Pub-
lishers readily accepted his *M<51odies' and
'Romanoes,' and he gained access to the stage

with little delay. *La Chanteuse voil^,' i act

(Op^ra Comique, Nov. 26, 1850). was followed by
'Galath^,' a acts (April 14, 1852), and 'Les
Noces de Jeannette ' (Feb. 4, 1853), a charming
lyric comedy in i act. These early successes

justified the hope that in Mass^ the French stage

had found a composer as fruitful and melodious,

if not as original, as Auber ; but hb later efforts

have been leas fortunate. *La Reine Topaze'
(Dec. 27, 1856) indeed succeeded completely,

and has kept the boards, but 'La Fianc^ du
Diable' (June 3, 54) ; 'Miss Fauvette* (Feb.

I3» 55); 'Les Saisons' (Dec. 2J, 55); 'Les
Chaises h porteurs* (April 28, 58); * La F^
Carabosse ' (March 7, 59) ;

* La Mule de Pedro

'

(March 6, 63); 'Fior d'Aliza* (Feb. 5, 66);
and ' Le Fib du Brigadier' (Feb. 25, 67),
though fiiirly received, soon disappeared. Some
however contain good music, especially 'Les
Saisons ' and * Fior d'Aliza.* In i860 he became
chorus-master to the Academic de Musique, and
in 66 succeeded Lebome as professor of composi-

tion at the Conservatoire—gratifying appoint-

ments as showing the esteem of hb brother artbts,

although the work they entailed left him little

time for composition. On June 20, 1872, he was
elected to the Institut as successor to Auber.

After a long period of silence Mass^ produced
'Paul et Virginie,* 3 acts (Nov. 15, 1876;
given in Italian at Covent Garden Opera-house,

June I, 1878). In spite of its success and its
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evident ambition, this opera seems less original

and less homogeneous in style than 'Galathee*

or ' Les Noces de Jeannette/ and its best parts,

as in all his operas, are the short pieces and the

simple romances.

To complete the list of his operas we may
mention 'La Favorita e la Schiava' (Venice,

1855), and 'Le Cousin Marivaux' (Baden, 1857)

;

also two drawing-room operettas 'Le Prix de
FamiUe' and 'Une loi Somptuaire.' He has
published 3 'Recueils* of 20 songs each, selected

from his numerous romances. Many of these

are charming little pieces.

In 1877 he was made an officer of the Legion
of Honour. For the last two years he has been
Buffering from a malady which compelled him
to resign his post at the Academic in 1876, and
has since caused his complete withdrawal from
the world. He is engaged on an opera, * Cl^-
pAtre,' from which he expects much; and it is to

be hoped he may recover sufficiently to superin-

tend its production. We also wish he could be
persuaded to give to the world other specimens of

musical criticism besides his 'Notice sur la vie et

I'oeuvre d'Auber/ a valuable contribution to

musical literature. [G.C.]

MASSENET, Julks Emile FnioiBic, bom
at Montaud, near St. Etienne, May 13, 1842, was
educated at the Paris Conservatoire, where he won
the first piano prize in 1 859 ; the second prize

for fugue in 1802 ; the first prize for fugue, and
the * Prix de Rome' in 1863. On his return from
Italy, through the influence of Ambroise Thomas^
his ' La Grand'tante' was produced at the Op^ra
Comique (April 3, 1867); Even in this first

attempt Massenet showed himself a skilled and
graceful musician. Some 'Suites d*orchestre*

performed at the * Concerts populaires * attracted

attention for tlieir new and ingenious efifects. It

was only, however, after the Franco-German
war that he rose to the first rank among young
French composers by the production of 'Don
Ci^sar de Bazan,' op^racomique in 3 acts and 4
tableaux (Nov. 30, 1872) ; incidental music to

the tragedy *Les Erynnies' (Jan. 6, 1873) ; and
an oratorio 'Marie Magdeleine' (April 1 1, 1873);
He has since composed • Eve* (March 18, 1875),
an oratorio something in the style of Gounod's
* Gallia *

; more 'Suites d'orchestre
' ; an 'Ouver*

ture de Concert,* and the overture to ' Phfedre *

;

a number of melodies fbr i and a voices
; piano-

forte music for 2 and 4 hands ; choruses for 4
equal voices; 'Le Roi de Lahore' (April 27,

1877), opera in 4 acts and 6 tableaux; and
'Narcisse,* a cantata with orchestral accompani-
ment. In July 1879 he completed another
oratorio, * La Vierge,* and is at work upon two
new operas. From this enumeration it will be
seen that his published compositions are numerous
and varied. His best and most individual work
is * Marie Magdeleine.* The ' Roi de Lahore *

can scarcely be considered an advance upon * Don
C^sar de Bazan.' The * Suites d'orchestre * may
be blemished here and there by mannerism and
affectation, but if M. Massenet will refrain from
all mere olevemessy and draw his inspiration
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solely from within, he will prove an honour to

the French school, and to his art. [G. C]
MATASSINS, MATACINS,orMATACHINS
—also called BoufforiB—a dance ofmen in armour,
popular in France during the i6th and 1 7th cen-
turies. It was probably derived from the ancient
Pyrrhic dance, although the name has been traced
to an Arabic root. Jehan Tabourot in his ' Or-
ch^sographie' (Langres, 1588) gives a long and
interesting account of this dance, with six illus-

trations of the different positions of the dancers,
' qui sont vestus de petits corcelets, auec Bmbries
6» espaules, et soubs la ceinture, une pente de
taffetats soubz icelles, le morion de papier dor^,

les bras nuds, les sonnettes aux iambes, I'espee au
poing droit, le bouclier au poing gaulche.* The
Matassins were four in numW, generally all

men, but sometimes two men and two women.
They danced several distinct figures, between
which they performed mimic fiijhts with one
another. Moli^re has introduced Matassins into

his com^die-ballet of M. de Pourceaugnac, and
the dance is said to have been common at Bor-
deaux, Marseilles, and Strasbui^ as late as 1 735.
The following, according to Tabourot, is the air

which usually accompanied the dance.

Air dM Bo¥Jfpn».

[W.B.S.]

MATELOTTE, a Dutch sailors' dance, some-
what similar to the English hornpipe. The
dancers wore wooden shoes, and their arms were
interlaced behind their backs. The music of the
Matelotte consists of two parts in 2-4 time, and
is remarkable for its short decided rhythm. There
is a sabot dance in Lortzing's 'Czar und Zim-
mermann,* but it is not a true Matelotte, being
written in waltz time. The following example
is quoted by Schubert, Die Tanzmusik (Leipzig,

1867) : it is there attributed to the 17th century,
but no information is given as to whether it is

a genuine dance tune or merely an adaptation.
We quote the first strain only :

—

AllegreUoi

[W.B.S.]

MATERNA, Amalib (Fbau Friedrich), a
distinguished prima donna in German opera, was
bom at St. Georgen, Styria, where her father was
a schoolmaster. Her first stage - appearances
were made at the Thalia-Theater, Gratz, about

1864. She married soon afterwards Karl
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Friodrich^ a popular German actor, and together

with him was engaged at the suburban Karls
theater, Vienna, where she sang for some time

in operetta. But her qualifications for the higher

lyrical walks could not long remain undiscovered,

mnd in 1869 she made her d^ut at the Imperial

Opera House as Solika in the ' Africaine/ with
signal success, at once winning for herself the

high position she has since maintained among
opera-singers of the German school. With a
soprano voice of unusual voliune, oompass, and
sustaining power, a fine stage presence, and much
musical and dramatic intelligenoe, Frau Matema
leaves nothing to be desired in certain rdles. At
the Wagner Festival at Baireuth, 1876, she

may be said to have earned a world-wide reputa-

tion by her really magnificent impersonation of

Brunniiilde in ike Naebelungen Trilogy, an
exceptional part for which she was exceptionally

qualified, and in which she is unlikely to meet
with a rival. She sang in England with great

success at the Wagner concerts at the Albert

HaU in 1877. [B.T.]

MATHER, Samuel, son of William Mather
(bom 1756, organist of St. Paul's church,

Sheffield, from 1788 to his death in 1808), was
bom in 1 783. In 1 799 he was appointed organist

of St. James's church, Sheffield, and in 1808 suc-

ceeded his father at St. Paul's. In 1805 he was
chosen bandmaster of the Sheffield Volunteers.

In 1806 he was engaged in establishing the York-
shire Amateur Concerts, which were for many
years given triennially at that town, Leeds and
York alternately, and in 18 14 established the

Yorkshire Choral Concert. He composed both sa-

cred and secular music, and edited a book of psalm
Mid hymn tunes. He died in 18 34. [W. H. H.]
MATHESON, Johann, German musician

»nd writer, bom Sept. 28, 1681, at Hamburg,
son ofa derk ofexcise ; as a child showed striking

symptoms of versatility, which his parents care-

fully cultivated. Besides the ordinary education

he studied music, and at nine years could play the

harpsichord and organ, sing and compose. His
ability and versatility were truly extraordinary,

and recal those of the * admirable Crichton.' A
good classical scholar and a proficient in modem
languages, a student of law and political science,

a fine player both on harpsichord and organ,

and thoroughly skilled in theory, an elegant

dancer, a master of fence, and -a cultivated man
of the world. The first step in his changeful

career was his appearance in 1697 as a singer in

the Hamburg opera, then in its most fiourishing

condition. In 1699 he produced his first opera,
* Die Pleyaden,' singing his part on the stage, and
then sitting down at the harpsichord to conduct

the orchestra. To this period belongs his ac-

quaintance with Handel, who came to Hamburg
in 1 703. Matheson tells us that he recognised

Handel's genius immediately, that they became
at once attached, and that their friendship con-

tinued, with occasional breaks caused by Mathe-
son s vanity, during the whole time of Handel's

May in Hamburg ( 1 709). He claims to have done

Handel an important service by introducing him
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to the musical world of Hamburg, at that time
very celebrated ; but he acknowledges that he
picked up from him many a 'contrapuntal de-

vice.' Handel's 'Nero' (1705) was the last

opera in which Matheson appeared ; he then re-

tired from the stage, and declined more than one
organist's post which was ofiered to him. He
became tutor to the son of the English envoy, and
in 1706 was made secretary of legation. His
post was one of labour and responsibility, but he
still continued to teach, conduct, compose, and
write on musical subjects. In 1715 he was
appointed Cantor and Canon of the cathedral;

and took an active part in the development of
the Church-cantata, so soon after carried to its

highest pitch byJ. S. Bach. [See EIibchbnoanta-
TEK.] This was the result of an attempt, made
more particularly by the Hamburg composers, to

vary the monotony of congregationil singing by
the introduction of airs, duets, choruses, etc., and
was considered by the orthodox an impious and
sacrilegious innovation. Matheson supported thia
' adapted dramatic * style, as it was called, both
as a composer and as a pamphleteer ; and even
ventured on a further innovation, by introducing

female singers into church.

In 1 7 19 he received from the Duke of Holstein
the title of Court-Capellmeister. In 1728 he
was attacked with dea&ess, which obliged him
to resign his post at the cathedral. Thencefor-

ward he occupied himself chieflywith writing, and
died at an advanced age in 1 764. He is said to

have resolved to publish a work for every year
of his life, and this aim he more than accom-
plished, for when he died at 83, his printed
works amounted to 88, besides a still larger

number of completed MSS.
None of his compositions have survived. With

all his cleverness and knowledge he had no real

genius ; his vocal music was overburdened with
declamatory passages—a fault easily explained by
his own experience on the stage, but one which
is often detrimental and must have been very
incongruous in church music. He composed 24
oratorios and cantatas; 8 operas ; sonatas for flute

and violin ; suites for clavier ; arias ; pUces de
circonstance for weddings, funerals, etc. A 'Pas-
sions-Cantate ' to words by Brookes deserves at-

tention, not for its intrinsic value, but because
the poem was set by nearly all the great com-
posers ofthe day, including Keiser and Matheson,
Telemann and Handel.

His books are of far greater value than his

compositions. In these, notwithstanding a pecu-
liar self-satisfied loquacity, he shows himself

a ready and skilful champion for eamestness
and dignity in art, for progress, and for solidity

of attainment in the practical part of music.

In both branches, theoretical and practical, he
attacked and demolished much that was anti-

quated, furnishing at the same time a great

deal that was new and instructive, and be-

queathing to posterity a mine of historical

material. He also found time for much other

literary work, especially translations (chiefly feoia

English works on poUtics and jurisprudence).
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And even traiiBUted a small treatise on tobaooo.

This extraordinary versatility, and his untiring

industry, go fetr io redeem tfie vanity which
animated his character and actions, and con-

tinually shows itself in his writings. His
autobiography in the ' Ehrenpforte * contains an
amusingly egotistical description of his manifold

labours. His more important books are scarce,

and much valued, especially the historical ones,

which are the standard sources of information

on the state of music at tdiat period, especially

in Hamburg. These are '^Das neu erofinete

Orchester* (1713), followed by ' Das beeohtitzte*

and 'Das fbrschende Orchester^ (171 7 and 1721)

;

'Der musikalische Patriot" (1728); and the

'Grundlage einer Ehrenpforte '^

(1740), a collec-

tion of biographies of contemporary musicians.

The two last are the most important. His theo-

retical works are the ' Exemplarische Organisten

Probe' (i 719), republished in 1731 as the 'Grosse

Generalbassachule ; the 'KleineGeneralbassschule'

<I735); the 'Kern melodischer Wissenschaft

*

(1737); and finally the 'Vollkommene Capell-

meister' (1739). perhaps his most valuable work.

As a controversial writer he was wanting in tem-

per ; his ' Ephorus Gottingensis * (1737), directed

against Professor Joachim Meyer of Gottingen on
the Church-cantata question, is the only work of

that class we need specify. [A. M.]

MATHILDE DI SHABRAN. Opera buffa,

in three acts ; the music by Rossini. Produced
at the Apollo Theatre, Rome, in the Carnival

of 1 82 1, and at the Theatre Italien, Paris, Oct.

1 5» 1 829 ; in London at the Royal Italian Opera,

Covent Garden, Apr. 18, 1854. [G.]

MATILDA OF HUNGARY. A dramatic

opera in 3 acts ; libretto by Mr. Bunn, music

by W. Vincent Wallace. Produced at Drury
Lane Feb. 22, 1847.

MATINS (Lat. MattOvnae; Officium matw
tinnm) . The first division ofthe Canonical Hours.

The OfiSoe of Matins, as set forth in the Roman
Breviary, opens with Uie series of Versides and
Responses beginning with the *Domine, labia

mea aperies,* followed by the Psalm 'Venite,

exultemus,' with its proper Invitatorium, and the

Hymn appointed for the Day. The remainder

of the Service is divided into portions called

Noctums, of which three are generally sung, on
Sundays and Festivals, and one only, on Ferial

Days.
The First Noctum consists either of three, or

twelve Psalms, sung with three proper Anti-

phons, which, on certain Festivals, are doubled

—

that is to say, sung, entire, both before and after

the Psalm. On Ferial Days, and Festivals of

minor solemnity, each Antiphon is sung, entire,

after the Psalm, but the first few words of it,

only, at the beginning. The Psalms are followed

by the Pater noster. Absolution, and Benedic-

tion; and these, by the First, Second, and Third
Lessons for the Day, each succeeded by its proper

Responsorium.
Three Psalms, with their proper Antiphons,

are sung, in like manner, in the Second Noctum

;
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which concludes with the Fourth, Fifth, and
Sixth Proper Lessons, and Responsories.

In the Third Noctum, three more Psalms are
followed by the Seventh, Eighth, and Ninth Les-
sons and Responsories ; the place of the Ninth
Responsory being generally, but not always, sup-

plied by the Hymn, * Te Deum Laudamus.*
The Third Noctum is immediately followed

by the Office of Lauds ; which, indeed, may be
regarded as the natural corollary of the Seirice.

In antient times, the First Noctum was sung
soon after midnight : but the whole Office is now
generally sung ' by anticipation '—that is to say,

on the afternoon or evening of the day before

that for which it is appointed. The Plain
Chaunt Music used, both at Matins, and Lauds,
will be found in the ' Antiphonarium Romanum,*
andthe * Directorium Chori.* [See Lauds ; Anti-
phon ; iNVITATOBroM.]
In the First PrayerBook of Kong Edward VI,

the name of ' Mattins ' is given to the Servioe

now called 'The Order for Morning Prayer,*

which is derived, in about equal degrees, from the
Latin Offices of Matins and Lauds. [W. S. R.]

MATRIMONIO SEGRETO, IL. An opera
bufia in 2 acts ; libretto by Bertatti, music by
Cimarosa. Produced at Vieima in 1792 ; in

Paris, May io> 1801 ; in London, King's Tiieatre,

Jan. 25, 1803. In English at Covent Garden,
Nov. 1 , 1 842, and withnew translation byW. Grist,

at the Crystal Palace, Dec. 13, 1877. [G.]

MATTEI, CoLOUBA, a sin^r who appeared
in London as ' seconda donna, in 1 754, was not
only a charming singer, but a spirited and intel-

ligent actress, and beoune, soon after, a great

favourite as 'prima donna.* She sang in 'Iper-

mestra,* and (1755) in Jommelli*s 'Andromaca ;*

and continued to sing till 1 760 with similar suc-

cess. Bumey tells us that she was a pupil of

Perez and B^toni, and sang many songs oftheir
composition, taught her by themselves, in an
exquisite style. * Her manner, though not quite

in the grand gutto^ was extremely amiable and

E
leasing ; her figure was unexceptionable ; and
er acting acquued her as much applause as her

singing.* [J.M.]

MATTEI, Stanislao, Abbate, pupil of Mar-
tini, and master of Rossini, bom at Bologna
Feb. 10,. 1750. Though of humble parentage

(his &ther was a locknnith) he was sent to the
Latin school. Having been present accidentally

i

at a service in the Minorite Cc»nvent, he was so

enchanted with the music that he became a
constant attendant, and thus attracted the notice

of Padre Martini, by whose advice he entered

upon his noviciate. Master and pupil became
tenderly attached, and as soon as Mattel had
been ordained he became the Padre's confessor,

and remained with him till his death. He acted

as Martini's deputy from 1770, and succeeded

him as maestro di capella. "From 1776 his com- i

positions were produced in the service. On the
suppression of tne monasteries in 1 798, he went to

live with his aged mother, and began an active

career as a teacher. From this time he was
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known as the Abbate Mattel. Later he became
maentro di capella of San Petronio, and profeasor

of coonteipoint at the Liceo from its foundation

in 1804. Among his papila were Rossini, Mor-
laochi, Donizetti, Perotti, Robuschi, Palmerini,

Bertolotti, Tadolini, Teeei, and Pilotti, who suc-

ceeded him at San Petronio. He lived in com-
plete retirement, acoessible only to his pupils, and
died May 17, 1825. He was president of the
* Illarmonici * in 1 790 and 94, and was a member
of the Subalpine Academic, and of the ' Institut

de France * (Jan. 24, 1 824). He had a thorough
practical acquaintance with the old traditions,

as may be seen by his ' Prattica d^aooompagna*

mento sopra basi numerati,' 3 vols. (Bologna,

1829, 30), which consists mainly of well-choeen<

examples, with a few rules. In his explanations

to his pupils he does not seem to have been very

dear; at least Rossini complained to F^tis in

184 1 that he had one stereotyped answer when
asked to explain a rule in hannony or counter-

point, ' it is always written thus.' Of his music

3 muMon only are generally known. The libraries

of San Gioi^o and the Minorite convent in

Bologna, contain most of his oonmositions, but
the scores of an intermezzo * II librago ' and of
a ' Passion ' performed in 1 792, seem to have been,

lost. Full particulars of his life are given in

the < Vita di Stanislao Mattel ' by Filippo Ganuti

(Bologna, 1829, with portrait). [F.G.]

MATTEIS, Nicola, an eminent Italian vio-

linist, came to England about 1672. Nothing
whatever is known of his antecedents. The
earliest notice of him is found in Evelyn's Diary
under date of Nov. 19, 1674: <I heard that

stupendous violin, Signor Nidiolao (with other

rare musicians), whom I never heard mortal man
exceed on that instrument. He had a stroke so

sweety and made it speak like the voice of a man,
and, when he pleased, like a concert of several

bstrnments. He did wonders upon a note, and
was an excellent composer. Here was also that

•rare lutanist, Dr. Wallgrave, but nothing ap-

proached the violin in Nicholao's hand. He
played such ravishing things as astonished us
all.' Roger North fdso (Memoirs of Musick),

speaks very highly of his abilities. When he
first came here he exhibited many singularities

of conduct which he afterwards abandoned. He
published here, without date, 'Arie, Preludij,

Alemande, Sarabande, etc., per il Violino. Libro
Primo. Altre Arie, etc., piu difficile e stndiose

per il Violino. Libro Seoondo' ; also ' Ayres for

ihe Violin, to wit. Preludes, Fuges, Alemands,
Sarabands, (^ourants, Gigues, Fancies, Divisions,

and like?n8e other Passages, Introductions, and
Fugues for Single and Double stops with divisions

somewhat more artificial for the Emproving of

the Hand upon the Basse-Viol or Harpsichord.
The Third and Fourth Books.' He was likewise

author of ' The False Gonsonances of Musick, or.

Instructions for playing a true Base upon the
Guittarre, with C!noioe Examples and clear Direc-
tions to enable any man in a short time to play
all Musicall Ayres. A great help likewise to

those that would play exactly upon the Harpei-
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chord, Lute, or Base-Viol, shewing the delicacy

of all Accords, and how to apply them in their

proper places. In four parts'—which even in

North's time had become scarce, and is now
excessively rare. In 1696 Matteis composed an
Ode on St. Cecilia's day for the then annual
celebration in London, and was also one of

the stewards of a Cecilian celebration at Oxford.

A song by him is included in a collection of

•Twelve New Songs,' published in 1699. Ac-
cording to North *he i«ll into such credit and
imployment that he took a great hous, and after

the manner of his country lived luxuriously,

which brought diseases upon him of which he
dyed.' The date of his death is unknown. He
is said to have been the inventor of the half-shift,

but it is claimed also for others.

His son, Nicholas, was taught the violin b^
his fftther, and became an excellent player. He
went to (jrermany and resided for some time at

Vienna, but returned to England and settled at

Shrewsbury as a teacher of languages, as well

as of the violin, where Bumey learned French
and the violin of him. He died there about

1749. [W.H.H.]

MAURER, LuDWiQ Wilhklm, distinguished

violihist, bom Aug. 8, 1789, in Potsdam, pupil

of Haak, Concertmeister to Frederic the Great.

At 1 3 he appeared with great success at a concert

given in Berlin by Mara, and was in consequence

admitted to the royal chapel as a probationer.

After the battle of Jena (1806) the chapel was
dismissed, and Maurer travelled, first to Konigs-
bei^ and Riga, where he made the acquaintance

of Rode and Baillot, and then to Mittau and
St. Petersburg, his playing being everywhere
appreciated. At Moscow he again met Baillot,

through whose good offices he became Capell-

meister to the Chancellor Wsowologsky, who had
a private orchestra. Here he remained till 1 8 1 7,

when he made another successful tour, being

particularly well received in Berlin and Paris.

In 1832 he returned to Wsowologsky, and stayed

till 45, when after another tour he settled finally in

Dresden. The best known ofhis compositions are a
Symphonie concertante for 4 violins and orchestra,

first played in Paris by himself, Spohr, Miiller,

and Widi in 1838 ; and three Russian airs with

variations (op. 14). Of his operas ' Alonzo,' ' Der
entddckte Diebstahl,' and ' Der neue Paris,' the

overtures only have been printed. He also pub-

lished several concertos—one of which was at one

time very often played at the Philharmonic (con-

certs in London—and two collections of quartets

(op. 17 and 26). He died at St. Petersburg,

Oct. 25, 1878. His two sons Wskvolod, a
violinist, and Alexis, a cellist, are good musi-

cians. They are now settled in Russia. [F.G.]

MAXWELL, Francis Kellt (sometimes

called John), D.D., chaplain of the Asylum,
Edinburgh, published anonymously 'An Essay
upon Tune, being an attempt to free the scale

01 music and the tune of izuitruments from im-

perfection* (Edinburgh. 1781 ; London, 1794);

—

an able work. He died in 1 782. [W. H.H.]
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MAY, Edward CtoLLETT, bom October 29,

1806, at Greenwich, where his father was a ship-

builder. His first teacher was his brother Henry,
an amateur musician and composer of considerable

ability. When about fifteen years of age, Thomas
Adams, then organist of St. Paul's, Deptford, and
an intimate Mend of the May family, struck by
the promise and intelligence of Edward, offered

to take him as a pupil. This offer was, of course,

willingly accepted, and for several years be re-

ceived regular instruction in composition and
organ-playing from that admirable musician and
then peerless executant. Subsequently he became
a pupil of Cipriani Potter for the pianoforte, «nd
of Crivelli for singing. In 183 7 he was appointed

organist of Greenwich Hospital, an office he
held till the abolition of the institution in 1869.

May's entry on the particular work to which his

talents have now for so many years been so suc-

cessfully devoted, grew out of his accidental

attendance at one of many lectures on popular

instruction in vocal music, given by the writer of

this notice about the year 1841. From that time

to the present (1879) he has devoted himself en-

thusiastically and exclusively to such teaching

;

and it may be safely asserted, that to no individual,

of any age or country, have so many persons of

all ages and of both sexes been indebted for their

musical skill. At one institution alone, the

National Society's Central School, more than a
thousand teachers and many more children have
been instructed by him. At Exeter Hall, the

Apollonicon Kooms, and subsequently St. Martin's

Hall, several thousand adults passed through his

classes ; while, for many years past, he has been the

sole musical instructor at the Training Schools,

Battersea, St. Mark's, Whitelands, Home and
Colonial, and HockeriU ; institutions from which
upwards of 250 teachers are annually sent forth

to elementary schools. Ailer many years connec-

tion with the Institution, Mr. May has recently

—

wholly without solicitation on his part—^been

appointed Professor of Vocal Music in Queen's

College, London. The words of B^ranger, applied

to Wilhem, may with equal propriety be applied

to May,—not merely has he devoted the best

years of his Efe and all his eneig^ies to public

musical instruction, but sacrificed every other

aim or object to it
—

' mdme sa gloire.*

His daughter, Florence May, is known in

London as a pianoforte player of considerable

cultivation and power. [J.H.]

MAY-QUEEN, THE, A Pastoral ; words
by Mr, Chorley, music by W. Stemdale Bennett,

written for a festival at Leeds, and produced
there Sept. 8, 1858. The overture was composed
before the year 1844, and was originally entitled
* Marie du Bois.* [G.]

MAYER, Chables, celebrated pianist, bom
March 21, 1799, at Konigsberg. His &ther, a
good clarinet ^yer, went soon after his birth to

St. Petersburg, and four years after to Moscow,
where he settled with his famUy. He first learned

from his mother, a good pianoforte teacher, and
later became a pupil of Field. After the burning

of Mofioow in X 81 J the family fled to St. Peters-

mayer:

burg, where themother became pianoforte teacher,
and where the lessons with Field were resumed.
The pupil played so exactly like his master that
connoisseurs were unable to tell which was at the
{Hano if a screen was interposed. In 1 814 Mayer
accompanied his father to Paris, where he was welf
received. He first played his concert-variations

on *God save the king' in Amsterdam. In 1819
he returned to St. Petersburg, where he worked
hard and successfully at teaching, and formed
as many as 800 pupils. In 1845 he travelled to

Stockholm, Copenhagen, Hamburg, Leipzig, and
Vienna, but this was his last tour. In 1850 he
settled in Dresden, where he taught, gave con-
certs, and composed up to his death, which took
place on July a, i86a. His pieces reach the
astonishing number of 900. Mayer's playing
was distinguished by great purity of style, and
expression, and his omipositions are eminently
suited to the instrument. They include a con-

certo with orchestra in D, op. 70; a concerto

symphonique, op. 89; and variations and fan-

tasias on opera airs. His 'Polka Boh^mienne'
in A, was at one time immensely popular. [F.G.]

MAYER, orMAYR, Johann Simon, esteemed
opertk composer in the beginning of this century,

bom June 14, 1 763, at Mendorfin Bavaria ; early

showed talent for music, which he first learned
from his father the village schoolmaster and
-organist. When about 10 he entered the Jesuit

seminary at Ingolstadt, but did not neglect his

music, either then or when after the ba^bihment
of the Jesuits he studied law in Ingolstadt.

Having made the acquaintance of a nobleman,
Thomas de Bessus of Graubtlndten, he lived in

the house as music master, and 'was afterwards

sent by his patron to Bergamo, to study with
Lenzi, maestro di capella there. Mayr found
however that his master knew little more than
himself, and was on the point of retoming
to Germany, when Count Pesenti, a canon of

Bergamo, provided him with the means of going

to F. Bertoni in Venice. Here again his expect-

ations were deceived, but he picked up some
practical hints and a few rules from Bertoni, and
nard work and the study of good books did the

rest. He had already published some songs in

Ratisbon ; and in Bergamo and Venice he com-
posed masses and vespers. After the success of

his oratorio ' Jacob a Labano fugiens,' composed
in 1 791 for the Conservatorio dei Mendicanti,

and performed before a distinguished audience,

he was commissioned to compose three more
oratorios for Venice ('David, 'Tobiae matri>

monium' and 'Sisara'). For Forli be wrote
* Jephte* and a Passion. Thrown on his own
resources by the sudden death of his patron, he

was urged by Piccinni to try the stage, and his

first opera ' Siaffo, ossia i riti d' Apollo Leucadio

'

was se well received at the Fence in Venice

(1794) that he was immediately overwhelmed
with commissions, and between that date and

1 814 composed no less than 70 operas. Indeed

it was not till Rossini's success that his &me
declined. Many of his melodies were sung about

the streets, such as the pretty cavatina ' qoanto
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ranima' from ' Lauso e Lidia.' In 1862 be
became maeetro di capella of Santa Maria Mag-
giore in Bergamo, and was 00 much attached to

his work there, that he declined not only in-

vitations to London, Paris, Lisbon, and Dresden,

but alao the post of Censor to the Conservatorio

of Milan, his appointment to which had been
signed by the Viceroy of Italy in 1807. As pro-

fessor of composition in the musical Institute of

Bergamo,—founded in 1 805, reorganised in 181

1

—he exercised great and good influence, Doni-

zetti was one of his pupils there. He was the

founder of two institutions for decayed muHicians

and their widows, the *Scuola caritatevole di

Musica/ and the 'Pio Institute di Bergamo.*

He had been blind for some years before his

death, which took place on Dec. a, 1845. The
city of Bergamo erected a monument to him
in 1852, and in 1875 his remains and those of

Donizetti were removed with much ceremony to

the church of Santa Maria Maggiore. The
most celebrated of his operas are 'Lodoiska'

(1795)* 'Ginevra di Scosia* (1801), 'Medea'
(181 a), and 'Rosa bianca e Rosa rossa* (1814).

He also set the libretto of Cherubini^s 'Deux
Joum^es.* He is said to have been the first to

introduce the crescendo of the orchestra to which
Rossini owes so much of his fame. He wrote a

small book on Haydn (1809), a biography of

Capuzzi the violinist, and poems on his death in

1818 ; also 'La Dottrina degli elementi musicali*

BtiU in MS. in Bergamo. [F.G.]

MAYNARD, John, a lutenist, published in

161 1 'The XII Wonders of the World, Set and
composed for the Violl de Gamba, the Lute, and
the Voyce to sing the Verse, all three jointly

and none severall: also Lessons for the Lute

and Base Violl to play alone ; with some Lessons

to play Lyra-waye alone, or if you will to fill up

the parts with another Violl set Lute-way.' The
work contains 1 2 songs severally describing the

characters of a Courtier, Divine, Soldier, Lawyer,
PhyScian, Merchant, Country Gentleman,

Bachelor, Married Man, Wife, Widow and
Maid ; and i a pavans and galliards for the lute.

A carious canon. ' Eight parts in one upon the

Plaine Song,' is on the title page. The composer

described himself aa 'Lutenist at the most

fiunous Schoole of St. Julian's in Hartfordshire,*

and dedicated his work 'To his ever-honoured

Lady and Mistris the Lady Joane Thynne, of
' Cause CaflUe in Shropshire. Some organ pieces

by one Maynard (presumably the same) are

contained in a MS. in the library of the Sacred

Harmonic Society. [W. H. H.]

MAYSEDER, Joseph, violinist and composer,

son of a poor painter, bom in Vienna, Oct. 26,

1789. Bc^ning at 8, he learnt the violin from

Suche and Wrsmitzky. Schuppanz'gh took a
great interest in the lad, and entrusted him with

the second violin in his quartets. In 1 800 he

ffave his first concert in the Augarten with bril-

liant success. He rapidly made his way with

the court and nobility, and among musicians.

In 1816 he entered the court chapel, in 1820 be-

came solo-violin at the court theatre, and in 1835

TOL. u.
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was appointed chamber-violinist to the iSmperor.

The municipality awarded him the large gold

'Salvator Medal' in 181 1. and presented him*
with the freedom of the city in 181 7. In 1862
the Emperor bestowed on him the order of Franz-

Joseph. In 1 81 5 he gave, with HummeHafter-
wards replaced by Moscheles) and Giuliani, the

so-called • Dukaten-ooncerte.' He also gave con-

certs with Merk the cellist, but after 1837 he
never appeared in public. He never played

abroad ; even on his visit to Paris in 1820, he
would only play before a select circle of artists,

including Kreutzer, Baudiot, Cherubini, Habe-
neck, Lafont, and Viotti. He took a great in-

terest in the string-quartet party which met at

Baron Zmeskall's house (where Beethoven was
often present), and afterwards in that at Prince

Constantine Czartoryski's (from 1843 to 56).

His many pupils spread his name far and wide.

His tone was peculiarly fascinating, and his exe-

cution had great breadth and elevation of style.

With the exception of a grand mass he composed
only chamber music of a style similar to his play-

ing. He published 63 works, including concertos,

polonaises, variations, 5 quintets and 8 quartets

for strings, Etudes and duets for violin, 4 trios,

sonatas, etc. for P.F., trio for violin, harp, and
horn, etc. Mayseder died universally respected

Nov. 21, 1863. [C.F.P.]

MAZAS, Jacques-Fer£'OL, French violinist

and composer, was bom in 1 782 at Beziers. He
entered the Paris Conservatoire in 1 802, and after

having studied for three years under Baillot, ob-

tained the first prize for violin-playing. He had
great success at Paris, especisJly with his per-

formance of a violin-concerto by Auber at the

Conservatoire. He travelled through a very lar^e

part of Europe, and returned in 1829 to Paris,

without however gaining his former success. In

1837 he ^^^ Paris again, and accepted the direc-

torship of a music-school at Cambnd. He died

in 1849.
Mazas wrote a large number of brilliant violin

pieces, quartets, trios, and duets for stringed

instruments (the latter still much valued for

teaching purposes), an instruction-book for the

violin, and one for the viola. F^tis mentions

also two operas, two violin-concertos, and an
overture. [P. D.]

MAZURKA, Mazourka, Masurek, or Ma-
sure, a national Polish dance, deriving its name
from the ancient Palatinate of Masovia. Ma-
zurkas were known as early as the i6th century

;

they originated in national songs ^ accompanied

with dancing. They were introduced into Ger-

many by Augustus III, Elector of Saxony and
King of Poland (i 733-1 763), and after becoming
fashionable in Paris, reached England towards

1845. The Mazurka was naturalised in Russia

after the subjugation of Poland, but the Russian

dance differs from the Polish in being performed

by an indefinite number, while the latter is

usually danced by four or eight couples. The

1 Thli feature It haa retained. Chopin. In a leMer of Aug. M. 18».

sajrs, ' the thought fortunately struck Macli^owskl to write four stauxai

for a Mazurka, aud I Ml them to mualo.' (Karaaowakl, U 80.>

B
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Mazurka is remarkable for the variety and liberty

allowed in its figures, and for the peculiar steps

necessary to its performance. Indeed, the whole
dance partakes of the character of an impro-
visation, even the invention of new steps and
figures being allowable. The music (in 3-4 or

3 -8 time) consists usually of two or four parts

of eight bars, each part being repeated. In the

earliest Mazurkas the bass was invariably on
one note, usually the tonic. There is often a
strong accent on the second beat of the bar,

which was emphasized in the bass by the break-

ing off of the regular accompaniment. The tune
should also end on the second beat of the bar, but
in old Mazurkas there is often no definite con-

clusion, and the repeats are made ad libitum.

The Tempo is much slower than that of the
ordinary waltz. Chopin, who wrote eleven sets

of Mazurkas, treated the dance in a new and
characteristic manner. He extended its orimnal
forms, eliminated all vulgarity, introduced all

sorts of Polish airs, and thus retained little more
than the intensely national character of the
original simple dance tune. (See Karasowski^s Life

of CHiopin, chap, vii ; and also the somewhat rhap-

Bodical but still interesting remarks of Liszt in

his essay on Chopin.) No Jess than 14 sets of his

MazurkjEts have been published, containing 52 in

all (op. 6, 7, 17, 24, 30, 33, 41, 50, 56, 59, 63,

67, 68 and one without opus number). Weber
gives the title *Masurik' to the 4th of his six

pieces for the P.F. k quatre mains (op. 10).

The following example is a simple Mazurka
popular in the neig'ibourhood of Warsaw. The
first part of the malody has a vocal accompani-
ment :

—

[W. B.S.I

MAZZINGHI, Joseph, son ofTommaso, ofan
ancient Corsican family, bom in London in 1 765,

was a pupil ofJohn Christian Bach, under whom
he made such progress that, on the death of his

father in 1775, he was, althoncfh but 10 years of

age, appointed organist of the Portuguese Chapel.

He then studied under Bertolini, Sacchini and
Anfossi. In 1 784 he became musical director and
composer at the King's Theatre, and produced the

operas of ' H Tesoro * and * La Bel'e Ars^ne,'

besides many songs, duets, etc., for introduction

into other operas, and the music for several bal-

lets. The score of PaiHiello's opera * La Locanda

'

having been coiisuiiied in the fire of the Opera
House in June, 1789, Mazzinghi rescored the

work so faithfully as to admit of its continued

performance. For the English theatre he ^et the

MEAN.

following pieces;—*A Day in Turkey,' 1791

;

'The Magician no Conjuror,* 1792;' Raraah
Droog,' 1793 ;

* The Turnpike Gate,* 1799 J
'Paul

and Virginia,* 1800; *The Blind Girl,* 1801 ;

'Chains of the Heart,' 1802 (the last five in

collaboration with Reeve) ;
* The Wife of two

Husbands,* 1803 ; 'The Exile,* 1808 ; and ' The
Free Knights,' 1810. The last piece contained

the duet 'When a little farm we keep,* which
for nearly half a century was highly popular and
constantly introduced into other pieces, and is

even now occasionally heard. The manner of

its original performance was strikingly character-

istic of the utter want of regard for congruity

which prevailed among the stage managers of
that day. Although the pieoe was represented as
taking place in Westphalia in the 14th century,

the duet was accompanied upon the pianftforte/

Mazzinghi was music master to the Princess

of Wales, afterwards Queen Caroline, and had
an extemdve practice as a teacher of the piano-

forte, for which instrument he composed nearly

70 sonatas and arranged a multitude of pieces,

besides writing an 'Introduction* to it. His
glees, trios, harmonised airs, songs and other
vocal pieces, were legion. His pastoral glee,

'The Wreath* ('Tell me, shepherds.') was long
in favour. He likewise composed a mass for 3
voices, and 6 hymns. Having about 1830 at-

tained the rank of Count he retired to Batli,

where he died, Jan. 15, 1844. [W.H.H.]

MEAN (Old Eng. Meane, Mene; Lat. Me-
dius.) I. An old name for a middle Voice-
part, whether Alto, or Tenor.

2. A name given to the second instrument
in a Concert of Viols, as in Orlando Gibbons's
'Fantasies in three parts, for Viols,' reprinted

by the Musical Antiquarian Society.

3. The name of the Second and Third Strings

of the Viol—the former being called the Small,
and the latter, the Great Meane.

4. The title of an ingenious Fugue, for, the
Organ, composed by William Blitheman,' and
printed, by Hawkins, in the Appendix to Vol. V.
of his History.

The piece may probably owe its singular title to

the obliguto characterof the middle part. [W.S.R.]

1 WiUlam Blithem&n was a noted OrganUt. and Gentleman of the
Chapel Itoyal, tu the reiini of Queen Elizabeth ; and Is, moreoTer.
celebrated a» haTing been the Manter of I>r. John BuU. He dteil. In

London, on Whiuunday 1C91 ; and km buried in the Church of

8. Nicholas Cole-Abbey, where his Ulents were set forth In a poetical

Rpttaph. which was destroyed, lu the Great tire, but hat been pre-

served by Btow, and reprinted by Hawkiij.
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MEASURE, in relation to mnsio pore and
dinple, apart from the dance, means the group of

beats or main rhythms which are contained

between two bar-lines. This is the measure of

time, and defines the number of pulsations, such
as 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, or other agg^regate which is to be
taken as the determinate standard or unit by
which the multifarious complications of rhythms
in an extended piece ofmusic are to be ultimately

regulated. [C.H.H.P.]

MEASURE originally denoted any dance
remarkable for its well-defined rhythm, but in

time the name was applied to a solemn and
stately dance, of the nature of a Pavan or a
Minuet. The dignified character of the dance
is proved by the use of the expression ' to tread

a measure*; a phrase of firequent occurrence in

the works of the Elizabethan dramatists. In
the reigns of Elizabeth and James I, Measures
were danced at court, and at the public enter-

tainments periodically given by the Societies of

Law and Equity. On these occasions the great

legal and state dignitaries took part in them,
but the custom seems rapidly to have died out
under Charles I. It is somewhat remarkable
that no trace can be found of any special music
to which Measures were danced; this circum-

stance seems to prove that there was no definite

form of dance tune for them, but that any
stately and rhythmical air was used for the

purpose. [W.B.S.]

Ml^Dl&E. Opera in 3 acts ; words by Hofiinann,

mnsic by Cherubini. Produced at the Theatre
Feydeau, March 13, 1797; in London, at Her
Majesty's Theatre, in Itidian, with recitatives by
Arditi, June 6, 1865. [G.]

MEDESIMO TEMPO, 'in the same time,' is

occasionally used in the same way as L'Istesso

Tempo, and has the same meaning. [JA.E.M.]

MEDIAL CADENCE {Claimda in medio
modi). I. Among the numerous Cadences
formed upon the Regular and Conceded Modu-
lations of the Ecclesiastical Modes, that proper

to the Mediant holds a place inferior in im-

portance only to those occupied by the Final and
Dominant.
In Plain Chaunt Melodies, the Medial Cadence

sometimes leads to a close so satisfactory that it

almost sounds final ; as in the First Ending of

the First Tone—

In Polyphonic Music, it is susceptible of in-

finite variety of treatment, as may be seen from
the following examples

—
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MODR XIII. Giovanni CROCi.

In the selection of these examples, we have
confined ourselves exclusively to True Cadences,
for the sake of illustrating our subject with the
greater clearness: but, Uie Old Masters con-

stantly employed Cadences of other kinds, in

this part of the Mode, for the purpose of avoid-
ing the monotony consequent upon the too fre-

quent repetition of similar forms. It is only by
careful study of the best works of the best period,

that the invigorating effect of this expedient
can be fully appreciated. [See Mediant;
Modes, the Ecclesiastical; Modulations;
Clausula Vera, Appendix.]

II. This term is also applied, by Dr. Callcott,

and some other writers on Modem Music, to
closes in which the Leading Chord is represented
by an Inverted instead of a Fundamental Har-
mony.

Though Cadences of this kind are in constant
use, we rarely meet with them, now, under their

old name. Most writers of the present day
prefer to describe them as Inverted Cadences,
»*|)ecifying particular instances, when necessary,
as the First or Second Inversion of the Perfect,

Imperfect, or Pla^al Cadence, as tihe case may
be : the opposite term, ' Radical Cadence,* being
TCi erved for closes in which the Root appears in

the Bass of both dhords. [\V. S. R.]

MEDIANT (from the Lat. Medius, middled
I. One of the three most significant Regular Mod-
ulations of the Ecclesiastic^ Modes, ranking next
in importance to the Dominant, or Reciting Note.
[See Modes, thb Ecclesiastical; Modula-
tions, Regulab and Conceded."!
The normal pot:ition of the Mediant, in the

Authentic Modes, lies as nearly as possible mid-
way between the Final and the Dominant. It

makes its nearest approach to the fulfilment of

this condition, in Modes I, V, IX, and XIII, in

which the Dominant is represented by the Fifth
of the Scale, and the Mediant, by the Third. In
Mode III, the substitution of C for B, in the

case of the Dominant, leads to an irregularity

:

the Mediant is still the Third of the Scale ; but,

it lies a Third above the Final, and a Fourth

MEDIATION.

below the Redting-Note. A similar incongruity
would arise in the proscribed Mode XI, were it

in practical use : for, theoretically, its Final is B,
its Dominant G, and its Mediant D. In Mode
VII, C is taken for the Mediant, instead of B,
in order to avoid forbidden relations with F : the
position, therefore, in this case, is, a Fourth
above the Final, and a Second below the Do-
minant.

In the Plagal Modes, the position of the
Mediant is governed rather by the necessity for

securing a convenient note for the Modulation,
than by any fixed law. In Modes II, IV, and
X, it is the note immediately below the Domi-
nant : and the same arrangement would take place
in the discarded Mode XII, were.it in use. In
Modes VI, and XIV, it is a Third below the
Final. In Mode VIII, it is a Second below the
Final ; the Second above the Final being some-
times—though not very frequently—substituted
for it, in order to avoid forbidden relations
with B.
The following Table exhibits, at one view,

the Mediants of all the Modes in general use,
both Authentic, and Plagal :

—

Model. P. ModeV, A. Mode IX, C.
Mode II. E. Mode VI, D. Mode X, B.
Modem, O. Mode VII, C. ModeXlH, a
Mode IV, G- Mode VUI, P. Mode XIV, A.

The functions of the Mediant are important,
and well defined.

In the Authentic Modes it is constantly used
as an Absolute Initial : and, in cases of emer-
gency, it may be so used in the Plagal Modes,
also ; especially in the Vlllth, in which it fre-

quently occupies that prominent position. By
virtue of this privilege, it may appear as the first

note of a Plain Chaunt Melody of any kind.
In common with the other Regular Modulations,
it may begin, or end, any of the intermediate
phra'^es of a Plain Chaunt Melody ; and may
even begin the last phrase. But, it can never
terminate the last phrase. This rule admits of
no exception ; and is not even broken in those
Endings of the Gregorian Tones for the Psalms
which close upon the Mediant : for, in these
cases, the real close must be sought for in the
Antiphon, which immediately follows the Psalm

;

and this invariably ends upon the Final of the
Mode. [See Antiphon; Tones, the Gbego-
BIAN.]

II. In Modem Music, the term. Mediant, is

always applied to the Third of the Scale, by
reason of its intermediate position, between the
Tonic and the Dominant.
The ofiBce of this note is extremely important,

inasmuch as it determines whether the Tonality
of the Scale is Major or Minor. [W.S.R.]

MEDIATION (Lat. Medintw), That divi-

sion of a Gregorian Tone which lies between the
Intonation, and the Ending, forming, as it were,
the main body of the Chaunt.
The Mediation begins, like the Ending, with

a Reciting-Note—the Dominant of the Mode

—

whence it passes on to a short melodious phrase,

the character of which differs, considerably, in
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different Tones. Each Tone has, in reality, only
one Mediation ; though that one exhibits itself,

in most cases, in at least three different forms—one, used for the Psalms, one, forthe Introits,and
a third—commonly called the 'Festal Form '—for

the Canticles. Moreover, Tones II. IV. V, VI,
and VIII have each a special form of Mediation,
used only when the first half of the Verse to
which it is sung ends with a monosyllable, or
Hebrew proper name. For examples of these
different forms, see Tones, the Gbeooriah;
under which heading will also be found a detailed

account of the connexion of the Mediation with
the other members of the Chaunt.

In addition to these recognised forms of the
Mediation, certain others hi^ve attained, from
time to time, a considerable amount of local

popularity, in consequence of the claim put forth,

by particula^ Dioceses—especially in France—to
a peculiar * Use ' of their own. The utter abolition

of such Diocesan Uses—almost all of which can
be proved to have originated in » corrupt method
of chaunting—is one of the objects contemplated
by the compilers of the Ratisbon Office-Books,

as revised by the Sacred Congregalaon of Rites,

and formally sanctioned bv the authority of the
Holy See. Should this object be attained, and a
fixed standard adopted, free from modem in-

novations, and conformable, in every respect, to

the antient purity of the Plain Chaunt, it will

have the effect of silencing a few Grallican Me-
diations, which have long been established

favourites, and the absence of which will, at

first, perlu4}B be regretted : but it cannot fail to

result in a vast improvement of the general style

of chaunting the Psalms, and Canticles. [See
Macicotaticum.] [W.S.R.]
MfeDECIN MALGRfi LUI, LE. Adapted

from Moli^re by Barbier and Carr^, music by
M. Gounod. Produced at the Th^Atre- Lyrique,
Jan. 15, 1858. In English, as 'The Mock
Doctor,' at Covent Garden, Feb. 27, 1865. [G.]

MEERESSTILLE UND GLtyCKLICHE
FAHRT, i.e. Calm Sea and Prosperous Voyage,
a poem by Goethe, which has been set to music
by two great masters.

1. By Beethoven, for chorus and- orchestra.

Composed in 1815, first performed at the Great
Redoutensaal in Vienna on Christmas day of

that year, and published Feb. 28, 1823, by Stei-

ner. It is dedicated ' to the immortal Goethe.'

The reverse of the title-page contains 3 lines

from Voss's translation of the Odyssey (viii.

479), thus rendered by Lang and Butcher:^
* For from all men on earth minstrels get their meed

of honour and worship ; inasmuch as the muse teacheth
them the paths of eong, and loTeth the tribe ofminstr^*

A letter firom Beethoven to the publisher,

dated June 1 2, and apparently belonging to the

year 1824, calls it a cantata, and asks for the

k)an of the score, that he ' might write a kind of

overture to it.' This intention does not appear
to have been carried out.

2. By Mendelssohn, for orchestra only. Writ-

ten in the summer of 1828, first performed at

Berlin Dec. i, 1832, remodelled and 'made thirty
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I
times as good as before,' and published as op. 27
and No. 3 of his Concert Overtures in 183J.. We
learn from a passage in his sisters diary* that
Mendelssohn wished to avoid the form of an in-

troduction and overture, and to throw his wcnrk

into two companion pictures. [G.]

MEHLIG, Anita, a distingulBhed pianist,

was bom at Stuttgart, June 11, 1846. She re-

ceived her musical education at the Conserva-
torium of her native town, and afterwards spent

a year at Weimar studying under Liszt. In 1866
she made her first appearance in England, play-

ing HummeFs Concerto in B minor at the Phil-

harmonic on April 30. She revisited England
each year till 1869 inclusive, playing regularly at

the Philharmonic and Crystal Palace, and other

concerts. She then took a long tour in America,
where she met with great success. In 1875 she
reappeared in England, playing Chopin's E minor
Cbncerto at the Crystal Palace on Oct. 9, and hks
been here every season since that time. Her
repertoire is large, her power of execution re-

markable, and her sl^le is full of refinement and
poetry. [G.]

MfiHUL, Etienne Henri, bom June 24,

1 763, at Givet in the Ardennes^ son of a cook,

who was too poor to give him much education.

Even in childhood he showed a passion for music,

and a remarkable perseverance in overcoming
obstacles^ and at 10 was appointed organist to

the convent of the R^ollets at Givet. Having
learned all that his master, a poor blind organist,

could teach him, he was thrown on his own re-

sources, until the arrival, at the neighbouring
convent of Lavaldieu, ofa new organist, Wilhelm
Hauser, whose playing had attracted the attention

of the Abbot Lissoir, when visiting the Abbey of

Scheussenried in Swabia. The monks of Laval-
dieu, wishing to make music a special feature in

their services, had a good organ, and the pla3nng

of Hauser, who was a sound and good musician,

caused quite an excitement in that secluded

comer of the Ardennes. Lavaldieu was several

leagues from Givet, but M^ul often walked over

to hear him ; and at length, with the consent of

his father, was admitted into the convent, and
became the roost diligent, as he was the most
gifted, ofthe eight pupils under Hauser's training.

At 14 he became deputy oi^ganist; and a dis-

tinguished amateur who heard him play was so

struck by his evident power of imagination, that

he determined to take him to Paris, and in 1778
M^ul bade farewell to the flowers he loved to

cultivate, and the instructor who had put him in

the way to become a great musician. On his

arrival in Paris he at once went to Edelmann for

instruction in pianoforte playing and composition.

To earn his bread he gave lessons, and composed
two sonatas (1781) which bear no traces of a
master mind ; but this was not the line in which
he was destined to distinction. In 1779 he was
present at the first performance of * Iphig^nie en
Tauride,' and the effect produced on one with

his cultivated intellect, his love of the beautiful,

I Benael'B ' Die Fsmllto MeodelMobii.' L IM.

.
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and passionate though reserved nature, was im-
mense. He expressed his admiration to Gluck
himself, who received the young enthusiast

graciously, gave him valuable advice, and under-

took his instruction in the philosophical and
poetical parts of music. Encouraged by the
success of a cantata with orchestra composed to

one of Rousseau^B sacred odes, and produced at

the Ck>ncert Spirituel in Murch 1782, he might
have gone on writing church music, had not
Gluck shown him his true vocation, and directed

his attention to the stage. Solely for practice he
composed one after another three operas, • Psyche
et I'Amour,' a pastoral by Voisenon previously

set by Saint Amans ;
' Anacr^n,* the third act

of a ballet by Bernard and Rameau, produced
in 1757 as 'Les Surprises de TAmour'; and
' Lausus et Lydie,* 3 acts, to a libretto adiapted

by Yaladier from Marmontel. These unpublished
scores are lost, no trace of them being discover-

able in any of the public libraries of Paris.

M^hul now felt himself in a position to appear
before the public, and Valadier having furnished

him with the libretto of ' Cora et Alonzo,* 4 acts,

also taken from Marmontel, the score was soon

ready, and accepted by the Academic, but there

the matter ended. Tired of waiting, he re-

solved to try his fortune at another theatre, and
having made the acquaintance of Hoffmann he
obtained from him the libretto of ' Euphrosine et

Coradin, ou le Tyran corrig^,* 3 acts (Sept. 4,

1790). In this op^ra-comique the public re-

cognised at once a force, a sincerity of accent,

a dramatic truth, and a gift of accurately ex-

pressing the meaning of t£e words, which were
throughout the main characteristics of M^urs
mature genius. Its success was instantaneous;

and the duet *Gardez-vouB de la jalousie,* the

close of which contains a modulation as unex-
pected as it is effective, speedily became a
favourite throughout France. Henceforth M^
hul had ample opportunities of satisfying his

productive instinct, and he brought out suc-

cessively :^
' Gore ' 0791)

:
' StretonloQ ' (May 1

' L'Ireto, ou TEmportd ' (Feb. 17

S. 1792) :
'U Jeun« 8ag« et le vleux 1K)1) ;

' Une Folie' (April 4), ' Le
Fou ' (1799); 'Honttns Gocl&s ' i Tr^sor tuppoaiS' 'Jouina,' and
and ' PhroBlne et Mvlldore ' 0794) ; | ' L'Henreux maigri lui ' 0^02)

;

'La Caverne' (1795), not so tuo- ;

' Hi<l^na ' and 'Le Baiser et la

oeuful as Lesueur's on the same Quittance.' with Kreutzer, Bolel-

sulUect; 'Doria' and ' Le Jeune dieu, and Nlcolo (1>^) ; 'Lesdeux
Henri ' 0797) ;

' Adrien ' (June 4) I Aveugles de Tolide ' (Jan. »).
and 'Ariodanf (Oct. 11. 1799) ;

| ' Uthal ' (May 17). and 'Gabriello
' Epicure,' with Cherublnl (March d'Estr^es' (June 25. 1806); 'Jo-
14). and 'Blon' (Dec 27, 1800) ; seph ' (Feb. 17, 1807).

Astonishing as it may seem, these 24 operas
were not the only works Mehul produced within

17 years. He composed and published in ad-
dition many patriotic songs and cantatas, among
others the 'Chant national du 14 Juillet,' the
*Chant du Depart,' the 'Chant du Retour,' the
'Chanson de Roland,* and choruses to 'Timo-
It on * a tragedy by Joseph Ch^nier ; two ballets,

• Le Jugement de Paris (1793) and 'La Danso-
maLie' (.1800); several operettas, and other
' nu rceaux de circonstance,' such as ' Le Pont
de Lodi,* etc., all unpublished except the 'Chant
lyrique * for the inauguration of tie statue voted
to Napoleon by the Institut. I

MfiHUL.

The epoch at which he composed * Uthal ' and
* Joseph' was the culminating point of M^uFs
career. He was already a member of the Institut

(1 795) and a chevalier of the Legion of Honour
(1802), and had been inspector of instruction at

the Conservatoire from its foundation. His
pupils looked up to him and he was a favourite

in the best society, but such homage did not
blind him to the (act that in science his col-

leagues Cherubini and Catel were his superiors,

owing to his want of early systematic training.

This accounts for his laborious efforts to change
his style, and excel in more than one department
of music. His symphonies, though performed
at the Conservatoire, cannot rank with those

of Haydn and Mozart; indeed none of his

other orchestral works rise to the level of his

overtures. Of his ballets ' Le Ketour d'Ulysse
*

(1807), and 'Pers^e et Andromfede* (18 10) in

which he introduced many pieces from 'Ario-
dant,* were well received, but ' Les Amazones, ou
la fondation de Thebes * disappeared after nine
performances. An op^ra-comique in i act, 'Le
Prince Troubadour* (1813^ was not more suc-

cessful, but hb last work, *La Joum^ aux
Aventures,* 3 acts (Nov. 16, 1816), kept the
boards for some time. Its success was partly

due to its being known at the time that M^ul
was dying of consumption. Two months after

its production he was sent to Provence, but the
change came too late ; he returned to Paris, and
died there Oct. 18, 1817, aged 54. Besides six

unpublished operas compost between 1787-
97, he left the unfinished score of ' Valentine de
Milan,* a 3-act op^ra-comique, completed by his

nephew and pupil Daussoigne-M^hul (bom at
Givet, June 10, 1790, died at Liege, March 10,

1875), and produced Nov. 28, 1822.

The most conspicuous quality of M^huFs work
as a whole is its absolute passion. This is ex-
emplified tuost strikingly in 'Stratonice* and
'Ariodant.' Not less obvious are the traces o^
the various influences under which he passed.

Between 'Ariodant' and 'Joseph' must be
placed all those repeated attempts to vary his

style, and convince his detractors that he could
compose light and graceful airs as well as grand,
pathetic, and sustained melodies, which cannot be
considered as anything but failures, although the
ignorantamateurs ofthedaypronounced ' L'Irato*

to be true Italian music. ' Joseph,* which dates
from the midst of the Revolution, before the
Empire, belongs to a different epoch, and to a
different class of ideas. Mehul's noble character,

his refined sentiment, and religious tendencies,

the traces of his early educatiou, in his perfect

acquaintance with the church modes and plain-

song, and his power of writing excellent church
music, are all apparent in this powerful work, the
simplicity, grandeur, and dramatic truth of which
will always command the admiration of impartiid
musicians.

M^hul was not so fortunate as Gr^try in
finding a poet whose creative faculties harmon-
ised thoroughly with his own; and he waa
fascinated byanysubject—antique,chevaleresque^
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Ossianic, Spanish, patriarchal, or biblical— so

long as it afforded him opportunities for local

colouring, the importance of which he often

exaggerated. His overtures to ' Le Jeune Henri*
'Horatius Coclfes,' *Timol^n,* and 'Les deux
Aveugles de Tol^e ' are however incomparably
superior to anything of the kind which preceded
them; and most striking are such passages as

the introduction to * Ariodant.' where three cellos

and a trombone hold a kind of dialogue, and
that in < M^lidore et Phrosine/ where four horns

which have a complete part throughout the score,

accompany the voice of a dying man with a kind
of smothered rattle. In * Uthal * the violins

are entirely absent, their places being taken by
the violas, in order to produce a soft and misty

effect. Gr^try was shocked at this innovation,

and so wearied by its monotony, that he cried

on leaving the theatre after the first perform-

ance, * Six francs for an £-string (chanterelle) !

*

Though Maul's new and ingenious combin-
ations were not always successful, and though
his melodies were often wanting in that life and
dash which rouse an audience, it must be acknow-
ledged that with all his faults h's work beard the

8t»mp of a very individual mind and character,

and the impress of that mighty race of 1 789, with
whom to will was to do, but amongst whose many
firifis that of grace was too often wanting. Had
he but posscMed this fSstscinating quality, M^ul
might have been the Mozart of France. As it

is, we cannot withhold our admiration from the

man who carried on Gluck's work with even
more than Gluck*s musical skill, regenerated

op^ra-comique, and placed himself at the head of

the comp<iser8 of his own time and nation.

The portrait of M^ul which we engrave is

taken from a remarkable print b> Quenedey, 1808.

Quatre>m^re de Quincy pronounced his eulogium

at the Institut in Oct. 18 18, and Vieillard, one of

his intimate frnends, published an iateresting

'XoUce* of him (Paris, 1859). The Ubrary of
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the Conservatoire contains many of his auto-

graphs, several being fragments of unpublished
operas. The writer of this article discovered

among them 'La Nais^ance d'Oscar Leclerc,*

not elsewhere mentioned, an op^ra-comique ' La
Taupe,* and an 'Ouverture burlesque' for Piano,

violm and reeds, intere:tting merely as musical
curiosities. [G.C.]

MEIBOM (in Latin MEIBOMIUS), Mabcds,
learned historian of music, bom early in the 1 7th

century atToenningen in Sclileswig Holstein. No-
thing is known of his studies, but his great work,
•Antiquae musicte auctores septem grsece et

latine ^Amsterdam, Elzevir^, was published in

1652, and as in those days eminence was rarely

attained in early youth, the date of his birth can
hardly have been either 1 626 or 1630 as commonly
stated. The work was dedicated to Queen Chris-

tina of Sweden, at whose coiurt he resided for

some time. On one occasion however, while

sing'ng at the Queen's request his version of an
ancient Greek melody, the whole court burst

out laughing, and Meibom imagining that the

Queen's physician Bourdelot was the instigator

of this unseemly mirth gave him a box on the

ear, and was in consequence dismissed. He took

refuge with Frederic III. of Denmark, who gave
him a professorship at Upsala, but he tfoon

returned to Holland. Havii g endeavoured in

vain to find a capitalist who would carry into

execution his scheme of restoring the ancient

triremes, he came to England in 1674 with the

view of making arrangements for a new edition of

the Old Testament. This project also failed, ani
returning to Holland, he died at Utrecht in 171 1

.

The book already mentioned is one of the most
valuable sources of information on ancient music,

and may be considered a precursor of Gerber and
Coussemaker. For his numerous works on music
and geometry thereader is referred to Fetis. [F.G.]

MEISTER, ALTE. A collection of 40 P. F.

pieces of the 1 7th and 1 8th centuries, edited by
£. Pauer, published by Bieitkopf & Hartel ;-^-

Gavotte and Varlatluu- , Huae, Allegro in Bb.
W. Fr. Bich. t-utiAU bi C.
Kolle, Sonata in Kb.
Haodel. Capriccio in 0.
Uameau. La Uvri, L'Agafsnte. La

Timlde.
Loelliy. Suite In O minor.
KhmL Andantliio aiid Alleint) In G.
F. Tarini, Tmsu* in O minor and

Sonata in Db.
C. P. E. Bach. l4t Xenophone, Sl-

bjlle. La Complaisaute, Let
Laiigvenn tend ret.

Graun. Uigue In Bb minor.
Matleili. Gl«ue. Adagio, aiwl Alle-

gro.

In A minor.
Kirntterger, Fugue (S pftrtt) in D

I>o.. ' Do.. (2parU)lDD.
Marptirg. Capriccio in F.

Mdhul, Sonata in A.

J. Ch. Bach, Sonata in C minor.

C. P. E. Bach, Allegro in A.

W. Fr. Bach. I'ugue in C minor.
Kuhnau. Sonata in D.
Fad. Martini. Prelude. Fugue, and

Allegro In K minor.

J. L. Kr«bs, Partiu Ui Bb.
Do.. Do. Eb.

Matheton, 4Glgue«.
C«>uperin. La BaudoUne. Le« Agr«S- farti, Allegro In «.

ment. (irazioll, Fonata In O.

Parailiet. Sonata in D. D. Scarlatti. 2 Studies.

ZIpolU Preludio, Corrente. Sara-

banda, and Oiga in O minor.
Chembini. Sonata in Bb.
llftMler, Sonata In A minor.
WagenMll. Sonata in F.

Benda. Largo and Prettn in F.

Fruhberger. Toccata in D m'nor.
Sacchlnl. SmiaU in F.

Mattheson. Fult« in C minor.
Cuuperin. La Beman. L'AuM)n1-

enne. Let Charmet, Le Bavolet
flottant.

Schobert, Minuet and Allegro
molto in E b.

Moffat. Olgue in Bband j*"^ro
tpirlt.*o in D. r(J

"J

VON NtTRNBEEG,MEISTERSINGER
DIE. An opeia ; words and music by Kiohard

Wagner, completed in Cct. 1867, and first per<
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formed at Munich, Juue ai^ 1868, under the
direction of von Biilow. [G.]

MEL, RiNALDO DEL, * Oeotilhtiomo Fiunen-
go/ and diBtinguiBhed oumpoeer of the i6th cen-

tury. The date and town of hig birth are not
known, but his nationality is assured, not only

by the above title, which appears on more than
one of his works, but by his own words, 'la

natione nostra Fiammengo.' He is not to be
confused with Gaudio Mell, a name which
Adami,' Liberati,' and Martini' give to Pales-

trina*s master Goudimel. Having served Sebas-

tian, King of Portugal, and his successor, Car-

dinal don HenriquezasChapelmaster, he arrived

in Rome in 1 580. This change in his career may
be accounted for by the annexation of Portugal
to Spain in that year. If Philip II. was unwill-

ing to keep up a useless retinue in Lisbon, he
would certainly make no exception in favour of
' Flemish gentlemen,* who indeed were never to

his liking. Why Mel turned his steps to Rome
WQ know not. Once there, however, he presented

himself without loss of time to Palestrina, but
soon found himself out of his depth on musical

subjects, and confessed that Rinaldo*s questions

could not keep pace with Pierluigi's answers.

So the ex-Chapelmaster set himself down to

school tasks again> ambitious to become a worthy
disciple of that Roman school which h» declared

was the greatest in Europe.^ His diploma was
soon obtained, for his publications began in 1582,

and between that year and 1595 he published

5 books of motets and 15 books of madrigals,

besides contributing to vanous collections which
carried his name from Rome to Venice, Nurem-
berg, Antwerp, and Munich..

Up to 1590 he probably lived chiefly in Rome,
though we find him at lA4g%, in 1587,' where
some of his family were in the service of Ernest,

Duke of Bavaria. Part of the time he is said

to have been chamber musician to Gabriel Pa-

leotto, archbishop of Boloena. who had himself

8t>me knowle<|ge of music* When the diocese

of Sabina was placed under Paleotto's eharge in

1 59 1 he founded a college, improved the cathedral

at Magliano, and made many changes in the

imtemal government. The appointment of a
new Chapelmaster agrees weH enough with these

£K;t8, and it is in the year 1591 that we hear of

Mel's appointment to the cathedral and the new
college. He dates from Calvi, a little town near

Magliano, March 30, 1593, and from Magliano^
itself, 1595. From this timo his publications

cease,, and w« have no further record of him.,

He is said to have been already well advanced
in life when he left Portugal, and by this time

was probably an old man. So we may assunife-

that the end of his life wa^ near, and that he
did not long survive Palestrina.

1
' OMenmcionl per b«n regolMtOkpeUa peoUr. (BoaoA 17U). (Brit.

)lua.C.a)c)
2 Letter* In riiipcwU ad una del SIg. Pen.. (Biit. Mas. fiM c. 90
s '(jlQdlck) dl Apollo.' bound up wUh 3rd toI. of Martinll *8torl»

Ml* Munlcft.' (Brtt. Miu. 6ff7 eq.)

• 4 Balul b respon#tbl« for th<« slory. See ' Meviorie d! Prtestrina.*

» Msdrisall 4 (Anvera 1M8^ See aUo F^ls. Blugraphte. under
• Me''e. R«naut de.'-

• See Fantuxtl. ' Notble^dll 8crittori:BologDMl ' (Bologna 1788).

1 8m dedication of ' Liber 6» motectorura' (Veulc« ISOS).

MeVs works are at present difficult to obtain.

The British Museum does little more than record

his name,' and in the F^tis Library at Brussels,

such a rich treasure-house, he is quite unknown.
The only work in modem notation is a Litany
in the ' Musica Divina,* Ann. II, vol. 3 (Ratisbon,

1869). [J.R.S.-B.]

MELISMA (Gr. M^At<r/«a. a Song>. Any kind
of Air, or Melody, as opposed to Recitative, or

other music of a purely declamatory character.

Thus, Mendelssohn employs the term' in order

to distinguish the Mediation and Ending of a
Gregorian Tone fit)m the Dominant, or Reciting

Note. Other writers sometimes use it (less cor-

rectly) in the sense of Fioritura, or even Cadenza.
A work by Thomas Ravenscroft, entitled

' Melismata ; Musica! Phansies fitting the Court,

citie, and country humours' (London, 161 1), is

much prized by collectors. [W.S.R.]

MELL, DAVIS; familiarly called Davie
Mell. An eminent Violinist and Clockmaker,
resident in Loudon, about the middle of the

17th century, and honourably mentioned by
Aubrey and Anthony k Wood. In the year

1657, he visited Oxford, where, as we learn

from Wood's Diary. 'Peter Pett, Will. Bull,

Ken. Digby, and others of Allsoules, as also

A. W. did give him a very handsome enter-

tainment in theTaveme cal'd **The Salutation**

in S. Marie*s Parish .... The Company did

look upon Mr. Mell to have a prodigious hand
on the Violin, &. they thought that no person, as

all in London did, could goe beyond him. But,

when Tho. Baltzar, an Outlander, came to Oxon.
in the next yeare, they had other thoughts of

Mr. Mell, who, tho he play'd farr sweeter than
Baltzar, yet Baltzar's hand was more quick, &
could run it insensibly to the end of the Finger-

board.' [See Baltzab, Thomas.]
Aubrey *• tells a curious story of a child of

Mell's^ who was cured of a crooked back by the

touch of a dead hand. [W. S. R.]

MELLON, Alfred, bom in Birmingham,
1820, became a violinist in the opera and other

orchestras, and afterwards kader of the ballet at

the Royal Italias Opera, Covent Garden. He
was next director of the music at the Haymarket
and Adelphi theatres, and subsequently conductor

ef the Pyne and Harrison English Opera Com-
! pany, who in 1859 produced his opera, ' Vio-

torine/ at Covent Gsurden ; he was conductor of

the Musical Society, and of the Prouienade Con-
certs which for several seasons were given under
his name at Covent Garden. In Sept. 1865 he
was chosen conductor of the Liverpool Philhar-

monic Society. He married Miss Woolgar,
the well-known actress. He died March 27,

1867. [W.H.H.]

MELODISTS* CLUB, THE. A society at one
time of much promise, founded in 1825, by ad-

• A 'quinU' pMt •rth«2i^ book of Madrlgiaa (4 «). the only book
of Mel"* in the library, gives the title ' Oentilhuomu F^' and contains
the dedicatiou to Cardinal Minucci, which speak* of ' la nattontt

nostra Fiammengo,' and bean the date ' CalTl. March 9), ISSS.'

» See his letter to Zelter. dated Rome. June 16. iBSL
w ' MlKellaniei/ under the artfcle ' Miranda.*
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miren of Charles Dibdin, ' for the promotion of

ballad compoBition and melody.* In 1827 and 28

a library was formed, and prizes offered for songs

;

and the prise songs were afterwards published in

a Tolame. In 1833 two prises of 10 guineas were
offered for songs in the style of Ame. Shield, or

Dibdin, and gained by Blewitt and Hobbs. In
1837 prises of 5 guineas for words and 10 guineas
for music of a song ; which were gained by Wilson
and Hobbs for the song * Send round the wine.*

The object of the Club is well described in the
following words of Sir H. Bishop in presenting
some music to the Library in 1 840 :

' It is from
my perfect oonviction that good and appropriate

melody is the chief attribute of excellence in

music of every style, from the simple ballad to

the most elaborate composition, that I hail the
establishment of the Melodists* Club, from its

patronage of native genius, and its encourage-
ment of melody, as essentially calculated to aid

the cause of the musical art in this country.*

The entrance to the Club Was 5 guineas, and the
ammal subscription 8 guineas. Many noblemen
and gentlemen supported it, and its professional

members embraced Sir George Smart, Braham,
Balfe, T. Cooke, Hawes, Stemdale Bennett, and

^
other eminent English musicians. Among the

artists who took part in the music in its earlier

day were J. B. Cramer, Moscheles, Hummel,
Field, Benedict, lipinski, and many more
players of the highest distinction. Mr. T. Cooke
was musical director, and Mr. John Parry hon.
ecretary. [CM.]
MELODRAMA (Pr. Mdodrame), I. APlav

—generally, of the Romantic School—in which
the dialogue is frequently relieved by Music,
sometimes of an incidentaJ, and sometimes of a
purely dramatic character.

Such a Play was the Pygmalion ofJeanJacques
Bousseau, who has been credited, on the strength
of it. with having invented the style. The so-
called English Operas, of the older School—The
Beggar's Opera, The Iron Chest, The Castle of
Andalusia, The Quaker. The English Fleet, No
Song no Supper, Guy Mannering, and a hundred
others—are all really Melodramas. It is diflBcult,

indeed, in the case of English and German pieces
with spoken Dialogue, to say exactly where Melo-
drama ends, and Opera begins* The line must
be drawn, somewhere : but, unless we adopt the
substitution of Recitative for Dialogue as a final

test, its exact position must always remain more
or less doubtfuL On the other hand, were we
to accept this distinction, we should be com-
pelled to class at least half of the best German
Operas as Melodramas—an indignity which was
once actually inflicted upon ' Der FreischUtz.*

One rarely-failing characteristic of the popular
Melodrama of the present day we must not omit
to mention. Both in England, and on the Con-
tinent, its Music, as a genial rule, is so miserably
poor, that the piece would be infinitely more
entertaining without it. Perhaps, therefore, we
may be justified in giving the name of Opera to
those * ' ••- --..- ---
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in which the Music is the chief
attraction, and that of Melodrama^ to those in

|

which the predominating interest is centred in

the Dialogue.

II. A peculiar kind of dramatic composition,

in which the Actor recites his part, in an ordinary

speaking voice, while the orchestra plays a more
or less elaborate accompaniment, appropriate to

the situation, and oalculateil to bring its salient

points into the highest possible relief.

That the true Melodrama originated in Ger-

many is certain : and there can be equally little

doubt that the merit of its invention rests—notr

withstanding all the arguments that can be
adduced in favour of rival claimants—with Georg
Benda, who first used it, with striking effect, in

his * Ariadne auf Naxos,' produced, at Grotha, in

the year 1774. Since that time it has been em-
ployed to far greater advantage in the German
Schools of Composition than in any others ; and
found more favour with German composers than

with those of any other country. The finest

examples produced since the beginning of the

present century are, the Grave-diggiug Scene, in
' Fidelio * ; the Dream, in ' Eginont

'
; the In-

cantation Scene, in * Der Freisohtttz ' ; and some
Scenes in Mendelssohn's 'Midsummer Night's

Dream.* Unhappily, the performance of these

finely-conceived movements is not often very
satisfactory. The difficulty of modulating the

voice judiciously, in music of this description, is,

indeed, almost insuperable. The general tempt-
ation is, to let it glide, insensibly, into some
note sounded by the Orchestra ; in which case,

the effect product resembles that of a Recitative,

sung hideously out of tune—a perversion of the

Composer's meaning, which, in passages like the

following is simply intolerable.

^77]f7T]i Mrwdklbsohtt.
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Few Artists seem to think this frightful diffi-

culty worth the trouble of special study. More
than one great German singer has, however, suc-

ceeded in overcoming it peifectly, and in winning
rich laurels by his perseverance ; notably, Herr
Staudigl, whose rendering of the great Scene in
* Der Freischtttz' wae a triumph of Melodramatic
Art. [W.S.R.]

MELODY is the general term which is vaguely
used to denote successions of single notes which
are musically effective. It is sometimes used as

if synonymous with Tune or Air, but in point of

fact many several portions of either Tunes or

Airs may be accurately characterised as ' melody

'

which could not reasonably be made to carry
the name of the whole of which they form only a
part. Tunes and airs are for the most part con-

structively and definitely complete, and by
fillowing certain laws in the distribution of the
phrases and the balance of the groups ofrhythms,
convey a total impression to the hearer ; but
melody has a more indefinite signification, and
need not be a distinct artistic whole according to

the accepted laws of art, though it is obvious
that to be artistic it must conform to such laws
as lie within its range. For example, the term
* melody * is often with justice applied to the inne^
parts of fine contrapuntal writing, and examples
will occur to every one in numerous choruses and
symphony movements and other instrumental
works where it is so perfectly woven into the sub-
stance of the work that it cannot be singled out
as a complete tune or air, though it nevertheless

stands out from the rest by reason of its greater
beauty.

.Melody probably originated in doplamation
^through recitative, to which it has the closest

relationship. In early stages of musical art

vocal music must have been almost exclusively

in the form of recitative, which in some cases

was evidently brought to a very high pitch of
expressive perfection, and no doubt merged into

melody at times, much as prose in passages
of strong feeling occasionally merges into poetry.

The lowest forms of recitative are merely ap-
proximations to musical sounds and intervals

imitating the inflexions of the voice in speaking :

from tliis there is a gradual rise to the accom-
panied recitative, of which we have an example
of the highest melodious and artistic beauty in

the 'Am Abend da es kiihle war,* near the end
of Bach's Matthaus Passion. In some cases an
intermediate form between recitative and tunes
or airs is distinguished as an Arioso, of which
we have very beautiful examples in Bach's
' Johannes Passion,* and in several of his Can-
tatas, and in Mendelssohn's • Elijah.* Moreover
we have opportunities of comparing mere de-

clamatory recitative and melody in juxtaposition,

as both Bach and Mendelssohn adopted the
device of breaking into melody in especially

solemn parts of recitative; as in No. 17 of the
Matthaus Passion to the words 'Nehmet, esset,*

etc., and in Nos. 41 and 44 in * St. Paul,' near
the end of each.

It appears then that recitative and melody
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overlap. The former, in proportion as it approxi-
mates to speech in simple narration or descrip-

tion, tends to be ditgointed and unsystematised
;

and in proportion as it tends, on the other hand,
towards being musically expres-ive in relation

to things which are fit to be musically embodied,
it becomes melody. In fact the growth of
melody out of recitative is by assuming greater
regularity and continuity and more appreciable
systematisation ofgroupsofrhythms and mtervals.

.

The elements of effect in melody are extremely
various and complicated. In the present case it

will only be possible to indicate in the slightest

manner some of the outlines. In the matter of
rhythm there are two things which play a part

—

the rhythmic qualities of language, and danne
rhythms. For example, a language which pre-

sents marked contrasts of emp^is in syllables

which lie close together will infallibly produce
corresponding rhythms in the national music

;

and though these may often be considerably

smoothed out by civilisation and contact with
other peoples, no small quantity pass into and
are absorbed in the mass of general music, as
characteristic Hungarian rhythms have done
through the intervention of Haydn, Schubert,

Beethoven, and other distinguished composers.
[See Magyar Music, p. 197.

J

Dance-rhythms play an equally important
part, and those rhythms and motions of sound
which represent or are the musical counterpart
of the more dignified gestures and motions of the
body which accompany certain states of feeling,

which, with the ancients and some mediaeval
peoples, formed a beautiful element in dancing,

and are still travestied in modern ballets.

In the distribution of the intervals which
separate the successive sounds, harmony and
harmonic devices appear to have very powerful
influence. Even in the times before harmony
was a recognised power in music we are often

surprised to meet with devices which appear to
show a perception of the elements of tonal

relationship, which may indicate that a sense of
harmony was developing for a great length of
time in the human mind before it was definitely-

recognised by musicians. However, in tunes
of barbaric people who have no notion of har-

mony whatever, passages of melody also occur
which to a modem eye look exceedingly like

arpeggios or analyses of familiar harmonies : and
as it is next to impossible for those who are
saturated with the simpler harmonic successions

to realise the feelings of people who knew of
nothing beyond homophonic or single-toned

music, we must conclude that the authors of

these tunes had a feeling for the relations of

notes to one another, pure and simple, which
produced intervals similar to those which we
derive from familiar harmonic combinations.

Thus we are driven to express their melody in

terms of harmony, and to analyse it on that

baeis : and we are moreover often unavoidably
deceived in this, for transcribers of national and
ancient tunes, being so habituated to harmonic
music and to the scales which have been adopted
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for the purposes of hannony, give garbled ver-

sions of the originals without being fiilly aware
of it, or possibly thinking that the tunes were
wrong and that they were setting them right.

And in some cases the tunes are unmercifully

twisted into forms of melody to which an har-

monic accompaniment may be adjusted, and
' thereby their value and interest both to the
philosopher and to every musician who hears
with understanding ears is considerably impaired.

[See Irish Music]
Modem melody is almost invariably either ac-.

tuftlly derived from, or representative of, harmony,
and is dependent for a great deal of its effect

thereupon. In the first place it is immediately
representative in one of two ways ; either as the

iip[>er outline of a series of different chords, and
therefore representing changing harmonies; or

else by being constructed of different notes taken
from the same chord, and therefore representing

different phases of permanent harmony. Ex-
amples of either of these forms being kept up for

any length of time are not very common ; of the
first the largest number will be found among
hymn tunes and other forms of simple note-

against-note harmony ;—the first phrase of * Batti

^ batd' approaches it very nearly, and the second
subject of the first movement in Beethoven's
WaJdstein Sonata, or the first four bars of ' Selig

and die Todten' in Spohr's *Die letzten Dinge'
are an exact illustration. Of the second form
the first subject of Weber's Sonata in Ab is a
remarkable example :-^

The notes with asterisks may all be regarded as

passing notes between the notes which represent

the harmonies.

This often produces successions of notes which
are next to each other in the scale; in other

words, progression by single degrees, of which
we have magnificent examples in some of the

versions of the great subject of the latter part of

Beethoven's 9th Symphony, in the first subject of

h's Violin Concerto, and in the last chorus of
Bach's Matthaus Passion. When these passing

notes fall on the strong beats of the bar they lead

to a new element of melodic effect, both by
deferring the essential note of the chord and by
lessening the obviousness of its appearance, and
by affording one of the many means, with sus-

pensions, appoggiaturas, and the like, ofobtaining

the slunred group of two notes which is alike

characteristic of Bach, Gluck, Mozart, and
other great inventors of melody, as in the follow-

ing example from Mozart's Quartet in D major :

—

The use of chromatic preparatory passing notes

pushes the harmonic substratum still further out
of sight, and gives more zest and interest to the
melodic outline ; as an example may be taken the

following from the 2nd Act of Tristan und Isolde.

since in this no notes foreign to the chord of Ab are

interposed till the penultimate of all. The first

Bubject of the Eroica Symphony in like manner
represents the chord of Eb, and its perfectly un-
adorned simplicity adds force to the unexpected
^'1, when it appears, and to its yet more un-
ex])ected resolution ; the first subject ofBrahms's
Violin Concerto is a yet further example to the
point:

—

Violojf.

The simplest variation of these forms is arrived
at by the interposition of passing notes between
notes which are part of the essential chord or
chords, as in the following from 'Cet asile

aimable,' in Gluck's ' Orph^e/

* ^ ^ ^ *

Along with these elements of variety there
are devices of turns and such embellishments,
such as in the beginning of the celebrated tune
in Der Freischiitz, which Agatha sings in the

2nd scene of the 2nd Act :

—

8Qh «at - - zOckt eat
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Sequences also, and imitations and anticipationiB,

and all the most elaborate devices of resolution,

come into play, such as interpolation of notes

between the discordant note, and its resolution.

Further, there are endless refinements of group-
ing of phrases, and repetition of rhythms and
groups of intervals in condensed forms and in

different parts of the scale, which introduce an
intellectual element even into the department of

pure melody.

Lastly, it may be pointed out that the order

and character of the successions of harmony
which any special form of melody represents ^las

a great deal to do with its importance. Common-
place tunes represent coomionplace and tpte
successions of harmony in a commonplace way,
while melody of a higher order usually repre-

sents successions which are in themselves more
significant and more freely distributed. The
giants of art have produced tunes the melody of

which may represent the simplest harmonic suc-

cessions, but they do it in their own way, and the

result is proportionate to their powers and judg-
ment. Unfortunately, the material ofthe simpler
order of melody tends to be exhausted, and a
large proportion of new melody has to be con-

structed on a more complicated basis. To take
simple forms is often only to make use of what
the great masters rejected ; and indeed the old

forms by which tunes are constructively defined

are growing so hackneyed that their introduction

in many cases is a matter for great tact and
consideration More subtle means of defining

the outlines of these forms are possU^le, as well as

more subtle construction in the periods them-
selves. The result in both cases will be to give

melody an appearance of greater expansion and
continuity, which it may perfectly have without
being either difiuse or chaotic, except to those

who have not sufficient musical gift or cultivation

to realise it. In instrumental music there is

more need for distinctness in the outline of the

subjects than in the music of the drama ; but
even in tiiat case it may be suggested that a
thing may stand out by reason of its own proper

individuality quite as well and more artistically

than if it is only to be distinguished from its

surroundings by having a heavy blank line round
it. Melody will always be one of the most
important factors in the musical art, but it has
gone through different phases, and will go
through more. Some insight into its direction

may be gained by examination of existing ex-

amples, and comparison of average characters at

difierent periods of the history of music, but
every firesh great composer who comes is sure to

be ahead of our calculations, and if he rings true

will tell us things that are not dreamed of in our
philosophy. [C.H.H.P.]

MELOPHONIC SOCIETY, THE. Esta-

blished 1837, *for the practice of the most
classical specimens of choral and other music/
by band and choir, under the management of

J. H. Griesbach, H. Westrop, J. Surman,
and H. J. Banister. The first performance, on
Nov. 23, 1837, at Womum*B Music Hall, Store

MENDEL.

Street, was the Creation, followed during the
season by Beethoven's Mass in C, Romberg's
Ode *The Transient and the Eternal,* Judas
Maccabeeus, and St. Paul. In subsequent years

the programmes comprised works of smaller

dimensions, including Beethoven s Choral Fan-
tasia. [CM.]

MELOPIANO. A grand piano with a sostin-

ente attachment, the invention of Signer Caldera,

applied in England by Messrs. Kirkman & Son,
who have secured the sole right to use it here,

and have made several instruments with it.

The principle is original, the apparently sus-

tained sounds being produced by reiterated blows
of small hammers placed nearer the wrestplank
bridge than the striking-place of the ordinary
hammers, and suspended by a bar above and
crossing the strings. The bar is kept in tremulous
motion by means of a fly-wheel and pedal which
the player has to keep going. These additional

hammers would cause a continuous sound were it

not for the dampers of the ordinary action which
govern by simple string communication the checks
that keep them still. Pressing down the keys
the dampers rise and the checks are withdrawn.
A crescendo to the sostinente is obtained by a
knee movement which raises the transverse bar,

directs the little hammers into closer proximity
with the strings, and strengthens their blow. The
quick repetition deceives and at the same time
flatters the ear by a peculiar charm of timbre
inherent in steel wire when the sounds can be
prolonged. The ordinary hammers are controlled

by the performer as usual, and may be accora-

'

panied by the attachment, or the damper pedal
may be used, for which due provision is made.
It will be observed that the Melopiano has a
special expression for which special music will

no doubt be written or improvised. The cost of
the application of this ingenious invention is

about 30 guineas. [A.J.H.]

MELUSINE. 'To the legend of the lovely

Melusine' is the title of an overture of Mendels-
sohn's for orchestra, completed at Dilsseldorf,

November 14, 1833, first performed there in the
following July, and published as op. 3a, the
4th of the Concert Overtures. In the autograph
Mendelssohn spells the name with an a— ' Melu-
sina.' [G.]

MENDEL, Hermann, editor of the largest

and most comprehensive dictionary of music that
has yet appeared, bom at Halle, Aug. 6, 1834.
He studied music with energy in Leipzig and
Berlin. From 1862 to 68 he carried on a music
business in the latter city, and at the same time
wrote in various musical periodicals and took an
active part in music generally. His lives of

Meyerbeer and Otto Nicolai have been published

separately. In 1870 Mendel started the work
already mentioned— * Musikalisches Conversa-
tions-Lexikon/ and completed in 1 1 vols.—with
the help of a large and distinguished staff of

writers. He died on Oct. 26, 1876, and the

Lexicon has been since completed in 8 vols,

under the editorship of Dr. Keissmann. [G.]
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MENDELSSOHN.* Jakob Ludwio Feux
Mexdelssohn-Babtholdt was bom at Ham-
burg, in the Grosse Michaelisstrasse No. 14,"

Friday, Feb. 3, 1809. That was at all events

a lucky Friday. The family was already well

known from Moses Mendelssohn, the grandfather
i>f Felix, ' The Modem Plato/ whose ' Phadon,' a
dialogue upon the immortality of the soul, based

on the Phsedo of Plato, was translated, long

before the birth of his illustrious grandson, into

Almost every European^ (and at least one Asiatic)

language. Moses was the son of Mendel, a poor

Jewish schoolmaster of Dessau, on the Elbe, and
was bom there Sept. 6,

1
7 29. The name Mendels-

sohn, I.e. ' eon of Mendel,* is the ordinary Jewish,
oriental, way of forming a name. Moses migrated
at 14 years old to Berlin, settled there in 176a,

married Fromot, daughter of Abraham Gugen-
heim, of Hamburg, had 6 children, 3 sons and 3
daughters, published his Phadon at Berlin in-

1767, >nd died there Jan. 4, 1786. He was
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a small humpbacked man with a keen eager face,

bright, eyes, and a humorous mouth. The first

[leculiarity was traceable in his grandchild Fanny,
and the bright eyes were one of Felix's most
noticeable characteristics. After the death of

Moses his widow left Berlin with Joseph, the

eldest SOD, and returned to her native city.

Abraham, the second son, bom Dec. 11, 1776,
went to Paris, and in 1803 was cashier to

Fould's bank there. In 1804 he resigned this

post and went into partnership with his elder

brother Joseph ; married Dec. a6, 1804, Lea
Salomon (bom March 15, 1777), of a Jewish
family in Berlin, and settled in Hamburg, carry-

ing on his business at the house above mentioned,

and having also a house out of town called

'Marten's MUhle.' He remained in Hamburg
till 181 1, and there were bom to him Fanny
Cacilie (Nov. 14, 1805), Jakob Ludwig Felix

(Feb. 3, 1809), and Rebecka (April ii, 181 1).

During the French occupation of Hamburg, life

Mandel of Deuau

Moms Meodel»-8ohn-'Fromet Gufenhelm

Vdt—DoTothe«-r. Ton Bchlevel Joteirti-Henrlette Meyer Abraham—Le« Salomou-
Bartholdj

oM* Johann Abraham Pbllipp Bet^Jamin Aleiander

Fannr-W.Heosel
CAclllal
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became intolerable, and shortly after Rebecka'e
birth the whole fiimily escaped in disguise to

Berlin, where they started the eminent banking-
house, and lived in a large house on the Neue
Promenade, in the N.E. quarter of the town,
a broad open street or place between the Spree
and the Haacksche Markt, with houses on one
aide only, the other side lying open to a canal

with trees, a sufficiently retired spot as late as

1820 for Felix and his friends to play in front of
it.* There, ten days after the battle of Leip-

zig, Abraham's second son and youngest child

Paul was bom (Oct. 30, 181 3). The daughters
of Moses Mendelssohn, Dorothea and Henriette,

became Catholics. Dorothea married Friedrich

von Schleeel, and Henriette was governess to

the only daughter of General Sebastiani, after-

I M. B. The following abbrerlatlons are used for the roferenoei la

this article :-FJf.—'Die Famllte Mendelssohn.' Berlin 1K79: Der.—
' tvrrriait's Recollections.' London lf<e9 ; L. I.—Letters from Italy and
Swttaerland—'Bebebriefe': L. II.-Letters from 1833 to 47. When
tiw original !• referred to the title ' Brtefe.' i. or 11. la used ; H.-Hil.
\*^i MeodeUsuhn, London 1K74: (i.k M.—Ooethe and Mendelssohn,
2ttd ed.. London 1K74 ; B.—Benedict's Sketch. London li»3 ; Mo».—

i
M.aichel««'8 Life. London 1H7»: C.-Ohorley's Life. London IKW; P.-
I'olko's Beminiscence«. Ixindon 1W9 : Sch.- Schubring's Erriner-

DBjtoi. In -Daheim.' 1X05. No. 93; C.B.H.-C. R. Hursley'a Remlnb-
tttcfs. in 'The «:;holr ' for Jan. and Feb. 1»73: Pom-Beconecttons of

V-ndeliuoho and hb friend* by Dr. Helnrich Dom, In ' Temple Bar ' for

l-vb. lKr2; A.M.Z. - • Allgemelne muslkaltoche Zcltung' (I.clpilg);

.f.M.Z. ' Keue musikalische Z«itung.' Schumann's paper (Leipzig >.

1 Ftrdinand David, destined to become so great a friend of Mendela-
vkii't. was burn in the lame bouse the year after. The house U at

wards (1847) so unfortunate as the Duchesse
de Praslin. The sons remained Jews, but at

length Abraham saw that the change was inevit*

able, and decided ' to have his children baptised

and brought up as Protestant Christians. This
decision was taken on the aflvice and example of
his wife's brother, Salomon Bartholdy, to whom
also is due the adoption of the name Bartholdy.
He himself had taken it, and he iir^ed it

on his brother-in-law as a means of distinction

from the rest of the family. Salomon was a man
of mark. He resided in Home for some time as
Prussian Consul-General ; had his villa (Casa Bar-
tholdy) decorated with frescoes, •byVeit,Schadow,
Cornelius, Overbeck, and Schnorr, collected objects

of art, and died there in 1827, leaving his fortune

to his sister Lea. He was caat off by his mother

the comer of the Bmnnenstrasse. and is now, through the a(Seetionat«
care of Mr. and Madame Otto Goldschmidt, decorated with a memorial
tablet orer the front door.

a Dutch (Hague 1739); French, 2 rerslons (Paris 1772. Berlin 1772);
Italian, 2 do. (Chur 1773. Parma 1«U0) ; Danish (Copenhajren 1779)

;

Hebrew (BorUn ITW); EngiUh (London 17«9); also Russian. Polish,
and Hungarian. It Is a curious erldence of the slowness with which
music penetrates into literary circles in England, that the excellent

article on Muse* Mendelssohn in the Penny ("yclop«udla. from which
the words in the text are quoted, though publUhod In 1H%. makes no
mention of Felix, though he had then been four times In this country.
The Phildon attracted the notice of no less a person than Uirabeau—
' Sur M. Mendelssohn.' etc, London 1787.

4 DeT.2.
a F.M. I. ffl.

• Foliz's letter. Feb. 1. 18S1 : Fanny's do., F.M. U. 137.
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for his conversion, and was only reconciled long

after at the entreaty of 'Fanny. At a later date

Abraham and Lea were received into the Chris-

tian Church at Frankfort, and Lea took the

additional names of Felicia Paulina, from her
sons.

Abraham Mendelssohn was accustomed to de-

scribe his position in life by saying ' formerly* I

was the son ofmy father, now I am the father of

my ' son/ But though not so prominent as either,

he was a man of strong character, wise judgment,

and very remarkable ability. These qualities are

strikingly obvious in the success of his method
for the education of his children, and in the

few of his letters^ which are published; and
they are testified to in a very remarkable man-
ner by his son in many passages of his letters,

and in the thorough deference which he always
pays to the judgment of his father, not only on
matters relating to the conduct of life, but on
points of art. Though not, like Leopold Mozart,

a technical musician, and apparently having no
acquaintance with the art, he had yet an insight

into it which many musicians might envy. ' I

am often,* says his son, * quite unable to imder-

stand how it is possible to have so accurate a
judgment about music without being a technical

musician, and if I could only say what I feel in

the same clear and Intelligent manner that you
always do, I would certainly never make another
confused speech as long as I live.' ' Or again,

this time after his death, 'not only my father,

but ... my teacher both in art -and in life.'
•

Though apparently cold in his manners, and
somewhat stem in his tone, and towards the end
perhaps unduly irritable, Abraham Mendelssohn
was greatly beloved by his wife and children.

Felix, in particular, is described by the latest

biographer^ as * enthusiastically, almost fanati-

cally, fond of him,' and the letters show how
close was the confidence which existed between
them. Hardly less remarkable was the mother.

She was one of tho^e rare persons whose in-

fluence seems to be almost in proportion to the

absence of any attempt to exert it. Hiller,

when a boy, saw her once, and the impression

made upon him by the power of her quiet kind-

ness and gentleness remained * fresh in his mind
after more than half a century. Wlien her house
wa^ thronged with the intellect and wit of Berlin,

she was the centre of the circle and the leader of

the conversation .• Her letters, of which large

numbers exist in manuscript, are full of clever-

ness and character. The education of her chil-

dren was her great object in life. She was strict

—

we may now think *" over strict ; but no one who
looks at the result in the character of her chil-

1 P.M. 1. ra.

> 'ITrtther war Ich der Sohn melnM Vaters. jrtzt bin Ich der Vater
in«lne» Sohiiw" (F.M. L T7). Said Talleyrand :— Lon dl»alt 11 y a
duuze ans qu« M. de St. Aulalre etolt beau p6re de M. de Cazes ; Ton
dit maintenant que M. de Caies est gendre de M. de St. Aulalre.'—

Macaulay'!« Life. 1. 232.

> Elwwhere he dewrlbes himMlf as a mere dash, a ffedankenttrieh

(—) between father and sun. (FJi. 1. 387.)

* Letters, it. 66. »«: F.M. 1. M. 87, 01 ; S«7-SM.
» Letter. March 23. 1 88S. e Bricfe, II. 108 ; Dec 9. ISSS.

T F.M. 1. 4St. Compare S49. » HUler, p. 3. » Per. 88.

u> Devrieut gives aa instanoe or two of it ; tee p. 8. aod 57 note.
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dren can say that her method was not a wise one.

They loved her dearly to the end, and the last

letters which Felix wrote to her are full of an
overflowing tenderness and a natural confidential

intimacy which nothing can surpass. Calm and
reserved like her husband, she was full of feeling,

and had on occasion bursts of passion. Felix s

intention to leave Berlin affected her to a ' terri-

ble ' degree—a degree which surprised him. He
confesses that his yielding to the wishes of the
King, after having made up his mind to retire,

was due solely to her. * You think that in my
official position I could do nothing else. It was
not that. It was my mother.' *^

How far she was herself a pianoforte-player we
are not told, but the remark which she noade after

Fanny's birth, 'that the child had got Bach-
fiigue fingers.' shows that she knew a good deal

about the matter. We learn also " that she her-

self for some time taught the two eldest children

music, beginning with lessons five minutes, long,

and gradually increasing the time until they
went through a regular course of instruction.

For many years Felix and Fanny never prac-

tised or played without the mother sitting by
them, kmtting in hand.

Felix was scarcely three when his family

escaped to Berlin. The first definite event of
which we hear after this is a visit to Paris by
Joseph and Abraham in 1816, for the liquidation

of the indemnity to be paid by France to Prussia

on account of the war. Abraham took his £B.mily

with him, and Felix and Fanny, then 7 and 1

1

respectively, were taught the piano by Madame
Bigot, a remarkable musician, and apparently an
excellent teacher. She was the daughter of a
Madame Ki^n^, and in 18 16 was 30 years old.

Miniatures of the four children were taken
dining this visit, which are still in existence.

Soon after their return from Paris to the grand-
mother's house at the Neue Promenade, where
the family still lived, the children's education

seems to have begun systematically. Heyse*^
was their tutor for general subjects, Ludwig
Bei^r for the piano, ^Iter for thorough bass and
composition, Henning for the violin, and Bosel
for landscape. Greek Felix learned with Re-
becka, two years his junior, and advanced as far

as iEschylus.'* On Oct. 24, 181 8, he made his

first appearance in public at a concert given by
a certain Herr Gugel, in which he played the

pianoforte part of a Trio for P. F. and 2 Homa
by Woelfl, and was much *• applauded. The
children were kept very closely to their lessons,

and Felix is remembered in after-life to have
said how much they enjoyed the Sundays, be-

cause then they were not forced to get up at

5 o'clock to work. Early in his 11th year, on
April II. 1819, he entered the singing class of

the Singakademie as an alto, for the Friday
practisings. There and elsewhere *he took

his place.' says Devrient,'* * amongst the grown
people in his child's suit, a tight-fitting jacket

U Letter. Jan. IS. IMS. See too Nor. 4, 183M. » Benedict, p. 6.

11 Father of Paul Heyse the uovellst. « SchubrUig, Si* a.

U A.M.Z. 1SI&. p. 7«L M Der. p. 2.
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cnt very low at the neok, and with full trowsera

buttoned over it. Into the slanting pockets of

these he liked to thrust his hands, rocking his

curly head (he had long brown curls) from side

to side, and shifting restlessly from one foot to

the other.*

With 1820, that is to say with his 12th year,

Felix seems to have begun systematically , to

compose; at least with that year begins the

invaluable series of 44 volumes, in which Men-
dalssohn's methodical habits have preserved a
collection of autographs or copies of a great part

of his works, published and unpublished, down
to the time of his death, the majority carefully

inscribed with both date and place—which are

now deposited in the Imperial Library at Berlin.

To the year 1820 are attributable between e^d

and 60 movements, including amongst them a
Trio for P.F. and strings (3 movements) ; a
Sonata for P.F. and Violin in F (3 do.) ; 2

movements for the same ^i D minor; 2 full

Sonatas for P.F. solo ; th^ beginning of a 3rd

in G minor, finished the next year, and pub-

li^ed in 1868 (as op. 105); 6 pieces for P.F.
solo

; 3 do. for do., 4 hands ; 4 pieces for Or^^n

;

3 songs for single voice ; 2 do. for 4 men*s voices

;

a Cantata, 'In riihrend feierlichen Tonen*; and
a Lustspiel, or little comedy, for Voices and
P. F. in 3 scenes, beginning ' Ich J. Mendels-
sohn.* The earliest date is that to the cantata

—

Jan. 13, 1820. The extraordinary neatness and
finish, which characterise Mendelsohn's MSS. to

the end, are observable in the earliest of these

childish productions, and the niysterious letters

L. e g. G. or H. d. m., so £uniliar to those who
know his latest scores, are usually at the head of

each.

Among the pieces for i82i^are 5 sinfbnies

for string quartet, each in 3 movements ; 9 fugues

for ditto ; the completion of the G minor P.F.

Sonata (op. 105) ; motets for 4 voice? ; a couple

of songs ; a couple of Etudes for P.F. solo ; 2

one-act operas, 'Soldatenliebschafk* and *Die
beiden *Padagogen* ; and half a third, ' Die
wandemHe Comodianten.* This was the year of

his aoquaintanoe with Weber, then in Berlin for

the production of Freischiitz, and of an enthu-

siasm on the part of the boy for that romantic

composer which he never 'lost. This too was
the year of his first visit to Goethe. Zelter

took his pupil to Weimar in November, and they

passed sixteen days under the old poet*s roof.'

The same incessant and varied production

marks 1822 and 1823. In the summer of 1822

the whole family made a tour in Switzerland.

Starting onJuly 6, theywent by Cassel (for Spohr).

Frankfi^, Dannstadt, Schaffhausen, Amsteg, In-

terlachen, Vevey, and Chamounix ; a large and
merry party of ten, besides servants. The tour

was taken at great leisure, and on the return

two important halts were made—first at Frank-
fort, to make the acquaintance of Schelble, the

conductor of the famous Cacilien-Verein, whom

1 Word* by Dr. Oupw (D«t. p. 5). « H. 81
> Ree deUfla la ' Go«ttt« and HeiidelMohn.' Se« alio RslbUb, ' aus

1 Ltbeo.' IL US; aod Lobe. In ' Once a Week' for 1«7.
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Felix astonished by extemporising on Bach*s

motets; and at Weimar, for a second visit to

Goethe.*

At Secheron, near Geneva, a songs were
written (Sept. 1 8) ; and the Pianoforte Quartet

in C minor, afterwards published as op, i, was
begun to be put on paper (the autograph being

marked 'Begun at Secheron 20 Sept., 1822'),

and was finished after the return home. Be-
sides this, the records of these two years (1823
and 23) contain 6 more symphonies, Nos. 7, 8, 9,

10,1 1, J 2
; 5 detached pieces for strings ; 5 con-

certos for solo instruments with quartet accom-
paniment, viz. I for Violin solo, i for P.F. solo,

1 for P.F. and Violin, and a for two P.F.s ; a

quartets for P.F. and strings, viz. in G minor
(op. i^ and in F minor (op. 2) ; sonatas for P.F.

and VioUn (op. 4) and for P.F. and Viola (MS.)

;

a fantasia and 3 other pieces for the Org^an ; a
fugue and fantasia for P.F. ; aKyrie for two choirs

;

a psalm, 3 songs, a piece for contralto solo and
strings in 3 movemeats to Italian text (No. 167),

2 songs for men's voices, and the completion ofthe

fourth opera, * Die beiden Neffen,' or * Der Onkel
aus Boston,' which was a full-grown piece in three

acts. The symphonies show a similar advance.

They are in four movements instead of threO; as

before, and the length of the movements in-

creases. No. 8, in D, written Nov. 6—Nov. 27,

after the return from Switzerland, has an
A dagio e grave before the opening Allegro. The
slow movement is for 3 violas and bass, and
the finale has a prominent part for the cello.

This symphony must have pleased the com-
poser or some of his audience in whose judg-

ment he believed, since within a month he
began to rescore it for full orchestra. He
wrote a new trio for the minuet, and in this

form it became Symphony No. 9. The three

la^t of the six are for quintet, and the scherzos

of Nos. 10 and 12 are founded on Swiss tunes,

in No. 1 2 with the addition of triangles, C3rm-

bals, and drums. The independent t^ello part

is conspicuous throughout This advance in his

music is in keeping with the change going on in

Felix himself. He was now neany 15, was
growing fast,^ his features and his expression

were idtering and maturing, his hair was cut

short,* and he was put into jackets and trow*

sers. His extemporising—which he had begun
to practise early in 1821^—was already remark-
able,^ and there was a dash of audacity in it

hardly characteristic of the mature man. Thus
Goethe wished to hear a certain fugue of Bach's,

and as Felix could not remember it all, he deve-

loped it himself at great length, which he would
hardly have done later '.

In 1822 he made a second appearance in

public of a more serious nature than before, viz.

on March 31, at a concert of Aloys Schmitt's,

in which he played with Schniitt a duet of Dus-

sek's for 2 pianos ; and on Dec. 5 he again

appeared at a concert of Anna Milder's, in a

4 o. A M. 33.

T FJl. 100.

« Zelter. In G. * M. 30.

• Der. 11.

eF.M.1.190: Der. 10.

• FJI. i. 129.
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P.F. concerto of his own, probably that inA minor
with quintet accompaniment.^

It must not be suppoeed that the Bjmphonies,
operas, quartets, concertos, and other works men-
tioned were written for exercise only. It had been
the custom in the Mendelssohn house for some time
past to have musical parties on alternate Sunday
mornings, with a small orchestra, in the large

dininff-room of the house, and the programmes
included one or more of Felixes compositions.

As a rule the pianoforte part was taken by him-
self or Fanny, or both, while Rebecka sang, and
Paul played * the cello. But Felix always con-

ducted, even when so small as to have to stand
on a stool to be seen ; and thus enjoyed the
benefit not only of hearing his compositions

played (a benefit for which less fortunate com-
posers—Schubert, for example—have sighed in

vain) but of the practice in conducting and in

playing before an audience.' The size of the
room was not suflScient for a large audience, but
on these occasions it was alwavs full, and few
musicians of note passed through Berlin without
being present.^ In performing the operettas and
operas, no attempt was made to act them. The
characters were distributed as far as the music
went, but the dialogue was read out from the
piano, and the chorus sat round the dining-table.

Zelter, in strong contrast to his usual habit of
impartial' neglect of his pupils, was not only
regularly there, but would criticise the piece at

the close of the performance, and if he often

praised would sometimes blame. The comments
of his hearers howe^'er were received by Felix

with perfect simplicity. Devrient has well
described how entirely the music itself was his

aim, and how completely subordinated were
self-consciousness and vanity to the desire of
learning, testing, and progressing in his art.

These Sunday performances, however, were only
one feature of the artistic and intellectual life of

the house. Music went on every evening more
or less, theatricals, impromptu or studied, were
often got up, and there was a constant flux and
reflux of young, clever, distinguished people, who
made the suppers delightfufiy gay ana noisy,

and among whom Felix was the favourite.

The full rehearsal of his fourth opera, *Die
beiden Neffen,' on his birthday, Feb. 3, 1824,
was an event in the boy's life. At supper, after

the conclusion of the work, Zelter, adopting free-

mason phraseology, raised him from the grade of
' apprentice,' and pronounced him an ' assistant,*
* in the name of Mozart, and of Haydn, and of

old Bach.'* A great incentive to his progress

had been given shortly before this in the score of

Bach's Passion, copied by Zelter's express per-

mission from the MS. in the Singakademie, and

1 A.MJ5. 1W2. 273! 1R2S, 58. « F.M. H. 4H.

» It s«enu that he accompinled the quartet symphonies on th«
piano. iHirn. In hU RecollectIon*, expressly .nays so, and the slow
movement of the 8ympliony No. 10 contalna a note in Mendelsaohn's
own writing. • Das Klarler mlt dem DasM,' which »e«m9 to prove It,

The practice therefore did not end with last century, as haii been
•uppowd (On the growth of the Modem Orcheiitra, Mus. AHociatlon
W7**. p. 37). Indeed, a» we shall nee. Mendelsftobn conducted from
th^ IMauo at the I'hilharmonic In IKfil.

4FJI.LU7. »1^.4. • F.M. 1.140; Dora, 3B9t

given him by his grandmother at Christmas,
1833. The copy was made by Eduwd Rietz,^

who had succeeded Henning as his violin teacher,

and to whom he was deeply attached. His con-
firmation took place about this date, under
Wilmsen, a well-known clergyman of Berlin.

Preparation for confirmation in Germany is oft^
a long and severe process, and though it may
not' in Felixes case have led to any increase in
church-going, as it probably would in that of an
English lad similarly situated, yet we may be
sure that it deepened that natural religious feel-

ing which was so strong an element in the
foundation of his character.

In the compositions of 1824 there is a great
advance. The Symphony in C minor (op. i l)—
which we know as * No. I,' but which on the
autograph in the library of the Philharmonic
Society is marked * No. XIH '—was composed
between March 3 and 31 . The Sestet for P.F. and
strings (op. 1 10), the Quartet in B minor • (op. 3),
a fantasia for 4 hands on the P.F., and a motet
in 5 nos., are all amongst the works of this year.
An important event in the summer of 1824 was
a visit of the father, Felix, and Rebecka, to
Dobberan, a bathing place on the shores of the
Baltic near Rostock. For the wind-band at the
bath-establishment Felix wrote an overture,
which he afterwards scored for a full military
band and published as Op. 24. But the chief
result of the visit was that he there for the first

time saw the sea, and received those impressiona
and images which afterwards found their tangible
shape in the Meeresstille Overture.
Among the great artiste who came into contact

with Felix at this time was Moecheles, then on his
way from Vienna to Paris and London. He was
afready famous as a player, and Madame Men-
delssohn calls him ' the prince of pianists.* He
remained in Berlin for six weeks in November
and December, 1824, and was almost daily at
the Mendelssohns* ; and after a time, at the
urgent request of the parents, and with great
hesitation on his own part, gave Felix regular
lessons on the pianoforte every other day. Mos-
cheles was now just turned thirty. It is pleasant
to read of his unfeigned love and admiration for
Felix and his home—* a family such as I have
never known before ; Felix a mature artist, and yet
but fifteen ; Fanny extraordinarily gifted, play-
ing Bach's fugues by heart and with astonishing
correctness—in ftwt, a thorough musician. The
parents give me the impression of people of the
highest cultivation. They are very fi^r from
being over-proud of their children ; indeed, they
are in anxiety about Felix's future, whether his
gifts are lasting, and will lead to a solid, perma-
nent future, or whether he may not suddenly
collapse, like so many other gifted children.'

*He has no need of lessons; if he wishes to
take a hint from me as to anything new to him,
he can easily do so.' Such remarks as these do
honour to all concerned, and it is delightful to

Or Itttx. ai Mendehsohn always spelb it. He Mem« to have been
on the whole Felix's nuwt intimate early friend.

• Scb. S7& I Flniabad Jan. IS. lyzs.
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find MendeLnohn yean afterwardg, in the fall

glory of his great fame, refeiring to theae very

lenoiiB as having £uined the sacred fire within

him and urged hun on to ^enthosiasm.

Moscheles has preserved two of the Sunday
morning programmes :

—

'Nov. a8. Morning mnsio at the Mendels-

Bohn^s :—Felix's C minor Quartet ; D major Sym-
phony ; Concerto by Bach (Fanny) ; Duet for a

pianos in D minor, Arnold.
* Dec. 1 a. Sunday music at Mendelssohn's :

—

Felix's F minor Quartet. I played my Duet for

a Pianos in G. Little Schilling played Hum-
mers Trio in G.'

Moncheles was followed by Spohr, who came
to superintend the production of his 'Jessonda'

(Feb. 14, 1825). He was often at the house,

and on very intimate 'terms, though he does not

mention the fact in his Autobiography.

One or two accounts by competent judges of

Felix's style of playing at this time nave sur-

vived. Hiller was with him in Frankfort in

the spring of 1835, and 'speaks both of his ex-

temporising, and of his playing the music of

others. With the latter he delighted both Hiller

and Andr^ (who relished neither his {aoe, his

ideas, nor his manners) by playing the Allegretto

of Beethoven's 7th Symphony in such a ' power-

fdl orchestral style' as fairly to stop Andre's

mouth. With the former he carried Hiller away
by extemporising on Handel's choruses in 'Judas/

as he had done Schelble, in the same room,

three years before, on subjects from Bach's

motets. This time his playing was quite in the

vein of his subject, ' the figures thoroughly Han-
delian, the force and clearness of the passages

in thirds and sixths and octaves really grand,

and yet all belonging to the subject-matter,

thoroughly true, genuine, living music, with no
tnce of display.' Dom is more explicit as to

his accompanying—the duet in Fidelio. 'He
dtttooished me in the passage, Du wieder nun in

meinen Armen, Gott ! by the way in which he
represented the cello and the basso parts on
the piano, playing them two octaves apart. I
asked him why he chose that striking way of

rendering the passage, and he explained it all to

me in the kindest manner. How many times

since, says Dom. has that duet been sunff, but
how seldom has it been so ^accompanied I He
rarely played from book, either at this or any
other time of his life. Even works like Bee-
thoven's 9th Symphony, and the Sonata in Bb
(op. 106), he knew * by heart. One of the grounds
of Spontini's enmity to him is said to have
been a performance of the 9th Symphony by
Felix, vrithout book, before Spontini himself
had even heard it, and it is known on the best

auUiority that he played the Symphony through
bv heart only a few months before his deaUi.
Here we may say that he had a passion for

Beethoren's latest works, his acquaintance with
which dated from their publication, Beethoven's

t MoK)heleiLelMii.l.86; ILia. arji.l.li4.
« m\Hr. pp. 6. «. 4 Dora. p. sofl.

• Marx. ' RnineranfBm,' U. 117. oonflnned to me by the Duke ofwliitniwi. Tftubert. SchlelnUi, Ktongel. DAviMu. and otben.
VOL. II.
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last yean (1820-37) exactly corresponding with
his own growth to maturity. It was almost the

only subject on which he disagreed with his

'father. On the other hand, the devotion of such

ery conservative artists as David, Rietz, and
Bennett, to those works, is most probably due to

Mendelssohn's influence. Marx 'challenges his

reading of Beethoven ; but this is to fly in the

fiftoe of the judgment of all other critics.

The elder Mendelssohn made at this time a
journey to Paris, for the purpose of fetching

his sister Henriette back to Germany, and took

Felix with him. They arrived on March 2a.

One of the first things he mentions is the

astonishment of his relatives at finding him
no longer a 'child. He plunged at once into

musical society. Hummel, Onslow, Boucher,

Herz, Hal^vy, Kalkbrenner, Moschdes (on his

way back from Hamburg to London, with his

bride), Pixis, Rode, Baillot, Kreutzer, Rossini,

Paer, Meyerbeer, Plantade, and many more, were

there, and all glad to make acquaintance with

the wonderfdl boy. At Madame Ki^n^s

—

Madame Bigot's mother—he played his new
Quartet (in B minor) with Bullot and others,

and with the greatest success.

The French musicians, however, made but a
bad impression on him. Partly, no doubt, this is

exaggerated in his letters, as in his criticism on
Auber's • Leocadie ; but the ignorance of German
music—even "Onslow, for example, had never

heard a note of Fidelio—and the insults to some

of its masterpieces (such as the transformation

of Freischtltz into 'Robin des "Bois,* and the

comparison of a passage in Bach to a duet of

Monsigny), and the general devotion to effect

and outside glitter—these were just the thinj^rs

to enrage the lad at that enthusiastic age. With
Cherubini their intercourse was very satisfactory.

The old Florentine was more than civil to Felix,

and his expressions of satisfaction (so very rare

in his mouth) must have given the father the

encouragement which he was so "slow to take

in the great future of his boy. Felix clescribes

him in a few words as * an extinct volcano, now
and then blazing up, but all covered with

ashes and stones.' He wrote a Kyrie ' a 5 yoci

and grandissimo orchestra' at ''.C!herubini's

instance, which he describes as * bigger than

anything he had yet **done.' It seems to have

been lost. Through all this the letters home
are as many as ever, full of music, descriptions,

and jokes—often veiy bad ones. Here, for in-

stance, is a good professional query, 'Ask Ritz if

he knows what Fea moll is.'

On May 19, 1815, the father and son left Paris

with Henriette ('Tante Jette'), wfio had retired

from her post at General Sebastiani*s with an
ample penHion, and thenceforward resided at

Berlin. On the road home they paid a short

• Letter. Kor. a. 1890. t Errin. tl. 1SS. • FJf. 1. 14&
• O. * M. p. 4S. 10 FJf. 1. 1«. mnd MS. letter. " U. « M. 48.

IS Marx (Errin. ii. US. 114) mjr* that the lather^ hetltMlon «* to

his 9fm'» future was so greet, that, eren to a late date, he oon»taitly

nrgedhlm tofo Into tntalnen. He beliered that bbi aon had no »eii)u«

for mustc, and that It wa« all the happier for him that he had not.

M Zelter'B Letten. ir. aS; O. * M. «.
u 'An DIcklfkelt allet Obertrim.'

S
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visit (the third) to Goethe, at Weimar. Felia^

played the B minor Quartet, and delighted thepoet

by dedicating it to ^him. It is a marvellous work
for a boy of sixteen* and an enormous advance
on either of its two predecessors ; but probably
no one—not even the composer—suspected that

the Scherzo (in Ff minor, 3-8) was to be the

first of a * family of scherzi which, if he had
produced nothing else, would stamp him as an
inventor in the most emphatic signification of

the word.* It must be admitted that Goethe
made him a very poos return for kis charming
music. Anything more stiff and. ungraceful than
the verses whichi he wrote for him, and which
are given in 'Goethe and Mendelssohn/ it

would be difficult to find, unless it be another
stanza, also* addressed to Felix, and printed in

ol. vi. p. 144- of the poet*s works :

—

Wean dM T«l«at TentAndlf.wal-
trt.

Wirkiune Tufond nle Teiultst
W«r Maiuehen grOndUch konot'

effreuii,

Der darf tioh Tor der Zelt nlcht

soheuD

;

Und mOcht«t IhcJhm pelfall

If Tal«nt r«itn« wlUi Wisdom
great.

Virtue U nerer out of date.

He who can (tre ua pleasure trae

Neednerer fear what Time cando i

And wUl jrou Talent jrour apprQval

So gebt Ihn una. die wir Um Mscb Then give It nswho naaln her newly

j U?e.

They were at home before the end of May. The
fiery Capriccio for P.F. in Ff minor (afterwards

published as op. 5), so full of the spirit of Bach,
18 dated July 23 of this year, and the score of

Camacho's wedding—an opera in two acts by
Klingemann> founded- on an episode in Don
Quixote—Aug. 10. The Gapriodo was a great

favourite with him, and he called it un absurdvU,

The Mendelssohn-Bartholdy family was be-

ginning to outgrow the accommodation afforded'

by the grandmother's roof, and at the end of
this summer they removed from No. 7 Neue Pro-

/ menade to a large house and grounds which had
formerly belonged to the noble family of Reck,
namely to No. 3 of the Leipziger Strasse, the
address so familiar to all readers of Felix*a sub-

sequent letters. If we were writing the life of
an ancient prophet or poet^ we should take the
name of the 'Leipzig Koad' as a prediction of

his ultimate establishment in thattown ; but no
token of such an event was visible at the time.

The new residence lay in a part of Berlin which
was then very remote, close to the Potsdam
Grate, on the edge of the old Thiergarten, or
deer-park, of Frederick the Great, so far from
all the accustomed haunts of their firiends, that

at first the laments wer& loud; The house was of
a dignified, old-fashioned kind, with spacious and
lofty rooms ; behind it a large court with offices,

and behind that again a beautiful stretch of
ground, half park, half garden, with noble trees,

Ulacs, and other flowering shrubs, turf, alleys,

walks, banks, summer-houses, and seats—the
whole running far back, covering about ten
acres, and* being virtually in the country. Its

advantages for njusic were great. The house
itself contained- a room preciMly fitted for large

music parties or private theatricals; and at
the back of the oourt, and dividing it from the

t For the detalli tm.Q.!k M. ».
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garden, there was a separate building called the
' Gartenhaus,* the middle of which formed a hall

capable of containing several hundred persons,

with glass doors opening right on to the lawns
and alleys-^in short a perfect place for the
Sunday music. Though not without its draw-
backs in winter—reminding one in Mr. Hensel's

almost pathetic 'description of the normal con-

dition of too many an English house—it was an
ideal summer home, and * 3» Leipziger Strasse

'

is in Mendelssohn*s mouUi a personality, to

which he always turned with longing, and which
he loved as much as he hated the rest of Berlin.

It was identified with the Mendelssohn-Bar-
tholdys till his death, after which it was sold to

the state; and the Herrenhaus, or House of

Lords of the German government, now stands on
the site of the former court and (Gartenhaus.'

Devrient ^ takes the completion of Camacho
and the leaving the grandmother s house as the

last acts of FeUx's musical minority ; and he is

hardly wrong, for the next composition was a
wonderful leap into maturity. It was no othes

than the Octet for strings (afterwards published

as op. ao), which was fiinished towards the end
of October 1825, and was dedicated as a birth<>

day gift to Edward Ritz. It is the first of his

works which can be said to have fully maintained
its ground on itaown ^merits, and is a truly aston<%

ishing composition fer a boy half-way through
his 17th vear. There ia a radiance, a.freedom^

and an mdividuality in the style which are

far ahead of the 1 3!^ Symphony, or any other

of the previous instruntental works, and it is

steeped throughout in that inexpressible cap^

tivating charm which is so remarkable in idl

Mendelsohn's best compositions. The Scherzo

especially (G minor, 2-4) is a movement of ex-

traordinary lightness and grace, and the Finale^

besides being a masterly piece of counterpoint

(it is a fugue), contains in the introduction of the

subject of the scherzo a very early instance of

the 'transformation of themes,* of which we
have lately heard* so much. Felix had confided

to 'Fanny that his motto for the scher«o was the

following stanza in the Intermezzo of Faust :

—

OrchwUa.—pfani#HiiM).
Wolkenmg and Kebelfler

Kihellen tlch von oben

;

Loft Im Lanh. und Wind Im Bohr.

—Und 931m Jtt mstebeo. And aU their pomp U orer.

and never was a motto more perfectly carried

out in execution. The whole of the last part, so

light and airy—and the end, in particular, where
the fiddles run softly up to the high G, accom-
panied only with staccato chords—is a perfect

illustration of ' alles ist zerstoben.* He afterwards

instrumented it for the full orchestra, but it is

hard to say if it is improved^by the process.—^Tlie

1 FJL L 141
a The larr* yew-tree which ttood dote ontaidQ the Gafteohaot and

waa endangered by the extension of the new buttdlnff. was prceer»ed
b7 the special order of the Emperor, and ia liiU (10?9) Tlcoroos. and
as gloomy as a yew should be.

4 Der.-JD.
B It was played 14 UiiMa at th»Monday Popular Cooeerta betwMa

1|9» and IHTX.

• rJf.U10t.

Floating cloud and trailingbM
Brlffht'nlng o'er us hoTer

;

Ain stir the brake, the rasbca
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o-called Tnnnpet Overture, in C (op. loi), was
almost certainly composed this autumn, and was
first heard at a concert given by Maurer, in

Berlin, on 'Nov. a, at which Felix played the
P.F. ^ari of Beethoven*s Choral Fantasia. This
overture was a special ftkvourite ofAbraham Men-
delssohn*B, who said that he should like to hear
it while he died. It was for long in MS. in the

hands of the Philharmonic Society, and was not

published till nuuiy years after the death of the

composer. 1826 opens with the String 'Quintet

in A (op. 18), which if not perhaps so great as

the Octet, is certainly on the same side of the

line, and the scherzo of which, in fugue-form, is

a worthy companion to its predecessors. The
Sonata in E (op. 6) is of this date (March 32,

1826). So is an interesting looking Andante
and Allegro (June 27), written for the wind*
band of a Beer-garden which he used to pass on
the way to bathe ; the MS. is safe in the hands
of Dr. Paul Mendelssohn-Bartholdy.
But all these were surpassed by itle Overture

to 'A Midsummer Night's Dream,' which was
composed during the peculiarly fine summer of

1826, under the charming conditions of life in

the new 'garden, and the score of which is signed
' Berlin, Aug. 6, 1826.' It appears to have been
the immediate result of a closer acquaintanee
with Shakspeare, through the medium of SchlegeV

and Tiecks version, which he and his sisters

read this year for the first time. Marx claims

to have been much ^consulted during its prospress,

and even to have suggested essential momfica-
tions. Fanny also no doubt was in this, as in

other instances, her brother^s confidante, but
the result must have astonished even the fondest

wishes of those who knew him best. It is

asserted by 'one who has the beet right to

judge, and is not prone to exaggeration, 'that

no one piece of music contains so many points

of harmony and orchestration that had never
been written before ; and yet none of them have
the air of experiment, but seem all to have
been written with certainty of their success/
In this wonderful overture, as in the Octet and
Quintet, the airy fiury lightness, and the peculiar

youthful grace, are not less remarkable than
the strength of construction and solidity of
workmanship which underlie and support them.
Not the least singular thing about it is the ex-

act manner in which it is found ta fit into the
music for the whole play when that music was
composed 1 7 years later. The motives ofthe over-
ture all turn out to have their native places in
the *diama. After many a performance as a
duet on the piano, the overture was played by an
ovtihestra in the Mendelssohns' garden-house, to a

1 AJLZ. zzrll. p. OB. Th« Mitoffrmpb nu onee In poMMrion of
Mr. Behldnltz. rrom him it went Into the omnlTorout mAw of Julius
Bletz. ud wu probftblj told by his execvton ; but to whom? The
KB. la our Pbllhannonic Utewy U a copj with oorrectlooi bj Men-
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t Z«lter, letter ofJune 6. Thb MS. too leemi to hftTe dbappeared.
a Tbe ftm letter that I hare found dated from the Leipzlcer

BUmm, 'am 7 July uas. Im Garten.' Bays, 'to-day or to-morrow I
ateU begin to dream the Mldrammer nlgbt'i dream.'

4 Dmw. aOw Man, Xnin. IL asl-8.
• ProClhcehrren, rhUbamoDlc book. April 30, 1877.

crowded audience, and its first production in

public seems to have been at Stettin, in Feb.

1827, whither Felix went in very severe weather
to conduct ^it. With the composition of this

work he may be said to have taken his final

musical degree, and his lessons with Zelter were
discontinuML
Camacho had been submitted to Spontini as

Greneral-Music-Director in the preceding year by
Felix himself. Spontini was then, by an odd
fireak of fortune, living in a house whi(^ had for

some time been occupied by the Mendelssohns in

the- early part of their residence in Berlin, viz.

28 Markgrafen Strasse, opposite the Catholic

church. Taking the young composer by the arm,
Spontini led him to the window, and pointing to

the dome across the street^ said, * Mon ami, il

voutf £ftut dee id^ee grandes comme cette 'ooupole.*

This firom a man of 52, in the highest position,

to a boy of 17; could hardly have been meant for

anything but kindly, though pompous, advice.

But it was not so taken. The Mendelssohns
and Spontini were not only of radically different

natures, but they belonged to opposite parties,

in music, and there was considerable friction in

their intercourse. At length, early in 1827,
after various obstructions on Spontini's part, the

opera was given out for rehearsal and study,

and on April 29 was produced. The house—^not

the Opera, but the smaller theatre—was crowded
with friends, and the applause vehement ; at the

end the composer was loudly called for, but he
had left the theatre, and Devrient had to appear
in his stead. Owing to the illness of Blum, the

tenor, the second performance was postponed,

and the piece was never again brought forward.

Partly from the many curious obstructions which
arose in the course of the rehearsals, and the

personal criticisms which followed it, partly

perhaps from a just feeling that the libretto was
poor and his music somewhat exaggerated, but
mainly no* doubt from the fact that during two
such progressive years as had passed since he
wrote the piece- he had 'outgrown his work,
Felix seems to have so hr lost interest in it as

not to press for another performance. The music
was published complete in Pianoforte score by
Laue, of Berlin, and one of the songs was included

in op. 10, as No. 8. It should not be overlooked

that the part of Don Quixote affords an instance

of the use of <Leit-raetif'—a term which has

very lately come ikito jMrominenoe, but which
was here Mendelssohn's own invention.

A nature so keenly sensitive as his could hardly

be expected to pass with impunity through such
worries as attended tiie production of the opera.

He was se sincere and honest that the sneers

of the press irritated him-unduly. A year before

T F.M. L 158. FeHz*! MS. letter firom Slettfak. Feb. 17. 1887. Is the
flnt In which hi* father U addxeeMd as ' Herr Stadtrath.'

• 'My friend, your Ideaa must be paad-graad as that dome.*
Man.Xrrin.l.24T.

• 'For Ood's sakei* says he In IMS to Mr. Bartholomew, 'do not let

my old sin of Oamaoho's Wedding be stirred up agalnl' (Poiko, by
Lady Wallace, p^ 217.) In the same manner In 189B he protests to

Mrt.Volft against the performance of hisC minor Symphony—at leart

without the explanation that It was written by a b^ of barely !&
(AehtBriefibeta.p^aOi)

» 2
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he had vented his feelings in some lines whioh
will be new to most readers :

—

BchretbC dor Komponlste enut,
Schlifert er uni eln

;

Sehreibt der KomponUte froh.

1st er zu ffemaln.

Sehreibt der KompoDiste lang.

1st er sum Erbarmen .-

Sehreibt eln Kompoolste kura,

KMon mmn olcht enmrman.

Sehreibt eln Komponlste kU&
Ist's ein armen Tropf

;

Sehreibt ein Komponi^ tlef

Bappelt's Iha %m Kopf.

Sehreib' er also wie er will,

Keloem steht es an

:

Darum sehreib ein Komponist
Wie er will undkann.!

If the artist graTely wrHai.
To sleep it will beculle.

If the artist gaily writes.

It Is a Tttlgar style.

If the artist writes at lencth.
How sad bis hearers' lot 1

If the artist briefly writes.

No man will care one Jot.

If an artist simply writes,

A fool he 's said to be.

If an artist deeply writes,

He's mad; tls [daln to see.

In whatsoever way he writes

He can't please erery man

;

Therefore let an artist write

How he likes and can.

But on the present occasion the annoyance was too

deep to be thrown off by a joke. It did in fact

for a time serionsly affect his health and spirits,

and probably laid the foundation for that dislike

of the officialism and pretension, the artists and
institutions, the very soil and situation of Berlin,

which so curiously pervadas his letters whenever
he touches on that ^city. His depression was in-

creased by the death of an old friend, named
Hanstein, who was carried off this spring, and
by the side of whose deathbed Felix composed the

well-known Fugue in E minor (op. 35, no. i).

The chorale in the major, which forms the climax
of the fugue, is intended, as we are told on good
authority, to express his friend's 'release. But
Felix was too young and healthy, and his nature
too eager, to aUow him to remain in despondency.
A sonata in Bb, for P.F. solo (afterwards pub-
lished as op. 106) is signed May 31, 1827, and on
Whit-Sunday, June 3, we find him at Sakrow,
near Potsdam, the property of his friend Magnus,
composing thecharming Lied, * 1st es wahr 7' which
within a few months he employed to advantage
in his Quartet in A minor (op. 1 3). Meantime

—

probably 'in 1826—he had entered the university

of Berlin, where his tutor Heyse was now a pro-

fessor. For his matriculation essay he sent in a
translation in verse of the Andria of Terence,

whioh primarily served as a birthday present to

his 'mother (March 15). This translation was
published in a 'volume, with a prefrtoe and essay,

and a version of the 9th Satire of Horace, by
Heyse. Mendelssohn's translation has been re-

cently examined by an eminent English scholar,

who reports that as a version it is precise and faith-

ful, exceedingly literal, and corresponding closely

with the original both in rhythm and metre,

while its language, as far as an Englishman may
judge of Grerman, is quite worthy of representing

the limpid Latin of Terence. Professor Munro
also points out that as this was the first attempt
in Germany to render Terenoe in his own metres,

it may be presumed to have set the example to

the scholars who have since that date, as a rule,

1 Written for hte mother's birthday, March Ifi. IBM. See 'Ueber
Land und Meer.' 1B7S. No. 9S.

> See the two letters to Verkenlus. Aof. 14 and 2S. IMl ; also me to
HUler. March 8MMS (H. p. WI). and far more strongly In many an
unpublished letter. • Sehubring, 976 a.

4 1 cannot obtain the exact date. « Sehubring. 874 h.

< ' Das Mldchmi von Andron, elne KomOdle dai Tferrnttus, In dan
Versmasien des Originals Qbemetzt von F " * * . MH Ilnldtong und
Aiimerku gen herausgegeben von K. W. L. Heysa. AngehAngt 1st die
9tn 8«tire des Hormtiui. Obersetit Ton dem Herausgeber. Barlln IBM.
Bel Ferdinand DBounler.' The preCace Is dated 'July IM.*
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translated Plautus and Terence and other kindred
Greek and Latin classics in the original metres.

It was by no means his first attempt at verse ; for

a long mock-heroic of the year i8ao has been pre-

served, called the Paphleis, in 3 cantos, occupied

with the adventures of his brother Paul (Paphlos),

full of slang and humour, and in hexameters.

Whether Felix went through the regular uni-

versity course or not, does not appear, but no
doubt the proceeding was a systematic one, and he
certainly attended several classes, amongst them
those of ^ Hegel, and took especial pleasure in the

lectures of the great Carl Ritter on geography.

Of his notes of these, two folio volumes, closely

written in a hand like copper-plate, and dated

1827 and aS, still exist. Italian he was probably

familiar with before he went to Italy ; and in later

years he knew it so thoroughly as to be able to

translate into German verse the very crabbed son-

nets of Dante, Boccaccio, Cecco Angiolieri, and
Gino, for his uncle Joseph 'in 1840. Landscape
drawing, in which he was ultimately to excel so

greatly, he had already worked at for several

years. For mathematics he had neither taste

nor capacity, and Sehubring pathetically describee

the' impossibility of making him comprehend how
thepolestar coidd be a gmde in travelling.

The change into the new house was a great

event in the family life. Felix began gymnastici^

and became a very great proficient in them. He
also learned to ride, and to swim, and with him
learning a thing meant practising it to the utmost,

and netting all the enjoyment and advantage that

could be extracted firom it. He was a ^[reat

dancer, now and for many years after. Billiards

he played brilliantly. Skating was the one out-

door exercisewhich he did not succeed in—hecould

not stand the cold. The garden was a vast attrac-

tion to their friends, and Boccia (a kind of bowU)
was the favourite game under t&e old chestnut^

trees which still overshadow the central alley.

The large rooms also gave a great impetus to the

music, and to the mixed society which now flocked

to the house more than ever. We hear of Rahel
and Vamhagen, Bettina, Heine, Holtei, lindblad,

Steffens, Gans, Marx, Kugler. Droysen ; of Hum-
boldt, W.' MtiUer, Hegel (for whom alone a card*

table was provided), and other intellectual and
artistic persons, famous, or to be fiunous after-

wards. Young people too there were in troops

;

the life w%s free, and it must have been a delight-

ful, wholesome, and thoroughly enjoyable time.

Among the features of the garden life was »
newspaper, whioh in summer was called ' Garten-

zeitung,' 'The Garden Times ' ; in winter ' Sohnee-

undThee-zeitung,' 'The Snowand-Tea Times.*

It appears to have been edited by Felix and
Marx, but all comers were free to contribute, for

which purpose pens, ink, and paper lay in one of

the summer-houses. Nor was it confined to the

younger part of the society, but grave personages,

like Humboldt and Zelter even, did not disdain

to add their morsel of fun or satire. In all this

T One course of these was on Musle. Zeltar. In O. A M. 64.

. • They are fiven In their plaee ha the later adHioos of the Letten.

rol< It

• Father of Mai MiUler. and authorof Scbubeft's'BehOneMallcrla.*
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briniant interohange ofart, icienoe, and litcoatiire,

Felix, even at this early date, was the prominent
fi^nre. It was now as it was all through his life.

When he entered the room every one was anxious

to spetJL to him. Women of double his age made
love to him, and men, years afterwards, recol-

lected the evenings they had spent with him,

and treasured every word that fell from his ^ lips.

One who knew him well at this time, but after-

wards broke with him, speaks of the separation

as 'a draught of wormwood, the bitter taste of

which remained for years.*

'

The latter halfofAugust and the whole of Sep-

tember were passed in a tour with Magnus and
Heydemann' through the Harz mountains to

Baden-Baden(where his amusing adventures must
be read in his letters), and thenoe by Heidelberg,

where he made the acquaintance of 'Thibaut
and his old Italian music, to Frankfort. At
Frankfort he saw Schelble and Hiller, and de-

lighted them with his new A minor Quartet

(op. 13)—not yet fully written down; and.with
Uie 'Midsummer Night's Dream 'overture, which
although a year old was still new to the world.

The annoyance about Camacho had vanished

with the tour, and Felix could now' treat 'the

story as a joke, and take off the principal persons

concerned. The A minor Quartet was completed
directly after his return home, and is dated * Ber-

lin, Oct. ay, 1827.' Of further compositions this

year we know only of the beautiful fugue in Eb
for strings (on lus favourite old ecclesiastical

Bubjeot), which since his death has been pub-
lished as the 4th movement of op. 81. It is dated
Berlin, Nov. i. Also a 'Tu es Petrus' for choir

and orchestra, written for Fanny's birthday (Nov.

14), and published as op. 11 1. A very comic
' Kinder -symphonie' for the Christmas home
party, for the same orchestra as Haydn's, and
a motet for 4 voices and small orchestra on the
chorale ' Chnste du Lamm Grottes,* are named by
Fann^ in a ^ letter. Soon after this their circle

Bostamed a loss in the departtire of Klinge-
mann, one of the cleverest and most genial of

the set, to London as Secretary to the Hans
Legation. During this winter Felix—incited

thereto by a complaint of Schubring's, that Bach
always seemed to him like an arithmetical ex-

ercise—formed a select choir *bf 16 voices, who
met at his house on Saturday evenings, and
at once began to practise the Passion. This
was the seed which blossomed in the public per-

formance of that great work a year later, and
that again in the formation of the Bachgeeell-
ehaft, and the publication of the Grand Mass,
and all the Church Cantatas and other works,
which have proved such mines of wealth. Long
and complicated as the Passion is, he must have
known it by heart even at that early date ; for

among other anecdotes proving as much, Schu-

I ForfaiiUneeiorthliBQeDon,M>dalaoOftthyliiH.lf.Z.18l8.
t Man. Errln. IL U8.
• LMik BeydematiD wm a Tary eeeratrte p«noD. He powMied

m»af MSB. of M«id«lMohD'«-«inonnt otb«n tbe Sonsto In B (op. 7)
•od tbe Otllo rarlatloiM (opi. 17X Thaw 10 In numlMr. dailnv from
1884 to 2»-«re now ftll fat the poMenlon of Dr. Paol MendelMohn-
BMtbddy.

* f.lLl.Va-'m. •P.M.LUaiO. • Sebnbrloff. STSfl.
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bring, who may be implicitly believed, relates

that one evening after accompanying one of the
choruses at the piano without book, he said, *at

the 23rd bar the sopranos haveC and not C sharp.*

March i8a8 was occupied by the composition

of a long cantata to words by Levezow, for the
Tercentenary Festival of Albert Dfirer, at the

Singakademie at ^Berlin, on April i8. It was
undertaken at the request of the Akademie der
Kiinste, and is written for solo voices, chorus, and
orchestra, and contains 1 5 numbers. The * Trum-
pet Overture' preceded it in performance. Felix

was not in love with his task, but as the work
grew into shape and the rehearsals progressed, he
became reconciled to it; the performance was good,

and Fanny's sisterly verdict is that 'she never
remembers to have spent a pleasanter 'hour.' The
work remains in MS. at the Singakademie and
the Berlin Bibliothek, and has probably the &ult8
of almost all such compositions. Even Beethoven
failed when he had to write to order. Fate
however had a second task of the same kind in

store for Felix, with some curious variations.

This time the cantata was for a meeting (or, as

we should now call it, a ' congress ') ofphysicians

and investigators of natural science, to whom a
festival was given by A. von Humboldt as presi-

dent. Rellstab yrrote the words, and Felix was
invited to compose the music. It contains 7
numbers for solo and chorus. Owing to a whim
ef Humboldt's the chorus was oonfined to men's
voices, and the orchestra to clarinets, horns,

trumpets, cellps, and basses. The thing came off

in September ; but no ladies—not even Fanny

—

were admitted, no report is given in the musical

paper; and as there is no mention of it in the MS.
Catalogue the autograph has probably vanished.

Chopin was * present at the sitting of the congress,

and saw Mendelssohn with Spontini and Zdter

;

but his modestykepthim from mtrodudnghimself,
and their acquaintance was put offto a later date.

Felix had however during the summer been
occupied in a more congenial task than such
pUcea d*oeeaii<m as these, viz in the composition of

theOverture to Goethe's 'Calm sea and Prosperous

voyage,' on which we find him employed in June.
Fanny gives us the interesting '^information that

he especially avoided the form ofan Overture with
Introduction, and wished his work to stand as two
companion pictures. She mentions also his having
written pianoforte pieces at this time, including

some 'Lieder ohne Worte* (a title not destined

to come before the world for some years) and a
great Antiphona and Responsorium for 4 choirs,

* Hora est, etc., which still remains in MS.
For Christmas he yrrote a second Kinder-

symphonie, which delighted every one so much
that it had to be repeated on the ^spot. He also

re-scored Handel's Aois and Galatea, and the

Dettingen Te Deum, at Zelter's desire, for the use

of the "Singakademie. They have since been

published, but are not satisfactory specimens of

such work. He also ¥rrote the Variations in D

T AJfXl{«,p.8S«. •r.K.LlA
• KanuowtU. chap. It. » F.M. I. IM.
u F.M. L m. oomptrad wtth Derrkot. 161.

u fjL I na
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for P.F. and Cello (op. 17), dated Jan. 30, 1829,

and dedicated to his brotiier Paul, who was more
than a fair Cello player. The 'Calm sea and
ProsperouB voyage was finished, or finished as

nearly as any score of Mendels8ohn*s can be
said to have been finished before it was pub-
licly performed, and had received those in-

numerable corrections and alterations and after-

thoughts, which he always gave his works, and
whi<m in some instances caused the delay of

their appearance for years—which in fact pre-

vented ^e appearance of the Italian Symphony
till his removal made any further revision im-
possible. We have already seen that the basis of

the work was furnished by the visit to Dobberan.
A MS. letter from that place to Fanny (July 37,

1814) gives her an account of the sea in the two
conditions in which it is *depictedin the overture.

Felix's little choir had steadily continued their

practice of the Passion, and the better they knew
the mighty work the more urgent became their

desire for a public performance by the Sing-

akademie (300 to 400 voices) imder Felix's own
care. Apart firom the difficulties of the music,

with its double choruses and double orchestra,

two main obstacles appeared to lie in the way

—

the opposition of Zelter as headof the Akademie,
and the apathy of the public. Felix, for one,
' utterly ' disbelieved ' in the possibility of over-

coming either, and with him were his parents

and Marx, whose influence in the house was
great. Against him were Devrient, Schubring,

Bauer, and one or two other enthusiasts. At
length Devrient and Felix determined to go
and beard Zelter in his den. They encountered

a few rough words, but their enthusiasm gained
the day. Zelter yielded, and allowed Felix to

conduct the 'rehearsals of the Akademie. The
principal solo singers of the Opera at once gave
in their adhesion ; the rehearsals began ; Felix's

tact, skill, and intimate knowledge of the music
carried everything before them, the public flocked

to the rehearsals ; and on Wednesday, March
II, 1829, the first performance of the Passion

took place since the death of Bach ; every ticket

was taken, and a thousand people turned away
from the doors. Thus in Felix's own words (for

once and once only alluding to his descent) ' it

was an actor and a Jew who restored this great

Christian work to the * people.' There was a
second performance under Felix on Bach's birth-

day, March 21. It is probable that these suc-

cesses did not add to Felix's popularity with
the musicians of Berlin. Whether it was his

age, his manner, his birth, the position held by
his fiunily, or what, certain it is that he was
at this time in some way under a cloud. He
had so far quarrelled with the Royal Orchestra

that they refused to be conducted by him, and
concerts at which his works were given were
b»d\y attended.'

Paganini made his first appearance in Berlin

1 ' Sometimet it liaam nnooth as a mirror, without wvrm, breakers,

or noise . . . sometimes it is so wild and furious tliat I dare not go in.'

9DeT.4a.
> They began about the end of Januarjr. F.M. 1. 204.

4l>eT.S7. « See his letter to aanx. In a. AM. 188.
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this month, gave four concerts, and *bewitched
the Berliners as he did every one else. He very
soon foimd his way to the Leipziger ^Strasse. It

would be interesting to know if he heard the

Passion, and if, like Rossini, some years later, he
professed himself a convert to Bach.

Whistling's Handbuch shows that by the end
of this year Felix had published his 3 P.F. Quar-
tets ; the Sonata for P.F. and V. ; the Caprice,

op. 5 ; the Sonata for P.F. solo ; the Wedding of

Camacho ; and the first two books of Songs. The
dedications of these throw a light on some things.

The quartets are inscribed respectively to Prince

A. Radzivil (a friendof the family, whowas present

at the first performance ofthe ' Beiden Padagogen'
at the Neue Promenade), Zelter, and Goethe;
the Violin Sonata to E. Ritz, Felix's favourite

violin player ; the 7 Characteristic P.F. pieces to

Ludwig Berger, his P.F. teacher. The rest have
no dedications.

The engagement of Fanny Mendelssohn to

William Hensel the painter of Berlin took place

on January 22, 1829, in the middle of the excite-

ment about the Passion ; and on April 10 Felix

took leave for England. He was now 20. His age,

the termination of his liability to military *service,

the friction just alluded to between himself and
the musical world of Berlin—all things invited

him to travel, and * Zelter was not wrong in

saying that it was good for him to leave home for a
time. Hitherto also he had worked without fee or

reward. He was now to prove that he could make
his living by '®music. But more than this was in-

volved. His visit to England was the first section

ofa long "journey, planned by the care and sagacity
of his father, and destined to occupy the next three

years of his life. In this journey he was ' closely

to examine the various countries, and to fix on
one in which to live and work ; to make his name
and abilities known, so that where he settled

he should not be received as a stranger; and
lastly to employ his good fortune in life, and the

liberality of his father, in preparing the ground
for future " efforts.' The journey was thus to be

to him what the artistic tour of other musicians

had been to them ; but with the important dif-

ference, resulting from his fortunate position in

life, that the establishment of his musical re-

putation was not the exclusive object, but that

his journey was to give him a knowledge of the

world, and form his character and manners.

The answer attributed to a young Scotch student

who was afterwards to become a great English

archbishop, when asked why he had come to

Oxford—* to improve myself and to make friends'

—exactly expresses the special object of Mendels-

sohn's tour, and is the mark which happily dis-

tinguished it from those of so many of his prede-

cessors in the art. Music had not been adopted

as a profession for Felix without much hesitation,

and resistance on the part of some of his relations,

and his father was wisely resolved that in so doing

nothing should be sacrificed in the general culture

• A.M.Z. 18». aM. 1 Man. Kriln. il. 7S. • FJf. 1. !&
• Corr. with Ooethe. letter 6U. » L. April. 16,1630^

n 'Mjr great Journey' he caUs it. 0. A M. 100. 197.

IS Letttf. Fab. 21. 18a&
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and elevatioii of his son. ' To improve himeelf,

and to make friends' was MendelsBohn^s motto,

not only during his grand tour but throughout

his career.

It was their first serious parting. His father

and Rebecka accompanied him to Hamburg. The
boat (the * Attwood ) left on the Saturday evening

before Easter Sunday, April i8, and it was not

till noon on Tuesday, the 3 1st, that he reached

the Custom House, London. The passage was
a very bad one, the engines broke down, and
Mendelssohn lay insensible for the whole of

Sunday and Monday. He was welcomed -on

landing by Klingemann and Moscheles, and had
a lodging at 103, Great Portland ^Street, where
his landlprd was Heincke, a Grerman ironmonger.

It was the middle of the musical season, and
Malibran made her first reappearance at tho

Opera, as Desdemona, on the night of his ar-

rival. His account of her, with other letters

describing this period, will be found in Hensel's

'Familie Mendelssohn* (i. 115-394), and in

Devrient's ' Recollections.' Other singers in

London at that time were Sontag, Pisaroni,

Mad. Stockhausen, and Donzelli ; also Velluti.

the castrate, a strange survival of the ancient

world, whom it is difficult to think of in connex-

ion with Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy. De
Beriot and Madame Dulcken were among the

players. F^tis too was in London delivering his

lectures on ' La musique k la portce de toUt le

monde,' in French, to English audiences.

Felix was much with the Moscheleses, and
there met Neukomm, with whom, in everything

but his music, he sympathised warmly.
His first appearance before an English audience

was at the Jrhilharmonic Concert (then held in

the Aigyll Rooms, at the upper end of Regent
Street) on Monday evening, May 35, when he
conducted his Symphony in C minor. Old John
Cruner ' led him to the piano,* at which in those

days the conductor sat or stood, ' as if he were a
young 'lady.* The applause was immense, and
the Scherzo (scored by him from his Ottet for

this occasion, in place of the original Minuet and
Trio) was obstinately encored against his 'wish.

How deeply he felt the warmth of his reception

may be seen from his letter to the 'Society. He
published the Symphony with a dedication to the
* Philharmonic, and they on their part elected

him an honorary member on Nov. 39, 1829. It

was thus an English body which gave him his

first recognition as a 'composer, ll^e simple ap-

plause of London had wiped out the sneers and
misunderstandings of Berlin. This he never for-

got ; it recurs throughout his correspondence, and
animates his account of his latest visits to us.

Near the close of his life he jpoke of it as

'having lifted a stone from his ^ heart.* The
English had much to learn, and he could laugh

1 TImeomar ofndlnghouM street, DOW,and dnoe US8, numbered TV.

a VMX 98. > Ibid.

4 Bogarth. SI. The letter ia in French.
» Tb« AotofTAph of the Symphooj—In the green cloth boArd* n

fcorillaf to tboM who know his MS. aeoree—b now In the Sootetys

Llbrsry.
e SwtheetatenMnttothbeffiKtIntheA.M.Z.forl836. piS37.

T Letter to Had. Ookbcfamldt.
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heartily ' at them ; but at least they loved him
and his music, and were quite in earnest in their

appreciation. Five days afterwards, on the 30th,

at 3 p.m., he appeared again in the same room at

what is vaguely called in the Times of June i,

*the fourth grand concert.' He played the

ConcertstUck of Weber—as the same journal

informs us—'with no music before him.' A
charming * letter, equal to any in the whole col-

lection for its gaiety and bright humour, describes

his coming to the rooms early to try the piano

—

a new Clementi—and his losing himself in ex-

temporisitig till he was recalled by finding that

the audience were taking their seats. Two
other concerts must be mentioned :—one by
Drouet, the flute-player, on Midsummer Night,
at which, most appropriately, the Overture to the

Midsummer Night's Dream was given, for the

first time in England, and be himself played the

Eb Concerto of Beethoven, then an absolute

novelty in this *®country. After the concert the

'score of the overture was left in the hackney
coach by Mr. Attwood, and "lost. On Men-
^el8!»ohn*B hearing of it, he said, ' Never mind, I

will make another.* He did, and on comparing

it with the parts no variations were found. The
other concert was on July 1 3, for the benefit of the

sufferers from the floods in "Silesia. At this the

Overture was repeated, and Felix and Moscheles

played (for the first and only time in England)
a Concerto by the former for two Pianofortes and
Orchestra, ''in E. All this was a brilliant begin-

ning, as fkr as compositions went ; it placed him
in the best possible position before the musical

society of London, but it did not do much to

solve the question of livelihood, since the only

-Commission which we hear of his receiving, and
which delighted him hugely, he was compelled

for obvious reasons to decline, viz. a festival hymn
for Ceylon for the anniversary ofthe emancipation

of the natives !—an idea so comical that he says

it had kept him laughing inwardly for two "days.

A MS. letter of this time (dated June 7) is signed
• Composer to the Island of Ceylon.*

But he found time for other things besides

music ; for the House of Commons, and picture

galleries, and balls at Devonshire House and
Lansdowne House, and so many other parties, that

the good people at home took fright and thought

he was giving up music for society, and would

^become a drawing-room ornament. The charm
of his manner and his entite simplicity took

people captive, and he laid a good foundation

this year for the time to come.

Aki amiidng little picture of *'himself and his

friends Rosen and Miihlenfeld, coming home late

frt)m a state dinner at the Prussian Ambassador's,

buying three German sausages, and then finding

a quiet street in which to devour them, with a

• 8eeFJLl.ZI2.andDeT.81.ftt. • P.M. L 237. dated June 7.

M Fiftt played at the Phllhai'mbnte by Mrs. Anderson four yean
later. June 16. 1834. h On the authority of Mr. W. U. Husk.

i> this was suggested by Mendelssohn's uncle Nathan, who lived in

Silesia, to Ms brother Abraham, ind by him communicated to FelU.

(F.M. L 298.)

u Bee Felix's letters describing this. July 10. 1«. and 17 (F.M. L V&-
MO) : also MoMheles' Ula. L 227. The autograph of the Concerto is

dated Oct. 17. 18231

MFJLLSao. UDeT.78. ^T.ILltSB.
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three-part song and peak of laughter between
the mouthfuk, ehows how gaily life went on
outside the concert-room.

At lejigth the musical season was over. Felix

and Klingemann left London about July 3i,

and, stopping at York and ^Durham, were in

'Edinburgh by the 28th. On the 39th they
were 'present at the annual competition of

Highland Pipers in the Theatre Royal. On
the 30th, before leaving ' the gray metropolis of

the north/ they went over Holyrood Palace, saw
the traditional scene of the murder of Rizzio,

and the chapel, with the altar at which Mary
was crowned standing 'open to the sky, and
surrounded with grass and ivy, and everything
ruined and decayed* ; * and I think,* he continues,
' that I found there the beginning of my Scotch
* Symphony.* The passage which he then wrote
down was the first 16 bin of the Introduction,

which recurs at the end ofthe first movement, and
thus forms, as it were, the motto of the work.
From Edinburgh they went to Abbotsford, and

thence by Stirling, Perth, and Dunkeld, to

Blair-Athol; then on foot by Fort-William to

Tobermory, sketching and writing enormous let-

ters at every step. On the way they visited

Fingal's Cave, and Felix, writing *auf einer

Hebride*—'on one of the Hebrides*—Aug. 7,

gives twenty bars of music, ' to show how ex-

traordinarily the place affected me.* These 30
bars, an actual inspiration, are virtually ^iden-

tical with the opening of the wonderful Overture
which bears the name of ' Hebrides* or ' Fingal's

Cave.* Then came Glasgow, and then Liverpool.

At Liverpool they went over a new American
liner called the Napoleon, and Felix, finding a
Broadwood piano in the saloon, sat down to it

and played for himself and his friend the first

movement of Fanny's 'Easter -Sonata*— what-
ever that may have been. Home was always in

his thoughts. Then to Holyhead for Lreland, but
the weaUier was dreadfiU (apparently as bsd as

in 1879)— ' yesterday was a good day, for I was
only wet through three times.' So he turned
bade to Liverpool, there said good-bye to Klinge-
mann, and went on by Chester to the house of
Mr. John Taylor, the mining engineer, at Coed-
du near Holywell. Here he remained for some
days, seeing a very pleasant sideofEnglish country
life, and making an indelible impression on his

hosts ; and here he composed the three pieces

which form op. 16, the first of which, in key,
tempo, and melody, closely resembles the in-

troduction to the Scotch * Symphony. The
following letter, written after his death by a
member of the Taylor family, gives a good idea
of the clever, genial, gay, and yet serious, nature
of the man at this happy time of life :

—

It ma in the Tear 1%9 that we first heoame aoqoainted
with Mr. MendelMohn. He wm introduced to ob by
mjr aunt, Mrs. Austin, who had well known his cousin

1 They can be traced brFdiz*! tketchai. * F.M. i. SMi
F.M. L aw: Hogarth. 77. I owe the date to the klodaoM of Mr.

Glen of Edinburfh. 4 F.M. L 9M.
& 10 of «he preeent teore, m be aftenranb dimintohed the Dotatloo

bj one halt A bcrimlle U riven In F.M. L 897.
• Both Alleintw are In «^ and the Andante b rqwated at the end of

each. The piece it dated Coed-du. Sept. 4. i
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Professor Mendelssohn, at Bonn. He visited os sarlj
in the season in Bedford Row, but oar real friendship
becan at Goed-du, which was a house near Mold in
FllnUhire. rented for manj yean by my fiather, Mr.
John Taylor.
Mr. Mendelssohn came down there to spend a little

time with us, in the coarse of a tour in Kngland and
Scotland. My father and mother received him kindly,
as they did everybody, but his arrival created no par-
ticular sensation, as many stransers came to oar house
to see the mines onder my fatner's management, and
foreigners were often welcomed there. Soon however
we began to find that a most accomplished mind had
oome among us, auick to observe, delicate iodistingaish.
There was a little shyness about him, great modestv.
We knew little about his music, but the wonder of it
grew upon us; and 1 remember one night when my
two sisters and I went toour rooms how we began saying
to each other * Surely this must be a man of genius
we can't be mistaken about the music ; neverdid we hear
any one play so before. Tet we know the best liondoo.
musicians. Surely bv and bye we shall hear that Felix
Mendelssohn-Bartholdy is a great name in the world.'
My father's birthday happened while Mr. Mendelssohn

was with OS. There was a grand expedition to a distant
mine, up among the hills ; a tent carried up there, a
dinner to the miners. We had speeches, and health-
drinkings, and Mendelssohn threw himself into the
whole thing, as if he had been one of us. He interested
himself in hearing about the condition and wav of life
of the Welsh miners. Nothing was lost upon nim. A
letter that he wrote to my brother John just after he
left Coed-du, chMmingly describes the impressions he
carried away of tliat country. Sometimes he would so
out sketching with iu girls, sitting down very serioauv'
to draw, but making the greatest fun of attempts whicn
he considered to be unsuccessfuL One figure of a Welsh
girl he imagined to be like a camel, and she was called
the camel accordingly. Though he scorned his own
drawings, he had the genuine artist-feeling, and great
love for pictures. I need not say how deeply he entered
into the beauty of the hills and the woods. His waj
of representing them was not with the pencil ; but in
the evenings his improvised music woxild show what he
had observed or felt in the past day. The piece called
The Rivulet, which he wrote at that time, for mv sister
Susan, will show what I mean ; it was a recoUeotion
of a real actual 'rivulet.
We observed how natural objects seemed to ingaest

music to him. There was in my sister Honora's guden,
a pretty creeping ^ plant, new at that time. covereH with
little trumpet-like flowers. He was struck with it, and
played for her the music which (he said) the fairies
might plav on those trumpets. When he wrote out the
Eiece (called a Capriccio in E minor) he drew a little
ranch of that flower all up the margin of the P»per.
The piece (an Andante and Allegro) which Mr.

Mendelssohn wrote for me, was suggested by the sight
of a bunch of carnations and *roees. The oamationa
that year were very fine with as. He liked them best of
all '&e flowers, would have one often in his button-hole.
We found he intended the an)eggio passages in that
oomix)sition as a reminder of the sweet scent of the
flower rising up.
Mr. Mendelssohn was not a bit ' sentimental.' though

he had so much sentiment. Nobody enytjed fun more
than he, and his laughing was the most joyous that
could be. One evening in not summer we staid in tbe
wood above our house later than usual. We had bem
building a house of fir branches in Susan's garden up in
the wood. We made a fire, a little way off it, in a thicket
among the trees, Mendelssohn helping with the utmost
seal, dragging up more and more wood : we tired our-
selves with our morry work ; we sat down round our
fire, the smoke went off, the ashes were glowing, it
began to get dark, but we could not like to leave our
bonfire. * If we had but some music,' Mendelssohn said

;

'Gould any one get something to play on?' Then my
brother reoollecCed that we were near the oardener^a
cottage, and that the gardener had a fiddle. Off rushed
our boys to get the fiddle. When it came, it was the
wretohedest thing in the world, and it had but one
string. Mendelssohn took the instrument into hia
hands, and fell into fits of laughter over it when he
heard the sounds it made. His laughter was vety catch-

• Thii piece wai loni a favourite of hIa. A water-colour drawtnt bj
ScUnner. Inspired by Fellx'i playlDf of It. U atlU In the poaaeiaioa oi
the fiunlly (Dev. 175). 1 Eertwioearpiu.

• The account flren abore of tbe orlfln and Intention of these three
pieces (op. 16) U oonllrmed bj a letter of his own printed In FJL 1. 27S.

The autograph of No. 1 Is headed 'Helken und Bosen In menfe'—
CaniaUoDS and Roses lu plMity. • Compare Mot. 1. tt7.
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ing; ha pot ns ftU into peali of merrimMii Bat he,
•omehow, ftfterwards brought beautiful music out of the
poor old fiddle, and we aat listening to one itrain after
another till the darknete sent us home.
M7 cousin 1John Edward Taylor was staying with us

at that time. He had composed an iiuitation Welsh air.
and he was, before breakfast, playing orer this, all

nnoonacioua that Mr. Mendelssohn (whose bed-room uras
next the drawing-room) was hearing every note. That
night, when we had music as usual, Mr. Mendelssohn
sat down to play. After an elegant prelude, and with
all possible advantage, John Edwara heard his poor
little air introduced as the subject of the evening. And
having dwelt upon it, and adorned it in every graceftil
manner, Mendelssohn in his pretty, playful way, oowing
to the comjKMer, gave all the praise to mm.
I suppose some of the charm of his speech might lie in

the unusual choice of words which he as a German
made in speaking English. He lisped a little. He used
an action of nodding his head quickly till the long
locks of hair would fall over his high forehead with the
rahemenoe of his assent to anything he liked.
Sometimes he used to talk very seriously with my

mother. Seeing that we brothers and sisters lived
lovingly together and with our parents, he spoke about
this to my mother, told her how ne had known families
where it was not so : and used the words ' Tou know not
how happy you are.'
He was so far from any sort of pretension, or firom

making a favour of giving his music to us, that one
evening when the family fh>m a neighbouring house
came to dinner, and we had dancing afterwards, he took
his turn in playing quadrilles and waltzes with the
others. He was the first person who taught us gallop
ades, and he first played us Weber's last waits. He
enjoyed dancing like any other young man of his age.
He was then 2U years old. He had written his Mid-
ommer Night's Dream [Overture] before that time.
I well remember his playing it. He left Coed-du early
in September la^.
We saw Mr. Mendelssohn whenever he came to

Kngland, but the visits he made to us in London have
not left so much impression upon me as that one at
Coed-du did. I can however call to mind a party at my
father's in Bedford Bow where he was present. Sir
George Smart was there also : when the latter was asked
to play he said to my mother, 'No, no, don't call upon
the old post-horse, when you have a high-mettled young
racer at hand.* The end of it was a duet nlayed by Sir
George and Mr. Mendelssohn together. Our dear old
n^Aster, Mr. Attwood, often met him at our house. Once
he went with us to a ball at Mr. Attwood's at Norwood.
Betuming by daylioht I remember how Mr. Mendels-
sohn admireci the view of St Paul's in the early dawn
which we got fh>m Blackfriars bridge. But the happiest
visit to us was that one when he first brought his sweet
Strang wife to see my mother. Madame Felix Mendels-
sohn was a bride then, and we all of us said he could
not have found one more worthy of himself. And with
the delightful remembrance of his happiness then, I
will end these fragments.

His head was at thin time fall of music—the

£b Violin * Quartet (op. 1 3) ; an organ piece for

Fanny*8 'wedding; the Reformation Symphony,
the Scotch Symphony, the Hebrides Overture, as

well as yoobJ music, * of which he wiil •^^y

nothing.* Other subjects however occupied b¥en
more of his letters than music. Such were a
private plan for a journey to Italy in company
with the parents and Rebecka, for whicn he
enters into a little conspiracy with his sister;

and a scheme for the celebration of his parents*

silver wedding (Dec. 36, 1839) by the perform-

ance of three operettas (Liederspiel), his own
' Soldatenliebschaft,' a second to be written by
Hensel and composed by Fanny, and the third

an 'Idyll' by Klingemann and himself, which
when once it entered his head rapidly took shape,

I AAarwtrds Oimham Profawor.

ir.M.tn.7J9.V0. Tbeaatoffrsphofth«QQart«t.liitlMponealon
orMr.Bodar(.ltdat«d*Loodon.8ept.l4.U».' Though publUhed as

Ko. I. It b thus nallj his Mooud ftriiic quartet. Bee above, p. asOa.
> Faaoj heneir wrote the piece which wu actoally played at the

weddJag. Oct. a, lfl» (F-M. 2M). FdU'i piece, bowerer. wai ttnlsbed

aad wrttten out (L. Jalj ». WM).
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and by the end of October appears to have been
virtuiJly *complete.

By Sept. 10 he was again in London, this

time 'at 35, Bury Street, St. James's< on the
14th he finished and signed the Eb Quartet, and
on the 1 7th was thrown from a gig and hurt his

knee, which forced him to keep his bed for

nearly two months, and thus to miss not only a
tourthrough Holland and Belgium with his father,

but Fanny s wedding. Confmement to bed how-
ever does not prevent his writing home with the
greatest regularity. On Sept. 33 he ends his

letter with the first phrase of the Hebrides
Overture—'aber lum Wiedersehen,

F.*

On Oct. 33 he informs them that he is beginning
again to compose—^and so on. He was nursed
by Klingemann, and well cared for by Sir Lewis
and Lady Moller, by Attwood, and Hawes, the

musicians, the (>oschens, and others. His first

drive was on Nov. 6, when he found London
' indescribably beautiful.* A week later he
went to •Norwood to the Attwoods, then back
to town for ' the fourteen happiest days he had
ever known,' and on Nov. 39 was at Hotel
Quillacq, Calais, on his road home. He reached
Berlin to find the Hensels and the Devrients
inhabiting rooms in the garden-house. His
lameness still obliged him to walk with a stick ;

but this did not impede the mounting of his

Apiece for the silver wedding, which came off

with the greatest success on Dec. 36, ami dis-

played an amount of dramatic ability which,
excited the desire of his friends that he should
again write for the • stage. The Liederspiel how-
ever was not enough to occupy him. and during

this winter he composed a * Symphony for the
tercentenary festival of the Aug8burg CTonfes-

sion, which was in preparation for June 35,

1830. This work, in the key of D, is that

which we shall often again refer to as the

'Reformation Symphony.* He also wrote the

fine Fantasia in Ff minor (op. 38), which he
called his ' Scotch *^ Sonata*—a piece too little

played. A Chair of Music was founded in the

Berlin university this winter expressly with a
view to its being filled by Mendelssohn. But
on the offer being made he declined it, and at

his instance Marx was appointed in his " stead.

There can be no doubt that he was right.

Nothing probably could have entirely kept down
MendeUsohn's ardour for composition ; but it

is certain that to have exchanged the career

of a composer for that of a university teacher

would have added a serious burden to the many

4F.M.L902-aM: DeT.86. • F.M. 1. SOL
• Op. 16. No. 2, is dated 'Norwood. Surrey, Nov. IR.' There It a VS.

letter from the Bame address. Nor. 15. The house was on Biggin Hill.

7 ' Heimkebr aus der Fremde ' (the Return from abroad) waa
translated bj Chorley as 'The Son and Stranger.' and produced at the
Haymarket Theatre July 7. IWL • Der. M.
• For some curious details regarding this see Der. 9& Scbubrlng

(874 6) tells the same story of the Trumpet Overture.
10 The M&. Id Mr. Bchlelnitz's possession. Is entitled ' Sonate *ct»-

atse.' and dated 'Berlin, Jan. 29, USS'; but he played it at CioetheX
May 24, 1430 (L. L 7). U l^er. W.
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oooupations wluch already beset him, besides

forcing him to exchange a pursuit which he
]oTed and succeeded in, for one for which he had
no turn—for teaching waa *not his/orfc
The winter was over, his leg was well, and he

was on the point ofresuming hu * great journey* in

its southern portion, when, at the end of March,
1830, both Eebecka and he were taken with the

measles. This involved a delay of a month, and
it waa not till 'May 13 that he was able to start.

His &ther accompanied him as far as Dessau,

the original seat of the family, where he remained
for a few days with his friend Schubring.

He travelled through Leipzig, Weissenfels,

and Naumburg, and reached Weimar on the

aoth. There he remained a fortnight in the en>

joyment of the closest intercourse with Goethe
and his family, playing and leading what he calls

a mad life—'Heidenleben. There his portrait was
taken, which, though like, ' made him look very

sulky,* and a copy of the score of the Reformation
Symphony was made and sent to Fanny. On
June 3 he took leave 'of Goethe for the last

time, and went by Nuremberg to Munich, which
he reached on ^June 6. At Munich he made
a long halt, remaining till the end of the

month; made the acquaintance of Josephine
Lang, Delphine Schauroth, and other interest-

ing persons, and was feted to an extraordinary

•extent— 'several parties every evening, and
more pianoforte playing than I ever recollect*

—all which must be read in the letter of Marx,
and in his own delightful ^ pages. On the
i4th^ her birthday, he sends Fanny a little

Song without Words (Lied) in A, and on the
a6th a much longer one in Bb minor, which he
afterwards alterc^d, and 'published as Op. 30,
No. 2. Both here and at Vienna he is disgusted at

the ignorance on the part of the best players

—

Mozart, Haydn, and Beethoven utterly ignored.

Hummel, Field, Kalkbrenner, accepted as clas-

sics. He himself played the best music, and
with, the best effect, and his visit must have
been an epoch in the taste of both * places.

From Munich he went through the Salzkam-
mergut, by Salzburg, Ischl,^uid the Traunsee, to

Linz, and thence to Vienna, Aug. 13. Here he
passed more than a month of the gayest ^ life

with Hauser the "singer, Merk the cellist, the
Pereiras, the Eskeles, and Others, but not so gay
as to interfere with serious composition—witness
a cantata or anthem on 'O Haupt voll Blut und
**Wunden* (MS.), and an 'Ave Maria' for

Tenor solo and 8 voices (op. 23, no. 2\ both of
this date. On Sept. 28 we ''find him at Presburg,
witnessing the coronation of the Crown Prince
Ferdinand as King of Hungary ; then at Lilien-

feld ; and by Gratz, Udine, etc., he reached Venice
on Oct. 9.

I See a ilmilar remark in HauptmMm'i Letten to lUuier (L 107) In
reference to a timtlar attempt in 189ik

> y.M. i. SIS (inaocnrateW August).
> Letter. Hay 2& See letters in O. * K. «G.*M.m
» L. June «. 1831. • L. Oct. 16. T P.M. L SIMW.
• In thU, as in sereral other caaet. he has altered the Dototioo from

quavers to semiquavers.
• Letters to Zelter (June 22 and Oct. M. 1R90X » L. Feh. IR. 1898.
II Afterwards Director of the Munich Coasenratorlum. and Spohi's

correspoadeut. 13 l>ev. loa. U L. L ZL i
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His stay in Italy, and his journey through
Switzerland back to Munich, are so fully depicted
in the first volume of his Letters, that it is only
necessary to allude to the chief points. He went
from Venice by Bologna to Florence, reaching it

on Oct. 22, and remaining there for a week. He
arrived in Rome on Nov. i—the same day as
Goethe had done, as he is careful to remark—
and he lived there till April lo, at No. 5 Piazza
di Spagna. The latter halfofApril and the whole
of May were devoted to Naples (Sti. Combi, Sta.

Lucia, No. 13, on the 3rd floor) and the Bay

—

Sorrento. Ischia, Amalfi, etc. Here he met
Benedict and renewed the acquaintance which
they had begun as boys in Berlin in 182 1, when
Benedict "was Webar's pupil. By June 5 he
was back in Home, and afl^er a fortnight's interval

set out on his homeward journey by Florence
(June 24), Genoa> Milan (July 7-15), Lago
Maggiore and the Islands, the Simplon, Mar-
tigny, and the Col de Balme, to Chamouni and
Geneva. Thence on foot across the mountains
to Interlaken ; and thence by Grindelwald and
the Furka to Lucerne, Aug. 27, 28. At Inter-

laken, besides sketching, and writing both letters

and songs, he composed the only ^' waltzes of
which—strange as it seems in one so madly fond
of dancing—any trace survives. At Lucerne he
wrote his last letter to **Groethe, and no doubt
mentioned his being engaged in the composition
of the Walpuigisnacht, w^ch must have brought
out firom the poet the explanation of the aim of
his poem which is printed at the beginning of
Mendelssohn's music, with the date Sept. 9, 1831.
Then, still on foot, he went by Wallenstadt and
St. Gall to Auguburg, and returned to Munich
early in September.

Into both the Nattire and the Art of this

extended and varied tract he entered with
enthusiasm. The engravings with which his

father s house was richly furnished, and Hensers
jcopies of the Italian masters, had prepared him
for many of the great pictures ; but to see them
on the spot was to give them new life, and it is

delightful to read his rapturous comments on the
Titians of Venice and Rome, the gems in the
Tribune of Florence, Guidons Aurora, and other
masterpieces. His remarks are instructive and
to the point ; no vague generalities or raptures,

but real criticism into the effect or meaning or
treatment of the work ; and yet rather from the
point of view ofan intelligent amateur than with
any assumption of technical knowledge, and
always wim sympathy and "kindness. Nor is

his eye for nature less keen, or his enthusiasm
less abundant. His descriptions of the scenery

of Switzerland daring the extraordinarily stormy
season of his journey there, are worthy of the
greatest painters or letter-writers. Some of his

expressions rise to grandeur.
' It was a day,* says he, describing his walk

over the Wengern Alp, ' as if made on purpose.

The sky was flecked with white clouds floating

far above the highest snow-peaks, no mists below

M B.7. M L. Aug. 11. U 6. * M. 80k

17 Letten. Oct. 2B. 1890. June 25. 1831. Sept. 14. 1839.
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(m any of the moontftiiiB, and all their summitB
glittering brightly in the morning air, every un-

dulation and the face of every hill clear and
distinct. ... I remembered the mountains
before only as huge peaks. It was their height

that formerly took such possession of me. Now
it was their boundless extent that I particularly

felt, their huge broad masses, the dose connex-

ion ofall these enormous fortresses, which seemed
to be crowding together and stretching out their

hands to each other. Then too recollect that

every glacier, every snowy plateau, every rocky

summit was dazzling with light and glory, and
that the more distant summits of the further

ranges seemed to stretch over and peer in upon
us. I do believe that such are the thoughts of

God Himself. Those who do not know Him
may here find Him and the nature which He has
created, brought strongly before their *eyee.*

Other expressions are very happy :
—

* The moun-
tuns are acknowledged to be finest after rain, and
to-day looked as fr^ as if they had just burst

the "shell.* Again, in approaching Naples

—

' To me the finest object in nature is and idways
will be the sea. I love it almost more than the

sky. I always feel happy when I see before me
the wide expanse of waters.'

In Bome he devoted all the time that he could

spare from work to the methodical examination
of the place and the people. But his music stood

first, and surely no one before or since was ever

so self-denying on a first visit to the Eternal

City. Not even for the sirocco would he give

np work in the 'prescribed hours. His plan

was to compose or practise till noon, and then
apend the whole of the Test of the daylight

in the open air. He enters into everything

with enthusiasm—it is 'a delightful existence.*
' Home in all its vast dimensions lies before him
Hke an interesting problem, and he goes deli-

berately to work, daily selecting some different

object—the ruins of the ancient city, the Borghese
Gallery, the Capitol, St. Peter*s, or the Vatican.'
' Each day is thus made memorable, and. as I

take my time, each object becomes indelibly im-

pressed upon me. .... When I have fisbirly

imprinted an object on my mind, and each day a
finesh one, twilight has usually arrived, and the

day is over.* Into society he enters with keen
zest, giving and receiving pleasure wherever he
goes, and 'amusing himself thoroughly and
* divinely.' 'His looking-glass is stuck full of

visiting-cards, and he spends every evening with

a fresh acquaintance.* His visits to Horace
Vemet and Thorwaldsen, Santini's visits to

him ; the ball at Torlonia's, where he first saw
the young English beauty, and that at the

Palazzo Albani, where he danced with her ; the

mad frolics of the Carnival, the monks in the

street (on whom he ' will one day write a special

treatise *), the peasants in the rain, the very air

and sunshine—all delighthim in the most simple,

healthy, and natural manner. ' Oh ! if I could

but send yon in this letter one quarter of an hour

1 L. Aof. M. S L. Aug. ai. > Berllof, V07. mas. L Tft.

« L. Dec. 10. 1837.
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of all this pleasure, or tell you how life actually

flies in Rome, every minute bringing its own me-
morable 'delights.' On the other hand, he has
no mercy on anything like affectation or conceit.

He lashes the German painters for their hats,

their beards, their dogs, their discontent, and
their incompetence, just as he does one or two
German musicians for their empty pretension.

The few words which he devotes to Berlioz (who
although always his good friend is antagonistic

tohimon everypoint)and hiscompanion Montfort,

are strongly tinged with the same * feeling. On
the other hand, nothing can be more genuinely

and good-naturedly comic than his account of

the attempt to sing Marcello*s psalms by a com-
pany of dilettanti assisted by a Papal singer.''

This sound and healthy habit of mind it is,

perhaps, which excludes the sentimental—we
might almost say the devotional—feeling which is

so markedly absent from his letters. Strange that

an artist who so enjoyed the remains of ancient

Italy should have had no love of antiquity as

such. At sight of Nisida he recalls the fact

that it was the refuge of Brutus, and that Cicero

visited him there. * The sea lay between the

islands, and the rocks, covered with vegetation,

bent over it then just as they do now. 'Diese are

the ^antiquities that interest me, and are much
more suggestive than crumbling mason -work.'

*The outlines of the Alban hills remain un-

changed. There they can scribble no names and
compose no inscriptions. . . . and to these I cling.'

In reference to music the same spirit shows it-

self still more strongly in his indignation at the

ancient Gregorian music to the Passion in the

Holy Week services. 'It does irritate me to

hear such sacred and touching words sung to

such insignificant dull music. They say it is

canto fermo, Gregorian, etc. No matter. If at

that period there was neither the feeling nor the

capacity to write in a different style, at all events

we have now the power to do so' ; and he goes on
to suggest two alternative plans for altering and
reforming the service, suggestions almost remind-

ing one of the proposition in which the Empress
Eugenie endeavoured to enlist the other Em-
presses and Queens of Europe, to pull down the

church of the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem and
rebuild it in conformity with modem taste and re-

quirements. Religious he is, deeply and strongly

religious ; every letter shows it. It is the un-

conscious, healthy, happy confidence of a sound
mind in a sound body, of a man to whom the

sense of God and Duty are as natural as the air

he In^athes or the tunes which come into his

head, and to whom a wrong action is an im-

possibility. But of devotional sentiment, of that

yearning dependence, which dictated the 130th

Psalm, or the feeling which animates Beethoven's

passionate prayers and 'confessions, we find

hardly a trace, in his letters or his music.

He was very fortunate in the time of his visit to

I L. Felk 8.

• L. March 29. It to enrlons to compare Berl\of% aocoont (VoyaffS

mus. i. 73) of MendelMOhn with the abora.
7 L. March L • SeeTOl.LlMa.
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Rome. Pope Pins VIII. died while he was ihere,

and he came in for all the ceremonies of Gregory
XVI/s installation, in addition to the services of

Holy Week, etc. lliese latter he has described in

the fullest manner, not only as to their picturesque

and general effect, but down to the smallest de-

tails of the music, in regard to which he rivalled

Mozart's famous feat. [See Misbbbrb.] They
form the subject of two long letters to Zelter,

dated ^Dec. i, 1830, and June 16, 1831 ; and as

all the particulars had to be caught while he
listened, they testify in the strongest manner to

the sharpness of his ear and the retentiveness of

his memory. Indeed it is impossible not to feel

that in such letters as these he is on his own
ground, and that intense as was his enjoyment

of nature, painting, society, and life, he belonged

really to none of these things—was 'neither a
politician nor a dancer, nor an actor, nor a bd
esprUf but a 'musician.* And so it proved in

£Ebct. For with all these distractions his Italian

journey was fruitful in work. The * Walpurgis-

night,* the result of his last visit to Weimar, was
finished, in its first form, at Milan (the MS. is

dated ' Mailand, July 1 5, 1 83 1 *) ; the * Hebrides,*

also in its first form, is signed 'Home, Dec. 16,

1830.' The Italian and Scotch Symphonies were
begun and far advanced before he left Italy.

Several smaller works belong to this period—the

Psalm 'Non Nobis' (Nov. 16, 1830); the three

church pieces which fonn op. 33 ; a Christ-

mas Cantata, still in MS. (Jan. 38, 18.^1); the
Hymn * Verleih* uns Frieden* (Feb. 10) ; the 3
Motets for the nuns of the French Chapel : and
although few, if any, of these minor pieces can be
really said to live, yet they embody much labour

and devotion, and were admirable stepping-stones

to the great vocal works of his later life. In fitct

then, as always, he was what Berliox 'calls him,

<un producteur infatigable,' and thus obtained

that facility which few composers have possessed

in greater degree than Mozart and himself. He
sought the society of musicians. Besides Berlioz,

Montfort, and Benedict, we find frequent mention
of Baini, Donizetti, Coocia, and Madame Fodor.

At Milan his encounter with Madame Ertmann,
the intimate friend of Beethoven, was a happy
accident, and turned to the happiest account.

There too he met the son of Mozart, and de-

lighted him with his father s Overtures to Don
Junn and the Magic Flute, played in his own
'splendid orchestral style* on the piano. Not
the least pleasant portions of his letters from
Switzerland are those describing his organ-playing

at the little remote Swiss churches at Engelberg,
Wallenstadt, Sargans, and Lindau—from which
we would gladly quote if space allowed.

Nor was his drawing-book idle. Between May
16 and August 34, 183 1, 35 sketches are in the

hands of one of his daughters alone, implying a
corresponding number for the other portions of the

tour. How characteristic of his enormous en-

joyment of life is the following passage (Sargans,

1 Thk wu Addod to th«
not tncludod in th« Engliftb

s L. Dec. 28, ItiSL

In ft ratesqiMnt tdltlon, and la

s V07. miu. 1. 7a
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^P^- 3) •
' Besides organ playing I have much

to finidi in my new drawing-book (I filled another
completely at Engelberg); then I must dine,

and eat like a whole regiment ; then after dinner
the organ again, and so forget my rainy day.'

The great event of his second visit to Munich
was the production (and no doubt the compo-
sition) of his G minor Concerto, ' a thing n^idly
thrown *off,* which he played on Oct. 17, 1831,
at a concert which also comprised his Symphony
in C minor, his Overture to the Midsummer
Night's Dream, and an extempore performance.

Before leaving he received a commission 'to
compose an opera for the Munich Theatre. From
Munich he travelled by Stuttgart (Nov. 7) and
Heidelberg to Frankfort, and thence to Diissel-

dorf (Nov. 37), to consult Immermann as to the
libretto for the Munich opera, and arranged with
him for one founded on *The Tempest. The
artistic life of Diisseldorf pleased him extremely,

and no doubt this visit laid the foundation for

his future connection with that town.

He arrived in Paris about the middle of

December, and found, of his German friends,

Hiller and Franck settled there. He renewed hit

acquaintance with the Parisian musicians who
had known him as a boy in 1825, especially with
Baillot ; and made many new friends, Habeneck,
Franchomme, Cuvillon, and others, (^opin,

Meyerbeer, Herz, Liszt, Kalkbrenner, Ole BuU,
were all there, and Mendelssohn seems to have
been very much with them. He went a great

deal into society and played frequently, was con-

stantly at the theatre, and as constantly at the
Louvre, enjoyed life thoroughly, saw everything,

according to his wont, including the political

scenes which were then more than ever mterest-

ing in Paris ; knew everybody ; and in fact, as

he expresses it, 'cast himself thoroughly into

the ^ vortex.* His Overture to The Midsummer
Night*s Dream was performed at the Soci^t^ des

Concerts (Conservatoire) on Feb. 19, 1833, and
he himself played the Concerto of Beethoven in

G at the concert of March 18. His Reformation

Symphony was rehearsed, but the orchestra

thought it too 'learned, and it never reached
performance. His Octet was played in church
at a mass commemorative of Beethoven, and
several times in private: so was his Quintet

(with a new *Adagio) and his Quartets, both for

strings and for piano. The pupils of the Con*
servatoire, he writes, are working their fingers

off to play '1st es *"wahr?* His playing was
applauded as much as heart could wish, and his

reception in all circles was of the very best.

On the other hand, there were drawbacks.

Edward Ritz, his great friend, died (Jan. 33)
while he was there ; the news reached him on
his birthday. Goethe too died (March 33). The
rejection of his Reformation Symphony, the

centre of so many "hopes, was a disappointment

4Brtefe.ll.& • L. Dm. 1». lOL • L. Dee. U.im : Jan. 11. IfO.
7 L. Jan. 11. was : Dec 88.1881. "H-SL
• Written In memory of B. Rltt. and repUelnf a Mlnaet In F tbmrp

minor, with Trio In double Canon.
10 The Ued embodied In the A minor Quartet. See aboT«. p. 900.
n 1L2L
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which most have thrown a deep shadow over

eyerything. andnodoubt aftersomuch gaietythere

was a reaction, and his old dislike to the French
character—traces of which are not wanting in

a letter to Immermann dated Jan. 1 1—returned.

In addition to this his health had not latterly

been good, and in March he had an attack of

*cbolwa. Though he alludes to it in joke, he pro-

bably fdt the truth of a remark in the Figaro

that * Paris is the tomb of all 'reputations.'

Brilliantly and cordially as he was received, he
left no lasting mark there ; his name does not

reappear in the programmes of the Conservatoire

for 1 1 years, and it was not till the establish-

ment of the Concerts popidaires in 1861 that his

music became at all familiar to 'the Parisians.

He himself never again set foot in Paris.

On April 23, 1833, he was once more in his

beloved London, and at his old quarters, 103
Great Portland Street. 'That smoky nest,' he
exclaims, amid the sunshine of the Naples sum-
mer, 'is fjftted to be now and ever my favourite

residence; my heart swells when I think of 'it.'

And here he was back in it again ! It was warm,
the lilacs were in bloom, his old firiends were as

cordial as ifthey had never parted, he was warmly
welcomed everywhere, and felt his health re-

turn in full measure. His letters of this date

are full of a genuine heartfelt satis&ction. He
plunged at once into musical life. The Hebrides
was played in MS.by the Philharmonicon May 14,

and he performed his G minor Concerto, on an
Erard piano, attheooncertsofMay sSandJune 18.

He gave a MS. score of his overture to the society,

and they presented him with a piece of plate.

During nis stay in London he wrote his Capriocio

brillant in B (op. 22), and played it at a ^concert

of Mori's. On Sunday, June 10, he played the

organ ' at St. Paul's. He also published a four-

huid ^ arrangement of the M.N.D. Overture with
Cramer,and the i stBookofSongswithout 'Words,
with Novello, and played at many concerts. A
more important thing still was the revision of the

Helnidee Overture, to which he appears to have
put the final touches on June 20 (five weeks
after its performance at the Philharmonic), that

being the date on the autograph score in posses-

sioa of the fiunily of Stemdale Bennett, which
agrees in aU essentials with the printed copy.

Chi May 15 Zelter died, and he received the
news of the loss of his old friend at Mr. Attwood's
house. Biggin Hill, Norwood. The vision of a
possible offer of Zelter's post at the Singakademie
crossed his mind, and is discussed with his father

;

but it was not destined to be fulfilled. Among
the friends whom he made during this visit, never
to lose till death, were the Horsleys, a family

iILSaL Letter to BAnnuin. in Utten of Dtet. Ifosidua, April 1&
* K^Cit If inaeeimte tat cHIng this m Meodelatohn'* own ezitreuloo.

•w Latter, Marah 31, 1H82.

> Thk «sat of tjrmpathy. eombinad with an utonlshlnf amoant
of IcBormnce. I« amtuinffly dlaplayed in the following detcriptlon
from the sateioKoe of a well-known French autograph collector:—
'HeadeUipbn Bartholdy (Felix) rmnarquable intelligence, mais ccaur
egobte at frold : qui n'ayant pu gravir d'un paa aur les sommet* de
I'ut, t'ert refttgi^ dam la motlque de ehambre.' Can ignorance and
ooQfldeaee CO further? « L. Maj as. 1891.

•Ueti'aLlit. AlMMoa-LSn. •Moe.l.2T2. T ibid.
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living in the country at Kensington. Mr. W.
Horsley was one of our most eminent glee-

writers, his daughters were imusually musical, one
of the sons is now an R.A., and another was for

many years a bright ornament to English music.
The circle was not altogether unlike his Berlin
home, and in his own ' words he seldom spent a
day without meeting one or other of the fiunily.

In July 1833 he returned to Berlin, to find the
charm of the summer life in the garden as great
as before. His darling sister Rebecka had been
married to Professor IHrichlet in May. Ajiother
change was that the Devrients had migrated to

another place, and Hensel's studios now occupied
all the spar« space in the garden-house. Immer-
mann'spromised libretto was waiting forhim on his

return, but from the terms in whidi he asks for

Devrient's opinion on it, it is evident that it disap-

pointed him, and we hear no more of the ^® sub-
ject. St. Paul was beginning to occupy his mind
(of which more anon), and he had not long been
back when the election of the conductor ^r the
Singakademie in Zelter's place came on the tapi$.

The details may be read "elsewhere ; it is enough
to say here that chiefly through the extra zeal

and want of tact of his friend Devrient, though
with the best intentions, Mendelssohn, for no
fault of his own, was dra^sed before the public

as an opponent of Rungeimagen ; and at length,

on Jan. a a, 1833, was defeated by 60 votes out of

236. The defeat was aggravated by a sad want
of judgment on the part of the fiunily, who not
only were annoyed, but showed their annoyance
by withdrawing frt>m the Akademie, and thus
making an open hostility. Felix himself said

little, but he felt it deeply. He ^Mescribes it as
a time of uncertainty, anxiety, and suspense,

which was as bad as a serious illness ; and no
doubt it widened the breach in his liking for

Berlin, which had been begun by the rejection

of Camacho. He doubtless found some consola*

tion in a Grand Piano which was forwarded to

him in August by Mr. Pierre Erard of London.
His musical activity was at all events not

impaired. Besides occupying himself with the

Sunday music at home, Felix, during this winter,

gave threepublicconcertsat the room ofthe ^ Sing-
akademie m Nov. and Dec. 1832, and Jan. 1833,
at which he brought forward his Walpurgisnigh^
his Reformation Symphony, his Overtures to

the Midsummer Night's Dream, Meeresstille, and
Hebrides, his G minor Concerto and his Gapriccio

in B minor ; besides playing two sonatas and
the G major Concerto of Beethoven, and a Con-
certo of Bach in D minor—all, be it remem-
bered, novelties at that time even to many
experienced musicians. In addition to this he
wa8 working seriously at the Italian Symphony.
The Philharmonic Society of London had passed

a resolution on Nov. 5, 1832, saking lum to

compose ' a symphony, an overture, and a vocal

piece,* and offering him a hundred guineas

for the exclusive right of performance during

• G. * M. gr. u D«T. 141
u L. March 4. IfflS.

u A.1LZ. 1«S3. 12S. ThadatwwenotglTeii.

See wpeolally Der. 14S-1ML
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two 'yean. Of these the Italian Symphony
was to be one, and the MS. score of the work
accordingly bears the date of March 13, 1833.

On April 37 he wrote to the Society offering

them the symphony with 'two new over-

tures, finished since last year' (doubtless the

Meeresstille and the Trumpet Overture), the

extra one being intended ' as a sign of his grati-

tude for the pleasure and honour they had again

conferred upon him.* Graceful and apparently

spontaneous as it is, the symphony had not been

an easy task. Mendelssohn was not exempt from

the lot of most artists who attempt a great poem
or a great composition; on the contrary, 'the

bitter^ moments he ever endured or could

have imagined/ were those which he experienced

during the autumn when the work was in pro-

gress, and up to the last he had his doubts and
misgivings as to the result. Now, however, when
it was finished, he found that it ' pleased him
and showed * progress '—a very nuxlest expression

for a work so full of original thought, masterly

expression, consummate execution, and suimy
beauty, as the Italian Symphony, and moreover
such a prodigious 'advance on his la«t work of

the same kind 1

On Feb. 6, 1833, a son was bom to the Mo-
scheleses, and one of the first letters written was
to Mendelssohn, asking him to be godfather to

the child. He sent a capital letter in reply, with
an elaborate * sketch, and he transmitted later a
cradle song—published as Op. 47, No. 6—for his

godchild, Felix Mpecheles. Early in April he left

Berlin for Dlisseldorf, to arrange for conducting

the Lower Rhine Festival at the end of May. As
soon as the arrangements were completed, he went
on to London for the christening of his godchild,

and also to conduct the Philharmonic Concert of

^^J I3i when his Italian Symphony nvas per-

formed for the first time, and he himself played

Mozart's D minor Concerto. This was his third

visit. He was there by April a6—again at his

old lodgings in Great Portland Street—and on
May I he played at Mosoheles's annual concert

a brilliant set of 4-hand variations on the Gipsy
March in Preciosa, which the two had com-
posed 'together. He left shortly after the I3tb
and returned to Diisseldorf, in ample time for

the rehearsal of the Festival, which began
on Whit Sunday, May a6, and was an inunense
success. Israel in ^Egypt was the pQee de re-

sistancef and among the other worlu were Bee-
thoven's Pastoral Symphony and Overture to

Leonora, and his own Trumpet Overture. Abra-
ham Mendelssohn had come from Berlin for

the Festival, and an excellent account of it will

be found in his letters, printed by ^Hensel,
admirable letters, full of point and wisdom,
and showing better than anything else could the

1 See tin BMolntloii and hU aniwer Id Hogarth. 09. tO.
a Letter to Bauer. April 6. 18S9L

> It has been tald that the leap flrom Mendelssohn'f minor to bis
A major Bymphony Is as great as that lh>m Beetboren's No. S to the
Kroica ; and relatively this is probablj not exaggerated.

4 Whlchwlllbefbundb)Moscheles'BLife.l.2». •IfokLSMi
< It bad been performed by the Bingakademie of Berito. Dec 8. IfQl.

but probably with re-tautnunentatlon. It was now done as Baudol
moCe it. 1 FJL I Stl-SiL
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deep affection and perfect understanding which
existed between faUier and son. The brilliant

success of the Festival and the personal fascina-

tion of Mendelssohn led to an offer from the
authorities of Diisseldorf that he should under-

take the charge of the entire musical arrange-

ments of the town, embracing the direction of

the church music and of two associations, for

three yean, firom Oct. i, 1833, at a yearly

salary of 600 ' thalers (^£90). He had been mu<m
attracted by the active artistic life of the place

when he visited Lnmermann at the close of

his Italian journey, and there appears to have
been no hesitation in his acceptance of the offer.

This important agreement concluded, Felix re-

turned to London for the fourth time, taking his

father with him. They arrived about the 5th,

and went into the lodgings in Great Portland
Street. It is the father's first visit, and his let-

ters are full of little hits at the fog, the absence

of the sun, the Sundays, and other English pecu-

liarities, and at his son's enthusiasm for it alL

As far as the elder Mendelssohn was concerned,

the first month was perfectly successful, but in

the course of July he was laid up with some
complaint in his shin, which confined him tp his

room, for three weeks, and although it gave him
an excellent idea of English hospitality, it

naturally threw a damp over the latter part of

the visit. His blindness, too, seems to 'have
begim to show itself.

His son however experienced no such draw-
backs. To his father he was everything. 'I

cannot express^' says the grateful old man, * what
he has been to me, what a treasure of love, pa-

tience, endurance, thoughtfulness, and tender care

he has lavished on me ; and much as I owe him
indirectly for a thousand kindnesses and atten-

tions from others, I owe him far more for what
he has done for me ^himself.' No letters by
Felix of this date have been printed, but enough
information can be picked up to show that he
fully enjoyed himself. His Trumpet Overture
was played at the Philharmonic on June 10.

He played the organ at St. Paul's (June 23),

Klingemann and other friends at the bellows,

and the church empty—Introduction and fugue

;

extempore; Attwood's Coronation Anthem, 4
hands, with Attwood ; and three '^pieces ofBadi's.

He also evidently played a great deal in sodety,

and his father's account of a mad evening with

Malibran will stand as a type of many ^such.
The Moscheleses, Attwoods, Horsleys, and Alex-

anders are among the most prominent English

names in the diaries and ''letters. Besides Mali-

bran, Schroder-Devrient, Herz, and Hummel
were among the foreign artists in London. On
'^Aug. 4 the two left for Berlin, Abraham having
announced that he was bringing home ' a young
painter named Alphonse Lovie, who, of course,

• I eannot diseorer his exact stoftu or title at Dfissddorf. In bis

own sketch of his life (see next page) he styles himself MuslO'dlrBetor

of the Associatitm for the Promotion of Mosic in DOsseldorf.

• r.1t.i.Vt;\La. Compare it 9a
to FJl. i. 384. 11 Ibid. 27S. U lUd. SH.
u Mos. LW ; Abraham M. In FJL L 968^ S8O1 98% ato.

MMoa-LM.
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was no other than ^ Felix himself. They reached

Berlin in due course, and by Sept. 27, 1833,

Felix was at his new post.

DUsseldorf was the beginning of a new period

in his career—of settled life away from the influ-

ences of home, which had hitherto formed so im-

portant an element in his existence. At Berlin

both success and non-success were largely biassed

by personal considerations ; here he was to start

afir^, and to be entirely dependent on him-
self. He began his new career with vigour. He
first attack^ the church music, and as 'not

one tolerable mass' was to be found, scoured the

country as far as Elberfeld, Cologne, and Bonn,
and returned with a carriage-load of Palestrina,

Lasso, and Lotti. Israel in Egypt, the Messiah,

Alexander's Feast, and Egmont are among the

music which we hear of at the concerts. At the

theatre, after a temporary disturbance, owing ta

a rise in prices, and a Uttle over-eagerness, he
was well received and successful ; and at first all

was coiUear de rose—' a more agreeable position

I cannot wish ^for.' But he soon foimd that the

theatre did not suit him ; he had too little sym-
pathy with theatrical life, and the responsibility

was too irksome. He therefore, after a few^

months' trial, 'in March 1834, relinquished his

salary as far as the theatre was concerned, and
held himself fi-ee, as. a sort of 'Hononury
*Intendant.' His influence however made it-^

self felt. Don Juan, Figaro, Cherubini's Deux
Joom^ee, were amongst the operas given in the

first four months; and in the church we hear

of masses by Beethoven and Cherubini, motets of

Palestrina's, and cantatas of Bach's, the Dettin-

gen Te Deum, ' and.on the whole as much good
music as could be expected during my first

* winter.' He lived on the ground floor of Scha-

dow's * house, and was very much in the artistic

drde, and always ready to make an excursion,,

to have a swim, to eat, to ride (for he kept ^a

horse), to dance, or to sleap ; was working hard at

water-colour drawing, under 'Schirmer's tuition,

and was the life and soul of every company he
entered. In May was the Lower Bhine Festi-

val at Aix-la-Chapelle, conducted by Ferdinand
Hies; there he met Hiller, and also 'Chopin,,

whose acquaintance he had already made ^^in.

Paris, and who returned with him to DUsseldorf.

During the spring of 1834 ^® ^'^ made a mem-
ber of the Berlin Academy of the "Fine Arts.

Meantime, through all these labours and dis-

tractions, ofi pleasure or business alike, he was
compodng busily and well. The overture to^

iP.X.L88a SL.Jn1y90.UM. tl^Hv.n.
4L.An«.S. iL.llUr.8a • H.3eL
7 Th« AoquMtton of thU bona glres a spod id« of hit dotlAd

ftttitude towards bU father. (L. March 88. UM.)
« Dot. 174. • L. MayS : H. a& lo Karasowsld. diapi. zJr.

u L. it 15, 84. On tbU ooeadon he MOt lD.th« following ' Memo-
rtndiun of my biography and art-education,' 'I wai bom Feb. 8,

int. at Hamburs; in my 8th year began to learn mtulo, and was
taught thoroocrb-baaa and composition by Profeisor Zelter, and the
Planotarte. flnt by my mother and then by Mr. Ludwlg Berger. In
the year 1891 1 left Berlin, travelled thiou^ Kngland and Scotland.
Sooth Germany. Italy, Switzerland, and France; Tlsited England
t«1«e more fai the spring of IfiB and SS, was there made Honorary
Member of the Fbilbarmonic Society, and since October IfflS. have
been Mosic-dlreetor of the Association for the Promotion of Music in
DosMldort' This is preserred in the archlTcs of the Academy, and
1 am Indebied for It to the kindness of Mr. Joachim.
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Melusina was finished Nov. 14, 1833, and tried

;

the £b Rondo for P.F. and orchestra (op. 29) on
Jan. 29, 1834; 'Infelice,* for soprano and orches-

tra, for the Philharmonic ^Society (in its first

shape), is dated April 3, 34 ; the fine Capriodo
in A minor (op. 33, no. i), April 9, 34. He
had also rewritten and greatly improved the
Meeresstille ^Overture for its publication by
Breitkopfs with the M. N. D. and Hebrides.
A symphony which he mentions as on the road
appears to have been superseded by a still more
important work. In one of his letters from Paris

(Dec. 19, 1 831), complaining of the low morale of

the opera librettos, he says that if that style is

indispensaUe he 'will forsake opera and write

oratorios* The words had hardly left his pen
when he was invited by the Cacilien-Yerein

of Frankfort to compose an oratorio on '*St.

Paul. The general plan of the work, and such
details as the exclusive use of the Bible and
Choral-book, and the introduction of chorales,

are stated by him at the very outset. On his

return to Berlin he and Marx made a compact
by which each was to write an oratorio-book for

the other; Mendelssohn was to write 'Moses'
fi>r Marx, and Marx 'St. Paul* for "Mendels-
sohn. Mendelssohn executed his task at once,

and the full libretto, entitled ' Moses, an Orato-

rio, composed by A. B. M.,* and signed * F. M. B.,

21 Aug. 1832,* is XM)W in th& possession of the
'•^family. Marx, on the other hand, not only

rejected Mendelssohn's book for 'Moses,* but
threw up that of ' St. Paul' on the ground that

chorales were an anachronism. In fact, this

singular man's function in life seems to have
been to differ with everybody. For the text of

St. Paul, Mendelssohn was indebted to his own
selection^and to the ud of his friends Fiirst and
'^Schubring. like Handel, he knew his Bible

well; in- his oratorios he followed it implicitly,

and the three books of St. Paul, Elijah, and the

Lobgesang are a. proof (if any proef were needed
after the Messiah and Israel in Egypt) that, in

his own words, ' the Bible is always the best of

^all.' He began upon the music in March 1834,
not anticipating that it would occupy him
**lonff ; but it dragged on, and was not completed
till the beginning of 1836.

Though only Honorary Intendant at the DUs-
seldorf theatre, he busied himself with the ap-

proaching winter season, and before leaving for

his holiday corresponded much with Devrient

as to the engagement of dingers. September

1834 he spent in '^Berlin, and was back at Dus-
seldorf "forvthe first concert on Oct. 23, calling

on his way at Cassel, and nusking the acquaintance

of ^Hauptmann, with whom he was destined

u First song at the Philharmonic by Mme. Caradori. May 19, 185t
U L. Aug. 0. 1834.

U Letter to Derrient. D. 197. &
U Marx. 11. 189. etc
u It shows how fiilly Mendelssohn realised the connexion of the Old

and New Testaments that his concluding chorus, after the giving of

the Law, Is ' This Is the lore of God. that we iceep His commandments

'

—from St. John.
n Bee Bch. : and L.iL 8,88.89. etc M L. July IS. 1834.

M L. Sept 8, 1883. etc. » Der. 177-lf&

n Der. 188. 184. b n.M. Zeltosc-
s Bauptmaan's letters to Haoaer, L US.
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in later life to be closely oonneoted. The new
theatre opened on Nov. i. He and Immermann
quarrelled as to precedence, or as to the dis-

tribution of the duties. The selection of singers

and musicians, the bargaining with them, and
all the countless worries which beset a manager,

and which, by a new agreement, he had to under-

take, proved a most uncongenial and moreover a
most wasteful task ; so uncongenial that at last,

the day after the opening of the theatre, he sud-

denly * made a salto mortale * and threw up all

^connection with it, not without considerable

irritability and 'inconsistency. After this he
continued to do his other duties, and to conduct

occasional operas, Julius Rietz being his assistant.

With the spring of 1835 he received an invita-

tion from Leipzig through Mr. Schleinitz, which
resulted in his taking the post of Conductor of

the Gewandhaus Concerts there. His ' answers

to the invitation show not only how very careful

he was not to infringe on the rights of others, but
also how clearly and practically he looked ai all

the bearings of a question before he made up his

mind upon it. Before the change, however, seve-

ral things happened. He conducted the Lower
Rhine Festival for 1835 at Colore (June 7'"9).

The principal works were Handel s Solomon—for

which he had written an organ part in Italy ; Bee-

thoven's Symphony No. 8, and Overture Op. 124,

a * religious march ' and hymn of Cherubini*s,

and the Morning Hymn of his favourite J. F.

Reichardt. The Festival was made more than
ordinarily delightful to him by a present of

Arnold's edition of Handel in 31 vols, from the

committee. His father, mother, and sisters were
all there. The parents then went back with him
to Dlisseldorf ; there his mother had a severe

attack of illness, which prevented his taking
them home to Berlin till the latter part of 'July.

At Cassel the father too fell ill,and Felixes energies

were fully taxed on the *road. He remained
with them at Berlin till the end of August, and
then left for Leipzig to make the necessary pre-

parations for beginning the subscription concerts

m the Gewandhaus on Oct. 4. His house at Leip-
zig was in Reichel's garden, off the Promenade.
Chopin visited him during the interval, and
Felix had the pleasure of introducing him to

Clara Wieck, then a giri of 16. Later came his

old Berlin friend David from Russia to lead the
* orchestra, and Moscheles from London for a
lengthened visit. Mendelssohn's new engage-
ment began with the ^t auspices. The relief

from the worries and responsibilities of Diissel-

dorf was ^immense, and years 'afterwards he re-

fers to it as * when I first came to Leipzig and
thought I was in Paradise.' He was warmly
welcomed on taking his seat, and the first con-

cert led off with his Meeresstille Overture.

1 h. Not. 4, SS.

> Thb Is brought oat In hta fither't letter. IL G8L See also Hot. 4.
a L. Jan.» and April 1ft. 189A.

4 Letter to Mrs. Volgt. DOaMldorf. July 17. IfflSL

s Letter to Schadow. In Polko 193.

< He Joined dattnltelj Feb. 35. 1888, after MatthaTa death (AJCZ.
18SS.1SSX

r Letter to Hildebrandt In F. 191 ; also HUler <7.

• L.Janel8»U».
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Rebecka passed through Leipzig on Oct. I4, on
her way from Belgium, and Felix and Moscheles
accompanied her to Berlin for a visit of two dajrs,

returning to Leipzig for the next concert. Short
as the visit was, it was more than usually gay.
The house was full every evening, and by play-

ing alternately, by playing four hands, and by
the comical extempore tricks of which the two
friends were so fond, and which they earned on
to such perfection, the parents, especially the
father, now quite blind, were greatiy mystified

and *amused. And well that it was so, for it was
Felix's last opportunity of gratifying the fi^ther

he so tenderly loved and so deeply reverenced.

At half-past 10 a.m. on Nov. 19, 1835, Abraham
Mendelssohn was dead. He died the death of the

just, passing away, as his fiither had done, with-

out warning, but also without pain. He turned
over in his bed, saying that he would sleep a
little ; and in half an hour he was gone. Hensel
started at once for Leipzig, and by Sunday morn-
ing, the 22nd, Felix was in the arms of his mother.
How deeply he felt under this peculiarly heavy
blow the reader must gather from his own lettem.

It fell on him with special force, because he was
not only away from the family circle, but had no
home of his own, as Fanny and Rebecka had, to

mitigate the loss. He went back to Leipzig
stunned, but determined to do his duty with all

his might, finish St. Paul, and thus most per-

fectly fulfil his father's wishes. He had com-
plete the revision of his Melusina Overture on
Nov. 1 7, only three days before the fatal news
reached him, and there was nothing to hinder
him from finishing the oratorio.

The business of the day, however, had to go
on. One of the chief events in this series of con-

certs was a performance of the 9th Symphony
of **Beethoven, Feb. 11, 1836. AnoUier was
Mendelssohn*s performance of Mozart's D minor
Concerto 'as written* (fur it seems to have been
always hitherto played^fW* some "adaptation^,

on Jan. 29, with cadences which electnfied his

audience. Leipzig was particularly congenial to

Mendelssohn. He was ihe idol of the town, had
an orchestra full of enthusiasm and devotion, a
first-rate coadjutor in David, who took much of

the mechanical work of the orchestra off his

shoulders ; and moreover he v^as relieved of all

business arrangements, which were transacted

by the committee, especially by Herr Schleinitz.

Another point in which he could not but con*

trast his present position favourably with that

at Dfisseldorf was the abi^ence of all rivalry

or jealousy. The labour of the season however
was severe, and he ^^ confesses that the first two
months had taken more out of him than two
years composing would do. The University of

Leipzig showed its appreciation of his presence

by conferring on him the degree of Phil. Doc. in

"March.
Meantime Schelble's illness had cancelled the

airangement for producing St. Paul at Frank-
fort, and it had been secured for the Lower

t FJI. i. 4SS. 10 A.1LZ. 1
n To HOiM'. L. Dm. 10^ issr.

1,373. nibtd.1
U A.lfX183^2M.
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Bhme Festival of 1836 at Diisseldorf. The Fee-
tival lasted from May 2 a to May 34 inclusive,

and the programmes included, besides the new
oratorio, the two overtures to Leonore, both in C,

'No. I* (then unknown) and * No. 3* ; one of Han-
del's Chandos anthems, the Davidde penitente of

Mozart, and the Ninth Symphony. The oratorio

was executed with the greatest enthusiasm, and
produced a deep sensation. It was performed on
the 22nd, not in the present large music hall, but
in the long low room which lies outside of that and
below it, and is known as the Kittersaal, a too

confined space for the pur{>oee. For the details of

the performance, including an racapade of one of

the false witnesses, in which the coolness and skill

of Fanny alone prevented a break-down, we must
refer to thecontemporary accounts of Klingemann,
Hiller, and ^Polko. To English readers the in-

terest of the occasion is increased by the fact that

Stemdale Bennett, then 20 years old, and fresh

from the Boyal Academy of Music, was present.

Schelble*8 illness also induced Mendelssohn to

take the direction of the fiunous C&cilien-Verein

at Frankfort. Leipzig had no claims on him
after the concerts were over, and he was thus
able to spend six weeks at Frankfort practising

the choir in Bach*s 'Gottes Zeit,* Handel's 'Sam-
Bon,* and other works, and improved and inspired

than greatly. He resided in Schelble's house at

the comer of the ' Schone Aussicht,* with a view
up and down the Main. Hiller was then living

.in Frankfort ; Lindblad was there for a time ; and
Rossini remained for a few days on his passage
through, in constant ^intercourse with Felix.

Mendelssohn's visit to Frankfort was however
fraught with deeper results than these. It was
indeed quite providential, since here he met his

future wife, C^ile Charlotte Sophie Jeanrenaud,
a young lady of great beauty,, nearly ten years

younger than himself, the second daughter of a
clergyman of the French Reformed Church, who
had died many years before, leaving his wife (a

Souchay by family) and children amongst the
aristocracy of the town. The house was close to

the Fahrthor, on the quay of the ^Main. Madame
Jeanrenaud was still young and good-looking,
and it was a joke in the family that she her-

self was at first supposed to be the object of
Mendelssohn's frequent visits. But though so

reserved, he was not the less furiously in love,

and those who were in the secret have ioLd us
how entirely absorbed he was by his passion,

though without any sentimentality. He had
already had many a passing attachment. In-
deed, being at once so warm-hearted and so

peculiarly attractive to women—and also, it

should be said^ so much sought by them—it is

a strong tribute to his self-control that he was
never before seriously or permanently involved.
On no former occasion, however, is there a trace
of any feeling that was not due entirely, or

I Bm The Wnslcal World. June 17. 1898 (and Beoedict'fl 'Skeloh.'
17. 38) ; Hni0r-» * Mcndeluohn.' 61 ; and Polko. 43. > B. U. etc

* A p«acU-drawlnc of th« Main and the Fahrthor, with the ' SchOne
Aoailcht ' tn the diataoca. taken from the Jeanrenaodc' windows, has
the foUowIng inscription :—' Vendu k Mendelssohn au priz de I'eiecu-
tioQ d'un nombtv indetcrmhi^ de Fugues de J. S. Bach, et dc la Copia
^on Rondo da in«iBe]laitr«. LauBXxa, Ik MontpelUer.'
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mainly, to some quality or accomplishment of the

lady, and not to her actual personality. In the

present case there could be no doubt either of
^

the seriousness of his love or of the fact that it

centred in Miss Jeanrenaud herself, and not in

any of her tastes or pursuits. And yet, in order

to test the reality of his feelings, he left Frank-
fort, at the very height of his passion, for a
month's bathing at * Scheveningen near the
Hague. His friend F. W. Schadow, the painter,

accompanied him, and the restless state of his

mind may be gathered from his letters to * Hiller.

His love stood the test of absence triumphantly.
Very shortly after his return, on Sept. 9, the
engagement took * place, at Kronb^rg, near
Fraxikfort ; three weeks of bliss followed, and on
Oct. 2 he was in his seat in the Gewandhaus, at the
first concert of the season. The day after, Oct. 3,

in the distant town of Liverpool, * St. Paul* was
performed for the first time in England, under the
direction of Sir G. Smart. The season at Leipzig
was a good one; Stemdale*Bennett, who had come
over at Mendelssohn's invitation, made his first

public appearance in his own Concerto in C minor,

and the series closed with the Choral Symphony.
His engagement soon became known far and

wide, and it is characteristic of Germany, and
of Mendelssohn's intimate relation to all con-

cerned in the Gewandhaus, that at one of the

concerts, the Finale to Fidelio, ' Wer ein holdes

Weib errungen,' should have been put into the

programme by the directors with special reference

to him, and Uiat he should have been forced into

extemporising on that suggestive theme, amid the

shouts and enthusiasm of his audience. The re-

hearsals for the concerts, the concerts themselves,

his pupils, friends passing through, visits to his

fianc^, an increasing correspondence, kept him
more than busy. Bennett was living in Leipzig,

and the two frriends were much together. In ad-

dition to the subscription series and to the regular

chamberconceits,therewereperformancesofIsrael
in Egypt, with new organ part by him, on Nov. 7,

and St. Paul, March 16, 1837. ^® compositions

of this winter are few, and all of one kind, namely
preludes and fugues for ^pianoforte. The wedding
took place on March 28, 1837, at the Walloon
Fren(^ Reformed Church, Frankfort. For the

wedding tour they went to Freiburg, and into

the Palatinate, and by the '15th of May returned

to Frankfort. A journal which they kept to-

gether during the honeymoon is full of sketches

and droll things of aU kinds. In July they
were at Bingen, Horchheim, Coblenz, and Dtissel-

dorf for some weeks. At Bingen, while swimming
across to Asmannshausen, he had an attack of

cramp which nearly cost him his life, and from
which he was only saved by the boatman. The
musical results of these few months were very

important, and include the 42nd Psalm, the

String Quartet in £ minor, an Andante and
Allegro for P.F. in E (stiU in MS.), the second

P.F. Concerto, in D minor, and the 3 Prelude*

«H.ch. lr:F.M.it.30; Der.ldR. iH.flB-72.
• Letter to his mother. F.H. iL 37 ; F. 63L

f Fubllahed as Op. a& Sea the Catalogue at end of Uds article
• I)«T.20a
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and Fugues for the Organ (op. 37). He was
also in earnest correspondence with ^Schubring
as to a second oratorio, on St. Peter.

It must have been hard to tear himself away
BO soon from his lovely young wife—and indeed

he grumbles about it ^ lustily—but he had been,

engaged to conduct St. Paul, and to play the

organ and his new Pianoforte Concerto, a^ the

Birmingham Festival. Accordingly, on Aug. 24,

he left Diisseldorf for Rotterdam, crossed to

Margate in the 'Attwood,* the same boat which
had taken him over in 1829, and on the 27th

is in London, on his fifth visit, at Klingemann^s
house, as cross as a man ^can well be. fiut this

did not prevent his setting to work with Klinge*

mann at the plan of an oratorio on, * Elijah, over

which they had two mornings' consultation.

Before leaving London for Birmingham, he played

the organ at St. Paul's—on Sunday afternoon,.

Sept. 10—and at Christ Church,,Newgate Street,

on Tuesday morning, the 1 2th. It was on the

former of these two occasions that the vergers,

finding that the congregation would not leave

the Cathedral, withdrew the organ-blower, and
let the wind out of the organ during Bach's
Prelude and Fugue in *A minor—'near the end.

of the *fugue, before the subject comes in on the

Pedals.' At Christ Church he was evidently in

a good vein. He played ' six extempore fantasias,'

oneon a subject given at themoment, andthe Bach
Fugue just mentioned. Samuel Wesley—our own
ancient hero, though 71 years old—was present

and played. It was literally his Nunc dlmittis

:

he died in a month from that ^date. Mendels-
sohn's organ-playing on these occasions was
eagerly watched. He was the greatest of the
few great German organ-players who had visited

this country, and the English orgapists, some of
them no mean, proficients, learned, more than one
lesson from him, 'It was not,' wrote Dr. Gaunt-,
lett, ' that he pUyed Bach for the fiiist time
here,—several of us had done that. But he
taught us how to play the ilow fugue, for Adams
and others had. played them too fMt. Hiawords
were, You^ organists think that Bach did not
write a slow fugue for the organ. Also he
brought ou^ a number of pedal-fugues which
were not known here. We had played a few,

but he was the first to play * the D major, the
6 minor, the E major,, the C minor, the short

£ minor,'' etc. Even in those that were known
he thf^w out points unsuspected before, as in

the A n^nor Fugue, where he took the episode

on the Vfffil^, returning to the Gxieat Organ
when tl^ pedal re-enters, but transferring the
E in the treble to the Grea^ Organ a bar
before the other parts, with very fine- •efi'ect.

This shows that with aU his strictness he knew
how to break a, rule. One thing which par-

ticularly struck our organists was the contrast

1 L. Juij IS. If 87. « P.M. It m. « H. «m.
4 UU pr:vate Journal. He mentioned It to Mr. John C. BorMey

Okow the B. A.) dtirtnir this vUit.
ft For A rerj intareKttng account of th«*e two porfonnanoet kiyDr.

GauntleCt mc The Musical World for BepL 16. \t^.
• UU prlrate Juumal. i Oct. 11. 1897.

• B« had learned these since hit SwIm Joumej. See Letter, Sept.

H ItJSl. » Mr. K. J. UopUni't r«coUectloo.
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between his massive effects and the lightness of
his touch in rapid passages. The touch of the
Christ Church oi^gan was both deep and heavy,
yet he threw off arpeggios as if he were at a
piano. His command of the pedal clavier was
also a subject of much *® remark. But we must
hasten on. On the evening of the Tuesday he
attended a performance of his oratorio by the
Sacred Harmonic Society at Exeter Hall. Ho
had conducted, three rehearsaU, but could not
conduct the performance itself, owing to the
prohibition, of the Birmingham committee. It
was the first time he had heard St. Paul as »
mere listener, and his private journal says that
he found it ' very interesting. His opinion of
English, amateurs may be gathered from his
"letter to the Society, with which his journal
fully agrees. * X can hardly express the gratifica-

tion I felt in hearing my work performed in so
beautiful a manner,—indeed, I shall never wish
to hear some parts of it better executed than
they were on that night. The power of the
choruses—this large body of good and musical
voices—and. the style in which they sang the
whole of my music, gave me the highest and
most heartfelt treat; while I thought on the
immense improvement which such a number of
real amateurs must necessarily produce in the
country which, may boast of it.' On the Wednes-
day he went to Birmingham, and remained there,

rehearsing and arranging, till the Festival began,
Tuesday, 19th. At the evening concert of that,
day he extemporised on the organ, taking the
subjects of his fugue from 'Your harps and
cymbals' (Solomon), and the first movement of
Mozart's Symphony in D, both of which had been
performed earlier in the day ; he also conducted
his Midsumtner Night's Dream Overture. On
Wednesday he conducted St. Paul, on Thursday
evening played his new Concerto in D minor,
and on Friday moming,,the 22nd, Bach's Prelude
and! Fugrue ('St. Anne's') in "£b on the organ.
The applause throughout was prodigious, but it

did not turn his head; or prevent indignant
reflections on the treatment to which Neukomm
had been subjected,, reflections^ which do him
hon<Nir. Moreover, the applause was not empty.
Mori and Novello were keen competitors for his

Concerto, and it became the prize of the forma*,

at what we should now consider a, very moderate
figure, before its composer left Birmingham.
He travelled up by coach, reaching Lpndon at
midnight, and was intercepted at thecoach^flSce
by the committee of the Sacred Harmonic Society,

who presented him with a large silver ^'^nuff-.

box, adorned with an inscription. He then went
straightthrough,.arrived in Frankfort on the a 7th,

and was at Leipzig at 2 p.m. of the day of the
first concert^ Suiiday, Oct. i . His house was in

Lurgenstein^s Garden, off the Promenado, the

first house on the left, on ^*the second floor.

N'Mr.LinoQln's recoiled Ion.

n I have to thank Mr. Huftli.aod the Committee of the S.H.B. fkn

thin and other valuable Infonnstton.
la For t|iew deUlls tee Musical Worid. 8ep«.1«S7;^pp. 94-4a He had r^

tolred on tht Prelude and Fugue two months before. See Letter, JuljlS.
i> L. Oct. 4, lte7. The box U with Dr. Paul MeDdelssohn-Bartboldj.
U IL 149.
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The next few yean were given chiefly to

Leipsig. He devoted all his heart and soul to

the GewandhauB Concerts, and was well repaid

by the increasing excellence of the perform-

ance and the enthusiasm of the audiences. The
principal feature of the series 1837-8 was the

appearance of Clara Novello for the first time in

Germany—a finiit of his English experiences.

She sang first.at the conceit of Nov. 2, and re-

mained till the middle of January, creating an
extraordinary excitement; But the programmes
had other features to recommend them. In Feb.

and March, 1838) there were four historical con-

certs (i. Bach,.Handel, Gluck^ Viotti ; 2. Haydn,
Cimarosa, Naumann, Righini ; 3. Mozart, Salieri,

M^ol, Romberg; 4. Vogler, Beethoven, Weber),
which excited great interest. Mendelssohn and
David played the solo pieces, and it is easy to

imagine what* a. treat they must have been. In
theprognunmes of other concerts we find Beetho-

ven s * GlorreichoAugenblick,* and Mendelssohn^s
own 42nd Psalm. His Serenade and Allegro gio-

joeo (op. 43)—like his Ruy Bias Overture, a
veritable 'impromptu—was produced on April 2,

and his String Quartet in JEb (op. 44, no. 3) on
the following day.

,

His domestic life during thfe spring of 1838
was not without anxiety. On Feb. 7 his first

son was bom, afterwards named Carl Wolfgang
Paul, and his wife had a very dangerous 'illness.

This year he conducted the* Festival at Cologne

(June 3-6). He had induced the committee to

bclude a 'Cantata of1 Baches, then an entire

novelty, in the programme, which also contained

a selection from Handers Joshua. . A silver cup
(Pokal) was presented to him at the ^close.

The summer was spent at Berlin, in the lovely

garden of the Leipziger Strasse, and was his

wife's first introduction to her husband's *family.

To Felix it was a time of great enjoyment and
much productiveness. Even in, the early part

of the year ha had not allowed the work of the

concerts to keep him. from composition. The
String Quartetin Eb, just,mentioned, the Cello

Sonata in Bb (op« 45), .the 95th Psalm, and
the Serenade and Allegro giojoso are all dated,

during the hard work of the first four months
of 1838. The actual result of the summer
was another String Quartet (in D ; . opw 44,
no. I), dated ••July 24, 38, and the Andante
Cantabile and Pcssto Agitato in B (Berlin, June
22, 1838). The intended result ia a symphony
in Bb, which occupied him much,, which he
mentions more than ^once as complete in his

head, but of which, no trace on paper has yet
been found. He alludesjU) it in a latter to the
Philharmonic Society (Jan. 19, 1839)—^answer?

ing their request for a sjrmphony—as * begun 1

last year,' though it is doubtful if his-oceupations

will allow him to finish it in time for the 1839
season. So near were we to the possession of an

.
1 Conceived and compoiwd In two dajs for Mroe. Botgonchek'a

tcnoen. Sc« Letter. AprU a. Ifflli a H. 115.

* Letter to J. A. NureUo, in O. A M. I9S.* For Ascenitoa Dftj.
« A.1LZ. tfOi. 4991 s P.M. <!. 57. 03.

< Autograph tn pocMMlon of the Stemdale-Beuaetta.
1 L. Joly aOL U9B; JOM la 1S89 ; H. laa.
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additional companion to the Italian and Scotch

Symphonies ! The Violin Concerto was also begun
in this *" holiday, and he speaks of a • Psalm (pro-

bably the noble one for 8 voices, * When Israel'),

a Sonata fbr P.F. and Violin (in '"F, still in

MS.), and other things. He was now. too, in

Uie midst of the tiresome " correspondence with
Mr. Planchd, on the subject of the opera which
that gentleman had agreed .to write, but which,
like Mendel8sohn*s other negotiations on the

subject of operas, came to nothing ; and there

is the usual large number of long and care-

fully written letters. He returned to Leipzig
in September, but was again attacked with
"measles, on the eve. of a performance of St.

Paul, on Sept^ 15. Tha attack was suflBcient

to prevent his conducting the first of the Ge-
wandhaus Concerts (Sept. 30) at which David
was his substitute. On Oct. 7 he was again at his

"post. The star of this series was Mrs. Alfred

Shaw, whose tsinging had pleased him very much
when last in England ; its one remarkable
novelty was Schubert's great Symphony in C,

which' had been brought from Vienna by Schu-

mann, and was first played in MS. on March
22, 1839, at the last concert of the series. It

was during thia autumn that he received from

Erard the Grand piano which became so well

known to his friends and pupils, and the prospect

of which he celebrates in a. remarkable letter

now in possession of that Firm,
Elijah is now fairly under way. After dis-

cussing, with his friends Bauer and Schubring

the subject of " St. Peter, in terms which show
how completely the requirements of an oratorio

book were within his^gn^p^ and another subject

not very clearly indicated, but apparently ap-

proaching that which he afterwards began to treat

as "Christus—he was led to. the contemplation

of that most picturesque and startling of the pro-

phets of-the Old Testament,, who, strange to say,

does not appear to Jiave been previously treated

by any known composer. Hiller tells **us that

the subject was suggested', by the "passage (i

Kings xix. 11), * ^hold, the Lord passed bv.*

We may accept the fact more^ certainly than the

date (184a) at which Hiller places it. Such a
thing ceuld not but fix itself in the memory,
though the date might easily be confused. We
hava already seen that he was at work on the

subject in the summer of 1837, ^^^ ^ letter to

Schubring, dated Nov. 2, 38, liiows that much
consultation had already taken place upon it

between Mendelssohn and himself, and that

considerable progress had been made in the con-

struction of 'the, book ofr the oratorio. Mendels-

sohn had drawn up a* number of passages and
scenes ilL order, and had given them to Schu-

bring fori- consideration. His ideas are dramatic

enough for the stage ! A month later " the matter

« L. July 90. IfQg. • H. 128. 10 ' Berlin. Jane U, 1838.'

11 For the whole of thU lee Mr. PUnch^'t ' Beoollectlons and Reflec-

tions.' 1872, chap. xxL Mr. Plimch^** caustic dedocUona may well be

pardoned him even by thoae who most clearly tee tbeir want of fbroe.

U A.M.Z. 1838. «4S. » Ibid. 096.

i« L. July 14. 1897. » L. Jan. 18, U3& W H. 171.

IT He liked a central point for his work. In Bt.Fet«r It would have

bean' Ui6 Gift of Tongues ;MeL. July 14, 1887. _ u L. Dec 6. HflH.
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hfts made farther progress, and his judicious <lra'

matio ideas are even nore confirmed ; but the

music does not seem to be yet touched. During
the spring of 1839 he finished the 114th Psalm,

and wrote the Overture to Ruy Bias. This,

though one of the most brilliantly effective of his

works, was, with a x:horus for female voices,

literally conceived and executed d Vimprovisle

between a Tuesday.evening and a Friday morn-
ing— a great part of both Wednesday and
Thursday being otherwise occupied—and in

the teeth of an absolute aversion to the ^ play.

The performance took place at the theatre on
March 11, A letter to HiUer, written a * month
after this, gives a pleasant picture of his care

for his friends. A great part of it is occupied

with the arrangements for doing Hiller*s oratorio

in the next series of Grewandhaus Concerts, and
with his pleasure at the appearance of a favour-

able article on him in Schumann^s 'Zeitung,*

from which he passes to lament over the news of

the suicide of Nourrit, who had been one of his

circle in Paris in 1831.

In May he is at DUsseldorf, conducting the

Festival (May 19-21)—the Messiah, Beethoven's

Mass in C, his own 42nd Psalm, the Eroica, etc.

From this he went to Frankfort, to the wedding
of his wife's sister Julie to Mr. Schunck of Leip-

zig, and there he wrote the D* minor 'Trio;

then to Horchheim, and then back to Frank-
fort. On ^Aug. 3 1 they were at home again in

Leipzig, and were visited by the Hensels, who
remained with them till Sept. 4, and then de-

parted for Italy. Felix followed them with a
long 'letter of hints and instructions for their

guidance on the journey, not the least charac-

teristic part of wUch is the closing injunction to

be sure to eat a salad of brocoli and ham at Naples,

and to write to tell him if it was not good.

The summer of 1 839 had been an unusually fine

one ; the visit to Frankfort and the Rhine had
been perfectly successful ; he had enjoyed it with
that peculiar capacity for enjoyment which he
possessed, and he felt 'thoroughly *refireshed.*

He went a great deal into society, but found none
so charming as that of his wife. A delightful

picture of part of his life at Frankfort is given in

a letter to Klingemann of Aug. i, and still more
so in one to his ^mother. Nor was it only
delightful. It urged him to the composition of

part songs for the open air, a kind of piece which
he made his own, and wrote to absolute perfection.

The impulse lasted till the end of the winter, and
many of his best part-songs—including 'Love and
Wine,' *The Hunter's Farewell,' 'The Lark'—
date from this time. In addition to these the sum-
mer produced the D minor Trio already men-
tioned, the completion of the 114th Psalm, and
feome fugues for the oivan, one of which was worked
into a sonata, while uie others remain in MS.

1 Letter. March 18, 1899. In fkct H was only written at all became
ttM proooeds of the concert were to go to the Widow** fnnd of the
orchettra. He insisted on calling It 'The Orerture to the Dramatie
rund.' a Lelpziff. April 16 ; H. p. 133.

> The atttovraph It dated—1st MoTemmit, Frankfort, JnneS ; Finale.
Frankfort. July 18, * F.M. U. 8S.

> Sept. 14. IM30. « L. Aug. L 1 L. Jul/ il, Aug. 1.
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On Oct. 3 his second child, Marie, was bom.
Then came the christening, with a 'visit from his

mother and Paul, and then Hiller arrived. He
had very recently lost his mother, and nothing
would satisfy Mendelssohn but that his friend

should come and pay him a long "visit, partly to

dissipate his thoughts, and partly to superintend

the rehearsals of his oratorio of Jeremiah the
Prophet, which had been bespoken for the next
series of Gewandhaus *Concerts. Hiller arrived

early in December, and we recommend his de-

scription of Mendelssohn's home life to any one
who wishes to know how simply and happily a
great and busy man can live. Leipzig was proud
of him, his wife was very popular, and this was
perhaps the happiest period of his life. His love

of amusement was as great as ever, and his friends

still recollect his childish delight in the Cirque
Lajarre and Paul Cousin the clown.

The concert season of 1839-40 was a brilliant

one. For novelties there were symphonies by
Kalliwoda, Kittl, Schneider, and Vogler, Schu-
bert's 9th was played no less than three "times,

and one ^* concert was rendered memorable by
a performance of Beethoven's four Overtures

to Leonora-Fidelio. Mendelssohn's own 114th
Psalm was first performed 'sehr "glorios* on
New Year's Day, and the new Trio on Feb. 10.

The Quartet Concerts were also unusually bril-

liant. At one of them Mendelssohn's Octet was
given, he and Kalliwoda playing the two violas

;

at another he "accompanied David in Bach's

Chaconne, then quite unknown. Hiller's oratorio

was produced on April 2 with great success.

Ernst, and, above all, Liszt, were among the. vir-

tuosos of this season ; and for the latter of these

two great players Mendelssohn arranged a soir^

at thb Gewandhaus, which he thus epitomises

—

'350 people, orchestra, chorus, punch, pastry,

Meeresstille, Psalm, Bach's Triple Concerto,

choruses from St. Paul, Fantasia on Luda, the

Erl King, the devil and his ^^grandmother' ; and
which had the effect of somewhat allaying the

annoyance which had been caused by tiie extra

prices charged, at Liszt's concerts.

How, in the middle of all this exciting and
fatiguing work (of wiiich we have given but a
poor idea), he found time for composition, and
for his large correspondence, it is impossible to

tell, but he neglected nothing. On the contrary,

it is precisely during this winter that he trans-

lates for his uncle Joseph, his father's elder

brother—^a man not only of remarkable business

power but with considerable literary ability

—

a number of difficult early Italian poems into

German verse. They consist of three sonnets

by Boccaccio, one by Dante, one by Cino, one

by Cecco Angioleri, an epigram of Dante's,

and another of Alfani's. They are printed in

the recent editions of the letters, and are ac-

companied by a letter dated Feb. 20, 1840,

• H. M7. • H. ISi.

w nec'12. 1899. Varch 12 and April S. IMO. The second performance

was Interfered with bj a flrftin the town.
11 Letter. Jan. 4. IMa " Jan. 9. 1840.

IS Probably extempore : the published rae is dated scum years lat«r.

M Latter. Maroh 90. IStt.
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deecribing half-humoroualy, half-pathetically, the

difficulty which the obscurities of the originals

had given him amid all his professional labours.

With irrepressible energy he embraced the first

moment of an approach to leisure, after what he

describes as a. 'really overpowering ^ turmoil/ to

write a long and carefull]^studied official com-
munication to the Kreis-Director, or Home Mi-
nister of Saxony, urging that, a legacy recently

left by a certain-Herr Bltlmner should be applied

to the formation of a solid music academy at
' Leipzig. This was business ; but, in addition,

daring all these months there are long letters

to Hiller, Chorley, his mother, Fanny, Paul,

and Fiirst (and remember tiiat only a small part

of those which h» wrote has been brought within

our reach) ; and yet he managed to compose
both the Lobgesang and the Festgesang for the

Festival in conmiemoration of the invention of

Printing, w4iieh was held in Leipzig on June 25,

the former of which is as characteristio -and im-

portant a work as any in the whole series of his

compositions. The music for both these was
written at the express request of the Town
Council, acting through a committee whose chair-

man was Dr. Raymond Hartel, and the first

communication with Mendelssohn on the subject

was made abou^ the end of the previous July.

We know froiti Mendelssohn 'himself that the

title 'Symphonie Cantata' is due to KlingemanUi
but the word» are probably Mendelssohn's own
selection, no trace of any conamunication with

Schubring, Bauer, or Fiirst being preserved in the

published letters or recollections, and the draft

of the words having vanished.

The Festival extended over two days, Wednes*
day and Thursday, June 24 and 25. On Tuesday
evening there was a^' Vorfeier' in the shape of

an opera by Lortzing, ' Hans Sachs,* composed
for the occasion. At 8 a.m. on- Wednesday was
a service in the church with a cantata by Rich-

ter (of Zittau), followed by the unveiling of the

printing press and statue of Gutenberg, and by
a performance in the open market-place of

Mendelssohn^ *Festgesang for two choirs and
brass instruments, he conducting the one chorus

and David th&-other. On Thursday afternoon a
concert was held in St. Thomas's- Church, con-

sisting of Weber'sJubilee Overture, Handel's Det-
tingen Te Deum, and Mendelssohn^s Lobgesang.

Hardly was this over when he went to

Schwerin with his wife, to conduct St. Paul
and other large works, at a Festival there

(July 8-10). On the way back they stopped in

Berlin for ' three very pleasant ^days.' Another
matter into which at wis time he threw all hi»

devotion was the erection of a monument to

Sebastian Bach in front ef his old habitat at the

'Thomas School.' The scheme was his 'owny
and he urged it with characteristic heartiness.

tL.lbrcfaao.1Ma S t. April 8. 1S4ft I L. Not. 18. IMa
« The words of tbto i*ere by Prof. PrOlss of Freiberg (N.M.Z. 1840. 11.

7X The 'Rtfttae' whieh It menttoDed la the aocounta was prolMbly
•omethinc merely tcmpoimry. The secoBd number of the Fettgetaog,
s^aptod to the words ' Hark,the herald anceU sing,' is a rery ItYoiulte
bynm-tune in KngUnd.
>C.LaaQL «3r.]f.Z.184S. 1.144.
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But dear as the name and fame of Bach were
to him, he would not consent to move till he
had obtained (from the town council) an in-

crease to the pay of the orchestra of the

Gewandhaus Concerts. For this latter object

he obtained 500 ^thalers, and on Aug. 10 gave
an organ performance golissimo in St. Thomas's
church, by which he realised 300 'thalers. Even
this he would not do without doing his very best,

and he describes to his mother how he had prac-

tised so hard for a week before 'that he could

hardly stand on his feet, and the mere walking
down the street was like playing 'a pedal pas-

sage.' After such a six months no wonder that

his health was not good, and that his ' physician

wanted to send him to some Brunnen instead of

a Musical "'Festival.* To a Festival, however, he
went. GHie Lobgesang had not escaped the at-

tention of the«nergetic Mr. Moore, wno managed
the music in Birmingham, and some time before

its first performance he had written to Mendels-
sohn with the view of securing it for the autumn
meeting. On July 21 Mendelssohn writes in

answer, agreeing to come, and making his stipu-

lations as to the other works to be "performed.
It was his sixth visit to England.
There was a preliminary rehearsal of the work

in London under MoscheWs care. Mebdelssohn
arrived on "Sept. 8, visited all his London friends,

including the Al^canders, Horsleys, Moscheles,
and Eiingemann (with whom he stayed, at 4
Hobart Place, Pimlico), went down to Birming-
ham with Moscheles, and stayed with Mr. Moore.
On Tuesday he played a fugue on the organ ; on
Wednesday^ the a3rd, conducted the Lobgesang,
and after it was over, and the public had left

the hall, played for three-quarters of an hour on
the *'organ« The same day he played his G minor
Concerto at'the evening concert. On Thursday,
after a 'selection from HandePs Jephthah, he
again extemporised on the organ, this time in

public. The selection had cl(^ed with a chorus,

the subjects of which be took for his ^*improvisa-

tion, combining 'Theme sublime* with. 'Ever
faithful ' in a masterly manner. On his return

to town—on Sept. 30—he played the organ at

St. Peter s« Oomhill—Bach*8 nuble Prelude and
Fugue in E minor, his own inC minor (op. 37, no. 1

)

and F ** minor, the latter not yet published

—

and other pieces, concluding with Baches Passa-

caglia. Of this last he wrote a few bars as a
memento, which still ornament the vestry of the

TL. Feb. TT 184a
« 13.000 thalen In all were raUed (N.M.Z. 1810. II. IM).
• L. Aug. 10. 184a "> Letter In C. L 314 ; Polko. 231.

11 P. SI. IS Hoc IL 67. l> Hoc li. 70l

14 From the reooUectlona of Mr. Turle and the late Mr. Bowley.
19 I owe this to Mto» Mounaey. the organbt of the church. Thr

Fugue Is among the MSB. In the Berlin Blbliotbek.
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church. He had intended to give a ' Charity

Concert during his stay in London, after the

Festival, but it was too late in the season for

this, and he travelled from London with * Chorley

and Moscheles in the mail coach to Dover ; then

an 8-hours' passage to Ostend. and^by Li^ge and
Aix-la-Chapelle to Leipeig. It was Moecheles'-s

first introduction to C^ile.
The concerts had already begun, on Oct. 4,

but he took his place at the second. The Lob-
gesang played a great part in the musical life of

Leipzig this winter. It was performed at the

special command of the King of Saxony at an
extra 'concert in October. Then Mendelssohn set

to work to make the alterations and additions

which the previous performances had suggested

to him, including tne scene of the watchman,
preparatory to a benefit performance on Dec. 3

;

and lastly it was performed at the 9th Gewand-
haus Concert, on Dec. 1 7, when both it and the

Kreutzer Sonata were commanded by the King
and the Crown Prince of Saxony. The altera-

tions were so serious and so universal as to

compel the sacrifice of the whole of the plates

engraved for the performance «t Birmingham.
Now, however, they were final, and the work was
publitihed by Breitkopf & HaPtel early in the

following year. Before leaving this we may say

that the scene of the watchman was suggested to

him during a sleepless night,^ which the words
' Will the night soon pass ?' incessantly recurred

to his mind. Next morning he told Mr. Schleinits

that he had got a new idea for the Iiobgesang.

With 184 1 we arrive at a period of Mendels-
sohn's life when, for the first time, a disturbing

anta^ronistic element beyond his own control was
introduced into it, depriving him of that freedom
of action on which he laid such great stress, re-

ducing him to do much that he was disinclined

to, and to leave undone much that he loved,

and producing by degrees a decidedly unhappy
effect on his life and peace. From 1841 began
the worries and troubles which, when added
to the prodigious amount of his legitimate work,
gradually robbed him of the serene happiness
and satisfaction which he had for long enjoyed,

and in the end, there can be little doubt, con-

tributed to his premature death. Frederick
William IV, to whom, as Crown Prince, Men-
delssohn dedicated his three Concert-overtures in

1834, had succeeded to the throne of Prussia
on June 7, 1840; and being a man of much
taste and cultivation, one of his first desires was
to found an Academy of Arts in his capital^ to

be divided into the four classes of Pa"nting,

Sculpture, Architecture, and Music, each class to

have its Director, who should in turn be Super-
intendent of the whole Academy. In music it

was proposed to connect the class with the ex-
isting establishments for musical education, and
with others to be formed in the future, all under
the control of the Director, who was also to carry
out a certain number of concerts every year, at

which large vocal and instrumental works were

> Bee ht« Letter of July 21 In C. I. 318.

2 Uus. IL 74. a Letter. Oct. 27, 184a
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to be performed by the Boyal orchestra and the

Opera company. Such was the scheme which was
communicated to Mendelssohn by Herr von Mas-
sow, on Dec. 1 1, 1840, with an offer of the post of

Director of the musical class, at a salary of 3000
thalers (£450). Though much gratified by the

offer, Mendelssohn declined to accept it without
detailed 'information as to the duties iijvolved.

That information, however, oould only be afforded

by the Government Departments of Science, In-

struction, and "Medicine, within whose regulation

the Academy'lay, and on account of the necessaxy

changes and adjustments woUld obviously re-

quire much consideratbn. Many letters on the

subject passed between Mendelssohn, his brother

Paul, Herr von Massow, Herr Eichhom the Min-
ister, Klingemann, the President 'Verkenius, from
which it is not difficult to see that his hesitation

arose from his distrust of Berlin and of the official

world which predominated there, and with whom
he would in his directorship be thrown into con-

tact at every turn. He contrasts, somewhat
captiously perhaps, his freedom at Leipzig with
the trammels at Berlin ; the devoted, excellent,

vigorous orchestra of the one with the careless

perfunctory execution of the other. His radical,

rotuHer spirit revolted against the officialism

and etiquette of a great «ud formal Court, and
he denounces in distinct terms 'the mongrel
doings of the capital—vast projects and poor per-

formances ; the keen criticism an& the slovenly

playing ; the liberal idea^ -and the shoals of sub-

servient courtiers; the Museum and Academy,
and the sand.'

To leave a place where his sphere of action was
so definite, and the results«o unmistakeably good,
as they were at Leipzig, for one in which the
progranmie was vague and the results at best pro-

blematical, was to him more than difficult. His
fixed belief was that Leipzig was one of the most
influential and Berlin one of the least influential

places in Germany in the matter ofmusic ; and this

being hisconviction (rightlyorwrongly) we cannot
wonder at his hesitation to forsake the one for the

other. However, the commands of a king are not

'easily set aside, and the result was that by the

end of May 1841 he was living in Berlin, in the

old home of his family—to bis great delight.^

His life at Leipzig during the winter of 1 840-4

1

had been unusually laborious. The interest of

the Conoefts was fully maintained ; four very in-

teresting programmes, occupied entirely by Bach,
Handel, Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven, and
involving a world of consideration and minute
trouble, were given. He himself played fre-

quently; -several very important new works by
contemporaries—including symphonies by Spohr,

.Maurer, and Kalliwoda, and the Choral Sym-
phony, then nearly as good as new—were pro-

duced, after extra ^ careful rehearsals ; and the

season wound up with Bach's Passion. In a

letter to ^Choriey of March 15 he calls his spring

4 F.M. HI. e.

B It was at this perfortnanM of th« Choral Srinphony that Scho*
mann for the first time heird the D In the Bass Trombone which
gives so much life to the beginning of the Trio. See his words Ift

K.M.Z. 1841, i. 69. • C. L 834.
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campaign ' the mott troubleeome and TezatiouB
*

he had ever known ; ' nineteen oonoerts since

Jan. I, and seven more to come, with at least

three rehearsals a week all through.* The amount
of general business and correspondence, due to

the constant rise in his &me and position, was
also alarmingly on the increase. In a letter to

his mother, Jan. 25, he tells of 35 letters written

in two days, and of other severe demands on his

time, temper, and judgment. And when we re-

member what his letters often are—the large

quarto sheet of ' fiath paper/ covered at least on
three sides, often over the flaps of the fourth, the

close straight lines, the regular, extraordinarily

neat writing, the air ofaccuracy and precision that

pervades the whole down to the careful signature

and the tiny seal—we shall not wonder that with

all this, added to the Berlin worries, he composed
little or nothing. 'I have neither read nor

written in the course of this music-mad winter,'

says ^he, and accordingly, with one exception,

we find no composition with a date earlier than
the latter part of April 1841. . The exception

was a pianoforte duet in A, which he wrote
expressly to play with his friend Madame Schu-

mann, at her concert on Mareh 31. It is dated
Leipzig, Mareh 33, 1841, and was published after

his death as op. 92. As the pressure lessens,

however, and the summer advances, he breaks

out with iiome songs, with and without words,

and then with the '17 Serious Variations ' (June

4), going on, as his "way was, in the same rut,

with the variations in Eb (June 25) and in *Bb.
It was known before he left Leipzig that it was
his intention to accept the Berlin poet for a
year only, and therefore it seemed tiatural that

the * Auf Wiedersehen ' in his Volkslied, ' Es ist

bestimmt,* should be rapturously cheered when
'sung by Schroder-Devrient to his own accom-
paniment, and that when serenaded at his de-

parture with the same song he should himself

jdn heartily in its closing * words. He took his

farewell, as we have said, with a performance of

Bach's Passion, in St. Thomas's chureh, on Palm
Sunday, April 4, and the appointment of Kapell-

meister to the King of Saixony followed him to

Beriin.*

For some time aftor his arrival there matters

did not look promising. But he had bound him-
self for a year. Many conferences were held,

at which little was done but to irritate him.

He handed in his plan for the Musical *Aca-
demy, received the title of ^ Kapellmeister to the

King of Prussia, the life in the lovely garden
at the Leipziger Strasse reasserted its old power
over him, and his hope and spirits gradually

returned. He was back in Leipzig for a few
weeks in July, as we find from his letters, and
from an Organ prelude in C minor, a perfectly

strict composition of 38 bars, written * tlus morn-
ing' (July q). on purpose for the album of Mr.
Dibd'uL of 'Edinburgh. He then began work in

Berlin. The King's desire was to revive some
1 C. L a^: Also L. IL 24. s Letter. July Ifi. 1841. and M& Cat
> Sdramaan Id N.ILZ. IMl. L U& « Der. 218.

» A.M.Z. IMl. Ofia « L. tL 238 : dated Berlin. Mar 1^<S8.

1 AJLZ. IMl. ttO. • See Catalogue at end of thU article.
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ofthe ancient Greek tragedies. He communicated
his idea to Tieck, the poet, one of the new
Directors; the choice fell on the Antigone of

Sophocles, in Donner's new translation ; and
by * Sept. 9 Mendelssohn was in consultation

with Tieck on the subject. He was greatly

interested with the plan, and with the novd
task of setting a Gh*eek drama, and worked at it

with the greatest enthusiasm. By the 28th of

the same month he had made up his mind on
the questions of unison, melodrama, etc. The
first full stage rehearsal took place on the 22nd,

and the .i)erformance itself at the Neue Palais at

Potsdam on the 28th Oct., with a repetition on
Nov. 6. Meantime be had taken a house of his

own opposite the family residence. A temporary
arrangement had been made for the Gewandhaus
Concerts of this Winter to be conducted by David,

and they began for the season on that footing.

Mendelssohti however ran over for a short time,

after the second performance of Antigone, and
conducted two of the series, and the concert for

the benefit of the orehestra, returning to Berlin

for Christmas.

On Jan. 10, 1843, he began a series of concerts

by command of the king, w.ith a performance of

St. Paul in the concert-room of the theatre ; but,

if we may believe Devrient, there was no cordial

understanding between him and the band; the

Berlin audiences were cold, and he was un-

comfortable. 'A prophet hath no honour in

his own country.' It must, however, have been
satisfactory to see the hold which his Antigone
was taking both in '^Leipzig and Berlin, in each

of which it was played over and over again to

crowded houses. During the winter he com-
pleted the Scotch Symphony, which is dated

Jan. 20, 1842. His sister's Sunday concerts

were extraordinarily brilliant this season, on
account not only of the music performed, but of

the very distinguished persons who frequented

them ; Cornelius, Thorwaldsen, Ernst (a constant

visitor). Pasta, Madame Ungher-Sabatier, Liszt,

Bockh, Lepsius, Mrs. Austin, are specimens of

the various kinds of people who were attracted,

partly no doubt by the music and the pleasant

reunion, partly by the fact that Mendelssohn was
there. He made his escape to his beloved Leipzig

for the production of the Scotch S3rmphony, on
*' March 3, but though it was repeated a week
later, he appears to have returned to Berlin.

He once more, and for the last time, directed the

Dlisseldorf. Festival, on May 15-17 ; and passing

on to London, for his seventh visit, with his

wife, conducted his Scotch Symphony at the

Philharmonic, amid extraordinary applause and
enthusiasm, on June 13, and played his D minor
Concerto tbere on the 27th, and conducted the

Hebrides, which was encored. The Philharmonic

season wound up with a fish dinner at Green-

wich, given him by the directors. On the 12th

he revisited St. Peter's, ComhiU. It was Sunday,

and as he came in the congregation were singing

• DeT.223L
10 First performanoe In Leiptif. March 6; tn Berlin. April 1&
n N.ILZ. 1M2. L 108.
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a hymn to Haydn*s well-known tune. This he
took for the subject of his voluntary, and varied

and treated it for some time extempore in the

happiest and most scientific manner. On the

16th he paid a third visit to Christ Church,

Newgate Street, and it was possibly on that

occasion that he played an extempore ^ntasia on
Israel in Egypt which positively electrified those

who heard it. He also again treated Haydn's
Hymn, but this time as a fantasia and fugue, en-

tirely distinct from his performance of four days
* previous. On the 1 7th, at a concert of the Sacred
Harmonic Society at Exeter Hall, mostly con-

sisting of English Anthems, he played the organ

twice; first, Bach's so-called *St. Anne*s' Fugue,
with the great Prelude in £b, and, secondly, an
extempore introduction and variations on the

Harmonious Blacksmith, ending with a fugue on
the same 'theme. After this he and his wife

paid a visit to their cousins in Manchester, with
the intention of going on to Dublin, but were
deterred by the prospect of the crossing. During
the London portion of this visit they resided with
his wife's relations, the Beneckes, on Denmark
Hill. He was very much in society, where he
always enjoyed himself extremely, and where his

wife was much admired ; and amongst other in-

cidents described in his letters to his 'mother are
two visits to Buckingham Palace, the first in the
evening of June ao, and the second on the after-

noon of July 9, which show how thoroughly the

Queen and Prince Consort appreciated him. On
the latter occasion he obtained Her Majesty's
permission to dedicate the Scotch Symphony
to * her. They left on July 10, and by the

middle of the month were safe at Frankfort, in

the midst of their relatives, * well and happv,'
and looking back on the past month as a * de-

lightful * journey.' August was devoted to a
tour in Switzerland, he and Paul, with their

wives. Montreux, Interlaken, the Oberland, the
Furka, Meiringen. the Grimsel, are all men-
tioned. He walked, composed, and 'sketched
furiously'; visited the old scenes, found the old

landladies and old guides, always glad to see

him ; his health was perfect, his mood gay, and
all was bright and happy, save when the spectre

of a possible prolonged residence in • Berlin in-

truded its unwelcome form. On Sept. 3 they were
at ^Zurich, on the 5th, 6th, and 7th at the Rigi
and 'Lucerne. While at Zilrich he visited the
Blind Institution, spent two hours in examining
the compositions of the pupils, prais^ and en-

couraged them, and finished by extemporising on
the piano at great 'length. On his return, he
stayed for a gay fortnight at Frankfort. HiUer,
Charles Halle, and their wives were there, and
there was much music made, and a great open-

I On the aathority of Min Moansey. Mr. B. J. Hopkins, mnd the
Ath«n»uni. June 18. 1H42.

a Atlu Newspaper. Jun? 18 ; Musical World, June 28.
> L. June 21. 1842 : Q. * M. 141.

<0. »M.14*». B Ibid. 141.
• L. Aug. la, 1843L T L. Sept. 8. 1842.
• Diary of Mr. Ells. Th« abore dates preclude the ponfbillty of

hU harlng attended the Moxart FesUval at Saltburg on Sept. 4 and 5.

There Is no trace of hU barlnc been inTlted. and the ftin report In the
AJi.Z. (1842, 788. 8(W). «hil« fflrtng the names of several musicians
praaeot, does not allude to him. • A.MX 1842, 907.
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air ^^fdie at the Sandhof, with part-songs, tMeaux
vivants, etc., etc. A very chanusteristic and beau-
tiful letter to Simrock, the publisher, urging
him to accept some of Hiller*s compositions (an
appeal promptly responded to by that excellent

personage), dates from this "time. So well was
the secret kept that Hiller never knew of it till

the publication of the letter in 1 863.
All anecdote of this period may be new to some

of our readers. During the summer the King of
Prussia had conferred on Mendelssohn, in com-

Cy
with Liszt, Meyerbeer, and Rossini, thegreat

our of the ' Ordre pour le " M^rite,* and the
order itself reached him at Frankfort. He set
no store by such distinctions, nor perhaps was its

Berlin origin likely to increase the value of this
particular one. Shortly after it arrived he was
taking a walk with a party of friends across the
bridge at Offenbach, One of them (Mr. Speyer)
stayed behind to pay the toll for the rest. ' Is
not that,' said the toUkeeper, ' the Mr. Mendels-
sohn whose music we sing at our society ?' 'It
is.' * Then, if you please, I should like to pay
the toll for him myself.' On rejoining the party,
Mr. Speyer told Mendelssohn what had hap-
pened. He was enormously pleased. ' Hm, said

he, I like that better than the Order.' ^*

He took Leipzig on his way to Berlin, and
conducted the opening concert of the Gewand-
haus series on Oct. 2,amid the greatest enthusiasm
of his old friends. A week later and he was in

Berlin, and if anything could show how uncon-
genial the place and the prospect were, it is to

be found in his letter to Hiller, and even in the

Italian jeu d'esprit '* to HiUer's wife. It is as
if his very teeth were set on edge by everything
he sees and hears there. Nor were matters
more promising when he came to close quarters.

A proposition was made to him by the minister
immediately after his arrival that he should act

as superintendent of the music of the Protestant
Church of Prussia, a post at once vague and vast,

and unsuited to him. At the same time it was
now evident that the plans for the organisation of

the Academy had failed, and that there was no
present hope of any building being erected for

the music school. Under these circumstances,

anxious more on his mother*s account than on
his own not to leave Berlin in disgrace, in fact

ready to do anything which should keep him in
connection with the place ''where she was, he
asked and obtained a long private interview with
the King, in which His Majesty expressed his in-

tention of forming ai choir of about 30 iirst-rate

singers, with a small picked orchestra, to be avail-

able for church music on Sundays and Festivals,

and to form the nucleus of a lai^ body for the
execution of grand musical works. Of this, when
formed, he desired Mendelssohn to take the com-
mand, and to write the music for it ; meantime he
was to be at liberty to live where he chose, and

—

his own stipulation—to receive half the salary

previously granted. The King evidently had the

ieH.187. 11 Sept 21. 1842; H.1». n A.MJE. 184^ SBi.

u Told to the writer by the son of Mr. Sperer.
M Oct. 8; U. IM. u L. Nut. 28, 184S.
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matter very doeely at heart. He was, lays Men-
delflBolm.quite fluffed with pleasure, oould hardly

contain himself, and kept repeating *Tou can
scarcely think now ofgoing away.* When kings ask
in this style it is not for subjects to refuse them.

Moreover Mendelssohn was as much attracted

by the King as he was repelled by the official

etiquette of his ministers, and it is not surprising

that he acceded to the request. The interview

was followed up by a letter from His Majesty
dated 'Nov. 22, containing an order constituting

the Domchor or Cathedral choir, conferring on
Mendelssohn the title of General/-Mu8icJ>irector,

with a salary of 1500 thalers, and giving him the

superintendence and direction of the church and
sacred music as his special province.

This involved his giving up acting as Capell-

meister to the King of Saxony, and for that pur-

pose he had an interview with that 'monarcn at

Dresden, in which he obtained the King's consent

to the application of the Bliimner legacy to his

darling scheme of a Conservatorium at I^ipzig.

Thus then * this long, tedious, Berlin business*

was at length apparently brought to an end, and
Mendelssohn was back in his beloved Leipzig,

and with a definite sphere of duty before him in

Berlin, for he had learnt in the meantime that

he was at once to supply the King with music
to Racine's Athalie, the Midsummer Night's

Dream, The Tempest, and CEdipus ^Colonaus.

This, with the proofs of the Scotch Symphony
aud Antigone to correct, with the Walpurgis-
night to complete for performance, the new Con-

servatorium to oEgamse, the concerts, regular

and irregular, to rehearse and conduct, and a
vast and increasing correspondence to be kept

up, was enough for even his deft and untiring

pair of hands. He is cheerful,enough under it, and
although he complains, in one letter that com-
position is impossible, yet in the next letter

Athalie, GSdipus,^ the Midsummer Night's

Dream, the Walpurgisnight, and the new Cello

Sonata are beginning again to fill his brain, and
he finds time to be pleasant over old Madame
Schroder, and to urge, the claims of his old

Meiringen guide to &, place in Murray*s *Hand-
book. In the midst of all this whirl he lost

his mother, who died in the same rapid and
peaceful manner that his father had done. She
was taken ill on the Sunday evening—her hus-

band's birthday—and died before noonon Monday
Dec. 1 2—so quickly that her son's ^letter of the

1 1 th cannot have reached her. The loss affected

him less violently than that of his father had
done, perhaps because he was now older and too

hard-worked, and also because of the home-life

and ties by which he was surrounded. But it

caused him keen suffering, from which he did not
soon recover. It brings into strong relief his

love of the family bond, and his fear lest the

disappearance of the point of union should at all

separate the brothers and sisters; and he pro-

poi«s, a touching offer for one whose pen was
already so incessantly occupied, that he should

iL.Dw.5^1M3. 3Lett«rtoK1inir«nunD,XoT.23.
MbM. 4I.K0T.SMM1S: coop-SepClS. » L Dec 11.
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write to one of the three every week, and the
communication be thus maintained with cer-

tainty.*

The house now became his, but the hesitation

with which he accepts his brother's proposal to

that effect, lest it should not be acceptable to his

sisters or their husbands, is eminently character-

istic of his delicate and unselfish generosity.^

He admits that his mother's death has been a
severe trial, and then he drops an expression
which shows how heavily the turmoil of so busy
a life was beginning to press upon him:—'in

fact everything that I do and carry on is a
burden to me, unless it be mere passive exist-

ence.' This may have been the mere complaint
of the moment, but it is unlike the former
buoyant Mendelssohn. He was suffering too

from what appears to have been a serious cough.
But work came to his relief ; he had some scoring

and copying to do which, though of the nature of
* Tlie sad mecbanic exercise,
Like duU narcotics numbing pain,'

8

yet had its own charm—' the pleasant intercourse

with the old familiar oboes and violas and the

pest, who live so much longer than we do, and
are such faithful * friends,* and thus kept him
firora dwelling on his sorrow. And there was
always so much in the concerts to interest and
absorb him. The book of Elijah too was pro-

gressing fast, and his remarks on it show how
anxious he was to make it as '''dramatic as pos-

sible. And he stiU clung, though as fastidiously

as ever, to the hope of getting an opera-book. A
long " letter in French to. M. Charles Duveyrier,
dated Jan. 4, 1843, discusses the merits of the

story of Jeanne d'Arc for the purpose, and decides

that Schiller's play has preoccupied the ground.
At the concert of Feb. 2, 1843, the WsJpurgis-

night was produced, in a very different condition

from that in which it was performed at Berlin

just 10 years before, in Jan. 1833. He had re-

written the score ' f^om A to Z,' amongst other

alterations had added two fresh airs, and had at

length brought it into the condition in which it

is now so well known and so much liked. On
Jan» la a Symphony in C minor, by Gade, of

Copenhagen, was rehearsed. It interested Men-
delssohn extremely, and gave> him an opportunity

to write a ^letter full of sympathy and encourage-

ment to-the distant and unknown composer, one
of those letters which were native to him, but
which are too seldom written, and for more of

which the world would be all the better. The
work was produced on March 2, amid extra-

ordinary applause. Berlioz visited Leipzig at

this time, and gave a concert of his compositions.

Mendelssohn and he had not met since they

were both at Rome, and Berlioz was foolish

enough to suppose that some raillery of his might
be lurking in Mendelssohn's memory, and prevent

his being cordially welcomed. But he was soon

undeceived. Mendelssohn wrote at "once offering

• L. Dec 2^ T Ibid. > 'In Memoriam.' t.

• Letter. Jan. 18. 1843. " To Schubrlng. L. IL 296.

n I am indebted for thU to Mr. J. Boaenthal. u L. Jan. IS. IMS.
l> Jan. 2S. Letter now In the poue^nlon of A. G. Kurtz. £m).. of

Liverpool. In printing It Berlioz has BhurteDed it bj a half, aiul aadly

garbled it hj con-ectiiig the French I
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him the room and the orchestra of the Gewand-
haus, on the most favourable terms, and asking

him to allow one of his works to be played at

the approaching concert (Feb. 22) for the Benefit

of the Orchestra. An account of the whole,

with copious Bouvenirs of their Boman acquaint-

ance (not wholly uncoloured), will be found in

Berlioz's * Voyage musical,' in the letter to

^ Heller. It is enough here to say that the two
composer-conductors exchanged b&tons, and that

if Berlioz did not convert Leipzig, it was not for

want of an amiable reception by Mendelssohn
and David. On March 9 an interesting extra

concert was 'given under Mendelssohn's direction,

to conmiemorate the first subscription concert, in

1 743. The first part of the programme contained

compositions by former Cantors, or Directors of

the Concerts—Doles, Bach, J. A. Hiller, and
Schicht, and by David, Hauptmann, and Men-
delssohn (114th Psalm). The second part con-

sisted of the Choral Symphony.
Under the modest title of the Music School

the prospectus of the Conservatorium was issued

oit Jan. 16, 1843, with the names of Mendels-
sohn, Hauptmann, David, Schumann, Pohlenz,

and C. F. Becker as the teachers ; the first trial

was held on March 27, and on 'April 3 it was
opened in the buildings of the Gewandhaus.
Thus one of Mendelssohn's most cherished wishes

was at last accomplished. A letter on the subject

to Moscheles, dated April 30, is woi%h notice

as showing how practical his ideas were on
business matters, and how sounA his judgment.

On Sunday, *April 23, he had the satisfaction

of conducting the concert at the unveiHng of the

monument to Sebastian Bach, which he had
originated, and for which he had worked so

earnestly. The prognunme consisted entirely of

Bach's music, in which Mendelssohn himself

played a concerto. Then the monument was
unveiled, and the proceedings'ended with Bach's
8-part motet ' Singet dem Herm ein neues Lied.'

Such good services were appropriately acknow-
ledged by the Town Council with the honorary
freedom of the city (Ehrenbiirgerrecht).*

About this time he made the acquaintance of

Joseph Joachim, who came to Leipzig from
Vienna as a boy of 12, attracted by the fame
of the new music school, and there began a
friendship which grew day by day, and only

ended with Mendelssohn's death.

On May i his fourth child, Felix, was bom.
On account no doubt partly of his life's health,

partly also of his own—for it is mentioned that

ne was seriously unwell at the dedication of the

Bach monument—but chiefiy perhaps for the

sake of the Conservatorium, he took no joutney
this year, and, excepting a visit to Dretftden to

conduct St. Paul, remained in Leipzig for the

whole sunmier. How much his holiday was
interfered with by the tedious, everlasting affair

of Berlin—-orders and counter-orders, and counter-

* And tn Berlioz's MdmolrM. a N.M.Z. 1M3. 1. ML
> N.M.Z. 1849. 1. 102. lUiiptnunn. letter to Spohr. Feb. 6. 43. sax^

'Our rotutc-schuol U to begin in April, but not on the lat, Mendeb-
ohn thought tluti unlucky.'
« Bee LampMUus. 1Z7 ; K.1LZ. 1843, 1. 144. > AJLZ. 1S4S, 334.
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oonnter-orderB—may be seen from his 'letteni,

though it is not necessary to do more than allude

to them. By the ^ middle ofJuly he had completed
the MidsummerNight'sDream music, had written

the choruses to Athalie, and made more than a
start with the music to OSdipus, and some pro-

gress with a ' new Symphony ; had at the last

moment, under a pressing order from Court,

arranged the chorale ' Herr Gott, dich loben wir*

(Te Deum) for the celebration of the loooth anni-

versary of the empire, ' the longest chorale and
the most tedious job he had ever had,' and had
also, a still harder task, answered a long official

letter on the matter of his post, which appeared
to contradict all that had gone before, and cost

him (in his own words) ' four thoroughly nasty,

wasted, disagreeable days.'

He therefore went to Beriin early in August,
and on the 6th conducted the music of the anni-

versary; returned to Leipzig in time to join

his friend Madame Schumann in her husband's

lovely Andante and Variations for 2 Pianofortes

at Madame Viardot's concert on * Aug. 19, and
on Aug. 45 was pursued thither by oiiiers for a
performance of Antigone, and the production of

the Midsummer Night's Dream and Athalie in

the latter half of September. At that time none
of the scores df these.works had received his

final touches ; Athalie indeed was not yet scored

at all, nor was a note of the overture written.

Then the performances are postponed, and then

immediately resumed at the former dates ; and
in the end Antigone was given on *** Sept. 19, in

<the Neue Palads at Potsdam, and the Midsunmier
Night's Dream at the same place—after 11 "re-

hearsals—on ^Oct. 14, and on the i8th, 19th,

20th, and 2 1st at the King's Theatre in Berlin.

The music met with enthusiastic applause each

time ; but the play was for long a subject

of wonder to the Berliners. Stjme disputed

whether Tieck or Shakspeare were the author ;

others believed that Shakspeare had translated

it from German into English. Some, in that

refined atmosphere, were shocked by the scenes

with the clowns, and annoyed that the King
should have patronised so low a piece; and a
very distinguished personage "" expressed to Men-
delssohn himself his regret that such lovely music
should have been wasted on so poor a play—

a

little scene which hewas very " fond of mimicking.
—Antigone procured him the honour of member-
ship of the Philologenversammlung of "Cassel.

Mendelssohn's position at Berlin had now ap-

parently become so permanent that it was neces-

sary to make proper provision for filling his place

at the Leipzig concerts, and accordingly Ferdi-

nand Hiller was ^engaged to conduct them during

fl L. July 21. », Aug. ». Sept. 16. 1(07.

I L. July 21. « K.M. til. 20-' mmrKhtrt Unvtam.*
• N.ILZ. 1843. ii. M; Lampiidlus. Joftchlm made hit flm appear-

ance at this concert. >» Pev. 24S.

II H. 213. Tlie band was small—only 6 flnit and 6 second fiddles ; but
' the Yery pick of the orch«st ra ' (JoachIm ).

12 On the 14th Mendelaoohn was called for. but did not appear

;

F.M. ill. 51.

11 F.H. 111. 79L These oourt-people were only repeating what the
Italian Tlllagera had said to him In llS3L See Letter. July 4. 18S1.

M Mr. 8artorL*'» recollection. U AJLZ. V*4i. OH.
M H. 212 ; }i.}LZ. IMS. IL ISCL
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his abfenoe. The fint of the series Was on Oct.* i.

Hiller conducted, and Felix supported his friend

by playing his G minor Concerto. Two days
afterwards, on Oct. 3, he writes a long communi-
cation to the town council of Leipzig, praying for

an increase in the salaries of the town-orchestra

for their services at the theatre. On Oct. 30 he
joined Mad. Schumann aud Hiller in the triple

concerto of Bach ; on Nov. 18 there was a special

farewell concert at which he played his new
Cello Sonata (op. 58), and which dosed with his

Octet, he and Gade taking the two viola parts

;

and by Nov. 25 he had left Leipzig * with wife

and children, and chairs and tables, and piano

and 'everything/ and. was in Berlin, settled in

the old family house, now his own. On the

30th he conducted the first of the weekly sub-

scription concerts, which he and Taubert directed

alternately, and at which he often played. With
all his aversion to the Berlin musicians he was
obliged to acknowledge tlmt, in some respects at

least, the orchestra was good. * What pleases

me most,' he says to his old friend and confidant

David, * are the Basses, because they are what
I am not so much accustomed to. The 8 cellos

and 4 good double-basses give me sometimes
great satisfaction with their 'big tone.' Then
came performances of the Midsummer Night's

Dream music, of Israel 'in Egypt, entertainmenti

and dinners—which amused him notwithstand-

ing all his dblike to aristocrats—and Fanny's
Sunday performances. Once immersed in life

and music, and freed from official correspondence

and worries, he was quite himself. -'He is,'

says his sister, * indescribably dear, in the best of

tempers, and quite splendid, as you know he can
be in his best times. Every day he astonishes

me, because such quiet -intercourse as we are

having is a novelty to me now, and he is so

versatile, and so original and interesting on every

'

subject, that one can never cease to wonder at 'it.'

His favourite resort during his later Berlin life

was the houseof Professor Wichmann thesculptor,

in the Hasenjager (now Feilner) Strasse. Wich-
mann's wife was a peculiarly pleasant artistic

person, and their circle included Magnus the

painter, Taubert, Werder, Count Redem, and
other distinguished people, many of them old

friends of Mendelssohn's. There, in 1 8*44, he first

met Jenny Lind. The freedom of the life in this

truly artistic set, the many excursions and other

pleasures, delighted and soothed him greatly.

Christmas was kept royally at his house ; he
was lavish with presents, of which he gives Re-
becka (then in Italy) a 'list. A very character-

istic Christmas gift to a distant ^ friend was the

testimonial, dated Berlin, Dee. 17, 1843, which
he sent to Stemdale Bennett for use in his contest

for the professorship at Edinburgh, and which, as

it does credit to both these great artists, and has

never been published in any permanent fonn, we
take leave to print entire, in his *own English.

I To Xacfiftrran, O. * M. laa > MS. letter. Dec 19. 1M&
s F.V. HI. («. « Ibid. 91. s It revhed him on the 'Ard.

* I un liwl«bt«d to Mr. i.SLS. Bennett for an exact copj of this

letter.
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My Dear Friend,
BERLIN, Dee, 17, IMS.

I hew th»t you proclaimed yotinelf a Candidate for the
musical Professorahip at Edinburgh, and that a testimo-
nial which I might send could possibly be of use to you
with the Authorities at the University. Now while I
think of writing such a testimonial for you I feel
Srond and ashamed at the same time—proud, because I
tiink of all the honour you have done to your art, • your

country, and vourself, and becatue it is on such a
brother-artist that I am to give an opinion—and ashamed,
because I have always followed your career, your com-
fisitions, vour succe«sep, with so true an interest, that

feel as if it was my own cause^ and as if I was myself
the Candidate for such a place. But there is one point of
view from which I miglit be excused in venturing to give
still an opinion, while all good and true mtisiclans are
unanimous about the subject : perhaps the Council of the
Univertity might like to know what tre drrman people
think of you. how we consider you. And then, I may tell
them, that if the prejudice which formerly prevailed in
this country a^nst the musical talent of your Country
has now subsided, it is chieflv owing to you, to your
compositions, to your jpersonal residence in Germany.
Your Overtures, "your Concertos, your vocal as well as
instrumental Compositions, are reckoned by our best and
severest authorities amongstTthe first sUndard works of
the present musical period. The public feel never tired
in listening to, while the musicians feel never tired in
performing, yonrConlpositions; and tince they took root
in the minds of the true amateurs, my countrymen be-
came aware that music is the same in England as in
Germany, as everywhere ; and so by your successes here
you destroyed that prejudice which nobody could ever
have destroyed but* true Genius. This is a service you
have done to English as well as German musicians, and
I am si&e thatyour countrymen will not acknowledge it
less readily than mine have already done.

Shall I still add, that the Science in your works is as
great as their thoughts are elegant aiul fanciful—that we
consider your performance on the Piano as masterly as
your Conducting of an Orchestra ? that all this is the
genets judgment t>f the best musicians here, as well as
my own personal sincere opinion ? Let me only add that
I wish you success from my whole heart, and that I shall
be truly happy to hear that you have met with it.

Always yours, sincerely and truly,

Felix Mendelssohn Babtuoldt.

to 'w.^tebndale bennett, esq.

His exertions for his friend did not stop at this

testimonial, but led him to write several long
letters pressing hisclaims in the strongest terms,

the dnJts of which will be found in the ' green
books' at Leipzig. The professorship, however,
was not bestowed on Mr. Bennett.

The compositions of the winter were chiefly

for the Cathedral, and include the fine setting

of the 98th Fsalm (op. 91) for 8part choir and
orchestra, for New Year's Day, 1844 ; the 2nd
Psalm, forChristmas, with chorales and 'Spriiche,'

and pieces ^before the Alleluja'; also the looth

Psalm, the 43rd ditto, and the a^nd, for Good
Friday, for 8 voices, each with its 'Spruch' or

anthem—and 7 psalm-tunes or chorales with
trombones. At these great functions the church

was so full ^that not even Fanny Hensel could

get a place. The lovely solo and chorus, * Hear
my prayer,' for voices and organ, belongs to this

time. It is dated Jtfn. 25, 1844, and was written

for Mr. Bartholomew, the careful and laborious

translator of his works into English, and sent to

him in a "letter dated Jan. 31. Also the duets

T F.M. lu. 99.

» Polko. 230. It wM orlglnallj written with an organ scrompsnl-

ment, but Mendelssohn afterwsnls scored It at the Instance of Mr.

Joseph Robinson of Dublin. How it came to be dedicated to Taubert

l8 not discoverable.
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•Maiglockchen,* * Volkslied,* and 'Herbstlied'

(op. 63, nos. 6, 5, and 4), and many songs, with
and without words. The concerts finished with
a magnificent performance of Beethoven's 9th
Symphony on March 27, and on Palm Sunday
(Sfarch 31) Israel in Egypt was sung in St.

Peter 8 church. The rehearsals for these two
difficult works, new to Berlin, had been extremely
troublesome and fatiguing.

At the end' of February he veceived a letter

from the Philharmonic Society of London, offer-

ing him an engagement as Conductor of the last

six concerts of the season. He looked forward
with delight to an artistic position ' of such tre-

mendous ^distinction,* and which promised him
tlie opportunity of doing a service to a * Society

to which he felt personally indebted; and on
March 4 he writes ' with a feeling of true grati-

tude * accepting for ^ve ' concerts. Meantime
the old annoyances an4 heartburnings at Berlin

had returned. Felix had been requested by the
King to compose music to the Eumenides of

^schylus, and had replied that the difficulties

were immense, and perhaps insuperable, but that

he would try; and in conversation with Tieck
he had arranged that as the work could only

be given in the large new opera-house, which
would not be opened till Dec. 15, it would be
time enough for him to write his music and
decide whether it was worthy of performance,

after his return from England. Notwithstand-
ing this, he received, as a parting gift,, on April

28, a long, solemn, almocft scolding, letter from
^Bunsen. based on the assumption that he had
refused to undertake the task, and expressing

the great disappointment and annoyance of the
King. No wonder that Mendelssohn's reply,

though dignified, was more than warm. It

appeared to him that some person or persons

about the Court disbelieved in the possibility of

his writing the music, and had pressed' their own
views on the King as his, and he was naturally

and justifiably angry. A dispute with the sub-

scribers to the Symphony Concerts, where he had
made an innovation on ancient custom by intro-

ducing 'solos, did. not tend to increase his affec-

tion for Berlin.

His presence was necessary on Easter Day
(April 7) in the Cathedral, but by the end of the
month he had left Berlin with his family. On
May 4 they were all at Frwikforty and by the
loth or nth he himself was settled in London
at Klingemann's house, 4 Hobart Place. This
was his eighth visit. He conducted the Phil-

harmonic Concert of May 13. and each of the
others to the end of the series, introducing, be-
sides works already known, his own Midsummer
Night's Dream music, and the Walpurgisnight,
as well as Beethoven's Overture to Leonora,.No. i,

the Ruins ofAthens, Bach's Suite in D, Schubert's
Overture to Fierrabras, and playing Beethoven's
Concerto in G (June 24), then almost a novelty to
an English audience. He had brought with him
Schubert's Symphony in C, and Gade's in C

I F.1L UL 92. a L. Julj 19, 1844. « Hogwth. 82.

4 L. April 28. ISM. i Lamptdiu*. 139L
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minor, and his own Overture to Buy Bias. Bu6
the reception of the two first at the trial by the
band was so cold, not to say * insulting, as to
incense him beyond measure. With a magnan-
imity in which he stands alone among composers,
he declined to produce his own Overture, and it

was not publicly played in England till after his
death.^

With the directors of the Philharmonic his in-

tercourse was most harmonious. ' He attended
their meetings, gave them advice and assistance,

and showed the warmest interest in the success of
the concerts and the welfiure of the 'Society.' By
the band he was received with * rapture and •en-
thusiasm.' And if during the earlier concerts
one or two. of the players acted in exception to
this, the occurrence only gave Mendelssohn the
opportunity of showing how completely free he
was from rancour or personal ^^ feeling. No wonder
that the band liked him. The band always likes
a conductor who knows what he is about. His
beat, though very quiets was certain, and his
face was always full of feeling, and as expressive
as his baton. There are some of the players still

remaining who recollect it well. No one perhaps
ever possessed so completely as he the nameless
magic art of inspiring the band with his own
feeling; and this power was only equalled by
his tact and good-nature. It is still remembered
that he always touched his hat on entering the
orchestra fos rehearsal. He was sometimes has^,
but he always made up for it afterwards. He
would run up and down to a distant desk over
and over again till he had made the meaning of
a difficult passage clear to a player. If this good
nature failed, or he had to dead with obstinacy,
as a last resource he would try irony—some-
times very severe. Such pains and tact as this
is never thrown away, llie band played as if

under a new influence. The season was most
successful in>a pecuniary sense ; Hanover Square
Rooms had never been so crammed ; as much as
1 2o guineas were taken on single nights in excess
of the usual receipts; and whereas in 1842 the
loss had. been JC300, in 1844 nearly £400 were
added to the reserve "fund. Among the events
which combined to render this series of concerts
historical were the first appearances of Ernst
(April 15), "Joachim (May 27), and Piatti (June
24). His playing of the Beethoven G major
Concerto on June 24 was memorable, not only
for the magnificence of the performance, but for
some circumstances attending the rehearsal on
the previous Saturday. He had not seen the
music of the concerto for two or three years,
and ' did not think it respectful to the PMlhar-
monic Society to play it without first looking
through it'—those were his words. He accord-
ingly called at Stemdale Bennett's on the Friday
night to obtain a copy, but not succeeding, got

* Few things are more cuiious th$n the tennt In which Schnbert't
Hplendid works were criticised at thU date In London, compared wttb
the enthuslum which they now excite.

7 At Mrs. Andsnon's Concert. 1849. » Uoguth. 8&
• Mos. 11. Uft. 10 See letter to Hoscheke ; June 26, ISM.
n Musical World. Aug. 1. 1844.

13 The bearer of a letter of introduction from Menddatohn to
Stemdale Bennett, for which see Tolko, lfi7.
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one £roin Miss Horaley after the rehearsal on the

Saturday. At the rehearsal itaelf, owing to some
difficulty in the band coming in at the end of

his cadence in the first morement, he pUyed it

three times over, each time quite extempore, and
each time new, and at the performance on the

Monday it was again different.

In addition to the Philharmonic, Mendelssohn
took part in many other public concerts—con*
ducted St. Paul for the Sacred Harmonic Society

on June 28 and July 5, extemporised at the

British Musicians, played his own D minor Trio,

and his Duet Variations (op. 83), and took part

twice in Bach*s Triple Concerto—once (June i

)

with Moecheles and Thalberg, when he elec-

trified the room with his sudden ' improvisation

in the cadence, and again (July 5) with Mo-
acheles and Dohler. He also finiahed a scena for

baas voice and orchestra, to words from Ossian

—

' On Lena's gloomy heath,' which he undertook

at the request of Mr. H. Phillips in 184a, and
which that gentleman sang at the Philharmonic,

March 15, 1847. On June la he and Dickens

met for the first time. On June 18 he is at

Manchester, writing to Mr. Hawes, M.P. to secure

a ticket for the ' House ofCommons. Piatti he met
for the first time daring this visit, at Moscheles's

hoase, and played with him his new Duo in D.
No one had a quicker eye for a great artist, and
he at once became attached to the noble player

who has now made London his winter home, and
is so much admired by all frequenters of the

Monday Popular Concerts. One of his latest

words on leaving Engli^d for the last time was,

'I must write a concerto for Piatti.' In fact,

he had already composed the first movement.
The .enthusiasm for him in London was greater

than ever, and all the more welcome after the

irritations of Berlin. He was more widely known
at each visit, and every acquaintance became a
fnen<). He never enjoyed himself more than

when in the midst of society, music, fun, and ex-

citement. ' We have the best news from Felix,*

says Fanny during this ^ visit, 'and when I tell

you that he has ordered a large Baum-Kucken [a

peculiar Berlin cake, looking like a piece of the

trunk of a tree] to be sent to London for hiss, you
will know that that is the best possible siga.^

' A mad, most extraordinarily mad time,* says

he, * I never had so severe a time before—never
in bed till halfpast one ; for three weeks together

not a single hour to myself in any one ^day,* etc.

'My visit was glorious. I was never received

anywhere with such universal kindness, and have
made more music in these two months than I do
elsewhere in two "years.* But even by all this he
was not to be kept from work. He laboured at

his edition of Inael in Egypt for the Handel
Society; and on official pressure from Berlin

—

which turned out to be mere vexation, as the

work was not performed for more than a year

—

actually, in the midst of all the turmoil, wrote

I loivethlstothereoolleetJonofHr. KenowPyeand Mr. DftTlson.
s See an account of this (tomewhat ezaggeiatad) byC S. Honley In

theCholr. I)f73,p. Kl.

s Letter in poM«Mlon of A. G. Knrti, Em,
« FJL UL MIL • lUd. 17«. • L. July U. 1844.
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the Overture to Athalie, the autograph of which
is dated June 13, 1844, Very trying! and very
imprudent, as we now see ! but also very difficult

to avoid. And his power of recovery after fatigue

was as great as his power of enjoyment, so great

as often no doubt to tempt him to tiy himself.

Three things were in his favour—his splendid

constitution; an extraordinary power of sleep,

which he possessed in common with many other
great men, and of being lazy when there was
nothing to do ; and most of ail that, though ex-
citable to any amount, he was never dissipated.

The only stimulants he indulged in were those
ef music, society, and boundless good spirits.

On July 10 he left London, and on the 13th
was in the arms of his wife and children at Soden«
near Frankfort. During his absence they had
been seriously ill, but his wife had kept the news
firom him, and when he returned he found them
all well, brown, and hearty. For the life of happy
idleness which he passed there in the next two
months—* eating and sleeping, without dress coat,

vithoiU piano, without visiting cards, without

carriage and horses, but with donkeys, with wild
flowers, with music-paper and sketch-book, with

C^cile and the 'childi^'—interrupted only by
the Festival which he conducted at Zweibriicken
on July 31 and Aug. i, the reader must be re-

ferred to his own charming • letters. * Idleness

'

does not mean ceasing to compose, so much as
composing only when he had a mind to it. And
that was often ; he had no piano, but he com-
pleted the Violin Concerto on Sept. 16, after a
long and minute correspondence with David,
and many of the movements of the six organ
sonatas appear in the MS. Catalogue, with dates

ranging from July a a to Sept. 10. Doubtless,

too, he was working at the book of 'Christus,*

a new oratorio, the first draft of which he had
received from Bunsen on Easter Monday of this

year. At this time also he arranged a collection

of organ pieces by Bach for the firai of *Coventry
&, HoUier, by whom they werepublished in Lon*
don in the summer of 1845. The pleasure in his

simple home life which crops out now and then
in these Frankfort letters, is very genuine and
delightful. Now, Marie is learning the scale of C,

and he has actually forgotten how to play it, and
has taught her to pass her thumb under the

wrong finger ! Now, Paul tumbles about so as to

crack their skulls as well as his own. Another
time he is dragged off from his letter to see a
great tower wMch the children have built, and
on which they have ranged all their slices of

bread and jam—'a good idea for an architect.*

At ten Carl comes to him for reading and sums,
and at five for spelling and geography—and so on.

•And,'

is gone '

ways somewhere in the picture.

But the time arrived for resuming his duties

at Berlin, and, leaving his family behind him at

Frankfort, he arrived there on Sept. 30, alone,

and took up his quarters with the Hensels. We
1 F.M. IIL 1T7. • L. Julj n. 19, M. Au«. 18.

tBMUMlMten.F.94Bb«to. WFJI.ULIII.

I,' to sum up, 'the best part ofevery pleasure

ne '® if Cecile is not there.* His wife is al-
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are told that before leaving in the spring he had
Urmly resolved not to return for a permanence

;

and the extraordinary warmth and brilliancy

of his subsequent reception in England, both in

public and in social circles, and the delights of

freedom in Frankfort, when compared with the

constraint and petty annoyances of Berlin—the

difficulty ofsteering through those troubled official

waters, the constant collisions with the Sing-

akademie, with the managers of the theatre, the

clergy, the King, and the ministers ; the want of

independence, the coldness of the press, the way
in which his best efforts appeared to be mis-

understood and misrepresented, and above all

the consciousness that he was at the head of

a public musical institution of which he did

. not ^approve—^all these things combined to bring

about the crisis. His dislike to the place and
the way in which it haunts him beforehand,

is really quite plaintive in its persistence—'If

I could only go on living for half a year as I

have lived the last fortnight (Sodeu, Aug« 15)

what might I not get through? But the con--

stant arrangement and direction of the concerts,

and the exertion of it all, is no pleasure to me,

and comes to nothing after 'all.' So he once more
'communicated with the King, praying to be
freed from all definite duties, and from all such

commissions as would, oblige him to reside in

Berlin. To this the King good-naturedlyassented

;

his salary was fixed at 1000 thalers, and he was
free to live where he liked. It is easy to under-

stand what a blow this was to * his sister, but it

was evidently the only possible arrangement for

the comfort of the chief person concerned. * The
first step out of Berlin was to him 'the first

step to ^happiness.' He remained, till the end
of November, at the special wish of the King, to

conduct a few concerts and a performance of St.

Paul (Nov. 25), and the time was taken advantage
of by Lvoff to commission Hensel to paint a por-

trait of him, which has been engraved by Caspar,,

but can hardly be called a favourable likeness.

On the 30th he left Berlin amid regjet and good
wishes, but the coldness of the ordinarr musical
circles towards him.was but too evident.*

. Very early in December he was in Frankfort,

where he found his youngest boy Feli^ danger-
ously ill : the child, recovered, but only aiter

being in great danger for many weeks. It
was probably a relief in the vex)y midst of 'his

trouble to write a long ^letter to Mr. Macfarren
(Dec. 8), giving him minute directions as to the
performance of Antigone at Covent Garden. His
own health began to give him anxiety, and his

resolution was to remain in Frankfort for the
whole year and have a thorough rest. He had
always good spirits at command, and looked well,

and would rarely confess to any uneasiness. But
when hard pressed by those with whom he was
really intimate, he confessed that his head had
for some months past been in constant pain and
confusion. ' I myself am what you know me to

1F.1LUL9O0L S L. Aof. 1M844. > Sefit. 90 ; F.H. lU. 19L
«P.lLULl»a. »DeT.«. Hicownwonte.
• BecoUecUoD of ««. Ptettl. ^fbo WM thew at tbe ttaM.
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be; but what you do not know is that I have
for some time felt the necessity for complete rest—not travelling, not conducting, not performing

—

so keenly that I am compelled to yield to it, and
hope to be able to order my life accordingly for

the whole year. It is therefore my wish to stay

here quietly through winter, spring, and summer,
inns journeys, sans festivals, sans * everything.*

This resolve he was able to carry out for some
months of * 1 845, even to resisting a visit to

Leipzig when his Violin Concerto was first played
by David, on March 1 3 ; and his letters to his

sisters show how thoroughly he enjoyed the rest.

Antigone was brought out at Covent Garden
on Jan. 2, 1845, under the management of M.
Laurent, the orchestra conducted by Mr. (now
Professor) Macfarren. Musically its success was
not at first great, owing to the inadequate way in

which the chorus was put on the stage. Writing
to his sister at ''Rome on March 25, Mendelssohn
says, ' See if you cannot find Punch for Jan. 1 8.

It contains an account of Antigone at Covent
Garden, with illustrations, especially a view of
the chorus which has made me laugh for three
days. The Chorus-master, with his plaid trowsers

shewing underneath, is a masterpiece, and so is

the whole thing, and most amusing. I hear won-
derful things of the performance, particularly of
the chorus. Only fancy, that during the Bacchus
chorus there is a regular ballet with all the ballet-

girls !
' A woodcutwhich made Mendelssohnlaugh

for three days has ipso facto become classical, and
needs no apology for its " reproduction.

The play improved after a short time, and the
fact that it ran for 45 nights (Jan. 2-Feb. i,

Feb. 8-21.),. and that the management applied
to him for his "Oedipus, proves that it was ap-
preciated. His letters show how much work
he was doing at this time. By April 20 the six

Organ Sonatas (op. 65) were in the hands of the
copyist, the C minor Trio was finished—* a lirifle

nasty {eklig) to play, but not really difficult

—

seek and ye shall ''find *
; and the splendid String

Quintet in Bb (dated July 8). The sixth book
of Songs without Words was shortly to be pub-
lished, and dedicated to Klingemann s fianc^ ; a
symphony was well in hand (oh that we had got
it !), and the book of Elijah progressing steadily,

no doubt urged by the invitation (dated Sept. 1,

1844) which he had received to conduct the Bir-

mingham Festival in 1 846. Conduct the whole he
could not, the labour would be too great, but he
replied that he would conduct his own music
as " before. Nor had the desire to write an opera
by any means left him, ' if only the right mate^
rial could be "found.* He had not forgotten

his promise to consider the possibility of setting

the choruses of the Eumenides of /Eschylus with
effect, and a correspondence had taken place be-

tween him and the Geheimcabinetsrath Miilier,

in which, in reply to something very like an
offensive innuendo, Mendelssohn stated that in

t F.V. UL 9M. • Ibid. S19. 234. a& » Ibid. SO.
u I owe tUs to the klndiMM of Mr. Tom TftjIor.M Idltor of Pnndi.
la F.1L 111. 8ZI. u Ibid. 227.

M Lett«n to Xoors : P. VMCSS.
uFJf.iU.2U: Dtv. see. 809.281;.
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spite of strenuous efforts he had utterly hSled to

see any way of carrying out the commission to

his own 'satisfaction. The (Edipus Coloneus,

the CEdipus Hex, and the Athalie, were however

MENDELSSOHN. i87

finished, and at His Majesty's disposal. The edit-

ing of Israel in Egypt had given him considerable
trouble, owing apparently to the wish of the coun-
cil of the Handel Society to print Mendelssohn'i

marks of expression as if they were Handers, and'

also to the incorrect way in which the engraving

was executed. These ^letters are worth looking at,

as evidence how strictly accurate and conscien-

tious he was in these matters, and also.how gra-

toitously his precious time was often taken, up.

Gade had conducted the Gewandhaus Concerts

for 1844-5 ; but having got rid of the necessity of

residing in Berlin* and having enjoyed the long

rest which he had proposed, it was natural that

Mendelssohn should return to his beloved Xieipzig.

But in addition, to this he had received an, intima-

tion from Von Faljcenstein as early as June 5,

1845, that the King of Saxony wished him to re-

turn to his former position. He accordingly once

more took up his residence there early in Sep-

tember (tills time at No. 3 Konigsstrasse, 'on the

first floor) and his reappearance in the conductor's

phu^ at the opening concert in, th^ Gewandhaus
on Oct. 5 was the signal for the old applause, and
for hearty recognition from the audience and the

press. The season- -was rendered peculiarly bril-

liant by the presence of Madame Schumann, and
of Jenny Lind, who made her first appearance in

Leipzig at the subscription concert ofDec. 4.. Miss
Dolby also made her first appearance Oct. 25,

sang frequently, and became a great favourite.

Among the moi^e important orchestral items of

the season 1845-46 were Schumann's Symphony
in Bb,and Mendelssohn'sViolin CJoncerto (David),
brought forward together on Oct. 23>. 1845.
After the firstr concert he left for Berlin to

produce his Qklipus Coloneus,. which was first

performed at Potsdam on Nov. i, and. his Athalie

atCharlottenburg^both being repeated at Berlin.

He returned to Leipzig,by ^Dec. 1.1, and. remained

there till the close of the season* taking an active

part in all that went on, including Miss Lind's

farewell concert on April 12, 1846—the last ooca-

i L. March 13. 1MR.
> There are teren of Uiem. and Umj are gly«n In the Appendix to

G. * IL. ed. 2. p. MB.
1 The buuae bu tlnce been renumbered, and U now 2L A bronie

tfbtet on the front states that be died there.

« Letter to Moore: P.ass.

sion ot' his playing in public in Leipzig. At the
end of 1 845 a formal offer was made to Moscheles,
at that time the fashionable pianoforte teacher
in London, to settle in Leipzig as Professor of the,

Pianoforte in the Conservator!um. He took time
to consider so important an offer, and on Jan. 25,

1846, with a sacrifice of income and position which
does his artistic feeling the highest honour, decided
in its favour. Mendelssohn's connection with the
school was no sinecure. He 'had at this time
two- classes.—Pianoforte and Composition. The
former numbered about half-a-dozen pupils, and
had two lessons a week of 2 hours each. The
lessons were given collectively, and among the
works studied during the term were Hummel*»
Septuor ; 3 of Beethoven*s Sonatas ; Preludes and
Fugues ofBach ; WeberVConcertstiick and Sonata
in ; Chopin's Studies. The Composition class

had one lesson,a week of the same length. The
pupils wrote compositions of all kinds, which he
looked over and. heard and criticised in their

presence. He would sometimes play a whole
movement on the same subjects, to show how
they might have 'been better developed. Occa-
sionally he would make them modulate from one
key to. another at the piano, or extemporise on
given themes, and then wv>uldi himself treat the

same themes. He was often extremely irri-

table:—'Toller Kerlt so spielen die KatzenI'
or (in English, to an English pupil) 'Very
ungentlemaolike modulations!' etc. But he
was always perfectly natural. A favourite

exercise, of his was to write a theme on the

black-board, and then make each pupil add a
counterpoint; the task of course increasing in

difficulty with each addition. On one occasion

the last of the pupils found it impossible to add
a single note, and after long consideration shook

his head and gave in. ' You can't tell where to

place the next note ? * said Mendelssohn. ' No.*
* I am glad of that,* was the reply, • for neither

B This InformaUon I otte to Mr. Otto Ooldschmldt and Mr. Bockstnv
I who belonged to both of bUdaues.
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can 1/ But in addition to the work of hifl dasseSi

a great deal of miBcellaneous work fell upon him
as virtual head of the School. Minute lists of

the attendance and conduct of the pupils, drawn
up by him, still remain to attest the thorough
way in which he did his duty, and we have
MoBcheles's express 'testimony that during the

overwhelming work of this summer he never
neglected his pupils.^ But it was another ounce
added to his load. The fixed labour, the stated

hours, when combined with his composition, his

correspondence, his hospitality, and all his other

pursuits, was too much, and to his intimate

friends he complained bitterly of the strain, and
expressed his earnest wish to give up all work
and worry, and devote himself entirely to his

Art—in his own words, to shut himself into his

room and write music till he was tired, and then
walk out in the fresh air.'

Meantime Elijah was &st becoming a realised

fact : by ^May 23, 1846, the first Part was quite

finished, and six or eight numbers of the second
Part written, and a large portion despatched to

London to be translated by Mr. Bartholomew and
*Klingemann. 'I am jumping about my room
for joy,* he writes to a very dear • friend on the

completion ofPart I .
' If it only turns out half as

good as I fancy it is, how pleased I shall bel * And
yet, much as the oratorio engrossed him, he was
corresponding with Mad. Birch-Pfeifier about an
opera, and writes to the same friend m if the long-

desired libretto were virtually within his grasp.

At this date he interrupted his wofrk for three

weeks to conduct a succession of performances
on the Rhine—at Aix-la-Chapelle, the Festival,

May 31 to Jime 2 ; at DUsseldorf, a soiree ; at

JAhge, on Corpus Christi day, June il, his hymn
' Lauda Sion, composed expressly for that occa-

sion, and dated Feb. 10, 1846; and at Cologne
the first festival of the Grerman-Flemish assod*
ation, for which he had composed a Festgesang
on SchilWs poem 'an die Kttnstler' (op. 68).

His reception throughout this tour was raptur-

ous, and delighted him. The three weeks were
one continued scene of excitement. Every mo-
ment not taken up in rehearsing or performing
made some demand on his strength. He was in

the highest spirits all the time, but the strain

must have been great, and was sure to be felt

sooner or later. It will all be found in a
delightful letter to Fanny of 'June 27, 1846.
On June 26 he is again at Leipzig, writing to

Moscheles to protest against the exclusion from
the band at Birmingham of some musicians who
had been inmertinent to him at the 'Philharmonic
in 1844. The summer was unusually hot, and
his friends well remember how exhausted he
often became over his close work. But he kept
his time. The remainder of the Oratorio was

1 M<M. IL 162.

9 The Kngllsh puplb for 1M4 and 45 «inbrtoe tb« names of Ell It.

WelU. Uasker. Awher. and Rockatro. The BngUh pupils up to 1HI8
number 106. heading the list of all countries save Saxony and Prussia.
Hezt oomes Russia, and next North America.

> Letter to Miss LInd. « Letter to Bchubrtnff. May IS. 1M(L
• Letter to Moore : P. 241. fl Miss Und.
P.M. UL Sa»-a4S. See alto Oboriey's ' Modem German Music.'
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in Mr. Bartholomew's hands by the latter part

of July ; the instrumental parts were oopied in

Leipzig and rehearsed by Mendelssohn there on
Aug. 5. One of the last things he did before

leaving was to give his consent to the publication

of some of Fanny's compositions, which, owing
to his ' tremendous reverence for print,* he had
* always opposed, and now only agroed to ***reluc-

tantly. H« arrived in Lonaon, for the ninth
time, on the evening of Aug. i8, had a trial

rehearsal with piano at Moecheles's house, two
band-rehearsals at Hanover Square, went down
to Birmingham on Sunday the 23rd, had full

rehearsals on Menday morning and Tuesday
evening, and the Oratorio was performed on the
morning of Wednesday the 26th. The Town
Hall was densely crowded, and it was observed
" that the sua burst forth and lit up the scene as

Mendelssohn took his place, amid a deafening
roar of applause from band, chorus, and audi-

ence. Staudigl was the Elijah, and Mr. Lockey
sang the air 'Then shall the righteous* in

a manner which called forth Mendelssohn's
wannest "praise. * No work of mine*—says he
in the long letter which he wrote his brother the

same evening

—

^ no work of mine ever went so

admirably at the firstperformance, or was received

with such enthusiasm both by musicians and the

public, as this.* 'I never in my life heard a
better performance—no nor so go<)d, and almost
doubt if I can ever hear one like it ^*again.* No
less than four choruses and ^* four airs were en-

cored. The applause at the conclusion of both
first and second parts was enormotis—almost
grotesquely so ; and an old '^member of the band
well remembers the eagerness with which Men-
delssoln shook hands with all who could get near
him in the artist*s room, thanking them warmly
for the performance. He returned to London
with Mr. and Mrs. Moscheles, * on purpose for

a fish dinner at Lovegrove's,' spent four days
at '^Ramngate with the Beneckes ' to eat crabs,*

and on Sept. 6 recrossed the Channel with StaudigL
His visit this time had been one of intense hard
work, as any one who knows what it is to achieve

the first performance of a great work for soles,

chorus, and orchestra, will readily understand.

And the strain was unremitting, for, owing partly

to Moscheles*s illness, he had no relaxation, or

next to none. In consequence he was so tired

as to be compelled to rest ^^ three times between
Ostend and Leipzig. It is a sad contrast to the
buoyancy of the similar "journey ten years before.

But notwithstanding the success of the Ora-
torio the reader will hardly believe that he himself

was satisfied with his work. Quite the contrary.

His letter to Klingemann of Dec. 6 shows the

eagerness with which he went about his correc-

tions ; and the alterations were so serious as to

justify our **enumerating the chief ofthem :—The

• L. June 2. 1897. U F.M. ill. 04. » & O.
U L. Aug. aft. UL.iL Aug. 98. 18S1.
M Mrs. Moscheles says 11 pieces ; Mot iL 157. » Mr. J. T. WlUy.
W P.M. Ui. 244. " Ibid. It L. Oct. 4. 1«W.
u For a detailed examination of Nos. 1—A, by Mr. Jos. Bennett, see

'Concordia.' pp. 497, ftO. A MB. copy of the oriflnal score Is la th«
possession of Mr. H. Littleton (MoreUos).
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chorus 'Help, Lordl' (No. i), much changed;
the end of the double quartet (No. 7), rewritten

;

the scene with the widow (No. 8) entirely recast

and much extended ; the chorus 'Blessed are the

men * (No. 9), resoored ; the words of the quartet
' Cast thy burden* (No. 15), new ; the soprano air

' Hear ye ' (No. 2 1 ), added to and reconstructed

;

in the Jeiebel Bftene a new chorus, *Woe to him*
(No. 24), in place of a suppressed one, ' Do unto

him as he hath done/ and the recitative ' Man of

God ' added ; the trio ' Lift thine eyes ' (No. 28)

was originally a duet, quite different ; Obadiah*s

recitative and air (No. 25) are new ; the chorus

*(Jo return,' and Elijah's answer (No. 36) are

also new. The last chorus (No. 42) is entirely

rewritten to fresh words, the text having formerly

been ' Unto Him that is able»' etc. The omis-

sions are chiefly a movement of 95 bars, alia

brere, to the words * He shall open the eyes of

the blind,* which formed the second part of the

chorus *Thus saith the Lord* (No. 41), and a

recitative for tenor ' Elijah is come already and
they knew him not, but have done unto him
whatsoever they listed,* with which Part 2 of the

oratorio originally opened. Li addition to these

more prominent alterations there is hardly a
movement throughout the work which has not

been more or less worked upon.

Tlie oratorio was then engraved, and published

by Simrook of Beriin in July 1847. Meantime
Mendelssohn had been again reminded of his

duties at Berlin by an urgent command frY)m the

King to set the (rerman Liturgy to music. This

(still in MS.), and an anthem or motet (published

as op. 79, no. 5), both for double choir, are

re^>ectively dat€^d Oct. 28 and Oct. 5, 1846. A
song for the Grermans in ^ Lyons—dear to him as

the birthplace of his wife—and a Psalm-time for

the French Reformed Church in Frankfort, are

dated the 8th and 9th of the same month. On
Oct. 21 the Moscheleses arrive at Leipzig, and
Moscheles begins his duties as Professor of Piano-

forte-playing and Composition.—Oade agidn con-

ducted the Gewandhaus Concerts for this season.

A trace of Mendelssohn*s interest in them remains
in a P.F. accompaniment to the E major Violin
* Prelude of Bach, which he evidently wrote for

David*8 performance at the Concert of Nov. 1 2,

1846. llie MS. is dated the day before, and is

'amongst David*s papers. During October and
November he was very much occupied with the

illness of his faithful servant Johann Krebs, to

whom he was deeply attached—'mein braver

guter Diener* as he calls him—and whose death,

on Nov. 23, distressed him much. It was another

link in the chain of losses which was ultimately

to drag him down. Fortunately he had again, as

at the time of his mother's death, some mechanical

work to which he could turn. This time it was
^the comparison of the original autograph parts

of Bach's grand mass with his score of the same

> Op. 78. BO. 8.

3 DOrflU't Cat. <t34. So well known in London throogh Joachim's
plaTlng-

» • An F. Darid zar and aus der Erinnerung nledergMchrieben,
F.1I.B. Leipzig d. llt« Not. 1M6.' This (which with many other
tfali^i in this article 1 owe to my friend Mr. Paul Darid) looks as If

ibe afaoompaniment bad been originally eztonporlsed. * JL Dec 6.
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work. As time went on, however, he was able to

apply himself to more independent tasks, and by
Dec. 6 was again hard at work on the 'alterations

of Elijah. Since the middle of October he had
been in communication "with Mr. Lumley, then

lessee of Her Majesty's Theatre, London, as to

an opera to be founded by Scribe on 'The
Tempest,' already tried by Immermann (see

p. 2o86); and a long correspondence between
himself, Scribe, and Lumley appears to have
taken place, no doubt exhaustive on his part.

It came to nothing, from his dissatisfaction

with the ^libretto, but it was accompanied by
extreme and long-continued annoyance, owing
to his belief that the opera was announced in

London as if he were under a contract to com-
plete it, and that for the season of 1 847. He was
at this moment more or less committed to the

subject of Loreley, on which he had communi-
cated with Geibel the poet as early as the pre-

ceding *April. Greibel, a &iend of Mendel8sohn*8

and a warm admirer of his wife's, was at work
on the book, and completed it at the beginning of

1847. Mendelssohn occasionally conducted the

later Gewandhaus concerts of this season, and
some of the programmes were of special interest,

such as two historical concerts on Feb. 1 8 and 25,

1847. One of these gave him the opporttmity to

write a charming "letter to the daughter of

Reichardt, a composer for whom he always had
a special fondness, and whose Morning Hymn
(from Milton) had been performed at the Fes-

tival at Cologne in 1835 at his instance.

This was not on the whole a satisfactory autumn.
After the extra hard work of the spring and sum-
mer, especially the tremendous struggle against

time in finishing Elijah, he ought to have had
a long and complete rest, like that which so re-

vived him in 1844 ; whereas the autumn was spent

at Leipzig, a less congenial spot than Frankfort,

and, as we have shown, in the midst of grave

anxiety and perpetual business, involving a cor-

respondence which those only can appreciate

who have seen its extent^ and the length of the

letters, and the care and neatness with which
the whole is registered and airanged by his own
hands. Elnowing what ultimately nappened,

it is obvious that this want of rest, coming after

so much stress, must have told seriously upon him.

He himself appears to have felt the necessity of

lessening his labours, for we are told that he had
plans for giving up all stated and uncongenial

duty, and doing only what he felt disposed to

do, for building a "house in Frankfort, so as to

pass the summer there, and the winter in Berlin

with his sisters, and thus in some measure re-

vive the old family life to which "he so strongly

urges his brother-in-law in a remarkable letter

of this time. Nothing however could stop the

current of his musicsd power. He was at work
on 'Christus.* the new "oratorio. As Capell-

meister to the King of Saxony he had to arrange

» Letter, Dec 6, « Lumley's Reminiscences. 167. ' Ibid. 1(J8.

8 Long lett^rrs to influential London friends are in eztstence full of

bluer compIalDts—most Justly founded if his information was correct.

SDeT.276. ioL.iLS88. iiDer.2»L
u Letter to Dlrichlet. Jan. i, U47. u Dev. »0.

u
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and conduct the Court Concerts at Dresden ; and
he took a large part in the management of the

Crewandhaus Concerts this season, though suffer-

ing much from hiis head, and being all the tim&
under the care of his * doctor. How minutely
too he did his duty at this time as chief of the

Conservatorium is shown by a MS. memorandum,
dated Jan. lo, 1847, containing a long list of

students, with full notes of their ftkults, and of

the recommendations to be made to ^eir pro-

fessors. His enjoyment of life is still very keen,

and his birthday was celebrated with an immense
amount of fun. His wife, and her sister, Mrs.
Schunck—a special fiayourite of Mendelssohn's

—

gave a comic scene in the Frankfort dialeet ; and
Joachim (as Paganini), Moscheles (as a cook), and
Mrs. Moscheles. acted an impromptu charade on
theword ' Gewandhaus.' Happilyno presentiment
disturbed them; and the master of the house
was as uproarious as if he had fifty birthdays

before him. On Good Friday (April 2) he con-

ducted St. Paul at Leipzig, and shortly afterwards

—for the tenth, and alas ! the last time—was
once more in England, where he had an "en-

gagement with the Sacred Harmonic Society to

conduct three performances of Elijah in its re-

vised form. One of those kindnesses which en-

deared him so peculiariy to his friends belongs to

this time. Madame Frege had a son dangerously
ill, and was unable to hear the performance of

St. Paul. 'Na nun,' said he, ' don't distress

yourself; when he gets out ofdanger Til come with
C^ile and play to you all night.* And he went,
began with Beethoven's Moonlight Sonata, and
played on for three hours, ending with his own
Variations s^rieuses. A day or two afterwards,

he left, travelled over with 'Joachim, and
reached the Klingemanns' house on Monday
evening, April i a. The performances took place

at Exeter Hall on the i6th, a3rd, 28th, with a
fourth on the 30th. The Queen and Prince
Consort were present on the 23rd, and it was on
that occasion that the Prince wrote the note in

his programme book, addressing Mendelssohn as
a second Elijah, faithfiil to the worship of true
Art though encompassed by the idolaters of Baal,
which has often been printed.^ In the interval

Mendelssohn paid a visit to Manchester for a
performance of *Elijah on the aoth, and another
to Birmingham, where he rehearsed and con-
ducted the oratorio at the Town Hall on the
27th ; and also conducted his Midsummer Night's
Dream muHic and Scotch Symphony at the Phil-

harmonic on the 26th, and played Beethoven's
G major Concerto with even more than his usual
brilliancy and delicaoy. He probably never
played that beautiful concerto—'my old cheval
de Oatnille/ as he called it years before—more
splendidly than he did on this occasion. To a

1 LMnp«din!«.
» The enga^sment for one performance hftd been texiAgnA M early
M Sept. 14 : iee Mendelssohu'a reply of Oct, 7 to the letter of Mr.
Brewer, the tecreUry to the noclety. of th*t date. In P. SS7. The
other two were pmpcned Jan. 2S. and arranged for between that date
• ud *i«rrii 10. 1M7 ! see the loiter of that date to Bartholomew, Ibld-
fflr. The fourth waa an afterthought. » Mus. World. April 17.

• I.^tter Aug. ». 1«4<U Martin's Life of Prince Consort, 1. 489.
» Utter to Koore. Mamcbester. AprU 21 ; l\ 244.
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*fri«nd who told him so after the performaaoe
he replied, * I was desirous to play well, for

there were two ladies present whom I particularly

wished to please, and they were the Queen and
Jenny Lind.' A little trait remembered by more
than one who heand the performance, is that
during the cadence to the first movement—

a

long and elaborate one, and, as before (see p.

285 a), entirely extempore, Mr. Costa, the con-
ductor, raised his baton, thinking that it was
coming to an end, on which Mendelssohn looked
up, and held up one of his hands, as much as to

say * Not yet.'

On May i he lunched at the Prussian embassy
and played, and also played for more than two
hours at Buckingham Palace in the presence of
the Queen and Prince Albert only. On the 4th,
at the Beethoven Quartet Society, he played
Beethoven's 32 Variations, without beok, his own
C minor Trio, and a Song without Words ; and the
same evening was at the opera at Jenny Land's
debut. On the evening of the 5th he played a pre-
lude and fugue on the name of Bach on the organ
at the Antient Concert. The morning of the
6th he spent at Lord Ellesmere's picture gallery,

and in the afternoon played to his friends the
Bunsens and a distinguished company at the
Prussian embassy. He left the ^room in great
emotion, and wiUiout the power of saying fare-

well. The same day he wrote a Song without
words in the album of Lady Caroline Cavendish,
and another in that of the Hon. Miss Cavendish,
since published as Op. 102, No. 2, and Op. 85,
No. 5, respectively. On the 8th he took leave
of the Queen and Prince Consort at Bucking-
ham Palace, and left London the same evening,
muoh exhausted, with the Elingemanns. He had
indeed, to use his own • words, 'staid too long
there already.' It was observed at this time by one
• who evidently knew him well, that though in the
evening and when excited by pla3ang, he looked as
he had done on former visits, yet that by daylight
his face showed sad traces of wear and a look of
premature old age. He crossed on the 9th, Sunday,
to Calais, drove to Ostend, and on the i ith was
at ^^ Cologne. At Herbesthal, through the extra
zeal of a police official, who mistook lum for a Dr.
Mendelssohn of whom the police were in search,

he was stopped on his roa^, seriously anncn^
and compelled to write a long statement which
must have cost him as much time and labour as
to compose an overture. He had been only a day
or two in Frankfort when he received the news
of the sudden death of his sister Fanny at Berlin
on the 14th. It was broken to him too abruptly,
and acting on his enfeebled irame completely
overcame him. With a shriek he fell to the
ground, and remained insensible fbr some time.

It was the third blow of the kind that he had
received, a blow perhaps harder to bear than
either of the others, inasmuch as Fanny was his

sister, more of his own age, and he himself was
older, more worn, and less able in the then weak
state of his nerves to sustain the shock. In his

• The late Mr. Bartholomew. Lite of BunMo. It. 129. l.KK

• B.04L aFraser's Mac Dee. 1817. i« Mrs. KitugcBiaiiB.
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ownwords, 'a great chapter was ended, and neither

title nor beginning of the next were written.*^

Early in June, as soon aa he had sufficiently

recovered to move, the whole family (with Miss
Jung ae governess, and Dr. Klengel as tutor) went
to Baden-Baden, where they were joined by Paul
and Hensel ; thence by Schaffhausen to Lucerne,

Thtm and Interlaken, in and about which they

made some stay. To Felix the relief was long

in coming. On July 7, though well, and often

e?en cheerful, he was still unable to do any
musical work, write a proper letter, or recover

a consistent frame of mind. He worked at his

drawing with more than usual assiduity at this

time. Thirteen large* water-colour pictures 11-

lostrate the journey, beginning with two views
of the Falls of Schaffhausen (June 27 and 29),

and ending with one of Interlaken (Sept. 4).

Many of them are very highly finished; and all

are works which no artist ne^ hesitate to sign.

They are on a greater scale than' any of his

previous sketches, and there is a certainty about
the drawing, and a solidity in* the perspective,

which show how well he understood what he
was about. The same love of form that shines

so conspicuously in his great symphomes is there,

and the details are put in, like the oboe and
clarinet phrases in hia scores, as if he loved every

stroke. They are really beautiful works. In
addition to these finished drawings, he sketched
a good deal in Indian ink.'

In the middle of the month Paul and Hensel
returned homo, but Felix and his &mily remained
till 3 September. Meantime the world was going
on, regardless of private troubles^ friends visited

him, and plans for music began to crowd round
him. Among the former were Professor *Graves
and his wife, Mr.Grote the historian—old friends,

the last ofwhom had taken a long ^journeyon pur-

pose to see him—and Ghorley the musical critic.

He had received a request from the Philhar-

monic Society for a Symphony for 1848 ; an ap-

plication to write a piece for the opening of the
St. George^s • Hall in Liverpool ; had a new Can-
tata in view for Frankfort, and something for

the inauguration of Cologne Cathedral. Elijah

was to be given under his baton both at Ber-
lin (Nov. 3) and Vienna—at the latter with
Jenny Lind—and the long-cherished opera ex-

erdsed its old charm- over hinr* But his nerves

were still too weak to heart any noise, and he
suffered much from headache and weariness ; his

piano was * not for playing, but for trying a chord,*
' it was the very worst he had ever touched in his

^life,' and he shrank ^ from^the organ at Fribourg
when proposed to him. The organ in the village

church of Ringgenberg, on the lake of Brienz,

was his only resource, and it was there that for

the last time in his life he touched the organ keys.

He put aside the music for Liverpool, * for the pre-

sent.' and declined the request of the • Philhar-

monic, on the ground that a work for the Society

I L. Jaly 7. 1817. SL.Aiig.S. s Kod. German Music, IL 884-

* Sow Bishop of Limerick. • Fersonal Life of O. Orote, p. 17&
c Letter to Chorley. July 19. i Persoual Life of G. Grote. p. 177.

3lod. Oerm. Miulc. II. SM.
• Letter to rhUban&oaic Society. ' Interlaken, Aug. 27, 1847.'

mend:

ought not to bear the '.

and bustle in which
the rest of the year.

much agitated at the-

1

which were very threatening,

apprehension on the future oj

himself he returned strongly to

alluded to at the end of i8.

playing and concert-giving, ai

and exacting ^®business, and taking life more
easily, and more entirely as he Uked.
At length the power of application came, and

he began to write music. We shall not be far

wrong in< taking the intensely mournful and
agitated String Quartet in F minor (op. 80) as

the first distinct utterance of his distress. This
over, he arrived by degrees at a happier and
more even mental condition, though with parox-

ysms of intense grief and distress. The contrast

between the gaiety and spirit of his former letters,

and the sombre, apathetic tone of those which are

preserved from this time, is most remarkable, and
impossible to be overlooked. It is as if the man
were ^broken, and accepted hisl6t without an idea

of resistance. He continually recurred to the idea

of retirement from all active life but composition.

Of the music which is due to this time we find,

besides the Quartet just mentioned, an Andante
and Scherao in £ major andA minor, which form

the first movements of op. 81 ; the fragments of

Loreley and of Christus ; a Jubilate, Magnificat,

and Nunc dimittis for 4 voices (op. 69), which
he began before going to London, and finished in

Blbden-Baden on June 12 ; and a few songs, such

as ' Ich wandre fort' (op. 71, no. 5).

With the close of the summer the party re-

turned * homewards, and on Sept. 17 were again

in ^Leipzig. He found there a new Broadwood
grand piano which had been forwarded by the

London house during his absence in Switzerland,

and is said to have played upon it for several

hours. Those who knew him best found him
' unaltered in mind, and when at the piano or

talking about music still all "life and fire.'

During these days he played to Dr. Schdeinitz

a new string quartet, complete except the slow

movement^ wMch was to be a set of Variations

—

but not yet put on papers He took leave of

Mr. Buxton, one of his English publishers, with
the words ' You shall have plenty of music firom

me ; I will give you no cause to complain.' But
such moments of vivacity would be followed by
great depression, in which he oould not bear to

speak or to be spoken to even- by old friends.

He was much changed in look, and he who
before was never at rest, and whose hands were
always in motion, now often sat dull and listless,

without moving a finger. *He had aged, looked

pale and weary, walked less quickly than before,

and was more intensely affected by every passing

thing than he used to be.' Also he complained

10 Mod. Germ. Mnsle. II. 993: Der. 272.

11 This expression wu nsed to the writer by Dr. Klengel. the tutor of

his boys, who wm constantly with him during the lut two or three

yean of his life, and knew htm Intimately. Dr. Klengel has now goue
to Join the master heM dearly loved. He died in Not. 1979.

B Hos. IL 178, «. U Ibid. 177. »« Ibid. 177. 182.
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of the oppressive *air of the town. And yet,

though more than one person Is still alive who
remembers this, not even those most near him
appear to have realised the radical and alarming
change for the worse which had taken place in

his strength.

The Gewandhaus concerts began on Oct. 3, but
he took no part in them, and left the conducting
to his old colleague Rietz. A friend recollects

his sajring how happy he was— ' as cheerful as a
set of oigan-passages*—that he hadn't to make
out the programmes. He dreaded all public music,

and complained much, though blaming him-
self as not deserving the happiness he had in

his 'dear C^cile' and in the recovery of his boy
Felix. He had been to Berlin for a week, very
shortly after his return, and the sight of his

sister's rooms, exactly as she left them, had
'agitated him extremely, ' and almost neutralized

the 'effects of his Swiss retirement.' He had
definitely given up the performance of Elijah at

Berlin, but was bent on undertiddng that at
* Vienna on Nov. 14, where he was to hear his

firiend Jenny Lind in the music which he had
written for her voice. On the morning of Oct. p
he called on the Moscheleses and wiJked witn
them to the Rosenthal. He was at first much
depressed, but it went off, and he became fer

the moment almost gay. After this he went to

Madame Frege's house, and here his depression

returned, and worse than before. His object was
to consult her as to the selection and order of

the songs in ^op. 71, which he was about to

publish—one of the minute matters in which he
was so fastidious and difficult to satisfy. She sang
them to him several times, they settled the order,

and then he said he must hear them once more,
and after that they would study Elijah ; she left

the room for lights, and on her return found him
on the sofii shivering, his hands cold and. stiff,

his head in violent pain. He then went home,
and the attack continued ; leeches were applied,

and by the 15th he had recovered so fiur as to

listen with interest to the details of the recep-

tion of Hiller's new opera at Dresden, and
actually to make plans for his Vienna journey.

On the 25th he writes to his brother in the

old affectionate vein. He is taking tonics, but
Paul's fiice would do him more good than the

bitterest medicine. He was not, however, des-

tined to speak to him again. On the 28th he
was so much better as to take a walk with his

wife, but it was too much, and shortly after-

wards he had a second attack, and on Nov. 3
another, which last deprived him of conscious-

ness. He lingered throi^h the next day, fortu-

nately without pain, and expired at 9.24 p.m.

on Thursday, Nov. 4, 1847, in the presence of

1 Lamp. 151. » Mme. Frege ; Mm. IL 18L • R ST.

4 The last letter stuck Into the last (the 29th) of his green Toluroes
l« firom Kisrhhoir of Vienna on thU subject, dated Oct. 29. It must
\ are been too late to hare b«;n read by him.

a «>f the vjveu songs which he brought, the * Altdeutwhes Frnh-
Miitf«lled,' thuugh put on paper on Oct. 7. was computed In the
summer. The ' Nachtlled ' was c<impo5ed and written for Bchlelnlti's
birthday, Oct. 1, and Is therefore vtrtuaJly MendHssohii's last com-
t««ltlon. An odd birthday pre^at," said ho to Mad. Frc^e, ' but i

JJke it much, for I feel so dreary.'
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his wife, his brother, Schleinitz, David, and
Moscheles. During the illness, the public feeling

was intense. Bulletins were issued, and the
house was besieged by enquirers. After his
death it was as if every one in the town had
received a blow and sustained a personal loss.

'It is lovely weather here,' writes a young
English * student to the York Gourant, * but an
awful stillness prevails ; we feel as if the king
were dead. Clusters of people are seen speaking
together in the streets.* Those who remember
what happened in London when Sir Robert Peel
died can imagine how ajsimilar loss would affect

so small, simple, and concentrated a town as
Leipzig. The streets were placarded at the
comers with official announcements of his death,
as if he had been a great officer of state.

On the Friday and Saturday the public were
allowed to see the <iead body. On Sunday the
7tb it was taken to the Pauliner Church at Leip-
ng. A band preceded the hearse, playing the
Song without Words in E minor (Book 5, no. 3),
instrumented by Moscheles ; and after this

came a ^ student of the Conservatorium with a
cushion, on which lay a silver crown formerly
presented to Mendelssohn by his pupils, and his
Order ' pour le merite.' The pall was borne by
Moscheles, David, Hauptmann, and Gade ; the
professors and pupils of the Conservatorium, the
members of the Gewandhaus orchestra, the chief
functionaries of the Corporation and the Uni-
vendty, and several guilds and societies accom-
panied the coffin, and Paul Mendelssohn was
chief mourner. In the church the chorale 'To
thee, O Lord,' and the chorus ' Happy and blest,*

from St. Paul, were sung, a sermon or oration
was delivered by Herr Howard, the pastor of
the Reformed Congregation, and the service closed
with the concluding chorus of Bach*s Passion
music. At 10 p.m. the coffin was conveyed to
the Leipzig station and transported by rail to
Berlin. On the road, during the night, it was
met at Cothen by the choir of the place, under
Thile their director, and at Dessau, by Friedrich
Schneider, who wiped away the recollection of
early antagonisms by a £Ekrewell part-song, com-
post for the occasion, and sung by his (moir at
the station. It arrived at Berlin at 7 a.m., and
after more funeral ceremonies was deposited in
the enclosed burial-place of the family in the
Alte Dreifaltigkeits Kirchhof, close outside the
Halle-thor.

His tombstone is a cross. He rests between
his boy Felix and his sister Fanny. His fi^ther

and mother are a short distance behind.
The 5th Gewandhaus oondert, which it was

piously observed would naturally have ended at
the very moment of his death, was postponed till

the nth, when, excepting the Eroica Symphony,
which formed the second part of the progpramine,
it was entirely made up of the compositions of the
departed master. Among themwere the Nachtlied
of Eichendorf (op. 71, no. 6), sung by Madame
Frege.

e Mr. Camldge. son of Dr. Camldge of York.
7 Mr. de Sentla.
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In London the feeling, though naturally not so

deep or 8o universal as in his native place, was
yet both deep and wide. His visits had of late

been so frequent, and the last one was so recent,

and there was such a vivid personality about him,

such force and fire, and such a general tone of

health and spirits, that no wonder we were startled

by the news of his death. The tone of the press

was more that of regret for a dear relation, than
ofeulogy for a public character. Each writer spoke
M if he intimately knew and loved the departed.

This is especially conspicuous in the long notices

of the Times and Athencean\^ which are full not
only of keen appreciation, but of deep personal

sorrow. Of his private friends I shall only per-

mit myself two quotations. Mrs. Grote, writing

nearly thirty years afterwards, names four friends

whose deaths had occasioned her the most poign-

ant sorrow of her life ; and among these are

Felix Mendelssohn, Alexis de Tocqueville, and
John Stuart Mill. Mrs* Austin, the aunt of his

early friends the Taylors, and herself one of his

most intimate allies, in a tribute to his memory
as beautiful * as it is short, says

—

* HiA is one of the rare characters that cannotbe known
too intimately. Of him there is nothing to tell that iff

not honourable to his memory, consoling to his friends,
profitable to all men. . . . Much as I admired him as an
artist, I was no less stnick by his childlike simplicity
and sportivenees, his deference to age, his readiness tO'

bend his genius to gi^ '

ignorant ; the viTacity
ererything good and great, his cultivated intellect.

I genius to give pleasure to the humble and
ignorant ; the viTacity ana fervour of his admiration for
everything good and great, his c

'"— "" '---"-
refined taates and noble sentiments.'

Nor was the public regret out of proportion

to that of his intimate friends. We are not per-

haps prone to be very demonstrative over artists,

especially over musicians ; but this was a man
who had wound himself into our feelings as no
other musician had done since Handel. What
Handel's songs, HarmoniousBlacksmith, andother
harpsichord pieces had done for the English public
in 1740, tnat Mendelssohn's Songs without
Words, and Part-songs, had done in 1840, and
tiiey had already made his name a beloved house-

1 Fraaer's Ms*. April 1M8.

hold word in many a &mily circle both in town
and country. He had been for long looked upon
as half an Englishman. He spoke English well,

he wrote letters and familiar notes in our tongue
freely ; he showed himself in the provinces ; his

first important work was founded on Shakspeare,

his last was brought out in England, at so pecu-

liarly English a town as Birmingham ; and his

'Scotch Symphony* and * Hebrides Overture*
^owed how deeply the scenery of Britain had
influenced him. And, perhaps more than this,

there were in the singular purity of his life, in

his known devotion to his wife and family, and
his general high and unselfish character, the

things most essential to procure him both the

esteem and affection of the English people.

The Sacred Harmonic Society, the only Society

in London having concerts at that period of the

year, performed Elijah onNov. 1 7, preceded by the

Dead March in Saul, and with the band and
chorus all dressed in black. At Manchester and
Birmingham similar honours were paid to the

departed composer. In Germany commemora-
tion concerts {Todtenfder) were given at Berlin,

Vienna, Frankfort, Hamburg, and many other

places. His bust was set up in the Theatre at

Berlin, and his profile in the Gewandhaus at

Leipzig. The first Concert of the Conservatoire

at Paris, on Jan. p, 1848, was entitled 'k la

m^moire de F. Mendelssohn-Bartholdy,' and com-
prised the Scotch Symphony, Hebrides Overture,

Violin Concerto, and fragments from St. Paul.
Among the very numerous letters of condolence
addressed to his widow we will only mention
those from the Queen of England, the King of

Prussia, and the King of Saxony.

Two works were in the printers* hands at the

time of Mendelssohn's death— the Six Songs
(op. 71) and the Six Children's pieces (op. 7a).

These were quickly published. Then there was
a pause, and at length,- as he had left no will,

Madame Mendelssohn confided to a kind of com-
mittee, composed of her husband's most intimate

musical friends, the task of deciding which pieces

out of the immense mass of MS. music should be
published^ and of supervising the publication.

These gentlemen were Dr. Schleinitz, the acting

member of the council of the Conservatorium,
David, Moscheles, and Hauptmann, all resident

in Leipzig, with Ptiul Mendelssohn in Berlin, and
Julius Rietz in Dresden. The instrumental works
still in MS. embraced the Trumpet Overture

(1825) and Reformation Symphony (1830), the

Italian Symphony (1833), the Overture to Ruy
Bias (1839), 2 sets of P.F. variations (1841),
the Quintet in Bb (1845), the Quartet in F minor

(1847), and fragments of another Quartet in E,

Songs without Words, and other P. F. pieces. The
Vocal works comprised the Liederspiel 'Heim-
kehr aus der Fremde' (1829), the Concert-aria

'Infelice* (1843), the Music to Athalie and to

CEklipus Coloneus (both 1 845), Lauda Sion (1846),
fragments of the opera Loreley, and of the ora-

torio Christus, on which he had been at work not

long before his death, Psalms and SprUche for
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voices with and without accompaniment, Songs
and Part-songs.

The work of publication began with Lauda
Sion, which appeared as op. 73, Feb. 15, 1848.

This was followed by AthiJie, and -by other

works down to the four Part-songs which form
op. 100 and no. 29 of the posthomous works,

which came out in Jan. 1852. Here a pause took

place. In the meantime, borne down by her
great loss, and also by the death of her third boy,

Felix, in 1851, Madame Mendelssohn herself

died on Sept. 25, 1853. The manuscripts then
came into the hands of Dr. Carl Mendelssohn,
the eldest son, and after some years publication

re-commenced with the Trumpet Overture, which
appeared in 1867, and continued at intervals

down to the 'Perpetuum mobile* (op. 119).

Many of the pieces referred to in the above
enumeration are included in the series of MS.
volumes already mentioned. -Forty -four of

these volumes are now deposited in the Imperial
Library at Berlin, in pursuance of an arrange-

ment dated Dec. 23, 1877, by which, in ex-

change for the < possession of them, the German
government agx«ed with the Mendelssohn-Bar-
tholdy family to found two perpetual scholar-

ships of 1500 marks (£75) per annum each,

tenable for four years, for the education of

students of music elected by competition from
the music schools of Germany. The Trustees of

the Fund are three—the Director of the High
School of Music at Berlin, a second nominated by
the government, and a third by the family. The
first election took place on Oct. i, 1879, and the
successful candidates were Engelbert Humper-
dink of Siegburg, and Josef Kot<&k of Podolia.

In addition,Ernst Seyifardt ofCrefeld, and Johann
Secundus Cruse of Melbourne, Australia, will re-

ceive allowances of 750 marks each out of the
arrears of the Fund.
Long before the foundation of the Berlin

Scholarships, however, practical steps in the

same direction had been taken in England. In
Nov. 1847 a resolution was passed by the Sacred
Harmonic Society of London for the erection

of a public memorial in honour of Mendelssohn.
£50 was subscribed thereto by the Queen and
Prince Consort, and like sums by the Sacred
Harmonic and Philharmonic Societies. Other
subscriptions were raised amounting in the
whole to over £600. In April 1859, after many
negotiations, a model of a statue by Mr. C.

Bacon was approved by the subscribers ; it was
cast in bronze in the following November, and
on May 4, i860, was set up on tiie Terrace of the
Crystal Palace at-Svdenham.
A more appropnate memorial was the Men-

delssohn Scholarship; which originated in Ma-
dame Lind-Goldschmidt in the year i85Cf, and
will be found described under its own heading,

[^'ee MsimELSsoHN Scholabship.]

In person Mendelssohn was short, 'not so
much as 5 ft. 6 ins. high, and slight of build

;

1 He iru shorter Uua Btera^e Bennett, irbo was 6 ft. 6.
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in figure Uthe, and very light and mercurial. HJa
look was dark and very Jewish ; the fiEMse unusu-
ally mobile, and ever varying in expression, full

of brightness and animation, and with a most ux&-

mistakeable look of geniiisr His complexion was
fresh, and sheweda good deal of colour. His hair
was black, thick, and abundant, but very fine,

with a natural wave in it, and was kept back from
his forehead, which was high and much developed.

By the end of his life, however, it showed a good
deial of gray and he began to be bald. His mouth
was unusually delicate and expressive, and had
generally a pleasant smile at the comers. His
whiskers were very dark, and his closely-shaven

chin and upper lip were blue from the strength
of his beard. His teeth were beautifully white
and regular ; but the most striking part of his

face were the large dark brown eyes. When
at rest he often lowered the eyelids as if he were
slightly short-sighted—which indeed he was ; but
when animated they gave an extraordinarybright-

ness and fire to his face, and ' were as ei^pressive

a pair of eyes as were ever set in a human
bemg's head.* When he was playing extempore,
or was otherwise much excited, £hey would
dilate and become nearly twice their ordinary
size, the brown pupil changing to-a vivid black.

His laugh was hearty, and • frequent ; and
when especially amused he would quite double
up with laughter and shake his hand frt>m the
wrist to emphasize his merriment. He would
nod his head violently when thoroughly agreeing,

so that the hair came down over his face. In
fact his body was almost as expressive as his

face. His hands were * small, with taper fin^rs.

On the keys they behaved almost like 'living'

and intelligent creatures, full of life and sym-
pathy.* His action at the piano was as free from
affectation as everything else that he did, and very
interesting. At times, especially at the organ, he
leant very much over the keys, as if watching for

the strains which came out ofhis finger tips. He
sometimes swayed from side to side, but usually

his whole performance was qiiiet and absorbed.*

He refused more than 'once, from motives of
modesty, to have his likeness taken. But a great

number of portraits were painted and drawn at
different times of his life. The best of these, in

the opinion of these most capable of judging, is

that painted by his friend Professor Edward
Magnus at Berlin in the year 1 844. The original

of this is in the possession of Madame land-
Goldschmidt, to whom it was presented by Mag-
nus himself, and although deficient in that.lively

speaking expression which all admit to have been
so characteristic of him, it may be accepted as a
good representation. It is very superior to the

various replicas and copies in existence, which
are distinguished by a hopeless meek solemnity of

look, absolutely impossible in the original, and
which therefore convey an entirely wrong idea of

s A ctKt of hU hand can be twnght.
s The Biahop of Lhnerlck.
« 1 owe the above description of MendelMohn's looks chiefly to

Mr. John 0. Horslej. B.A. Few knew hUn better, or oro mora
qualfflrd to describe him.

9 L. Dec 20, U81 ; AprU S, Mar 18. 188&
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the hue, Madame Goldschmidt with great kind-

nem allowed the portrait to be photographed, and
it was the desire of the writer to give a wood en-

graving of it ; but after two attempts to obtain

satisfiictory representations, he has been relact»

antly compelled to abandon the intention.

Other portraits worth notice are (i) a pencil

sketch taken in 1820, in possession of Mrs. Victor
Benecke, lithographed in ' Groethe and Mendels-
sohn.* ( 3) A half-length taken by Begas in 1 8 2 1

,

in the possession of the Paul Mendelssohn-Bar-
tholdy famfly at Berlin. This is very poorly
engraved, both as to resemblance and execution,

in 'Goethe and Mendelssohn.* The original is

probably much idealised, but it is a striking pic-

^'M^' (3> A three-quarter-length, in a cloak,

painted by Hildebrand, and engraved as the
frontispiece to Elijah ; in possession of Herr
Killmann of Bonn. (4) A whole length, sitting,

and looking to the side, taken by Hensel in 1844,
and now in the possession of the Paul M.-B.
family. This, though clever as a picture, can
hardly convey the man. The hand is perhaps
the most remarkable thing in it, and must be a
portrait. (5) A profile taken after death by
Hensel, and now in possession of Mrs. V. Benecke.
This, which is said by many to be the best repre-

sentation of him, is fairly engraved as the frontis-

piece to Lady Wallace's translation of the letters.

A portrait of him in crayons was taken at
Weimar for * Goethe, which he describes as ' very
like, but rather sulky* ; another was painted at
Rome by * Horace Vemet, and another * by a
painter named Schramm. But none of these
have been * traced by the writer. The sketch
by his brotber^in-law, taken in 1840, and given
as frontispiece to vol. 2 of the • Familie Mendels-
sohn/ must surely be too young-looking for that
date. Miniatures of the fom* children were taken
in Paris in 18 16, and are now in the hands of
the Paul M.-B. family.

The bust by Rietschel (engraved as frontis-

piece to Devrient) and the profiles by Knauer
and Kietz are aH said to be good.
Not leas remarkable than his face was his

way and manner. It is described by those who
knew him as peculiarly winning and engaging

;

to those whom he loved, coaxing. The slight lisp

or drawl which remained with him to the end
made the endearing words and pet expressions,
which he was fond of applying to his own imme-
diate circle, all the more affectionate. But outside
this immediate circle also he was very fascinating,
and it is probable that, devotedly as'he was loved
at home, few men had fewer enemies abroad.
The strong admiration expressed towards him
by men of such very different natures as *Schu-
niann and • Berlioz, both of whom knew him well,

shows what a depth of solid goodness there was
in his attractiveness. * His gentleness and soft-

I L.]fArSS.1f90i a L. Jan. 17 »nd March 18. MSL
> PouiMy Uken lo IMO ; tlnee In Krnrt Mendelswhn-Bartholdr'ii

pomaaUm U the autovraph of th^te Songs inscrtiwd. 'Dem Maler
Sdinmm xa freundHchem Andenken und mlt bestem Dank. F. M. B.
Leipzig, d. 4 Not. 1»«o.'

« 1 haw to thank M. Edooard DeCaUle. the pafait«r. for hli eHbrtf
to diMovw the pkturo by Vernet. » Wamiel«wsky. 157.

• 'Corrctpondaaoe' 0^19}. ttj 'Yojage musical,' Letter i.
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ness,' says one of his English friends, 'had none
of the bad side so.oflen found with those quali-

ties ; nothing effeminate or morbid. There was
a great deal of manlinefls packed into his little

body,* as all readers of the early part of this

sketch must be aware. Indeed he had a great
oapaciW for being angry> Anything like meanness
•or deceit, or unworthy conduct ofany kind, roused
his wrath at once. * He had a way,' says a very
old friend, ' ofsuddenly firing up on such occasions,

and turning on his heel, in a style which was
quite unmistakeable,' and astonishing to those
who only knew his smoother side. Towards
thoughtlessness, negligence, or obstinate stu-

pidity he was very intolerant, and under snoh

Provocation said things the sting of which must
aye remained for long after, and which he

himself deeply ^ regretted. But these were rare
instances, and as a rule his personal fascina-

tion secured him friends and kept them firm to

him. And to those to whom he was really

attached—outside his own family, of which we
are not speaking—there could har<iQy be a better

friend. The published letters to Oeneral von
Webem, to Verkenius, Klingemann, Schubring,
Hiller, Mosoheles, are charged with an amount
of real affection rarely met with, but which
never leads kim to sink his own individual
opinion on any point which he thought material,
as may be seen in many oases. Talent and per-

severance he was always ready to encourage,
and the cases of Tanbert, Kckert, Gade, Joachim,
Kietz, Naumann, St«mdale Bennett, Hiller,

and the anonymous student whose cause he
pleads so 'earnestly to the king, show how
eager he always was to promote the best in-

terests of those whom he believed to be worthy.
The present head of the Frankfort Conserva-
torium owes his advancement in no small degree
to the good offices of Mendelssohn. His warm
reception of Berliez, Liszt, and Thalberg, has
been already mentioned, but must be again re-

ferred to as an instance of the absence ofjealousy
or rivalry in his nature, and of his simple wish
to give everybody fisur play.

The relations of Mendelssohn and Schumann
were thoroughly good on both sides. There is

a remarkable absence of Schumann's name in

Mendelssohn's published letters; but this may
have arisen from considerations whioh influenced
the editors, and woukl possibly be reversed if the
letters bad been fully given, and if others which
remaim in MS. were printed. The two men
were always good friends. They differed much on
some matters of music. Mendelssohn had his

strong settled principles, which nothing could in-

duce him to give up. He thought that everything
should be made as clear as a composer could make
it, and that rough or awkward passages were
blemishes, which should be modified and made
to sound well. Om the other hand, Schumann
was equally fixed in the necessity of retaining
what he had written down as representing his

7 He complained bitterly to the Bishop of Umerkk In 1817 of hto
short temper at rehearsals or with Us pupils.

• Letter. ISHilLStt.
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intention. But such differences of opinion never
affected their intercourse ; they were always
friendly, and even affectionate, and loved to be
together. More than one person living remem-
bers the strong interest which Mendelssohn
took in 'Paradise and the Peri* on its first

appearance, and how anxious he was that his

finends should hear it. Of Schumann's string

quartets he records that they ' pleased him ex-

tremely ' ; and it is surely allowable to infer that

it was the expression of his pleasure that made
Schumann dedicate them to him. He had a
particular love for some of Schumann's songs,

and as this feeling was not shared by all the
members of his family he would sometimes ask
for the * forbidden fruit/ as a kind of synonym
for something peculiarly pleasant. The fact that

he placed Schumann among his colleagues at the

starting of the Leipzig Conservatorium of itself

shows how much he valued him.

On the other hand, Schumann is never warmer
or more in earnest than when he is praising Men-
delssohn's compositions, as may be seen by many
an article inhisGesammdte Schn'ften.He dedicated

his string quartets to him, as we have said.

He defended him with ardour when attacked

;

during his last sad years Mendelssohn's name
was constantly in his mouth as that of his best

friend, and his last clearly expressed wish was
that his youngest boy should be called after him.
A proof of his affectionate feeling is to be found
in the no. 28 of his ' Album ^ die Jugend

'

(op. 68), which is inscribed 'Erinnerung (Nov.

4, 1847),' and therefore expresses his feelings at

the death of his friend. It is not necessary to

discover that definite direct meaning in this

touching little piece which Mendelssohn found
in all music, in order to recognise sadness tem-
pered by a deep sense of grace and sweetness

;

the result showing how beautiful was the image
which Mendelssohn left in the mind of one so

completely able to appreciate him as Schumann.
Nowhere is Mendelssohn's naturalness and

naivete more evident than in his constant refer-

ence to his own foibles. The hearty way in which
he enjoys idleness, and 'boasts of it, the constant

references to eating and drinking, are delightful

in a Hian who got through so much work, who was
singularly temperate, and whose only weakness for

the products of the kitchen was for rice milk and
cherry pie. In this, as in everything else, he
was perfectly simple and natural. * 1 do not in

the least concern myself as to what people wish
or praise or pay for ; but solely as to what I

myself consider ^ good.' No doubt he was very
fortunate in being able to disregard * what people
paid for'; but Uiat he did so is a part of his

character.

His fun and drollery were more the result of

his high spirits than of any real turn for wit.

Unlike Beethoven, he rarely indulges in plays on
words, and his best efforts in that direction are

the elaborately illustrated programmes and jetix

cCesprit which are preserved in the albums of
some of his friends, and in which caricatures,

1 L. Julj 14. 1836, aad in tqmxxj oihen. a L. Oct. 4. 1837.
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verses, puns, and jokes, are mixed up in a very
droll fashion. There is much humour in some of
his scherzos, but especially in the funeral march
for Pyramus and Thisbe in the M.N.D. pieces,
one of the most comical things in all music. It
is much to be regretted that he has left no other
specimenof his remarkable power in this direction.

Probably he indulged in a good deal of such fun
which has not been preserved, since both he
'and his sister refer to that march as a specimen
of a style in which he often extemporised. In
mimicry he was great, not only in music but
in takkig off speech and manner. The most
humorous passage that I have met with in his
letters is still in MS.—* Dass jenseits auch Musik
gemacht werden konne, das glauben Sie ja, und
haben mirs oft gesagt. Dann wirds wohl kein
schlechtes Instrument geben, wie bei CJeyer, und
keine dumme Flote pustet da, und keihe Posaune
schleppt nach, und nirgends fehlt es, und wankt
es, und eilt es, das glaul>e ich wohl.' *

No musician—unless perhaps it were Lionardo
da Vinci, and he was only a musician in a limited
sense—certainly no great composer, ever had so
many pursuits as Mendelssohn. Mozart drew,
and wrote capital letters, Berlioz and Weber also
both wrote good letters, Beethoven was a great
walker and intense lover ofnature, (^erubini was
a botanist and a passionate card-player, but none
of them approach Mendelssohn in the number and
variety of his occupations. Both billiards and
chess he played with ardour to the end of his
life, and in both he excelled. When a lad he
was devoted to gymnastics; later on he rode
much, swam more, and danced whenever he had
the opportunity. Cards and skating were almost
the only diversions he did not care for. But
then these were diversions. There were two pur-
suits which almost deserve to rank as work

—

drawing and letter-writing. Drawing with him
was more like a professional avocation than an
amusement. The quantity of his sketches and
drawings preserved is very large. Thev begin
with the Swiss journey in 1822, on which he
took 27 large ones, all very carefully finished,

and all dated, sometimes two in one day. The
Scotch and Italian tours are both fully illustrated,

and so they go on year by year till his last

journey into Switzerland in 1847, of which, as
already said, 14 large highly finished water-colour
drawings remain, besides slighter sketches. At
first they are rude and childish, though with each
successive setthe improvement is perceptible. But
even with the earliest ones there is no mistaking
that the drawing was a serious business. The
subjects are not what are called * bits,' but are
usually large comprehensive views, and it is im-
possible to doubt that the child threw his whole
mind into it, did his very best, and shirked
nothing. He already felt the force of the motto
which fronted his conductor's chair in the

tF.M.m. 64,51.
i ' That there mtj be music fn the neit Trorid 1 know yon believe

for you have often told me so ; but there will certainly be no bad
pianos there like Geyer's, no stupid puffing flutes, no dragging
trombones, no stopping, or wavering, or hurrying—of that I am quite
sure.' MS. letter.
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GewandhauB—'Res severa est veroin gaudimn.'
Every little cottage or gate is put in with as

much care as the main features. Every tree has
its character. Everything stands well on its legs,

and the whole has that architectonic style which
is so characteristic of his music.

Next to his drawing should be placed his

correspondence, and this is even more remarkable.

During the last years of his life there can have
been but few eminent men in Europe who wrote
more letters than he did. Many even who take

no interest is music are fiunHiar with the nature

of his letters—the happy mixture of seriousness,

fan, and affection, the life-like descriptions, the

happy hits> the naivete which no baldness of

tran^tion can extinguish, the wise coimsels,

the practical views, the delight in the successes

of his firicQds, the self-abnegation, the bursts of

wrath atanything mean ornasty»We allremember,
too, the length to which they rtm. Taking the

printed volumes, and comparing the letters with
those of Scott or Arnold, they are on the average

very considerably longer than either. But the

published letters bear only a small proportion to

those still in ^MS. In fact the abundance of

nmterial for the biographer of Mendelssohn is

quite bewildering. That however is not the

point. The remarkable fact is that so many let-

ters of such length and such intrinsic excellence

should have been written hy a man who was all

the time engaged in axk engrossing occupation,

producing great quantities of music, conducting,

arranging, and otherwise occupied in a profession

which more than any demands the surrender of

the entire man. For these letters are no hurried

productions, but are distinguished, like the draw-
ings, for the neatness and finish which pervade
them. An autograph letter of Mendelssohn's is

a work of art ; the lines are all straight and
close, the letters perfectly and elegantly formed,

with a peculiar luxuriance of tails, and an
iil^ble word can hardly be found. To the fold-

ing and the sealing everything is perfect. It

seems impossible that this can> have been done
quickly. It must have absorbed an enormous
deal of time. While speaking of his correspond-

ence, we may mention the neatness and order
with which he registered and kept everything.

The 44 volumes of MS. music, in which he did
for hiniself what Mozart's father so carefully did
for his son, have been mentioned. But it is not
generally known that he preserved all letters that
he received, and stuck them with his own hands
into books. 27 large '' thick green volumes exist,

containing apparently all the letters and memor-
andums, business and private, which he received
from Oct. 29, 1821, to Oct. 29, 1847, together
with the drafts of his Oratorio books, and of the
long official communications which, during his
latter life, cost him so many unprofitable hours.
He seems to have found time for everything.
Hiller ' tells us how during a very busy season he

> lo ttM luuidi of hb femtlr. of SchlHiiltz. Mn. MoKhelet. Bchn-
bring. P. Dftvld. Mme. OoldKhmidt. Mmo. PreusMr. Mr. Euler of
I>asaeldorf. the Stomdsle BenoetU. Mr. Svtoria. and othen.

2 Id the handM of Mn. W«cb (UU M.-B.>. Two others Mem to be"""
» H. 167.
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revised and copied out the libretto of his oratorio

for him. One of his dearest Leipzig friends has
a complete copy of the full score of Antigone,
including the whole of the words of the melodrama,
written for her with his own hand ; a perfect

piece of caligraphy, without spot or erasure!

and the family archives contain a long minute
list of the contents of all the cupboards in the
house, filling several pages of foolscap, in his usual
neat writing, and made about the year 1842.
We read of Mr. Dickens * that * m> matter was
considered too trivial to claim his care and
attention. He would take as much pains about
the hanging of a picture, the choosing of furniture,

the superintending of any little improvement in

the house, as he would about the more serious

business of his life ; thus carrying out to the very
letter his favourite motto that What is worth
doing at'aU is worth doing well.* No words
could better describe the side of Mendelssohn's
character to which we are alluding, nor could any
motto more emphatically express Uie principle on
which he acted throughout life in all his work.
Hiataste and eflSciency in suchminor matters are

well shown in the albums which he made for his

wife,^ beautiful specimens ofarrangement, the most
charming things in which are the drawings and
pieces of music from his own hands. His private

account-books and diaries are kept with the same
quaint neatness. If he had a word to alter in a
letter, it was done with a grace which turned the
blemish into a beauty. 'Die same care came out
in everything—inmaking out the programmes for

the Gewandhaus concerts, where he wouldarrange
and re-arrange the pieces to suit some inner idea
of symmetry or order ; or in settling his sets of
songs for publication as to the succession of keys,

connection or contrast of words, etc. In fact he
had a passion for neatness, and a repugnance to

anything clumsy. Possibly this may have been
one reason why he appears so rarely to have
sketched his music. He made it in his head,
and had settled the minutest points there

befooe he put it on paper, thus avoiding the litter

and disorder of a sketch. Connected with this

neatness is a certain quaintness in his proceed-

ings which perhaps strikes an Englishman more
forcibly than it would a German. He used the

old-fashioned C clef for the treble voices in

his scores to the last; the long flourish with
which he ornaments the double bar at the end of
a piece never varied. A score ofHaydn's Military

Symphony which he wrote for his wife bears the

words 'Possessor C^cile.* In writing to Mrs.
Moscheles of her little girls, whose singing had
pleased him, he begs to be remembered to the
' drei kleine Diskantisten.* A note to David,
sent by a child, is inscribed ' Kinderpost,* and
so on. Certain French words occur over and
over again, and are evidently favourites. Such
are plaisir and trouble^ A propoa, en gros, and
others. The word hiibsch, answering to our
' nice,* was a special ^ favourite, and nett was one
of his highest conmiendations.

But to return for a moment to his engrossing

4 rrefaoe to hia Letten. 1979. b Hog. u. 16S.
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pursuits. Add to those just mentioned the many
concerts, to be arranged, rehearsed, conducted ;

the firequent negotiations attending on Berlin;

the long official protocols; the hospitality and
genial intercourse, where he was equally excellent

as host or as guest ; the claims of his family ; the

long holidays, real holidays, spent in travelling,

and not, like Beethoven's, devoted to composi-

tion—and we may almost be pardoned for won-
dering how he can have found time to write any
music at all. But on the contrary, with him all

this business does not apf>ear to have militated

against composition in the slightest degree. It

often drove him almost to distraction ; it prob-

ably shortened his life ; but it never seems to have
prevented his doing whatever music came before

liim, either spontaneously or at the call of his two
posts at Berlin and Dresden. He composed
Antigone in a fortnight, he resisted writing

the music to Ruy Bias, he grumbled over the

long chorale fqr the thousandth anniversary of

the German Empire, and over the overture to

Athalie, in the midst of his London pleasures ;

but still he did them, and in the cases of Antigone
and the two overtures it is difficult to see how
he could have done them better. He was never

driven into a comer.
The power by which he got through all this

labour, so muoh of it self- imposed, was the

power of order and concentration, the practical

business habit of doing one thing ^t ^a time,

and doing it well. This no doubt was the

talent which his father recognised in him so

strongly -as to make him doubt whether business

was not his real vocation. It was this which
made him ' sympathise with Schiller in his power
of 'supplying' great tragedies as they were
wanted. In one way his will was weak, for he
always found it hard to say No ; but having ac-

cepted the task it became a duty, and towards duty
his will was the iron will -of a man of business.

Such a gift is vouchsafed to very few artists. Han-
del possessed it in some degree ; but with that one

exception Mendelssohn seems to stand alone.

Of his method of composing, Uttle or nothing is

known. He appears to have made few sketches,

and to have arranged his music in his head at

first, much as Mozart did. Probably this arose

from his early training under Zelter, for the vol-

umes for 1821, 2, 3, of the MS. series now in the

Berlin Library appear to contain his first drafts,

and rarely show any corrections, and what there

are are not so much sketches as erasures and sub-

stitutions. Devrient and Schubring tell of their

having seen him composing a score bar by bar

from top to bottom ; but this was probably only

an experiment or tour de force. The fragment of

the first movement of a symphony which is given
on p. 305, is a good average example of the shape
in which his ideas first came on to the paper.

Alterations in a work' after it was completed
are quite another thing, and in these he was
lavish. He complains of his not discovering the

necessity for them till 'post ftdum. We have
seen instances of this in the Walpuigisnight, St.

1 L. Aug. 83 1£S1. aL.Dcc0kU48.
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Paul, the Lobgesang, Elijah, and some of the
Concert-overtures. Another instance is ^e
Italian Symphony, which he retained in MS. for

14 years, till his death, with the intention of
altering and improving the Finale. Another,
equally to the point, is the D minor Trio, of
which there are two editions in actual circula-

tion, containing several important and extensive
' differences. This is oanying fastidiousness even
furthw than Beethoven, whose alterations were
endless, but ceased with publication. The auto-
graphs of many of Mendelssohn*s pieces are dated
years before they were printed, and in most, if

not all, cases, they received material alterations

before being issued.

Of his pianoforte playing in his earlier days
we have already spoken. What it was in his
great time, at such displays as his performances
in London at the Philharmonic in 1842, 44, and
47; at Emst*s Concert in 1844, in the Bach
Concerto with Moscheles and Ilialberg ; at the
British Musicians* mating in 1644; and the
British Quartet Society in 1-847 ! At the Leipzig
Concerts on the ocoasion already mentioned in

1836; at Miss Lind*s Concert Dec. 5, 1845,
or at many a private reunion at V. Novello*8

or the Hersleys', or the Moscheles* in London, or
the houses of his favourite friends in Leipzig,

Berlin, or Frankfort—there are still many re-

maining well -able to judge, and in whose minds
the impression survives as clear as ever. Of the
various recollections with which I have been fa-

voured, I cannot do better than give entire those
ofMadame Schumann, and Dr. Hiller. In reading
them it should be remembered that Mendelssc^n
was fond of speaking of himself as a player en
gro8, who did not claim (however great his right)

to be a virtuoso, and that there are instances of
his having infused to play to great virtuosi.

1
.

' My recollections of Mendelssohn's playing,'

says Madame Schumann, *are among ihe most
delightful things in my artistic Uie. it was to

me a shining ideal, ^1 of gemius and life,

united with technical perfection. He would some>
times take the tempi very quick, but never to

the prejudice of the music. It never occurred
to me to compare him with virtuosi. Of mere
effects of performance he knew nothing—he was
always the great musician, a&d ia hearing him
one forgot the player, and only revelled in the full

enjoyment of the music. He could carry one with
him in the most incredible nmnner, ana his play-

ing was alwaysstamped with beauty and nobility.

In his early days he had acquired perfection of

technique ; but latterly, as he often told me, he
hardly ever practised, and yet he surpassed every
one. I have heard him in Bach, and Beethoven,
and in his own compositions, and shall never
forgot the impression he made upon me.'

2. * Mendelssohn's playing,* says Dr. Hiller,
' was to him what flying is to a bird. No one
wonders why a lark flies, it is inconceivable

> The parts of the ' Hehrlden* Orerture »re not fai exnct aooordaiK«
with the score of 'Flngats HOhle.' The P.F. arraiigem«it of the

ILN.D. Overture published \n London U glreu In notes of haU tb*

Tftlue uf those iu the score, published after tt In Lelptlg.
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without that power. In the same way Mendela-

sohn played the piano because it was his

nature. He possessed great skill, certainty,

power, and rapidity of execution, a lovely full

tone—all in fact that a virtuoso could desire,

but these qualities were forgotten while he was
playing, and one almost overlooked even thuee

more spiritual gifts which we call fiie, invention,

soul, apprehension, etc When he sat down to

the instrument music streamed from him with

ftU the fullness of his inborn genius,—he was a
centaur, and his horse was the piane. What he
played, how he played it, and that he was the

player—all were equally rivetting, and it was
impossible to separate the execution, the music,

and the executant. This was absolutely the case

in his improvisations, so poetical, artistic, and
finished ; and almost as much so in his execution

of the music of Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, or

himself. Into those three masters he had grown,
and they had become his spiritual property. The
music of oth^ composers he knew, but could not

produce it as he did theirs. I do not think, for

instance, that his execution of Chopin was at. all

to be oonipared to his execution of the masters

just mentioned ; he did nut care particularly for

it, though when alone he.played everything good
with interest. In playing at sight his skUl and
rapidity of comprehension were astonishing, and
that not with P. F. music only, but with the most
complicated compositions. He never practised,

though he once told me that in his Leipzig time

he )uA played a shake (I think with the and
and 5rd fingers) several minutes every day for

some months, till he was perfect in it.*

' His staccato,' says Mr. Joachim, ' was the most
extraordinary thing possible for life and crispness.

In the Friihlingslied (Songs without Words, Bk.
v, No. 6) for instance, it was quite electric, and
though I have heard that song played by many
of the greatest pilfers, I never experienced the

name e&ct. His playing was extraerdinarily full

of fire, which could hardly be controlled, and yet

was controlled, and combined with the greatest

delicacy.' ' Though lightness of touch, and a de-

licious liquid peailiness of tone,* says 'another of

his pupils, * were prominent characteristics, yet his

power inforUa was inmiense. In the passage in

his Q minor Concerto where the whole orchestra

makes a ere$cendo the climax of which is a 6-4
chord on D, jplayed by the P.F. alone, it seemed
as if the btaid had quite enough to do to work
up to the chord hej>layed.' As an instance of the

fulness of his tone, the same gentleman mentions
the 5 bars of piano which begin Beethoven's
G major Concerto, and which, though he played
them perfectly softly, filled the whole room.

' His mechanism, says 'another of his Leipzig
pupils, 'was extremely subtle, and developed with
the lightest of wrists (never from the arm) ; he
thererore neyer strained the instrument or ham-
mered. His chord-playing was beautiful, and
based on a special theoiy of his own. His use
of the pedal was very sparing, clearly defined,

and therefore efieotive ; his phrasing beautifully
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1 Mr. W. 8. Boclutro. * Mr. Otto Goldsefamldt.

clear. The performances in which I derived the
most lasting impressions from him were the 3 a

Variations and last Sonata (Op. 11 1) of Bee-
thoven, in which latter the Variations of the final

movement came out more clearly in their struc-

ture and beauty than I have ever heard before

or since.' Of his playing of the 33 Variations,

Professor Macfarren remarks that ' to each one,

or each pair, where they go in pairs, he gave a
character different firom all the others. In play-

ing at sight from a MS. score he characterised

every incident by the peculiar tone by which he
represented the instrument for which it was
* written.' In describing his playing of the 9th
Symphony, Mr. Schleinitz testified to the same
singular power of representing the different in-

struments. A still stronger testimony is that of

Berlioz, who, speaking of the colour of the

Hebrides Overture, says that Mendelssohn * suc-

ceeded in giving him an accurate idea of it, such
is his extraordinary power of rendering the most
complicated scores * on the Piano.'

His adherence to his author's meaning, and
to the indications girven in the music, was ab-

solute. Strict time was one of his hobbies. He
alludes io it, with an eye to the sins of Hiller

and Chopin, in a letter of May 23, 1834, and
somewhere else speaks of 'nice strict tempo'
as something peculiarly pleasant. After intro-

ducing some rUardandos in conducting the In-

troduction to Beethoven's and Symphony, he
excused himself by saying ^ that ' one could not
always be good,' and -that he had felt the in-

clination too strongly to resist it. In playing,

however, he never Mmself interpolated a ritav"

dando, or 'suffered it in any one else. It espe-

cially enraged him when done at the end of a
song or other piece. 'Es steht nicht da!' he
would say; *if it were intended it would be
written in—they think it expression, but it is

sheer ^affectation.'^ But though in playing he
never varied the tempo when once taken, he did

not always take a movement at the same pace,

but changed it as his* mood was at the time.

We have seen in the case of Bach's A minor
Fugue (p. ^74) that he 'could on occasion intro-

duce an individual reading ; and his treatment

of the arpeggios in the Chromatic 'Fantasia

shows that, there at leasts he allowed himself

great latitude. Still, in imitating this it should

be remembered how 4;horoughly he knew these

great masters, and how perfect his sympathy
with them was. In conducting, as we have

just seen, he was more elastic, though even

there his variations would now be condemned as

moderate by some conductors. Before he con-

ducted at the Philharmonic it had been the

tradition in the Coda of the Overture to Egmont
to return to a piano after the crescendo ; but this

he would not suffer, and maintained the/or/4«-

iimo to the end—a practice now alwa3rs followed.

He very rarely played from book, and his

prodigious memory was also often shown in his

« See Dom, p.M8.
s Mr. Kellow Pye.
T MfB. Moscheles and Mr. Rockstro.

• Letter to Fauny. Nut. 14, IMOi

« ' Voyage maMcal,'
• Mr. voa BOlow.
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Budden recollection of out-of-the-way pieces.

Hiller has given two instances (pp. 28, 29). His
power of retaining things casually heard was also

shown in his extempore playing, where he would
recollect the themes of compositions which he
heard then and there for the first time, and
would combine them in the happiest manner.
An instance of this is mentioned by his ^ father,

in which, after Malibran had sung five songs

of different nations,, he was dragged to the piano,

and improvised upon them all. He himself

describes another occasion, a * field day' at

Baillot's, when he took three themes from the

Bach sonatas and worked them up to the delight

and astonishment of an audience * worth delight-

ing. At the matinee of the Society of British

Musicians in 1844, he took his themes from two
compositions by C. E. Horsley and Macfarren
which he had just heard, probably for the first

time—and other instances could be given.

His extemporising was however marked by
other traits than that of memoiy. 'It was,* says

Prof. Macfarren, * as fluent and as well planned
as a written work,*^ and the themes, whether
borrowed or invented, were not merely brought
together but contrapuntally worked. Instances

of this have been mentioned at Birmingham and
elsewhere. His tact in these things was pro-

digious. At the concert given by Jenny Lind
and himself on Dec. 5, 1845, he playeid two
Songs without words—Bk. vi, No. I, in Eb,
and Bk. v, No. 6s in A major, and he modulated
from the one key to the other by means of a
regularly constructed intermezzo, in which the
semiquavers of the first song merged into the
arpeggios of the second with the most consum-
mate art, and with magical 'efiect. But great

as were his public displays, it would seem that,

like Mozart, it was in the small circle of intimate

friends that his improvisation was most splendid

and happy. Those only who had the good for-

tune to find themselves (as rarely happened)
alone *with him at one of his Sunday afternoons

are perhaps aware of what he could really do in

this direction, and he ' never improvised better' or

pleased himselfmore than when tite A tMe with the
Queen and Prince Albert. A singular fact is men-
tioned by 'Hiller, which is confirmed by another
friend of his :—that in playing his own music he
did it with a certain reticence, as if not desiring

that the work would derive any advantage from
his execution. The explanation is very much in

consonance with his modesty, but whether correct

or not there is no reason to doubt the fact.

His immense early practice In counterpoint

nnder Zelter—like Mozart's imder his father

—

had given him so complete a command over all

the resources of coimterpoint, and such a habit

of looking at themes contrapuntally, that the
combinations just spoken of came more or less

naturally to him. In some of his youthful

compositions he brings his science into promi-

» F.M. !. 8T7. 3 L. 1. 80S,
> Recollections of Joachim and Bockstro.
« Dr. K\mgtH and St«rndale Bennett coca bad this good fortune, and

It wa» a thing nerer to be forgottai. « B. 1&
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nence, as in the Fugue in A (op. 7, no. 5) ; the
Finale of the Eb stringed Quartet (1823) ; the
original Minuet and Trio of the stringed Quintet
in A (op. 1 8), a double canon of great ingenuity ;

the Chorus in St. Paul, *But our God,' constructed
on the chorale ' Wir glauben all ' ; but with his
maturity he mostly drops such displays, and
Elijah, as is well known, 'contains no fugues/
In extemporising, however, it was at his fingers*

ends to the last. He was also fond of throwing
•ff ingenious canons, of which the following,
written on the moment for Joachim, March 11,

1844, is a good example.

Etude/or one Violint or Canon for Ueo Violins,

Of his organ-playing we have already spoken.
It shoidd be added that he settled his combinations
of stops before starting, and did not change them
in the course of the piece. He likewise steadily
' adhered to the plan on which he set out ; if he
started in 3 parts he continued in 3, and the same
with 4 or 5. He took extraordinary delight in the
organ ; some describe him as even more at home
there than on the P. F., though this must be taken
with caution. But it is certain that he loved it,

and was always greatly excited when playing it.

He was fond of playing the Viola, and on
more than one occasion took the first Viola part
of his own Octet in public. The Violin he
learned when young, but neglected it in later

kfe. He however played occasionally, and it was
amusing to see him bending over the desk, and
struggling with his part just as if he were a boy.
His practical knowledge of the instrument is

evident frt>m his violin music, in which there are
few difficulties which an ordinarily good player
cannot surmount. But this is characteristic of
the care and thoughtfulness of the man. As a
rule, in his scores he gives each instnunent the
passages which suit it. A few instances of the
reverse are quotedunderClarinet (vol. i. p. 3636),
but they are quite the exception. He appears
to have felt somewhat of the same natural dislike

to brass instruments that Mozart did. At any
rate in his early scores he uses them with great
'moderation, and somewhere maices the just

remark that the trombone is 'too sacred an
instrument* to be used freely.

The list of Mendelssohn^s works published up
to the present time (Jan. 1 880) comprises

—

5 Symphonies, including the Lobgesang.
6 Concert overtures ; an Overture for military

band.

« Mqs. World. Till. 102.

7 Neither of his three Concert orertnres, nor the Italian and ScolA
RTmphonlei. have tromboDes. As to St. PaiU. lee letter to Mr. HoibI^
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I Concerto for Violin and Orchestra ; a do. for

Pianoforte, and 3 shorter works for P. F. and
Orchestra.

1 Octet for Strings, a Quintets and 7 Quartets

for do., with fragments of an 8th ; 3 Quartets for

P.F. and strings, a Trios for the same, a Sonata
for the Violin and P. F. ; a Sonatas and a set of

Variations for Cello and P. F.

2 pieces for Piano, four hands ; 3 Sonatas for

Piano solo, i Fantasia for do. (' Scotch Sonata '),

16 Scherzos, Capriecios, etc. ; 8 books of Songs
without Words, 6 in each, and 2 separate similar

pieces
; 7 Characteristic pieces ; 6 pieces for

children
; 7 Preludes and Fugues ; ana 3 sets of

Variations.

For the organ, 6 Sonatas, and 3 Preludes and
Fugues.

2 Oratorios and fragments of a third.

I Hymn (Lauda Sion), 2 ditto for Solo, Chorus,

and Orchestra.

3 Motets for Female voices and Organ; 3
Church pieces for Solos, Chorus, and Organ.

5 Motets, Jubilate, Nunc Dimittis, Magnificat,

and 2 Kyries for voices onlj ; 2 ditto Men^s
TCHoes only ; a ditto Chorus and Orchestra.

8 Psalms for Solos, Chorus and Orchestra ; 6
' Spruche * for 8 voices.

I Opera, and portions of a second ; i Operetta

;

the Walpurgisnight.

Music to Midsummer Night's Dream, Athalie,

Antigone, and (Edipus.

a Festival Cantatas ; i Conoert-aria ; zo Duets
and 8 2 Songs for solo voice, with P.F. ; a8 Part

Songs for mixed voices, and 1 7 for men^s voices.

Of these a complete collected edition, edited by
Julius Rietz, has been published by Messrs.

Breitkopf & Hartel. The prospectus was issued

in July 1876, and the publication began with

1877. The various separate editions are too nu-
merous to be given here, but we may mention
that while these sheets are passing through the
press, a complete collection of the P.F. works
(solo and with orchestra) has been issued by
Messrs. Novello in one vol. of 518 pages.

Two editions of the Thematic Catalogue have
been published by Messrs. Breitkopf, the ist in

two parts, 1846 and 1853, the 2nd in 1873. A
third edition is very desirable, on the model ofthe

admirable catalogues of Beethoven and Schubert,

edited byMr.Nottebohm . The English publishers,

and the dates, should in eveiy case be given, since

their editions were often published simultane-

ously with those of the Grerman publishers, and
indeed in some cases are the original issues.

The few of Mendelssohn's very early works
which he published himself, or which have been
issued since his death, show in certain points the
traces of his predecessors—of Bach, Mozart, Bee-
thoven, and Weber. But this is only saying what
can be said of the early works of all composers,

including Beethoven himself. Mendelssohn is

not more but less amenable to this law of nature
than most of his compeers. The traces of Bach
are the most permanent, and they linger on in the
vocal works even as late as St. Paul. Indeed,
Bach may be tracked still later in the solid con-
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struction and architectonic arrangement of the
choruses, even of the Lobgesang, the grand
Psalms, the Walpurgisnight, and Elijah, works
in all respects emphatic^ly Mendelssohn's own,
not less than in the religious feeling, the imion
of noble eentiment with tender expression, and
the utter absence of commonness or vulgarity

which pervade all Ms music alike.

In the instrumental works, however, the year
1826 broke the spell of all external influence,

and the Octet, the Quintet in A, and above all

the M.N.D. Overture, launched him upon the
world at 17 as a thoroughly original composer.
The Concert-overtures, the a great Symphonies,
the two P. F. Concertos, and the Violm Con-
certo, fully maintain this orginality, and in

thought, style, phrase, and clearness of expression,

no less than in their symmetrical structure and
exquisite orchestration, are eminently independent
and individual works. The advance between
the Symphony in C minor (1834), which we
caU * No. I,* thouflth it is really • No XIII,* and
the Italian Symphony (Rome, 1831) is inmiense.

The former is laid out quite on the Mozart plan,

and the working throughout recalls the old

world. But the latter has no model. The
melodies .and the treatment are Mendelssohn^s
alone, and while in gaiety and freshness it is

quite unrivalled, it is not too much to say that

the slow movement is as great a novelty as that

of Beethoven's Concerto in G major. The Scotch

Symphony is as original as the Italian, and on
a much larger and grander scale. The opening
Andante, the Scherzo, and the Finale are es-

pecially splendid and individual. The Concert-

overtures are in all essential respects as original as

if Beethoven had not preceded them by writing

Ooriolan—as true a representative of his genius

as the Hebrides is of Mendelssohn's, l^t to

the Midsummer Night's Dream, which brought
the fairies into the orchestra and fixed them there,

and which will always remain a monument of

the fresh feeling of youth ; the Hebrides with its

intensely sombre and melancholy sentiment, and
the Melusina with its passionate pathos, have no
predecessors in sentiment, treatment, or orches-

tration. Buv Bias is as brilliant and as full of

fire as the otners are of sentiment, and does not

fall a step behind them for individuality.

In these works there is little attempt at any
modification of the established forms. Innova-
tion was not Mendelssohn's habit of mind, and
he rarely attempts it. The Scotch Symphony is

directed to be played through without pause,

and it has an extra movement in form of a long

Coda, which appears to be a novelty in pieces in

this class. There are unimportant variations in

the form of the concertos, chiefly in the direc-

tion of compression. But with Mendelssohn, no
more than with Schubert, do these things force

themselves on the attention. He has so much
to say, and says it so well, the music is so good

and so agreeable, that it never occurs to the

hearer to enquire if he has altered the external

proportions of his discourse.

His Scherzos are still more peculiarly his own
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offapring, and really have eo prototypea. That in

a movement bearing the same name as one of

Beethoven's most individual creations, and oc-

cupying the same place in the piece, he should

have been able to strike out so entirely different

a path as he did, is a wonderful tribute to his

originality. Not less remarkable is the variety

of the many Scherzos he has left. They are

written for orchestra and chamber, concerted

and solo alike, in double and triple time indiffer-

ently ; they have no fixed rhythm, and notwith-

standing a strong family likeness^—the impress of

the gay and delicate mind of their composer—are

all Independent of each other. In his orchestral

works Mendelssohii*s scoring is remarkable not

more for its grace and beautiful effect than for

its clearness and practical efficiency. It gives

the Conductor no difficulty. What the composer

wishes to express comes out naturally, and, as

already remarked, each instrument has with rare

exceptions the passages most suitable to it.

Mendelssolms love of * Programme' is obvious

throughout the foregoing works. The exquisite

imitation of Goethe's picture in the Scherzo of the

Octet (p. 358 &) is the earliest instance of it; the

Overture founded on his Calm sea and Prosper-

ous voyag»^ is another ; and as we advice each

Overture and each Symphony has its title. He
once said, in ^conversation with F. Schneider

on the subject, that since Beethoven had taken

the st^ he did in the Pastoral Symphony,
every oua was at liberty to follow. But the

way in which ha resented Schmuum's attempt

to discover 'red coral, sea monsters, magic cas-

tles and ocean caves' in his Melusina ^Overture

shows that his view of Programme was a broad

one, that he did not intend to depict scenes or

events, but held fast by Beethoven's canon,

that such music should be 'more expression

of emotion than painting*

—

mehr Ausdruck der

Empjindung als malerei. Thus he quotes the

first few haja o£ the Hebrides Overture (see

p. 364 a) not as his recollection of the sound of

the winds and the waves, but 'to show how extra-

ordinarily Fingal's cave had affected him *

—

vne

sdtsam mir atrf den Hebriden zu Muthe gevoorden

iet. True, in the M. N.D. Overture we are said to

hear the bray of Bottom in* the low G of the

Ophicleide; and in the three North Wales
caprices (op. 16) we are told of even more minute
touches of imitation (see p. 2646); but these, if

not imaginary, are at.best hut jeux £esprit.

Connected with this tendency to programme is

a curious point, namely, his belief in the absolute

and obvious * meaning of music. 'Notes,' 'says

he, ' have as definite a meaning as words, perhaps

even a more definite one,* and he devote a whole
letter to reiterating thnt music is not too indefi-

nite to be put into words, but too definite ; that

words are susceptible of a variety of meanings,

while music has only ^ one. This is not the place

1 Schubring, 374 h, note.
1 L. Jan. 90, 1893. The refermce ii to aa article in the N.M.Z.

When asked what be meant bj this overture be once replied 'Hm,
une mesalliance*.'

s L. Oenoa. July Iffll.

< L. Oct. ift, 1842, to Souobaj ; and compare that to Fraa ton
Perdra, Uenoa, July VSSL
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to discuss so strange a doctrine, which, though
true to him, is certainly not true to the majority
of men, and which obviously rests on the precise

force of the word 'to mean* (AetMfn); but it is

necessary to call attention to it en passant^
His great works in chamber music are on a par

with those for the orchestra. The Octet, the
Quintets, and the 6 Quartets are thoroughly indi-

vidual and interesting, nothing far-fetched, no
striving after effect, no emptiness, no padding,
but plenty of matter given in a manner at once
firesh and varied. Every bar is his own, and
every bar is well said. The accusation which is

sometimes brought against them, that they are
more fitted for the orchestra than the chamber is

probably to some extent well-founded. Indeed
Mendelssohn virtually anticipates the charge in his

preface to the parts of the Octet, which he desires

may be played in a symphonic style ; and in that
noble piece, as well as in parts of the Quintet in
Bb,. and of the Quartets in D and F minor, many
players have felt that the composer has placed
his work in too small a frame, that the proper
balance cannot always be maintained between
the leading violin and the other instruments, and
that to produce all the effect of the composer's
ideas they should be heard in an orchestra of
strings rather than in a quartet of solo instru-

ments. On the other hand, the P.F. Quartet in
B minor and the two P.F. Trios in D minor and
C minor have been criticised, probably with some
justice, as not sufficiently concertante, that is as
giving too prominent a part to the Piano. Such
criticism'may detract from the pieces in a techni-

cal respect, but it Ibaves the ideas and sentiments
of the music, the nobility of the style, and the
clearness of the structure, untouched.

His additions to the technique of the Pianoforte

are not important. Hiller * tells a story which
shows that Mendelssohn cared little for the rich

passages of the modem school ; his own were
quite sufficient for him. But this is consistent

with what we have just said. It was the music
ofwhich he thought, and as long as that expressed

his feelings it satisfied him, and he was indifferent

to the special form into which it was thrown.
Of his Pianoforte works the most remarkable is

the set of 1 7 Serious Variations ; but the Fantasia
in F| minor (op. 28), the 3 great Capriccios (op.

33), the Preludes and Fugues, and several of the

smaller pieces, are splendid works too well known
to need further mention. The Songs without
Words stand by themselves, and are especially

interesting to Englishmen on account of their

very great popularity in this country. Men-
delssohn's orchestral and chamber works are

greatly played and much enjoyed here, but it

is to his Oratorios, Songs, Songs without Words,
and Part-songs, that he owes his firm hold on
the mass of the English people. It was some
time (see 1 35 a) before the Songs without Words
reached the public ; but when once they became

» Mrs. Austin OPnuer't Kag., April 1848) relates that he Mid to h«^r

on oneoccajilon ' I am going to play something of Beethoven's.-but you
mufit tell them what It is about ; what is the use of music if people do.

not know what it means ?
' She might surely bare replied, ' What

then, Is the UM of the imaglnatlou?' • H. IM. U&
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known, the taste for them quiokly Bpread, and
probably no pieces ever were so much and so per-

manently beloved in the country. The piece, like

the name, is virtually his own invention. Not
a few of Beethoven's movements—such as the

Adagio to the Senate path^tique, or the Minuet
to op. I o, no. 3—might be classed as songs with-

out words, and so might Field's Nocturnes ; but
the former of thfise are portions of larger works,

not easily separable,, and the latter were little

known ; and neither of them possess that grace

and finish, that intimate charm, and above all

that domestic character, which have ensured the

success of Mendelssohn's Songs without Words
in many an English family. They soon became
identified with his name as it gsew more and
more £uniliar in England ; some of them were
composed here, others had names or stories at-

tached to their ^ origin : there was a piquancy
about the very title—and all helped their popu-

larity. His own feeling towards them was by
no means so indulgent. It is perhaps impossible

for a composer to be quite impartial towards

pieces which make him sa very popidar, but he
distinctly says, after the issue of Book 3, 'that he
^(loes not mean- to widte any more at that time,

and that if such animalculce are multiplied too

much no one will care for them,* etc» It is

difficult to believe that so stem a critic of his

own productions should not have felt the weak-
ness of some of them, and the strong mannerism
which, with a few remarkable exceptions, per-

vades the whole collection. We should not

forget, too, that he is not answerable for the last

two books, which were published after his death,

without the great alterations which he habitually

made before publication. One drawback to the

excessive popularity of the Songs without Words
is, not that they exist—for we might as well

quarrel with Croethe for the ' Wandrers Nacht-
lied' or the 'Heidenroslein'—nor yet the num-
ber of imitations they produced, but that in the

minds of thousands these gracefid trifles, many
of which were thrown off at a single sitting, are

indiacrimlBately accepted as the most character-

i^ repcesentatives of the genius of the com-
poser of the Violin Concerto and the Hebrides
Overture.

L ' His Songs may be said to have introduced
' the German Lied to England, and to haVe led

the way for the deeper strains ofSohumann, Schu-
bert, «Bd Brahms, in English houses and concert-

rooms. No doubt the songs of those composers
do touch lower depths of the heart than Mendels-
sohn's do, but the clearness and directness of his

music,, the spontaneity- of his melody,, and a
certain pure charm pervading the whole, have
given a place with the great public to some of
his songs, sudi as * On song's bright pinions,'

which they will probably retain for a long time
to come. Others, suoh as the Naohtlied, the

) Sodi M th« well-knoirn oiw In A. whlob, thongh In Ottnttaf
koown M FrftbUngBllfed. wma In EnsUnd for a long time oallnd
' CtmbBfweU On«n.' tuna the fact of Its havlnr been eomposcid on
benaark Htll. The Duet (Bk. iU. no. 6> wu (or long believed to n-
pnMBt ft coovenatloD between tb« cvmpoter and his wife.
< Utter. March 4, 1S9».
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Volkslied ('Es ist bestimmt'), and the Schilflied

are deeply pathetic ; others, as the Lieblings-

platzchen, are at the same time extremelyoriginal

;

others, as ' O Jugend,' the Jagdgesang, and the
* Diese Rosen,* the soul of gaiety. He was very
fastidious in his choice of words, and often marks
his sense of the climax by varying the last stanza

in accompaniment or otherwise, a practice which
he was perhaps ^e first to adopt. One of his

last commissions to his friend Professor Graves,
before leaving Interlaken in 1 847, was to select

words from the English poets for him to set.

His Part-songs gave the majority of English
amateurs a sudden and delightful introduction to

a class of music which had long existed for Ger-
mans, but which till about 1840 was as much
imknown here as our glees still are in Germany.
Many can still recollect the utterly new and
strange feeling which was then awakened in

their minds by the new spirit, the delicacy, the

pure stvle, the delicious harmonies, of these

enchantmg little comjpositions

!

Ever since Handel s time. Oratorios have been
the favourite public music here. Mendelssohn's
works of this class, St. Paul, Elijah, the Lobgeeang,
soon became well known. They did not come as

strangers, but as the younger brothers of the Mes-
siah and Judas MaccabsBus, and we liked them at

once. Nor only liked them, ; we were proud of
them, as having been produced or very early per-

formed in England; they appealed to our national
love for the Bible, and there is no doubt that to

them is largely owing the position next to Handel
which Mendelssohn occupies in England. Elijah

at once took its place, and it is now almost, if

not quite, on a level with the Messiah in public

favour. Apart firom the intrinsic qualities of the
music of his large vocal works, the melody, clear-

ness, spirit, and symmetry which they exhibit,

in common-with lus instrumental compositions

;

there is one thing which remarkably distinguishes

them, and in which they are far in advance of

their predecessors—a simple and direct attempt
to set the subject forth as it was, to think firat

of the story and next of the music which depicted

it. It is the same thing that we fOTmerly at-

tempted to bring out in Beethoven's case, ' the
thoughts and emotions are the first thing,

and the forms of expression are second and
subordinate ' (vol. i. 203 h). We may call this
* dramatic,' inasmuch as the books of oratorios

are more or less dramas; and Mendelssohn's
letters to Schubring in reference to EUjab, his

demand for more ' questions and answers, replies

and rejoinders, sudden interruptions*' etc., show
how thin was the line which in his opinion divided

the platform fipom the stage, and how keenly he
wished the personages of his oratorios to be alive

and acting, ' notmere musical images, but inhabit-

ants of a definite active * world.' But yet it was
not so much dramatic in any conscious sense as a
desire to set things forth as they were. Haupt-
mann has * stated this well with regard to the

three noble Psalms (op. 78), ' Judge me, O God,'
* Why rage fiercely the heathen?' and * My God,

a L. KoT. S^ Dec. «. 1838. « Baupt It. loa.
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why hast thoa fortoken me?' He says that it is

not so much any musical or technical ability

that places them so far above other similar com-
positions of our time, as the fact that Mendelssohn
has 'just put the Psalm itself before him; not

Bach, or Handel, or Palestrina, or any other style

or composer, but the words of the Psalmist ; and
the result is not anything that can be classed as

new or old, but the Psalm itself in thoroughly

fine musical efiect ; the music not pretending to

be scientific, or anything on its own account,

but just throwing life and feeling into the dry

words.* Any one who knows these psalms wiU
recognise the truth of this description. It is

almost more true in reference to the 1 14th Psalm,
* When Israel out of Egypt came.* The Jewish
blood of Mendelssohn must surely for once have
beat fiercely over this picture ofthe great triumph
of his forefathers, and it is only the plain truth

to say that in directness and force his music
is a perfect match for the splendid words of the

unknown Psalmist. It is true of his oratorios also,

but they have other great qualities as well. St.

Paul with all its great beauties is an early work,

the book of which, or rather perhaps the nature

of the subject, does not wholly lend itself to forci-

ble treatment, and it is an open question whether
it can fully vie with either the Lobgesang or

Athalie, or still more Elijah. These splendid

compositions have that air of distinction which
stamps a great work in evenr art, and which
a great master alone can con^r. As instances

of this, take the scene of the Watchman and
the concluding Chorus in the Lobgesang—*Ye
nations*; or in Eliji^ the two double Quartets;

the Arioso, *Woe unto them,' which might be
the wail of a pitying archangel ; the Choruses,
' Thanks be to God,' ' Be not afraid,* ' He watch-

ing over,* • The Lord passed by ' ; the great piece

of declamation for soprano which opens the

second part; the unaccompanied trio 'Lift thine

eyes,* the tenor air 'Then shall the righteous.*

These are not only fine as music, but are ani-

mated by that lofty and truly dramatic charac-

ter which makes one forget the vehicle, and
live only in the noble sentiment of the scene as

it passes.
' Lauda Sion,' though owing to circumstances

less known, has the same great qualities, and is a
worthy setting of the truly inspired hymn in which
St. Thomas Aquinas was enabled to rise so high
above the metaphysical subtleties of his day.

This piece of Roman Catholic music—Mendels-
sohn's only important one—shows what he might
have done had he written a Mass, as he ' once

threatened to do. It would have been 'written

with a constant recollection of its sacred purpose*

;

and remembering how solemn a thing religion

was to him, and how much he was affected by fine

words, we may well regret that he did not accom-
plish the suggestion.

Antigone and (Edipus, owing to the remote-
ness of the dramas, both in subject and treatment,

necessarily address themselves to a limited audi-

ence, though to that audience they will always be
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profoundly interesting, not only for the lofty cha-

racter ofthe music, but for the able and thoroughly
natural manner in which Mendelssohn carried out

a task full of difficulties and oftemptations to ab-

surdity, by simply 'creating music for the choruses

in the good and scientific style ofthe present day,

to express and animate their ' meaning.*

The Midsunmier Night's Dream music is a per-

fect illustration of Shakspeare*s romantic play,

and will be loved as long as beauty, sentiment,

humour, and exquisite workmanship are honoured
in the worid.

How far Mendelssohn would have succeeded

with an opera, had he met with a libretto entirely

to his mind—which that of Loreley was not

—

it is difficult to say. Fastidious he certainly was,

though hardly mors so than Beethoven (see vol. i.

p. 196 6), and probably for much the same reasons.

Times had changed since the lively intrigues and
thinly*veiled immoralities of Da Ponte were suf-

ficient to animate the pen of the divine Mozart

;

and the secret of the fastidiousness of Beethoven
and Mendelssohn was that they wanted librettists

of their own lofty level in genius and morality,

a want in which they were many generations too

early. Opera will not take its proper place in

the world till subjects shall be found of modem
times, with which every one can sympathise,

treated by the poet, before they come into the

hands of Uie composer, in a thoroughly pure, lofty,

and inspiriting manner.
Camacho is too juvenile a composition, on too

poor a libretto, to enable any inference to be
drawn from it as to Mebdels8ohn*s competence
for the stage. But, judging from the dramatic
power present in his other works, from the stage-

instinct displayed in the M.N.D. music, and
still more from the very successful treatment of

the Finale to the first Act of Loreley—^the only
part of the book which he is said really to have
cared for—^we may anticipate that his opera,

when he had found the book he liked, would have
been a very fine work. At any rate we may be
certain that of all its critics he would have been
the most severe, and that he would not have suf-

fered it to be put on the stage till he was quite

satisfied with his treatment.

We must now dose this long and yet imperfect

attempt to set Mendelssohn forth as he was.
Few instances can be found in history of a man
so amply gifted with every good quality of mind
and heart ; so carefully brought up amongst good
influences ; endowed with every circumstance
that would make him happy ; and so thoroughly
fulfilling his mission. Never perhaps oould any
man be found in whose life tnere were so few
things to conceal and to regret.

Is there any drawback to this? or, in other

words, does l]ds music suffer at all from what
he calls his 'habitual cheerfulness*? It seems
as if there was a drawback, and that arising

more or less directly from those very points

which we have named as his best characteristics

—his happy healthy heart, his single mind, his

9 Letter. March 12, IMS.
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un&iling good spirits, his simple trust in God,

his unatfected directness of purpose.* It is not

that he had not genius. The great works
enumerated prove that he had it in large mea-

sure. No man could have called up the new
emotions of the 31.N.D. Overture, the won-

derful pictures of the Hebrides, or the pathetic

diiitress of the lovely Melusina, without genius

of ihe highest order. But his genius had not

been subjected to those fiery trials which seem

necessary to ensure its abiding possession of the

depths of the human heart. ' My music,* says

Schubert, ' is the product of my genius and my
misery; and that which I have written in my
greatest distress is that which the world seems to

like best.* Now Mendelssohn was never more than
temporarily unhappy. He did not know distress

as he knew happiness. Perhaps there was even

something in the constitution of his mind which

forbad his harbouring it. or being permanently

affected by it. He was so practical, that as a

matter of duty he would have thrown it off.

In this as in most other things he was always

MENDELSSOHN. 805

under control. At any rate be was never tried

by poverty, of disappointment, or ill health, or
a morbid temper, or neglect, or the perfidy of
friends, or any of the other great ills which
crowded so thickly around Beethoven, Schubert,
or Schumann. Who can wish that he had been ?

that that bright, pure, aspiring spirit should
have been dulled by distress or torn with agony ?

It might have lent a deeper undertone to his

Songs, or have enabled his Adagios to draw
tears where now they only give a saddene<l

pleasure. But let us take the man as we have
him. Surely there is enough of conflict and
violence in life and in art. When we want
to be made unhappy we can turn to others.

It is well in these agitated modem days to be
able to point to one perfectly balanced nature,

in whose life, whose letters, ami whose music
alike, all is at once manly and refined, clever

and pure, brilliant and solid. For the enjoy-

ment of such shining heights of goodness we
may well forego for once the depths of misery
and sorrow.

The following opening of the first movement of a symphony was found among the loose papers of

Mendelsitohn belonging to his daughter, Mrs. Victor Benecke, and is here printed by her kind permis-

sion. The MS. is in full score, and has been compressed for this occasion by Mr. Franklin Taylor,

so as accurately to represent the scoring of the originaL No clue to its date has yet been discovered.

Sinfonia, H.D.m»
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List of Mendel«»8olin'8 published works, from

the Thematic Catalogue (B. & H. 1873). with the

addition of the dates of compoeition, when dis-

coverable, and the names of the Dedicatees.

Tne dates have been obtained in most cases from

the autographs, and occasionally from letters or

other sources. The autographs are distinguished

from the author's own copies by having the initials

H.D.m. or L.v.g.G. at the top.

L WITH OPyS-SUMBKB.
Op.l. Quartet, F.F. and Strings. I Noth; 8. Are Maria (k 8): S.

No. 1 (C min.) I Beffmn, Seche- Mitten wir (k 8).

ron, Sept. 20. IHM : ended. Berlin.

Oct. 18, Vna. I Ded. Antoo, Count
Badxlwlll.

2. Do., do. No. 2 (F mIn.). I Not.»

;

Not. so : Dec 3, UflS. I Ded.

Prof. Zelter.

8. Do., dOn No. 3 (B mIn.). I Oct. 7.

ixai: Jan. S. 1H25; at 0«kI, Jan.

W. 1W5. 1 Ded. Goethe.

4. Sonata. P.F. and V. (F mln.). I

Ded. B. Ritt.

B. Capricclo. P.F. (FJ minor). I

Berlin, Juljr 33. 1S23.

6. Sonata. PJ. (B). I Berlin. March

23.1826.

7. Seren Characteristic (

PJ. I Ded. Ludwig Berger.

8. IS Songs (No. 12 Duet). Voice

and P.F. Parts 1 and 2--N3.
No9. 2, 3. 12 by Fanny M.-B.

9. 12 Song*. Voice and P. F.

(Fart 1. The Youth ; Part 2. The
M%lden). 1 No. 3. Berlin. April 8.

l><29(?).-Nos. 7. 10. 12, by Fanny

M.-B.

10. The WeWIng of Camacho
((Jomic Opera In 2 acts). I At

end. Aug. 10, 1H2&

11. Symphony. Orch.. No. 1 (C

minor). I
' Slnfonla XIIl In c.'

March 3. 1W4 ; March 9. 1824

:

March 31. 1»H. I Ded. Philhar-

monic Society of London.

12. Quartet, Strings. No. 1 (Eb).

London. Sept. 14. D®.
IS. Quartet. Strings. No. 2 (A). I

' Quartetto per 2 Vlollnl. Vlole. e

Violoncello, sopra U tema

Beriln. 27 Oct.. 1*^.*

14. Rondo capriccloso. P.F. (I). I

Finale dated 26 Oct.

15. Fantasle. P. F. (K). On the

Irish air "Tls the last rose.'

U. 3 Fantasies, or Caprices, F.F.

(A mln.. E min.. E). I No. 1. Coed-

dn. Sept. 4. 1829. ' Rusen und
Nelken In Menge.' No. 2. Nor-

wood. Surrey. Nov. 18,

No. 3. Sept. B. IffiV.

17. Variations ooncertantes. P.F.
and Cello (D). I Beriln. Jan. 30.

lffi». I Ded. Paul M.-B.

18. Quintet, Strings. No. 1 (A), 2
Violas I Andante, 'Nachruf.'

Paris. Sept. 23. 1831.

19. 6 Hongs. Voice and FJ*. | No. 6.

Venice. Oct. 16. 1830.

19. 6 8ong« without words. Book 1

.

No. 6. ' In a gondola.* I No. 6.

Venice. Oct. 16. \fW.

20. Octet. String* (Eb). (4 Violins.

2 Violas. 2 Cellos.) I Ded. E.

RItz.

21. Concert-overtnre. No. 1(E), to

A Midsummer Night's Dream. I

Berlin. Aug. 6. 1H26.

22. Capricdn brillant, P.F. and
Orch. (B mln.).

23. 3 Pieces Chnrch-muslc. Solo.

ChoruA, and Org. L Aus tlefer

24. Overture. Wind band (C).

25. Concerto. P.F. and Orch. No. 1

(O minor). I Ded. FrAulelu D.
von Schauroth.

26. Concert-overture. Orch. No. 2
(B mln.). 'The Hebrides,' or
'Fingal's cave.' I Ded. Franz
Hauser.

27. Do., do. No. 3 (DX ' Calm sea
and Prosperous voyage.'

tM. Fantasle. P. F. (FJ minor).
CSonate ecossalse.^) I Berlin.

Jan. 29. 1833. | Ded. ProL Ignaz
Moscheles.

29. Rondo briflant. PJP. and Orch.
(Eb). I DOsseldorf. Jan. 29. 1834.

I Ded, Prof. Ignaz Moscheles.

30. « Songs without words. P. F.
Book 2. No. 6. ' In a gondola;' I

No. 4. Jan. 30, 18S7 (? 34) : No. 6.

Dec 12. 1833; [No. 6. Bfarch l.\

1835}. I Ded. Eriuleia Ellsa von
Woringen.

31. 116th Psalm. Solo. Choms. and
Orch. I Rome, Nov. 15. leSO.

32. Concert-overture. Orch. No. 4
(F). (To the story of the lovely
Melustna.) I DOsseldorf. Nov. 14.

1X33.

SS. 3 Caprices. P.F. (A minor. E.
Bb mln.). I No. 1. April 9. 1834.

No. 3. London. July 2B. 1833. I

Ded. C. Kllngemann.
34. 6 Songs. Voice and PJ. | Ne. 1.

DOsseldorf; May 11. 1834. ' Mal-
lied.' No. 6. Dec 28. 1834. 1 I>«<l.

FrAuleln Julle Jeanrenaud.

35. 6 Preludes and Fugues. P.F. I

No. 2. PreL. Leipzig. Dec S^.
1836. No. 3. Fugue. Berlin, Sept.

21.1832. No.4. Fugue, DOsseldorf.
Jan. 5. 1>«5. No. 5. PreU, Lelp-
rig. Nov. 19, IfDR ; Fugue. DQ.<uel-

dorf. Dec 3. 1>^. No. 6. .Prel..

Leipzig. Jan. 3, 1837; Fugue.
Nov. 27. 1836.

36. St. Paul. Oratorio. Part 1.

Leipzig. April 8, 1836; Fart 2.

Do.. April 18, do.

37. 3 Preludes and Fugues. Or-
gan. I No. 1. PreU Spires. April
2,1837. No. 2. Prel.. Spires. April
4. 1837 ; Fugue. Leipzig. Dec 1.

18S7. No. 3. PreU Spires. April
6. 1837. 1 Ded. Thos. Attwood.

38. 6 Songs without words. P.F.
(Book 3.) No, 6. • Duet." I No. ft.

Spires. April 6. 1837. No. 6.

Frankfort. June27, 1836. | Ded.
FrAulein Rosa -von Woringen.

39. 3 Motets. Female voices * Or-
gan or P.F. Nos. 1 and -2. 2 Sop.
•nd Alto : No. 3, 2 Sop^ 2 Altos
with Solo. I Rome, Dec 31. 1830.

'FOr die Btlmmen der Nonnen
auf Sta. Trinlta de' Monti.'

40. Concerto. P. F. and Orch.
No. 2 (D minor). | Horchheim,
Aug. 5, 1837.

41. 6 Part-songs, for open air (1st

set). 8.A.T.B. | No.4. DOsseldori;
Jan. 22. 1834.

42. 42nd Psalm, for Chorus and
Orch.

43. Serenade and Allegro glojoso
for P. F. and Orch. (B mhior). I

April 11. 1838.

44. 3 QuarteU. Strinci. Noa. 9. 4,

and H (D. B minor. Eb). I No. 3.

Benin, July 24. 1K38. Nu.4. June
18.lH3i. No. 5. Feb. 6. 1838. 1 i)««/.

The Prince of Sweden.

45. SonaU. P.F. and Cello. No. 1

(Bb). I Leipzig. Oct. 13. 1838.

46. »5th Psalm. Solo. Chorus, and
Orch. 1 April 6. IhS^.

47. 6 Songs. Voice and P.F. I No. 3.

Leipzig. April 17. 1839. No. 4.

April lA. IH8B. I Ded. Frau C.

Bchlelnltz.

48. 6 Part-songs, for open air

(2nd set). 8.A.T.B. I No. 1. July

6. [1839]. No. 3. Leipzig. Dec. 2i,

1839. No.4.Junel.M1^39]. No. 5.

Nov. 18. 1839. No. 6. Leipzig,

Dec. 26. 1839. | Ded. Dr. Martin

and Dr. Bpless.

49. Trio, P.F.. v.. and 0. No. 1

(D mln.). I Allegro. Frankfort.

June 6, 1899. Finale. Frankfort.

July 18, 1639; Leipzig. Sept. 23.

1889.

80. « Part-songs, for male voices.

(No. 2. Der JSger Abschled. vrith

Wind accompaniments.) I No. 2.

Leipzig. Jan. 6, 1840; 'Der
deutsche Wald.* No. 6. Dec. 7.

1839: • Vln a tout prlx.' No. 6.

Jan.6.1H40. I De<i.totheLIeder-

tafel In Leipzig.

51. 114th Psalm. Chor.. 8 pts., and
Orch. I Ded. J. W. Schlrmer.

52. Lobgesang. Symphony-canta-
U. I Leipzig. Nov. 27. 1840. I

Dfd. Frederic Augustus. King
of Saxony.

63. 6 Songs without words. PJ".

(Bk. 4. > No. 5. Volkslied. I No. 3.

April 30 1841. No. 6. May 1. 1841

I Ded. Miss Sophie Horsley.

54. 17 Variations serieuses, P.F.

(D minor). I June 4. 184L

65. Music to Antigone of Sopho-

cles. Male voices and Orch.

Ded. Frederick William IV.

Ring of Prussia. I Berlin, Oct.

10. 184L

66. Symphony. Ordi. No. 8 (A

minor). (Called The Scotch

Symphony.) I Beriln. Jan. 20.

1842. I Ded. Queen Victoria.

87. 6 Songs. Voice and P.F. (For

No. 2 compare Op. W. No. 3.) S

No. 2. April 20. 1839. No. 6. Ber-

lin. Oct. 17. 1842 ; 'Rendezvous.'

No. 6. April 29. 1841 ;
' Frische

Fahrt.' I Ded. Frau Llvia Frege.

58. Sonata. P.F. and CeHo No. 2

(D). I Ded. Count Mathlas Wlel-

horsky.

69. 6 Part-songs, for open air (Srd

set). 8A.T.B. I No. 1. Leipzig.

NoT.2S.18S7. No. 2. Jan. 17. IMS.
No. 3. Leipzig. March 4. IMS.
No. 4. Leiprig. June 19. 1^4.<u

No. 6. March 4. 1843. No. &.

March 6. 1843 ;
* Vorfiber.' I Ded.

Frau Henrietta Benecke.

60. Music to Goethe's First Wal-
purgls night. ' Ballad for ChiTus
and Orch.' I 1st version, MllaJi.

July 16. 1831. and Paris. Feb. 13.

1832.

61. Music to A Midsommer Night's

Dream, Solo. Chorus, and Orch.

I Ded. Uelnrich Conrad Schlel-

nitz.

0?. 6 Songs without words. P. F.
(Bk. 5.) No. 5. ' In a gondola.' I

No. 1. Jan. 6 and 12. 1H44. So.i.
July 29. 1843. No. 6. London.
June 1. 1842. I Ded. Frau Clara
Schumann.

63. 6 Duets. Voices and P. F. I

No. 1. Frankfort. Dec. 1H36. No. 5.

Berlin. Oct. 17, 184S. No. 6. Jan.

23.1844.

64. Concerto. Violin an4 Orch.
(S minor). I Sept. 16^ ttH.

65. 6 Organ Sonatas, i Strott. No.1.

Frankfort. Dec 28. 1M4. 8on.II.

No. 1. Frankfort, Dec. ». 1844.

No. 4. Dec. 19. 1M4. iMl. III.

No. 1. Aug. 9. 1844. No.f
17.1844. Son. IV. 1"

fort. Jan. 2. 1845JI

Jan. 2. 1845. Son. V^^oTl. Jan.

6, 1845. No. 4. Jan. 27. 1846. I

Ded. Dr. F. Schlemmer.

66. Trio. P.F., Violin, and Cello.

No. 2 (C mln.) I Ded. L. Spohr.

67. 6 Songs without word*. P. F.

(Bk. 6.) I No. 1. June 29, I'HS.

No. 2. Frankfort. May 3. 184^
No. 3. Nov. 23 (?). No. 6. Jan.

6. 1844. I Ded. FrSuleln Sophie
Rosen.

68. Festgesang. Schiller^ poem.
An die KOnstler. Male vo«er«

and Kass. 1 For Opening of fln't

Oerman-Flemish Vocal FeBtival

at Cologne.

69. 3 Motets for Solo and (lionis. I

No. 1. Baden Baden. June 12.

1847. No. 2. Leipzig. April 5,

1847. No. 3. Baden Baden, June
12.1847.

70. Elijah. Oratorio.

71. 6 Songs, for Voke and P.F. I

No. 1. Leiprig, Dec. 22. 184.'^.

No. 2. Frankfort. April 3. 1HF<.

No. 3. Leipzig. Sept. 22. IW7.
No. 4. Beriln. Nov. 3. 1842. No. .V

Interlaken, July 27. 1847. No. 6.

Oct. 1, 1847.

72. 6 (Children's pieces. PJT.

POBTHUMOUS WORKS.

73 (1). lauda Slon, for Choms andjn (9). Andante CE). Scherzo
Orch. I Feb. 10. 1846. I For St.

Martin's church. Ll^.
74 (2). Music to Racine's Athalie.

Solos, Chor.. and Orch. I Cho-

ruses. Leiprig, July 4. 1843. Over-

ture, London. June 13, 1844.

Beriln. Nov. 12. 1845.

75 rs). 4 Part-songs. Male Tolces. I

No. 1. Feb. 8. 1844. No. 2. Nov.

U 1839.

76 ^4). 4 Part-songs. Male volees. I

No. 2. Feb. 9. 1844. No. 3. Leip-

zig, Oct. 8. 1846.

77 (5). 3 Duets. Voices and P.F. I

No. 1. Leiprig, Dec. 3. 1836. No.2.

Leipzig, Jan. 18. 1847. No. 3.

Leiprig. Feb. 14. 1839.

78(6). 3 Psalms— the 2nd, 43rd.

22nd, Solo and Chorus. I No. 2.

Berlin. Jan. 17. 1844. | For the
Domchor. Berlin.

79 (7). 6 Anthems for R-pt. Chorus.

I No. 2. Berlin. Dec. 25. 1843.

No. 4. Feb. 14, 1844. No. 5. Leip-
ztg. Oct. 5, 1846. I For the Dom-
chor. Beriln.

80 (8). Quartet. Strings (F minor).
Interlakaii.6ept.lM7.

J
min.). Capricclo (E mln.). and
Fugue (E b). for Strings.

82 00). Variations. P.F. (Kb). I (

Leipzig. July %. 1841.

83 (11). Variations, PJ. (B b).
^

8aa 02). Do., for 4 hands (Bb).

84 OS). 3 Songs, for a low voire
and P. F. I No. 1. Dftsaeldorf.

Dec 5. 1831. No.2.Feb.26.1r«.
No. 3. May 26. IKM. 'JagdUed.'

88 CIA). 6 Songs withoat words.
P.F. (Bk.7.) INo.4.Pimnkfort.
May 3 and 6. 1845. No. ^ lb..

May 7. 1846; In Hon. Miss Ca-
Tendish's album. London. May 6.

1847. No. 6. May L 1841.

I (16). 6 Songs. Voice and P. F. I

No. 3. Unterseen, Aug. 10. l£31.

No. 6. Oct. 7. 1847.

87 (16). Quintet. Strings (8 Ttolas)

(Bb). I Soden. Julj 8. 1845w

88 (17). 6 Part-songs. (4th set.) I

No. 1. Aug. 8. 1844. No. 2. Leip-
rig. June 20. 1843. No. 3. June 1 4.

[It9i]. No.4. Leiprig. June 19.

1843. No. 6. Leipsig. March 10.
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(' Trumpet ovorture/)

102 (31). 6 Bonga without words,
P.F. (Bk. f.) I No. 2. Frankfort.
Hay 11, 1845. Fflaffsteu ; in Lady
Caroline Gaveudisb's album.
London, May 6, W47. No. 3. Pec.
12.I»H5. (Klndentack.) No. 5.

Dec. 12. 1845. (Klndentack.)

103 (32). Trauer-Marsch, Orch. (A
min.). I For Funeral of Norbert
Burfcmilller.

(%n and t^rauger), Slogsplel lu

lacu

» (19). Symphony. Orch. No. 4

(A). (Called the lullan Sym-
phony.) I Berlin, March 13,

il i'XU 9Rth Psalm, 8-pt. Chorus,
aod Orch. I Dec 27, IMS. I For
(he Festival Service in Berlin

«iuhedral on New Year's Day!
1>«44.

I

92 21). Allegro brillant. P. F.. 4 101 (33). 3 Preludes and 3 Studies,

l>ands (A). I Leipilg. March 2S.| TJf. (2Pts.)

l-iU. 105 (34). Sonata, P.F.(GmIn.)ln?l.

93(22). Music to Oedipus In Colo- 106 (35). Sonata. P.F. (Bb). I Ber-

nos. Sophocles. Male Voices and lin. May 31. U«7.

Urch. I Frankfort, Feb. 25. 1845.1(y7 (96). Symphony. Orch. No. 6

N(23). Concert-air. Bopr. Solo.j (I»- (The Reformation Symph.)

and Orch. (Bb). (lufellcel) 1 108(37). March. Orch. (D). I For
1st version. April X 1*«4. 2nd, the F*te given to the painter

versk>D. Leipzig, Jan. 15. 1843. <3omellU5 at Dr«den.

96i24). Overture, Buy Bias. Orch. 100 (38). Song without words. Cello

I Lelptlg. March 8. 1839. and PJf. (D).

Vi 1 25>. Hymn for Alto Solo, Chor.. UO (30). Sextet. P.F.. Viol. 2 Violas.

and Orch.. for Mr. C. Broadley. I
Cello, and Bass (D). I April 30,

Leiprig. Dec. 12. 1840; Jan. 6. !*«: May 10. 1«24.

1M3. <3omp. • 3 Hymns.' etc 111 (40). Tu es Petrus. B-pt. Chor.

97 <-M). Recitatives and Choruses »n«l Orch. I Nov. 1827.

fh>m ChrlstUB. unfluished Ora-,112 (41). 2 Sacred Songs, Voice and
torlo,

I

P.F.

»»»> ma). Finale to 1st act of 113* 114(42* 43). 2 Concerted pieces

Loreley. unfinished Opera. Solo,

Chorus, and Orch.

»'2(27b). Ave Maria. Solo and
«?hortis. Female Voices, Orch..
from Loreley.

for Clar. and Ba.uet-hom, with
P.F. accoropt. (F and V mln.). t

No. 1. Berlin. Jan. 19. lt<33. I

De4. Heinrich BIrmann. sen^
and Carl BArmann. Juu.

JO (27c). Vintage Chorus. Male,ll'*<**>- 2 Sacred Choruses, for

Voko. Orch.. from Loreley. Male Voices.

mm), e Bongs. Voice and P.F. 1 118<45). Funeral Bong, for Mixed

Np. I.Berlin, Aug. 9. 1*41. No. 4. Voices.

June 6. IMl. No. 5. Leipzig, Dec 117 (46). Album-Blatt. Song with-
22, 1845. No. «.

I

out words, PJ. (E mln.).

W) (29). 4 Part-songs. I No.l. Aug. 118 (47). Caprlccio. P.F. (E).

)<. U^4. No. 2. June 20. 1843. 119(48). Perpetuum mobile. P.F.
No. 4. Frankfort, June 14, 1839. I (C.)

n. WITHOUT
Etude. P.F. (F mIn.X I For the
UiHhude dei M.'thodes.

8ch«no. P.F. (Bmln.).

Scherzo and Caprlccio. P.F. (Fj
min.). 1 For The PiauisU' Al-

bum.
2 Romances of Lord Byron's. Voice
and P.F. 1 No. 2. Dttsseldorf.

Dec 31. 1834. i For the Album of

1>«^

Prayw. (Chorus and Orch. (Ver-

leih' uns Frl«!>den. I Rome, Feb.

10. IfiSL I Ved. President Ver-
kenlus.

Anduite cantabHe and Presto
sgluto, P.F. iBi. I Berlin. June
22. 183^. E For the Album of 1>^.

The Garland, a poem by Moore,
for Voice and PJ. I London,
May 34. litis. i

Eraau far Unbestand. poem by
BOckert, for 4 Male Voices, l]

Nov.22,lP39. I For Tauchnita'sl

Musoi-almanach.
Festgewng. Male Chor. and Orch.'

I For Festival at Leipzig in cele-l

bration of invention of Printing.

Ooodellied, P.F. (A). 1 Leipzig.

Feb. ft. 1837, ' Lied aof eii

Goodel.'

S Volkslieder. 2 Voices and PJ".

' Lord have mercy upon us.' Chonu
for Evening BervUM. Voleea only
(A minor). I For Mr. Attwood.

OPU8-NX7MBER.

Berlin. March 24. 1838. I In the
Album fOr (^esang.

Prelude and Fugue. P.F. (E mln.).
I Prel.. I^lpzig. July 13. 1P41.

Fugue. June 16. 1827. | For the
Album Notre temps.

3 Hymns for Alto Solo. Chonu,
and Organ. CJomp. op. 96.

Hymn for Sop. Solo. Chorus, and
Organ. (Hear my prayer.) i Jan.
25. 1844. Afterwards orches-

I

trated. | Dtd. W. Taubert.
Wamung vor dem Rheln. poem

1

by SImrock. Voice and P.F.
2 Songs. Voice and P.F. | No. 1.

1

Berlin, Aug. 17, 1835.

2 Songs, Voice and PJ. | No. 1.

1
April 90. 1841.

2 ClavierstQcke (Bb and O mln.).

iSeemann's Scheidelied, poem by
Hofrimann v. Fallersleben, Voice

I

and P.F.

Nachlgesang. 4 Male Voices,

pie Stlftungsfeier. 4 Male Voices.

Des MAdchens Klage, Romance
I

for Voice and PJ".

Kyrie eleison. Mixed Voices. Dble.
Chorus. (Deutsche LIturgle),
Oct. 28, 1846.

Dno conoertant, Variations upon
the March In Preclossi. by Men-
delssohn and Moscheies.

m. NOT INCLUDED IN THE THEMATIC CATALOGUE.
Hsndel's Dettingeo Te Deum. with
addl. aoeta. Score and pts.

Klstorr.

Handel's AeU and Galatea, with
ditto. Chorus and string pts.

only. Novello.

Prs»1odium for the Organ (C
. minor), f Leipzig. July 9. 1841. i

for Henry S. DnMlin. Esq. (In

facsimile, Fatosoos, Edin-
burgh).

Bach's Chaoonne, with P.F. acct.

Ewer, Novello, a Co.

Additional Chorus to the 96th
Psalm (op. 46). Novello.

String Qnariet in E b (March 5-90.

1823), Krler. Beriln. Autograph
In British Museum.

The latest publication was the Quartet in Eb
(1823), which appeared in December 1879, and
was first played in England at the Monday
Popular Concert of Jan. 5, 1880. The green
volumes in the Library at Berlin (i820-1 847),
already mentioned, contain a great many pieces

not published either in the first or second series

of the posthumous works, or elsewhere. The
unpublished pieces are mostly in autograph, and
principally before 1830. They comprise 11 Sym-
phonies for Strings, and one for full orchestra;
many Fugues for Strings; Concertos for P. F.,

for Violin, for P. F. and Violin, with Quartet

;

and 2 ditto for 2 Pianos and Orchestra ; a Trio
for P. F., Violin, and Viola ; 2 Sonatas for P.F.
and Violin (one of them 1838); one ditto P.F.
and Viola ; one ditto P. F. and Clarinet ; 2 ditto

for P. F. solo ; many Studies, Fantasias (one for

4 hands), Fugues, etc., for P.F. solo; many
Fugues lor Oi^an; an organ part to Handera
* Solomon'

; 5 Operas, and music to Calderon's

'Steadfast Prince* ; i secular and 3 sacred Can-
tatas ; various Motets, and many Songs and vocal

pieces.

The Mendelssohn literature is not yet very
extemdve.

I. His own letters.

Two volumea havo been published by authority.
The first by his brother Paul— 'Reisebriefe . . . aus den
Jahren 18:!0bis 18;i2' (Leipziff IHt'l); the second by hia
brother and hi!» elde«t son—'Brie^^e aus den Jahren 18:i.';

his 1^47' ^Leipzig IfC'i), with an Appendix purporting to
l>o a List of all Mendelssohn s compositions, by Julius
Rietz, which is however both vague and incomplete.
The»ewcre translated (not adequately) by Lady Wallace—

' Letters from Italy and Switzerland/ etc., and 'Letters,*
etc. (L«mgraan» 1«(52 and ISfi^j). At a later date some
important letters were added to the German edition of
vol. ii., amongst othera one containing Mendelssohn's
translations of Dante, Boccaccio, etc , and Indexes were
appended ; but no chnnge has been made in the contentu
or the Euglish translation. There is reason to believe
that the letters of vol. i. were in many wnys altered
by the Editor* and it is very desirable that a new
edition should be published in which these changes
should be rectified, and the letters given as Mendelssohn
wrote them.

'2) Eight letters published for the benefit of the
Doutschen Invaliden-Stiftung—*Acht Briefe ...' (Leip-
zig l»7l). The name of the lady to whom they are written
is snipressed, but it is understood that she was Mrs.
Voigt, a musical amateur of Leipzig. The last of the
eight contains a facsimile of a sketch by MendelsBohn.

(3) 'Musiker Briefe,' by Nohl (Leipzig 1S67), contains
.30 letters by Mendelssohn, from 1J«6 to Aug. 26. 1847.

They are included by Lady Wallace in her translation
of the entire work—VLetters of distinguished musicians-'
(Longmans 1867).

(4) Other letters are contained in Devrient's Rocolleo-
tions; Hiller's Mendelssohn; Goethe and Mendelssohn

;

Polko's Reminiscences; Hensel's Die Familie Mendels-
sohn ; MoflchelM' Life ; Chorley's Life ; and other works
named below.

II. Biographical works.

(1) Lampadius. ' F. M. B. ein Denkmal,' etc. (^eipri?
184^>, translated into English by W. L. Gage, with supple-
mentary sketches, etc. (New York lt60; London 1878n

(2) Benedict. 'A Sketch o' the Life and Works of the
late Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy,' by Jules Benedict
London 185«I; 2nd ed., with addition-, If^S.!). A eketcli

by one who knew him well; attraciive and, as far ats it

goes, complete.
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Ci) Devrient. *Meine Erinnerungen on P. M. B. . .

Ton Eduard Derrient' iLeiprU 186 ». Tmn'lated into

Kiiglinh by Mrs. Macfarren (London iwr»». Containinff

:fcj letters and portions of letters. The work of an old and
intimate ftiend, but written with all the impartiality of

a stranger.

(4) Carl MendeUsohn Bartholfly. * Ooeth« und Felix
Mendelssohn Bartholdy' iLeipKig 1871). Bv the com-
poser's eldest son ; an account of tlie three visits paid to

Goethe, from journals, letters, etc., with a poor engraving
from Begas's portrait. In English by MIhb M. E. von
Olehn—^Goetne and Mendelssohn, with additions and
with letters of Uter date ' (Tx)ndon 1872) ; 2nd ed. * with
addiUonal letters,' 37 in ^1 (ISTH).

(5) Ferdinand Hiller. * Mendelssohn. Letters and
Reoollections.' etc., first publinhed in Macmillans Maga-
zine (Jan.—May 1874) in English bv Mitjs M. E. von
Glehn. Then in a volume (London 1874^ ; and then in

German (Cologne 1874). Contains 20 letters not before

printed. A thoroughly good book, genial, discrimin-

ating, and accurate ; by one well able to judge.

(6) Polko. •Erinnerungen an F. M. B. von Eliso
Polko' (Leiprig 18r.8). ConUins 12 letters. English
translation by Lady Wallace—* Reminiscences/ etc.

(London 18C9), with Appendix of 33 additional letters

and fragments of letters. A poor gushing book, from
which however some traits may be picked up. Chiefly
Taluable for the letters.

(7) Hensel. 'Die Famllie Mendelssohn a72')-1847) . .

.

von 8. Hensel. mlt 8 Portraits * (3 vols., J^erlin 1879).

By the son of Fanny Hensel—the Sebastian of the
Letters ; compiled from journals and family papers, and
containing 73 letters or portions of letters hitherto un-
published. The title of the book would perhaps be more
appropriately 'Fanny Hensel and her family V; but it is

a most valuable addition to our knowledge of Felix, and
a good specimen of the copious information still remain-
ing in the hands of his family: the notices and letters

of Abraham Mendelssohn are especially new and valu-
able. Some of Felix's letters are first-rate. The portraits
would be useful if one knew how far the likenesses could
be trusted.

(8) Hogarth. * The Philharmonic Society of London
... by OiBorge Hogarth ' (London lH62i. Contains notices
of MTendelssohn's connection vrith the Philharmonic,
vrith 3 letters in the body of the work and 7 others in
the appendix.

(9) Moacheles. ' Ans Moscheles Leben . . . ron seiner
Frau (2 vols., Leipzig 1872 and 1873). English transla-
tion bv A. D. Coleri<^ (2 vols.. Hurst 6l Blaokett, 1873).

Contains many valuable notices, and one or two letters.

(10) Schubring. * Erinnerungen an F. M B.' In the
Magazine 'Daheiro ' (Leipzig) for 1866, No. 20. Fjiglish
translation in 'Musical World.' Mav 12 and 19, 1866.

One of the most detailed, valuable, and interesting of all
the notices. Every word that Schubring writes carries
conviction with it.

(11) Horsley. 'Reminiscences of Mendelssohn, by
Charles Edward Horsley.' First published in ' Dwieht^s
Journal of Music * (Boston, U.S.A.)iand reprinted in ^The
Choir' (London) for Jan. 11, 25. Feb. 8, 16, 1873. By a
gifted pupil and friend. Full of information, now and
then a trifle exaggerated.

(12) Dom. 'Recollections of F. M. and his IHends.'
An article in 'Temple Bar' for Feb. 1872; probably
translated f^m a German original. Slight, but Interest-
ing, and apparently trustworthy.

(13) Chorlev. 1. ' Modem German Music,' by Henry F.
Chorley (2 vols., London 1854). Contains scattered notices
of Mendelssohn. 2. ' Memoirs of H, F. Chorley, by H.
G. Hewlett ' (2 rols., Bentley 1873). ConUins some in-
formation, and 6 letters before unpublished. 3. Notice
prefixed to Lady Wallace's translation of the 'Reise-
briefe.'

(14) Marx. 'Erinnerungen ans meinem Leben, Ton
Adolf Bemhard Marx* (2 vols., Berlin 1865<. ConUins
many recollections of the Mendelssohn house from 1824-
1832, and personal anecdotes of Felix, with whom Marx
was at one time extremely intimate. He was a person
of strange temper and overweening opinion of himself;
but he appears to be striotlv honest, and in matters of
fact may probably be trusted implicitly.

(16) RellsUb. • Ans meinem Leben ' (2 rols., Berlin
1861). This antobiography of the well-known Berlin
critic contains (vol. ii. chap. 11) an account of Mendels-
sohn's placing at Goethe's boose at Weimar in 18:^L

mende;i£SOhn scholarship.

(16) Lobe has reported some conversations with Mrti-
delssohn in his 'Flieaende Blatter fUr musik' (Leipzig
l^'t.i). He bas also described the evening at Goethe's
mentioned just above, in the * Gartenlaube ' for 18l>i,

No. L

I take the opportunity of expressing my deep
obligations for assistance received in the compila-

tion of the foregoing article firom the various

members of the Mendelssohn family. Miss Jung
and Dr. Klengel ; Mme. Schumann, Dr. Hiller,

Mrs. Moscheles, Mme. Frege, Dr. Hartel, Dr.
Schleinitz, Mr. Joachim, Mrs. Klingemann,
Hen* Taubert, Mr. Otto Goldschmidt and Mme.
Groldschmidt, Mr. Paul David, the Bishop of
Limerick, the Duke of Meiningen, Lord Frede-

rick Cavendish, the Dean of Westminster, Pro-
fessor Munro, Mr. J. C. Horsley, R.A., and
Miss Sophy Horsley, Mr. Chas. Halle, Signer
Piatti, Mr. W. S. Rockstro, Mr. Kellow Pye,
Prof. G. A. Macfarren, Mr. Sartoris, Mr. W. J.
Freemantle, Mr. A. G. Kurtz, Mrs. Bartholo*

mew and Miss Mounsey, Mr. Wiener, Mr.
Rosenthal, Mr. Franklin Taylor. Also from
the Stemdale Bennett family, Mr. Bruzaud (of

Erard's), Mr. J. W. Davison, Mr. James C.

Dibdin, Messrs. Glen, Mr. A. J. Hipkins (of

Broadwood's) Mr. E. J. Hopkins, Mr. W. H.
Holmes, Mr. W. H. Husk, Mr. E. J. Lincoln,

Mr. H. Littleton (Novello's), Mr. Stanley Lucas,
Mr. Jidinn Marshall. Mr. John Newman, Mr.
Joseph Robinson, Mme. Sainton- Dolby, Mr.
Speyer, Mr. Tom Taylor, Mr. J. T. Willy, and
Mr.Turle. [G.]

MENDELSSOHN SCHOLARSHIP. This is

the most valuable musical prize in the United
Kingdom. It originated in a movement among
the friends of Mendelssohn at Leipzig, who,
shortly after his death, resolved to found scholar-

ships in his memory, to be competed for and held
in that Onservatoriimi in the foundation of

which, not long before, he had greatly assisted.

They appealed for help in this undertaking to

English admirers of the departed composer, and
were met with ready sympathy and co-operation.

A committee was formed in London, with Sir G.
Smart as Chairman, Mr. Carl Klingemann, Men-
delssohn's intimate friend, as Secretary, and Mr.
E. Buxton, Treasurer.

The first effort towards raising money was made
in the shape of a performance of the 'Elijah' on
a large scale, to which Mile. Jenny Lind gave
her willing and inestimable services. This took
place Dec. 15, 1848, under the direction of Sir

Julius (then Mr.) Benedict, with a full band and
chorus, the Sacred Harmonic Society and Mr.
Hullah's Upper Schools contributing to the ef-

ficiency of the latter force. A large profit was
derived from the performance ; and this, with a
few donations, was invested in the purchase of

£ro50, Bank 3 per cent annuities—the nucleus

of the present Scholarship Fund.
The original plan of amalgamating the London

and Leipzig projects fell through, and the money
was allowed to accumulate till 1856, when the

first scholar was elected—Arthur S. Sullivan,

now Dr. Sullivan, head of the ' National Train-
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ing School for Music* He was then one of the
' Children of Her Majesty's Chapel Royal/ and
he held the Scholarship for about four years,

studying at the Royal Academy of Music, Lon-
don, and afterwards at the Conservatorium at

Leipzig.

In 1865, the funds having again accumulated,

Mr. (now Br.) C. Swinnerton Heap, of Birming-
ham, was elected to the Scholarship, which he
held for rather more than two years. He was
Bucceeded in the early part of 1871 by Mr. W.
Shakespeare, a pupil of the Royal Academy of

Music, who pursued his studies at Leipzig and
subsequently in Italy. At the time of his elec-

tion, a two years' Scholarship of £20 per annum
was offered, out of the accumulated interest ; and
this was held for a year by Miss Crawford, and
again (1873) by Mr. Eaton Faning. The So-

ciety's capital then tjonsisted of £1350 in 5 per

cent India Stock, now (1879) increased to nearly

£2000 by fresh subscriptions and donations,

enabling the Society to give their Scholar a
stipend of about £90 per annum.

In June, 1875, ^^- ^' Corder was elected

Mendelssohn Scholar ; and he held the Scholar-

ship for four years, studying at Cologne under
Dr. Hiller. Miss Maude V. White, the present
scholar, was elected in February, 1879.
The Committee has consisted, since the in-

stitution of the Scholarship, of the following

names:—*Sir G. Smai-t, *Mr. C. Klingeinann,

*Mr. E. Buxton, Sir Julius Benedict, *Sir W.
Stemdale Bennett, Mr. W. J. Beale. Mr C. V.
Benecke {TnuUe), Mr. A. D. Coleridge, Mr. W.
G. Cusins. Mr. J. W. Davison, Mr. Otto Gold-
Schmidt, Sir John Goas, Mr. G. Grove, Mr. C.

Halle, Mr. John Hullah, Mr. A.G. Kurtz, Mr. H.
Leslie, Prot G. A. Macfarren, Rev. Sir F. A.
G. Ouseley, Bt., Mr. Kellow J. Pye, Mr. L. Sloper

(resigned). Dr. J. Stainer, Mr. Arthur S. Sullivan,

Mr. R. R. Pym {Trustee and ilmi. Treasurer^
and Mr. Julian Marshall {Hon. Secretary), Mr.
W. Godden is the Hon. Solicitor. Death has
removed some of the above names (marked with
asterisks) from the list, others having been put
in their places from time to time. [J. M.]

MfeNESTREL, LE. This weekly mnsical
periodical, of which the first number was issued

Dec. I, 1833, originally consisted of a romance
occupying s pages, with printed matter at the
hack ; increased in 1 840 to 4 pages of musical

information and criticism ; and since Dec. 1858
has contained 8 folio pages on fine paper, besides

music. Its great success is due to the editor,

M. Jacques Heugel, who during the last twenty
years has inserted contributions from almost
every musician of note in France, including

MM. Barbedette. Bhize de Bury, Paul Ber-

nard, Gustave Chouquet, F^lix Clement, Oscar
Commettant, Ernest David, Octave Fouque,
Edouard Foumier, A. de Gasperini, Eugene Gau-
tier, Gevaert, L^on Halevy, G. H^uet, B. Jou-
vin, Adolphe JuUien, Lacome, Th. de Lajarte,

A. de Lauzi^res, Marmontel, Am^de M^reaux,
A. Morel, H. Moreno, Ch. Nuitter, A. de Pont-
martin. Prosper Pascal, Ch. Poisot, Arthur

MENO MOSSO. ^11

Pongin, Alphonse Royer, J. B. Weckerlin, and
Victor Wilder. The Mkestrel has also pub-
lished, among others, the following works after-

wards print^ separately :—articles on Schubert,

Mendelssohn, Haydn, Chopin, and WeUer,
by Barbedette ; Blaze de Bury's * Meyerbeer

'

;

B. Jouvin's • Anber ' and * Harold ' ; de Gas-
perimfs * R. Wagner et U nouvelle Allemagne *

;

M^reaux^B * Les Clavecinistes et leurs oeuvres
'

;

Bertrand's *Les Nationality musicales dans
le drame lyriquo'; H^uet's 'A. Boieldieu';
Marmontel's ' Les Pianistes c^l^bres

' ; and
Wilder's *Vie de Mozart' and 'Jeunesse dtf

Beethoven.' [G.C.]

MENGOZZI, Bkrnabdo, distinguished both
as a singer and a composer, was bom in 1 758 at

Florence, where he first studied music. He
afterwards had instmction at Venice from Pas-

quale Potenza, cantor of St. Mark's. In Lent of

1 785, Lord Mount-Edgcumbe found him singing

in oratorio at Naples, with Signora Benini,

whom he soon afterwards married. After singing

together at several Italian theatres, the two came
to London in 1 786, but our climate was very ill*

«uited to Mengozzi, whose voice, a good tenor,

but wanting in power, suffered much and perma-
nently from its rigour. He was too ill, indeed,

to appear with Benini in the first opera in which
she sang here, the * Giannina e Bemardone ' of

Cimarosa, with new songs by Cherubini. He
played, however, the principal part in * II Tutor
Burlato' of Paisiello, and showed himself 'a
good musician, with a good style of singing, but
still too feeble to excite any other sensation in

the audience than pitv for the state of his health

'

(Bumey). In March, Handel's * Giulio Cesare

'

was revived, with additions from others of his

works; and in this pasticcio (1787) Mengozzi
took part. But he did not do himself justice,

and was soon superseded by Morelli, as his wife

was by la Storace.

From London Mengozzi went to Paris, where
he was heard to advantage in the concerts given

by Marie Antoinette, and among the Italian

company of the Thi^atre <ie Monsieur, with
Mandini and Viganoni. He remained at Paris

after the Revolution, and supported himself by
giving lessons and writing operettas for the Fey
deau and Montansier Theatres. When the Con-
servatoire was established, he was named ' Profes-

seur de Chant,' and is remembered as having
formed several distinguished pupils.

Mengozzi had, during many years, compiled

the materials for a ' M^hode de Chant * for the

Conservatoire ; but he died, before he had com-
pleted it, in March, 1800. The work^was edited

by Langle. F6tis gives a list of his operas, now
all long forgotten. [J.M.]

MENO MOSSO, lit. * with less motion'; hence,

rather slower. A direction, which, like Piti

lento, generally occurs in the middle of a move-
ment, the latter term properly being used where
the whole movement is already a slow one, and
the former in a quick movement. These terms,

however, are constantly used for one another.
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Beethoven uses ' Meno moeao e moderato * in the

Fugue for strings in Bb, op. 1,^3, and 'Assai

meno presto'—' very much less quick*—in the

Trio of Symphony No. 7. It occurs frequently

in Chopin s Polonaises, etc., and the Scherzo, op.

39. Schimiann uses 'Poco meno mosso,' with its

German equivalent 'Etwas langsamer/ in Kreis-

leriana, Noe. 2 and 3. When the former time is

resumed, the direction isTempoprime. [J.A.F.M.]

MENTER, Joseph, a celebrated violoncellist,

bom at Teysbaeh, in Bavaria, January 18, 1808.

His first instrument was the violin, but before

long he transferred his attention to the violon-

cello, which he studied under P. Moralt at

Munich. In 1829 he took an engagement in

the orchestra of the Prince of HohenzoUern-
Heckingen, but in 1833 became a member of the

Royal Opera band at Munich. With the exception

of various artistic tours in Germany, Austria,

Holland, Belgium and England, he remained at

Munich till his death, in April 1856. [T.P. H.]

MERBECKE, John, lay clerk and aaerwards
organist of St. George's Chapel, Windsor, was
about 1544 arrested, together with three other

inhabitants of the town, on a charge of heresy,

i. e. favouring the principles of the Reformation.

Their papers were seized, and notes on the Bible

and an English Concordance in the handwriting
of Merbecke were found, and he was moreover
charged with having copied an epistle of Calvin
against the Mass. He and his three fellows

were tried and condemned to the stake, but,

whilst the sentence was immediately carried into

execution against the others, Merbecke, owing
to the favour of Gardiner, Bishop of Winchester,

and the interposition of Sir Humphrey Foster,

one of the Commissioners, obtained a pardon.

He indulged his opinions in secret until the

death of Henry VIII, but afterwards avowed
them,' and in 1550 published his Concordance,

and also the work by which he is best known,
* The Booke of Common praier noted,' being an
adaptation of the plain chant of the earlier

rituals to the first litui^ of Edward VI. Mer-
becke escaped the Marian persecution and after-

wards published 'The Lives of Holy Saincts.'etc,

1574 ;
* -^ Book of Notes and Common Places,'

etc., and ' The Ripping up of the Pope's Fardel,'

1581 ;
* A Dialogue between Youth and Age,'

and other works. He died about 1585. His
' Booke of Common praier noted,' was beautifully

reprinted in facsimile by AVhittingham for

Pickering in 1844; an edition by Riinbault was
issued in 1845, and a reprint was included in

vol. ii. of Dr. Jebb's 'Choral Responses and
Litanies,' 1 857. A hymn for 3 voices by Merbecke
is given in Hawkins's History, and portions of

a mass for 5 voices by him, ' Per arma justitice,*

are contained in vol, vi. of Bumey's Musical £x-
traets (Add. MS. 1 1,586, Brit. Mus.) [W.H.H.]

MERCADANTE, Saverio, bom in 1707 at

Altamura near Bari, entered at 1 2 the Collegio

di San Sebastiano at Naples, of which Zingarelli

was chief, and where he learnt the flute and
violin, and became leadtr in the orchestra. For

MERCURE DE FRANCE.

• some unknown reaiK>n (the account given by FeUs
is absurd) he was suddenly dismissed, and to

gain a living attempted composing for the stage.

His first work, a cantata for the Teatro del Fondo
(18 1 8) was followed by another, 'L^Apoteo^i

I

d'Ercole,' produced at San Carlo (1819) with

I

extraordinary success. In the same year he
produced his first opera buffa, * Violenza e cos-

I

tanza,' and after this came several *opere serie,'

I of which ' Elisa e Claudio' (Milan 1822) was the

,

most successful. From this period Mercadante
I steadily maintained his reputation, and the ver-

dict of Italy in his favour was endorsed by Vienna
in 1824. He passed the years 1827 and 28 in

Madrid, 29 in Cadiz, and in 31 returned to

Naples. In 1833 he became Generali's successor

as maestro di capella at the cathedral of Novara.
In 1836 he composed and superintended the pro-

duction of * I Briganti * in Paris. His next
fine opera was ' II Giuramento ' (Milan 1 837). In
the opera bufia * I due illustri rivali ' he changed
his style, marking the accents strongly with the
brass instruments. In this respect he eet an
example which has unfortunately been widely
followed, for the FlQgelhorn seems to be the
favourite instrument of Italian composers of the
present day. In 1840 he became director of the
Conservatorio of Naples. He was a member of
the Institut de France. Though he lost an eye
at Novara, he continued to compose by dicta-

tion ; but he became totally blind in 1862, and
died at Naples on Dec. 13, 1870. L^-G.]

MERCURE DE FRANCE. This title em-
braces a series of periodical publications difficult

to verify completely, but of so much interest to
the history of the arts, that we will endeavour
with the aid of the catalogue of the Biblioth^ue
nationale, to give a list of them. The first news-
paper published in France was called the - Mer-
cure fVan^ais.' Originally started in 1605, it

was continued in 1635 by Thdophraste Renau-
dot, a physician and founder of the * Gazette de
France' (1631); it dropped in 1644, but wan
revived in 1672 as the * Mercure Galant,' by a
prolific but mediocre writer named Donneau de
Viz^. After the first 6 volumes (1672 to 74) it

ceased for two years, but in 1677 was resumed
by de Viz^, and published in 10 volumes with
the title * Nouveau Mercure Galant.' It first be-

came of real importance in 1678, when it was
issued in monthly volumes i2mo at 3 francs,

with a kind of quarterly supplement, called from
1678 to 85 * Extriiordinaires du Mercure,' and
from 1688 to 92 'Affaires du Temps.' From
May 1 714 to Oct. 1716, 33 volumes of the * Nou-
veau Mercure Galant' came out,. including three
of * Relations.* The 54 volumes from 1 7 1 7 to

May 1 721 are called * Le Nouveau Mercure,*
and the 36 volumes from June 1 721 to December
1 723, simply * Le Mercure.' In 1724 the monthly
review founded by de Viz^ became ' Le Mercure
de France, dedi^ au Roi,' and 977 volumes ap-
peared with this celebrated title. On Dec. 17,

1791, it resumed its original title of * Le Mercure
Franrais,' and 51 volumes came out between
that date and the year VU of the Republic, but
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.with many changes in the manner of publication.

On the 15th of Dec. 1793 the fonn was changed
to 8vo and it wtis issued daily up to March 25,

1793, then weekly up to the 30th Pluviose of

the year VII (,Feb 19, 1 799). The 84 volumes
(eight i2mo and twelve 8vo) from the year
VII to 1820 are again called the *Mercure de

France.* To this collection of 1772 volumes may
be added * Le Mercure au XIX sifecle* 1823 to

27 (18 volumes) ;
• Le Mercure de France au

XIX sifecle' i827to32 (18 volumes numbered
19 to 36); *Le Mercure* 1832 (one volume
numbered 37) ; and finally * Le Mercure de
France* Nov. 1851 to Feb. 1853, consisting of

one folio and two quarto volumes.

A few words more are necessary to show the

importance of the Mercure in die history of

music. In founding his periodical, de Vize gave
particular attention to court news, anecdotes, and

. poetry, reserving only a small space for the an-

nouncement and criticism of new works. His
chief aim was to flatter Louis XIV, and obtain

the post of * historiographe de France'; but as

Wtt approach the Revolution the interest and
importance of the information contained in the
* Mercure * increases with every step. Analyses of

new operas, programmes and reports of the * Con-
certs Spirituels,' biographical notices of artists,

articles on the * Guerre des Bouffons'— the strug-

gle between French and Italian music—lines ad-

dressed to singers or musicians, reviews of trea-

tis&i on music, announcements of new music, or

newly invented instruments—all these and more
are to be found in these monthly volumes, which
are moreover particularly easy to consult from
their well-arranged indexes. A 'Choix des an-

ciens Mercures, avec un extrait du Mercure
Fran9ai8 ' (Paris 1757 to 64, 108 volumes-i2mo,
generally bound in 54, with an additional volume
of index), was drawn up by La Place, Bastide,

Msvrmontel, and de la Porte, but there is still

room for a collection of the matter most interest-

ing to musicians. The writer of this article has

long wished to undertake such a work, but lack-

ing the requisite leisure hopes to see it accom-
plished by some one else. [G^»C.]

MERCY, or MERCI, Lofts, an Englishman
of French extraction, bom in the early part of

the 1 8th century, was an eminent performer on
the flute-a-bec, or English flute, for which he
composed several sets of solos. But he lived at a
time when his favourite instrument was gradu-
ally becoming superseded by the Traverse, or

German flute, and in the hope of averting the

change he, about 1735, allied himself with
Stanesby the instrument maker, in an endeavour
to promote the use of a modified form of the

flute-a>bec manufactured by the latter, and pub-
lished 12 solos, six of which were said to be
adapted to the Traverse flute,Violin, or Stanesby's

New English Flute, with a preface strongly in-

sisting on the merits of Stanesby's invention.

But their efforts £uled, and the flute-a-bec be-

came a thing of the past. Mercy's solos were
much esteemed in their day. [VV.H.H.]

MfeRIC, Madame. [See Lalande.]
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MERIC, Madame de, an accomplished singer,

who appeared in London in 1832, and was very
successlul in an unsuccessful season. She was
the first singer of a moderate company, and
though not a great, was far from an unpleasing,

performer. She was a clever actress, with a
good voice and considerable versatility of talent,

rendering her very useful, as she sang in serious

or comic operas, first parts or second, and in any
language. While in this country, she performed
in Italian, German, French, and Engli^h, and
could have done so equally well in Spanish, had
it been required.

She appeared in ' Der Freischiitz * on its first

production here with the original German words,
when German opera, for a time at least, drove
Italian from the London boards. Madame de
Meric played also Donna Elvira to the Donna
Anna of Schroder-Devrient, who rather eclipsed

her; but in Chelard's * Macbeth' she distin-

guished herself by singing a most cramped and
difficult song with astonishing truth and precision.

a feat which added much to the estimati6n in

which she was held. She did not, however,
appear again in England. . [J.M.]

MERIGHI, Antonia, a fine operatic con-

tralto profondo, who was first engaged for the

London stage by Handel, as announced in the
* Daily Courant ' of July 2,1729. The first part

she undertook was that of Matilda in ' Lotario
*

(Handel), Dec. 2, 1729, in which she created a
favourable impression ; but her songs, when
printed in the published opera, were transposed

into much h'gher keys. This opera was followed

by a revival of 'Tolomeo,* in which she sang
soprano music transposed for her, and next by
* Partenope,' in which Merighi appeared as Ros-
mira with equal success in 1730 and 31. In
the latter year she sang the part of Armida in

the revival of * Rinaldo.*

After the close of that season however her
name was not found again in the bills, until

1 736. The ' Daily Post ' of November 18 in that

year informs us that 'Signora Merifjhi, Signora
Ckimenti, and the Francesina, had the honour
to sing before her Majesty, the duke, and prin-

cesses, at Kensiugton, on Monday night last, and
met with a most gracious reception.'

In January, 1738, Merighi appeared in the new
opera, ' Faramondo,' just &iished by Handel after

his return from Aix-la-Chapelle, and again in 'La
Conquista del Velio d'Oro (Pescetti). In April

of the same season she took the part ofAma^tre
in ' Serse,'— the last she sang in England. [J.M.]

MERK, Joseph, a distinguished Austrian

violoncellist, bom at Vienna in 1 795. His first

musical studies were directed to singing, the

guitar, and especially to the violin, which last

instrument he was obliged to abandon (accord-

ing to F^tis) in consequence of an accident to

his arm. He then took to the cello, and
under the tuition of an excellent master, named
Schindlockers, speedily acquired great facility on

the instrument. After a few years of desultory

engagements he settled at Vienna as principid

cellist %t the Opera (1818), professor at the newly
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founded Conkervatorium (1823), and Kammer-
virtues to the Emperor (1834). He died at

Vienna in June 1852. He was much associated

with Mayseder, and was often called the Mayseder
of the violoncello.

Hiscompositions for hisinstrument arenumerous
and of merit :—Concertos, Variations, Fantasias,

Polonaises, etc., and especially 20 Exercises (op.

II), and 6 grand Studies (op. 20), which are

valuable contributions to the repertoire of the
instrument. [T,P.H.]

MERKEL, GusTAV, bom in 1827 at Ober-
oderwitz in Saxony, studied music under Julius

Otto, and the eminent organist. Dr. Johann
Schneider of Dresden, and also received some
instruction from the composers Reissiger and
Schumann ; was appointed organist of the Wais-
enkirche, Dresden, in 1858, of the Kreuzkirche,

in i860, and court organist in 1864. From
1867 to 1873 he was director of the Dresden
Singakademie, and since 1861 has been a pro-

fessor at the Conservatorium there. Merkel's
printed compositions have reached the number
of 130. Of these, a large proportion is for his

instrument, for which he has composed Preludes,

Fugues, Fantasias, Variations. Sonatas, etc., and
pieces for violin (or cello) and organ. He has
also published many solos and duets for piano-

forte, motets (op. 106) and songs with pianoforte

accompaniment. As organist and oi^an com-
poser, Merkel deservedly ranks very high. His
organ music is of great excellence, and is not sur-

passed by any living composer for that instrument,

being written by a true disciple of the lofty

and imperishable school of which his great com-
patriot, Sebartian Bach, was founder and con-

summate master. Many of Merkel's fugues are
' alia capella," and in five parts, and all are well

constructed. Promise of dignity and grandeur
of style in fugue writing, which has been sub-

sequently realised* was first manifested in an
early work (op. 5), the Fantasie, etc., dedi-

cated to Schneider. His later organ sonatas

(op. 80, 115. and 118), are noble specimens of

that great form of writing, and would alone
entitle him to the highest position as a composer
for his noble instrument. [H. S. 0.]

MEEISENNUS, Martk, le P^re Mersenne,
bom in the village of Oiz^, in Maine, Sept. 8,

1588, educated at Le Mans and La Fl^he
;

became a Minorite, entering upon his noviciate

July 17, 161 1, and receiving full orders (after a
course of theology and Hebrew in Paris) from
Monsignor de Gondi in 161 3. For a time he
taught philosophy at Nevers, but soon returned
to Paris, where with other kindred spirits, such
as Descartes, Pascal (p^re), Roberval, and Peiresc,

he studied deeply both inatheMatics and musie.
He corresponded with Doni, fiuyghens, and
other learned men in Italy, England, and Hol-
land; and visited Italy three times (1640. 41^
and 45). He died Sept. i, 1648, after a painful
operation. His most important work is his

•Traits de Thannonie universelle* (1627), of
which he pablished an epitome in Latin ; ' Har-

MERULO.

monlcomm libri XII * etc. (1648, with the names
ofthree publishers, Baudry, Cramoisy, and Robert
Ballard). These are more important even than
Cerone's great work as sources of information on
music in the 17th century, especially French
music and musicians. [F. G.]

MERULO, Claudio, or Claudio da Correg-
Gio, organist and distinguished teacher, bom at
Correggio, in 1533.* At the age of 24, after
-competition with nine other candidates, he took
his place at the 2nd organ of S. Mark's, Venice.
This earlj^ success points to a first-rate education,

, received probably at Venice itself, but possibly
at Brescia, where he had been appointed oi^ganist

in the previous year (Sept. 17, 1566). Venice
was rich in great musicians at the time, and
Claudio « duties would bring him into daily
intercourse with Willaert, Cipriano di Rore, Zar-
lino, A. Gabrieli, Annibale Padovano, and Co-
stanzo Porta. It is delightful to be carried back *

"

to a May evening more than 300 years ago, to
find Zarlino waiting on the Piazza of S. Mark
till vespers are over, that he may present * M.
Claudio M«rulo soavissimo organista del detto
tempio' to FrancescM) Viola,* who was visiting

Venice, and then to follow them all to the house
of old Adrian Willaert, kept at home by the
gout, yet holding a grand reception, and ready
to discuss with them the subjects of Zarlino's

famous book. Claudio satisfied his employers as
well as his colleagues, and while they increased
his salary from time to time,^ they repeatedly
expressed their appreciation of his services, and
their anxiety to retain them.' But his income
was never a large one, and it was probably for

this reason that he set up as a publisher in

1566,*, and 12 years later (in his 46th year) as
a composer of motets and madrigals,^ neither
attempt succeeding very well, or lasting more
than 3 years.

After 27 years service Claudio left Venice,
went first to Mantua, and thence to Parma,^ in

May 1586, as organist of the Steccata, or, ducal
chapeL Here he lived 16 years, was knighted
by the Duke, and died at the age of 71, May 4,
1604. The following letter was written at the
time by one of his pupils to Sig. Ferrante Carli.*

According to your wish I send you •ome particnlan
of Sij?. Claudio's death. On Sunday, the 25th of April,
S. Marks Day, after playing the organ at Vespers in the

1 Entered In teptlsmal register «r a Quhino on April S as nn of
Antonio and Giovanni Merlottl. which was the true form ofhh nam^

s Dlmonstratlonl Harmeniche (Zarlloo, Venice UTl). Bee Intrv*
ductioo.

> Chapelmaster to the D\x\e of Fenara, and an old pupil of Wll-
laert's.

i Catelanl. 'Memorle della Vita . . . dl C. Menilo' (Mian, lUcordlX
s They had learnt a lesson trom Jachet de Buus. who. baring ap>

pealed In vain for an Increase of salary, ran off from & Mark's on
pretence of a holiday, and found the Emperor glad enough to take
him on his own terms.
• Editing madrigals by Verflelot. and. as a partner with Betanlo,

a set of the same by Terta. Betanlo only Joined him for a short time,
perhaps owing to an unexpected pressure of work at St. Mark's by the
resignation of the other organist and delay In appointing another.
Claudio publUhed one set of madrigals (k 5) of his own.

7 Between IflTH and 81. Gardane printed 2 books of Sacra Canttones
(4 6) and 2 books of Madrigals (4 4 and k 3). The 1st and and books
of MoteU (k 6) were not printed till 1S83 and 88 rvpectlTely. To the
various collections Claudio did not contribute much till late In life.

2 Mas«e8 (4 8 and 4 12) and Litanira (4 8). publUhed some yean after
his death, complete the list of his vocal works.

• ti. TirabOMhl, ' Blblloteca Modcnese.' torn. vL pt. L (Hoduta 1T80).
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Steccata, he enjoyed an ereninff walk before goinc home.
Trrthe ni^ht he was aroused br a pain in hit riant ride,

sttoceeded by great fever and violent sickness. 'Fhe fever
continued from day to day, giving him no rest even for

a few minutes. The doctors, Sig. Cemidore and Cerati,

hi» son-in-l&w, after uning many remedies with little or
no success, determined at last to give him a medicine
with strong ingredients— rhubarb, etc. This was on
iSuoday, May 2nd. When the noor old man had taken
the dratight he cried out,'Alas I now cruelly the«« doctors
have treated me ' ; for they had given him to understand
it was merely a syrup. The effect was so severe that he
died just as the clock struck 12 on the 4th of May. The
Duke arranged the funeral, and had him crowned with
laurel and ivy, the^ marks of respect giving great con-
solation to alL He was dressed as a Capuchin monk,
mnnic books were placed on his cofBn. at each oomer of

which one of his scholars, clothed in black, held a lighted

candle. They were D. Chris. Bora, M. Ant. Bertanelli,

M. And. Salati. the fonrth scarcely venturing to add his

name, for he had only been under the good old man's
cire fur a month, thanks first to his own oentleness and
kindness, and next to that of our Sig. Christophero, who
introduced me and entered me at S. Claudio's great
ichool. . . . The Monday following. May 10th, the service

took p^ace in the Cathedral, when he was buried next to

Cipriano [Rore], near the altar of S. Agatha. .... We
tang the mass with double choir, one placed near the

' organ, the other on the opposite side

Your aftectionate servant,

Albssandbo YoLFiua.

Panna, May 14, 1601

Ab for Claudio's Organ ^Toccatas and Ricer-

cari, given to the world late in life, all indeed

but one book posthumous, we do not think the

composer's greatness is to be gauged by them at

alL They cannot bring back to us the wonderful

power of his playing, which could fascinate the

most orthodox musicians, and attract students

from all parts of Italy, Germany, and the North
of Europe. As a faint resemblance of the living

man (perhaps the little organ at Parma on which
he played could recall him to us as strongly)

these organ pieces are very welcome. They com-

pare favourably with other works of the period.

As historical examples they are also valuable.

In them we have classical instrumental music

quite distinct firom vocal, we have again chord-

as distinct from part-writing, the greatest result

the organists had achieved and the ultimate

death-blow to the modal system. Claudio lived

close on the borders of the new tonality. In his

compositions he does not abandon himself to it,

but he no doubt went much further in his playing

than on paper, and had he lived a few years

longer, Frescobaldi's bold and apparently sudden
adoption of the tonal system would not perhaps

have come upon him unawares. [J.R.S.-B.]

MESSIAH. Oratorio by Handel; libretto

from Holy Scriptures by Charles Jennens. Com-
position commenced Aug. 23, 1741 ; first part

completed Aug. 28 ; second part, Sept. 6 ; third

part Sept. I3; instrumentation, etc., filled in

Sept. 14 ;—-in all 24 days only. First performed
(during Handel's sojourn in Irelana) in the

Music Hall, Fishamble Street, Dublin, for the
benefit of the Society for relieving Prisoners, the

Charitable Infirmary, and Mercer's Hospital,

April 13, 1742. The principal singers were
Signora Avolio, Mrs. Cibber, Church, and Rosein-

< 'Toocate d'Intsvolatnrs d'Organo dl 0. di It' etc. Itb. 1*. (Rome
UW>. An earl; example of copper-pltte engraving. Auotber l>ook of
Toccate aod S books of Bieeroari were posthumous.
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grave ; principal violin, Dubouig ; organist, Mac-
laine. First performed in England at Covent
Garden Theatre, March 23, 1743. Performed
annually by Handel from 1750 to 1758 in the

Chapel of the Foundling Hospital for the benefit

of the charity. It was the last oratorio given by
Handel, viz. on April 6, 1759, eight days only
before his death. After the original performance
Handel revised and rewrote many portions of tho
oratorio with grreat care. In 1789 Mozart com-
posed his additional accompaniments to it, so

admirably executed as to have received almost
universal acceptance and to be regarded as nearly

an integral part of the composition. No musicid
work has had such long, continuous, and enduring
popularity as the Messiah, nor has any other so

materially aided the cause of charity. Much of

the veneration with which it is regarded is, doubt-

less, owing to the subject, but much also must
be attributed to the splendid music, some ofwhich
—the stirring 'Glory to God,' the stupendous
'Hallelujah,* and the magnificent 'Amen*— is

^not for an age, but for all time.* The pub-
lished editions of the oratorio, in various forms,

are exceedingly numerous ; the most interesting

being the facsimile of the original holograph
score (now in the music library at Buckingham
Palace) in photo-lithography, published by the

Sacred Harmonic Society in 1868. Many his-

torical and descriptive pamphlets, analyses of

the work, etc., have been issued at various

times. [W.H.H.]

MESTO, 'sadly'; a term used three times by
Beethoven, in the pianoforte sonatas, op. 10,

BO. 3, and op. 59. and in the slow movement of

Quartet op. 18, no. 7. The slow movement of

the first of these is called Largo e mesto, and of

the second and third Adagio molto e mesto. It

is also used by Chopim in the Mazurkas, op. 3.^,

noB. I and 4. [J.A.F.M.]

METASTASIO, Pietro Aittonio Domenico
BoNAVENTDRA. a Celebrated Italian poet, son of

Trapassi, of Assisi, a papal soldier, was bom in

Rome Jan. 3, 1698. As a child he showed an
astonishing power of improvisation, which so

struck Gravina, that, with his parents* consent,

he took him into his family, had him educated,

and changed his 'name. He was studying the

cla.ssics, and engaged in translating the JHad
into Italian verse, when his benefactor died

suddenly—« loss he felt deeply, although he
was eventually consoled by the attachment of

Maria Bulganni the singer. In the meantime
his fame had reached Vienna, and, at the in-

stigation of Apostolo Zeno, the late court poet,

the Emperor Charles VI. offered him that post.

He arrived in Vienna in 1730, and remained
there till his death, April 12, 1782, living with

his friend Martines in the ' Michaeler Haus.*

Henceforth he furnished the principal attraction

at the private festivals of the Court, composing

verses to be recited or sung by the young Arch-
duchesses, set to music in the latter case by the

Court composers, Reutter, Predieri, Caldara, or

t « ]Ietastaslo.*-trapauamento. or transition. U a plajr on Trapaast.
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Bonno. Metastasio was also musical ; he played

the harpsichord, sang (* come im sen^o/ as he
used to say) and composed.* He may be con-

sidered as the originator of a real improvement
in the musical drama, though long since super-

seded. His popularity as a dramatic poet was
great ; the charm, grace, melody, and sweetness

of his verse induced the composers to overlook

the absence of contrast and 8^ng passion ; and
in consequence some of his libretti have been set

as many as thirty or forty times.

Mozart*s 'Clemenza di Tito' is the solitary

example of Metasta8io*s dramas to be seen on the

boards at the present day. His poems include 29
dramas, 8 oratorios, 39 pieces de circonstance,

nearly 50 cantatas and scenas ; elegies, idyls, son-

nets, canzonas, sestines, terzines, etc., published in

nearly 50 different editions.* His portrait has often

been engraved ; that by Mansfield and Heath
after Steiner is the best. Bumey describes his

appearance in 1773 in enthusiastic terms.' There
are also busts and medallions of him. He was
buried in a vault in the Michaeler church, and
in 1855 ^^ amateur named Galvagni placed a
marble monument to his memory (by Luccardi)

in the church of the Minorites, bearing the fol-

lowing lines by the Abb^ Guido Ferrari :

—

*Dat patriam Awisiura, nomen Boma, Austria famano,
Plaiuum orbis, tamulom haec orna MeUstaaia*

Chronological List of Metastasio's Secular Dra-
mas, with the chief composers, and dates of

production.

IMdoiie abbandonata. Barro, 17S4;
lluse. 1743; Jumelli. 17-19; BoD-
no. 1758.

Si(ace. Porpora. 1736; Leo. 1757.

8ln^ Vlncl. 1728; Handel. 1728

UaMP. 1739.

Caton« in Utica. Vlnd. 1727 ; Jo-
melli. 1749.

Erio. Auletta. 17* : Porpora. 17»;
Jomelll. 1749; Haise, 1755; Uraun.
17r.6: <iluck. 1763.

8emlrainld«. Vind. 1729 ; Porpora,
172»; lUss«. 1747; Gludc. 174»;

Jlejerbw-r, 1819.

AleiuMUidruneir Indie. Vlnd. 1729;
Handel (u ' Poro'). 1731 ; Hasse
(aiCIeoflde). 1751.

Aiia«erse. Vind, 1780; HaftM,1740:
Oluck. 1741 ; UaluppI, 1749 ; G.
Scarlatti, 17R3: 40 cettlngi in all.

Pemetrlo. Caldara. 1731; Gluck
(•A •fleonice*). 1742.

Adriano in Siria. Caldara. 1732;
Haitse. 1762 ; 26 tettinga in aU.

I^Mplle. F. Contl. 1732.

Ulimplade. Caldara. 1733 ; WM«n-
seil. 1749; UasM, 17fi6: bafts-

mann. 1764.

DrDHtfoonte. Caldara. 1733; Gludc.
1742; Hasie.l74M.

La Olemenza di Tito. Caldara.
17S4 : HaiMe. 17S7 ; Wagen!»Hl.
174« ; Gluck. 17M ; 0. Scarlatti,

i

1700; Mozart. I79L {

Achnie In Sdro. Caldara. ]73ff;

Jumelli. 1749 ; Has«e. 17C0.

Giro ricunoftduto. Caldara. 1738;

I

Hasae. 1751.

Temixtoda. Caldara, 1733.

Zenobia. Predlcri. 174a
Antigono. Ua«e. 1743.

Ipermntra. UaMw, 1744.

AtUlio R<volo. HaxM!. 17.%
II Uif PMtov*. Bonnu. 1751 ; Sartf,

17^3: Haiiie. 1755; Gluck. 17J6;
Mozart. 1775.

L'Eroe Clnew. Bonn»^ 17r>2: Haitse.

17/iS; r.luck. 17.'i4 ; Seechlia. 1771

;

CImarata. 17t^
L'laola dtsabitata. Bonno, 17%4;
JomHIl. I7fi2 ; G. flcariattl. 1703;
Haydn. 1779 ; Spontinl. 1798.

Nltt«ti. Jumelli. 17f« : Ha.s.ie. ITTA;
Sartl. 1765; Sacchlni. 1774.

Aldde al Bivio. Uaase. 1766 ; Pat-
siello. 1779.

II Trionfo di Clella. Glvck, ITW;
Haaae. 1762.

Tetide. Gluck. 17«t«.

Egerla. Haaae, 17M.
Bomolo ed Ersllia. Han«. 17B5.
II Paraasso cunfuw. Gluck. 1765.

11 Trionfa fAnore. Gaasmann.
1765.

Partennpe. Ha»»«. 17B7.

II Kufgiero. orvero L'erolea grat!>
' "• " ITTl.

1 CappI of Vienna published his 'XXXVl CanzonI a Sole tre vod.*
3 Vol. 1. of 'Op«re del Bignor Abbate Pietro Metastasio,' 17 small

voU. l2nio. (Nice 17X5). contains a life by Cristini.' A st-lection of
hi« poems was published in Paris (U-04) with the title 'Pentieri di
Metastasio.' Bumey wrote his ' Memoirs ' (London 1796).

* 'For that time of life [be was about 74] he is the handsomest
man I ever beheld. There are painted on his countenance all tlie

(renins, goodness, propriety, benevolence, and rectitude which con-
Manlly cbarart«riw his writings. 1 could not keep my eyes off his face.
It was so pleasing and worthy of contemplation.— Present State of
Music in Germanj, 1. 295.
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Sacred Dramas or Oratorios, performed in the
Imperial Chapel, Vienna, in Passion week.

La Pascione etc. Caldara, 1730. La BetuliA liberata. Beutter
Saiif Elena. Caldara. 173L 1734.

La Morte d'Abel. Caldara, 1732. Gioas. Bi di Giuda. Beutter.
Guisepp« rioouoadutu. Porslie. 173\
ITSi. Isacco. Pr«dleri. 174a

One drama, ' Per la Fest. di S. Natale,' com-
posed by G. Costanza,was performed at Home,i 727,
in a theatre with scenery and action. [C. K,P.]

METRE, the rhythmic element of Song : as
exemplified, in Music, in the structureofmelodious
phrases—in Poetry, in that of regular Verses.
As the rhythm of Poetry is measured by

syllables and feet, so is that of Music by beats
and bars. The two systems, notwithstanding
their apparent difference, may ahnost be de-
scribed as interchangeable: since it would be
quite possible to express the swing of s Melody
in Dactyls and Spondees, or the scansion of a
Verse in Crotchets and Quavers. Upon this coin-
cidence, Music and Poetry are almost entirely
dependent for the intimacy of their mutual re-
lations : and, as we shall presently shew, these
relations influence pure Instrumental Composition
no less forcibly than Vocal Music ; the themes of
a Sonata being as easily reducible to metrical feet
as those of an Opera. Themes which are not so
reducible—in other words. Melodies which exhibit
no rhythmic correspondence with any.imaginable
kind of poetical Verse—may, indeed, be safely
assumed to be bad ones. We shall most readily
make this position intelligible, by considering the
syllables and feet which form the basis of Poetical
Metre ; and then shewing their application to the
phrases of a regularly-constructed Melody.

• Syllables are of three kinds ; long (-), short (v>,
and common (-J). Oue long syllable is reckoned
as the equivalent of two short ones. A common
syllable may be treated either as long, or short, at
pleasure. In Classical Prosody, the length or
shortness of syllables is determined by the Uwb of
quantity. In modem Poetry, it is dependent upon
accentalone ; allaccented syllablesbeingconsidertrd
long, and all unaccented ones short, whatever may
be the quantity of their respective vowels. Tha
distinction is of great importance to the Com-
poser ; for Poetry regulated by quantity has very
little af&nity with the Sister Aiii. The ai^ocia-

tion of what we now call Tune, with Sapphics
or Elegiacs, would probably be impracticable. But
the regular cadence of English or Italian verses,

in which the claims of quantity are utterly ig-

nored, seems almost to demand it as a necessity.*

The union of two, three, or four syllables, con-
stitutes a foot. Four forma only of the dissyl-

labic foot are possible

—

Pyrriiic ^v^lTambtis v^-
Spondee — | Trochee, (or Choriu*) . -w
Of trisyllabic feet there are eight varieties

—

Tribrach

.

MoIOBSlM
Dactyl .

Anapanit

.

Baccliiufl

Antibnc. Iiiiu (or Palim-
bacchius) ....

Ampliihrach.VA. . ,

Amphituacer (or Cre-
tic)

4 Not very long ajro. a celebrated Poet, experimenting upon the
poMiblllty of produdiig tcvtn\ Rnfll!>h Hexamett^rs. wrote vrnte

curious examples In accordaiic«> with the law« of quantity—a prvr

oeedlng which left the real point at issue uutouchod.
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Tetnwyllabic feet—alwa3r8 divisible into two
dissyUabic members—are sixteen in number

—

METRE. 817

Proceletismatictu ,

Dispondarus . .

Diiambiis . . ,

DitrucliffiM . .

( horiambus . . ,

Antispaatiu . .

lonicui a mnjnre
lonicuB a minora ,

Paron primus , , - v> v

Pflpon seciindtu . . ^ - ^

PaK>n tertius . . v. s^ -

Pflpon quartiu . , k^ s^\

Rpitritwi primus . ^ - •

Epitritus secuiidus - v^ -

Epitritus tertius . «

Epitritus quartus . •

Two feet usually constituteaMetre (or Dipodia).
Bat, in Dactylic Verse, each foot is regarded as a
complete Metre in itself, even when the charac-

teristic Dactyl is intermixed with feet of some
other kind. Each tetrasyllable foot is also

treated, by reason of its composite character, as

an entire Metre.
Verses * are classed according to the number of

Metres they contain : thus, the Monumeter,
Dimeter, Trimeter, Tetrameter, Pentameter, and
Hexameter, contain one, two, three, four, five,

and six Mekres, respectively.

When all the Metres are perfect, the Verse
is called Acatalectic. When the last syllable of

the last foot is wanting, it is Catalectic. When
two syllables are wanting, or an entire foot, it is

Brachycatalectic. When a superfluous long syl-

lable is added on, at the end of the Verse, it is

called Hypercatalectic.

Most Verses are marked, in or near the middle,

by a slight pause, called a Ccesura, which must
necessarily fall, either on a monosyllable, or on
the last syllable of a word ; as in the well-known
Alexandrine^

[/TO
*Which, like a wounded snake, drags its Blow length

along '

:

and a similar peculiarity is observable in innumer-
able well-constructed Melodies ; as in the Giga of

Carelli*8 Sonata inA

—

The five species of Verse most frequently used
are, the Iambic, the Trochaic, the Spondaic, the
Anapa^c, and the Dactylic, each of which may
be used in the form of a Dimeter, Trimeter, or

Tetrameter,either Catalectic, or Acatalectic. But
no kind of Verse is strictly limited to feet of one
particular order. We constantly find an Iambus
lubatituted for a Trochee ; or, a Trochee for a
Spondee. In Dactylic Verse, especially, the

Spondee is of very frequent occurrence, and the
Trochee by no means uncommon. In like manner,
the phrasing of a Melody may, at any moment,
be relieved by the introduction of a subordinate
figure, though, if the Melody be good, the new
feature will be no less reducible to rule than the
original one.

The variety of Metre permissible in modem
Poetry is unlimited ; and as an equal amount of
fireedom is claimed in the rhythm of modem

» ThToo^ovt thb article, the word Vene, U oied In Its strict iense.
s< Indicstinc • •lofle line of Poetry. In common parlance, the word
Is frequently treated as the synonTm of Stanza: but a Staoa U walJy
s comNnatton of sweqJ Vena.

Music, it would manifestly be impossible to enu-
merate even a tenth part of the different forms
now in common use. Nevertheless, as all are
constructed upon the same general principle, the
Student will find no diflSculty in making an
analysis of any that may fall under his notice.
This analysis cannot be too carefully conducted.
Its importance is obvious enough, where words
have to be set to music : but, as we have already
intimated, it is equally important in other cases

;

for, without a sound practical acquaintance with
the laws of Poetical Metre, it is not easy to invest
even the subject of a Fugue with the freshness
and individuality which so plainly distinguish the
works of the Great Masters from writings of in-
ferior merit. An instmmental Theme, devoid of
marked rhythmic character, is never really effec-

tive. Great Composers seem to have felt this, as
if by instinct ; hence, their Subjects are always
reducible to metrical feet. All the Metres most
common in Poetry, and innumerable others, have
been used by them, over and over again : some-
times, in their strictest form ; but, generally, with
greater variety of treatment than that allowable
in Verse, and with a more frequent employment
of the various tetrasyllabic feet, every one of
which falls into its proper place in the economy of
Instrumental Music. We do not, indeed, always
find the foot and the bar beginning together.
This can only be the case when the foot begins
with a long syllable, and the musical phrase with
a strong accent. But, in all cases, the corre-
spondence between the two modes of measurement
is uniform, and exact; and to its all-powerful
influence many a famous melody owes half its

charm. We cannot carefully examine any
really fine composition, without convincing our-
selves of the truth of thi.H great law, which we
will endeavour to illustrate by the aid of a few
examples, selected from works of universally
acknowledged merit.

The theme of the Scherzo in Beethoven's5ona^a
qtiasi una Fantasia in Of minor (op. 27") is in

Iambic Dimeter Acatalectic—the ' Long Metre *

of English Hymnologists :

—

-Iv^ -11^ -1^ -IT

ŵ {' rK^'lr^rlr
The Hondo of Mendelssohn's Pianoforte Con-

certo in G minor (op. 25) also begins in Iambic
Dimeter ; with the peculiarly happy use of a Pseon
quartus, in the fourth, and several subsequent
places

—

Mozart's Sonata for Pianoforte and Violin, in

Bb, starts in Trochaic Dimeter Catalectic

—

y I - (s.) II

The weU-known Subject of the Slow Movement
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in Haydn*B ' SurptiBe Symphony * is in Spondaic

Dimeter Catalectic

—

The Theme of Weber's Hondo brillante in Eb
(op. 63), is in Anapsestic Tetrameter Brachycata-

lectic, very rigidly maintained

—

The Slow Movement of Beethoven's Symphony
in A, is in alternate verses of Acatalectic and
Catalectic Dactylic Tetrameter, with a Spondee
in each of the even places

—

A no less captivating alternation of Amphi-
macers and Trochees is found in the Tema of

Mozart's Pianoforte Sonata in A

—

It wouTd be easy^ to multiply examptee, ad
infinitum ; but these will be sufficient to shew, on
no mean authority, the importance of a subject,

which, though too often neglected as a branch of

musical education, will well repay a little diligent

study. [W.S.R.]

METRONOME (Germ. Metronom, and Takt-
me»8tr ; Fr. Mitronome. From the Gr. iiirpou^

a measure, and v6iioSf a law). An instrument,

constructed for the purpose of enabling com-
posers to indicate the exact pace at which they
wish their works to be performed.

The Great Masters of the earlier Schools left

the Tempi of their compositions entirely to the
discretion ef the- executant. In doing this,

they incurred no- risk whatever of misconcepo
tlon: for, until the close of the i6th century,

and even later, the Composer was almost always
a Singer in the CJhoir for which he wrote ; and
his relations with his fellow Choristers were in>

finitely closer than those existing between a
modern Composer and the Orchestra under his

controL But, the change of style introduced by
Claudio Monteverde, added to the impulse given
to Instrumental Music and Vocal Music with
Instnmiental Accompaniments, after the be-
ginning of the 17th century, changed these rela-

tions very materially. The invention of the
Opera brought new ideas into the field. The

METRONOME.

individuality of the Composer b^^an gradually to
throw the characteristics of the * School ' into the
background: and Musicians, no longer guided
by traditional laws, soon became alive to the
necessity for giving some sort of direction as to
the manner in which their pieces were to be
sung or played. Hence arose the employment
of such wonls as Grave» Allegro, Adayio, and
other terms of like import, which have remained
in common use to the present day. As the re-
sources of modem Art became more fiilly de-
veloped, even these directions were found to be
insufficient for their intended purpose. A hun-
dred diffeient varieties of Allegro were possible.
How was it possible to indicate to the performer
which of these the Composer intend^ him to
adopt? The number of technical terms was
multiplied indefinitely ; but, it was clear that
none were sufficiently explicit to remove the
difficulty ; and, at a very eariy period, the use
of the Pendulum was suggested as the only
rational means of solving it.

To Etienne Louli^—not FraiiQois, as has been
sometimes supposed—belongs the credit of having
first turned this idea to practical account. In a
work, entitled £Umens oa principu de Mtmque,
mis dans un nouvel ordre, (Paris,. 1696, Amster-
dam, 1698), he describes an instrument, called

a ChronomHre, formed of a bullet, suspended to
a cord,, and provided with means for lengthen-
ing or shortening the latter at pleasure, in such
a manner as to indicate seventy-two different

degrees of velocity. This was a good beginning.
Nevertheless, the machine does not seem to have
become generally known; fbr, in many curious
treatises of later date, we find vague glinmier-
ings of similar ideas, put forth in apparent
ignorance of Louli^*s discovery. Joseph Sauveur
—the inventor of the word ' Acoustics,* and the
author of a. series of valuable papers on Music
contributed to the Mimoirts de VAoademie, be-

tween the years 1700 and 1711—is said to have
proposed a ChrononUtre of his own. In 1733,
an article on a species of Musical Time-keeper
was contributed to the Mimoires de9 Sciences by
Enbrayg. Gabory recommended the use of the
Pendulum, in his Manuel utile el curieux tur
la meture da temas (Paris, 1771). John Harri-
Bon^s * Description concerning such a machine as
will afford a nice and true mensuration of time

;

as also an account of the Scale ef Music,' (Lon-
don, 1775), serves to shew that the connection
between Music and Ghronometry was not un-
noticed in England. Davaux wrote an article

on the subject for the Journal £ncyclop4dique,

in 1 784. Not long afterwards, Pelletier made
use of the Pendulum in a way sufficiently in-

genious to call forth a treatise on his invention

from Abel Burja, of Berlin, in 1790. In the
same year, Breitkopf & Hartel printed, at

Leipzig, Zw6lf geistlicke prosaische Gesdnge, mil
Betfchreibung einea Taktmessers, by J. G. Weiske.
And enough was done, both in France, and in

Germany, to shew, that, even before the close of
the 1 8th century, the matter had attracted no
jmall amount of serious attention*
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In 1 813. Gottfiried Weber advocated the use

of a Pendulum^ formed of a small bullet at-

tached to the end of a string, upon which the

necessary divisions were marked by knots ; the

whole being so contrived that it could be car-

ried in th& pocket— a far more simple and
convenient arrangement than that of Louli^.^

New plans were proposed by G. E. Stockel,

Zmeskall, and other Musicians of reputation;

and Beethoven is known to have discussed them
with interest. The subject excited an equal

amount of attention in England, where many
attempts were made to produce a perfect instru-

ment. Dr. Crotch, diftcarding LoulitTs cord, used,

in place of it, a stiff Pendulun», formed of a long

thin strip of box-wood, graduated ia inches, and
hung upon a suitable fnune. Another Musical

Time-keeper, invented by Mr. Henry Smart
(brother to the late Sir George), is described in

the Quarterly Musical Review (vel. iii., London,

1 82 1). BoUi are now obsolete : but tke writer

remembers seeing instruments of the kind re-

commended by JJv. Crotch, exposed for sale, not

very many years ago, at Messrs. Erat's Harp
Maiiufactory, in Bemers St.

All these mveations failed, however, more or

less completely, through the inconvenience caused

by the length of the Pendulum necessary to-

produce beats of even moderate slowness. In

order to perform sixty oscillations in a minute, a
Pendulom must, inour latitude, be 39' finches long.

One long enough to execute forty woidd be diffi-

cult to manage; This difficulty, which had long

been recognised as a bar to farther improvement,
was eventually removed, through the ingenuity of

a celebrated Mechanist, named Winkel^ an in-

habitaxrt of Amsterdam, who first entertained the

idea of constructing a Metronome upon a system

before untried, involving the use of a certain

kind of Double-Pendulum, the motions of which
are governed by mathematical laws of extreme
complexity, though, practically considered, the

principle is so simple that we trust a very few
words may suffice to explain it..

If a rod be suspended from its centre, and
equally weighted at both ends, its centres of mo-
tion and gravity will coincide, and its posHioD,

when at rest, will be perfectly horizontal. But, if

the weight at one end be diminished, or moved
a little nearer to the central pivot than the

other, the centre of gravity will be displaced, and
the unaltered end will gradually descend, until

the rod hangs perpendicularly ; the rapidity with
which the change of position takes place depend-
ing upon the amount- of diminution to which
the upper wdght ia subjected^ or its nearness to

the pivot. In either case, the vpper weight will

exercise so strong a retarding influence en the
lower one, that by carefully adjusting the pro-

portion between weights and distances, it will be
found possible to make a Double Pendulum, of

the kind we have described, oscillate as slowly

as an ordinary one five or six times its length*

1 A poekM Metronome 'was registered by Greftret In 18f!0, and
another. '»cal« MAlxl. jritem Decher.' has just been i>atented by
Albl.o(Muiikli.
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The poflsibility of constructing a Metronome
upon this principle is said to have first sug-

gested itself to Winkel about the year 181 3;
but it is difficult, in the face of conflicting state-

ments, to arrive at a just conclusion as to the
circumstances under which his invention was
first given to the world. It is, indeed, known to

have been warmly conmiended by the Dutch
Academy of Sciences, in a report dated Aug. 14,

1815 ; '^^t judging &om this, we may surmise
that it had, by that time, assumed a complete,
if not a perfect form. We have^ however, no
definite proof of its then condition. It may
have been finished, or it may not l but, finished

or unfinished, it is certain that Winkel derived
very little benefit from his discovery. Johann
Nepoinuk Maelzel, an accomplished Musician,
and a Mechanist of European reputation, had
long meditated an improvement upon Stockel's

machine for beating time ; and succeeded, about
this time, in producing a species of so-called
'Chronometer,' which fairly satisfied Salieri,

Weigl, and even Beethoven kiimsell. Fortified

by the approval of these high authorities, he de-
termined to bring out his invention in London.
Meanwhile, he exhibited it, in company with
other mechanical curiosities, in a travelling mu-
seum, which he earned about with him, firom city
to city, through some of the principal countries
of Europe. Among other places, he visited Am-
sterdam, wheie he saw Winkel's instrument.
Struck with the superiority of the Double-
Pendulum to the principle adopted in bis own
time-keeper, he at once oflTered to purchase the
invention. Winkel declined to oede his rights ;

but Maelzel, having now learned all he wanted
to know, proceeded to. Paris, patented the
Double-Pendulum in his own name, and in
1 8 16 set up the first Metronome ManufSskctory on
record. Winkel afterwards obtained possession
of one of the Paris instruments ; established its

identity with his own ; and (as Wurzbach states)

took advantage of MaelzeVs return to Holland
to submit his case to the ' Niederlandische Aka-
demie' for decision. A Commission was ap-
pointed, to investigate its merits : and, as it was
proved that the graduated scale was the only
part of the instrument really originated by Mael-
zel, a formal judgment was recorded in Winkel's
favour—too late, however, to do* him full justice,

for,, to this day,, his share in the work is, by
common consent, suppressed, and Maelzel is uni-

versally regarded as the inventor oftheinstrument
which bears his name'
The first Metronomes made at the new Manu-

factory differed so little, in any point of vital

consequence, from those now in daily use, that a
description of the one will include all that need
be said concerning the other. The most import-
ant part of the business is a flat steel rod,

* We are indebted, for most of these particulars, to Mr. A. W. Thayer,
whose carehil researches have placed him in puswssion of much valu-
able Information on this subject. Bemsdurf tells a diflferent story, to
the efbct, that Uaelzel, unable to orercome nome difficulty connected
with his improrement of StOclcel's Tlmt^kefper. took Winkel Into con-
sultation : tiiat Winkel solved the problem fur him ; and that he then
proceeded to Farls. and there patented Wiukel's iuventiou In his own
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about f-even and a half inches long, and an eiglith

of an inch in breadth, pierced, at a distance of

about five and a half inches from its upper end,

by a hole, through which is passed the pivot

npon which it is made to oscillate. This rod

—

answering to the Double-Pendulum already de-

scribed—is suspended, by means of the pivot, in

front of a wooden case, and kept in a perpen-

dicular position by a stout leaden bullet, fixefd to

its shorter end, which, thus weighted, sinks, of

course, when at rest, to the lowest place. On its

upper and longer end is placed a smaller weight,
of br^, mode to slide up and down at will, and
so proportioned to the lower weight, that, by
changing its position, the Pendidum may be
made to execute any number of oscillations,

between 40 and 208, in a minute. As a guide
to the position of the upper weight, the rod is

backed by a graduated scale—really the in-

vention of Maelzel—affixed to the wooden case :

and, by means of this, the instrument may be so

adjusted as to beat, silently, for a few minutes,

at any require^l pace. To render it still more
effective—capable of beating for a longer time,

and, with a distinctly audible sound—it is pro-

vided with a strong spiral spring, adapted to an
escapement exactly similar to that of an ordinary
loud-ticking clock.^ In this form, it is complete
enough to answer its intended purpose, perfectly :

nevertheless, an attempt is sometimes made to

increase its efficiency still farther, by the ad-
dition of a little Bell, which can be made to

strike at every second, third, fourth, or sixth

oscillation of the Pendulum, and thus to indi-

cate the various accents, as well as the simple
beats of the bar. The scale does not include all

the units between 40 and 108—which, indeed,

would be a mere useless encumbrance—but pro-

ceeds, from 40, to 60, by twos ; from 60, to 72, by
threes; from 72, to 120, by fours; from 120, to

144, by sixes; and, from 144, to 208, by eights.

In order to indicate the exact Tempo in which he
wishes his piece to be performed, the Composer
uses a formula, beginning with the letters M. M.
followed by a Musical Note, connected, by the
sign «, with a number. The letters signify

Maelzers Metronome. The Note implies that the
beats of the Pendulum are to be understood as
representing Minims, Crotchets, or Quavers, as

the case may be. The number indicates the
place on the graduated scale to the level of which
the top of tiie upper weight must be raised, or

lowered. Thus, *M. M. p= 60,* would shew that

the Metronome was to be so arranged as to beat
Minims, at the rate of sixty in a minute :

• M. M. p = 100.' that it was to beat Crotchets, at

the rate of a hundred in a minute. Some Me-
tronomes are marked with the words Andante,
Allegretto, Allegro, etc., in addition to the num-

1 In the flnt Time-keeper mide by MmIsbI. In his attemiit to Im-
prtm upon StOckcI'i Chronometer, the sound was produced hj a
Li>mr. ( HfM), striking upon a little Anvil. (Ambon). Thb eipUlns a
cartouB expression contjjned In a letter written, hj Besthoven. to
Zmeskall—' MnU SdiwungiiKinn dtr WOt. *ttd <Mm tkmt HAeV (' First

Swlngoun of the world, and that without a lerrr.') For a description

of the Instrument—known as the * StOckel-Mai'lwl Thtonometer' ,

~see the AUcemciue Jluslkaliscbe Zcltuug for Dvc 1. ItUS. i
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' bcrs. Tliis is a new, and utterly useless con-

trivance: for it is evident, that, if •«=ioo be

held to indicate Moderato, j^=ioo will stand

for Allegro, and j«ioo for Largo. The word
Modernto, therefore, without theMinim, Crotchet,

or Quaver, to qualify it, means nothing at all

;

and it is absurd to encumber the scale with it,

or with any other technical terms whatever.
By far the best Metronomes now attainable

aro those manufactured in England for Mesitrs.

Cocks, Chappell, Ashdown & Parry, and other

well-known Music Publishers. French Metro-
nomes are far less durable than these; and, as

a general rule, far less accurate time-keepers;
though it is sometimes possible to meet with one
which will beat evenly enough, as long as it

lasts. A very large and loud Metronome it

made by Messrs. Kudall & Carte, of London,
for Military Bands ; and an instrument of this

kind may often be usod, with great advantage,
when a number of vocal or instrumental per-

formers practise together: for, apart from its

primary intention, the Metronome is invaluable

as a means of teaching beginners to sing or play

in time, a«d will, indeed, make * good tiniists
*

of many who would be a long while learning

to count accurately without its aid. [W.S. R.J

MEVES, Augustus Antoinb Cobnelius,
son of Augustus Anthony William (^known as

William) Meves, a miniature painter, was bom
in London Feb. 16, 1785. He was early taught

the pianoforte by his mother, a pupil of Linley

and Saochini, and appeared in Edinburgh in

1805 as Mr. Augustus, with considerable suc-

cess. He followed his profession in London until

the death of his father, Aug. i, 1818, when he

gave lip teaching for speculation on the Stock

Exchange, continuing however to compose and
arrange for his instrument. He died suddenly

in a cab. May 9, 1859. In the latter part of his

life he assumed to be the Dauphin of France, son

of Louis XVI., and alleged that he had been
rescued from captivity in the Temple through the

instrumentality of William Meves. His story

may be read in detail in ' Authentic Historical

Memoirs of Louis Charles, Prince Royal, Dauphin
of France,* etc., by his sons Augustus and William
Meves (London, Ridgway, 1868). [W.H.H.]
MEYERBEER, 6iacx)M0, famous dramatic

composer, was bom at Berlin, of Jewish parents,

Sept. 5, 1 791 or '94. His father, Herz Beer,

a native of Frankfort, was a wealthy banker in

Berlin ; his mother (n^e Amalie Wulf) was a
woman of rare mental and intellectual gifts,

and high cultivation. He was their eldest son,

and was called Jacob Meyer, a name he after-

wards contracted and Italianized into Giacomo
Meyerbeer. He seems to have been the sole

member of his family remarkable for musical

gifts, but two of his brothers achieved distinc-

tion in other lines ; Wilhelm as an astronomer,

and Michael (who died young) as a poet.

His genius showed itself early. When hardly

more than an infant he was able to retain in

1 Both dates are g;lT«D.
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memory the popular tunes he heard, and to play

them on the piano, accompanying them with

their appropriate harmony. His first instructor

was Lauska, an eminent pianoforte player, and
pupil of Clementi ; and old Clementi himself,

although he had long given up teaching, was
80 much struck, during a visit to Berlin, with

the promise displayed in the boy's performance

as to consent to give him lessons. As early as

seven years old he played in public the D minor
Concerto ofMozart, and two years later was reck-

oned one of the best pianists in Berlin. The
fsict that, owing to the example and patronage of

royalty, music was ' the fashion' in the Prussian

capital did not prevent its being regarded by
the wealthier classes in the light of a mere
pastime, and it is to the credit of the Beers

that they not only recognised their son's especial

bentybut did their best to give him a sound
profffisional training. It was as a pianist that he
was expected to win his laurels, but as he had
also, from an early age, shown much talent for

composition, he was placed under Zelter for in-

struction in theory, and subsequently (for Zelter's

rigid severity was insupportable to the young
prodigy) under Bernard Anselm Weber, director

of the Berlin Opera, and a pupil of the then

celebrated Abb^ Vogler. An amiable, accom-
plished man, full of enthusiasm for art, Weber
was an inspiring companion, but not a Cf>m-

petent theoretical teacher for such a pupil. The
boy, whose industry was equal to his talent,

brought one day to his master a fugue on which
he had expended an unusual amount of time and
pains, as he thought, with success. So thought
Weber, who, proud and joyful, sent oflf the

fugue as a specimen of his pupil's work to his

old master, the Abb^ Vogler, at Darmstadt. The
answer was eagerly looked for, but months
elapsed and nothing came. At last there ap-

peaired—not a letter, but a huge packet. This
proved to contain a long and exhaustive treatise

on Fugue, in three sections. The first of these

was theoretical, setting forth in rule and maxim
the • whole duty ' of the fugue-writer. The
second, entitled 'Scholar's Fugue,' contained

Meyerbeer's unlucky exercise, dissected and
criticised, bar by bar, and pronounced bad. The
third, headed * Master's Fugue,' consisted of a
fugue by Vogler, on Meyerbetr's subject, analysed

like the premling one, to show that it was good.^

Web^ was astonished and distressed, but
Meyerbeer set to work and wrote another fugue,

in eight parts, in accordance with his new lights.

This, with a modest letter, he sent to Vogler.

The answer soon came. ' Young man ! Art
opens to yon a glorious future ! Come to me at

Darmstadt. You shall be to me as a son, and
you shall slake your thirst at the sources of

musical knowledge.* Such a prospect was not

to be resisted, and in 1810 Meyerbeer became
an inmate of Vogler's house.

This notorious Abb6, regarded by some people

I TMs trostiMwu publlahfld after Vogler's death. Itb anrortnnAte
that hU critleiam Li often unwond, and that his own fugue will not
bear eloM examination.

oL.n.
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as the most profound theoretician of Germany,
by others (including Mozart) as an impudent
charlatan, was possessed of ^me originality,

much eccentricity, and unbounded conceit, not so

much a learned man as an enthusiast for learning

in the abstract, and with a mania for instructing

others. His imperturbable self-oonfidence ('he
gives out that he will make a composer in three

weeks and a*singer in six months,' says Mozart
in one of his Jetters) certainly had an attraction

for young ardent minds, for among his pupils

were several men of genius. After many years

of a wandering, adventurous life, he had settled

at Darmstadt, where he was pensioned and
protected by the Grand Duke. In his house
Meyerbeer had for companions Gansbacher
(afterwards an organist of repute at Vienna) and
Carl Maria von Weber, who had studied with
Vogler some years before, and was now attracted

to Darmstadt by his presence there, and between
whom and Meyerbeer, eight years his junior,

there sprang up a warm and lasting friendship.

Each morning after early mass, when the young
men took it in turns to preside at the organ,

they assembled for a lesson in counterpoint firom

the Abb^. Themes were distributed, and a fugue

or sacred cantata had to be written every day.

In the evening the work was examined, when
each man had to defend his own composition

against the critical attacks of Vogler and the

rest. Organ fugues were improvised in the

Cathedral, on subjects contributed by all in turn.

In this way Meyerbeer's education was carried

on for two years. His diligence was such, that

often, when interested in some new branch of

study, he would not leave his room nor put

off his dressing-gown for days together. His
great powers of execution on the pianoforte en-

abled him to play at sight the most intricate

orchestral scores, with a full command of every

part. His four-part * Sacred Songs of Klopstock'

were published at this time, and an oratorio of

his, entitled *God and Nature,* was performed

in presence of the Grand Duke, who appointed

him Composer to the Court. His first opera,
* Jephthah's Vow,' was also written during this

Vogler period. Biblical in subjept, dry and
scholastic in treatment, it resembled an oratorio

rather than an opera, and although connoisseurs

thought it promising, it failed to please the

public. A comic opera, * Alimelek, or the Two
Caliphs,' met with a similar fate at Munich.
It was, however, bespoken and put in rehearsal

by the manager of the Kamthnerthor theatre in

Vienna. To Vienna, in consequence, Meyerbeer

now repaired, with ihe intention of making his

appearance there as a pianist. But on the very

evening of his arrival he chanced to hear Hum-
mel, and was so much impreieed by the grace,

finish, and exquisite ie^a/o-playii^ of this artist

that he became dissatisfied with all he had
hitherto aimed at or accomplished, and went into

a kind ofvoluntary retirement for several monttiM,

during which time he subjected his technique to

a complete reform, besides writing a quantity

of pianoforte music, which however was never
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published. He made a great sensation on his first

appearance, and Moscheles, who heard him at

this time was wont to say that, had he chosen a
pianist's career, few virtuosi could have rivalled

him. But to be a composer was the only goal

worthy of his ambition, although at this moment
it seemed to recede as he pursued it. The 'Two
Caliphs,* performed in 1814, had again been an
utter fiedlure. Dejected—disheartened to such a
degree as almost to doubt whether he had not

from the first deceived himself as to his vocation,

he was somewhat consoled by the veteran Salieri,

who reassured him, affirming that he wanted
nothing in order to succeed but freedom from
scholastic trammels and, above all, knowledge
of the human voice and how to write for it, a
knowledge, Salieri added, only to be acquired in

Italy. Accordingly, in 1815, Meyerbeer went
to Venice. It was Carnival time. Rossini's &s-
cinating * Tancredi * was then at the height of

its pristine popularity; its new and irresistible

melodiousness had created a universal delirium

;

all Venice resounded with *Di tanti palpiti.'

To Meyerbeer, accustomed to associate Italian

opera with the dreary works of Nicolini,

Farinelli, Pavesi, and others, this was a re-

velation, and he surrendered spell-bound to the

genial charm. Hope awoke, emulation was re-

kindled. He had no style of his own to abandon,
but he abandoned Vogler's without regret, and
set to work to write Italian operas. His success

was easy and complete. * Romilda e Costanza'
(produced at Padua in 181 5, Pisaroni in the
leading part), * Semiramide riconosciuta' (Turin,

1819), *Eduardo e Cristina* and 'lEmma di

Resburgo * (Venice, 1820), were all received with
enthusiasm by the Italian people, and this at

a time when it waa difficult for any one but
Rossini to obtain a hearing. The last-named
opera was played in Grermany under the title of
' Emma von Leicester,* and not unsuccessfully.

*Margherita d' Anjou,' the best of these operas,

was written for the ,Scala at Milan. ' L'Esule
di Granata* made but little impression. 'Al-
mansor* was commenced at Rome, but not com-
pleted. In 1823, while engaged in writing the
' Crociato/ the composer went to Berlin, where
he tried, but failed, to get a performance of a
three-act German opera—'Das Brandenburger
Thor.' This was a time of transition in his life.

He was wearying of the Italian manner, and
be could not be insensible to the murmurs of

diseatisfiiction which everywhere in Germany
made themselves heard at the degradation of
his talent by his change of style. Foremost
among the malcontents was C. M. von Weber,
who had looked on his friend as the hope of that
German opera in which were centred his own
ardent aspirations, and who in 1 81 5 at Pra^e, and
subsequently at Dresden, had mount^ 'The
Two Caliphs* with extraordinary care and labour,

hoping perhaps to induce him to return to his old

path. 'My heart bleeds,* he wrote, 'to see a
Gem an composer of creative power stoop to

become sn imitator in order to win favour with
the crov. d.* In spite of all this the friendship of
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the two men remained unshaken. On his way
back to Italy Meyerbeer spent a day with Weber,
who wrote of it, ' Last Friday I had the happi-
ness of having Meyerbeer with me. It was a
red-letter day—a reminiscence of dear old Mann-
heim We did not separate till late at

night. He is going to bring out his ' Crociato*

at Trieste, and in less than a year is to come
back to Berlin, where perhaps he will write a
German opera. Please God he may ! I made
many appeals to his conscience.* Weber did not
live to see his wish fulfilled, but the desire which
he expressed before his death that an opera he
left unfinished should be completed by Meyer-
beer, showed that his faith in him was retained
to the last.

The 'Crociato* was produced at Venice in

1824, and created a furore^ the composer being
called for and crowned on the stage. In this

opera, written in Crermany, old associations seem
to have asserted themselves. More ambitious in

scope than its predecessors, it shows an attempt,
timid indeed, at dramatic combination which
constitutes it a kind of link between his ' wild
oats* (as in after years he designated these
Italian works) and his later operas.^ In 1826
he was invited to witness its first performance in
Paris, and this proved to be the turning-point
of his career. He eventually took up his residence
in Paris, and lived most of his subsequent life

there. From 1824 till 183 1 no opera appeared
from his pen. A sojourn in Berlin, during
which his father died, his marriage, and the loss

of two children, were among the causes which
kept him from public life. But in these years
he undertook that profound study of French
character, French history, and French art, which
resulted in the final brilliant metamorphosis of
his dramatic and musical style, and in the great
works by which his name is remembered.

Paris was the head-quarters of the unsettled,
restless, tentative spirit which at that epoch per-
vaded Europe,—the partial subsidence of the
ferment caused by a century of great thoughts,
ending in a revolution that had s£fcken society to
its foundations. Men had broken away from the
past, without as yet finding any firm standpoint
for the future. The most opposite opinions
flourished side by side. Art waa a conglomeration
of styles of every time and nation, all equally
acceptable if treated with cleverness. Originality
was at an ebb ; illustration supplied the place of
idea. Reminiscence, association, the picturesque,
the quaint, * local colour,*—these were sought for
rather than beauty; excitement for the senses,
but through the medium of the intellect. Men
turned to history and legend for material, seeking
in the past a torch which, kindled at the fire of
modem thought, might throw light on present
problems. This spirit of eclecticism found its
perfect musical counterpart in the works of
Meyerbeer. The assimilative power that, guided
by tenacity of purpose, enabled him to identify

I It is ilgnifleant that, with the exception of the ' Crodato.' not one
of these early works, so enthusIastlcaUy reoelTed, hdd the stace After
thfdr composer bad left Italj.
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Himnelf with any style he chose, found in this

intellectuAl ferment, as yet unrepresented in

music, a wellnigh inexhaustible field, while

these influences in return proved the key to

unlock all that was original and forcible in his

nature. And he found a &esh stimulus in the

works of French operatic composers, abounding,

as they do, in quaint, suggestive ideas, only

waiting the hand of a master to turn them to

full account.

'He did not shrink, as a man, from the un-

remitting, insatiable industzy he had shown as

a boy, and he buried himself in the literature

of French opera, from the days of Lulli onwards.

.... It was interesting to see in his library

hundreds of opera-scores great and small, many
of which were hardly known by name even
to the moet initiated. ... In his later works
we see that to the flowing melody of the Italians

and the solid harmony of the Gennans he
united the pathetic declamation and the varied,

piquant, rhythm of the French.* (Mendel.)

Last, but not least, in his librettist, Eugene
Scribe, he found a worthy and invaluable

collaborator.

Many vicissitudes preceded the first per-

formance, in 183 1, of 'Bobert le Diable,* the

opera in which the new Meyerbeer first revealed

himself, and of which the unparalleled success

extended in a very few years over the whole
civilized world. It made the fortime of the

Paris Opera. Scenic effect, striking contrast,

novel and brilliant instrumentation, vigorous

declamatory recitative, melody which pleased

none the less for the strong admixture of Italian-

opera conventionalities, yet here and there (as in

the beautiful scena * Robert ! toi que j'aime *

)

attaining a dramatic force imlooked for and till

then unknown, a story part heroic, part legendary,

part allegorical,—with this strange picturesque

medley idl were pleased, for in it each found

something to suit his taste.

The popularitv of the opera was so great that

the 'Huguenots, produced in 1836, suffered at

first by contrast. The public, looking for a
repetition, with a difference, of ' Kobert,* was
disappointed at finding the new opera quite

unlike its predecessor, but was soon forced to

acknowledge the incontrovertible truth, that it

was immeasurably the superior of the two. As
a drama it depends for none of its interest on the

supernatural. It is, as treated by Meyerbeer,

the moet vivid chapter of French history that

ever was written. The splendours and the terrors

of the sixteenth century,—its chivalry and
fanaticism, its ferocity and romance, the brUliance

of courts and the * chameleon colours of artificial

society,* the sombre fervour of Protestantism

—

are all here depicted and endued with life and
reality, while the whole is conceived and carried

out on a scale of magnificence hitherto unknown
in opera.

In 1838 the book of the 'Africaine* was given

to Meyerbeer by Scribe. He became deeply

interested in it, and the composition and re-

composition, casting and recasting of this work,
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ooOupidd him at intervals to the end of his life.

His excessive anxiety about his operas extended
to the libretti, with which he was never satisfied,

but would have modified to suit his successive

fancies over and over again, imtil the final form
retained little likeness to the original. This was
especially the case with the 'Africaine,' sub-
sequently called ' Vasco de Gama' (who, although
the hero, was an afterthought !), and many were
his altercations with Scribe, who got tired of the
endless changes demanded by the composer, and
withdrew his book altogether ; but was finally

pacified by Meyerbeer's taking another libretto

of his, ' Le Prophbte,' which so forcibly excited

the composer's imagination that he at once set to
work on it and finished it within a year (1843).
A good deal of his time was now passed in

Berlin, wherethe King had appointed him Kapell-
meister. Here he wrote sevend occasional pieces,

cantatas, marches, and dance-music, besides the
three-act German opera, ' Ein Feldlager in Schle-

sien.* The success of this work was magically
increased, a few weeks after its first performance,

by the appearance in the part of the heroine
of a young Swedish singer, introduced to the
Berlin public by Meyerbeer, who had heard her
in Paris,—Jenny Lind. -

He at this time discharged some of the debt
he owed his dead friend, C. M. von Weber, by
producing ' Euryanthe * at Berlin. His duties at

the opera were heavy, and he had neither the
personal presence nor the requisite nerve and
decision to make a good conductor. From 1845
he only conducted—possibly not to their advan-
tage—^his own operas, and those in which Jenny
Lind sang.

The year 1846 was marked by the production
of the overture and incidental music to his

brother Michael's drama of ' Struens^.' This
very striking work is its composer's only one in

that style, and shows him in some of his best as-

pects. The overture is his -most successful

achievement in sustained instrumental composi-
tion. A visit to Vienna (where Jenny find
achieved a brilliant success in the part of

Vielka in the 'Feldlager in Schlesien'), and
a subsequent sojourn in London oocurred in

1847. In the autumn he was back in Berlin,

where, on the occasion of the King's birthday,

he produced, after long and careful preparation,

'Rienzi,* the earliest opera of his future rival

and bitter enemy, Richard Wagner. The two
composers had seen something of one another in

Paris. Wagner was then in necessitous circum-
stances, and Meyerbeer exerted hioiseif to get

employment for him, and to make him known to

influential people in the musical world. Subse-
quently, Wagner, while still in France, composed
the ' Fliegende Hollander,* to his own libretto.

The score, rejected by the theatres of Leipsic

and Munich, was sent by its composer to Meyer-
beer, who brought about its acceptance at Ber-
lin. Without claiming any extraordinary merit

for these good oflices of one brother-aj^ist to

another, we may, however, say that Meyerbeer's
conduct was ill-requited by Wagner.

Y2
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* Le Prophbfce,* produced at Paris In 1849,

after long and careful preparation, materially

added to its compoeer*8 fame. Thirteen yean
had elapsed since the production of its predecessor.

Once again the public, looking for something

like the 'Huguenots,' was disappointed. Once
again it was forced, after a time, to do justice to

Meyerbeer's power of tranrferring himtelf, as it

were, according to the dramatic requirements of

his theme. But there are fewer elements of popu-

larity in the * Prophfete' than in the * Huguenots.'

The conventional operatic forms are subordinated

to declamation and the coherent action of the plot.

It containssome ofMeyerbeer's grandestthoughts,

but the gloomy political and rcdigious fanaticism

which constitutes the interest of the drama, and
the unimportance of the love-story (the mother
being the female character in whom the interest

is centred), are features which appeal to the few

rather than the many. The work depends for its

popularity on colouring and chiaroscuro ; the airy

verve of the ballet-music, and the splendid com-
binations of scenic and dramatic effects in the

fourth act being thrown into strong relief by
the prevailing sombre hue.

Aleyerbeer s health was beginning to fail, and
after this time he spent a part of every autunm
at Spa, where he found a temporary refuge from
his toils and cares. Probably no great composer
ever suffered such a degree of nervous anxiety

about his own works as he did. During their

composition, and for long after their first com-
pletion, he altered and retouched continually,

never satisfied and never sure of himself. During
the correcting of the parts, the casting of the
characters, the 'coaching' of the actors, he never
knew, nor allowed any one concerned to know,
a moment's peace of mind. Then came endless

rehearsals, when he would give the orchestra

passages scored in two ways, written in different

coloured inks, and try their alternate effect;

then the final performance, the ordeal of public

opinion and of possible adverse criticism, to

which, probably owing to his having been fed

with applause andencouragementfrom his earliest

years, he was so painfully susceptible that, as

Heine says of him, he fulfilled the true Christian

ideal, for he could not rest while there remained
one unconverted soul, * and when that lost sheep
was brought back to the fold he rejoiced more
over him than over all the rest of the fiock that

had never gone astray.* This peculiar tempera-
ment was probably the cause also of what Chorley
calls hb ' fidgettiness * in notation, leading him
to express the exact amount of a raUentando or

other inflection of tempo by elaborate alterations

of time signature, insertions or divisions of bars,

giving to many of his pages a patchwork ap-

pearance most bewildering to the eye.

Faithful to change, he now challenged his

adop^ed countrymen on their own especial ground
by the production at the Op^ra Comique in 1854
of * L'Etoile du Nord.' To this book he had in-

tended to adapt the music of the * Feldlager in

Schlesien,' but his own ideas transforming them-
selves gradually while he worked on them, there
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remained at last only six numbers of the earll^

work. 'L'Etoile' achieved considerable popu-
larity, although it aroused much animosity among
French musicians, jealous of this invasion of

their own domain, which they also thought un-

suited to the melodramatic style of Meyerbeer.
The same may be said of ' Le Pardon de Ploer-

mel ' (Dinorah), founded on a Breton idyl, and
produced at the Op^ra Comique in 1859.
Meyerbeer's special powers found no scope in

this comparatively circumscribed field. The de-

velopment of his genius since 1824 was too greai

not to be s»>parent in any style of composition,

but these French operas, although containing

much that is charming, were, like his Italian
' wild oats,' the result of an effort of wiU—^the

will to be whomsoever he chose.

After 1859 he wrote, at Berlin, two cantatas,

and a grand march for the Schiller Centenary
Festival, and began a musical drama—never
finished—called 'Gothe'sJugendzeit,' introducing

several of Goethe's lyrical poems, set to music.

His life was overshadowed by the death of many
friends and contemporaries, among them his old

coadjutor. Scribe, to whom he owed so much.
In 1861 he represented German music at the

opening of the London International Exhibition
by his * Overture in the form of a March.' The
next winter he was again in Berlin, still working
at the 'Afiicaine,* to which the public looked
forward with impatience and curiosity. For years
the difficulty of getting a satisfactory cast had
stood in the way of the production of this opera.

His excessive anxiety and fastidiousness resulted

in its being never performed at all during his

lifetime. In October, 1863, he returned, for the
last time, to Paris. The opera was now finished,

and in rehearsal. Still he corrected, polished,

touched, and retouched : it occupied his thoughts
night and day. But he had delayed too long.

On April 23 he was attacked by illness, and on
May 2 he died.

The ' Africaine' was performed after his death
at the Academic in Paris, April 28, 1865. When
it appeared in London (in Italian) on the 22nd
July following, the creation by Mdlle. Lucca of
the part of 'Selika' will not soon be forgotten by
those who had the good fortune to see it.

The work itself has suffered somewhat from
the incessant change of intention of its com-
poser. The original conception of the music be-
longs to the same period as the ' Huguenots '

—

Meyerbeer's golden age—having occupied him
from 1838 till 1843. Laid aside at that time for

many years, and the book then underling a
complete alteration, a second story being en-

grafted on to the first, the composition, when
resumed, was carried on intermittently to the
end of his life. The chorus of Bishops, and
Nelusko's two airs, for Instance, were written in

1858 ; the first duet between Vasco and Selika
in 1857; while the second great duet took its

final form as late as the end of 1862. The ex-
cessive length of the opera on its first production
(when the perforinance occupied more than six

hours) necessitated considerable curtailments
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detrimental to coherence of plot. But in spite of

all tliis, the music has a special charm, a kind
of exotic fragrance of its own, which will always
make it to some minds the most sympathetic of

Meyerbeer's works. It is, in fact, the most
purely musical of them all. None is so meIo>
dious or so pathetic, or so free from blemishes

of conventionality ; in none is the orchestration

so tender : it may contain less that is surprising,

but it is more imaginative; it approaches the

domain of poetry more nearly than any of his

other operas.

It is common to speak of Meyerbeer as the
founder of a new school. Ft^tis affirms that

whatever faults or fEtilings have been laid to his

charge by his opponents, one thing—his origin-

ality—has never been caXied in question. * All
that his works contain,—character, ideas, scenes,

rhythm, modulation, instrumentation,—^all are

his and bis only.*

Between this view and that of Waener, who
calls him a 'miserable music-maker, *a Jew
banker to whom it occurred to compose operas,*

there seems an immeasurable gulf. The truth
probably may be expressed by saying that he was
unique rather than original. No artist exists

that is not partly made what he is by the * acci-

dent* ofpreceding and surrounding circumstances.
But on strong creative genius these modifying
influences, especially those of contemporary Art,
have but a superficial effect, wholly secondary to

the individuality which asserts itself through-
out, and finally moulds its environment to its own
likeness. Meyerbeer*s faculty was so determined
in its manifestations by surrounding conditions,

that, apart from them, it may almost be said to

have had no active existence at all. He changed
music as often as he changed climate, though a
little of each of his successive styles clung to him
till the last. A bom musician, of extraordinary
ability, devoted to Art, and keenly appreciative

of the beautiful in all types, with an unlimited
capacity for work, helped by the circumstance of

wealth which in many another man would have
been an excuse for idleness, he seized on the ten-

dencies of his time and became its representa-

tive. He left no disciples, for he had no doctrine

to bequeath : but he filled a gap which no one
else could fill. As a great actor endows the cha-

racters he represents with life—since to the union
of his personality with the outlines suggested by
the dramatist, they do in fact owe to him their

objective exbtence, and are said to be created by
him—so Meyerbeer, by blending his intellect

with the outlines and suggestions of a certain

epoch, gave to it a distinct art-existence which it

has in his works and in his only. His characters

stand out frt>m the canvas with—his contempo-
rary eulogists say— the vividness of Shake-
speare's characters; we should say rather of
Scott's. The literary analogue to his operas is

to be found, not in Tragedy, they are too realistic

for that, but in the Historical Novel. Here the
men and women of past times live again before
oar eyes, not as they appear to the Poet, who
' sees into the life of things,' but as they appeared
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to each other when they walked this earth. This
is most compatible with the conditions of the

modem stage, and Meyerbeer responds to its

every need.

It is consistent with all this that he should have
been singularly dependent for the quality of his

ideas on the character of his subject. His own
original vein of melpdy was limited, and his con-

structive skill not such as to supplement the

deficiency in sustained idea. This defect may
have been partly owing to the shallow pedantry
of his instructor, at the time when his youthful

talent was developing itself, Wagner (whose
antipathy to Meyerbeer's music yyoB rather in-

tensified than otherwise by the fact that some of

the operatic reforms on which his own heart was
set were first introduced, or at least attempted,

by that composer) compares him to a man who,
catching the first syllable of another man's
speech, thereupon screams out the whole sen-

tence in a breath, without waiting to hear what
it really should have been ! However this may
be, Meyerbeer's own ideas rarely go beyond the

first syllable ; the rest is built up by a wholly
different process, and too often—as though his

self-reliance failed him at the crucial point—

a

melody with a superbly suggestive opening will

close with some conventional phrase or vulgar

cadenzaf all the more irritating for this juxtapo-

sition. As a striking case in point it is enough
to adduce the baritone song in * Dinorah.' The
first phrase is beautiful. The second, already

inferior, seems dragged in by the hair of its head.

The third is a masterly augmentation—a creti-

cendo on the first- ^e fourth is a tawdry
platitude. Something of the same sort is the

case with his harmonies. He often arrests the

attention by some chord or modulation quite

startling in its force and effect, immediately

after which he is apt to collapse, as if frightened

by the sudden stroke of his own genius. The
modulation will be carried on through a se-

quence of wearisome sameness, stopping short

in some remote key, whence, as if embarrassed

how to escape, he will return to where he began
by some trite device or awkward makeshift.

His orchestral colouring, however, is so full of

character, so varied and taidsaarU as to hide

many shortcomings in form. His grand com-

binations of effects can hardly be surpassed, and
are so dazzling in their result that tne onlooker

may well be blinded to the fact that what he

gazes on is a consummate piece of mosaic rather

than an orgahic structure.

But in some moments of intense dramatic ex-

citement he rises to the height of the situation

as perhaps no one else has done. His very de-

fects stand him here in good stead, for these

situations do not lend themselves to evenness of

beauty. Such a moment is the last scene in

the fourth act of the * Huguenots,' culminating

in the ftunous duet. Here the situation is

supreme, and the music is inseparable from it.

Beyond description, beyond criticism, nothing

is wanting. The might, the futility, the eter-

nity of Love and Fate—he has caught up the
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whole of emotion and uttered it. Whatever was
the source of such an inspiration (and the entire^

scene is said to have been an afterthought) it

bears that stamp of truth which makes it a pos-

session for all time. If Meyerbeer lives, it will

be in virtue of such moments as these. And if

the 'Proph^te* may be said to embody his in-

tellectual side, and the ' Africaine * his emotional
side, the ' Huguenots ' is perhaps the work which
best blends the two, and which, most completely

typifying its composer, must be considered his

masterpiece.

Presenting, as they do, splendid opportunities

to singers ot dramatic ability, his operas hold the

stage, in spite of the exacting character which
renders their perfect performance difficult and
very rare. They will live long, although many
of the ideas and associations which first made
them popular belong already to the past.

Subjoined is a list of his principal works :

—

0PEBA8 AND DBAMATIC PIECES.
1. Jephtht'i 0«lQbde. Perform- Brandenburger Thor. IMS: la H

«d 1811: 2. Les Amoura deTere- Croclato in Kgltto. 1834 : 11. Robert
liDde. (In Oerman. Monodrama IeDUble.l8Sl; 12. Los Huguenots,
for Soprano. Chorus, and Olarl- 1K3S: la Eln Feldlager in Sclile-

net obbllgato. In which the lustra- sien, 1840 ; 14. BtrueiiM^e (orerture

mentallst figured as a dramatic and entr'actes), 1846: \^ Le Pro-
personage) ; S. Allmelek. or The ph&te. 1849; 10. L'Etoile du Xord.
Two Caliphs (German. Wlrth und 1H.^4 : 17. Le Pardon de Ploermel
Gast),1813: 4. Romllda e Costanxa,
IHin ; fi. BemlrAmlde rioonosciuta,

1819: & Emma dlBesburgo. 1819;

7. MargberlU d'AnJou. liCZO : 8.

L*B8ale dl Oraaata. 1823; 9. Das

CAKTATAS AND
7 sacred cantatas of Klopstock,

for 4 Toioes, unaccompanied.
An(iott. Hjmu.bjUabItz. For

4Toloes.

Le (Mnie de la Mnslque k la

Tombe de Beethoven. For Solos

and Chorus.
Cantata, for 4 ToIoes. Written

for the inauguration of Guten-
berg's statue at Mayenoe.

(Guttata, ' Maria und ihr Oenlns.'

Composed for the silver wedding
of Prince and Princess Charles of

Prussia. For Solos and Chorus.
Serenade. 'Braut geleite ans der

Helnmth.' Composed for the wed-
ding of Princess Louise of Prussia.

For 8 voices, unaccompanied.
La Festa nella Corte di Ferrara.

Grand Cantata, with tableaux.

March of the Bararlaa Archers.

(Ital. Dinorah). 1809; 18. L'Afri-

cahiM864.

An Oratorio—(3ott mid die N*-
tur. Performed 181L

VOCAL MUSIC
Cantata for 4 voleei and Male
Chorm. with accompaniment of
bran Instruments.
Ode to Bauch the sculptor.

Solos, Chorus, and Orchestra.

Festal Hjrmn. Composed for the
silver wedding of the King of
Prussia. 4 voices and Chorus.
Freundschaft. Quartet for men's

voices.

The 91st Psalm, for 8 voloes.

Composed for the Choir of Berlin

(Tathedral. Published, hi score.

bf Braiidus, at Paris.

Pater Noster, for 4 v(dcet, with
organ accompaniment.

12 Psalms, lor Double Ohorns,
unaccompanied. (MS.)
Subat Mater. (M&)
Miserere. (MS.)

TeDeom. (MS.)

SONOa
A large number of Songs with i

' Neben DIr.' Bong, for Tenor
P. F. accompaniment, among voice, with Violoncello obbllgato.

which the best known are per-

haps 'Le Moine' (for Bass) and
'DasFbchermXdchen.' The whole
of them have been published, to-

gether with ' Le Odnle de la Mu>-'
Ique k la tombe de Beethoven.' in

Des JIger's Lied.' for Bass voice,

with Horns obbllgati.

'Dichter's Wahlspnich.**CaD0O
for S voices.

'A Venetia.' Barcarole.

Des Schflfer's t.Ij«i tnr Tenor
one volume, entitled ' (^uarante voice with Clartd#I^M^<
Melodies k une et plnsleun volx,' j

And many others of leas import-
\>7 Braudus, at Paris. ance.

IN8TBXTMENTAL MUSia
First Danee, with Torches (Fack-

eltanz). for brass orchestra. Com-
posed for the King of Bavaria's

weddinv. 1846.

Second ditto, for the wedding of

Princess Charlotte of Prussia, 189a
Third ditto, for the weddbig of

Princess Anne of Prussia. 186S.

Grand March, for the Schiller

Ontenary Festival. 1899.

Overture, in the form of a March,
for the opening of the Inter-
national Ezhlbitloo In Loudon.
1882.

Coronation March. 1863.

A quantity of P.F. music, wrfttea
In youth, all unpublished.

[F.A.M.]

MEZZO, MEZZA (Ital.\ ' half or ' medium*

;

whence Mezza Voce, * with restrained force.* and
Mezzo Soprano, the female voice intennediate
to the Soprano and Contralto. [JJI.]

MICROLOGUS.

MICHELI, an extremely useful basso, who
sang second parts, serious and comic, on the
Lond(m stage in most of the operas which were
performed, from the ' Buona Figliuola * in 1767
to the *Viaggiatori Felice* in 1783. He was
one of the company engaged by Mr. Gordon,
in the autumn of 1766, and seems to have re>

mained a faithful servant of the establishment

for 18 years. [J.M.]

MI CONTRA FA. In pure Ecclesiastical

Music, the use of the Tritonut, or Augmented
Fourth, is strictly forbidden ; as is also that

of its inversion, the Qui'nta falta, or Diminished
Fifth. It is scarcely necessary to say that the
presence of these intervals is felt, whenever F
and B are brought either into direct or indirect

correspondence with each other, whatever may
be the Mode in which the contact takes place.

Now, according to the system of Solmisation
adopted by Guide d'Arezzo, B, the third sound
of the Hexachordon durum, was called MI ; and
F, the fourth sound of the Hexachordon naturnle,

was called FA. Medieeval writers, therefore,

expressed their abhorrence of the false relation

existing between these two sounds, in the
proverb

—

Mi contra fa est diabolut in mutica.

When the use of the Hexachords was super-

seded by a more modem system of immutable
Solmisation (see Solmisatio^ ; Hexachord), F
still retained its name of FA, while B took that
of the newly-added syllable, SI : and the old

saw then ran thus

—

Si contrafa at diabdus in mutica.

In this form it becamemore readily intellij^

to musicians unacquainted with the machine
the Hexachords ; while its sigiii6cation remain^
unchanged, and its teaching was as stf^mly en-

forced as ever. That that teaching conti^ee in
full force still is proved by the fact, that neither
Pietro Aron, nor any odfier early writer, ever
censured the ' False relation of the Tritine ' more
severely than Cherubini, who condemns it, with
equal rigour, whether it be used as an element
of Harmony, or of Melody. [W. S. R.]

MICROLOGUS (from the Gr. adj. fuxpo-
X6yof, having regard to small things—from
fuxpSs, little, and Ai^Tor, a word; Lat. Sermo
brevis, an Epitome, or Compendium). A name,
given, by two celebrated authors, to works
containing an epitome of all that was known
of music at the time they were written.

I. The Micrologus of Guide d*Arezzo is

believed to have b^n compiled about the year
1034. Valuable MS. copies of this cnriout
work are preserved in the Vatican library, as
well as in the * Kinff*s Library* at Paris, and in
other European ooUections. The treatise was
printed, in 1784, by Gerbert, Prince Abbat of
S. Blasien, in his great work entitled Seriptoret

ecolesiagticidemusica ; and, in 1876, HermeedcMff
published a copy of the original text, at Treves,
side by side with a German translation. Con-
siderable variations occur in the antient MSS.

;

[i^l^^^
lerM^^B
iaineV^
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bat fall dependence may be placed upon the

readings given in the two printed editions we
have mentioned. The work is divided into

twenty Chapters, some of which throw great

light, both upon the state of musical science at

the time of its production, and upon its sub-

sequent progress. The first Chapter is merely
introductory; the second treats of the different

kinds of Notes ; and the third, of ' the Disposition

of the MonochoEd/ which ihe author strongly

recommends as a means of teaching Choristers to

sing in time [see Monochobd] : and it is worthy
of notice, as a chronological * land-mark,' that

Guide here uses the long-since universally re-

jected division of Pythagoras, which resolves the

Perfect Fourth {Diatessaron) into two Greater
Tones and a Limma, instead of the truer section

of Ptolemy, who divides it into a Greater and
Liesser Tone, and a Semitone. Chapter V treats

of the Octave, (Diapason), and of the seven

letters by which its sounds are represented.

Chapters XVIII, and XIX, entitled, De Dia-
pkoniaf id est Organi precepta, and DictcB Dia-
pk&nicB per exempla pi'^batio, are filled with still

more interesting matter, and contain a detailed

description of the method pursued in accom-
panying a Plain Chaunt Melody with Discant

—

here called Diaphonia, or Organum, Earlier

authorities had decreed, that, with the exception

of the Octave, no intervals were admissible in

Diacant, but the Perfect Fourth, and its inver-

sion, the Perfect Fifth, used as in the following

example—-quoted in the Micrologus—in which
the Plain Qiaunt occupies the middle part :

—

etc
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Bat Guide, though he speaks of the Fourth as

the most important interval, permits, also, the use

o^^he Major Secondlyand the Major and Minor
Third ; and gives the following example of the

manner in which they may be introduced :

—

Ve - nl - ta

Neither in the chapters we have selected for

our illustration, nor m any other part of the

work, do we find any mention whatever of the

Harmonic Hand, the Solmisation of the Hexa-
chord, or the use of the Lines and Spaces of the

Stave ; nor do Guide's other writings contain

any allusion to these aids to Science sufiSciently

explicit to identify him as their inventor. His
claim to this honour rests entirely on the au-

thority ofFranchinus Gafurius, Viceutino, Glarea-

nus, Vincenzo Galilei, Zarlino, and other early

writers, whose verdict in his favour is, however,

so unanimous, that it would be dangerous to

reject the traditions handed down to us through

ao many consentient records.

II. A less celebrated, but scarcely less valu-

able treatise, entitled Musioe active Micrologus,

was printed, at Leipzig,—in 151 7, by Andreas
Omithopaicus (or Ornitoparchus)—a German

Musician, of acknowledged eminence, whose true
patronymic, in its mother tongue, was Vogelsang,
or Vogelgesang. This work, written iu the quaint
Latin peculiar to the i6th century, contains
the substance of a series of Lectures, delivered
by the author at the Universities of Heidelberg,
Mainz, and Tubingen; and is divided into

four separate boolu. The First Book, com-
prising twelve Chapters, treats of the different

kinds of Music, of the Clefs, the Ecclesiastical

Modes, the Hexachords, the rules of Solmisation
and Mutation, the various Intervals, the Division
and Use of the Monochord, the laws of Musica
fida, Transposition, and the Church Tones. [See
Modes, the Ecclesiastical; Hexachord;
Solmisation ; Mutation ; Musica ficta ; Tones,
THE Ecclesiastical.]

. The Second Book, divided into thirteen Chap-
ters, treats of Measured Music, [see Musica
mensurata], and contains an amount of infor-

mation even more valuable than that conveyed
in Morley*s * Plaine and Easie Introduction,' in-

asmuch as it is expressed in more intelligible

language, and freed from the involutions of a
cumbrous and frequently vague and meaningless
dialogue. In the Second Chapter of this Book, the
author describes eight kinds of notes—the Large,
Long, Breve, Semibreve, Minim, Crotchet, Qua-
ver, and Semiquaver. The Third Chapter is

devoted to Ligatures: and, as the Ligatures
in common use at the beginning of the i6th
century differed, in some particulars, from those

employed in the time of Palestrina, the rules

here given are of inestimable value in decypber-
ing early compositions. [See Ligature.]

In the Fourth and Fifth Chapters of the
Second Book, the author defines the various

species of Mode, Time, and Prolation ; and, com-
plaining, as bitterly as Morley does, of the

diversity of the signs by which they are repre-

sented, [see Mode; Time; Prolation], pro-

ceeds to give his readers directions, which will

be found exceedingly useful to those who wish
to score the works of Josquin des Pr^, and
other writers who flourished before the middle
of the 1 6th century. The remaining Chapters
treat of Augmentation, Diminution, R^ts, Points,

Proportion, and other matters of deep interest to

the student of Antient Music.
The Third Book, disposed in seven Chapters,

is devoted to the consideration of Ecclesiastical

Music ; and, chiefly, to the Accents used in re*

citing the Divine Office. [See Accents.]
The Fourth Book, in eight Chapters, contains an

epitome of the Laws of Counterpoint ; and treats,

in detail, of the difference between Consonances
and Dissonances, the ' General Precepts of Coun*
terpoint,* the nature of different Voices, the

formation of Cadences, the * Special Precepts of

Counterpoint,' the use of Bests in Counterpoint,

and the different Styles of Singing. On this

last point, the author's remarks are cruelly

caustic. He tells us that the English carol, the

French sing, the Spanish weep, Uie Italians of

Genoa caper, other Italians bark ; but ' the Ger-

mans, I am ashamed to say, howl like wolves.*
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It 18 impossible to over-estimate the value of

the information contained in this most instructive

treatise. The first edition—of which a copy is

happily preserved in the Library of the British

Museum—is so excessively rare, that, until M.
F^tis fortunately discovered an example in the

Koyal Library at Paris, a reprint, of 1519, was
very commonly regarded as the editio pnnceps.

The edition described by Bumey, and Hawkins,
is a much later one, printed, at Cologne, in

1535* ^^ 160Q, our own John Bowland printed

a correct though deliciously quaint English trans-

lation, in London ; and it is through the medium
of this that the work is best known in this

country. Hawkins, indeed, though he mentions

the Latin original, gives all his quotations from
Rowland's version. [W. S. R.]

MIDSUMMER NIGHTS DREAM MUSIC,
by Mendelssohn, consists of two parts, i. The
Pverture was written between July 7 and Aug. 6,

1826, with the latter of which dates the score (in

the Berlin Bibliothek) is signed. It appears from
Marx's statement (Erinn. ii. 231-3) that the work,

as we possess it, is a second attempt. The former

one, of which the first half was completed, began
with the four chords and the fairy figure. On these

followed a regular overture, in which the theme

ggELTicjTr'r lr^F^
represented the proceedings of the lovers. No-
thing else has survived. The Beigomask dance and
other most characteristic features are all new, and
appear to have been the result of the representa-

tions of Marx, who urged that the overture

should not only be formed on the subject of the
play but should adopt it as a Programme. It was
first performed in public at Stettin in Feb. 1827.

Mendelssohn brought it with him to London in

1829, and it was played under his direction at a
concert given by Drouet at the Argyll Rooms, on
June 24, Midsummer night. On returning from
the concert the score was left in a hackney coach
and irrecoverably lost.

The coincidence between the melody at the

close of the overture and that in the * Mermaid's
song' in the Finale to the 2nd act of Weber*8
'Oberon' is no doubt a mere coincidence. Weber's
sketch of the Finale was finished in Dresden on
'Jan. 7, 1826, immediately after which he started

for London ; and it is very improbable that any of

the motifs of the opera should have become known
before its performance, April 1 2, 1826. But apart
from this, it is so extremely unlike Mendelssohn
to adopt a theme from another composer, that we
may be perfectly sure that the idea was his own.
He introduces it in the beginning of the work,
at the first fortissimo ; it then twice recurs in

the course of the working, and appears in an
extended form as a cantil^ne in the coda. Men*
delssohn appear to have felt some difficulty aa to

the notation of the overture. He first wrote it

with the faiiT subject in quavers, and two minima
in a bar. He then published an arrangement

1 Weber > Ufe, by bis son. IL 838, 0«S. !
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for the P. F. with Cramer & Co., which has the

fairy subject in semiquavers ; and lastly returned

to the original notation, in which the score is

printed. The score was published with those of

the Hebrides and Meeresstille, as * 3 concert over-

tures,' by Breitkopfs, in March or April 1835.
2. The music for the Play was composed in

1843 in obedience to the desire of the King of

Prussia, and was produced on the stage at Che

New Palace at Potsdam, on Oct. 14 of that year,

after 11 rehearsals. It contains 12 numbers

—

Scherzo ; Fairy march ;
' You spotted snakes' for

2 sopranos and chorus ; Melodrama ; Intermezzo

;

Melodrama ; Nottumo ; Andante ; Wedding
march ; Allegro commodo ; Bergomask dance

;

Finale. Its first perfoirmance at the Philhar-

monic was under the composer's direction. May
27, 1844. [G.]

MILAN. A school of music was founded at

Milan in 1483 by Lodovico Sforza, Duke of

Milan. Some writers affirm that tlids was the

first public school of music in Italy, but that of

Bologna, founded in 1482 by Pope Nicholas V,

preceded it by one year. Franchino Gafurio of

Lodi was the first public profess«^r of music in

Milan. He was bom at Lodi in 145 1, and studied

music at Mantua, Verona, Genoa and Naples.
Driven firom Naples by the inroads of the Turks,

he returned to Lodi, where he gave instruction

in music till summoned to Milan by Roberto
Bami,canon of Lodi. In 148 2 he was made chapel-

master of the cathedral, and public professor of

music in that city. He continued there many years

teaching and translating into Latin the ancient

Greek writers on music. Among his works are :

—

I. Theoricum Opusharmonicse discipline. (Milan,

1492, in fol.) 2. Practica Musicse utriusque can-

tus. (Milan, 1496.) 3. De harmonica musicorum
instrumentorum. (Milan, 1498.)

This last treatise gave rise to a fierce dispute,

embraced by all the musicians of the day, be-

tween Gafurio and Spataro, the professor of the
rival school at Bologna. To Spataro's attack,

entitled 'Errori di Franchino Gafurio,' etc.,

Gafurio replied in his 'Apologia Franchini Ga-
furii Musid adversus Joannem Spatarium et

complices Bononiensis.* The school of music was
for the time overthrown in Milan by the fall

of Lodovico Sforza, and Franchino Gafurio re-

tired to Padua, where he became a professor of

astrology. He died at the age of 71.

Bumey, in his History ofMusic (vol. iii. p. I53>,

speaks in the highest terms of Gafurio : * It wa8
at Milan,' he says, 'that Gafurio composed and
polished most of his works ; that he was caressed
by the first persons of his time for rank and
learning; and that he read Lectures by public

authority to crowded audiences, for which he
had a faculty granted him by the Archbishop
and chief magistrates of the city in 1483, which
exalted him far above all his cotemporary bre-

thren : and how much he improved the science

by his instructions, his lectures and his writings,

was testified by the approbation of the whole
city ; to which may be added the many disciples he
formed^ and the almost infinite number of volumes
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iie wrote, among whicb several will live as

long as music and the Latin tongue are under-

stood.'

Ck)8tanzo Porta, the pupil of Willaert, Zarlino,

Coimo, Gastoldi Bifii, and others, were also emi-

nent comp<isers in the old Lombard school of

music, but Claude Monteverde vbom at Cremona
1570) was the first to found a new epoch in this

school, and to make it one of tbe richest and
most powerful in Italy. He first attracted the

notice of the Duke of Mantua by his performance

on the Tenor Viola; and by his direction, and ap-

plying himself to the study of composition under
Ingegnere, the Maestro di Capella of that Court,

he became a considerable composer for the Church.

The result of his studies appears in some valu-

able innovations in the old rules of counterpoint,

which, although they excited much cavil and dis-

cussion at the time, were soon adopted not only

by dilettanti but professors.

Besides making these important discoveries,

he is conBidered to be one of the first inventors

of recitative in the Musical Drama. Orazio

Vecchi, bom about 1550, was another writer

of operatic music of the Lombard school. His
opera of * L* Amfi Pamaso,' was one of the earliest

operatic representations. These and many other

writers of dramatic music were formed in the

Lombard school, which was also illustrated by
composers for the Church, such as Viadana,

NoBcimbeni, Simpliciano Olivo, Giuseppe Vignati,

Antonio Rosetti, Gio. Andrea Fioroni, etc., etc.

In the first part of the 18th century the

iamous school of singing of Giusep{>e Ferdinando
Brivio flourished at Milan, but there does not

seem to have been any special ' Accademia * or

Conservatorio for public musical instruction till

the year 1807, when, by a decree of Napoleon
Buonaparte, the present Koyal Conservatorio of

Milan was established.

By order of the viceroy, Eugene Beauhamais,
the building annexed to the church of Santa
Maria della Passione, formerly a convent, was
set apart for the new musical institute. It was
opened on September 8, 1 808, and formally in-

augurated by the Marquis de Brbme, minister

of the interior ; and it was to be modelled on the

pattern of the old Conservatorios of Naples.

The first president of the Conservatorio was
Bonifazio Asioli, chosen by the celebrated Gian
Simone Mayr, who traced out the rules for the

new institution ; and the first professors of the

various branches of musical instruction were
F^erigi, Secchi, Bay, Piantanida, Negri, Rolla,

Sturioni, Andredi, Adami, Belloli, Buccinelli.

In 1 814, on account of the large increase of

pupils, two extra professors were nominated.
Daring the years 1848 and 1849, when the

AustriaDs were in Milan, the Conservatorio was
also occupied by their troops, but the musical

instruction of the pupils was carried on in the

private houses of the professors. In 1850 the

Conservatorio was reopened under the presidency

of Lauro Rossi on a larger scale, with a con-

siderable change in its form of government, and
firesh provision was made for instruction in the
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organ, the harp, the history and philosophy of
music. In 1 858 a school of instruction in singing
for the performers at the royal theatres was Hke-
wise added.

An Academical Council was instituted in 1864,
to determine what prizes should be distributed

to the pupils, and every year those who dis-

tinguish themselves most at the yearly examina-
tions receive a monthly pension arising out of
the endowment of the Institution. In this same
year the ' Societk del Quartetto * was formed, of
which many of the most notable musicians of the
present day are honorary members. Every year
this society causes six or eight concerts of clas-

sical music to be performed, and ofi*ers a prize

for the best musical composition on a given sub-
ject. The * Scuole popolari * for the lower classes

of the people, at the cost of the State, are also off-

shoots of the great Milanese Conservatorio.

The programme of musical instruction in the
Royal Conservatorio, as translated from the
report of January 1873, of the president, Signer
Lodovico Me^i, comprehends two kinds of in-

struction in music, artistic and literary, and these

may again be subdivided into a preliminary
and a superior course of instruction in either of

these two branches.

The Conservatorio professes to give a complete
musical and a fair literary education. The musical
instruction is directed by 29 -Professors, and by
about 30 Teachers selected from the best pupils

of both sexes. For the literary branch there are

7 Professors. There are two other Professors, one
for deportment, pantomine, and ballet, the other
for drilL

Each pupil previous to admission must pass
through a prehminary examination to see if he
has any capacity for the branch of musical in-

struction he intends to pursue. This examina-
tion when passed only gives the pupil a right to

enter the Conservatorio probationally for a year,

and not till he has passed the second examination
at the end of the probationary year is he admitted
as a pupil. On admission he pays an entrance

fee of 20 lire, and every year, until his studies

are completed, he pays to the Institute 5 lire

monthly, with the exception of the months of Sep-
tember and October.

Nine years are allowed to each pupil for study
in composition, and for attaining proficiency in

atringed inatrunients, ten years for wind instru-

ments, eleven years for instruction in singing.

Since its foundaticci, to the date above named,
the Conservatorio had instructed 1627 pupils, of

whom 1 24 finished their course in 1872. [CM. P.]

MILANOLLO, the sisters, celebrated violin

ists, were both bom at Sevigliano near Turin,

where their father lived as a poor silk-spinner

;

Teresa in 1827, Mabia in 1832. Teresa was
but four years of age when she heard a violin

solo in a mass, and was so much impressed by
the sound of the instrument that from that

moment she could think and talk of nothing

else, and would not rest till she got a fiddle of

her own. Her first teacherwas Giovanni Ferrero, a
local musician, and afterwards Gebbaro and Mora
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at Turin. She was not yet seven years old

when she made her first public appearance at

Turin and other towns of Piediuont. But
the pecuniary results of these concerts being

quite insufficient to extract the family from the

state of absolute poverty they were living in,

the father was advised to emigrate to France.

Accordingly he set out with his wife and two
children, Teresa, then seven years old, and
Maria, an infant in arms, and after- having
crossed the Alps on foot, the little caravan

made its first halt at Marseilles. Here Teresa

played three or four times with much suc-

cess, and then went to Paris, furnished with

an introductton to Lafont, who took much
interest in her talent and instructed her for

some time. After having appeared with much
success at Paris, she travelled for some time

with Lafont in Belgium and Holland. She
next came to England, appeared in London
and the provinces and on a tour through Wales,
played within less than a month in forty con-

certs with Bochsa, the harpist, who however,

according to Fetis, absconded with the whole of

the proceeds. Meanwhile Teresa had begun for

some time to instruct her younger sister Maria,

who shewed a talent hardly inferior to her own,
and who began to play in public at the age of

six. Henceforth the two sisters invariably ap-

peared together, and on their journeys through
France, Germany, and Italy were received every-

where with the greatest enthusiasm. Their per-

formances shewed all the best peculiarities of

the Franco-Belgian school of violin-playing

—

great neatness of execution of the left hand,

facility of bowing, gracefulness and piquancy of

style. Teresa*s playing appears to have been
distinguished by much warmth of feeling, while

Maria, the younger, had remarkable vigour and
boldness of execution. These qualities, com-
bined with the charm of their personal appear-

ance, never &iled to enlist the sympathies of the

public. At Vienna especially, where the sisters

gave within a few months not less than 25
concerts, their success was almost unprecedented.

They visited England once more in 1845, and
played at the Philharmonic on June 9. Their
reception in England appears hardly to have
been in accordance with their enormous conti-

nental reputation, and the critics of the day
severely condemn the exaggerated style and in-

complete technique of the sisters—with what
right it is difficult to say. In 1848 Maria, the
younger, died suddenly of rapid consumption at

Paris, and was buried at P^re la Chaise. Teresa
after some time resumed her life of travel, but
since her marriage with M. Parmentier, an emi-

nent French military engineer, has retired into

private life. [P-.I>-]

MILDER-HAXJPTMANN, Pauline Anna,
a celebrated German singer and tragic actress, the
daughter of Milder, a courier in the Austrian
service, was bom at Constantinople in 1785.
She lived afterwards at Vienna, where, having
lost her father, she was compelled to enter the

iervice of a lady of rank as lady'a-maid. Her
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fine voice and handsome person attracted the

notice of Schikaneder, the well-known Viennese
manager, who urged her to enter the profession,

offering to be responsible for her musical educa-

tion and to superintend her d^ut on the stage.

The offer was accepted, and she became the pupil

of an Italian singing-master named Tomascelli,

and subsequently of Salieri. She made her first

public appearance on April 9, 1803, as Juno, in

Sussmayer's opera * Der Spiegel von Arkadien.'

As an artist, she seems to have profited but little

by instruction. With the kind of Oriental indo-

lence that always distinguished her, she was
content to rely for success on her splendid natu-

ral gifts, which were such as to procure f\^ her,

almost at once, an engagement at the Imperial

Court theatre. That the part of ' Fidelio ' should

have been written lor her is sufficient testimony

to the capabilities of the organ which caused

old Haydn to say to her ' Bear child, you have

a voice like a house !*

Her fame spread rapidly, and in 1808 she

made a brilliantly successful professional tour,

obtaining, on her return to Vienna, a fresh en-

gagement at Court as prima donna assoluta. In

1 8 10 Anna Milder married a rich jeweller named
Hauptmann. Her greatest series of triumphs

was achieved at Benin, where she appeared in

Gluck's 'Iphigenia in Tauris,* in 1813. After

singing with equal ^clat in other great German
towns, she contracted, in 18 16, a permanent en-

gagement with the royal theatre of Berlin, where

for twelve years she reigned supreme. She played

in all the principal rdles in the repertoire, but her

great parts were those of the classical heroines

of Gluck— Iphigenia, Alcestis, Armida— for

which she was pre-eminently fitted, both by

her imposing presence, and by her magnificent

soprano voice, full, rich, and flawless, which both

in amount and quality seems to have left nothing

to desire. It was, however, unwieldy, and this

natural inflexibility so little overcome by art as

to be incapable of the simplest trill or other florid

embellishment. At times, especially in her later

years, she attempted some lighter parts, such as

Mozajii*s Donna Elvira, and Susanna, but her

lack of execution prevented her from suc-

ceeding in these as she did in Weigl's opera * Die

schweizer Familie ' (made celebrated by hegr im-

personation of Emmeline), or in the broad decla-

matory style of Gluck. Although 'Fidelio'

became one of her principal rdles, her perform-

ance in this opera was never either vocally or

dramatically irreproachable. Thayer (Life of Bee-

thoven, ii. 290) relates a conversation with her, in

1836, when she told him what 'hard fights' she

used to have with the master about some pass-

ages in the Adagio of the great soena in E
major, described by her as ' ugly,* ' unvooal,* and
* inimical (widerstrebend) to her organ.' All was

in vain, however, until in 18 14 she declared

herself resolved never again to appear in the

part, if she had to sing this ungrateful air as it

stood—a threat which proved effective.

Her manner in society is desoriberl as cold and

apathetic, and her degree of musical culture so
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small that she could only learn her parts by
having them pLiyed to her over and over again.

In spite of this {in which indeed 8he is not
gingular), she was as much admired by com-
powre and critics as by the court and the public.

Ztlter describes her golden voice as 'positively

belonging to the class of rarities/ and her^lf as

'the only singer who gives you complete satis-

faction.* There is no doubt that her success and
8teady hold on the public favour had a most
important influence in upholding German opera
and the classical style, and in counteracting the
frivolous fashion for foreign talent of every kind
which reigned at Berlin.

Chorley tells an amusing story, on the author-
ity of an eye-witness, of an occasion when Mme.
Milder's stately calm was for a moment over-

come during one of her magnificent imperson-
Ations of Gluck's heroines. 'At the moment
where Blum, the bass singer, who used to

strengthen himself for the part of Hercules upon
champagne, was carrying otif the colossal Alcestis

from the shades below, Queen Milder, aware of
the risk she ran in arms so unsteady, and over-

powered with sudden terror, exclaimed, " Herr
Jesu ! Ich falle I

*' This exclamation elicited a
simultaneous roar from all parts of the theatre.

And from that day forward, Milder was led, not
cirried, from the stage by the God of Strength.*

(Modern German Music, vol. i. p. i86.)

In 1829 she Hbdicated her sceptre in Berlin,
owing to misunderstandings and differences with
the opera-director, Spontini. She then visited

Russia, Sweden, and Denmark, but her voice
was &iling fast. Her last public appearance
was at Vienna in 1S36, two years before her
death, which happened at Berlin on May 29,
1838. [F.A.M.]

MILTTARY DRUM is another term for the
side drum. [Dbum, 3.] [V. de P.]

MHiLER, Edwabd, Mus. Doc., bom at
Norwich in 1731, studied music under Dr.
Barney, and was elected organist of Doncaster
^^y 35, 1756, upon the recommendation of
Xares. He graduated as Mus. Doc. at Gam-
hridge in 1786. He died at Doncaster, Sept. 12,

1807. His compositions comprise elegies, songs,

harpsichord sonatas, flute solos, psalm tunes, etc.,

and he was the author of *The Elements of
Thorough-bass and Composition ' and a 'History
ot Doncaster,' 1 804. [W. H. H.J
MILLICO, G1D8EPPB, a good composer and

^^tter singer, was bom in 1739 at Terlizzi
( roviglio), Modena. Gluck, who heard him in
Italy, thought him one of the greatest soprani of
lus day, and, when Millico visited Vienna in
1773* and was attached to the Court Theatre,
Gluck showed his estimation of him by choosing
hinoi as singing-master for his own niece. In the
spring of that year, Millico had already come to
London, where however he found the public but
littie disposed in his favour. Though a judicious
*rti«t and a most worthy man, he was not an
Adonis, and his voice had received its greatest
beaotiet frt>m art (Bumey); *0f a si^ularly
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dark complexion, ill-made, and uncommonly plain
in features* (Lord Mount-Edgcumbe). By the
end of the season, Millico had reversed the first

unfavourable impression, and his benefit was a
bumper. He had then appeared in ' Artaserse

'

and * Sofonisba,* and he took part in ' II Cid' and
'Tamerlano' in the following year. In 1774 he
appeared here in * Perseo.' after which he went
to Berlin. In 1780 he was in Italy again,

attached to the Neapolitan Court, where he is

said to have profited by his own influence to
oppress other artists. Fetis gives a list of his

compositions, including 3 operas, 3 cantatas, a
collection of canzonette, published in London
('777)» and other pieces. [J.M.]

MILTON, John, father of the poet, was of
an ancient Roman Catholic family seated at
Milton, Oxfordshire. He was educated at Christ
Church, Oxford, but being disinherited for em-
bracing Protestantism, commenced business as

a scrivener in Bread Street, Cheapside, at the
sign of the Spread Eagle, the family arms. He
was a skilled musician, and admitted into fel-

lowship with the best composers of his time.

To 'The Triumphes of Oriana,' 1 601, he contri-

buted the six-part madrigal *Fayre Oriana in the
mome,* and to Leighton's *Teares or Lament-
acions,' 1614, four motets. Ravenscroft's 'Whole
Booke of Psalmes,* 1621, contains some tunes by
him, among them the well-known 'York' and
* Norwich.' He is said to have composed an
'In Nomine' in 40 parts, and presented it to

a Polish prince, who rewarded him with a gold
chain and medal. His musical abilities are
celebrated by his son in a Latin poem, 'Ad
Patrem.' He died at an advanced age in March
1646-7, and was buried at St. Giles', Cripplegate.

Specimens of his compositions are given by both
Hawkins and Bumey. [W.H.H.]

MINACCIANDO, 'threateningly'; a term
used once by Beethoven, in a letter to Schott,

dated Jan. 28, 1826 (Nohl, Neue Briefe Bee-
thoven's, p. 282), in which, after some playful

abuse, the foUowing postscript occurs :

—

tr.

Pomun
16fuwigi w

: trillo

tr. minacciando

^ [J.A.F.M.]
MINGOTTI, Reotna, a very celebrated singer,

whose fiunily name was Valkntini, was bom at
Naples, of German parents, in 1728. Her father,

an officer in the Austrian service, being ordered
to Griitz in Silesia in the same year, took his
daughter with him. Here he died, leaving her
to the care of an uncle, who placed her in

the Ursuline Convent, where she received her
first instruction in music. At the age of 14,
however, she lost her uncle by death, and the
pension which ensured her an asylum with the
nims ceased with his life. Compelled to return

to her £Eunily, she spent some time very unhappily.

1 Trombone, 16 ft.
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In order to escape from this miserable life,

though still a mere child, she married Mingotti,

an old Venetian musician, impresario of the
Dresden opera. Perceiving all the advantage
that might be derived from the great gifts of his

young wife, Mingotti placed her at once under
the tuition of Porpora, where she made rapid
progress in her art. From a slender salary, she
soon rose to receiving more considerable pay,
while her growing popularity aroused thejealousy
of a powerful and established rival, the celebrated
Faustina, who actually vacated the field and left

Dresden for Italy. Soon afterwards the younger
singer went also to Italy, and obtained a lucra-

tive engagement at Naples. There she appeared
with great eclat ( 1 748 ) in Galuppi's ' L'Olimpiade,

'

astomshing the Italians no lesii by the purity of

her pronunciation than by the beauty of her
voice and style. Engagements were immediately
offered her for many of the great Italian operas,

but she refused all in order to return to Dresden,
where she was already engaged. Here she
played again in ' L'Olimpiade with enormous
success. Faustina and her husband, Hasse the
composer, were also now again in Dresden ; and
Burney tells an anecdote which, if true, shows
that their jealous feeling towards Mingotti had
not ceased. According to this story, which ho
had from the lips of Mingotti herself^ Hasse
composed a new air specially for the young
singer, which she was to sing in his ' Demofoonte'

(1748). In spite of her success in brilliant

music, it was still supposed that she was in-

capable of singing a slow and pathetic air.

Accordingly, Hasse had written for her an inter-

esting Ada(jio, with which she was much taken,
till she noticed that the accompaniment was for

violins, pizzicati, probably with the intention of

leading her to sing out of tune for want of proper
support. By dint of study, however, she mas-
tered the difficulty, and sang the song in such a
way as to convert her detractors to admiration.
From Dresden she went to Spain (1751), where
she sang with Gizziello in the operas directed by
Farinelli, who was so strict a disciplinarian that
he would not allow her to sing anywhere but at

the Opera, nor even to practise in a room that
looked on the street ! Burney illustrates this

with another anecdote, too long to quote here.

After spending two years in Spain, Mingotti
went to Paris, and thence to London for the first

time. Her arrival here retrieved the fortunes of
the opera in England, which were in a languishing
condition. In November, 1755, JonMnelU's ' An-
dromaca ' was performed, but * a damp was thrown
on its success by the indisposition of Mingotti

*

(Burney). She told that writer, indeed, in 1772,
* that she was frequently hissed by the English
for having a tooth-ache, a cold, or a fever, to

which the good people of Englimd will readily

allow every human being is liable, except an
actor or a singer.' She seems to have b^en a
very accomplished singer and actress ; her only
fault, if she had one, Ib^eing a little want of femi-

nine grace and softness.

Her contentions with Vaneschi, the manager,
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occasioned as many private quarrels and feuds as

the disputes about Handel and Buononcini,

Gluck and Piccinni, or Mara and Todi. Mingotti

addressed a letter 'to the town,' but in such

cases 'not a word which either party says is

believed' (Burney). Ab the story goes, on one

occasion. Mrs. Fox Lane, afterwards Lady Bing-

ley, a zealous friend and protectress of Mingotti,

having asked the Hon. General Carey his decided

opinion as to the disputes between her protegee

and Vaneschi ; the General, after listening

patiently to her long statement of the ctwf-^

belli, at length retorted * And pray, ma'adi, who

is Madam Mingotti V * Get out of my house.'

answered the incensed lady, 'you shall never

hear her sing another note at my concerts, as long

as you live.' Vaneschi gave way, and Mingotti

(with Giardini) carried the same company
through the next winter with great iclxtt,—

but little profit, in spite of appearances; and,

after this season, the new managers gave up the

undertaking.

At the close of the season of 1763, Signora

Mattel left England, and Giardini and Mingotti

again resumed the reins of opera-government,

and Mingotti sang in ' Cleonice (* in the declipe

of her favour'—Burney), 'Siroe,' 'Enea e La-

vinia,' and 'Leucippe e Zenocrita.* And here

the reign of Giardini and Mingotti seems to have

ended, after an inauspicious season (Burney).

She afterwards sang with considerable success in

the principal cities of Italy, but she always re-

garded Dresden as her home, during the life uf

the Elector Augustus. In 1772 she was settled

at Munich, living comfortably, well received M
court, and esteemed by all such as were able to

appreciate her understanding and conversation.

It gave Dr. Burney ' great pleasure to hear her

speak concerning practical music, which she did

with as much intelligence as any maestro <H

Capdla with whom he ever conversed. Her
knowledge in singing, and powers of expression,

in different styles, were still amazing. She spoke

three languages, German, French, and Italian, so

well that it was difficult to say which of them

was her own. * English she likewise spoke, and

Spanish, well enough to converse in them, and

understood Latin; but, in the three languages

first mentioned, she was truly eloquent. She

afterwards played and sang to him ' for near four

hours,* when he thought her voice better than

when she was in England.
In 1787 Mingotti retired to Neuborg on tl^e

Danube, where she died in 1807, at the age of

79. Her portrait in crayons, by Mengs, is in

the Dresden Gallery. It represents her, when
young, with a piece of music in her hand ; and,

if faithful, it makes her more nearlv beautiful

than it was easy for those who knew her later in

life to believe her ever to have been. * She ii

painted in youth, plumpness, and with a very

expressive countenance.' The dog in Hogarth's
' Lady's last stake * is said to be a portrait of

Mingotti's dog. [J.M.]

MINIM (Lat. and Ital. Minima ; Fr. Blanche;

Germ. Halbe Note)* A note^ equal in duration
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to the half of a Semibreve ; and div'sible into

two Crotchets (Semiminimfe majort«), or four

Quaveni (^Semiminimse minores).

The Minim derives its name IVom the fact,

that, until the invention of the Crotchet, it was
the shortest note in use. We first find it men-
tioned, early in the 14th century, by Joannes de
Muris; though Morley says it was employed
by Philippus de Vitriaco, who flourished dur-

ing the latter half of the 13th. Its form has
undergone but little change, in modem times.

It was always an open note, with a tail. Formerly
its head was lozenge-shaped, and its tail turned
always upwards: now, the head is round, in-

clining to oval, and the tail may turn either

upwards, or downwards.
In antient music, the Minim was always im-

perfect : that is to say, it was divisible into two
Crotchets only, and not into three. As time pro-

gressed, a quasi-exception to this rule was afforded

by the Hemiolia minor : but it was never used
in ligature. [See Hemiolia ; Lioaturb.]
The Minim Kost resembles that of the Semi-

breve, except that it is placed above the line,

instead of below it—a peculiarity which is ob-

served in the oldest MSS. in which Minims
occur. [W.S.R.]

MINOR. When intervals have two forms

which are alike consonant or alike dissonant, these

are distinguished as major and minor. The minor
form is always a semitone less than the major.

The consonances which have minor forms arc

thinlB and sixths; the dis8onances are seconds,

sevenths and ninths; of these the minor thirds

and sixths are the roughest of consonances, and
the minor second is the roughest and the minor
seventh the smoothest of dissonan^^.

Minor scales are so called because their chief

characteristic is their third being minor. Minor
tones are less than major by a comma. [See

Major.] [C.H.H.P.]

MINOR CANONS, friests in cathedrals

and collegiate churches whose duty it is to

superintend the performance of daily service.

They are not of the cltapter, but rank after the

canons and prebendaries. They were formerly

called vicars choral, and were originally ap-

pointed as deputies of the canons for church
purposes, their number being regulated by the

number of the capitular members. Laymen
were frequently appointed as vicars choral, but
it is necessary that minor canons should be in

holy orders. According to the statutes, they
should also be skilled in church music. (Hook's
Church Dictionary.) [W. B. S.)

MINUET (Fr. Menuet ; Ger. Menuett ; Ital.

MintuUo), A piece of music in dance rhythm,
and of French origin. Tiie name is derived from
the French menu (small), and refers to the short

iteps of the dance. The exact date of its first in-

vention is uncertain. According to some au-

thorities it came originally from the province
of Poitou, while others say that the first was
composed by Lully. In its earliest form the
minuet consisted of two eight-bar phrases, in 3-4
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time, each ofwhich was repeated ; sometimes com-
mencing on the third, but more frequently upon
the first, beat of the bar, and of a very moderate
d^ree of movement. The well-known minuet in
the first finale of ' Don Giovanni ' is a very faithful

reproduction of this original form of the dance.
As a complement to the short movement, a second
minuet was soon added, similar in form to the
first, but contrasted in feeling. This was mostly
written in three-part harmony, whence it received
its name Trio, a name retained down to the pre-
sent time, long after the restriction as to the
number of parts has been abandoned. A further
enlargement in the form of the minuet consisted
in the extension of the number of bars, especially
in the second half of the dance, which frequently
contained sixteen, or even more, bars, instead of
the original eight. It is in this form that it is

mostly found in the Suite.

In the works of the composers of the i8th
century, especially Handel and Bach, the minuet
is by no means an indispensable part of the
Suite. As compared with some other move-
ments, such as the Allemande, Courante, or
Sarabande, it may be said to be of somewhat in-

frequent occurrence. Its usual position in the
Suite is among the miscellaneous dances, which
are to be found between the Sarabande and the
Gigue, though we exceptionally meet with it in
the 3rd Suite of Handel's second set as a final

movement, and with three variations. In Han-
deU moreover, it is very rare to find the second
minuet (or Trio) following the first. On the
other hand, this composer frequently gives con-
siderable development to each section of the
movement, as in the 8th Suite of the second set,

where the minuet (written, by the way, as is fre-

quently the case with Handel, in 3-8 instead of

34 time), contains 34 bars in the first part, and
71 in the second. This piece has little of the
character of the ordinary minuet excepting the
rhythm. Handel also firequently finishes the
overtures of his operas and oratorios with a
minuet ; one of the best-known instances will be
found in the overture to ' Samson.'
The minuets of Bach are remarkable for their

variety of form and character. In the Partita in
Bb (No. i) the first minuet contains 16 bars in
the first section and 22 in the second ; while the
second minuet is quite in the old form, consisting
of two parts of eight bars each. The minuet of
the fourth Partita (in D) has no Trio, and its

sections contain the first eight, and the second
twenty bars. In a Suite for Clavier in Eb (Book
3, No. 7, of the Peters edition of Bach's works),
we find an early example of a frequent modem
practice. The first minuet is in £b major, and
the second in the tonic minor. It may be re-

marked in passing that Bach never uses the term
* Trio ' for the second minuet, unless it is actually
written in three parts. In the 4th of the six
Sonatas for flute and clavier we meet with another
variation from the custom of the day which or-

dained that all movements of a suite must be in
the same key. We here see the first minuet in
C major, and the second inA minor—a precedent
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often followed in more modem worka. Another
example of the same relation of keys will be found
in the fourth of the Bo-called * English Suites '

—

the only one which contains a minuet. Here the

first minuet is in F and the second in D minor.

Of the six French Suites four have minuets, two
of which are worth noticing. In the second
minuet of the ist Suite the latter half is not re-

peated—a very rare thing ; and in the 3rd Suite

we meet with a genuine Trio in three parts

throughout, and at the end the indication ' Me-
nuet da Capo.* Though it was always understood

that the first minuet was to be repeated after the

second, it is very rare at this date to find the

direction expressly given. One more interesting

innovation of Bach's remains to be mentioned.

In his great Concerto in F for solo violin, two
horns, three oboes, bassoon, and strings, will be
found a minuet with three trios, after each of

which the minuet is repeated. (Bach Ges. xiz.

p. 27). We shall presently see that Mozart, half

a century later, did the same thing.

The historic importance of the minuet arises

from the fact that, unlike the other ancient

dances, it has not become obsolete, but con-

tinues to hold a place in the symphony (the de-

scendant of the old Suite), and in other large in-

strumental works written in the same form.

The first composer to introduce the minuet into

the symphony appears to have been Haydn ; for

in the works of this class which preceded his

(those of C. P. E. Bach, Sammartini, and others)

we find only three movements. And even with
Haydn (as also in many of the earlier works of

Mozart) we find the minuet at first by no means
of invariable occurrence. On the other hand, we
sometimes see in the same work two minuets, each
with a trio, one before and one after the slowmove-
ment. Examples will be met with in Haydn's
first twelve quartets (ops. i and 2) and also in

some of Mozart's serenatas, divertimenti, etc.

(Kochel's Catalogue, Noe. 63, 99, 204, 247, and
others.) The detailed examination of the numer-
ous minuets which Haydn has left us in his quar-

tets and symphonies would be deeply interesting,

but would lead us too far. Only a few of the pro-

minent characteristics can be mentioned. While
in general retaining the old form of the minuet,
Haydn greatly changes its spirit. The original

dance was stately in character,and somewhat slow.

With Haydn its prevailing tone was light-hearted

humour, sometimes even developing into down-
right fun. The time becomes quicker. While in

the earlier works the most frequent indications

are Allegretto, or Allegro ma non troppo, we find

in the later quartets more than once a Presto

(ops. 76 and 77). These minuets thus become an
anticipation of the Beethoven scherzo. Curiously

enough, in one set of quartets, and in only one
(op, 33), Haydn designates this movement * Scher-

eando,' in Nos. i and 2, and ' Scherzo' in Nos. 3
to 6. As the tempo here is not more rapid than
in the other minuets, it is evident that the term
only refers to the character o^ the music, and is

not used in the modem sense. As we learn from
Pohl's 'Eaydn' (p. 332) that the composer care-

MINUET.

fiilly preserved the chronological order of the

quartets in numbering them, we are in a position

to trace the gradual development of the minuet
through the entire series. We find one of Haydn's
innovations in £ome of the later works, in putting
the trio into a key more remote from that of the

minuet, instead of into one of those more nearly

related (Quartet in F, op. 72, Nq. 2—minuet in

F, trio in Db ; Quartet in C, op. 74, No. i—
minuet in C, trio in A major). This relation of

the tonics was a favourite one with Beethoven.
In only one of Haydn's quartets (op. 9, No. 4).

do we find a trio in three parts, though the name
is always given to the second minuet. A curious

variation from the ordinary form is to be seen in

the quartet in Eb, op. 2, No. 3. Here the trio

of the second minuet has three variations, one of

which is played, instead of the original tiio, after

each repetition of the minuet.
It is no uncommon thing in the works of Haydn

to meet with another variety of the minuet. The
finales of his smaller works are often written in a
• Tempo di Minuetto.' Here the regular subdi-

visions of minuet and trio, sometimes also the

double bars and repeats, are abandoned. In the

piano sonatas and trios many examples will be

met with. A well-known instance of a similar

movement by Mozart is furnished in the finale of

his sonata in F for piano and violin. Haydn's
predilection for the minuet is further shown by
the fact that in several of his sonatas in thre«

movements the minuet and trio replace the slow
movement, which is altogether wanting.

With Mozart the form of the minuet is iden-

tical with that of Haydn's ; it is the spirit that

is different. Suavity, tenderness, and grace, rather
than overflowing animal spirits, are now the pre-

vailing characteristics. It is in Mozart's con-

certed instrumental works (serenatas, etc.) thai

his minuets' must be chiefly studied; curiously

enough, they are singularly rare in his pianoforte

compositions. Of seventeen solo sonatas, only two
(those in Eb andA major) contain minuets ; while
out of 42 sonatas for piano and violin, minuets
are only found in four as intermediate movements,
though in the earlier works a ' Tempo di Minu-
etto' often forms the finale. In many of the

earlier symphonies also we find only three move-
ments, and even in several of the later and finer

symphonies {e.g. Kochel, Nos. 297, 338, 444, 504)
the minuet is wanting. On the other hand, in the

serenades and divertimenti, especial prominence
is given to this movement. Frequently two
minuets are to be found, and in some cases (Ko-
chel, Nos. 100, 203, 250) three are to be met
with. The variety of character and colouring in

these minuets is theinore striking as the form is

approximately the same in all. One example
will suffice in illustration. In the Divertimento
in D (Kochel, 131), for strings, flute, oboe, bas-

soon, and four horns, there are two minuets, th«
first of which has three trios and the second two.

The first minuet in D major is given to strings

alone ; the first trio (also in D major) is a quar-

tet for the four horns ; the second (inG) is a trio

for fiute^ oboe^ and bassoon ; while the third (in D
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minor') it for the seven wind instruments in com-
binfttion. After the last repetition of the minuet,

a coda for all the instruments concludes the move-
ment. The three trios are as strongly contrasted

in musical character as in orchestral colour.

Many similar instances might easily be given

from the works of Mozart.
To Beethoven we owe the transformation of

the minuet into the Scherzo. Even in his first

works this alteration is made. Of the three

piano trios, op. i, the first and second have a
scherzo, and only the third a minuet. The exa-

mination of the diflerent varieties of the scherzo

will be treated elsewhere (ScHSBZO) ; it will be
sufficient here to explain that the difference be-

tween the minuet and the scherzo is one of cha-

mcter rather than of form. The time is frequently

quicker ; the rhythm is more varied (see, for

instance, the scherzi in Beethoven's 4th Sjrm-

phony, in the Sonata, op. 28, and in the Baga-
telle, op. 33, No. a) ; and sometimes, as in the

7th and 9th Symphonies, the form itself is

enlarged. Still Beethoven does not entirely aban-

don the older minuet. Out of 63 examples of the

minuet or scherzo (not counting those in common
time) to be found in his works, 1 7 are entitled
' Minuet,* or ' Tempo di Minuetto.' Besides this,

in two worics (the Piano and Violin Sonata in G,
op. 30, No. 3, and the Piano Solo Sonata in £b,
op. 31, No. 3), the Tempo di Minuetto takes the

place of the slow movement ; in the Sonata, op.

49, No. 2, it serves as finale (as with Haydn and
Mozart); and in the Sonata, op. 54, the first

movement is a Tempo di Minuetto. In these

minuets we sometimes find a grace akin to that

of Mozart (Sonata, op. 10, No. 3 ; Septet), some-
times, as it were, a reflexion of the humour of

Haydn (Sonata, op. 22) ; but more often the

purest individuality of Beethoven himself In
some cases a movement is entitled 'Minuet,*

though its character is decidedly that of the

scherzo (e.^. in the ist S3rmphony). The only

one of the nine symphonies in which a minuet
of the old style is to be seen is No. 8. Occa-

sionally we meet in Beethoven with minuets

simply entitled 'Allegretto* {e.g. Sonatk quasi

Fantasia, op. 27, No. 2 ; Trio in Eb, op. 70, No.

2) ; in other cases the same term is used for

what is in reality a veritable scherzo (Sonatas,

op. 14, no. I, op. 27, no. i). It may be said

that with Beethoven the minuet reached its

highest development.

The transformation of the minuet into the

•cherzo, just adverted to, has had an important

influence on modem composers. In the large

majority of works produced since the time of

Beethoven, the schenso has replaced its predeces-

sor. Occasionally the older form still appears, as

in Mendelssohn's ' Italian Symphony,' the third

movement of which. is a genuine minuet, and in

the second movement of Schumann*s Eb Sym-
phony ; but with Beethoven the history of the

minuet practically closes. One of the best speci-

mens of a modem minuet will be seen in Steradale

Bennett*s Symphony in G minor. [E.P.]

MIREILLE. Opera in 5 acts ; words by M.

Carr^ {from Mir^io, a Proven9al poem by Mistral),

music by Gounod. Produced at the Theatre
Lyrique March 19, 1864. Reduced to 3 acts,

with the addition of the waltz, and reproduced
Dec. 15. 1864 at the same theatre. In London,
in Italian and 5 acts, as Mirella, at Her MajestVs
Theatre, July 5, 1864. [G.]

MISERERE. The Psahn, Miserere metDeus,
as sung in the Sistine Chapel, has excited more
admiration, and attained a more lasting celebrity,

than any other musical performance on record.

Its effect has been described, over and over again,

in sober Histories, Guide-books, and Journals

without end ; but, never very satisfactorily. In
truth, it is difficult to convey, in intelligible

language, any idea of the profound impression

it never fails to produce upon the minds of all

who hear it ; since it owes its irresistible charm,
less to the presence of any easily definable charac-

teristic, than to a combination of circumstances,

each of which influences the feelings of the listener

in its own peculiar way. Chief among these are,

the extraordinary solemnity of the Service into

which it is introduced ; the richness of its simple

harmonies ; and, the consummate art with which
it is sung : on each of which points a few words
of explanation will be necessary.

The Miserere forms part of the Service called

Tentbrce ; which is sung, late in the afternoon, on
three days, only, in the year—the Wednesday in

Holy Week, MaundyThursday, and Good Friday.

[See TENKBRiE.] The Office is an exceedingly

long one : consisting, besides the Miserere itselr,

of sixteen Paalms and a Canticle from the Old
Testament, (sung, with their proper Antiphons,
in fourteen divisions); nine Lessons; as manv
Responsories ; and the Canticle, Benedictus Domi-
nus Deus Israel. The whole of this, with the

exception of the First Lesson, [see Lamenta-
tions], and the Responsories, is sung in unisonous

Plain Chaunt : and the sternness of this antient

music forms the most striking possible preparation

for the plaintive tones which are to follow, while

the Ceremonial with which it is accompanied adds
immeasurably to the intended effect.

At the beginning of the Service, the Chapel is

lighted by six tall Candles, on the Altar ; and
fifteen others, placed on a large triangular Candle-

stick, in front. Of these last, one is extinguished

at the end of each division of the Psalms. The
six Altar-Candles are put out, one by one,

during the singing of Benedictus. The only light

then remaining is the uppermost one on the tri-

angular Candlestick . This is removed, and carried

behind the Altar, where it is completely hidden
from view, though not extinguished. The Chapel
is, by this time, so dark, that it is only just pos-

sible to discern the red Vestments of the Pope,

as he kneels at his Genuflexorium, in front of the

Altar. Meanwhile, a single Soprano voice sings,

with exquisite expression, the Antiphon, ' Christus

factus est pro nobis obediens usque ad mortem.*

An awful silence follows, during which the Pater-

noster is said in secret—and the first sad wail of

the Miserere then swells, from the softest possible

pianmimOf into a bitter cry for mercy, so thrilling
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in its effect, that Mendelssohn—the last man in

the world to give way to unnatural excitement

—

describes this part of the Service as * the most
sublime moment of the whole.'

There is reason to believe that the idea of

adapting the Miserere to music of a more solemn
character than that generally used for the Psalms,

and thus making it the culminating point (^ in-

terest in the Service of Tenebroe, originated with
Pope Leo X, whose Master of Ceremonies. Paride
Grassi, tells us that it was first sung to a Faux-
bourdon in 1 5 1 4. Unhappily, no trace ofthe music
used on that particular occasion can now be dis-

covered. The oldest example we possess was com-
posed, in 151 7, by Costanzo Festa, who distributed

the words of the Psalm between two Falsi-bordoni,

one for four Voices, and the other for five, relieved

by alternate Verses of Plain Chaunt—a mode of

treatment which has survived to the present day,

and upon which no later Composer has attempted
to improve. Festa's Miserere is the first of a
collection of twelve, contained in two celebrated

MS. volumes preserved among the Archives of

the Pontifical Chapel. The other contributors

to the series were, liuigi Dentice, Francesco Guer-
rero, Palestrina, Teofilo Gargano, Francesco
Anerio, Felice Anerio, an anonymous Composer
of very inferior ability, Giovanni Maria Nanini *,

Sante'-Naldini, Ruggiero Giovanelli, and, lastly,

Gregorio Allegri—whose work is the only one of

the twelve now remaining in use. So great was
the jealousy with which these famous compositions
were formerly guarded, that it was all but im-

possible to obtain a transcript of any one of them.
It is said, that, up to the year 1770, only three

copies of the Miserere of Allegri were ever law-
fully made—one, for the Emperor Leopold I ; one,

for the King of Portugal ; and, a third, for the

Padre Martini. Upon the authority of the last-

named MS. rests that of nearly all the printed

editions we now possess. P. Martini lent it

to Dr. Bumey, who, after comparing it with
another transcription given to him by the Cava-
liere Santarelli, publi^ed it, in 1 790. in a work
(now exceedingly scarce), called 'La Musica
della Settimana Santa,* from which it has been
since reproduced, in Novello's ' Music of Holy
Week.* The authenticity of this version is un-
doubted : but it gives only a very faint idea of

the real Miserere, the beauty of which depends
almost entirely on the manner in which it is sung.

A curious proof of this well-known fact is afforded

by an anecdote related by Santarelli. When the

Choristers of the Imperial Chapel at Vienna
attempted to sing from the MS. supplied to the
Emperor Leopold^ the effect produced was so dis-

appointing, that the Pope*s Maestro di Capellawas
suspected of having purposely sent a spurious

copy, in order that the power of rendering the

original music might still rest with the Pontifical

Choir alone. The Emperor was furious, and de-

spatched a courier to the Vatican, charged with a
formal complaint of the insult to which he believed

himself to have been subjected. The Maestro di

1 N&nlnrH work U little more than an tdAptAtlon of FalwtrlDA'a.
with an addltloDAl Verse for nine Voloek

Capella was dismissed from his office : and it was
only after long and patient investigation that his

explanation was accepted, and he himself again
received into favour. There is no reason to doubt
the correctness of this story. The circumstance
was well known in Rome : and the remembrance
of it added greatly to the wonderment produced,
nearly a century later, by a feat performed by
the little Mozart. On the Fourth Day of Holy
Week, 1770, that gifted Boy—then just fourteen

years old—wrt te down the entire Miserere, after

having heard it sung, once only, in the Sistine

Chapel. On Good Friday, he put the MS. into

his cocked hat, and corrected it, with a pencil, as

the Service proceeded. And, not long afterwards,

he sang, and played it, with such exact attention

to the traditiozud abellimenti, that Cristoforo,

the principal Soprano, who had himself sung it

in the Chapel, declared his performanoe perfect.

Since the time of Mozart, the manner of sing-

ing the Miserere has tmdergone so little radi(^
change, that his copy, were it still in existence,

would probably serve as a very useful guide to

the present practice. Three settings are now
used, alternately—the very beautiful one, by
Allegri, already mentioned; a vastly inferior

composition, by Tommaso Bai, produced in 1 714,
and printed both by Bumey and Novell© ; and
another, contributed by Giuseppe Baini, in 1821,

and still remaining in MS. These are all written
in the Second Mode, transposed ; and so closely

resemble each other in outward form, that, not
only is the same method of treatment applied to

all, but a Verse of one is frequently interpolated,

in performance, between two Verses of another.

We shall, therefore, confine our examples to

the Miserere of Allegri, which will serve as an
exact type of the rest, both with respect to its

general style, and to the manner in which the

far-famed Abellimenti are interwoven with the

phrases of the original melody. These AbeUimenti
are, in reality, nothing more than exceedingly
elaborate four-part Cadenze, introduced in place

of the simple closes of the text, for the purpose of

adding to the interest of the performance. Men-
delssohn paid close attention to one which he
heard in 1831, and minutely described it in his

well-known letter to Zelter : and, in 1840, Ales*

sandro Geminiani published, at Lugano, a new
edition (now long since exhausted) of the music,
with examples of all the Abellimenti at that time
in use. Most other writers seem to have done
their best rather to increase than to dispel the

mystery with which the subject is, even to this day,

surrounded. Yet, the traditional usage is not so

very difficult to tmderstand ; and we can scarcely

wonder at the effect it produces, when we re-

member the infinite care with which even tlie

choral portions of the Psalm are annually re-

hearsed by a picked Choir, every member of

which is cajMbble of singing a Solo.

The first Verse is sung, quite plainly, to a
Faux-bourdon, for five Voices, exactly as it is

printed by Bumey, and Novello ; beginning pian-
isiimo, swelling out to a thrilling forte, and again
taking up the point of imitation $o(to voce.
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The second Verse is sung, in unisonous Plain

Chaunty to the Second Tone, transposed.

We first meet with the Abellimenti in the

third Verse, which is sung in the form of a Con-

certino—that is to say, by a Choir of four choice

Solo Voices. In the following example, the text

of the Faux-bourdon is printed in large notes,

ami the two Abellimenti—one at the end of each

clause—in small ones.*
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In describing this beautiful passage, Mendeb-
sohn says, 'The AheUimenti are certainly not of

antient date ; but they are composed with infinite

talent, and taste, and their effect is admirable.

This one, in particular,' is often repeated, and
makes so deep an impression, that, when it

begins, an evident excitement prevades all pre-

sent. . . . The Soprano intones the high C, in a pure
soft voice, allowing it to vibrate for a time, and
slowly gliding down, while the Alto holds its

C steistdily ; so that, at first, I was under the
delusion that the high C was still held by the
Soprano. The skill, too, with which the harmony
is gradually developed, is truly marvellous.*

The unisonous melody of the fourth Verse
serves only to bring this striking effect into still

bolder relief.

*=l -^ <g fci-

ttemm»megicot-|^-~- I uincontra me ) •* •«°-I^*

The fifth Verse is sung like the first; the sixth,

like the second ; the seventh, like the third ; and
the eighth, like the fourth : and this order is

continued—though with endless variations of

Tempo, and expression—as far as the concluding
Strophe, the latter half of which is adapted to

a Double Chorus, written in nine parts, and sung
very slowly, with a constant ritardando, 'the

singers diminishing or rather extinguishing the

hannony to a perfect point.*

'

dim in -

i That is, the last shewn In onr example.
a These words are Bumey's. Adami s direction is. L'idlime vtnm

dtl BalvM Urmima a dut Cori, t ptr6 aarA la Battmf Adttfto, p«r
Jinirh Piano, tmonaudopoeo a poeo VArmoaia.
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When the last sounds have died away, a short

Ptayer is sung by the Pope : at a signal given,

by the Master of O^remonies the hAt Candle b
brought forth from its hiding-place behind the

Altar: and the congregation disperses. Itwould
be impossible, in an article like the present, to

enter into the symbcdioal meaning attached, either

to the hiding of the Candle, or to any other part

of the Ceremony. Suffice i^ to. say that every-

thing has a symbolical meaning, which is ex>-

plained, to some extent, in a little pan^hlet,^

annually sold^in Rome, during the Holy Week.
That this elaborate system ofsymbolism tends to-

predispose the mind of the hearer towards a
fuller appreciation of Uie beauty of the music is

imdeniable. On the other hand, it will be readily

understood that much of the efifoct produced
depends upon the qualityoftheVoicesemployed^—
especially, that of the Sopranos. Fifty years

ago, a very celebrated Sopranist, named Mariano,
ang the higher passages with wonderful delicacy

and pathos : but, even with Voices, of ordinary

capacity, the habit of constantly practising

together, without instrumental accompaniment
of any kind, leads to a perfection of style quite

unattainable by those who are aoeustoraed to

lean on the Organ for support. [W.S. R.]

MISSA BREVIS. A Mass of moderate
length, intetnded rather for use on ordinary occa-

sions, than on Festivals of veiy great solemnity.

Hie subjects of the Missa Brevis are almost
always original; as in iAte channing example,

by Andrea Gabrieli, printed, on the authority *of

a valuable MS. copy, in the first vc^ume of
Proske's ' Mnsica Divina." This rule, however,
is not universal. Palestrina's Missa Brevis—

a

work of unapproachable beauty, and perfectly

complete in all its patts, notwithstanding the

compairatrvely short time it occupies in peHbrm-
anee-'^Ts founded upon Oanti fermi derived from
the melodyof 'Audi filia,' a Plaih Chaunt Tractia,

which has also been very finely treated, in a Mass
of earlier date, by Clatide Goudimel. [W.S.R.]

MISSA PAP^ MARCELLI. A voiy cele-

brated Mass, composed in the year 1565 by
Palestrina ; and printed in< 1567 in his Second
Book of Masses, dedicated to Philip II. King of

Spain. ' The origin of its title has been hotly

disputed ; though all that is really known uponi
the aubjeot is, thati the only name by which it

has evear been distinguished was given to it by
the Composer himself, fully ten yean after Pope
Maroellus II. had breathed his last. It was
written at theinstance of aCommission^ appointed)

by Pope Pius IV. to suppress certain vidous
Schools of Ecclesiastical Music condemned by

1 ' MMtud 4m OrdmonliMi qtH mit llcv pondMt )». SnanlMlalxito.'.
(Bone. iBprlmerie de Salav-JfitlMa.^

MIXED MODES.

the Council of Trent; and gave sooh unqualified
satis&ction, that it was at once accepted as a
model of tiie style to be thenceforth generally
adopted. For a more detafled analysis of its

characteristioB, and a fuller account of the di^
cumstaaces which led to its production, see Mass,
and Palsssrikau [W.S. R.]

MI&SA SINE NOMINE. A Mass, composed
upon original subjects, in place ofa Plain Chaunt
Cianto fonno. Examples will be found among the
works o£ Josquin. des Pr^, Paleetrina, and other
oomposers ofthe 15th and 16th centuries. [WS.R.]
MISSA SUPER VOCES MUSICALES

{MUta, Do, Be, Aft, Fa, Sd, La). A Mass in
which the six sounds of the Hexachord are used
as a Cantofermo. [See Hbxachobd.] Splendid
apecimens of the style are extant, by Josquin des
Pr^s, Palestrina, and Francesco Suriano. [W.S.R.'J

MITCHELL, John, deserves a place in these
columns on account of his dose connection with
mnsical enterprise in London for many years. He
was bora there April 21, 1806, and died Decem-
ber II, 1874. ^^ * ^¥6 pvt of his life he
was one of the most prominent musical managers
and agents in the metropolis. In 1837 he intro-

duced opera baffa at the Lyceum Theatre ; in-

cluding Betly, L*Italiana. in Algieri, Elisa «
Claudio, and others, for the first time in England.
In 1849 and 1850 he opened the St. James**
Theatre with an excellent French company for

comic opera, with Le Domino Noir, L'Ambaesa*
drice. La Dame blanche, Zanetta, Richard Ccenr
de lion, Le Chalet, and many other first-rate

works. Of the Flrench plays which he produced
at the same theatre,, with Rachd, Regnier, and
many other great acton, through a long series of
years,, this is not the- place to speak. In 1841
RossiniVStabat Mater' was brought out under
his direction for the first time an England. In
1853- he first brought over the Cologne Choir to
Englandi Few men were better known than John
Mitchell in all musical drcles. Whatever he did
was done as well as he could possibly do it, and
he was esteemed and beloved as an honourable
man of business and generous friend. [G.]

MIXED CADENCE. The two most distinct

and obvious forms of cadence are such as are
formed either by the suooeeeion of dominant or
of subdominant and tonic harmony, and these

are respectively called Authentic and Pli^al
cadbnces. The term * Mixed * has been applied

to a cadence whioh is In some senses a oombina*
tion. of these two funnfi, by having both sob-

dominant and dimiinant harmony in dose juxta*

position immediately before the final tonic chord,

by which means the tonality is enforced both by
the succession of the three most important roots

in the key, and also by givdi^ all the diatonic

notes which it contains. [C.H H.P.]

MIXED MODES. Writers on Plain Chaunt
apply ^is term to tonalities whioh embrace the

. entine compass ofan Authentic Mode, in combina-
tion, with that of its Plagal derivative : thus,

the Mixed Dorian Mode, extends from A, to the

next D hut one above it ; the Mixed Phrygian^
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;

from B.to the neztE but one; theMixed Lydian,
from C, to the next F but one ; and the Mixed
Mixolydian, from I>, to the next G but one.
[See Maneria.]
A very fine example of Mixed Mixolydian,

(Modes Vn and YIIJ, oombined), is to be found
in the Melodyof • Lauda Sion.' [See Lauda Sign.]

Polyphonic Music for unequi^ Voices is always,
of necessity, written in Mixed Modes : since, if

the Treble and Tenor sing in the Authentic
Mode, the Alto and Bass will naturally fall within
the compass of its Plagal congener ; and, vice

verso. The Composition is, howerer, always
said to be in the Mode indicated by its Tenor
part. [W.S.R.]

MIXED VOICES. The English term for a
combination of female and male voioee, as opposed
to ' Equal voices,' which denotes male or £emale
voices alone. Thus Mendelssohn's part-songs for

8A.T.B. are for mixed voices, and those for
A.T.T.B. for equal voices. [G.]

MIXOLYDIANMODE. (lAt. Modm Mixo-
lydiue ; Modus Angelicas.) The Seventh of the
Ecclesiastical Modes. [See Modes, the Ecclesi-
astical.]

The Final of the Mixolydlan Mode is G. Its
compass, in the Authentic form, extends upwards
from that note to its octave ; and its semitones
occur between the third and fourth, and the sixth
and seventh degrees. Its Dominant is D, its

Mediant, C (B being rejected, on account of its

forbiddtti relations with F), and its Participant,

A. Its Conceded Modulations are B, and E;
and its Absolute Initiab, G, B. C, D, and some-
times, though not very fr^uentiy, A. The sub-
joined example will give a clear idea of its most
prominent characteristics :

—

Moos vn.
Fin. IHu^ Med. Dom.

-£JL

In its Plagal, or Hypomixolydian form, (Mode
Vm, Modus Hypomixclydim. Modus Tperfectus),

its compass lies a. Fourth lower—^from D to D

;

and the semitones fall between the second and
third, and the sixth and seventh degrees. The
Dominant of this Mode is ; B being inadmis-
sible, by reason of its Quinta falsa with F. Its
Mediant is F—for which note A is sometimes,
though not very frequently, substituted, in order
to avoid the fiiilse relation of Mi contra Fa, with
B. [See Ml oontba Fa.] Its Participant is the
lower D. Its Conceded Modulations are, the
upper D, and B; and its Absolute Initials, the
low^ C, (below the normal compass of the mode).
D. F, G, a, and C.

Mobs Ym.
Port. Med. Fin. Don.

In performance, Mode VII Is almost always
transposed, in order to escape the high range of
its upper notes. Mode VIII, on the contrary,

lies well within the compass of ordinary Voices.
The Antiphon, 'Asperges me/ as given in the
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Roman Gradual, and the Sarum Melody of ' Sanc-
torum mentis/ printed in the Rev. T. Helmore s
• Hymnal Noted,' may be cited as highly charac-
teristic examples of the use of Mode VII ; and
an equally perfect illustration of that of Mode
VIII will be found in the Melody of ' Iste oonfes
sor,* as given in the Roman Vesperal.^

In Polyphonic Music, the Mixolydian Mode is
used, with great eflTect, both in its Authentic and
Plagal form. We can scarcely call attention to
a finer instance of the use of the Vllth mode tln^Ti

Palestrina s Missa> • Dies sanctificatus' ; or, of
that of the Vlllth, than his Miasa • Iste oon-
^««»r-' [W.S.R.]
MIXTURE. A'n organ stop ordinarily fur^

nished with from two to five comparatively small
pipes to each key. It is compounded of the
higher-sounding and therefore shorter members
of the 'foundation' and * mutation' classes of
stops, combined or ' mixed,' and arranged to draw
together, as they, practically, are seldom required
to be used separately. The Mixture i«preeenU
or corroborates the higher consonant harmonic
sounds suggested bv nature, and in the bass pro-
duces tones to the third or fourth octave above the
unison or chief foundsttion tone. As the musical
scale ascends, the higher harmonics become weak
and inaudible to the ear ; hence in a Mixture
stop it is custoroarr to discontinue the higher
ranks <u they ascend, one or more at a time, and
insert in lieu a rank of lower tone than was
previously in the stop, but appearing as a separate
stop. This alteration is called a ' break.' These
return-ranks serve the best of purposes. In »
Pianoforte itvis well known that the strings in-
crease in number from one in the bass to two
higher up, and afterwards to three, to preserve an
evenness in the tone. In a similar manner the
return-ranks, when well Tn%»ftgivl, considerably
reinforce the strength of the treble part of the
organ. [Mutation.] [E.J.H.]

MIZLER (^itsler), Corekz Chbistoph, bom
at Heidenheim, Wtirtemberg, July 15, 171 1,
died at Warsaw March 1778 ; was educated at
the Gymnasium of Anspach and the University
of Leipzig. He was one of Bach*s scholars. In
1 734 he became a magistrate, and was generally
a cultivated'and prominent person. His claim to
perpetuity is his connexion with the * Association
for Musical Science,* which he founded at Leipzig
in 1 738 and kept together. Amongst its members
were Handel, Bach, and Graun. Bach composed
a 6-part Canon and the Canonical Variations on
'Vom Himmel hoch,* as his diploma pieces. Miz-
ler wrote a treatise on Thorough Bass (General-
basslehre), in which he seems to have pushed
the connexion of music and mathematics to
ateurdity. (See Spitta, Bach, ii. 502-506.) [G.]

MOCK DOCTOR, THE. The Englishversion,
b^ Chas. Kenny, of Barbier and Carry's adapta-
tion of Gounod^ ' M^ecin malgr^ loi'; produced
at Covent Garden, Feb. 27, 1865. [G.]

I Ou«BtMtbetekmtodlfttawulditheMlModl«flRiaith«BoaMB
'Sauctorum mertti*.' «nd the tenun 'Uto cunftinr", nhkhm noi la
tbe Vodw bere iucttcMcd.

Z2
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MODE (Lat. Modus; Ititt. Mo^o ; OH Eng.

Moode). A term employed in mediaeval music,

to indicate the relative duration of the Large,

the Long, and the Breve.

Mode is of two kinds—the Greater, and the

Lesser. The former regulates the proportions of

the Large (maxima)^ the Long : the latter,

that of the Long to /the Breve. 'Both kinds may
be either Perfect, olr Imperfect.

In the Great Mode Perfect, the Large is equal

to three Longs. In the Great Mode Imperfect,

it is equal to two only.

In the Lesser Mode Perfect, the Long is equal

to three Breves. In the Lesser Mode Imperfect,

it is equal to two.

The Modal Sign is usually plaeed affcer the

Clef, like the Time Signature in modern music.

Innumerable varieties are found in music of dif-

ferent periods. Even as early as 1597, we find

Morley bitterly lamenting the absence of a rule

of universal application: and a little attention

to the subjoin«i examples will show that his

complaint was not an unreasonable one. The

following forms are given by Zaoconi:

—

OreAt Mode Perfect, Great Mode Imperfect.

Leaser Mode Perfect. Mode Imperfect.

Other writers sometimes describe them thus

—

Great Mode Perfect. Greet Mode Imperfect,

ill <' n imi '" ' B

Leaser Mode Perfect. Lesser Mode Imperfect.

m ES i I I c I
Combinations of the Greater and Lesser Modes

are frequently indicated, thus

—

n ^1. w J -o _iu-* Great Mode Perfect, witli
Both Modes Perfect. ^^.^ Imperfect.

^'"^ L^JpSSf^"* ^*^ ^"^ Imperfect.

In these examples, the Circle is used as the.

sign of Perfection, and the Semicircle, as that of

Imperfection. The rests denote the proportion'

between the two notes—not always accurately,

,

but, in a vague way which.acoorded well enough

with the conventional Jiignification of the figures,

when they were in general use, though it fails

to explain their real .meaning. In Zacconi*s for-

mulas, the groups of rests are doubled—probably

for the sake of symmetry. Allowing for this,

we shall find that the sign for the Great Mode
Perfect exhibits, in every case, the exact numbet"
of rests required : viz. three Perfect Long Rests,

as the equivalent of a Perfect Large. The same
accuracy is observable in the signs for the com-
bined ModeQ e^bited in the last four examples.
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But, in the other cas^, so great a discrepancy

exists between the number of rests indicated,

and the true proportion of the notes to which
they refer, that the figures can only be regarded

as arbitrary signs, sufficiently intelligible to the

initiated, but formed upon no fixed or self-explan»-

tory principle.

It «will be observed, that, in all the above ex-

amples, the rests are placed before the Circle, or

Semicircle ; in which case it is always understood

that they are not to be counted. Sometimes, in-

deed, theyare altogether omitted, and a figure only

given, in conjunction with the Circle, or Semi-

circle. Thus, Morley, following the example of

Omithoparcus, gives O 3 as the sign of the Great
Mode Perfect ; C 3, as that of the Great Mode
Imperfect; O 2 as thatof the lesser Mode Perfect

;

and C a as that of the Lesser Mode Imperfect.

During the latter half of the 15th Century,

and the first of the 16th, Composers delighted in

combining Mode, Time, and Prolation, in pro-

portions of frightful complexity ; but, after the

time of Palestrina, the practice fell into disuse.

[See Time; Prolation; Pbopobtion.] [W.S.R.]

MODERATO. • In moderate time,' or * mode-
rately.* This direction is used either singly as a
mark of time, or as qualifying some other mark
of time, as Allegro moderate, or Andante mode-

rato, when it has the result of lessening the force

of the simple direction. Thus Allegro moderato

will be slightly slower than Allegro alone, and
Andante moderato slightly faster than Andante.
Moderato alone is never used by Beethoven,

except in the doubtful Pianoforte Sonata in G
called no. 37. He uses Molto moderato however
in the Sonata for Pianoforte and Violin, op. 30,

no. 3, and Moderato e grazioso in the Menuetto
of the Pianoforte Sonata in Eb, op. 31, no. 3.

Assai moderato is used in the march from the
' Ruins of Athens,' and Moderato cantabile molto

espressivo in the beginning of op. 110. Molto
moderato is used by Schubert in the Pianoforte

Sonata in Bb, no. 10. Instances of Allegro

moderato in Beethoven's works will occur to

every one. Allegretto moderato is also very

common. Vivace moderato occurs in Bagatelle,

no. 9. (op. 119). Mendelssohn is very fond of

the direction Allegro moderato, using it no less

than eight times in the * Elijah ' alone. Schumann
very constantly used Moderate alone, translating

it into German sometimes by Massig, and some-

times by Nicht schnell. See the Album, nos. 3,

5,/3, 16, 19, etc. [J.A.F.M.]

VMODES. THE ECCLESIASTICAL. One of

tne moat prominent features in Greek music was
the division of the Diatonic Scale into certain re-

gions called Modes. The musicians of the Middle

Ages, who confessedly derived their idea of the

scale frt>m Hellenic sources, adopted an analogous

peculiarity into their own system, in which it at

gpnce took root, though its development was very

gradual. At first, four* forms only were recognised,

in the newer method—the Authentic Modes of

Saint Ambrose. To these—if tradition may l>e

trusted—Saint Gregory added four Plagal scales.

Later theorists taught the existence of fourteen
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TarietieB ; twelve of which remained, for many
centuries, in constant use, distinguished by the

names of their Greek prototypes, though not

really identical with them ; while two were re-

jected, as impure, and practically useless.

Into the laborious process by which these scales

were evolved from the complicated mysteries of

the Greek Canon we need not enter. To us, their

construction is simple enough, when regarded from

our own point of view. We have only to imagine

a series of the natural notes of the modem Dia-

tonic Scale, extending, upwards, from A, the first

space in the bass, to C, the third space in the

treble. By dividing this grand scale into sec-

tions, each ccmsisting of eight notes, and each

beginning with a different sound, we shall obtain

the entire set of fourteen Modes, in the most
complete form possible.
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The Modes are separated into two classes:
Authentic, (from a(/0(vr4ca, to govern) and Plagal,
(from wKdyios, oblique). The compass of the
former extends from the Final (equivalent to the
Tonic, or Key-note, of modern theory,) to the
Octave above, That of the latter, from the Fourth
below the Final, to the Fifth above it. Conse-
quently, the Final is the lowest note of the
Authentic Modes ; and (very nearly) the middle
note of Plagal onesl Every PlagalMode is derived
from an Authentic original, from which it is

distinguished, in name,. by the prefix. Hypo-:
the same Final being common to both fomw^
and the compass of the derived Mode lying a
Fourth below that of the original scale. In the
following table, the Final of each Mode is indi-

cated by the letter F ; and, the position of the
semitones, by a slur. ^

AUTHENTIC MODES.

TKe Dorian Mode,

Modi VII.

Mode IX,

Mode XL

The Mixolydian Mode,

The JBolian Mode,

The Loerian Mode (rctjected)

.

PLAGAL MODES.

Mode Ir.

Mode IF.

The HypodorUm Mode,

The Hypophrygian Mode,

The Hypoloerian Mode ij^wAtiA)*
Mode XII, .^. .2.

Mode XIV {or XII), The HypoUmian Mode.

Each of these Modes is divisible into two mem-
bers, a Pentachord, and a Tetrachord. The notes

which compose the Pentachord are contained

within the compass of a Perfect fifth', {Diapente) :

those of the Tetrachord, within that of a Perfect

Fourth, {Diatestaron), In the Authentic Modes,

the Fifth is placed below the Fourth : in the

Plagal, the Fourth lies below the Fifth. TB&J
former is called the ' Harmonic,* and the latter,

the 'Arithmetical Division.'* In both cases,

I FM{«Mor1ej's ' Flalne * eule IntroduaioD to Pnctlcal Uuskke.
Oondoa 1SV7.)

the highest note of the lower member corresponds

with the lowest of the upper : thu»^

HABUONio mvxaoii.

Pentachord, TelraeJufrd, _

m
ABITHlfBTIOAL DIVISION.

* Tetrachord, Pentachord,

zn= -fS^
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It will be seen, thjit, in ihe Loerian and Hypo-
locrian Modes, this division is impossible ; since

in both esses it would substitute, for the perfect

interrals, a Diminished Fifth, {Quinta faUa),
and an Augmented Fourth, {TritonvB), On this

account these Modes are condemned as impure.

Some authorities expunge even their names and
numbers finom the catalogue ; oalling the Ionianthe

Eleventh, and the Hypoiooian the Twelfth Mode.
Others—among whom are the editors of the

Ratisbon, Medilin, and Bheims-Cambrai Office-

Books—retain the names and numbers, but, none
the less, reject the scales themselves. The true

number of the Modes has, indeed, been many
times diluted : once, so hotly, that the question

was referred to the decision of Chaiiemagne ; who
at first said that eight seemed to be sufficient, but
afterwards allowed the use of twelve. More than
one later theorist, while nominally reooffnising the

existence ofeight forms only, has described Modes
IX,X,XI,XII.Xin.andXIV,asmetamorpho8ed
rendering of I, II, III, IV, V, and VI, respec-

tively. Henoe, we constantly find, in the Mechlin
Office-Books, such expressions as ' / Modua^ anti-

qwUtu IX* or * X Modus ; tUii reduxerunt ad JI' i

a distinction sufficiently puzzling to the tyro, from
the confusion it creates with regard, both to the
nature and the true Final of the disputed scale.

Besides its Final, every Mode is distinguished

by three other highly characteristic notes—its

Dominant, Mediant, and Participant—tl>e rela-

tive importance of which is shewn by the order
in whioh we have mentioned them.
The Dominant of the Authentic Mode lies a

Fifth above the Final ; unless that note should
happen to be B, in which case C is substituted for

it. That of the Plagal Modes lies a Third below
the Authentic Dominant ; unless that third note
should happen to be B, in which case C is sub-

stituted, asbefore. In both oases, B is prevented
from serving as a Dominant by its dissonant rela-

tion with F. The only exception to the general

rule is found in the Locrian Mode, the Dominant
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of which is G, the sixth from the Final. The
Hypolocrian Mode follows the strict law. In the
Gregorian Psalm Tones, the Dominant is the note
upon which the recitation of the greater part
of every verse takes place.

The Mediant—so called from its position

between the Final and Dominant— is always the
third of the scale, in the Authentic Modes ; unless

that note should happen to be B, in which case
C is substituted for it. In the Plagal Modes, its

position is less uniform.

The Participant is an auxiliair note, generally
in the immediate neighbourhoodf of the Mediant,
in Authentic Modes ; and, in the Plagal forms,

coincident with the Dominant of the correspond-

ing Authentic scale. Some Modes have a second
Participant ; andone has a second Mediant, which,
however, is not very frequently used.

Each Mode is also influenced by certain notes,

called its Modulations, or Cadences, which are
of two kinds. The Rej^ular Modulations are, the
Final, Dominant, Mediant, and Participant, al-

ready mentioned. To these are added two or more
subsidiary notes, called Conceded Modulations,
{Modtdationes concetsa;,) among which we often

find the inverted Seventh—^, e, the Seventh, taken
an Octave lower than its true pitch, and, conse-

quently, one degree below the natural compass of

the scale.

Upon one or other of these Modulations, either

Regular, or Conceded, every phrase of every
melody must begin, and end : subject only to two
farther restrictions—(i) The first phrase must
begin on one of a somewhat less ample series of

notes, called the Absolute Initials ; (a) The last

phrase can only end on the Final of the Mode.
The following Table shews the^Compass, Final.

Dominaut, M^iant, Participant, Regular and
Conceded Modulations, and Absolute Initials, of

«veTy Mode in the series, including the Locrian,

and Hypolocrian, which, in spite of their manifest

imperfection, have sometimes been used in secular

music.

ModvUittmf,

lUgular, Conceded.
•

NmmUn. yam4ti^tk*Moi«t. Bafvt. Fin. tkm. M«d. Part. JTod-Con. AhttimU ImiHmU.

L 'Dortoa. D-D D A F CUB 01.D.F.O.A

ILI HTPodottaa. A-A D F _, A.A* 0.0 A.0.D.B4.F

m. Phmiu. K-S t m A.B DUF E.F.0«.0

iv.a HypophrygUn. B-B K A C.F D.B» C.D.K.F.O<.A<

V. LydUD. F-F F A
<l

,B.D,B F.A.0

vw C-0 F A^ If €• BUO.B [b] C.D«.F

vn. MUolydkn. G-Q D 0- A RB O.A4.B.aD.

vm4
IX. iEolUD.

D-D
A-A

0^ -X4. u.
B.DI _ C1.D.F.0.A.0

01.A.0.D.B"k'' 0^ D« Gi.B

XJ 1-B A B B.E* 0.D B.O.A.B4.0

B-fl B D JE.F Ai.0 B.C4.D.0 1

O.A.B.O.DKE*^J»-J» B a D 0.0 A.F*

Xni(orXIX loniM. 0-0 E D F.A.B C.D>.B.a

XlV(ocXIL)> Hypoloolftn. Q-Q A 0« F1.D.F O.D*.O.A

1 The Infvrtod TUi. • r»««l Modes.
• The Sih than the FInaL < Barely used In m Abwlute I&iUal.

• Ueed u ad AbMlute Initial chiefly la polnihoale muilc.

• The loweat DOte oftha Modtti
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In Tiiidication of the use of the Inverted

Serenth, it ie neoesMury to erpUin, that, under

oertaim oonditions. the normal oompaw of all the

Modee majbe slightly extended. EveryAuthentic
Mode may, by license, deeoend one degree below

its Final : the Phrygian Mode may dewcend two.

E?ery Plagal Mode may ascend to the sixth

degree above the Final : the Hypolydian, and
Hypomixolydian Modes, may, in addition, de-

scend to the fifth below it.

Melodies confined strictly within the natural

rsnge of the Mode are called Perfect ; those which

&11 short of it. Imperfect ; those which exceed

it, Superfluous. A melody which combines the

entire compass of a Plagal with <that of an
Authentic scale, is said to be in a Mixed Mode.
Both in Plain Ohaunt and Polyphonic Music,

the Modes are used, sometimes, at their true

pitch ; sometimes, transposed a Fourth higher, (or

Fifth lower), by means of a B flat at the Signa-

ture. No accidentals are permitted, in Plain

Chaunt, except an occasional B flat, introduced

(or the purp«>8e of correcting a Tritonus, or a False

Fifth^the use cf both these intervals being

strictly forbidden, whether in disjunct or comunot
movement. [See Plain Chadnt.] The Canto

fermOf in Polyphonic Music, is as strictly subject

to the laws of the Mode as a Plain Chaunt
melody—which, in fact, it generally is : but, in

the Counteiipoint, the use of certain sharps, flats,

and naturals, is sometimes' direcUy enjofined, in

conformity with precepts which will be found

fully described elsewhere. [See MusiOA Ficta.]

In order to ascertain the Mode in which a
Plain Chaunt Melody is written, observe the last

note, which will, of course, shew the required

UnaL Shouid the compass ef the Melody lie

between that Final and its Octave, the Mode will

be Authentic. Should it lie between the fifth

above and the Fourth below, it wiU be Plagal.

Should it extend throughout the entire range,

from the Fourth below the Final to the Octave
above it, it will be Mixed. Should there be a
B flat at ihe Signature, it will indicate that the

Mode has been transposed; and the true Final will

then lie a Fourth below the written one. For
example, the Plain Chaunt Melody, 'Angelus
autem Domini * (for which see the article, Anti-
PHov), has no B flat at the Signature. Its last

note is G, the Mixolydlan Final. Its compass
lies between the Fifth above that note, and the

Second below it. It is, therefore, in the Eighth,
or Hypomixolydian Mode ; and, as its range falls

two degrees short of the full downward range of

the sc^e, it belongs to the class of Imperfect

Melodies.

To ascertain the Mode of a polyphonic com-
position, examine the last note in the Bass. This
will be the Final. Then, should the range of

the Canto fermo—which will almost alwavs be
found in the Tenor—^lie between the Final and
its Octave, the Mode will be Authentic. Should
it lie between the Fifth above and the Fourth
below, it will be Plagal. Should there be a B
flat at the Signature, it will shew that the Mode
has been transposed ; and the true Final will then
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lie a Fourth below the last bass note. Thus,
Palestrina^s Motet, 'Dies sanctificatus,* has no
B flat at the Signature. The last note in the Bass
is G. The compass of the Canto fermo, as ex-
hibited in the Tenor, lies, almost entirely, between
that note and its Octave. The Motet, therefore,

is in the Seventh, or Mixolydian Mode, The same
composer s Missa 'Sterna Christi munera* has a
B flat at the Signature, and is, therefore, trans-

posed. The last note in the Bass is F, the
Fourth below which is C—the Ionian Final.
The compass of the Cantofermo, in the Tenor, liea

between the transposed Final, and its Octave.
Consequently, the Mass is in the Thirteenth, or
Ionian Mode, transposed.

According to stiict Uw, it is as necessaiy for the
Canto fermo to and on the Final of the Mode aa
the Baas : but, when the last Cadence is a very
elaborate one, it frequently contents itself with
just touching that note, and then glancing oflT to

others, after the manner of what we should now
call a coda. The neophyte will always, there-

fore, flnd the last Bass note his safest guide, in

this particular. [See Poltphonio Musia]
In order to accommodate the range of ' un-

equal* voices, it constantly happens, that the
Treble and Tenor, are made to sing.in an Au-
thentic Mode, while the Alto and Bass sing in a
Plagal one ; and vice versa. In these cases, the

true character of the Mode is always decided by
the compass of the Canto fermo. [W.S.R. ]

VMODULATION is the process of passing out

of one key into another.

In modem harmonic music, especially in its

instrumental branches, it is essential that the

harmonies should be grouped according to their

keys; that is, that they should be connected
together for periods of appreciable length by a
common relation to a definite tonic or keynote.

If harmonies belonging essentially to one key
are iiregularly mix^ up with harmonies which
are equally charaoteristfio of another, an im-
pression of 'Obscurity arises ; but when a chord
which evidently belongs to a foreign key follows

naturally upon a aeries which was consistently

characteristic of another, and is itself followed

consistently by harmonies belonging to a key to

which it can be referred, modulation has taken
place, and a new tonic has supplanted the former

one as the centre of a new circle of harmonies.

The various forms of process by which a new
key is gained are generally distributed into three

classes—Diatonic, Chrooaatic and Enharmonic.
The first two are occasionally applied to the ends

of modulation as well as to the means. That is

to say, Diatonic would be defined as modulation

to relative keys, and Chromatic to others than
relative. This appears to strain unnecessarily

the meaning of the terms, since Diatonic and Chro-
matic apply properly to the contents of established

keys, and not to the relations of different shifting

ones, except by implication.

Moreover, if a classification is to be consistent,

the principles upon which it is founded must be ,

uniformly applied. Henoo if a class is distin-
'

guished as Enharmonic in relation to the means
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(as it must be), other classes cannot safely be
classed as Diatonic and Chromatic in relation to

ends, without liability to confusion. And lastly,

the term Modulation itself clearly implies the

process and not the result. Therefore in this

place the classification will be taken to apply to

the means and not to the end,—to the process by
which the modulation is accomplished and not

the keys which are thereby arrived at.

The Diatonic forms, then, are such as are

effected by means of notes or chords which are

exclusively diatonic in the keys concerned. Thus
in the following example (Bach, Well-tempered

Clavier, Bk. a, no. 12) :

—

the chord at * indicates that F has ceased to be
the tonic, as it is not referable to the group of

harmonies characteristic of that key. However,
it is not possible to tell from that chord alone

to what key it is to be referred, as it is equally

a diatonic harmony in either Bb, Eb, or Ab ;

but as the chords which follow all belong con-

sistently to Ab, that note is obviously the tonic

of the new key, and as the series is Diatonic
throughout it belongs to the Diatonic class of

modulations.

TheChromatic is a mest ill-defined class ofmodu-
lations ; and it is hardly to be hoped that people

will ever be sufficiently careful in small matters

to use the term with anything approaching to

clear and strict uniformity of meaning. Some
use it to denote any modulation in the course of

which there appear to be a number of acci-

dentals—which is perhaps natural but obviously

superficial. Others again apply the term to

modulations from one main peint to another
through several subordinate transitionB which
touch remote keys. The objection to this defi-

nition is that each step in the subordinate

transitions is a modulation in itself, and as the
classification is to refer to the means, it is not
consistent to apply the term to the end in this

case, even though subordinate. There are further

objections based upon the strict meaning of the
word Chromatic itself, which must be omitted for

lack of space. This reduces the limits of chro-

matic mcxiulation to such as is effected through
notes or chords which are chromatic in relation

to the keys in question. Genuine examples of

this kind are not so common as might be sup-
posed ; the following example (Beethoven, op. 31

,

^o. 3), where passage is made from £b to C is

consistent enough for illustration.:

—

The third class, called Enharmonic, which tends
to be more and more conspicuous in modem
music, is such as turns mainly upon the transla-

tion of intervals which, according to the fixed

distribution of notes in the modem system, are

identical, into terms which represent different

harmonic relations. Thus the minor seventh,

G-F, appears to be the same interval as the
augmented sixth G-£|{ ; but the former belongs
to the key of C, and the latter either to B or Ff,
according to the context. Again, the chord which
is known as the diminished seventh is frequently

quoted as affording such great opportunities for

modulation, and this it does chiefly enharmoni-
cally ; for the notes of which it is composed being
at equal distances from each other can severally be
taken as third, fifth, seventh or ninth of the root

of the chord, and Uie chord can be approached
as if belonging to any one of these roots, and
quitted as if derived from any other. The pas-

sage quoted from the Leonore Overture in the
article Change (voL i. p. 333 a) may be taken
as an example of an enharmonic modulation
which turns on this particular chord.

Enharmonic treatment really implies a differ-

ence between the intervals represented, and this

is actually perceived by the mind in many cases.

In some especially marked instances it is p>ro-

bable that most people with a tolerable musical
gift will feel the difference with no more help
than a mere indication of the relations of ihe
intervals. Thus in the succeeding example the
true major sixth represented by the Ab-F in (o)

would have the ratio 5 : 3 ( = 125 : 75), whereas
the diminished seventh represented by Gj-Ftj in

(6) would have the ratio 128 : 75 ; the former is

a consonance and the latter, theoretically, a rough
dissonance, and though they are both represented

by the same notes in our system, the impression

produced by them is to a certain extent pro-

portionate to their theoretical rather than to meir
actual constitution.
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Hence it appears to follow that in enharmonic
modulation we attempt to get at least some of

the effects of intervals smaller than semitones

:

but the indiscriminate and ill-considered use of

the device will certainly tend to deaden the

musical sense, which helps us to distinguish the

true relations of harmonies through their external

apparent uniformity.

A considerable portion of the actual processes

of modulation is effected by means of notes

which are used as pivots. A note or notes which
are common to a chord in the original key and to

a chord in the key to which the modulation is

made, are taken advantage of to strengthen the

connection of the harmonies while the modulation

proceeds; as in the foUowing^ modulation from

G% major to B major in Schubert's Fantasie-

Sonata Op. 78.

tOP- -

This device is found particularly in transitory

modulation, and affords peculiar opportunities for

subtle transitions. Examples also occur where
the pivot notes are treated enharmonically, as in

the following example from the chorus 'Sein

Odem ist schwach * in Graun's * Tod Jesu *

:

etc

These pivot-notes are however by no means
indispensable. Modulations are really governed

by the same laws which apply to any succession

of harmonies whatsoever, and the possibilities of

modulatory device are in the end chiefly de-

pendent upon intelligible order in the progression

of the parts. It is obvious that a large pro-

portion of chords which can succeed each other

naturally—that is, without any of the parts

having melodic intervals which it is next to im-

possible to follow—will have a note or notes in

coromon ; and such notes are as useful to connect

two chords in the same key as they are to keep

together a series which constitute a modulation.

But it has never been held indispensable that

successive chords should be so connected, though
in earlier stages of harmonic music it may have
been found helpful ; and in the same way, while

there were any doubts as to the means and order

of modulation, pivot-notes may have been useful

as leading strings, but when a broader and freer

conception of the nature of the modem system
has been arrived at, it will be found that though
pivot-notes may be valuable for particular pur-

poses, the range ofmodulatory device is not limited
to such successions as can contain them, but only
to such as do not contain inconceivable progres-

sion ofparts. A s an instance we may take the pro-

gression from the dominant seventh of any key,

to the tonic chord of the key which is representecl

by the flat submediant of the original key : as

from the chord of the seventh on G to the common
chord of A b ; of which we have an excellent

example near the beginning of the Leonore Over
ture No. 3. Another remarkable instance to the
point occurs in the trio of the third movement
of a quartet of Mozart's in B b, as follows :

—

Key Db. I Key C,

Other examples of modulation without pivot-

notes may be noticed at the beginning of Bee-

thoven's Egmont Overture, and of his Sonata in

E minorj op. 90 (bars 2 and 3), and of Wagner's
Gotterd^mmerung (bars 9 and 10). An impres-

sion appears to have been prevalent with some
theoriststhat modulation ought to proceed through

a chord which was common to both the keys be-

tween which the modulation takes place. The
principle is logical and easy of application, and
it is true that a great number of modulations are

explicable on that basis ; but inasmuch as there

are a great number of examples which are not,

even with much latitude of explanation, it will

be best not to enter into a discussion of so com-
plicated a point in this place. It will be enough
to point out that the two principles of pivot-notes

and of ambiguous pivot-chords between them
cover so much ground that ft is not easy to find

progressions in which either one or the other does

not occur—and even though in a very great

majority of instances one or the other may really

form the bond of connection in modulatory pass-

ages, the frequency of their occurrence is not

a proof of their being indispensable. The follow-

ing passage from the first act of Wagner's Meis-
tersinger is an example of a modulation in which
they are both absent :

—
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The real point of difficulty in modulation is

not the manner in which the harmonies belong-

ing to different keys can be made to succeed

one another, but the establishment of the new
key, especially in cases where it is to be per-

manent. This is effected in various wajrs.
^
Fre-

quently some undoubted form of the dominant

harmony of the new key is made use of to

confirm the impreuuon of the tonality, and

modulation is often made through some phase

of that chord to make its direction clear, since

no progression has such definite tonal force as

that from dominant to tonic. Mozart again,

when he felt it necessary to define the new key

very clearly, as representing a definite essential

feature in the form of a movement, often goes at

first beyond his point, and appears to take it

firom the rear. For instance, if his first section is

in C, and he wishes to cast the second section

and produce what is called his second subject in

the dominant key 6, instead of going straight to

G and staying there, he passes raoidly by it to

its dominant key D, and having settled well down
on the tonic harmony of that key, uses it at last

as a dominant point of vantage from which te

take G in form. The first movement of the

Quartet in C, from bar 22 to 34 of the Allegro,

will serve as an illustration. Another mode is

that of using a series of transitory modulations

between one permanent key and another. This
serves chiefly to obliterate the sense ef the old

key, and to make the mind open to the impression

of the new one directly its permanency becomes
apparent. The plan of resting on dominant
harmony for a long while before passing definitely

to the subjects or figures which are meant te

characterise the new key is an obvious means of

enforcing it; of which the return to the first

subject in the first movement of Beethoven*s

^Valdstein Sonata is a strong example. In fact

insistance on any characteristic harmony or on
any definite group of harmonies which clearly

represent a key is a sure means of indicating the

object of a modulation, even between keys which
are remote from one another.

In transitory modulationsH is less imperative to

mark the new key strongly, sinoe subordinate keys
are rightly kept in the background, and though
they may be used so 4m to produce a poweruA
effect, yet if they are too much insisted upon, the
balance between the more essential and the unes-

sential keys may be upset. But even in transitory

modulations, in instrumental music especiallv, it

is decidedly important that each group which
represents a key, howOT^er short, should be dis-

tinct in itself. In recitative, obscurity of tonality

is not so objectionable, -as appeaov both in Bach
and Handel ; and the modem form ef melodious
recitative, which often takes the form of sustained
melody of an emotional cast, is similarly often

associated with subtle and closely woven ouodu-
lations, especially when allied with wofAs. Of
recitative forms which show analogous freedom
of modulation in purely instrumental works,
there are examples both by Bach and Beethoven,
as in an Adagio in a Toccata in D minor and the
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Fantasia Cromatica by the former, and in the

Introduction to the last movement of the Ab
Sonata (opus, no) of the latter.

When transitory modulations succeed one an-

other somewhat rapidly they may well be difficult

to follow if they are not systematised into some
sort of appreciable order. This is frequently

effected by making them progress by regular

steps. In Mozart and Haydn especially we
meet with the simplest forms of succession, which
generally amount to some such order as the
roots of the chord falling fifths or rising fourths,

or rising fourths and falling thirds successively.

The following example from Mozart^s major
Quartet is clearly to the point.

Bach affords some remarkably forcible examples,

as in the chorus ' Mit Blitzen und Donner ' in the

Matthaus Passion, and in the latter part of the

Fantasia for Organ in G (Dorffel 855), in which
the bass progresses slowlyby semitones downwards
from Cj to D. A passage quoted by Marx at

the end of the second volume of his Kompositions-

lehre from the 'Cliriste Eleison* in Bach*s A
major ' Mass is very fine and characteristic ; the

succession of transitions is founded on a boai

which progresses as follows "

—

Dt I

g:j^4=i,^,^=.^4__ _^
i H' }

=f-^F^--^-^i^ ^ '*'•

In modem music a common form is that in which
the succei>sion of key-notes is by rising or falling

semitones, as in the following passage fbom the

first movement of the Eroica Symphony :

—
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Of this form there ftre ntnnerons examples In

Chopin, as in the latter part of the Ballade in Ab,
and in the Prelude in the same key (No. 17).

Beethoven makes use of successions of thirds in

the same way ; of which the most remarkable ex-

ample is the Largo which precedes the fugue in the

Sonata in Bb, op. 106. In this there are fully

eighteen successive steps of thirds downwards,
most of them minor. This instance also points

to a feature which is important to note. The
successions are not perfectly symmetrical, but are

purposely distributed with a certain amount of

irregularity so as to relieve them from the obvious-

ness which is often ruinous to the effect of earlier

examples. The divisions represented by each
step are severally variable in length, but the

sum total is a complete impression based upon
an appreciable system ; and this result is far

more artistic than the examples where the form
is so obvious that it might almost have been
measured out with a pair of compasses. This
point leads to the consideration of another strik-

ing device of Beethoven*s, namely, the use of a
CRsura in modulation, which serves a similar

porpose to the irregular distribution of successive

modulations. A most strikingexample is that in

the Prestissimo of the Sonata in E major, op.

109, in bars 104 and 105, where he leaps from
the major chord of the supertonic to the minor of

the tonic, evidently cutting short the ordiniu-y

process of supertonic, dominant and tonic ; and
the effect of this sudden irruption of the original

key and subject before the ordinary and expected

progressions are concluded is most remarkable.
In the slow movement of Schumann's sonata in G
minor there is a passage which has a similar happy
effect> where the leap is made from the dominant
seventh of the key of Db to the tonic chord of C
to reeame the first subject, as follows :—

>

wlH^h the

f^3*Q^n

"\e saii^

In the study of the art of maaic it is important
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to have a clear idea of the mi

function and resources of mod
gradually realised. It will be
the risk of going occasionally

ground twice, to give a short com
of the aspect it presents along the si

stant production.

To a modem ear ofany musical capacity mi
lation appears a very simple and easy matter,

but when harmoLis music was only beginning to

be felt, the force even of a single key was but
doubtfully realised, and the relation of different

keys to one another was almost out of the range
of human conception. Musicians of those da>s
no doubt had some glimmering sense of a field

being open before them, but ^ey did not know
what the problems were which they had to solve.

It is true that even some time before the be-

ginning of the seventeenth century they must
have had a tolerably good idea of the distribution

of notes which we call a key, but they probably
did not regard it as an important matter, and
looked rather to the laws and devices of counter-

point, after the old polyphonic manner, as the

chief means by which music was to go on as

it had done before. Hence in those great poly-

phonic times of Paleetrina and Lasso, and even
later in some quarters, there was no such thing

as modulation in our sense of the word. They
were gradually absorbing into their material

certain accidentals which the greater masters

found out how to use with effect; and these

being incorporated with the intervals which the

old church modes afforded them, gave rise to

successions and passages in which they appear to

us to wander witn (Uncertain steps from one nearly

related key to another ; whereas in reality they

were only using the actual notes which appeared

to them to be available for artistic purposes,

without considering whether their combinations

were related to a common tonic in the sense

which we recognise, or net. Nevertheless this

process of introducing accidentals irregularly

was the ultimate means through winch Uie art

of modulation was developed. For the musical

sense of-these composers, being very«cute, would
lead them to consider the relations ef the new
chords wliich contained notes thus modified, and
to surround them with larger and larger groups

of chords «whioh in our sense would be considered

to be tonally related; and the very emeothness
and softness of the combinations to which they

were accustomed would ensure a gradual approach

to consistent tonality, though the direction into

which their accidentals tuined them was rather

uncertain and irregular, and not so much governed

by any feeling of the<effects of modulation as by
the constitution of the ecclesiastical scales. Ex-
amples of this are gfven in the article Harmony ;

and reference may also be made to a Pavin
and a Fantasia by our great master, Orlando

Gibbons, in the Pturthenia, which has lately been

republished by Mr. Pauer. In these there are

remarkably fine and strong effects produced by
means of accidentals; but the transitions are

to modem ideas singularly irregular. Gibbons

^.

/̂-
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ftppean to slip from one tonality to another more
than six times in as many bars, and to slide back
into his original key as if he had never been
away. In some of his vocal works he presents

broader expanses of distinct tonality, but of the

power of the effect of modulation on an extended
scale he can have had but the very slightest

possible idea. About his time and a little later

in Italy, among such musicians as Carissimi and
Cesti, the outlines of the modem art were grow-
ing stronger. They appreciated the sense of pure

harmonic combinations, though they lost much
of the force and dignity of the polyphonic school

;

and they began to use simple modulations, and to

define them much as a modem would do, but
with the simplest devices possible. Throughout
the seventeenth century the system of keys was
being gradually matui^^ but their range was
extraordinarily limited, and the interchange of

keys was still occasionally irregular. CoreUi, in

the latter part of it, dearly felt the relative

importance of different notes in a key and the

harmonies which they represent, and balanced

many instrumental movements on principles an-

alogous to our own, though simpler; and the

same may be said of Couperin, who was his junior

by a few years; but it is apparent that they
moved among accidentals with caution, and re-

garded what we call extreme keys as dangerous
and almost inexplorable territory.

In the works of the many sterling and solid

composers of the early part of the i8th cen-

tury, the most noticeable feature is the extra-

ordinary expanse of the main keys. Music
had arrived at the opposite extreme from its

state of a hundred years before ; and composers,

having realised the effect of pure tonality, were
content to remain in one key for periods which
to us, with our different ways of expressing our-

selves, would be almost impossible. This is in

fynct the average period of least modulation.

Handel is a fairer representative of the time
than Bach, for reasons which will be touched
upon presently, and his style is much more in

conformity with most of his contemporaries who
are best known in the musical art. We may
take him therefore as a type ; and in his works
it will be noticed that the extent and number of

modulations is extremely limited » In a large

proportion of his finest choruses he passes into

his dominant key near the beginning—partly

to express the balance of keys and partly driven

thereto by fugal habits ; and then returns to his

original key, from which in many cases he
hardly stirs again; Thus the whole modulatory
range of the 'Hallelujah' Chorus is not more
than frequent transitions from the Tonic key to

the key of its Dominant and back, and one ex"

cursion as far as th» relative minor in the

middle of the chorus,—and that is alL There are

choruses with a larger range, and choruses with
even less, but the Hallelujah is a fair example
to take, and if it is carefully compared with any
average modem example, such as Mendelssohn's
'The night is departing,* in the Hymn of

Praise, or ' O great is the depth/ in St. Paul, or
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the first chorus i Brahms*s Kequiem, a very
strong impression of the progressive tendency of

modem music in the matter of modulation will

be obtained. In choruses and movements in

the minor mode, modulations are on an average
more frequent and various, but still infinitely

less free than in modem examples. Even in

such a fine example as ' The people shall hear/
in Israel, the apparent latitude of modulation is

deceptive, for many of the changes of key in the
early part are mere repetitions ; since the ton-

alities range up and down between £ minor,
B and Fj only, each key returning irregularly.

In the latter part it is true the modulations are
finely conceived, and represent a degree of ap-

preciation in the matter of relations of various

keys, such as Handel does not often manifest.

Allusion has been made above to the practice

of going out to a foreign key and returning
to the original again in a short space of time.

This happens to be a very valuable gauge to teJt

the degrees of appreciation of a composer in

the matter of modulation. In modem music
keys are felt so strongly as an element of form,

that when any one has been brought promi-
nently forward,, succeeding modulations for some
time after must, except in a few special cases,

take another direction. The tonic key, for

instance, must inevitably come forward clearly

in the early part of a movement, and when its

importance has been made sufficiently clear by
insistance, and modulations have begun in other
directions, if it were to be quickly resumed and
insisted on afresh, the impression would be that

there was unnecessary tautology ; and this must
appear obvious on the merest external grounds
of logic. The eld masters however must, on
this point, be judged to have had but little

sense of the actual force of different keys as a
matter of form ; for in a large proportion of

examples they were content to waver up and
down between nearly-related keys, and con-

stantly to resume one and another without order

or design. In the ' Te gloriosus * in Graun's Te
Deum, for instance, he goes out to a nearly-

selated key, and returns to his tonic key no less

than five several times, and in the matter of

modulation does practically nothing else. Even
Bach occasionally presents similar examples, and
Mozart's distribution of the modulations in

'Splendente te Deus' (in wiiich he probably
followed the standing chwsical models of vocal

music) are on a similur plan, for he digresses and
returns again to his principal key at least twdve
times in the course of the work.
Bach was in some respects like hia contempo-

raries, and in some so far in advance ofthem that

hecannot fairly be taken as a representative of the
average standard of the day. In fiict, his more
wonderful modulatory devices must have fiUlen

upon utterly deaf ears, not only in his time but
fibr generations after; and, unlike most great
men> he appears to have made less impression
upon the productive musicians who immediately
succeeded him than upon those of a hundred
years and more later. In many cases lie cast
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movements in the forms prevalent in his time,

and occasionally used vain repetitions of keys

like his contemporaries ; but when he chose his

own lines he produced movements which are

perfectly in consonance with modem views. As
examples of this the '£t resurrexit' in the B
minor Mass and the last chorus of the Mat-
thew Passion may be taken. In these there is

no tautology in the distribution of the modu-
lation, though the extraordinary expanse over

which a single key is made to spread, still marks
their relationship with other <M>Btemporary

works. In some of his instrumental works he

gives himself more rein« as in fantasias, and
preludes, and toccatas, for org.'m or clavier. In

these he not only makes use of the most compli-

cated and elaborate devices in the actual passage

from one key to another, but also of closely

interwoven transitions in a thoroughly modem
fashion. Some of the most wonderful examples

are in the Fantasia in G minor for organ (Dorffel

798), and others have been already alluded to.

It is probable that his views oa the subject of

the relation of keys had considerable influence

on the evolution of the specially modem type of

instrumental music; as it was chiefly his sons

and pupils who worked out and traced in clear

and deflnite outlines the system of key-distribu-

tion upon which Haydn and Mozart developed

their representative examples of such works.

In the works of these two great composers we
find at once the simplest and surest distribution

of keys. They are in fact the expositors of the

elementary principles which had been arrived at

through the speculations and experiments of

more that a century and a half of musicians.

The vital principle of their artwork is clear and
simple tonality; each successive key which is

important in the structure of the work is marked

by forms both of melody and harmony, which,

by the use of the most obvious indicators, state

ua clearly as possible the tonic to which the par-

ticular group of harmonies is to be referred.

This is their summary, so to speak, of existing

knowledge. But what is most important to this

question is that the art did not stop at this

point, but composers having arrived at that

degree of realisation of the simpler relations of

keys, went on at once to build something new
upon the foundation. Both Haydn and Mozart

—as if perceiving that directly the means of

clearly indicating a key were realised, the ease

with which it could be grasped would be propor-

tionately increased—began to distribute their

modulations more freely and liberally. For

certain purposes they both made use of tran-

gitions so rapid that the modulations appear to

overlap, so that before one key is definitely in-

dicated an ingenious modification of the chord

which should have confirmed it leads on to

another. The occasions for the use of this device

are principally either to obtain a strong contrast

to long periods during which single keys have

been or are to be maintained ; or, where ac-

cording to the system of form it so happens that

a key which has already been employed has soon
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to be resumed—as, for instance, in the recapi-

tulation of the subjects—to lead the mind so

thoroughly away that the sense of the more per-

manent key is ahnost obliterated. Occasionally,

when the working-out section is very short, the

rapid transitions alluded to are also met with in

that position, as in the slow movement ofMozart's
£!? Quartet. The example quoted above from the

last movement of his Quartet in C will serve as

an example on this point as well as on that for

which it was quoted.

A yet more important point in relation.to the

present question is the use of short breaths of

subordinate modulation in the midst of the
broader expanses of the principal keys. This is

very characteristic of Mozart, and serves happily

to indicate the direction in which art was moving
»t the time. Thus, in the very beginning of his

Quartet inG (Kochel 387'),hegUdes outofhis prin-
cipal key into the keyofthe supertonic, A, andback
again in the first four bars. A similar digression,

from F to D and back again, may be observed
near the beginning of the slow movement of the

Jupiter Symphony. But it requires to be care-

fully noted that the sense of the principal keys is

not impaired by these digressions. They are not

to be confounded either with the irregular wander-
ing of the composers who immediately succeeded

the polyphonic school, nor with the frequent going

out and back again of the composers of the early

part of the iSth century. This device is really

an artificial enlargement of the capacity of a key,

and the transitions are generally used to en-

force certain notes which are representative and
important roots in the original key. A striking ex-

ample occurs in the first movement of Mozart's

symphony inG minor (ist section), where after the

key of Bb has been strongly and clearly pointed

out in the first statement of the second subject,

he makes a modulatory digression as follows :

—

A. ^' » ^lh\ I I
. jJlirJU
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This is in fact a very bold way of enforcing the

subdominant note; for though the modulation

appears to be to the key ofthe minor seventh from

the tonic, the impression of that key is ingeni-

ously reduced to a minimum, at the same time

that the slight flavour that remains of it forms

an important element in the effect of the tran<

sition.
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The great use which Beethoven made of inch

transitory subordinate modulations has been

already treated of at some length in the article

Ha&mont ; it will therefore be beet here to

refer only to a few typical examples. The force

with which he employed the device above illus-

trated from Mozart is shown in the wonderful

transition from £b toG minor at the beginning of

the Eroica (bars 7- 1o)i and the transition fromF to

Db at the beginning of the Sonata Appassionata.

These are, as in most of Mozart's examples, only

single steps; in many cases Beethoven makes
use of several in suooession. Thus in the begin-

ning of the E minor Sonata, op. 90, the tirst

section should be theoretically in £ minor, but

in this case a quick modulation to G begins

in the 3rd bar, in the 7th a modulation to B
minor follows, and in the 9th, G is taken up
again, and through it passage is made back to

£ minor, the original key, again. Thus the

main centre of the principal key is supplemented

by subordinate centres; the different notes of

the key being used as points of vantage from
which a glance can be taken into foreign tonali-

ties, to which they happen also to belong, with-

out losing the sense of the principal key which
lies in the background.

These transitions often occur in the early part

of movements before the principal key has been
much insisted on, as if to enhance its effect by
postponement. Thus we find remarkable ex-

amples in Beethoven's Introductions, as for in-

stance in the Leonore Overture No. 3, and in the
Introduction to the Quartet in C, Op. 59, No. 3.

In composers of note since Beethoven, wd find »
determination to take full advantage of the

effsct of such transitions. Brahms for instance

makes constant use of them in his instrumental

works from the earliest to the latest. The first

two pages of the G minor Quartet for pianoforte

and strings, shows at once how various are the

subordinate centres of which he makes use. Ini

a much later work—the Pianoforte Quartet ia
- minor, op. 60—^he presents a short version of
his principal subject in the principaL key, and
then passes to Bb minor. Dp major, Eb'minor^
Ab, Gb minor, and Bb mi^or in rapid succession

before he resumes his original key in order to

propound his first subject more fully. Schumann,
was equally free in his use of subordinate modu-
lations. In the fine intermezzo of the ' Fasch-
Ingsschwank,' which has the signature of £b
ininor« the first chord is in tiiat key, but the
second leads to Db major, and a few chords
further on we are in Bb minor, from which an
abrupt return is made to £b minor only to

digress afresh. Such are the elaborate transitions

which are developed by an extension of the de-

vice of single transitions used so frequently by
Mozart; uid it may be noted that a closely-

oonneoted series of transitory modulations after

this manner, occupies in modem music an
Analogous position to that occupied by a con-

nected series of harmonies, based on quickly-

ahifting root-notes, in the music of a century or a
century and a half earlier. Similarly, in the
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closdy-connected stspB of modulation, like those
used by Haydn and Mozart between one strongly
marked expanse of key and another, more modem
composers have packed their successions of keyi
so closely that it is often a matter of some diffi-

culty to disentangle them with certainty. For
imttance, the passage in the slow movement of

Beethoven's Bb Sonata, op. 106, just before

the resumption of the principal key and the first

subject (in variation), is as follows

—

I^ this, besides the number of the transi-

tions (exceeding the number of bars in the ex-

ample), the steps by which they proceed are

noticeable with reference to what was touched

upon above in that respect Manv similar ex-

amples occur in Schumann^s works. For in-

stance, in the last movement of his sonata in G
minor, where he wishoH to pass from Bb to G
major, to resume his subject, he goes all the way
round by Bb minor, Gb major, £b major, Db
minor, Ff, B, A, D, C minor, Bb, Ab, and
thence at last to G ; there is a similar example
in the middle of the first movement of his Piano-

forte Quartet in £b ; examples are also common
in Chopin*s works, as for instance bars 29 to
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%9 of Uie Prolade ia £b, No. 19, in whidi the
tmnntioDS overlap in such a way as to recall the
deyioet of Haydn and Mozart, though the mate-
rial and mode of exproMion are ao markedly
dintiaot.

Ftam this abort survey it will appear that the

direction of modem music in respect of modula-
tion has been constant and uniform. The
modem scales had first to be developed out of

the chaos of ecclesiastical modes, and then they
bad €0 be systematised into keys, a process

equivalent to discovering the principle of modu-
lation. This clearly took a long time to

achieve, since composers moved cautiously over

new ground, as if afraid to go far from their

itarting-point, lest they should not be able to

find a way back. Still, the invention of the
principle of passing from one key to another <

led to the discovery of ihe relations which
exist between one key and another; in other
«ord% of the different degrees of musical
effect produced by their juxtaposition. The
bearings of the more simple of these rela-

tions were first established, and then those of
the more remote and subtle ones, till the way
through every note of the scale to its allied keys
was foand. In the meanwhile groups of chords
belonging to foreign keys were subtly inter^

woven in the broader expanses of permanent
keys, and the principle was recognised that
different individual notes of a kej can be taken
to represent subordinate circles of chords in

other keys ofwhich they form important integers,

without destroying the sense of the principsl

tonality. Then as the chords belonging to the
various groups called keys are better and better

known, it becomes easier to recognise them with
less and less indication of their illations ; so that

groups of chords representing any given tonality

can be constantly rendered shorter, until at

length successions of transitory modulations make
ttKitf appearance, in which the group of chords

representing a tonality is reduced to two,, and
these sometimes not representing it by any
nesos obviously.

It may appear from this that we are gravi-

isting back to the chaotic condition which
harmany represented in. the days before the

invention of tonality. But this is not the case.

We have gone through all the experiences of the

key-s3rstem, and by means of it innumerable
eoinbtnations of notes have been made intelligible

which oould not otherwise have been* so. The
key-system is therefore the ultimate test of

haroKMuo combinations, and the ultimate basis

of thflir classification, however closely chords

representing different tonalities may be brought
together. There will probably always be groups
of some extent which are referable to one given
centre or tonic, and effects of modulation between
penaanent keys ; but concerning the rapidity with
which transitioos may succeed one another, and
the possibilities of overlapping tonalities, it is

not nie to speculate ; for theory and analysis are

always more safe and helpful to guide us to the

uodsr.>taDding of what a great artist shows us
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when it is done, than to tell him beforehand what
he may or may not do. [C. H. H.P.]
MODULATIONS, REGULAR and CON-

CEDED. (Lat. Modulationes [vel Clausulce]
regtdares et coneetsce). The Composer of a Plain
Chaunt Melody is not permitted to begin or end,
evep his intermediate phrases, upon any note he
pleases. The last plirase ofevery Melody must, of
necessity, end with the Final of the Mode in which
it is written. The first phrase must begin with
one or other of a certain set of notes called the
Absolute Initials ofthe Mode. The intermediate
phrases can only begin, or end, on one of another
set of notes, called its Modulations. Of these
Modulations, four—the Final, Dominant, Me-
diant, and Participant—are of more importance
than the rest, and are therefore called Kegular.
But, as the constant reiteration of these four notes
would prove intolerably monotonous, in a Melody
consisting of very numerous phrases, other notes,
called Conceded Modulations, are added to them

;

and, upon any one of these, any phrase, except
the first, or last, may either begin, or end.
A ^complete Table of the Regular and Conceded

Modulations of all the Modes will be found in the
Article, Modes,the Ecclbsiastical. [W.S.R.]

MOLINARA, LA {Ger,Die8ch6n£ MiUlenn).
Opera by Paisiello^roiduced at Naples in 1 788.
In London at the King's Theatre Mar. 22, 1803.
Its name is preserved by a duet, * Nel cor piii

non mi sento,* which has served as the theme of
many VariatioDs, amongst others of six by Bee-
thoven. The autograph of the six was headed*
* Variazioni . . . perdute par la . . . retrovate par
L. V. B.* Beethoven also wrote nine variations on
' Quant' e piti bello,' an air from the same opera.

A third air from La Molinara, viz. La Rachdina,
is given in the Musical Library, i. 98. [6.]

MOLIQUE, BiBNHARD, celebrated violinist

and composer, was bom Oct. 7, 1803, at Nurem-
berg. His father, a member of the town band,
at first taught him seveml instruments, but
Molique soon made the violin his special study.

Spohr,in his Autobiography (i. 228), relates that,

while staying at Nuremberg, in 1815, he gave
some lessons to the boy, who already possessed

remarkable proficiency on the instrument. Mo-
lique afterwards went to Mimich, and studied

for two years under Rovelli. After having
lived for some time at Vienna^ as member of

the orohestra of the Theater-an-der-Wien, he
returned in 1820 to Munich, and succeeded his

master Rovelli as leader of the band. From
Munich he made several tours through Germany,
and soon established his reputation as an eminent
virtuoso and a solid musician. In 1826 he ac-

cepted the post of leader of the Royal band at

Stuttgardt, and remained there till 1849. In
that year he came to 'England, where he spent

the remaining part of his professional life. The
sterling qualities of Molique as a player, and

' hb sound musicianship, soon procured him an
honourable position in the musical world of

London. His first appearance at the Philhar-

monic was on May 14, 1849^ when he played
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his own A minor Concerto. Witli the general

public he was equally successful as a soloist,

quartet-player and teacher, while the serious

character and the fine workmanship of his com-
pesitions raised him high in the estimation of

connoisseurs and musicians.

As an executant he showed a rare perfection

of left-hand technique, but his bowing appears

to have been somewhat wanting in broMlth and
freedom. His style of playing was usually very

quiet, perhaps deficient in animation. As a
composer he holds a prominent place among
modem writers for the violin. The influence

of Spohr is evident, not only in the character of

most of his subjects, but also in his manner of

treating and working them out, yet some of his

works—especially the first two movements of

his third Concerto in D minor, and of the fifth

in A minor—are fine compositions. The main
subjects are noble and pathetic, the form is

masterly, the working-out and the scoring full

of interest. On the other hand they suffer in

effect by being too much spun out, and by being

overladen with somewhat old-fashioned and ex-

tremelydiflicult passages. Hisothercompositions,

though evincing the same technical mastery, are

very inferior in interest to these concertos—they

bear hardly any traces of inspiration and had no

great or lasting success.

Molique retired in 1866 to Canstadt near

Stuttgimlt, where he died in 1869. His daugh-

ter Anna is a good pianist. His principal

published works are:—5 Violin-Concertos ; 6

Quartets for stringed instruments ; a Pianoforte

Trio ; a Symphony ; 2 Masses, and an Oratorio,

« Abraham,* performed at the Norwich Fes-

tival in i860. To these must be added Duos
for two violins, and for flute and violin, with

a number of smaller vocal and instrumental

pieces. [P. D.]

MOLL and DUR are the German ierma for

Minor and Major.

MONDAY POPULAR CONCERTS, THE.
were commenced on Monday, Jan. 3, 1859, and
have now been carried on for more than twenty

years during the winter season of each year. They
were projected by Chappell & Co. primarily vnth

the view of benefitting the shareholders of St.

James's Hall, among whom they themselves, Cra-

mer, Beale, &, Co., and other friends, were largely

interested ; and secondly, to provide concerts for

London during the winter. When the experi-

ment was first made, the usual price of concert

tickets was half a guinea, and for reserved

seats fifteen shillings. The larger area of

St. James's Hall allowed Chappell & Co. to

try whether a sufllcient audience might not be

permanently collected to enable them to give the

half-guinea accommodation for a shilling, and
the reserved seats for five shillings. The first

concerts were of a miscellaneous character, con-

sisting largely of old ballads and well-known in-

strumental pieces. Success was then fluctuating,

depending in a measure upon fine nights and
new comers to make them productive. At this

stage it was suggested to Mr. Arthur Chappell

MONDONVILLE.

by an eminent musical critic, to try concerti

of classical chamber-music, which could rarely

be heard, and thus to collect a permanent
audience from the loven of music resident in

London and the suburbs. Mr. J. W. Davison
suggested the first six performances, which
were announced as a Mendelssohn night, a
Mozart night, a Haydn and Weber night, a Bee-
thoven night, a second Mozart night, and a
second Beethoven night. This series produced
a small profit^ but the following evenings re-

sulted in loss. It was then proposed to give

up the experiment, but this was strenuously

opposed both by Mr. Arthur Chappell, and by
his friend and adviser, who has continuously

annotated the programmes, and has thereby
contributed largely to the success. Two more
concerts were tried, which fortunately yielded a
fair profit, and from that time the system has
been continued, and the circle of music-loverfi

has been gradually expanding. As to the title

of 'Monday Popular Concerts,* which is still

continued, the following extract firom one of the
daily papers is amusing, and has much truth in

it: 'The appellation Popular Concerts was
originally, in fact, an impudent misnomer. The
music given was of the most consistently un-
popular character. Most speculators would have
either altered the name of the entertainment or
modified the selection <if the compositions per-

formed : Mr. Chappell took a bolder course—^he

changed the public taste.*

During the twenty years, the unprecedented
number of 674 performances have been given.

As seon as the undertaking was fairly estab-

lished, it became necessary to secure the services

of the most celebrated performers continuously,

and thus a considerable risk had to be incurred.

For instance, in 1866 Piatti received an offer of

a large sum per annum for a permanent en-
gagement abroad, and the like was assured to

him here. The valuable services of Joachim,

of Madame Schumann, and other great execu-

tants who reside abroad, bad to be secured by
considerable sums guaranteed, to ensure yearly

visits. Mr, Arthur Chappell has been greatly

assisted by the goodwill of all the artists who
have appeared at the concerts, who have always
been ready to sink their own individuality to

perfect the performance of the music. The
artists feel that they have a thoroughly sympa-
thetic audience, and therefore take pleasure in

performing to them. Mr. Arthur Chappell has,

on his part, tried to include in the programmes
music of the highest standard, and has engaged
the greatest living artists to perform it. In
order to avoid frequent repetitions a pamphlet
has been printed, giving the date of every per-

formance ofeach work. Among these, very many
have been heard in England for the first time at

these concerts. [W. C]
MONDONVILLE, Jean Joseph Cassanea

DE, bom at Narbonne Dec. 24, 1711, died at

Belleville near Paris Oct. 8, 1773, son of well-

bom but poor parents. His taste for music showel
itself ear^, and he acquired considerable powers
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of execution as a violiniat. After travelling for

some time he settled in Lille, where he was well

received, and still more so at the Concerts Spirit-

uels in 1737. Having achieved success in Paris

as a violinist and composer of popular chamber-

music and organ pieces (for Balb&tre), Mondon-
ville attempted the sti^, but his first opera,

'Isbe' (Acad^mie, April 10, 1742), failed. In

1 744 he succeeded Gervais as Surintendant de la

Chapelle du Roi, and under court patronage he
produced, at the Academic 'Le Camaval de

Pamasse' (Sept. 23, 1749), an op^ra-ballet in

3 acts, containing some graceful music. When
• the contest between the partisans of Italian and
French music, known as Uie Guerre des Bouffons,

arose in 1752 in consequence of the success of
' La Serva padrona,* Mondonville, a prot^^ of

Mme. de Pompadour, was chosen champion of

the national school; and his opera 'Titon et

TAurore ' (Jan. 9, 1753) owed its success largely

to this circumstance. ' Daphnis et Alcimadura
*

(Dec. 29, 1754), a pastoral in the Langue d*Oc,

in which he introduced many Provencal airs,

completed his popularity ; and of this he made
use to procure his appointment as director of the

Concerts Spirituels. That post he occupied for

seven years (i7.<)5-62), showing great ability

both as an administrator and conductor, and
producing at the Concerts with much success

three short oratorios, 'Les Israelites au Mont
Oreb,' * Les Fureurs de Sattl,* and ' Les Titans.*
' Les F6tes de Paphos ' (May 9, 1 758), originally

written for Mme. de Pompadour's private theatre,

was the only opera performed at the Acad^mie
during the same period. His last operas, 'Th^s^*

(1767) and * Psyche ' (1769, a mere adaptation

of the 3rd act of * Les F^tes de Paphos *), were
unsuccessful.

There is a good portrait of Mondonville in

pastel by Latour, now in the possession of M.
Ambroise Thomas. The physiognony is that of

a man, cunning, patient, and fond of money ; the

arch of the eyebrows indicating a mqsician gifted

with melody, and a good memory. He holds a
violin in his hand

; possibly a hint from the

artist that posterity would rank the virtuoso and
conductor higher than the composer. However
this may be, his music has long been forgotten.

His son (bom in Paris, 1748, died there 1808),

hadsomereputation as aviolinistandoboist . [G.C .]

MONFERRINA, a dance of the Monferrate
of Piedmont. It is a kind of country dance.

One of the few specimens which we have suc-

ceeded in finding is the composition of Signer

Piatti, and begins as follows :

—

^A'^\^i:t
\br^j \ rtri \ JJ]}
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MONIUSZKO, Stanislaus, bom May 5, 1819,
in Lithuania, received his first musical instmction

from Aug. Freyer in Warsaw, and in 1837 ^^^^
to Berlin, where he became a pupil of Rungen-
hagen for three yean. He first came into notice
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as a composer through his opera ' Halka,* given
in Warsaw 1858, by means of which he obtained
the post of Kapellmeister. He afterwards wrote
two other operas, * Die Grafin ' and * Der Paria,*

and several masses ; also a fantasia ' Das Winter-
marchen,' and several books of songs. He died
in 1872. [JA.F.M.]

MONK, Edwin George, Mus. Doc., bom at
Frome, Somerset, Dec. 13, 18 19, was initiated in
music by his father, an amateur. He studied piano-
forte playing at Bath underHenry Field, and organ
playing under George Field. He then went to
London and learned choral singing in Hullah*s
classes, and solo singing from Henry Phillips.

After holding sevend appointments as organist

in his native county he went to Ireland in 1844,
and became oiganist Mid music master of Uie
newly-formed (College of St. Columba. and at the
same date conmienced the study of harmony and
composition under Mr. G. A. Macfarren, whose
inviJuable teaching he enjoyed for several years.

In 1847 he settled in Oxford, and was concerned
in the formation of ' The University Motett and
Madrigal Society.' In 1848 he obtained the
appointments of lay precentor, organist and music
master at the new (College of St. Peter, Radley,
and graduated as Mus. Bac. at Oxford. In 1856
he prcjceeded Mus. Doc., his exercise being a
selection from Gray's ode, ' The Bard/ which he
published in the same year in vocal score. In
1 859 he was appointed successor to Dr. Camidge
as oiganist and choirmaster of York Cathedral.

He has published a service, several anthems, a
*Veni (>eator Spiritus,' and other pieces, and
various secular compositions, and has edited ' The
Anglican Chant Book' and 'The Anglican
Choral Service Book'; also, with the Rev. R.
Corbet Singleton, ' The Anelican Hymn Book,'

and, with Sir F. A. G. Ouseley, ' The Psalter and
Canticles pointed for chanting' (two series), and
* Anglican Psalter Chants.' He is the compiler

of the libretti of Professor Mac&rren's oratorios,

'St. John the Baptist,' 'The Resurrection,' and
•Joseph.' [W.H.H.]

MONK, William Henbt (no relation to the

preceding), was bom in London in 1823. 'He
considers that his first musical impreesionB of any
value were derived firom the performances of the

Sacred Harmonic Society, at which, for many
years, he was a constant attendant.' He studied

under Thomas Adams, J. A. Hamilton, apd G.
A. Griesbach. After filling the office of organist

at Eaton Chapel, Pimlioo ; St. George's Chapel,

Albemarle Street ; and Portman Chapel, St.

Marylebone, he was appointed in 1 847 director of

the choir in King's College, London, and in 1849
organist. In 1874, upon the resignation of

Mr. John Hullah, he became Professor of Vocal
Music in the College. He was early associated

with Mr. Hullah in his great work of popular

musical education. In 1851 he became Professor

of Music at the School for the Indigent Blind.

I

In 1852 he was appointed organist ofSt. Matthias,

Stoke Newington, where a voluntary choir, under

his direction, has ever since sustained a daily

Aa
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choral servioe. He has delivered lectttres on

music at the London Institution (1^50 to 1854),
the Philosophical Institution, Edinburgh, and
the Boyal Institution, Manchester. He was ap-

pointed a professor in the National Training

School for Music, 1876, and in Bedford College,

London, 1878. He was musical editor of 'llie

Parish Choir * after the tenth number, and one
of the musical editors of ' Hymns Ancient and
Modem.' He has edited many other works of a
similar character, including some for the Church
of Scotland, and has made various contributions

to many of the modem Hymnals. [W.H.H.]

MONOCHORD (jtSvot nn^le, and x^P^ *
string), an instrument consisting of a long box
of thin wood with a bridge fixed at each end,

over which is stretched a wire or catgut string.

A moveable bridge is placed on the box and
serves to stop off different lengths of string, in

order to compare the relative pitch of the sounds

they produce.

The monochord is said to have been invented

by Pythafforas, in the 6th century B.C., but he
more probably leamt the use of it in Egypt.

The principle of dividing a string to obtain

different sounds was applied in the Egyptian
lute earlier than 3000 B.C. according to Lepsins.

Euclid, writing in the 4th century B.C., and
Claudius Ptolemy in the 2nd century A.D., make
use of the monochord to define the intervals of

the ancient Greek scale ; and the later musical

system of the Persians and Arabs is described

by Abdul Kadir in the 14th century by means
of a similar instrument.^ The Helikon was Uke
the monochord, but had peveral strings. It

was much used in the middle ages for teaching

just intonation in singing.

For measuring relative or actual pitch to any
high degree of accuracy the monochord is now
superseded by Scheibler^s tuning-fork ToNO-
XETIB, and by the 81BEN as improved by
M. Cavaill^ColL Those who wish to oonstmct
a monochord will find the best directions in

Perronet Thompson's 'Just Intonation,* p. 71.

* MONODIA. (From the 6r. fi6vos, single, and
^5i(, a Song.) A term applied, by modem
critics, to music written in what is sometimes
called the Homophonic Style : that is to say,

music, in which the Melody is confined to a
single part, instead of being equally distributed

between all the Voices employed, as in the Poly-

phonic Schools.

The rise of the Homophonic School was extra-

ordirarily rapid. Soon after the death of Pales-

trina, in the year 159^ it sprang suddenly into

notice ; and, without having previously passed

through any of the usual stages of gradual de-

velopment, at once began to exercise an irresiBtible

influence upon the progress of Art.

Giov. Battista Doni tell« us, that, at the cele-

brated reunions which took place in Florence,

about the close of the Sixteenth Ontury, at the

house of Sig. Giov. fiardi de' Conti di Vemio,
• Yincenxo Galilei was the first who composed

1 8MBeliBliolts,'6coMtloDSOfToiM.'pp.4S(K7*
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songs for a single voice ' : and, that Giulio Caccini,

(detto Romano), ' in imitation of GaUlei, but in a
more beautiful and pleasing style, set many
canzonets and sonnets written by excellent poets ;

and sang them 'to a single instrument, which
was generally the theorbo, or large lute, played by
'Bardilla.' [See CAcxnin, Giulio.] The success
of these early efforts was so encouraging, that
the inventors of the Opera 'and the Ohratorio

were content to write the whole of their Recita-
tives, and even the radimentary Arias with which
they were interspersed, with no richer accompani-
ment than that of an exceedingly simple figured

bass, in which we soon find indications of the
unprepared discords first introduced by Monte-
veride. The use of these discords inevitably led
to the repudiation of the Antient Ecclesiastical

Modes, in favour of the modem Major and Minor
Scales; and, these scales once established, the
new system was complete. No doubt, unisonous
vocal music, with little or no accompaniment,
had been heard, in the Canzonetta, Villanella,

and other forms of national melody, ages and
ages before the birth of Gralilei ; and that the
recognition of what we now call the ' Leading
Note ' as an essential element of Melody was no
new thing, may be gathered firom the words of
Zarlino, who, writing in 1558, says 'even
Nature herself has provided for these things;

for, not only'those skilled in music, but also Sie
Contadini, who sing without any Art at all,

proceed by the interval of the semitone '—i. e.

in forming their doses. Nevertheless, whatever
may have been the popular practice, it is certain

that the Polyphonic Style alone had hitherto been
taught in the Schools. We must understand,
therefore, that those who met at the house of

Bardi, though undoubtedly the first to introduce

this simple music to real lovers of Art, were not
its actual inventors. The latent germs of the
Monodic Style must have been present wherever
National Melody existed.

The following example, from Caocini's ' Nuove
Musiche ' (Venezda, 1602), will shew the kind of

effect contemplated by the Count of Vemio's
enthusiastic oisciples. We need scarcely say,

that the figure 14, under the last D. in tibe last

bar but one, indicates a Dominant Seventh : but,

before this Canzonetta was published, Monte-
verde had already printed lus Fifth Book of

Madrigals; he would not, therefore, be robbed
of any portion of the credit universally accorded

to him, even if it could be proved—which it

cannot—that the Discord, in this instance, was
not intended to appear as a Passing-note. The
Seventh on the E, in the third bar, is, of course,

a Suspension, written in strict accordance with
the laws of antient counterpoint. [See Moktb-
yBBDE, Claudio.]
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Poor as this seems, when compared with the

delightful Madrigals it was intended to supplant,

it nevertheless already shews traces of a new
element destined to work one of the most sweep-

ing revolutions known in the history of Art. In
exchange for the contrapuntal glories of the Six-

teenth Century, the Composers of the Seventeenth

offered the graces of symmetrical form, till then

tinknown. The idea was not thrown away upon
their successors. Before very long, sjTnmetrical

form was cultivated In association with a new
system, not of counterpoint, as it is sometimes

erroneoiisly called, but of part-writing, based
upon the principles of modem harmony, and
eminently adapt«i to the requirements of instru-

mental music : and, thus, to such slight indications

of regiilar phrasing, reiterated figure, and pre-

arranged plan, as are shewn in Caccini's unpre-

tending little Aria, we are indebted for the germ
of much that delights us in the grandest creations

of modem Genius. [See Form, Hahmony,
Opera, Oratorio.] [W.S.E.]

MONOTONE (from ftSvot, single, and T6yos,

a note, or tone). Prayers, Psalms, Lessons, and
other portions of the Divine Office, when de-

claimed on a single note, are said to be mono-
toned, or recited in Monotone. It is only when
ornamented with the traditional inflections proper

to certain parts of the Service, that they can be
consistently described as sung. [See Accents.]
The use of Monotonio Recitation is of extreme

antiquity; and was probably suggested, in the

first inttance, as an expedient for throwing the

oioe to greater distances than it could be made
to reach by ordinary means. [W. S. R.]

MONPOU, FEAN9018 Louis Hippoltte, bora

in Paris, Jan. is, 1804; at 5 became a chorister

at St. Germain TAuxerrois, and at 9 was trans-

ferred to Notre Dame. In 181 7 he entered as a
pupil in the school founded by Choron, which he

left in 1819 to be the organist at the Cathedral

at Tours. For this post he proved unfit, and
soon returned to Choron, who was extremely fond

of him, and made him, although a bad leader,

and a poor pianist, his aocompagnateur (or assist-

ant) at his Institution de Musique leligieuse.

Here he had the opportunity of studying the

works of andent and modem composerB of all

schools, while taking lessons in hannony at the
same time from Porta, Chelard, and F^tis ; but
notwithstanding all these advantages he showed
little real aptitude for music, and seemed des-

tined to remain in obscurity. He was organist

successively at St. Nicolas des Champs, St.

Thomas d'Aquin, and the Sorbonne, and sacred

music appeared to be his special vocation until

1828, when he published a pretW nocturne for

3 voices to B^ranger*s song, 'Si j*^tais petit

oiseau.* He was now taken up by the poets of

the romantic school, and became their musical

interpreter, publishing in rapid succession ro-

mances and oallads to words chiefly by Alfred

de Musset and Victor Hugo. The hannony of

these songs is incorrect, the rhythm rude and
halting, and the arrangement wretched, but the

general efifect is bold and striking, and they

contain much original melody. Backed as the

composer was by influential friends, these qualities

were sufficient to attract public attention, and
ensure success. But thougn he was the oracle of

the romanticists, Monpou found himself after the

close of Choron's school without regular employ-

ment, and being a married man found it neoes-

saiy to have some certain means of support. The
stage seemed to offer the best chance of fortune,

and though entirely unpractised in instrumen-

tation, he unhesitatingly came forward as a
composer of operas. Within a few years he pro-

duced 'Les deux Reines* (Aug. 6, 1835); 'Le
Luthier de Vienne * (June 30, 1836) ; * Piquillo*

3 acts (Oct, 31, 1837); 'Un Gonte d*Autrefois
'

(Feb. 20. 1838); •Perugina' (Dec 20^ 1838);
'Le Planteur,* 2 acts (March i, 1839); 'La
chaste Suzanne,* 4 acts (Dec. 27, 1839) ; and
*La Reine Jeanne,' 3 acts (Oct. 12, 1840).

These operas bear evident traces of the self-

sufficient and ignorant composer of romances,

the slovenly and incorrect musician, and the poor

instrumentalist which we know Monpou to have

been ; but quite as apparent are melody, dramatic

fire and instinct, and a certain happy knack.

His progress was undeniable, but he never be-

came a really good musician. Unfortunately he

overworked himselt and the effort to produce

with greater rapidity than his powers would
justify, resulted in his premature death. Being

seriously ill he was ordered to leave Paris, but

he becfune worse, and died at Orleans Aug. 10,

1 84 1. He left unfinished 'Lambert Simnel*

(Sept. 16, 1843), completed by Adolphe Adam,
and a short oj^ra-comique, *L*Orffevre, which has

never been performed. [G.C.]

MONRO, Henrt, bom at Lfaxcoln in 1774,

was a chorister in the cathedral there, and after-

wards a pupil of John James Ashley, Dussek,

Dittenhofor and Domenico Corri. In 1796 he

was appointed organist of St. Andrew's, New-
castle-upon-Tyne. He composed a sonata for

pianoforte and yiolin, and a few pianoforte pieces

and songs. [W.H.H.]

MONSIGNY, Pierre Alexandre, whom
Choron used to call the French Sacchini, bom

Aa2
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at Fftuqitembei^e near Si. Omer, Oct. 17, 1739,
showed a taste for music in childhooid, and
studied the violin with snoceas, though not in-

tended for the profession of music. His father

died just as he had completed his classical educa-

tion, and wishing to help his family, Monsigny
went to Paris in 1749. and obtained a clerk^p
in the Bureaux des Comptes du Clerg^. Having
good patrons, for his family was a noble one,

and being well-educated, refined in manners,

and a skmul violinist, he was soon attached to

the household of the Duke of Orleans as maitre

d'hotel, with a saluy which placed him above
want, and enabled him to provide for his younger
brothers. He then resumed his musical studies,

and Peigolese's ' Serva Padrona * having inspired

liim with a vehement desire to compose a comic

opera, he took lessons from Gianotti, who played

the double-bass at the Op^ and taught har-

mony on Rameau's system. He was a good
teacher, and his pupil made so much progress

that it is said Gianotti would not have been
averse to putting his own name on the score of

*Les Aveuz indisorets* which Monsigny sub*

mitted to him after only five months' tuition, and
which at once established his fame when pro-

duct at the Th^tre de la Foire (Feb. 7, 1759).
Encouraged by this first success he composed for

the same theatre, 'Le Maitre en droit* (Feb. 13,

1 760), and • Le Cadi dup^ ' (Feb. 4. 1 761), which
contains an animated and truly comic duet. His
next opera, 'On ne s'avise jamais de tout * (Sept.

14, 1 761), was the first in which he had Uie

advantage of a libretto by Sedaine, and the last

performed at the Th^&tre de la Foire, before it

was closed at the request of the artists of the

Com^die Italienne, in fear of the new com-
poser's increasing reputation. After the fusion

of the two companies Monsigny composed suc-

cessively ' Le Roi et le Fennier,* 3 acts (Nov. J a,

176a); 'Rose et Colas,* i act (March 8, 1764);
'Aline, Reine de Golconde' 3 acts, (April. 15,

1766) ; *L'Ile sonnante,* 3 acts (Jan. 4. 1768) ;

'Le D^serteur,' 3 acts (March 6, 1769); 'Le
Fauoon,' i act (March 19. 177a); 'La belle

Arsfene,' 3 acts (Aug. 14, 1775); *Le rendez-

vous bien employ^,' i act (Feb. 10, 1774) ; and
• F^lix ou Tenfant trouv^,' 3 acts (Nov. 24,

1777). After the immense success of this last

work he never composed again. He had acquired

a considerable fortune as steward to the Duke of

Orleans, and Inspector general of canals, but the

Revolution deprived him of his employment,
and of nearly all his resources. However in

1798 the sod^taires of the Op^ra-Comique came
to his assistance, and in recognition of his services

to the theatre, allowed him an annuity of 2,400
francs (nearly £100). On the death of Piccinni

two years later, he was appointed Inspector of

Instruction at the Conservatoire de Musique,
but he resigned in 1802. being aware that he
could not adequately perform Uie duties of the

office, from his own insufficient training. In
1813 he succeeded Gr^try at the Institut ; but it

was not till 18 16 that he received the Lc^on of

Honour. He died Jan. 14, 1817, aged 88, his
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last years being soothed by constant testimonlef
of sympathy and respect.

As an artist Monsigny's greatest gift was
melody. His desultory training accounts for tbe
poverty of his instrumentation, and for the ab-
sence of that ease, plasticity, and rapidity of
treatment^ which are the most charming attri-

butes of genius. He was not prolific ; and either

from fatigue, or from a dread of an encounter
with Gr^try, he ceased to compose immediately
after his greatest triumph; his exquisite sensi-

bility, and his instinct for dramatic truth, have
however secured him a place amopg original and
creative musicians. [G.C.]

MONTAGNANA, AwTOWio, is the name of
a celebrated basso, who appeared in England in

the autumn of 1731. He made his d^ul on the
London boards in ' Poro ' (revived) ; and in

January, 1732, he created the bass rOle in
'Ezio,' Handd having written speciaUy for

him the fiunoua song ' Nasce al bosoo,' which is

composed on a different plan from most of his

other bass songs, and was clearly intended to
exhibit the peculiar powers of the singer. This
opera was followed by 'Sosarme,' in which
Montagnana had again an air ' Fra I'ombre e
Torrori,' in which the depth, power, and mel-
low qualitv of his voice, and his rare accuracy

of intonation in hitting distant and difficult

intervals, were displayed to full advantage. In
the same year he sang in Handel's 'Ads,* a
revival of ' Alessandro,' 'Flavio,' 'Coriolano,*

and in 'Esther.* In 1733 Montagnana took
part in 'Deborah,' 'Tolomeo,' 'Ottone.' •Or-
lando,* and 'Athaliah' (at Oxford). In 'Or-

lando * he had another very difficult song com-
posed expressly for him, ' Sorge infausta,' which
has remained a trial of compass and execution,

since his day, for the most accomplished bassi.

In the following year, however, Montagnana
seceded, with Senesino and Cuzzoni, to the Thea-
tre in Lincoln's-Inn-Fields, under the direction

of Porpora ; and here he appeared in 'Onorio' by
that master, and other pieces. In 1735 and 36
hewas still with Porpora, singing in his *Polifemo,'

and the 'Adriano ' of Veradni. In January, 1 738,
he returned to his allegiance to Handel, singing

in 'Faramondo' then first produced, 'La Con-
quista del Velio d'Oro,* and * Serse.' After this

we hear no more of Montagnana. [J.M.]

MONTE, Philippe or Filippo di, and some-

times Philippe di Mons, bom probably in 1521

or 22,^ traditionally at Mons, but according to

Dlabacz at MechUn.' As to his history we
gain 'little by consulting old authorities, as Bois-

sart,'.' BuUart,* Freher,* Sweertius* etc., and are

told as much by the title-pages of Philippe's own

1 Sadeler^ portnlt. tbe Blntl« ftaUiorfty for tiUf dAta. ffrw Phi-
lippe's Me M 72 in UIM.

a ' AUyeiii. hlstor. KOnstler Lex. for BOhmen..* 4to. <Pn9. 1816).

DlAbAOX founds his statement on a list of the imperial chapel dated

1M2. For a tuW discuasioo of the suhjeet see FMs' Bloffraphla, aadar
' Philippe de Mons.'

s Bolssardos. ' loooea Vlror. Illastr..* pan & p. 38 (IBBS).

« Bullart, * Academle das Bdeooes,' cCOh toL IL bk. 4. p^M (Bnu-
elleslfiS).

» Freheri, 'Theatmm rlr. claroram' (Nnremherg WW).
• Swwrtlui. 'Atbeo* BelglMB.' pw 645 (Antwerp iOm.
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pablications. Bullarty however, gives » portrait

of the composer, after Sadeler, which is well

worth seemg, and much superior to the smaller

copies of it in Boissart and Hawkins. Elisabeth
Weston's poem,^ often referred to in biographies

of Philippe, gives no information at all.

De Monte published his ist book of Masses
at Antwerp in 1557,^ just at the end of Lassus's

residence m that city, and we may safely credit

the common tradition of a friendship existing

between the two composers. It was probably on
Orlando's recommendation that Philippe was
called to Vienna, May i, 1568, to become Maxi-
milian's Chapelmaster. Rudolph II, the next
emperor, moved his court to Prague, and thither

Philippe followed him. Thus we find him
dating from Vienna April 15, 1569,' and firom

Prague Sept. 20, 1580,* and Oct. 10, 1587.^

M. F^tis gives interesting details ofde Monte's
appointment as treasurer and canon of the cathe-

dral at Cambrai, a benefice which he apparently

lield without residence. He resigned these ap-

pointments early in 1603, and died on July 4th
of the same year.*

De Monte published over 30 books of madri-
gals—19 books k 5, 8 k 6, and 4^4.'' 8 books
of these in the British Museum contain 163 nos.,

so we may assume that 630 madrigals were
printed, not to speak of many others contributed

to collections. His sacred publications (1 books
of masses, and 6 of motets) seem comparatively

few, but he would scarcely find at the imperial

court the same encouragement to write, or assist-

ance to publish such works, as fell to the lot of

his contemporaries at Rome and Munich. Of
modem reprints, Hawkins contributes a madri-

gal k 4, Dehn and Commer a motet each, and
Van Maldeghem some nos. in his Tr^r Musi-

cal. [J.R.S.-B.]

MONTEVERDE, Clattdio, the originator of

the Modem style of Composition, was bom at

Cremona in the year 1568; and, at a very early

period, entered the service of the Duke of Man-
tua as a Violist; shewing, from the first, un-

mistakeable signs of a talent which gave good
promise of future excellence, and which, before

long, met with cordial recognition, not only at

the Ducal Court, but firom end to end of Europe.

The youthful Violist was instructed in counter-

point by the Duke's Maatro di oapdla, Marc
Antonio Ingegneri ; a learned Musician, and a
Cconposer of some eminence, who, if we may
judge by the result of his teaching, does not

seem to have been blessed, in this instance, with

a very attentive pupil. It is, indeed, difficult to

believe that Monteverde can ever have taken

1 rrom the 'Puthenlooa,' bj S. J. Waiton, 'ex hmlUa Wwtonlo-
rvm An«U' (Frafii. Aug. 1«, IfflO). The poem In PhOlppe't bononr
conaifto ofM LaUn Unek

3 mMarnm A 6^ 6. 8, IUk L (Antwerp 1B67). Thb on Uie ftotliority

of F^tlk
1 See Alto eop7 ofSbd book of e-pwt Mftdrlgali (Venice IMOX Id Brit.

Vm.
4 9th book of Medrlssb (A 6) (Venice 1880). In Brtt Mm.
ft tecrv. (Jentlunum. HU IL (Venlee IStfl). in Brit. Mm.
• For thb (Uta. and that of the Vienna appotntment. tee Sltner.

' Veradchnlm nener Ansgaben' (Berlin, Trantwetn. IWTl).

7 mat peaks of the IMh book. The BritUh MuMum hai the 14th.

F^tls mentions no 4-part Madrigals; but the Catalogue of the

Hbttotb^qiM FMis contaliM 'DiFl.dl.M.n4<'.mkdl Mad. h 4.'
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any real interest In the study of Scholastid Music.
Contrapuntal excellence was not one ofhis strong
points; and he never shines to advantage in
Music in which it is demanded. His first pub-
lished work—a Book of ' Canxonette a tre voci,*

printed, at Venice, in 1 584—though clever enough
for a youth of sixteen, abounds m irregularities

which no teacher of that period could have con-
scientiously endorsed. And the earlier books of
Madrigals, bywhich theCanjEonettewerefollowed,
shew no progressive improvement in this respect,

but rather the reverse. The beauty of some of
these Compositions is of a very high order;
yet it is constantly marred by unpleasant pro-
gressions which can only have been the result

of pure carelessness ; for it would be absurd to
suppose that such evil-sounding combinations
could have been introduced ddiberately, and
equally absurd to assume that Ingegneri neg-
lected to enforce the rules by the observance
of which they might have been avoidecL We
must, however, draw a careful distinction be-

tween these faulty passages and others of a very
different character, which, though they must
have been thought startling enough, at the time
they were written, can only be regarded, now, as
unlearned attempts to reach, per aaUum, tiiat

new and as yet unheard-of style of beauty, for

which the young Composer was incessantly long-

ing, and to which alone he owes his undonbtM
claim to be revered, not only as the greatest

Musician of his own age, but, as the inventor of

a System of Harmony which has remained in

uninterrupted use to the present day. Among
progressionsofthis latterclass we mayinstance the
numerous Suspensions of the Dominant Seventh,
and its Inversions, introduced into the Cadences
of Strcusciami purU core—an extremely beautiful

Madrigal, published in the Third Book (1594).
Also, an extraordinary chain of suspended
Sevenths and Ninths, in the same interesting

work ; which, notwithstanding the harshness of

its effect, is really free from anything approach-

ing to an infraction of the theoretiod laws of

Counterpoint, except, indeed, that one which
forbids the resolution of a Discord to be heard
in one part, while the Discord itself is heard in

another—and exceptions to that law may be
found in works of much earlier date.

n
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In Ills Fifth Book of Madrigals, printed in

1599, Monteverde grew bolder; and, thrusting

the time-honoured laws of Counterpoint aside,

struck out for himself that new path which he
ever afterwards unhesitatingly followed. With
the publication of this volume began that deadly

war with the Polyphonic Schools which ended
in their utter defeat, and the firm establish-

ment of what we now call Modem Music. In
'Oruda Amarilli*—the best-known Madrigal in

this most interesting series, we find exemplifica-

tions of nearly all the most important points of

diveigence between the two opposite systems,

not excepting the crucial distinctions involved

in the use of the Diminished Triad, and the

unprepared Dissonances of the Seventh and
Ninth:—

tTT
Some modem writers, including Oulibicheff,

and Pieire Joseph Zimmermann, have denied

that these passages exhibit any novelty of style

—

but they are in error. Up to this time. Sevenths

had been heard only in the form of Suspensions,

or Passing-Notes, as in ' Stracciami pur il core.*

The Unprepared Seventh—the never-failing test

by which the Antient School may be dis-

tinguished from the Modem, the Strict Style

from the Free—was absolutely new; and was
regarded, by conjbempoi;ary Musicians, as so great

an outrage upon artistic propriety, that one of

the most learned of them—Giovanni Maria
Artusi, of Bologna—^published, in the year 1600,

a work, entitled * Delle imperfettioni della modema
musica,' in which he condemned the unwonted
progressions found in ' Cruda Amarilli,* on the

ground that they were altogether opposed to the

nature of legitimate Harmony.* To this severe

critique Monteverde replied, by a letter, ad-

dressed * Agli studiosi lettori,* wluch he prefixed

to a later volume of Madrigals. A bitter war
now raged betw^een the adherents of the two
contendinfi^ Schools. Monteverde endeavoured to

maintain his credit by a visit to Home, where
he presented some of his Kcclesiastical Compo-
sitions to Pope Clement YIII. But, much as

his Church Music has been praised by the learned

Padre Martini, and other well-known writers,

1 *Oh0 tlano am Hferni daUa natnra et proprUtii deW karaoata
propria H kmUm« ^aljIm (M mmtica, tih'ila dihlUUiomt,'
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it ia altogether wanting in the freshness which
distingui^es the works of the Great Masters
who brought the Roman and Venetian Schools
to perfbction. Laboured and hard where it should
have been ingenious, and weak where it should
have been devotional, it adds nothing to itff

author*s fame, and only serves to shew how
surely his genius was leading him in another,

and a very different direction.

Monteverde succeeded Ingegneri as Maestro
di CapeUa at the Ducal Court, in the year 1603.
In 1607, the Duke*s son, Francesco di Gronzaga,

contracted an alliance with Margherita, Infanta
of Savoy ; and, to grace the Marriage Festival,

the new Maestro produced, in emulation of
Peri*s 'Euridice.' a grand serious Opera, called

'Arianna,' the text of which was supplied by the
Poet, Rinuccini. The success of this great work
was unprecedented. It could scarcely have been
otherwise ; for, all the Compoeer*s past experience
was brought to bear upon it. The passionate

Dissonances, which had corrupted the Madrigal,
and were destined, ere long, to prove the de-

structionofthe Polyphonic Mass, were hereturned
to such good account, that, in the scene in which
the forsaken Ariadne laments the desertion of

her faithless lover, they drew tears from
every eye. No possible objection could be raised

against them, now. The censures of Artusi and
his colleagues, just though they were, would
have lost fdl their force, had they been directed

—which, happily, they were not—against Vocal
Music with Instrumental Accompaniment. The
contrapuntal skill necessary for the successful de-

velopment oftrue Church Music would have been
quite out of place, on the Sta^e. Monteverde*8
bitterest enemies could scarcely fail to see that

he had found his true vocation, at last. Well
would it have been for Polyphonic Art, and for

his own reputation, also, had he recognised it

sooner. Had he given his attention to Dramatic
Music, from the first, the Mass and the Mad-
rigal might, perhaps, have still been preserved

in the purity bequeathed to them by Palestrina

and Luca Marenzio. As it was, the utter de-

molition of the older School was effected, before

the newer one was built upon its ruins : and
Monteverde was as surely the destroyer of the
first, as he was the founder of the second.

'Arianna ' was succeeded, in 1608, by 'Orfeo,*

a work of still grander proportions, in which the
Composer employs an Orchestra consisting of no
less than thirty-six Instruments—an almost in* .

credible number, for that early age. As no
perfect copy of 'Arianna' has been preserved to

us, we know little or nothing of the instrumental

effects by which its beauti^ were enhanced.
But, happily, 'Orfeo* was published, in a complete
form, in 1609, and again re-issued, in 161 5 ; and,
from directions given in the printed copy, we
learn that the several Instruments employed in

the Orchestra were so combined as to produce
the greatest possible variety of effect, and to aid

the dramatic power of the work by the introduc-

tion of those contrasts which are generally re-

garded as the exclusive product of modem genius.
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'Orfeo/ indeed, exhibits many very remarkable

affinities with Dramatic Music in its latest form
of development—affinities which may not un-

reasonably lead us to enquire whether some of

oar newest conceptions are really so original as

we suppose them to be. The employment of

certain characteristic Instruments to support the

Voices of certain members of the Dramatis per-

ionce is one of them. The constant use of a
species of Mezzo recitative—so to speak—in pre-

ference either to true Recitative, or true Melody,
in another. But, what shall we say of the Instru-

mental Prelude, formed, from beginning to end,

upon one single chord, with one single bass note

sustained throughout? No two compositions

could be less alike, in feeling, than this, and
the Introduction to* Das Rheingold'—^yet, in

construction, the two pieces are absolutely iden-

ileal}

Monteverde produced only one more work of

any importance, during his residence at Mantua
—a Mythological Spectacle, called ' II ballo delle

Ingrate,* which was performed at the same time
as * Orfeo.' Five years later, he was invited to

Venice, by the Procuratori of S. Mark, who, on
the death of Giulio Cesare Martinengo, in 1613,

elected him their Maestro di Capella, promising

him a salary of three hundred ducats per annum
—half as much again as any previous Maestro
had ever received—together with a sum of fifty

ducats for the expenses of his journey, and a house
in the Canons* Close. In 161 6, his salary was
raised to five hundred ducats : and, from that

time forward, he gave himself up entirely to the

service of the Republic, and sig^ned his name
* Claudio Monteverde, Veneziano.

The new Maestro's time was now fully occupied

in the composition of Church Music for the

Cathedral, in training the Singers who were to

perform it, and in directing the splended Choir

placed under his command. His efforts to

please his generous patrons were crowned with
complete success ; and his fame spread far and
wide. On May 25, 162 1, some Florentines, resi-

dent in Venice, celebrated a grand Requiem, in

the Church of SS. Giovanni e Paolo, in memory
of Duke Cosmo IL Monteverde composed the

music, which produced a profound impression:

but. judging from Strozzi*s extravagant descrip*

tion, it would seem to have been more fitted for

performance in the Theatre, than in the Church.

A happier opportunity for the exercise of his own
peculiar talent presented itself, in 1624, in con-

nection with some festivities which took place at

the Palace of Girolamo Mocenigo. On this oc-

casion he composed the Music to a grand Dra-
matic Interlude, called II CombcUtimenio di Tan-
credi e Clorinda, in the course of which he
introduced, among other novel effects, an in*

strumental tremolo^ used exactly as we use it

at the present day—a passage which so aston-

ished the performers, that, at first, they refused

to play it.

> We deeply regret that want of tpaoe forbida us to give thb Mov«-
in«nt. in nteto. We bave, Ixmerer. good hope that it will not loDg
iwnalo uoeditwL
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But Monteverde's will was now too powerful to

be resisted. He was the most popular Composer in
Europe. In 1627, he composed five Intermezzi
for the Court of Parma. In 1629, he wrote a
Cantata— • II Rosajo fiorito '—^for the Birth-day
Festival of the Son of Vito Morosini, governor
of Rovigo. In 1630, he won new laurels by the
production of 'Proserpina rapita,* a grand Opera,
written for him by Giulio Strozzi, and represented

at the Marriage Festival of Lorenzo Giustiniani

andGiustiniana Mocenigo. Soon after this event,

Italy was devastated by a pestilence, which,
within the space of sixteen months, destroyed

fifty thousand lives. On the cessation of the
plague, in November, 1631, a grand Thanks-
giving Service was held, in the Cathedral of

S. Mark, and, for this, Monteverde wrote a Mass,
in the Gloria and Credo of which he introduced

an accompaniment of Trombones. Two years
later, in 1633, he whs admitted to the Priest-

hood ; and, after this, we hear nothing more of

him, for some considerable time.

In the year 1637, ^^^ ^^^ Venetian Opera
House, II Teatro di San Cassiano, was opened
to the public by Benedetto Ferrari and Francesco
Manelli. In 1639, the success of the house was
assured; and Monteverde wrote for it a new
Opera, called * L'Adone.* In 1 64 1

,
'Arianna ' was

revived, with triumphant success, at another new
Theatre—that of S. Mark. In the same year,

the veteran Composer produced two new works

—

* Le Nozze di Enea con Lavinia,* and * II Ritomo
d*Ulisse in patria.' Finally, in 1642, appeared
'L'Incoronazione di Poppea*—the last great effort

of a genius, which, in less than half a century,

proved itself strong enough to overthrow a
system which had been at work for aaes, and to

establish in its place another, which has served

as the basis of idl the great works produced be-

tween the year in whi<3i the Dominant Seventh
was invented, and that in which we are now
living.

Monteverde died, in 1643, and was buried in

the Chiesa dei Frari, where his remains still

rest, in a Chapel, on the Gospel side of the Choir.

Of his printed works, we possess eight Books of

Madrigals, published between the years 1587,
and 1638 ; the volume of Canzonette, published

in 1584; a volume of Scherzi; the complete
edition of \Orfeo*; and three volumes of Church
Music. A MS. copy of * II Ritomo d'Ulisse * is

preserved in the Imperial Library, at Vienna;
but it is much to be regretted that the greater

number of the Composer's MSS. appear to be
hopelessly lost. We shall never be able to say

the same of his influence upon Art—ibat pan
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never perish. To him we owe the discovery

of » new path, in which no Uter genius has

ever disdained to walk; and, as long as that

path leads to new beauties, he will maintain

a continual claim upon our gratitude, notwith-

standing the innumerable beauties of another

kind which he trod under foot in laying it open

to us. [W.S.R.]

MONTICELU, Anoblo Maria, was bom at

Milan about 1710. He first appeared in opera

at Borne in 1730, and, having a beautiful face

and figure, began in that city, where no women
were Uien allowed upon the stage, by represent-

ing female characters. His voice was clear and
sweet, and singularly free from defects. ' He was/
says Bumey, ' a chaste performer, and • • • * good

actor.* In 1 751 and 52 he appeared at Venioe with
Carestini, Bemacchi, and Faustina. He came
to London in the autumn of i74i> and made his

debut here in the pasticcio 'Alessandro in Persia.*

In the beginning of 1 742, after other attempts,

another opera was brought out by Pergolese,

odled * Meraspe, o L'Olimpiade,* the first air of

which, * Tremende, oscuri, atroci,' in MonticeIli*s

part, was sung for ten years after the end of the

run of this opera ; and ' the whole scene, in which
'*Se cerca se dice*' occurs, was rendered so in-

teresting by the manner in which it was acted as

well as sung by Monticelli that the union of

poetry and music, expression and gesture, have
seldom had a more powerful effect on an Ihiglish

audience* (Bumey).
He continued to perform In London through

1 743 ; and in 1 744 ne sang, in ' Alfonso,* songs

of more bravura execution than he had previously

attempted. During ^745 and 1746 MonticelU
still belonged to our Opera; and in the latter

year he sang inGluck's 'Caduta de* Giganti,* and
described one of his songs as an 'aria Tedesca'

from the richness of the accompaniment. The
'Antigono* ofGaluppi (produced May 13) was the

last opera in which Montioelli appeared on our

stage. He sang at Naples with la Mingotti in

the same year, and aflerwards atVienna. In 1 756
Hasse engaged him for the Dresden Theatre; and
in that city he died in 1764.
A capital mezzotint portrait of Monticelli was

scraped by Faber after Casali. [J.M.]

MONTIGNY-RfiMAURY. Caroline, bom
at Pamiers (Ari^e) Jan. 21, 1843. Her elder

sister and godmother, Elvire R^maury, now Mme.
Ambroise Thomas, an excellent pianist, first

taught her music, but anxious to secure her
every advantage, entered her in 1854 at the

Conservatoire, in the pianoforte class of Pro-

fesseur Le Couppey. In 58 she gained the first

prize for piano ; in 50 a prize for solfeggio : and
in 62 the first prize mr haraiony. Sho^y after

this Mme. C. R^maury played Mendelssolm*s

Concerto in G minor at one of the concerts of the

Conservatoire, and her animated and vigorous

interpretation of this &vourite work, at once
placed her in the first rank of French pianists.

In 1866 she married L^n Montigny, a political

writer on the staff of the ' Temps,' but was left a
widow in 72. She has constantly mixed in

MOORE.

society of the best kind, and is as much appre-
ciated for her ready wit and attractive origimJity
asforher musical talent. She has not yet published
any composition, declining to print the 'tran-

scriptions* which she occasionally plays to her
intimate firiends. She is now at the head of the
pianoforte virtuosi of France, and her recent

visits to England and tours on the Continent are

extending her reputation over Europe. Her
r^rtoire is large; her playing is firee firom

affectation; her tone powerful, her style at
once vigorous, tasteful and refined ; and she in-

terprets with fidelity the spirit of each master
whose works she produces. The impression she
leaves is that of a trae musician, gifted with
an extraordinary memory and with intellectual

powers above the average. [G.C.]

MOONLIGHT SONATA. An absurd Utle
which for years has been attached both in Ger-
many and England to the Sonata quasi una
fantasia in Cf minor, the second of the two
which form together Beethoven*s op. 27. It is

dedicated to the 'Damigella (>>ntes8a Giulietta

Guicciardi.* The title is said to have been de-

rived from an expression of Rellstab the critic

^comparing the fint movement to a boat wander-
ing by moonlight on the Lake of Lucerne. In
Vienna it is sometimes known as the 'Lauben-
sonate, from a tradition that the first movement
was composed in the leafy- alley (Laubengang) of

a garden.

Op. 27 was published—'for the harpsichord or

pianoforte'— in March 1802. Its dedication,

on which so much gratuitous romance has been
built, appears from the statement of the countess

herself to have been a mere accident. [See voL i.

181 a.] Beethoven, perhaps in joke, laughed at

its popularity, and professed to prefer the Sonata
in Ff minor (op. 78). [See vol. i. 188 a.]

MOORE, Thomas. There have been many
biographies of this 'poet of all circles'; but it is as

a composer and singer, and thus as ' the idol of

his own,* that our pages must exhibit him.
Moore, who was bom of Catholic parents, in

Dublin, May 28, 1779, M^ms to have been from
early youth susceptible of musical impressions,

and has recorded his childish delight at being
permitted to astonish the companv at the house
of a certain Miss Dodd, by grinding out music
from a little barrel-organ, whilst concealed under
a table. We next find him brought forward as a
show-reciter of his own rhymes at the school of

Samuel Whyte of Dublin, who also educated
Richard Brinsley Sheridan. The Dublin Uni-
versity in 1793 having opened its portals to the
once proscribed Catholics, Moore entered as a
student in 1 795 : being on a visit to the &mily
of a fellow-student, he tells us of his pleasure at

hearing Haydn*s Sonata :

—

1 Lent. Be«ihoT«n ei s«i troll style*. I. S9B.

s Leni. B. elne KuusUtodie. Pi. 2,m
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and a lesson of Nicolai's perfonned on the harpsi-

choi!d by the sisters of his friend. Among his

musical acquaintances were one Wesley Doyle, a
musician's son, who published some songs at

Chappell's in 182a, and Joe, the brother of
Michael Kelly, the author of the ' Reminiscences.'

Moore sang effectively upon these occasions some
of the songs of Dibdin, then immensely popular.

He now received lessons from Warren, subse-

sequently organist of the Dublin cathedrals, and
a pupil of Dr. Philip Gogan, a noted extemporiser
upon Irish melodies: but neither Doyle nor
Warren's example or precept produced any effect

until the future bard began to feel personal in-

terest in music Subsequently he says, * Billy

Warren soon became an inmate of the fisunily :

—

I never received from him any regular lessons

;

yet by standing often to listen while he was in-

structing my sister, and endeavouring constantly

to pick out tunes, or make them when I was
alone, I became a pianoforte player (at least suf-

ficiently so to accompany my own singing) before

ahnost any one was aware of it.' He produced a
sort of masque at this time, and sang in it an
adaptation of Haydn's * Spirit-song,' to some lines

of his own. On occasion ofsome mock coronation

held at the rocky islet of Dalkey, near Dublin,
Moore met Incledon, who was then and there

knighted as Sir Charles Melody, the poet con-

tributing an ode for the sportive occasion. It

was the metrical translation or paraphrase of

Anacreon, subsequently dedicated to the Prince
B^;ent, tbatfirstbroughtMooreintopublic notice;

about this time he alludes to the * bursting out
of his latent talent for music ': further quickened
by the publication of Bunting's first collection of
Irish melodies in the year 1 796. From this col-

lection Moore (greaUy to Bunting's chagrin)
selected eleven of the sixteen airs in the first

number of his Irish melodies ; Bunting averred
that not only was this done without acknowledge-
ment, but that Moore and his coadjutor Stevenson
had mutilated the airs. That Bunting's censures
were notwithout foundation will appearfrom Caro-
lan's air *Planxty Kelly,* one strain of which

—
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was altered by Moore to the following :

—

Even this ending (on a minim) is incorrect, the
portion of the original air here used being

^
In * Go where glory waits thee,* the ending as
given by Moore destroys what in the article

Imsh Music we have called the narrativeform

;

it should end as follows :

—

The air was however altered thus to suit Moore's
lines:

—

The song 'Rich and rare' ends thus in the

original :

—

The version of Moore is perhaps an improve-
ment, but it is an alteration :

—

Moore took to himself whatever blame these

changes involved, and even defended the often

rambling and inappropriate preludes ofStevenson,

which he fancifully oompu^d to the elaborate

initial letters of mediaeval MSS. Moore wrote

125 of these beautiful and now famous poems.

His singing of them to his own accompaniment
has been frequently described as indeed deficient

in physical power, but incomparable as musical

recitation: not unfrequently were the hearers

moved to tears, which the bard himself could

with difficulty restrain; indeed it is on record

that one of his lady listeners was known to frdnt

away with emotion. Mr. N. P. Willis says, * I

have no time to describe his (Moore's) singing

;

its effect is only equalled by his own words. I
for one could have taken him to my heart with

delight 1
' Leigh Hunt describes him as playing

with great taste on the piano, and compares his

voice as he sang, to a flute softened down to mere
breathing. Jetfrey, Sydney Smith, and Christo-

pher North are equally eloquent ; nay, even the ut-

terly unmusical Sir W. Scott calls him the * pret-

tiest warbler he had ever known ' ; while Byron,

almost equally deficient in musical appreciation,

was moved to tearsby his singing. Moore feltwhat
he expressed, for as an illustration of the saying,
' Si vis me flere, dolendum estprimum ipsi tibi,' it

is recorded that on attempting 'There's a song of

theoldentime,'afavourite dittyofhisfather, forthe

first time after the old man's death,he broke down,

and had to quit the room, sobbing convulsively.

Although as an educated musician Moore had
no repute, yet, like Goldsmith, he now and then

undertook to discuss such topics as harmony and
counterpoint, of which he knew little or nothing.

Thus we find him gravely defending consecutive

fifths, and asking naively whether there might

not be some pedantry in adhering to the rule

which forbids them ? That he was largely gifted

with the power of creating melody, is apparent

from his airs to various lines of his own ; amongst

them 'Love thee, dearest,' 'When midst 3ie

gay,' 'One dear smile'; and 'The Canadian boat-

song,' long deemed a native air, but latterly

claimed by Moore. Many of his little concerted

pieces attained great popularity. The terzetta

' O, lady fair' was at one time sung everywhere ; a

little three-part glee, * The Watchman '—describ-

ing two lovers, unwilling to part, yet constantly
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interrupted by the warning yoice of the passing

guardian of the night calling out the hours

as they flew too quickly—was ahnost equally

popular. Among his poems may be briefly cited

*Anacreon*; the matchless 'Irish Melodies,' and
their sequel the 'National Airs*; 'Lalla Bookh'
(including four poems), and numerous songs and
ballads. With his satirical and political writings

we do not concern ourselves. Probably no poet

or man of letters has ever attained such popu-
larity, or such loving celebrity amongst his very

rivals. Some of his works have been translated

into the French, Russian, Polish, and other lan-

guages of Europe, and his oriental verse has been
rendered into Persian, and absolutely sung in the

streets of Ispahan. It will be suflicient for our
purpose to allude to the one misfortune of his

public life, which arose from the defalcation of

his deputy in a small oflicial post at Bermuda,

S'ven him in 1804 through the influence of Earl
omk. The claims which thus arose he however

honourably discharged by his literary labours.

The evening of Moore*s life was saddened by
the successive deaths of his children. His wife,*

an admirable woman, was his mainstay under
these trials ; and in 1 835 the government of the
day, through Lord John Russell, almost forced

upon him a pension of £300 per annum. He
died, enfeebled, but in the possession of his

faculties, Feb. 25, 1852, at Sloperton Cottage,

near Devizes. [R.P.S.]

MOOREHEAD, John, was bom in Ireland,

where he received his first musical instruction.

He came to England when young, and was for

several years engaged in the orchestras of various
country theatres. In 1798 he was engaged in

the orchestra at Covent Garden, and soon after

employed to compose fur that theatre. During
his engagement he composed music for ' The
Volcano ' and 'The Naval Pillar,* 1799 ; 'Har-
lequin's Tour* and 'The Dominion of Fancy'
(both with Attwood), 1800; * II Bondocani'
(with Attwood) and 'Perouse' (with Davy),
1801 ; 'Harlequin's Habeas,' 'The Cabinet* (with
Braham, Davy, etc.), and 'Family Quarrels'
(with Braham and Reeve), 1802. He died in

1804. [W.H.H.]
MOOSER, Alots, a famous Swiss organ-

builder, whose greatest instruments are those at
Fribourg and in the New Temple at Berne. He
was bom at Fribourg in 1770, and died there
Dec. 19, 1829. M(X)ser also made pianos. [G.]

MORALES, Cristofbbo, bom at Seville in

the early part of the i6th century, and appointed
a member of the papal chapel about 1540' by
Paul III. His published works, dating between
the years 1539 and 1569, consist of 16 Masses
(in 2 .books). Magnificats, and several Motets
published in various collections. Morales ' ' de-
spised all worldly, to say nothing of light, music,

I Mu Beide Djka*. a Tonng and IwMiUftal Irish Mtreu, whom he
married in 1811.

> Adaml's ' OtMrradoal per ben raffolare II ooro dell* Oapp. Pontlf.'
(Rom*. Ron! 17U). The date of the 2nd boolc of UaMm ti here quoted
a« 1544. In the dedication to the Pope, Morales writes ' quod cum me
jam prldem Inter Ohori tut mustcos coUocaTerls.*
I From preface to Sad book of Maniit

MORDENT.

and had nothing to do with it, regarding with
anger those who applied that noble gift of God,
the power of making music, to frivolous, and
even to objectionable uses.' Ambitious that his

works should be worthy of Grod and the papal
chapel, he surely gained his end, and for nearly

350 years they have been annually sung* in the
place for which he designed them. In modem
score Eslava gives six pieces; Rochlitc* some
extracts from a mass ; Schlesinger * the cele-

brated motet ' Lamentabatur Jacob,* which
Adami describes as a ' marvel of art' ; Martini ^

three movements from the Magnificats. Two
motets (k 3) 'Domine Deus* and *Puer est natas*

and a Magnificat are in score in the British

Museum in Bumey's Musical Extracts, voL iv.

(Add. MSS. 11,584).

An interesting portrait is given hy Adami,
and copied in Hawkins* History. [«JJt.S.*B.]

MORALT. Four brothers of great celebrity

in Munich, celebrated for their rendering of

Haydn's quartets.

The first, Joseph, bom 1775, entered the
court band in 1 797, and became Kapellmeister
in 1800, which poet he held till his death in 1828.

The next brother, Johakn Baptist, bom 1 777,
entered the same band in 1702, was the second
violin in the quartet, and also composed two
symphonies for orchestra, some ' Symphonic con-

certantes,* and 'Le9oiis m^thodiques' for the
violin, two string quartets, besides a MS. Mass,
etc. He died in 1825.

Philipp, the violoncello of the quartet, bora
1780, was in the band from 1795 ^ ^^^ death
Mar. 18, 1847. He had a twin-brother, Jacques,
who played in the orchestra, but not in the cele-

brated quartet.

Georo, the tenor-player, was bom in 178 1 and
died 1818.

A Moralt, probably one of the same family,

was well known in England in the early part of

the present century. He was first-viola player

at the Philharmonic till 1842, when his name
disappears, possibly on account of his death,

and is succeeded by that of HilL He took a
prominent part in the provincial festivals and
music generally. [J.A. F. M.]

MORDENT (Ital. Mordente ; Ger. Mordent,
also Beisser; Fr. Pinci), One of the most im-
portant of the agrdmeru or graces of instrumental
music. It consists of the rapid alternation of a
written note with the note immediately below it.

Mordents are of two kinds, the Simple or Short
Mordent, indicated by the sign Aly, and consisting

of three notes, the lower orauxiliary note occurring

but once, and the Double or Long Mordent, the
sign for which is A/fv» in which the auxiliary

note appears twice or ofbener. Both kinds begin

« ' Mottetti etc Che si oantano nella Gapella Sbtfaia • nella Badlka
Vaticana '-a MB. in the Brftlsh Museum (Egerton OollecUon 94e&41)
containing a Magniflcat sung on the TtKil of Epiphany, sod tha motel
' Lamenubatur Jacob.' sunt on the 4th Sundsiy In Lent.

B Sammlung Oesangstdeke. rol. I. nos. 71, n.
• In ' Musica Sacra.' Berlin UBS. Xadi motet can be had sapa-

rateiy.

7 ' Ksemplars . . . dl contrappunto ' (Bologna 1774). The three move-
ments are used as theoretical examples, aud numerous notas added
0& auttttODi whlcb ttiQi.illastrata.
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and end with the principal note, and are played
with great rapidity, and, like all graces, occupy
a part of the value of the written note, and are
never introduced before it.

Single Mordent, Double Mordent,

WHUen.

Played,

The appropriateness of the term Mordent (from

mordere, to bite) is found in the suddenness with
which the principal note is, as it were, attacked

by the dissonant note and immediately released.

Walther says its effect is * like cracking a nut
with the teeth," and the same idea is expressed

by the old German term Beisser,

The Mordent may be applied to any note of a
chord, as well as to a single note. When this is

the case its rendering is as follows

—

a. Bach, Sanbande irom Suite Francalae No. 4.

Bacb, Overture from Partita No. 4.

Sometimes an accidental is added to the sign of

the Mordent, thus ^, or '^ ; the effect of this

is to raise the lower or auxiliary note a semitone.

This raising takes place in accordance with the

rule that a lower auxiliary note should be only a
semitone distant from its principal note, and the

alteration must be made by the player even when
there is no indication of it in the sign (Ex. 4),

except in certain understood cases. The excep-

tions are as follows,—when the note bearing the

Mordent is either preceded or followed by a note

a whole tone lower (Ex. 5 and 6) and, generally,

when the Mordent is applied to either the third

or seventh degree of the scale (Ex. 7). In these

cases the auxUiary note is played a whole tone

distant from its prindpaL

4. Bach

-r-^r-m •-•

Organ Fugue in

PL-M
,

EmInor.

m^p ,^>»i»' i^l -^-tH- =££J

P* F Pfl
C_!_j^f n i^ Lsr =?fcf: ^ rr rF-'"^' " &- L^J—

U

^^-^
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Air from Suite Fran^aise No. 3.

S68

^^'t> is m-feS^-iLiir'"'£a-
6. Wen-tempered Clavier, No. 1, vol. 2.

7. Sarabonde from Suite Fran^ise No. 5.

Bar I. Bar 5.

The Long Mordent (pined double) usually con-

sists of five notes, though if applied to a note of

great length it may, according to Emanuel Bach,

contain more ; it must however never fill up the

entire value of the note, as the trill does, but
must leave time for a sustained principal note at

the end (Ex. 8). Its sign is /vfv, not to be con-

founded with AW^, or /vW, the signs for a trill

with or without turn.

8. Bach, Sarabande fh)m Partita No. x.

T r

Besides the above, Emanuel Bach gave the

name of Mordent to two other graces, now nearly

or quite obsolete. One, called the Abbreviated

Mordent {pined etouffd) was rendered by striking

the auxiliary note together with its principal, and

instantly releasing it (Ex. 9). This grace, which

is identical with theAcciacxjatura (see the word),

was said by Marpurg to be of great service in

playing full chords on the organ, but its employ-

ment is condemned by the best modem oiganists.

The other kind, called the Slow Mordent, had

no distinctive sign, but was introduced in vocal

music at the discretion of the singer, usually at

the close of the phrase or before a pause (Ex. 10).

Abbreviated
9* Mordent,

xo. Scte Mordent,
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Closely allied to the Mordent is another kind
of ornament, called in German the PraUtriUer
{prcMen^ to rebound, or bounce), for which term
there is no exact equivalent in English, the or-

nament in question being variously named Passing
Shake, Beat,and Inverted Mordent (jdnedrenveraS),

none of which designations are very appropriate.

The sign for this grace is av, the short vertical

line being omitted ; and it consists, like the Mor-
dent, of three notes, rapidly executed, the auxili-

ary note being one degree above the principal

note instead of below it.

The Pralltriller is characterised by Emanuel
Bach as the most agreeable and at the same time
the most indispensable of all graces, but also the
most difficult. He says that it ought to be made
with such extreme rapidity that even when in-

troduced on a very short note, the listener must
not be aware of any loss of value.

The proper, and according to some writers
the only place for the introduction of the Prall-

triller is on the first of two notes which descend
diatonically, a position which the Mordent cannot
properly occupy. This being the case, there can
be no doubt that in such instances as the follow-
ing, where the Mordent is indicated in a false

position, the Pralltriller is in reality intended, and
the sign is an error either of the pen or of the
press.

13. Mozart, Rondo in D.

Nevertheless, the Mordent is occasionally,
though very rarely, met with on a note followed
by a note one degree lower, as in the fiigue already
quoted (Ex. 6). This ia however the o^y instance
in Bach*s works with which the writer b ac-
quainted.

^
When the Pralltriller is preceded by an appog-

giatura, or a slurred note one degree above the
principal note, its entrance is slightly delayed
(Ex. 13), and the same is the case if the Mor-
dent is preceded by a note one degree below
(Ex. 14).

W. F. Bach, Sonata In D.

m.^
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14. J. 8. Bacb, Sarabande from Baits AnglalBe No. 3.

pause the appoggiatura is to be held very long»

and the remaining three notes to be 'snapped
up • very quickly, thus

—

ij. WrUtm, ^ ' Placed,

The earlier writers drew a distinction between
the Pralltriller and the so-called SchndUr {Bchnd-
len, to filip). This grace was in all respects

identical with the Pralltriller, but it was held
that the latter could only occur on a descending
diatonic progression (as in Ex. 11), while the
Schneller might appear on detached notes. It

was also laid down that the Schneller was always

—fj-—
to be written in small notes, thus

—

f~ *

while the sign AV only indicated the Pralltriller.

Tiirk observes nevertheless thatthe bestcomposers
have often made use of the sign in cases where
the indispensable diatonic progression is absent,

and have thus indicated the Pralltriller where the

Schneller was really intended. This is however
of no consequence, since the two ornaments are

essentially the same, and Tiirk himself ends by
saying ' the enormity of this crime may be left

for the critics to determine.*

Both Mordent and Pralltriller occur very fre-

quently in the works of Bach and his immediate
successors ;

perhaps the most striking instance of

the lavish use of both occurs in the first move-
ment of Bach's ' Capricdo on the departure of a
beloved brother,' which though only 17 bars in

length contains no fewer than 1 7 Mordents and
30 Pralltrillers. In modem music the Mordent
does not occur, but the Pralltriller and Schneller is

frequently employed, as for instance by Beethoven
in the first movement of the Senate Path^tique.

Although the Mordent and Pralltriller are in

a sense the opposites of each other, some little

confusion has of late arisen in the use of both
terms and signs. Certain modem writers have
even applied the name of Mordent to the or-

dinary Turn, as for example Creray, in his Study
op. 740, no. 29 ; and Hummel, in his Pianoforte

School, has given both the name and the sign of

the Mordent to the Schneller. This may perhaps
be accounted for by the supposition tiiat he re-

ferred to the Italian mordente, which, according

to Dr. Callcott (Grammar of Music), was the op-

posite of the German Mordent, and was in fact

identical with the Schneller. It is nevertheless

strange that Hummel should have neglected to

give any description of theMordent proper. [F.T.]
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MORELLI, Giovanni, a basso witB a voice
of much power, compass, sweetness, and flexi-

bility. He first appeared in London in Paisiello^s

'Schiavi per Amore,' with Storace and Sestini,

and Morigi, who had long been the first buffo
carieato^ but now became second to Morelli.
The latter was a very good actor, but, having
been ranmng-footman to Lord Cowper at Flo-
rence, he was probably not much of a musician.
He continued for many years in great favour,

and sang at the Opera from time to time till he
had scarcely a note left; but he was always
received kindly as an old and deserving favourite.

He sang the bass part in the * Serva Padrona,'
with Banti, so successfully that the performance
was repeated by Royal command ; and he was
actually singing with Catalani and Miss Stephens
(her first appearance) at the Pantheon, when
that house was rebuilt. He sang in the Com-
memoration of Handel in 1787, with Mara and
Rubinelli. [J.M.]
MORENDO, « dying,' is used to indicate the

gradual ' decrescendo ' at the end of a oidence.
Its meaning is well given by Shakspeare in
the words, 'That strain again! it had a dying
fall.* It is used by Beethoven in the Trio, op. i,

no. 3, at the end of the fourth variation in the
slow movement, and in the Quartet, op. 74, also at
the end of the slow movement. As a rule, it is

only used for the end of the movement or in a
cadence, but in the Quartet, op. 18, no. 7, slow
movement, and in the 9th Symphony, slow move-
ment, it is not confined to the end, but occurs in

imperfect cadences, to give the effect of a full

close. It thus differs from smorzaThdOt as the
latter can be used at any time in the movement.
Chopin generally used smorzando. Both these
words are almost exclusively used in slow
movements. [J.A.F.M.]
MORI, Nicolas, an Italian by family, bom

in London in 1793, was a pupil of Viotti, and
not only became an excellent solo violinist, but
"from his enthusiasm, industry, and judgment,
occupied a very prominent position in the music
of London and England generally from about
idia till his death. He played in the second
concert of the Philharmonic Society in 181 4, and
from 1 816 was for many years one of the leaders

of the Philharmonic band and first violin at the
Lenten oratorios, the provincial festivals, and
the majority of concerts of any importance. ' His
bow-arm was bold, free, and commanding, his

tone full and firm, and his execution remarkable.'

In addition to his profession he started a musio
business in Bond Street, in conjunction with
Lavenu, and amongst other music published the
second book of Mendelssohn's Songs without
Words, and his P. F. Concerto in G minor. He
diedJune 1 8, 1839, loavingason,Frank (diedAug.
2, 1873), who was well known in London for many
years as apromisingmusician. Hiscantata Fridolin
was performed several times with success ; and an
o{>eretta, the 'River-sprite,' to words by G. Linley,

was produced at Covent Gaitien, Feb. 9, 1865. [G.]

MORIANI, Napoleone, was bom at Florence

about 1806. He came of a good family, received
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a liberal education, and studied the law for some
time, intending to embrace it as his profession.
Seduced, however, by the applause which his
beautiful tenor voice obtained for him in society,
he changed his intentions, and attempted the
operatic career at Pavia in 1833, with success.
AfWr singing in the principal Italian cities, he
returned to Florence in 1830, and in the follow-
ing year was recognised both there and at Milan,
and Trieste, as the first living tenor of Italy.
In^ 1 841 he visited Vienna, where he was ap-
pointed * Virtuoso di Camera * by the Emperor.
In 1844 and 1845 he sang in London. He came
with^ a real Italian reputation, but he came too
late in his own career, and too early for a public
that had not yet forgotten what Italian tenors
had been. Besides, Mario was already there,
firmly established, and not easily to be din)laced
from his position. • Moriani's must have been a
superb and richly-strong voice, with tones full of
expression as well as force' (Chorley). But
either he was led away by bad taste or fashion
into drawling and bawling, or he had never been
thoroughly trained. Any way, he pleased little

here.
^

Still he sang with success at Lisbon,
Madrid, and Barcelona, in 1846, and was decor-
ated by the Queen of Spain with the Order of
Isabella. He sang at Milan, in the autumn of
1847, but his voice was gone, and he soon after-
wards retired fipom the stage, and died March
1878. Mendelssohn more tiian once speaks of
him as * my favourite tenor, Moriani.' [J.M.]
MORICHELLI, Anna BOSELLO, was bora

at Reggio in 1760. Being endowed by nature
with a pure and flexible voice, she was instracted
by Guadagni, one of the best sopranists of Uie
day. She made her d^iU at Parma ini 779 with
great dclat. After singing at Venice and Milan,
she appeared at Vienna in 178 1-2, and with
difiSculty obtained leave from the Emperor to
return and fulfil an engagement at Turin. She
continued to sing at the chief theatres of Italy,

until Viotti engaged her for the TfUdtre de Afon-
sieur, at Paris, in 1790, where she remained
during the years 1 791-2. Here she was very
highly appreciated, even by such good judges as
Garat, and with this reputation she came to
London in 1792, with Banti. Lorenzo d'Aponte,
the poet of the London Opera-House, gives a
severe description of these two singers in his
Memoirs : he calls them 'equals in vice, passions,

and dishonesty,' though differing in the methods
by which they sought to accomplish their designs.

To musical amateurs, such as Lord Mount-Edg-
cumbe, the Morichelli seemed far below her riv3

;

* She was, they said, a much better musician. So
she might be, but never could have been half so
delightful a singer,and shewas nowpast herprime

;

her voice was not trae, her taste spoiled by a long
residence at Paris, . . . and hermanner and acting
were affected. In short, she did not please gener-
ally, though there was a strong party for her ; and
after her second season she went away, leaving
behind her, in every print-shop, her portrait,

with the flattering but false inscription, '* Parti,

m^ vide che adorata partiva.'"
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Mme. Morichelli returned to Italy in i794t

and soon after retired from the stage. [J. M.]

MORIGI, Andrea, an excellent basso, who
made his first appearance in London on December

9, 1766, in the character of Tagliaferro, the

German soldier in the * Buona Figliuola,' a part

which he performed most admirably. He must
then have been a rather young man, for he held

the position of first buffo carieato for many years,

to toe delight of London audiences. He had,

however, been a member of the original caste of

the 'fiuona figliuola/ with Lovattini, Savoi,and la

Guadagni, in 1 760, at Rome, which was probably

his cUbut, He was brought to London by Gk>rdon,

with the singers just mentioned, in the au-

tumn of 1 766. AftOT that, he continued to appear

in all the comic operas, such as * I Viaggiatori

ridicoli,* ' Vicende della sorte,' 'Pazzied'Orlando,'

<La Schiava,' 'H Camovale,' 'Viaggiatori Felici,*

and 'II Convito/ down to the 'R^ Teodopo,*
* Schiavi per amore,' and ' Cameriera astuta,' in

1787 and 1788,—^a long career, followed, indeed,

as Lord Mount-Edgcumbe says, until Morigi
had lost every note of his voice.

In the autumn of 178a an unsuccessful cUbut

was made by Morigi's daughter in the part of

prima donna in * Medonte.' She tried her luck

again in 'L*01impiade,* but was no more success-

ful than before.

Andrea Morigi must not he confused, as he
has been by F^tis, with the following. [J.M.]

MORIGI, PiKTBO, bom in the Romagna about

1 705, studied singing in the school of Pistoochi

at Bologna, and becune one of the best sopran-

ists of his time. His voice is said to have had
some higher notes in its register than any other

of that kind in the beginning of the eighteenth

century. Having appeared with success in most
of the Italian cities, and particularlv at Rome,
he was engaged in 1 734 at St. Petersburg, where
he made a great impression. [J.M.]

MORLACCHI, Francesco, composer; bom
at Perugia, June 14, 1784. He learnt the violin

at seven years old from his father. At twelve

was placed under Caruso, Maestro of the cathe-

dral of Perugia, who taught him singing, the

clavier, and thorough-bass, while he learned the

organ from Mazetti, his maternal great-uncle.

At thirteen he had already composed much,
and during his years of boyhood wrote several

pieces for the church, among which a short

oratorio, 'Gli angeli al sepolcro,' attracted the

attention of many amateurs, and among them, of

his godfather. Count Pietro Baglioni, who sent

him to study counterpoint with Zingarelli, at

Loreto. But the severe conventional teaching

of Zingarelli clashed with the aspirations of his

young, impatient mind, and after a year and a
naif he returned to Perugia. Conscious, however,

that he had still a great deal to learn, he went
to Bologna, to complete his studies under Padre
Mattel. [See Mattel] Here he devoted much
attention to ecclesiastical music, besides making a
special study of the orchestra, and acquiring a
practical knowledge o all the chief instruments.

MORLACCHI.

During this time of studentship he was commis-
sioned to write a cantata for the coronation of

Napoleon as King of Italy, at Milan, in 1805.

In February, 1807, a musical farce called 'II

Poeta in Campagna,' was performed at the Pergola
theatre in Florence, and, later in this year, a
Miserere for 16 voices having won golden opinions,

the composer was invited to visit Verona, where
he produced his first buffo opera, 'II Ritratto.'

He achieved his first popular success with the
melodrama, 'B Corradino,* at Parma, in 1808.

This was followed by * Enone e Paride,' * Oreste,'
' Rinaldo d*Asti,' ' lia Prinoipessa per ripi^^,* ' II

Simoncino,* and ' Le Awenture d una Giornata,'

besides a grand Mass. But all these were sur-

passed by * Le Danaide,* written for the Argentine
theatre at Rome, in 1810. This work was im-

mensely successful, and once for all established

its composer's fame. Through the influence of

Count Maroolini, Minister to the Court of Saxony,
Morlaochi was now appointed chapel-master of

the Italian opera at Dresden, at first for a year,

subsequently for life, with a large salary, besides

a considerable honorarium for every new opera

he might compose, and leave of abs^ce for some
mont& of eadi year, with liberty to write what
he pleased, where he pleased. This appointment
he neld till his death. The Italian style had long

reigned supreme in the Dresden £uhionable world,

and Morlacchi at once became * the rage.' His
music partook of the styles of Paer and Mayer ; it

was melodious and pleasing, but very slight in

character. He now acquainted himself to some
extent with the works of the great German
masters, a study which had a happv effect on him,

as it led him insensibly to add a httle more solidity

to his somewhat threadbare harmonies. His ear-

liest compositions at Dresden were, a Grand Mass
for the royal chapel, the operas ' Raoul de Cr^ui,*

and * La Cappriciosa pentita,' and an Oratorio of

the 'Passion' (book by Metastasio), extravagantly

admired by contemporary enthusiasts.

In 181 3, Dresden became the military centra

of operations of the allied armies, and the King,
Frieidrich August, Napoleon*s faithful ally, was
a prisoner. During tMs time, Morlaochi kept at

a wise distance frt>m public affidrs, and bewailed

the fftte of his patron in retirement. He was,
however, roughly aroused by a sudden order from
Baron Riozen, Russian Minister of Police, to write

a cantata for the Elmperor of Russians birthday.

The task was, of course, uncongenial to the com-
poser, and as only two days were available for it,

ne declined to comply, idleging in excuse thai

the time allowed was insufficient By way of

answer it was notified to him that his choice lay

between obeying and being sent to Siberia. Thus
pressed he set to work, and in forty-eight hours
the cantata was readv. Not long after this the

Russian government having decr^ the abolition

of the Dresden chapel, Morlaochi obtained an
audience of the Czar, at Frankfort, when, in con-

sequence of his representations and entreaties^ the
decree was reversed.

To celebrate the return of tiie Saxon king to

his capital in 1814, Morlacchi wrote anotiier
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Grand Mass and a sparkling huffo opera, 'B
Barbiere di Siviglia.* His political principles

must have been conveniently elastic, for the year
1 8 14 also saw the production of a Triumphal
Cantata for the taking of Paris by the lulied

armies, and a mass for voices alone, according to

the Greek ritual, in Slavonic, for the private

chapel of Prince Bepuin, who had been the
Bnasian Governor of Dresden.

In June 181 6, he was elected member of the

Academy of Fine Arts at Florence, and shortly

after paid a visit of some months to his native

country, where he was received with every kind
of honour, gala performances of ' Le Danaide,*

and the oratorio of the ' Passion,' being given at

Perugia. For the dedication of this last work,
Pope Pius VII rewarded him with the decoration

of the 'Golden Spur,' and the title of Ck)unt

Palatine. An oratorio, ' II sacrifizio d*Abramo,
o risaaco,* although a feeble work, was remark-
able for Uie employment in it of a novel kind of

rhythmical declamation, in place of the ordinary
recitative.

In 181 7,CM. von Weber was appointed Gapell-

meister of the German opera at Dresden. Mor^
laochi behaved to him with a studied show of
obsequious politeness, while doing his utmost in

an underhand way to cripple his activity and bar
his pixjgress. Yet he did not disdain to beg for

Weber s good word as a critic in the matter of his

own compositions, and indeed was too much of an
artist not to recognise the genius of his young
colleague, to whom, although already overworked,
he would frequently delegate the whole of hisown
duties, while on the plea of ill-health, he absented
himsdf in Italy for months together. Between
181 7 and 1 841 he produced a number of operas

and dramatic pieces, among which ihe principal

were 'Gianni di Parigi' (1818), 'Tebaldo ed
Isolina' (iSii), 'LaGioventh di EnricoV (1823),
' Dda d'Avenello ' (1824), ' I Saraoeni in Sicilia'

(1827), 'n Colombo' (1828), *I1 Disperato per

ecoesao di buon cuore' (1829), and 'II Binegato'

(1832), this last opera being a second setting of

the book of * I Saraceni,' ' in a style calculated

to suit German taste.' He wrote ten Grand
Masses for the Dresden chapel, besides a great

number of other pieces for the church. The best

of these was the Bequiem, composed on the occa-

sion of the King of Saxony's death, in 1827. He
said of himself that, during the composition ofthe

'Tuba Mirum ' in this mass, he had thought un-

ceasingly of the ' Last Judgment ' in the Sistine

chapel, and his recent biographer. Count Bossi-

Scotti, does not hesitate to affirm, that by his

harmony he emulates Buonarotti in the depiction

ofthe tremendous moment. We must refer those

of our readers who may wish for a detailed

account of Moriacchi to this memoir, ' Delia vita

e delle opere del Cav. Francesco Moriacchi di

Pemgia,' or to the notice in F^tis's ' Biographic

des Musiciens' (ed. of 1870), which also con-

tains a list of his compositions. A *scena' or
* episode ' for baritone voice with pianoforte ac-

companiment (the narration of UgoHiio, from

Canto xzxiii of the ' Inferno ')^ writteu in his last
|
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years, deserves special mention here, as it became
very famous.

In 1 841 he once more set off for Italy, but was
forced by illness to stop at Innspruck, where he
died, October 28. He left an unfinished opera,
' Franceeca da Bimini,' for the possession of which
Florence, Dresden, and Vienna had disputed with
each other. Profuse honours were paid to his
memory in Dresden and in Perugia.

Morlacchi's music, forty years after his death,

is an absolutely dead letter to the world. Yet
during his lifetime he was reckoned by numbers
of contemporaries one of the foremost composers
of the golden age of music. Weber's good-
natured criticism (in one of his letters) on his
* Barbiere di Siviglia,' aptly describee much ofhis

dramatic work. ' There is much that is pretty

and praiseworthy in this music; the fellow has
little musical knowledge, but he has talent, a flow
of ideas, and especially a fund of good comic stuff

in him.' For an exact verification of this de-
scription we refer the English student to the MS.
score of ' La Gioventh di Enrico V,' in the library

of the National Training School for Music, at
South Kensington. He was a clever executant in

composition of this ephemeral kind, which sup-
plied a passing need, but could not survive it.

The best monument he left to his memory was a
benevolent institution at Dresden for the widows
and orphans of the musicians ofthe Boyal Chapel,
which he was instrumental in founding.

The names of such published compositions of
Moriacchi as are still to be had, may be found
in Hofoieister's 'Handbuch der musikalischen
Literatur.' [F.A.M.]

MOBLEY, Thomas, Mus. Bac., was bom
probably towards the middle of the i6th century.

It has been conjectured that he was educated in

the choir of St. Paul's cathedral ; it is certain that

he was a pupil of Byrd. He took his degree at

Oxford July 8, 1588. In 1501 he appears to

have been organist of St. Paul s, but soon after-

wards resigned it, as he never describes himself

in any of his publications as other than Gentle-

man of the Chapel Boyal, to which office he was
admitted July 24, 1592. He was also Epistler,

and on Nov. 18, 1592, advanced to Gospeller.

His first publication was ' Canzonets, or Little

Short Songs to three voyces,' 1593 (other editions

1606 and 1651), which was followed by ' Madri-
galls to foure Voyces,' 1594; 2nd edition, 1600.

In 1595 he published 'The First Booke of Ballets

to five voyces,' an edition of which with Italian

words appeared in the same year ; and another
edition with the English wordfl in 1600. The
work was reprinted in score by the Musical An-
tiquarian Society. In 1595 also appeared 'The
First Book of Canzonets to Two Voyces,' con-

taining also 7 Fantasies (with Italian titles) for

instruments. In 1597 he issued 'Canzonets, or

Little Short Aers to five and sixe voices/ and in

1600 • The First Booke of Aires or Little Short
Songes to sing and play to the Lute with the

Base -Viol.' The latter work contains the Pages'

song in As You Like It (' It was a lover and
his lass'), one of the few pieces of original
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ShakBpereftn music which has come down to us ;

a channingly fresh and flowing melody, which has

been reprinted in KnighVs 'Shakspere,' and
Chappell^s ' Popular Music of the Olden Time.*

Morley's compositions were more melodious than

those of most of his predecessors, and many of

his madrigaLs and ballets have enjoyed a lasting

popularity. He was editor of the following

works:—'Canzonets or Little Short Songs to

Foure Voyces, selected out of the best approved

Italian authors/ 1598 ;
* Madrigals to five voyces

selected out of the best approved Italian authors/

1598 ; and 'The Triumphes of Oriana, to five

and sixe voyces, composed by divers several

authors/ 1601 ; reprinted in score by William
Hawes. [See Obiava, Tbiumphbs of.] To each

of the first and third of these he contributed

two original madrigals. He also edited 'The
First Booke of Consort Lessons, made by divers

exquisite Authors for size Instruments to play

together, vis. The Treble Lute, the Pandora, the

Citteme, the Base VioU, the Flute, and the

Treble Violl,' 1599 I another edition, ' newly cor-

rected and inlarged/ appeared in 161 1. In 1597
he published ' A Plaine and Easie Introduction

to Practicall Musicke. Set downe in forme of

a dialogue : Devided into three Partes : The first

teacheUi to sing with all things necessary for the

knowledge of a prickt song. The second teacheth

of descante and to sing two parts in one upon

a plain song or ground, with other things neces-

sary for a deecanter. The third and last part

entreateth of composition of three, foure, five or

more parts, with many profitable rules to that

effect. With new songs of 2, 3, 4 and 5 parts.'

This excellent work, the first regular treatise on
music published in England, continued in favour

for upwards of two centuries, and may even now
be perused with profit to the student. To the

musical antiquary it is indispensable. A re-issue,

with a new title-page, appeared in 1608, and
a second edition with an appendix, in which the

several compositions printed in separate parts in

the body of the work are given in score, was
published in 1771. The 'Introduction* was
translated into German by Johann Caspar Trost,

organist of St. Martin's, Halberstadt, in the

17th century, and published under the title of

'Musica Practica.* None of Morley's church

music was printed in his lifetime. A Service

in D minor, an Evening Service in G minor, and
an anthem were printed by Barnard, and a
Burial Service by Boyce. A Preces, Psalmes
and Responses, and three Anthems, are in Bar-

nard's MS. collections, and a Motet, 'De pro-

fundis/ 6 voices, also exists in MS. The words
of several anthems by him are contained in

Clifford's ' Divine Harmony.' He composed five

sets of lessons for Queen EUixabeth's Virginal

Book. In 1598 he obtained a patent for the ex-

clusive printing of music books, under which the

works printed by William Barley, Thomas Este,

Peter Short, John Windet, and others, during its

existence were issued. On Oct. 7, 1602, George
Woodson was sworn into Morley's place at the

Chapel Royal, but whether the vacancy had oc-
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ourred by his resignation or his death, does not
appear. It may have been the former, as in his
' Introduction * he frequently alludes to his im-
paired health, and both Hawkins and Bumey
state him to have died in 1604. Moriey's com-
positions entitle him to much higher nuak than
the musical historians were disposed to assign

to him, and very much better examples of his

compositions might have been found than those
they selected. Li proof of this it is only neoes-

saiy to dte 'Now is the month of Maying,*
* My bonny lass she smileth,* ' Dainty fine sweet
nymph,* ' Fire, fire,* ' April is inmy mistress fiioe,*

* Lo, where with flow'ry head,* and ' I follow, lo,

the footing.* His Canzonets and Madrigals for

3 and 4 voices were published in score by W.W.
Holland and W. Cooke, and six of his Canzoneta
for 2 voices in score by Welcker. [W.H.H.]

MORLEY, William, Mus. Bac., graduated
at Oxford, July 17, 171 3. On Aug. 8, 1715, he
was admitted a Gentleman of the Chapel Royal.
He composed some songs published in a col-

lection together with others by John Isham,
and a chant in D minor, printed by Boyce, iL

306, bv some believed to be the oldest double
chant in existence. [See Flintoft.] He died
Oct. 29, 1 731. [W.H.H.]

MORNINGTON. Gabbett Collbt Wkl-
LBSLIT, Earl of, Mus. Doc., bom July 19, 1735,
at Dangan, Ireland, displayed capacity for music
at a very early age. Several interesting anec-

dotes of his early career are related by Daines
Barrington (MisceUanies, 1781). With little or
no assistance from masters he learned to play
on the violin and organ and to compose, and
when, with the view of improving himself in

composition, he consulted Roseingrave and Ge-
miniani, they informed him that he already

knew iJl they could teach him. The Univer-
sity of Dublin conferred on him the degree of
Mus. Doc., and elected him professor of that
fJEiculty. In 1758 he succeeded his father, who
in 1746 had been created Baron Momington,
and in 1 760 he was created Viscount Wellesley
and Earl of Momington. His compositions are
chiefly vocal; some are for the church, copies
of which are said to exist in the choir books
of St. Patrick's cathedral, Dublin. His chant
in E is universally known. But it was as a
glee composer that he excelled. He gained
prizes firom the Catch Club in 1776 and 1777
for two catches, and in 1779 for his popular
glee 'Here in cool grot.' He published a
collection of 'Six Glees,* and Jonn Sale in-

cluded three others in a collection with three
of his own. Nine glees, three madrigals, an
ode, and ten catches by him are contained
in Warren*s collections, and several glees in
Horsley*s 'Vocal Harmony.' A complete col-

lection of his glees and madrigals, edited by Sir
H. R. Bishop, waspublished in 1846. He died
May 22, 1781. Three of his sons attained re-

markable distinction, viz. Richard, Marquis Wel-
lesley; Arthur, Duke ofWellington ; and Henry,
Lord Cowley. [W.H.H.]
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MORRIS, OP MORRICE, DANCE. A sort

of pageant, aooompanied with dancing, probably

derived from the Mon'sco, a Moorish dance
formerly popular in Spain and France. Al-

though the name points to this derivation, there

ia some doubt whether the Morris Dance does

not owe its origin to the Matacins. In ac-

counts of the Morisco, no mention is made of

any sword-dance, which was a distinguishing

feature of the Matacins, and survived in the

English Morris Dance (in a somewhat different

form) so late as the present century. Jehan
Tabourot, in the Orchdsographie (Langros, 1588),

says that when he was young the Morisco used to

be frequently dftnoed by boys who had their

faces blacked, and wore bells on their legs. The
dance contahied much stamping and knocking
of heels, and on this account Tabourot says that

it was discontinued, as it was found to give the

dancers gout. The following is the tune to which
it was danced:

—

The English Morris Dance is said to have been

introdu^d from Spain by John of Gaunt in the

reign of Edward III., but this is extremely

doubtful, as there are scarcely any traces of it

before the time of Henry VII., when it first

began to be popular. Its performance was not

confined to any particular time of the year,

although it generally formed part of the May
games. When this was the case, the characters

who took part in it consisted of a Lady of the

May, a Fool, a Piper, and two or more dancers.

From its association with tho May games, the

Morris Dance became incorporated with some
pageant commemorating Robin Hood, and charac-

ters representing that renowned outlaw. Friar

Tuck, Little Jo^, and Maid Marian (performed

by a boy), are often found taking part in it. A
hobby-horse, 4 whi£3ers, or marshals, a dragon,

and other characters were also frequently added

to the above. The dresses of the dancers were

ornamented round the ankles, knees, and wrists

with different-sized bells,whichwere distinguished

as the fore bells, second bells, treble, mean, tenor,

bass, and double bells. In a note to Sir Walter

Scott^B 'Fair Maid of Perth' there is an in-

teresting account of one of these dresses, which

was preserved by the Glover Incorporation of

Perth. This dress was ornamented with 250

bells, fastened on pieces of leather in 21 sets of

12, and tuned in regular musical intervals.

The Morris Dance attained its greatest popularity

in the reign of Henry VIII. ; thenceforward it

degenerate into a disorderly revel, until, to-

geUier with the May games and other * entice-

ments unto naughtines,' it was suppressed by
the Puritans. It was revived at the Restoration,

bat the pageant seems never to have attained its

fcMiner popularity, although the dance continued

to be an ordinary feature of village entertain-

ments until within the memory of persons now
living. In Yorkshire the dancers wore peculiar

headdresses made of laths covered with ribbons,
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and were remarkable for their skill in dancing
the sword dance,^ over two swords placed cross-

wise on the ground. A country dance which
goes by the name of the Morris Dance is still

frequently danced in the north of England. It

is danced by an indefinite number of couples,

standing opposite to one another, as in 'Sir

Roger de Coverley.* Each couple holds a ribbon
between them, under which the dancers pass
in the course of the dance. In Cheshire the
following tune is played to the Morris dance,

—

Mor-rls Danoe b a rery prettj tune, lean dance in

JjjHr r r
f \ ^^?=p^^^=f=rj

mj new ahoon ; My new ahoon they are ao good, looulddanoe It

dancing. My poor father broke hla leg. and ao

but in Yorkshire the tune of an old comic song,
' The Literary Dustman,' is generally used.

[W.B.S.]

MORTIER DE FONTAINE. A pianist of

celelrity, bom in Warsaw 181 8. He was pos-

sessed of unusual technical ability, and is said to

have been the first person to play the great sonata

of Beethoven cp. 106 in public. From 1853 to

i860 he resided in St. Petersburg, since then

in Munich. Paris, and many other towns, and is

now living in London. [J.A.F.M.]

MOFCHELES, Ignaz, the foremost pianist

after Hummel and before Chopin, was bom at

Prague on May 30, 1794. His precocious apti-

tude for music aroused the interest of Dyonis

Weber, the director ofthePrague Conservatorium.

Weber brought him up on Mozart and Clementi.

At fourteen years of age he played a concerto of

his own in public; and soon after, on the death

of his father, was sent to Vienna to shift for

himself as a pianoforte teacher and player, and
to piursue his studies in counterpoint under Al-

brechtsberger, and in composition under Salieri.

The first volume of * Aus Moscheles "Leben,'

extracts from his diary, edited by Mme. Moscheles

(Leipzig, 1872), offers bright glimpses of musical

nfe in Vienna during tie first decade of the

century, and shows how quickly young Moscheles

became a favourite in the best musical circles.

1 ' Do the aword-danee irMi any Morris-dancer In Ohrlitendom.'

(Maraton. ' Malcontent,' Act 1. Scene 3^)

t Tianalated by A. D. Coleridge. Huxst * Blaekett. 1878.
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In 1814 Artaria & Ck>., the publishers, honoured
him with ft commission to make the pianoforte

arrangement of Beethoven's Fidelio under the

master's supervision. [See vol. i. 191 a, 169 6.]

Moscheles's career as a virtuoso can be dated

firom the production of his * Variationen liber den
Alexandermarsch/ op. 32, 1815. These 'bril-

liant' variations met with an unprecedented

success, and soon became a popular display

piece for professional pianists ; later in life he
frequently found himself compelled to play

them, though he had outgrown them both

as a musician and as a player. During the

ten years following Moscheles led the life of a
travelling virtuoso. In the winter of 1821 he
was heasd and admired in Holland, and wrote

his Concerto in G minor; early in 1822 he played

in Paris, and subsequently in London. Here
John Cramer, and the veteran Clementi, hailed

him as an equal and friend; his capital Duo
for two pianofortes, 'Hommage k Handel,' was
written for Cramer's concert, and played by the

composer and ' glorious John.' In the season of

1823 he reapp^red in London, and in 1824 he
gave pianoforte lessons to Fdix Mendelssohn,

then a youth of 15, at Berlin. In 1826, soon

after his marriage, at Hamburg, with Charlotte

Embden, he chose London for a permanent resi-

dence ; and for a further ten years he led the busy
life of a prominent metropolitan musician. His
first performance at the Philharmonic was on
May 29, 1826. After that he often played there,

appeared at the concerts of friends and rivals,

gave his own concert annually, paid flying visits

to Bath, Brighton, Edinburgh, etc., played much
in society, did all manner of work to the order of

publishers, gave innumerable lessons, and withal

composed assiduously- In 1832 he was elected

one of the directors of the Philharmonic Society

;

and in 1837 and 38 he conducted Beethoven's 9th

Symphony with signal success at the society's

concerts. In 1845, after Sir Henry Bishop's

resignation, he acted as regular conductor.

When Mendelssohn, who during his repeated

visits to England had become Moscheles's inti-

mate friend, started the Conservatorium of Music
at Leipzig, Moscheles was invited to take the

post of first professor of the pianoforte. He began
his duties in 1846 ; and it is but £ftir to add that

the continued success of the institution, both
during the few remaining months of Mendels-
sohn's life, and for full twenty years after, was in a
great manner owing to Moscheles's wide and solid

reputation, and to his indefatigable zeal and ex-

emplary conscientiousness as a teacher. Moscheles
took quite a paternal interest in his pupils. If

the school hours proved insufficient, which was
frequently the case, he would invite them to his

private residence, and there continue his instruc-

tions; and when they left school he endea
voured to find suitable professional openings for

them, and remained their friend, ever ready with
kindly advice and assistance.

As a pianoforte player Moscheles was dis-

tinguished by a crisp and incisive touch, clear

and precise phrasing, and a pronounced preference
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for minute accentuation. He played octaves with
stiff wrists, and was chary in the use of the pedals.

Mendelssohn and, with some reservations,

Schumann, were the only younger masters whose
pianoforte works were congenial to him. Those
of Chopin and Liszt he regarded with mingled
feelings of aversion and admiration. Indeed, his

method of touch and fingering did not permit
him to play either Chopin's or Liszt's pieces wfCh
ease. *My thoughts, and consequently mv fingers,*

he wrote in 1833, k propos of Chopias Etudes,
etc., ' ever stumble and sprawl at certain crude
modulations, and I find Chopia's productions on
the whole too sugared, too litUe worthy of a man
and an educated musician, though there is much
charm and originality in the national colour of
his motive.' It is true he somewhat modified this

opinion when he heard Chopin play. Still it

remains a &ct that to the end of his days, both
the matter and the manner of Chopin and other
modem pianists appeared to him questionable.

Moscheles was renowned for the variety and
brilliancy of his extempore performances, the
character of which can be guessed at by his

Preludes, op. 73. HisUst improvisation in public

on themes furnished by the audience formed part
of the programme of a concert at St. James's
Hall in 1865, given by Madame Jenny Lind-
Goldschmidt * in aid of the sufferers by the war
between Austria and Prussia,' where he impro-
vised for some twenty minutes on ' See the con-
quering hero comes,' and on a theme from the
Andante of Beethoven's C minor Symphony, in

a highlv interesting and astonishing manner.
The list of his numbered compositions given in

a Thematic Catalogue (Leipzig, Ristner) and in
'Aus Moscheles Leben,' vol. ii., extends to op. 142,
and there is besides a long list of ephemera,
written for the market, to please publifdiers and
fetshionable pupils. The latter, and many of the
former, have had their day ; but his best works,
such as the Concerto in G minor, op. 60 (1820-
21) ; the Concerto path^tique. op. 93 ; the Senate
melancolique, op. 49 ; the Duo for pianoforte,
' Hommage k Handel,' op. 92 ; the three Allegri
di Bravura, op. 51 ; and above all, the 24
Etudes, op. 70 U825 and 26), and the 'Cha-
racteristische Studien,' op. 95, occupy a place
in the classical literature of the instrument
from which no subsequent development can oust
them. Moscheles died at Leipzig March 10,

1870. [E.D.]

MOSEL, Ignaz Franz, Edlbr von, composer
and writer on musical subjects, bom at Vienna,
April I, 1772, conducted the first musical fes-

tivals of the Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde in the
Imperial Riding-school (181 2 to 1816). He was
ennobled, and made a Hofi:uth. From 1820 to

29 he was vice-director of the two Court
theatres, and from 1S29 till his death principal

custos of the Imperial library^ In his earlier

years he arranged Haydn's * Creation ' (Mollo),
Cherubini's * Mld^,' and *Deux joum^'(Cappi),
and 'Cod fan tutte' (Steiner), for string-quartet;

and the * Creation * and * Cos! fan tutte ' for two
pianofortes, for the blind pianist Paradles. For
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Ihe Geeellschafb der Musikfreunde he put
additional ibstrumentB to several of Handel's
' oratorios, and translated the text. He also com-
posed three operas (court-theatre), one Singspiel,

seyeral overtures and entr'actes for plays, a Missa
solennis, etc. He published three collections of

songs, dedicating one to Yogi, the celebrated

singer of Schubert's songs, and another to Roch-
litz (Steiner). Among his writings the following

are of value:—'Versuch einer Aesthetik des

dramatischen Tonsatzes' (Vienna, Strauss, 1 8i 3)

;

* Ueber das Leben und die Werke des Antonio
Salieri* (ibid., Wallishauser, 1827) ; 'Geschichte

der Hofbibliothek' (ibid.. Beck, 1835) ; and arti-

cles in various periodicals on the history of music,

including * Die Tonkunst in Wien wahrend der
letzten 5 Dezenniea* (1808, revised and repub-

lished 1840). Yon Moeel cUed in Yienna, April

8,1844. [C.F.P.]

MOSE IN EGITTO. Ap 'oratorio' ; Ubretto

by Tottola, music by Rossini. Produced at the

San Carlo Theatre, Naples, in Lent 181 8, and at

the Th^tre Italien, Paris, in 1 82 2 . The libretto

was adapted by Balocchi and De Jouy, and
the music much modified by the composer ; and
it was re-produced, imder the title of Molise,

at the Academie Royal, Paris, March 26, 1827.

On the bills it was entitled 'Chratorio,' and on
the book 'Molse et Pharaon, ou le Passage
de la Mer Roug^.' The opera was produced at

the King's Theatre, Haymarket, London, as

Pietro TEremita, April 23, 1822. On Feb. 22,

1833, it was brought out at the Ck»vent Carden
oratorios as ' The Israelites in Egypt ; or. The
Passage of the Red Sea,' with scenery and
dresses, and additions from Israel in Egypt. On
April 20 it was again brought out at the Royal
Italian Opera, (3ovent Garden, as Zora. In

1845 it was performed by the Handel and Haydn
Society of Boston, U.S.A., m an English version

of the original ^ libretto, and on May 24, 1878,

was also performed with great success by the

Sacred Harmonic Society, at Exeter Hall, in an
English version by Arthur Matthison. [G.]

MOSES. An oratorio, the words and music
of which were composed by A. B. Marx, and
which was first performed at Breslau ^n Dec.
184 1, and a few times subsequently in Grermany.
The book was originally compiled, at Marx's
request, by Mendelssohn, though afterwards re-

jected; and the autograph is preserved by the

MendelBsohn family in Berlin, with the date

Aug. 21, 1S32. [G.]

MOSEWIUS, JOHANN Theodob, bom Sept.

35f 1788, at Kbnigsberg in Prussia; like so

many others, forsook the law for music and the

theatre. After a regular musical education he
became in 1814 director of the opera in his

native town. He married, and in 18 16 went to

Breslau, and for 8 years he and his wife were
the pillars of the opera. His wife dying in

1825 he forsook the stage, and founded the Bres-

lau Singakademie. He had before this started the

1 TUsllngrr publl!ih«i1 thft Mores of ' Belihazzar ' and ' Jephttuu'
* Tbcgr bate performetl It a tfanet down to 1»78.
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Liedertafel of the town. In 1827 he foUowed
Bemer as Professor at the University, and in

1829 became Director of the music there. In
1 831 he succeeded Schnabel as head of the Royal
Institution for Church Music, which he appears

to have conducted most efficiently, bringing for-

ward a large nimiber of pieces by the greatest

of the old Italian masters, as well as the vocal

works of Mendelssohn, Lowe, Spohr, Marx, etc.

.

His activity was further shown in the foundation

of an elementary class as a preparative for the

Singakademie, and a society called the Musikal-
ische CHrkel (1834) ^^^ ^^^ practice of seculfu-

music. He also initiated the musical section of

the Yaterlandische Gesellschaft of Silesia, and
became its secretary. In England this active

and useful man is probably only known through
two pamphlets—^reprints firom the Allg. Musikal-
ische Zeitung—'J. S. Bach in seinen Kirchen
cantaten und Choralgesangen' (Berlin, 1845),
and 'J. S. Bach's Matthaus Passion' (Berlin,

1852). These valuable treatises are now su-

perseded by the publication of the works of

which they treat, but in the copious examples
which they contain, some Englishmen made
their first acquaintance with Bach's finest com-
positions. [G.]

MOSKOWA. See Pbinoe db la Moskowa.

MOSZKOWSKI, MoBiTZ, pianist and com-
poser in Berlin, bom there in 1854, studied

first at Dresden and afterwards at Berlin. He
has published several pianoforte solos and duets

(among the latter, some charming 'Spanish
Dances* in two books), also two concert pieces

for violin and piano. A pianoforte concerto, and
two symphonies, remain m MS. [J.AJ*.M.]

(Barb. Lat. Motetum, Moteetum, Mitr

^us, Motaltu ; Ital. MoUetto), A term,

which for the last three hundred years has been
almost exclusively applied to certain pieces of

Ghurch Music, of moderate length, adapted to

Latin words (selected, for the most part, either

from Holy Scripture, or the Roman Office-Books),

and intended to be sung, at High Mass, either in

place of, or immediately aftel, thti Plain C^haunt

Ofiertorium for the Dav. [See Mass ; Offebtor-
lUM.] This definition, however, extends no farther

than the conventional meaning of the word. Its

origin involves some very grave etymological

difficulties, immeasurably increased by the varied

mode of spelling adopted by early writers. For
instance, the form Motulus, can scarcely fail to

suggest a corruption of Modulus—a Cantilena, or

Melody ; and, in support of this derivation, we
may remind our readers, that in the 13th and
14th Centuries, and even earlier, the terms Mo-
tetiu and Motellus, were constantly applied to

the Yoice-part afterwards called Medius or Alius.

On the other hand, the idea that the true etymon
is supplied by the Italian word, MoUetto, diminu-
tive of MaUOf and equivalent to the French mot,

ovJiQajaioLtt jest, derives some colour from the

fact that It was unquestionably applied, in the

first instance, to a certain kind of profane music,

which, in the 13th Century, was severely censured
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by the Churcli, in oommon with the Rondelltw,

another kind of popular melody, and the Con-

dtu!ta8, a species of Ssecular Song, in which
the subject in the Tenor was original, and sug-

gested the other parts, after the manner of the

Guida of a Canon. Again, it is just possible

that the varying orthography to which we have

alluded may, originally, have involved some real

distinction no longer recognisable. But, in op-

position to this view it may be urged that the

charge^jif licentiousness was brought against the

Motet imder all its synonyms, though Eccle-

siastical Composers continued to use its themes as

Canti fermif as long as the Polyphonic Schools

remained in existence—^to whidi circumstance

the word most probably owes its present conven-

tional sigmfication.

The earliest purely Ecclesiastical Motets of

which any certain record remains to us are those

of Philippua^e Vitriaco, whose Are composir

tionxB de MotetUf preserved in the Paris Library,

is believed to have been written between the

years 1290 and 13 10. Morley tells us that the

Motets of this author ' were for some time of all

others best esteemed and most used in the

Church.' Some others, scarcely leas antient, are

printed in 6erbert*s great work De Cantu et

mtmca sacra—rude attempts at two-part har-

mony, intensely interesting, as historical records,

but intolerable to cultivated ears.

Very different from these early efforts are the

productions of the period, which, in our article.

Mass, we have designated as the JEiret Epoch of

practical importance in the history 01 f^)lyphonic

Music—a period embracing the closing years of

the 13th Century, and the first half of the 14th,

and represented by the works of Gugliolmo Du
Fay, Egydius Bianchoys, Eloy, Dunstable, Vin-
ce^izo Faugues, and some other Masters, whoite

compositions are chiefly known through the richly

illuminated volumes which adorn the Library of

the Sistine Chapel, in which they are written, in

accordance with the custom of the J^ontifical

Choir, in characters large enough to be read by
the entire body of Singers, at one view. These
worka are full of interest ; and, like the earliest

Masses, invaluable, as studies of the polyphonic

treatment of the Modes.
Eaually interesting are the productions of the

Sejj^HI^ Epoch, extending from the year 1.430 to

about 1480. The typical Composers of this period

were Giovanni Okenheim (or Ockegem), Caron,

Gaspar, Antonius de Fevin, Hobrecht. and
Giovanni Basiron, in whose works we first begin

to notice a remarkable divergence between the

music adapted to the Motet and that set apart

for the Mass. From the time of Okenheim, the

leader of the School, till the middle of the i6th

Century, Composers seem to have regarded the

invention of coQ^puntal miracles as a duty
which no one could avoid without dishonour.

For some unexplained reason, they learned to

look upon the Music of the Mass as the natural

and orthodox vehicle for the exhibition of this

peculiar kind of ingenuity : while, in the Motet,
they were less careful to display their learning,
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and more ready to encourage a certain gravity of
manner, far more valuable, from an ssthetio

point of view, than the extravagant complications

which too often disfigure the more ambitious
compositions they were intended to adorn. Hence
it frequently happens, that, in the Motets of this

period, we find a consistency of design, combined
with a massive breadth of style, for which we
search in vain in contemporary Masses.
The compositions of tiie ThirdJEpoch exhibit

all the merits noticeable in those of the First and
Second, enriched by more extended harmonic re-

sources, and a far greater amount of technical

«kill. It was during this period^ Qoxm^j^ing the
two last decads of the 15th Centuiy; ana the two
first of the i6th, that the Great Masters of the
Flemish School, excited to enthusiasm by the
matchless genius of Josquin des Pr^s, made those

rapid advances towards perfection, which, for a
time, plaoed them far above the Musicians of any
other country in Europe, and gained for them an
influence which was everywhere acknowledged
with respect, and everywhere used for pure and
noble ends. The Motets bequeathed to us by these

earnest-minded men are, with scarcely any excep-

tion, constructed upon a Canto fermo, supplied by
somefragrment ofgrave Plain Chaunt, or suggested

by the strains ofsome well-knownSsecular Melody.
Sometimes, this simple theme is sung, by the
Tenor, or some other principal Voice, entirely in

Longs, and Breves, while other Voices accompany
it, in florid Coimterpoint, with every imaginable
variety of imitation and device. Sometimes, it

is taken up by the several Voices, in turn, after

the manner of a Fugue, or Canon, without the
support of the continuous part, which is only in-

troduced in broken phrases, \Yith long rests

between them. When, as is fireqnently the case,

the Motet consists of two movements—a Pars
prima, and Pars secunda—the Canto fermo is

sometimes sung, by the Tenor, first, in the or^

dinary way, and then backw^ds, in Retrograde
Imitation, canadzojis. In this, and other casee,

it is frequently prefixed to the composition, on
a small detached Stave, and thus forms a true

Motto to the work, to the imitations of which
it supplies a veritable key, and in the course of
which it is always treated in the same general

way. [See Inscription.] But, side by side with
this homogeneity of mechanical construction, we
find an infinite variety of individual expression.

Freed from the pedantic trammels, which at one
period exercised so unhealthy an influence upon
the Mass, the Composer of the Motet felt bound
to give his whole attention to a careful rendering

of the words, instead of wasting it, as he would
certainly have done under other circiuntances,

upon the concoction ofsome astounding Inversion,

or inscrutable Canon. Hence, the character of
the text firequently offers a tolerably safe criterion

as to the style of work ; and we are thus en-

abled to divide the Motets, not of this Epoch
only, but of the preceding and following periods

also, into several distinct classes, each marked by
' some peculiarity of more or less importance.

Nowhere, perhaps, do we find more real]
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!ng than in the numerous Motets founded on
passages selected from the Gospels, such as

Jacobus Vaet's * Egressus Jesus/ JahnGrero's ren-

derings of the Parable of the Pharisee and the
Publican, and others of similar intention. The
treatment of these subjects, though exhibiting no
trace of the dramatic element, is highly charac>

teristic, and shews a deep appreciation of the

sense of the Sacred Text, embracing every variety

of expression, from the triumphant praises of the
Magnificat, to the deep sadness of the Passion of

our Lord. The oldest known example of the for-

mer subject, treated in the Motet style, is a
Magnificat, for three Voices, by Du Fay. One of

the earliest renderings of the latter is Hobrecht's

*Passio D.N.J.C. secundum Matthseum,' a work
full of the deepest pathos, combined with some
very ingenious part-writing. Scarcely less beauti-

ful is the later *Passio secundum Marcum,' by
Johannes Galliculus; and Loyset Compare has
left us a collection of Passion Motets of extraor-

dinary beauty.

The Book of Canticles was also a fruitful source

of inspiration. Among the finest specimens ex-

tant are three by Johannes de Lynburgia (John
of Limburg)— ' Surge propera,* *Pulcra es anima
mea,* and * Desoende in hortum meum

'
; Du Fay*s

'Anima mea liquefacta est*; a fine setting of the

same words, by.Enrico Isaac; Antonius de Fevin*s
* Descende in hortum meum

' ; and, among others,

by Craen, Gaspar, Joequin des Pr^, and the

best of their compatriots, a remarkably beau-

tiful rendering of ' Quam pulcra es anima mea,*

for Grave Equal Voices, by Mouton, from which
we extract the opening bars, as a fair example of

the style :

—
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A host of beautiful Motets were written in

honour of Our Lady, and all in a style of

peculiarly delicate beauty; such as Du Fay*s

'Salve Virgo/ *Alma Redemptoris,' *Ave;Regina,'

and 'Flos florum, fons amorum' ; Brasart's 'Ave
Maria' ; Bianchoys' 'Beata Dei genitrix * ; Archa-

delt'i *AveMaria'; several byBrumel,and Loyset

Compare ; and a large number by Josquin des

Pr^s, including the following beautiful little

'Ave vera virginitas* in Perfect Time, with its re-

markable progression ofConsecutive Fifths arising

from the necessity of maintaining the strictness

of a Canon, in the Fifth below, led by the Supe-
rius, and resolved by the Tenor.
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The Lamentations of Jeremiah have furnished

the text of innimierable beautiful movements, in

the Motet style, by Joannes Tinctor, Hykaert,

Gaspar, Pierre de la Rue, Agricola, and, above

all, Carpentrasso, whose Lamentations were an-

nually sung in the Sistine Chapel, until, in the

year 1587, they were displaced to make room for

the superb compositions of Palestrina. [See

Lamentations.]
The greater Festivals of the Church, as well as

those of individual Saints, gave occasion for the

composition of countless Motets, among which
must be reckoned certain Sequences, set, in the

Motet style, by some of the Great Composers of

the 1 5th and i6th Centuries; notably a 'Victims

paschal!,' by Josquin des Pt^s, founded on frag-

ments of the old Plain Chaunt Melody, inter-

woven with the popular Rondelli, 'D*ung aultre

amer,' and ' De tons biens pleine/ and a 'Stabat

Mater,* by the same writer, the Canto fermo of

which is furnished by the then well-known Seecular

Air, 'Comme fenmie.' This last composition, too

long and complicated to admit of quotation, was
reprinted, by Choron, in 1820, and will well

repay serious study.

Less generally interesting than the classes wo
havedescribed, yet, not withouta special historical

value of their own, are the laudatory Motets,

dedicated to Princes, and Nobles of high degree,

by the Maestri attached to their respective

Courts. Among these may be cited Clemens

non iPapa's 'Caeaar habet naves,* and 'Quis te

victorem dicat,* inscribed to Charles V ; Adrian

WiUaert*s 'Argentum et aurum*; and many
others of like character.

Finally, we are indebted to the Great Masters
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of the I5tli and i6th Centuries for a large collec-

tion of Ncenim, or Funeral Moteta, which are

scarcely exceeded in beauty by those of any other

class. The Service for the Dead has been treated,

by Composers of all ages, with more than or-

dinary reverence. In the infancy of Discant, the

»o-called Organizers who were its recognized ex-

ponents did ail they could to make the 'Officium

Defunctorum* as impressive as possible : and,

acting up to their light, endeavoumi to add to its

solemnity by the introduction of discords which

were utterly forbidden in Organum of the ordin-

ary kind. Hence arose the doleful strain, an-

tiently called * Litanise mortuorum discordantes.'

J-_j. ^ J A J^
1r-t^rr^f'^±=^=^'!' r I-

—
De pro - fun - dU cl»- ma - Tl

.

It is interesting to compare these excruciating

harmonies with the Dirge of Josquin des Pr^s in

memory of his departed friend and tutor, Oken-
heim. This iine Motet is founded on the Plain

Chaunt Melody of *Requiem setemam,' which is

8ung in Breves and Semibreves by the Tenor, to

the original Latin words, while the four other

Voices sing a florid Counterpoint, to some French
verses, beginning, *Nymphes des boir, Dt^esses

des fontaines.' It was printed, at Antwerp, in

1544; and presents so many difficulties to the

would-be interpreter, that Bumey declares him-
self * ashamed to confess how much time and
meditation' it cost him. The simple harmonies
of the peroration, ' Requiescat in pace,' are so

touchingly beautiful, that we transcribe them in

preference to the more complicated passages by
which they are preceded.
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The earliest printed copies of the Motets we
have described were given to the world by Otta-

viano dei Petrucci, who published a volume, at

Venice, in 1502, called 'Motette, A. numero tren-

tatre'; another, in 1503, called 'Motetti de pas-

sioni, B.' ; a third, in 1504, called 'Motetti, c. C.'

;

a fourth, in 1 505
—'Motetti libro quarto'; and, in

the same year, a book, for five Voices—* Motetti a
cinque libro prime'—which, notwithstanding the
promise implied in its title, was not followed by
the appearance of a companion voluiMr'In 151 1,

the inventor of printed music removed to Fossom-
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bronei where, between the years 15141 and
1 5 19, he published four more volumes of Motets,
known, from a figure engraved on the title-page,

as the 'Motetti della Corona.' In 1538, Antonio
Gardano published, at Venice, a collection, called

—also from a figure on its title-page—* Motetti del

Frutto'. These were pirated, at Ferrara, imder
the name of 'Motetti della Scimia,' with the figure

of an Ape devouring a Fruit : whereupon, Gar-
dano issued a new volume, with the figure of a
Lion, and Bear, devouring an Ape. Between the
years 1527, and 1536, nineteen similar volumes
were issued, in Paris, by Pierre Attaignant ; and
many more were printed, in the same city, by
Adrian le Roy, and Robert Ballard. These
collections, containing innumerable works by all

the great Composers of the earlier periods, are of

priceless worth. Of some of Petrucci's only one
copy is known to exist, and that, unhappily, in-

complete. The Library of the British Museum
possesses his Second, Third, and Fourth Books of
* Motetti della Corona,* besides his First and Third
Books of Ji)squin*8 Masses, and the First ofGar-
dano's * Motetti del Frutto* ; and this, taking into

consideration the splendid condition of the copies,

must be regarded as a very rich collection indeed.

During fiie Fourth Enoch—embracing the in-

terval betweenThe tieath of Josquin des Pr^s, in

1 5 21, and the production of the 'Missa Papee
Marcelli*, in 1565—the development of the Motet
coincided so closely with that of the Mass, that

it seems necessary to add but very little to the
article already written upon that subject. The
contemporaneous progress of the Madrigal did,

indeed, exercise a healthier influence upon the
former than it could possibly have done in pre-

sence of the more recondite intricacies, common to

the latter : but, certain abuses crept into both.

The evil habit of mixing together irrelevant

words increased to such an extent, that, among
the curiosities preserved in the Library of the
Sistine Chapel, we find Motets in which every
one of the five Voices is made to illustrate a
different text, throughout. In this respect, if not
in others, an equal amount of deterioration was
observable in both styles.

The Fifth Epoch—extending from the year

1565, toTRTbeginning of the following Century
—witnessed the sudden advance of both branches
of Art to absolute perfection : forPalestrina, the

brightest genius of the age, was equally great in

both, and has left us Motets as unapproachable
in their beauty as the 'Missa Papae Marcelli.'

The prolific power of this delightful Composer
was no less remarkable than ^e purity of his

style. The seven Books of Motets printed during
his life-time contain two hundred and two com-
positions, for four, five, six, seven, and eight

Voices, among which may be found numerous ex-

amples of all the different classes we have de-

scribed. About a hundred others, including

thirteen for twelve Voices, are preserved, in MS.,
in the Vatican Library, and among the Archives
of the Pontifical Chapel, the Lateran Basilica,

S. Maria in Vallicella, and the Collegium Ro-
manum ; and there is good reason to bdieve that
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tnany were loet through the carelessness of the
Maestro*8 son, Igino. The entire contents ofthe
seyen printed volumes, together with seventy-

two of the Motets hitherto existing only in MS.,
have already been issued as a first instalment of

the complete edition of Palestrina*s works now in

course of publication by Messrs. Breitkopf &
Hartel of Leipzig ; and this, probably, is as

many as we can now hope for, as it is well known
that some of the MS. copies we have mentioned
are incomplete. Among so many gems, it is diffi-

cult to select any number for special notice.

Perhaps the finest of all are those printed in the

Fourth Book of Motets for five Voices, the words
of which are taken from the Book of Canticles

:

but, the two Books of simpler compositions for

four Voices are full of treasures. Some are mar-
vels of contrapuntal cleverness ; others—where
the character of the words is more than usually

solemn—as unpretending as the plainest Faux
bourdon. As an example of the more elaborate

style, we transcribe a few bars of * Sicut cervus

desiderat,* contrasting them with a lovely passage

from 'Fratres ego enim accepi/ a Motet for

eight Voices, in which the Institution of the

Last Supper is illustrated by simple harmonies
of indescribable beauty.

Sicut ctrmtti'-
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Palestrina's greatest contemporaries, in the
Roman School, were, Vittoria, whose Motets
are second only in importance to his own, Mo-
rales, Felice and Francesco Anerio, Bemadino
and Giovanni Maria Nanini, Luca Marenzio, and
Francesco Suriano. The honour of the Flemish
School was supported, to the last, by Orlando di

Lasso, a host in himself. The Venetian School
boasted, after Willaert, Cipriano di Bore, An-
drea and Giovanni Gabrieli, and, especially, Gio-
vanni Croce, the originality of whose style was
only exceeded by its wonderful delicacy and
sweetness, which are well shewn in the following

example.
O u • - enun con - ! - tI -

quo Ohrlsttu ra - ml-tur

In England, the Motet was cultivated, with
great success, by some of the best Composers of

the best period. The *Cantiones sacne' of Tallis

and Byrd, will bear comparison with the finest

productions of the Roman or any other School,

those of Palestrina alone excepted. And, besides

these, we possess a number of beautiful Motets
byDr.Tye, John Tavemer, John Shepherd, Dr.
Fayrfax, Robert Johnson, John Digon, John
Thome, and several other writers not unknown to

fame. Though the Latin Motet was, as a matter
of course, banished from the Services of t^e
Church after the change of Religion, its style

still lived on, in the Full Anthem, of which so

many glorious examples have been handed down
to us, in our Cathedral Choir-books ; for, the

Full Anthem is a true Motet, notwithstanding

the language in which it is sung ; and it is cer-

tain that some of the purest specimens of the

style were originally written in Latin, and
adapted to English words, afterwards—as in the

case of Byrd's 'Civitas sancti tui,' now always
sung as ' Bow thine ear, O Lonl.* Orlando
Gibbons*s First (and only) Set of 'Madrigals and
Mottets,* printed in 1612, furnishes a singular

return to the old use of the word. They are all

Ssecular Songs; as are, also, Martin Pierson^s
' Mottects,* published eighteen years later.

The Sixth Epoch, banning with the early

years otxms'i 7th Century, was one of sad deoa-
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mce. The Unprepared Dissonances introduced

}y Monteverde sapped the very foandations ofthe

Polyphonic Schools, and involved the Motet, the

Mass and the Madrigal in a common ruin.

Men like Claudio Casciolini and Gregorio Al-

legri, did their best to save the grand old man-
ner; but, after the middle of the Century, no

Composer did it full justice.

The Seyenth Epoch inaugurated a new style.

During Che latter half of the 17th century, In-

strumental Music made a rapid advance; and
Motets with Instrumental Accompaniments,

were substituted for those sung by Voices alone.

In these, the old Ecclesiastical Modes were
naturally abandoned, in favour of the modem
Tonality; and, as time progressed, Alessandro

Scarlatti, Leo, Durante, Pergolesi, and other

men of nearly equal reputation, produced really

great works m the new manner, and thus pre-

pared the way for still greater ones.

The chief glories of the Kiyhth Epoch were

confined to Germany, where Keinhard Keiser,

the Bach Family—^with Johann Chriatoph, and

Johann Sebastian, at its head— Graun, and

Hasse, clothed the Motet in new and beautiful

forms which were turned to excellent account

by Homilius, and RoUe, Wolf, Hiller. Fasch, and
Schicht. The Motets of Sebastian Bach are too

well known to need a word of description

—

known well enough to be universally recognised

as artistic creations of the highest order, quite

unapproachable in their own peculiar style. With
Handers Motets few Musicians are equally

familiar ; for it is only within the last few years

that the Grerman Handel Society has rescued

them from oblivion. Nevertheless, they are ex-

traordinarily beautiful ; filled with the youthful

freshness of the Composer's early manner. Be-

sides a ' Salve Begina,' the MS. of which is pre-

served in the Royal Library at Buckingham
Pahice, we possess a * Laudato pueri,' in D, used

as an Introduction to the Utrecht Jubilate;

another in F, a * Dixit Dominus,* a * Nisi Domi-
nua,' and, best of all, a lovely * Silete venti,' for

Soprano Solo,with Accompaniments for a Stringed

Bimd, two Oboes, and two Bassoons, the last

movement of which, 'Dulcis amor, Jesu care,'

was introduced in Imael in ^Egypt, on its second

revival, in 1756, adapted to the words, 'Hope,

a pure and lasting treasure.* It is to be hoped,

that, now these treasures are really given to the

world, they will not long be suffered to remain

a dead letter.

Of the Ninth , or Modem Epoch, we have but

little to say.^rhe so-called Motets of the present

Century have no real claim to any other title

than that of Sacred Cantatas. They were, it is

true, originally intended to be sung at High
Mass : but, the * Insanse et vanae cune of Haydn,
the 'Splendente te Deus' of Mozart, and the * O
salutaris ' of Chembini, exquitdtely beautiful as

they are, when regarded simply as Music, have

so little in common with the Motet in its typical

form, that one can scarcely understand how the

name ever came to be bestowed upon them. The
Motets of Mendelssohn, again, have but little
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affinity with these—indeed, they can scarcely be
said to have any ; for, in spite of the dates at

which they were produced, they may more fairly

be classed with Uie great works of the Eighth
Epoch, to which their style very closely assi-

milates them. We need scarcely refer to bis
three Motets for Treble Voices, written for the
Convent of TriniUk de* Monti, at Rome, as gems
of modem Art.

All that we have said in a former article, on
the traditional manner of singing the Polyphonic
Mass, applies, with equal force, to the Motet. It
will need an equal amount of expression, and an
equal variety of colouring ; and, as its position in

the Service is anterior to the Elevation of the
Host, a vigorous forte will not be out of place,

when the sense of the words demands it. It would
scarcely be possible to find more profitable studies

for the practice of Polyphonic singing than the

best Motets of the best period. [W. S. R.]

MOTETT SOCIETY, THE, was established

in 1847, its chiefpromoter being the late William
Dyce, R.A. The object was to print *A Col-

lection of Ancient Church Music,* adapted to

English words, with a compressed score, for the
purpose of accompaniment. The subscription

was a guinea a year. The musical portion was
under the charge of the late Dr. Rimbault, who
acknowledges in his proface that * the greater part

of the Motetts of Palestrina were adapted by
Mr. William Dyce.*

The works were published in laige folio, and
in parts, forming three divisions :—No. i, An-
thems for Festivals; No. 2, Services; No. 3,

Miscellaneous Anthems: in all 19a pages of

music, and a few more of introductory matter.

Dnnsiox 1. I Divwioh S.

Bedford. B<doloe in the Lord, 4'vittorU. Oommunlon Berrlca. 4 t.

Toices.

LapU Now It Is high time. 6 t.

Vittoris. Behold I bring jou. 6 t.

PaleAtrlDA. If thou Shalt confess.

4?.
Do. Almighty and ETerlutlng.

4t.
Do. O Jeniulem. 4 T.

Do. These things have 1. 4 T,

Do. These are ther. 4 v.

Do. This shall be. S t.

Do. Break forth. S v.

F. della Porta, I hare appeared.
4t.

Lttuo. Behold I will send. 4 t.

Vittoria. Come unto me, 4 r.

Lasso, And the Angel. 4 T.

Do. If je keep my. 4 t.

Maaera, Blessed Is the roan. 4 t.

Lasso, For he was a good. 4 v.

Do. TheToloeofhlm. 4t.
Da He talth unto them. 4 T.

Do. Are ye able to drink. 4 t.

Grooe. And thej went forth, 4 v.

Do. Charge them that are, 4 t.

Byrd, Bless the Lord ye, 6 t.

Lasso. But watch thou, 4 t.

Grooe. Nuw unto Blm, 4 t.

O. M. Nannino, All thj works. 6 t.

Lasso. Miserere. 5 v.

Falestrlna. Behold the Lamb of
God. 5 T.

Do. How beautiful. 4 T.

Tallis. If ye love me. 4 t.

Falestrioa, Holy, Holy. 5 v.

Oolonna. Magnif. and N. Dim. 8 v.

Gabrlelll. Do. Do., » v.

Barcroft, Te Deum and Ben^ 4 v.

Stonard. Magnlf. and N. Dim. & v.

Palestrina. Do. Do. 4 v.

Blow. Sanctus and Gloria. 4 t.

DlTWIOH S.

Barcroft. O Almighty God. 4 t.

O. Gibbons,Why art thou so heavy.

4t.
Lasso, O praise the Lord. 6 v.

Do. Not unto us. 5 t.

P. Oerton. 1 will alway ghre, 8 t.

Byrd, Prevent us. O Lord. 4 v.

Tallis, Hear the voice. 4 v.

Palestrina. O God, Thou art, 4 v.

Tallis, All people that on earth. 4 v.

Farrant, Unto Thee, O Lord. 4 v.

Palestrina. I will magnify Tbee.
6v.

F. della Porta. Be merciful. 4 v.

Do. Righteous art Thou. 4 v.

Palestrina, O Lord my God. 4 v.

O. Gibbons. O Lord, increase. 4 v.

Vittoria. I will give thanks. 4 v.

Do. It is a good thing, 4 V.

Do. Teach me. O Lord. 4 v.

Da How long wUt Thou. 4 v.

Da My God. my God. 4 v.

Da Unto Thee, O God. 4 V.

Do. Behold, now praise, 4 v.

Palestrina, O Lord God of our
salvation, fiv.

Tallis. Great and marvellous, 6 v.

IW. C]
MOTETUS. A name given, in the infancy

of Polyphonic Music, to a middle part, written

for the Voice which was afterwards called Mediu$y
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or Alius. The term wu constantly used, in this

sense, in the 13th and 14th centuries, and pro-

bably, still earUer. [W. S. R.]

MOTIF (Genn. Motiv), a word which is in

process of naturalization into English, and which
has no less than three distinct meanings, accord-

ing to which it will be found under separate

h^uis : 1st, the German word originally means
what we call 'figure,' that is, a i£ort group of

notes, 'which produce a single, distinct, and
complete impression ' [see Fioubb] ; and, it is

nsea as a synonym for Subject, which see ; 3rd,

as equivalent to, and an abbreviation of, Leit-
Mornr, which has been fully treated. [J.A.F.M.]

MOTION is change of pitch in successive

sounds, when they are allotted to a single part

or voice, or to groups ofparts or voices which
sound simultaneously. The motions of a single

part are classified according as the successive

steps do or do not exceed the limits of a degree

of the scale at a time, the former being ctdled
* disjunct,* and the latter ' conjunct * motion. The
following examples illustrate the two forms :—
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Conjunct Bkbthovsn.

Bach.

The independent motions of different parts

sounding together constitute counterpoint, and
are claraified according to their relations, as
* contrary,' ' similar," and * oblique ' motions. In
the first the parts either distinctly conveige or

diverge, one rising when the other falls. In the
second the parts either rise or fall together,

though not necessarily at equal distances. The
third refers to one part only, which moves up or

down while another stands still.

Further explanations and examples will be
found under the respective headings. [C.H.H.P.]

MOUNSEY. The name of two English Udy
organists and musicians. The elder of the two,

Akn Shbppabd, was bom in London April 17,

181 1, and studied under Logier. She is alluded

to by Spohr in his 'account of his visit to Logier*s

academy in 1820. In i8a8 she was elected

organist to a church at Clapton; in 1829 to

St. Michael's, Wood Street, E.C., and in 1837
to St. Vedast's, Foster Lane, where she still

plays. In 1834 ^^^ Mounsey became a member
of the Philharmonic Society. In 1843 she gave
the first of six series of Classical Concerts, at

Crosby Hall, London, for one of which (that of

1844) Mendelssohn ^composed 'Hear my Prayer,'

for voices and organ. In 1853 she married Mr.
W. Bartholomew, and in 1855 composed the

oratorio of * The Nativity,* which was performed
in the same year under the direction of Mr.

> Antobkvnphr. tt- W. 100.

a See hit leUer, in Polko't B«miDl«eences, p. S20i The antognpb U
B01V In tbe South KeDslugton Museum.

HuUah at St. Martin's Hall. Mrs. Bartholomew
is well known in London as a teacher ; she has
published upwards of 100 songs, 40 part-songs,

and a large number of works for piano and for

or^^ui.

The second sister, Elizabeth, was bom in

London Oct. 181 9, and developed considerable

musical ability at a very early age. She was
appointed organist of St. Peter^s, Comhill, in

1834, when only 14 years old, a post she still

holds. The organ of St. Peter's, a fine instru-

ment by Hill, was one of those on which Men-
delssohn frequently played during his visits to

Jiondon. (See pp. 2776, 2796.) In 1842 Miss
Elizabeth Mounsey was elected member of the
Philharmonic Society. Besides the organ and
piano, she at one time devoted much study to

the guitar, and in 1833 and 34 appeared in

public as a performer thereon. She has published
many works for all three instruments. [G.]

MOUNTAIN SYLPH, THE. A romantic
ballet opera in 2 acts ; words by J. T. Thackeray,
music by John Bamett. Produced at the English
Opera House (Lyceum) Aug. 25, 1834. [G.]

MOUNT-EDGCUMBE, Richabd Edgodmbe,
second Earl of, bom Sept. 1 3, 1 764, an amateur
musician and composer, whose Italian opera
*Zenobia* was performed at the King's Theatre
in 1800 for the benefit of Banti. He is best

known as author of 'Musical Reminiscences,
containing an Account of the Italian Opera in

England &om 1773/ London, 1825 ; an amusing,
gossiping book, containing much useful infor-

mation. Two other editions, with a continua-

tion, appeared, and in 1 834 a fourth, including

the Musical Festival in Westminster Abbey in

that year. He died Sept. 26, 1839. [W.H.H.]

MOUNTIER, who is called by Bumey 'the
Chichester boy,' was probably of French origin,

and educated musically in the choir of Chichester

Cathedral. He made his first appearance *in

Character on any stage ' as Acis, to the Galatea
of Miss Ame (afterwards Mrs. Cibber), May 1 7,

1732, at the Haymarket Theatre,—the perform-

ance got up by the elder Ame. Mountier sang,

in the same year, the part of Neptune (though
advertised for that of Phoebus, which was given
afterwards to Barret) in Lediard*s 'Britannia,

an English Opera,* with music by Lampe,
'after the Italian manner,* a work not mentioned
by the biographers of that composer. It may be,

therefore, interesting to record that the caste

included Cecilia Young (Britannia),«afterward8

Mrs. Ame, Susanna Mason (Publick Virtue),

Comano, or Commano (Discord), a basso who
had sung the year before on the Italian stage.

Waltz (Honour), the well-known singer who,
£rom being 'HandeFs cook,' became afterwards

the performer of many of that master's principal

bass parts in opera and oratorio,—and other
performers. In the following year we find Moun-
tier promoted to the Italian stage, and singing

the part of Adelberto in Handel's * Ottone
(revived), after which his name does not appear

again in the bills. [J.M.]
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MOUNT OF OLIVES. The English name of

Beethoven's oratorio, * Christus am Oelberg.* It

was first produced in this country on Feb. 25,

18 14, by Sir George Smart, in the Lenten ora-

torios at Drury Lane ; and the English version

\ras probably made by Arnold, at that time
manager of the King's Theatre and a prominent
person in all theatrical matters. Another version

was made by the late Thos. Oliphant, and a
third, more recently, by Mr. Bartholomew. The
strong feeling prevailing in England against the
appearance of our Saviour as a personage in the
oratorio, which led to the modifications in the

versions already mentioned, led to one by Dr.
Hudson of Dublin in 1842, in which the story

was changed to that of David, and the title to

Engedi. This however is now given up ; and
indeed in the latest version of the book, by the

Rev. J. Troutbeck for the Leeds Festival, the

Saviour reappears among the characters. [G.]

MOUSQUETAIRES DE LA REINE, LES.
An opera-comique in 3 acts ; words by St. Georges,

music by Hal^vy. Produced at the Opera
Comique Feb. 3, 1 846. [G.]

MOUTHPIECE (Fr. Bee, Bocal Embouchure ;

Ger. Mundstti^^). That portion of a wind-in-

strument which, as the name implies, is inserted

into the player s mouth, or applied to his lips.

Mouthpieces may be divided into those of the

Flute and Flageolet, Cupped mouthpieces as in

brass instrimients, and Reed mouthpieces single

or double.

The simplest of all forms is that adopted in

the Nay or Egyptian flute, in which the stream

of air is directed against the thinned edge of the

tube itself. [See Flute.] This edge in the

ordinary flute is modified into a lateral orifice,

the instrument being held transversely. In the

Flageolet, the column of air is directed by a
channel against a transverse edge similar to that

of a flue pipe in the Organ. From the beak-

shaped termination thus given to the mouthpiece,

the instrument derives its name of * Flute h bee.*

Cupped mouthpieces are applied to the outer

surface of the lipv, not inserted between them.
The lips thus stretched across the calibre of the

cup form a kind of double reed, closely resem-

bling the Vocal Chords of the Larynx. Each in-

strument of this class has a somewhat different

form of cup, which is described under their

respective headings. In the older examples,

however, and in those used by uncivilised tribes,

the cup consists of a simple hole, at the end of a
cow's horn for instance, or in the side of an ivory

tusk, communicating with the medullary cavity.

The transition from this to the shaped cup can
be well seen in the Swiss Alpenhom, in which a
small globular cavity, like the mouthpiece of the

Trumpet, is rudely carved out of the wooden
strips of which the long tube is built up. In
more finished instruments of this class, the

mouthpiece is turned out of Brass, Ivory, Alu-
minium, or Silver, with a rounded cushion-shaped
edge for the accurate and painless pressure of

the lips. Glass has also been i^ed, and of late

the cushion has been made of vulcanized India

MOUTON.

Rubber. The weight and elasticity of the mate-
rial employed, like the shape of the cup, exert
a certain influence over the pitch and quality
of the notes produced.

The single-reed mouthpiece is used in the
Clarinet and in the Saxophone. It is described
at length under the former heading. It may be
noted here that it can be applied, though rather
ineffectually, to the Bassoon and its diminutives.
The Dolcino or small bassoon, in the Bb of the
four-foot octave, was actually played in military
bands by means of a single reed as late as the
early years of the present century.
The double-reed, consisting of two parallel

vibrators, constitutes the mouUipiece of the Oboe
and Bassoon family. It is probably the oldest

mode of producing sound in existence. Such
reeds are found in the sepulchral chambers of

Egypt, lying beside the pipes to which they have
evidently been fitted. Mr. William Chappell has
succeeded in replacing a similar sound-producer
in facsimiles of the original pipes, and has obtained
from them a scale fairly agreeing with that prob-
ably employed by the Egyptians, and borrowed
from them by the Greeks. In the Bagpipe both
the single and double reed have been employed
since ancient times. These are described in detail

in the article on that instrument. [W. H. S.]

MOUTON, Jean, French composer, bom
about the year 1475 * in the department of the
• Somme, pupil of Josquin, teacher of WiUaert,
musician to Louis XII and Francis I of France,
canon of ^Therounne, and afterwards, like Jos-

quin, canon of the collegiate church of S. Queutin,
in which place he died and was buried in 1522,
the following words being inscribed on his

• tomb :

—

Ge gist maistro Jeftn de Hollingue dit Monton, en ton
vivant chantre du Roy, chanoine de Therouanne et de
cet eglise, qui irepaasa le penultieme jour d'Octobre
MDXXii. Fricz Dieu pour eon Ame.

When Petrucci began to print music, Mouton
was in his prime, and the edition of 5 masses
(k 4) in 1508 is an early example of a whole
book devoted to one composer. This book, which
^Glarean found 'in manibus omnium' is now
scarce, and F^tis thinks the copy of the * 2nd
edition in the British Museum the only com-
plete one. Bumey carefully examined the

4th ^mass, and scored several movements, dis-

covering no variety of measure or subject, no

i Dftte propoMd by F^tts. Mouton's flnt publication appeared in IMS.
3 See ' JoannU Mouton Sameracensis . . . aliquot moduli '; Parts. I/»

Boy * Ballard. 15M (Brit. Hub. A. 132)—an edition appamxUy un-
knoim abroad, or the word ' Sameracencls ' would not hare escaped
attention. Glarean merely calls Mouton ' Gallus.' Fdtis thinks, from
the inscription on the tomb, that HolUng. a little town near Metz.

may hare been his birthplace. In that case ' Sameracensis * may refer

simply to Mouton's ruidenoe at 8. Quentin.
s Whence he removed, probably, when the English took the town fin

ISIS.

* See 'Etudes B^ Quentlnoises' (8. Quentin 18S1-63. etc), torn. 1.

p 902. Ch. Gomart. the author, took the inscription from a MS. of

Qtienlin Delqfon*, but does not state where It is to be found. It b the

only authority for the date of Mouton's death, and for hU two church
preferments. » ' Aia««Kaxop6oi^ ' (Baslle© 1548). p. 4M.

« ' Mlssie J. Mouton ' (Tossombrone. Fetnitlus, Aug. 11. 1516). con-

Ulnlng ' Missa sine nomine.' * Alleluia.' ' Alma Bcdemptorls.' aooth«r
• Bine nomine.' ' Reglna mearum ' (Brit. Mus. R 16).

7 For Buniey'a exampla from Mouton. and critical nolea. we * Mu-
sical Extracts' (toI. IL pp. 104. 184, 137. IflD) In BrH. Mus. (Add. MSB.

ll.'W). Moa of the notes aro Incorporated In hb History (toU U.

p. 583).
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tnelody, no ingenuity of contrivance, no learning

of modulation. Yet the mawses were highly

valued in their day, reprinted by other pub-

lishers * and much admired, according to Glarean

and Le * Roy, by Pope Leo X, Giov. di * Medici.

As for motets, Mouton saw a i printed in the

beet collection of hia time, Petrucci*8 Motetti de

la * Corona. Posthumous publications continued

for nearly 40 years, and the list of known printed

works includes 9 'masses, about 75 motets and
psalms, and a few French chansons.

The British Museum has a single voice-part

(superius) of Mouton's 22 •motets printed by
Le Roy in 1 555, and happily a complete MS. score

of the same collecti<m. This gives manv inter-

esting pieces, the ' Nesciens Mater ' (8 a) with

4 of the parts derived canonically from the others,

the * Quis dabit oculis* composed in 15 14 on the

death of Anne of Bretagne, Queen of France,

some £aster pieces, ' Alleluia/ and * In illo tem-

pore/ and one for Christmas, * Noe, noe, psallite,*

on which Arcadelt afterwnrds wrote a mass.

Bumey has scored, besides the mass move-

ments, 3 ^motets, and in this style of com-

position finds Mouton more smooth and polished

than his contemporaries. * Life in a court * can

scarcely account for it. Most great musicians of

the time had the same surroundings. Glarean,

more reasonably, attributes to zeal and industry

the rare facility which separated Mouton from

his fellows. The numerous examples drawn from

, his ^orks for the • Dodecachordon,* and the evi-

^ dent pride with which Glarean " recalls the meet-

ing in Paris, are evidence of the high value set

upon the French composer. Had Mouton left no
compositions of his own, he would still be re-

membered as belonging to a remarkable line of

great teachers, Ockeiidieim, Josquin, Mouton^
WUlaert, Zarlino. [J.R.S.-B.]

MOVEMENT. A definite and complete item
in a musical composition, sometimes forming
part of a large work, and sometimes single and
independent. So called because each portion as

a rule maintains the same rate of * movement.*
On the other hand, a 'number' in an opera or

oratorio will often contain several movements.
This latter expression is sometimes used instead

of it, as in Schumann*s ' Faschingsschwank,'
which is to all intents and purposes a sonata in

five movements, though numbered as if it were
a series of separate pieces. [J.A.F.M.]

1 TtM 'Aim* redenpCoris' was reprlntfld, and a new one. 'dittos

uof touioH TM pena^es,' added in Antlqult' Cunous ' Liber quindeclm
MiMarum' (Bom. 1516).

s See prefkce to woric quoted In note 2 of prerious pase.
* ' A pMsionate lover of music ... the loundt of which were datly

beafd floatiof through the palace. Leo himaelf humming the airs that
•ere performed.' (Itanke's History of the Popes.)

* K in book 1. (1S14) : 10 In book U. (1519) : S in book IIL 0619).
> Besides the six mentioned In note 6 uf previous page and note 1

above, the '^llssa d'Alleroagne.' 'Tua est potentla.' and 'Quem
dicnnt' were printed. Fdtis mentions a MS. 'Missa sans cadence' at

CambraL Zarlino speaks of a Mass ' Benedlcam Domlnum,' 4 6
(Istitutkmi Harm. pi. Iv. p. 414).

* See note 8 on previous page.
7 ' Qoto dabH oculls.' ' Non nobis Domlne.' oompoeed In 1800 at the

Mrth of Rente, daughter of Louis XIL Also ' Quam pulcra es.' which
Btirner likes so much that be gives the first movement In bis History.
This motet had In iu own time been ascribed to Josquin.

" Speaking of it contlnoally In the ' Dodecachordon.' See ppk 286,
S20.4S4. Thejeoavened by means of an Interpreter.
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MOZART, Leopold, father of the great com-
poser, and son of Johann Greorg, a bookbinder,

of Augsburg, was bom Nov. 14, 17 19. Intelli-

gent, sagacious, and persevering, he determined
to push his way beyond the narrow circle of liis

parental home. From the first he was addicted to

music ; on leaving school he went for two yean
(1737-39) to the University of Salzbuig, after

which he devoted himself to the study of music
as a profession, and having become an excellent

violinist, was appointed Hofmusikus by Arch-
inshop Leopold (Firmian) in 1743* afterwards

Hofcompositor, and in 1763 viceCapellmeister

by Archbishop Sigismund (Schrattenbach). On
Nov. 21, 1747, he married Anna Maria Pertlin,

daughter of an official of St. Gilgen. They
were described as the handsomest couple in

Salzburg. Of seven children, only two survived—
a daughter, Maria Anna, bom July 30, 1751,
and a son, the immortal Wolfgang. His travels

with his children are detailed in the succeeding

article. He discerned at once their immense gifts,

and, with pious trust in Providence, devoted his

whole energies to their education in music^ He
died at Salzburg May 28, 1787, bearing to the

grave the honourable distinction of having trained

one of the greatest musicians the world ever saw.

He composed much—oratorios, dramatic music,

including the operas 'Semiramis' and ' Die ver*

stellte Gartnerin * ; but especially cliurch and in«

strumental works, several of which were circu-

lated either in print or MS. He engraved six

of his own sonatas in 1740. His great work,
however, was his 'Versuch einer griindlichen

yiolinschule * (Augsburg, 1756), which passed

through many editions in various languages, and
was for long the only Method for the violin. From
this work alone we should judge him to have
been a man of culture far above the average, and
of solid worth, as indeed he was. Marpurg,
Schubart, Zelter, and others, have all mentioned
the book in the highest terms. A steel en*

graving of him from the family portrait in the

Mozarteum at Salzburg, is given in voL I of

Otto Jahn's * Mozart' (2nd ed.). His daughter
Mabia Anna, whom he early taught the

* piano, and who shared her brother's successes

as a pianist on their joint tours, married in 1 784
Baron von Berchthold zu Sonnenberg, Hoirath
of Salzburg, and Warden of St. Gilgen. On his

death she retumed to Salzburg, and occupied

herself with teaching. She became blind ini 8 20,
and died Oct. 29th, 1829. [C.F.P.]

•MOZART, WoLFOANO Amadeus'", bom at

Salzburg, Jan. 27, 1756, even as a child of three

showed his love for music in a remarkable manner.
He listened eagerly to his sister Marianne*s
music- lessons, amused himself for hours with
picking out thirds, and showed a good memory
for the pieces he heard. Encouraged by these

• Her lessons first brought out Wolfgang's extraordinary musical
gifts.

10 He was christened In full Joannes Chrrsoetoma* Woifgangiis

Theophllus: Instead of Theophilua his fathvr wrote (k)ttlle))—in Latin

Amadeus. In his earlier letters Mozart added his confirmation-name
SIgismundns. On his first works, and those engraved in Paris in MM.
be signs himself J. O. Wolfgang, afterwards Wolfgang Amade; la

private life he was always Wolfgang.
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indications his father began, ahnost in play, to

teaoh him little minuets on the harpsichord;

but the boy showed such aptitude that the play
soon became real work. Marianne's MS. music-

book^ was called into requisition, the father

writing down in it pieces of progressive difficulty.

The impulse to compose similar pieces for him-
self was soon roused in the boy ; these, which
already betray his feeling for beauty both of

sound and form, he played to his father, who
wrote them down in the book. Before long he
was able to enter his own compositions. He even
ventured on a concerto, but it was so difficult that

no one could play it ; he stood his ground how-
ever, maintaining to his fikther that * that is just

why it is called a concerto
;
people must practise

till they can play it perfectly.' Schachtner the
court trumpeter, and a friend of the family,

relates' many touching instances of his lively

and essentially child-like disposition ; ofhis eager-

ness in learning anything, especially arithmetic

;

of his warm love for his £&ther ('next after Grod

comes papa ' he used to say) ; of his docility,

which was such that even in' tnose days of severity

he never was whipped ; of his ear, which was so

delicate that he could detect and remember to

the next day a difference of half a quarter of a
tone, and so susceptible that he fainted away at

the sound of a trumpet ; of his disinclination to

ordinary childish amusements, and his earnest-

ness over his music-lessons. His fiither wrote
to him in 1778, 'as a child and a boy you were
too serious even to be childish : and when sitting

at the harpsichord, or doing anything in the
shape of music, you would not stand a joke from
any one. Indeed, from the precocity of your
talent, and the extremely thoughtful expression of

your countenance, many people feared you would
not live to grow up.' It has but lately been
discovered' that when a little over 5|, Mozart
took part in a comedy, *Sigismundus Hungari»
Rex,' set to music by Eberlin the court organist,

and performed in the hall of the University of

^ Salzburg, Sept. 1 and 3, 1 761. There were about
150 performers, including young counts, students,

and choristers of the chapel.

This was Mozart's first appearance in public.

The father, struck by the rapid progress of
his children, determined to travel with them.

\ Their first excursion was in Jan. 1 762, to Munich,
where the Elector received them kindly, and
expressed great admiration ; and encouraged by
this success the family next went to Vienna,
giving a concert at Linz by the way.
The reputation of the little prodigies had

preceded them to Vienna, but the r«dity far

exceeded the expectations formed by the court

and nobility. The Emperor was especially taken
with the • kleinen Hexenmeister ' (little magician),

and in joke made him play first with one finger

only, and then with the keyboard covered.

> Now in the Motartenm at Salzburg.
3 Letter to Mozart's ulster, dated HaUburg 1793; fflTen entire bjr

Jaha i. 19. The reference! throughout are to Jahn's 2nd edition.
s Neue RettrAge far Salzburgiscbe OetchichtM, etc. An extract from

the MS. ' Chronilc des Oeeanges uud der Muslk im SaliburgbchMi,' b7
A. 3. Hammerle (Salzburg liTTT;.
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Wolfgang asked expressly for Wagenseil, the

court composer, that he might be sure of having
a real connoisseur among his hearers. ' I am
playing a concerto of yours,' he said, ' you must
turn over for me.' He treated the Empress with
all the frankness of an unspoilt child, jumping
up into her lap, throwing his arms round her

neck and kissing her. Of course the upper
classes went wild about the children, and 'all

the ladies lost their hearts to the little feUow.'
But a change soon came, for Wolfgang took the

scarlet-fever, and even after his reoovexy people
held aloof from fear of infection. After a short

excursion to Pressbuig they returned to Salzbuig
in the beginning of 1763.
. The father now considered himself justified in

attempting a longer journey, Ms main aim being
Paris. They left Salzburg on the 9th ofJune, and
travelled by Munich, Augsburg, Schwetzingen,
Mayenoe, Frankfort,* Goblenz, Aix-la-Chapelle,

and Brussels, giving public concerts, or playing

at the various courts. Wolfgang played the vio-

lin, and also the organ at the various churches.

They arrived in Paris on Nov. 18, and stayed

five months. The children played before the

court at Versailles, gave two concerts, and
excited the greatest enthusiasm. Grimm, the

cultivated man of letters, took them up warmly,
and was of great use in procuring them in-

troductions, and rendering services of various

kinds. To show Wolfgang's talent in composi-

tion, the father had 4 sonatas for pianoforte and
violin engraved, two (6, 7) 'being dedicated to

the Princess Victoire, Uie King's second daughter,

and two (8, 9) to the witty Ck>mte8se de xess^.

The whole family was painted by Carmontelle,

and the picture is now in the possession of Mrs.

Baring of London.
They left Paris April 10, 1 764, and went by

Calais to London, where they took lodgings in

Cecil Court, St. Martin's Lane.* Here idsu they

met with a gracious reception at court, and the

children, especially Wolfg&ng, made an extra-

ordinary impression. The King put before the

•invincible' Wolfgang pieces by Bach, Abel,

Wagenseil, and Handed which he played at

sight, and also made him play on his organ, tu

the still greater admiration of everybody. He
then accompanied the Queen in a song, and a

flute-player in his solo, and improvised a charm-

ing melody to the bass-part of one of Handel's

airs. He became very intimate with the Queen's

music-master, J. Christian Bach, and with Uie

singers Tenducci and Manzuoli, the latter of

whom gave him singing lessons of his own accord.

He also made the acquaintance of the Hon.

Baines B(prington, a man of very versatile attain-

ments, who after putting him to the severest

tests, wrote a paper for the Royal Society,' in

4 Here the father announced In the programme. Aug. 90. that 'h«

would play with the keyboard covered,' thui turning the Emperor*!

Joke to account. Here alito Goethe heard him—* I was about 14, %sA

I still distinctly remember the little man with his frlzxled wig. a&d

sword.' Kckermann's 'Oesprtche mit Goethe.' U. ISOl

ft The numbers throughout refer to KOchel's Vozart-Oatalogve.
« For the details of Mosart's stay, and the condition of music at tM

time, see Pohl's ' Moiart in London ' (Vienna IWTt.

7 FhUosophical Transactions, toL U. for the year 1770. p. 54.
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which he detailed the facts and his own ad-

miration and astonishment. After a second

jierformance at court, the children gave their

first concert on Tuesday June 5, at the Great
Koom in Spring Gardens. In the advertise-

ment the father called his children 'prodigies

of nature/ and directed special attention to

Wolfgang ; ' his father had brought him to Eng-
land, not doubting but that he will meet with
success in a kingdom where his countryman
Handel, the late famous virtuoso, received during

hia lifetime such particular protection.* Town
was very full for the King^s birthday (June 4),

and the receipts were as much as 100 guineas

;

moreover many of the professors engaged de-

clined receiving any renimieration for their ser-

vices. The sensation was immense; even the

father was astonished, and wrote home describing

their progress. *To play the British patriot*

he next allowed Wolfgang to play the haipsichord

and organ at.a concert at Ranelagh on June 29,
* for the benefit of a useful public * charity.'

Afier this the family went to Tunbridge Wells,

then at the height of its fashion, returning at the

end of July; dbortly after the £bther took cold

in returning from a concert at Lord Thanet*s,

and had a severe illness. During his convales-

cence they went to Chelsea, then a detached
village, and lived at the house of a Br. Randal
in Five-fields (now Lower Ebury Street). Not
beings able to play any instnmient, on their

fa^er*s account, Wolfgang composed his first

Symphony (15), followed by three others in

1765 (17-19). On their return to town they

lodged at Williamson's in Thrift Street (now
Frith St., Soho) ; and on October 39 were again

invited to court. In acknowledgement of so

much gracious kindness, the father had six of

W<^fgang's sonatas for harpsichord and violin

(10-15) engraved at his own cost, and dedicated

to the Queen, who sent him 50 guineas. The
last two concerts, in which 'all the overtures

were of the little boy's own composition,' took

place respectively on Feb. 12, 1765, at the Little

Theatre, Haymarket, and May 13, in Hickford's

Crreat Boom, Brewer Street, the latter at reduced
prices, as the charm of novelty had worn off.

Here the children played a piece of Wolfgang's
for 4 hands on the same harpsichord, a thmg
then quite new. He also played on a pianoforte

with. 2 manuals and pedals, made by Burkhard
Shudy for the King of Prussia.

From this time the father put forth repeated

invitations to the public to hear and test the

youthful prodigies in private, 'every day firom

12 to 3, admittance 2/6 each person,' first at

their lodgings, and afterwards at the Swan and
Hoop Tavern, Comhill. Playing with the key-

board covered is mentioned as a special attrac-

tion. Visitors however became constantly fewer,

in apite of the increasing urgency with which
they were invited (the • Advertiser * of July 1

1

contains the last advertisement), and some popu-
^ lar disturbances, together with the appearance of

I Probably th« Lylnff-ln-HocirfUl (Borray). tha fonndatton-ttODO of
whicb wu l«kl In 17«&
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the first symptoms of Greorge the Third's malady,
made the elder Mozart determine to leave the
country. The family however first visited the
British Museum (opened Jan. 15, 1 759), to which
the father presented all Wolfgang s printed com-
positions, and a copy of the engraving firom

Carmontelle's picture. In memory of his visit

Wolfgang composed,' by request, a 4-part motet,'

his only vocal piece to English words, and pre-

sented the autograph to the Museum, receiving

a note of thanks from the secretary, Mr. Maty
(July 19, 1765). They started July 24, stopped
at Canterbury, and at Bourne with Horace
Mann, and on August i left England for the
Hague in consequence of an invitation to the
court of Holland. *

They were detained a month at Lille by Wolf•

gang's falling iU, but on their arrival at the Hague
in September were most graciously received by
the Prince of Orange and his sister Princess

Caroline of Nassau-Weilburg. First however
the little girl fell ill, and then Wolfgang took a
violent fever which lasted many weeks. It was
not till Jan. 1766 that he was able to give two
concerts at Amsterdam, at which all the instru-

mental music was his own composition, including

a symphony (22). In March Uiey were again at

the Hague for the fgtes on the installation of the
Prince of Orange as Stadtholder, for which Wolf-
gang composed harpsichord variations on an
allegretto, and on the old Volkslied 'Willem
van Nassau' (24, 25), which were immediately
printed. He also composed for the Festival a
kind of concerto grosso which he called * Gali-

mathias musicum' (32); it concludes with a
fugue on the Volkslied. Six sonatas for P. F.

and violin (26-31), dedicated to the Princess, were
also engraved. At Ghent and Haarlem he played
the organ in public.

They next travelled by Mechlin to Paris,

where they arrived on May 10. The children

played repeatedly at court, and their improve-
ment was appreciated, but here too there was a
&lling off in interest. On July 9 they left Paris,

and passing through Lyons to Switzerland, spent

many pleasant days at Lausanne, Berne, Zurich,

and Sdiaffhausen. They were fdted eveiywhere,
but most of all at Zurich by the poet Gessner,

from whom tbey parted with great regret. It

has lately been discovered ' that the fiebther took
his children over frt>m Geneva to Femey, having
a letter of introduction from Damilaville of Paris.

But Voltaire had been in bed for six weeks, and
Mme. Denis, Eameau's pupil, was ill too ; ' Com-
ment pourrais-je recevoir vdtre jeune joueur de
clavecin ? Ah ! nous sommes bien loin de donner
des fgtes

!

' he wrote to his friend in Paris ; and
so this strange encounter between Leopold Mo-
zart the sincere believer, and Voltaire, did not

take place. That the former should have desired

it is a proof of his readiness to sacrifice even his

scruples to the interests of his children.^ At

9 ' God is oar Refbga and Strsngtb.* For Cacslmlle of the antograph
tee Pohl's ' Mozart in London.'

s ' VoUalre Uusicien,' by Edmond van der Straeten.
4 The above Interesting fact throws light on the pasMgo on Vol-

Uin't death In Moart'i Letten (Paris, July 3, 1T78X
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Donaaeschingen they spent twelve pleasant days
with the Prince of Fiirstenberg, who had music

nearly everyevening, and after remunerating them
very handsomely, took leave of them with tears in

his eyes. At Biberach Count Fugger of Baben-
hausen made Wol^ang compete on the organ
with Sixtus Bachmann, a gifted boy two years

older than himself ; neither Vas able to obtain a
decided advantage over the other. Passing

through Munich, where the Elector was much
pleased with Wol%ang's progress, they arrived

in Salzburg in November 1760.

The father's first care was to carry on Wolf-

gang's interrupted studies ; and as a solid founda-

tion took him through Fux*s 'Gradus ad Par-

nassum.' The Archbishop, not believing in the

boy*s powers, gave him the first part of a sacred

cantata 'Die Schuldigkeit des ersten Gebotes*

(35), to compose imder strict surveillance. Quite

within our own time it has been ascertained^

that this work was performed on March 1 2, and
April 2, 1767, by the students in the University

h(dl. To this period also belong a Passions-

cantate or Grabmusik (42), his first P. F. con-

certos (37, 39-41), and a Latin comedy * Apollo

et Hyacinthus,* performed May 1 3, at the Aula,

at which (according to Hammerle) he also played

the harpsichord. In the beginning of September
the family, attracted by the approaching be-

trothal of the Archduchess Josepha, went to

Vienna ; but they came in for a series of mis-

fortunes. The Princess died of small-pox, the

upper classes took flight for fear of infection, and
the Mozarts also fled to Olmtitz, where however
both children took the disease, and Wolfgang
was blind for nine days. Count Podstatzky
generously gave them free quarters in the Dean-
ery, and every care was lavished upon them.

After their recovery they made a short stay at

Brllnn, where they were kindly welcomed by
Count Schrattenbach, and other nobles.

They arrived in Vienna in January 1768, and
were very kindly received at court; but the

Empress was living in retirement after the death

of her husband, the Emperor set an example of

parsimony which was scrupulously followed by
the aristocracy, and the general public had no
feeling for art. But worse than all was the

envy and jealousy shown by their professional

brethren. In the midst of these various dif-

ficulties and trials the Emperor invited Wolfgang
to compose an opera, and conduct it at the harp-

sichord. Coltellini's *La finta Semplice ' (51) was
chosen, but a series of intrigues prevented its

being produced. Wolfgang had however the satis-

faction of producing his little German operetta

'Bastien und Bastienne* (fo)^ in the private

theatre of their fnends the Messmers.* He had
also an opportunity of appearing in pul^lic as a
composer, being commissioned to furnish a mass

(49), an oflertorium (47), and a trumpet-concerto,

t Hamnwrle quote* th« notice In the Unlrfnity minutes :—' Vffff,

12 Hartii. Jorli: Vacatio (Poftt prandlumX Hora media 7 in Aula
Oratorlum fuU decantatum a D. Wolfeango Mozart adulesoentulo 10
aiinurum In modulos musicoo egrccle rcdactum.'
2 Translation of a parody on Bonsseau'* * Pcvin du Village.*

> A medical man, bot tb« c«lebratcd magiietlser.
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for the consecration of the new church at the

Waisenhaus. The ceremony took place Dec. 7,

and Wolfgang conducted in presence of the Em-
peror and the court.

A g^reat pleasure awuted Wolfgang on his

return to Salzburg; the Archbishop had his

rejected opera performed in the palace. He also

made him his Concertmeister, though without

salary. Wolfgang again devoted himself to

study, composing two masses (65, 66), and the

charming Johannes Oflertorium (72) for a priest

in the monastery of Seeon.' His fiither now
resolved to take him to Italy for further culti-

vation, and also as a means of making his name
known. The father and son left Salzburg in the

beginning of December 1769, and travelling by

Innspruck, where Wolfgang was greatly admired

at a private concert given by Count Kllnigl, they

visited Roveredo, Verona, Mantua, Milan, Lodi,

where Wolfgang composed his first quartet (80).

Bologna, Rome, Florence, Naples, and on their

return, Bologna, Milan, and Venice. At Roveredo
Wolfgang played at Baron Todeschi*s, and the

day after played the organ in the parish church to

an immense crowd. At Verona one of his sym-

phonies was performed, and his playing at sight,

and composing and singing an air to given words,

caused great astonishment. Pietro Lugiati had

a picture taken of him, and poets celebrated his

praises. In Mantua, at a concert of the Society

Filarmonica, nine out of twelve pieces weri

by Wolfgang. In Milan they were lodged in

S. Marco, and Count Firmian, the Governor-

General, who was a great connoisseur, introduced

them to all the principal families. 'It is the

same here as everywhere,* writes the father,

' so there is no need to describe it.' The fore*

most musician in the city, the aged Giambattista

Sammartini subjected Wolfgang to severe tests.

After a brilliant soiree at Count Firmian's, for

which he composed three airs to words by Me-
tastasio (77-79), he was commissioned to write

^ opera for the next 'stagione.' At Parms
they admired the celebrated singer Agujari. At
Bologna they were most hospitably received by

Count PaUavicini, who gave a brilliant academy,

at which even Padre Sfartini was present, al-

though he had then given up attending concerts.

The father writes that Wolfgang was more ad-

mired there than anywhere, and anticipates that

from Bologna, the residence of so many artists

and scientific musicians, his fame will soon

spread over Italy. And he was right ; for th«

recommendation of Padre Martini, the great

church composer, and referee in all musical dis-

putes, at once gave him a position in the eyes of

the world. After each visit to the Padre, Wolf-

gang carried away a fugue to work out at home,

and in every case acquitted himself to the satin-

fhction of the great contrapuntist. His acquaint-

ance too with the great singer Farinelli was of

service to him from an artisdc point of view.

In Florence, where they arrived March 30, the

Mozarts were graciously received by the Arch-

duke Leopold, who had known them in Vienna.

Wolfgang played at court, accompanied Nardini
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the gVMt violinist, and solved * as easily as if he
were eating a bit of bread,* the hardest problems

Bet him by the Marquis de ligniville, director of

the court-music, and a thorough contrapuntist.

Wol^ang copied for his own use 9 pieces from
the Marquis's Stabat Mater with 30 canons, and
composed in imitation of it a Kyrie a cinque con

diversi canoni (89). Here to his great delight

he again met Manzuoli, who had taught him
to sing in London. He also struck up a great

friendship with Thomas Linley, the young com-
poser of 14, who was a pupil of Nardini, and
Already gave remarkable promise. The two
young artists were inseparable for the few days
of Mozart's stay, and competed 'not like boys,

but like men.* They pArted with many tewrs,

and never met again, Linley being drowned in

1 778. Long afterwards in Vienna Mozart spoke

of him,^ and lamented his early death. Bumey
says that the talk throughout Italy was of the

two genuises, little Mozart and 'Tomasino,* from
both of whom much was expected.

The travellers reached Bome on Wednesday
in Holy Week, and went straight to the Sistine

Chapel to hear Allegri's celebrated Miserere,

when Wolfgang gave the well-known proof of his

ear and memory, by writing down^the entire

work, after one hearing, merely correcting one
or two passages during the repetition on Good
Friday. [See Miserxue.] This feat made a
great sensation. The principal people received

him with open arms, and Wolfgang played every-

where. For these concerts he composed a sym-
phony (81) and two soprano airs (83, 83), and
sent a contredanse to his sister iu return for

Haydn's minuets.

On May 8 they went direct to Naples.

Wolfgang was not invited to play before the

court, but the nobility treated both father and
son with great respect; they also met many
previous acquaintances, who were of use to them
in various ways. On the 28th Wolfgang gave a
concert, which was brilliantly attended, and
brought in a good sum. When he played at

the 'Conservatorio alia Pietk,' his hearers were
superstitious enough to attribute his marvellous

execution to the charm of a ring on his finger, and
when he laid it aside their astonishment knew
no bounds. They had made acquaintance with
Piccini in Milan, and did the same here with
JomelU. On June 25 they went back to Bome,
and the Pope in a private audience bestowed on
Wolfgang the order of the 'Golden Spur'—'the

same that Gluck has,' as the father wrote home
with pardonable pride. He also told as a good
joke, how the guards let them pass, taking Wolf-
gang for a young prince, and himself for his

tutor. Now he was Signer Cavaliere Amadeo,
and his &ther insisted on his thus signing his

compositions. Wolfgang however was less pre-

tentious, and so^ let the title drop. He was
painted again in Kome by Battoni.

Leaving Rome on July 10, they arrived on
the 20th in Bologna, where a great distinction

awaited Wolfgang. The Accademia Filarmonica,

1 Kelly's ' Beminlscenoet,' L S2S.
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after testing his powers,' admitted him to their

ranks as * compositore,' although the statutes, be-

sides other qualifications, required that members
should be at least 20. His election as ' maestro

di 'capella' followed on June 5, I77i< Again
they saw much of Padre Martini, and imder his

influence Wolfgang wrote for practice a series of

sketches in the forms of strict counterpoint.^ A
Miserere (85) shows the influence of the one
heard in Rome.' Finally Martiui gave him a
formal testimonial.

By Oct. 10 they were in Milan, and Wolfgang
set seriously to work on his opera, before the

completion of which the usual battles with the

singers, and in this case with jealous rivals, had
to be gone through. On Dec. 26, however,
* Mitri&te Rfe di Ponto ' was produced for the

first time, Wolfgang conducting; and it was
repeated to full houses twenty times, amid cries

of ' Ewiva il Maestro ! Ewiva il Maestrino
!

'

After an excursion to Tiuin, they again passed

through Milan on their way to Venice, entered

into all the amusements of the Carnival, were

fSted by the nobility, and gave a brilliant con-

cert. On March 1 2 they went to Padua, where
Wol%ang played the organ in S. Giustina, and
was commissioned to compose an oratorio, which
Jahn conjecttu-es to have been 'Betulia liberata'

(118), p«rformed in all probability during Lerit,

1772. After some days detention in Vicenza and
Verona, they arrived at Salzburg, March 28,

1 77 1. His success in Italy procured him two
commissions,—one from Milan for an opera for the

Carnival of 1 773, and the other from the Empress
Maria Theresa for a dramatic serenata for the

marriage of the Archduke Ferdinand, to take

place in Milan in October. During their short

stay at Salzburg, Wolfgang composed a Litany

(109), a Regina cceU (108), and a symphony
(no). They started again Aug. 13, 1771, and
arrived in Milan on the 21st; but the libretto

was not ready till the end of the month. The
score was completed in a fortnight, a remarkable

instance of rapidity, considering that he had a
violinist overhead, an oboe-player beneath, and
a pianoforte-teacher next door, all hard at work
the whole day long—a Babel of sounds which he,

however, pronounced to be * delightful {lustig) for

composing, as it gave ideas *
! He was now so

firmly established in the favour both of the court

and the public, that he had no intrigues to en-

counter. He was on the best terms, too, with

Hasse, who was composing ' Ruggiero,' and who
with commendable generosity, prophetically re-

marked, 'This boy will cause us all to be for-

gotten* (Questo ragazzo ci far^ dimenticar tutti).

The marriage of the Archduke and the Princess

Beatrice of Modena took place Oct. 15 ; Hasse's

opera was performed on the i6th, and Wolf-

gang's Serenata ' Ascanio in Alba ' (i 1 1 ) on the

17th, with a success which enabled the father

to write home *I am sorry to say Wolfgang's

s An Antlphon wm given him to set In 4 ports (Ml).

a Jfthn glTe»—Minutes. 11. 618; Letter from the father. 1. 126 ; Tort-

composition, ii. Notenbeilage Till, p. 20; DiploniK li. 'iH.

4 Jfthn li. NotenbelUigo r. * Ibid. tL
« Jahu U. 618.
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Serenata has cut out Hasse's Opera to an extent

1 cannot describe.' Besides nis fee, the Em-
press sent him a gold watch set with diamonds,

with her portrait at the back. After the opera

he composed another symphony (iia), and a
divertimento (113),
They returned home in the middle of Decem-

ber, 1 7 7 1 . In the last days of the year Wolfgang
composed another 83rmphony (i 14), and was then
laid up by serious illness. Meantime the Arch-
bishop died, and Wolfgang was commissioned to

compose an opera for the allegiance festival of

his successor Hieronymus, Count von Colloredo,

whose election caused universal astonishment

and dismay. The piece chosen was Metastasio^s
* U Soguo di Scipione,* very inappropriate, and
apparently wanting in inspiration, as the music
is superficial and entirely ' de circonstance.' It

was performed probably in May, 1772. About
the same period he composed 4 symphonies (124,

128-130); a grand divertimento (131); 3 quar-

tets (136-138); a very important Litany *de
venerabili * (125) ; and a Regina coeli (i 27).

The travellers again set out for Milan on Oct.

24, 1^72, and arrived on Nov. 4. Here Wolf-
gang completed his new opera, 'Lucio Silla'

(135)* produced on Dec. 26. and repeated more
than twenty times to crowded and enthusiastic

audiences. Kauzzini was one of the singers, and
Wolfgang composed for him a motet, * Exul-
tate * (165), which he sang in the church of the
Theatines.

They returned in the beg^inning of March
1773 to Salzburg, where Wolfgang composed 4
symphonies (i 81-184), 3 divertimenti for wind-
band (186-188), a grand concerto for two
violins (190), and a mass (167). In the summer
the father and son took the opportunity of the
Archbishop's a'bsence in Vienna, to go there

themselves. Their immediate object is not
known, but probably the father was trying to

obtain some court appointment. He had made
a similar attempt in Florence, but without suc-

cess- He wrote to his wife and daughter,

'Things will and must alter; take comfort, God
will help us.* They returned home however with
their object unattained. In Vienna Wolfgang
composed a grand serenata for Salzbui^ (185),
and six quartets (168-173), and was 'bold
enough,' as his father wrote, to play a violin-

concerto at a festival in the Theatine monastery,
the organ not being worth playing on. One of

his masses (66) was performed by the Jesuits.

In 1773 Wolfgang also* composed at Salzburg
a string quintet (174), and a P.F. concerto

(175), the first since those of 1767. The family

were together at Salzburg nearly the whole of

1774, Wolfgang being ve^ busy with his studies,

and with composition. To this period belong

—

2 masses (192, 194); a grand litany (195); 2

vesper-psalms (193) : an offertorium for soprano
and tenor soli (198) ; a bassoon-concerto (191) ;

4 symphonies (199- 202) ; 2 serenatas (203, 204)

;

an interesting (uvertimento (205), and P.F. va-

riations on Fischer's favourite minuet (179),'
which he frequently played on hia tour.
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On Dec. 6 the father and son started for

Munich, where Wol^ng was engaged, through
the influence of his patron. Count Ferdinand von
Zeil, Prince Archbishop of Chiemsee, to compose
an opera for the Carnival of 1775. Stimulated
doubtless by the rich resources at his disposal,

Wolfgang exerted himself to the utmost, and
'Lafinta Giardiniera' (196), produced Jan. 13,

'775» was a great success. Schubart, who had
heard it, speaks of the 'wonderful genius* of

the composer, and adds, * unless Mozart should
prove to be a mere overgrown product of the
forcing-house, he will be the greatest composer
that ever lived.* Court and public vied with each
other in paying him attentions, and the court-

chapel performed one of his grand litanies (1 25),
his two latest masses, and an offertorium, ' Miseri-

cordias Domini' (222), written in haste at the

request of the Elector, and an admirable speci-

men of strict counterpoint.

Soon after their return to Salzbui^ in March
1775, a series of f§tes were given at court in

honour of the Archduke Maximilian, afterwards
Archbishop of Cologne, and Wolfgang's dramatic
cantata to Metastasio's much-used 'II R^ pas-

tore' (208) was performed on April 23. To the

remainder of this year belong, another mass
(220); 2 airs for tenor (209, 210); an air for

soprano (217); a divertimento (213) ; 9 canons'
for 2, 3, and 4 voices (226-234) I ^^^ 5 violin-

concertos (207, 211, 216, 218, 219), to which
a 6th (268) was added in 1776. The concerto's

show that he was working at the violin, which
he did to please his father, as he disliked play-

ing at court, though it was one of his duties.

His father writes to him in 1777, * You have no
idea how well you play the violin ; if you would
only do yourself justice, and play with boldness,

spirit, and fire, you would be the first violinist in

Europe.' Again, * I suspect you have scarcely

touched the violin since you were in Munich ; I

should be very sorry if that were the case ' ; and
later, 'The violin is hanging up on its nail, I

suppose'—and the conjectiu^ was right. The
remark about Munich refers to his Cassation

(287), 'Everybody was staring away; and I

played as if I had been the greatest violinist in

Europe.' Later, in Vienna, he preferred taking

the viola in quartets.

The whole of 1776, and as far as Sept. 1777.
passed quietly in the old routine, numerous com-
positions testifying to Wolfgang's industry. To
this period belong 5 masses (257-259, 262,

275) ; a litany ' de venerabili ' (243) ; an offer-

torium for 2 choirs 'Venite populi' (260); a

graduate 'Sancta M^a' (273); a serenade for

the wedding ofBurgermeisterHaffiier's daughter

(249, 250); a serenade for 2 violins principali

with accompaniments (239) ; a divertimento for

various instruments (251) ; a nottumo for ditto

(286) ; 2 divertimenti or Cass^donen for string

quartet and 2 horns (247, 287) for the name-day
of Countess Antonie Lodron ; 5 divertimenti for

2 oboi, 2 bassoons, and 2 horns (240, 252, 253,

270, 289) ; a sonata for bassoon and cello (293)

;

an oboe-concerto (293) for Ferlendi, frequently
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played by Ramm of Mannheim, who used to call

it his 'cheval de bataille.' The P.F. also re-

appears—variations (264, 365) ; 6 sonatas (279-
284), ordered by Baron BiimitZi who forgot to

pay for them ; a trio (254) ; 2 concertos (238,

246) ; and a concerto for 3 P.F.'s (242) for the
three Countesses Lodrow, a fibvourite piece, often

played on his next tour by Mozart himself. Of
1 7 sonatas for organ, generally with violin and
baas, intended as graduales, 6 (741, 244, 245,
263, 274, 278) belong to this period.

Besides all this mass of music, Wolfgang
studied the works of other masters, and even

—

an example well worth followring—put into score

firom the parts a number of church-pieces in the

strict style by Michael Haydn and Eberlin. He
sent from Vienna for a note-book of this kind for

van Swieten's benefit. ^
We have now before us a youth of 21, a

skilled performer on three instruments, and at

home in the most varied branches of composition.
His £bther had given him a conscientious and
systematic education, protected him from all

injurious influences, and made him concentrate

his whole powers on his artistic cultivation. All
that teaching could do for him had been done in

Salzburg ; the time had now come for him to go
out into the world, and let the discipline of life

complete the work. His existence at Salzburg

had long been intolerable to him ; beyond a few
intimate friends he had no society; he was dis-

gusted at the want of appreciation for art, and
his position with regard to Archbishop Hierony-
mus became daily more critical. On this point

both he and his &ther became anxious. Some-
thing must be done. Not darinff as yet to send
his son alone into the world, uie &ther asked
leave to take a. professional tour with him. It

was refused, the Arohbishop^s reason being, as

he said afterwards, that *he could not bear

people going about begging in that fashion.*

The cup was now full, and Wolfgang applied for

his discharge.^ Irritated that any one should

dare to leave him so abruptly, and quite aware
of what he was losing, the Archbishop granted
the request on Aug. 28, adding that, ' after the

Gospel both father and son were free to seek their

fortune wherever they pleased.' He relented,

however, with regard to the father, who came to

the painful resolve of sending his son away with
his mother. It was true that she had little

energy, and less intellectual power ; but she was
an experienced traveller, and could be useful to

her SQn in many practical ways. The necessary

preparations were accordingly made, even to the
purchase of a carriage, that they might present

a suitable appearance. On Sept. 23, 1777,
mother and son left home. The father bore up
bravely till they were really off, and then going

to his room saiik exhausted on a chair. Sud-
denly he remembered that in his distress he had
forgotten to give his son his blessing. He rushed

1 Tbb Intereitlng doemiMnt has tataly been fonnd In the uehl-
eptMopal archives by Pirckmeyer the ctutodtan, and publUhed with
other matter under the title of 'Zar Lebeiu«e»chichte Moxarts,*
Salzburv lOTB: alto copied In th* PralMe to Mtdil'i Momthiiefag
and ed.. 1877.
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to the window with outstretched hand, but the
carriage was already out of sight. His son, how-
ever, breathed freely when once fiBkirly off; the
deliveranoe from a position which he had long
groaned under was delightful enough to mitigate

even the pain of separation from his £bther and
sister. Fortunately for him he could not foresee

the life which lay before him,—a life full to its

close of crosses and disappointments, and with
so few jo3rs 1

Their first halting place was Munich, but here
they met with nothing but discouragement, and
had to leave without accomplishing anything. At
Augsbui^g Mozart visited G. Andreas Stein, the
celebrat^ maker of organs and pianofortes, and
both at his house and in the monastery of St.

Ulrich charmed all hearers by his playing. A
• concert, however, produced but a small sum. On
Oct. 30 they reached Mannheim, where they
stayed much longer than they anticipated. The
good prospects which at first seemed to open
before them were not indeed realised; but the

visit formed a decisive epoch in Mozart*s life.

Under the £lector Karl Theodor, Mannheim pos-

sessed a good opera, with an orchestra contain-

ing virtuosi of the first rank, and at that time
considered the first in Europe for instrumental

music.' Mozart made great friends with Canna-
bich, an excellent conductor and good teacher,

and gave pianoforte lessons to his daughter
Rose, who attracted him in spite of her youth.

He slso became intimate with the poet»Wieland
and Freiherr von Gemmingen, the composers
Holzbauer and Schweitzer, ^laff the great tenor,

Wendling, Ramm, and Ritter, excellent per-

formers on the flute, oboe, and bassoon. Here
also his playing, both on the pianoforte and the

organ, was much admired, and he had oppor-

tunities of measuring himself with Sterkel and
Vogler, neither of whom impressed him much.
The latter, indeed, he poeitivdy disliked. While
vainly endeavouring to gain admittance to the

Elector's Chi^l, Wendlmg. Ramm, and Ritter

tried to persuade him to accompany them to Paris

and give concerts there. He was inclined to the

plan, and his father agreed, though with reluct-

ance ; but when it came to the point he allowed his

friends to start without him. The truth was he
had fallen in love. Aloysia, the second daughter

of Fridolin Weber, prompter and copyist, was a
gifted singer, with a fine voice and considerable

beauty, and these qualities made a due impression

upon Wolfgang, during an excursion to Kirch-

heim, in Poland, where the Princess of Orange
kept a private orchestra, and had daily concerts.

Aloysia returned bis attachment, and allowed

him to teach her singing; and he, touched by the

foverty of the family, resolved to take her to

taly, and there write a new opera for her first

appearance. So romantic a proposition drove

his fiither nearly out of his senses. In such a
case quick action was everything. Urging upon
him the doubtful character of the plan, he used

all his endeavours to tear him away from these

t It i*M hen that Xoart flnS laarat the valoe of the dvbMtu SB

orchflatnJ Inatfument. _,

C o
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dMigeronB smromidixigs. ' Off with you to Pnif,
and that immediately 1 Take up your position

among those who are leally great,

—

aiU Casar
atd nihil 1 From Paris the name and &me of a
man of talent spreads throughout the world.* As
for his Aloysiay he advised him to oommend her

to Baaff, who would not only be able to teach

her, but whose good word would have great

weight with impresarios. It was a hard struggle

for Wollgang, but his love for his fisither enabled

him to &fet to his authority, and the time for

departure was fixed. Before leaving, however,

he gave some concerts, at which he played, and
produced both his compositions and his pupils

;

and now for the first time Mannheim became
aware of what it was losing. Parting with the

Webers was hard work; they all wept, and
thanked him as their ' greatest benefiictor.* In
Mannheim he composed—a sopranoair forAloysia

(294) ; a tenor air for Baaff (295) ; 2 Lieder (307,

308) ; 2 flute-concertos (313-314) ; Bomanze for

flute (315) ;
quartet for flute and strings (285)

;

7 sonatas for P.F. and violin, partly oompooed in

Paris (396, 301-306) ; 3 P.P. sonatas (309-3x1),

including the beautiful one in A minor.

Leaving Mannheim on March 14, 1778, they
reached Paris on the 23rd. The father's antici-

pations did not in this instance prove correct;

their old firiend Grimm was still there, but by no
means so devoted to their interests as he had
been ; the youth was not the same attraction as the

marvellous boy had been ; and the musical world
was absorbed in the Gluck and Piooini contro-

versy. Nor had they succeeded in obtaining from
Vienna a recommendation to Marie Antoinette.

They were thus thrown upon their Mannheim
friends, and upon Count von Sickingen, to whom
von Gremmingen had given them an introduction.

Wolfgang renewed his acquaintance with Pio-

cini, whom he had met in Italy, but they never
got beyond the terms of ordinaiy courtesy ; * I
know my business, and he his,—Uiat is enough,*

writes Wolfgang. Gossec he calls, 'my very
good friend, and an uncommonly dry man.*
There is no trace of any aoquamtanoe with
Gr^try. Grimm procured him admittance to

the Duo de Guisnes, who played the flute

superbly, as Mozart says, and his daughter the
hirp. Accordingly he had to compose a concerto

(299) for these two instruments, for which he
cared less than any other. To the daughter he
gave daily lessons in compotdtioni and he had a
few other lady-pupils. But he was not allowed
to. write an opera. Noverre, ballet-master at the
Opdra^ promised to use his influence, which was
great, in his favour; but all he did was to

employ him to compose twelve pieces for his

ballet, ' Les petits ^ nens/ He composed a sym-
phony for flute, oboe, bassoon, and French horn,

at the request of Le Gros, director of the Concerts
Spiritueb, but it was never performed. Some
airs in a Miserere by Holzbauer, produced at the
Concerts Spirituelswithout Mozart's name, passed

unnoticed, except by Gossec, who ezpressea great

admiration. Le Gros afterwards ordered another

I Dlseorered and printed a ten jtast ago.
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tvmphxmy, whidi pleased greatly—the Paris or

l^renoh symphony in three movements (297);
and at his request Mozart wrote a second An-
dante in plaoe of the original one.

In the meantime, his mother, who had never

been well in Paris, became seriously ill, and died

in Wol%ang*s arms on July 3. With great

thoughtfulness he wrote to their friend Bullinger

to prepare his father for the sad news, and then
sent a letter direct^ which gives a high idea of

the love which bound the fiEmiily together, and of

the manliness of his own conduct in so distress-

ing a position.' Bemain longer in Paris he felt

he could not, and his finther even urged his de-

parture, especially as therewas now some prospect

for him in Salzbuig, owing to the deaths of

Adlgasser the court organist, and Lolli the old

Capdlmeister. Moreover the Archbishop had
promised to allow him to go anywhere to super-

intend the production of an opera, should he be
commissioned to write one. His last few days in

Paris were cheered by his old London fnend
Christian Bach, who had come over for the per-

formaace of his ' Amadis.* ' His joy, and mine
too> at meeting again, you can well imagine,*

he wrote to his father. With Bach came Ten-
ducoi, and the three spent a few pleasant days
at the Mar^chal de Noailles*s ch&teau at Saint

Grermain. Mozart wrote a scena' for Tenducci,

with accompaniment for pianoforte, oboe, hom,
and bassoon, and thia was played by the Mar^
chains servants, who were all Germans. To the
compositions already mentioned in Paris must be
added a gavotte (300), and a quartet for flute and
strings (298).

On Sept. 26, 1 778, Mozart left Paris with a still

heavier heart than he had entered it six months
before. He went by Nancy and Strassburg,

which he reached in the middle of OctobcKr.

Here he gave *three concerts, which produced
much i^pUiuse but little money, and played on
Silbermann*s two best organs in the Keukirche

and St. Thomas. On Nov. 3 he started for

Mannheim, although it was, as his father said, a
fbolish notion to go there when the Court, the
Webers, and his best friends were all absent at
Munich, and there was nothing for him to do.

But it did him good to recall the old memories,
and, as he said, ' I love Mannheim, and Mann-
heim loves me.' Besides, he had some prospect

of an engagement for an opera. 8eyler*8 troupe

was still at the theatre ; they were indeed only

an operetta-company, but there was some talk of

founding a German national opera. Here too

Mozart saw two of Benda*8 melodramas, *Medea

'

and ' Ariadne auf Naxos,* and was so delighted

with them that he willingly undertook von
Gemmingen*s 'Semiramis.** Von Dalberg, direc-

tor of t^e theatre, also had his eye upon

t Jthn ififm both lettm. \l tn-X wtth » ikolmO* of tlMt to
BuUlnger In an appoodlz to toL L
* Tenducci appears to have taken thli eonpoiltSon wtth htm to

London. Barney (mo Harrington's ' mscellanlea,' 288) speaks of It aa

» masterpleoe of InrentloD and technique (Fohl's ' Hosart In Loodost,'

IS).
« Be took the libretto home wHh him to compose 'gratattowlr.'

*Ton see,' he writes to bis father. ' how strong my liking for this Und
of composition Is.' Jahn (1. n4) has not been able to dlscom whether

be ever composed U. or whether the poem was lost
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Mosart for his opera 'Cora,* although he was
already in negotiation with Gluck and Schweitzer.

However, all came to nothing ; and his father,

who had run into debt on his account, and had
moreover gr6at hopes ofseeing him well placed in

Salzburg, put forth his authoritjr to make him
ntum—* You will start immediatelyon receipt of

this.* The son obeyed, and by Deo. 2$ was at

Munich ; but his^ father; anzioiur lest he should

be detained for good, and fearing the proximity

of his beloved, did not let him rest there. Ganna-
bich and Baaff were indeed * working for him
hand and foot,' but there was' no need for

anxiety on Aloysik's account. Her fitmily wel-

comed him warmly, but die who ' had wept for

him ' seemed now scarcely to remember him, and
was even displeased that he had altered the

fiuhion of his clothes. Yet he again offered her

bis musical homage, composing a grand aria

(316) suited to her present capabilities, to words
taken, with a trace of self-complacency, from
Gluck*s 'Alceste,' and with an obligate acoompa-
niment intended forRamm and Bitter. This sir

was his &reweU to Aloysia Weber, about whom
he wrote to his father in May 1781, 'I did love

her truly, and feel still that I am not indifferent

to her ; but luckily for me her husband is a
jealous fool, and never lets her go anywhere, so

that I rarely see her.'*

In mourning for his mother; disappointed in

his first love, and with all his hm>e6 fnlsified,

Mozart returned in the middle of June 1779 to

the home of his childhood. In such circum-

stances the warmth with which he was received

was doubly grateful. A good many of his old

friends were still there to rally round him, but
nothing could overcome his dislike of Salzburg.

Even the duties entailed by his position as

Conoert-meister and organist to the Court and
Cathedral,' were fidfilled as an irksome task.

His desire to write for the stage was re-kindled

by the presence of a dramatic company under
]Eidhm and Schikaneder (1779-80). This was
the beginning of his intimacy with the latter, to

whom he furnished entr'actes and choruses for

Freiherr von Gebler's Dramma eroica * Thames,
Konlg von Egypten* (345). To this period also

belongs a German opera, libretto by Schachtner,

to which Andr^ afterwards gave the title pf

''Zaide * (344)—performed in 1866 at Frankfort.

During his stay at Salzburg in 1779-80 he
produced the following works :-^2 masses (31 7,
* Coronation mass,* and 337) ; a Kyrie (333) ; 2

vespers (321, 339), among his best compositions

;

I a trio for 3 voices with 3 comi di basseto (346)

;

3 Lieder (349, 351); 2 canons (347, 348); 2

^mphonies (319, 338) ; movement ofa symphony'
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I ftrprfnift donna In Vienna In 1780, and marTl«d
JOieph Laoge, the court actor. She adcnowledged afterwards that as

a young girl she bad not appreciated ICoxart as hlfhlj as she ought to
have done, bat she became a great admirer of his matle, and a true

fneod. She did not live happllj with her husband, but their Inter-

ooursewlth Mocart wu quite unconstrained. He composed for her
In Vienna Ave more airs, and thejr gave mutual assistance at each
otbenT concerts. Kelly (' Reminiscences.' L 2»S) admired bar as a
aljiger of the lint rank. Her voice was exoeptionally high.

a Bb Cftther soooeeded In getting him appointed successor to Adl-
gasser. wnh a salary of 400 florins (about 401.).

' ti«n«rallJ quoted as orartoie composed Ibr Blaachl^ ' ViUanella
nptta.'

(318); duo conoertante for violin and viola (364)

;

a serenades (320, 361) ; diyertiknento for string-

quartet and 2 horns^ (334) ; 4 sonatas for P.F.

C330-333) ; variations for PJ*, and violin (359,
360) ; sonatas for 4 hands (357, 358) ; variations

for P.P. (353-354) ; aoonoerto for 2 P.F.'s (365);
and the last organ sonatas (328, 329,336). At
Mimich he composed :—-Kyrie of an unfinished

mass (341) ; concert-aria forCountess Baumgarten

(369) ; and quartet for oboe, violin, violt^ and
cello, for Bamm (370).
His next employment was nlost congenial.

Through the exertions of his fiiends at Munich
the grand opera for the Carnival of i4l7i was put
into his himds; The libretto was Iby Abbate
Varesco, court chaplain at Salzburg, who con-

sulted Mosart at every step, as he began the

work at home. He went to Mxmich in the
beginning of November, and at the veiy first

rehearsals the music wm highly approved by the

Elector and the performers. EUs fitther even
wrote to him from Salzbuig, 'the universal sub-

ject of conversation here is your opera.* The'

Archbishop being in Vienna at the time, his

father and sister were able to go to Munich for

the first performance on Jan. 20, 1781. 'Ido-

meneo, ^ di Creta,' opera sena (366, ballet-

music 367), was enthusiastically received, and
decided once for all Mozart's position as a
dramatic composer.

While in the full enjoyment of the pleasures of

the Carnival, into which he plunged as soon as
his labours were over, he received a summons
from the Archbishop to join him in Vienna^ and
started immediately.

On March 16, 1781, after a journey of four

days, Mozart arrived ' all by himself in a post

chaise * in Vienna, where his destiny was to be

accomplished. He was made to live with the

Archbishop's household, and dine at the servants*

table—treatment in striking contrast to that he
received from the aristocracy in generaL The
Countess Thun, 'the most charming and at-

tractive woman I have ever seen in my life,'

invited him to dinner, and so did vice-chancellor

Count Cobenzl, and others. The Archbishop

liked the prestige of appearing in society with

Mozart, Ceccarelli, and Brunetti, as his domestic

virtuosi, but did not allow Mozart either to play

alone in any house but his own, or to give a
concert. He was obliged however to yield to

the entreaties of the nobili^, and allow him to

appear at the concert of the Tonktinstler-Societ&t.

* I am so happy,' Mozart exclaimed beforehand,

and wrote to his hJOier afterwards of his great

success. At the Archbishop's private concert too

he excited the greatest enthusiasm, though ho
was often addreraed in that very house as ' GrSB-

senbube' (low fellow of the streets). In vain

did his father urge him to forbearance, he was
determined not to remain in a position where he
had such indignities to endure. The opportunity

came only too soon. The Archbishop, detested

by the nobility, and above all by the Emperor
Joseph, did not receive an invitation to Laxen-

buig, the summer residence of the court, and in

Co2
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his disgfnst determined to leave Vienna. The
household was to start first, but Mozart, 'the

villain, the low fellow/ was turned out of the
house before the others. He took lodgings vnth
ihe Webers, who were living in the Petersplatz

at a house oalled ' zum Auge Gottes/ reduced in

number by the death of the fisither and the
marriage of Aloysia. At his next audience he
was greeted vnth 'Lump/ 'Lausbube/ and
* Fez (untranslateable terms of abuse). ' None
of his servants treated him so badly/ continued

the Archbishop. ' Your Grace is dissatisfied vrith

me then!* said Mozart. 'Whatl you dare to

use threats ? (using all the time the contemptuous
*Er*) Fex! there is the door; I will have
nothing more to do with such a vile wretch*
(' elenden Buben '). ' Nor I with you/ retorted

Mozart, and turned on his heel. Not having
received sn answer to his application for his

dischai^e, Mozart drew up a fresh memorial,
with which he presented himself in the ante-

chamber of this Prince of the Church ; but as if

to culminate all the brutal treatment he had
already received, Count Arco the high-steward,

addressed him as ' Flegel ' (clown), • Bursch
'

(fellow) etc., and kicked him out of the room. This
took place on the 8th of June. Mozart was
now free, though he had not received his formal
dismissal ; * I will never have anything more to

do with Salzburg,* he wrote to his father, ' I hate
the Archbishop almost to fury.' It was simmier,

the nobility were all going into the country, and
there was no demand for either concerts or lessons.

The Countess Kumbeck was his only pupil . Com-
position was of course his resource, and while
thus emplo3dng his leisure, he fulfilled his

long-cherished desire of writing an opera for

the National Singspiel (German opera), founded
by the Emperor in 1778. The Emperor in-

terested himself in his favour, and he soon
received a libretto to his taste. He was hurt
however at finding himself passed over at the
f§teB in honour of the Grand-duke Paul and his

wife ; even his ' Idomeneo * had to give way to

two operas of Gluck*s. His contest with Clementi,
in the presence of the Emperor and the Grand-
duchess on Dec 34,' afforded him some slight

compensation. He "had previously (Nov. 16)
played at the house of Archduke Maximilian,
who was very fond of him, though under the
circumstances unable to do anything for him.
In spite of unremitting intrigues his ' EntfUhrung
aus dem Serail * (384), libretto by Bretzner, was
produced by the Emperor*s express command,
with great success on July 16,' 1782. Mo-
zart was arranging it for a wind band when
he received through his father a request for a

1 TlM dat« In MoruTt 1ett«r-4be 14th. in Jabn L flST. to a mto-
pjint. Id Xohl't ' Moiartbriafen.' both odltlons. Deo. 28 should b«
subttltutod for 23. a* may be seen from the letter itselL It u well
known that the theme of the sonata played by Clementi (CEurree
Ti. 1) on this oeoaclou waa adopted bj Mozart in the orertore to tha
'ZauberflOte.'
9 July 12. In Jahn L 648. Is wronr. The Emperor Is reported to

have said, ' Too fine for uur ears, lleber Moiart. and much too many
notes.' meaolnf that the accompaniments orerpowered the roices.

IToiart answered frankly. ' Kxaotly m many notas as ara necessary,

your Msjflsty.

'
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serenade to be composed in all haste, for the^
Haflhers of SSalzburg. This is the well-known
Symphony in D (385), at which, when looking
over it long afterwards, he was 'quite surprised,

and thought 'it must have had a very good
effect.* To this was added the fine Nachtmusik
in C minor, for a wind-band, better known as a
string-quintet (388).
On the Grand-duJ£e*s second visit to Vienna in

October, he attended Mozart's opera, which was
still attracting 'swarms of people'; the com-
poser conducted in person, 'to show himself

the father of his own child!.' Prague soon pro-

duced it with great success; a foretaste of the
many honours Mozart was to receive in that

city.

He found his new abode with the Webers very
comfortable; but the world soon b^an to en-

quire whether he were not intending to marry
one of the daughters. The report reached his

father, who admonished him seriously ; but Wolf-
gang solemnly declared that he was thinking

of nothing of the kind, and to prove his statement

took another lodging, in the * Graben.* Here how-
ever the want ojf the attentions to which he had
been accustomed drove himto a new step, forwhich
we soon find him preparing his father. * To my
mind a bachelor lives only half a life * he writes,

and hesitatingly names the object of his love.
* But surely not a Weber ? Yes, a Weber, Con-
stanze, the third daughter.' All attempts at

dissuasion were vain; his resolution was fixed,

and on Aug. 16, scarcely a month after the pro-

duction of his opera, he led Constanze to the

altar, at St. Stephen's. Bringing home his bride

was his ' EntfUhrung aus dem Auge Gottes ' as

he told his friends. ' As soon as we were married,

my wife and I both began to weep ; all present^

even the priest, were touched at seeing us so

moved, and wept too.'

His marriage involved Mozart in innumerable
troubles. With many good qualities his wife

was a thoroughly bad manager, and this was
the worst defect possible, since Mozart was
naturally careless in money matters, and ofcourse

his life as a busy artist was an unfavourable one
for economy. They b^an housekeeping with
next to nothing, and their resources were un-
certain at the best. No wonder then that in six

months they were in serious difficulties; and so

it went on to the end. His firiends, the worthy
Puchberg especially, were always ready to come
to his assistance, but they could not prevent his

often being put to embarrassing and humiliating

straits. Without even a prospect of a fixed

appointment he was thrown back upon lessons

and concerts. Pupils were scarce, but he vns
more fortunate as a virtuoso ; and for the next few
years he was constantly employed with concerts,

his own and those of other artists, and still more
in playing at the houses of the nobility. Lent
and Advent were the regular concert seasons in

Vienna. The Emperor was frequently pre-

sent, and always had a loud 'bravo' for Mozart,
speaking of him too at his own table ' in the
highest terms' as 'un talent decide.' This
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makes it all the more difficult to exonerate

his majesty from the charge of yielding to

the efforts of those immediately about him, to

prevent his bestowing some suitable post on
Mozart. The latter writes on this subject to

his father, ' Ckiuntess Thun, Count Ziohy, Baron
van Swieten, even Prince Kaunitz, are aU much
vexed at the little value that the Emperor puts

on men of talent. Kaunitz said lately, when
talking to the Archduke Maximilian about me,
that men of that stamp only came into the world

once in a hundred years, and that they ought not

to he driven out of Germany, especially lolicn, as

good luck would have it, they were already in the

capital.* After the success of his first concert

in Lent 1782, Mozart entered into an engage-

ment with Martin, who had instituted a series of

concerts held in the winter at the '
' Mehlgrube/

and removed in May to the 'Augarten, where
Mozart played for the first time on May 26.

He afterwards joined the pianist Kichter, who
gave subscription concerts. Among the artists

at whose concerts he appeared, were the singers

Laschi, Teyber, and Storace, and his sister-

in-law, Mme. Lange.
His own subscription concerts, generally three

or four, were held in the theatre,at the Mehlgrube,
or in ihe Trattnerhof, and being attended by the
cream of the nobility,' produced both honour and
profit. The programme consisted chiefly, some-
times entirely, of his own qompositions—

a

symphony, two P. F. concertos, an orchestral

piece with an instrument concertante, three or

four airs, and an improvised fantasia. The
latter, in which he showed incomparable skill,

always roused a perfect stonn of wpplause. For
each concert he composed a new P. F. concerto,

the greatest number and the best belonging to

this time. With so much on his handa he might
well say, when excusing himself to his sister for

writing so seldom, 'Has not a man without a
kreutzer of fixed income enough to do and to
think of day and night in a place like this V
A list he sent to his father of the concerts for

1784 will best show the request he was in.

During six weeks (Feb. 26 to April 3) he played
five times at Prince Gallitzin s, nine times at
Count John Esterhazy's, at three of Richter's
concerts, and five of his own.

Tired of waiting for an appointment, which
must have been most trying to one of his ex-
<ntable nature, Mozart seriously thought of going
to London and Paris, and began to practise
himself in English and French. He had even

1 A Tery old bnHdlng. wltb voonu In which baDs and eoneerts wer«
b«UI. A flour-warebooM In the tiasement gaTa lU name to the
hoxue. It 1> now the Hotel Monach.

a See AoeABTKif. toL 1. p.lO« o.
s In the Hn of his sabMriben for 1784 we Snd. baildfli his icgular

patrons. Countess Than. Baroness Waldstadten. Count Zlchy, Tan
Swleten. etc.. the Dnke of Wfrtemberg, Princes Liehtensteln. Aners-
perg. Kaunltt, Llchnowsky, LobkowHz, Faar. Palm, and Schwarzen-
berg : the dlstaxrulshed lamlUes of Bathyany. Dletrlchsteln. SrdOdy,
Xstcrhazy. Harrach, Herberttelo. Keglewlcs. Noetic. Palfy, Schaff-
fotsch. ftahrenberf. and Waldsteln ; the Russian. Spaiilsh. Sardinian.
Patch, and Danish ambassadors; the eminent financiers Fries.
Benlckstdn. Arenfeld, Blenenfeld. Ployer. and Wetzlar: sovenunent
olBcials of position, and scientific men. such as Isdeoczy, Bedekovlch.
Hereiy. Braun. Grelner, Keeis, PoiAEodor^ Bora, i'^rt*T''. fionnen-
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written to Le Gros in Paris about engagements
for the Concerts Spirituels, and the Concerts des
Amateurs, but his f&ther, horrified at the idea of

a newly married man without resource's thus
wandering about the world, succeeded in putting
a stop to the scheme. As a compensation for the
postponement of one desire, he was able to

fulfil another, that of presenting his young wife
to his father. Starting after her recovery firom

her first confinement (June 17) they reached
Salzburg at the end of July 1783.

Before his marriage Mozart had made a vow
that if ever Constanze became his wife, he would
have a new mass of his own composition per-
formed in Salzbuig. The work was nearly ready,
and the missing numbers having been supplied
from one of his older masses, this fine and broadly
designed composition (427) was given at the end
of August in the Peterslurche. Constanze herself

singing the soprano. Opera buffa having been
reintroduced in Vienna he began a new opera,

'L'Oca del Cairo* (422), but after some pro-

gress found the libretto (by Yaresco) so wretched
that he let it drop.^ A second opera, 'Lo
Sposo deluso* (430), only reached the fifth

number, partiy perhaps because he despaired of
being able to produce it, as Sarti and Paisiello

were then in Vienna, absorbing public attention

with the triumph of the latter*s *U R^ Teo-
doro.' In the meantime Mozart rendered a
service of love to his friend Michael Haydn, who
was incapacitated by illness from completing two
duets for violin and viola for the Archbishop.
The Archbishop characteristically threatened to

stop his Concertmeister's salary, but Mozart
came to the rescue, and undertook to write

the two pieces 'with unmistakable pleasure.*

His friend retained his salary, and the Arch-
bishop received the duets (423, 424) as Haydn^s.
Mozart also took an active interest in his father's

pupils—Marchand the violinist of 12 (then play-

ing in Vienna), his sister Margarethe, then 14,

afterwards Mme. Danzi, the wdl-known singer,

and a child of 9, the daughter of Brochard
the celebrated actor. He also became intimate

with Marie Ther^ Paradies the blind pianist,

who was then in Salzburg, and for whom he
afterwards composed a concerto (456). The main
object of his visit however waa not fulfilled. It

was only after long opposition that his father

had unwillingly given his consent to his m^
riage, but Wolfgang hoped that his prejudice

against Constanze would disappear on acquaint-

ance ; neither his father nor his sister however
took to her.

Leaving Salzburg on the 30th of October, and
stopping at LamWh for Mozart to play the
organ in the monastery, they found Count Thun
on the look-out for them at Linz, and made some
stay with him, being treated with every con-

sideration. For a concert which Mozart gave in

* It was eonpleted by AndrA, with a Bondean, qi»rtetto firom 'Lo
Sposo deluso.' finale from 'La Villanella raplta.' by Mozart; wsn
adapted to new words by Victor Wilder, and performed In Paris,

Th^Atre des fanUMet-Parlslennes. Jane 6. IMT; at Vtaina In the

Carl Theatre, U68 ; at Prury Lane, Hay 12. l«7a
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the theitiie, he oomposed in hatfte a new flym-

phony (425).*

In 1785 the &iher letnmed his son's yisit,

staying with him in the Grosse Schulerstrasse

(now No. 8) from Feb. 11 to April 25. He
was rejoiced to find their domestic arrangements

and money matters for the time being in good
order. He found a grandson too—' litUe Karl is

very like your brother.' Though not yet on
thoroughly good tenns with his son or his

daugfater-in-kiw, he derived all the old pleasure

from his successes as an artist, and list^ied with
delight to hk productions. He had come just at

the right time, when concerts were succeeding

each other as fast as possible^ and his son taking

part in all; and at the first he attended his

eyes filled with tears of happiness at Wolfgang's
playing and compositions. The day aft^ his

arrival Wolfgang invited his fr^ei^d Haydn and
the two Barcms Todi ; and his &ther wrote home
a full account of this memorable evening;

memorable indeed 1 for setting aside other con-

sidecationsy it was not often that two men of

such remarkable solidity of character as Leopold
Mozart and Haydn could be found togeUier.

'Three new quartets were played/ writes the

happy &ther, ' Uie three (458, 464, 465) he has
added to those we already have (387, 421, 428);
they are perhaps a trifle easier, but excellently

composed. Hear Haydn said to me. I declare to

you hrfcre God <u a man of honour^ that yowr
son M the greatest eompowr that J know,eHhBr
peraonaUy or by reputation; he has taste, and
heyond that the most consummate knowledge of the

art of eomposition* In return for this avowal
Mozart dedicated to Haydn, with a laudatoiy
prefisce, these six quartets, ' the fruits of long and
arduous toil.' ' It is but his due,' he said, ' for

from Hf^dn I &st learnt how to compose .a

quartet.' The success of his pupil Maichand,
Mid the great progrev of Aloysia Lange, both as

a singer and actress, also afforded pleasure to

Leopold Mozart. It is a significant &et that a
man of his way of thinking should have joined
the Freemasons, avowedly through his scm's in-

fluence. This however was their last meeting,
for soon after his return from Vienna his health
began to fail, and on May 28, 1787, he ended a
life which had been wholly ooaseorated to his
children.

Mozart the acm belonged to the eighth and
oldest Freemasons' lodge ('zur gdkronten Hoff-
nung ') in Vienna. His interest in the order was
great, indeed he at one time thought of founding
a society of his own to be called 'Die Grotte*

and had drawn up the irules. A letter to his

£hther, during his illness, in which he enlarges

up(xi the true signific^^tce of death to a Mason,
is a proof of the serious light in which he con-

siderad his6bligations. Hu oonnection with the
order also Inspired many of his compositions.

For it he wrot^— ' Gesellenlied ' (468) ; 'Man-
rerfreude* (471), a short cantata, at the per-

I DedletSBdtoGoantThtm. Andr« loiMlnca No. 444 to !»« tMan
the CM <»mpoMd for thU ooGUltn. from Moart hftTlog copM Mine
ofihoputt.
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fcMrmance of which his father was present

riiortly before his death; * Maureriache Trauer-

musik' (477), for strings and wind; 'lied.'

with chorus, and a chorus in 3 parts, both with
organ (483, 484), for the oeremony at the (^)en-

ing of the ' Neugekronten Hoffiiong' (by a
decree of the Emperor Joseph) in 1 785 ; and
a short cantata for tenor, with closing diorua

(623), composed Nov. 15. 1791, the laust of his

recorded works which he conducted himself. A
sh<»rt adagio for a comi di bassetto and bassoon

(410) ; an adagio for 2 clarinets and 3 comi di

bassetto (411) ; and an unfinished cantata (429)
were probably intended for the same.

In March 1 785 Mozart produced at the concert

of the Tonkiinstler Sooietat, a cantata, 'Pavidde
penitente' (469), the materials for which he
drew from his last unfinished mass (427), writing

the Italian words below the Latin, and addinjg

two new airs. There was an object for this

work ; his name was down at the time for ad-

mittance into the 'Society, but in accordance with
the statutes hewas rejected, on the ground that he
could not produce the certificate of his baptism

!

After a long delay he was again graufied by
an opportunity of writing for the stage. An
opera-buffa had been organised as tai back si^

April 1783, and the Emperor had secured aa
excellent ^company; and after a failure the Na-
tional-Singspiel had been revived in October

1785. A libretto. 'Budolf von Habsburg.* sent

to Mozart from Mannheimremained unused, but
at length he and Salieri were requested to supply

German and Italian ' pieces de circonstanoe ' for

some.filtes4n honour of distinguished visitors at

Schonbrnnn. To Mozart's lot fell ' Der Schau-
spieldirector ' (486). a disjointed comedy by
Stephanie junior, produced at Schonbrunn Feb. 7,

1786^ and afUffwards 4kt the £.amthnerthQr
Theatre.'

In the next month a gratifying performance of
' Idomeneo ' took place at the pidaoe of Prince
Auersperg, by a troupe of titled and efficient

performers, under Mozart's^ own supervision.

This mark of the favourable disposition of the

aristocracy towards him bore frrdt, attracting the

attention of Lorenzo da Ponte, Uie well-known
dramatist. His proposal to adapt Beaumar-
chais's ' Manage de Figaro ' for Mozart reOeived

the Emperor's consent,^—reluctantly given on ac-

count of the offensive nature of the plot in the

original,— and the first performance of 'Le
Nozze di Figaro ' C49^) took place after violent

intrigues, on May i, 1786. The theatre was
crowded, and the audience enthusiastic ; several

numbers were repeated twice, and the little duet
three times, And this went on at succeeding re-

presentations till the Emperor prohibited en-

cores.* Kelly, who took the parts of Basilio and
I indqdlDg Jlancy Btonee. ter brotlMr Stephon. and tbe tenor

XeUj. All EngUsb.
s ThlB Siogiptel wu given MTwal tlmM with a new Ubntto, aatf

MTcral lnten>ol«tioiu. A recent attempt by Schneider (IMl) intro-

duced both Jloiart a^id Schlkaneder, and was pattlcolaxlj unfor-

4 Be eompoeed for It a n«w doat for two aopanl (48B). and a rondo

lor soprano with violin aolo (490).

s Kelly rdatai ('BemlnlKencat,' L 982). 'When the ilncem were ona

day laheartlns. tha Smperor Mid, " I dare ny fou are aU plaaMd that
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Don Curzio, wrffces with great spirit: 'Nerer
was anything more complete than the triumph
of Mozart, and his Nozze di Figaro, to which
numerous overflowing audienoes bore witness.

Eren at the first fidl band rehearsal, all pre-

sent were roused to enthusiasm, and when
Benucci came to the fine passage ''Cherubino,

alia vittoria, alia gloria militar,'* which he gave
with stentorian lungs, the effect was electric,

for the whole of the performers on the stage,

and those in the orchestra, as if actuated by one
feeling of delight, vociferated " Bravo ! Bravo,

Idaestre! Viva, viva, grande Mozart 1*' Those
in the orchestra I thought would never have
ceased applauding, by beating the bows of their

violins against the music desks.* And Mozart t

' I never shall forget his little animated counten-

auoe, when light^ up with the glowing rays of

genius ;—it is as impossible to describe it, as it

would be to paint sunbeams.* ^

And yet, after all this success, nothing was done
for him. Earning a living by giving lessons

and playing in public was in every respect un-

satisuotory. ' You lucky man,' he said to young
Gyrowetz as he was starting to Italy, ' and I am
still obliged to give lessons to earn a trifle.*

Moreover he soon found himself eclipsed on the

stage by two new pieces, which for a time ab-

sorbed the public entirely; these were Ditters-

dorfs Singspiel ' Ber Apotheker und der Doctor*

(July II), and Martin's *Coea rara* (,Nov. 17).

Again he resolved to go to England, and was
again dissuaded by his father. A gleam of light

came however from Prague, whither he was
invited to see for himself uie immense success of

his * Figaro,* produced there first after Vienna,

as had been the case with the ' Entfuhrung.'

Count Johann Joe. Thun, one of the greatest

amateurs in Prague, placed his house at Mozart's

disposal, and he joyfuUy accepted the invita-

tion. His first letter' states the condition in

which he found Prague, ' the one subject of con-

versation here is—Figaro ; nothing is played, sung,

or whistled but—Figaro; nobody goes to any
3«ra but — Figaro ; everlastingly Figaro !

'

e was literally overwhelmed with attentions,

and felt himself at the summit of bliss ; at the

opera, given quite to his satu^Action, he received

a perfect ovation. Furthermore two concerts

were brilliantly successful ; at the first, his new
symphony (504) having been loudly applauded,

he sat down to the piano, and improvised for

full half an hour, rousing the audience to the

highest pitch of enthusiasm. Again, and yet once

again he had to resume, till, obeying the general

acclamation, he finished bv extemporising vari-

ations on * Non piu andrai, which completed his

triumph. The receipts also were thoroughly

satisfactory. Having made the remark, that he

should like to compose an opera for so intelligent

and appreciative a public, the impresario Bondini

took him at his word, and concluded a contract

I hmn destrad there ihan be do more enoone." To which they all

bowed Mwnt, but KeUy Mid bcMlj. " Do not beUere tbem. Sire, they

•II like to be enoored. et leest I am sure I always do."*
t 'B«mlnUcenoes.'l.aG«.
a To hU Irtefwl Uotttrled tod Jaoqoln. Jan. 16, 1787.
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with him Ibr an opera for the ft^ifl^jAe^^eaMm^
for which he was to receive the ni^^^fee ot ^>
100 ducats, and the librettist 50. ^^^Mtpto-^
tions of society in Prague took up alrhMMime/
and his only compositions while there w^sQiifi.
contredanses for orohestra (5 10) written forCoiu^ -

Pachta. who locked him in for an hour before
dinner for the purpose, and six Teutsche for full

orchestra (509).
On his return to Vienna after this man:nifioent

reception, he felt his position more galling than
ever ; and his desire to visit EngUnd was re-

kindled by the departure of his friends Nancy
Storace, and her brother, Kelly, with his own
pupil Attwood. They promised to endeavour to

secure him some position there, so that he would
be able to go without undue risk.

The libretto of 'Figaro' having proved so

satisfactory, he applied again to Da Ponte, and
this time their choice fell upon ' Don Giovanni.*

In September 1787 he and his wife went to

Prague, and took lodgings * Bei den drei Lowen *

No. 430 in the Kohlmarkt. But his fitvourite

resort was the vineyard of his friend Duschek
at Koschirz near the city, where are still shown
his room, and the stone table at which he used
to sit working at his score, often in the midst of

conversation or skittle playing.' Before the

production of his new opera, Mozart conducted
a festival performance of 'Figaro* on Oct. 14
in honour of the Archduchess Maria Theresia,

bride of Prince Anton of Saxony. He was very

anxious about the success of his opera, al-

though, as he assured Kucharz the conductor of

the orchestra, he had spared neither pains nor

labour in order to produce something really good
for Prague. On the evening before tiie repre-

sentation the overture was still wanting, and he
worked at it &r into the night, while his wife

kept him supplied with punch, and told him
fEiirystories to keep him awake. Sleep however
overcame him, and he was obliged to rest for a
few hours, but at 7 in the morning the copyist

received the score, and it was played at sight in

the evening. This first performance of 'Don
Giovanni* (527) took place on Oct. 29, 1787.

On Mozart*s appearance in the orohestra he
was greeted with enthusiastic applause, and
a triple flourish of trumpets, and the opctra

was accompanied from beginning to end with

rapturous marks of approval. He had of course

no time for other compositions, but his friend

Mme. Duschek locked him into her summer-
house to ensure his writing an aria he had pro-

mised her. He revenged himself by making it

difficult, and would omy give it her on condition

that she should sing it at sight. It is one of his

finest airs (528).

About the time of his return to Vienna Gluck

died (Nov. 15, 1787), and Mozart had reason to

hope that some suitable position would now be

open to him. But the Emperor was in no

J

s The Villa U now called 'Beitnmka.' A bott of Xoiart. by
Beidan. waa placed mi a slight eminence in the groonds. and tolCTnnlj

miveiled on Jone 3, 1)^0, by the then poeseMor. Herr Lambert Popelka.

who died June 9. Igl9. A hitherto unpublished letter of Motart'e.

dated Prague. OcU Ifib 1787. was printed at the tame time.
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hurry. By way however of recognieiiig his re-

cent triumph at Prague, and in order to retain

him inVienna (hid hankering after Enghind being

well known) he appointed him Kammer-com-
podtor with a salary of 800 gulden* (about £80)
Mozart looked upon this appointment as a mere
beggar*s dole, and when, according i<y custom, he
had to send in a sealed letter stating his income,

he wrote bitterly *Too much for what I 'pro-

duce; too little for what I could produce.* * Don
Giovanni ' was not given in Viwina till May 7,

1788, and then did not please.* Mozart added
a new air for Donna Elvira, No. 25 (K. 527), an
air for Masetto, No. 26, a short air for Don
Ottavio, No. 27, and a duet far Zerlina and
Leporello, No. 28.

In spite of the success of his last opera, Mo-
zart's pecuniary condition continued desperate.

This is shown convincingly by a letter (June 27)
to his friend Puchbeig, in which the poor fellow

begs piteously for a loan, and speaks of * gloomy
thoughts which he must repel with all his might.'

And yet at the very height of his distress he
manifests extraordinary power. Besides other

compositions, he wrote within six weeks (June 26

to Aug. 10) his three last and finest symphonies,

in Eb, G minor, and C (Jupiter) (543, 550, 551).
But other very congenial work awaited lum.

From the beginninsr of his life in Vienna he had
been acquainted with van Swieten, director of

the Hofbibliothek, who was a great amateur of

classical music, and who with a small band of

friends devoted every Sunday morning to study-

ing the works of the old masters. He himself

gang the * treble, Mozart (who sat at the piano)

the alto, and Starzer and Teyber tenor and bass.

It was for these practices that Mozart sent for

his MS. book of pieces by Michael Haydn and
Eberlin, and afterwards for the fugues of Bach
and Handel. They also served as an incentive

to him to compose pianoforte pieces of a solid

description; several remained fragments, but
among those completed are—Prelude and Fugue,
kg, in C (394) ; Fugue in G minor (401) ; Cla-

viersuite in the style of Bach and Handel (399) ;

an arrangement of the fugue in minor (origin-

ally for 2 P.F.S) for string-quartet, with a short

adagio (546). He also arranged 5 fugues frt>m

Bach's Wohltemperirte Clavier for string-quartet

(405).
By 1788, however, van Swieten's practices had

assumed larger proportions. At his instigation

a number of gentlemen united to provide the ne-

cessary funds for performances of oratorios with
chorus and orchestra. The fine large hall of
the Hofbibliothek served as their concert-room,

Mozart conducted, and young Weigl took the
pianoforte. It was for these performances that

he added wind parts to Handel's 'Acis and Gala-

I His COher did not lire to aee this parital FHaiMttoD of hU hope*

;

he h«d died, m alretdy stated, on Haj 2S.
t Vii. the dances for the Imperii Bedonten-bftlls, which tt was his

dnty to sappty.
> According to Da Ponte the Eraperor said, ' The opera is dlrine.

finer perhaps than Figaro, bat it is not the meat for my Viennese.'
When the saying was reported to Mozart he replied, ' We must give
them time to chew it.'

4 • Diskant.' Uozart's letter. March Ki. 176S.
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tea'» (Nov. 1788), •Messiah' (March 1789),
*Ode to St. Cecilia^s Day/ and * Alexander's
Feast ' (July, 1 790).
Such work as this, however, did nothing to im-

prove his pecuniary condition ; and in the hope
that the journey might bring to light some means
of extricating himself, he gratefully accepted an.

invitation frt)m his pupil and patron Prince Karl
lichnowsky, to accompany him to Berlin.

Leaving Vienna on April 8, 1 789, their first

halting-place worth noting was Dr^en, where
Mozart played at court, exciting great admiration
and receiving 100 ducats. He was well received
also in private circles, and the general interest

was increased by a competition with J. W.
Hassler of Erfurt, then distinguished as pianist

and organist.* Without considering him a
formidable opponent, Mozart acknowledged his

talent. Here also he made the acquaintance of
the poet Komer, and his sister-in-law Dora
Stock, who drew a charming portrait of Mozart
with a silver pencil. He produced a still greater

effect in Leipzig, where he made the acquaint-

ance 6f Rochlitz, who has preserved innumerable
interesting traits both of the man and the artist.

On April 23 he played the organ in the St.

Thomas Church, Doles the Cantor and Gomer
the organist pulling out the stops for him. All
present were enchanted, especially Doles, who
could almost have believed in the restoration to

life of his teacher, the great Bach himself. In
return he made the choir of the Thomas-school
sing Bach*s 8-part motet * Singet dem Herm,* at
which Mozart exclaimed with delight, 'Here is

something from which one may still learn,' and
having secured the parts of the other motets (no

score being at hand), he spread them out before

him, and became absorbed in study.

On their arrival in Berlin the travellers went
straight to Potsdam, and Prince Lichnowsky
presented Mozart to the King, who had been
anxiously expecting him. Frederic William II.

was musical, played the cello well, (he was a
pupil of the elder Duport,) and had a well-

selected orchestra. The operawas conducted by
Reichardt, and the concerts by Duport. The
King's favourable anticipations were fully realised

in Mozart, but Reichardt and Duport were set

against him by his candidly replying to the

King's question, what he thought of the band,
* it contains great virtuosi, but if the gentlemen
would play together, they would make a better

effect.* The King apparently laid this remark
to heart, for he ofiered Mozart the post of Capell-

meister, with a salary of 3000 thalers (about

£600). After a moment's hesitation, he replied

with emotion, 'How could I abandon my good
Emperor ?'

In the meantime, preparations having been
made for a concert, Mozart went again to Leipzig.

The programme consisted entirely of his own un-

published compositions, and at the dose he

s Also performed at Monrt's heneflt-coneert in the Jahn'scb«!C
ConcertMuU in the tame month.

• UAuier played a concerto of Mozart's at his e<mcert In London.
Max ao, 1792. Bee Fobl's ' Hajrdn in Loudon.' SOU
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improYiBed by general request ; but the audience

was a scanty one. For Engel, the Court-organist,

he composed a charming little Gigue for piano-

forte (574). Returning to Berlin on May 19, he
rushed to the theatre, where his 'Entfuhrung'

was being performed, and taking a seat near the

orchestra, made observations in a half-audible

tone ; the and violins, however, playing D sharp

instead of D, he called out, * Ck>nfound it, do take

D !
' and was recognised immediately. He was

much pleased to meet his pupil Hummel, who
only became aware while playing of his master s

presence at his concert. This time Mozart
played before the Queen, but gave no public

performance. The King sent him 100 Friedrichs

a or, and asked him to compose some quartets

for him. As to the pecuniary results of the tour,

Mozart wrote laconically to his wife, 'On my
return you must be glad to have me, and not

think about money.' He started on his home-
ward journey on May 28, and passing through
Dresden and Prague, reached Vienna on June 4,

1789. He set to work inmiediately on the first

quartet (575) for the King of Prussia, and re-

ceived a kind letter of thanks, with a gold snuff-

box and a second 100 Friedrichs d'or. The two
others (589, 590) followed in May and June, 1 790.

His position still continued a most melancholy

one, his wife*s constant illnesses adding to his

expenses. Again he applies to his friend and
brother freemason ' for inmiediate assistance. I

am still most unfortunate 1 Always hovering be-

tween hope and anxiety
!

' In this state of things

he yielded to the pressure put upon him by his

friends, and informing the JEmperor of the offer

of the King of Prussia, tendered his resignation.

Surprised and disconcerted, the Emperor ex-

claimed, * What, Mozart, are you going to leave

me?' and he answered with emotion, *Your
Majesty, I throw myself upon your kindness—

I

remain!' This circumstance, and the success

of 'Figaro,'* revived after a long pause, probably

induced the Emperor to order a new opera, for

which Da Ponte again furnished the libretto

(said to have been founded on recent occurrences

in Vienna). This was the opera buffa ' Coei fan

tutte' (588), produced Jan. 26, 1790, but soon

interrupted by the Emperor's serious illness,

terminating in death on Feb. 20. Musicians had
little to expect from his successor, Leopold II,

and there was no break in the clouds which over-

shadowed poor Mozart. The rough draft is still

preserved of an application for the post of second

Capellmeister, but he did not obtain it. The
magistrate did indeed grant (May 9, 1791) his

request to be appointed assistant, 'without pay for

the present,* to the cathedral Capellmeister, which
gave him the right to succeed to this lucrative

post on the death of Hof&nann the Capellmeister,

but Hoffmann outlived him.
The coronation of the Emperor Leopold at

Frankfurt on Oct. 9, was the occasion of his last

artistic tour. Having pawned his plate to pro-

cure funds, he started on Sept. 26, and after a
journey of six days arrived in the ancient Reich*

1 Kozart oompoied s new tit (S77} for Kile. Femreie del Bene.
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stadt. He gave a concert on Oct. 14 in the
Stadttheater, the programme consisting entirely

of his own compositions. During a short stay

made in Mayence, Tischbein took a life-size half-

length portrait. On the return journey he visited

Mannheim and Munich, where, at the Elector's

request, he played at a court concert given in

honour of the King of Naples. He had not been
invited to play before the latter in Vienna, and
he wrote to his wife with some bitterness, *It

sounds well for the court of Vienna, that mem-
bers of their own family should hear me for the
first time at a foreign court

!

' Soon after his

arrival in Vienna, Mozart had to take leave of

his best friend, for Salomon, the impresario, had
come in person to carry 'Haydn off to London.
With a heavy heart he said good-bye to the
only artist who understood him thoroughly and
honestly wished to see him prosper. They were
never to meet again.

His affairs were now worse than ever; the
Berlin journey had produced nothing, and a spe-

culation on which he had set his hopes failed.

And yet he went on working his hardest. A
series of his best and most varied compositions,

including the beautiful motet 'Ave Verum* (618)
—written at Baden, near Vienna, afterwards

Beethoven's favourite resort—were but the fore-

runners of the * Requiem * and the * Zauberflote.'

His last appearance as a virtuoso (he had not
played the piano in public since 1 788) was in all

probabilityat a concert given by Bahr, the clarinet-

player, on March 4, 1 79 1 . Perhaps he played his

last Concerto in Bt> (595) composed in January.
In this very month of March, Schikaneder,

the Salzburg acquaintance of 1780, and now
manager of the little theatre, scarcely more than
a booth, in the grounds of Prince Starhemberg's

house in the suburb of Wieden, began to urge

Mozart to compose a magic opera to a libretto he
had in hand, which he hoped would extricate

him from his embarrassments. Ever ready to

help anybody, Mozart agreed, and set to work on
the score, the greater part of which was written

in a little pavilion' near the theatre, and in a
summer-house in the little village of Josefsdorf,

on the Kahlenberg, close to Vienna. To keep
him in good humour, Schikaneder provided him
with wine, and amusing society,—his enjoyment
of which good things, grossly exaggerated, has
tended more than anything to throw discredit

upon his character.

In July, while hard at work, he received

a visit fr^m a stranger, who, enjoining secrecy,

commissioned him to write a Requiem for an un-

known individual.* The price (50, or according

to some, 100 ducats) was fixed, and Mozart set to

work with the more ardour for having composed
no church-music since the mass of 1 783. Again
he was interrupted by an urgent invitation from

the Estates of Bohemia to compose an opera for

s He made preliminary offers of a similar kind to Mozart.
s Now on the Capudnerberg. In Salzburg, a gift from the present

Prince Starhemberg.
4 Proved after bU death to have been Count Walsegg. an amatetir

anxlouA to be thought a great composer, and who really had the

Bequiem performed under his own name. The messenger was his

steward Leutgcb.
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the approaching coronation of Leopdd II. at

Prague. Mozut was on the point of itepping

into the travelling carriage when the mysterious

messenger sudde^y stood before him, and asked
what had become of the requiem. Touched and
distressed by the question, Mosart assured the

man that he would do his beet on his return;

and so saying departed with his pupil Siiss-

mayer. He worked hard at the opera during
the journey, Siissmayar filling in the red-
tativo seoco. The coronation took place on
Sept. 6, and 'La Clemenza di Tito' (621) was
performed the same evening in the National
theatre, in presence of their Majesties and a
select audience, who were too much absorbed
by the occurrences of the day to pay great atten-

tion to the opera. Indeed, the £mpress is said to

have made veiy disparaging remarks on the
' porcheria ' of German music. Mozart, who was
not well when he came to Prague, suffered

severely from the strain, but he spent a few
pleasant hours with his friends, and parted from
them with tears.

Disappointed and suffering he reached home in

the middle of September, and at once set to work
with energy at Schikaneder*s opera. The over-

ture and introductory march to the 2nd act were
finished Sept. 28, and two days later, on the 30th,

the 'Zauberflote' (620) was given for the first

time. Mozart conducted at the piano, Siissmayer

turned over for him, and Henneberg, who had
conducted the rehearsals, played the bells. It

was coldly received at the outset, and at the
end of the first act Mozart, looking pale and
agitated, went on the stage to Schikitfieder, who
endeavoured to comfort him.^ The audience
recovered frx>m their coldness so far as to call

for Mozart at the close, but he was with dif-

ficulty persuaded to appear before the curtain.

The interest in the opera increased with each
representation, and soon the * Zauberflote * was
as great a ' draw * as Schikaneder could desire.

Mozart now hoped to be able to devote his

whole time to the Kequiem, but his late exertions

and excitement had proved too much for him,
sorely tried as he was in other respects. Fainting
fits came on, and he fell into a state ofdeep depres-
sion.' His wife tried in vain to raise his spirits.

During a drive in the Prater, he suddenly b^^an
to talk of death, and said with tears in his eyes
that he was writing the Requiem for himself. * I
feel certain,' he continued, * that I shall not be
here long ; some one has poisoned me, I am con-

vinced. I cannot shake off the idea.* ' By the

> Schenk. In bb urtoblognphy, tolls how ha hid ft place in the
orebettn At the ftnt performance, and was ao enchanted with the
overture that he crept up to the conductur's chair, seized Mozart's
hand and kissed It. Moiart, putting out his right band, looked
klikdly at blm. and stroked hit cheek.

s A note (Jahn U. eeS) to some unknown person (?Da Poote) strik-
Ingiy oonflnns this.

s It Is Dotorlons that Salierl was rttj much sospected. bat he 1d-
difnantly repudiated the accusation. His own words (reported by
Kleraetschek, p. 81) prore that he was not displeased at Mozart's
death:—' It Is Indeed a pity to lose so fraat a tenlus. but his death Is

ft good thing for us. If he had lived longer not a soul would haire
given us a bit of broad for omr composlSons.' The answer gtven to
the accusation by Sallerl's friend. CapellineUter Schwanenb^. waa.
to say the least of It. remarkable :—' Paul I non ha fatto niente per
meriuruntaloDorat' (GeeMl whftt hMhedoaeto deaerva so great
•a honour 1)
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advice ofhis physicians, his terrified wife took the
score away from him, and he rallied sufficiently

to compose on Nov. 15 a cantata (625) for hu
Xx>dge to words by Schikaneder. He even con-
ducted the performance himself; but the improve-
ment was of short duration, and he took to his

bed. Now, when itwas too late, favourable pros-

pects opened before him. He was informed that
some of the nobility of Hungary had clubbed to-

gether to guarantee him a yearly sum, and at the
same time a subscription was got up in Amster-
dam, for which he was to furnish oompositionB to

become the property of the subscribers. When
the hour for the theatre amved, he would follow

in imagination the performance of the ' Zauber-
flote,' and the Requiem oohtinued to occupy his

mind. On Dec a he had the score brought
to him in bed, and tried a passage, singing the

alto himself, while his brother-in-law Hofer took
the tenor, and Sohack and Gerl from the theatre

the soprano and bass. When they got to the first

few bMmi of the Laorimosa, \t suddenly came
home to him that he should never finish it, and
he burst out crying, and put away the score. In
the evening Siissmayer came in, and he gave him
some directions about the Requiem, witii which
his thoughts seemed constantly occupied, for even
while dozing he puffed out his cheeks as if try-

ing to imitate the drums. Towards midnight
he suddenly sat up with his eyes fixed ; then he
turned his head on one side, and appeared to fiJl

asleep. * By one o'clock in the morning of Dec 5,

1 791, his spirit had fled. He died of malignant
typhus fever. At three o'clock in the afternoon

of the 6th his body was removed from the house
of mourning * to St. Stephen's ; the service was
held in the open air, as was the custom with the

poorest class of funeral, and van Swieten, Siies-

mayer, Salieri, Roser, and Orsler, stood round the

bier.^ They followed as far as the city gates, and
then turned back, as a violent storm was raging,

and the hearse went its way unaccompanied
to the churchyard of St. Marx. Thus, witii-

out a note of music, forsaken by all he held

dear, the remains of this prince of harmony were
committed to the earth,—not even in a grave of

his own. but in the common paupers' grave (AUge-
meine *Grube). The Lodge to which he belonged
held in his honour a ceremonial worthy of the de-

ceased ; the ' Wiener Zeitung ' announced ' the

irreparable loss' in a few eloquent lines, and
af^wards inserted the following epitaph ;

—

MOZARDI
TVMOLO INSCRIBENDVM

Qui iacet hie, Cbordis Infani BCiracula Mondi
Auxit ct Orpheom Vir Buperftrit, Abll

£t Animae eitu bene porecars.

4 RauhenstelngaMe. on the site of the present GaHanl'adMn 0*>
bAude. in the vesUbule of which the builder has placed a biMt of
Motari.

s Schikaneder was too xnucboreroome to be present. Walking «p
and down he exclaimed, 'his spirit pursues dm everywhere; I have
him continually before my eyn.'

• By Van Bwleten's orders (himself well off) the stricteet economy
was observed In the funeral arrangements. The site of the actual
grave was soon forgotten ; but the city of Vienna erected on the pro
bable spot a handsome monument by Hans Gaaser. solemnlj uaveOed
on the anniversary of Moiart'i death. Deo. S. UBS.
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To the compOBitiofDs already mentioned in

Vienna must be added the following :

—

Airs for MpTaiio OW. 974): con-l for dartoBt. S vloUna. tIoU. and
•eruriu for his aister-tn-law.lline. ' oello (Ml) ; qulnt«t for bartnonica,
Laofe (SO. 41«. 938) : air with P.F. fluta. oboe, rlola. and cello (017)

;

obL for Nancy Storaoe (SOO) ; > ditto trto (dlTertimeoto)for violin, viol a.
for Adamberfer, the tenor (4S1); and oello (MS); rondo for Tlolln
baai airs for Fischer (4S2. 512).

| (573) ; 4 horn concertos (412. 417.

Ciottfrled Ton Jaoquln (S13X Qerl 447. «»5); clarinet concerto (CS2).

(who sanff Sarastro). with contra-
basso obllcato for Plschlberger
<«tS). and Benuod (BB4). Airs In-

serted In operas by other com-
poeers : 2 for Mme. Lange In An-
foesls 'II curloso Indiscrete ' (418.

419): bass air for AlbertarelU In

'Le Oelosle fortunate' (Anfoesi)

(HI) : for MUe. Vllleneave In Cl-

marosa's ' I doe Baronl ' (578). and
In Martin's 'II burbero dl boon
cuore' (582, S8S): for his sister-in-

law Mme. Hofer In Palslello's ' Bar-
Mere '(560). Trios for the Jacqnfo
fsailly (43M9) : comic, nicknamed
the Bandel-Terzet (441): for Bi-
anehl's 'VlUanella raplta.' trio
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(400) and quartet (479). aoLleder 4M. 600; 642. 64e. M4) : trio with
for a single Tolce, Indudlog ' Das
VeUehen ' (47«) : > ' AbendempBn-
duQc' (flSS). 'An aUM' (004): IS

InstniiiBtal; serenadeforwind-

clarinet and Tlola (498); 2 quar-
tets. O minor and ElUt (478, 490)

;

quintet In K flat, with oboe, clari-

net, horn, and bassoon (468) ; 17
concertos (41S-15. 44941. 468. 4fi«,

I (S75): Kleine Kaeht- 460. 4«6. 407. 48Z. 488. 401. 698. 687.

(625) ; 8 marches (406) ; 696) ; concert-rondo (382), printed
dances, 9& Nos. ; ' Kin musikal-

, as the last moTemeat ofan earlier
tseher Spass ' (022) ; 4 strii«-quln- concerto UTO)*
leu (S16, 6i6w 60, C14}: 1 qulnteti

For P.F. : sonata bi minor (407)

with Introductory fantasia (475) ; S
sonatas (546. 870, 876) ; Allegro and
Andante (SB3) ; 2 fontastas (398.

887) ; Adagio In B minor (640) : 2
rondos (4^ fill) ; variations (998,

465. 48a SOOi 673. 618): 8 sonatas
with Tlolln. completed fai Vienna,
and published bj subscription.
Moiart editing (296. 876-380); T
ditto (40»4. 454. 481. 626. 647);
sonatas for 4 hands (497. aei) ; An-
dante with 5 Tariatiow (601) : for
a musical dock (also arranged for
4 hands) Adagio and Allegro (504)

;

fontasla («0) ; Andante (616) ; 8
trios with TloUn and cello (442.

In contemplating Mozart as an artist we are
first struck by the grradaal growth of his powers.
Qod bestowed on him exkuordinary genius, but
nearly as extraordinary is the manner in which
his father fostered and developed it. We have
seen him laying a solid foundation by the study
of Fux's Gradus, and anxiously enforcing early
praotioe in technique. We have also seen Mozart
studying in Salzburg the works of contempo-
raneous composers. In Italy his genius rapidly
mastered the forms of dramatic and ancient
ohuroh music ; van Swieten's influence led him
to Bach, whose works at Leipzig were a new-
found treasure, and ^ Handel, of whom he said,
' He knows how to make great effects better than
any of us ; when he chooses he can strike like a
thunderbolt.' How familiar he was with the
works of Emanuel Bach is shown by his remark
to Doles, ' He is the father, we are his children

;

those of us who can do anything wcnih having
have learnt it from him, and those who do not
see this are / The eagerness with which
he laid hold of Benda*s melodramas as something
new has already been desoribed.
His handwriting was small, neat, and always

-the same, and when a thing was once written
down he seldom made alterations. * He wrote
music as other people write letters,* said his wife,
and this explains his apparently inexhaustible
power of composing, although he always declared
that he was not spared that labour and pains
^m which the highest genius is not exempt. His
great works he preparetllong beforehand ; sitting
up late at nighfe, he would improvise for hours
ai the piano, and 'these were the true hours of
creation of his divine melodies.' His thoughts

1 The autograph Is Inscribed 'eompoetaiier la Bfim. atoiMt dal Kio
••rro ed amlco W. A. Mocart. 26^11 Dec 1788.'

* FaMtmlle In Jahn. toL 1. Appendix.

were in fact always occupied with music ;
* You

know,' he wrote to hi:* father, ' that I am, so to

speak, swallowed up in music, that I am busy
with it all day long—speculating, studying, con-

sidering.' But this very wei^hUig and consider-

ing ofton prevented his working a thing out

;

a failing with which his methc^cal father re-

proached him :—' If you will examine your con-

science properly, you will find that you have
postponed many a work for good and all.' When
necessary, however, he could compose with great
rapidity, and without any preparation, impro-
vising on paper as it were. Even during the
pauses between games of billiards or skittles he
would be accumulating ideas, for his inner world
was beyond the reach of any outer disturbance.

During iiis wife's confinement he would spend
his time between her bed-side and his writing-

table. When writing at night he could not get
on without punch, of which he was very fdnd,

and 'of which,' says Kelly.' 'I have seen him
take oopious (Iraughts.' At the same time he
would get liis wife to tell him stories, and would
laugh heartily.

We have already remarked on his powers as
a virtuoso on the piano, organ, and violin, and
also on his preference for the viola. He con-
sidered the first requisites for a pianist to be
a quiet steady hancC the power of tinging the
melody, deamess and neatness in the ornaments,
and of course the necessary technique. It was
the combination of virtuoso and composer which
made his playing so attractive. His small well-

shaped hands glided easily and gracefully over
the keyboard, delighting the eye nearly as much
as the ear. (dementi declared that he had never
heard anybody pU^ with so much mind and
charm as Mozart. Dittersdorf expressed his ad-
miration of the union of taste and science, in

which he was corroborated by the Emperor
Joseph. Haydn said with tears in his eyes, that

as long as be lived he should never forget

Mozart's playing, ' it went to the heart.' No
(me who was fortunate enough to hear him
improvise ever forgot the impression. ' To this

hour, old as I am,' said * Rieder, ' those harmo-
nies, infinite and heavenly, ring in my ears, and
I go to the grave fully convinced that there was
but one Mozart.' His biographer Niemetochek,
expresses himself in similar terms, * If I might
have the fulfilment of one wish on earth, it

would be to bear Mozart improvise once more
on the piano ; those who never heard him can-

not have the faintest idea of what it was.'

Vienna was the very place for him in this re-

spect ; when he was thinking of settling there,

his father, with characteristic prudenoe, warned
him of the fickleness of the public, but he replied

that his department was too favourite a one,
' this certainly is pianoforte UukL' And he was
right ; from Ins first appearance to the last, the
favour ofthe public never wavered. As a teacher

he was not in much request, Stefian, Kozeluch,

I 'RemlnlseeDcea,* L 238.

* Ambros Rieder. oiitalit

, died lii5L

od eholnnastar at Perahtoladort near
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Righini, and otbera, having more pupils thongli

cliargiog the same terms as he. The fact is, he
was neither methodical nor obsequious enough

;

it was only when personally attracted by talent,

earnestness, and a desire to get on, that he
taught willingly. Many people preferred to

profit by his remarks in social intercourse, or

took a few lessons merely to be able to call them-
selves his pupils. Fraulein Auemhammer is an
instance of the first, and the celebrated physician

Joseph Frank of the second. With such pupils

as these he used to say, ' You will profit more
by hearing me play, than by playing yourself/

and acted accordingly. Among his best lady
pupils were the Countesses Rumbeck and Zichy,

fVau von Trattnem, wire of the wealthy book-

seller, Franziska von Jacquin, afterwards Frau
von I^agudus, and Barbara Ployer. Hunmiel
came to him in 1787, he lived in the house, and
his instruction was most irregular, being given

only as time and inclination served ; but personal
intercourse amply supplied any deficiencies of

method. Mozart could always hear him play,

and played constantly before lum, took him about
with him, and declared that the boy would soon
outstrip him as a pianist. Hummel left in Nov.
1 788 to make his first tour with his father.^ Of
Thomas Attwood, who came to him from Italy

in 1785 for a course of composition, and became
his &kvourite pupil, he said to Kelly, * Attwood
is a young man for whom I have a sincere affec-

tion and esteem ; he conducts himselfwith great

propriety, and I feel much pleasure in telling

you, that he partakes more of my style than any
other scholar I ever had, and I predict that

he will prove a sound ^musician.' Kelly, who
wrote pretty songs, wished to have some instruc-

tion from Mozart in composition, but he dis-

suaded him firom it, as his profession of the stage

ought to occupy all his attention. ' Reflect,* he
said, * a little hnowUdge is a dangerous thing . . .;

do not disturb your natural gifts. Melody is

the essence of music ; I compare a good melodist

to a fine racer, and counterpointists to hack
post-horses: therefore be advised, let tDcU alone,

and remember the old Italian proverb—Chi sa
m piti, meno ' sa.* Mozart also taught composition
* to a few ladies, a cousin ofAbb^ Stadler's among

the number. The MS. book * he used with her
is in the Hofbibliothek, and is interesting as
showing the blevemess with which, in the midst
of jokes and playful remarks, he managed to keep
his lady pupils to their grammar. With more
advanced pupils he of course acted differently.

Attwood began by laying before him a book of his

own compositions, and Mozart looked it through,
criticising as he went, and with the words, *I
should have done this so,' re-wrote whole pas-

sages, and in fact re-composed the book.

'

1 HIa flnt eooMrt In London wu at the Hftnovcr Square Boomi.
Hay b, 1792, when be plajr«d a concerto of Moiart's. Fohl'i ' Haydn
In London,' pw 4&

a BemlniMencet.'i.22& s ibid. L 227.

4 It bae been published more than onee as ' Kurrgefasste Oeneral-
baasechule von W. A. Moiart ' (Vienna. Bteiner) and 'Fundament dee
Uenefalbaues ' (BerSn. Slccmejer. nmu

^ Holmct. p.n6. TblB book U now In tb« poeaenlon of Sr John
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He held regfular concerts at his own house on
Sundays, his friends being invited, and anuUeors
admitted on payment.
Of his intercourse with other artists on his

tours we have spoken, but something remains to
be said of his relations with his brethren in
Vienna. Of Bonno, at whose house his newest
symphony was twice performed in 1781 with an
unusually large orchestra (60 strings, wind-in-
struments doubled, and 8 bassoons), Mozart said,

'he is an honourable old man.* Gluck appre-
ciated him, and was inclined to be friendly, but
they were never intimate. At his request the
' EntfUhrung* was performed out of its turn,
and * Gluck paid me many conipliments upon it.

I dine with him to-morrow.* On another occa-
sion Gluck was at Mme. Lange^s concert, where
Mozart played. 'He could not say enough in
praise of the sjmiphony and aria (both by
Mozart), and invited us all four (the Mozarts
and Langes) to dinner on Sunday.* Salieri was
unfriendly. He had great influence with the
Emperor, and could easily have secured an ap-
pointment for Mozart, but though astute enough
not to show his dislike openly, he put obstacles

in his way. Other still more bitter opponents
were Kozeluch, Kreibich, and Strack, who with
Salieri had it all their own way in the Emperor's
music-room. Kozeluch also hated Haydn, and
this inspired Mozart ¥dth a contempt he took
no pains to conceal, and which Xozeluch never
forgave. We have already spoken of the rela-

tions between Mozart and Haydn :
* It was quite

touching,* says Niemetschek, 'to hear Mozart
speak of the two Haydns, or of any other great

master; it was like listening to an admiring
pupil, rather than to the great Mozart.* He
recofi^nised in the same generous way the merit
of those who merely crossed his path, such as

Paisiello and Sarti, with botii of whom he was
on veiy friendly terms. Kelly * dined at Mozart's
house with Paisiello, and was a witness of their

mutual esteem. Mozart*s pupil, Barbara Ployer,

played some of his compositions to Paisiello, who
in his turn asked for the score of 'Idomeneo.*
Of Sarti, Mozart writes to his father, 'He is an
honest upright man ;^ I have played a great deal

to him already, including variations on one of his

own airs (460) with whidi he was much pleased.*

He immortalised this very theme by introducing

it into the second Finale of 'Don Giovanni
' ; and

did a similar service for a theme from Martin's
* Cosa rara,' an opera which at that time threw
even Mozart into the shade. Of that composer,

then a universal favourite, he said :
' much that

he writes is really very pretty, but in ten years

time his music will be entirely forgotten.* Mozart
took a great interest in all striving young artists,

augmented in the case of Stephen Storaoe by his

esteem for his sister Nancy, the first Susanna in

'Figaro.* His sympathy with Gyrowetz has

been mentioned: of Pleyel's first quartets he
wrote to his father, * They are very well written,

• 'Bemlnlieencet.' 1. 2K.
T Tbe 'bonent' man altenvards wrot« a itrj malidous criUqoe on

lloaait'i quarteta.
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and really ple&sing; it is easy to see viho his

master was (Haydo). It will be a good thing

for music if Fleyel should in time replace

Haydn,* When Beethoven came to Vienna for

the first time in the spring of 1787, and found
an opportunity of playing before Mozart, he is

said to have observed to the bystanders, ' Mark
him ; he will make a noise in the world.* Of
Thomas linley, with whom, as we have seen,

he made friends in Florence, he said, ' That he
was a true genius, and had he lived would luM^e

been one of the greatest ornaments ofthe musicah
world.'

»

Mozart was short, but slim and well-propor-

tioned, with small feet and good hands; as a
young man he was thin, which made his nose look

large, but later in life he became stouter. His
head was somewhat large in proportion to his

body, and he had a profusion of fine hair, of

which he was rather vain. He was always pale,

and his face was a pleasant one, though not
striking in any way. His eyes were well-formed,
and of a good size, with fine eyebrows and lashes,

but as a rule they looked languid, and his gaze

was restless and absent. He was very particular

about his clothes, and wore a good deal of em>
broidery and jewelry ; from his elegant appear-

ance Clementi took him for one of the court

chamberlains. On the whole he was perhaps
insignificant-looking, but he did not like to be
made aware of the &ct, or to have his small

stature commented upon. When playing the

whole man became at once a dififerent and a
higher order of being. His countenance changed,
his eye settled at once into a steady calm gaze,

and eveiy movement of his muscles conveyed the
sentiment expressed in his playing. He was fond
of active exercise, which was the more necessary

as he suffered materially in health from his habit
of working far into the night. At one time he
took a regular momiug ride, but had to give it

up, not being able to conquer his nervousness.

It was- replaced by billianis and skittles, his

fondness for which we have mentioned. He
even had a billiard-table in his own house:
'Many and many a game have I played with
him,' says Kelly, 'but always came off second
best.* When no one else was there he would
play with his wife, or even by himself. His
favourite amusement of all however was dancing,
for which Vienna afforded ample opportunities.

This too Kelly mentions (i. 226), ' Mme. Mozart
told me that great as Ids genius was, he was an
enthusiast in dancing, and often said that his

taste lay in that art, rather than in music* He'
was particularly fond of masked balls, and had
Quite a talent for masquerading in character, as
he showed at the Rathhaus balls in Salzburg.
In 1 783 he sent home for a harlequin's suit, to play
the character in a pantomime got up by some
friends for the Carnival Monday ; Mme. Lange
and her husband were Columbine and Pierrot,

Merk, an old dancing-master who trained the
company, was Pantaloon, and the painter Grossi
the Dottore. Mozart devised the whole thing, and

1 Kdlj's 'Bemlnlsoancei,' L S20L

oomposed the music, which was of course very
simple; thirteen numbers have been preserved

(446).
In society Mozart found amusement of the

highest kind, and inspiration, as well as affection

and true sympathy. Ko house offered him so

much of these as that of Countess Thun, ' die

charmanteste, liebste Dame, die ich in meinem
Leben gesehen,* of whom Bumey, Reichardt, and
GpoTge Forster,wrote in the highest terms. Other
associates were the Countess's son-in-law and
Mozart's pupil Prince Karl Lichnowsky, Hofrath
Ton Bom, Baron Otto von Genmungen, Hofrath
^dn Spielmann, Prince Kaunitz, Count Cobenzl,
Fi^d-marshal Haddik, Geheimrath von Kees,
who'had weekly orchestral concerts at his house,

the botanist Jacquin, and his son and daughter
[Jacqdin von].CountHatzfeld,an intimate friend

who played in his quartets, Kaufmann Bridi,

a good tenorwho sung in * Idomeneo,' the families

Greiner, Martinez, and Ployer, all of whom had
constant music, and van Swieten, who has been
mentioned already. Another great admirer of
his was Barisani the physician, 'that noble
man, my best and dearest friend, who saved
my life* (when seriously ill in 1784), and whose
unexpected death in 1787 affected him much.
One can quite understand that the refreshment

of social intercourse was a real necessity after

his hard brain-work. On such occasions he was
full of fun, ready at a moment's notice to pour
out a stream of doggrel rhymes or irresistibly

droll remarks; in short he was a frank open-

hearted child, whom it was almost impossible

to identify ¥dth Mozart the great artist. His
brother-in-law Lange* VkyB that he was most
full of fun during the time he was occupied with
his great works. It has been rdterated cut •

nauieam that Mozart was a drunkard, whose
indulgence in this and cognate vices brought
him to an early ' grave, but that such a charge

was totally unfounded no one who has studied

his life can doubt for a moment. That, like other

people, he enjoyed a good glass of wine nobody
can deny, but his laborious life and the prodi-

gious number of his compositions convincingly

?rove that he was never given up to excess.

*hose^ who accused him of intemperance also

magnified his debts tenfold when he died, and
thus inflicted grievous injury on his widow.
These * friends ' propagated the worst reports as to

his domestic affairs and constant embarrassments.

Undoubtedly his wife was a bad manager, and
this was a serious defect in a household which
only acquired a regular income (800 fl. !) in 1 788,

and whose resources before and after that time

were most irregular. His wife's constant ill-

nesses too were a great additional burden. Though
naturally imfitted for anything of the kind, he
made many serious attempts to regulate his ex-

penses, and would every now and then keep

; Arnold's langoace Is even
> Selbstblogmphle. i>. 171.

s Compare SchllchtegroU's 'Ndcrolog';

worse (Monut's Odst. p. 6S)k

4 His assoclaUoD with Sehlkaneder gam sotne coloar to the leports.

EoBunel protested Tebementlj egalnst sach Moasasioos.
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etrict aecotinta of income And ^ exp6nditliii«, bat
these good reaolutions did not litst. Ai Jahn
remarks with point, how oould he when writing

to PuchbeTg for ascdstance (July 17, 1789) have
appealed to hir firiend'a knowledge of & cha-

iMster and honesty, if these exaggerations had
been tnie ? In most cases he was led astray by
sheer good-nattire, as he never ooold refuse any
one in need. His kindness was grievously abused
byfalse friends, whose acquaintancewas damaging
to his character, but he never learned prudence.

The worst offender in this reelect was Stadler,

the eminent clarinet-player, who often dined at

his table, and repeatedly wheedled money out of

him under pretext of poverty. After ail that

had passed, Mozart composed a concerto (6aa) for

Stadler's tour, finishing it two days only before

the production of the Zauberfldte, when he was
of course particularly hard pressed.

His reUgious sentiments, more espedally his^

viewv on death, are distinctly stated in a- letter

to his father at first hearing of his illness. ' As
death, strictly speaking, ia the true end and aim
of our lives, I have for the last two years made
myself so well acquainted with this' ttue, best

friend of mankind, that his image no longer

terrifies, but calms and consoles me. And I

thank Grod for giving me the opportunity (you
''understand) of learning to look upon death

as the key which unlocks the gate of true bliss.

I never Ue down to rest without thinking that,

young as I am, before t^e dawn of anoUier day
I may be no more ; and yet nobody wl^o knows
me would call me morose or discontented. For
this blessing I thank my Creator every day, and
wish from my heart that I oould share it with
ail my fellow-men.*

Mozart bar often been compared with other

greatt men, Shakespeare, Groethe, Beethoven,
Haydn, etc.j but the truest parallel of all is that

between him and Haphael. In the works of

both we admire the same marvellous beauty and
refinement, the same pure harmony and ideal

truthfulness ; we also recognise in the two men
the same intense delight in creation, which made
them regard each frrah work aa a sacred task,

and the same gratitude to their Maker fbr His
divine gift of genius. The influence of each

upon his a£twaf immeasurable; as painting has
but one Ri^Mfeif so music has but one Mozart.

In reviewing Mozart's instrumental compo-
sitions, we will first consider those for pianoforte.

They comprise all the difierent branches, and are

thoroughly suited to the instrument—grateful,

and fbr the present state of technique, easy; they
contain no mere bravura-writing, the passages

being for the most part founded on the scale, or

on broken chords. In playing them, clearness,

taste, and the power of singing on the instru-

ment are required. In variations, written almost
entirely for pupils and amateurs, he employs for

the most part the melismatic style. His themes

1 In one of th«M orderly fits be began (1784) a tbematle register of
an bU compoaitiotM as they were completed, and continued the prac-
tice up to a «hort time before his death. This InTaluable documeot
was first pabHshed by Andt* In HSR.

i A rtfsreooe to the doctrine of theFiwnasoDS.
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wero taken from weU-koown pieees, such or
FischerV minuet» and airs by Paisiello, Glock,
Sarti, Duport, etc. A good many that were not
Ids were circulated under his name, a proof of
the demand for them. Of these only two need'
be speoifled, one by Forster on a theme from
Sarti's opera * I finti Eredi * ; the other l^ E^etl,
on * Zii Stefibn sprach im Tmume,* from UmlaufV
* Irrlicht.' Of three Rondos the last, inA mSaor
(511) is Well known; it is characterised throogh-
out by a tenderness which makes it most attrac-

tive. Two Fantasias (396, 397), and a short
sustainedAdagio (540) are almost improvisations

;

a third Fantasia ibrms the prelude to an exoeUent
fbgue in the style of Bach (394); a fburth(475)
fuU of depth and earnestness, was united by
Mosart himselfwith ^e sonata in C minor (457).
The charmingGigue (574) ia well known ; bat a
P.F. Suite in the style of Baeh and Handel (409)
was unfortunately not finished ; the Abb^ Stacuer*

completed a more formal and abstraet Fugue
(401 ).y In bis Sonatas of the Viennese peiiod-

Mozart retained the conventional three move-
ments^ they overfiow with melody, but the last

movements, generally in the form of an ea^y
rondo or variations, are as a rule not mnch
worked out. The C minor (457), already men-
tioned, is full of fire and passion, not excepting
the last movement, and already indicates what
Bee^oven was destined to do for the s(mata.

Two othersin Bb and D (570, 576), both pleasing,

lively and easy, also deserve mention. Sonatas
by others were published under his name, for

instance, one in C minor (KocheFs Anhang, 204)
recommended by Caemy in his ' Piaooforteschnle"

(iv. 16a), even though of doubtful authenticity,

and afterwards published by Artaria with the

composer^s name—'Anton Eberl, ceuvre I.*

Another favourite one is in Bb (Kochel*s An-
hang 136), partly put together frtun Moasit's

concertos by A. E. Muller as op. 26. The most
striking sonata for four hands is the last but one
in F (497). Two pieces for a musical clock (594,
608) ordered by CountDeym for MUller's Kunst-
oabinet, are only known in the P.F. arrangemmt
for four hands ; they belong to the close of his life,

and the earnestness of purpose and thoroughness^

of technique which we find in them show how
conscientiously Mozart executed such worics to

order. For two pianos we have a lively sonata

in D (448), and an eneigetic fug^e in C minor

(426) arranged by Mozart for string-quartet with
introductory adagio (546). The Sonatas for P. F.
and violin were generally written for his lady-

pupils (the violin at that time was, generally^

speaking, a man^s instrument). They are neither

deep nor learned, but interesting frt>m their

abundant melody and modulations. One of

the finest is that in Bb (454) composed in J 784
for Mdlle. Strinasacchi; the last, in F(547),
is ' for beginners * ; the last but one in Eb (481),

is also easy, an^ contains in the first movement
the favourite subject which he treats in the finale

oftheJupiterSymphony. The P.F. Trioe werein-

tended for amateurmeetings ; the most important
is the one in E (542) composed in 1788 tor his
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£nend Pucbberg. The one in Eb (498^ with
clarinet and viola has been sdreadj mentioned

;

they were all written between 1786 and 1788.

BrtMuler in design and more powerful in ezpre»-

sion are the two Quartets in G minor and Eb
(478, 493)y especially the first, which is e£f^ive
even at the present day. The Quintet in Eb with

oboe, clarinet, horn, and bassoon (45 a), composed
in 1 784, is particularly charming. Mozart played

it to Paisiello, and wrote to his &ther 'I consider

it the best I have yet written.* His Concertos,

however, are the works which best represent him
BB a composer for the pianoforte. Their merit is

incontestable, the solo instrument and the or-

chestra being welded into an organic whole. The
first four were composed in 1767 ; six between
T773 and 1777 ; and the remaining seventeen in

Vienna. Of the latter, the first three (41 3-41 5)
were published in 1783 by Mozart himself;

thirteen were composed between 1 784 and 1 788,

and the last in Bb (595) in 1791. The last but
one in D (537) is the * Coronation concerto,* which
he is said to have played at Frankfort, though
according to other authorities it was that in F
(459). The best and most popular are those in

J) minor (466), in C (467), C minor (491), and
in C (503). 1 he characteristics of the concertos

maybe <^U8 summarised—those in F, A, C (413-

415), C minor (449) and Bb (456) are easiest of

comprehension for a large audience'; those in

Bb, G, andA (450, 453, 488) bright and pleasing;

those in D minor and C minor (466, 491) pas-

sionate and agitated ; those in Eb and Bb (483,

595) serious and sustained ; those in C andD (503,

537), brilliant and showy; the one in C (467)
grand and poetic. The following have been already
mentioned-^-Concerto for two P.F.s in Eb (365)
composed in 1 780, fine in the first and lively in

Hie last movement; ditto for three P.F^ in F
(341) composed 1 776, and arranged by Mozart
for two P.F.s with cadenzas ; and a Concert-

rondo in D (38a), printed as the last movement
of the concerto in D (i 75).
We now pasa to the compositions for strings

and wind. The Duets are few ; and include those

composed for Michael Haydn. The only Trio for

violm, vioh^ and cello, in Eb (563) composed in

1788, is in six movements, like a divertimento

;

it is broadly designed, and worked out with the
greatest zeal and care, 'a true ^cabinet-picture.*

Of the first sixteen Quartets for two violins,

viola, and cello, that in D minor (i 73), composed
in 1773, rises obviously to a higher level. It

Was only aftier a pause of nine years (Nov. 1 78a)
• that Mozart resimied this branch of composition

with the six dedicated to Haydn, each one a gem.
Snch however was not the popular verdict at

the time; a critic of the day^ found them 'much
too highly spiced*—and asks 'whose palate can
stand that for any length oftime?' PrinceGrassal-

kowics tore up the parts in a rage at finding that

they really contained the hideous stuffwhich was
being played before him ; and they were returned

to .^taria from Italy as so full of mistakes that

it was impossible to play from them. The chief

Mozart: 89^

iJaho. > Cnmer'i 'Mivulii dm MiuUc.' II. WO.

stnmbHngblock was the muoh-abnsed introduc-

tion to the last quartet. In his next one, in D
(499), Mozart tried to accommodate himself to

the wishes of the publia The last three, in D, Bb,
and F (575, 589, 590), were composed for the
King of Prussia at a time when he was neariy
crushed beneath a load of care and poverty, of

which, however, the works bear no trace. The'
king*s favourite instrument, the cello, has more
than its fbU share of work, and in spite of the
fine treaitment and wealth of invention this is'

injurious to the character of the quartet. The
Adagio with fugue (546) has been alreadynoticed.
The Quartets for flute and strings (285, 298),
aad for oboe obligate (370) are easy of execution,

and of no special importance.

The Quintets must all be ascribed to external

influences : Mozart invariably doubled the viola,

instead of the cello as Boccherini did. The first,

in Bb (46), was written in Vienna' in 1 768, and-

the autograph shows his stiU unformed boyish

hand ; the next, dated five years later, b in Bb*

(174); and the third, in minor (406), an ar-

rangement of the eight-part serenade for wind
instruments (388), follows ten years later. Of
those belonging to 1787 in C and G minor (515,

516), the latter full of passion and movement, is'

the ne plus ultra of its kind. The two last, in'

D and Eb (593, 614), were written in December
1790 and April 1791, 'at the urgent request of

an amateur, whose object evidently was to give
assistance in a delicate manner to the hard-
pressed composer ; both show the clearness and
tenness of the master-hand, although the end
was so near. Three' other Quintets must be in-

cluded in this series ; one in Eb (407) composed
in 1787 for Leitgeb the horn-player, with only

one violin, and a French horn or cello ; another

in A (581), the charming *Stadler quintet,* fbr

darinet, two violins, viola, and cello, completed

Sept. 29, 1789 ; and a third in C minor (617) for

glass harmonica^ flute, oboe, viola, and cello,

composed in May 179 1 for Kirchgassner. The
accompanying instruments are obviously selected

with a view to the special timbre of the solo, an
effect which is lost by substituting the piano.

We have already seen that at the time he was
working hard at the violin, Mozart composed six

Concertos for it—207, 211, 216, 218, 219 in

1775, and 268 in 1776. They consist of three

movements each, the first being generally the

most worked-out, the second in the style of a
romance (the adagio in 216 is of larger propor-

tions), and the third in rondo-form. Previous

to these came a concertone (190) for two solo

violins, and orchestra, with obligato parts for cello

and oboe, interesting firom the artistic manner in

which the various instruments are grouped.

Quite different again is a ' Concertante Sympho-
nic * for violin and viola (364) written in 1 780.

The solo-parts are treated idmply, seldom moving'

a KOchel glrn SaUbnrt, but th« family were then in Vienna afler

tbdr return from Olmfltz and BrQnn. The quhitet wu metiunor^
pbowd by Mozart Into a serenade (Ml) In 17HX The fine adado No. S
?raa arranged In Vienna by an unknown hand a« an offertorlum. to the

words 'Quia te oomprehmdat.' for 4 rotoea. organ and yIoUh s<Jo. S

Tlolln*. viola, 2 bonu, and bMS. Parte published with others by IM*-

belU.inXbw
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independently when playing together, the orches-

tra is stronger, and Uie tutti more important, no

that its character, as indicated by the title, is

rather that of a symphony.
Nine Concerton remain to be considered:

—

the one composed in Paris for flute and harp is

brilliant without being difficult for the solo in-

struments; the orchestra is discreetly handled,

and the andantino accompanied by string quartet

alone, graceful and tender. A concerto for bassoon

(191) was composed in Salzburg; two for flute

(313, 314) in Mannheim; four for French horn
(41a, 417, 447, 495) at Vienna, at the house and
in the presence of Leutgeb. These last are evi-

dently written hastily and carelessly, and are of

no special significance ; the autograph is full of

absurd marginal notes. [See Leutctbb, p. 1 26.]

The last concerto, composed for Stadler (62 a),

brings out all the fine qualities of the clarinet

;

Jahn regards it as the basis of modem execution.

The Serenades, Nocturnes, and Divertimenti or

Cassationen, mostly with solo instruments concer-

tante, consist generally of from six to eight

movements. One of ike nocturnes (286) has
four orchestras, of two violins, viola, bass, and
two horns each, by means of whidi a triple

echo is produced; a short serenade (239) has
only strings and drums. Another serenade for

Mand instruments with cello and bass (361),
remodelled in 1 780 from a youthful quintet (46),
is an important work. Of solid merit are three

divertimenti for string-quintet and horns in F,

Bb, and C (247, 287, 334) ; the second is well

known. They have six movements each, and
are essentially in quartet-style, in spite of the

horns. Though written when he was not much
above twenty, his masteiy of this kind of com-
position is complete. Another divertimento for

the same instruments ' £in musikalischer Spass,

oder auch Bauem-Symphonie' ('a musical joke'),

composed in 1787, is irresistibly comic.

The Tafelmusik, Nachtmusik, etc., for wind-
. instruments, with from six to eight movements
each, often present the most extraordinary com-
binations, such as 2 flutes, 5 trumpets, and
5 drums (187, 188), intended it is true for

festal occasions, and a oboi, a bassoons, and
2 horns, in six divertimenti (213, 240, 253,

25.^. 370, 289) composed in 1775 and 1776,
and graceful in spite of their concise form.

Superior to these, and indeed to all mere f§te

music, are two serenades for wind in £b and
C minor (375, 388), composed in Vienna in 1781
and 1782 ; the latter also arranged by Mozart as
a quintet (406). Of dance-music for full orchestra

the first published was four oontredanses (267,
Salzburg, 1 776) ; in 1 784 followed two quadrilles

(463) each consisting of a minuet and an allegro

;

and in 1787 six German dances (509) and nine
contredanses (510). The dances, written for six

of the Redouten-Balls in Vienna, begin in Dec.
1788 with the German dances (567) and twelve
minuets (568).

In the Symphonies we are able to follow the
steps of his progress most closely. He first

makes sure of his materials and technique, then
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the separate parts acquire more freedom and
independence, melody and invention grow, the
subjects gain in duuncter, there is more sub-
stance in the whole, the details are better worked
out ; the wind-instruments, no longer used
merely to strengthen the strings, tike their
own line and materially assist in the light

and shade; in a word, the various component
parts of the orchestra become one animated
whole. Mozart had a great advantage over
Haydn in having heard and studied the fine

orchestras at Mannheim, Munich, and Paris,

while Haydn was entirely restricted to his own.
Mozart at first learned from Haydn, but after

1785 the reverse took place; Haydn*8 London
symphonies also show how much his orches-

tration gained in fullness and brilliance from
contact with the world. Mozart's first attempts
in London and the Hague are in three move-
ments; in those composed at Vienna in 1767
and 1768 the minuet is introduced. His later

treatment of this movement is distinguished for

refinement and dignified cheerfulness, in contrast

to the jovial good-humour and banter which cha-
racterise Haydn's minuets. Of twenty symphonies
composed in Salzbuxg, two are distinctly supe-
rior, that in G minor (183) being serious, almost
melancholy, and in some sense the precursor of
the later one in the same key, to which the other
in A (aoi), bright, fresh, and sunny, forms a
striking contrast. Next comes the lively Parisian
or French symphony in D (297) with three
movements; then three more in Salzburg, in-

cluding one in G (318) in one movement, pro-

bably intended as an overture to a play.^ With
the exception of two in C and G (425, 44^)
composed in Linz, and plainly showing Haytms
influence, all the rest were written in Vienna.
In the lively bustling symphonies in D (385),
composed 1782, and C (504), composed 1786, for

the Haffner family of Salzburg, the orchestration

reminds us that they had just been preceded by
' Figaro.' The last three, in £b, G minor, and C
with the fugue (Jupiter) (543, 550, 551), were com-
posed in 1778 between tiie 26th of June and the
loth of August, just over six weeks ! Ambros'
says of them, 'Considered as pure music, it is

htyrdly worth while to ask whether the world
possesses anything more perfect.' Jahn calls the
first a triumph of beauty in sound, the second

a work of art exhausting its topic, and the third

in more than one respect the greatest and noblest

of Mozart's symphonies.

Next come the Vocal Compositions. Lieder he
only wrote casually ; and unfortunately to very

insignificant words. The greater number are

in stanzas, but some few are continuously com-
posed, such as 'An Chloe' (524^, more in the

style of an Italian canzonet ; ' Abendempfind-
ung' (523) fine both in form and expression;

'UngliickLche Liebe' and *Trennung und Wie-
dervereinigung' (520, 519) almost passionate ;

and ' Zu meiner Zeit ' (517) in a sportive tone.

1 Vat, MoAao
iatim.

ftatad. Btanchlli 'VUlanella ngUtM,* flnt pcodnoed

kaDdro«le.'p.l29L
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Of three Khiderlieder (529, 596, 598) the second,

'Komm* lieber Mai/ still survives; nor will

the * Wiegenlied * (350) be forgotten. Goethe's

*Vei]chen (476) is perfection, and shows what
Mozart cotdd have produced in this direction.

Many spurious Lieder have been published under

his name; there are 38 in Kochel's Catalogue

(Anhang V. Nos. 246-383). The canons re-

quire sifting ; even Byrd's ' Kon nobis Domine'
has been set to German words, and ascribed to

him. Several are composed to words in the

Viennese dialect, and the effect is quite neutral-

ised by the modem drawing-room text which is

often substituted. *DifiBcile lectu mihi Mars*

(S59) is A comic canon, followed on the reverse

Bide oi the sheet by 'O du eselhafter ^Peyerl'

(560). The double canon on ' Lebet wohl, wir

aehn nns wieder ' and ' Heult noch gar wie alte

"Weiber/ written on taking leave of Doles at

Leipzig, is well-known.

As we have seen already, he was frequently

called upon to write airs for concerts, and for

insertion in operas: many of these still bear

repetition ; for instance, the soprano-airs * Misera

dove son * (369), * Non temer amato bene ' with

P.F. obligate (505), *Un moto di gioja* (579).

'Bella mia iiamma ' (528), one of his finest airs

;

the tenor air 'Per piutk* (420), and the bass

airs 'Non so d'onde viene' (512), 'Mentre ti

lAscio' (513), and 'Per questa bella mano' with

double-bass obligate (612).

To prepare the way for his Masses we must
first consider his Church music of various kinds.

First and foremost come the litanies and Ves-

pers, each a complete whole fonned of several

independent parts. The chief characteristic of

the Litania de venerabili is solenmity, and of the

Lauretanae or Marienlitanei, tenderness; and
these Mozart has succeeded in preserving. [See

LiTANT.] Of the latter, the first, in Bb, com-
posed in 1 771, already shows fluency in part-

writing, and mastery of form and modulation

;

but the second, in D (195), composed in 1 774,
is far more important, Uie voices being treated

contrapuntally with independent orchestra. We
have aJso two litanies de -venerabili in Bb and
Eb (125, 143), composed in 1772 and 1776, the

lapse of time between the two being clearly

marked in the compositions themselves. The
fine choruses in Kos. 3 and 5 of the latter, point

to the Requiem, and like the fugue 'Pignus
futurae * almost startle by their power, as does

also the opening of the ' Panis vivus,' identical

with the 'Tuba mirum' in the Requiem. A
still stronger sense of the dignity of church music

is shown in two ve8|)ers in C (321, 339) com-

posed in 1 779 and 1 780, the greater part of both

thoroughly deserving a place among his most
important wcn-ks. The * Confitebor* in the first,

and ' Laudato pueri ' and ' Laudato Dominum

'

in the latter, are real gems. The motet ' Miseri-

oordias Domine' (222), an exercise for Padre
Martini, who gave him a brilliant testimonial

for it in 1775, is in strict counterpoint throughout.

In 1 776 he composed a ' Venite populi* for double

1 Bafenlng to th* defecUve tttt«i«aM of Pfljwl. the tenor.
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chorus; the parts are in imitation, strict or
fiee, and the whole work teems with force and
freshness. A list of innumerable small pieces of
church music closes with the angelic motet ' Ave
verum* {f>iS), composed on the 18th of June,

1791, at Baden, near Vienna.
His first Masses (49, 65, 66), written while he

was still a mere boy, show how thoroughly he
had mastered the forms then in use for that
style of music. We pass at once to the 6th
'Mass, in F (192), the whole of which is in
counterpoint, wiUi only two violins, bass, and
organ as accompaniment. This mass, in which
the master-hand is clearly discernible, recalls the
finest models of the old Neapolitan school, and
justly ranks next to the Requiem ; the Credo is

based throughout on the subject so well-known in
the finale to the Jupiter Symphony. The next, 'in
D (194), is also next in order of merit ; it has per-
haps more grace, but less earnestness and ideality.

These two masses show what he was capable of
in church music when unfettered; but in the
^five which followed (220, 257-259, 262) he was,
forced to suit his patron's taste by aiming at
display, and the result is less fortunate. Un-
happily these being his best-known masses, are
generally taken as his standard church works.
Hardly more important are the next ^three (275,

317. 337)» although Mozart himself peems to
have had a preference for the first, in Bb, since

he chose it to conduct himself in 1791. The
second, in C. composed in 1779, is called the
'Coronation -mass,' why, nobody knows; the
third, also in C, was composed in 17S0, and all

three fulfil the conventional requirements, but
seldom show a glimpse of the true Mozart, and
then only in court uniform. We have already
mentioned the last mass, in C minor (427),
and the circumstances under which it was
written. It ip broadly designed, each section

being treated as a separate movement, and the
whole bears clear traces of his studies at the
time (1783) with van Swieten. It is to be re-

gretted that it was never finished ; the Kyrie,
Gloria, Sanctus and Benedictus alone are com*
plete ; the Credo is only half done. Very re-

markable are the inequalitv of the different

movements, the large dimensions of the choruses
and fugues, and the bravura style of the solos.

The Kyrie, Gloria, and Sanctus are excellent,

the five -part Gratias, and the eight-part Qui
toUis, of incomparable beauty.

We now come to the Requiem, that work of

pain, which he was not permitted to finish. The
following pieces are in his own handwriting :

—

(i) Requiem and Kyrie, complete; (2^ voice-

parts, organ, and notes of the accompaniment
of Nos. 2 to 9, as follows—• Dies irae. 68 bars

;

Tuba mirum, 62 ; Rex tremendae, 22 ; Recordare,

130; Confutatis, 40; Lacrymosa, 8; Domine,

« Monul'a MasMa. ftrrmnged by V. Novdlo, No. 9.

S NoTello. No. 6.

4 The aeoond. In Fb (277; Norrilo 2). Is called the 'Credo Mam.*
from the peculiar tntatmrat of the Credo. It ia printed tn a very

mutilated form ; eren the characterlatic aubject in the Credo itaelf

being left out wheneTt^ posAlblc The much-used aubject from the

Jupiter Symphony la Introduced again In the Sanctus.

• NoveUu 10. 1, H.
Dd
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^8 ; Hostias, 54 : the tftst eight bare, containing

voice parts, organ, and first-violin, go to the
words 'Fac eas Domine de morte transire ad
vitam,* followed by the direction 'Quani olim

Da Capo/ that ia to say, repeat the last 35 bars

of the Domini. His widow, in her anxiety to

have the scoi^ completed, and thus satisfy the

person who had ordered it, first applied to Eybler,

but after a feV attempts he threw up the task,

and she theH entrusted it to Siissmayer, who
not only had more courage, but was able to

imitate Mozart^ hand. He copied what Mozart
had sketched il^ filled up the gaps, wrote a
Sanctus, Benedicts, and Agnus Dei, of his own,
and. to give unity to the work, wound it up by
repeating the fugue of the Kyrie to the words
'Cum Sanctis tuis.' The More thus completed
was handed to the messenger, who afterwards

proved to have been Leutgeb, steward to Count
Vranz von Walsegg, of Ruppach. The Oount^
who had lost his wife Anna Edlen von Flamm-
berg, on Feb. 14, 1791, and wished to perform
a Requiem to her memory, copied out the
score, inscribed it 'Requiem composto dal Conte
Walsegg,' and absolutely had it performed as

his own on Dec. 14, 1793. After wanderings
almost as complicated as those of Ulysses, the
various portions, in the original handwriting,
were at length safely landed in the Hofbibliothek
of Vienna. They consist of

—

(i) the autograph
.'Requiem and Kyrie, with the remainder com-
plete in SOssmayer s hand, bought by the Hof-
bibliothek in 1839 for fifty ducats; (a) Nos. 2

to 9 just as they were left by Mozart ; (3) twelve
sheets presented by the Abb^ Stadler, and (4)
thirteen bequeathed by Eybler in 1846. The
discovery of the autograph was the most con-

clusive reply to Gottfried Weber, who, as is

well-known, disputed for years the authentici^
of the Requiem. It has been analysed with
becoming love and reverence by ^Holmes, and
by Jahn in his second volume. The latter con-

cludes his observations thus—' It is the true and
legitimate expression of his artistic nature at
its highest point of finish— his imperishable
* monument.' An admirable sunmiary of the
whole story will be found in * Mozart's Requiem,
by W. Pole, F.R.S., Mus. Doc.'; London, No-
vello, 1879,
We have seen Mozart, when a mere boy, turn-

ing from childish play to serious occupations : a

1 The heading *Beqnl«m dl dm. W. A. Mozart mpTU' it touching.
U showing how h« looked lorwud to lt« completion.

s A Critical Esmj. etc
s This, Hozart's last work, was the flnt of hit Toeal works (tncludtng

his operas) to be performed In England. John Ashley Introduced It at
OoYent Garden Theatre on the Snt oratorio erenlng during Lent,
Feb. ». 1>«L The piece which preceded it was a Dead March with
eomi dl bassetto. double banoons, and two pair of doable drums

;

after it came a P.F. concerto played by John Field, and Handel's
• T/Allegro ed U Fensieroso.' Books of ihe words, with a translation
of the Bequiem and a biographical sketch of Mozart, were sold at M.
each. Of the Requiem Parke fays, 'ii Is a oomposltlon of Inflnlte
science and dulnos. from the effects of which the audience was hap-
pily relieved by Incledon's song InL'AIkgao. " Haste thee Nymph."'
The Morning Tost said. ' The talents which have celebrated the name
of Monrt can scarcely be Justly appreciated by toeh a composition as
the Bequiem'; and wound up with, ' It is upon the whole a composi-
tion which could only have come from the hand ofa master. From
the performers it received ample Justice.' According to the Porcu-
pine ' th# performance was lar from being well- managed.* It was
repeated on March 4. (Fuhl. ' Moiart to London.' p. 144.)
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striking instance of this is his 'Grabmuslk' or
German cantata (42) written in 1767, which
is anything but a boyish composition. About
five years later he wrote, apparently in conse-
quence of his visit to Padua, an oratorio by
Metastasio called 'Betulia liberata* (118), corre-

sponding to an opera seria of the period. The
refirain in the last number but one, alternately

sung by solo and chorus, is an ancient canto-'

fermo harmonised in four parts, in fact the
same which is introduced in the Requiem to the
words ' Te decet hynmus.' This is the only in-

dependent work of the kind, his other cantata
' Da^idde penitente * (469) being made up from
the Kyrie and Gloria of his last unfinished mass
(427) set to Italian words, with two interpolated
airs in concert style, which serve to render more
prominent the inherent want of unity and con-
gruity in the piece.

Of smaller cantatas, the two (471, 623) for the
Freemason's Lodge are the only specimens. Both
show much earnestness and depth of feeling ; the
first, for tenor solo and chorus, was composed
u^ } 7^5 ; the latter, consisting of six numbers,
written on Nov. 15, 1 791 , he conducted in person
only two days before his last ilhiess.

The long list of Mozart's dramatic composi-
tions is headed by a sacred Singspiel, 'Die
Schuldigkeit dee ersten C^ebotes,* in three parts,

Uie first being composed by him in Salzbuig
during the winter of 1766-67, and the others
added by Michael Haydn and Adlgasser, tiie

court organist. Mozart's work occupies 308
pages, and is in the style of the Italian ora-
torios of the period, the forms being handled
with perfect certainty. Mingled with the boy's
unsteady writing there are occasional passages,
mostly florid, in his father's hand, and the
words to the recitatives are by a third per-
son. The third tenor air is interesting, and
Mozart himself evidently thought it good, as
he introduced it with slight variations into
his first opera. Immediately afterwards fol-

lowed a Latin comedy 'Apollo et Hyacinthus,*
which, in spite of the restnunt of a foreign Ian*
guage, was so far a success that it was per-
formed once. In Vienna in 1 768 he composed
a German operetta or pastorale in one act,

'Bastien et Bastienne,' and an opera bufik in
three acts, 'La finta Semplice.' According to
Jahn these rise above the ordinary levd of
contemporary comic operas in spite of their
wretched librettos ; and he remarks that in these
early dramatic works Mozart fixes the two
opposite poles which he touched in his artistic

career. The chief number in the ' Finta Sem-
plice* is the tenor air No. 7, previously men-
tioned. The three operas composed and per-
formed in Milan, ' MitridatCi ' Ascanio in
Alba,* and 'Lucio SiUa,' each mark a step in
advance. They succeeded beyond the expecta-
tions of himself and his &ther; as did alao
' La finta Giardiniera,* produced in Munich,
Jan. 1775, when he wrote home, 'Everything
has gone off so well, the noise was greater than

J can describe to Mama.' The German opera
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' Zaide,* m wliioh he made cuie of t^e melcxirama
by Benda which he admired bo much, has nei-

iher overture nor finale, and once set aside, its

subject is too much like that of the ' EntfUhr-
ung*' to allow of its being again performed.

To this period also belongs the heroic drama
' Thames, Konig von Egypten,* consisting of three

choruses and four instrumental pieces. The
choruses, like those of Bacine*s ' Athalie/ were
intended to add dignity to the action, and as

choruses were at that time his ' most favourite

composition,* he worked at them with great

satisfac^on. They are on a fietr grander scale,

especially as rega^xis the orchestiul accompani-

ments, than those of his masses of the same
period. Unfortunately the play had been given

up in Vienna, and he much regretted not being

able to use his music. The choruses were pul>
lished with Latin words—* Splendente te,* * Ne
pulvis,^ ' Deus tibi '—in which form they are well

known in England.' With ' Idomeneo' he started

on a firesh career, for which all his previous works
had been merely preparatory. Oulibicheff de-

clares that in it three styles may be easily dis-

tinguished, the first in which he is still fettered

by the formalism of opera seria, the second in

which he strives to imitate Gluck and French
opera, and the third in which his own artist

nature developes itself fireely. Jahn says, 'In
Idomeneo we have the genuine Italian opera

seria brought to its utmost perfection by Mozart's

highly cultivated individuality.' He put his

b^t work into the parts of Ilia and Electra,

which most struck his fancy. The choruses form
a prominent feature, especially those which so

much enhance the beauty of the second Finale.

The handling of the orchestra is still admirable

and worthy of study. In fact, this opera is

the work of one who, though in the prime of

manhood, has not lost the vigour and freshness

of youth. Mozart was very anxious to have
it performed in Vienna, when he intended to

rearrange it more after the French model ; but
we have seen that he had to be content with a
private performance by distinguished amateurs,

for which he made several alterations, and com-
posed a duet for two soprani (489), and a scena

with rondo for soprano and violin solo (490).
In the 'Entftmrung' it is interesting to ob-

serve the alterations in Bretzner's libretto which
Mosart's practical acquaintance with the stage

has dictated, to the author's great disgust.'

Indeed Osmin, one of the most original cha-

racters, is entirely his own creation at Fischer s

suggestion. Jahn quotes Weber's *excellent

remark on this opera—' Here I seem to see what
the bright years of youth are to every man, a time

of blossom and exuberance which he can never

1 AnAri added tn cnrcrtnre and finale, uid a new libntto was
written bj 6<dlmlck. A perfonnance In Frankfort, Jan. 97, 1^66.

i* only of hUtoriey interest. Moiart's unflnUhed ' L'Oca del Cairo

'

fl70). eompteted from others of hU works, wai performed in Parta

(Th^tre de« Fantaltiet-PariftlentMs, June 6. 1867) under the title

' L'ole da Calre ' ; in Vienna in MartOi. 1868. at the Carltheater, and
at Dniry Lane. Majr IS. IffJQ,

i Von Vlnoke wrote a connecting poem for concert osa. Tbey were
afterwards translated into German.

a Berliner Utt. und Theater^Zeitnng. 17B8, il. 386.

4 a X. TOO Weber. Kin Lebensbild, ilL 191.
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hope to reach agaih. As time goes on defects

are eradicated, but with them many a charm is

rooted up also. I venture to affirm that in the
EntfUhrung Mozart had reached the full maturity
of his powers as an artUt, and that his further

progress after that was only in knowledge of

the world. Of such operas as Figaro and Don
Juan we might have had many more; but
with all the good will in the world he could
never have written another EntfUhrung.*

In 'Figaro' we admire 'the spontaneous growth
of the whole organism, the psychological truth
and depth of sentiment, whi(^ make the cha*

racters so life-like, and resulting from these

the striking harmony in the use of means and
forms, and the mixture of dignity and grace, all

founded on something higher than mere sensu*

ous beauty.' In it 'we feel the throbbing of ouf
own life-blood, recognise the language of out
own hearts, and are captivated by the irresistible

charm of unfEtding b^uty—it is Art, genuine,

immortal, making us free and happy.'

'Don Giovanni,* inferior perhaps to 'Figaro
*

as r^ards artistic treatmeiit, has one manifest

supenority; all the moods and situations are

essentially musical. There is scarcely a feeling

known to humanity which is nut expressed in

some one of the situations or characters, male or

female. ' Cosi fan tutte,' taken either as a whole
or in detail, is unquestionably a frdling off from
the two previous operas, and yet even here in

detached pieces, especially in the chief rdles, many
brilliant touches show the master-hand. Even
this opera, therefore, we can in some respects

consider an enlargement of his boundaries, '"ntus

'

(Clemenza di Tito) carries us back to the old opera

seria. ' Cosi fim tutte * had recalled the old opera

buffa, and Metastasio's libretto, written in 1 734,
required considerable modifications to suit the

taste of the day; the most important being the

introduction of ensembles wherever the situations

allowed, and the curtailment of the original

three acts to two. Nothing however availed to

make the plot or characters interesting ; through^

out it was evident that the characteristics which
had most attracted in Metastasio's day, were
now only so many obstacles and hindrances to

the composer. Moreover two of the singers,

imported purposely from Italy, demanded spe>

cial opportunities for display; Mozart was ill,

had the ' Zauberflote * in his head, and was deep
in the 'Requiem*—a combination of unfavour-

able circumstances, sufficient of itself to preclude

success. ' Making due allowance for these facts,*

writes ^Rochlitz, ' Mozart found himselfcompelled
to take one of two courses, either to furnish a
work of entire mediocrity, or one in which the

principal movements should be very good, and
the less interesting ones treated lightly and in

accordance with popular taste ; he wisely chose

the latter alternative.'

We now come to the ' Zauberflttte,* which
made an impression on the public such as no
work of art had ever produced before. The
libretto is so extraordinary that it is necessary

• Alls. Xni. ZeltiiDg. I.1M.

Dd2
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to explain its origin. Schikaneder, at his little

theatre in the Wieden saburb, had produced
with great succeea a romantic comic opera after

Wieland, 'Oberon, Konig der Elfen,' set by
Paul Wranitzky. Encouraged by this success he
had a second libretto constructed upon a fairy-

tale, 'Lulu, oder die Zauberflote/ fix>m Wieland's
* Dschinnistan.' Just as it was ready he found
that the same subject had been adapted by an
actor named Perinet for the theatre in the Leo-
poldstadt of Vienna, under the title 'Kaspar
der Fagottist, oder die Zauberather/ with music

by Wenzl Miiller. He therefore remodelled his

materials, introduced sympathetic allusions to

the Freemasons, who were just then being hardly
treated by the government, added the parts of

Papageno and Papagena, and laid claim to the

entire authorship. Such was the origin of this

patchwork libretto, which, with all its contra-

dictions, improbabilities, and even vulgarity, is

undeniably adapted for the stage. Schikaneder
knew how to gain the attention of an audience

by accumulating and varying his stage effects.

In proof of this we have not only the long run
of the opera itself, but the testimony of * Goethe,
who, while acknowledging that it was fiill of
indefensible improbabilities, added, 'in spite of

all, however, it must be acknowledged that the
author had the most perfect knowledge of the
art of contrast, and a wonderful knack of intro-

ducing stage effects.* It is well known that
Goethe contemplated a continuation of the li-

bretto, and entered into an agreement with
Wranitzky on the subject in 1 796.' Beethoven ^

declared it to be Mozart*s greatest work—^that

in which he showed himself for the first time a
truly German composer, and Schindler * adds that

his reason for estimating it so highly was, that

in it were to be found specimens of nearly every
species of music from the lied to the chorale

and fugue. Jahn (ii. 535) thus concludes his

critique : ' The Zauberflote has a special and
most important position among Mozart's operas

;

the whole musical conception is pure Ger-
man ; and here for the first time German opera
makes free and skilful u»e of all the elements of
fiaished art. If in his Italian operas he assimi*

lated the traditions of a long period of develop-

ment, and in some sense put the finishing stroke

to it, with the Zauberflote Mozart tr^s on
the threshold of the future, and unlocks fur his

countrymen the sacred treasure of natural art.'

We append a list of Mozart's operas, in the
order in which they were first performed in
London.^
'La Clemenza dl Tito.' 1808.

Karch 37, Klog s Theatre : lor Ifn.
BdUngton's benefit, 'ably sup-
ported bf Mr. Braham.' (1S12.

March 3, Catalan! appeared aa
VltelUa, and 8ig. Trameiiant as
8extu«.>

Coai bn tutte.' ISll. May 9,

King's Theatre ; for the beoeflt of PUcher. It was a decided luoceu,
Mme. Berttaottt BadlcatU t&irtber locreaied oo Its reriral in

1 Eekermann't 'GesprSche mlt Goethe.' Hi. 17.

3 Orpheus. Hus. Taschenbuch, Idil. p. 2&2.

« P«y tried. Beethoven's Studiea, Anhaug. p. 31.
* Biographic, ii. 164. 922.

> tubl, ' Mozart in London.' pp. 14MfiL

' n Flanto magtco.' 1811. Jane 6

;

King's Theatre ; SIgnor Naldl'i
beneHL
•Le Nozze dl Figaro,' 1M2,

June 18. King's Theatre : in aid of
the funds of the Scottish HotpitaL
Among the performers were Cata-
lant. Mrs. Dickons. Sig. Naldl. and

^OZAJtT;

1817 (Fab. 1) uider Ajilon, with a lated. Perfbrmed In- Itallao a^
powerful cast. I Her Mtiettj't June ». 1M6.
'Don Otovannl.' U17. April 12. 'Der Schauspleldlreetor.' M01

:

King's Theatre. Extraordinary mosio glren at Crystal Palace
sucoesa. summer oonoeit. In Italian. Abo

' The Seraglio '(KntfObrnngans in Kngltsh (Sept IS. 1«77) In the
dem Serail '). 1827, Nor. M. Covent Crystal Palace Theatra aa * The
eardeo. Music and Ubratto muti- 1 Itonager.*

Mozart*s likeness has been preserved in every
form and variety of portrait ; only a few need
be specified, (i) The earliest, an oil-painting to
the knee, taken in Vienna in 1762, represents
him in the Archduke Maximilian's gold-laced
court suit, given him by the Empress. (2) In the
small family picture, painted by Carmontelle in
Paris in 1763, Mozart is sitting at the harpsi-
chord, with his sister by his side, and his fsither

standing behind him playing the violin. This
drawing is now in the possession of Mrs. Baring
of Lonaon. It was' engraved by Delafosse, and
was. reproduced in coloured facsimile by Gou-
pil*s Photogravure process for Colnaghi & Co.,
London, in 1 879. (3) In the Museum ofVersailles
is a small oil-painting of the same date, crowded
with figures, representing Mozart sitting at the
harpsichord in the Prince de Conti's saloon.

As has been mentioned, his picture was taken
in 1770, both in Verona and Rome. (4) In
the first he is seated at the harpsichord in a
crimson and gold court suit, with a diamond
ring on the little finger of his right hand. Above
the key-lx)ard is *Joanni Celestini Veneti,
MDLXXXiii,* and on the open music-book may be
clearly deciphered what was apparently a favour-
ite piece of the period. This picture, a half-

length, is now in the possession of the heirs of
Leopold von Sonnleithner, through whom it was
discovered. The head is given in the frontis-

piece of Jahn's ist vol. (5) In Pompeo Bat-
tonics portrait, taken in Rome—now in the pos-
session of John Ella, Esq.; of London—the right
hand holds a roll of music ; the countenance is

full of life, but highly idealised ; an engraving
by Adlard is given in the Record of the Mu-
sical Union for 1865; in Mr. Ella's 'Musical
Sketches,* vol. i, and in the second edition of
Nohl's ' Mozartbriefe.* (6) Delia Croce painted
|h large picture of the family in 1 780 : Mozart
and his sister are at the piano playing a duet

;

the fikther with his violin stands at the side,

and the mothers portrait hangs on the wall. A
large steel-engraving from it by Blasius Hofel
is published at &ilzburg. ^e half-lengths

of Mozart and his father in Jahn's 1st vol.

(p. I and 564) are from this picture. (7) A
half-length profile carved in box-wood by Posch
(1781), and now in the Mozarteum at Salzburg,
was engraved by J. G. Mansfeld, and pub-
lished by Artaria, with the inscription ' Dignum
laude virum Musa vetat mori.* This, the univer-
sally accepted portrait, is out of print, and Kohl's
engraved copy (1793) by no means comes up to
the original. (8) During his short stay at Ih^es-

den in 1 789, Dora Stock, the talented sister-in-law

of Komer and friend of Schiller, drew him in
her own refined and spirited style. The likeness
is caught with the tenderness peculiar to 1^

woman s hand ; the outlines are correct, and
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the thoughtful expression of the efe ritets the
beholder ; the luxuriant silky hair, of which he
was proud, is more truthfully rendeied than
in any of his portraits ; and even the small sta-

ture is sufficiently indicated. Hofcapellmeister

Eckert of Berlin (died Oct. 14, 1879), possessed

the original, of which we have here attempted
an engraving.

".^^i~-.v».,.
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(9) Lange, Mozart's broiher4nlaw, drew him
sitting at the piano absorbed in improvisa*

tion. The picture, complete only to the waist,

was pronounced by his son Karl to be very like.

It is now in the Mozarteum at Salzburg ; and a
lithograph from it by Ed. Lehmann was pub-
lished at Copenhagen. (10) The last of his

Dortndts is a life-size half-length painted at

Mayenoe in 1790 by Tischbein, given in Jahn
(ii. 456) ; there is more intellect and refinement
in it than in that by Posch, which, however, is

more like.

The Mozart literature is copious; but it has
been ably summarised by Jalm in his ' W. A.
Mozart' (ist ed. 4 vols, 1856-9 ; 2nd ed. 2 vols,

1862, Breitkopf k Hartel). In the preface he
expressly describes his method of procedure, and
the use he has made of all the printed matter
in existence, assigning to each work its relative

value and importance. Here we find Schlioho

tegroU, Niemetschek, Rochlitz, Arnold, Schlosser,

G. N. von Nissen, Holmes, Oulibicheff, Gottfried
Weber, Andr^, Lorenz, Fuchs, Nohl, Marx,
and others. Breitkopf & Hartel also pub-
lished in 1878 a second edition of ' Mozart's
Briefe.* Conjointly with Jahn's second edition

should be used Dr. von Kochel's * Chronologisch
thematisches Verzeichniss sammtlicher Ton-
werke W. A. Mozarts' (Breitkopf k Hartel,

1862). As will be evident to the reader, the
present article is founded on the above two ex-
oellait works, the substance of which, in a com-

pressed form, is now presented for the first time
to the English public.

Comparatively few of Mozart's compositions

were published in his lifetime ; the greater part
being circulated, with or without his acquiescence,

in MS. His publishers in Vienna were Artaria,

Tericella, and Hoflfmeister. Breitkopf & Hartel
published the first comprehensive edition in

1800, and the 1 2 vols, of ' (Euvres complets ' were
long and widely known. The same enterprising

firm issued the first scores of his Symphonies,
Requiem, and other works. Steiner of Vienna
followed in 1820 with an engraved edition of his

collected works in 30 parts. Numerous 'com-
plete* collections of his P.F. works, quartets,

quintets, etc., came out afterwards. Breitkopf

i H&rtel next issued his last great operas m
score, revised from the autographs, preparatory as

it were to their ' Ersten kritisch durchgesehenen
Gesammtausgabe * of his works, begun in 1876
and now considerably advanced. Von Kochel
with great liberality provided a special fund to

start this work—the finest possible monument to

Mozart, and at the same time an honourable
memorial of his most worthy admfrer.

ClaFsified List ef Mozart*s works; from the

Catalogue of Breitkopf k Hiirtel's 'Erste

kritisch durchgesehene Gesammtausgabe.'

SerietU 16VMMS.
Sertoi 2. 4 LlunlM, 9 Vwiwn,

1 Dixit and Ma«nlfleat.

Series 3. 4 Kyrle*. 1 Xidrisal.

1 Venl Swicte. 1 MJaerere. 1 AdU-
idion, S Beglna cmll. 1 Te Deum.
STantum ergo. SGerman Klrchen-

lleder. 9 Ofliartolret. 1 De profUndis.

1 Air for Mprano. 1 Motet for ditto.

1 Motet for 4 Toloea. 1 Oraduale.

SHymni.
Series 4. 1 PaMiona-oantate

(Grabmiurik); 'LaBetullaliberata.'

oratorio; 'DaTiddepenitente,' can-

tata: 'Die Maurerfreude.' thort

cantata for tenorwith final cborot;

'line kleine Freimaurer cantata.'

for 2 tenon and bau.
Series & ' Die Schuldlgkelt des

ersten Gebothes,' sacred Slngsptel

In a parts (1st only by Mozart).

'Apollo et Hyadnthua.' latin

comedy. 'Bastlen et Basttenne.'

German operetta. 1 act. 'La flnta

Sempllce.' opera buflk,S acta. 'Mi-

tridate, B* dl Ponto.' opera. S acta.

'Ascanio in Alba.* theatralische

Serenade. S acts. 'II Bogno di

Bciplone.' dramatlsche Serenade,

1 act. 'Lucio 8111a.' dramma per

musica, S acts. ' La flnta Oiardl-

nlera,' opera ba&, 8 acts. 'U Bd

Pastore,' dramatic Cantata. 3 acta.
'Zaide.' German opera. 2 acta.

'Thamoe, KOnIg in Aegypten.' be-
rolsches Drama : Choruses and
Entr'actes. 'Idomeneo. Kb di

Greta, ossia. Ilia et Adamante.*
opera serta in S acta Ballet-musio
to ' Idomeneo.' ' Die KntfOhrung
aus dem Serall,' komlsches Sing-
spiel, a acta 'Der Schaasptei-
director.' comedy with music. 1

act. 'Le Nozze dl Figaro.' opera
builk. 4 acta ' II Dissoluto punito,
OMla, II Don Giovanni.'opera buflk,

2 acta 'Codfantutto'CWelber-
treue'), opera bufflL, 2 acta. 'La
Clemenza dl Tito.' opera aeria, 2
acta 'DieZauberSOta'CIlFlauto
magieo') German opera. 2 acta.

Seriea 6. 27 airs,' 1 rondo for m^
prano with orcheatra obltgato; 1

ditto for alto : 8 ditto for tenor

;

6 ditto for bats ; I ariette for bass

;

1 deatsches Kriegslled ; I duet for

2soprani : 1 comic duet for wprano
and bau : 6 terzettos ; 1 quartet.

Series 7. 34 Lleder for single

voice with P.F. aeoompaniment

:

1 Lied with ckorus and organ;
1 three-part chorus with organ;
comic terzetto with PJT.; 20oanona
for 2 or more voices.

IL IN8TBUMK5TAL.

OBOnaTKAL WOftSI.

Seriea 8. 41 Symphoniea.
Seriea 9. 28 DtTertlmentl, Seren-

ades, and Caaaatlonen fororchestra

02 Dlvertimentl for wind instr.)

;

a DiverttmentI for 2 violina, viola.

2 horns, and bass.

Series 10. 9 Nos. Marches for or-

chestra ; 2 symphonie movements

;

'Maarertsche Trauennoslk' for

orch. : 'Rln muslkallscher Spass'i

for 2 violins, viola, bass, and 2

bonis: 1 Sonata for bassoon and
^lo; short Adagio for 2 corni dl|

baasetto and bassoon ; Adagio for

2 cUrineta and 9 corni di bassetto

;

Adagio forharmonica : Adagio and
Allegretto for harmonica, flute,

oboe, viola, and cello ; Adagio and
Allegretto for a musical dock;
Fantasia for ditto ; Andante for a
small barrel-organ.

Series 11. 26 Nos. virions Unda
of dance-music for orchestra.

Series 12. Concertos, and smaller

pieces with orch. A Concertos for

violin; S short pieces for ditto:

1 Concertone tor 2 solo violin*

;

1 Symphonic ooncerunte for violin
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and viola: lOoneartoforbMaoon
1 ditto for fluta &nd hftip : S ditto

for flut« : 1 Andante for ditto

Cono6rtot for bornj 1 ditto for

dartaet.

CBAMBIB-lftTSIO.

SorlMlS. 7Qulnt«uror3T)ollnt.
S violaa, and oallo ; 1 ditto for 1

Tlolln, 2 Ttolat. bom. and oallo (or

S cellos Instead ofbom); 1 ditto for

elartnet, 8 violins, Tlola, and oello.

Series 14. 96 QuartcU for 2 tIo-

llns. Tlola, and oello; 1 short Nacbt-
moslk fbr 2 violins, rtola, oello. and
double-bass: Adagioand Fugue for

9 TloUns, Tlola, and cello ; 1 Quartet
for oboe. Tlolln, Tlola, and cello.

Series 1& 2 DueU for Tlolln and
Tlola ; 1 DiMi for2 violins ; 1 Dlver-

tlmento for TkiUn. Tl<^and oello.

FT. Nona
Series 16. 2S Conosrtoa for T.T.

and orchestra ; 1 ditto for 2 P.Fs.

;

I ditto fbr S PJs. ; 1 Coooeri-roodo
for 1 P.F.
8erl« 17. 1 Qoiotel for P.F..

oboe, clarinet, horn, and bassoon

;

S QuarteU for P.F.. Tlolln, viola,

and oello ; 7 Trios for P.F.. TioUn.

and oello ; 1 ditto forPJT.. clarinet,

and Tlola.

Series 1& 42 Sonatas for P.F.
and violin; Allegro for ditto) 12

variations for ditto; 9 varlatloDS
for ditto.

Series 19. S PJT. Sonatas for 4
hands; Andante with Tariations
for ditto ; Fugue for 2 PA. ; Soo-
aU for dHto.
Series 90. 17 Sonatas for P.F, t

Fantasia and Fugue ; S Fantasias
for ditto.

Series 21. IfiCoUoettoDsofvaif-
ationsforP.F.
Series 22. IS short pieoes for PT.

(Minuets, S Bondos. Suite. Fugue.
2Allegroe; Allegro and Andante;
Andantlno ; Adagio ; short Oigue

;

99 Oadenias for P. F. oonoertos).
Series 23. 17 Sonatas for organ

with aocompanlment (chiefly 2 vio-
lins and bassi.

Series 9i. Supplement. Contains
all the unflnished and doubtful

ks, additional aooompani-
ments, and transcriptions. Among
others: The 'Bequlem'; 'L'Oca
del (3alro.' opera bufflt ; ' Lo Sposo
deluso.' opera bufta ; Handel's
Aeis and Oalatca,' 'Messiah,'
Alexander's Feast,' and 'Ode on

St. (Jeeilla's Daj' additional ao-
oompanlments ; S Fugues from J.

S. Bach's 'WohltemperirU' Cla-
vier ' (arranged for 2 violins, viola,

and bass); S Sonatan of Johann
Bach's (arranged as a concerto for

P. F., 2 violins, and bass) ; eto.

[C.F.P.]
MOZART, CoNSTANZK, Wolfgang's wife {nee

Weber), bom at Zell, in Lower Austria, had a
pretty, well-trained voice, and played the piano

in a pleasing manner. Mozart dedicated to her,

always in affectionate terms, many of his composi-
tions, but, characteristically, finished none ofthem.
She was a good and loving wife, accommodated
herself in everything to her husband's disposition,

and restrained him from many heedless actions.

He was sincerely attached to her, and she, in

return, lavished upon him every care and atten-

tion. After Mozart's death she and her two
children had a hard struggle for existence, but
her necessities were in some measure relieved by
the success of concerts which she gave in Vienna,
Prague, Berlin, and other cities. In Berlin, the
King granted her the use of the Opera-house,

and the services of his own band, for a concert,

at which she sang. In 1 799 she sold all her hus-
band's remaining MSS. to Andr^ for i(xx> ducats
(£5(X)). In 1809 she married George N. Nissen,

an official in the Danish diplomatic service,

whose acquaintance she had made in Vienna in

1 797. Henceforth her life was peaceful and un-
eventful. On Nissen's retirement finom office in

1820 they went to live in Salzburg, where he col-

lected the materials for his * Mozart-Biographie.*

He died in i8a6. and Constanze on March 6,

1842, a few hours after the arrival of the model
of Mozart's statue.

Of the two sons of Wolfgang and Constanze
Mozart, the elder, Kabl, first took to commerce,
practising music as a pastime, and afterwards
became an employ^ of the Austrian government
at Milan, where he died in 1859. Mendelssohn
met him there in 1831, and delighted him by
playing the Overtures to Don Giovanni and the
Zaube^ote. The younger,
WoLFOAKa Amadeds. bom July 36, 1791, in

Vienna, studied the piano and composition with
Neukomm, A. Streicher, Albrechtsberger, and
Salieri, He made his first appearance in publiOi

MUDIE.

being led forward by his mother, at a concert
given on April 8, 1805, at the theatre 'an der
Wien,' when he played a concerto of his father's,

and variations on the minuet in Don Juan. The
latter, and a cantata in honour of Haydn's 73rd
birthday, were his own oorapositions. In 1808
he became masic-master to the &mily of Count
Joseph von Bawarowsky, in Gallicia. He made
repeated professional tours, and in 1814 became
Musikdirector at Lemberg, where he founded
the Cadlienverein, in 1826. As 'a pianist and
composer he wa« held in esteem—his name alone
wa« sufficient to preclude his rising to emi-
nence. He died July 30, 1844, at Carlsbad in
Bohemia. [C. F. P.]

MOZARTEUM OF SALZBURG, THE, an
educational institute for musicians, which also

gives annual concerts. With it is connected the
Dom Musikverein, which undertakes the mosio
for the cathedral services. Dr. Otto Bach has been
the director since 1868. In i860 an 'Interna-
tional Mozart Stiftung' or Fund was created,

with the double object, as yet unrealised, of as-
sisting poor musicians, and founding an 'Inter-
national Conservatorium.' [C. F. P.]

MOZARTSTIFTUNG. THE, at Frankfort,
was founded in 1838, to assist poor but talented
musicians in their studies. Scnolarships are re-

tained as a rule for four years, [C. F. P.]

MUDIE, Thomas Molleson, was bom at
Chelsea on St. Andrew's Day (so, in reference to

his Scottish descent, he was wont to style the
date), 1809. He died, unmarried, in London
July 24, 1876, and is interred in Highgate
cemetery. He is said to have shown musical
aptitude in infancy, and the saying is corro-

borated by his success in the first examination of
candidates for admission into the Royal Academy
of Music, Feb. 10, 1823, when, from thirty-two

competitors, ten were elected. At the founda-
tion of this institution the Utopian idea was
entertained of giving free education to its pupils

and defraying the cost from funds raised by
subscription ; hence the large number of candi-

dates; and hence also the severity of the test by
which their musical aptitude was proved, for

eleven musicians, each an artist of highest note

at the time, sat in judgment on the young
aspirants and probed their powers to the utmost.

Mudie was a pupil of Dr. <>otch for composition,

of Cipriani Potter for the pianoforfce—who also

gave him useful advice as to his writings—and
of Willman for the clarinet. He studied this last

in compliance with the rule that male students

must take part in the orchestral practices, and
thus obtain the priceless benefit, to a miuician,

of this experience ; he obtained much proficiency

on the instrument, and had a remarkably beau-
tiful tone, but he ceased its use when he dis-

continued his studentship. In the Academy he
gained prizes for pianoforte-playing and for com-
position, and was regarded as one of the brightest

among the highly talented few who first received

the advantage of the institution on which they
now reflect Uie honour of their names. His song



• Lungi dal caro bene/ was so esteemed that the

Committee of Management paid the cost of its

publication, an act repeated in the case . of

Stemdale Bennett's First Concerto, bat in no
other. Several vocal pieces with orchestral

accompaniment, a Symphony in C, and one in

Bb were also works of his student time. The
last named is especially notable, and may be
remembered by its Minuet with two Trios, all

three finally played together as a Coda.
.
Mndie's

pupilage terminated in 183a, by hia appointment

as a professor of the pianoforte in 4Aie Academy,
which post he held till 1844. In 1834 he
entered into some relation«kip, partly of Mend-
ship and partly stipendiary, with Lord Monson,
with whom he spentjnuch of his time at Gatton
in Surrey. This relation was closed by Lord Mon-
son*s death in 1640, who bequeathed to Mudie an
annuity of,Xioo, which however, the estate being

somewhat involved, the musician relinquished in

&vpar of his patron*s widow. He continued to

reside in Gatton as organist to the small church
till 1844. The Society of British Musicians,

founded in 1834, furnished an arena for the per-

formance of several of the works of Mudie. The
Symphony in B b already mentioned, was played

at the concerts of Feb. 9, 1835, and Feb. 19,

1838 ; a Symphony in F, remarkable for a move-
ment in F minor, Nov. 10, 1835 ; a Svmphonyin
D, March 10, 1837; a Quintet in Eb for piano-

forte and bowed instruments Jan. 5, 1S43 and
March 7, 1844 ; a Trio in D for pianoforte and
bowed instruments Oct. 6, 1843; and several

songs and concerted vocal pieces on many occa-

sions. Young musicians have now more oppor-

tunities of being heard than they had, though
still too few to satisfy all the meritorious claims

to public attention ; but, in recording the above
small portion of the doings of an extinct in-

stitution, proof is given of the value it had
both to the world and to the artists it fostered.

On the death of Alfred Devaux, his former

school-fellow and friend, in 1844, Mudie went
to succeed him in his occupation as teacher in

Edinburgh. While there he published several

pianoforte pieces and songs, and wrote accom-
paniments to a large proportion of the numbers
in Wood's voluminous collection of the Songs
of Scotland ; he also oocatdonally gave pianoforte

recitals. In 1863 he returned permanently to

London, but from that time, except with an
overture at one of the Crystal Palaice concerts,

came little before the public. A complete reverse

of the brilliant prospects of his early days clouds

the latter period of Mudie's career, when his

playing lost its charm, and his music had rarely

the power—amounting even to mastership

—

that distinguished his first productions. Some of

his best pieces of this perioa are in the possession

of different friends, some were played to them
but never written; while the matter given to

the world was produced with a view to sale

more than to beauty. His published music com-
prises 48 original pianoforte solos, including the
I a melodies dediosi^ed to Sir Stemdale Bennett

;

6 duets for the same instrument; 19 fantasias,
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some of which aire on Scottish airs ; a collection

of 24 sacred songs, which constitutes a work of

remarkable interest
; 3 sacred duets ; 3 chamber

anthems for three voices ; 42 separate songs, and
a duets. The existing scores of his symphonies
and the entire of his printed works are deposited
in the library of the Koyal Academy of Music.

In the obscurity of provincial practice as a
teacher Mudie seems to have lost incentive to

artistic exertion, and with the incentive almost
the power. He must be regarded less as a
musician of promise than as one of fulfilment,

and it would be highly to the credit of any con-

cert-giving institution of the day to unearth some
of those works, which having made their effect

would be sure of making it again, now that the
capabilities of performance are perhaps more
£ftvourable than they were. [6. A.M.]
MUETTE DE PORTICI, LA. Opera in 5

acts ; words by Scribe and Delavigne, music by
Auber. Produced at the Academic, Feb. 29,
1828, and performed there 471 times up to Oct.

38, 1873. In England known as Masaniello,

under which name it was produced at Drury Lane,
in English (3 acts), May 4, 1829 ; in Italian, at

Covent Garden (3 acts) March 1 5, 49 ; at Her Ma-
jesty's, April 10, 51, as La Muta di Portici. [G.]

MUFFAT, Gkoro, highly esteemed composer,
studied Lulli's style for six y6ars in Paris ; was
organist of Strassburg Cathedral till 1675 ; then
visitedViennaand Rome ; becamein 1690 organist,

and in 1695 Capellmeisterand Master ofthe Pages
to the Bishop of Passau, and died there Feb. 23,

1 704. He published ' Suavioris harmonise instru-

mentalis hyporchematicaB Florilegium primum,'

50 pieces for 4 or 8 violins with basso continue
(Augsburg, 1685); 'Florilegium secundum.* 62
pieces (Passau, 1698), both with autobiographic

preface in four languages; 'Apparatus musico-

organisticus*—12 toccatas, chaconne, passacaglia,

(Augsburg, 1690, dedicated to Leopold I)—-of
importance as regards the development of organ-

playing. His son
Adoust Gottlieb (Theophilus), bom about

1690, a pupil of J. J. Fux, became in 171 7 court

and chamber-organist to the |!mperor Charles VI,
and to the widowed Empress Ainalie Wilhelmine,
(died 1742), and music-master to the royal chil-

dren. He retired on a pension in 1764, and died

in Vienna, Dec. 10, 1 770, aged 80. He was a dis-

tinguished organist, and a composer of taste, and
published, for organ, ^ * 72 Versetten oder Fugen,
sanmitl 2 Toccaten, besonders zum Kirchendienst

bei Choral-Aemtem und Vespem dienlich' (Vi-

enna, 1726); for harpsichord, 'Componimenti mu-
sical!,' containing overtures, caprices, sarabandes,

etc., with a preface ; and ending with * Parti-

colari segni delle' maniere,* etc. (Vienna, 1727,

dedicated to Charles VI, at whose expense it was
engraved). Zellner has recently arranged a toc-

cata and fugue in C minor, composed by Muffat

in 1 7 20, as a concert-piece for harmonium (Vienna,

Spina). A Courante and 2 Minuets of his are

1 AboQt so 7oan ago L<l«cheiikohl of VientM repubUshod from thU

work ' XII kidna Fugen Mmmt II Toccftten.'

s ]|i»al«r«n - Afr^moos-tunu, twau. vtc
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giyen by Pftuer in Alte Klavidrmtink (SenfT)*

He was one of the many co;npo«en whom
Handel laid under contribution for subjects and
phrases in his oratorios.

There were two violinists of the same name in

the Imperial chapel, Gottfbied, from 1701 to

1709, and JoHANN Ebnst, appointed in 1730,

died in 1 746, aged 48. [C. F. P.]

Mt)LLER, AuoosT Ebbrhardt, bom Dec.

13, 1 767, at Nordheim, in Hanover. His father,

organist at Kinteln, was his first instructor. In

1 785 he went to Leipzig to study law, but soon

gave it up, and became in 1789 organist of

St. Ulrich's church, Magdeburg. In 1793 he
was chosen to direct the concerts, etc., at Berlin,

and there became intimate with Marpurg, Fasch,

Reichardt, and other distinguished men. He was
made organist of St.*Nicholas* church, Leipzig,

in 1 704. He played the organ and harpsichord

equally well, and was also a proficient on the

flute. In 1 8 10 he moved to Weimar, and died

in. 181 7. The following is a list of his com-
positions:—(i) Piano, a concertos; a trio for

piano and strings, op. 1 7 ; a sonatas for violin

and piano
; 4 sonatas for piano solo, besides vari-

ations, etc. (a) Organ. Suites ; a sonata and
chorale, variations. (3) Flute. 11 concertos;

a fantasia with orchestra, and 4 duets for two
flutes. (4) Vocal. Cantata for 4 voices and
wind band; songs with piano accompaniment.

(5) Instruction. Method for the piano, and in-

struction-book for the flute. [J.A.F.M.]
MULLER, THE BROTHERS, Celebrated quartet-

players, four sons of the Duke of Brunswick^s
Hofmusikus, Aboidius Christofh MUller, who
died Aug. 14, 1841, at Brunswick, where all his

sons were bom. The brothers were Karl
Fkiedrich, ist violin and ooncertmeister to the
Duke, bom Nov. 11, 1797, died April 4, 1873;
Theodor Heinrioh Gustav, vicJa, bom Dec. 3,

1799, died Sept. 7, 1855; August Theodor,
cello, bom Sept 37, i8oa, died Oct. ao, 1875 ;

Franz Ferdinand Georo, and violin and Gapell*

meister to the Duke, bom July ap, 1808, died
May a a, 1855. Educated by their father ex-

pressly with a view to quartet-playing, they
brought the art to a perfection then unknown.
The Duke of Bmnswick*s somewhat tyrannical
regulation, by which none of his musicians were
allowed to take any part in the music of the
town, obli^^ them to prepare in secret for

appearing m public, and in 1830 they sent in
their resignations. They gave concerts at Ham-
burg in 1S31, and in 1833 at Berlin, where the
public gradually learned to appreciate their
wonderful ensemble. In 1833 they left Berlin,
and visited in turn all the principal cities of
Germany and Paris, extending their tours farther
and farther, till 1845, when they went to Russia.
Their repertoire consisted almost entirely of the
works of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven, and
they thus contributed immensely to the spread
of a taste for really good music. Their rendering
of Haydn*s *Gott erhalte Franz den Kaiser*
especially had a world-wide reputation.
The eldest brother, Karl Friedrich, also had

MUNDY.

four sons, known as the youngw MuIler brothers;
Bernhard, viola, bom Feb. 34, 1825 ; Karl,
1st violin, bom April 14, 1879 ; Hugo, and violin,

bom Sept. ai, .183a; and Wilhelm, cello, the
most important, bom June i, 1834. Tliey were
court quartet-players to the Duke of Meiningen,
and also made extended tours, visiting Russia,
Denmark, and France. In 1866 they settled

for a short time in Wiesbaden, and then at
Bostock, where Karl became Capellmeister, his

place in the quartet being supplied when tra-

velling by Leopold Auer. It was however
broken up entirely in 1873, by the appointment
of Wilhelm as KammermusULus, and teacher
at the Hochschule ftir Musik in Berlin, The
younger Miillers, though distinguished for their

ensemble, did not reach the standard of perfection

nuiintained by the elder brothers; the chief
reason being that instead of restricting Ihem-
selves to genuine quartets, they played music
which, though good of its kind, was in reality

more suited to a small orchestra. [F.G.]

MULLER, Wilhelm. author of the poems
of Schubert's beautiflil Liederoyclus ' Die schone
Miillerin' and ' Die Winterreise,* and father of
Max Muller the eminent philologist, was bom at
Dessau Oct. 7, 1794, sqn of a well-to-do trades-

man, who educated him carefully in accordance
with the liberal tendencies of the times. In
181 a he studied philology at Berlin imder F. A.
Wolf, and history. In 1813 he joined the
Prussian army as a volunteer, and took part in
Llitzen, Bautzen, and other battles, and in the
occupation of the Netherlands. Returning to
Berlin in 1814, he devoted himself to andent
German language and literature. On his return
from Italy in 1819 he became librarian to the
Duke of Dessau. He died at Dessau on Oct. i,

1837. The best-known of his poems are 'Ge-
dichte aus den hinterlassenen Papieren eines
Waldhomisten,* a vols. (1831-34); 'Lieder der
Griechen,* 5 parts (1821-34); a translation of
Fauriel's modem Gi^k national airs, 1 vols.

(Leiprig, 1835); ' Lyrische Spaziergange * (ibid.

1837). His miscellaneous works were edited by
Schwab, 5 vols. (1830). His collected poems,
published after his death (Leipzig, 1837), are
among the choicest lyrical treasures ofGermany.^
Warmth and tmth of expression, keen observa-
tion of nature, and melodiousness of language,
have made him a universal favourite with com-
posers. Randhartinger states that the first time
Schubert met ¥dth the MttUerlieder, he was so
enchanted that he set several before the next
day. [F.G.]

MUNDY, John. Mus. Doc., son of William
Mundy, Gentleman of the Chapel Royal, was
educated by his father, became organist of Eton
College, and about 1585 succeed^ John Mer-
becke as one of the organists of St. George's
Chapel, Windsor. On July 9, 1 586, he graduated
as Mus. Bac. at Oxford. Both he and his
father are qnentioned in soihe verses at the end
of a MS. collection of Motets and Madrigals

1 Bee an amy on WlUidm Mailer, In Max Vontr'c 'Cblpt tram A
Qemuui Workibop.' vol. Hi. pp. 108-lSl.
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inuiscnbed in 1591 by John Baldwin, singing
man of Windsor, recounting the celebrated mu-
eicians of the time. In 1594 he published ' Songs
and Psalmes, composed into 5, 4, and 5 parts,

for the use and delight of such as either love or
leame Mudcke.' He contributed a madrigal,
' Lightly she tripped o'er the dales,' to ' The
Triumphes of Onana/ 1601. He took his Mus.
Doc. degree in 1624. An anthem by him is con-
tained in Barnard's MS. collections, and three
of the pieoes in his 'Songs and Psalmes* were
scored by Bumey (Brit. Mus. Add. MS. 11,588).
Several of his compositions for organ and virginals

are contained in Queen Elizabeth s Virginal Book,
among them a curious Fantasia describing 'Faire

Wether,' •Lightning,' *Thunder,' »Calme Wether,'
and 'A faire Day. He died in 1630 and was
buried in the Cloisters at Windsor.

William Mundt, his father, was a vicar

choral of St. Paul's, and on Feb. 3i, 1563-4 was
sworn a Gentleman of the Chapel Royal. A ser-

vice and three anthems by him, and also the
anthem *0 Lord, the Maker of all thing' (some-
times assigned to Henry VIII.'), are printed in

Barnard's 'Selected Church Music* Another
service and two other anthems are contained in

Barnard's MS. collections, and eleven Latin
motets in a set of MS. psfts by him, both in

the library of the Sacred Harmonic Society. The
words of several of his anthems are contained in

Clifford's ' Divine Services and Anthems,' 1664.

He was probably one of those who, although
outwardly conforming to the Reformed worship,

retained a secret preference for the old faith,

since he is mentioned by Morley in his ' Intro-

duction,' in company with Byrd and others, as

never having 'thought it greater sacriledge to

spume against the Image ot a Saint then to take
two perfect cordes of one kinde together.' The
date of his death is not recorded, but it was
probably in 1591, as on Oct. la in that vear
Anthony Anderson was sworn Gentleman of the
Chapel Royal in his room. [W.H.H.]
MURSCHHAUSER. Franz Xaveb Anton,

bom at Zabem in AJsace, about 1670; came
eariy to Munich, and became a pupil of Johann
Caspar Kerl, with whom he remained till his

death in 1690. From the title-page of his book
'des Vespwtinus Cultus' (Ulm, 1700; for 4
voices, a principal and 4 ripieno violins), we
learn that he was then Capellmeister to the
Frauenkirche at Munich/ He died there 1 733.^

Besides the work already mentioned, he left :

—

'Octitonum novum Oiganum ' (Augsburg 1696);
'Prototypon longebreve organicum' (Nuremberg)
—preludes and fugues for oigan, lately re-editedby
Franz Coromer. A second part appeared later.

His roost important and best-known work is the
'Academia Musico-poetica bipartita, odcr hohe
Schule der musikaliachen Composition' (Nurem-
berg 1 731). Towards the close of the first part

he incautiously used the words ' to give a little

more light to the excellent Herr Matheson,* for

which he was so severely taken to task by that

irascible musician in a pamphlet ' melopoetische

1 Upcmtkj. 'BideriMlMi MdflkteitooD.*
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Lichtscheere In drei venchiedenenSchneutzungen
*

(Critica Musica, pp. 1-88), that he relinquished
the publication of the 'Academia.' An 'Aria
pastoralis variata' of his is given in Pauer's 'Alte
Klaviermusik ' (Senff). [F. G.]

MURSKA, Ilma dk, a native of Croatia, bom
about 1843, and taught singing at Vienna and
Paris by Madame and Signer Marchesi ; made
her d^ut in opera at the Pergola, Florence, in
1863, sang at Pesth, Berlin, Hamburg, etc.;

obtained an engagement in Vienna and ap-
peared in London at Her Majesty's Theatre, as
Luda, May 11, 1865. She played also Linda,
Amina, and Ajtrifiammante. and sang at the
Philharmonic May 39, and always with great
appUuse. Between this date and 1873 she acted
and sang repeatedly in London, at Her Majesty's,
Covent Gaxden, and Drury Lane, returning to
the continent in the off seasons. One of her most
congenial parts and best achievements was Senta
in the 'Ollandese dannato,' July 33, 1870. Be-
tween 1873 and 1876 she visited America,
Australia, New Zealand, etc., returning to tbi0

country in 1879. ^^ voice is a soprano of
nearly three octaves compass, with great execu-
tion. Her acting is brilliant and original, though
sometimes bordering on extravagance. Her
parts, besides those mentioned, include Dinorah,
Isabella, Ophelia, Marguerite de Valois, Gilda,
Marta, Filine, etc. [A. C]

MUSARD, Philippb, bom in Paris in 1793,
was not educated at the Conservatoire, but took
private lessons for some years from Reicha. to

whom he dedicated his 'Nouvelle M^thode de
Composition mnsicale' (1832). This long-for-

gotten work, of which only eight chapters ap-
peared, contains the announcement of a ' Traits
complet et raisonn^ du syst^me musical,' with
curious historical notes, implying that Musard
was dissatisfied with his position as an obscure
violinist and conductor, and proposed to make
his mark as a solid and emdite musician. A
series of concerts and ' bals masques,* held in the
bazaar in the Rue St. Honord (now the Salle

Valentino), however, gave him the opportunity
of distinguishing himself in a different direction.

The most salient feature of these promenade con*
certs (instituted Nov. 1833) was the introduction

of the comet-2i-pistons. In fact Dufresne, the
comet-player, owed much of his success to the
solos composed for him by the conductor. In
1 835 and 36 Musard conducted the balls at the
Op^ra, and his band of seventy musicians was
rapturously applauded. ' Gustavo III ' had set

the fashion of the galop, and with Musard's music,

and the ' entrain ' of the orohetttra, the new dance
deserved its nickname of 'Le galop infernal.'

Meantime a better room had been built in the
Rue Vivienne, and thither Musard removed in

1 837. Here he had to sustain a competition with
Johann Strauss of Vienna, whose waltzes were so

superior to his own, that in order to avoid sinking

to the level of a mere composer of quadrilles,

Musard was driven to expedients. His first ex-

periment, the introduction of a chorus, having
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succeeded, be next attempted elassioal music, and
in Holy Week gave a 'concert spirituel,' oonsbting

of Handel's music only. This opened the way for

numerous imitators. Having secured a reputa-

tion in France he came to England, and made
his first appearance at Drury Lane on Monday,
Oct. 12, 1840, as conductor of the Promenade
Concerts, or Concerts d*hiver, given there under

the management of Eliason. The series ter-

minated in March 1 841, and on Sept. 30 Musard
appeared again as conductor of a set of Pro-

menade Concerts at the Lyceum, under the man-
agement of Henri Laurent, which continued up
to Christmas. He is still remembered in London,

and amateurs of that period will doubtless recol-

lect Hood's * jeu d*espnt,* one verse of which well

takes off his look and manner :

—

From bottom to top
There *• no bit of the Fop^
No trace of your Macazoni

;

Bat looking on bim,
So lolemn and grim.

Ton think of the Manhala who lerred under Boney.

Up to 1853 Musard was considered the best

composer of dance-music and conductor of pro-

menade concerts in France. His quadrilles

—

* Venise,' ' Les Eohos,* etc.—contain many happy
and at that time novel effects, and his music is

well written and well scored. Having made money
he bought a house at Auteuil, where he lived

much respected. Symptoms of paralysis appeared
in 1852, and he died March 31, 1859. His son
Alfrvd, bom 1828 in Paris, followed his father's

profession. As early as 1847 he conducted the
orchestra at a ball given at the Op^ra Comique,
and in 1856 Besseli^vre selected him to conduct
the 'Concerts des Champs Klys^,' but he did not
retain the post, and never rose above mediocrity

—at least in music. [G. C]
MUSETTE, diminutive of the old French

' muse,* both meaning an instrument of the bag^
pipe family, consisting of two pipes or reeds
and a drone, supplied with wind from a leathern
reservoir. [See Baopipk.] Like the Irish bag-
pipe it is inflated bv bellows placed under the
performer's arm. The original compass was ten
notes (a) ; but by the addition of holes and keys
^e scale was increased to thirteen (b) :

—

(") is
(ft) t:

Limited as were its resources, this instrument
was once a iavourite, and under Louis XI V was
introduced, firtit into the court ballets, and then
into the divertissements or entr*actes of operas.
Ladies even learned to play it, and had highly
ornamented instruments made for their use.

The beat information on the subject is to be
obtained from Mersenne*s 'Harmonic Univer-
selle,' Borjon's *TraiU$ de la Musette,' a folio

with plates (Lvons 1672), and * M^thode pour la
Musette* (Pans, Ballard, 1737), by Louis Hotte-
terre, a well-known flute player, the son (accord-
ing to his own statement) of Martin Hotteterre,
composer and virtuoso. From these works we
learn that the best makers were Le Vacher ; the
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Hotteterres, father and two sons, Nicolas and
Jean ; Lissieux ; Perrin, etc. The best-known
players were Philippe ChkieviUe (died in Paris
1 782), a valued member of the orchestra at the
Op^ra from 1 725 to 1 749, and his brother Nicolas.
Both published pieces for two musettes, now in
the library of the Conservatoire at Paris.

a. Also a small oboe without keys, generally
in G ; not to be confounded with the ' hautboia
de forfit ' or * oboe piccolo.'

3. The term is also applied to an air in 2-4^
3-4 or 6-8 time, of a moderate tempo, and smooth
and simple character, appropriate to the inatru*
ment from which it takes its name. Thus a
musette generally has a pedal-bass answering to
the drone or bourdon, and the upper part abound*
in grace-notes and rapid passages. To these air«
were arranged pastoral dances, also called mu-
settes, which were in great favour under Louis
XIV and Louis XV, especially the latter, as nuCy
be seen by the pictures of Watteau and others
of that school.

Among the most celebrated musettes may be
mentioned those in ' Callirho^ ' and ' Nina,* operas
by Destouches and Dalayrac. They are to be
found in Bach's English Suites, noe. 3 and 6, and
in the sixth of Handel's Grand Concertos, ofwhich
we quote a few bars :

—

[G.Cl

MUSICA ANTIQUA. A collection of music
compiled and edited by John Stafford Smith, and
publibhed in 181 2 in 2 vols, folio, with a preface

and translations of the Proven9al songs inserted

in the work by John Sidney Hawkins, and some
notes by the editor. Its nature and objects

will be best described by quoting the very ample
title— ' Muhica Antiqua. A Selection of Music of

this and otlier countries from the commencement
of the twelfth to the beginning of the eighteenth

century, comprising some of the earliest & most
curious Motetts, Madrigals, Hymns, Anthems.
Songs, Lessons k Dance Tunes, some of them
now flrst published from manuscripts and printed

works of great rarity & value. The whole cal-

culated to shew the original sources ofthe melody
& harmony of this country, k to exhibit the dif<

ferent styles and degrees of improvement of the

several periods.' The work contains it^o separate

pieces. The selections are uiade with great skill

and judgment, but are very ill digested, as instead
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of being amnged in strict chronological order,
they are intermingled in a very oonfuBed manner.
The compoflers fi^m whose works the specimens
are selected are John Ambrose, Hugh Aston,
Thibaut de Blason, Dr. John Blow, Gaces Brulez,
William Byrd, Dr. Thomas Campion, Peter Cer-
ton. Dr. William Child, Clemens non Papa, John
Cole, Baoul de Coucy, Perrin Dangecourt, John
Dowland, John Eantden, Jehan Erars, lliomas
Erars, Francesco Geminiani, Jhan Grero, Oriando
Gibbons, Heath. Henry VIII, Pelham Humfrey,
Simon Ives, John Jenkins, Robert Johnson,
Robert Jones, Nicholas Laniere, Orlando de
Laaso, Jehan de Latre, William Lawes, Matthew
Lock, George Mason, Tiburtio Massaino, Chris-
tofero Morales, Thibaut Eling of Navarre, Jacob
Obrecht, Johannes Okeghem, Parker, monk of
Stratford, Francis Pilkington, Jodocus Pratensis,
Daniel Purcell. Henry Purcell. Richafort, Dr.
Nicholas Staggins, Thomas Tallis, Thierres, Ora-
zio Vecchi, Thomas Weelkes, Giaohes Wert,
Adrian Willaert and Gioseffo Zarlino, besides
others whose names are unknown. The principal
pieces include four ancient chants for the *Te
Deum* as given by Meibomius, Diruta, Lucas
Loesius, and Merbecke ; the canon, ' Sumer is

ictimen in'; Chansons by Troubadours of Na-
varre and Normandy ; par^ of Robert Johnson's
music for Middletons 'Witch'; two or three
masques of the time of James I, copious extracts
from 'Musick's Handmaid,' two parts, 1678 and
1689 ; etc., etc. [W. H. H.]

MUSICA DIVINA. A coUeotion of churoh
music, edited by Carolus Pboskb, priest and
Capellmeister of the Cathedral at Ratisbon, and
published there by Pustet. The materials were
collected by Proske himself from the libraries of
the Papal Chapel, St. Peter's, St. John Lateran,
S. Maria Maggiore, S. Maria in Valicella, the
Vatican, the Roman College, and other libraries
in Rome, and also from the best collections in
Naples. The prospectus was issued in January
1853, and the first volume was published in the
same year. The second volume followed in 1854,
the third in 1859, and the fourth at Easter 1862.
All these contained compositions for 4 voices,

and belong to the * first year.' The publication
waa continued by a 'Selectus novus missarum'
itt a vols. (1 85 7- 1 861), after which Proske died,

Dec. ao, 1861. An 'Annus secundus' has since

been issued containing a vol. of masses, a vol. of
motets, a vol. of litanies, and a Liber Vesper-
tiaus. The work is an upright quarto, in bold
dear music type ; each volume of the scores has
a preface, a table of contents, a list of clefs of the
originals, etc., and short biographical notices of
the composers. The voice parts are also printed
separately. The list of the entire work is as
follows :—

ANNUS PBIHUB.

Tom. I. Llb«r lIlMaram.

1. Hl9M brarb. Ptlcftrlna.

2. Do. late eonfmor. Do.
S. Do. Dies Moctifloata)«. Do.
4. Do. OcUvi toiiL O. La)«o.

5. Do. * PuiMiiie J'«7 perdu.' Do.
e. Do, QuMtttoaL VlttorUu

7. Mbaa brerts. A. nabrielL
K Do. 'DUIt Maria.' Hasler.
9. Do. Id 'Nat. Domini.' Pltoni.

10. Do. LottU
11. Do. pro deftinctU. A«ola.

18. Do. Do. Fltonl.

Adrent,
Domlne. J.J.Fuz.
Eooocondple*. J. HandL
Ft. I. Super sollam Dayld.
Obsecro domiue. Do.
Oumawlhiiei. M. Cardoso.
DIclte piuaianimea. J. J. Pox.
Esredietur Tiisa. J.HandU
Pt.2.BadIxJease.-
DeocBlorenlet. Do.
Are Maria. P. CfeanlclarL

NatiTlty of Christ.
Dies aaDctiflcatua. Palestrlna.
Hodie Christus. O.M.NaninL
Omagnummrsterlum. Vlttorla.
Bodie nobis de coBlo. 0. Porta.
Natus est nobis Deui. J. HandL
Hodie Christus. Gr. TurinL

8t. 8tn>hen.
Lapidabunt Stephanom. O. M.
Nanini.

Sepelieruot Stepbanom. L. Ma-
renzlo.

St. John.
HicMt beattailmiii. G.M.NanlnU
Yalde hoDoraadus. Paleatrlna.

Innocenta.
Vox la Bama. Clemaos ooo

Clrenmeialon.

Oadmirabila oommereliam. F.
Constantlni.

looe Maria lenult. RdeLasw.
Sptphany.
Tribns mlnMolia. L.Mar«niIo.
Aboriente. J. Handl.

Sundajrs after Eplphaur.
Jubilate. Ode Lasso.
Dextera domlnl. Do.

SeptuaffeMma.
milestAboI? O.AIchinwr,

Eexaffeslma.
^^'

Exurge. J.deKerle.
Pt. 8. ExuTve.

Qulnqusgeslma.
Benedictos es. de Laao.

Quadraceslma.
Kxaltabote. O.Croee,
Angelis suis. M. Cardoso.
Mediubor. O La<ao.
Erat Jesus. Orazio VecchL
Latotossom. A. Scarlatti.

Passion Sondar.
Eripe me de inlmlcis. O. Laso.
Pt. 2. Coufitabor Ubi.

Palm Sunday.
Pueri Hebraorum. Palestrlna.
Improperlum. 0. Lasso.

Coena Domini.
Christus faetus est. Aiola.

Good Friday.

Populemeua. Vlttorla,
Adoramns. Aiehlnger.

Easter Kve.
Vespere aatam. J, Handl,

Faster Day.
Haecdlea. Palestrlna.
Ancelus anteitt. F. Anerlo.
AllelnJa Christus. Do.
Maria Magdalena. A.Oabriell.
Christus resurgens. 0. Lasso.
Et tespidentes. Marenzio.

Sundays after Easter.
Surrexit Pastor. Palestrina.
Vlrtute mafua. 0. Crooe.
LAudaanimamea. G.AIdilncer.
Cantata Domino. O. Turini.
Beuedicite gentes. Lasso.
O rex ffiorisB. Marenzto.
Asoendens Christus. J. HandL
Omnesgentes. G.M. Casinl.

Whitsunday.
Loquebantur. Paleetrina.
VenI Bancte Splritus. G. Allegri.
Faetus est rapenta. G.Aicbinger.
Ft. 2. Confirma hoc Deus.

Trinity Sunday.
Te Deum Fatrem. A. GabrlaU.
Tlbilaus. Lasso.

Benedicta sit. Agazzarl.
Corpus Chrinl.

O aaorum oooTlrlum. G.Croee.
Da G.A.Bamabei.

Caromea. A. GabrielU
Egosompanls. A.Constanttnt

Da P. Agostinl.

In yoM exultatloois. rUoni.

MUSICA DIVINA.

Tom. II. Liber Motettoram,

ill

Exaltaritno. Pltoni.
Qui terreoa triumphal. Do.
Transage. O. Blordi.
Domlne non sum dignus. \iU

toria.

Pt, 2. Miserere mei.
Duo Seraphini. Vlttorta.
Pt 2. Tres sunt qui.
Domlne converter';. 0. Lasso.
Bperent in te omiws. Do.
Illomina. Do.
Beoedieanu Do.
In le speravL Do.
Expectans. Do.
Domlne in auxlUimi. Do.
Super flumlna. Do.

St. Andrew.
Doctor bonui. Vlttorla.

Sc Nicholas.
Beatus Nlcolca. Anon.

Conception.

Quampulchrl. Palestrina.
Conceptio tua. Marenzia

o. ««?**• C. Porta.
St Thomas.
QuiaTidlstl. Basler.

Name of Jesus.
In nomine. J. HandL
O Jwa benlgnissime. Bud. Laaao.

Purlflcatlon.

Senexpuerum. Vittoria.
Hodie beata. F.CostantinL

Annunciation.
Gabriel Angehis. Marenzio.
Netlmeas. Vittoria.
DUit Maria. HMler.

Invention of the Cross.
Nos autem. F. Anerio.

St. John Baptist.
Fuithomo. Palestrina.
Joannes est oomen. O, r-

ft
««o

SS. Peter A Paul.
TuesPetrus. Clemens non Papa.
Querodicunt. Marenzio.
Hodie Paulus. Da

Visitation B. V. M.
Beata es. Hasler.

Mary Magdalene.
Muller qu» erat, A. GabrieU.

St. Lawrenor.
Lerlta Laurentlui. A. GabrieU.

Assumption.
Quseestista. Palestrina.
Vldl speclosam. F. Anerio.
Sicut oedras. Do.
Assumpu est. * S. G. Aiehlnger.

Beheading of 8. J. Baptist.
Mifixa Herodes. Palestrina.

Natlrity of B.V.M.
Natlritas gloriosa. Marenzio.
Begali ex prugenie. J. HandL
Cumjucundiute. Bal.
Felix namque. PltonL

ExaltatUiii uf the On>5<>.

Adoramos. Palestrina.
Crtfxfldielis. Aneria
Factum ast. Da

Guardian Angels.

Omoes sanctl AngelL Aiehlnger.
All Saints.

Palrator mnndL Palestrina.
Angett, Archangel!. A. GabrieU.
Vldlturbam. 0. Porta.

O qoam glorlostun. Vittoria.

Da Marwizia
St. Martin.

O quantus luctos. Palestrina.

Obeatum. Marenzio.
Prawntatlon of B. V. M.
CongratolaminL Palestrlna.

St. Oaecilta.

Dam aurora. Palestrina.

Oantantibos organb. Marenzio
Triduaoas. Bal.

Istl sunt Tlrl. Palestrina.

Estote fortes. Vittoria.

ToUitejugum. A. GabrieU.
Beati eritis. 6. Oroce.

BeatusHr. A. GabrielU
IsteSanctos. Vlttorla.

Honestum fecit. F. Aneria
Deslderium animae. Do.

Gaudent In ooBlls. Vittoria.

LsBtamlnl. * S. G.M. Nanini.

Istorum est enim. G. Caxcioilnl.

FUla Janualem. A. GabrielU
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Eeo0«e«ria«. yittori*. i lntwt«do npfc Anon.
SMardM et pontifex. A.OftbrIeU. Venl tpoDM CbiistL PalutrfaUL

Dum eaaet rammiu. MArenxlo. I Do. ViUoii*.

In mpdio EcclesiM, A S. O.F.Briwio. I Do. A. OabriaU.

Ulc rlr d«splcl«its. Vlttorfau
J

Bernum mnndl. F.Anerto.

Blmilabo earn. Marentlo. KzmKII Domine. Pal«itrfaUL

Kug«Mrve. Onzio VeocU. O quun tnetueodui. Vlttorlft.

Benrebooa. Bal. iDomamtuun. J.BftndL

PNfMo, tablet of oootmta.

etc
Bleutcerm. Palestrin*.

Ft. 2. SittTit Anlma.
FactuA est Domlnua. O. I
Beiiedlcana. YIttorla.

E«odUi. r.Anerio.
Canute Domino. J. L.

Dorolne Detu. Do.
Ormtiai aclnuu. Do.

Appendix.

Oantabo Domino. OraxloVecehL
Veloctter ezaudi. Do.
RzattdeDeiu. G.Croce.
Vooemea. Do.
Sgo turn paaper. Do.
Benedteam. Do.
Coofitemlni. A.Co«tantlnL
Cantate Domino. Pitonl.

Laudate Dominum. Do.
KxultateDeo. A.8Garlattt.

Tom. in.

FUstbordonl, bj
Vittorla.

Bernabel.
C. de ZacharUi,
L.Vladaua.

FMlmodla ifodulata. bj
Demantliu.
C. de Zaehariln.

Paalml ad Veaperas.
Ortiz.

O. Turinl.

« Psal.ul. F. Anerlo.

4 P!>almt. B. Nanino.

4 Ptalml. Anon.
Pxalml.
Dixit. B.GioTaDelU.
Laudate. O.FItonl.

Laudate. Anon.
NUi Domiuus. J. J. Fox.
BeaU. Do.

De profandls. Do.
llacni&oatStononun. Bnriano.

Do. Do. O. Lano.

Do. Mb tone. Pale4rina.

Do. lat Do. O.Lawj.
Do. Mb Do. Morales.

Do. BCh Do. Ortic

Do^ eth Do. F.Anerio.

Do. 4th Do. Mareniio.

Do. 4th Do. FltooU

Do. 4th Do. Fox.

Bjrhn* for Veipen.
Christe redemptor. F.Anerio.

HosteaHerodei. Pale»trina,

VexUla Be«l8. Do.

Jetu nostra redemptlo. Vittoria.

Venl Creator. Palertrina,

Oluxbeata. Vittoria.

range llncna. Do.

Do. PitonL

Do. Casini.

Vnntlus oelM. Ortiz.

Junctor eoBli. Ortiz.

Liber Vesperanim.

CoDaudamui. Anon.
Christe redemptor. Ortis.

Crbsbeata. Vittoria.

AvenuuisBteUa. Do.
Do. Do. Bnriano.
Do. Do. Hasler.

Do. Do. BlordL
Antiphom of the B. V. M

.

Alma fMlemptorla. F. Bnriano.

Ave regina. Do.
Beglna ccbIU Do.
Salve regtna. Do.

Do. Do.
Alma ndemptorla. F.Anerio.
Ave reglna. Do.
BerinaccBll. Do.
Balrereglna. Do.
Alma redemptodi. 6. Aichinger.

Ave regina. Do.
BeginaooBlL Do.
Salve reglna. Do.
Alma redemplorta. Do.
Ave reglna. Do.
Beglna ooelL Do.
Pt.2. Beenmxlk.
B^ve reglna. Do.
Alma redemplorii. Faleetrloa.

Pt.8. Ttt qusB genulitl.

Alma redemptorls. F. Anerto.

Do. Aichinger.

Ave reglna. O. LaaM.
Do. C. Porta.

Do. AlchiugM*.

Do. Fux.
BeginaMBlL Ortiz.
It. 2. BeaurrexiU
BeginaooBlL C. Porta.

Do. Lottl.

Salve reglna. O. Laao.
Pt.'S. Et Jesum.
Salve reghia. F.Anerio.

D<K Aichinger.

Tom. IV.

Famlo OhrtsU. Buriano.

Matthew.
Marie.

Luke.
John.

LamenMtlone*. Falestrlna.

InCoenaDominL
Farasoeve.
Babbato Baneto.

Besponsoria.

In monte OllvetL G.Croc*.

Trlstl* est anlma. Do.

Ecoevldlmui. Yiadana.

Amicus mens. Do.
Judas mercator. A. Zollo.

irnusezdiscipulls. G.Croce.

Eram quasi Agnus. L. Yia-

dana.
Tna bora. Ferrario.

Benlores popuU. Yiadana.

Omnes amid. Do.
Velum templL G.Croce.
Yineamca. Yiadana.
Tenebmteeta. G.Croc*.
Tnididerunt. A. Zollo.

Caligavemnt. Do.
Blcutovis. Vtedana.
Jerusalem surge. Da
Flange qvast vtrgo. Do.
Baeeplt paitor. J. Band.
n.2. AntaeiUnioonveetii

Liber Vespertlnni.

Ovos omnes. G.Croce.
Kcce quomodo* moritor. J.

HandU
Ft. a. In pace Cactus.

Aestlmatus. A. Zoilo.

Bepulto Domino. J. UandL
Ft 2. Ne forte venlant.

18 6eleeti<tBlmae Modulattones.
For Thursday, Friday and Satur-
day In Holy Week. Vittoria.

Bupfriementum Barmonianun for

Holv Week.
Miserere In Fal«o bordooa. by

Falestrina.

F. Dentice.

& M. NaninL
Lud. Yiadana m,

Mlierera. HaodL
TnrinL
Vttendal.

Benedlctns In Falso bordone.
OnldettI (S).

Benedietus. Falestrina.

Do. Vittoria.

Do. J. UandL
Do. Did. Ortiz.

Cbristns flutUB est. J. HandL
Do. Do. PitonL

laiHVperia. FUeetriaa.
Do. G. -

Adomnoi. O.Iasso. UtanyofNaaaeorJesiM. B.V1»-
Do. F.AgostinL torinos.

Do. Anon. Do. of All Saints. 0. Laaeo.

Btabat maler. A 8. 0. Aichinger.

Litany ofB.V.M.AS. G.AIchlnger. Do. AnUAguxari.
Do. Do. 0. LaiMO. Asperses me. Vittoria.

Do. Do. J. de Fossa. Vldl aquam. Do.
Do. Do. J.FlnettL Paternoster. L.PamlngeK.

Ave Maria. Vittoria.

Do. Do. G. BlordL TtoDeum. Anerlo.

Do. Do. G.Zueblno. Do. Did. Ortlx.

Do. Do. Falestrina. Do. J. HandL

Seleettts Noma Miisamm.

Tom.L
Venl sponsa Ohriste. 4 i. Fales-

trina. Vittoria.

Hor le toe fone adopm, 4 i. F.
Anerlo. Super voces muslcales. A & 7.

Qnal donna attende a gloriosa Soriano.

tuna. AS. O.LasM>. MlsBa,A8. LM>Hasler.
AssamptaeetMarla.A6. Falestrina.

O qnam gloriosom. 4 i. Vittoria.

Bl bona susoeplmus, A B. Faelottl.

Indletribulatlonls,A6. O. Lasso.

DomcomplerBntttr.Atk Falestrina.

NasantemgloTtarI,44. F. Soriano.

Trshe me post te. A fi. YtUorla.
Pater peccavl. A ft. A. GabrlelL

Prodefunctia.4S. OraxioVecchL

ANNUS BKOCNDUS.

Tom. L Uber Missarum.

OalavltonI.A4. O.M.Asola.
Fro Defunctls. A 4. F.Anerio.
Quatuor vocum. J. L. Hasler.

Tu OS Fetrus, A 6. Falestrina.

Pro defunctls. A 6. Vittoria.

Asoendo ad Patrem, A 5. Paleatrln^
FapsBMaroelll.A«. Do.
AetemaChrlstl.A4. Do.

Tom. n. Liber Motettomm.
AngelnsDomlnLClaadloCasdoUnL Hodle Christtts. L.Marenzlo.'
Laudemus Domini. Anerlo.
Justorum aninue. O. dl Lassa
Beiiedicta. R. GiOTanelll.

Ave Maria. O. di Lasso.
Tiedet animam meam. Vittoria.

Ecoe sacerdo!^ Constanzo Porta.

Uodle nobis ccelorum. O.B.>ianlnI.
Venl Creator. Fomponio Nenna.
I'ange lingua. Vittoria.

Icce Domioe venerit. Vittoria.

Diesssnctlflcatui. J. aC. ClodlensL
DeprofundlB. A. GabrlelL

O sacrum ounvlvlum. A. GabrielL Cum trawiiMet Jac. Reiner.

Beatus vlr. J. Handl. [Conflrma hoc Dens. O. di Laaio.

Dliigam te. J. a Cruoe ClodlensL O quam wavh est B. GiovanellL

DlfftiM e«t gratia. Falestrina. i Domine non sum. G. Alclilnver.

AveMarbL aVerdonck. I Ykli turbam nugnam. Falestrina.

Tom. IIL Liber LItanlarum.

UtanlsB lanretansB. Auctore ig-iVesp. Conun. de nnlos martyri.
nota YHtoria: G.A.R«mabel: F.r.

Do. Do. O.dl Lassa Andrew: L. Vladaoa : E. 6.
Da Da BInaldodel Mel.l Btenunelio; Auctore Ineeno;
Da Da F. Comazzona I B. Battl ; 0. de Zaoharlls.

Trai. IV. Liber VeipertlnuB.

Paalml VetperUnL Yar. auctorum. | Magnlflcat, i S. G. Gabrielt.

[G.]

MUSICA FICTA, op Falsa, op Colorata
(Cantu8 Jictus), i,e. Feigned, or Artificial Music.
One of the earlieflt discoveries made by the in>

ventors of Figured Music was, the impossibility

of writing a really euphonious Counterpoint upon
a given Canto fermOf without the use of ooca-

sional semitones foreign to the Mode. The em-
ployment of such semitones, in Plain Chaunt,
was as strictly forbidden by tiie good taste of all

educated Musicians, as by the Bull of Pope John
the 22nd. Hence, they were never permitted to

appear in the Canto fermo itself. But it soon
became evident, that unless they were tolerated

in the subordinate parts, no £euther progress

could be made in a style of composition which
was already beginning to attract serious atten-

tion. It was indispensable that some provision

should be made for the correction of imperfect

harmonies; and—as Zarlino justly teaches^

—

Nature's demand for what we should now call

a ' Leading-Note* was too strong to be resisted.

On these points, a certain amount of concession
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wag claimed by Compoeen of every SdiooU
NevertheleBs, the early ContrapimtistB yielded

BO &r to prejudice as to refrain nrom oomniitting

their aocidentals to writing, whenever they could
venture to do so without danger of misoonoeption.
Trusting to the Singer for introducing them cor-

rectly, at the moment of performance, they in-

dicated them only in doubtful cases for which
no Singer could be expected to provide. The
older the Part-books we examine, the greater

number of accidentals do we find left to be sup-

plied at the Singer*s discretion. Music in which
they were so supplied was called CantuafiduSt or

Mudca ficta ; and no Chorister*s education was
considered complete, until he was able to sing

Cantus Jictus correctly, at sight.

In an age in which the functions of Composer
And Singer were almost invariably performed by
one and the same person, this arrangement caused
DO difiSculty whatever. So thoroughly was the
matter understood, that Palestrina thought it

necessary to indicate no more than two acciden-

tals, in the whole of his ' Missa brevis,* thoueh
some thirty or forty, at least, are required in the

course of the work. He would not have dared
to place the same confidence either in the Singers,
or the Conductors, of the present day. Too many
modem editors think it lees troublesome to fill in

the necessary accidentals by ear, than to study
the laws by which the Old Masters were governed:
and ears trained at the Opera are too often but
ill qualified to judge what is b^t suited, either

to pure Ecclesiastical Music, or to the genuine
Madrigal. Those, therefore, who would really

understand the Music of the 15th and i6th cen-

turies, must learn to judge, for themselves, how far

the modem editor is justified in adopting the read-

ings with which he presents ^ them : and, to assist

them in so doing, we subjoin a few definite rules,

collected firom the works of Pietro Aron (1529),
Zarlino (1558), Zacconi (1596), and some other
early writers whose authority is indisputable.

I. The most important of these rules is that

which relates to the formation of the Claitmla
vera, or True Cadenco—the natural homologue,
notwithstanding certain structural difierenoes, of
the Perfect Cadence as used in Modem Music
[See Clausula vera, in Appendix.]
The perfection of this Cadence—which is al-

ways associated, either with a point of repose in

the phrasing of the music, or a completion of the
sense ofthe words to which it is sung—depends
UDon three conditions, (a) The Canto fermo, in

whatever part it may be placed, must descend
one degree upon the Final of the Mode. (6) In
the last Chord but one, the Canto fermo must
form, with some other part, either a Major Sixth,

destined to pass into an Octave ; or a Minor
Third, to be followed by Unison, (c) One part,

and one only, must proceed to the Final by a
Semitone—which, indeed, will be the natural re-

sult of compliance with the two first-named laws.

1 PrcMke. In Ma 'Mualcft Dirtna,' has placed all aoddentaU flren
bj Um Composer, in their usual position, b^ort the notes to which
thcT refer: but. those 8U8K<«ted by hinuelf, oftoM the noten. It is

much to be de«lr«4 that ail who edit the works of the Old Masters
•hould adopt thU most excelletit and oonsdenttoua plan.
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In Modes HI, IV, V. VI, XIII, and XIV, it

is possible to observe all these conditions, with-
out the use of accidentals. For, in the Third and
Fourth Modes, the Canto fermo will naturally
descend a. Semitone upon the Final ; while, in
the others, the Counterpoint will ascend to it by
the same interval, as in the following examples,
where the Canto fermo is shewn, sometimes in
the lower, sometimes in the upper, and some-
times in a middle part, the motion of the two
parts essential to the Cadence being indicated
by slurs.-

Modes III and IT.

But accidentals will be necessary in all other
Modes, whether used at their tme pitch, or trans-

posed. (See Modes, the Eoolesiabtical.)

Naturai. Modbs.

I and II.

Traksposkd Modks.

I and II.

Moreover, it is sometimes necessary, even in
Modes V and VI, to introduce a £ b in the pen-
ultimate Chord, when the Canto fermo is in the
lowest port, in order to avoid the False Relation
of the Tritonus, which naturally occurs when two
Major Thirds are taken upon the step of a Major
Second ; although, as we have already shewn, it

is quite possible, as a general rule, to form the

True Cadence, in those Modes, without the aid of

Accidentals.
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Modes y and VI.

II. In the course of long compositionB, True
Cadences are occasionally found, ending on some
note other than the Final of the Mode. When
these occur simultaneously with a definite point

of repose in the music, and a full completion of

the sense of the words, they must be treated as

genuine Cadences in some new Mode to which
the Composer must be supposed to have modu-
lated ; and the necessary accidentals must be in-

troduced accordingly : as in the Credo of Pales*

trina's Missa Brevis

—

Mode XIII (tranep.).

III. An accidental is also firequently needed
in the last Chord of a Cadence. The rule is,

that every Cadence which either terminates a
composition, or concludes a well-defined strain,

must end with a Major Chord. It naturally

does so in Modes V, VI, VII, VIII, XIII, and
XIV. In Modes I, II, III, IV, IX, and X, it

must be made to do so by means of an accidental.

The Major Third, thus artificially supplied, in
Modes in which it would naturally be Minor, is

called the * Tierce de Picardie/ and forms one of
the most striking characteristics of Mediaeval
Music ^

Modes I and II.

Jh-^-t-^—^- ^ ^^^^^g
IIm ^-^ *g «^^ ^•^ ^-^ ftrj B

J/ es* ^^^ '

' g^ fg.
*8—"

Modes lU and IV.

Modes IX and X.

It is not, however, in the Cadence alone, that
the laws of ' Cantus Fictus' are to be observed.
IV. The use of the Augmented Fourth (Tri-

tonus), and the Diminished ilfth {Quiiita FaUd),
as intervals of melody, is as strictly forbidden in

Polyphonic Music, as in Plain Chaunt. [See
Ml CONTRA FA.] Whenever, therefore, these

intervals occur, they must be made perfect by an
accidental; thus

—

It will be seen, that, in all these examples, it

is the second note thkt is altered. No Singer

1 KxMTit tn compoiltlans In more thsn four i»rU, Modleral Com.
posen usually omltt«d the Third. Altogether. Id the final chord. In
thU case, s M^jor Third li alwaja luppoied.
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eoul^ be ^xpe^ted to read so far In advance as to
anticipate we necessity for a change in the first

note. For such a necessity the text itself will
generally be found to provide, and the Singers
of the 16th century were quite content that this
should be the case ; though they felt grievously
insulted by an accidental prefixed to the second
note, and called it an 'Ass's mark' (Lat. Sig-
num (uininum, Germ. EnUzeichen), Even in
conjunct passages, they seamed its use; thou^lt
the obnoxious intervals were as sternly condemned,
in conjunct as in disjunct movement.

f

These passages are simple enough : but, some-^
times, very doubtful ones occur. For instance^
Pietro Aron reconmiends the Student, in a dilem-
ma like the following, to choose, as the least of
two evils, a Tritonus, in conjunct movement, as
at (a)t rather than a disjunct Quinta falta, as
at (6).

JOSQUIN DKS PKi».

V. In very long, or crooked passages, the
danger of an oversight is vastly increased : and*
in order to meet it, it is enacted, by a law of fre-

quent, though not universal application, that a
B, between twoA s—or, in the transposed Modes^
an £, between two Ds—must be made fiat,

thus

—

VI. The {^nint<i Jutsa la also torrndtitu, as an
element of harmony : and, except when used as a

passing note, in the Second and Third Orders of
Counterpoint, must always be corrected by an
accidental ; as in the following example from the

Credo of Palestrina's * Missa ^Eterna Christ!

niunera.' [See Fa Fictum, in Appendix.]

The Tritonm is not likely to intrude itself, as

an integral part of the harmony ; since the Chords
of 6-4 and 6-4-2 are forbidden in strict Counter-
point, even though the Fourth may be perfect.

VII. But both the Tritonus and Quinta /aUa
1 are freely permitted, when they occur among thi
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upper parts of a Chord, the Ban taking no share

in their formation. In Buoh caBeB« therefore, no
correction will be required.

Vni. The last rule we think it necessary to

mention is strongly enforced by the learned Padre
Martini, though Zarlino points out many excep-

tions to its authority. Its pur[>ort is that Im-
perfect Concords, when they ascend, must be made
Major, and, when they deeceud. Minor. That
this is true, in some of the progressions pointed

out in the subjoined example, is evident ; but, it

is equally clear that in others the law is in-

applicable.

(f) (b) Kzc«ptlon. Kzceptton.

These laws will suffice to give a £edr general

idea of a subject, the difficulties of whi(m seem
greater, at first sight, than they really are. It is

Impossible but that, we should sometimes meet
with ambiguous cases—as, for instance, when it

seems uncertain whether a point of repose in the

middle of a composition is, or is not, sufficiently

well-marked to constitute a True Cadence ; or the

conclusion of a strain definite enough to demand a
Tieree de Pieardie, But, a little experience will

soon enable the Student to form a correct judg-

ment, whenever a choice is presented to him ; if

only he will bear in mind that it is always safer

to reject a disputed accidental, than to run the

risk of inserting a superfluous one.

On one other point) only, will a little &rther
explanation be necessary.

Among the few accidentals introduced into the

older Part books, we rarely find a Natural. Com*
posers limited themselves to the use of the Sharp
and Flat, in order to remove a trifling difficulty

connected with the process of Transposition. It

constantly happens, that, for the convenience of

particular Singers, pieces, originally written in

transposed Modes, are restored, in performance,

to their natural pitch. In this case, the B flat of

the transposed scale, raised by a Natural, is re*

jnvseuted, at the true pitch, by an F, raised by a
Sharp; thus

—

Mode vn. restored to ito
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Mode VII, tmniposed.
natural pitch.

1

1 n p J Q

Now, to us, this use of the Natural, in the one
case, and the Sharp, in the other, is intelligible

enough. But, when accidentals, of all kinds,

were exceedingly rare, there was always danger
of their being misunderstood : and the early Com-
posers, fearing lest the mere sight of a Natural
should tempt the unwary, in the act of transpos-

ing, to truisfer it from the B to the F^ sub-

stituted a Sharp for it ; thus~>

Mode VII, transposed.

This method of writing, which Is found as
late as last century, is exceedingly puzzling
to the beginner ; but, all difficulty will vanish,

if he will only remember that notes, flat by the
Signature, simply become Natural, when a Sharp^
is prefixed to them. [W.S.R.]
MUSICA FIGURATA (Figured music). I.

In its earliest sense, this term was applied to
Plain-Chaunt Melodies, corrupted by the intro-

duction of forbidden intervals, and overloaded
with those ill-conceived embellishments, which,
in the vear 1322. were so sternly condemned by •

the celebrated Bull of Pope John the a 2nd.
[See Macicotaticdm.] II. In later tim«, it

was more generally undecstood to indicate the
Polyphonic Mono of the 14th, 15th, and i6th
oentories, in which the beauty of a Plaiu-Chaunt
Canto fermo was enhanced by the addition of
an elaborate and regularly-constructed Counter-
point. [W.S.R.]

MUSICA MENSURATA or Cantus Men-
BURABiLis (Measured Music). The notes of
Plain Chaunt were originally of equal length

;

or, at least, were only lengthened or shortened
indefinitely, in aocordanoe with the accent of
the words to which they were adapted. But,
after the invention of Figured Music, it became
necessary to design a system of Notation capable
of expressing the relative duration, as well as the
pitch, of every note intended to be sung ; and
thus arose a new species of Song, called Caniut
meiuurabiliB, or Measured Music.

One of the earliest known writers on this sub*

ject was the celebrated Fnmoo of Cologne, who,
upon the strength ofhis Tract, entitled Ars cantos
tnensurabilis, written during the later half of the

iith century, has frequently been credited with
the invention of the Time-Table. It is but fair

however, to say, that, in this very Tract, Magister
Franoo himself speaks of ' many others, both re-

cent, and antient/ (mtt/tos tarn novoi quam anti^

quoit), who have written on the same subject.]

whence, notwithstanding the testimony of Mar'
chetto de Padova, who wrote two centuries later^

we must infer that we are indebted to our author
rather for a compendium of what was already

known at the time when he flourished, than for

a new or original discovery. 'In confirmation of

this view, Coussemaker, in his 'Scriptores de
musica medii aevi,* cites several MSS. which
appear to be of earlier date than the Treatise of

Franco; and prints, in extenso, examples which
set forth systems far less completely developed

than that which Franco describes.

Next, in point ofantiquity, to Francois Treatise,

is one written by our own countryman, Walter
Odington, of Evesham, in the year 1 2 20. Others
follow, by Marchetto de Padova, in 1274;
Johannes de Muris, in 1321 ; Robert de Handlo
—another Englishman—in 1326 ; Prodoiscimusde

Beldomandis, in 1410; Franchinus Gafurius, in

1480 ; and numerous other authors, who all con'*

cur in representing Franco as an authority entitled

to the utmost possible veneration.

A detailed analysis of these interesting works
would far exceed the limits of the present Articled
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The syetemA thdy set forth are, of ooane; pro-

gressive ; and a sufficiently explicit summary of

theirsuccessivestages ofdevelopment will befound

in the Articles Notation,Tims-Table, and others

therein mentioned. [W.S.R.]

MUSICA TRANSALPINA. The name of

the first printed collection of Italian madrigals

with English words. It was published in London
in 1588 (the dedicatory epistle is dated Oct. i)

soon after Byrd had issuea his 'Psalmes, Sonets,

and Songs/ the first printed collection of English

madrigals. The title is 'Musica Transalpina.

Madrigales translated of Tonre, five and sixe parts,

chosen out of diuers excellent Authors, with the

first and second part of La Vergindla, made by
Maister Byrd vpon two Stanzas of Arioslo, and
brought to speak English with the rest. Pub-
lished by N. Yonge, in fauour of such as take

pleasure in Musick of voices. Imprinted at Lon-
don by Thomas East, the assign^ of William
Byrd. 1588. l)uih Priaelegio Reyia Maiestatis'

Nicholas Yonge, the compiler, tells ns that dur-

ing his residence in London he had annually

received music books firom Italy and elsewhere,

and that his house was much resorted to by gen-

tlemen and merchants, English and foreign, at-

tracted by the music which was daily performed

ther«) ; that five years previously a gentleman had
translated many Italian madrigab, and that he,

having obtained copies, had often been importuned

to publish them, and had at length done so. The
number of madrigals in the collection is 57, viz.

x6 by Ferabosoo, 10 by Marenzio, 4 each by Pales-

trina and Filippo di Monte, 3 by Converni, a each

by Byrd, Fagnient, Donate, Orlando di Lasso,

Ferretti and Felis, and one each by di Macque,
Pordenoni, de Vert, Yerdonck, Palestina, Rinaldo

del Mel, Bertani and Pinello. In the table of

contents the original initial Italian words are

given, side by side with the English. In 1597
Yonge published a second book under the same
name, containing 24 ibtiadrigal^, viz. 6 by Fera-

bosco, 3 each by Marenzio, Croce and Quintiani,

S each by Eremita and Palavicino, and one each

by Vecchi, Nanino, Yenturi. Feliciani, and Bioci.

The madrigals in both books are very judiciously

chosen, and many are still in constant use. The
Englinh words are almost literal translations of

the original Italian, and are generally well fitted

to the notes, but as verses are singularly crude,

and in some instances—notably the well-known
' Cynthia, thy song and chanting ' of Giovanni

Croce—^almost unmeaning. [W. H. H.}

MUSICAL ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY,
THE, 'for the publication of scarce and valu-

able works by the early English composers,* was
established in 1840, and commenced its publica-

tions in November of that year. Specimens of

old English melody had been reproduced in ' A
Collection of National English Airs,* then re-

cently completed, and this society was designed

to afford specimens of the English school of har-

mony in and after the madrigalian era. As
motets, madrigals, and other choral music were
originally published only in separate parts, it
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beca>ine necessary, for this object, to reproduce
them in score. The separate parts were difficult

of^jkt^ainment, and not in all cases correct ; the
edition had therefore a considerable amount of
labour, and occasionally of thought, in tn^Hpg
the scores. Nevertheless, the duties were cheer-
fully undertaken by eminent musicians of the
time, some of whom added biographies of the com-
posers, or other interesting introductory matter

—

all without remuneration, as the object was a
national one. ^

Nineteen works were published, in large folio,

and to the^e were added sixteen correspcmd-
ing folios of compressed scores by Professor G.
A. Macfarren. These* were und^taken by the
publisher on his own responsibility, with a view
of increasing the subscription list. The coun^l
of the society had decided against the addition,

of aooompaniments under the vocal scores. Be-
sides the editors, there were many en^nent
musicians who assisted on the council andokt the
rehearsal of each work, being then occasionall)^

called upon to advise in cases of doubtful notes.

The society lasted seven years, and' in its

second year numbered nearly a thousand mem-
bers, but they gradually fell away, i^hiefly ally-
ing as reasons that the works were- more fitt^
for societies than for private families, in which
there are rarely a sufficient number of voices ;

and, secondly, that the books occupied too much
space. The annual subscription was one pound,
and the works were supplied to the members at
prime cost.

The nineteen works issued by the society
were :

—

1. A Xms forS Toloet. byWllllAin i

BrnL Edited br K. r. Bimbault.

!

2. Tlie flm Kt nf Madrigals b/
John Wilbye. Edited bj James
Turle.

5. MadrtgaU and Motets for fi

Tolces. hj Orlando Gibbons. Edited
by Sir George Smart.

4. Dido and JBneas.a tragic opera
by Henry PuroeU. Edited by G. A.

Macfarren.
6. The first set of Ballets for ff

voices by Thomas Morley. Edited

by B. F. Blmbault.
A. Bk. 1 of Cantlones saerss for 5

Toices. by William Byrd. Edited

by W. Horsley.

7. Bonduca. a tragedy by Henry
Puroell. Edited by E.F.Rlmbault.

8. The first set of Madrigal* by
Thomas Weelkes. Edited by Ed-
ward J. Hopkins.

9. Fantasies in S parts composed
for Viols, by Orlando Gibbons.
Edited by E. F. Blmbault.

10. King Arthur, an opera, by
Henry Purcell. Edited by Profes-

sor Edward Taylor.

11. The whole Book of Psalms
with their wonted tunes. In 4 parts,
as .published by Thomas Xste.
Edited iiy E. F. Blmbault.

Ut. The first set of Songs by John
Dowland. Edited by William
Chappell.
\K Aln orFa las by J<dm HlltoD.

Edited by Joseph Warren.
14. A collection of Anthems by

M. Este. T. Ford, Weelkes. and
Bateson. Edited by E.F.Rlmbault.

15. Madrigals by John Bcnnet,
Edited by E. J. Hopkins.

18. The second set of Madrlfals
by John Wllbye. Edited by George
William Budd.

17. The first set of MadrlgaU by
Thomas BateB(». Edited by E.F.
Blmbault.
Vk Parthenia, or the first musie

erer printed for the Virginals,
by W. Byrd. John Bull, and Or-
lando Gibbons. Edited by E. F.
Blmbault.

19. Odecomposed for St. Cerilla's
Day by Henry PurcdL Edited by
E. F. Blmbault.

Among members of the council not included

in the above list were Sir John Goes, S'r W.
Stemdale Bennett, Sir Henry Bishop, Henry
Smart, George Hogarth, William Hawes, Charles
Lucas, Charles Neate, John Bamett, Tom Cooke,
George Cooper, W. H. Callcott, J. Blackboum,
W. Bayley, E. Hawkins, I. Moschelefi, and others.

The late Dr. Rimbault acted throughout as hon.
secretary, and W. Chappell, the projector of the
society, acted for about five years as treasurer

and manager of the publications. He was then
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succeeded by his younger brother, Thomas P.

ChappeU. [W.C.]

MUSICAL ASSOCIATION, THE, esta-

blished in 1 874, after preliminary meetings at the

house ofMr.W.Spottiswoode, F.B.S.,and atSouth
Kensington Museum, at the latter of which, on
May 39, Mr. John Hullah presided and several

membOTS were enrolled. On August 4, 1874,
the first general meeting of the members was
held, Mr. A. J. EUis, F.R.S. in the chair, and it

was resolved that the Society's title should be
* Musical Association for the investigation and
discussion of subjects connected with the Science

and Art ofMusic* The members, according to the

rules, 'consist of practical and theoretical musi-
cians as well as those whose researches have been
directed to the science of Acoustics, the history

of Music or other kindred subjects.' The Asso-

ciation meets at the Beethoven Rooms, Harley
Street, on the first Monday of every month
from November to June, when papers are read
and discussed and published. Subscription is

one guinea a year, and members are elected by
ballot. The President is the Rev. Sir F. A. 6.
Ooseley, Bart. The Vice-presidents are Messrs.
W. Chappell; Otto Goldschmidt ; G. Grove; J.

Hullah ; Prof. G. A. Macfarren, Mus. Doc.

;

G. A. Osborne ; W. Pole, Mus. Doc. ; C. K.
Salaman ; W. Spottiswoode ; W. H. Stone, and
J. Tyndidl. The Council includes the vice-

presidents and Messrs. W. A. Barrett, Mus.
Bac.; C. H. Barry; J. Bennett; R. H. M.
Boeanquet ; J. F. Bridge, Mus. Doc. ; W. H.
Gummings ; W. H. Monk ; A. H. D. Prender-
gast ; J. Stainer, Mus. Doc. ; and C. E. Stephens.
The other officers are—^Treasurer, Mr. Stanley
Lucas ; Auditors, Messrs. W. 8. Collard and
C. Mackeson ; and Hon. Sec., Mr. J. Higgs,
Mus. Bac. During the five sessions since the
establishment of the Society, papers on a great

variety of subjects have been read, including

musical nomenclature, musical notation, pitch,

temperament, systems of harmony, ecclesiastical

music, musical criticism, Bach's Art of Fugue,
Purcell and his family, the formation of a
national musical library, orchestral music, the
history, character and possible improvements of

certain instruments, and questions connected
with acoustics and the mathematics of music.

The Society's Proceedings are published annually

by Lucas & Weber. [CM.]

MUSICAL BOX. [See Snuffbox, Musical.]

MUSICAL FEASTS. The Musical Feasts
which preceded the Musical Drama were so

called because it was the custom in Italy to

celebrate any joyful occasion, such as the marriage
of princes, with feasts, and games, and melo-

dramatic poetry, accompanied with theatrical re-

presentations. Feats of arms, jousts and tourna-

ments, also made part of the entertainment, which
was in Italy of much the same character as the
masques and pageants in England in the time of

Elizabeth and James I. So much were these

Musical Feasts in request that the most celebrated

poets and musicians of the day were employed
VOL. II. FT. 10.
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to tmrange the scheme, celebrated architects de-

vised the extraordinary and elaborate machinery
brought in to enhance the effect, and great painU
ers—in one instance a pupil of Perugino, Bastiano
di san Gallo—condescenaed to paint the scenery.

* Like the musical feasts,* says> Bumey (Hist.

!!• 50), ' the first Italian operas were performed in

the palaces of princes, for the celebration of mar-
riages, or on some particular occasion of joy and
festivity, at the expense of the Sovereign or the
Republic, and not in theatres supported by
general contribution.' (See II Quadrio, vol. v.

p. 500.) [CM. P.]

MUSICAL GLASSES. [See Harmonica.]

MUSICAL LIBRARIES. The authors of
this article cannot hold themselves responsible

for the correctness of the statements containe(^

in their accounts of the principal European and
American collections of music. It has not been
possible to examine every library for the pur-
poses of this work, but every care has been,

taken to ensure accuracy by obtaining the
information direct from librarians, cathedral

dignitaries, organists, or other persons who,
have access to the collections. Circulating

libraries have not been noticed, as, although they
often contain many thousands of musical works^
they are not generally of a permanent nature,

and consist principally of modem works. It is

to be regretted that libraries devoted solely to

music should be so rare. Even where, as in tho
British Museum, the musical part of the col-

lection is kept separate, musical literature has to

be sought for in the general library. The
Imperial Libraries at Berlin and Vienna, and the

libraries of the Sacred Harmonic Society and
Paris Conservatoire are gratifying exceptions to

this rule.

Oreat BiHtain and Ireland,

Cambbidoe. a. The Fitzwilliam Museum
contains a valuable collection which has been
already noticed. [Vol. i. p. 530.] A new cata-'

logue has been recently (I079) completed.

6. The University Libraiy, besides a consider-

able and somewhat miscellaneous collection of
printed music (chiefly of the present century)

contains a few MS. books of music, consisting

principally of collections of well-known airs,

dance-tunes, and lessons for the lute, bass

viol and recorder, arranged and composed by
Bachelor, Dowland, H<^bome, Byrc^ Tallis,

Johnson and other composers of the early part

of the 17th century. They are written in

tablaiure and date principally from 1600 to

1640. Besides these there is a valuable volume
of 16th-century anthems and masses by Fayrfair^

Prowett, Davy, Austen, Tavemer, Lovell, Pasche,

and Ashwell. Amongst the masses in this

volume nuky be mentioned a 'Missa Regalis'

and a mass, * God save King Harry.' There is

also preserved here an undoubted 1 5th-century

mass in two parts, unfortunately wanting one
page. MS. installation odes by Boyce and
Walmisley are also in the library, and it is

hoped that in consequence of a recent regulation,

£ e
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an extensive collection of exerdiei for the

University musical degrees will be gradually

accumulated.

c. Trinity College, The library contains a
small collection of musical works and treatises,

including copies of the * Psalterium Carolinum
*

cf J. WUaon (1653) ; Locke's ' Present Practice

of Music Vindicated ' (1673) ; Carr's * Vinculum
Societatis ' (1687) ; 4 volumes of Zarlino's works

(^S^9)» <uid early editions of the works of Byrd,
Watson, Morley. Playford, Bannister, Wilson,

Gamble, Lawes, 31ace, etc.

d, Magdalene College. The Pepysian library

contains a few early works on music by Butler,

Holder, Morelli, Victorini. Wallis and Alstedius

;

valuable MS. collections of vocal music of the time

of Edward IV and Henry VII (containing com-
positions by Joseph Guinneth and Robert Davis

;

and a volume which belonged to Henry VIII
when he was Prince of Wales) ; English, French,

Scotch and Latin psalters ; an opera by Grabu
('Albion and Albianus*) ; compositions by Blome,
de Bacilly, Kircher, Mersenne, Morley, Salmon,

Deering, Merbeck, Coperario, Lawes, King, Pur-

cell, and Finger ; ballads, songs, and other com-
positions adjusted to the compass of Mr. Pepys*

voice, and solos, duets, and trios for stringed and
wind instruments, which seem to show that he
carried out his resolution to 'practice wind-
musique, and to make my wife do the like.'

«. St. Peter's College. In the college library

is a valuable collection of MS. anthems, services,

masses, motets, etc., both Latin and English, in

separate part-books. The anthems and services

are by composers of the early 1 7th century, and
were probably collected when Dr. Cosin was
Master of Peterhouse (i634-1 660). They are

in various handwritings and contain some auto-

graph compositions by Cambridge organists of

the period. The masses and motets (in tour part-

books)' date from the early part of the 16th century

and contain many rare and valuable compositions

of the time of Henry VII and Henry VHI, in-

cluding 4 masses by FayrfiEbx, a Stabat Mater by
Hunt, 3 masses by Ludford, and 1 1 compositions

by Tavemer. The collection contains works by
upwards of 80 different muncians, as well as

many anonymous compositions. There is a MS.
catalogue compiled by the Rev. Dr. Jebb.

Cantebburt. The Cathedral library contains

a number of volumes of music and works on
music, including an incomplete copy of the

contra-tenor cantoris of Barnard's Church Music

(1641).
Chester. The Cathedral library contains a

good collection of modem church music.

Dublin, a. Royal Irish Academy of Music.

This society possesses a good library of scores

and orchestral parts of the works of the great

composers. It also includes the Ubraiy of the

long defunct ' Antient Concerts.*

b. The library of Christ Church Cathedral

oootains valuable MS. copies of anthems and
services by Purcdl, Child, BattishiU and others,

which are said to differ greatly from those printed

in England during the uist fifty years.
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BxTBHAM. The Cathedral library contains m
few books of glees and catches of the early 18th
century, and some long disused MS. anthems and
services formerly performed in the CathedraL

Edinburgh, a. The library of musical works
belonging to the chair of music in the Universi^
of Edmbuig^h waa formed from the collections of
the late Professor of Music (Donaldson) and the
present (Sir Herbert Oakeley), and bequest*
from Signer Bucher, General Reid and others.

There are some 750 works on music, comprising
standard theoretical treatises; rare old copies
of the works of Boethius, Morley, Zarlino and
Praetorius; and a remarkable MS. copy of a
Kyrie and Gloria in 48 real parts by Gregorio
Balabene. Perhaps the rarest MS. is the original

autograph copy of the great B minor Prelude and
Fugue for organ (Peters* edition, vol. a, no. 10)
by Sebastian Bach, which belongs to Sir H.
Oakeley. This library also possesses most of the
compositions of the great masters, including
orchestral scores, and a unique collection of
musical instruments and of acoustical apparatus.

b. The Advocate's library, in conmion with
the British Museum, Bodleian, Cambridge and
Dublin libraries, receives under the copyright
act copies of all music entered at Stationers*

Hall. The volumes of bound music in this
library number about 500, each volume contain-
ing from 15 to 30 pieces. There are also a few
volumes of MSS. and other music of no great
rarity or value.

Ely. [See vol. i. p. 487 b.]

Glasgow. The Euing library. This libraiy
was collected by the late W. Euing, Esq., of
Glasgow, and bequeathed by him to Anderson's
College, where it is now preserved. It is a large
and valuable collection, particularly rich in
treatises and histories of music. The catalogue,
which was prepared and printed in accordance
with Mr. Euing's will, contains 256 pages, 140
of which are filled with the list of treatises,

essays, etc. These form the nucleus of the ool>

lection, and comprise the treatises accumulated
by the late Dr. Rimbault. Amongst the ancient
music in this collection the following works may
be mentioned : early editions of Byrd's Psalms,
etc. ; the Corale Constantini (1550-57) ; Faber^s
Melodiae Prudentianae (1533) ; 3 volumes of
Frescobaldi's works; Nicolas de la Gratters
Chansons (1575); 47 volumes of Praetorius's
works (1607-1 61 8) ; 9 volumes of J. de Wert's
works (1 583-1 589); and a valuable and ex-
tensive collection of English psalters and hymn-
books.

Gloucester. The Cathedral library posscsees
several old choir books containing unpublished
anthems by Rogers, Tye, Wise, Blackwdl,
Turner, Pickhaver, Henstridge, Davies, Jefferies,

Portman, Parsons, etc., unfortunately wanting
several of the parts; a complete full service
(in F), and two anthems in MS. by Fortunate
Santini ; a full MS. score of Boyce's anthem
* Blessed is he that considereth * ; a few leaves of
illuminated MS. music, and some printed and
MS. church music of the 17th century.
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Hereford. The principal mnsical treasure

of the Cathedral library is the net of zo yolumes
of Barnard's Church Music (1641). Eight of

the volumes are nearly perfect, the remaining
two are in MS., and were compiled with much
care by Mr. John Bishop, ofCheltenham. There
are also a few old organ books and other volumes

for the use of the choir, and a copy of Kircher's

Musurgia (1650).
Lichfield. There are 189 volumes of printed

and MS. music belonging to the Cathedral. The
ItdSS. include a volume of Croft*s anthems and
Te Deum (in D) with orchestral accompaniments

;

3 volumes of Blow's anthems ; a volumes of an-

thems by Purcell, Blow, etc.; and a large col-

lection of part-books. The chief treasure of the

printed works is seven parts (3 counter-tenors,

3 tenors, and a basses) ofBarnard's Church Music

C1641).
LiNOOLN. The Cathedral library contains a

considerable collection of madrigals and motets,

dating from 1549 to i6ao, by many now for-

gotten and nearly imknown composers, amongst
whom the following names occur : Rogier-Patlue,

Josquin Baston, Costeley, Sandrin, Grodart,

Benedictus d'Appenzell, fVan9ois Ronpel, Gian-

etto da Palestrina, Lochenburgo, Nasco, Essenga,

Pace, Vopa, Mellio, Manenti, Primavera 'dell'

Arpa,' Taglia, Ruffo. dal' Aquila, Cadeac, Petrus

Philippus Anglus, Deering, Corona, Di Mayo,
Hufolo, Chamatero, di Cataldo, Yalenrola. Sabino,

mad Raimundus. There are also compositions

by other better known composers, and anthems
(dating from 1665 to 1800) by former organists

and lay vicars of the cathedraL including compo-
sitions by Hecht (organist 1665-1690), Allanson

(1690-1705), Holmes (1705-1720), Heardson,
Cutts, Blundevile. etc. [W. B. S.]

London, a. British Museum. The musical

portion of the library of the British Museum be-

longs partly to the department of Printed Books,

and iNully to that of MSS. In both depart-

ments there is a constant increase ; in the former

by the operation of the Copyright Act, which
gives the Museum a claim to ail music published

in this country, as well as in foreign countries

which demand copyright here ; and in both by
purchase, which is now made on a large scale, as

well as by presentation or bequest.

The MS. catalogue of Printed Music in 1858
consisted of a a volumes; in 1878 it occupied 37a
volumes, with about 185,000 entries. According
to an estimate made in a report at the beginning
of the latter year, there were 1 1 ,048 volumes of

-rocal and 5705 ofinstrumental printed music, em-
bracing together a total of about 70,000 distinct

works. Tbe present annual increase is estimated

at about 6000 works. The most important earlv

contribution to the collection was Dr. Bumey's
musical library, which was bequeathed to the
Museum, and transferred to its shelves on his

death in 1814: this is especially rich in old

English songs. Another important collection

embodied in the library is that of the great
contiabassist Dragonetti, consisting of i8a
yolomes of scores of classical operas, which
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became the property of the Museum by be-
queston his death in 1846. [See Dbaoonetti.] A
notable purchase was made in 1863 of duplicates

from the Berlin library, consisting chiefly of old
German and Italian madrigals and church music,
valued at about £1000. In specimens of the
earliest printed music, such as that produced by
Petruod at Venice in the fifteenth century and
beginning of the sixteenth, the British Mu8eum
is less strong, as indeed any library of so recent an
origin necessarily must be. But otherwise it is

well supplied with rarities, as is evident from
the fact that of 376 rare musical works (chiefly

English) sold at the auction of Dr. Rimbault's
library in 1878, it was found that this library

already possessed all but 39. The works here
referred to are all muaic strictly speaking, i.e.

written in musical notation; all books on the

science and history of music (such as the choice

treatises presented by Sir John Hawkins in

1 778), with biographies of musicians, etc., are

included in the general library, as are also

service-books, such as Graduals, Antiphoners and
Processionals, which, although exhibiting the

ancient musical notes, find their place among
Liturgies.

The collection of musical MSS. amounts to

from 1200 to 1500 volumes. The following

are among the most noteworthy articles. A
large volume of autograph music by Purcell.

A volume known as Thomas Mulliner*s book,

containing airs and chants for the virginals, by
Tallis and others, and including the earliest

known copy of Richard Edwards' madrigal * In
going to my naked bed.* Services and anthems
of the Church of England down to Queen Anne's
reign, collected by Dr. Tudway, 1715-ao, in sir

volumes, containing works by Aldrich, Blow,

Gibbons, Humphrey, Purcell, Tudway, etc. Two
or three volumes of autograph pieces by Handel,

some leaves of which supply the place of leaves

wanting in the autograph of *Admetus' in

Buckingham Palace. Two volumes of rough

draughts by Beethoven, in which the first ideas

of themes of some of his great works were jotted

down. 1 1 volumes of autogn*ph musical extracts,

chiefly vocal, made by Dr. Bumey for his History

of Music, a8 volumes of MS. motets, masses,

madrigals, duets, etc. by Italian and English

composers, copied by Henry Needier from the

libraries at Oxford, and bequeathed in 17S2.

John Barnard's first book of Selected Church
Music, a manuscript copy scored by John Bishop

of Cheltenham from the various voice parts of

this book, of which no single perfect copy is

known to exist. There are many interest-

ing collections of Italian and early Ei^lish (i6tb

and 17th centuries) songs, having both words

and music. 61 volumes of autograph musical

compositions, collections for a dictionary of

music, etc. by Dr. J. W. Callcott. 39 operas or

musical dramas by Sir Henry R. Bishop, in auto-

graph score. Further, 40 volumes of scores of

Balfe*s operas, presented by his widow; and
a large collection of Dibdin's songs and
operas. Tliere is also a good deal of lute

£e2
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music in the pecnliar lute notation. Among
the more important articles acquired by purchase

from time to time, are scores of operas—many, if

not most, probably unpublished in score—espe-

cially by Rossini, Meyerbeer, Donizetti, Paisiello,

Hasse, Winter, Rioci, and Mercadante ; and
church music, chiefly Italian, in i8th cen-

tury copies, comprising compositions by Pales*

trina, the Scarlattis, Durante, Leo, Bai, Clari,

Perez, Pergolesi, and others. There is also

church music in the old notation, contained in

ancient service-books, some of which is older

than the invention of the stave-lines. The pur-

chase of MIS. music has been much more exten-

sive since 187a than before that date.

It remains to say a word on the subject of

catalogues of the music. The only existing

printed catalogue is that of the MS. music,

which was published in 184a, having been

drawn up by Thos. Oliphant, Esq., who was
specially engaged by the Trustees for the purpose.

Later acquisitions are duly registered in the

catalogues of Additional and Egerton MSS.
among the other possessions of the depart*

ment, but cannot be found except by aid of an
index, and then but imperfectly. A new edition

of Oliphant's catalogue including all these recent

acquisitions is urgently needed by musical

students, and (as the works are already more or

less perfectly described in notices scattered

through the lists of Additional MSS.) would
entail no great labour, nor be in itself a large

or expensive book. For the printed music the

existing MS. catalogue is all that readers can
desire when once they are in the reading-room

;

but a printed catalogue which could be bought
would be most valuable, especially as it would
reveal at once the existence of much curious old

music, which is now scarcely known even to

antiquaries ; it need not extend farther than the
conunenoement of the present century at latest,

as the more recent music might be assumed to be
inthelibruy. [R.M.]

6. Royal Academy of Music. The library of

this institution contains many interesting and
valuable works, amongst which may be men-
tioned a collection of English glees (in x6
volumes) by Atterbury, CaJlcott, Danby, etc.,

and MS. operas by Leonardo Leo, Gasparini,

Buonondni, Porpora, and others, which were
presented to the Academy, together with the
whole of his valuable musical Ubrary, by R. J.

Stevens, Esq. There is also a collection of the
works of Sebastian Bach, being the library of

the (now defunct) Bach Society which was
established by Sir Stemdale Biennett. The
Royal Academy of Music also possesses a large

collection of viduable compositions presented by
the various London music publishers, containing

especially orchestral works by Beethoven, Ben-
nett, Hummel, Mozart, Schumann and Schubert.

c. Sacred Harmonic Society. This library is

undoubtedly the best arranged and one of the
most valuable in England. There is an admir-
abfe published catalogue, the last (3rd) edition

of which appeared in 187a. The library then
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contained nearly 3000 works (4851 volumes^,
which are classified as Printed Music, MSS., and
Musical Literature, these divisions being again
subdivided. In the first of these divisions ' the
extensive assemblage of early musical works
printed from type, comprising church music,
madrigals, songs, and other vocal and instru-

mental compositions, many of uncommon rarity,

calls for particular notice. The madrigals include

a nearly perfect series of the productions of that
brilliant constellation of talented men—the
English madrigal writers who flourished during
the 1 6th and Z7th centuries.' Amongst the
chief treasures of this division (Printed Music)
we may mention eight of the ten parts of that rare

work Barnard's Church Music (1641); the 'Mo-
dulomun Hortus * and * Canonicus de SUvestris a
Barbarano ' of Floridus ; early editions of motets
by Palestrina; Willaert*s Psalms (Venice, 1565);
Antony and William Holbome^s *Cittharn
Schoole' (1597)—probably nnique; Starter'a

*FrieBche Lust-Hof' (1637); and a large col-

lection of English and Italian operas and musical
pieces, comprising several hundred works. The
MSS. include a full score (in the compoeer*8
autograph) of an unperformed opera, * Armida,'
by Joseph Haydn, and works of various de-
scriptions by Durante, Clari, Geminiani, Puroell,

Blow, Croft, Greene, Boyce and Ame. There is

also a Pianoforte score of Mendelssohn*s 'Elijah,*

principally in the composer's own handwriting,
being the version made for the production of the
oratorio at Birmingham in 1 846. Seven volumes
containing the collections horn which Barnard
compiled his ' Church Music,' and a collection of
music in 19 volumes, chiefly in Dr. Cooke's
handwriting, and consisting principally of his

own compositions, may also be mentioned. There
is also a small collection of autograph letters etc.

of Beethoven, Boieldieu, Donizetti, Frescobaldif

Gibbons, Gr^try, Handel, Lully, Mendelssohn,
Meyerbeer, Rossini, Spohr, Weber, Zingarellit

and other eminent composers. But it is in

works comprised under the heading 'Mnsical
Literature that this collection is particularly

rich, and these constitute its chief claim to
occupy a unique position among English musical
libraries. 'The musical literature in the Society's

librazT consists of treatises and other works on
the theory and practice of the art, including

nearly every important work, ancient and
modem, on the subject : works relating to the
history of music, or the lives of its professors

and others directly or indirectly connected with
its practice : lyric and other poetry, including m
large collection of the word-books issued for

performances at the provincial and other festivals,

concerts, etc., works showing the state of cathe-

dral and other choirs, and the condition of
church music at different periods : works on the
drama, threatres, etc., illustrating the state of
dramatic music : with others of a more miscel-

laneous character, but all tending to enlighten
us as to the progress of music' Amidst so many
treasures it is difiicult to name particular works^
and our space will not allow of our doing more
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than to name the valuable early editions of the

works of Aiguino, Aron, Boethius, GaforioB,

liateoiusy Morley, Omithoparcns, Playford,

Simpson, Yicentino, Zacooni and Zarlino, which
are to be found in this ooUsction. The library

is only aocesfdble to members of the society, but
students desirous of consulting particular works
find litde or no difficult in the way; the present

librarian is Mr. W. H. Husk, from whose interest-

ing remarks, contained in the preface to the cata-

logue this notice has been chiefly compiled.

d. South Kensington Museum. Ijie library

of thb Museum contains a useful collection of

works on music ofrecentdate, several little-known

German operas, published by Simrock, the

original MS. scores of Mendelssohn's Psalm,

f Hearmy Prayer ' and of Bishop^s ' Legends of

the Rhine,* and a small collection of musical

instruments and apparatus, including a glass

Harmonica invented by Benjamin Franklin, and
A Spinet constructed by T. Hitchcock in the latter

half of the 1 7th centiury. It also contains more
than 300 volumes of printed and MS. music
(chiefly old Italian), as well as treatises etc. firom

the library of the Musical Unioi^ which were
presented by Mr. Ella. There is a good printed

catalogue of the whole collection.

e. Lftmbeth. The Archiepiscopal library con-

tains many fine Psalters, Missals and Breviaries

both printed and MS. ; a good collection of early

editions of psalm and hymn books ; MS. treatises

by Chelle and Otteby ; a MS. volume of English,

frenoh and Italian songs with lute accompani-

ment (written in tablature), containing composi-

tions by Charles and Edwurd Coleman, Alphonso
Marsh, Matthew Locke and John Gulgrum, and
an explanation of the tablature ; a MS. volume
of harpsichord music (dances and airs) by R.
Ayle^i^tfd and others ; a copy of Tye*s eurious
* Acts of the Apostles ' ; and a MS. volume con-

taining the treble part of services and anthems
by Tallis, Parsons, Byrd, Tomkins, Gibbons,
Monday, Portman, Strogers, Morley, and many
anonymous compositions.

/. The Madrigal Society. This Society pos-

sesses a valuable collection of more than 300
madrigals, anthems^ etc., comprising works by
more than 100 composers, principally of the

English and Italian schools.

g. The Philharmonic Society. This library

dates from the formation of the Society in 181 3.

It contains all the parts of the principal works
of the dassical composers necessary n>r an or-

chestra, and many fuU scores and MSS. of unique
interest. Amongst the autographs may be men-
tioned three of Haydn's grand Symphonies;
Beethoven's dedication to the Society of his 9th
Symphony ; a MS. symphony by Cherubini

;

Mendelssohn's Symphony in C ('No. XIII.'

known as 'No. I.'), dedicated to the Society;

also Melusina, the Trumpet Overture, and the
original setting of the scena * Infelice^' with violin

obligato—all three with notes or alterations by
himself; also original scores by C!ipriani Potter,

Kies, Clementi, Bpohr, and other composers.

k' Westounster Abbey. The Chapter library
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contahis a collectioB of music (chiefly in MS.)
which comprises works of about 100 composers.
Amongst the MSS. the following are worthy of
mention : an oratorio (* Judith ') by Dr. Ame,
in full score ; three oratorios (* Jephthah,' 'The
Judgment of Solomon,* and 'La Santissima
Vergine ') by Carissimi ; a Mass {k 5) by Ga-
brielli; a Kyrie (k 4, with aceompaniment of
strings) by Lee ; motets and litanies by Bassani

;

two masses and psalms by Pergolese ; a masque
by Dr. Blow; 'Diocletian/ by H. Purcell ; a
small book containing French chansons by Cam-
bert, Le Camus, Bastido^ Farinel, Lalande, etc.

;

psalms by Colonna ; a remarkably fine anony-
mous Te Deum of considerable length, scored
for strings, trumpets and drums; and many
other works, chiefly by Italian composers. There
is also a fine collection of early printed madrigals,

both English and Italian, published between the
years 1559 and 1695. There ia an inadequate
MS. catalogue.

t. The Chapel Royal, St. James*s, contains a
small collection of part-books and scores (both
MS. and printed) of services and anthems which
have been in use by the choir for the last century
and a half. There is nothing of great rarity in

the collection: it consists principally of well-

known works of the English School.

Manchesteb. In the Chetham library is pre-

served a collection of nearly 4000 proclamations,

broadsides, ballads and poems, accumulated by
and presented to the library by J. O. Halliwell,

Esq. Amongst these will be found the music
of many old popular songs ranging through the
16th, 17th, ind 1 8th centuries, and containing

songs, catches, odes,.etc., by Purcell, Eccles, Leve-
ridge, Courteville, Croft, Carey, Weldon and Pe-
puBoh, and a large collection of single sheet songs

with music, published between 1680 and 1740.

Many of the songs in this collection were intro*

duced into operas for special occasions, and are

therefore not to be found in the printed editions.

Mr. Halliwell has prepared and printed a cata-

logue of this collection for private circulation.

OsooTT. St. Mary's CJollege. The library

contains a collection of masses, sequences, offer-

tories, psalms, hymns, responses, etc., in 7
volumes, by Paleetrina ; masses by Alfieri, and
unpublished MSS. by Guglielmi, Alfieri, Morales,

Zingarelli, Marotti, Festo, Rovalli, Cascolini.

Bolloffi, Fioravanti, and Borroni.

Oxford, a. The Bodleian library. This li-

brary has received additions of music since the

year 1602-. In 1759 and 1761 music began to be

received from Stationers* Hall, which was allowed

to accumulate until, in the present century, it

was arranged and bound up in some 300 or 400
volumes. In 180 1 a large collection of both MS.
and printed music was bequeathed by the Rev.

O. Wight. It comprises 190 volumes of MS.
anthems, eto^ by Arnold, Boyce, Blow, Ooft,

Greene, Piirc€dl, etc. ; a large number of works

by Drs. W. and P. Hayes, and both early Eng-
lish and Italian madrigals and motets. In 1856,

valuable MS. madrigals were purchased for the

library, and since Uien the collection has been
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increased by the gift of a few volames from Mr.
Macray, and some French cantatas from Sir F. A.
G. Ouaeley. There are also some rare early trea-

tises on music in this library. A remarkable early

Psalter is noticed under Notation.
6. Christ Church. The library of this college

contains a very large and valuable collection of

early English and foreign music, chiefly be-

queathed to the college by Dean Aldrich and
Mr. Goodson, but since then increased by many
additions. The printed works comprise compo-
sitions by more than i8o different composers,

while the MSS. contain 1075 anon3anous pieces,

and 3417 pieces by known composers, of whom
182 are English, 80 Italian, and 14 composers of

other nations. This estimate does not include

the many separate movements of operas, services,

etc., and the almost numberless Fancies for instru-

ments, which if enumerated would amount to

nearly 5000. Amongst the MSS. here are 30
anthems by Dr. Aldrich ; 23 anthems, 7 motets,

4 services, and a masque (' Venus and Adonis ')

by Dr. Blow ; 29 anthems, 43 motets, 19 madri-
* gals, etc.. and a very curious piece of programme
music ('Mr. Bird's Battle*) by W. Byrd ; 18

motets by R. Deering; 20 anthems and 21

madrigals and canzonets by T. Ford ; 24 anthems
by Orlando Gibbons ; 2 1 anthems by John Gold*
win ; 33 motets by M. Jeffrey; 21 canionets by
J. Jenkins : 1 7 motets by W. Mundy ; 15 operas

by Heniy Purcell ; 39 motets by J. Shepperde

;

17 motets by John Tavomer; 10 madrigals by
J. Warde ; 25 motets by R. Whyte ; 47 motets
and 45 cantatas by Carissimi ; 15 cantatas by
Cesti ; 67 motets by Gratiani ; 27 cantatas by
Michaeli

; 50 motets by Falestrina ; 1 1 2 cantatas

by Luigi Rossi ; 1 2 cantatas, a serenata, 2 dramas,
and an opera by A. Scarlatti ; and the following

anonymous compositions:—239 motets, 162 can-

tatas, etc., to English words (including a Passion
on the death of Prince Henry, and a dialogue be-

tween Cromwell and Charon^), and 408 cantatas,

etc., to Italian words. There is a MS. catalogue
of the collection compiled in 1845-47 by the late

Rev. H. £. Havergal.

c. The Music School. The library of the
Music School contains a valuable collection of
old music, principally in MS. It comprises the
gifts to the university ofDr. Heather (the founder
of the chair of music at Oxford), the Rawlinson
collection (bequeathed in 1755), a collection of

the MS. scores of most of the exercises written
for musical degrrees from 1750 to the present

time, and a smaU collection of printed works of

about 300 composers. Among the valuable MSS.
preserved here are 18 masses by Tavemer, Bur-
ion, Merbecke, Fayrfax, Kasar, Aston, A^well,
Norman, Shepparde, Tye, and Alwood ; a coUec*

tion of In Nomines in 4 and 5 parts, by English
composers of the 15th and i6tli centuries

;
5-part

motets by Felice Sances ; motets, etc., for voices

and orchestra by RosenmiQler, Schelliog, and
Kniipfer ; Christopher Simp8on*s ' Monthes and
Seasons, for a basses and a treble'; collections of

1 Aoeonllns to » oopj in Mr. T»phoiue^ oolIectloD. UiU piece b bj
Henry Bail
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vocal and instrumental compositions by W. Lawef
and Orlando Gibbons; Occasional (Mes by Dr.
Boyce ; many anthems and services ; and oolleo-

tions of rare English instrumental music, and
French and Italian songs. There is a good MS.
catalogue of the collection, compiled in 1854.
Ro^ESTKB. The music library of the cathe-

dral consuts of 478 volumes, 84 of which are in

MSm and contain anthems and services (some of
which are unpublished) by the following com-
posers :—Hopkins, Henstridge, Lock, Wootton,
Hine, Turner, Elvey, Child, Dupuis, Lambert,
Fussell, Mason, Walmisley, Russell, Rogers^
Marsh, and Pratt.

Stonthurst. This college possesses the origi-

nal MS. of de Vice's responses for Holy Wedc,
MS. music by Cartoni, and a few litanies, motets,
sequences, eta, by Palestrina.

W1MD8OB. St. George*s ChapeL The Chap^
library contains a good collection of old chorch
music, many MS. services and anthems, an in-

teresting old organ book containing the Bene-
dicite to Child*s service in G (in score), and a
copy of Tompkins* ' Musica Deo Sacra * (1668).

W0BCE8TEB. The Cathedral library possesses

a fine Sarum Missal, and a MS. volume contain-
ing several fine ancient Latin services.

York. The Minster library contains 258 musi-
cal works, both printed and MS., besides a large

quantitv of anthems and services. Amongst the
MSS. ine following works may be mentioned :—
a collection of duets, glees, etc., by Aldrich, Wise,
Blow, etc. ; an installation ode by Hague ; Te
DeumsbyHaydn, Neukonmi, Schicht, and Weber;
' The Nativity,* an oratorio by Homilius ; a mass
by Naumann ; ' The Intercession,* an oratorio by
King ; the upper part of several duets by Purcell

;

and 23 volumes of anthems and services. The
printed music includes early editions of works by
Amner, Bassani, Byrd, Cherici, Diving, Este,

Gibbons, Locke, Marcello, Monteverde, Morley,
Mundy, Praetorius, and Purcell.

Private Collections, a. The collection of
Her Majesty the Queen, preserved at Bucking-
ham Palace, is principally renowned for its prioe^

less Handel autographs (87 volumes), which have
been already noticed. But in addition to these,

this library (which contains about 2000 works)
is remarkable both for its valuable MSS. and
fine printed works. Amongst the chief treasures

are some splendid volumes of autograph MSS. by
Puroell ; a complete copy of the original Venetian
edition of Marcello's psalms ; a fine and curious

volume of puzzle canons by Dr. John Bull ; a
unique collection of puzzle canons, in from two ta

twenty parts, by Elway Bevin, in the composer's

own handwriting ; a fine copy of the 2nd edition of
Monteverde*s 'Orfeo'; a volume of 'Aires and
Phantasies,' by Coperario, which formerly be-

longed to Charles I. ; an original copy of Men-
delssohn's 'CEdipus in Colonos,' sent by the com-
poser to the Prince Consort for the production of
the work at Buckingham Palace ; curious masaues
by Schmied ; a complete copy of ' Parthenia ; a
imique ooUeotion of Stefiani's operas, splendidly
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bound for the use of the opera at Hanover ; tbe

oi^gan compoBitionB of Freacobaldi; many full

scores ofoperas by Lully, Mozart, Christian Banh,

Graun. etc. ; and a veiy fiiie collection of madrigals

(including a complete set of part-books of madri-

gals by Rinaldo del Mel), roost of which were
formerly in the possession of Sir John Hawkins.
The collection is in particularly good condition,

and is rich in fine copies ; additions are still made
to it firom time to time. The present Director of

Her Majesty's Music (Mr. Cusins) is preparing a
new catalogue for the press, in place of the old

MS. list made at the beginning of the present

century.

b. The libraiy of the Rev. Sir F. A.G. Ouseley,

Bart., contains nearly aooo Tolumes, mostly rare

full scores and treatines. It includes the old

Palais Royal collection, with the French royal

arms on the covers, consisting of scores of operas,

motets, etc., by Lully, Colasse, Destouches, La-

lande, Campra, and many other French composers
now forgotten. Sir Frederick Ouseley has also a
very lar^e collection of MS. Italian sacred music

of the Palestrina school, copied from the magni-

fioent library of the late Abbate Santini, ofRome.
He is also the possessor of a very valuable MS.
of Haudel's * Messiah,* partly in the composer's

own autograph, and partly in that of J. C. Smith.

J t was firom this copy that Handel conducted the

work on its first performance in Dublhi, and it

contains some various readings and curious anno-

tations in his own handwriting. Amongst the

autographs in this library may be mentioned a
large collection of curious vocal music, original

amd selected, in the handwriting of Dr. Crotch

;

a full score of one of Spohr's symphonies ; and
autographs of Orlando di Lasso, Orazio Benevoli,

Blowi Croft, Bononcini, Travers, Boyce, Arnold,

Mozsft, Paganini, and Mendelssohn. Probably
the only copy in England of Eslava's ' Lira Sacro-

Hispana * is in Sir Frederick Ouseley's library,

which also contains copies of all the treatises of

Gaforius, including the earliest and rarest one,

published at Naples in 1480. For further infor-

mation as to the rare and valuable treatises in

this collection we must refer to a paper read

before the Musical Association on March 3, 1 879.
e, Mr. Julian Marshall possesses an extensive

and valuable library of instrumental and vocal

works (both MS. and printed), psalmodies, theo-

retical and bibliographical dictionaries, and his-

tories of music. Among the printed works in

this collection the following rarities are worthy
of mention :—Marcello's psalms (Venice, 1 724)

;

1 7 editions of Playford*s Introduction ; a complete
set of the celebrated controversy between Sal-

mcm and Lock ; R. Dowland*s 'Musical Banquet*

(1610), probably unique ; early treatises by Aron,
Gaforius (1496, etc.), Galilei, and Cizzardi ; Kaps*
berger*8 works (engraved, 1604, etc.) ; MuffaVs
*Componimenti Musical!* (Vienna. 1737); Binder's

«Sei Suonate' (Dresden, 1730); original editions

of the works of early English, Italian, French, and
German composers ; many early English madri-

gals, songs, and song*books ; musical pUying cards

;

a Isfge coUeotioii of early English and foreign
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libretti, etc. The MS. part of the collection in-

eludes a ' Graduale Cartusianum.* written wholly
in transitional neums (12th or early 13th cen-

tury), and other breviaries and missals ; a fine

folio MS. entitled * A booke of In Nomines and
other Solfainge Songes of v, vi, vii, and viii. partes

for voyces or Instrumentes ' (16th century) ; a
small book ofcanons in Byrd*s autograph ; a splen-

did Virginal-book bearing the names of Philip and
Mary ; a large collection of autograph letters and
MSS., including works by Beethoven (sketches for

the Pastoral Symphony), Haydn (Symphony No.
I, Salomon set), Mozart (quintet, fantasia and
sonata, quartet, etc.), Schubert, Spohr, and many
others ; MSS. ofLocke, H. andW. Lawes. Purcell,

Travers, and Ame ; full scores of operas, including

some used by Handel in conducting, and contain-

ing his corrections and additions. Mr. Marshall
is also the possessor of the original caricature by
Goupy of Handel, as well as of the portrait by
Kyte, which was considered by Hawkins to be
the best likeness of that master in existence.

d. Mr. W. H. Cummings has a musical library

of a very varied character, comprising autographs
of Purcell, Handel, Beethoven, Weber, Mendels-
sohn, Bennett, and other composers of note.

Amongst these we may particularly mention the
duplicate of Handel*s autograph will ; unpublished
compositions by the same master ; and a score of

the music to Macbeth, believed by Mr. Cummings
to be the original in PurceU*s handwriting. In
printed works this collection contains fine copies

of various editions of the treatises of Gaforius

;

all the editions of Morley's 'Plaine and Easie
Introduction* ; a perfect set of the Salmon and
Lock controversy; early editions of madrigals
and of Marot and B^za*s Psalters; Wilson's

Ayres ; Lawes' Ayres and Psalms ; a perfect copy
of the 3 parts of Purcell*s * Don Quixote' (probably

unique) ; a copy of Bach's * Kunst der Fuge *

(175a); the copy of Groudimers Psalms (1565)
which formerly belonged to Joseph Warren (said

to be unique) ; and many rare works by Purcell^

in which this library is especially rich.

f. Mr. John Bishop, of Cheltenham, possessed

an extensive and valuable library, comprising a
very laige collection of every different class of

music (principally full scores), and a still larger

collection ofancient and modem treatLses, in seven

different languages, including the rare Spanish
works of Cerone and Lorente, historical and bio-

graphical works, and miscellanies.

/. Mr. Alfred H. Littleton possesses a small

but valuable collection of about 200 volumes,

which comprise several works that are unique in

England, as well as especially fine early printed

books. Amongst the principal rarities are the

following works :—Burtius, 'Musices Opusculum'
(Bologna, 1487); 4 editions of the treatises of

Gafurius, including the one of 150a ; Agricola's

'Musica Instrumentalis * (Wittenberg, 1529);
Senfel's ' liber Selectarum Cantionum * (1520) ;

Animuccia's Masses (1567); and Davante*s

'Pseaumes de David * (1560).

g, Mr. Victor Schoelcher formerly possesserl

an extensive collection of music, but he has lately
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presented the greater part of it to the Paris Con-

servatoire. Mr. Sohcelcher has, however, still seve-

ral very rare works by Charpentier, Destouche,

Campra, Lully, Rameau, Sacchini, Colasse, Zin-

garelli, Clari, Martini, and Pleyel; as well as

valuable French treatises and works on music.

h, Mr. John Ella, the Director of the Musical

Union, has a considerable collection of music and
musical literature, chiefly of the present century.

t. Mr. J. W. Taphouse, of Oxford, has a good

collection of miscellaneous theoretical and bio-

graphical works on music; a collection of MS.
songs by Barrett, Hall, Leveridge, Purcell, Croft,

Hayden, etc. ; rare editions of psalters and of

works by Mersenne, Morley, Playford, and
Withers ; a copy of the rare ' Agenda lEccIesie

Mogimtinensis* (1490): 'A Philosophick Essay

on Musick,* attributed by Hawkins to Sir Francis

North ; Lowe's * Directions for Performing Cathe-

dral Service* (1664); many autograph letters of

Dr. Bumey and Dr. Crotch; and a few auto-

graphs of Mozart, Jomelli, and other musicians.

Mr. Taphouse has also a fine harpsichord, made
by Shudi and Broadwood in 1781; one of the

earliest known pianofortes, made by Zumpe in

1767; and a spinet by Baudin (1733).

Mr. A. G. W . Kurtz, of Wavertree, Liverpool,

has a fine collection of autograph music and letters

of musicians, engraved portraits, and caricatures.

The autographs embrace a Motet by Bach ; the

Strinasacchi Sonata and seven other large works
by Mozart ; a Quartet by Haydn ; the Bt> Con-
certo and Songs by Beethoven ; Meyerbeer's

'Emma di Resburgo,* and Auber's 'Chaperons
blancs*; and compositions by Weber, Mendehf-
Bohn, Spohr, Rossini, Schubert, Chopin, etc.

Among the letters are specimens by Orlando
Gibbons (i), Haydn (i), Beethoven (7), Spohr
(10), Weber (10), Schiunann (5), Mendelssohn,
Spontini (8), Hummel (6), etc., representing in

aU nearly seventy composers. [W. B. S.]

Oermany, Austria^ and Switzerland*

Berlin, a. The library of the Joachimsthal
Gymnasium received in 1787 the music collected

by the Princess Amalia of Prussia, and in 1858
190 vols, of musical works from the library of
Dr. Spiker. (See Meierotti*s Nacliricbt, etc.

Berlin, 1788). Amongst the music are auto-

graphs and many ancient copies of the works of
J. S. Bach.

6. The library of the Grey Friars, zum Grauen
Kloster, contains an important collection ofworks
of the 16th and 1 7th centuries, in parts, carefully

arranged so as to present a view of ancient vocal
music, by the director Bellermann, and his son,

Prof. Heinrich Bellermann. (See catalogue in
the prospectus of the institution, 1856).

c. The Royal library (founded in 1650 ; the
musical division, of which Queen Charlotte's col-

lection formed the nucleus, added in 1705) ac-

quired in 1 84 1 its most important addition, the
Poelchau collection (autographs and copies of J.
S. Bach, and the most important Italian writers
on theory of the 17th and iHth centuries): in

1855 ^0 Bach collection and autographs of the
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Singakademie; 3779 Nos. from the Fulda libraiy

of hymnology ; and 103 MS. vols, from Winter-
felds collection: in 1859, 3978 nos. from the
collection of Fisohhof, of Vienna (Beethoveniana,
copies revised by Beethoven): in i860, a16
printed and 811 a MS. sheets, and 143 auto-
graphs from the Landsberg collection (Beetho-
ven s sketch- and conversation-books, first ex-
amined by Thayer). The complete catalogue of
the Landsberg collection is in the Royal library

of Brussels (acquired after the death of Fdtis,

from his collection). All these works have been
completed and admirably arranged by Dehn and
his successor Franz Espagne, lately deceased.

Dehn negotiated the purchase of the Poelchau
and Landsberg collection ; Espagne, that of Otto
Jahn*s Mozart collection, bought in 1869. Here
may be seen the precious autographs of nearly

all Mozart's great operas (with the exception of
Don Juan, which is in the possession of Mme.
Viardot, in Paris), and of several of Beethoven's
symphonies and most important works ; also a
very large collection of autographs of J. S. Bach,
and 4a vols, of autographs by Mendelssohn.
In the Landsberg collection are scarce theoretical

works by Italian and Spanish masters—such as
'El Melopeo* by C!erone. Dr. Kopfermann is

now (1880) provisional custos.

Brandenbcbo. The church of St. Eathaiina
contains an important collection of parts, and of
vocal music of the i6th, 17th, and 18th centu-

ries, described by Taglichsbeck in the prospectus

of the Gymnasium for 1857.
Darmstadt, a. The Grand Duke's library,

lately enriched by the purchase of the scores of

many French operas of the i8th century. (See
Accessions-catalog, printed 1873.)

6. The Grand Duke*s library, founded by
Ludwig I., formerly administered by the director

of the Court theatre, but incorporated with the
above in 1873. It is rich in modem operatic

literature.

Dbesden. o. The Catholic Hofkirche con-

tains 1500 noB. of Catholic church-music. Cus-
tos, C. Risse.

b. The King of Saxony's collection (Gustos,

Moritz Fiirstenau) contains 400 vols, and 300
cases of operas and instrumental music of the

17th and 1 8th centuries, including operas by
Lotti and Maroello.and Gluck*s 'Feste a Apollo'

and other early works.

c. The Tonkiiustlerverein (library founded
in 1854) possesses f.50 nos. of instrumental
music of the i8th and 19th centuries, also sym-
phonies by J. J. Fux, Court-capellmeister at

Vienna. Custos, H. Doring.

EiNSiEDELN, Switzerland. The library of the
Benedictine Abbey contains important MSS. of
the first 10 centuries, written in *neums' and
indispensable to the student of Gregorian music
Erlangen. The seminary for church music

has a library of its own. Principal, Dr. Herzog,

a well-known organist.

Fbankfobt. The libraries of St. Peter's

church and the Gymnasium contain scarce vocal

music of the i6th and 17th centuries, of great
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importance for the music&l history of Frankfort,

described by Carl Israel (Franktbrt, Mahlau &
Waldschmidt, 1873).

St. Gall, Switzerland. The library of the

monastery is remarkable for its ancient church

music written in ' neums.* Director and presi-

dent, Gmuer.
Geneva, Lancy, near. Herr G. Becker's li-

brary is a choice collection of ancient works on
theory, and very old instrumental music.

Hamburo. The city library contains the cele-

brated collection of Handel's works—80 vols,

folio ; being copies, partly in J. C. Smith's writing

—formerly belonging to Kerslake, of Bristol, then

toSchcelcher (HandS^sbiographer), andpurchased
for the above at Dr. Chrysander^s instigation.

KONIG8BEBO, Prussia. The royal and univer-

sity library contains the collection (about 25,000
vols.) made by Director Gotthold (died 1858) ; of

importance for hymnology and vocal music of the

17th century. (Described by Dr. J. MUUer,
Bonn 1870),

Leipzig, a. The city library contains the

theoretical works and instrumental music of the

1 7th century, collected by C. F. Becker, the well-

known musicologist. [See vol. i. p. 161.]

b. The archives of Messrs. Breitkopf & Hartel
are of the highest importance.

Mabbubo. Professor Wagner has a very rich

collection of instrumental music of the 1 7th and
1 8th centuries, printed in London and Amsterdam.
Munich. The royal and national library con-

tains (after that of Vienna) the most important

collection of ancient printed music (from the

presses of Ottaviano Petrucci and other printers

of Nuremberg and Venice). The German Lied
is also richly represented by Forster's celebrated

collection (in parts). The addition of part of

the Monte Casdno collection, and of that of

Professor Thibaut, have made this collection

unusually complete. Custos, Professor Maier
(editor of English Madrigals by Morley, etc.)

MUnsteb, Westphalia. The library of the
Husikverein, founded 60 years ago, managed by
Musikdirector Grimm.
NuBEMBEBO. The Germanisches National-

museum contains MSS. and old German printed

music.
Batisbon. a. The musical library (the collec-

tions of Dr. Proske and Mettenleiter united) is

the private property of the see. It contains

20,000 vols, and 800 MSS., from the 1 3th to the

1 7th centuries, and though practically unexplored,

is the finest collection of church music in exist-

ence. Custos, Domvicar Jacob.

b. The private collection of Bishop Haberl,

noted for music printed by Petrucci and his

contemporaries.
Salzburg. The Mozarteum ( 1 84 1), important

for Mozart*s sketches, and 227 letters from Wolf-
gang and Leopold Mozart, and many highly in-

terMting relics.

ToBOAU on the Elbe. The library of the

Cantorei (founded in 1864) contains 200 works
of church music of the i8th and 19th centuries.

Custos, Dr. O. Taubert.
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Vienna, a. The Court library received in

1826 and 29 all the music not connected with
church music in the archives of the Court chapeL
In course of time it has acquired much scarce

printed music (by Petrucci, etc.). and is also rich

in autographs of different musicians, including

a number of letters and MSS. by Beethoven.
Kiesewetter's collection of church music (cata-

logue published at Vienna, 1847) was incorpor-

ated by Legat in the Court library, which is

estimated to contain about 10,000 volumes. Li-

brarians, Dr. Pachler and Haupt.
b. GeselLschafb der Musikfreunde. [See article,

vol. i. p. 591.1
c. Dr. Gehring's private library contains works

by Froberger, Fresoobaldi, different editions,

Hadrianus ('Pratum Musicum,' one of the most
ancient lute tablatures known, 1583), Antonio
da Bologna (the oldest organ tablature in modern
notation, 1543), LuUy, Gluck, Grdtry, old Eng-
lish MS. song books of the time of Charles II.

and James II., and all the modem operas.

Weimab. The Grand Duke's library conta'na

the music collected by the Duchess Amalia dur-

ing her visit with Goethe to Italy, including in-

teresting opera scores of the Neapolitan school.

Also the score of Haydn's opera ' La vera Cos-

tanza.'

Webnigebode. Count Stolberg has a valuable

collection of hymnology. '

Italy.

Bologna. The library of the Liceo filhaz^

monico (president, De Gasparis) has a valuable

collection of instrumental music of the 18th cen-

tury. Also unique examples of some of Petrucci's

earliest publications, and a superb collection of

the printed music of the 1 6th century. Catalogue

drawn up by Dehn, in the royal library at Brussels.

Flobenoe. a. l^eBibliothecaMagliabecchiana
contains operas by Peri, Rinuccini, and Cava-
lieri, also many editions by Marescotti.

b. Professor Abramo Basevi possesses many of

Scarlatti's operas.

Monte Cassino, near San Germane. Operas
by the Scarlattis, Alessandro and Giuseppe;
comic operas; and many little-known works of

the Neapolitan school during the first half of

the last century. Dr. Gehring, of Vienna, has an
almost complete catalogue drawn up in 1864 by
himself. Part of this collection (catalogue by
Aiblinger) was purchased 40 years ago for the

library at Munich.
Naples. ITie Conservatorio Pietro a Majella

has a large collection of modem operas by
Neapolitan, Roman, and Venetian composers, in-

cluding nearly all by Rossini and Mercadante.
Roue. a. The monastery of Minerva, b. the

Corsini, and c. the Vatican libraries, all contain

ancient church music and theoretical works..

Santini's collection of ancient church music and
madrigals has totally disappeared. The com-
plete catalogue in MS. is in the royal library of

Brussels, and in that of Herr Gehring at Vienna.'

I 8«e * L'AbtM Santlnl e(M collectioo musioalo,' bj WUdlmlr Bu*-
9off(Flor«Doel8M;.
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Bdgiuin,

Brussels. The Belgian goremmeni were

induced by Heir Gevaert, director of the BrtuiBelB

Conservatoire, to purchase in 1872 the library of

M. F^tis for 152,000 francs. A catalogue has

since been drawn up by the chief conservator,

Alvin, and published (7525 nos.; Paris, Firmin

Didot, 1877). This, as a whole, is one of the

most complete collections on the Continent, and is

full of rarities, as a glance at the catalogue will

convince the connoisseur. (The copy of Hadri-

anus' ' Pratum Musicum * is only the edition of

1600.)

Portugal,

Lisbon. The library founded by King John
IV, described by J. de VasconcelloB (Oporto,

1873). [F.G.]

France.

Pabis. a. We have already given an account

of the library of the Conservatoire, situated 2

Rue du Conservatoire, vol. i. p. 393. Since the

publication of that article it has acquired more
than 200 full scores of Italian operas, none of

which have ever been engraved. £ven in Italy

it would be difficult to find a larger or more
important collection. The MS. department of

tliis library, the collections of autographs and of

portraits of musicians, are daily increasing, and
nave long ago made this library the favourite

resort of artists and of writers on musical

literature. There is no printed catalogue, but
access to the MS. catalogues is readily granted.

6. The Biblioth^ue Nationale, in the Rue
Richelieu, is very rich in French music, both
printed and engraved. It is also more complete
than any other in Paris in respect of musical
literature, periodicals, almanacs, dictionaries, and
similar works of reference. It is rich in valuable

MSS. of Dom Caffiauz, Parfait, Baini, Adrien
de La Fage, and other distinguished writers,—and
many fresh discoveries may yet be made in the

MS. department of the library. No printed cata-

logue of the musical works in this library exists.

e. The library of the New Opera House
contains full scores, autograph and copied, of the
works produced at the Opera, as well as books on
music and on the history of the musical theatres

;

and documents, both printed and MS. referring

to the history of the Academy of Music. These
works are admirably catalogued in the publica-

tion of M. Lajarte, which we have noticed under
his name.

d. The library of the Arsenal contains very
interesting MS8., such as the 'Mazarinades*

—

songs sung under the Fronde, with their airs;

collections of airs by Michael Lambert, and
other little-known compositions of the 1 7th and
1 8th centuries, etc. No printed catalogue.

e. The library of St. Genevieve contains a
large number of rare works on music, a fine

collection of chansons and dramatic works, with
the music, and many curious MSS.

/. The Bibliotheque de la Ville de Paris
(City library), Hotel Camavalet, contains all the
books, and many MSS., referring to the history
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of the theatres of Paris and the instrtmieni

makers of the city.

g. The library of the Bibliothbque des Arts et
Metiers contains few musical works, but is rich

in materials for the history of the music trade,

such as patents, trade registeis, etc.

Versailles. This library is rich in sacred
music, dramatic works, and books on music ; and
contains also several interesting MSS. of the
17th century.

MoNTPELLiBB. Amongst other very rare
MSS. is a celebrated Antiphonaire, as well aa .

compositions of the 12 th, 13th, 14th and 15th
centuries, of which M. Coussemaker has availed

himself for his learned works on the music of
the middle ages.

Rouen. This library has a superb illuminated

missal and many works in plain-chant; also

some autographs of modem writers. £G.C.]

United States of America,

a. The Harvard Musical Association, a society

ofamateurs, graduates of the universitytorganised

about 40 years ago for the purpose of promoting
the cause of good music in the community in snch
ways as may be most practicable, has ooUecte^i

about 2000 volumes, which number is constantly

increasing.

6. The Boston public library (the largest in the
United States) has about 2000 volumes in its

alcove devoted to music, but very little attention

is given to increasing this department.

c. The library of Harvard University has about
aooo volumes of music, which number is con-
stantly and rapidly increasing.

d. The library of Congress has little but what
comes to it under the copyright law, which is

considerable in qiiantity, but of little value.

e. The new College of Music in Cincinnati has
begun the formation of a library adapted to its

object as a conservatory, and meanwhile enjoys

the use of Mr. Theodore Thomas's collection of
several thousand volumes of orchestral works,
scores, etc. [H.W.]

/. The Lowell Mason library of music, be-
longing to the theological department of Yale
College, New Haven, Connecticut, was the gift of
the widow of Dr. Lowell Mason. The nucleus of
this collection is the library formed by Dr. C. H-
Rinck, of Darmstadt, which was bought by Dr.
Mason in 1852. It now contains 8460 distinct

publicationB, and 630 MSS. More than one half

belongs to the department of sacred music, and
is particularly rich in hymnology (700 volumes).

Roman Catholic and early French Protestant

church muHic are also well represented, and there

is much valuable material here for the history of

music in America. The vocal secular music com-
prises some 1 200 works of every description, and
there is also a valuable collection of educational

and theoretical works, including some 1 6th and
I'th century treatises. In general literature

there are about 850 volumes, one half being in

the English language. Amongst the rare works
in this library the following may be mentioned :

—

Riooio*s Introitus (Venice, 1589); AndreaaSpaeth'a
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Paraphrase of the Psalms (Heidelberg, 1 596) ; ^e
Monorif^s Chansons (Paris, 1755); lCrieger*s

Musikalische Partien (Nuremberg, 1697); and
autograph MSS. by Dr. Mason, Rinck, A. Andr^,
Beczwanowsky, Fesca, Nageli, G. A. Schneider,

and N. A. Strungk.

g. The Yale College library has a small but
yalaable collection, comprising about 300 volumes
of music, and 100 of musical literature, gathered

principally with the income of a fund given by
the late Mrs. William A. Lamed, which yields

about 60 dollars a year. This has been devoted

mainly to the purchase of the works of the great

composers, principally in score, of which there is

* good collection in tnis library. [W. B. S.]

MUSICAL PERIODICALS. Musical jour-

nalism began in England in 181 8 with The
Quarterly MiuictU Magazine and Review, in a
small octavo form. It was intended to contain

articles of the following kind :—i. Original cor-

respondence upon all the branches of the science,

theoretical and practical ; a. Critical and im-

partial accounts of musical performers; 3. Re-
views of musical publications

; 4. Anecdotes of

music and musical men ; 5. Poetry, original or

selected, that might appear calculated for musical

adaptation ; 6. A register or chronicle of musical

transactions. Among the most interesting articles

which appeared were—a review ofForkel s life of

Bach in vol. ii. ; an account of the performance

at the Philharmonic of Beethovens 8th Sym-
phony (vol. 7, 1835), and in vol. 9, 1827, a
criticism of Beethoven and his works, the two
latter of which are signed ' Musicus,' and are

written in the style which a modem reviewer

would use in writing of Wagner. In the last

article ' Mudcus ' gives the allowing opinion :

' The effect which the writings of Beethoven
have had on the art must, I fear, be considered

as injurious.' In vol. 3 began the publication

of music in each number, which was continued

till the end of the magazine in 1828.

In 1823 appeared The Hamionicon, which
has been described in its own place. [See Hab-
MONIOON, vol. i. p. 663]. ThxHBe years after the

demise of that journal appeared 77^« Musical
World (the space had been partly filled up from

1835 to 36 by The Musical Magazine^ a monthly,
edited by C. H. Purday, which had but little

success).

The Mneical World began on a new footing : its

policy was not entirely to confine itselfto musical
matters, but to combine general interests with
those of music. It was edited by Cowden Clarke,

with the co-operation of an able staff of writers,

comprising the followingnames—Samuel Wesley,
the elder, who contributed the first paper, *A
Sketch of the State of Music in England firom

1 778 ' ; Dr. Gauntlett ; Dr. Hodges
;
^erton

Webbe ; Carl Klingemann ; W. J. l^oms

;

John Parry, the elder; C. H. Purday; J. A.
Strompf ; Lowell Mason, of Boston. U. S. A.;

Collet Dobson ; John Ella ; Joseph Warren ; etc.

It was originally published by J. A. Novello, in

small 8vo, weekly, from March 10, 1836, to Dec.

39, 1837, which date completed its seventh quar^
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ierly volume. A new series began on Jan. 5,

1838, in large 8vo, published by Henry Hooper.
With its third series it became 4to, a form it has
since retained. It changed hands frequently till

the beginning of1854.when it was taken byBoosey
& Co., who published it till 1863, when it went
to its present proprietors, Duncan Davison & Co.

During its 4to existence it has been edited by
Desmond Ryan and J. W. Davison, and few
periodicals have embraced a more varied and
curious mass of literature more or less directly

connected with music, and in a great measure
of a humorous, often Rabelaisian cast. Among
the contributors since 1840 may be mentioned
G. A. Macfarren—Analytical essays on Bee-
thoven's works ; on Mendelssohn's Antigone,
(Edipus, Athalie, etc. ; on the Messiah ; on
Mozart ; on Day's Theory of Harmony ; on the
Leipzig Bach Society's publications, etc. Dr.
Kenealy—Translations from the Italian, Danish,
and Icelandic, and original papers. John Oxen*
ford—Original poetry (171 sonnets); Tntnsla-

tions from the Greek Anthology, Goethe's Ve-
netian Epigrams, Goethe^s Affinities, Aristotle,

Lessing. Winkelmann, etc. J. V. Bridgeman

—

Translations of Oulibichef on History of Mucic,
and on Don Giovanni ; Hiller's Conversations

with Rossini ; Lenz's Beethoven ; Lobe*s Men-
delssohn; Wagner's Oper und Drama, and Lo-

hengrin ; Lampadius's Mendelssohn ; Hanslick
on Wagner, etc. Other contributors are Dr.

Rimbault, W. Chappell, H. 8. Edwards. Shirley

Brooks, Joseph Bennett, and many other well-

known members of the Press. During the last

few years clever humorous caricatures by Lyall

have been added.

In 1843-1844 appeared two new weekly mu-
sical journals. The Dramatic and Musical

BevieWt edited and held by the brothers Eames,
one a violinist and the other organiHt of St. Paul's,

Covent Garden, which lasted for a few volumes

;

and The Musical Examiner, edited by J. W.
Davison, among the contributors to which were
Henry Smart. Dr. Macfarren, E. J. Loder, Dion
Boucicault, Albert Smith, etc., etc.

Tlie Musical Times appeared first in 1844
(June i), edited and published by Novello

(monthly, octavo). It was a continuation of a
periodical ofthe same name published byMainzer.
The interest of the paper dates from about 1846,

when Mr. Edward Holmes began writing for it.

From this time till his death in 1859 he was a
constant contributor. Among his most interest-

ing series of articles are the following— ' Life of

Henry Purcell' (1847), * Curiosities of Musical

History ' and ' Cathedral Music and Composers
*

(1850), * English Glee and Madrigal Composen *

(1851), ' Mozart's Masses,' 'Haydn's Masses,*

(1852, etc.), 'Addenda to the life of Mozart'
and * Beethoven's Mass in C ' ( 1 858). In 1 855-
56 appeared translations by Sabilla Novello of

Berlioz's ' Soir^ de I'orchestre,' and his treatise

on orchestration. Also a series of papers trans-

lated by her called * Truth about Music and Mu-
sicians^ (1856-7). From Dec. 1853 to Sept. 1854
several essays were contributed by Leigh Hunt.
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In Sept. 1863, Mr. Henry 0. Lunn undertook
the office of editor, which he still holds, oontri-

bating constantly interesting articles ofcriticisms

on current musical subjects. Among the most
frequent contributors have been Dr. Macfarren,

Dr. Rimbault, W. H. Cummings, Carl Engel, E.
Prout, W. A. Barrett, H. H. Statham, Joseph
Bennett, ete.. eto. From time to time series of

articles of special interest have appeared, as for

example. Dr. Wm, Pole's *Storv of Mozart's Re-
quiem' (1869), Dr. Chrysanders *Sketoh of the

History of Music Printing from the X5th to the

19th centuries '(1877). This periodical also con-

tains a monthly issue of part-music.

TJie Tonic Sol-fa Reporter was begun in 1853
(a tentative double-number having been issued in

185 1, but not continued) under the editorship of

Mr. John Curwen, whose lectures at Newcastle
on the Tonic Sol-fa Notation were the origin of

the publication. The double-number of 1851
contiuned, besides an accoimt of the progress of

the movement, Tonic Sol-fa arrangement of the
Hallelujah Chorus, ' in which is omitted (tic) the
parts too difficult for Congregational Singing,*

and ' several hymns * (words only). The issue

has continued at intervals of a month until the
present time, containing criticisms, reports of the
progress of the Sol-£Eb movement in different parts

of England, etc., and a series of Anthems, Glees,

Bounds, Hymn-tunes, eto., in the Sol-fa notation.

Of late Mr. J. Spencer Curwen has been associated

with Mr. John Curwen in the editorship.

The Musical Standard, projected by an ama-
teur, Mr. A. W. Hammond, who was both pro-

prietor and editor, appeared first on Aug. 3, i86a.

Itwas issued fortnightly ; its size 8vo,and price 2d,

It professed to be unrettered by clique, and not
devoted to the behests of houses in the trade. It

was especially to look after the interests of church
music and organists. It contains, besides leading
articles on topics of current interest, notices of
concerts, eto., specifications ofold and new oi^gans,

extracts firom ancient church registers relating to
musical matters, biographical notices of the lesser

masters and public performers, and reprints of old
and curious works bearing on the subject ofmusic.
Among the contributors to the early numbers were
Dr. W. J. Westbrook, Dr. Gauntlett, Joseph Ben-
nett, J. Crowdy, eto., eto. In an early number
proposals were made to establish a Musical Col-
lege. Thiswas the originofthe CollegeofOrganists.
In May 1864 a prize was offered for a new hymn-
tune ; this feature was continued for some time.

In the same year interesting reprints of old works
were conmienced, and were continued in each
number. In vol. 5 the paper began a weekly
issue. In vol. 1 2 there are notices and a con-
siderable controversy on the two oratorios by H.
H. Pierson (then living), ' Hezekiah * and ' Jeru-
salem.' The old series of the journal ended with
vol. 13, when Mr. Hammond sold the copyright
to Mr. George Carr, and Mr. T. L. Southgate
became editor. The scope of the journal was now
considerably widened, containing letters and no-
tices from France, Germany, Itidy, and America.
Vocal muEic as well as instrumental was now 1
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given weekly in the paper, among which were
compositions by Sir W. Stemdale Bennett, Sir
J. Goss, H. Gadsby, E. J. Hopkins, Berthold
Tours, ete. In Feb. 1872, Messrs, Reeves &
Turner purchased the paper. Mr. Southgate
retired in 1873, and was succeeded by Mr. J.
Crowdy. In 1875 Mr. Bowden became the pro-
prietor. In voL 8 it was enlarged to folio size,

and the price raised to 3(i., the weekly issue of
music bemg discontinued. In May 1876 Mr.
Broadhouse became editor. Among the most
prominent articles thiit have lately appeared may
be mentioned an extraordinary series, entitled
'Beethoven's Symphonies critically and sym-
pathetically discussed,' by Mr. A. Teetgen.
The year 1 863 brought twonew weekly musical

periodicals. The Orchestra and The Choir. The
first, a foUo of 16 pages, published by Cramer,
Wood, & Co., contains, besides criticisms ofmusic
in London and the provinces, correspondence
frt>mthe principal musical centres ofthe continent,
serial * feuilletons,' eto. It 1 874 it began a new
series in a quarto form, issued monthly, published
by Swift & Co., 155 Newton Street, W.C.

The Choir and Musical Record, published
weekly by Thomas Wright, 'Choir ' Office, 188
Strand, was intended ' to prove serviceaUe and in-

teresting to Clei^rymen, Choirmasters, Organists,
Members of Choirs, and all who are interested in
Music' Ito object was to ' promote the art of
church music by the publication of essays and
papers advocating sound principles and directing
taste.' Among the contributors were Dr. Rim-
bault, Dr. Macfarren, E. J. Hopkins, eto. 4 pages
of music are issued weekly.

The Monthly Musical Record was begun in
1 8 71, under the editorship of Mr. E. Prout,
Augener & Co. being the publishers. It has
appeared monthly since that time. Ito form is

a small quarto^ and ito price 2d. Among
the principal contributors are—^W. G. Cusins,
E. Dannreuther, S. Jadassohn, L. Nohl, F.
Niecks, £. Pauer, C. F. Pohl, Xaver Scharwenka.
eto. Historical and analytical notices in a serial

form are given from time to time, by Herm £.
Pauer, F. Niecks, eto. In vol. 2 appeared Heir
Dannreuther'sarticles on 'Wagner, hiB tendencies,

life, and writings.' From 1874 to 1876 the editor

was Mr. C, A. Barry ; since that time the post
had been held by Mr. W. A. Barrett. Admirable
analyses of Schubert's Masses, Schumann's Sym-
phonies, Weber's Cantatas, eto., and descriptions

of Urio's Te Deum and Stradella's Serenade, with
reference to Handel's plagiarisms from them, all

byMr. Prout,appeared in the earlier volumes. Hie
issue of four sheets of music with the publication
began in the number for February 1880.

* Concordia, a journal of music and the aster
arts,' was first published by Messrs. NoveUo,
Ewer, & Co., under the editorship of Mr. Josef^
Bennett, on May i, 1875. The paper consisted
of articles, reviews, criticisms, and London, pro-
vincial, and foreign intelligence on music, poetry,

the drama, and the fine arts ; and was published
weekly. The principal contributors were Dr,
W. H. Stone, Dr. Gaundett, Rev. Maurice
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Davies, W. ChAppell, W. H. Cummings, J.

Knight, Walter Thombury, H. H. Statham, 0.

K. Salaman, Clement Scott, £. Prout, H. Suther-

land Edwai^dfl, H. Howe, H. C. Lunn, Joseph
Bennett, etc The following specially interesting

articles appeared in this paper : Recollections of

Catalani, Czemy, Mozart's son, Mozart's widow,
Charles Neate, Schumann, Thalberg, the Phil-

harmonic Society, the Lent Oratorios, the Shake-
speare Jubilee of 1830, etc., etc., by C. K.
Salaman ; A comparison of the original and
revised scores of Elijah, by Joseph Bennett;
Witty French Songs of the last century, by W.
Chappell ; Helmholtz's New Musical Theories,

byW. Chappell ; London Choirs, by Bev. Maurice
Davies ; Portraits of Old Actors (Betterton,

Kemble, Kean, Charles Matthews the elder,

etc.) by Walter Thombury ; Don Juan and
Faust, by H. Sutherland Edwards; Purcell's

works, by Dr. Bimbault; Purcell's Yorkshire
Feast and Theatre Music, by W. H. Cummings

;

and a series of interesting facsimiles, letters and
a song by Handel, caricature of Handel, auto-

graph of J. 8. Bach, MS. and letters of C. P. E.
Bach, etc. A weekly list of services in London
churches, and a Shakespearean calendar were also

included. The publication waa withdrawn in

1876. [J.A.F.M.]
The London and Provincial Musie Trades

Beview, large 4to, was started in Nov. 1877, and
appears on the 15th of each month. Btesides

much information on the trades connected with
music, patents, bankruptcies, etc., it has full

notices of concerts and other musical events, and
reviews of both books and music, lists of new
inventions and publications, and much miscella-

neous intelligence. The reviews are signed by
the authors, Mr. Henry F. Frost, and Mr. T.

Percy M. Betts, the latter of whom is understood

to be the editor.

Fbakcs.

VArt mmicii!, a weekly journal started by
M. L^on Escudier, first appeared Deo. 6, i860.
It 18 published every Tuesday, and contains 8
pases of two or three oolunms. Among the con-

tributors the following may be mentioned:

—

Scudo, F. de Yillars, Ad. de Pont^coulant, G.
Chouquet, A. de Lauzi^res-Th^mines, Ernest
Thoinau, Edmond Neukomm, Paul Laiconne, J.

Kuelle, A. Vizertini, etc. The following are

some of the most interesting articles which have
appeared :—• Mes Souvenirs ' (L. Escudier) ; ' Lea
Chants nationaux de la France * (G. Chouquet)

;

' Les Iphig^nies de Cluck * and ' Les fr^res Ricci

'

(F. de Yillars); 'Mangara' and ' Deplorationa
de G. Cretin sur le tr^pas de Jean Okeghem'
(E. Thoinau) ;

' C. M. v. Weber * (K Neukonmi),
besides interesting notices.

Bibliographie MusicaU fraai^Ue^ a monthly
publication, begun Jan. 1875 by the Chambre
syndicale du conmierce de musique, is a catalogue
c^ all musical works published in France.

La Chronique MusuxUe. Two entirely distinct

periodicals have appeared under this name ; the
first in 1865-66, edited by M. Malibran, contain-
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ihg some very good articles ; the second in July
1873. lasting till June 1876, edited by M. Arthur
Heulhard, which appeared fortnightly (8vo.), and
LEcho des OrphionSy begun in Paris in 1861,

and at first edited by Ernest Gebauer (nephew to

the bassoon player of the same name), who con-
tinned to be at the head of it for many years,

and now managed by M. Victor Lory, imder the
direction of M. Laurent de Rill^. Besides criti-

cisms, etc. this paper issues part-songs, choruses,

etc. It is published two or three times a month.
L*Europe artiste^ in which music occupies but

a secondary place, was begun in 1853, and is now
edited by M. Elie Fr^ault. It is a weekly jour-

nal of the drama and the fine arts.

La France chorale. This journal appeared
three times a month firom Nov. 1861. M. J. F.
Yaudin, a clever but intemperate writer, chiefly

known by the poetry which he wrote for part-

songs, choruses, etc., being the editor until his

death in 1869, when the journal was re-consti-

tuted under the title of La Frcmoe chorale ; le

Moniteur dee OrpfUone et dee SocUtie insti^umen'

tales. It now appears only twice a month, the

editor being M. CamiUe de Yos. It is not only

devoted to the interests of choral music, but
contains accounts, critidsms, etc. of orchestral

music.

La Prance mueieale. A weekly journal which
appeared from Dec. 1837 to July 1870, under the

direction of MM. Marie and L^n Escudier, con-

taining biographies and many other articles of

interest. Among its contributors at different

times were Castil-Blaze and J. Maurel, MM.
M^ry, Philar^te Chasles, Y. Schoelcher, etc.

Le Journal de musique. A weekly publica-

tion, containing 4 pages of letter-press and a

pieces of music, edited by M. Armaud Grouzier;

the property of M. Paul Dalloy.

Journal spdeial de musique miHtaire, This pub-

lication has for 17 years continued imder the

direction of M. TilHard, issuing 24 pieces of

music for military bands in the year.

Le MSnestrd, [See M^nestrel.]
Le Monde artiste. A weekly journal of 8

pages, founded in i860. It was for some time
very unimportant, but now, having become the

property of M. Achille Lemoine, and having for

its editor M. Jules Ruelle, it is the greatest

authority on the dramatic and musical doings in

the departments of France and in Algeria.

The other musical periodicals of France will bo
noticed under their several heads. [G.C.]

Gbbmant.

Allgemeine mu8iJcalis<^ Zeitung [see Lexpzto,

ii. 115], Oct. 1798—Dec. a8, 1848. The import-

ance of this periodical for information on all

musical mattos during the first half of the 19th

century will be best estimated firom the conclud-

ing remarks of the publishers in the last number,
''nils journal was foimded when musical pro-

duction was at its richest and best. Mozart was
not long dead, Haydn was near the end, and
Beethoven at the beginning of his career. To
bring the works of such a period aa this before
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the notice of ooxmoisseurs and amatenra, to eluci-

date and explain them,'to educate the public up
to understanding them—such were the objects of

the Musikalische Zeitung ; and these objects

were attained in a degree which entitles it with-

out hesitation to a high place in the history of

music. But with the lapse of time the conditions

of the musical world have materially changed.

There is no longer a centre either for musical

production or appreciation, both being now dis-

seminated far and wide. Under these circum-

stances, a general musical journal is an anachron-

ism ; local papers are better fitted to supply the

various necessities of the musical world.'

The Deutsche Musikzeitung, founded by Selmar

Bagge in Vienna, i860, was in some sense a con-

tinuation of the above, and after it had had a
successful existence of three years, Breitkopf &
Hartel resolved to revive the Allgemeine mus,

Zeitung under Baggers editorship, but it was not

supported, and the publishers, tired of so costly

an undertaking, relinquished it in 1865 to the

firm of Bieter-Biederniann (Leipzig and Winter-

thur). The first numbers of the new series were

interesting on the one hand from the support

given to the rising talent of Brahms, and on the

other to the revival of the old-cla8sic!kl school

and the cultus of Bach and Handel. Bagge was
succeeded by Eitner, and he again by Dr. Chry-

sander. He attracted a brilliant stafi*, and many
of the articles, such as Nottebohm's 'Beetho-

veniana,* would do credit to any periodical.

CluTsander was succeeded in 1871 by Joseph
Miiller (compiler of the catalogue of the Gott*

hold musical library in the library of the Uni-

versity of Konigsberg), but he resumed the

editorship in 1875. Though the number of sub-

scribers is small, the paper stands high among
the musical papers of Germany, ft notices

French and Einglish music, inserting reports of

Crystal Palace Concerts and Handel Festivals,

and articles on English musical literature.

Berliner allgemeine musikalitehe Zeitung,

1824-30 (Schlednger), founded by A. B. Marx,
did important service to the rapid spread of

Beethoven's works in North Grermany even during

his lifetime, and in promoting the revival of the

taste for Bach*s and Handel's music in Berlin.

Li his farewell address Marx says, 'The usual

habit of critics is to give way to the fluctuating

inclinations of the public, in order to insinuate a
little, a very little, of the truth. This has never

been my way ; I have never been carried away
by the fashion of the day, for I have neither

formed my opinions by it, nor succumbed to its

attractions, and thus I have been preserved from

inconsbtency. For instance, with regard to

Spontini, I neither lauded his " Vestale * as the

work of a great artist, nor depreciated his later

compositions as the productions of a mere aca-

demical pupil, or an imbecile, like so many
musicians of our day. Nor again was I so far

dazzled by the novelty of Rossini's and Auber's

operas, as to endorse the popular verdict u^on
them.* There is something elevating in recalling

•ttch sentiments as these at the present day, when
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differences of opinion may be said virtually to
have disappeared under the all but universal
dominion of Wagner's works.

BerUner musikalische Zeitung, 1844-47, the
first periodical to praise Wagner's works on their
production in Dresden, was started by Gaillard,
and continued as the ^Neue Berliner MvMk-
zeitung (Bote k Bock) up to the present day.
It contains amongst others well-known articles by
von Lenz.

CaecUia (see i. 294). A continuation of this
periodical, called the Silddeutsche Mugikzeitunff
(Schott, Mayence), was edited by Foeckerer
1849-66.

Monaishefte fil/r Munk-Geschichte, founded
(1869) and edited by R. Eitner (Trautwein,
Berlm). Contains Lists and Bibliographies of
ancient composers, Hucbald, Lasso, Ockeghem,
Crilger, etc., and many valuable articles. An
Index to the first ten years was published ia
1879.
Important for the state of music in the Rhenish

Provinces is the Rheinische MusikzeUung, while
under the editorship (i 850-53) of the well-known
Professor L. Bischoff (inventor of the expression
•music of the future'), who in the latter year
founded the

Niederrheinische MatikzeUung (Dumont Schan-
berg, Cologne). The contributors included such
men as Gervinus, and the paper held an important
place till Bischoff's death m 1867, when it was
dropped.

Edio (Schlesinger, Berlin), conducted in 185

1

and 52 bv Koesak the well-known feuilletonist,

then by de publisher. In 66 it passed into the
hands of Robert Lienau (with Mendel as editor),

in 73 into those of Oppenheim (editor Dr. Lang-
haus), in 74 returned to Lienau, and finally

ceased Dec. 1879. ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^'^ ^^™® <^ certain

importance as an opposition-paper to Wagner.
Fliegende Blatter fiir Musik by Professor Lobe

(at one time editor of the Allg. mus. Zeitung),
collected in 3 vols, of 6 parts each, 1855-57,
was distinguished for polemics, serious essays,

and pertinent observations on art.

TonhaUe (Payne, Leipzig), edited by Oscar
Paul from March 23, 1868, to the end of 69,
when it was merged in the Afusihalisohe Woehen-
hlatt (the first illustrated paper of the kind)
(Fritzsch), which soon became a demonstrative
organ of the Wagner party, and at the same
time a champion of Brahms. It also contains

the Nottebohm's *Neue Beethoveniana,* and
may thus fairly be called eclectic in its views.

The first ten numbers were edited by Paul, but
it has since been managed entirely by the pub-
lisher. It has a very large circulation in Ger-
many, and is distinguished for its notioee of
foreign music.

SignatefUrdie Musikalische Welt, Jan. 2, 1843;
the first article was a panegyric by Bauschke on
a fugue by Drobisch. In No. 44 (1847) Bartholf
Senlf was announced as publisher, and he still

conducts it with a staff of eminent contributors,

1 From 1863 to OD It was carried on m a kind of moslcal timda
circular.
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mi the head of whom is Bernsdorff. Ita spedaltj
k the circulation of short pieces of news—hence
the name ' Signale.* The correspondent in Vienna
1b Herr C. F. Pohl. It contains more general

intelligence and has more subscribers than any
other Grerman musical paper.

Nem ZeiUchrift filr Muiik, founded by Robert
Schumann^ who relates in his ' Gesanmielte
Schriften ' how a number of musicians, who had
met in Leipzig in the end of 1833 to compare
ideas on the new lights Mendelssohn and Chopin,
were roused to do something more for the cause
of art than merely carrying on their calling as

musicians. Thus arose the Neue Zeitscbrifb

(April 3, 1834), which in spite of many vicissi-

tudes still exists. Hartmann the publisher was
the first editor, but from 1835 to 44 Schumann
conducted it himself. After him Oswald Lorenz
took it for a short time, and was succeeded by
Franz Brendel (45 to 68), under whom it espoused
the cause of the so<»klled new-German school.

Kahnt has been the publisher since 57.
Musikaiiscfie Zeitung fUr die oesterreichiachtn

Staaien, Apr. 15, 1813, issued fortnightly by the

Musikaliache Zeitungs-bureau, indu^ctly gave
rise to the Wiener munkalische Zeittmg, Both
expired in 181 3.

AUgemeine mtuikalitche Zeitung, Jan. 3, 18 17
(Strauss), important for special information on
music in Vienna, was edited by von Seyfried in

1819 and 20, and from ai to the end of 33 by
Kanne. It contained portraits of celebrated

musicians, including Beethoven, and was remark*
able as the first independent efibrt of Viennese
journalism.

AUgemeine Wiener mutikalikhe Zeitung, eddied
from 1841 to 47 by Dr. Aug. Schmidt (joint*

founder of the Viennese Mannergesangverein),
contains a series of articles (beginning No. 38,

1846) by Eduard Hanslick, highly laudatory of

Wagner s Tannhauser i Tempora mutantur !

Luib was editor in 1847-48, the last twelve
months of its existence. It was replaced by the

Wiener Mueikzeitung, 1852-60, editor GlOggl,

almost the only correct source of information on
musical affairs for that period.

Monaitehrift filr Theater und MustJc, 1855-61
(WaUishauser, Vienna), editor Joseph Klemm,
goes less into detail, but like the

JUcemionen und Jfittheilungen fUr Theater
Miisik und hiliende Kunst, 1863-65, contains
valuable articles by Sonnleithner on Mozart, and
music in Vienna of that date.

The oldest of the German musical papers is

J. A. Hiller's Wochentliche Nachrichien und
Anmerhungen die Musik beir^end, which came
out weekly in Leipzig from July i, 1766, to

June 36, 1 769. A supplement of 26 numbers car-

ried it down to the end of 69, and a fourth year,

Jan. I to Dec. 34, 1770, followed.

The next in point of time was the Mutikalische
Bealzeitung, 1788-93 (Bcissler. Spire), the title

of which was changed to MtaikaliecJie Corre-

tpondenz der deuUchen phUarmoniecher OeseU-

ichnft.

In the same year Reichardt made similar at-
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tempts in Berlin ; his Mutikalieehee Woehenhlatt,

1791, not answering was superseded by the
Maeikalische Monatuchrift, 1793.

Berliner musikalitche Zeitung^ <794* edited by
Spazier, was historical and critical. [F. G.J

Italy.

The Italian musical periodicals are said to be
very numerous. The chief of them appear to be

—

Milan. Gazetta Musieale, started in 1845 by
Ricordi in Milan. It is a folio (weekly) of 8
pages, edited by Salvatore Farina, containing
criticisms, reviews, correspondence from the chirf
towns of Europe ; and the annual subscription is

30 lire. II TrovatoTt. Revitta MelodrammcUica,
Revtinta dei Teatri, Mondo Artietico,

Flobencb. Oazetta mueicale di Fireme. BoO'
cherini, monthly—4 pages, edited by G. Guidi.
Rome. FaUttra mueicale, edited by MarchesL
Naples. Napoti muiicale, edited by Umberto

Mazzoni.

United States of America.

The leading musical periodical in the States is

DwighCe Journal of Music (Boston), which has
been noticed under its own head, vol. i. p. 478.

Another Boston periodical is The Musical
Herald (monthly), No. i of which appeared in

January 1880.

The Music Trade Review (New York), is pub-
lished weekly, large folio, price 10 cents, edited

by Gotthold Carlberg, and now in its 8th year.

It does not confine itself to the music trade, but
contains notices of concerts, criticism, reviews,

and correspondence on musical subjects in gene-

ral, all marked by great intelligence.

The Musical Review (New York), weekly, was
started Oct. 16, 1879, and bids fair to be an able

and satisfactory penodicaL
Tlie PhUfiarmonie Journal and Advertiser

(New York) is edited by Jerome Hopkins, and
published monthly—8 pages.

MUSICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON, THE.
This society was founded in April 1858 by a
body of musicians, professional and amateur,
who had originally been members of the New
Philharmonic Society, and wished to re-consti-

tute it. This being found impracticable, they
established a new institution, under the name of

the Musical Society of London. Among the

names of this body are found tho^ of Charles

Salaman, Esq., the chief mover of the project

(to whose kindness the writer of the present ar-

ticle is indebted for his information), who held

the post of Honorary Secretary until 1865, when
Mr. G. C. Verrinder succeeded him ; Augustine
Sargood, Esq. (Treasurer) ; C. £. Horsley, Esq.

(Honorary Librarian); W.V. Wallace; G. A.
Macfarren; Henry Smart; Jules Benedict;

Stephen Elvey ; John Goss ; E. J. Hopkins ; B.

Molique ; Sir F. A. Gore-Ouseley ; and Dr. S. S.

Wesley ; besides other prominent musicians. The
objects of the society, as stated in its early pro-

spectuses, were :—To promote social intercourse

among its members and with musicians of this

and other countries; to form a musical library
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for the use of members ; to hold oonversazioni, at

which papers on musical subjects might be read,

and subjects of musical interest discussed ; to

give orchestral, choral, and chamber concerts, and
occasionally lectures; to afford the opportunity

of trying new compositions ; to publish occasional

papers, calculated to extend the theoretical and
historical knowledge of music. The members
consisted of fellows, associates, and lady -as-

sociates, whose subscription was fixed at one

guinea. The folloMring were honorary fellows :

—

Auber, Berlioz, Ernst, Joachim, Meyerbeer, Mo-
scheles, Rossini, and Spohr. The Conductor of the

society during the whole period of its existence was
Mr. Alfred Mellon. The first concert took olace

on Jan. 26, 1859, when the C minor Symphony
of Beethoven, the * Melusina * Overture of Men-
delssohn, and a cantata by Dr. Macfarrren, * May-
Day,* ete., were given. Gade's Highland Over-

ture was performed at the second concert. Among
the most interesting items of the programme may
be mentioned, Schumann's Symphony (No. i).

May 1861 ; Joachim^s Concerto in the Hun-
garian style, played by the composer, March 1 2,

1 862 ; the Choral Symphony of Beethoven, April

30, 1862, on which occasion Stephen Heller

layed Mozart's Concerto for two pianos with

/harles Halle ; Sullivan's Tempest Music, May
31, 1 86 2 ; Schumann's Symphony in E b, June 13,

1866. Besides the reguliur concerts, conversa-

zioni were occasionally given, at which the pro-

grammes were frequently remarkable, and objects

of antiquarian and artistic interest were exhi-

bited. At the first conversazione, for example,

Mr. Charles Salaman played two pieces by Or-

lando Gibbons on a virginal. At the last concert,

March 20, 1867, the most interesting feature of

the programme was Beethoven's Choral Fantasia,

the pianoforte part of which was played by
Mme. Schumann. On April 15 following the

operations of the society were suspended, in con-

sequence of the inadequacy of the funds for carry-

ing out the proposed schemes, and the proceedings

were never resumed. [J. A.F.M.]

MUSICAL UNION, THE. An association,

managed by a President, Vice-President, Com-
mittee of 15 noblemen and gentlemen, and a
Director (John Ella, Esq.), which gives eight ma-
tinees of dassical chamb^ music every season in

London. The Musical Union took ito origin in

social gatherings held at Mr. Ella's residence,

but in 1844 the society assumed its present shape,

since when its annuaJ concerts have never failed

to sustain the high standard of excellence for

which they were remarkable from the first. Space

forbids our inserting a list of all the artists

who have appeared at the Musical Union ; such

a list would include the names of all the most

celebrated executants of the last 30 years, many
of whom were first introduced into England by
Mr. Ella. We can only mention that since the

foundation of the society 204 artists have per-

formed at its concerts, of whom 75 were pianists,

XI 2 stringed, and 27 wind instrumentalists. It

is impossible to estimate too highly the important

influenoe this society has had in disseminating a

MUSICIANS' COMPANY, LONDON.

taste for good music amongst the upper classes in
London. The system of placing the performers
in the centre of a circle, which is adapted at these
concerts, gives them a social charm to which a
considerable share of their success is no doubt
owing ; but the greatest boon which musicians
owe to the Musical Union is the introduction of
analytical programmes, which were first adopted
by Professor Ella at these concerts. The pro-
grammes are delivered to the members a day or
two before the performances take place—a plan
which is highly to be commended. [W. B. S.]

MUSICIANS' COMPANY OF THE CITY
OF LONDON, THE, was established by letters

patent under the great seal of England on April
24 in the ninth year of the reign of Edward IV
(1472-3). The charter is printed in Rymer'a
Foedera (xi. 642). The company was instituted

as a perpetual Guild, or Fraternity and Sister-

hood of Minstrels,—a minstrel being a musician
qwdifitd to sing or play in public. It had to
control all 'pretei^ers to minstrelsy,' and to fine

and silence the unqualified until they had studied
so as to fit themselves to take part in public

dDrmances. Until then their music was to be
^

', at home. The first court of the company
was formed of experienced musicians then in the
service of the king, and previously in that of his
predecessor Henry VI. Walter Haliday was Mas-
ter, or Marshal of the Guild, and John CUflT,

Robert Marshall, Thomas Grene, Thomaf Cal-
thom, William Christian, and William Eynes-
ham, formed the court. The appointment to
the oflSce of marshal was for life, whereas the
two wardens {Custodes ad fratemiUUem) were
elected annually from the Court of Assistants.

The guild was attached to the Chapel of the
Virgin under St. Paul's Cathedral, and to the
free Chapel Royal of St. Anthony, both in the
City of London. The power of the guild ex-

tended over all parts of the kingdom except the
County Palatine of Chester, and all minstrels

were to join it, and to pay three shillings and
fourpence upon being admitted as members of
the guild. A further source of income was de-

rived from fees and from fines. Out of the latter

the guild was to keep wax tapers burning in

each of the two chapels above-named, and-to pray
for the health and for the souls of the King, the
Queen, this late Duke of York, the king's father,

and for other progenitors of the royal family.

At this time good minstrels were highly paid,

and Edward IV was not only very liberal to his

own musicians, but also anxious to sustain the
musical reputation of the country. In 1466 the
Bohemian baron, Leo von Rozmital, brother-in-

law of the reigning king of Bohemia^ visited

England, among other countries, during a pil-

grimage undertaken 'for the sake of piety and
religion.* Edward IV received him witn honour,

and entertained him at a banquet and state ball,

after which a state concert commenced. Hie
baron's secretary, Schassek, wrote an account of

his visit ; and of this entertainment he says

—

'We hcMti in no country more agreeable and
sweeter musicians than there ; their chorus
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conusts of aboiit sixty yoioes*; wliQe another of
the suite, Gabriel Tetzel, a German, says— ' After
the ball came the king's singers and sang. I

believe there are no better singers in the world.'

Edward showed due consideration for the ears of

bis subjects, and this policy was followed by all

the sovereigns of the Tudor line. Hence the

universally favourable reports of foreigners upon
public musical performances in EnglsJid during
this and the following century. Among the

JRemembrancia of the City of London recently

brought to light. No. i6 is a letter from the

Lord Keeper, Sir John Puckering, to the Lord
Mayor, requesting him to see that William War-
ren, lately chosen Master of the Musicians*

Company, but prevented from the peaceful exer-

cise of his office by some of the members of the

company, be not further interfered with. As
this letter is dated Sept. 29, 1594, it may be
assumed that the company acted under the old

charter during Elizabeth's reign, and until the

granting of a new one by James I onJuly 8, 1604.

In this the powers of the company were restricted

to the City of London and within three miles of

its boundaries, but it gave their freemen virtually

a monopoly in out-door performances, and at

weddings, dances, playing under windows, etc.,

because all performers under one of the com-
pany's bye-laws required its licence. This ob-

noxious regulation induced Charles I to restrict

the powers of the company to within the City

of London itself. The charter ofJames dispenses

with the sisterhood and makes the election of

the master an annual one, instead of, as before,

for life. It gives the power to sue as a body cor-

porate, a common seal, and the right to hold

land and houses. But its powers to examine
musicians and to control them have become a
dead letter, and its income is derived from the

subscriptions of its members and of those of

former days. The cost of taking up the livery is

^15 I7«. 6d. and the freedom confers a vote for

the election ofmembers of parliament, for bridge-

master, and other dffices. The livery dinner,

^th music, is annual, and the court dine after

three of the quarterly meetings for the trans-

action of business. Of late years some eminent

musicians, amateurs of music, and others inter-

ested in the progress of the art and science, have

joined the company as a social centre and to

increase its funds, with the ultimate object of

advancing music educationally or otherwise.

Among them are John Hullah LL.D, Dr. W. H.
Stone, Dr. Stainer, Dr.. Bridge, Sir Henry Cole,

K.C.B.. Mr. Deputy SheriffCrawford, Mr.Wilbye
Cooper, Mr. Frank Chappell, Mr. Henry Phillips,

Mr. Molineux, Mr. C^ws, Mr. Hunter, Mr.

Porter, and other members of the Madrigal

Society. Mr. George Wood. Mr. W. Stewartson

CoUard, and Mr. W. Chappell are members of the

court. The Musicians* is the only city company

for the exercise of a profession. [W. C.J

MUSIO-PKINTING. There are several ways

In which an unlimited number of copies of de-

figns or characters may be product If a block
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music-phinting: i3S

of wood or metal is cut away so as to leave itk

relief the required shapes of Uie characters, theii

by inking the raioed surface an impression is

easily obtained on paper. A great improvement
on such block-printing was ejected by making
each letter a separate type in cast metal, so that

,

the types might be used over and over again for

different works. The converse of surface printing

is copper-plate, printing : here the design is en-

graved in miaglio on a sheet of metal, and the ink
is contained in the sunken lines of the engvaving
and not on the surfiMie of the plate. Athhrdwsy
is by lithography, in which characters are drawn
with peculiar greasy pencils on the surface of cer-

tain porous stones. The stone being wetted, the
ink is applied ; and it adheres to Qie drawing,
but refuses the stone. All these methods have
been applied to the printing of music.

I. Block-printing was of course the earliest

plan adopted, and the oldest known example is

a book with Gregorian notes printed at Augsburg
by Hans Froschauer in 1473.^ A little later,

Gregorian music was printed by t3rpe8, at two
printings, as in a missal published by Oct. Sootus

(Venice, 1482), in the possession of Alfred Little-

ton, Esq. Wenssler and Kilchen, of Basle, in

1488, produced the ' Agenda parochialium,* and
in 1492 Batdolt, probably at Augsburg, a missaL
In these the stave-lines were r^ ana the notes

black, all being from type, but at two printings,

one for the stave and another for the notes.

Figurated or florid song, however, presented

greater difficulties to the type printer. Block-

printing therefore continued to be employed for

the musical portions ofsuch books aif the ' Musices

Opusculum of Nioolaus Burtius, printjed at

Bologna in 1487, by Ugo de Bugeriis, in open
lozenge-shaped notes ; and the ' Practica Musicse

'

of Franchinus Gafforius, printed at Milan, 1492.

Even as late as 1520, Conrad Peutinger publi^ed

at Augsburg a collection of motets for five voices

in wo^-engraving.' On the following .page wa
give a facsimile from Burtius's work.

Meanwhile Ottaviano del Petrucci (bom at

Fossombrone, 1466) so advanced the art that,

practically speaking,^ he may be consideted as

the inventor of printing florid song with move-

able types. He was settled in Venice, and

there produced his first work, a collection of 96
songs, in 1501. Another of his publications ap-

peared in 1503, and is a collection of masses by
Pierre de la Rue, a copy of which may be seen

in the British Museum. The stave lines and the

notes are produced at two separate printings

;

the lines being unbroken and perfectly con-

tinuous, and the notes set up in moveable types.

The annexed specimengives a tolerable idea of the

1 The Kayence Fulter. now in the BrlUsh Museum, la the oldest

printed book known, with one eieeptlon. It wm printed bj Fust *
SchoefbrM llMrenoe in 1407 in a fine ^MXtt black-letter type, and on

rellum. Where musical notes were required, the four lines of the

stare were printed in red ink, but the notes were Inserted afterwards

fry luknd. In a second edition, 14'W. the lines were black. This can-

not therefore be cited as an eiample of true music printfaiff. any more

thah similar bodks fn which ih^otei were added \o the printed stave

by means of inked stamps or punchfss worked by hand, called pattern

« See Eltner's • Blbllotraphle.' p. 14. The lllustratlohs to Oullbi-

chef» fTWt irork on Moiart (Mgwow. M48) M« all cut la wood.

Ff
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effect. The cmlj objeetion to this eytbem. was
the expense of the double printing; and this

was overcome in 1507 by Erhard
Oegiin of Augsburg, who printed

both stave and notes simultane-

ously, entirely superseding Petmoci's method.

MUSIC-PRINTING.

Schoffer at Mainz did the same in 151 1, and so
did the Gardano family at Venice from 1536 for

about a century and a half. Paleetrina*s Muses
were printed in parts at Rome in 1572, with
a coarse but very legible type. And the
process used at the present day is pretty nearly

FSge (Trsdatus adus p. 76) from ttis

in the Libraiy oXA.il

• of BurtloB (Borrio),

Baq.

^^^^S
the same, only greatly improved
details.

all its Westminster in 1495 by Wynken de Worde.
The characters (see reduced fac-simile annexed^
represent the consonances of Pythagoras. Thi*Tn England the first known attempt at Music- ,^ ^ ^

printing is in Higden's Policronioon, printed at appears to have been set up piecemeal and not
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•ngravecl on a solid wood-block. It is however
the only bit of mosic in the book. There is a
mistake in the double-octave, m
whichhas one note more than

--J_J_^
the proper interval. In the "* " —
first edition of this work^ ~=
printed by Gaxton 148 a, a g |
space was left for the mn- | |
deal characters to be filled in £ ^
by hand. Both editions are
in the British Museum. In
Merbecke*s 'Boke of Com-
mon Praier noted* (Qrafton, London, 1550) the

four lines of the stave are continuous imd not

made up of small pieces, and are printed in

red ink ; the square notes are black and appear
to be each a separate type. Only four sorts

of notes are used, and are thus explained in a
memorandum by the printer. ' The ^rst note is

a strene^ note and is /^

a breve; the second is

a square note and is a
semybreve ; the third is a pycke and is a myn-
ymme ; the fourth is a dose, and is only used at

the end of a verse, etc.'

A book in the British Museum (Muae Gata-
lo^e, C 51&; 'Book*), proves that florid music
was printed in England in 1530. It is the

bass part of a collection of ao songs, and is

attributed to Wynkyn de Worde, the successor

of Caxton. The typography is identical with
that of Petrucci, alr^idy mentioned as being
produced by means of two impressions. John
Day of Aldersgate, in 1560, published the
Church Service in four and three parts in an
improved style of typography, and in 156a
the whole Book of Psalms. Ajid Thomas Vau-
trollier in 1575 pul>l]shed the Cantiones of Tallis

and Byrd under a patent firom Queen Eliza-

beth, the first of the kind granting a monopoly
or sole right of printing music. To them suc-

ceeded Thomas Este—who changed his name to

Snodham—John Windet, William Barley, and
others who were the assignees of Byrd and
Morley, under the patents respectively granted
to them for the sole printing of music. Li 1641
Edward Griffin of Paulas Alley, London, printed

a collection of church music in score and parts

selected by John Barnard, a minor canon of St.

Paul's. The notes were of lozenge shape, and the
stave lines not very well joined together, the whole
being inelegant though very legible, ^_.
after this fiuhion. But the expense "^^^-^
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of two printings was saved.

These men followed the practice of the foreign

printers, and no improvement was made until the
time of John Playford in the reign of Charles II.

Until his time, the quavers and semiquavers,
however numerous in succession, were all dis-

tinct; but in 1660 he introduced the 'new tied

note,' forming them into groups of four or six.

The Dutch, French, and Germans followed his

example; but Maroello's Psalms, published at

Venice in a splendid edition in 1724, were

1 Strene. L «. itnUned or itretctied out, porhaiM from Its bdng the
kagoM DOU OMd la ehaatlnc.

printed after the old manner. From the time of
Charles II. round notes began to supersede the
k>zenge fonn both in writing and printing, and
John Playford*s « Whole Book of Psalms * (about
1675) was printed in the new character.

As regards France, Foumier ( *Traits historiqne
et critique sur Torigine et les progr^ des carac-
t^res de fonte pour Timpression de la musique,*
Berne, 1765) says that Pierre Hautin of Paris
made the first punches for printing music about
the year 1525. The notes and the stave were
represented on the punch, consequently the
whole was printed at oncew l%ese types he
used himself, as well as selling them to Pierre
Attaignant and other printers. Hautin printed
as late as 1576. GuiUaume le B^ in 1544-5
engraved music types for printing first the lines
and then the notes ; but this inconvenient system
was abandoned. Nicholas Duchemin printed
music at one printing in the years 1550 to 1556.
Robert Granjon printed mudc at I^ons about
1572. The works of Claude Le Jeune were
printed in France by Pierre Ballard in 1605
and 1606 ; the beauty and eleganee of the cha-
racters employed showing that the French had
greatly the advantage of their neighbours. About
this time also madrigals were printed at Antwerp
by Phalesio, and sold at his shi^, the sign of
King David.
The above-named eminent honse of Ballard

in Paris was established in tlie middle of the
16th century by Robert Ballard and kis son-in-

law Adrien Le Roy, and continued firom &ther
to son for two centuries, enjoying a royal privi-

lege or patent until the time of the Revolution
of 1789. [See vol. U f>. 1296; and vol. ii.

p. 1230.]
Type music was greatly improved in the i8th

century. The ' Musical Miscellany,' printed by
John Watts, London 1729, has the stave lines

fairly joined, althongh the notes are not elegant

in form. Foumier (Paris 1766) published a
' Manuel typographlque,' the musical specimens

in which are very good and clear. But still

finer are the ty))e8 cut by J. M. Fleischman of
Nuremberg in 1760. The stave and notes are

equal to any plate-music for clearness and
beauty. These types now belong to J. Ensohede
& Son of Haarlem. For Fougt's patent (1767)
see Appendix.
In 1 755 Breitkopf of Leipzig effected improve-

ments in the old system of types, which lus son

(in conjmiction with his partner Hartel) carried

still farther. [See vol. i. 272, 273.] Gustav
Schelter of Leipzig entirely reformed the system,

while Carl Tauchnitz of Leipzig was the first to

apply stereotype to music-notes.

Mr. Clowes, the eminent London printer, did

much to improve music types. The * Harmoni-
con' (1823-33), the 'Musical Library' (1834),

and the 'Sacred Minstrelsy' (1835), are excel-

lent specimens of the art, the stave lines being

more perfectly united than before.

The late Professor Edward Cowper invented

a beautiful but expensive process of printing

music from the raised surface of copper or brass

Ff2
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characters inserted im a wooden block, the stave

lines being also of copper inserted in another

block and printed sepasately from the notes.

The words were set up in ordinary types, then

stereotyped and inserted in grooves in one of

the blocks. His patent is dated April 5, 1837,

and numbered 5484.
In Schcurman*s process ( x 856) the notes, set up

in type, were impressed on a wax mould and the

stave Unee «uperadded to the same mould, from
which a stereotype cast was taken. But the

double operation was diflScult, and the mould
liable to damage ; and the plan was abandoned.

The old system, however, of using separate

types has been so much improved upon by
Messrs. Novello & Co., Henderson, Rait, and
Fenton, and other printers, and the stave lines

are now so well joined, that the appearance

and distinctness of type-musie leave little to

be desired. This result, as has been justly

observed by Mr. Henderson, is due chiefly to

the use of stereotype, which enables printers to

employ the most perfect, and consequently very
expensive, kind of types. If these were used

to print a large edition, they would soon be
damaged ; and even if this were not the case,

it would never pay the publisher to keep such

a mass of type set up against the time when
a fresh edition might be required. The types

must be distributed and used for other works;
and the expensive labour of setting up must be
incurred afiresh for each new edition. All this is

avoided by taking a stereotype cast from the
types, which can be done at a small cost, and
kept in store to be printed frtun whenever there

is a fresh demand for copies. The type is then
released, and serves over again for other works or

other pages of the same work, retaining its sharp-

ness unimpaired. Another advantage of stereo-

tjrping is that many little defects in the types

can be remedied in the plate—greatly to the
advantage of the impression.

An inspection of the following examples will

shew how type-music is built up of many small
parts. Thus the single quaver and its stave are
composed of seven small pieces, which are dis-

sected and shown separately in the second ex-
ample. The same is done for the group of three

quavers, which is made up of sixteen separate
pieces.

DC— z4z m
n. The printing of music from engraved cop-

per plates is supposed to have begun at Rome,
where a collection of Canzonets— ' Diletto spiri-

tuale*—was engraved by Martin van Buyten,
and published by Simone Yerovio in 1586, and
subsequently books of airs, etc., composed by
Kapsperger, dated 1604-1613. In France the
great house of Ballard, already mentioned, began
to use engraving towards the end of Louis XI V.'s
reign ; some of Lully*s operas being printed from
types and some from engraved copper-plates. The

musxc-peinting:

GrermaxM of couxie practised the art, ihe moti
interesting specimen of which is a book of Cla-

vieriibung, or exercises, composed and emfraved
by the great John Sebastian Bach himself. In
England the same process was used for a oc^ec-
tion of pieces by Boll, Byrd, and Gibbons, en-

titled * Parthenia/ engraved by Wm. Hole, and
published in 1611 ; for single songs engraved by
Thomas Cross before and after 1700; by Cluer
for Handel*8 ' Suites de Pibces * and other music
(1720 etc.), and for Dr. Croft*s 'Musicus Appa-
ratus Academicus* (1713 ?), and * Musica S»cx»'

(1734). [See Cross, Clueb, Croft, in vol i.]

The process of scratching each note separately

on the copper with a graver was obviously an
expensive one ; but the Dutch contrived to soften

the metal so as to render it susceptible of an im-
pression fr^m the stroke of a hammer on a punch,
the point of which had the form of a musical
note—a method not only much cheaper, but also

insuring greater uniformity of appearance ; and
accordingfy they were very successful with their

numerous publications from and after the year

1 700. A punched copper-plate from Dublin, only
about 40 years old, was shown at the Caxton
Eihibition in 1877.
As early as 1710 it was found that pewter

plates were cheaper and easier to stamp than
copper. In London John Walsh and John
Hare, Richard Mears, Cluer and Creake, Thomaa
Cross, junior, and William Smith (an apprentice
of Walsh's) printed music from stamped pewteo
plates. These were very coarsely executed

;

but at length one Phillips, a Welshman, so im-
proved the process that, according to Hawkins,
music was scarcely anywhere so well printed as

in England in his time.

This b the process that continues to be used to

the present day, and by which such magnificent

specimens as the editions of the Bachgesdlschaft,

and that of Palestrina (both by Breitkopfs of

Leipzig), or the edition of Handel by Dr. Chry*
Sander, are produced. Messrs. Novello & Co.

have recently imported German workmen, and
their edition of Mendelssohn's P. F. works in one
volume (Christmas 1879), or the first publication

of the Purcell Society, rival the best produc-

tions of Leipzig for clearness and elegance. In
order te save uie pewter plates from wear, it is

now the custom to transfer an impression frt>m

the plate to a lithographic stone or to zinc, and
then print copies at the lithographic press. This
also enables the printer to use a better and blacker

ink than if the plates themselves had to be printed

from ; but the impressions are liable to smudge,
and are inferior in clearness to those from Uie

plates, unless indeed these are engraved in a very
superior style of sharpness. In Germany, zinc

has of late been used instead of pewter: the
punches make a clearer impression, and the plates

allow of a larger number being printed without
damage.

In estimating the relative merits of type and
plate printing from a commercial point of view,

it muKt be borne in mind that it is cheaper to

engrave a pewter plate than to set up a page of
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type, but that the oost of printing ftom the plate
in greater than fix>m the types. If therefore a
Bmall number of oopiee only is required, say
looo, it is cheaper to engrave^ Bi>t if several

thousands are likely to be sold,, then the t^^
system is most profitable.

III. Lithography has in a few instances been
used to multiply manuscript musie, which is tranS'

ferred to the stone from a paper copy written

with a special ink. This may oe useful when a
few copies are wanted on an emergency, as any
copyist would be able to write on the transfer

paper. But by employing trained copyists, ac-

customed to write backwards, the music may be
written at once on the stone ; and in this way
Breitkopf & Hartel of Leipzig have produced
useful editions of Mozart's operas and other

works, both notes and words being very clear

and neat. Alfieri's edition of Palestrina (6 vols.,

Bome, 1 841-45) is a splendid specimen of litho-

graphed music.

For part of the above information the writer

is indebted to a series of articles by Dr. Ghry-
sander in the Musical Times of 1877. [V. de P.]

MUSIC SCHOOL, THE, Oxford, is situated

on the south side of the Schoolta quadrangle,

under the Bodleian Library. This building was
rebuilt in its present form at the banning of

the 17th century, but the interior of the Music
School was altered in 1780 by the architect

Wyatt under the direction of the then Professor

of Music, Dr. Philip Hayes. The expenses of

these alterations were defrayed by a grant of

£50 from the University and by the proceeds of

three choral concerts given at the following Com-
memoration, at one of which Dr. Hayeses oratorio
* Prophecy * was performed. The Music School
was formerly used for the performance of the
exercises for the Degree of Mus. Bac. and Mus.
Doc., but during the last ten years the orchestra

has been removed, and the room is now used for

the University Examinations. The collection of

music (noticed in the article Musical Libraries)
which belongs to the Music School is no longer

preserved there, having been recently removed
to the Baddifife Library ; but the building still

contains a valuable collection of portraits of mu-
sicians, etc., of which the following is a list :—

>

0. P. AbeL
Dr. J. BulL
Br. Barney.
Thomas Blagrave.
Colonel Blaithwait
Dr. Boyoe.

Sir John Hawkins;
James Hasletins.
Dr. W. Hayes.
Dr. P. Hayes.
John HingestoOk
R Hndson,

LoTd Crewe, Bp. ofBozham. J. Hilton.
Dr. Child. Nicholas Laniite.
Dr. Craft Henry Lawet.
CorellL William Lawes.
J. P. EiffBrt. Orlando di Lasso.
Bernard Gates. Matthew Loek.
Christopher Oibbooa Dr. Pepnsch.
Orlando Gibbons. Bemanl Smith.
W. Gregory. Christopher Simjpeon.
HandeL Dr. Thomas Taaway»
Dr. Heather. Dr. WUson.

In Anthony k Wood's account of the Univer-
^ty, he states that the Music School also pos-

aessed busts ofKing Alfred, Dr.W. Hayes, and H.
Puroell, as well as portraits of W. Hine, Dr. Par^

aonSf Salomon^ and John Weldon, .The busts
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a;^ no longer ia the Scheel^ bat there are four
unidentified portraits, which are possibly those of
the above-named musieians. [W. B. S.]

MUSIK, KONIGLICHE HOCHSCHULE
FUR. The Royal High School for Music at BerUn
was established in its present form in 1875, on
the reoiganieation of the Royal Academy of Arts.
It was formed by the amalgamation of two dis^
tinct bodies. The first of the^e, which constitutes
the 'Abtheilung fur musikalische Composition'
of the present School, was founded in March
1833. In 1869 the 'Abtheilung fUr Ausiibende
Tonktmst ' (consisting only of Instrumental classes
for violin, violoncello, and piano) was added under
the direction of Professor Joachim.. In 1871 an
Oigaa dass,^ in 187a dasses for Brass Instru*
ments. Double Bass, and Solo Vocalists, and
in 1873 a Choral dass were added; and in

1874 a full chorus was organised* The High
School thus consists of two departments^ The
first of these is devoted solely to instruction in
Composition. There are four Professors, and the
number of pupils in the summer term of 1878
(the report for which is the last issued) was 18.

The second department is devoted to executive
music, and is under the direction of Professor
Joachim. Thefe are 36 professors, and instruc-

tion ia given in the violin,^ violencello, quartet
playing, pianoforte (both as a principal and a
secondary subject), playing fifom score, organ,
double bass,, flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon, horn,
trumpet, ensemble playing, solo playing with
orchestral aooompa^Unent, orchestral paying,
solo singing, part singing, choral singing, train:

ing choruses, theory of vocal instruction, decla*

mation and acting, Italian, pianoforte (with re-

gard to vocal music), theory, and history. The
number of pupils in the summer term of 1878
was ao8. This division receives from the State
a grant of 149,868 marks (£7493). The receipts

are estimateif at 41,760 marks (£2088), so that
the institution costs the State about £5400.
One fifth of the number of pupils receive firee

instruction,, awarded according to progress or
talent, and a yearly sum of 1200 marks is de-

voted to the assistance of needy and deserving
pupils. The orchestra consists of 70 or 80 per-

formers, amongstwhomare 10 professional leaders^

each with a salary of60Qmarks (JC30). Since 1872
the pupils of the Hig^ School have given three or
four public concerts every year, and since 187^
semi-publio concerts and occasional dramatic and
operatic performances have been given by the
pupils twice a month.—The Rayal Institution fo^

Church Music, although unconnected with the
High School for Mudc, may be 'noticed here.

This Institution was foimded in 1822, and was
placed under tlie direction of the Royal Academy
of Arts in 1875) since when the Director of the
Institution is a member of the Senate of the
Academy. The Institution is devoted to the
education of organists, cantors, and music masters
for high-grade schools and seminaries. There

, are four ptofessors, giving instruction in the organ,

I

pianoforte, violin, singing, harmony, counter-

«. point and form, organ consUnction, and criticism
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of exeicifles. Th« average number of pupfls la

ao. [W.B.S.]

MUSIKALTSCHES OPFEE> i.e. Musical

Offering. One ofBach's worki> containing yarious

treatmentB of a sabject given him by Frederick

the Great to extemporise upon during his visit

to IH>t8dam in ^ f 747. The work, as published

by Breitkopf & Hartel (Nov. 1831), contains

a Ricercare, «ne for 3 voices and one for 6 voices

(the latter in score), i Fuga canonicafor a voices,

5 Sonatas for Flute (the king's own instrument),

Violin, and Continuo, and 8 Canons ; 16 pieces in

all. The work was published by Bach with a

dedication dated July 7, t747—» curious medley

of 5 dieets oblong folio and i sheet upright folio,

containing the Bicercar Ik 3, and a Canon per-

petuus (the 3rd in B. & H.*b edition), 5 Canons,

and the Fuga canonica. In the Dedication copy,

now in the Amalienbibliothek at Berlin, Bach
has written *BegiB lussu Cantio £t Beliqua

Canonica Arte R^luta'—the theme demanded
by the king with other things developed by can-

onical art. Four more oblong folio sheets seem

to have been afterwards added, containing the

Bicercar k 6 and a Canons, and lastly 3 sheets

containing the Sonatas and I Canon. (See

Spitta's Bach, ii. 671-676 ; 843-845.) [G.]

MUSTEL, Victor, a manuflactmrer of har-

moniums, whose long struggles against poverty,

and final success, entitle mm to be called the

'Palissy of music,' was bom at Havre in 18 15.

Left an orphan at the age of la, he was ap-

prenticed to a shipbuilder, and in 1838 set up in

business for himself in that trade at the bttle

hamlet of Sanvic. Endowed from youth with a
peculiarly constructive genius, his first attempts

at making musical instruments were devoted to

the improvement of an accordion which he had
bought in Havre. Elated with his success, he

disposed of his workshop in May 1844, and set

out fiir Paris with his wife and two children.

For the next nine years he worked in several

different workshops, but never obtained high

wages. In 1853 he determined to start in

busmess for himself as a harmonium maker, and
in 1855 exhibited his harmonium with * Double
Expression,* and a new stop ' Harpe Eolienne,*

for which he gained a medal of the first class.

F«r the first year after this, Mustel (now as-

sisted by his two sons) did fairly well, but
business rapidly declined, and he would perhaps

have been obliged to succumb, but for the ssJe

of a little land which he had inherited from his

father. Even in 1866 his receipts did little

more than C9ver the costs, but since that date

the firm of 'Victor Mustel et ses Fils' has

gained a reputation that has been as noteworthy
in England as in France.

The inventions due to MM. Mustel are

—

* La
Double Expression' (patented 1854), whereby
the natural preponderance of the bass tones over

those of the treble is, with complete power of

increase and decrease- in either half, brought

iBplttoOL7tO)tftrslft7 7ud8. Kr. Oarijle. od tlM otbor hani.
Mf«Aprtl7.
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under direct control of the player by means of

knee pedals (genouill^res) that control the energy

and pressure of the wind ; * Le Fort^ expressif,*

a divided swell governed by pneumatic agency

;

and * La Harpe Eolienne,' a tremolo reeuter of

two ranks of vibrators, a ft. pitch, which offer a
gently beating variation to the unison by being

slightly less ind more than the normal pitch of

the instrument, the impression of which remains

unimpfldred. M. Mustel has recently invented

*Le Typophone,' and ' Le M^taphone.* The first

of these is a keyboard percussion instrument,

made of tuning-forlcs in resonance boxes of the

proper acoustic capacity. It is not at this

moment in &brication, since its manufiacture

would need larger funds than the firm haa at

its disposal, but it was lately used with success

at the Paris Op^ra Comique in Mozart's * Flute

enchant^.' The M^taphone (patented in 1878)
is an invention to soften at Measure the aome-

what strident tones of the harmonium. It is

produced by a sliding shutter of leather to

each compartment, and is governed by draw-

stops, as with other modifications of tone and
power. [A.J.H.]

MUSURGIA UNIVERSALIS. The name
of a voluminous work, published at Rome in the

year 1650, by the Jesuit Father, Athanasius

Kircfaer, and translated into German, by An-
dreas Hirsch, of Hall, in Suabia, in 166 a.

The ten Books into which the treatise is divided

contain much useful matter, interrupted, unfor-

tunately, by a host of irrelevant disquisiUona,and

an inordinate amount of empty speculation.

In the First Book, the author describes the

Construction of the Ear, the Comparative Ana-
tomy oftheVocal Organs, and.the sounds emitted

by Beasts, Birds, Reptiles, and Insects, including

the Death-Song of the ^wan.—The Second Book
treats of the Music of the Hebrews, and the

Greeks.—In the Third, are contained discussions

on the Theory of Harmonics, Proportion, the

Ratios of Intervals, the Greek Scales, the Scale of

Guide d*Arezzo, the system of Boethius, and the

Antient Greek Modes.—^The Fourth Book is de-

voted to a description of the Monochord, and its

minute divisions.—The Fifth Book treats of Nota-

tion, Counterpoint, and other branches of Com-
position ; Mid contains a Canon which may be

sung by twelve million two hundred thousand

voices. [See Nodus Salomonis.]—The Sixth

Book-r^ounded chiefly on the Harmonieorum
libri XII oi Mersennus—contains a long dissert-

ation upon Instrumental Music.—^The Seventh

Book describes the difference betweenAntient and
Modem Music—The Eighth, Ninth, and Tenth
Books are filled with discussions of a very trans-

cendental character ; and, dealing largely in 'the

Marvellous,' treat of the Bit^ of the Tarantula

and its musical cure, the Harmony of the Spheres,

and of the Four Elements, the Principles of Har-

mony as exemplified in the Proportions of the

Human Body and the Affections of the Mind,

and other subjects equally visionary and recon-

dite, some oompensation for the absurdity of

which will be found in a really practical de»
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scription of the .<^liaii Harp, of wUch Father
Kiicher claims to be the inventor.

A careful perusal of this curious work will be
found neither useless nor nninteresting, pro-

vided its statements be received cum grano aalis.

Remembering that its author was rather a well-

read Scholar than a practical Musician, we can
scarcely wonder at the errors it contains. Its

merits are the result of laborious research. Its

faults arise from Father Kircher*s inability to

form a correct judgment on points, which, to a
more experienced Artist, would have presented

but little difficulty. And, the like may be said of

the same writer's Phonurgia nowi—a work on
the Nature and Properties of Sound—which ap-

peared in 1673. [W.S.R.]

MUTA (Italian), i^. change. A word often

seen attached to Horn parts—'muta in £s/
*muta in B/ etc., meaning simply 'change to

Eb or Bb,* etc.; that is, take off the crook in

which you are playing and put on that which
will make the horn sound in £b or Bb. [G.]

MUTATION. (Lat. Mutatio, from muio to

change.) I. When, in the Solmisation of a Plain

Chaunt Melody, it becomes necessary to pass

from one Hexachord to another, the process by
which the transfer is effected is called a Muta-
tion. [See Hexaohobd.] In ascending from the

Hexachordon durum to the Hexachordon natu-

raU, the chango may be conveniently made by
substituting the re of the latter for the sol of the

former, at the note D—whence this particular

Mutation is k^own as that of Sol Re, [See

example, vol. i. p. 7346.]
In descending from the Hexadiordon ruUurale

to the Jlexaekoj'don durum, the sol of the latter

must be taken, instead of the re of the former, at

the same note ; and the Mutation is then called

Rx Sol.' The same process will also serve for

the mutual interchange between the Hexachor-
don natarale and the Hexachordon moUe, at the
note G.

But, in ascending from the ffexaehordon natu-

rale to the Hexachordon durum, the re of the
latter must be substituted for the la of the former,

at the note A, by means of the Mutation La
Rx : and, in descending from the Hexachordon
durum to the Hexachordon naturaU, the la of
the second will be sung instead of the re of the
fiTBt—RE La.

Direct communication between the Hexa-
chordon durum, and the Hexachordon molle, is

rarely^used, on account of the False Relation
described under the head of Mi Contra Fa.
Many different systems of Mutation have been

reoonunended by early writers ; but all agree in

the necessity of so arranging that the Semitone
shall always fall between the Syllables mi and/ff.

Lucas Lossius (Erotemata musicee, 1563) directs

the change to be always made by means of re in

ftscending, and la in descending; and enforces

his rule in the following distich

—

Vocibuf QtariB tolnm maUndo duabua

:

Per r« quidem samon mtitatur, per la deoortam.

II. The term is also applied to the change
which takes place in a Boy*s Voice, when it

MUTE. ^39

passes from Treble, or Alto, into Tenor, <ft Bass.
The period of this transformation is uncertain

;

but it generally declares itself between the ages
of fourteen and sixteen, and is very rarely

deferred later than the completion of the seven«>

teenth year. During the time that it is in pro-

gress, the vocal organs undergo so much dis-

turbance, that great care is necessary in order to
prevent them frt>m being seriously injured by
incautious exercise.

III. More rarely, the word is used to denote
that change in the position of the hand upon the
Violin, which, by English Violinists, is called the
Shift. [W.S.R.]

MUTATION STOPS, in an organ, are those
registers which do not produce a sound agreeing
with the name of the key pressed down, but
either the perfect fifth or the major third to it, as G
or E on the C key. The former are called fifth-

sounding, or Quint stops ; the latter third-sound-

ing, or Tierce stops. The proper relative size of

I

the largest fifth-sounding stop is one-third that of
the Foundation stop firom w^ch it is deduced ; as

^^h S>h ^^ ^i* ^^ the 32, 16, or 8 feet stops

respectively. The largest Tierce-sounding stops

are one-fifth the size of the Foundation stops from

I

which they are deduced ; as 6|, 3^, and if feet
' respectively. The third-sounding rank on the
I manual has been much more sparingly used since
' the introductionof Equal Temperament, as it does
' not sound agreeably with that system of tuning

;

and an additional rank of pipes consequently be-

comes available for some other purpose.

I

The only Mutation stop in use in England pre-
' viously to the arrival of Smith and Harris (1660)

I

was the twelfth (ajf feet). After that date the
Tierce (i^ foot), Larigot (i^ foot), and their

I

octaves (among the small Mixture ranks) became
not uncommon. • [E.J. H.]

MXJTE {sordino ; sourdine; ddmpfer), A con-

trivance applied to a musical instrument for the
purpose of deadening or lessening the sound. In
thepianoforte the effect isproduced by thedampers
or the soft pedaU
In instruments of

the violin-tribe the

mute is a piece of

brass so formed as

to stick on to the
bridge and stand

clear ofthe strings.

It adds weight to

the bridge and
thus checks the
vibrations of the

I body ofthe instru-

I

ment. [SeeAppen-
dix, DOLOB CAM-
fana.] In the horn and trumpet a sort of

leathern pear is employed, which fills the bell

to a great extent, and thus prevents the sound
frt>m coming fully out.

Beethoven mutes the strings of the orchestra

in the slow movement of his 3rd and 5th P. F.

Concertos, and in that of the Violin Concerto.

A fine instance is the middle portion of Weber s
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Overture to Buryanthe. MendeUsolm rarely if

ever uses this meanA of effect. [G.]

MY MOTHER BIDS ME BIND MY
HAIR. One of the most favourite of Haydn's i J

Canzonets. The words were originally written
by Mrs. Hunter to the andante of a tonata by
Pleyel. The stanzas were reversed by Haydn,
so that the present first verse was originally the
second. [G.]

MYSLIWECZEK, Joskp, a Bohemian com-
poser, son of a miller, bom near Prague, March
9> 1737* 1^ '^ gf^ education in the common
ischool, and after his father's death devoted him-
self to music. After many attempts at compo-
sition, and much wandering, he fell npon his feet

at Parma, in 1 764. with an opera, the success of
which was so great as to induce the Neapolitan
ambassador to engage him to write the opera for

the celebration of the next birthday of the king at
Naples. The new piece was called Bellerofonte,

and made his reputation to that degree that
though he returned to the north of Italy he was re-

called to Naples no less than nine times. Mozart
met him at Bologna in Nov. 1773, and again at

Munich in 1777. He was evidently very gifted.

Mozart says of his sonatas that ' they are bound
to please, not difficult, and very effective,' and
uigee his sister to learn them *by heart. Else-

where he speaks of him 'as a prize difficult to

replace. He was evidently very ' fascinating, but
as evidently a loose fish, unable, with all his en-
gagements, to keep himself respectable. *

KACHSCHLAG.

In 1778 he gave his Olimpiade at Naples,
which threw every one into transports of en-
thusiasm. The famous singer Gabrielli sang
his songs eveiywhere, and was accustomed to
say that none were so suited to her voice. He
died at Rome, Feb. 4, 1781, adding another
to the long list of musicians whose great popu-
larity during their lifetime was not sufficient

to preserve their works from swift oblivion.

Mysliweczek is said to have had a young Eng-
lish friend named Barry, who buried him in

San Lorenzo in Lucina, and erected a monu-
ment to him there. The Italians called him
U Boemo^ in despair at the pronunciation of
his proper name. [G.]

MYSTfeRES D'ISIS. LES. "An arrange-
ment, or derangement, of Mozart*8 Zauberflote,

words bv Mord, music adapted by Lachnith

;

producea at the Acad^mie Aug. 26, 1801. The
opera was torn to pieces ; some of the best num-
bers (e. a. the 3nd quintet, the terzet, the chorus
'O Isis. Pamina*s song) were taken out, numbers
from other operas inserted (e. g, *Fin ch* han dal
vino ' as a duet). The concluding chorus opened
the opera, and immense liberties were taken with
what was left. But such was the beauty and
spirit of the music that its success was immense,
and it kept the boards till May a. 1827. Tlie
real Zauberflote was first produced in Paris in

1829. Lachnith was much ridiculed at the time

;

he was called * Le D^rangeur,* and his work * Les
Misses d'ioi.* [See Lachkith.] £G.]

N
NAAMAN. An oratorio in 3 parts; the

words by W. Bartholomew, the music by
Costa. Ck>mpoeed for the Birmingham

Festival, and produced there Sept. 7, 1864.
Sir M. Co8ta*s former oratorio, Eli, was also

written to words by Bartholomew, is in 2 parts,

and was produced at the Birmingham Festival,

on Aug. 19, 1855. [G.]

NABUOCO. or NABUCODONOSOR. Opera
in 3 acts; libretto by Solera, music by Verdi.

Produced at the Scala, Milan, in Lent 1842 ; at

Paris, Oct. 16, 1845 ; in London as 'Nino* at

Her Majesty's, March 3. 1846. [G.]

NACHBAUR, Fbakz, a noted German tenor,

bom March 25, 1835, <^ Schloss Giessen, near
Friedrichshafen, Wurtemburg. He was educated

at the Polytechnic School, Stuttgard. As a mem-
ber of a Gesangverein, his fine voice attracted the

notice of Pisc^ek, who advised him to take re-

gular instruction in singing. He began his career

as a chorister at Basle, and afterwards became a
member of a German troupe travelling in Franoe.

Through the liberality of M. Passavant, a banker

at Luneville, he found means for the culture of

his voice, first through Orti, the bass singer, and

1 Lptter. Nov. U, 1777.

t Auff. 7. 177&

• Oct 11. ITTT.

.«
ITeb. »^ 1778 ; Oct U. 1777,

afterwards with Lamperti of Milan. He after*

wards sang in opera at Mannheim, Prague, Darm-
stadt, Vienna, and in 1866 at Munich, where hei

obtained a permanent engagement at the opera.

More recently he has sung in Italy, and created
Lohengrin at Rome in 1878. His parts comprise
Raoul, the Prophet, Arnold, etc. [A. C]

NACHDRUCK.M1T(With pressure,HeavUy

;

corresponding nearly to the Italian pesaiUe), A
direction used by Bieethoven in the Rondo of the
Pianoforte Concerto in E b. No. 5. Op. 73 (Bars

9, 102, 106), to indicate that the baiss is to be
well emphasized. The term eapresaivo is coincio

dently used in the treble. [J.A.F.M.]

NACHRUF, i. e. Farewell. The title riven by
Mendelssohn to the slow movement which he
composed to his Quintet in A, in Paris, after

hearing of the death of his great friend Edward
Ritz. It replaced a minuet and trio in F| and
D, the trio in double canon. [G.]

NACHSCHLAG. The German name for one
of the graces of instrumental and vocal music.

It consists of a note played or sung at the end of
the note to which it serves as an ornament, and
it thus forms, as its name indicates, the anti-

.tbesis to the VortcMqg, or short appoggiatur%
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^^Iiich 18 played at the beginmng. [Afpoggia-
TUBA.]

Vwtthiag, Naehtehiag,

1. WritUm. Plogei. WHMmi. Pfay«l.

Like all graces, the Nachachlag forms part of
the value of its principal note, which is accord-
ingly curtailed to make room for it, just as in
the Vorschlag the principal note loses a portion
of its value at the beginning. Emanuel Bach,
who is the ohief authority on the subject of
grace-notes, does not approve of this curtail-

ment. He says—'All graces written in small
notes belong to the next following large note,

and the value of the preceding laige note must
th^efore never be lessened.* And again—'The
ugly Kachschlag has arisen from the error of
separating the Vorschlag from its principal note,

and playing it within the value of the foregoing
note, and he gives the following passage as an
instance, which he considers would be lar better
rendered as in £x. 4 than as in £x. 3.

2. 8. 4.

Nevertheless, Emanuel BacVs successors, Mar-
purg, IHirk, Leopold Mozart, etc., have all re-
cognised the Nachschlag as a legitimate grace,
though they all protest against its being written
as a small note, on account of its liability to be
confounded with the Vorschlag. Marpurg refers
to an early method of indicating it by means of
a bent line y^, the angle being directed upwards
or downwards according as the NachsclUag was
above or below the principal note (Ex. 5), while
for a springing Nachschlag, the leap of which
was alwavs into the next following principal
note, an oblique line was used (Ex. 6). •But at
the present day (1755),' he goes on to say, 'the
Nachschlag is always written as a small note,
with the hook turned totoarda its own principal
noU* (Ex. 7).

The Nachschlag was not limited to a single
note, groups of two notes (called by Tiirk the
double Nachochlag) forming a diatonic progre§-
sion, and played at the end of their principal
note, being fiiquently met with, and groups of
even more notes occasionally.

In the works of the great masters, the Nach-
schlag, though of very frequent occurrence, is

almost invariably written out in notes of or-

dinary size, as in the following instances, among
many others.

9. Hakosl, ' Meiilah.*

Modem composers, on the other hand, have
returned to some extent to the older method of
writing the Nachschlag as a small note, ap-
parency not taking into account the possibility
of its being mistaken for a Vorschlag. It is true
that in most cases there is practically Uttle
chance of a misapprehension, the general charac-
ter and rhythm of the phrase sufficiently indi-
cating that the small notes form a Nachschlag.
Thus in many instances in Schumann's piano-
forte works the small note is placed at the end
of a bar, in the position in which as Nachschlag
it ought to be played, thus distinguishing it from
the Vorschlag. which would be written at the
beginning of the bar (Ex. 10). And in the ex-
amples quoted below from Liszt and Chopin,
although the same precaution has not been
taken, yet the effect intended is sufficiently clear—the small notes all £eJ1 within the time of the
preceding notes (Ex. 11).

10. Schumann, • Wanun,* Op. 12.

Bar 7. NadudOag, Bar II. VorteUag.
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Although the employment of the Nacfaschlag
]

ia BO general in compobition, it appears to have
no distinctive name in any language except Grer-

j

man. Some English authors^ nave adopted the

translation AftemoU, but it has never come into

general use, while among the old French figr6-

mens there is one called Accent, which is identi-

cal both as to sign and execution with the

Nachschlag described by Marpuig (Ex. 5), but

which, according to Rousseau, who speaks of it as

a coap tie gogier, only belonged to vocal music.

The term Nachschlag also signifies the turn of

a trill. [See Trill.] [F. T.]

NACHSPIEL, i. e. Afterpiece. A name given

by the modem Grerman school of organists to

pieces intended to be played at the conclusion of

the service, while the congregation is leaving the

church. ThiM form of composition is also called

Postludium, and has even been englished as
* Postlude.* The Grerman title corresponds to the

word Vorspiel, used as an equivalent to Pralu-

dium or Prelude. Examples of the name (Nach-
spiel) may be found in the works of Joseph
Andr^ and Rinck, and examples of Postlude in

that of the late Henry Smart, and in the Or-

ganist*s Quarterly Journal, etc. [J. A. F. M.]

NACHTSTUCKE (Night Pieces). The name
of four pieces for pianoforte solo by Schumann,
constituting op. 23 of his published works. They
were written in Vienna in 1839 (the same year

as the FasschingsBchwank aus Wien, the Three
Romances, the Humoreske, etc.) and are dedi-

cated to F. A. Becker of Freiberg. The name
is taken from the title of a series of tales by
Hoffmann, whose works, like those of Jean Paul
Richter, had a great fascination for Schumann
at this period of his life. [See Kbeislebiana,
which were written the year before the Nacht-
Btilcke.] They are entirely distinct in character

from the ordinary Nocturnb, though the name
would seem to imply a resemblance; in fact,

they are much more like the ' Nuits Blanches

'

of Stephen Heller, being, with one exception

(No. 4, the simplest and most popular, as well as

the quietest of the series), excited and restless

yet full of vigour. [J. A. F. M.]

NA6ELI, JoHANN Georo, an eminent music
publisher, and also a composer and litterateur

t

bom at Zurich in 1768. He started his music
business in his native town in 1792, and quickly

issued editions of Handel, Bach (48 Preludes and
Fugues, Art of Fugue) and other classics, lai^
oblong folio, in a style of great clearness and
beauty for the time. In 1803 he started the
'Repertoire des clavecinistes,* a periodical publi-

cation in which new works by Clementi, Cramer,
Beethoven and others appeared. For Beethoven
he published the three, grand solo sonatas now
known as op. 31, but which appeared without
opus number, the first and 2nd in 1 803 in Pt. 5
of the Repertoire, the 3rd in 1804 in Pt. 11.

It is in ponnection with the ist of the three

that the circumstance occurred which will pre-

vent Nageli from being foi^tten as long - ap

I Or. Otlloott, 'Gnmaur of Hutlo.'

NALDI.

Beethoven's sonatas are studied. He actoftlly

interpolated 4 bars into the ist movement of that
sonata, between the 28th and 27th bars from the
end:

—

Beethoven however must have pardoned this

crime ; for several of his later letters to Nageli
are couched in terms of affection, and he did his

utmost to induce the Archduke Rodolph to sub-

scribe to a volume of Nageli*s poems in 1824.
Nageli*s compositions were chiefly vocal-

choruses for Church and School use, etc., popular
enough in their day. He founded an association

for the encouragement of music and acted as its

President. He was a great adherent of the

Pestalozzian system of ^ucation, and wrote in

support of it. But these and his other active

labours for his beloved art, his disputes with
Thibaut and with Hottinger, were brought to an
end by his death at Zurich Dec. 26, 1836, and
are all now foi^gotten. An exception may be
made for an air which was long highly popular
in England under the name of 'Life let us

cherish,' and which is even now sometimes heard.

The Finale in Woelfl*s sonata < Non plus ultra

'

is a set of variations on that air. [G.]

NiENIA. A cantata for choms and orches-

tra on Schiller's words ' Auch das Schone muss
sterben * by Hermann Groetz. It is op. 10 of his

published works. Nsenia or Nenia was a classical

term for a funeral dirge. [G.]

NALDI, Giuseppe, bom at Bologna, Feb.
2, 1770, was the only son of Giuseppe Naldi,
of the same city, who held a government appoint-
ment of high trust. The son was educated in the
universities of Bologna and Pavia, where he
made very rapid progress in his studies for the
law, the profession of his choice. Finding this,

however, uncongenial after a short time, ^e ob-

tained, at the personal request of the Marchese
Litta, a secretary's place in a goveminent depart-

ment, where he gave promise of ability and dis-

tinction ; but the Italian Revolution put an end
to his career in this direction, and he left the
country.

He next appeared at Milan, where he was
persuaded to give way to his natural genius for

music, and where he achieved his first success

upon the stage. According to F^tis ^who, how-
ever, is incorrect in some details of his bio-

graphy), Naldi appeared at Rome in 1 789, then

at Naples, and next at Venice and Turin. In

1 796 and 7 he reappeared at Milan. In London
he made hit <Ubut April 15, 1806, and he con-

tinued to sing here every subsequent season up
to 1819 (inclusive). His principal characters
were in ' Le Cantatrici Villane,* ' t'osl &n tutte/

and ' II Fauatico per la musica.* In the latter,

he showed his skill in playing the violoncello, on
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whlcb he was no mean perfonner. Lord Mount-
Edgcumbe deecribes his voice as ' weak and un-

certain*; while another critic calls it * sonorous

and powerful/ but excepts from his successful

rdles thatof Sancho in the 'Villeggiatori bizarri/

which he rather foolishly excuses on the plea

that he was ' too much the gentleman to play the

clown ' (Monthly Mirror). All agree, howcTcr,

that Naldi was extremely clever, could write

very lair verses and compose very tolerable

music; had an accurate ear; could play the

piano and cello very well; and read at sight

with perfect ease and intonation. As an actor,

he was excellent, and played with 'irresistible

humour, effect, judgment, and truth.* A good
portrait-sketch of him, as Figaro in ' Le Nozze,'

'Drawn and £tched expressly for the British

Stage,' appeared in Feb. 1 8i 8. In the next year,

he was engaged at Paris, where he made his

iUbut in 'ODid fan tutte*; but his powers were
much faded. He returned once more to London
in that, his last, season: and in the following

year, at Paris, met an untimely death, in the

apartments of his friend Garcia, by the bursting

of a newly-invented cooking-kettle, a trial of

which he had been invited to witness. His
daughter, Mlli. Naldi, made her dUbut in 1819.

She sang at Paris in 1822-5, and is said (bv

F^tis) to have 'shared the public applause with

Pasta for somp years, particularly in Tancredi

and Borneo e Oiulietta.' Without attaching im-

plicit credit to this statement, we may believe

that she was an excellent singer, and that she

was a loos to the stage when she retired (1824),

having married the Conte di Sparre, after which
she was no more heard, except in her own idUm,
or those of her friends. [J. M.]

NALSON, Rkv. Valintiki, Sub-chanter of

York Cathedral in the early part of the i8th

century, composed an Evening Service in G, and
also, on the occasion of the Peace of Utrecht in

1713, a Morning Service in the same kev, both
which are contained in the Tudway Collection,

HarL MSS. 7341 and 7342. Some anthems by
himrare also extant. He died in 172a. [W.H.H.]

NANINI,^ Giovanni Bernardino, was bom,
about the middle ofthe 1 6th century, atVallerano.

where he studied Counterpoint under his elder

brother, Giovanni Maria. Removing, at a later

period, to Rome, he held the appointment of

Maestro di Cappella. first at the Church of S. Luigi

de* Frances!, and afterwards at that of S. Loren7X)

in Damaso. Beyond this, little is known of his

personal history; though it is certain that he
took a prominent part in the management of his

brothers Music School,—an institution to which
some of the most celebrated Composers of the

period were indebted for their earlv training.

The exact date of his death has not been ascer-

tained, and can only be surmised from that of his

latest publication, which was printed in 1620.

As a Composer, G. B. Nanini takes rank among
the best Masters of his time ; but his works are,

for Uie most part, far less characteristic of the
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true Polyphonic style than those of his brother.

He was one of the first who ventured so far

to depart from the traditions of the Roman
School as to Write Church Music with Organ
Accompaniment ; and his later productions
bear evident marks of that ' progress * which
ultimately led to its extinction. His published

works are, a volume of delightful Madrigals
entitled, 'Madrigali, k 5 voci,* Lib. I. (Venice,

If 79. 1588, 1598); Idem. Lib. IL (Venice, 1599)

;

Id., Lib. III. (Rome, 161 2); 'Mottecta, k i. ii.

iii. iv. V. voc. una cum gravi voce ad organ!

sonum accomodata. Lib. I.' (Roma, 1608); Id.,

Lib. II. (Rome, 1611); Id., Lib. III. (Rome,
1612); Id., Lib. IV. (Rome, 1618); 'Salmi, k 4
voc. con I'argano' (Rome, 1620); and 'Venite,

exultemus Domino, k 3 voc. col* organo* (Assisi,

1620). In addition to these important works,

many Madrigals, and other detached composi-

tions, will be found in the collections published

by Phalesius, and others, at the banning of the

1 7th century : and many more still remain in

MS. Of these last, the most important are, some
Psalms and Motets for 8 Voices, and a Salve

Regina for 1 2, formerly in the collection of the
Abb^ Santini ; and a Treatise on Counterpoint,

written, in conjunction with Giov. Maria, per-

haps for the use of the pupils in the Musio
School. Proske has included four of his Psalms
in the ' Musica Divina.' [W. S. R.]

NANINI, Giovanni Maria, elder brother of

the preceding, was also a native of Vallerano,

where he is believed to have been bom, about

1540. In earlv youth he studied Counterpoint,

at Rome, under Claude Goudimel, in whose
Music School he and Palestrina are said to have
been, for a time, * fellow-students. His education

completed, he returned to his birth-place, as

Maestro di Cappella : but when, in coniBequence

of Pale8trina*s acceptance of office at the Vatican

Basilica, it became necessary, in 1571, to elect

a new Maestro di Cappella for the Basilica Liberi-

ana (S. Maria Maggiore), he was invited to

Rome, as the fittest person upon whom the vacant

preferment could be bestowed ; and he continued

to hold the appointment, until 1575, when he re-

signed it in favour of Ippolito Tartaglini.

Finding his talents now fairly appreciated,

Giov. Maria established a public Music .School

—

the first ever opened in Rome by an Italian—in

the management of which he was assisted by bis

brother, Giov. Bemadino, as well as by Palestrina

himself, who constantly gave instruction to the

pupils, and took a lively interest in the institu-

tion. The School prospered exceedingly ; and was
frequented by more than one talented youth

whose genius afterwards bore abundant fruit.

Nanini*s reputation as a learned Contrapuntist,

and gifted Composer, was secured. His works

were received at the Sistine Chapel with marks
of special approbation ; and on Oct. 27, 1577, he

I This, at iMtt. to Um iMMranrreoalTad tradition. Bat Mramlnf
1940 M th« oorreot date of O. M. Nulnl't bdrth. ho wM FalMtrliia'a

Junior b7 16 jmn : and this diffcrooco of age Is considered, both br

Ambros and Proske. to ivatltj the belief that the two Composers dW
not stndy under Goudlnel at the sai^e Ubm.
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was elected ft member of the Foiiti6c&l Choir,

to which he contributed, during the last 30 years

of his life, many valuable compositions. His
death took place on March 11, 1607; and his

remains were deposited in the Church of S. Luigi

de* Frances!.

Nanini was one of the brightest ornaments of

the great Roman School, the highest qualities of

which he cultivated in a remarkable degree.

His Motet, for six Voices—* Hodie nobis ccelorum

rex *—annually sung, in the Sistine Chapel, on the

morning of Christmas Day, is a noble compo-

sition ; and he has left us many others, of equal

merit, a huge proportion of which still remain in

MS. among the Archives of the Pontifical Choir,

the Vatican Basilica, the Collegium Bomanum,
the Oratory of S. Maria in Vallioella, and other

noted collections. P. Martini mentions a MS.
collection of Canons, entitled ' Cento cinquanta

sette Contrappunti e Canoni k a, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,

e XI Voci, sopra del Canto fermo intitolato La
Base di Cnstanzo Festa/ which contains some
miracles of ingenuity and learning. Some of

these, at least, have already appeared among his

published works : but, a dissertation on Counter-

point, called ' Begole di Giov. Maria e di Ber-

nardino Nanini, per fare contrappunto a mente
sopra il Canto fermo,' written, conjointly, by him-

self, and his vounger brother, exists only in a
MS. copy—unhappily, imperfect—^transcribed by
Orazio GrifiS, and preserved in the Library of the

Palazzo Corsini alia Lungara.

The published works of Nanini comprise »
volume of 'Motetti, k 3 voci' (Venice, 1578);
•Motetti. li 5 vod* (1578); 'Madrigali,* Lib. L
(1578); Idem, Lib. IL (1580, 1582, 1587. 1605);

Id., Lib. in. (1584); Id.,Lib.IV.(ic86); 'Can-

zonetti, li 3 vod* (1587), all published, at Venice,

in 4to, by Gardano; some * SiJmi, k 8 voci,* printed

in the well-known collection of Fabio Costantini

(Napoli, 1615); and a number of Motets, Madri-

gals, and other isolated works, included in Costan-

iini*s * Motetti,* Waelrant's 'Symphonia Angelica,*

and other collections published in Italy, and by
P. Phal^ of Antwerp. Some very fine Motets

—

including a masterly ' Hodie Christus natus est,*

in which the characteristic No^ ! No^ ! is intro-

duced with great effect—will be found in Proske*s
' Musica Divina.* [See NoKl.] Others are given

in the collections of the Prince de la Moskowa,
EochUtz, etc. [W.S.R.]

NANTIER-DIDlfiE, Constance Betsy
Rosabella, was bom at St. Denis in the Isle of

Bourbon (now Ue de la Reunion) Nov. 16, 183 1.

Mdlle. Nantier, who derived her second name
from her marriage with a singer named Didi^,
received instruction in singing at the Paris Con-

servatoire under Duprez, from 1847 to 1849, <^^
obtained an accesnt in the latter year in his class,

and the first prize in the Opera class. She made
her d^but on the stage at the Carienan Theatre,

Turin, in Mercadante's *La Vestale. She played
in Paris at the Salle Ventadour in 1851, and
afterwards joined an Italian company, of which
Giuglini was one, and who played at Lyons,
NlmeS| Montpelier, etc

NAPLES.

Madsoie Nsntier-Didi^ made her fivt 's^
pearance in England at Covent Garden in 1853
as the Chevalier de Grondi, in ' Maria di Rohan,*
afterwards as Maddalena. in *Rigoletto* on its

production here, and as Ascanio in 'Benvenato
Cellini * ; and in all three parts was sucoessful.

From 1853 to 1864 inclusive she sang here

every year in Italian opera, at Covent Gaiden
and the Lyceum, the usual mezzo soprano or

contralto parts, creating amongst others Nancy
in *Marta,* Rita on the revival of *Zampa.'
L'Amore 'Orfeo', Ulrica in Verdi's 'BaUo,*

and Siebel in * Faust.* In this last opera (vounod
wrote the popular air *Quando a te lieta' expressly

for her. Dunng this timeMadameNantier-Didi^
sang at Court and public concerts, made an ope-

ratic provincial tour in 1855, later in that year

and tne early part of 1856 played in opera in

America, and took part at the Bradford Festival

of 1859. The rest of each year she was engaged
at the Italian Opera of Paris, St. Petersbuig,

Moscow, Madrid, etc., or sang at concerts in the

French provinces. ShediedatMadrid,Dec. 4, x 867.

Apropos to Maddalena, Mr. Chorley remarks,

*Her gay handsome face, her winning mezzo-

soprano voice, not without a Cremona tone in it,

redeeming the voice from lusciousness, and her

neat lively execution, were all displayed in this

part, short as it is. For such occupation as fiJls to

the share of a first-rate singer of the second class,

this lady has never been exceeded. Subsequently

when . . . she tried to win first honours as a
contralto, the natural limits of her powers made
themselves felt, and she lost rather than gained

in public favour.* [A. C]
NAPLES. The first school of music at Naples

was founded towards the middle of the X5th cen-

tury by John Tinctor. His school was short-lived,

but it was immediately succeeded bv the illus-

trious Neapolitan Conservatorios which were both

the first examples and models of all similar

musical institutions, not only in Italy but in the

other countries of Europe.

The Conservatories of Naples, four in number
—(i) Santa Maria di Loreto» (a) San Ontffrio,

(3) De* Poveri di (Jesii Cristo, (4) Delia PieU
de' Turchini—were originally founded by private

benefactors for the purpose of affording both
shelter and instruction to the homeless orphans
of Naples. The children were taken out of the

streets and clad in a particular dress, each Conaer-

vatorio being distinguished from the othen by
its peculiar colour. They were moreover closely

shaven, and this, ooupled with the clerical charac-

ter of tjieir dress caused them to be called * Pre*

terelli* (little priests). Many of them were
indeed destined for Holy Orders. Ecclesiastical

music was at first the primary object of these

institutions. They were governed after the pat*

tern of a priest's seminary, and each had a church
of which the pupils formed the choir. The funds

of the institution were increased by the services

of the pupils in other city churches and in the

Royal Chapel, for which they received a monthly
salary. Also by other pious offices, such as watch*

ing and chanting hymns and prayers oVer the dc»d
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preVioot to burial. This was the task of the

younger pupils, while the elder ones would carry

the dead to the grave and even bury them. These
elder pupils were called 'Paranze' (i.e. a sniall

corps or company) and the younger ones ' Sopra-

nelli* and ' Contraltini/ according to their voics.

Besides these pious services, which were almost

daily in request, the pupils were engaged to sing

in the great musical processions, or ' Flottole*—so

called from * Flotto, a term for the choir, a cor*

ruption of * Frotta/ a crowd, because of the num-
ber of the pupils. Afterwards, when dramatic
music began to revive, they represented the mys-
teries in the monasteries and convents during
carnival, and later still performed in the theatres,

more especially in that of San Carlo, for which
the pupils of the Pietk de* Turchini were princi-

pally selected on account of their proximity to it.

These efforts of the pupils brought in to each
Conservatorio an average of looo ducats a year,

bat despite these and the private benefactions of

individuals, the endowment of each institution

was barely sufficient to supply the bare neces*

saries of life to the pupils, while the space was so

cramped that many of them had to sleep in the

corridors and refectories, and the supply of
musical instruments was far too scanty for the
performers. Yet from ihiB humble origin sprang
the great masters of music whose compositions
are inseparably associated with Italy.

(I) Santa Maria di Lorkto. This originated
in 1535 with a poor artisan of the name of Fran-
cesco, who received into his house on the Mer-
oato orphans of both sexes, and caused them to

be fed and clothed and instructed in music. The
rich citizens of the Mercato assisted his pious
design by every means in their power. The fame
of the school reached the ears of Giovanni da
Tappia, a Spanish priest domiciled in Naples,
and he, having the progress of music greatly at
heart, volunteered to direct it, and extend its

powers of usefulness by a permanent endowment.
This he obtained by begging alms from house to

house through the Neapolitan Pifovinces. At the
end ofnine years he returned to Naples with a suf-

ficiebit sum for the purpose. The original humble
institution was translorred to a lai^^ building
dose to the Church of Sta. Maria de Loreto. This
building was formally ceded by the government
to da Tappia, received the title of 'Conservatorio,'
and was endowed, in 1566, with the 'Jus del
fomo* and 'della beccaria.' Thus established,
rich citizens from time to time left their fortunes
to this institution, which grew and flourished.
The pupils of both sexes reached the num-
ber of 800. Among the illustrious musicians
whose names are connected with Santa Maria
di Loreto are Alessandro Scarlatti, Durante,
Porpora, Traetta, Sacchini, Guglielmi, and many
more.

In 1797 the two Conservatories of San Onofrio
and Suita Maria di Loreto were united, the for-

mer being absorbed in the latter. In 1806,
by order of Joseph Buonaparte, the Conservatorio
of Loreto was united to that of the ' Piet^ de'
Turchini,' and the building of Santa Maria di
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Loreto then became a hospital. It is still called

rOspedale del Loreto, and over the doorway the
following inscription may still be read :

—

«X7n di ad ApoUo, ad EscoUpio or tacro.*

' Once dedicated to Apollo, now to Aesculapius.'
(a) San Onofbio a Capdana. So called be*

cause it was situated in the district of Naples
known as Capuana. It was founded in 1576 by
private benefactions under the name of the * oon^
fraternityof the Bianchi.' It received 1 20 orphans,
who were instructed in religion and muiic. The
funds of this, as of the other similar institutions,

were augmented by the exertions of the pupils as
already described. In course of time it was taken
out of the hands of the confraternity and esta*

blished as a Conservatorio by royal warrant with
the title ofSanOnofrio. The dress ofthe pupilswas
black and white—whence the name * de Bianchi.'

At a later date foreign pupils were admitted on
terms of monthly payment, and on the under-
standing that they should continue to give their

services for a few years after the end of their

term of instruction. In 1 797 the building of San
Onofrio was tamed into barracks and the pupils

were transferred to Santa Maria di Loreto. A.
Scarlatti was a teacher in this Conservatorio also,

likewise Durante, Leo, Feo, Cotumacci ; amongst
their pupils were Gizzi, Jonunelli, Piocinni, and
Paisiello. Gizzi, by the advice of Scarlatti, opened
in 1 720 a school of singing in connexion with this

Conservatorio, the famous singer Gioacchino Conti
di Arpino was one of his pupils, and out of gra-

titude to his master took the name of Gizzidlo.'

[See GizziBLLO.]

(3) Dk' Povkbi di GEsd Cbisto. This was
established in 1589 by a Franciscan, Maroello
FoBcataro di Niootera, for the foundlings of Na-.

pies. By means of alms collected from the
Neapolitans, he obtained the necessary funds,

and drew up the rules, which were ratified by
Alfonso Greeualdo, the then Cardinal Archbishop
of Naples. The pupils, 100 in number, varying
in age from 7 to 11, and literally taken out of

the streets, were clothed at first in the sober

dress of the Franciscan order, afterwards in blue

and red, were fed and instructed in their own
language and in music, and were governed by two
canons of the cathedral of Naples.

This Conservatorio existed till 1 744, when, by
order of Cardinal Spinelli, it was converted into

a Diocesan Seminary. It now bears the title

of *Seminarium Anshiepiscopale Diocesanum,'
whereas it had for years borne the inscription

of * Pauperum Jesu Christi Archiepiscopale Col*

legium.* The pupils were distributed among the
three remaining Conservatorios—San Onofrio,

Loreto, and the Pietk de* Turchini.

This Conservatorio is by some considered as
the oldest of all, and as the cradle of the great
Neapolitan School of Music. Fago, Greco, Du-
rante, Vinci—all pupils of Scarlatti—Cotumacci,
Ignazio Gallo, and Pergolesi, were among the most
funous composers which it produced.

(4) Dblla PietJL db' Tubchini. This ori-

ginated with the confntemity of S^. ^|aria
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della ItieoroiiatelU, who, towank the ydar 1584
made their hoiue an asylum bcvth for the home-
less orphans of Naples, and also for children whose
parents were unable to support them. At first

the children were only taught to read and
write, and were clad in long blue garments
(' color turchino *), hence the name of ' Pietk de*

Turohini,* which was adopted by the institution

instead of that of the * Incoronatella.* It was
not till a oentniy later that musical instruction

was given to the pupils. In 1600 it was placed

under the protection of Philip III of Spain, and
in 1670 Francesco Provenzale and Oennaro Ursino

were appointed to be its Professors of Music,

Provenzale having preceded Scarlatti as Maestro
of the Palatine Chapel at Naples. It produced

many fiunous composers, such as Feo, Fago,

Carapella, Leo, Cafaro and Sala. In 1806, on
the abolition of the Conservatorio of Sta. Maria
di Loreto, the pupils were received into the Pietk

de* Turchini. In 1808 this, the last of the Con-
servatorioB, was also suppressed on the repre-

sentation of Monsignore Capecelatro, Archbishop

of Taranto, ' that the Neapolitan Conservatories

had fallen from their ancient glory on account of

bad administration and lack of discipline, and
that the only remedy was to re-organize them in

one great college established on a broader basis.'

Thus the 'Reals Collsoio di Musioa' came
into existence, first with the title of San Sebas-

tiano, and afterwards with that of S. Pietro a
Maiella, which it still retains.

Tritta, Paisiello, and Feneroli were the first

directors and general administratorB of the new
Boyal College of Music. They were succeeded

in 1 813 by Zingarelli. In 181 7 'external' pre-

paratory schools of music were added ; and the

pupils who passed creditable examinations there

were admitted into the Royal College. In the

revolution of i8ao halfthe building of San Sebas-

tiano was seized for the use of the government,

the other half was made over to the Jesuits, and
the monastery of San Pietro a Maiella was
assigned to the Royal College of Music. In 1 837
Zingarelli was followed by Donizetti, and he
again in 1840 by Mercadante, who made great

r^orms in the discipline and efficiency of the col-

lege. In i86x, on account of his blindness. Carlo

Conti was appointed his coadjutor. Conti died in

1868, and was succeeded by Paolo Serrao Mer-
cadante, who retained his post as President till

his death in 1870. Since that date the College

appears to have lost ground, and a fiital economy
seems to have beset its management. In 1874
the scholarships were reduced from 100 to 50,
and 35 of these were thrown open to women,
with allowance for lodging; but m 1879 ^^ '^'

iowance was abolished. The post of Director is

now vacant, and the College is governed by a
board of professors and amateurs. Manfirooe,

Bellini, Luigi Ricci, and Michael Costa are the

most distinguished names on the roll of the Nea-
politan School of Music since the establishment
of the JieaU CoOegio di Napolu [C. M. P.]

NARDINI, PiBTRO, an eminent -violinist and
composer, was bom at Fibiana, a village in
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Tuscany, in 1 712. He received his first musical
instruction at Leghorn, and afterwards studied
for several years under Tartini at Padua. We
know nothing further of his early career. About
the year 1753 he was appointed Solo-violinist at
the Ducal court at Stuttgardt, where he re-

mained for fifteen years. In 1767 he returned to

Italy, settled at Leghorn, and stayed with his

old master Tartini during his last illness. In
1770 he accepted an appointment as director ot
the music at the court of the Duke of Tuacany,
and died in 1793 at Florence.

Nardini was the most eminent of Tartini*s

disciples. Leq)old Mozart, the best possible

judge in matters of violin-playing, writes of him:
' the beauty, purity, and equality of his tone, and
the tastefulness of his cantabile-playing, cannot
be surpassed ; but he does not execute great diffi-

culties.' The well-known poet-musician Schn-
bart relates in his flowery style: 'his playing
brings tears into the eyes of stony-hearted cour-

tiers—nay, his own tears run down on his

violin 1'

That Nardini was not a mere executant, but a
thorough musician, is evident firom the character

of his compositions for the violin. Vivacity,

grace, a sweet sentimentality, are the main char-

acteristics of his style, wbidi is altogether more
modem in form and feelinff than Tartini's. His
Allegros are often laxgely developed, and already
display the full sonata-form, while his slow
movements are not unlike Viotti's. If never-
theless the greater part of his works appear
to us old-fashioned and antiquated compared
with those of Tartini, the reascm is, that

he has neither the depth of feeling, the grand
pathos, nor the concentrated energy of his great

master.

His Dublished compositions (according to F^tis)

are : 6 Concertos, op. i (Amsterdam) ; 6 Son-
atas pour violon et bassi, op. 2 (Berlin, 1765 ;

a new edition published by Cartier, Paris); 6
Trios pour flute (London) ; 6 Solos pour violon,

op. 5 (London); 6 Quartets (Florence, 178a);
6 Duos pour deux violons (Paris).

Some ofhis sonatas have latterly been re-edited

by Alard and F. David. [P-D.]

NARES, James, Mus. Doc., bom at Stanwell,

Middlesex, in 1715, was a chorister in the

Chapel Royal under Bernard Gates, and after-

wards a pupil of Dr. Pepuech. He aeted for

some time as deputy for Pigott, oiganist of St.

Geoige's Chapel, Windsor, and in 1734 was ap-

pointed, on the resignation of Salisbury, organist

of York Minster. On Jan. 13, 1756, he was
appointed to succeed Dr. Greene as organist and
composer to the Chapel Royal, and in the same
year graduated as Mus. Doc. at Cambridge. In
Oct. 1757 he was appointed Master of the

Children of the Chapel Royal, vice Gates, his old

master. In 1 770 he gained a prise from theOMch
Club for his glee, ' To all lovers of harmony.' He
resigned the mastership of the Chapel boys July
1, 1780, died Feb. 10, 1783, and was buried in

St. Margaret*s. Westminster. Dr. Nares pub-
lished ' Eight Sets of Harpsichord Lessons,' 1 748

;
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^FivQ Harpsichord Lesaona/ 1758 ; 'Thr^ Easy
Harpsichord Lessons* ; 'A Treatise on Singing*

;

<T1 Prindpio^ or, A regular Introduction to

playing on the Harpsichord or Organ* (the first

set of progressive lessons published on a sys-

tematic plui) ; ' The Boyal rastoral,' a dramatic

ode ; ' Collection of Catches, Canons, and Glees*

;

Six Organ Fugues* ; 'Second Treatise on Sing-

ing, with a Set of £;iiglish Duets* ; and 'Twenty
Anthems,* 1778. 'A Morning and Evening
Service and Six Anthems' were published in

1788, with a portrait of him, setat. 65, engraved

by Ward after Engleheart, prefixed. His Ser-

vice in F and three anthems are included in

Amold*s 'Cathedral Music,* an anthem in Page's
' Harmonia Sacra,* and two anthems in Stevens*s

'Sacred Music' Two canons, two glees, two
rounds, and a catch by him are contained in

Warren's collections. < Nares was a poor com-
poser, but some of his Church Music is still in

use in our cathedrals. [W.H. H.]

NATHAN, Isaac, bom of Hebrew parents at

Canterbury in 1 792, being intended for the priest-

hood, was in 1805 sent to Cambridge to study
Hebrew, but his natural bent being for music he
was articled to Domenico Corn, ami devoted his

attention principally to singing and ooniposition.

He Mppearod at Covent Garden as Henry Bertram,
in 'Guy Mannering.' After composing several

songs, he produced m 182a 'Hebrew Melodies,'

to Lord Byron*s poetry, with much success. In

1823 he supplied part of the music for the comedy
'Sweethearts and Wives'—one song in which,
f Why are you wandering here I pray,' became
very popular—and published 'An Essay on
the History and Theory of Music,* and on the
qualities^ capabilities and management of the
Human Voice.* In 1824 he brought out 'The
Alcaid,* comic opera, and in 1827 'The Illus-

trious Stranger,* operatic farce. In 1836 he
published 'The Life of Madame Malibran de
Beriot, interspersed with original anecdotes and
critical remarks on her musical powers.* He
subsequently emigrated to Sydney, where he was
accidoiti^ly killed, by being run over by a tram-
way car, Jan. 15, 1864. He was much esteemed
as a singing master. [W.H. H.]

NATIONAL CONCERTS. A series of con-
certs given in Her Majesty*s Theatre, in October,
November, and December, 1850, with Balfe and
Charles d*Albert as conductors. The prospectuses

contained a rarely-equalled list of performers, and
promises of new works, most of them by "Rngli^h

composers (probably the only origin of the name
of the concerts), none of which however saw the
light ; while tiie performances consisted almost
entirely of the ordinary ingredients of 'monster*
concerts, with a very meagre number of features

ibteresting enough to be recorded. During the
season, however, the following works came to
a hearing: Spohr*s symphony, 'The Seasons';
Mendelssohn s *F1ngal*s Cave' and 'Melusina*
overtures, the latter so badly played that it had
to be abandoned as impracticable ; besides one or
two symphoniea, and a movement or two from a
eoooerto by Beethoven. The following artists ao

NATURAL, W
tuallyappeasred: HaUe, Molique. Sainton, Piatti,

Arabella Goddard (her first appearance). Stock-
hausen, and Sims Reeves. The concerts were in

the hands of Cramer, Beale & Co., and proved
an unequivocal failure, chiefly because of the
enormous expectations that were excited but not
fulfilled. An attempt was made a year or so

afterwards to start another series with' the same
title, but the scheme fell to the ground after a
few concerts. [J. A. F. M.]

NATIONAL TRAINING SCHOOL FOR
MUSIC, THE. This institution, which had
been projected and discussed since 1854, and the
idea of which had emanated firom the late Prince
Consort, was not founded until 1873, when a plot

of ground was granted, firee of cost, by Her
Majesty*s Commisdoners for the Exhibition of

1 851, on their estate at South Kensington, and
the present building was begun at the cost of

C. J. Freake, Esq., who presented it to the

country on its completion in 1875. In that year
(June 15) the matter was fully discussed at a
meeting convened by the Prince of Wales at

Marlborough House, and the first scholarships

were pronused. The building, on the west side

of the Albert Hall, was designed by Lieut. H. H.
Cole, R.E., in the English style of the 1 7U1 cen-

tury, with panels decorated with sgraffito. In
1876, fifty scholarships having been established,

and upwards of twenty more promised, the School

was opened for study. The ultimate number of

schohtfships is to be 300, of the value of £40 a
year each, for five years.

The control of the school !s placed in the
hands of a small General Committee of Manage-
ment, consisting of representatives of Her Ma*
jeety's Commissioners for the Exhibition of 185 1,

of the Council of the Corporation of the Albert
Hall, of the Society of Arts, and of the founder^

of scholarships. Among the members of the

committee are the Duke of Edinburgh (Chair-

man), Prince Christian, the Chairman of the

Council of the Society of Arts, the Lord Mayor,
Sir Heniy Cole (who has always taken an
active part in the scheme from the beginning),

Mr. and Mrs. Freake, etc. The lay administra-

tion is under a Registrar (the Rev. John Richard-
son, M.A.), a Lady-Superintendent, etc. The
professional work is under the direction of a
Principal (Dr. Sullivan), and a board of profes*

sors, consisting of Mr. Ernst Pauer, Dr. Stainer,

Mr.AlbertiVisetti,andMr.J.T.Carrodus. The
instruction of the scholars is carried on by the
members of the board, and an additional body of

professors, among whom are Mr. John F. Bamett,
Dr. Bridge, Mr. Ebeneser Prout, Mr. Franklin
Taylor, etc. The ladv-professors are Signora Maz*
zucati and Miss Edith Jemingham. [J. A. F.M.]

NATURAL. A word formerly applied to

the scale of C major, which was called 'the

natural scale * because it has no accidentals. It

thus became used for the sign (!]) which cancels a
preceding sharp or flat, whether used as a chro-

matic accidental or ocourring in the signature.

In other, words, when the Mse of a sharp or fla^
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has indicated that the note a semitone al)ove

or below that in the diatonic series of G major

is to be taken, the introduction of a Natural
indicates that the unaltered note is to be re-

sumed ; and hence a naturalised note is always
a white key on the pianoforte or organ, unless

it be combined with a sharp or flat, as (^ or ifi,

to cancel a chromatic double-sharp or double-

flat, and indicate the corresponding note of

the diatonic series indicated by the existing sig-

nature.

Naturals do not occur in the signatures of

keys, except when it is necessaiy to cancel all

or part of a previous signature, at a change of

key in the course of a piece of music ; as at the

change fi:^ C minor to C major in ihe Marcia
Fundbre of the Eroica Symphony, or the change

from Eb minor to Eb major at the end of the

Introduction of Spohr's Overture to Jessonda.

Where a complete change is made from a sharp

key to a flat key, or vice versd, the naturals are

often indicated, but with very little reason; as

the mere statement of the new signature must
cancel the former one. [G.H.H.P.]

NAU, Maria. Dolobbs Bbnedicta Joseftna.

was bom of Spanish parents at New York,

Mfurch 1 8, 1818. Having entered the Conserva-

toire at Paris, July 23, 183a, she became a pupil

of Mme. Damoreau-Cinti, and soon developed a
clear and flexible voice. This, with a large share

of intelligence, musical feeling, and application,

enabled her to take the first prize at the concoun
of 1834.

On March i, 1836, at^the age of 18, MUe.
Nau made her first appearance at the Opera, in

the character of the Page in the 'Huguenots,*

and achieved a success, in spite of her inexperi-

ence. She remained six years at that establish-

ment, but playing only secondary parts, which
did not allow her real worth to appear ; and at

the end of that time her engagement was not

renewed. Mile. Nau determined, therefore, to

travel in the provinces and abroad, where she

soon was appreciated much more highly than in

the French capital ; and in Brussels, particularly,

her excellent vocalisation and phrasing produced

a marked impression. During 1843 and 44 she

continued her travels, impersonating Mme. Da*
moreau*s chief characters. In October and No-
vember, 1844, she sang in London. Her foreign

successes now opened the eyes of the Opera-

managers at Paris, where she was re-engaged

at tb^ce her former salary. She reappea^red

there in December, receiving a warm welcome

;

and continued to sing on that stage till the

end of 1848, with unaUkted ^lat. Her farewell

was on Oct. 1 1 of that year, in * Lucia* ; after

which she went to London, and thence to the

United States, where she had a triumphal pro-

gress. Returning to London, she sang at the

Princess*s Theatre for nearly 18 monuis, with

great success ; and thence betook herself once

more to the Opera at Paris, where she remained

during 1 85 1, 5a, and 53. Mile. Nau re-visited

her native country in 1854, and received ex-

travagant adoration. She returned to Paria
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again In 1856, when she finally quitted the
stage. [J.M.]

NAUDIN, Emilio, bom at Parma Oct. a 3,

1823, was taught singing by Giaoomo Panizza
of Milan, made his d^but at Cremona in

Pacini's 'Safib,' and afterwards sang at the
principal theatres of Italy, at Vienna and St.

Petersburg. He made bis first appearance in

England Jime a, 1858, at Drury Lane, as the

Duke in ' Rigoletto,' and remained for the sea-

son, playing Edgardo, Ernesto, and Arturo, and
singing in concerts. In the winter he went to

Madrid, and passed two seasons there, playing at

Turin in the summer of 1859.
Sig. Naudin reappeared in England May 30,

1862, at Mrs. Anderson's farewell concert at Her
Majesty's, and on the 31st acted Manrico at the
same theatre. On April 7, 1863, he I4)peared

at Covent Garden as Masaniello, and remained
there every season up to 1872 inclusive, except

1865, when, at the instance of Meyerbeer, he
was engaged at the Academic de Musique, and
created Yasco di Gama, on the production of
*V Africaine,' April a 8. During all these seasons

he undertook several characters in addition to

the above, viz. Don Ottavio, Raoul, Vasco,

Danilowitz, Fra Diavolo, Horace de Massar^na,
Carlo, etc., as well as Phoebus, on the production

ofCampana's * Esmeralda,' June 14, 1870; Silvio,

in Prince Poniatowski's 'Gelniina,' June 4,

1872 ; Don Carlos, on the production of Verdi's

opera of that name in England, June 4, 1867 ;

and was always acceptable on account of his

careful singing and acting. In 1873 he sang in

concerts only. In 1874 he sang at Drury I^e
for the season, adding Henrique de Sandoval to

his already extensive list, ana in 1 875 returned
to Covent Garden. In the autumn of that year
he played Lohengrin for the first time in the

English provinces. Since then he has not ap-
pefu«d in England.
The rest of the year, when not in this country,

Sig. Naudin has sung either in opera or concerts

in France, Germany, Spain, or Russia. In Mos-
cow he played Tannhiiuser, on its reproduction

there in 1877. More recently (1879) ^® ^^<^

sung at Barcelona, and was at Milan in June o£

last year. [A.C.]

NAUMANN, JoHAKN Gottlieb(orGiovanki
Amadeo), well-known composer in his day, bom
April 17, 1 741, at Blasewitz near Dresden.
Though the child of a peasant he was educated

at the Kreuzschule in Dresden, and intended for

a schoolmaster. He studied music by himself,

until a Swedish musician resident in Dresden
named Weestroem, happening to visit his home
was struck by seeing Bach's (probably Emman-
uel's) sonatas on the harpsichonl, and determined

to take him on a professional tour. Starting in

May 1757, they first went to Hamburg, where
they were detained 10 months by Weestroem's
ill health, and then to Padua where Weestroem
took lessons from Tartini, in which he did not
allow Naumann to share. His treatment was
altogether so bad that the young man left him,

but was able to proceed with his training, a»
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Tartini tanght him for nothing, and a Saxon
musician named Hunt gave him pecuniary assist-

ance. During his stay of three years in Padua
he made the acquaintance of Hasse. He next

went to Naples with a pupil named Pitscher, to

study dramatic music for six months ; and then,

armed with a reconmiendation from Tartini,

visited Padre Martini at Bologna, and received

from him some instruction in counterpoint

During a lengthened stay at Venice he produced

his fint opera at San Samuele. In 1763 he
returned home, and through the influence of the

Electress was appointed court composer of sacred

music. Soon after we find him again in Italy,

composing 'Achille in Sciro' for Palermo, and
'Alessandro nelle Indie* for Venice. In 1769
he produced 'La Glemenza di Tito* <Metastasio*s

text) in Dresden, and in 1772 'Solimanno* and
' Nozze disturbate * in Venice, and ' Armida * in

Padua. On his return to Dresden he declined

a flattering invitation fin>m Frederic the Great
to Berlin, and was rewarded by the Elector with

the title of Capellmeister, and a salary of 1 200

thftlers. During a temporary residence in Stock-

holm he product in Swedish *Amphion,* 'Gustav
Wasa,' and 'Cora,' his best and most popular

work, published for P.F. In 1786 he was raised

to the dignity of Obercapellmeister, with a salary

of aooo thalers, for hu refusal of a brilliant

position at Copenhagen. In 1793 he produced
' Protesilao,* an opera, at Berlm, and an ora-

torio 'Davidde in Terebinto* at Potsdam, for

which he received a gold Bnu£f-box with 400
Friedrichs d'or from the King Frederic Wil-

liani II, who also inducedHummel to take lessons

from him. His last opera was produced April 25,

1801, at Dresden, where he died of apoplexy on
the 33rd of the following October. For further

particulars the reader is referred to Meissner's
' BruchstUcke aus Naumann*a Lebensgeschichte*

(Prague, 1803-4).

Naumann was also a prolific composer of

church music ; 11 oratorios, and 21 masses, with

Te Deums, and smaller church-pieces, being pre-

served in Dresden. The court chapel still performs

Home of his compositions, but the single work
of his now knovm beyond Dresden is his setting

of Klopstock*s <Vater unser,* an eflective com-
position for its day. Though a good musician,

capable of turning his talents to account, he had
not a particle of genius. Entirely uninfluenced

by the works of Haydn and Mozart, he trudged

on to the end of his life in the footsteps of Hasse
and Graun. On hearing for the first time one of

J. A. Hiller's performances of the ' Messiah * he
expressed the strongest disapproval of the music,

a fwet which speaks for itself.

The Library of the Sacred Harmonic Society

contains a Mass of his (in G) published in

Xiondon with an accompaniment arranged by
Sdmund Harris; and 'The Pilg^^ms at the

Holy Sepulchre,' an oratorio, edited with a bio-

graphy by Mainzer. By his marriage with the

daughter of Admiral Grotsohilling he left three

cms, the eldest of whom, Karl Friederich, became

a well known mineralogist, whose son EsNST,
TOLwU. PT.IO.
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bom Aug. 15, 1832, studied the organ with
Johann Schneider, and composition with Haupt-
mann, and has been since i860 professor, organist,

and musikdirector at Jena. He published an ex-

cellent treatise * (Jeber die verschiedenen Bestim-
mungen der Tonverhaltnisse ' (Leipzig, 1858), as
well as some music, among whichmay be named a
string quintet, and a serenade for strings and wind.
The elder Naumann*s second son, MoRiTZ

Ernst Adolf, a well-known physician and pro-

fessor in Bonn, was father to Dr. Emil, pupil of
Mendelssohn and Hauptmann, and a composer
of merit, bom Sept. 8, 1827, in Berlin, where he
holds the sinecure post of court-director of sacred
music. He lives chiefly in Dresden, engaged in

musical literature. Headers of MendelsBohn*B
letters will not forget the excellent counsels

which he addresses to his young firiend in a
letter dated March 1845. ^^ ^^ work is ' Die
modeme musikalische Zopf* (1880), a pamphlet
of conservative tendency. He succeeded W. Bust
as organist of S. Thomas's, Leipzig (March 1 880),
on the promotion of the latter to be Cantor.

The third brother, Constaktin Auoust, was
a mathematician and astronomer. L^-G*]

NAVA, Gabtano. A distinguished Italian

teacher of singing, and writer of vocal exercises,

bom at MiUn 1802. His father, Antonio,
taught and composed for the French guitar, then
a favourite instrument, but the son received a
college education previous to entering the Milan
Conservatoire under Federict Here in 1837
Nava was appointed professor, retaining hm
connection with the institution—where he gave
instruction both in harmony and in singing—for

38 years, that is up to the time of his death in

1875. His skill as a vocal teacher, enhanced by
his cultivated intelligence and uncommon earnest-

ness and honesty of purpose brought him a large

dientUe of private pupils. Distinguished among
these stands ourown countnrman, Charles Santley.

None of Nava*s scholars have achieved a more
brilliant reputation than that eminent barvtone

:

nor could a better exemplification be desured of

the master*s method of careful vocal development,

as opposed to the forcing system. Kava*s works,

published at Milan, by the firms Kicordi, Lucca,

and Conti, comprise numerous books of tolftygi

and vocaUzzi, several masses and separate pieces

of vocal church music, and a Method of Sing-

ing that has appeared also in London and at

Leipzig. [B. T.]

NAVOIGILLE, whose real name was Guil-
LAUMB JuLiBN, was bom at Givet about 1 745

;

came to Paris, was adopted by an Italian, patron-

ised by Monsigny, entered the band of the Duke
ofOrleans, and opened a free violin school, in which
Boucher, the well-known virtuoso, was educated.

He composed duets and trios for strings, and
two theatrical pieces, the music of which largely

consisted of well known airs. Navoigille died

in Paris, Nov. 181 1. He was a good leader, but
his name would have been forgotten, but for the

mistake committed by F^tis in attributing to him
^e authonhip of the * Maneillalse.' [G. C]

Gg
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NEAPOLITANSIXTH is the n&me by wliich

a. chord consisting of a minor sixth and minor
third on the subdominant has long been known

;

as (a) in the key of C minor

—

Bach. Violin Sonata, No. 4.

Theorists, starting from different radical as-

sumptions, suggest different derivations for this

chord. Some, taking the major and minor scales

to comprise idl the notes which can be used for

essential harmonies, except in the cases where
important root-notes in those scales bear funda-
mental harmonies on such principles as they
accept, derive the chord from, a combination of

two roots; so that the dominant is the root of

the two lowef notes which are respectively its

seventh and minor ninth, and the tonic of the

upper, which is its minor ninth. Others, ac-

cepting the unquestionably frequent use of some
chromatic harmonies in relation to an established

Tonic, by many great masters, indicate the major
ooncord on the minor or flat supertonic (as the
major conmion chord of Db in relation to the
Tunic C) as one of them, and hold the ' Neapo-
litan sixth* to be its first inversion. Others,

again, hold this sixth to be found in the minor
scale of the subdominant ; and others, yet fur-

ther, that it is merely produced by the artificial

lowering of the sixth for artistic purposes, similar

to the artificial sharpening of tiie fifth which is

commonly met with ; and that its object may
either be to bring the supertonic melodically

nearer the Tonic in downward progression, or

to soften the harshness which results from the

augmented fourth in the chord of the sixth and
minor third on the subdominant of the usual

minor scale. In the theory which explains some
chromatic combinations as reflections of the old

ecclesiastical modes, this chord would wpnag from
the use of the ecclesiastical Phrygian, whidi was
the same as the Greek Doric mode, or mode of
the minor sixth. [C.H.H.P.]

NEATE, Charles, bom in London, March
* 38, 1 784, received his early musical education

from William Sharp, and afterwards from John
Field, with whom he had formed a close intimacy.

Besides the pianoforte he performed on the vio-

loncello, he and field both being instructed on
that instrument by Sharp. He first appeared
in public as a pianist at Covent Garden at the

Lent 'oratorios,* in 1800, and soon established

a roputation as an excellent performer of the

school of Clementi and Field. He studied com-
position imder Woelfl, and in 1808 published his

first work, a sonata in C minor. In 18 13 he was
one of the original members of the Philharmonic
Society, ofwhich he was formany years a director,

often a performer, and occasionally conductor, at

its concerts. His admiration of Beethoven in-

duced him in 181 5 to visit Vienna, whera he
remained for eight months, enjoying the friend-

ship and profiting by the advice of the great
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composer. He then went to Munich, where he
stayed five months, studying counterpoint under
Winter. After an absence of two years he
returned to England, and was long esteemed
as one of the best performers upon, and teachers
of the pianoforte. He was the first to introduce
into England Beethoven*s Concertos in C minor
and Eb, Weber's Concertstiick, and Hnmmel*B
Concerto in E, and Septuor In D minor. He did
not publish a second work until i8aa, when he
produced his sonata in D minor, and subsequently
several other works; but notwithstanding his
sound technical knowledge, he was not suooeesful
as a composer, as he lacked £uicy and ariginality.

He died at Brighton, March 30. 1877, having
many years before retired from the exercise 5
his profession. [W.H.H.]

NEEDLER, Hevbt, bom in London in 1685,
was an amateur violinist, who was instructed on
the instrument first by his father and afterwards
by the younger Banister, and became a profidont
performer. He is said to have been taught
harmony by Purcell, which must probably be
taken to mean Daniel PurcelL About 1 710 he
was appointed Aocountant-Genend of the Excise,
and in the same year assisted in establishing the
Academy of Ancient Music, where he long tilled

the post of principal violin. He was the first to

lead the concertos of Corelli in England. He died
Aug. I, 1760. 28 volumes of music, almost en-
tirely transcribed by him from the libraries at
Oxford, were presented by his widow to James
Mathias, who, in 1782, bequeathed them to the
British Museum, where they form Add. MSS.
5035 to 50^2. [W.H.H.]

NEEFE, Chbibtiav Gottlob, a musician of
some distinction in his day, but whose claim to

being remembered is his having been Beethoven's
instructor. He was bom at Chemnitz Feb. 5,

1 748, the son of a poor tailor, and possessing a
lovely voice sang in the chureh choir and learat

music in the s<mool. His parents contrived to

place him at the University of Leipzig to study
Jura, but the love of music was too strong, aU
his spare time was spent over the treatises of

Marpurg and Emanuel Bach ; and the acquaint*
anoe of J. A. HiUer, then cantor of Leipzig, and
a leading musidan of Germany, was a great

incentive. He broke with law and began his

musical career by writing operettas tor the I

theatre. In 1776 he took Hiller*s place as

conductor of a travelling orohestra known ss

the Seyler Society, which made him known in

the Rhine district. At Frankfort he found a
wife, in 1779 settied at Bonn as oondoctor of

another association called the * Grossmann-Hell-
muth Society,' and on Feb. 15, 1781, entered

the service of the Elector, Max Friedrich, ss

aspirant to the poet of court-oiganist, vice Van
den Eeden. With the organ Neefe took over

van den Eeden's pupil, Ludwig van Beethoven,
then just entered on his eleventh year. Van
den Eeden died June 29, 1782, and on AprU26,
1783, Neefe was promoted to the direction of

both sacred and secular music at the court
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A year alter this, April 15, 1784, tKe Elector

died, the theatrical music was put down, and a
series of economies begun by the new Elector

Max Franz, which resulted in the reduction of

Keefe's pay from 400 to 300 florins. In 1788

a new court theatre was organised, with Beicha

as director, and Neefe accompanyist and stage

manager. Then came the war, and in 1794 the

theatre was shut up, the company disbanded,

and Neefe lost his place. He led a poor exist*

enoe as municipal official under the French, his

jEunily were dispersed, and at last we hear of him
as conductor at the theatre at Dessau. Here
his wife fell seriously ill, and ultimately he him-

self sank under his troubles, and died Jan. 26,

1798. Neefe was an indostrious musician ; the

names ofeight pieces are preservedwhich he wrote
for the theatres of Leipzig and Bonn betweexi

177a and 178a. He wrote also for the church,

and a mass of chamber-musie, besides arranging

and adapting many operas^ He also publidied

articles on musical subjects in the periodicals of

the time, and left an autobiography which was
communicated by his wife to the Allg. musikal-

ische Zeitung of 1799 (p. 341). (See Thayer*s
* Beethoven,* i. 81-85, 1 1 7, etc). [G.]

NEGRI, Mabta Cattebina^ otherwise Mabia
Anna Cattsbina, a distinguished singer, was
bom at Bologna about 1705. She was taught by
Pad, himself a pupil of Pistocchi In 1734 she

was engaged at the theatre of Count Sporck, at

Prague, where she continued to sing until 1727,
when she returned to Italy. She appeared at

many of the Italian theatres from 1727 to 33,
after which she came to London. Here die, with

her sister Bosa, formed part of the new company
with which Handel opened the season at the

Haymarket, Oct. 30^ 1733; and very useful

member* of this company the sisters Negri proved

to be, one or both of them singing in all the

operas produced by the great Saxon down to>

1 737, as well as in * Deborah.* Maria Catterina

appears to have sung both soprano and contralta

parts, the former of these having probably been

transposed for her, as her voice was undoubt-

edly a contralto. That of her sister was a
soprano. [J. M.]

NEIGE,LA,oulbNouvblEoinhabd. Opera
oomique in 4 acts ; words by Scribe and Dela-

vigne, music by Auber. Produced at the The&tre

Feydeau Oct. 8, 1823 ; in London at Covent Gar-

den, as 'The Frozen Lake,* Nov. 16, 1824. [G.]

NEITHABDT, Adoust Heinbich, founder

of the Berlin Domchor (Cathedral choir), was
bom at Schleiz, Aug. 10, 1^93. His early

musical studies were interrupted at 20 years of

age by his military service, which lasted through

the campaigns of 181 3-1 5. This led to his

becoming bandmaster to the Garde-Schtttzen

Battalion (1816-22) for which he composed and

ajraaged a host of pieces. From 1822 to 1840

he was master of the band of the Kaiser Franz

Grenadiers, and wrote and did much for the

i^lprovement of military music. In 1839 he

was made 'konigliche Musikdirector,* and in
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1843 was commissioned to found a regular choir
for Uie Berlin Cathedral, which he did by uniting
the scholars and seminarists who sang the
ordinary Cathedral service with the smaller
choir who sang in the Courirchapel. about 80
strong in all. Thus was formed the fiunous

Domchor, for which Mendelssohn wrote his noble
p-alms and motets. In 1846 Neithardt went to

St. Petersburg to hear the famous Bussian
choirs, and in 1850 he and his choir visited

London and created much astonishment by their

extraordinarily refined and effective performances.
Neithardt died at Berlin April 18, 1861. He
was a remarkably able conductor, indefatigable

in drilling his choir and in providing them with
masterpieces of all schools, some of which were
edited by him under the title of * Musica Sacra

*

in 8 vols. (Berlin, Bote & Bock). [G.]

NEL COB Pl(j NON MI SEITTO. A duet
in Paisiello*s Molinaba, which was for a long
time a remarkable favourite. Beethoven and
many others wrote variations upon it. In Eng>
land it was known as * Hope told a flattering

tale.' [G.J

N^ON. An opera in 4 acts; words by
Jules Barbier; music by A. Bubinstein. In-

tended for the French stage, but first performed,

in German, as *Nero,' at the Stadt Theatre,

Hamburg, on Nov. i^ 1879, under the direction

of the composer. [G.]

NERUDA. A distinguished familyofviolinists.

According to ' Dlabacx, the founder was Jakob,

who belonged to Bossicz, near Prague, and died

Feb. 19, 1732. He left two sons ; first, Johann
Chbysostom, bom at Bossicz December I, 1705,
learnt music at Prague, became fiunous on the

violin, and took orders at the Prsemonstratensian

convent there, a few months after his Other's

death ; became choir-master of the convent, and
died December a, 1763. The next brother,

JoHANN Baptist Geobo, was first at Prague,

and then, for thirty years, at the Elector's

Chapel at Dresden, where he died in 1780, aged

73, leaving a mass of compositions behind him,

and two sons, LuDWio and Anton, both chamber
musicians to the Elector of Dresden.

Another member of the Neruda family was
JosSF, organist of the Cathedral at Briinn, in

Moravia, who was bom in 1807, and died Feb.

18, 1875. He had five children, Victor, Amalie,

Wilhblminb, bom March 21, 1840, Mane and
Franz. Amalie adopted the P.F., and made no
important career; Franz became a cellist Wil*

helmine began to play the violin almost as soon

as she coull walk, oecame a pupil of Jansa, and
made her first appearance, with her sister, in the

winter of 1846 at Vienna, where she excited

much astonishment for the extraordinary power
ofher bow, and her great execution, notwithstand-

ing the smallness of her hands, and the deep

sentiment of her cantil^ne. (Hansliok.) From
Vienna the family journeyed northwards, visit-

ing Leipzig, Berlin, Breslau, Hamburg, and

other cities. In London, Wilhelmine made an

1 KOutltf^LulOon IQr B0hiDM.
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appearance at the Philharmonic, on Jane i(,

1 849, in a concerto of De Beriot's. They returned

immediately to the Continent, and pawed several

years in travelling, chiefly in Russia. In 1864
Mile. Neruda found herself in Paris, where she

played at the Pasdeloup Concerts, the Conserva-

toire, etc., and awakened an extravagant enthu-

siasm. At this time she married Ludwig Ner-
mann, a Swedish musician, and was henceforth

known as Mad. Kormann-Neruda. In 1869 she

again visited London, played at the Philharmonic

on May 17. and was with some difficulty induced,

by the entreaties of Vieuztemps, to remain till

the winter, when she took the first violin at the

series of Monday Popular Concerts before Christ-

mas, and at once niade her mark* From that

time she has been in England for each winter

and spring season, playing at the Popular Con-
certs, the Philharmonic, the Crystal Palace, Mr.
Charles Halle*B Recitals and Manchester Con-
certs, etc., etc., and always with increasing power
and refinement, and increasing appreciation by
the public. [G.]

NEUKOMM, SiQiSMCND, Chevalier, bom
at Salzburg, July 10, 1778, first. learned music
from WeisM^uer and from Michael Haydn, who
in 1 798 sent him to his brother at Vienna. He
studied music with Josepih Haydn for some years,

and was treated by him more as a son than a
pupil. His first compositions appeared in 1808,

and in 1806 he went vid Sweden to St. Peters-

burg, where he became Capellmeister, and
director of the Emperor's Oerman theatre. He
returned to Vienna just in time to close the eyes

of Haydn, and shortly after took up his residence

in Paris, and there lived on terms of intimacy
with Gr^try, Cherubini,Cuvier, and other eminent
men, and especially with Talleyrand, in whose
establishment he succeeded Dussek as pianist.

Their friendship survived the downfall of the

Empire, and he accompanied Talleyrand to the

Congress of Vienna. There he composed a Re-
quiem for Louis XVT, which was )ier£ormed at

St. Stephen's before a crowd of the greatest

notabilities, and for which iA 1815 Louis XVIII
made him Chevalier of the Legion of Honour,
with letters of nobility. In 181 6 he went in the
suite of the Duke of Luxemburg to Rio Janeiro,

and remained there as maltre de chapelle to

Dom Pedro till the revolution of 1821 drove
that monarch, and Neukomm with him, back to

Lisbon. Having resigned his pension, he re-

turned to Talleyrand, whom he accompanied on
several of his grand tours. He came to London
in the same year with Mendelssohn (1829), and
they met at the house of Moscheles, with whom
Neukomm remained on terms of great friendship

and mutual esteem. The laot 20 years of his

life he divided between England and France, and
died in Paris April 3, 1858. In England his

intelligence and cultivation gave him a high
position. His Syniphony in Eb was played
by the Philharmonic, March 21, 1831, and many
other pieces at various times. His oratorio

'Mount Sinai,' was repeatedly performed in

London, and at Woroester, Derby, etc., and he

NEW PHILHARMONIC SOCIETT.

wrote his oratorio ' David' specially for the Bir-

mingham Festival of 1 834, where so highly was
be prized as to be familiarly called 'the King of
^ Brummagem.* In fact his two songs * Napoleon's
Midnight Review' and 'The Sea,' both to Bury
Cornwall's words, may be said to have made him
for some months the most popular person in Eng-
land. But there were no lasting qualities in lus

longer pieces, and Mendelssohn's arrival at Bir-

mingham in 1837 eclipsed Neukomm's fame, and
even causod him to be as unjustly depreciated

as he had before been unduly extolled. This
reverse he bore with a philosophy which elicited

Mendelssohn's warmest expressions.'

Neukomm was a man of remarkable diligence

and method, which nothing interrupted. The
number of his compositions is prodigious. They
embrace about 1000 church works, including

5 oratorios, an opera, * Alexander,' and music fi^

Schiller's 'Braut von Messina,' in which he
endeavoured to resuscitate the ancient Greek
chorus. He had a great predilection for Pales-

trina, and attempted to revive his style. He also

wrote for several musical periodicals, especially

the 'Revue et Gazette musicale de Paris.' He
was destitute of genius, and therefore produced
nothing that will live; indeed he was more a
highly cultivated amateur than an artist, in the

strict sense of the term. But he was above all

a man of great refinement and of an extra-

ordinarily fibe and sincere character, to which
the strong attachment of friends like the Bunsens
and Mendelssohn is in itself the most convindnff

testimony. [F-G.J

NEW PHILHARMONIC SOCIETY, THE.
The prospectus, dated from Cramer's, January
1852, states that the Society was founded to give
more perfect performances of the great works
than had hitherto been attained, and to afford

to modem and native composers a favourable

oraortunity of coming before the public. Clas-

sical music was not to be exclusively adhered
to ; Exeter Hall was chosen as the locale ; Mr.
Berlioz was engaged as conductor for the first

season ; the band was magnificent (20 first violins,

led by Sivori) ; the chorus was professional

;

and the subscription for stalls for 6 concerts was
£2 2«., professional subscribers, £1 i«. The pro-

gramme ofthe first season (1852)embraced—Sym«
phonies : Mozart's Jupiter ; Beethoven's Nos.

5 and 9 (twice); Mendelssohn's Italian; part

of Beruoz's Romeo and Juliet (twice); Selec-

tions from Berlioz's Faust, Spontini's Vestale,

H. Smart's Gnome of BLartzburg, Dr. Wylde's
Prayer and Praise, etc., etc. ^e conceits of

the second season were conducted, 4 by Lind-
paintner, and 2 by Spohr, in combination with
Dr. Henry Wylde. The orchestra was enlarged

to 24 first violins, etc., and the progranupes in-

cluded, amongst other symphonies, the Ninth
of Beethoven, Spohr's 'LrelischesundG^ottliches,'

and the Quartet with Orchestra, op. 1 2 1 ; Weber's
Kampf und Sieg, Cherubini's Requiem, Lind-
paintner's Widow of Nain, Mendelssohn's Finale

to Loreley and Walpurgisnight, Dr. Wylde't

ol Lett«n, & IM. >Ib.n.lK1A
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music to Paradiae Lost ; SelectionB from Gluck*8

Iphigenie, Bamett^s Fair Bosamond, and Silaa*8

Mass ; Overtures to Don Carlos (Macfiuren), and
Genoveva (C. E. Horsley). For the third season

the concerts were removed to St. Martin's Hall,

were conducted partly by lindpaintner, partly

by Dr. Wylde, and included the Overture to

Tannhauser, Cherubini's Mass in C, etc. For
the fourth season they returned to Exeter Hall.

For the fifth and sixth, 1856 and 57, Hanover-
square Booms was chosen. In 1858 Dr. Wylde
assumed the entire responsibility of the under^
taking, and the concerts were henceforward held

in St. James's Hall season by season as the

•New Philharmonic Concerts/ until 1879, when
Dr. Wylde retired in favour of Mr. William Ganz.
The programmes have throughout maintained
that preference for novelties which distinguished

them at the outset. In 1859 the practice of

making the rehearsals public was begun. [GJ]

NIBELUNGEN. Der Ring des Nibelungen— ' The Ring of the Niblung^—a tetralogy or

sequence of four musicdnunas, words and
music by Richard Wagner, was first performed

in its entirety at Bayreuth, August 13, 14, 16,

and 17, 1876, and repeated during the two
following weeks. Wagner's libretto is founded

on the Icelandic Sagas, and has little in common
with the Nibelungenlied, or more correctly ' Der
Kibelunge N6t,' a medieval German poem of the

beginning of the 13th century, in which the

m^^ical types of the old Norse sagas appear in

hucoanised modifications. [F. H.]

NICHOLSON, Charles, bom at Liveipool,

J 795, son of a flutist, became the most eminent

of English flutists. After performing in the

orchestras of Drury Lane and Covent Gsrden he
was engaged, about 1833, as principal flute at the

Opera, the Philharmonic Society, the country

festivals, etc His playing was remarkable for

purity and brilliance of tone and neatness of

execution, and his admirable manner of per-

forming an adagio. He published a flute pre-

ceptor and numerous concertos, fantasias, solos

and other pieces for his instrument. He died in

London, March 26, 1837. [W.H.HJ
NICOLAI, Otto, eminent composer and con-

ductor, bom at Konigsberg June o, 1810. His
hom.<& was unhappy and his education n^lected,

except for the piano, which he was well taught.

At 16 he ran away, but found a protector in

Justizrath Adler of Stargard, who assisted him
in his studies, and in 1837 sent him to Berlin^

where he took lessons from Zelter and Klein.

In 1833 the Chevalier de Bunsen sent for him
to Rome as organist to the chapel of the Pms-
flian Smbassy, and there, under Baini, he studied

the Ancient Italian masters, without neglecting

those of modem date. Towards the close of 1 837
he went to Vienna, and became Capellmeister

and singing-master of the court opera, returning

to Rome in Oct. 1838. He then composed a
series of operas in the prevailing taste of the day.
• Enrico Secondo' and * Rosmonda d'Inghilterra*

(1839) were given at Trieste, and ' II Templario'
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(1840^ with great success at Turin ; but * Odoardo
e Gildippe* (Genoa) and 'H Proscritto* (Milan)
were not so well received. In 1841 he accepted
the first Capellmeistership of the court opera at
Vienna, and renutined till Eastor 1847, highly
appreciated as a conductor. Here were pnxluced
his 'Templario* (i 841, German 45) and 'Die
Heimkehr des Verbannten ' (i 844) a remodelling
of 'R Proscritto,* in which Staudigl was much
applauded. With the avowed object of giving
first-rate performances of Beethoven's Sym-
phonies, he founded the Philharmonic concerts,

the first of which took place March 18, 1842.
A mass (composed 1843) dedicated to Frederic
William IV, and a Fest-ouverture for the Jubilee
of the University of Konigsberg (1844) led to

his appointment as director of the newly-founded
Domchor, and Ourt-Capellmeister of the opera
in Berlin, and he gave a flsttewell concert in the

large Redoutensaal at Vienna (April i, 1847) at

which Jenny Lind sang, and some of the instru-

mental musio in 'Die lustigen Weiber von.

Windsor ' was produced for the first time. He
completed that opera in Berlin, and the flrst

Cerformance took place on Mareh 9, 1849, with
rilliant success, which he did not uve to enjoy,

as he expired of ap(n>lexy on May 11. The
opera was given in Vienna (with recitatives

by Proch) Feb. 12, 1852, and in London (as

'Falstaff'*) May 3^1864, and holds its place as

one of the most popular of comic operas.

Nicolai had a fine collection of Italian and
German scores, which he left to the Imperial
library at Berlin. Mendel*s 'Otto Nicolai'

(Berlin, Heimann) contains a catalogue of all his

works, printed and in MS., the latter being
numerous. He was an honoranr member of the
Society Cteilia of Rome and of the Filarmonici

of Bologna. The Tonktinstler-Verein of Berlin

erected in 1851 a monument over his grave in

the churohyard of Dorotheenstadt. [C.F.P.]

NICOLINI, originally Ernist Nicolas, son

of an hotel-keeper of Dinard, Brittany,, was bom
at Tours, Feb. 23,. 1834. ^® '^^ ^^^ '^ short time

a pupil at the Paris (Conservatoire, and in 1855
gained a second aecessit in Comic Opera. Shortly

after he was engaged at the Op^ra Comique,
where he remained until 1859, without any
marked success. In that year he went to Italy,

and under the name of NicOLiNi sang at Milan,

Florence, Turin, and elsewhere, with fair success.

He returned to Paris in 1862, to the Salle Ven-
tadour, with better results than befi>re» and sang

there for several seasons till 1870.
His first appearances in England were May 26,

1866, at a concert given by Madame Lucca, at

St. James*s Hall, and on the a9th of the same
month at Covent Garden, as Ed^udo,. but with
such moderate success that he did not return to

London until April 25,. 1871, when he reappeared

at Drury Lane under Mapleson, as Faust, with

I

very fair results, and remained for the season.

distinguishing himself especially as Raoul. In

I

1872 he was engaged at Covent Garden, where

he has sung each successive year, as the inter-

]
preter of Ix)hengrin and Badames. He has a
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voice of moderate power, a good stage presence,

and is a fair actor, but he has adopted the pre-

vailing tremolo to such a degree as seriouily to

prejudice the method of singing which he ac-

quired at the Conservatoire. During the winter

and spring seasons he has sung in Russia, Vienna,

and other places, and latterly has taken starring

engagements with Mme. Adelina Patti, both in

concert and opera in Germany and Italy, and in

shortconcerttoursin the Knglish provinces. [A.C.]

NICOLINI, NioouKO Gbimaldi, DBTTO,t>ne

of the greatest singers of the last century, was
bom at Naples about 1673. He received a good
education, and could write very thve verses, as

appears from the libretti which bear his name as

their author. His voice, originally a soprano,

soon sank into a fine contntlto. The first dramas
in which his name has been found are 'Tullo

Ostilio* and 'Serse,* set by Buonondni, at Rome,
1694, in which he sang with the celebrated

Pistoochi. During 1697-8, he was the principal

singer in the operas at Naples ; and in 1699 and
1 700 was again performing at Rome. After this,

he sang in other Italian cities, including Milan
and Venice ; and, being decorated at the latter

place with the Older of St. Mark, he was thence*

forth always known as the * Cavidiere Nicolini.'

Late in the autumn of 1 708, he came to Eng-
land, drawn hither by the report of our passion

for foreign operas, and 'without any particular

invitation or engagement* (Gibber). Here he
made his first appearance, Dec. 14, in the ''Pyr^

rhus and Demetrius ' of A. Scarlatti, translated

into English by Owen Swiny, the manager, and
arranged by N. Haym, who wrote a new over-

ture and some songs for it. In this, of course,

Nicolini sang his part in Italian, while other

singers performed tiieirs in English. Steele de-

scribes this opera as * a noble entertainment,* and
declares that he 'was fully satisfied with the

sight of an Actor [Nicolini] who, by the Grace
and Propriety of his Action and Gesture, does
Honour to an Human Figure,' and ' sets off the
Character he bears in an Opera by his Action, as

much as he does the Words of it by his Voice.

Every Limb, and every Finger, contributes to the
Part he acts, insomuch that a deaf Man might
go along with him in the Sense of it,*—with much
more to the same * purport. The opera prices

were raised -on the arrival of this performer^ the
first truly great singer who had ever sung in our
theatre (Bumey). In fact, the whole scheme
of the subscription was probably remodelled
according to his recommendations. Some
curious papers 'exist, the collection of Vice-
Chamberlam Coke, by which it appears that
Nicolini furnished that oflidal with a full

account of the system on which the Venetian
opera was managed, and that he suggested a
similar system for that of London. Ono chief

feature was that a subscription of 1000 gs. should
be got firom tbe Queen (Anne) ; and on this Coke
founded a calculation which led to the rBmodel-
ling of the opera-subscription 4uid raising of the

1 Tatkr.Jul M70I. S la tiM wrltM*!
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prices, in order to remedy what Nicolini described

as the ' annual and certain loss of money ' which
our Opera had till then suffered.

Though not attracted to London by an engage-
ment, Nicolini had been immediately secured by
Swiny for a year. Toei, in his Treatise on Sing-
ing, doubts whether a perfect singer can at the
same time be a perfect actor ; but Galliard, the
translator ofthat Treatise, says (in a note, 1 74a),

—

* Nicolini had both qualities, more than any that
have come hither since. He acted to perfection,

and did not sing much inferior. Hib variations

in the airs were excellent; but in his cadences
he had a few antiquated tricks.' Nicolini next
appeared in 'Ounilla'; and in May he signed
an engagement with Swiny for three years, at a
salary of800 gs.; the singer to receive, in addition,

£150 for a new opera 'to be by him fitted for

the English sta^e «very season, if such oper»
shall be approved of.'*

On June 4, Nicolini had a concert for his bene-
fit at the Opera House, where he continued to

sing as before. In 17 10, however, he quarrelled

with Swiny, and sought, in a letter dated *May 1 8,

to free himself from an 'esdavage inquiet et

honteux qu*on ne scauroit non plus s'inmiaginer

ailleurs hors -de I'Angleterra^*—his engagement
with Swiny. The principal grievance, as usual,

was that he had not been paid his due salary

;

but the Vice-Chamberlain patched up the quanel,
and Nicolini continued to sing at the theatre in
' Almahide ' and 'Hydaspes,' the libretto of the
latter being his own, or at least edited by himself.

In thiB piece occurred the famous combat with
the lion, about which Addison was so witty,

while giving the greatest possible credit to Nico-
lini lor his acting, which gave 'new majesty to

kings, resolution to heroes, and softness to lovers.*

He wished ' that our tragedians would copy after

this great master in action. Could they make
the same use of their arms and legs, and inform

their faces with as significant looks and passions,

how glorious would an English tragedy appear
with that action, which is capable of giving a
dignity to the forced thoughts, cold conceits, and
unnatural expressions of an Italian opera !

*
' On

February 24, 1 71 1, ' Rinaldo * appeared, the chief

part being created by Nicolini,who had in itmany
opportunities for displaying his powers of decla-

mation, execution, and acting. He played in

'Antioco,' Dec. X3, and in 'Ambleto* (his own
libretto) in the beginning of 1 7 1 3. Addison* says,

* I am sorry to find, by the Opera bills for this day,

that we are likely to lose the greatest performer in

dramatic Music that is now living, or that perhaps

ever appeared upon a stage. I need not acquaint

my readers, that I am speaking of Signer Nico-

lini. The town is highly obliged to that excell^t

artbt, for having shewn us the Italian Music in

its porfection, as well as for that generous appro-

bation he lately gave to an opera of our own
country^ in which the composer endeavoured

to do justice to the beauty of the words, by

* Tn thfl writer*! poiMitlon.
BpwtAtor. March 16. 1710-U.
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following Uutt noble example which has been set

him by the greatest foreign masters in that art.'

Nicolini, who took his benefit, on March a a, in

*the Music performed before the Queen on her

birthday, and the famous scene in Thomyris,

by Scarlatti,' left England at the end of this

season, and did not return till 1714* when he
appeared, June 14, 'for the last time before

his voyage to Italy.'* He returned, however,

in the following winter, for he sang in 'Ri-

naldo* (revived), Jan. 4, 1715, and afterwards

in ' Amadigi' According to the idea which tra-

dition gives us of the abilities of Nioolini, his

part in this latter opera must have drawn out all

his powers, both as singer and actor (Bumey).
He took his benefit in ' Rinaldo.' In the follow-

ing season (1716), Nicolini appeared in 'Lucio
Vero/ 'Amadigi,* and 'Clearte*; and in 1717 he
sang again in 'Rinaldo' and ' Amadigi *—his

last appearances in England. We find him at

Venice in a long run of ' Rinaldo * in 1 718, again

in I7a3, singing in Leo*s ' Timocrate/ and Quanx
met him there in 1726, when bis singing was on
the decline, though his acting still commanded
admiration. The date of his death is not
known. [J.M.]

NICOLO. The ordinary name in France for

NiCOLO ISODABD. [G.]

XICOLSON, Richard, Mus. Bac., was on
Jan. a3, 1595-6, appointed organist and in-

structor of the choristers of Magdalen College,

Oxford. In Feb. following he graduated as Mus.
Bac. He contributed a madngal, 'Sing, shep-

herds all,' to *The Triumphes of Oriana,' 1601.

In i6j6 he was appointed the first Professor of

Music upon Heythers foundation at Oxford.

He resigned his plaoe at Magdalen College in

1639, ^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^0 "<^i^o yo*^* [W.H.H.]

NIEDERMEYER. Louis, bom at Nyon,
Lake of Geneva, April a 7, i8oa, studied under
Moscheles and Forsber in Vienna, Fioravanti in

Rome, and Zingarelli in Naples, where he
formed a lasting intimacy with Rossini. At
Naples he produced his first opera 'II reo per
amore.' He next settled in Geneva, taught the
piano, and composed melodies to Lamartine's
poetry, one of which, ' Le Lac,' obtained great

success, and made his name known in Paris,

before his arrival there in 1823. Through
Rossini's influence his one-act opera ' La Casa
nel bosco ' was produced at the Th^tre Italien

(May a8, i8a8), but its reception not satisfying

him he left Paris and became music-master at a
school in Brussels. Wearied of this drudgery, he
returned to Paris, and published melodies distin-

guished for style and sentiment, and worthy of
the poems by Lamartine, Victor Hugo, and
Emile Deschampt, which they illustrated. The
success of these songs made Niedermeyer anxious
to return to the theatre, but 'Stradella' (5 acts,

March 3, 1837) failed, though supported by Mile.
Falcon, Nourrit, and Levasseur. It was however
revived in 1 843 in 3 acts. ' Marie Stuart,' 5 acts
(Dec. 6, 1844), was scarcely more successful, and

I XHSAj CcnnxA.
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\
would be forgotten but for\

France.' Other numbers ho^
tention. The revival of the *

having been resolved on a

Rossini summoned Niedermeyer
denoe at Bologna, and empowered ]

the score to a French libretto entitled

Bruce' in 3 acts (Dec. 30, 1846). The opdm
failed, but the introduction of the saxhorn,
the eight trumpets in four difierent keys in

the overture, and the skill with which various
movements from *Zelmira' and 'Armida' were
adapted, attracted the attention of musicians.
Niedermeyer's last attempt at opera was 'La
Fronde* (5 acts. May 2, 1853)—a failure like its

predecessors. His true vocation was sacred
music. His mass with full orchestra, his ' messes
basses,' motets, and anthems, pure in style, and
abounding with graceful melody, are still sung.
We have mentioned elsewhere his connexion
with d'Ortigue in the foundation of a periodical

for sacred music, intended to maintain the old
traditions. [See Maitrisb.] Unfortunately
he knew but little of either the history or the
practice of plain-song, and his 'M^thode d'accom-
pagnement du Plain Chunt' (1855), hastily

compiled, was severely criticised. Niedermeyer
must be ranked among the musicians whose
merits are greater than their success. Some of

his melodies will live, and the Ecole de Musique
still known by his name (a continuation of that

founded by Clhoron) will ensure for hia sacred

works an honourable place in the repertoires of

the Maltrises de France. He died in Paris.

March 14, 1861. [G.C.]

NIEDERRHEINISCHE MUSIKFESTE.
i.e. Lower Rhenish Musical Festivals, now
held in triennial turn at Whitsuntide, at either

DUsseldorf, Aix-la-Chapelle, or Cologne, and
^m an artistic point of view perhaps the most
important existing. The originator is said to

have been Dr. Ludwig F. C. Bischopp, a very

active musician and littercUeurf who some seventy

years ago assembled together the musicians in his

province, and instituted a * Thuringian Musical
Festival,' which was held at Erfurt in 1 811. In
1 8 1 7JohannSchomstein, music-director at Elber-

feld, following the example of Bischoff, collected

the musical forces ofElberfeld and Dttsseldorf, and
gave a performance on a large scale in the former

town, thus laying the foundation of the Lower
Rhexdsh Festivals. For the success of the Elber-

feld attempt was decided enough to induce several

of the most influential persons in the two towns
mentioned to take the matter in hand, and to

arrange two grand concerts for Whitsuntide,

which should take place alternately at Elberfeld

and Diisseldorf. The organisation of these con-

certs exacted so much labour and trouble that it

was resolved to propose to a third neighbouring

city to take part in them, and an offer of co-

operation was made to Cologne, which at first

declined the proposal. The first four festivals

were therefore held at Elberfeld and Diisseldorf

alternately.

From the time of the retirement of Elberfeld

y.'.

J^
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In 1837, Aiz gave in ita definite adhesion, and
except daring the political disturbances from

1848 to 1850, and also in 185 a and 1859, these

festivals have since occurred at DtLsseldorf, Aix,

or Cologne.

Without entering into the detail of each occa-

sion, a few facts may be mentioned. The 15th

meeting, at Diisseldorf, in 1833, may be con-

sidered the most important which had occurred,

and as marking a new epoch in the history of

these now renowned festivals. For it was on
this occasion that the direction of the music
was first entrusted to Mendelssohn, then in

bis 26th year.^ Another distinguishing feature

was a third concert improvised by him on the

morning of Whit-Tuesday, which was subse-

quently known as the 'Artists' concert,' in con-

sequence of the introduction at it of detached

and solo pieces. In 1835 Mendelssohn con-

ducted at Cologne, and on the following Whit-
suntide directed the i8th festival at Dtlsseldorf,

on which occasion his oratorio 'St. Paul' was
produced. He reproduced Handel's 'Joshua'
at Colonie in 1838, and on that occasion con-

tinued his great work for his country and for

the musical world generally of reviving the
superb choral works of Sebastian Bach, which,
partly in consequence of their extraordinary

number and want of classification and publica-

tion, had been suffered to remain almost in

disuse, until resuscitated by one of the greatest

disciples of the glorious ' Cantor of Leipzig.'

At the a I St festival, at Dtlsseldorf, in 1859,
Mendelssohn was again at the helm, introducing
there his 4and PsiUm ' As the hart nants.' and
at the 'Artists' concert' playing his second
pianoforte concerto. In 1843 he conducted at

IHisseldorf, and made its fesdval memorable by
the introduction of the * Lobgesang,' which had
been already performed at Leipzig and Birming-
ham ; and in 1846, at Aix, for the seventh and
last time, he directed a grand selection, when
Jenny Lind sang, and produced extraordinary
enthusiasm—the occasion being recorded as the
* Jenny-Lind-Fest.* Her singing of Mendels-
sohn's 'Auf Fliigeln des Gesanges' and 'Friih-

lingslied.' at the 'Artists' concert' is described
by chroniclers of this festival as producing an
effect wholly unparalleled. In 185 a no festival

took place, but in the following year Hiller and
Schumann shared the direction at Dttsseldorf,

respectively contributing a Psalm—the ia5th,

and a Symphony—in D minor.

From this time the Rhenish Festivals became
in some respects even more than previously

interesting. The great composer who had done
so much for them had indeed passed away, but
so great a fame had been secured for them,
partly in consequence of the memorable occasions

on which Mendelssohn had presided, and also

on account ofthe engagement of more celebrated
soloists and of the s^ection of fuller if not more
interesting programmes, as to attract for these
Whitsuntide meetings more attention, and to
draw musical visitors from all parts. In 1855,

1 Sm uiid«r MIXDILMOBX, pp. S7QL 771.

at IHisseldorf, Mme. Lind-Goldschmidt sang in
Haydn's ' Creation,' Schumann's ' Paradise and
Peri,' and at the Artists' concert.

Dttsseldorfwas fortunate enough in 1863 again
to secure her services, and the choral selections

were conducted by Herr OttoGroldschmidt. An
unusual and interesting feature on this oocamon
was an organ solo by Herr van Eyken, who
played Bach's great preludeand fugue inGminor.
The following Whitsuntide, 1866, Madame Lind-
Goldschmidt was once more heard at a Dttsseldorf

festival, in Handel's ' Messiah ' and Schumann's
'Paradise and Peri,' etc., Madame Schumann.
Auer, and Stockhausen being the other soloists,

and Herren O. Groldschmidt and Tausch con-
ducting.

The table on the opposite page shows the
localities, the directors, and the chief choral and
instrumental works from 1818 to the present
year.

To this brief glance at their origin and pro-

gress, a few remarks may be added as to the
distinctive features of these and other German
festivals, which strike an habitvA at onr own
large musical gatherings. Perhaps the most
important difference is the greater care in pre-

paration. Far more time is devoted to reheanala
of full band and chorus, under the conductor's

direction, than with us. Hence the performances
are undoubtedly more finished than at English
festivals, at which only two hurried rehearsals

take place for seven or eight performances. In
Germany six full rehearsals are held for three

concerts.

In the next place, the first object in England
is to raise money : in Germanv the great object

is to benefit art. One of the bad results of our
svstem is that committees shrink firom risking

the performance of any but popular works which
will draw and 'pav.' One of the good results

of the foreign plan is that only classical works of

high artistic merit are given. No such selections

as some of those at evening concerts at our feali-

vals would be tolerated in Germany.
In the Rhineland all classes rejoice at an op-

portunity to take part in ' das liebliche Frtthlings-

fest.' Remuneration appears to be a secondfuy
consideration ; indeed the services of the chorus,

which often comprises members of the best

families, are gratuitous, and are given eon amore.
And one consequence of this, and of a general
agreement and enthusiasm on the part of the
amateur performers, is a moderate charge for

tickets. The admission to the best plac«e is less

than a third of that chez noua. Moreover, in

consequence of the occurrence of the great ' Feast
of Pentecost,' the whole population of these
Rhenish towns seems to be then en fiU^ and to

take the liveliest interest in the festal musical
performances now so thoroughly associated there
with Whitsuntide.

Carl Klingemann, Mendelssohn's friend,

writing to England concerning the Dttsseldorf

meeting of 1836, says :—
' Never did I hear such

chorus-singing. All the singers, with the excep-
tion of the soloists, were amateurs, as also the
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No. r^or. Plae*. Comdmaor, PHmelpat Choral amd Ortlutlrmi Work.

1818 DBwddorf . BarrnOller . . . Hajdn'i SeMons and Creation.
1819 Ilb«rfeld . . Schoratteln . • ,

VQO Da«Mldorf • BurgmOller . . . Handel's Samson ; and Krolc* BTmphony.
I8Z1 Colofna . . Do. ... SchDieder's Daa Weltcerieht ; minor Symphony, Beethoven.
IKH DOMaldorf . Do. ...
1«28 KlberCdd . .

1824 Coloffn© . . F.Schneider . . . Schneider's Deluce ; Symphony 4. Ries.
1825 Aiz-lA-Chftpelle F.IUei Handel's Alexander's Feast ; Symphony 9. Beethoren.
1890 DOsMldorr . RlesandSpohr . . .

10 UST Xlberfeld . . Bchomitdn . . .

11 1R2B ColOfftM . . RIes and Klein . . . Klein's JephU : Symphony 4. Beethoven.

n 1829 AU . . . Bin
18 18S0 DOsMldorf . Do. Handel's Judas MaccabsBUS ; Symphony 5. BMthoven.
u 1883 Coloffne . Do Handel's Samson ; Symphony 7. Beethoven.

15 1K8S DOMeldorf .

1« 1884 AU . . . RIei

17 ia» Colocne . . Handel's Solomon ; Symphony 8. Beethoven.

18 18S8 DOneldorf . Do. . . .

19 1837 AU . . . Riei Handel's BeUhanar : Kincs of IsrMl. Kles.

90 18S8 coUmo9 . . Handel's Joshua ; Symphony In D. Moiart.

21 1899 DOtMldorf . Da . . .

2S 1840 AU . . . Spohr .... Handel's Judas ; Symphony 7. Beethoven.
IS 1841 CoiorD« . . Kreutzer . . . . Klein's David ; Symphony 9. Beethoven.
M 1842 POueldorf . Mendebsohn . . . Handel's IsrMl ; Lobiresanc: Symphony 8. Beethoven.
28 1848 AU . . . Relsslger ....
98 1844 Colocne . • Dom Handel's Jephthah ; MIssa Solennls. Beethoven.
W 1845 DOsMldorf . lUetz
28 1818 AU . . . Creation : Alexander's Feast ; Symphony 0^ Beethoven.
SB 1847 Cologne . • Dora uid Spontlol . .

ao Mftl AU . . .

81 1858 DOiseldorf . F.HUler . . . . Handel's Messiah ; Symphony 9. Beethoven ; and 4. Sehnmann.
82 1864 AU . . . Lfndpalntner . . . Handel's Israel : Symphony 7. Beethoven.
S8 1865 DOsseldorf . Hlller

84 Wfifl Ddueldurf . RIeU
85 1M7 AU . . . Lliut Handel's Mesdah : Symphony In 0. Schubert.

88 MB8 Coloffoe . . Hfller

87 1800 DOmldorf . Do
88 18S1 AU . . . F. Lechner ....
8B 1802 Colocne . . Hlller

40 IMS DOMeldorf . Otto Goldschmldt . .

41 1864 AU . . . Rletz

43 1885 Cologne . . Hlller

48 1688 DQueldorf . O. Goldfchmldt * Tftotch

44 1887 AU . . . m<t
45 U88 Colocne . . Hlller B«ndel's Messiah, Cantata. Bach ; Symphony 9. Beethoven ; 8. Schumann.
48 1809 DQiieldorf . RleU
47 1870 AU . . . Lechner ....
48 1871 Colocne . . Hlller Handel's Joshua ; Symphony 9, Beethoven.

49 UTS Rubinstein . . . . Handel's SI. Oedlla's Ode; Tower of Babel. Bttbinstein; Symphony fl;

Beethoven : 4. Schumann.
80 1878 AU . . , RIett . . . . . Handel's MessUh ; Symphony 9. Beethoven.

51 1874 Colocne . . Hlller

08 1876 DOaceldorf . JoMhtm . . . . Handel's Hercules : Missa Solennls : Symphony 1. Schumann. [sohn.

58 1876 Alx . . • Breununc . . . . Handel's Solomon : Eroloa Symphony. Beethoven.

54 1877 Colocne . . Uiller . . . . .

55 1878 DOaaeldorf . Joachim . . • •

68 1OT» AU . . . Brininuoc • . • . Beethoven's Missa SoIennU : Symphony 2, Schumann ; 9. Schubert.
67 1880 Colocne . . milsr

Thul(OaeeldorfbM held 20, AU 17

greater number of the iiutnimental performers.

It is this circumstance which gives to this fes-

tival its peculiar excellence and beauty. From
all the neighbouring towns and the whole

oountiy round the dUeltanti were gathering,

arriving in steamboats or Eilwagen, not to toil

»t an irksome ill-paid task, but for a great

musical field-day, mil of soul and song. All

ranks and ages unite for the one harmonious end.

.... Add to this love of the art, good training,

well cultivated taste, and general knowledge of

music, and it is explained how such an effect is

produced. You felt the life, the pulsation of

this music, for their hearts as well as their

understandings were in it. It was in this chorus

and in this band that public interest was cen-

tred ; the audience listened and enjoyed, but the

amateur performers constituted the festival.'

The importance of these Rhine festivals, from

an artistic point of view, was alluded to at the
commencement of this record of them. The roll

of eminent musicians of European fame who
have conducted them alone claims such re-

cognition ; while the long catalogue of master-

pieces performed, especially those for orchestra,

in which English festivals are as a rule sadly

deficient, is in itself an extraordinarily interesting

and suggestive document. The following list

of the number of times of performances of Bee-
thoven's Symphonies at these Rhenish festivals

gives a tolerably fair estimate of the proportionate

admiration in which those masterpieces are held

by the great composer's countrymen :

—

No. 2, performed once.

„ 4, do. twice.

„ «, do. do.

„ 8, do. do.

No. 6, performed eight times.

M 7, do. do.

M S, do. nine timee.

„ 9, do. twelve times.

IH.S.0.1
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NIEMANN, Albebt, one of the most £ftmoiu

living tenon of Germany, was bom Jan. 15, 183 1,

at &xleben, Magdeburg, where his father kept

an hotel. He was placed, when 1 7 years old, m
a machine factory, but want of means prevented

his remaining there, and he went on the stage

at Dessau in 1849, first as an actor of small

parts, and afterwards as a chorus singer. Here
the Hofkapellmeister Friedrich Schneider dis-

covered his musical talent, and gave him some
instruction. A baritone singer named Nusch
taught him singing, and with such success that

Niemann soon obtained engagements at Halle

and other small theatres. He thus came under
the notice of Herr von Hiilsen, General Inten-

dant of the German royal theatres, who called

him to Berlin, and gave him the means of

further improvement. He afterwards played at

Stuttgardt and Konigsberg, and through the

kindness of the King of Hanover was sent to

Paris to study under Duprez. On his return he
joined the company at Hanover, and afterwards

went to Berlin, where he is engaged at the

present time, having been creat^ *Kanmier-
sanger* to the Emperor. In Grermany he has
for a long time past enjoyed a great reputation,

especially in * heroic parts,* for which his hand-
some person and powerful voice eminently fit

him. He has played the parts of the Wagner
heroes, also Cortez, Joseph, Raoul, John of Ley-
den, Arnold, George Brown (La Dame Blanche)

and Chapelon (Postilion) ; and was selected by
Wagner to play Siegmund in * Die WalkUre,' at

Bayreuth in 1876.
Niemann has not sung out of Germany except

when he played Tannhauser in Paris, on its pro-

duction at the Acad^mie onMarch 1 3, 1 861 ; when
as is well known, the opera was received with
great dis&vour, only being played twice. [A.C.]

NIEMETSCHEK, Franz Xaveb. Doctor
of Philosophy, Professor of Latin at Pilsen, and
of Philosophy at Prague ( 1 81 5), bom at Saczka in

Bohemia, a musical amateur, who played the
piano with taste, and is of importance in musical

history as the author of a life of Mozart, the
best in its day (Prague, 1798, and edition,

Leipzig 1 808). [C. F. P.]

NIGHT DANCERS, THE. A romantic
opera, in 2 acts, founded on the same legend
with the ballet of Giselle ; words by G. Soane,

music by Edward J. Loder. Produced under the
title of ' The Wilis, or the Night Dancers,' at the

Princess's Theatre, London, Oct. 38. 1846. The
notice of the performance in the ' Times ' is his-

torical, since it was the first account of an opera
contributed by Mr. J. W. Davison, who until

1878 was the musical critic of that paper. The
opera was revived at the Royal English Opera,
Covent Garden, Nov. 10, i860. [G.]

NILSSON, Chbistine, was bora Aug. ao,

1843, near Wexio in the district of Wederslof,
Sweden, where her father was a very small farmer
on the estate of Count Hamilton.^ From an early

I This little brm. eallad ^ftebol. was ftfl«rw«rda parchued hj Mln
KIlMon. after the deaih of her pareuta. with b«r iint protoskmal
••rulngs. Aod glvao to her eldeit brother.

NILSSON.

date she showed great aptitude for music, and h«r
voice proved the means of her introduction to
Baroness Leuhusen, nde Valerius, herselfformerly
a singer, from whom the young vocalist received
some lessons. She was afterwards instructed by
Franz Berwald of Stockholm, and in six months
sang at Court. Miss Nilsson accompanied the
Baroness Leuhusen to Paris, and studied singing
imder M. Wartel. She made her d^ut at the
Th^tre Lyrique Oct. 37. 1864, as Violetta, in a
French version of La Traviata ; and afterwards
appeared as Lady Henrietta, AstrifiammanU\
and Elvira (Don Giovanni), etc. She remained
at the Lyrique nearly three years, after which she
came to England, and made her first appearance
June 8, 1867, at Her Majesty's as Violetta, with
great success, subsequently playing in the other
characters mentioned above, and as Margaret in
Faust. The same season she sang at the Crystal
Palace, and also at the Birmingham Festival in
oratorio, for which she was instracted by Mr.
Turle, the then oxganist of Westminster Abbey,
especially with regard to the traditional style of
Handel's songs. On Oct. a 3 she took farewell ofthe
Th^tre Lyrique by creating the principal part
in ' Les Bluets of Jules Conen. She was then
engaged by the Acad^ie de Musique for the
part of Ophelia in Ambroise Thomas s Hamlet,
in which she appeared on its production March 9,
1868, with very great success.

In 1868 Miss Nilsson reappeared in Italian

Opera at Drury Lane, whither the company had
migrated by reason of the fire at Her Majesty's,

with the same ^lat as before, and added to her
repertoire the rdles of Lucia and Cherubina
In that year she sang ' From mighty kings,* and
* Wise men flattering,* at the Handel Festival
She sang in the autumn at Baden-Baden, appear-
ing for Uie first time as Mignon, and in the win-
ter returned to the Academic, Paris. In 1869 she
played Ophelia in the production of Hamlet at

Covent Garden. In the autumn she made a pro-

vincial tour, singing later in London, at Exeter
Hall, in the^ Messiah, Creation, Hymn of Praise,

etc., and returning to Paris for the winter.

In the summer season of 1870, Mr. Wood
having taken Drury Lane for Italian Opera, Miss
Nilsson was engaged as one of the stars, and aha
then played for the first time in England as
Alice, the Countess (Figaro), Desdemona, and
Mignon. On July 17 she sang the scena 'Ah
perHdo,' at the Philharmonic, on the oomme*
moration of the centenary of Beethoven's birth,

with a beauty of conception and expression which
can never be fozgotten by those who heard it.

From the autumn of 1870 to the spring of 187a
Miss Nilsson was in America singing in concerts

and Italian opera under M. Strakosch, when she
added Flotow's oomic opera 'L'Ombre' to her
other parts. She returned to Drury Lane in the
summer of 1873, and on July a 7 was married at
Westminster Abbey to M. Auguste Rouzaud of
Paris. From 187a to 1877 Ma<Ume Nilsson sang
every season in Italian opera at Drury Lane
and Her Majesty's, creating Edith in Bal.Va

t An opera which feU flat In tpltt of h«r thiglnt.
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Talinnano, June 18, 1874, fuid Elsa on the pro-

duction of Lohengrin at Drury Lane in 1875, a
p«urt which she had previoualy played in America.
During the winter and spring of these last

years, Madame Nilsson has either sung in the
provinces in opera or at concerts, or been engaged
at the Opera of St. Petersburg, Moscow, Vienna,
etc. She paid a second visit to America for the
winter seasons of 1 873 and 74. She has only once
visited her native country in a professional ca-

pacity, viz. in 1876, when she made a tour in

Scandinavia with remarkable * success.

Her voice is of moderate power, great sweet-

ness, brilliancy, and evenness in all the register,

the compass being about two and a half octaves,

£rom G natural to D in alt.' Her style is espe-

cially suited to the more pathetic parts of opera,

being peculiarly excellent as Elsa, Margaret, and
Mignon ; for Valentine, while looking the part

to perfection, she lacks the necessary physique.

During her earlier seasons her success was helped

by a certain naivete of look and manner wluch
was very charming. [A.C.]

NINTH. The compound intervals called

ninths exceed the octave either by a tone or a
semitone; if the former the ninth is called

'major' (a), if the latter it is called 'minor'

(6). The interval of an 'augmented ninth'

which exceeds the octave by three semitones (e)

also oocitfionally occurs, as will be presently

noted, but it has not by any means the pro-

minence and importance of the major and mmor
forms. (Ex. I.)

Ninths differ from all other compound inter-

vals in the higher degree of invariability

with which they are distinct both in character

and treatment from their corresponding simple

intervals themajor,minor,and augmented seconds.

They may be broadly divided into two classes

—

those which require preparation somewhat per-

emptorily, and further prompt resolution after

percussion; and those which satisfy the under-

standing ear so far that preparation appears
superfluous, and haste to change the harmony
after percussion unnecessary. The former belong

to the class of artificial combinations arrived at

by processes which imply counterpoint, and the

latter to that of essential or fundamental chords

which can exist intelligibly in the sense of

harmony alone.

The first class is generally divided by theorists

into two sub-classes, called respectively ' suspen-

sions' and 'prepared discords.* The intimate

relationship of these chords has already been in-

dicated in the article Habmont; the above
classification will therefore only be accepted here

provisionally, for convenience in explanation.

Suspended ninths which are resolved while the

chord which accompanies them stands still, can
occur on every note of the scale, though that on
the leading note is extremely harsh; they are

commonly accompanied by third and fifth, as

I SiM la At pretent (Veb. 1880). tinglnK at Madrid.

t It wifl foroMrly nearlj thr«e ocMvet, but she has spand th«

hUfiter p*rt UMiy on Um advioa of Bostlni. ga aoouat of the gtmt
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in Ex. 3, and not unfrequently by a major
seventh, suspended with the ninth, and resolving

with it ; sometimes also by a suspended fourth
as well, which resolves on the third simultane-
ously with the resolution of the ninth and
seventh. Suspended major ninths resolve either

upwards or downwards ; in the former case alone
they resemble suspended seconds, which obviously
must rise in resolution; and in this form also

the artificial chromatic heightening of the major
ninth to an augmented ninth takes place, as in
the following, from the Vorspiel to Wagner's
Tristan und Isolde. (Ex. 3.)

1. (a) Q>) (r) 2. BsKTHovK.f. 3. WAowsa.

This device is nmilar to the chromatio
alteration of the augmented fifth ; and, in fact»

eight bars further on than the above quotation,

the augmented ninth and the augmented fifth

actually occur tos^ther in the same chord, in a
way which is highly suggestive of their common
origin.

The second sub-class mentioned above differs

frt>m those which are distinguished as suspensions

chiefly in the process of resolution ; in which,
instead of the rest of the chord (that is, its root

and concordant notes) being stationary while
the suspended notes are resolved, and moving
afterwards, the process is condensed, so that
when the discord has been arrived at by pre-

paration, which is practically the same as the

process of suspension, the root of the chord and its

dependent notes change simultaneously with the
resolution. So that though the resolution is

upon the same note as it would have been if

the chord had remained unchanged, its relation

to the root note of the new chord is different.

The root commonly rises a fourth, but it if

also possible for it to fall a third.

The above class of ninths may be accompanied
by thirds and sevenths which are either major
or minor, but in the last and most important

class the accompanying third must be major
and the seventh minor. These ninths, both
major and minor, are commonly held to be
fundamental harmonies, on the ground of their

representing the compound tone of the root or

generator. The major ninth is represented by
the eighth harmonic, which is only removed two
octaves and a note from the root,—and is easily

and clearly obtained, as for instance in horns and
trumpets. The minor ninth is similarly taken
by some theorists to be represented by the six-

teenth harmonic, which however is four octaves

removed from. Uie generator, and is so closely

hemmed in by other harmonics at the distance

of a semitone apart, that it seems doubtful if it

could be clearly distinguished or easily obtained

AS the major ninth is. It may however possibly
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be taken as a modification or softening of the

major ninth, and is certainly used with equal

freedom. Examples from so trustworthy a source

as Haydn, are giyen in the article Habmont
(p. 683) : Schumann*s Overture to Genoveva
actually commences with a full chord of the

minor ninth ; and Mendelssohn*s Andante con

Variazioni in £b, with second inversion of the

major ninth.

The ninths belonging to this class are not only

free in the manner of their assumption, but

singularly so in the manner of their resolution

;

they are both commonly resolved after the man-
ner of suspensions, either upwards or downwards,
while the rest of the chord stands still ; or after

the manner of the so-called ' prepared ' discords

;

while the chord changes, as from Dominant to

Tonic harmony. They also resolve by leaps, as in

the case of the Dominant ninths ; in which the

part having the ninth frequently leaps down-
waids to the third or fifth of the chord, and
then passes with change of harmony to a prox-

imate concordant note in the Tonic chord. Occa-

sionally the ninth appears to be resolved rather

by a change of the mass of harmony than by the

progression of the parts ; and further it is found

persisting through such changes of harmony, and
oeinig resolved without moving, as in the follow-

ing from Mr. Macfarren's 'Joseph':

—

The Dominant major ninth is only used in the
major mode, the minor ninth in both; and it

will be clear at the mere statement that the
minor ninth from the Dominant is not a note
which occurs in the diatonic series of the major
scale, and therefore the chord is chromatic in

that relation. But not only this ninth, but
several others which are more distinctly chroma-
tic, are commonly afiiliated in the range of a key
without its being considered that the tonality is

thereby obscur^. The most conspicuous of
these are the ninths of the Tonic and Supertonic,

which represent the compound tone of those

respective notes, and also stand in the finvourable

position of Dominant chords in the dosely related

keys of the Subdominant and Dominant to the
original key. In these the minor seventh and
minor nintli of the Tonic, and the major third
and minor ninth of the Supertonio are chromatic
in relation to the major scale. The major ninth of
the Supertonic will not chime conveniently with
the minor mode because of its contradicting the
yital minor third of the scale ; in all the other
ninths which can be used in either scale,, there
will be at least one note which is chromatic.
From the minor ninth are derived thatoonspicu-

0U8 class of discords called diminished sevenths,
which are its inversion with the root-note
omitted. They are said theoretically, that is

NOCTURNE.

in just intonation, to be yery harsh ; but modeni
musicians seem to be exceedingly well content
with the chord, and even go to the length
of using the interval of a diminished seventh
melodically; which shows at least that the mind
can readily grasp it. This facility may of course

be partly owing to the frequency with which the
chord occurs in modem music. Theorists have
complained that it is used to excess, and in some
senses this may be true ; but if so it is not un-
likely that it is a good deal their fault, for they
rarely miss the opportunity to show off mud^
superfluous ingenuity in pointing ou^ to their

disciples the chameleonlike qualities of the chord
and its yarious uses, which it would be much
better for worthy disciples to find out for them*
selves. It may comfort those who feel disposed

to use the chord a good deal at times for really

musical purposes, to point out a singular example
in a preluae in G minor for organ, by Bach
(Dorffel No. 8a a), too long for quotation, in which
there is a descending series of twelve diminished
sevenths alternating with transitional resolutions,

and followed by four more diminished sevenths
descending in a row; making in all a notable total

of sixteen diminished sevenths in thirteen bars.

Further particulars concerning the characteris-

tics of this chord will be found under the beads
of Diminished Imtbrval and Ghanob.
The complete chord of the Dominant ninth

is sometimes called the 'Added ninth' be-

cause the third which produces the interval

is added to the complete chord of the Dominant
seventh. [C.H.H.P.]

NISSEN, Gkoro Nioolaus von, Staaterath

of Denmark, was bom at Hardensleben (Den-
mark), Jan. a a, 1761. When charge-daffiures
at Vienna in 1 797 he made the acquaintance of
Mozart's widow, aBsisted her in regulating her
embarrassed affairs, and, in 1809, married her.

Retiring from official life in i8ao he settled in
Salzburg, where he died March 2^ i8a6. His
biography of Mozart, compiled from the mass
of documents then in existence, and from the re-

collections of his wife and Mozart*s sister, was pub-
lished after his death by his widow, with preface

by Dr. Feuerstein of Pima, and * Anhang ' (pub-
lished by Breitkopf& Hartel, with and and cheap
edition by G. Senff, Leipzig. i8a8). [C. F. P.]

NCKTTURNE, NOTTURNO. A name and
form of composition the origin of which is due to

John Field, whose 18 or 19 so-called Nocturnes
(although not more than about la of them
deserve the title—see Field) are widely and
deservedly popular, not only for their intrinsic

charm of freshness and simplicity, but also on
account of their being the predecessors of
Chopin*s Noctumes, which undoubtedly owe
their form, though not thefr characteristic me>
lancholy, to those of Field. It is yery inter-

esting to compare some of the Noctumes of both
composers,—for instance. Field's No. 5 in Bb,
with Chopin's op. 32. No. a, both the first and
second subjects of each bearing a striking re-

semblance to those of the other composer. The
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Italian form of the word, Kottnmo, is employed by
Mozart to denote a piece in three movements for

strings in two horns (K. 386). It is also nsed by
Mendelssohn for the title of the lovely entr'acte in

the Midsummer Night's Dream Music, which re-

presents the sleep of the lovers. More recently the
name has been used to cover a multitude ofsins in
more than one branch of art. [J.A.F.M.]

NOCTURNS (Lat. Noctumi, Noctuma Ora-
iionea. The Night Hours). Portions of the Office

of Matins, consisting of Psalms, Antiphons, and
Lessons, of which three divisions are usually
sung, on Sundays and Festivals, and one only on
Ferial Days. [See Matins.] [W.S.R.]

NODE (Latin nodm, a knotV The vibration
of a string may assume many different forms. Li
Fig. I the string is shewn vibrating as a whole ;

in Fig. 2 it divides into two equal segments ; in
fig. 3 into three equal segments. These seg-

ments, where the amplitude of vibration is great-

est, are called Loops (Z, Figs. 1 and 3), and the
points of rest between them are called Nodes (m).

P/o. 1.
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Fio 2.

Pio. 3.

Fio. 4.

But when a string is plucked, as in the harp
and guitar, or bowed as in the violin, it does not
vibrate in any one of the simple forms just de-
scribed, but in several of them at once. The mo-
tion of the whole string combined with that of its
halves would be represented by Fig. 4. Here
the node is no longer a point of complete rest tut
a point where the amplitude ofvibration is least.

If the string while vibrating be touched at

i> Tt^ ^, etc. of its length, as in pla3ring har-
monics on the harp or violin, all forms of vibra-
tion which have loops at these points vanish,
and all forms which have nodes there become
more marked. Thus it is possible to damp the
vibrations of the whole string, of its 'third parts,
of its fifth parts, etc., leaving the vibrations of
Its halves, of its fourth parts, of its sixth
pwrt*, etc., unimpeded.
The column of air in an open pipe vibratingMa whole has a node in the centre, towards

which the particles of air press and from which
they again draw back (see Fig. 5, n).

Pia.6. I

Thus at the node the air does not move but
vndergoes the greatest changes of density. At

the loop {D there is no change of density but
great amplitude of vibration. The open ends of
the pipe are always loops, for the density at
these points being the same as that of the outer
air, does not change. This remains true whether
the pipe have two, three, or more nodes, as
shewn in Figs. 6 and 7.

n I n

Fio.e. '-> <-
i
->i

n t n I n

Fio. 7. '—

1

^ -> i-*-

In a stopped pipe the closed end is always a
node, and the open end a loop, whether the
column of air vibrate as a whole (see Fig. 8),
or divide into segments as shown in Figs 9
and 10.

n

Pio. 84 / - _>

n { n

Fio / - > <

n / n / fi
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^
In practice both an open and a stopped pipe

vibrate not in any one of the ways just de-
scribed, but in several of them at once. Here,
too, as in the case of strings, the node is not a
point of complete rest but of least motion.

Chladni showed that sand strewn on vibrating
plates or membranes collects along the lines

where the motion is least. These are called
nodal lints, and may assume a variety of sym-
metric forms. [J, L. ]

NODUS SALOMONIS (Solomon's knot).
A celebrated Canon, composed by Pietro Va-
lentini, and described by Fr. Kircher, in his
Musurgia. It was originally intended to be
sung by ninety-six Voices, disposed in twenty-
four Choirs : but Kircher afterward ascertained,
that, provided the distribution into four-part
Choirs was properly carried out, the number of
Voices might he increased to five hundred and
twelve, or even to twelve millions two hundred
thousand. The Guida—in which four notes only
are used—stands as follows :-^

ms i i
The First Choir leads ; the Bass and Tenor

entering together ; the former, with the Guida,
and the latter, with its Inversion, beginning on the
Twelfth above. After a Semibreve Rest, the Alto
sings the Guida, and the Treble its Inversion in
the Twelfth above, both beginning together, as
before. All the other Choirs enter in the same
way, each pair of voices beginning one Semibreve
later than the preceding pair. But, when the
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number of Voices exceeds thirty-two, the notes

must be sung of different lengths, some Choirs

taking each one as a Large, others as a Long,
and so on. It is easy to see that a Canon of this

kind is no work of Art at alL Arithmetically

considered, it reduces itself to a Tery simple cal-

culation ; while, musically, it is nothing more than
an intolerable drawl on the Chord of G. But no
Canon, written for so great a number of Voices,

could possibly be founded on more than one
ingle Chord. [W. 8. R.]

N0£L (Old Fr. Nimel; Borgundian No^;
Norman i\rtie2; Poitevin iViau ; Germ. WeihnachUt

Qetang', Eng. Nowell, Nouell, Christmas Carol).

A peculiar khid ofHymn, or Canticle, ofmedieval
origin, composed, and sung, in honour of the Na-
tivity of Our Lord.

The word Noil has so long been accepted as

the French equivalent for ' Christmas,* that we
may safely dispense with a dissertation upon
its etymology. Moreover, whatever opinionsmay
be entertained as to its root, it is impossible

to doubt the propriety of retaining it as the

generic name of the Carol : for we continually

find it embodied in the Christmas Hymn or

Motet, in the form of a joyous * exclamation

;

and it is almost certain that this particular kind
of Hymn was first cultivated eiUier in France
or Burgundy, and commonly sung there in very
antient times.

Of the numerous early examples which have
ibrtunately been preserved to us, the most inter-

esting is, undoubtedly, the famous * Prose de
TAne. This curious Carol was annually sung, at

Beauvais, and Sens^ on the Feast of the Cir-

cumcision, as early as the 12th century; and
formed an important part of the Ceremonial con-

nected with a certain popular Festival called the
'F6te de TAne,' on which an ass, richly capari-

soned, and bearing upon its back a young maiden
with a child in her arms, was led through the

city, in commemoration of tlie Flight into JSgypt,
ana finally brought in solemn procession to Uie
Cathedral, while the crowd chaunted the follow-

ing quaint, butby no means unmelodious ditty :

—

Or- I • en -tic par-tl-tei, Ad-Ten-ta-vH m • I -niu.
Un, tin Akim, car cfaaDtaK, Bd - la boochera-dili-iMf.

rolcbcr «t for-tls - •! • mat, Str-el-nto ap - Ua • si - mus.
Vout Mim da loin m-nk. It' de raTOin* k plaote&

Het, aire Aa - naa. bcal
Hex. aire Aa - nea, het!

Scarcely less popular in Germany, than the
* Prose de TAne in France, were the beautiful

1 A modem Oerman crltle. W. M. lUhme. mlatabee the Towda
X.V.O.V.A.K—the medlMTel abbrertotloa for Mcv/ontm. ilM««-for a
aimllar cry of Joy. and b freatlr exerdaed at the admisaioa of a
Iteochanallati ahoat ' into the Offlce-Booka of the Church I

' Statt
Am0n der bacchlache Freudennif. evoixtt /* (BOhme. Dot Oratorttmi
Ui»ag.imLi lSeeAppcQdU.Evev&K.l
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Carols ' Besonet m laudibus' (Wir loben all* das
Kindelein), and ' Dies est laetitis* (Der Tag der
ist so freundlich)—the latter, equally well known
in Holland as *Tis een dach van vrolichkeit.'

Both these examples are believed to be as old as
the 13th century; as is also another—'Tempos
adest fl(iridum'-~of equally tuneful character.

*In duld jubilo'—a curious mixture of Latin
and Patois, set to a deliciously simple Melody

—

may possibly be of somewhat later date.

These early forms were succeeded, in the i6th
and 17th centuries, by Carols treated, with more
or less success, in the Polyphonic style. Hie
credit of having first so treated them is generally
given to Francois Eustache du Caurroy, Maltre
de Chapelle to Charles IX. Henri m. and
Henri IV, on the strength of a collection of
pieces, entitled ' Melanges de la Musique,' pub-
lished, at Paris, in 1610—the year following his
decease. But, Giovanni Maria Nanini, who
died, at Rome, in 1607, has left- us a magnificent
example, in the form ofa Motet—* Hodie Christos
natus est '—in the course of which he introduces
the exclamation, No^ ! No^ t with striking effect;

and Luca Marenzio published a similar composi-
tion, adapted to the same words, as early as 1588.
As Du Uaurroy*s collection was contained in a
posthumous volume, it would perhaps be impossi-
ble, now, to reconcile the claims of the rival Com-
posers, as to priority of invention ; though the
French Noels will, of course, bear no com-
parison with those written in Italy, in point of
excellence. Still, it is only fair to say that the
Italian Composers seem to have excited no n>irit

of emulation among their countrymen; while,
fer more than a century after the death of Da
Caurroy, collections of great value appeared, from
time to time, in France : such as Jean Fran9<ns
Dandrieu's 'Suite de Noels,* published eariy in
the 18th century; 'Noei Borguignon de Gui
Baruzai,* 1720; 'Traduction des Noels Boor-
guignons,' 1 735 ;

' Nouveaux Cantiques Spirituels
Provenyaux,' Avignon, 1750: and many others.
We subjoin a few bars of Nanini*s Motet, and
of one of Du Caiuroy's Noels, as specimens of the
distinctive styles of Italy, and France, at the
beginning of the 1 7th century.

G. M. NAifiin.
No • <. N* - «. No - i.
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Du Cauahov.
Ko n. Mo -

Ho -a. Noel. Ko-n. eCe.
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The liisiory of our own English Carols has not

yet been exhauBtively treated ; nor has their

Mudo received the attention it deserves. In no
part of the world has the recurrence of Yule-Tide
been welcomed with greater rejoicings than in

England; and, as a natural consequence, the
Chnstmas Carol has. obtained a firm hold, less

upon the taste than the inmost affections of the

People. Not to love a Carol is to proclaim one-

self a churL Yet, not one of our great Com-
posers seems to have devoted his attention to

this subject. We have no English Noels like

those of Eustache du Caurroy. Possibly, the
influenoe of national feeling may have been
strong enough, in early times, to exclude the
refinements of Art fix>m a Festival the joys of

which were supposed to be as fireely open to the
most unlettered Peasant as to ms Sovereign.

But, be that as it may, the fact remains, that

the old Verses and Melodies have been perpetu-

ated among us, for the most part, by the process

of tradition alone, without any artistic adornment
whatever ; and, unless some attempt be made to

preserve them, we can scarcely hope that, in

these days of change, they will continue much
longer in remembrance. There are, of course,

some happy exceptions. We cannot believe that
the fiunous Boards Head Carol—' Caput apri de-
fero'—will ever be forgotten at Oxford. The
fine old melody sung to ' Grod rest you, merrie
Gentlemen,' possessing as it does ail the best

qualifications of a sterling Hymn Tune, will

probably last as long as.the Verses with which
It is associated. [See Htmn.] But, the beauty
of this noble Tune can only be fully appreciated,

when it is heard in Polyphonic Harmony, with
the Melody placed, according to the invariable

custom of the 1 7th century, in the Tenor. A
good collection of English Cut>ls, so treated, would
form an invaluable addition to our store of popu*
lar Choir Music.
The best, as well as the most popular Enfi^lish

Carols, of the present day, are translations m>m
well-known mediaeval originals. The Rev. J. M.
Neale has been peculiarly happy in his adapta-
tions ; among which are the long-established fa-

vourites, 'Christ was bom on Christmas Day*

('Kesonet in laudibus*); 'Good Christian men,
rejoice, and sinff ' (' In duki jubilo'); * Royal Day
that chasest ^oom* ('Dies est IstitiaB*); and
'Good King Wenoeslas looked out* ('Tempus
adest floridum*)—though the Legend of 'Good
King Wenceslas' has no connection whatever
with the original Latin Verses.^

Of Modem Carols, in the strict sense of the
word, it is unnecessary to say more than that
they follow, for the most part» the type of the
ordinary Part Song. [W. S. R.]

NOHL, Carl Fbisdbich Ludwio, a well-
known writer on music and musical subjects, was
bom at Iserlohn in Westphalia, on Dec. 5, 1831.
His father is a legal functionary, and it was in-

tended that the son should follow the same profes-

sion, although his taste for music showed itself

while he was still a child. He was educated at the
Gymnasium of Dinsburg, and in 1 850 entered the
University of Bonn. From Bonn he proceeded to
Heidelberg, in order to pursue his legal studies^
which were however neglected for musical and
literary pursuits. At Heidelbeig he determined
to make music his profession, but this idea wa«
abandoned in accordance with his father's wishes,
and he continued the study of jurisprudence at
Berlin, at the same time receiving instruction

in the theory of music from Professor Dehn.
In 1853 Nohl entered the Prussian Civil Service
as Referendarius, but in 1856 his health broke
down, and he had to undertake a journey to
France and Italy. He returned to Berlin in 1857,
and continued his musical studies under Pro-
feasor Kiel. In 1858 he finally abandoned the
legal profession, and settled at Heidelberg, the
University of which place conferred upon him
the degree of Doctor of Philosophy (i860). In
the following year he went to Munich, where, in

1865 King Ludwig II appointed him an Honor-
ary Professor in the University. In 1873 he re-

turned to Heidelberg, where he has since resided,

and where he teaches musical history and aes-

thetics. Space will £ot allow of our inserting a
complete list of Nohl*8 works: many of them
have been translated into English, and are
known in this country. His * Mozart's Letters

'

(1865), 'Beethoven's Letters' (1865 and 1870),
'Letters of Musicians' (1866), ' Gluck and
Wagner' (1870), 'Die Beethoven Feier ' (1871),
'Beethoven according to the representations of

his ContempOTaries* (1877), 'life of Bee-
thoven' (1877), and other works on Mozart and
Beethoven, are valuable contributions to the mu-
sical literature of the century, and have gone
through many editions. [W. B. S.]

NONE (Lat. Officium (wZ Oratio) ad Horam
Nonam, Ad Nonam), The last of the ' Lesser

Hours,* in the Roman Breviary.

The Office consists of the Vendcle, and Re-
sponse, ' Deus in adjutorium' ; a Hymn— ' Rerum
Deus tenax vigor*—which never changes ; the last

forty-eight verses ofthePsalm, 'Beati immaculati,'

1 See Um Bar. T. Helmoro'a 'CaroU for Ohristmutlda*; ft work,

which. notwltb)iUodln« Its modent preConsloos. U by fw tte ImM
CoUectiOD publiihod ia % popalM form.
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Bung in three divisionB, but, under a single An-
Uphon; the Capitulum, and Besponsorium for

the Season ; and the Prayer, or Collect, for the

Day. The Plain Chaunt Music for None will

be found in the ' Antiphonarium Romanum/
and the 'Directorium Chori.* [W.S. R.]

NONET (Ital. Nonetio). A Composition,

written for nine Voices, or Instruments.

A Vocal Nonet is rarely called into existence,

without some special rai9(m cTitre. For instance,

in the Polyphonic Schools, it not unfrequently

results from the union of two Choirs, one for five,

and the other for four Voices, as in the case of

AUegri's wlebrated Miserere : while, in Operatic

Music, it becomes a self-evident necessity, when-

ever nine Characters are brought upon the Stage,

either together, or in succession, during the course

of a continuous series of movements, as in the

Finale to the first Act of ' Die Zauberflote.'

Among the few Instrumental Nonets, produced

since the time of Mozart^ the first place must
unquestionably be accorded to Spohr*8 delight-

ful Op. 31, for Stringed and Wind Instruments

combined. [W.S.R.]

NON NOBIS DOMTNE. A celebrated

Canon, generally sung, in England, as a substitute

for * Grace after meat,' at public 4ii^en» ft&d on
other festive occasions.

English historians are unanimous in describing
'Non nobisDomine ' as the composition ofWilliam

Byrd : but it is not to be found in any volume of

his published works, though the subject appears

in one of the ' Cantiones sacrse,' printed by Byrd
and Tallis in 1575. Bumey tells us that the

earliest copy to which Byrd*s name is appended

is that inserted in Hilton's 'Catch that Catch

can.* It is undoubtedly to be found in that

curious work ; but, neither in the edition of

165a, nor that of 1658, is the author*s name men-
tioned ; and the existence of an earlier edition,

printed in 165 1, though strongly suspected, has

never been satisfactorily proVeid. Dr. Pepusch,

in his 'Treatise on Harmony* (1730-1731), dis-

tinctly calls it *the fSEunous Canon by William

Byrd, and no doubt seems to have been felt on

the subject imtil about the middle of the i8th

century, when Carlo Ricdotti published, at

Amsterdam, a Concerto, founded on the well-

known theme, which he attributed to Palestrina.

Palestrina has, indeed, used its opening clause

more than once ; notably in his Madrigal, * When
flowery meadows deck the year'—one of the love-

liest that ever was written. This, however, proves

nothing. He has not treated it as a Canon—in

which form it bears far less resemblance to his

peculiar style than to that of Josquin des Pr^.
The Subject, moreover, is by no means an un-

usual one ; and has even been called, by Morley,
' a most common point.' Handel has used it, in

his * Hallelujah Chorus,* in ' I will sing unto the

Lord* (Israel),' and in other places too numerous
to mention. Bach has employed it as the sub-

ject of an 'Allabreve per Oigano pleno,* in D
(D^rffel, No. 1053). Mendelssohn has also used

I SMBnfiMT't'CoinBNBiontlQQOfEMidal.'pkaa
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the few opening notes in ' Not only imto him*—
the last chorus in S. Paul ; aad these notes,

phrased exactly as in the Canon, will be found
among the works of so many composers, that it

is clear they are looked upon as conmion property.

But, the Subject is not the Canon. It is in the

ingenuity of that that the true merit lies. We
clMm that merit for Byrd. Ricciotti may pos-

sibly have been tempted to accord it to Palestnna,

on the authority of a very antient copy, said to

be preserved in the Vatican, engraved upon a
plate of gold. But it does not appear that Pa-
lestrina's name is appended to this copy; and it

is worthy of remark, that, in the Introduction to

Dr. Blow*s 'Amphion Anglicus,' printed in 1700,

special mention is made of 'Bird's Anthem in

golden notes,* ' Preserv*d intlre in the Vatican.*

The Canon—a perpetual one, in the Mixo-
lydian Mode—is capable of many solutions, all

exhibiting a freedom of treatment not qnite

consistent with the strict laws of Counterpoint.

The most noticeable deviations from rule, are,

some Hidden Octaves, which seem to form an
essential element in the construction of the second

clause ; and a certain Changing-Note, in the

form of an ascending Seventh—^which last fault,

however, would not appear, were the parts made
to leave off, in the old-fashioned way, one at a
time, as they began. The leading part—^tech-

nically termed t^e Quida,—taken at its true

pitch, is as follows :—

^

p^^^=M^^
1

\— k=N p- f rj
4 U- 1

too da |Jo-ri-«m, lad nomlnl tao da glo-ri-am

The simplest solution of which it seems capable

is in two parts ; of which the first leads, with the

Ouida, while the second foUows, after a Breve
rest, in the Fifth below, singing the B fiat, in

order to preserve the toiuJity. The cliief

demerit of this lies in the prominence which it

gives to the Hidden Octaves already mentioned.

In another two-part solution, the upper Voice,

leading with the Guida, is followed, after »
Semibreve rest, by the lower one, in the Fourth

below ; all the Fs in the second Voice being

made sharp.

In a third, the Guida leads, as before, and
the lower Voice follows, after three Semibreve

rests, in the Octave below.

These three solutions—in so fnr as they are

complete in two parts—seem, hitherto, to have

escaped notice : but they form the basis of all

solutions for a greater number of Voices.

The solution usually sung is in three parts. The
Treble leads. The Alto follows, after a Semibreve

Retft, in the Fourth below, singing all the Fs
sharp. And the Tenor enters, three Semibreve

rests after the Ouida, in the Octave below it.*

Another three-part solution may be formed, aa

1 We are hera aMnmlnff that the Canott ta 11x111 at Itt true pMeh.

It is more freqaeotly transpoied at least a Fifth lower) «od soof by

aa Alto. aTeaor. and a Bass.
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followa. The Treble leads, with the Guida, The
Alto follows, after aBreve Kest, in the Fifth below,

singing the B flat. And the Tenor enters, one
Semibreve later than the Alto, in the Octave
below the Quida, We believe that this solution

—which is at least as effective as that in general

use, and, in some places, even more so—has also

remained hitherto undiscovered.

Among the MSS. preserved in the Boyal
Library at Buckingham Palace is a solution in

four parts. The Tenor leads with the Guida,
The Bass follows, after a Breve rest, in the
Fifth below, singing the B flat. The Alto enters,

a Breve after the Bass, in the Fourth above the

Guidat singing the B flat. The Treble begins a
Semibreve after the Alto, an Octave above the

Guida. In order to work out this solution, the

seventh note in the Alto must be made a Semi-
breve, and the eighth a Minim ; and the three

last notes in the Treble must be F, F, C, instead

B, B, A. No clue can be obtained, either as

to the authorship, or the date, of this very in-

teresting MS.
Furthermore, Bumey entertafns us, on the

authority of Hilton, with a solution in which all

the parts are inverted ; thus

—
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tuo dft glo-rl-ain. sed nomlnl tuo da glo-rl-am.

The Guida is here led off by the second voice.

The first follows, after a Semibreve rest, in the

Fourth above. The third enters, two Semibreves
after the second, in the Twelfth below the Guida,
We give this solution for what it is worth ; but,

it presents so many crudities that it is impossible

to believe it can ever have entered into the

Composer's original design. [W. S. B.]

NON PLUS ULTRA, the title ofa pianoforte

sonata in F by Woelfl (op. 41), published in

1807 (?), and intended to express that mechanical
difficulty could no further go. The finale is a
set of variations on * Life let us cherish.' The
challenge was answered by * Plus ultra/ the title

affixed by the publishers to Dussek*s sonata * Le
letour ^ Paris' (op. 71) on its publication in

England. [6.]

NONNE SANGLANTE, LA. Opera in 5
acts ; words by Scribe and Delavigne, from
Lewis's * Monk * ; music by Gounod. Produced
at the Acad^mie, Oct. 18, 1854. [G.]

NORCOME, Daniel, lay-clerk of St. George's

Chapel, Windsor, contributed a madrigal, * With
angeFs face and brightness,' to 'The Triumphes
of Oriana,' i6oi« Nothing is known of his bio-

graphy. [W.H.H.]
NORMA. Opera in a acts; words by Romani,

music by Bellini. Produced at Milan, Lent 1832
(DonzeUi, Pasta, Grisi). In Paris, Italiens, Deo.

8, 1855. In London, in Italian, King's Theatre,
June ao, 1833; ^^ English (Planch^), Drury
L»ne, June 24, 1837. [G.]

voIm fl, FT. 10.

NORRIS, Thomas. Mus. Bac., bom about

1745, was a chorister of Salisbury Cathedral
under Dr. Stephens. He appeared as one of the
principal soprani at Worcester Festival, 1761,
and Hereford Festival, 176a, and in the latter

year at Druiy Lane in 'The Spring,' a pasticcio.

In 1765 he was appointed organist of Christ
Church Cathedral, Oxford ; in November of the
same year graduated at Oxford as Mus. Bac., his

exercise (two anthems, *The Lord is king* and
* I will alway give thanks ') being performed in
the Music School, Nov. la ; and on Dec. 15 was
chosen organist of St. John*s College. In 1766
he appeal at Gloucester Festival as a tenor
singer, and continued to sing at the Meetings
of the Three Choirs until 1788. On Nov. 5,

1 77 1, he was admitted a lay clerk of Magdalen
College, Oxford. He sang at the Commemoration
of Handel in 1 784 (where his delivery of the

final recitatives in • Israel in Egypt,' and of * Thy
rebuke,' and ' Behold and see,' in ' Messiah,* was
greatly admired), and at most of the subsequent
performances in the Abbey. He sang also at

the oratorios in London. In 1790 he was en-

gaged at the Birmingham Festival. But the effort

E
roved fatal ; ten days afterwards (Sept. 5, 1 790),
e expired at Himley Hall, near Stourbridge, the

seat of Lord Dudley and Ward. Norris com-
posed several anthems, only one of which has
been printed ; 6 symphonies for strings, with two
hautboys and two horns; and some glees and
other vocal pieces, of which 5 glees and 3 canons
are printed in Warren's Collections. His career

was much prejudiced by habite of intemper-

ance. [W.H.H.]
NORRIS. William, one of the CJhildren of the

Chapel Royal at the coronation of James II in

16S5 ; afterwards a member of the choir, and mas-
ter of the choristers of Lincoln. An anthem by
him, ' Blessed are those,' was printed in Playford's

'Divine Companion/ and a service and two
anthems are m the Tudway Collection (,Harl.

MS. 7340). He composed an ode for St. Cecilia's

day, believed to have been performed in London
in 170 a ; the MS. was in the possession of Ben-
jamin Jacob, and was sold with the rest of his

library in 1830. but has not been traced. Norris

is supposed to have died about 1 7 10. [W.H. H."|

NORTH. Francis, Lord Guilford, bom at

Rougham, Norfolk, about 1640, Chief Justice

of the Common Pleas, and afterwards Lord
Chancellor, one of the best amateur musicians of

his time, published anonymously in 1677 * -^

Philosophical Essay on Musick,* containing some
curious observations on the phenomena of sounds.

He died Sept. 7, 1685.

The Hon. Roger North, his brother, bom
at Rougham in 1650, was also bred to the bar,

and became Attorney-General to James II. He
wrote several family biographies and other works,

but his claim to mention here is as author of
* Memoirs of Musick,' a well-written sketeh of

the progress of the art from the time of the

ancient Ureeks to about 1730. The MS. re-

mained in the family's possession, unpublished,

until 1843, when it came into the hands of

Hh
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George Townahend Smith, then organist of Lynn,

Norfolk, through whose exertions it was pub-

lished in 1846 under the editorship of Dr. Rim-

bault. North, who was a skilled musical amateur,

died at Rougham in 1733. [W.H.H.]

NORWICH FESTIVAL. The establishment

of Triennial Festivab at Norwich dates fh)m the

year 1824, but previous to this, Musical Festivals

were held in 1770, 1803, 1809, 1811, 1813, 1814,

and 181 7. These genera'ly consisted of two or

more miscellaneous concerts held either in St.

Andrew's Hall or the theatre, and of oratorios

and selections of sacred music performed in the

church of St. Peter's Mancroft. On these occa-

sions the l»nd was chiefly composed of local

musicians, both amateur and professional, led by '

London principals under ditferent conductors, the

most prominent of whom was Dr. Beckwith. In

1 834 the scheme of Triennial Festivals, after

having been discussed for some years, was finally

adopted on the mot on of Mr. Philip Martineau,

surgeon, of Norwich. A chorus of 150 voices

was formed and trained by Mr. Edward Taylor,

afterwards Gresham Professor, assisted by the

Cathedral organist, Mr. Z. Buck. The band con-

sisted of no performers, and the conductor was

Sir George Smart. The Festival was attended

by 10,087 people, and was a great financial suc-

cess, the sum of £341 1 4«. 2d. being handed over

to the Norfolk and Norwich Hospital, after pay-

ing aU expenses. Since 1824 Festivals have been

held at Norwich trienially, but the pecuniary

success has never been so great as in that year

;

in 1836, 1854, and 1869 the expenses were in

excess of the receipts. The conductor from 1834

to 1836 was Sir George Smart; firom 1839 to

1843, Professor Taylor; and from 1843 to 1878,

Sir J uliuB Benedict. In 1839 Spohr was present,

conducted his 'Calvary,* played his Concertino,

' Sonst und Jetit,' and with Blagrove a Conoer-

tante for 2 violins. He would have come again

in 1843 for the performance of his 'Fall of

Babylon* if he could have obtained leave of ab-

sence from Cajssel. It is impossible to give a list

of aU the artists who have sung at these Fes-

tivals; it would include the names of all the

greatest vocalists of the century, from Mrs. Bil-

lington and Braham {in 180 3) to Mme. Albani

and Mr. Santley (in 1878). Handel's « Messiah'

has been performed at every Festival except four;

and amongst less known works the following

may be mentioned: Mozart's 'Davidde Peni-

tente* (1848), Bexfield's 'Israel Restored' (1852),

Pierson's 'Jerusalem* (1852), and 'Hezekiah'

(1869^ Molique's 'Abraham* (i860), and Han-

del's ' Passion Music * (1866). [W.B. S.]

NOTA CAMBITA (lUL NUa Camhiata,

Germ. Wechsdnote, Eng. Changing Note.) I.

A Note of Irregular Transition : in other words, a

Passing-Note, on the strong part of the measure

;

as opposed to the Note of Regular Transition, or

true Passing-Note, which, though equally foreign

to the harmony, produces a less discoi-dant efi*ect,

because it invariably occun upon the weak part

of the measure.

NOTATION.

In the following example from Cherubini, the D
is a Changing, and the second G a Passing-Note.

• t

The use of Changing-Notes is only permitted,

in strict Counterpoint, as a means of escape from

some grave difficulty ; and, of course, only in the

Second, Third and Fifth Orders. [So® Couktkr-
point; Part-Writing.]

II. Fux applies the term, Nota camhita,^ to

a peculiar Licence, by virtue of which the Poly-

phonic Composers, instead of resolving a Passing

Discord, at once, suffered it to descend a Third,

and then to rise a Second to its Resolution.

Cherubini condemns this Licence, as one which

should 'neither be admitted, nor tolerated, in

strict Counterpoint.' Fux accounts for it by the

omission of an imaginary Quaver. The norm of

the passage is, he says, as at (a\ in the following

example. By leaving out the first Qtiaver, it is

made to app^ as at (6) ; by leaving out the

second, as at (e).

(-) (6) ^

Cherubini recommends the form shown at (b).

The common consent ofthe great Polyphonic Com-
posers justifies the preference of (c) ; and their best

defence lies in the exquisitely beautiful effects they

produce by means of it. Without multiplying ex-

amples, we may mention innumerable instances

in the 'Missa Papte Marcelli,* and in Orlando

Gibbons's Full Anthem ' Hosanna to the Son of

David.* [See Habmont, p. 678.] The lact-named

Composition—<me of the finest in existence, in

the English Polyphonic School—derives a great

part of its wonderful beauty from the judicious

use of this unjustly condenmed Licence. [W.S.R.]

NOTATION (Lat. Notatio; Yr.Simiographie;

Germ. Notirung, Notenschrift, Tonackrift). The

Art of expressing musical ideas in writing.

Apart from its intrinsic value, the history of

Notation derives much collateral importance from

the light it throws upon that of Music, generally.

From its earliest infancy, the Art has known no

period of absolute stagnation. Incessant pro-

gress has long been recognised as a fundamental

law of its existence ; and a more or less extensive

change in its written language has been naturally

demanded, at each successive stage of its develop-

ment. This conceded, we can scarcely wonder that

the study of such changes should materially aid

our attempts to trace the story of its inner life.

Three different systems of Notation have been

accepted as sufficient for all practical purposes,

at different periods. In very early times, when
Melody was simple, and Harmony unknown,

musical sounds were represented by the Letters

1 ' Note otmbiU. ftb lUlis MuMata Dvncnpftta.' (Qndoi mi Ttrnu-

torn. ed. 172i. p. 65.)
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of the Alphabet. Many centuneB later, these

were Buperseded by a species of Hieratic Charac-
ter, the components of which were known to the
Monks of the Middle Ages nnder the name of

NeonuB. The final stage of perfection was
reached, whei^ these last were developed into the

characters now called Notes, and written upon
the Lines and Spaces of the Stave.

The Greeks made use of Uncial Letters, inter-

mixed occasionally with a few Minusculee, and
written in an endless variety of different posi-

tions—upright, inverted, lying on the right or

left side, divided in half, placed side by side, and
otherwise grouped into some hundred and twenty
well-marked combinations, which, with more than
a thousand minor variations, have been so clearly

described by Alypius, Aristides Quintilianus, and
other Hellenic writers, that, could we but obtain

authentic copies of the Hymns of Pindar, or the
ChorusesofSophocles,we shouldprobablyfindthem
easier to decypher than many mediaeval MSS.^
When Greece succumbed beneath the power of

Western Europe, Roman Letters took the place

of the more archaic forms, but with a different

application ; for, while the details of Greek No-
tation were designed with special reference to

the division of the system into those peculiar

Tetrachords which formed its most prominent
characteristic, the Eoman Letters were, at a
very early period, applied^ in alphabetical order,

to the Degrees of the Scale—a much more simple

arrangement, the value of which is too well known
to need comment. Boethius, writing in the 6th
oentiuy, sanctioned the use of the first fifteen

Letters ofthe Roman Alphabet, for certain special

purposes. This number was afterwards reduced
to seven—it is not easy to say by whom.* Tra^
dition ascribes the first use of the lesser number
to S. Gregory, but on very insufiicient grounds

;

though the reactionary idea that he was unac-
quainted with the Alphabetical Svstem, cannot
for a moment be entertained.' It is certain that

Letters were used, for many centuries, in the

Notation of Plain Chaunt, in the West ; just as
the use of the Greek Characters was retained in

the Oaaoe-Books of the Eastern Church. After
the 8th century, though they rarely appeared in

"Writing, the Degrees of the Scale were still named
after them. As symbols of these Degrees, they
have never been discarded. Guido used them, in

the nth century, in connection with the Solmisa-

tion of the Hexachords ; though their presence,

as written characters, was then no
f
onger needed.

The first eight, indeed, lived on, in a certain

way, until quite recent times, in the Tablature for

the Lute, which always claimed a special method

* Th« ftntbentlclty of the three HyTDnf. priotod, In IM, by Vln-
eenxo GalUel. rests od such slender grouuds. that It would be ez-
tronelj unsafa to accept them as genuine.

3 The ttpt0m diaerimina ooevm of Virgil (Mn. v\. 64R) have been
•nppoied to allude to these aeven letters ; and the context certainly

smrgests sonte pusslble connection with the lubjeet.
> Though discussion of Individual authorities Is quite foreign to the

purpose of the present article. It may be well to obsenre, that, within
the last flra yt'ara, a well-known Belgian writer—F. A. Gevaert—has
advanced certain opinions connected with the subject of antlent
Notation, very much at variance with those of most earlier Historians.
The reado* will find Mons. Gevaert s views fully explained In his
' Hlstolie «t Thtorie da la Moslque dans I'Antlqult^,' Farts, 1876b
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of its own. This, however, was an exceptional

case. Long before the invention of the Stave, the
system came virtually to an end : and. in our own
day, it survives only in the nomenclature of our
notes, and the employment of the F, C, and G
Clefe. [See Hexachord, Tablatube.]
Though wanting neither in clearness nor in cer-

tainty, this primitive system was marred, through-
out all its changes, by one very serious defect.

A mere collection of arbitrary signs, arranged in
straight lines above the poetical text, it made
no attempt to imitate, by means of symmetrical
forms, the undulations of the Melody it repre-
sented. To supply this deficiency, a new system
was invented, based upon an entirely different

principle, and bringing into use an entirely new
series of characters, of which we first find well-
formed examples in the MSS. of the 8th cen-
tury, though similar figures are believed to have
been traced back as fiur as the 6th. These cha-
racters consisted ofPoints, Lines, Accents, Hooks,
Curves, Angles, Retorted Figures, and a multi-

tude of other signs, or ^ Neumse, placed, more or

less exactly, over the syllables to which they
were intended to be sung, in such a manner as to

indicate, by their proportionate distances above
the text, the places in which the Melody was to

rise or fall. Joannes de Muris mentions seven
different species of Neumse. A MS. preserved at
Kloster Murbach describes seventeen. A still

more valuable Codex, onoe belonging to the
Monastery of S. Blasien, in the Black Forest,

gives the names and figures of forty : and uumy
curious forms are noticed in Fra Angelioo Ottobi s

Calliopea leghale (written in the latter half of

the 14th century), and other similar works.
The following were the forms most commonly
used ; though, of course, mediaeval caligraphy

varied greatly at different periods.

? v'm • • ••.

yj- A
5. 6.

7. 8. 9- 10.

UjUAjlT

I. The Yirga indicated a long single note,

which was understood to be a high or a low one,

according to the height of the sign above the

text. A group of two was called a Bivirga, and
one of three, a Trivirga—representing two and
three notes respectively.

3. The Punctiu indicated a shorter note, sub-

ject to the same rule of position, and of multipli-

cation into the Bipuncfus, and THpunctus,

3. The Podatus represented a group of two

1 From vevfiUf a nod. or sign ; or. as some have supposed, from

irvfvuM., the long soccMrion of notes sung after a Plain Chaunt
' AUdula.'

Hh2
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notes, of whicli the second was the highest. Its

figure varied considerably in different MSS.
4. The Clivis, ClinU, or Plexot indicated »

group of two notes, of which the second was the

lowest. This, also, varied very much in form.

5. The Scandicut denoted a group of three

ascending notes.

6. The Climdeua denoted three notes, de-

scending.

7. The {JephcUicug—sometimes identified with
the Torculua—represented a group of three notes,

of which the second was the highest.

8. The Flexa rc»ttpiwa—described by some
writers as the Porreetu8—iD.dicaXed a group of

three notes, of which the second was the lowest.

9. The Flexa atrophica indicated three notes,

of which the secend was lower than the first, and
the third a reiteration of the second.

zo. The QuUisma was originally a kind of

shake, or reiterated note ; but in later times its

meaning became almost identical with that of

the Scandieiis.

The-e, and others of less general importance

—

as the Ancw», Oriacus, Salicw, Pressus^ Tramea,
etc., etc.—were frequently combined into forms

of great complexity, of which a great variety of

examples, accurately figured, and minutely de-

scribed, will be found in the works of Gerbert,

P. Martini, Coussemaker, Kiesewetter, P. Lam-
billotte, Ambros, and the Ahh6 BaiUard. Beyond
all doubt, they were, originally, mere Accents,

analogous to those of Alexandrian Greek, and
intended rather as aids to declamation, than
to actual singing : but, a more specific meaning
was soon attached to them. They served to

point out, not only the number of the notes

which were to be sung to each particular salable
of the Poetry, but, in a certain sense, the manner
in which they were to be treated. This was a most
important step in advance ; yet, the new system
had also its defects. Less definite, as indications

of pitch, than the Letters they displaced, the
Neumse did, indeed, shew at a glance the
general conformation of the Melody they were
supposed to illustrate, but entirely fealed to warn
the Singer whether the Interval by which he was

NOTATION.

expected to ascend, or descend, was a Tone, or

a Semitone, or even a Second, Third, Fourth,
or Fifth. Hence, their warmest supporters were
constrained to admit, that, though invaluable as

a species of memoria technica, and well fitted to

reoal a given Melody to a Singerwho had already
heard it, they could never—however carefully

(curiose) they might be drawn—enable him to
sing a new or unknown Melody at sight. This
will be immediately apparent from the following

antient example, quoted by P. Martini in the
first volume of his * Storia di Mosica' :

—

Probable solution.

C<B-U eo-lo - mm Uu --dA-to Ds-wn

Towards the close of the 8th century, we find

certain small letters interspersed among the
more usual Neumse. In the celebrated 'Anti-

phonarium' of S. Gall ^--an invaluable MS,,
which has long been received, on very weighty
evidence, as a faithful transcript of the Anti-
phonary of S. Gregory—these small letters form
a conspicuous feature in the Notation ; and they
are, beyond aU doubt, the prototypes of our so*

called * Dynamic Signs,* the earliest recorded
indications of Tempo and Expression. It is

amusing to find our familiar forte foreshadowed
by a little / (diminutive of fragor) ; and tenuto,

or hen tenuiOt by t, or bt {teneatur, or bene tenea^

iur), A little c stands for celeriter (con moio)

;

and other letters are used, which are interesting

as signs of a growing desire for something more
than an empty rendering of mechanical sounds.

But, about the year 900,' a far greater improve-
ment was brought into general use—an invention
which contains within itself the germ of all that
is most logical, and, practically, most enduring,
in our present perfect system. The idea was
very simple. A long red line, drawn horizontally

across the parchment, formed the only addition

to the usual scheme. All Neums, placed directly

1

^P^£^
Probable solution.

upon this line, were understood to represent

the note F. Graver sounds were denoted by
characters placed below, and more acute ones

by others drawn above it. Thus, while the

position of one note was absolutely fixed, that

of others was rendered much more definite than
heretofore.

The advantage of this new plan was so obvious,

that a yellow line, intended to represent C, was
soon added, at some little distance above the red
one. This quite decided the position of two

notes ; and, as it was evident that every not*
placed between the two lines must necessarily be
either G, A, or B, the place of the others was no
longer very difficult to determine.

t Printed, ftt BrasMls. In fae-simiU. bj P. LamblHotte. !n 1161.
The flnt p«ge U also given in the 2nd voL of rertz** 'MoDomentA
Oermaniae hlAtorfca.' All authorities agree In regarding the ItS^ as
one of the most Interesting reliques of early Notation we possess ; bot
It is only right to say that its date has been hotly disputed, aod that
doubt has even been thrown upon the Identity of its fomu wttb those
used in the older Antlphonarium.

s It is impossible to glTe the exati date. The antiquity of&& can
very rarely be proved beyond the possibility of oavlL
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TT- ,/>^^

•R^po^U? Ttlt uC

Probable iolutkm.

In the plainer kind of MSS., written in bUck
ink only, the letters F and C were placed at the
beginning of their respective lines, no longer dis-
tinguishable bj diflference of colour; and thus
arose our modem F and C Clefe, which, like the
G Clef of later date, are really nothing more than
cnnventional modifications of the old Gothic let-
ters, transformed into a kind of technical Hiero-
glyphic, and passing through an infinity of
changes, before arriving at the form now univer-
sally recognised.

P Clef:

O Cleft.^^ ^S^f?) g)

Early in the loth century, Hucbaldus, a Monk
of S. Amand BUT I'Elnon, in Flanders,* introduced
a Stave consisting of a greater number of lines,
and therefore more closely resembling, at first

sight,^ our own familiar form, though in reality
its principle was farther removed from that than
the older system already described. The Lines
themselves were left unoccupied. The syllables
intended to be sung were written in the Spaces
between them ; and, in order to shew whether
the Voice was to proceed by a Tone, or a Semitone,
the letters T and S (for Tonus, and SemUonium)
were written at the beginning of each, some-
times alone, but more frequently accompanied
by other characters analogous to the signs used
in the earlier Greek system, and connected with
the machinery of the Tetrachords. which formed
a conspicuous feature in Hucbald*s teaching.

T tH

T li/

T Ec\ l.ni\ /

8 ce\ / he

T wre/
T

Solution.

One great advantage attendant upon this sys-

j tem was, that by increasing the number of lines,

it conld be applied to a Scale of any extent, and

iB«ioc.fr«qii«ntl7nUed']foD«c!insElnonensU.' Ob. 99a

even used for a number of Voices singing at the
same time. Hucbaldus himself saw this; anil
has left us specimens of Discant, written in four
different parts, which are easily distinguishable
from each other by means of diagonal lines pkced
between the syllables. [See Obqamum; Part-
WRiriMo.]

T Do\
T" / wini\
T 8it\ orm/ inV cuia
S gio/ Uo\ «•;
T / mini V
T Mt\ om/ in\ cula8""

gio/ aae/
T l)o\

T / miniv
T «it\ orU/ in\ cula
8 gl"/ l>o\ Me/
T / minlV
T K"\ oria/ \u\ ciiU8" gin/ Niey
T

etc.

Solution.

Not long after the time of Hucbaldus, we find
traces of a custom—described by Vincenzo Galilei,
in 158 1, and afterwards, by Kirchei^of leaving
the Spaces vacant, and indicating the Notes by
Points written upon the Lines only, the actual
Degrees of the Scale being determined by Greek
Letters placed at the end of the Stave.

y

The way was now fully prepared for the last

great improvement ; which, despite its incal-

culable importance, see&s to us absurdly simple.
It consisted in drawing two plain black Lines
above the red and yellow ones which had pre-

ceded the broader Stave of Hucbald—whcse
system soon fell into disuse—and writing the
Notes on alternate Lines and Spaces. The credit

of this famous invention is commonly awarded
to Guide d*Arezzo; but, though far from espous-

ing the views of certain critics of the modem
destructive school, who would have us believe that

that learned Benedictine invented nothing at all,

we cannot but admit, that, in this case, his claim
is not altogether incontestable. His own words
prove that he scrupled not to utilise the inven-
tions of others when they suited bis purpose.

He may have done so here. We have shewn
that both Lines and Spaces were used before his

time, though not in combination. But, this is

not all. In an antient Office-Book—a highly-

interesting * Troparium *—once used at Winches-
ter Cathedral, and now preserved in the Bodleian
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Librai^ at Oxford,* the Notes of the PlainChaunt

are written upon the alternate Lines and Spaces

of a regular four-lined Stave. This precious

MS. is generally believed to have been written

during the reign of King Ethelred II, who died in

10 1 6. The words Vt Ethekredum rcgem tt esccr-

citum Anglorum conservare dignerist inserted m
the Litany, at fol. i8. B, certainly confirm this

opinion. But a .great pait of the MS., including

NOTATION.

this particular Litany, is written in the old

Notation, without the Stave; and sometimes
both forms are foimd upon the same sheet. The
subjoined fac-simile, for instance, shewing the
places at which the Four-line Stave first makes
Its appearance in the volume, is taken from the
middle of a page, the first part of which ia

filled with Music written upon the more autienfc

system.

We do not pretend to nnder-rate the chrono-

logical difficulties which surround the question

rained by this remarkable MS. Unless it was
written at two different periods, two different

methods would seem to have been used simulta-

neously in £ngland at the opening of the nth
century, some considerable time before the ap-

pearance of Guido*8 * Micrologus'—the most im-
portant of his works—which, it is tolerably cer-

tain, was not written before the year 1024, if

even so early as that. Now a portion of the

MS. was most certainly written before that

date ; and, if the evidence afforded by a close

examination of its caligraphy may 'be trusted,

there is every reason to believe that it was
transcribed, throughout, by the same hand; in

which case, we may &irly infer that the Stave
of Four Lines was known and used in this

country, at a period considerably anterior to its

supposed invention in Italy. The advantages it

presented, when made to serve as a vehicle for

Neumse, were obvious. It fixed their positions so

clearly, that no doubt could now exi^t as to the
exact notes they were intended to represent ; and
comparatively little difficulty was henceforth expe-

rienced, by the initiated, in reading Plain Chaunt
at sight. A careful comparison of the subjoined

example' with that given upon page 46S will

illustrate the improvement it effected far more
forcibly than any verbal description. The careful

drawing of the Neumse here sets all doubt at
defiance.

C[

W^eb^\^ »> ».^^
^i>^^

01^---not tse--^«mm«m
Solution,

So long as unisonous Plain Chaunt demanded
no rhythuao ictus more strongly marked than

that necessary for the correct pronunciation of

the words to which it was adapted, this method
was considered sufficiently exact to answer all

practical purposes. But, the invention of Mea-
sured Chaunt discovered a new and pressing need.

[See MusiCA Mbnsubata.] In the absence of a
system capable of expressing the relative dura-

tion as well as the actual pitch of the notes em-
ployed, the accurate notation ofRhythmic Melody
was impossible. No provision had as yet been

1 Bodlejr MSB. 77&

made to meet this unforeseen contingency. We
first find one proposed in the ' Ars Cantus men-
surabilis ' of Franco de Colonia, written, if we
may trust the opinion of F^tis, and most of his

critical predecessors, during the latter half of the
nth century—though Kiesewetter, rejecting the
generally accepted date, argues in favour of

the first half of the 13th. Franco's plan does

> Prom ft MS. of the 14th centurj, preserrcd in the Libmr of the
Uuiverslty at I'rngue. (xlv. G. 46.) In the oHgtnal Codes, an extn
line hu been added (ungeiwhlckter Weise getogen. Ambroe m>«)
between tiM Third and Fourth, to mark the place ot the F Clvf.

In unl«r to preserve the olearaeM ot tbo example, we have here
omitted U.
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not appear to have been an original one ; bat,
rather, a compendiam of the praxia in general
use at the time in which he wrote : nevertheless,
it is certain that we owe to him our first know-
ledge of the Time-Table. He it is, who first

introduces to us the now familiar forms of
the Large—described under the name of the
Double Long—the Long, the Breve, and the
Semibreve. The relationship of these new cha-
racters to preezistent Neumse is plainly shewn
by their outward form, the Large v*^)' ^^^

the Long (^) being self-evident developments

of the Virga H), while the Breve () and the

Semibreve (^ or ) are equally recognisable
as the offspring of the Punctm (•). Franco
makes each of the longer Notes equal, when
Perfect, to two Notes of the next lesser de-
nomination ; when Imperfect; to two only—the
term Perfect being applied to the number Three,
in honour of the Ever Blessed Trinity.* The
Long was always Perfect, when followed by
another Long, and the Breve, when followed
by another Breve; but a Long preceded or
followed by a Breve, or a Breve by a Semibreve,
became, by Position. Imperfect. This simple
rule was of immense importance; for it resulted
in enabling the Composer to write in Triple
or Duple Rhythm at will. The Semibreve,
so long as it remained the shortest note in the
series, was, of course, indivisible. But, after
the invention of the Minim—either by Philippus
de Vitriaco in the 13th century, or Joannes de
Muria in the 14th—the Semibreve was also used,
both in the Perfect and the Imperfect form;
being equal, in the one case, to three, and, in the
other, to two Minims. The Introduction of the
Minim prepared the way for that of the Greater
Semiminim. now known as the Crotchet ; the
Lesser Semiminim, afterwards called the Croma
or Fusa, and in English the Quaver ; and the
Semicroma or Semifusa, answering to the modem
Semiquaver. These three notes, like the Minim,
were always Imperfect ; and, for many centuries,

they were used only after the manner of embel-
lishments.

Originally, the notes of Measured Chaunt were
entirely black : but, after a time, red notes were
intermixed with them, on condition—as Morley
tells us—of losing one-fourth of their value. They
do not, however, appear to have remained very
long in use, or to have been, at any time, exten-

sively employed. About the year 1370 both the
black and red forms fell gradually into disuse

;

their place being supplied by white notes, with
square or lozenge-shaped heads, which seem to

have made their earliest appearance in France,

though they were first brought into general notice

by the leaders of the great Flemish School. The
figures of these notes, and their corresponding

redts, given in one of the earliest works on Music
ever issued from the press—the 'Practica mu-
sicee * of Franchinus Gh&furius, printed at Milan,

1 ' Qood ftramma TrlnlUte, <pueTer» wt et fumma perfoctlo, noiiMO

•Munult.* (Vnmoo, ' Muaka «l amtiu metuurftbUb,' cap. !.>
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in 1496—differed little from the forms retained
in use until the close of the i6th century.

Large. Long. BreT«.

Let9«r
Semi- Pemi-

minim. or crooui.
Croma.

Porfeet Imperleet Perfect Imperfact __ „ .^Large Large Long Loug Breve flemlbrere
Best. BeeU " '

"llllrii^«°' m«iilmBe»Wor Croma Besl. fiemlcroma
Suiplrlum. Semisiuplrlum. Beet.

White-headed notes were always written upon
a Stave of Five Lines. Traces of this Stave are
found, as early as the beginning of the 13th cen-
tury, in a MS. Tract, ' De speculatione musices,*

by Walter Odington, a Monk of Evesham in
Worcestershire, whose work, now preserved at
Cambridge, is only second in value to that of
Franco ; but it does not seem to have been uni-

versally recognised imtil after the invention of
printing. A few square black notes were occa-

sionally interspersed among the white ones, on
conditions analogous to those attached to the em-
ployment of red notes among black ones at an
earlier epoch—the loss of a third of their value
when Perfect, and a fourth when Imperfect. We
shall find it necessary to describe the office of
these black notes more particularly, when speak-
ing of the Points of Augmentation, Division, and
Alteration. The lesser Semiminim, Croma, and
Semicroma always remained black.

Apart from the modifications producible by
Position, the Rhythm of Measured Music was
regulated by the three-fold mechanism of Mode,
Time, and Prolation ; three distinct systems, each
of which might be used, either alone, or in com-
bination with one or both of the others; each
being distinguished by its own special Time-Sig-
nature. [See MooB, Timb, Pbolation, Timb-
SlONATURB.]
Mode governed the proportion between the

Large and the Long, and the Long and the
Breve ; and was of two kinds—the Greater, and
the Lesser ; each of which might be either Per-

fect or Imperfect. In the Greater Mode Perfect,

the Large was equal to three Longs; in the

Greater Mode Imperfect, it was equal to two
only. In the Lesser Mode Perfect, the Long
was equal to two Breves; in the Lesser Mode
Imperfect, it was equal to two. The Modal
Signs by which these varieties were indicated

differed considerably at difierent periods; but
the following were the forms mo^t frequently

employed :

—

OreAt Mode Perfect. Great Mode Imperfect.

].«a8er Mode Perfect. Mode Imperfect.

Time regulated the proportion between the
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Breve and the Semibreve ; and was of two kindi,

Perfect and Imperfect. In Perfect Time, the
Breve was equal to three Setiiibreves ; in Imper*
feet Time, to two only. The following example
shews the Time - Si^^natures most frequently

u' id :

—

Perfect Time

;

or, thus

;

or, thus.

Imperfect Time ; or, tlius

;

or, thus.

Prolation concemed the proportion between
the Semibreve and tbe Minim ; and was also of
two kinds, the Greater and the Lesser—or, as
Morley calls them, 'the More and the Leese.*

In the Greater Prolation, the Semibreve was
equal to three Mimins ; in the Lesser, to two.

The Greater Prolation ; or. thus

;

or. thus.

The general principle observed in the formation
of thede Time-Signatures is, that the Rests shew
the proportion between the Large, the Long, and
the Breve; the Circle, the figure 3, and the
Point, are signs of Perfection; the Semicircle,
and the figure a, denote Imperfection; while
the Bar drawn through the Circle, or Semicircle,
indicates Diminution of the value of the notes,
to the extent of one-half, as does xdso the inver-

sion of the figures, thus C{) (J) (J)
3. In a

few rare cases, a double JJiminution, to the ex-
tent of one fourth, was denoted by a double Bar
drawn through the Circle, or Semicircle, thus

<J)
d^. These rules, however, though applicable

to most cases, were open to so many exceptions,
that Omithoparcus, writing in 15 1 7, and Morley,
in 1597, roundly abuse their uncertainty. In
very early times, the three rhythmic systems were
combined in proportions far more complex than
any of the Compound Conmion or Triple Times
of modem Music. In Canons, and other learned
Compositions, two or more Time-Signatures were
frequently placed at the beginning of the same
Stave. In a portion of the Credo of Hobrecht's
Missa 'Je ne demande' we find as many as
five :—

These complications were much affected by
Josquin des Pr^ and the early Composers of
the Flemish School ; but, in the hitter half of
the 16th century—the so-called * Golden Age'
the only combinations remaining in general use
were. Perfect Time, with the Lesser Prolation

(O 3. or O"^; Imperfect Time, with the Lesser
Prolation ^Cf); the Greater Prolation alone

(0 a) I *Qd the Lesser Prolation (C)—answer-
ing, respectively, to the •, AUa Breve,

J, and
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Common Time, of our preeent system. [See Pro-
portion.]

The Perfection and Imperfection of the longer
notes, and the duration of the shorter ones, was
also materially affected by the addition of Points,
of which several different kinds wert) in use. all

similar in form (•), but differing in effect, accord-
ing to the position in which they were placed.
The Point of Augmentation was the exact

equivalent of the modem Dot—^that is to say, it

increased the Ungth of the note to which it was
attached, by one half. It could only be used with
notes naturally Imperfect ; and was necessarily
followed by a Hhorter note, to complete the beat.

Sometimes, the place of this sign was supplied
by two black notes ; tKe first of which, losing one
fourth of its value by virtue of its colour, repre-
sented the note with the Point, while a shorter
black note completed the beat. Passages are
constantly written in both ways, in the
compositions.

WritUn; or thus. Bung,

i|i ^^-jlrtaf" *ni \
^* '•^^

Wrilten; or thus; monrarrljf. Sung.

^^

a^^^-i^-f^H^
The Point of Perfection was used for two dif-

ferent purposes. When placed in the centre of a
Circle, or Semicircle, it indicated either Perfect
Time, or the Greater Prolation. When placed
after a note. Perfect by virtue of the Time-Sig-
nature, but made Imperfect by Position (see
page 47')» it restored its Perfection. In this
case, the Pomt itself served to complete the
triple beat; in which particular alone it differed
from the Point of Augmentation. Thus, the
second Semibreve in the following example, being
succeeded by a Minim, would become Imperfect
by Position, were it not followed by a Point of
Perfection. The thii-d Semibreve. being preceded
by a Minim, really does become Imperfect; while
the first and last Semibreves remain Perfect, by
virtue of the Time-Signature.

WriUen, Sung,

The Point of Alteration, or, as it was some-
times called, the Point of Duplication, was less
simple in its action. When used, in Ternary
Rhythm, before the first of two short notes placed
between two long ones, it doubled the length of
the second short note, and restored the Perfection
of the two long ones, which would otherwise
have become Imperfect by Pt>sition. In onier to
distinguish this sign from the Point of Augmen-
tation, the best typographers usually placed it
above the general level of the notes to which it
belonged—a precaution the neglect of which
causes much trouble to modem readers.

WHtUii, Sung,
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* Sometimes the old writers, dispensing with the

actual Point, used, in its stead, two black notes,

which, it will be remembered, lost, in Perfect

Time, one third of their value. Thus the second

clause of the following example precisely corre-

sponds with the first ; since the black Breve, being,

by virtue of its colour, equal to two Semibreves

only, serves exactly to complete the measure

begun by the black Semibreve ^^hich, in this

case, retains its full value). Examples, both of

the Point and the black notes, will be found, not

only in works of the 1 5th century, but evwi in

those of Palestrina, and most of his contem-

poraries.

Written ; or thus. 8un<r,

The Point of Division, sometimes called the

Point of Imperfection, exercised a contrary effect.

When two Semibreves were placed between two
Breves, in Perfect Time, or two Minims between

two Semibreves, in the Greater Prolation. a Point

of Division inserted between the two shorter

notes— generally on a higher level— served to

shew that the two longer ones were to be con*

sidered Imperfect.

WrWen, Sunft.
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As these notes were already Imperfect, by
Position, the Point made no real difference, but
was merely added for the sake of preventing all

possibility of misconception. Joannes Tincturis,

writing in the 15th century, expressed his con-

tempt for such unnecessary signs by calling them
Ass's Points {Puncti atinei). Nevertheless, they

were constantly used by Palestrina and his con-

temporaries ; who, however, sometimes dispensed

with the Point, and wrote the two last notes of

the passage black, with the understanding, that,

in this case, they were to retain their full value.

The effect of Uiis arrangement was, that the

several clauses of the following example were all

sung exactly in the same way.

WrUten; or thus ; or thus.

lUq " 0-~P5~-HO to r^ ^ # H

Sunff.

A -^.^^j-*J—

M

«-
^

While the Virga, and PunetuM, of the earlier sys-

tem were thus developed into the detached notes

of Measured Music, the more complicated Neumoi
gradually shaped themselves into Ligatures—that

is to say. passages of two or more notes, sung to a
single syllable. As the most important of these

have abready been described, in a former article

[see Ligature], we shall content ourselves with

a rapid sketch of the changes through which they

passed, at different periods of their history. In
Plain Chaunt, they were always black, and more

or less angular in form, whereas the olderNmmm
were, for the most part, rounded. In Measured
M usic, they were white ; and formed of square
or diagonal (not lozenge-shaped) figures, placed

in close contact with each other, and sometimes
provided with Tails, the varied position of which
regulated their classification into Larges, Longs,
Breves, and Semibreves ; notes shorter than &e
Semibreve not being 'ligable.* In the 15th cen-

tury, the number of notes contained in a single

group was often very considerable ; and their dura-
tion was governed by many complicated laws, of
which the following were the most strictly en-
forced, especially by the earlier Ck>mposers of the
Flemish School.

The first note of every Ligature was a Long,
provided it had no Tail, and the second note
descended—a Breve, if it had no Tail, and the
second note ascended. In the first of these cases,

it was called a Ligatwa cum proprieiate ; in the
second, a Ligatura tine proprietate.

If the first note had a Tail, descending, on the
left side, it was a Breve, and sine proprietatt.

If it had a Tail ascending, on the left side, it

was a Semibreve, and the Ligature was said to

be cum opposita proprietate.

If the last note descended, it was a Long

;

if it ascended, a Breve. In the first case, the
Ligature was said to be Perfect, in the second.

Imperfect. But, when placed obliquely, whether
ascending or descending, it was a Breve, unless

it had a Tail descending on the right side, in

which case it was a Long.
All intermediate notes were, as a general rule.

Breves : but, if one of them had a Tail, ascending
on the left side, it was a Semibreve.

Lastly, a Large, in whatever part of the Liga-

ture it might be placed, was always a Large.
In the 16th century, these laws were very

much simplified. The Ligatures used in the

time of Palestrina seldom contained more than
two notes ; or, if more were included in the figure,

they were treated as if not in Ligature. The
following easy rules will serve for most Musio
of later date than the year 1550.

Square notes, in Ligature, without Tails, wefe
almost always Breves: but, if the second note
descended, they were sometimes Longs ; or, the

first might be a Long, and the second a Breve.

Square notes, in Ligature, with a Tail descend-

ing on the right, were Longs ; those with a Tail

descending on the left. Breves; those with a
Tail ascending on the left, Semibreves.

Black notes were sometimes combined with
white ones ; and, occasionally, figures were made
half white, and half black. In ^ese cases, each
colour was subject to its own peculiar laws.

Points attached to a Ligature affected it as

they would have affected ordinary notes.

In the 15th century, the F, C, and 6 Clefs

were used on a great variety of Lines. Before the

invention of Ledger Lines, their position was fre*

quently changed, even in the middle of a Melody,
in order to bring the extreme notes of the Scale

within the compass of the Stave. This being the

case, it was impossible to assign a distinctive
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Clef to each particular quality of Voice, as we
do. The Clet'B were, therefore, divided into the

four general classes of Cantus, Altus, Tenor,

and Bassus ; and variedi in position, according to

circuuistances. When more than four Voices were
used, the fifth part was called Quintus, or Quinta
pars; the sixth, Sextus, or Sexta pars: and so

with the rest : but, as care was taken that each

additional Voice should exactly correspond in

compass with one of the normal four, we scarcely

ever find more than four Clefs used in the same
Composition. The ten forms most frequently em-
ployed in the infancy of Polyphonic Music are

shewn in the following example, with the old

classification indicated above the Stave, and the

modem names, bebw it.

The Polyphonic Composers of the best periods

were extremely methodical in their choice of

Clefs, which they so arranged as to indicate,

within certain Imiits, wheUier the Modes in

which they wrote were used at their natural
pitch, or transposed. [See Modes, the Ecclesi-
astical]. The Natural Clefs—C/tiart naturali
—were the well-known Soprano, Alto, Tenor,
and Bass, which have remained in common use,

among Classical Composers, to the present day.
The transposed Clefii

—

Chiavi trasportuti, or

Chiavette—were of two kinds, the Acute, and
the Grave. The former were the Treble (Fto/ino),

Mezzo Soprano, Alto, and Tenor,—or Barytone.
The latter consisted of the Alto, Tenor, Barytone,
and Bass—or Contra-Basso. The efiect of this

method of grouping was, that, when the Mode
was written, at its true pitch, in the Chiavi
n€Uurali, the Chiavette served to transpose it a
Fourth higher, or a Fifth lower: if, however, itwas
written at its natural pitch, in the ChiavetU, it

was transposed by aid of the Chiavi naturali.

The High Treble and Contra-Tenore were very
rarely used, after about the middle of the i6tn
century; and the Contra-Basso did not lon;^

survive them; but the remaining seven forms
were so constantly employed, t^t a familiar

acquaintance with them is indispensable to all

students of Polyphonic Music.

The Flat and the Natural were known and used
at a very early period—certainly long before the
time of Guido—the former, under the name of
the B rotundum, or B molle (b), and the latter,

under that of B qvadrum, or B durum ( ^ ). [See

B, vol. i. 107.] The Sharp, or Diens, has not been
traced back farther than the latter half of the 13th
cent., when we find it, in some French MSS. in
the form of a double S. Andrew's cross ($f:)—as
in Adam de la Hale*s fiondellus * Fines amour-
ettes.* In the 14th century, Ottobi classes it with
the B rotundum, and B quadrum, and calls it

B giacetUe (^. In the 15th and i6th centuries
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it quite displaced the Natural ; and was used, in
its stead, to correct a B which would otherwise
have been sung Flat. A single B b was always
placed at the Signature, in the transposed Modes.
The use of two Flats, indicating a double trans-
position—as in P. de la Rue*s * Pour quoi non,'
preserved in Petrucci's Odhecaton—is excessively
rare. Still more so is a Sharp Signature : though
examples may be found in Zarlmo ; and in Oke-
ghem's *Prennez sur moy,' printed in Petnioci*B
'Canti cento cinquanta.*

In Hobrecht*s * Forseulement,* and Barbyrau^s
Missa ' Virgo parens Christi,' an F b is placed at
the Signature, as a sign that the Mode is Mixo-
lydian. at its natural pitch, and that its Seventh
Degree is not to be sharpened. These cases,

however, are altogether abnormal, and must not
be taken as precedents. Both the spirit and the
letter of Medieval Music forbade the intro-

duction of anything, at the Signature, beyond
the orthodox B rotundum.

Accidental Sharps, Flats, and Naturals, very
rarely appeared in writing ; the Singer being ex-
pected to introduce the necessary Semitones, in
their proper places, at the moment of perform-
ance, in obedience to certain laws, with an epitome
of which the reader has already been furnished.
[See Mdsica Ficta.] This practice remained in
full force, imtil the close of the i6th century

;

and is even now ob->erved in the Pontifical Chapel.
Indications of Tempo, Dynamic Signs, and

Marks of Expression of all kinds, were altogether
unknown to the Composers of the 15th and i6th
centuries, unless, indeed, we are prepared to
recognise their prototypes in the singular Mottos,
and Enigmas, prefixed to the Canons, which,
in the time of Ookeghem, and Josquin des Pr^
were so zealously cultivated by Composers of
the Flemish School. [See Inscbiption.]
A few arbitrary signs, however, were in con-

stant use.

When Canons were written on a single Stave,

the Presa {-S') shewed the place at which the
second, third, or other following Voice was to
begin.

^^ The Pause (^) indicated the note on which
such Voices were to close. But it was also

placed, as in modem Music, over a note which the
Singer was expected to prolong indefinitely—as
in Basiron's ' Messa de franza* (printed in 1 508),
wherein, at the words '£t homo factus est,* Pauses
are placed over no less than eight Breves in
succession.

V The sign of repetition was a thick bar, with
clots on either side, like our own. When the
bar was double, the passage was sung twice;
when it was triple, thrice. A passage in Ho-
brecht*s Missa *Je ne demande * is directed to be
sung five times (:||: :|||: :|||||:). When words
were to be repeated, a smaller sign was used
(#), and reiterated at each repetition of the text.

Ottaviano dei Petrucci— who first printed
Music from moveable types, in the year 1501—
Antonio Gardano, Riccardo Amadino, Christoph
Plantinus, Peter Phalesius, Pierre Attaignant,
Robert Ballard, Adrian le Roy, our own John
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Daye, and Vautrollier, and other early typo-

graphers, each gloried in a certain individuality

of style which the Antiquary never fails to re-

cognise at a glance. But, the general character

of musical typography underwent no radical

change, from the first invention of printing,

until Uie dope of the i6th century. In this

respect Plain Chaunt was even more conservative

than Measured Music. After the invention of

the Square Notes

—

NotiUa quadrata, the Gros

fa of French Musicians~it was always printed.

as now, in black Lungs, Breves, and Semibreves,

on a Stave of Four Lines, on either of which
the F or C Clef might be placed, indiscriminately.

The 6 Clef was never used. Time-Signatures,

Rests, Points, and other signs used in Measured
Music, were, of course, quite foreig^n to its

nature: but, black Ligatures, angular in char-

acter, and of infinitely varied tbrm, were of

consUnt occurrence. As no change in the con-

stitution of Plain Chaunt is possible, no change
in its Notation is either needed or desired. But,

with Rhythmic Music, the case is very diflTerent

;

and we can readily understand that the Notation

of the 16th century proved insufficient, in many
ways, to meet the necessities of the 1 7th.

The daily-increasing attention bestowed upon
Instrumental Accompaniment, during the de-

velopment of the Monodic Style, led to some
very important changes. [See Monooia.] The
varying compass of the Instruments employed
demanded a corresponding extension of the Stave,

which was provided for by the unlimited use of

Ledger Lines. A single Ledger Line, above or

below the' Stave, may, indeed, be occaHionally

found among the Polyphonic Music of the 16th

century ; but, only in very rare cases. The
number of additional lines was now left entirely

to the Composer's discretion ; and it has continued

steadily to increase, to the present day.

Polyphonic Music was always printed in se-

parate parts. Sometimes, as in the case of

Ottavio dei Petrucci's rare volumes, each part

appeared, by itself, in a delicious little oblong

4to. Sometimes, as in the Roman editions of

Palestrina's Masses, four or mure parts were
exhibited, at a single view, on the outspread

pages of a large folio volume. But, the con-

nection between the parts was never indicated ;

and the Music was never barred—a peculiarity,

which, in this case, seems to have produced no
inconvenience. This plan, however, was quite

unsuited to the new style of composition. When
Peri published his 'Euridice,' in the year 1600, he
placed the Instrumental Accompaniment below
the Vooal part, and indicated the connection

between the two by means of Bars, scored through

the Stave—whence the origin ofour English word
SOOBB. The same plan was followed by Caccini,

in his 'Nuove Musiche,' in 1602; and, by Monte-
verde, in 'Orfeo,' in 1608 : and the practice ofprint-

ing in Partition, as score has always been called

everywherebut in England, soon became universal.

The new Bars were a great help to the reader

;

but, the invention of the Cantata, the Opera^

and the Oratorio, introduced new forms ofRhythm
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which it was all but impossible to express with
clearness, even with their assistance, bo long as the

cumbrous machineryofMode, Time,and Prolation,

remained in common use. To meet this difficulty,

the Time-Table itself was entirely remodelled—^not in essence, for the broad distinction be-
tween Binary and Ternary Rhythm formed the
basis of the new, as well as of the old system

—

but, in the means by which that fundamental
principle was enunciated, and its results expressed
in writing. The great advanta|^e of the new
method lay in the recognition of a definite value
for every note employed. The longer notes were
no longer made Perfect, or Imp^ect, by Posi-

tion; but all were referred to the Semibreve, as
a fixed standard of duration; and all, without
exception, were subject, in their natural forms,
to binary division, and could only be made ter-

nary by the addition of a dot—the old Point of
Augmentation—which increased their value by
one half. The chief factors of the system were,
the aliquot parts of the Semibreve, as represented
by the Minim, the Crotchet, the Quaver, and the
Semiquaver. A certain number of these factors,

now called the Beats of the Bar, was allotted

to each Measure of the Music. When that num-
ber was divisible by 2, the Time was said to be
Common; when it was divisible only by 3, the
Time was Triple. To express the more compli-
cated forms of Rhythm, the several Beats were
themselves subjected to a farther process of sub-
division, which might be either binary, or ternary,

at wilL When it was binary, the Time, whether
Common, or Triple, was said to be Simple.
When it was ternary, in which case each Beat
represented a dotted note, the Time was called

Compound; and with very good reason; each
Measure being, in reality, compounded of two or

more shorter Measures of Simple Triple Time.
The Time-Signatures by which this new system

was expressed in writing were, for the most part,

fractions ; the denominators of which indicated

the proportion between the Beats of the Bar
and the typical Semibreve, while the numerators
denoted the number of such beats to be taken in

a Measure. When the numerator was divisible

only by 2, it indicated Simple Common Time;
when only by 3, Simple Triple. In Compound
Common Time it was divisible either by 2, or 3

;

and, in Compound Triple, by 3, and 3 again.

The only exceptions to this practice were formed
by the retention of the Semicircle, for Common
Time with four Crotchets in a Measure, and the
barred Semicircle, for the IHme called Alia Breve,

with four Minims.' The Simple Common Times
most used in the 17th and i8th centuries were,

0, C. and I; the Simple Triple Times, f, f. |,

of the departed mysteries of Proportion, has used

|, |, and g, simultaneously, ana with wonderful

1 A quick form of Simple Common Tim*, with two Ifintm B«at« in

the Measure. i« used. In modem Music, with the Signature of the

barred Semicircle, and Tery Improperly called Alia Breve. MetidHs-
•ohn much regretted that he did aot bur the Bemldreia In his Over-
ture to X>M Me$rtaalilU.
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effect, in the well-known Minuet in 'Don Gio-
vanni * ; and Spohr has used similar combinations
in the Slow Movement of his Symphony, 'Die
Weihe der Tone.* The last-named Composer has
alao used |, in the Overture to his finest Opera,
' Faust; and |, in the Second Act of the same
work.

Jt must not be supposed that this admirable
system sprang into existence in a moment of

time. It was the result of long experience, and
many tentative experiments ; but we have pre-

ferred to treat of it, in its perfect condition,

rather than to dwell upon the successive stages of

its progress; and the more so, because, since the

time of Bach, and Handel, it has undergone
scarcely any change whatever.* Those who care

to study its transitional forms will find some
curious examples among the numerous Rioercari,

Toocate, and Capricci, composed for the Organ
by Frescobaldi, during the earlier half of the

1 7th century.—
«/ When the old Ecclesiastical Modes were
abandoned in favour of the modem Major and
Minor Scales, the insertion of accidental Sharps,

Flats, and Naturals, was no longer left to the

discretion of the performer. The place of every

Semitone was indicated, exactly, in writing;

and, in process oftime, the Double-Sharp ( x ) and
Double-Flat (bb) corrected by the ||| and ||b,

were added to the already existing signs. A
curious relique of the mediaeval custom was,

however, retained in general use, until nearly

the end of the i8th century, when the last Sharp
or Flat was suppressed, at the Signature, and
accidentally introduced, during the course of the

piece, as often as it was needed. Thus, Han-
del's Fifth Lesson for the Harpsichord (contain-

ing the 'Harmonious Blacksmith') was originally

written with three Sharps only at the Signature,

the D being everywhere made sharp bv an acci-

dental. (S^ the editions ofWalsh and ofArnold.)

A few of these ' Antient Signatures '—as they

are now called—may still be seen, in modem re-

prints; as in Mills's edition of Clari's Duet,

'Cantando un di,' which, though written in A
major, has only two Sharps at the Signature.

The rapid passages peculiar to modem Instru-

mental Music, and not unfrequently emulated by
modem Vocalists, naturally led to the adoption of

characters more cursive in style than the quaint

old square and lozenge-headed notes, and capable

of being written with greater facility. Thus
arose the round,or ratheroval-headed notes, which,

in tlie 1 8th century, completely supplanted the

older forms. Lozenge headed Quavers, and Semi-

quavers, whatever their number, wero always

printed with separate Hooks. The Hooks of the

round-headed ones were blended together, so as

to form continuous groups, containing any num-
ber of notes that might bt necessary—a plan

which greatly fEMsilitated the work both of the

1 In the P.T. amngeinent, only : not in the Full Score.

9 Unleu we eseert the pnuli of the Modern Italian Compoeen. who
always write In Simple Time, and make It Compound by the In-

•ertion of Triplet*-* strange oontnst to the ooosdentloiu
j^

of tba

• BannoDlottf Plift**"'**** 1
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writer, and the reader. Moreover, with the
increase of executive powers, arose Uie demand
for notes indicating increased degrees of rapidity ;

the Semiquaver was, accordingly, subdivided into

Demisemiquavers, with three Hooks, and Half-
Demisemiquavers, with foiur—^the ntmiber of ad-
ditional Hooks being, in fact, left entirely to the
discretion of the Composer.'
The introduction of the dramatic element

played a most important part in the development
of modem Music ; and, in order to do it justice,

it became imperatively necessary to indicate, mm
precisely as might be, the particular style in
which certain passages were to be performed.
As early as 1608, we find, in the Overture to
Monteverde's 'Orfeo,* a direction to the effect

that the Trumpets are to be played con wrdUn,
It was manifestly impossible to dispense, much
longer, with indications of Tempo. Frescobaldi
was one of the first great writers who employed
them ; and—strangely enough, considering his

birth in Ferrara, and long residence in Borne

—

one of his favourite words was Adagio, spelled,

as in the Venetian dialect, Adasio. The idea
once started, the words Allegro, Largo, (Trare,

and others of like import, were soon brought
into general use ; and their number has gradu-
ally increased, until, at the present day, it has
become practically infinite. As a general rule.

Composers of all nations have, by common coa-

sent, written their directions in Italian; and,
as a natural consequence of this practice, many
Italian words have been invested with a con-

ventional signification, which it would now be
difficult to alter. Beethoven, however, at one
period of his life, substitutedGerman words far the
moro usual terms, and we find, in the Mass in D,
and some of the later Sonatas, such expresrdons

as Mit Andacht, Nichl zu geschmnd, and many
others. [See Beethoven, vol. i. p. 193 6.] Hesooa
relinquished this novel practice; but Mendels-
sohn sometimes adopted it—as in Op. 62, No. 4,

marked MU vieler Innigkeii vorzutragen, and
ntmierous other instances. Schumann, also,

wrote almost all his directions in German : and
the custom has been much affected by German
Composers of the present day. A few iVmch
Musicians have fallen into the same habit ;* and
it was not unusual, at the dose of the last and
beginning of the present century, to find English
Composers—especially in their Glees—substitut-

ing such words as ' Chearful,* and ' Slower,* for

A llegroy and Piit Lento. Nevertheless, the Italian

terms still hold their ground ; and the adoption
of a common language, in such cases, is too

obvious an advantage to be lightly sacrificed to

national vanity.

We have already noticed the first indications of

Dynamic Signs, in the' Antiphonary of S. Gall.

This, however, was quite an exceptional case.

• The tlowneu with which theie Innoratlont were aeecpted Is w«l|

•lemplifled In an article In the 'Penny Oydopiedla.* (l«as^i> the
writer of which, lamenting the addition of unnecessary Hooks, regrets
that he Is obliged to mention the name of Beethoren among tboM
who hare been guilty of this monstrous absurdity!

4 Berlioz, for liwtanoe. Indicates the um of ' Harpei, dmnm x

and 'Baffuettei d'eponge'l
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Sach marks were utterly unknown to the Poly-

phonists of the 15th and i6th centuries ; and it

was not until the 17th was well advanced, that

they met with general acceptance. In the i8th

century, however, all the more essential signs,

such as /, p, f^y fZf ere8,t dim., and their well-

known congeners, were in full use ; and the

numerous forms now commonly employed are

really no more than elaborate sjmonyms for

these. Marks of expression, properly so called,

such as -«=:, =—, -<=, >-, A, and a nost of others,

though not unknown in the last century, were
much less frequently used than now. The Slur,

however, the modem substitute for the Me-
diaeval Ligature, and an infinite improvement
upon it, was constantly employed, both to shew
how many notes were to be sung to a ^single

syllable, and to indicate the Legato style. 80,

aJao, were tbe marks for Staccato ( • ) StaccatU-

$imo (*), and Meao StacccUo (^^^). But the op-

posite to these (-) is of very recent invention

indeed ; and has only, within a very few years,

taken the place of the £u> less convenient tenn
ten, (dim. of (enuto). The Tie, or Bind (^-~v),

is found in the Score of Peri's • Euridice,* printed

in 1600. The Swell (—=:=*) was first used by
Domenico Mazzocchi, in a collection of Madri-
gals, printed in 1638. The Pause has undei^ne
no change whatever, either in form, or significa-

tinn, since the time of Basiron. As in the days
of Obrecht, the Dotted Double Bar is still used
as the sign of repetition ; though a tripled bar
would no longer be understood to indicate that
the passage was to be sung or played thrice ; and
the dots are not now placed on both sides of the
bar, unless the passages on both sides are in-

tended to be repeated. The convenient forms
of jmA and 2^^ voUa date from the last century.
We first find the term Da Capo—^now better

known by its diminutive, D,C,—in Alessandro
Scarlatti's Opera, * Theodora,* produced in 1693.
For this, when the performer is intended to go
back to the Presa (S-) the words Dal Segno are
more correctly substituted, with the word Fine,
to indicate the final close.

The innumerable Graces which formed so con-
apicuous a feature in the Music of the last century,

and the greater number of which are now en-
tirely obsolete, had each their special sign. By
£ar the most important of these was the true

Appoggiatura, which, though always written ns

a small note, took half the value of the note it

preceded, unless that note was dotted, in which
case it took two thirds of it ; while the Acciacca-

tura, though exactly similar in form, was always
played short. The Appoggiatura is now always
written as a large note, and the Acciaocatura as

a small one: but, it is impossible to play the
works of Haydn, or Mozart, correctly, without
thoroughly understanding the difference between
the two. [See Appoogiatuba ; Acciaccatuba.]
The variety of Shakes, Turns, Mordents, Cadents,

Back&Us, and other Agrimens, cultivated by
performers who have scttfcely, even yet, passed

1 Sae Xnndeluohn'i protest affalntt thU la Lettar to Ktefftmn.
*6oetbe aod MondolMOhn,' Sod «d. pb 177.
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out of memory, was very great. A valuable
explanation of some of those used in the last

century, is given in Griepenkerrs edition of the
Organ Works of J. S. Bach, on the authority of
a letter written by that Master himself, and,
happily, still in existence. [See AoBiMSKS,
Mordent, Shake, Torn, etc., etc.]

Of the numerous Clefs employed in the x6th
century, five only have been retained. In Full
Scores, Classical Composers still write their Voice
Parts in the time-honoured Chiavi naturali—
Soprano, Alto, Tenor, and Bass. In the so-

called PJ*. Scores of Uie«present day, the Treble
Clef is always substituted for the Soprano ; and,
very often, for the Alto and Tenor also, with the
understanding that the Tenor is to be sung an Oc-
tave lower than it is written. When this method
was first invented, the Alto was also written in

the Octave above that in which it was intended to

be sung—as in Dr. Clarke's edition of Handel's
Works : but this most inconvenient plan is now
happily abandoned ; and the Alto part is always
written at its true pitch, even when transposed
into the Treble Clef. Solo Voice-parts are also

written, in full Scores, in their proper Clefs. In
P.F. Scores, all except the Bass are always
written in the Treble Clef. Handel sometimes
used the Treble Clef, so far as the Songs were
concerned, even in his Full Scores ; and hence it

is that, in many oases, we only know by tradition

whether a certain Song is intended to be sung by
a Soprano or a Tenor. Of course this observation

does not apply to the great Composer's Choruses,

which were always written in their proper Clefs.

Every Orchestral or other Instrument hss,

also, its proper Clef ; and, in many cases, a dis-

tinctive Method of Notation. Violin Music is

always written in the Treble Clef—to which,
indeed, the name of the Violin Clef is given,

everywhere but in England ; and to save Ledger
Lines, the high notes are sometimes written

in the octave below, with the diminutive Svo,

and the dotted line, above them.
The Viola always plays from the Alto Clef.

The Violoncello hss a peculiar Notation of its

own. Its normal Clef is the Bass ; but the higher

notes are generally written in the Tenor—some-
times, though less frequently, in the Alto. The
highest notes of all are written in the Treble

Clef ; but, with the understanding that they are

to be played an Octave lower than they are written^
unless the word loco is placed over them, in

which case they are to be played in their true

place. When Bva ... is placed over them, they

are played an Octave higher than they are written.

Beethoven, in his P.F. Trio in Bb, Op. 97, gives

full directions to this effect; but some writers

for the Violoncello, dispensing with the word loco,

place Sva . . . over the notes which they wish to

be played at their true pitch.

The Contra-Basso part is always written in the

Bass Clef; but the instrument sounds the note

an octave lower than it is written. In the Or-

chestra, the player sits at the same desk as the

Violoncello, and plays from the same part : but

it is understood that he is to be silent, wh^ any
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other than the Baas Clef is used, or, when the

port is marked ^ceUo^; and not to play again,

until the Baas Clef is resumed, or the part marked
BasBO. Since the time of Beethoven, a separate

part has often been written for the Contra-Basso

;

but the player always looks over the same book
as the Violoncello.

Flutes and Oboes always play from the Treble

Clef. Clarinets also play from the Treble Clef;

but parts for the Bb Clarinet are written a
Major Second, and those for the A Clarinet a
Minor Third, higher than they are intended

to sound. Thus, in ]6eethoven's Symphony in

C minor, the Bb Clarinet parts are written

in D minor ; and in Mozart*s Overture to

Figaro (in D), the A Clarinet parts are written

in F ; while, in both cases, the Instrument trans-

poses the notes to the required pitch, without

farther interference on the part of the player.

The Como di Bassetto, or Tenor Clarinet, plays

every note a Fifth lower than it is written ; its

part, therefore, when intended to be played in

the key of F, must be written in that of C : and
the same peculiarity characterises the Cor An-
glais, or Tenor Oboe.

The normal Clef for the Bassoon is the Bass

;

but the Tenor Clef is frequently employed, for

the highest notes, to save Ledger Lines. The
Double Bassoon also uses the Bats Clef, sounding

every note an Octave lower than it is written.

Trumpet parts are written in the Treble Clef,

and always in the key of C ; the Instrument

being made to transpose them to the required

pitch by the addition, or removal, of Crooks.

In the time of Handel, Trumpets rarely played

in any other keys than those of C and D ; and
the parts were then always written in the key
in which they were intended to be played.

Horn parts are written exactly in the same way
as Trumpet parts ; and the Instrument transposes

them, in like manner, but in the Octave below.

The few lower notes for the Horn are, however,

frequently written in the Bass Clef. The Alto,

Tenor, and Bass Trombones, play from the Alto,

Tenor, and Bass Clefs, respectively.

The Drums, as a general rule, play only two
notes—the Tonic, and Dominant : and these are

usually written in C, and transposed by the man-
ner of tuning the Instrument. Sometimes, how-
ever, the true notes are written ; especially when
more than two Drums are used.

The Wind Instruments used in Military Bands
stand in a great variety of keys, thereby causing

much complication in the Notation of the Score.

In the Scores ofHandel, Haydn,and Mozart, the

Organ is usually made to play from the ordinary

Bass part, which is figured throughout, and thus

convei-ted into a 'Thorough-base,* in order to

indicate the chords with which the Organist is

expected to enrich the composition. When the

letters T. S.—for Tasto solo—are substituted

for the figures, the Organist omits the Chords,

and plays the Bass only, in unison, until the

figures reappear. The Organ part is <mly written

in full, on two Staves, when it is purely cbbli-

gaio—OS in Handel*s 'Saul.* In old Oigan
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and Harpmdiord Music—both written in precisely
the same way—frequent use is made of the
Tenor Clef; but it has never been used for the
Pianoforte, the Notation for which is chiefly

romarkable for the number of its Ledger Lines,

notwithstanding the constant use of the di-

minutive Sva, placed over notes written in the
octave below. When the Pedal was first brought
into general use. it was indicated by the sign

^, or the words sema sordino ; the sign ^, or
the words con eordino, shewing the place at
which it was to be removed. It is now indicated

by the abbreviation Ped, ; and its removal, by
an asterisk ^, or, as in some of Beethoven^s later

works, a little cross + . The words una corda,

or the letters U.C, indicate the 'Soft Pedal*

;

and the words tre corde^ or the letters T.C.. are
used to direct its romoval. In Beethoven's Son-
ata, Op. 1 06, the gradual removal of the 'Soft

Pedal* is indicated thus :

—

Una eorda. Poco a
poco due ed allora tutte le corde. In the days
when he affected German terms, he used the
words mil VenchiAung. [See yERSCHiEBUNO.I

In old Pianoforte Music, Abbreviations are

of frequent occurrence. They are now very
raroly used ; and are, indeed, commonly supposed

to indicate a very debased style of typography

:

nevertheless, they frequently serve to facilitate the

process ofreading very considerably. In Orchestral

Parts, they are still extensively used ; especially

in tremolos, and other similar passages, in which,

while economising space, they save readers an
immensity of trouble. [See Abbbeviations,
HoBK, Tbumpet, Bassoon, Double Bassoon,
Claeinbt, etc., etc.]

If perfect adaptation of the means used to the

end proposed be accepted as a fair standard of

excellence, our present system of Notation leaves

little to be desired; for it is difficult to con-

ceive any combination of sounds, consistent with
what we believe to be the true principles of

Musical Science, which it is incapable of ex-

pressing. Attempts have been made, over and
over again, to supersede it by newer inventions :

but, with the exception of the 'Tonic Sol-fa*

' system, and its French equivalent, the M^thode
Galin-Paris-Chev^. not one of them has succeeded

in commanding serious attention. It is impossible

that we can set aside arrangements, the conveni-

ence ofwhich has been tested by so many centuries

of experience, in favour of such Methods as that

advocated by the * Chroma-Verein des gleich-

stUfigen Tonsystems,' the ' Keyboard Method of

Notation, or Chromatic Stave,* or any other sys-

tems, good or bad, of modem invention, whether

based upon the results of private experience, or

scientific calculation, whatevermay be the amount
of ingenuity displayed in tlieir construction. Like

the Chiffres proposed by Louis Bourgeois, in the

16th century, they may, for a time, attain a cer-

tJEtin amount of delusive popularity ; but, sooner

or later, they must, and invariably do, &U to the

ground. And the reason is obvious. Our recog-

nised system is an universal Language, conmion

1 For «n BMount ut the 'MoTMble Do.* whldi tomi the ebkf

ehancteristlc of this STrtem. see Bouiuatiom.
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to all civilised countries ; whereas, the empirical

methods which have been proposed as subeti-

tiites for it are, like the Tablature for the Lute,

fitted, at their best, only to answer some special

purpose, often of very slight importance. The
* Tonic Solfft' system, for instance,—even set-

ting aside the grave faults which it shares with
the older Alphabetical Method long since con-

demned—could never be used for any other

purpose than that of very commonplace Part
Singing, while the time spent in acquiring it

could scarcely fail, if devoted to the study of

ordinary Notation, to lead to far higher results.

[See Tonic sol-fa; Ket. II, vol. ii. p. 550;
B0UB6EOI8, Louis, Appendix.] We may, there-

fore, safely predict, for the present Written
Language of Music, a future co-ordinate with that

of the Scientific Principles of which it has so

long been the recognised exponent. [W, S. R.]

NOTE, NOTES (Lat. nota). The marks or

eigrns by which music is put on paper. [See

Notation.] Hence the word is used for the

sounds represented by the notes. [See Scale.]

Also for the keys of a pianoforte ; and for a tune
or song, as the * note' of a bird. [G.]

NOTTEBOHM, Martin Gustav, composer,
teacher, and writer on music, bom Nov. 1 2, 181 7,

at LUdenscheid near Amsberg in Westphalia,

son of a manufjEicturer. In 1838 and 39, when
in Berlin as a volunteer in the Garde-SchUtzen*
bataillon, he t<>ok lessons on the piano and com-
position from L. Berger and Dehn. In 1840 he
removed to Leipzig, where he became intimate

with Mendelssohn and Schumann, particularly

the latter. A testimonal from Mendelssohn,
stating his qualifications as a musician, procured
his discharge from the army, and in Sept. 1846
he settled finally in Vienna. In 1847 he went
through a course of counterpoint with Sechter,

and has since been esteemed as an able and
conscientious teacher of the pianoforte and com-
position. Bat it is as a solid and scientific

writer on music that his name will live ; indeed
his critical researches on Beethoven's works con-

stitute him an authority of the first rank. His
cooperation in the revised editions of the works
of Bach, Handel, Beethoven, Mendelssohn, and
Mozart, is of the highest value as a guarantee
for the thoroughness with which underlings so

important should be conducted. If not the first

to explore Beethoven's sketch-books, he has cer-

tainly investigated them more thoroughly and
to more purpose than any one else, and his works
on this subject deserve the gratitude of every
student of the great composer. [See vol. i. p. 1 74.]
It is to be regretted that so far no public institu-

tntion has been inclined to ofier a man of his

great attainments a position commensurate with
his services.

Up to the present date (April 1880) Notte;
bohm has published :

—
' MusikwissenschafUiche

Beitrage ' in the ' Monatschrift flir Theater und
Mu8ik*(i855 and 57, Vienna, Klemm) ; 'Ein
Skizzenbuoh von Beethoven,* dtscription with
extracts (1865, Breitkopf & Hartel) ; 'Thema-
tisches Verzeichniss der im Druck erschienenen
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Werke von Beethoven,' 2nd ed. enlarged, and
with chronological and critical observations ( 1 868,
B. &H.); 'Beethoveniana* (1872, Rieter-Bie-
dermann) ;

* Beethoven's Studien,* vol. L con-
taining the instruction received by Beethoven
from Haydn. Albrechtsberger, and Salieri ; from
the original MSS. (1873, ibid.) ; « Thematisches
Verzeichniss der im Druck erschienenen Werke
von Franz Schubert' (1874, Vienna, Schreiber) ;

'Neue Beethoveniana,' papers appearing from
time to time in the 'Musikalisches Wochenblatt*

;

1875 to 79—this last, and the ' Beethoveniana,*
are founded on the examination of Beethoven's
sketch-books to which allusion has been made;
* Mozartiana* (1880, B. & H.) His compositions
include—op. i, Clavier-quartet ; op. 4, Clavier-trios

(both Peters) ; Solos for P.F. op. 2 and 3 (Peters)
;

op. 6, 10, II, 13-15 (Spina) ; op. 16 (Peters)

;

op. 17 * Variationen liber ein Thema von J. S.

Bach^ P.P. 4 hands (B. & H.). [C.F.P.]

NOURRIT, Louis, tenoi^singer, bom Aug. 4*
1780, at Montpellier, and ^ucated in the
Mattrise there ; through the influence of M^hul
entered the Conservatoire at Paris, became the
favourite pupil of Garat, and wou prizes. He
made his first appearance at the Op^ra as
Renaud in Clucks 'Armide.' A good singer,

but unambitious and cold, he contented himself
with taking Laln^*s parts in the old operas, and
seldom created new rdles. He retired in 1826,
and lived at his country house at Brunoy till

I

his death, which took place on Sept. 23, 1831.
During the whole of his operatic career he carried

on the business of a diamond merchant, and
wished to make a tradesman of his eldest son

I

Adolphe, bom in Paris, March 3, 1802. This
gifted youth received a good classical education

I at the College Ste. Barbe, but was then put into

an oflSce, the drudgery of which he beguiled by
studying music in secret. On the representation

of Garcia, however, he was allowed to follow his

wishes. His first appearance at the Op^ra took
place Sept. 10, 182 1, as Pylade in Gluck's *Iphi-

I

g^nie en Tauride,' when he was favourably

received, partly because, in voice, manner, and
appearance, he was strikingly like his father.

This resemblance suggested to M^ul an op4ra-

f^rie, 'Les deux Salem* (July 12, 1824), which
however failed. Adolphe was intelligent and
well-educated, and determined to succeed.

Flexibility of voice he acquired by singing in

Rossini's operas, and he studied hard to excel

as an actor both in comedy and tragedy. On
his father's retirement he sucoe^ed him
as leading tenor, and for more than ten

years created the first tenor r6le in all

the operas produced at the Acaddmie. The fol-

lowing is a list of the parts written for him :

—

1826, N^'l^s in ' Le Si^ge de Corinthe.'

1827, Am^nophis in Molse*; and Douglas in
' Macbeth.' 1828, Masaniello in ' La Muette de
Portici' ; and ' Le Comte Ory.' 1829, Arnold in

'GuiDaume Tell.' 1830, L^nard da Vinci in

Ginestet's 'Fran9ois I k Chambord*; and Un
Inconnu in 'Le Dieu et la Bayadere.* 1 831,

Adhemar in 'Euryanthe'; Guillaume in *Jje
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Philtre'; and Robert in 'Robert le Diable.'

1831, Edmond in 'Le Serment.* 1833, 'Gustave
III'; and Nadir in Cherubini's 'Ali Baba.'

1834, Don Juan in a new translation of Mozart*8

opera. 1835, El^azar in * La Juive.' 1836,

Raoul in ' Les Huguenots' ; and Phoebus in ' La
Esmeralda' by Louise Bertin. 1837, 'Stradella'

in Niedenneyer's opera.

The writer of this article was a personal friend

of Nourrit's, and heard him in nearly all the

r61e8 which he created, and to which he im-

parted a distmct stamp of his own. Though
rather stout, and short in the neck, he had a fine

presence, and could be refined and pleasing in

comedy, or pathetic and commanding in tragedy

at will. He used his falsetto with mat skill,

and was energetic without exhausting his powers.

He was idolised by the public, and his influence

both with them and with his brother artists

was great. He was consulted by managers and
authors alike ; he wrote the words for El^azar's

fine air in 'La Juive,* and suggested the abrupt

and pathetic close of the duet in the 'Huguenots.'

His poetic imagination is shown by the libretti

for the ballets of 'La Sylphide,' 'La Tempdte,*
* L'lle des Pirates.' ' Lc IDiable boiteux, etCn

danced by Taglioni and Fanny Elssler—all which
were written by him. Besides securing large

receipts for the Op^ra, he popularised Schubert's

songs in France, made the fortune of various

composers of romances, and was always ready to

sing the ist act of * La Dame Blanche* with
Mme. Damoreau for any charitable purpose. In
conversation he was witty and refined. Duprez's
engi^ement at the opera was a severe mortifica-

tion for so earnest and so popular an artist,

and rather than divide honours to which he
felt he had an exclusive right, or provoke com-
parisons which would in all probability have
oeen made in his favour, he resolved to retire.

On his last appearance at the Acad^mie (April i,

1837) he received the most enChusiastic and flat-

tering ovation ever perhaps accorded to a French
artist, but nothing would induce him to remain
in Paris. He obtained leave of absence from the
Conservatoire, where he had been professeur de
declamation lyrique for the last ten years, started

for Brussels, and thence proceeded to Marseilles,

Lyons, and Toulouse. His iiiea was to produce
during his toumde scenas or acts composed ex-

Sresfdy for him, and Ambroise Thomas furnished
im with a dramatic cantata called ' Silvio Pel-

lioo' (words by Legouv^), which he carried off

with expressions of delight at having found
something which would display his powers in a
new light. Of this piece, however, nothing has
ever been heard since. While at Marseilles and
Toulouse Nourrit's customary excitement in-

creased to an alarming degree, and was aggra-
vated after his return to Paris, by a series of

newspaper articles praising Duprez at his ex-

pense. These drove him away a second time.

He started for Italy in a state of deep depression,

but was tem|K>iarily restored by Rossini's kind-
ness and by the cordiality of his reception in most
of the great towns. Unfortunately * Polyeucte,'

NOVELLO.

which Donizetti had composed for him, was inter*

dieted in Naples, and he made his first appearance
at San Carlo in Mercadante's 'U Giuramento.'
He was well received both in this and in 'Norma,*
but could not be persuaded of the fact. After
singing at a benefit concert in a state of great
mental fatigue, he had a sudden access ofdelirium
in the night, and throwing himself out ofwindow
was killed on the spot, March 8, 1839. His re-

mains were brought to Paris, and interred amid a
crowd of sorrowing friends. He was much valuefl

by Mendelssohn, who made his acquaintance in
183 1, and who notices his death in terms of great
sorrow. (Hiller's Mendelssohn, p. 137.)
There is a fine marble medallion of Nourrit by

Pradier; and he was often painted in scenes
from ' La Muette,' • Robert,' ' La Juive,' and * Les
Huguenots.' The portrait by F. R. Spencer is

very like. M. L. Quicherat, one of his sons-in-

law, published ' Adolphe Nourrit ; sa Vie,* etc.

(Paris, 1867, 3 vols.) containing ample details.

His brother Augusts (bom Paris 180S, died
at risle d'Adam July 11, 1853), was also a
distinguished tenor singer, and for some time
directed the chief theatres at the Hague, Amster-
dam,and Brussels. He visited the United States.

and after his return devoted himself to teaching

singing. [G.C.]

NOVELLETTEN. The title of a series of
eight pieces for pianoforte solo by Schumann
(op. 21 \ written in 183S, and dedicated to

Adolph Henselt. There is also another Novel-
lette of great beauty not included in this series,

but written in the same year, which Schumann
afterwards inserted in his 'Bunte Blatter,' 14
short pieces, op. 99. The name, like so many
others of Schumann's, suggests the influence of

Jean Paul's writings. * He had found at last

(says Mr. Niecks') the proper form for his confi-

dential communications,—for the Kreisleriana

and Novelletten are a kind of confessions. These
pieces read like a romance, to the interest and
beauty of which they add the truthfulness of

reality They are characterised by
Schumann as 'larger connected romantic stories.'

' Here we have no painful forcing, no oozing out

of thoughts, but a nill stream, a rich outwelling,

such as is rare even with this master, . . ,

They differ from the Kreisleriana in the pre-

ponderance of the humorous element, and are of

a more hopefUl and cheery tone.' [J.A.F.M.]

NOVELLO. Vincent, son of an Italian father

and English mother, was bom at 240, Oxford

Street, Sept. 6, 1 781 . He was a chorister at the

Sardinian Chapel, Duke Street, LincolnVInn-
Fields, under ^*amuel Webbe, the organist, and
after the breaking of his voice officiated as deputy
for Webbe, and also for Danby, organist of the

Spanish Chapel, Manchester Square. At 16

years of age he became organist of the Portu-

guese Chapel in South Street, Grosvenor Square,

which office he held until 1822. In 181 2 he
was pianist to the Italian Opera Company at the

Pantheon. He was one of the original niemben
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of th6 Philliarmotiio Society, and' oocaaionally

directed its concerts. Having attained great

eminence as an organist he was selected to take
the organ in the * Creation * at the Westminster
Abbey Festival in 1834. JProm 1840 to 1843 he
was organist of the Roman Catholic Chapel in

MOorfields. He was one of the founders of the

Classical Harmonists and Choral Harmonists
Societies, of both which he was for some time
conductor. In 1849 he quitted England for

Nice, where he resided until his death, Aug. 9,
186 1. Novello's compositions were numerous and
varied, and if not remarkable for invention or

originality, are marked by grace and solid mu-
sidanship. They include 'Kosalba,' a cantata
composed for the Philharmonic Society; *01d
May Morning/ a ' cheerful glee/ which gained a
mze at Manchester in 1832 ; and *The Infanl*8

Prayer/ a recitative and air which was long the

favourite of every choir boy who was quiuified

for concert singing, and of which nearly 100.000
copies were sold. He also composed many
masses, motets, and sacred pieces to Latin
words, which, ifnot very original, were good sound
music, and have helped to form the taste of

many a living amateur in England. But it was
as an editor and arranger uiat he principally

deserves the gratitude of lovers of music. His
first work was 'A Collection of Sacred Music*
(masses and motets, including many by himself)^

a vols., 181 1, 2nd edit., 1825; which was fol-

lowed by 'Twelve Easy Masses,' 3 vols., 1816;
'The Evening Service,* including Uie Gregorian
hymns, a vols., 1822; 'The Fitzwilliam Music,*

a

noble selection of sacred pieces by Italian com-
posers ^m MSS. in the Fitzwilliam Museum,
Cambridge, 5 vols., 1825;' Puree's Sacred Music,'
5 vols.. 1829, containing many anthems, services,

and other pieces never before printed, afterwards

republished in 4 vols. ; 1 8 Masses by Mozart, and
JO by Haydn, of which 10 of the former and 9 of

the latter were printed for the first time ;
' Con-

vent Music,* a collection of pieces for treble

voices, 2 vols., 1834; "^^^ Psalmist,* a coUec
tion of psalm tunes; 'The Congregational and
Chorister's Pealm and Hymn Book ;* Croft's An-
thems, a vols. ; Greene's Anthems, 2 vols.

;

Boyce's Anthems, 4 vols. ; Organ part to Boyce's

'Cathedral Music'; the masses of Beethoven,
Hummel, etc. He took a number of madrigals
by Wilbye and others, originally written for 3
and 4 voices, and added 2, 3, and even 4 addi-

tional parts to them with great ingenuity. For
the organ he published, amongst others, ' Select

Oigan Pieces, 3 voIk; 'Cathedral Voluntaries,*

7 vols. ; and ' Short Melodies,' i vol. But it is

impossible to enumerate all the arrangements of

this industrious musician, or the benefits which
he thereby conferred on lovers of music at a time
when it was difficult of access to a degree now
hard to realise. Novello possessed well-culti-

vated literary taste, and numbered among his in-

timate friends Charles and Mary Lamb, Shelley,

Keats, Leigh Hunt, Hazlitt, Edward Holmes,
and Charles Cowden Clarke, the latter of whom
married his eldest daughter. Lamb has men-

yoL. u. FT. 10.
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tioned him with affection in more tiian one pas-

sage. His family circle was greatly beloved by
those who had access to it, amongst others by
Mendelssohn, who was often there during his

early visits to this country, and many of whose
extraordinary improvisations took place in the
Novellos* drawing-room.

Cecilia, his second daughter, studied singing

under Mrs. Blane Hunt, and appeared upon the
stage. She was a good musician, and an ex-

cellent and useful singer of secondary parts.

She became the wife of Thomas James Serle,

actor, dramatist and journalist. Their daughter,
Emma Claba, a promising soprano singer, died
at an early age, Oct. 4, 1877.
Claba Anastasia, his fourth daughter, bom

June 10, 1S18, was at 9 years of age placed
under Miss Hill and John Robinson, at York,,
to learn singing and pianoforte-playing. In 1829
she became a pupil of the Conservatoire at Paris,

but returned to England in the following year on
account of the Revolution. In 1833 ^he made
her first public appearance at a concert at Wind-
sor, with such success that she was immediately
engaged at the Ancient and Philharmonic Con-
certs and Worcester Festival, and in the next
year at the Westminster Abbey Festival. She
sang at all the principal concerts and festivals

untU 1837, when, at the invitation of Mendels-
sohn, she went to Leipsic, and appeared at the
Gewandhaus Concerts, whence she passed on to

Berlin, Vienna, St. Petersburg, and Dusseldorf.

Writing to the Secretary of the Philharmonic
Society in Jan. 1839, Mendelssohn speaks of her
and Mrs. Shaw as * the best concert singers we
have heard in Germany for a long time,* and
Schumann (Gesamm. Scnriften, iii. 47) dwells on
the extraordinary interest she excited, and thO

universal surprise at her noble simple style of

interpreting Handel. In 1839 she went to

Italy to study for the stage, and became a pupil

of Micheroux at Milan, with whom she re-

mained for a year. She made her first ap-

pearance in opera at Padua, July 6, 1841, in

Rossini's ' Semiramide,* with great success. She
afterwards sang at Rome, Milan, Bologna, Mo-
dena, and other places. She returned to England,
in March, 1843, and appeared in opera at Drury
Lane, and in oratorio at the Sacred Harmonic
Concerts, and the Birmingham FestivaL On Oct.

22, 1843, she was married to Count Gigliucci,;

and withdrew from public life ; but circumstances

compelled her, a few years later, to return to the

exercise of her profession, and in 1850 she sang
in opera at Rome and Lisbon. In 1851 she re-

turned to England and appeared in oratorio, in

which she achieved her greatest successes, and at

concerts. She also made one more appearance
here on the stage, namely, in the Puritan! at

Drury Lane July 5, 1853. In 1854 she sang in

opera at Milan. Her greatest triumphs were at

the opening of the Crystal Palace, June 10, 1854,
and at the Handel Festivals in 1857 and 1859,
where her clear pure notes penetrated the vast

space in a manner not to be easily forgotten. In
'Nov, i860 she took leave of Uie public in a

I i
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perfonnanoe of ' Messiah* at the Crystal Palace,

and at a benefit concert at St. James's Hall, and re*

turned to Italy, where she now resides. Her voice

was a high soprano, extending from C below the

stave to D in alt» remarkable for purity of tone,

brilliance and power. She excelled in oratorio,

particularly in devotional songs, and she enjoys

the distinction of having drawn praise from

Charles Lamb, notwithstanding his insensibility

to music. (See his poem • To Clara N.')

Mart Sabilla, his sixth daughter, was also a
soprano vocalist, but delicacy of threat and sus-

ceptibility to cold compelled her to relinquish

singing. She has translated several theoretical

works into English. Since 1849 she has resided

in Italy, at first at Nice, and since at Genoa.
Joseph Alfred, his eldest son, bom 18x0,

was a bass singer, and for many years sang in

oratorios and concerts. He was for some time

choir-master at LincolnVInn Chapel. He adapted

the English text to the ' Lobgesang,' and several

of the Psalms of Mendelssohn. He was actively

engaged in obtaining the repeal of the advertise-

ment duty, the paper duty, the stamp on news-

papers, and other imposts generally known as

the 'Taxes upon Knowledge.' He is however
best known as a music publisher. [See Novello,
Ewer & Company.] He retired in 1856, and
went to reside at Nice, whence he removed to

Genoa, where he is now living. [W.H.H.]

NOVELLO, EWER. & Co., Music Pub-
lishers. The foundation of this firm dates from
the year 1811, when Vincent Novello, already

well known as a professor of music and organist,

put forth his first publication, ' Novello's Sacred
Music as performed at the Boyal Portuguese
Chapel.'

Vincent Novello, while much engaged both as

teacher and organist, found time to compose, edit,

and issue from his private residence from time

to time many important works, amongst others,

• Twelve Easy Masses ' (3 vols, folio) ;
• Motetts

and other Pieces principally adapted for the

Morning Service * (2 vols, folio) ; 'Evening Ser-

vice, being a collection of Pieces appropriate to

Vespers, Complin, and Tenebrse' (a vols, foh'o),

and many others enumerated in the preceding

article. At this time he also commenced his

greatest work, ' Puroeirs Sacred Music ' (4 vols.,

large folio). The publication of this, which,

when completed, consisted of upwards of 1000
pages, was finished after his son, Joseph Alfred
Novello, had begun business as a regular music-

Eublisher at Na 67, Frith Street, Soho, which
e did in 1829. From Frith Street he removed

in 1834 to more extensive premises at No. 69,
Dean Street, Soho, which house, in conjunction

with No. 70, is still occupied bv the present firm as

a printing-office. In those early days no less than
18 masses by Mozart and 16 by Haydn, of which
only 8 and 7 respectively had previously been pub-

lished, and that only in full score, were issued

under the editorship of Vincent Novello in the

practical and useful form of vocal scores. In
thus taking up sacred music, Novello was the

first legitimate successor to John Dat, since
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whose time the publication of stored music in
England had been limited to the issue of works
such as Barnard's 'Selected Church Music»*
Boyce's ' Cathedral Music,* Croft s ' Musica Ss^
era,* etc., which were issued on subscription by
the editor or composer.

Joseph Alfred Novello was the first person who
made the practical discovery that music could be
supplied in lai^ quantities at a much lower rate
than had hitherto been charged, and that the
nece8i>ary demand might be created by bringing
out what were then considered extraordinarily

cheap editions of standard works. How different

the meaning of the term ' cheap ' was at that early
period firom what it is now, may be gathered from
the fact that the small engraved oblong editions

of Haydn's and Mozarfs Masses, then considered
very low in price, were charged to the public at
stmis varying from 8s. 6d, downwards.
Mr. Alfred Novello soon advanced still further

in the same direction, by turning his attention to
type-printing, as the only means of meeting a
really large demand. In 1846 he be^an the issue

of music in 8vo—that form being then an entire
novelty—sprinted from type. The * Messiah* and
the ' Creation' were issued in that year in sixpenny
numbers, and were followed by many others.

In 1857 the * Messiah* waa issued at i8,4d^ and
now (1880) not only that but 67 other oratorioa

and large works of Handel, Haydn, Bach, Mo-
zart, Weber, Cberubini, Mendelssohn, Gounod,
Schumann, Brahma, Goetz, and many others are
published at one shilling. ConcurrenUy with
the progress of the typeprinUng, a reduction in

the price of sheet-music by about 50 per cent
was nuule in the year 1849, thus placing

it before a large section of the public by ^hom
it had before been unattainable. But while thus
lowering the price of music and extending its

range, Uie firm has not been unmindful of excel-

lence of execution. Vincent Novello's early pro-

ductions are distinguished for a peculiar grace

and neatness *, and very recently, by introducing

German engravers, his successors have produced,

in the Purcell Society's volume for 1878, and
in their complete edition of Mendelssohn's P.F.
works, specimens ofplate music equalling any that

are turned out by the great foreign publishers,

and fully up to the same very high level of ex-

cellence which distinguishes their type-music

In the year 1861 the business began to be
conducted under the style of Novello & Co., Mr.
Henry Littleton, who had taken an increasingly

active part in the house since 1841, and had for

some years the sole direction of the business,

being admitted a partner: five years later he

became the sole proprietor, by the retirement of

Mr. Novello; and in 1867 he purchased the

business of Ewer & Co., thus acauiring the whole

of the copyright works of Mendelssohn. In the

same year the premises at No. i, Bemers Street,
*

Oxford Street, were opened, and the firm became
known imder its present style of Novello, Ewer
& Co. Later still, in 1878, large bookbinding

establishments were opened at 11 1 and 113

Southwark Street. [G.J
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NOVERRE, Jban Geoboes, born in Paris,

April tg, 1727. His fathttr, who had formerly

served under Charles XII, intended him for the
army, but his love of dancing and the theatre

were inTinoible, and he became the great au-
thority on dancing, and the reformer of the
French ballet. A pupil of the celebrated dancer
Dupr^ he made his d^\it before the court at

Fontainebleau in 1745, but apparently without
success, as we find hun soon afterwards well re-

ceived at Berlin. In 1 747 he returned to Paris,

and composed several ballets for the Op^ra
Comique, the success of which aroused so much
jealousy as to induce him to accept Garrick's

invitation to London in 1755. There he spent
two years, profiting in more ways than one, as

may be seen by the more extended knowledge
and more elevated imagination of his ballets of

that date. He returned to Paris hoping for the

appointment of ballet-master to the Academic,
but fiuling this, he accepted a lucrative engage-

ment at the large theatre of Lyons. Here, in

conjunction with Granier, he produced three

ballets (1758 and 59) of which the scenarios

were printed. Here also he published his * Let-
ires sur la Danee et les Ballets (i 760, i vol. Svo),

which attracted general notice, and greatly in-

creased his reputation. Remaining stiU without a
summons to Paris, he found a patron in the Duke
ofWirtanberg, for whom he composed no less than
twenty divertissements and ballets pantomimes.
The Empress Maria Theresa next summoned
him to Vienna, as director of the oourt-f§tes,

and dancing-master to the Imperial family ; and
here again he composed a dozen ballets for the

court theatre, the scenarios of which were
printed separately. On the marriage of Arch-
duke Ferdinand, Noverre received Qxe order of

Christ, and permission to take part in the wed-
ding f&tes at Milan, when he produced several

new ballets, afterwards given in Vienna.
Onhisreturn toParis in 1 775, Noverre obtained,

through his former pupil Marie Antoinette, now
Queen of France, the long-coveted poet of ' Maltre
des ballets en chef at the Acaddmie. In addi-

tion to revivals of earlier works he composed
specially for the Op^ra 'Les Caprices de Galft-

tik6e* (Sept. 30, 1776); 'Annette et Lubin'
(June 9, 17 78); *Les petits Riens* (June 11,

1778), for which Mosart wrote twelve pieces;

and *M^^' (Jan. 30, 1780). He also ar-

ranged the divertissements of several operas by
Glttck and Piccinni. On the outbreak of the
Revolution he fled to London, and there pro-

duced two of his best ballets, * Les Noces de
Th^Us* and 'Iphig^nie en Aulide.* After so

sacoessful a career he was justified in looking

forward to an old age of affluence, but during the

Rev(^ution he lost the savings of 50 years and
was reduced to poverty, wMch he bore with
dignity and resignation. His death took place

at St. Gkrmain en Laye in 18 10, in the end of

October, according to Choron and Fayolle, on
Nov. 19, according to E^tis. Some give 1807,
but that is apparently a mistake.

Noverre several times remodelled his standard
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work. An edition published at St. Petersburg
(1803-4) 'Lettres sur la Danse, sur les Ballets

et les Arts,' 4 vols., scarce, and apparently un-
known to F^tis, contains analyses of numerous
ballets. The best-known is the Paris edition of

1807, 'Lettres sur les Arts imitateurs en g^n^ral,
et sur la Danse en particulier,' a vols., with por-
trait engraved by Roger after Gu^rin, and the
following lines by Imbert :

—

Dn feu de son g^nie il anima la danse:
Atix beaux Joun de la Gr^oe il snt la nppeler

;

£t, reoouvrant par lui leur antique (Eloquence,
Les gestes et las pas apprirent k parler

which give a good summary of what Noverre
effected. He invented the ballet d'action, re-

formed the costume of the dancers, abolished
routine in favour df taste, compelled composers
to conform their music to the situations in the
drama and the sentiments of the characters,

and succeeded in making the pantomime appeal
to the intellect as well as to the eye.

Among Noverre's writings may be specified
' Observations sur la construction d'une nouvelle
Salle de TOp^ra* (Amsterdam, 1787); and
'Lettres k uu artiste sur lee fStes publiques*
(Year IX.). The MS. notes of an eminent
bibliophile allude to another, 'Th^orie et pra-

tique de la Danse en g^n^ral,' which seems not to

have been printed, and was doubtless intended
for the * Dictionnaire de U Danse,* projected by
Noverre, but not finished. [G. C]
NOWELL. [SeeNofiL.]

NOZZE DI FIGARO, LE. Opera buffa by
Mosart, in 4 acts ; the libretto by L. da Ponte
after Beaumarchais' * Marii^e de Figaro,' on
Mozart's own suggestion. It is dated, in Mozart's
Autograph C^tfdogue, Vienna, April 29, 1876,
and the first performance took place at the
National Theatre, Vienna, May i. In Paris as
' Le Mariage de Figaro,' in 5 acts, with Beau-
marchais' spoken dialogue, at Acad^mie, March
^^t 1 793 « ^^ Th^tre Lyrique, as * Les Noces de
Figaro,' by Barbier and CajT4, in 4 acts. May 8,

1858. In London, In Italian, at the King's
Theatre, June 1 8, 1 8 1 a. [G.]

NUANCES (shades). This word is used in

music to denote the various modifications of time,

force, and expression, which are the most promi-
nent characteristic of modem music, whether
indicated by the composer or inserted by the
performer. As examples of modifications of time
may be cited the directions rallentaruio, accdltr*

ando, calando, Untando, stringendo, etc. ; of force,

crescendof
diminuendo, paanie, martelhto, besides

piano and forte with their own modifications, as

mezzo piano, pianimmo, etc., the marks .«== =»
for crescendo and diminuendo, and A or > for

s/orzando ; ofexpression, dolce^etpremvo, mareato^
iusingando, etc. No exact date can be given for

the time when those marks originated, as they
came very graduallf-into use. They became
more and more common as the instruments were
gradually improved. Bumey (vol. iv. p. 187)
says, speaking of Matthew Lock :

* In his third

introductory music to the Tempest ' (written in

Ii2
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^

1670), ' which is called a Curtain Time, probfcbly

from the ourtiuii being first drawn up during the

performance of this specieB of overture, he has,

for the first time that has come to my knowledge,

introduced the use of crescendo (louder by degrees)

with diminuendo and lentando, imUer the words

soft and slow by degrees.* From the fact of these

directions being in Italian, we may gather that

they haid been previously used by Italian com*

posers, but the date cannot be put much earlier

than; 1670 for their first appearance. From this

time until about 1740, when they were quite

settled and in constant use, these marks of ex-

pression were used, at first very sparingly, and
gradually more and more firequently. A com-
parison has been made (vol. i. p. 205) between
Beethoven's marks and those of Mozart with

respect to number, ta which may be added the

following calculation, showing that their fre-

quency depends in a great measure on the de-

velopment of the pianoforte. In the Adagio
of Beethoven's sonata, op. 106, there are 150
marks to 188 bars, and in Chopin's Largo in

the sonata in B minor, op. 58, there are 141

marks to i ao bars. Ilie place of accents was
taken, on keyed instruments, by the manieren^

or grace-notes, which served to emphasize the

notes before which they were placed. Possi-

bly it is from this cause that the confusion,

80 common In some musical criticisms, has
arisen

,
of using the word nuances to indicate

the grace-notes or Jhriture of singers. These
mark^ opcur occasionally in the works of Bach,

as for instance in the Italian Concerto, and they

are used by Rameau and Couperin, who give

them in French, retaining their own language in

spite of the general use of Italian for musical

purposes. TMs custom remains still in French
music, in which such terms as ' pressez le temps,*

*animez un peu,' etc., are of frequent occur-

rence ; and of late, German composers have taken
to excluding Italian expressions altogether, sub-

stituting ' zunehmend ' and * abnehmend* for cres~

ccndo and diminuendo, etc. This is the latest

development of the practice originated by Bee-

thoven in one or two of his later works, and
continued t)y Schumann, who confined himself
almost entirely, to the Grerman language.

With regard to the nua/ncea which are lefl to

the performer, no rule can be laid down as to

their use, nor can their insertion be a matter of

teaching. Almost all modem music requires the

use of certain modifications of time and expres-

Hion, which it is impossible to convey altogether

by words or signs. These should never be at-

tempted by any but a more or less finished

musician. The difiiculty of steering between the
error, on the one hand, of going through the
composition in a dry and desultory manner,
without attempting any ' interpretation,* as it is

called, of the composer's thoughts, and, on the
other hand, of exagi^erating or setting at defiance

the marks which are put for the guidance of the
performer, and bringing out the performer's

own individuality at l^e sacrifice of that of

the composer, is very great, and can only be
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edtirely dvenxxne by those artists who have ihe

rare gift of losing their own individuality alto*

gether, and merging it in the composer's idea.

Two of the beet instances of the utmost limit of

this kind of nuances^ are Herr Joachim's render-

ing of the Hungarian Dances by Brahms, and
(in a very different grade of art) the playing of

Strauss*s Waltzes by his own band in Vienna.
In both these examples there is an utter absence
of exaggeration, and yet the greatest possible

freedom of expression. This kind of liberty of
interpretation is only allowable, it will be under-
stood, in the works of the later modem masters

;

for example, in those of Bach it would be quite

inadmissible, and should be only used very spar-

ingly in those of the masters fn>m Beethoven to
Schumann, while in Schumann and Chopin a great
deal more licence is given. It is almost entirely:

by means of these unwritten nuances that the
comparative merits of the greatest performers can
be judged, [J.A.F.M.]

NUITS BLANCHES (Restlefls Nights). The
French and English names respectively of the
series of 18 ' Morceaux Lyriques,* for pianoforte
solo, by Stephen Heller (op. 82), also called
*^ Blumen-Fruoht-und DomenstUcke,* after Jean
Paul's work with the same title. They differ in
character from one another, some being through-
out restless, excited, and impassioned, and others
entirely calm and peaceful. [J.A.F.M.]

NUMBER. The several pieces or sections of
operas, oratorios, or other long works, are ntmi-
bered for convenience of reference, etc. This is

sometimes very arbitrarily done even by so
methodical a person as Mendelssohn. (Ck>mpare
e.g. in Elijah, Nos. 40 and 41.) The overture
is never counted, but 'No. i is the first piece
after it. See also Opus-numbbb. [G.]

NUNC DIMITTIS. The first words of the*
Song of Simeon, occurring in the apth, 30th, 3i8t,
and 32nd verses of the 2nd chapter of the
Gospel of St. Luke.\ This canticle has been used
at either Vespers or Compline from the earliest

ages.
I
It is mentioned in the Apostolical Consti-

tutions (written about the beginning of the 5th
century) and though St Bencjdict does not onier
its use in his Rule (aJ). 53o)^Amalarius, writing
eariy in the 9th century mentions it as in use in
his own time, and English versions of it are ex*
tant as far back as the 14th century. \It appears
that in the most ancient times tins hymn was
sung at Vespers, of which service it still forms
part in the Greek Use. |The Roman and Ar-
menian Uses, however, appoint it to be sung at
Compline, the solemn character of the hymn
seeming more appropriate to the last service of
the day. (It is worthy of note that the Armenian
differs from the Western tJse in having two dis-

tinct Offices of Compline, one for public, and the
other for private use. The former contains neither
Magnificat nor Nunc Dimittis, but the latter in-

cludes both canticles, thus resembling the Even-
ing Office of the Anglican Church).
The Anglican Evensong was formed by com-

bining the two ancient services of Vespers and
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Compline, the ist Lesson and Magnificat hting
taken from the former, the 2nd L^son and the
Kmic Dimittis from the latter. In the Second
Service Book of Edward VI (published in 1552),
the 67th Psalm (Deus Misereatur), which the
Sarmn Use had rendered familiar, was allowed
to be sung instead of the Nunc Dimittis. The
fact of this canticle being generally sung at
Compline—the least elaborate, as well as the
last of the daily services—accounts for the n^-
lect it has received in musical treatment from
the hands of the great mediaeval masters of
Church Music. Iln Merbecke's 'Booke of Com-
mon praier noted' it is adapted to the Fifth
Church Tone and to a chant founded on the
Seventh Tone ; indeed, settings of the hymn are
almost entirely confined to the Post Reformation
composers of the English school. With these it

has always been a favourite, and although it is

the shortest of the canticles used in the Anglican
Service, yet the peculiar solemnity of the words,
and the unity of idea which pervades it have
caused the Nunc Dimittis to be more generallyl
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set and sung than the alternative Psalm Deus
Misereatur. [W. B. S.]

NUT. I. Of the Violin (Fr. Silleti Ger.
Sattel). A slip of ebony or ivory (the former
chiefly used) glued to the neck of the violin at
the upper end of the fingerboard, and over which
the strings pass. It is slightly raised above the
level of the fingerboard, and serves to keep- the
strings from touching it except when pressed
down by the finger. It existed in the old
instruments which preceded the violin, and in
them was ruder and larger.

2. Of the Bow (Fr. Hausu) Ger. Froteh).
A piece of ebony or ivory, over which the hairs
pass, attached to the end of the bow by a metal
shank working in a groove cut in the bow. A
screw working in the shank serves to tighten or
slacken the hairs. The nut is slightly hollowed
in the cheeks, and is accurately fitted to the
stick by means of a metallic groove. The nut
is as old as the bow itself.

The name in both cases is equivalent to
* knob ' or * projection [E. J. P.]

0.

OAKELEY, Sir Herbert Stawlet, Knt,
Mus. Doc., second son of Sir Herbert
Oakeley, Bart., bom at Ealing, July 22,

1830, was educated at Rugby and (]!hrist Church,
Oxford. He graduated as B.A. in T853, and as

M.A. in 1856. He studied harmony under Dr.

Stephen Elvey, and the organ under Dr. Johann
Schneider at Dresden, and completed his mu-
sical studies at Leipsic. In 1865 he was elected

Professor of Music in the University of Edin-
burgh. He received his Mus. Doc. degree from
the Archbishop of Canterbury (Tait) in 1871,
and was knighted in 1876. Among his publi-

cations are some 20 songs, with pianofortj or

orchestral accompaniment, 3 vocal duets, 12

part-songs. Students' songs and choral arrange-

^nents of 12 Scottish National melodies, and
of various others for male voices. For the

Church, some dozen anthems,^ a Morning and
Evening Service, and man^ contributions to

collections of church music, mcluding the well-

known setting ('Edina') of * Saviour, blessed

Saviour,' and (Abends) *Sun of my SouU in
< Hymns Ancient and Modem.* He has also

published a few of his compositions for piano-

forte and organ, and for orchestra, including a
festal and a funeral march.

Sir Herbert Oakeley is an organ-plaver of

exceptional ability, and the Recitals which he
givea during the session of the university are

much esteemed. He has since his appointment

given a great impulse to the public performance

of music at the Reid Concert and the annual

festival, which both in programme and in

execution are a great boon to the musical portion

of tho^ inhabitants of Edinburgh. [W.H. H.]

OBBLIdATO. f. «. necessary. A term signify-

ing that the instrument with which ft is coupled
is indispensable in that place or that piece. It is

in this respect the opposite to Ao libitum. [G.]

OBERON. A romantic opera in 3 acts ; words
(English) by J. R. Planch^, music by Carl Maria
von Weber. Produced at Covent Garden Theatre
April 12,1826. In Italian (by Maggione) at Her
Majesty's (in 4 acts) July 3, i860, with recita-

tives by Benedict and 6 additional numbers firom

Euryanthe and elsewhere. In German at Leip-

zig (Hell's translation) Dec. 23, 1826. [G.]

OBERTHUR. Charles, a distinguished per-

former on and composer for the harp, was bom
on the 4th of March, 1819, at Munich, where his

father carried on a manu£EM:tory of strings for

musical instruments. His teachers were Elise

Brauchle and G; V. Roder, the Court Director of

Music. In the autumn of 1837 he was engaged
by Charlotte Birch-Pfeiffer as harp-player at the

Zurich theatre. He stayed there until September^

1830, when, after a concert tour through Switzer

land, he accepted an engagement at Wiesbaden.
In 1842 he went to Mannheim, where he re-

mained until 1844. A. difiference with V. I^Achner,

and the representationa of English friends then
living at Mannheim, induced Herr Oberthiir in

October 1844 ^ come to England, where he
found a firm protector in Moscheles, and where
he has since lived. He first obtained an engage-

ment at the Italian Opera, but soon gave this up,

and has since devoted himself to private teaching

and composition, with occasional appearances as

a soloist at the principal concerts in England and

abroad. The liut of Herr Oberthiir's compositions

4
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(more than 30o in number) includes an Opera,

'Florit de Namur/ sucoeaefully performed at

Wiesbaden ; a grand Mass, *St. Philip de Neri*;

Overtures ('Macbeth' aad *£Ubezahl*); Trios

for harp, violin, and violoncello; a Concertino

for harp and orchestra ;
' Loreley *—>a legend

for harp and orchestra; a Quartet for 4 harps,

etc. [W.RS.]

OBLIQUE PIAKO. A cottage pianoforte

the strings of which are disposed diagonally, in-

stead of vertically as is usual in upright instru-

ments. The greatest angle however is at the

longest and lowest string: the bias gradually

dindnishing until the shortest and highest string

is vertical or nearly so. The object is to get

greater length in the bass strings. The invent

tion of the Oblique Piano is due to Robert
Womuro, of London, who».in 181 1, took out a
patent for an upright piano with the strings set

diagonally, and the heads of the hammers in the

same rake as the strings. The Oblique Piano
was comparatively early adopted in France, es-

pecially by Messrs. Roller & Blanchet, who
made very distinguished small instruments in

this manner. The principle has since been gene-

rally adopted by the best French and English

makers, and more recently by the Germans and
Americans. [See Pianofobte.] [A. J. H.]

OBOE (Fr. Bautbois; Ger. Hohoe, Eochhoh),
A wooden reed instrument of two-foot tone, bor-

rowing one or two semitones from the four-foot

octave. It is played with a double reed, although

it is possible to produce all its scale wiUi a single-

reed mouthpiece somewhat similar to that of the

clarinet. It is of the highest antiquity, and in one
form or another is used in all parts df the globe.

It can be traced in the sculptures and paintings

of ancient Egypt and Greece ; indeed, specimens

are preservedin the British and LeydenMuseimis,
which were found with straws beside them, pro-

bably to be used in making the reed. Instruments

from Arabia, ancient Am^ca, China, Hindostan,

Italy, and Wallachia are deposited in the South
Kenirington Museum. It occurs under manv
names in the older writevs, such as Schalmei,

Schalmey, Chalumeav, and Shawim. There was
also a family of instruments named Bombardi, of

which the Oboe was tlie treble. This name was
corrupted into Pommer in Germany, the Bassoon
being named Brummer.
Many kinds of Oboe were known !n the 1 7th

century, and are named in Bach's scores. [See

O. d*Amobe ; 0. Di Caooia.] There is evidence

to the effect that in 1727 Hofiboann added theGj
and B keys. It had been used for military pur-

poses long before it was introduced into church
and secular music. Indeed, military bands were
in (^rmany termed ' Hautboisten,* and a well-

knovm copper-plate engraving of the i8th century

shows the band of the English Guards passing to

St. James's Palace, consisting principally ofoboes

of different sizes, with bassoons of primitive

shape, drums, and cymbals.

At the present day it is usually made In three

pieces, a top, bottom, and bell joints, to which is

OBOE.

added a short metal tube, the staple, on whidi
the reed, consisting of two blades of thin cane, is

attached by means of silk. It is essentially an
octave instrument) like the flute and bassoon,
with a oonical bore enlarging downwards, thus
differing frt>m the flute ; and without the extra
joint which carries the scale of the bassoon down
several tones below its natural tonic. It is

understood to stand in the key of C, and is

always written for in the G or treble cle£ Bb
oboes are oocasionallv used in military bands,

by way of reducing the numt>er of flats in the
signature^ These require the same transposition

of the written parts a whole tone higher, as is

habitually practised with the Bb dannet. An
Eb soprano oboe, resembling the corresponding
clarinet, is not unconmion, and is known under
the name of the Musette .Or Pastoral Oboe.
There is slight confusion in this name between
the oboe proper and a similar instrument of the
bagpipe fiEunily. It» of course, has to be written

for a minor third lower than the corresponding

note on the scale of C. With the exception
however of the now almost obsolete Oboe d'amore,

oboes in C are invariably employed in orchestral

music. It will be seen elsewhere that the Oboe
da Caccia was rather a modification of the bass

oboe, bassoon, or brummer, than of the treble

instrument, and that it corresponded to the for-

gotten Chalumeau, which figures in the scores of

Gluck. The harmonics of the oboe, like those

of conical instruments generally, are consecutive,

and similar to those of an open organ-pipe. Its

extreme compass, excluding the low Bb—not
present in many instruments, and only ooca*

sionally needed, as in the Intermezzo of Mendels-
sohn's Midsummer Night's Dream music—b of

two octaves and a fifth, frx>m the Bb or Bl below
the treble stave ; or even two semitones higher,

the last three or four upper notes being difficult

to produce and ineffective in combination. In
<X)nsequence of its peculiar and somewhat strident

tone, it is not well adapted to rapid or arpeggio

passages, although a long and difficult solo of this

character has l)een allotted to it in the Benedictus

of the Maes known as *Mozart No. 12,* extending

to the upper Eb, very little below Uie extreme
compass of the instrument.

The fingering in the older and less complicated

specimens is not dissimilar from that of the flute

and bassoon, the latter of which is its natural

bass. From the lowest note, whether Bb or B
1}

(i), to the B I) next above (a), thirteen or fourteen

consecutive semitones are successively obtained

by lifting fingers or depressing keys, those of the

lowest C and C$ being very unnecessarily trans-

posed. The next C (3) resembles that of tAe

flute in its cross fingering bv lifting the fore-

finger, and keeping the middle finger of the left

hand pressed dovm, or the upper F of the bassoon

in adaing to this a depression of the three first

fingers of the right hand also. The top orifice

remains open or half stopped, for the Of, D. and
Eb. E l| (4) is produced by closing this and the

other left-hand orifices, as well as the first two
for the right, and pinching the embouchure with
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the lips. In older inBtruments the scale is thus
carritd up to the Eb above (5), beyond which
the slide, or octave-key, manipulated by the

thumb of the left hand, is called into requisition.

Extreme trebleA can thus be reached (6), though
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Ifr (5) (6)

the F below this may be considered as the practi-

cal limit of the oboe's compass. In more modem
instruments a second octave-key has been intro-

duced, worked by the knuckle of the left fore-

finger, which is usually lifted on reaching A
above the stave. In the most recent instruments

of all, these two * vent-holes,' or harmonic keys,

which serve only to determine a node in the tube,

and which, unUke the corresponding mechanism
of the clarinet, do not furnish an independent
note of their own, are made automatic, and prac-

tically independent of the player's will. For
most of the higher notes above A, the bottom

Dt key requires to be raised by the right little

finger, just as occurs in the flute.

The above scale, from its close similarity

to those of the flute and bassoon, may be
looked upon as traditional and fun*8ainental.

But hardly any wind-instrument, except the

flute, has been so altered and modified of late

years in its inechanism as the oboe, l^e so-

called Boehm fingering has been applied to it

with considerable success, though the system has

not been largely adopted by musicians. The
form most in use at the present day is a modifi-

cation ofthe older model described above, butwith
many devices borrowed fix)m the Boehm system.

It has thus become by far the most elaborate

and complicated of reed instruments, and it is a
question whether a return to an older and sim-

pler patteiTi, by lessening the weight of the

machine, and the number of holes breaking the

continuity of the bore, and
by increasing the vibratory

powers of the wooden tube,

would not conduce to an
improved qtiality of tone.

The bulk of these ad-

ditions is due to the late

M. Barret, at once a dis-

tinguished artist and an
ingenious mechanic, who
devoted a long and laborious

professional life solely to the

elaboration of his favourite

instrument. In thix task

he was ably seconded by the

French instrument maker,
Triebert, with whom he was
in constant correspondence,

and whose instruments have,

until of late, almost mono-
polised the trade.

Comparative woodcuts of

the simpler form as made by
Aii^iillon of Brussels, and of the more elaborate

model . adopted by Morton of London, exhibit
these difi^erences better than verbal description.

Barret's chief modifications may be briefly

named as (i) the introducMon of a plate for the
left-hand thumb, somewhat similar to that on
modem flutes, by which this member, formerly
idle, is called into action

; (2) the double auto-
matic octave keys named above ; (3) a vast num-
ber of double, triple, and even qua^uple alterna-
tive fingerings for particular notes which mate-
rially reduce the mechanical difficulty of incon-
venient passages. On these and other points,

the writer has to thank Mr. Mitcalfe, of Lowes-
toft, for some valuable suggestions.

It is not however in the mechanism only that
the oboe of to-day is entirely different from that
of half a century ago, but also in the sound-
producer or reed. The writer is happy to have
it in his power to illustrate this fact by parallel

photographs, reduced in the woodcut to half
dimensions, of two oboe
reeds, which stand to each
other in about the chronolo-

gical relation named above.
The right-hand cut is a
reproduction of the modem
reed as just sent over from
France by Triebert. That
on the left-hand is one of
several given to the writer

by the late Mr. Waddell,
formerly bahfimaster of the

First Life Guards, and
which belonged to the

oboist who accompanied
Bossini on his first visit to this country, in

1823, the great melodist being unwilling to

entrust his elaborate oboe parts to any English

pretender. It will be at once seen that it is

a reproduction of the Pifieraro reed, approxi-

mating more to that of the bassoon and oboe di

caccia, than to that of the modem oboe. A very
similar reed was used even by so recent a player as

Grattan Cooke. The efiect of 26 such, arin the

first Handel celebration, against about 40 violins,

is difficult to realise.

The oboe has from ancient times held the pre-

scriptive right to give the tuning A to the or-

chestra. This doubtful privilege obviously dates

from the period before Handel, when it was the

only wind-instrument present. The writer has
elsewhere expressed his opinion that, for acous-

tical reasons, the function should rather devolve

on the far more refractory and untuneable

clarinet, than on any member of the double-reed

family. For the bass section of the band however
the low D of the bassoon, reproducing the open
note of the middle string of the double bass, has

many advantages.

It is impossible within brief limits to do more
than indicate the use made by great composers of

an instrument which is at once hi»torically the

oldest and musically the most important of the

reed band. It may however be noted that it

possesses singularly little solo or concerted music.

Handel compoeed six concertos for it in 1703,
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which are BtiU ocoagionally perfonned. Mozart
alt<o wrote one for G. Ferlandi, of the Salzburg

band, which was on several occasions played by
Bamm ; the composer himself in a letter noting

its performance for the fifth time in 1778, and
playfully terming it ' Kamm's cheval de bataille.'

The score was formerly in the possession of

Andre, but appears to have been lost or mislaid,

as no trace of it can now be found. Kalliwoda
wrote for his friend Reuther a concertino (op. 1 10)

of considerable length and difficulty. Schumann
x^ntributes three romances for * Hoboe, ad libitum

Violine oder Clarinet,* which seem better known
under the latter instruments. Beethoven has

(op. 87) a trio for the singular combination of

two oboes and English Horn, an early compo-
sition in symphony form with four complete

movements.
Six concertos of Sebastian Bach for trumpet,

flute and oboe, with a sextet of strings, were
first published firom the original MSS. in the

library at Berlin by Dehn in 1850. Two oboes,

with a like number of clarinets, horns, and
bassoons, take part in several ottets by Haydn,
Mozart, and Beethoven. They have be^ already

referred to under Clabinbt.
It is however in the mat symphonies, ora-

torios, and masses that its full value must be
appreciated. Bach indeed uses chiefly the more
ancient form of the oboe d'amore. [See Obob
d'amobe.] But the scores of Handel abound
with fine passages for it. Indeed, it seems at

his period to have been almost convertible with
the violins as the leading instrument. This fact

probably accounts for the large number in pro-

portion to the strings which, as named above,

were present at once in the orchestra. The oboe

is distinctly anterior in use to its bass relative

the bassoon, although this also often figures as

reinforcing the violoncellos and basses in a
similar manner. Haydn*s works are equally

liberal in its nata. With him it appears as a
solo instrument, usually in melodies of a light

and sportive character. It may be noted that

in a large number of his symphonies the minuet
and trio are assigned to this instrument, often

answered by the bassoon. Probably its pastoral

tone and history pointed it out for use in a
dance movement. There is however a fine adagio

for it in the oratorio of ' The Seasons,* as well as

A long and difficult solo passage (No. 1 1) in which
the crowing of the cock is imitated, and which is

a perfect study of minute realism in notes.

^ /'. >.

OBOE D^AkORE.

Ko writer has made more frequent and varied
use of the oboe than Beethoven. It takes a
prominent part in many of his symphonies, in
the opera of Fidelio, and in his church mosie.
In the two last, it is hardly necessary to name
the air of Florestan, and passages in the Masses
in C and in D. In the Symphonies it leads
the wind band in the funeral march of the
Eroica, has a singular little cadenza of six notes
and a turn in the first movement of the C minor,
and the reprise of the Trio in the Finale; a
long rustic melody preceding the storm in the
Pastoral, several effective passages in the 7th,

and the scherzo in the ChonJ Symphony.
Mozart is in no wise behind Beethoven in the

prominence he awards to the oboe ; indeed, the
fact that many of his greatest works, such as the
Jupiter Symphony, several of his masses, and
even of his operas, were written for Ihnited

bands in which all the wind-instruments were
not represented at once, gives this, which except
in the £b Clarinet Symphony is almost always
present, a still more marked predominance.

It is perhaps from the increase and greater

development of the wind band that later writers,

such as Weber and Mendelssohn, appear to make
less ose of the oboe than their forerunners. The
former of these writers, however, evidently had a
predilection for the clarinet and horn, as is shown
by his concerted music ; the latter has used the
oboe most effectively in St. Paul, Elijah, the

Hymn of Praise, and elsewhere.

Hummel, in his fine Mass in Eb, assigns it the

subject of the ' Et incamatus,' which as being less

familiar to many readers may deserve quotation.

.j."-|r^:£L-
|
r^fri:lf"t£r^ l

Berlioz quotes several instances of the use of
the oboe by Gluck. It is moreover probable
that the *chalumeau' which occurs in his scores

was some form of this instrument.

He has also left as op. loa a series of variations

for oboe with orchestra.

Solos etc. for Oboe.

Handel.—Six Concertos for Oboe.

MozABT.—Grand Quintet in A for Oboe, i

Violins, Tenor and Violoncello, op. 108.

Bkethoven.—^Trio for two Oboes and Cor
Anglais, op. 87.

Hummel.—Variations, with Orchestra, op. loa.

Kalliwoda.—Concertino in F with Orchestra,

op. no.
Kbeutzeb.—Trio forOboe,Tenor,and Bassoon.
ScHDMANN.—Drei Romanzen, etc., op. 94.
For other concerted music see Clabinet and

Bassoon. [W.HJS.]

OBOE D'AMORE (Fr. HauthoU cfamour).

An instrument of e^cactly the same oompass and
construction as the ordinary oboe, except that it

stands a minor third lower than that, being in

the key of A. It has also a hollow globular

bell instead of a conical one, which renders the

tone more veiled and pathetic. In thi9 4re6peol
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K 18 iniermiBdiate between the fint and the

Como Inglese. It is chiefly in the scores of

Bach that this inatrument is met with, most of

his works containing important parte for it. As
a good instance may be cited tne air No. 4 in

the first part of the Christmas oratorio—*Bereite

dich Zion.*

It has been common of late to replace this fine

but almost obsolete instrument by the ordinary

oboe. Occasionally, however, as in No. 7 of the

work above named, the two are written for

together, and the extreme note A is required,

two lines below the treble stave, which is below
the compass of the ordinary oboe.

The instrument has lately been reconstructed

by Mons. Mahillon, of Brussels, according to the

designs of Mons. Gevaert, the learned director of

the Conservatoire of Music in that capital, for the

special purpose of playing Baches scores correctly.

It was thus used in Westminster Abbev on Jan.

15, 1880. [W.HJ3.]

OBOE DI CACCIA, {, «. hunting oboe {Fa-

gottino ; Tenoroon), An old name for an instru-

ment of the Oboe or Bassoon family standing in

the F or Eb between those respectively in use.

It occurs frequently in the scores of Bach, who
assigns prominent solo and concerted parts to it.

There is also a double part for instruments of

this nature in Purcell's * Diuclesian' ; and two im-

portant movements, the * O quam tristis' and the

'Virgo virginimi praeclara* in Haydn's Stabat

mater are scored for two oboi di caccia obbligati.

As specimens of Bach's treatment of the instru-

ment may be named the Pastoral Symphony
and other movements of the Christmas Oratorio,

scored for two, and a beautiful Aria in the

Johannes Passion for the singular quartet of

flute, soprano, oboe di caccia, and basso con-

tinue, preceded by an Arioso for tenor, with
2 flutes, 2 oboi di caccia, and quartet of strings.

It is much to be regretted that this magnificent

instrument has almost entirely gone out of use,

and is confounded by recent writers with the

very different Como Inglese. For whereas the

latter is essentially an oboe lowered through a
fifth, the real oboe di caccia is a bassoon raised

a fourth. It therefore carries upwards the bass

tone of the latter, rather than depresses the
essentially treble quality of the oboe. It is

obvious from Bach's practice that he looks on it

as a tenor and not as an alto voice. In his

older scdres the part is headed TailU de Basson,

Taille being the usual name for the Tenor Voice
or Violin. In the older scores of Haydn's Sta-

bat the parts are actually, and as a recent

writer* says 'curiously enough,* marked 'Fagotti

in £b,' that being the older name by which it

^as designated. Even as late as the time of

Rossini Uie instrument was known, and to it is

given the beautiful Ranz des Vaches, imitating

very exactly the Alpenhom, in the Overture to

Guillaume Tell. This is scored in the F or bass

def, as is also remarked by the writer above

1 Mr. K. Provt. 'On th« rrtmth of tb« Modern OrelMttn,* a paper
icAd befure tbe Musical Anodatlon. Jaa. 8, litn.
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referred to,* who singularly concludes that the
notation is ' an octave lower than the real sounds
produced.* The fact is that when the opera was
first heard in this country, the passage was
actually played a$ written on the oboe di caccia

by a gentleman still living, namely Signer Tam-
plini. There can be little doubt that !E^thoven^B
Trio for two oboes and cor anglais (op. 87) was
really intended for this instrument, since it

takes the fundamental bass part throughout.
In construction, scale, ana compass the oboi dl

caccia in F and Eb exactly resemble bassoons on
a miniature scale. They are played with a small
bassoon reed. The writer is fortunate enough to

possess two fine specimens in F by the great

maker Savary, and one in Eb by Marzoli. The
former he has twice played in Baches Christmas
Oratorio in Westminster Abbey, and also at the
Hereford Festival of 1879. LW.H.S.]

OBRECHT, Jacob, sometimes given Hob-
BECHT. one of the great masters of the 1 5th cen-

tury, bom probablv about the year 1440. In
early life he was chi^>el-master at Utrecht, and
Erasmus' learnt music from him, as a choir-boy

in the cathedral, about the year 1474- He was
also living some . time in Florence, where Aaron
met him in comply with Josquin, Isaac, and
Agricola, at the court of Lorenzo il Magnifico.

In 149 1 Obrecht was elected chapel-master in

Antwerp cathedral, already a great musical centre,

with a fine choir of nearly 70 voices, exclusive of

boys. Of the higher honours and emoluments he
received there, of the visits paid him by foreign

musicians, of his work in the revision of the

cathedral music-books, and lastly of his poor
health, M. Leon de Burbure has found ample
evidence in the records of that church.^

Many of his works are preserved, and 8 masses
were printed, the merits of which are fully dis-

cussed by Ambros.' The finest of these,

'Fortuna desperata,' has been published in

modem notation (Amsterdam, 1870). The first

volume of printed music in 1501 contained two
secular pieces, and Petrucci included many more
in his collection of the next few years. Eitner
gives tities of about 30 printed chansons and
motets still existing. Dr. Bumey has scored

some movements from the mass 'Si dedero,' in

his note-books, and Forkel has given two px'

amples in his histoiy.

Baini speaks of MS, works in the Papal Chapel,
and there is reason to think that among them
is the mass written for the Bmges choir. Tbid
mass was so appreciated that the singers came to

Antwerp in a body to thank the great master.

Surely, to provoke such enthusiasm, there must
be some power which we can hardly appreciate,

hidden behind that 'clean and clear counter-

point * which Dr. Bumey so coldly admires. To the
mind of Erasmus, Obrecht ever remained ' nulli

seoundus.* He was matly struck, as amateurs
are to this day, by tiie wonderful rapidity with

t * iMtmmflntatlon.* In Norello and Co.'i Mnalo Frtraers.

OUrean. who mu a pupil of Xraainus, moDtlons thU Id tba
• Dodecachordon.'

« Bee article ' Obrecht' in TH\%'% BiograpblOi

, Su«chlclitad«rMuflk.4U.U0.
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which ft great musioiftii ooald throw off his work.

A certain mass of Obrecht*8 astoniihed the old

music world, as the 'Don Juan* overture has

done the new, in being the superhuman product

of a single night's toil. [J.R.S.-B.]

OCA DEL CAIRO, L\ Opera buflfa in a acts

;

libretto by Varesco, music by Mozart, 17S3.

Mozart left it unfinished, being dissatisfied

with the text. It was completed by Andre with

pieces from other operas of Mozart*s, was adapted

to new French words by Victor Wilder, and per-

formed at the Theatre des Fantaisies Parisiennes

June 6, 1867 ; at Vienna 1868 ; at Druiy Lane,

in Italian, May 12, 1870. [G.]

OCARINA. A family of small terra-cotta in-

stnmients, in character somewhat resembling

flageolets, made of various sizes, and introduced

into this country some years ago by a travelling

troupe of German or Tyrolese musicians. The
fingering is something intermediate between the

instrument named above and that of the * picco
*

pipe. The only point of acoustical importance

they illustrate is due to their large internal

cavity, and the absence ofany bell. They have in

oonnequence a hollow, rather sweet tone, similar

to that of a stopped organ pipe. They are of no
musical significance whatever. [W. H. S.]

O'CAROLAN, or CAROLAN, Tublooh, one
of the but and certainly the most famous of the

bards of Ireland, was bom in the year 1670. at

a place called Newtown, near Nobber, in the

county of Meath. He lost his sight at 16 years

of age from small-pox, and, in aiUision to this

used to say, *my eyes are transplanted into my
ears.* He was descended fr^m an ancient and
respectable family in Meath, where a district is

BtiU known as Carolanstown. Turlogh began to

learn the harp at I a years of age, but owed
nearly all his ^ucation to Madame Mac-
Dermot Roe of Alderford, a fine dame of the

old school, who lived to 80 years of age, and
survived her protegd. She it was who, when
O'Carolan's father settled at Carrick-on-Shan-

non, perceived the talent of the boy, had him
taught the Irish language and music, and pro-

vided him with a horse and an attendant, when,
at 32, he became an itinerant minstrel. He
was susceptible towards the gentler sex; his

first love was one Bridget Cruise, and he must
have preserved a tender remembrance of her,

since long after they parted he recognised her
fingers, as his hand touched them accidentally in

a boat at Lough Dearg. He solaced himself for

her loss by falling in love with Mary Maguire, a
young lady from Tempo, Fermanagh. She be-

came his wife, and they lived happily together.

He now took a farm in Leitrim, but imprudent
hospitality soon dissipated his means. He then

(1692) adopted the life of a travelling minstrel.

Wherever he went, the doors of the nobility and
gentry were thrown open, and he was ever ready
to compose both wonls and music in praise of

those who welcomed him. Later in life O'Carolan
was much addicted to intemperance; he required
to be supplied with stimulants before composing,

O'CAROLAN.

but after drinking, his mose rardy failed him.
One instance however is recorded in which hia
invention was utterly at fault. It related to m
Miss Brett. In order to celebrate her chftrmSy

O^Carolan tried and tried in vain, till throwing
aside the harp in a fit of vexation he declaj^
to the young lady's mother that after fi*eqaent

attempts to compose for her, there was not ~a

string in his harp that did not vibrate with
a melancholy sound; 'I fear,' said he, 'she is

not long for this world : nay,* he added, with
emphasis, ' she will not survive twelve months !

'

The event proved the bard a true prophet, for

Miss Brett died within that time. With a view
to wean him from his inordinate fondness fur

drink, 0'Carolan*s friends made him promise to

shun all places where liquor could be purchased,
and he for a while abstained ; but at last,

visiting the town of Boyle, and chancing to pan a
spirit-rSiop, he prevaileid on the shopman to pour
out a glass of the spirit, intending to smell but
not to taste. His resolution however failed him,
and he not only swallowed the one draught, but
many others, until his mind had fuUy recovered
its tone, and in this state of exhilaration he pro-

duced his frunous tune ' The Receipt for drinking
whiskey.' It was said that Geminiani and other
foreign artists entertained a very high opinion of

his musical talents, but though some stories are
told of his immediately executing from memory
long and difficult pieces which the Italian

musicians had just played, these tales are
musically improbable, and are inconsistent with
the generally received accounts of his moderate
skill on the harp. It is enough to allow him the

decided talent for improvising music and words,

to which his claim has been undisputed.

^ 1733 liJ" wife died. She had borne him
six daughters and also one son, who subsequently
taught the Irish harp in London, and before he
quitted Ireland, in 1 747, published an imperfect

collection of his father's compositions. Turlogh
O'Carolan died March 25, 1738, at Alderford
House, where his room is still shown, with his

high-backed chair, his engraved punch-ladle, and
a press in the wall where he kept his whiskey.
His funeral was attended by 60 clergymen of
different denominations, by a nimib^ of the
gentry of the district, and by a vast crowd of

the humbler clans; and his wake lasted four

days, during which the harp was never silent,

and the bottle never ceased to flow. Some
biographies allude to the visible preservation of

the poet's skull ; the facts are these :—Early in

the present century it occurred to a Ribbonman
named Reynolds, to steal the skull of O'Carolan,

and dispose of it to Sir John Caldwell, for his

museum. The museum however has long ceased

to exist, and the skull and letter describing it

are both gone. Of late years the grave of the

bard (hardlv to be distinguished from those

of the Macdermot Roes amongst whom he lies)

has been neatly enclosed, and an inscription

placed near the spot, by Lady Louisa Tenison.

O'Carolan's fecundity as a muudan was un-

doubted ; one of the ten harpers assembled at
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Belfitst in 1792 liad acquired more tiian 100
tunes compofled by him, and asserted that this

was but a small portion of them. In 1809 a sort

of commemoration of him was held in Dublin.

The late Lady Morgan bequeathed £100 to the

Irish sculptor Hogan, for the purpose ofexecuting

a bas-relief of the head in marble, which has been
placed in St. Patrick's Cathedral. It was copied

from a rather youthful and idealiied portrait pre-

fixed to •Hardiman's Irish Minstrelsy.' [R.P.S.]

OCHETTO (Lat. Ocketus; IPr.ffoquei; Old
£ng. Hocket). A curious device in mediseval

Discant, the sole merit of which consisted in

interrupting one or more Voice parts—generally

including the Tenor—by meaningless rests, so in-

troduced as to produce an effect analogous to

that of the hiccough—whence the origin of the
word. [See Hocket.] It seems to have made
its first appearance in the Ssecular Music of the

13th century ; but no long time elapsed before

it was introduced into the Discant sung upon
Ecclesiastical Plain Chaunt, on which account it

was severely condemned in the Decretal issued

by Pope John XXII, in 1322. The following

specimen is from a Siecular Song of the 14th cen*

tuiy, preserved in MS. at Cambrai, and printed

tn extento in Coussemaker's 'Histoire do THar*
monie aa Moyen Age' (Paris, 185a).

Triplum.
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In the latter half of the I4ih century the
popujarity of the Ochetus began rapidly to wane

;

and m the 1 5th it was so far forgotten that Jo-
amies Tinctoris does not even think it necessary
to mention it in his * Ditfinitorum Terminorum
Musicorum.*

But though the Ochetus so soon fell into dis-

repute as a contrapuntal device, its value, as a
means ofdramatic expression, has been recognised,
by Composers of all ages, with the happiest pos-
sible result. An early instance of its appearance,
M an aid to expression, will be found in Orazio
Veochi's Motet, * Velocitur exaudi me* (Venice,

^590), where it is employed, with toucliing
pathos, at the words defecii tpii'Uus meut.

i
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As instances of its power in the hands of our
greatest Operatic Composers, we need only men-
tion the death-scenes of Handel's Acis, the Com-
mendatore in 'Don Giovanni,' and Caspar in

•Der Freischiitz.' [W. S. R.]

OCTAVE. An octave is the interval of eight

notes, which is the most perfect consonance in
music. The ratio of its sounds is i : 2 ; that is,

eveiy note has twice the number of vibrations of
its corresponding note an octave lower. The sense
of identity which appears to us between notes of
the same name which are an octave or more
apart, arises chiefly from the upper octaves and
their harmonics corresponding with the most
prominent harmonics of the lower note. ThOs
Helmholtz says, ' when a higher voice executes
the same melody an octave higher, we hear
again a part of what we heard before, namely
the even-partial tones of the former compound
tones, and at the same time we hear nothing
that we had not previously heard. Hence the

repetition of a melody in the higher octave is a
real repetitiop of what has been previously

heard, not of all of it, but of a part. If we
allow a low voice to be accomp<aiied by a highi r

in the octave above it, the only part-mustic

which the Greeks employed, we add nothing
new, we merely reinforce the evenpartials. In
this sense, then, the compoimd tones of an octavo

above are really repetitions of the tones of the

lower octaves, or at least of part of tlfldr con-

stituents.'

Irregularly consecutive octaves are forbidden

in music in which the part-writing is clearly

defined. The prohibition is commonly explained

on the ground that the effect of number in the

parts variously moving is pointlessly and inartis-

tically reduced ; at the same time that an equally

pointless stress is laid upon the progression of the

parts which are thus temporarily united either in

octaves or unison. Where however there is an
appreciable object to be gained by uniting the

parts, for this very purpose of throwing a melodic

phrase or figure into prominence, such octaves

are not forbidden, and small groups or wliole

masses of voices, or strings, or wind instruments,

are commonly so united with admirable effect.

The interval of an augmented octave, exceed-

ing the octave by a semitone, is occasionally met
with ; as in the following example from the first

subject of the Overture to Don Giovanni ;

—

It is very dissonant. [C.H.H.P.]
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OCTAVE, or PRINCIPAL. An open metal

cyiindrical organ-stop, of four feet on the manual
and eight feet on the pedal; the scale and
strength of tone of which are determined by
those of the open diapason on the same depart-

ment. Where there are two Principals the

second one is sometimes of wood, open, as at

Christ's Hospital, when it partakes of the flute

character. In the Temple oi^gan the two stops,

of metal, are called * Octave* and ' Principal* re-

spectively; the former being scaled and voiced

to go with the new open diapason, and the latter

ta produce the first over-tone to the old diapason.

In foreign organs the Octave stop sounds the first

octave above the largest metal Register of Princi-

pal (Diapaiion) measure on the clavier ; and is

therefore of eight, four, or two feet size according

to circumstances. [See Principal.] [E.J.H.]

OCTAVE FLUTE. [See Piccolo.]

OCTET, or OTTETT (fittetto), a composition

for eight solo instruments. It differs from a double

quartet, such as those of Spohr, as that master

explains in his Autobiography (ii. 1 53) ; the eight

instruments worldng together independently,

and not in two bodies—just as in the case of a
composition for eight voices compared with one

for two choirs or double chorus. MendeIssohn*s

Octet for strings is a splendid example. [See

Mendelssohk, 2586.] So is Schubert's, for a

violins, viola, cello, contrabass, clarinet, horn, and
bassoon. Gade and Svendsen have each written

one for strings. Beethoven's 'Grand Octuor*

(op. 103), originally entitled * Parthia in Es,' is an
arrangement of his early String Quintet (op. 4),

for 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, 2 horns, and 2 bassoons. [G.]

ODE (Gr. y5^, from dciSo;, I sing). A form of

poetry which, both in its origin and in its later

forms, has been peculiarly iKlapted for musical

expression ; in fact, the words of the earliest odes

were probably written to fit music already

existing. The form which has been most fre-

quently and successfully set to music in modern
times is that of the Greek odes, in which the

rhythm and metre are constantly changing, thus

giving great scope for variety of treatment.

Modem instances of this kind of odes are Mil-

ton's *L'Allegro* and *Il Penseroso,* Dryden's
*Ode on St. Cecilia's Day,' Gray's 'Bard* and
Progress of Poesy,' Collins's 'Ode to the Pas-

sions, Wordsworth's ' Ode on Intimations of Im-
mortality,' and Shelley's odes. Another form of

ode is where the metre of the verses remains the

same, as in the odes of Horace, Milton's ' Ode on
the Nativity,* etc. To this class belongs Schil-

ler's ' Ode to Joy,' used by Beethoven in the 9th

Symphony. Of musical settings of odes the fol-

lowing are the most important, besides those

already mentioned:—Handel's four odes, a list

of which is given in the catalogue of his works
(see Handel, vol. i; p. 657 «) ; Purcell's * Odes and
Welcome Songs,' 28 in number, many of which
are still in MS. ; in later times, Sir W. Stemdale
Bennett's setting of Tennyson's 'Ode for the

opening of the International Exhibition of 1862.'

Most of these compositions are for chorus and

(EDIPtJSr.

-

ordhestra and in many there are solos or semi-

choruses interspersed, representing the Strophe
and Antistrophe ofthe classio chorus. [J.A. F.M.]

0D£0N. a theatre near the Luxembourg in

Paris, known at various times under different

names. The original building, by Peyre and
de Wailly, containing 1500 seats, was begun in

1773 on the site of the Hdtel de Ck>nde, at right

angles to its present position, to which it was
transferred in 1779 by command of Louis XVI.
It was opened in 1782 as the 'Th^tre Fran9ais/
became in 1790 the *Th^tre de la Nation,' wsks

burnt down March 18, 1799, and rebuilt in 1807
by Chalgrin as the ' Od^n, Th^tre de 1' Imp^r-
atrice,' again partially burnt March 2q, 181 8,

but immediately restored. As an offshoot of the
'Com^die EranQaise' ('le second Th^tre Fran-
fais ') it receives a Subsidy from the state ; but
its musical relations alone concern us.

From 1808 to 1 8 14 comedy was g^ven at the
Od^n four days in the week, and on the oth^'
three Italian opera ; the chief works of PaisieUo,

Mozart, Salieri, Ziugarelli, and Cimarosa, being
produced together with those of the second-rate

composers popular at the beginning ofthe century,

Simon Mayer, Generali, Nasolini, Pavesi, etc.

In 1816 bidlets were tried, but none were pro-

duced of any musical importance. From 1824 to
28 theOd^n became almost a branch ofthe Op^ra,
and took an important part in popularising the
revolution of Rossini and ofWeber. In 1824 the
' Barbiere di Sivigb'a,' translated by Castil Blase,

was performed there for the first time in Paris on
May 6; and on Dec. 7 'Freischiitz* was produced
and hissed. Castil Blaze then remodelled it %o

\S\ni French taste, and as 'Kobin des Bois' it

reappeared on Deo. 16, and ran for 327 nights

!

The able conductor, Pierre Cr^mont (1784-
1846), also a good player on the violin and clari-

net, contributed much to the success of the operas

given there, among which may be specified Mo-
zart's 'Figaro' and 'Don Juan* ; Rossini's 'Gazza
Ladra,' ' Otello,' 'Tancredi,' and 'Donna del

Lago' ; Winter's * Sacrifice interrompu ' ; Meyer-
beer's 'Marguerite d'Anjou'; and Weber's
* Preciosa,* all in French ; besides several adapt-

ations, such as *La Forfit de Senart,' *Pour-
ceaugnac,* 'Ivanhoe.' and 'Le dernier jour de
Missolonghi,' set by Harold, in which the over-

ture alone was a success.

On Oct. 2, 1838, M. Louis Viardot's Italian

company took refuge at tlie Od^n after the burn-

ing of the Salle Favart in the previous January,

and continued there till the autumn of 184I.

Since that date it has remained open, but as a
second 'Th^&tre Francis,' music being only

occasionally introduced, e.g, Mendelssohn's 'And-
gone' in 1844, and Elwart's * Alceste* in 1847.

Of late years a success was achieved by Leconte

de Lisle's tragedy 'Les Erinnyes,* with inci-

dental music by Massenet, whose fine oratorio
' Marie Magdeleine ' was- also performed for the

first time at the Od^on. [G.C.]

CEDIPUS. Mendelssohn was commanded by
the king of Prussia to set -mude to the thr«o
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qnelque peine* and ' Ecoe andlla Domini/ and
the papal chapel, one, ' De plus en plus.' Baini

speaks of others at Rome, but does not name
tnem, and though looked for since, they have not

been found. A tradition asserts that costly

music books containing many of Okeghem's
works were destroyed when the imperial troops

plundered the city in 1527, and his composi-

tions at St. Martin's at Tours were probably lost

in the same way. Ambroe speaks of one motet,

'Alina redemptoris,* and three songs, 'D'ung
aultre amer,' *Aultre Venus,' and 'Rondo Royal*

in. MS. at Florence, and of other chansons at

Bnme and Dijon.

These compositions, insufficient as they are for

forming a satisfactory judgment on Ok^hem's
powers, are sufficient to separate him very dis-

tinctly from his predecessors, and show the

aiitomshing progress made during the forty

years of his supremacy U550-i,S9o)* ^^ ^
regarded as the founder of the second or new
Netherland school, in contradistinction to the

older school of Dufay, Brasart, £loy, Binchois

and Faugues. Kiesewetter, who first made this

c aAsification, and has given numerous examples

from the works of the earlier period, distin-

guishes Okeghem and his contemporaries ' by a
greater facility in counterpoint and fertility in

invention; their compositions, moreover, being

no longer mere premeditated submissions to the

contrapuntal operation, but for the most part

being indicative of thought and sketched out

with manifest design,^ being also fiill of inge-

nious contrivances of an obligato counterpoint,

at that time just discovered, such as augmen-
tation, diminution, inversion, imitation : together

with canons and fugues of the most manifold

description.' One of these canons has gone the

round of the musical histories, but its solution

has not always been successful, and Fdtis has

had to correct the editions given by Forkel,

Kiesewetter, Bumey and Hawkins. The 'Missa

cujuftvis toni,' which Kiesewetter, without suffi-

cient reason, regards as a comical mass, is a
work possibly written for the sake of his pupils,

. but more probably as an intellectual treat for

^ the highly educated musicians who formed the

? church choirs in those days. It would be valu^
by them, not only as a test of their thorough

acquaintance with the church modes, and an
exercise in the transposition of the mass from

one mode to the next, but also for the endless

charm of variety, which the special character-

istics of the various modes would impart to it.

Many years after Okeghem's death it was still

used by the great chapel choir at Munich, and
the copy now exists there, with the notes and
corrections made by those who actually sang

from it. Another piece of Okeghem's, famous
in its time, was a motet for 36 voices, which
was probably (like Josquin's 'Qui habitat in

adjutorio') written with 6 voices, the other

parts being derived from them canonically.'

Asa teacher Okeghem stands alone in the whole

1 Ambros (III. ITS) mentions the motet 'Aim* ndcmptoris* a«

aliirdiim a proof of this stAtemeut.* > Ambros, lii. 174.
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history of music 'Through his pupils the art

was transplanted into all countries, and he must
be regarded (for it can be proved by genealogy)
as the founder of all schools from his own to the
present age.'' The names of Josquin * and De la

Rue stand foremost in the list of his pupils.

Josquin, himself a great teacher, carried the
new Netherland art into Italy, and the first

important representatives both of German and
French music, Isaac and Mouton, with many
others less famous, learnt through him the
Okeghem traditions. [J.R.S.-B.]

OLD HUNDREDTH TUNE, THE. The
great popularity of this tune in England and
America has g^iven birth to much discussion re-

specting its origin and authorship. The greater

part however of what has hitherto been written

on the subject is either purely conjectural or

based on ih imperfect knowledge of the facts.

The recent researches of * Bovet, * Douen, and
others into the history of the Oenevan Psalter

have cleared up almost all difficulties, and shown
that it was in that work that the tune first

appeared. A brief sketch of the history of

the Genevan Psalter will be given in a sup-

plemental notice of Louis Bourgeois.^ For
the present it is enough to say that the ' Old
Hundredth ' was the melody adapted to Beza's

version of the 134th Psalm included in the first

instalment of psalms, 34 in number, added by
him to the Genevan Psalter in 155 1. No copy of

that Psalter containing the tunes to these psalms

is known of earlier date than 1 554, but there is

little doubt that they were added to the psalms

either at the time of publication of the latter or

in 1553 ; and, as will be seen in another article,

this date falls within the tim9 when Bourgeois

was musical editor of the Genevan Psalter—that

is, from 1.^42 to 1557. To Bourgeois therefore

the tune in its present form may be ascribed,

but how far it is original is uncertain. The
greater part of the melodies in the Genevan
Psalter are known to be adaptations of secular

tunes of the time, and the ' Old Hundredth * is,

no doubt) one of the number. Douen cites a
melody from * Chansons du XV® Sibcle public
par G. Paris et A. Gevaert,' Paris, 1875, which
commences as follows

to the words 'H n'y • icy celluy Qui n'ait sa

belle.'

It was a not uncommon practice of the old

writers to construct new tunes by adding

different terminations to the same fragment of

older melodv. The strain with which the * Old

Hundredth commences seems to have been

very popular from this point of view. We find

it, with different endings, in ' Souter Liedekens

« Kletewetter'B Hlttory of Mnsle. EnpllBh edition, p. ISl.

4 The elpgy composed by Josquin In memory of hl» master Ii ipolftn

Of elsewhere. See articles JosQf IK and Motet.
5 • Ilistolre da Fuatler des ^gltses reformAse,' Neochatel and

B • Clement Marot et le Psautler Hufi»«»ot; 2 toU^ Parii, 1S7&-TO.

T See appeii llx, BoUBOEOiS.
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ghemaect ter eeren Gods* (Pure Songs made tb

the honour of God), Antwerp. » 1540 ; in Uten-

hovo's Dutch Psalter (*Hondert Psalmen Da-

vids'), printed in London by John Daye in

1 561 ; in Esters Psalter,' 1592, and elsewhere."

The Grenevan tune soon found its way to

England, where it was set to Kethe's version of

the 100th psalm, 'All people that on earth do

dwell,' with which it has since remained indis-

Bolubly connected.
' The name *01d Hundredth* is peculiar to

Enghind.' The psalm was originally known as

the 'Hundredth, but after the appearance of

the New Version by Brady and Tate m 1696. the

word * Old * was added to the titles of the tunes

continued in use from the preceding Psalter of

Stemhold and Hopkins, to which no special

names had been given. The name * Savoy,' some-

times applied to the Old Hundredth in the

last century, was derived, not, as Mr. Havergal

supposes, from a vague fancy respecting its

Savoyard origin, but from its use by the French

congregation established in the Savoy, London,

in the reign of Charles II. The original form

of the Old Hundredth is as follows.

-^^f-^r^ <» r^- zJ=^^^:^=d=

Several variations of the tune are found in

English and Grerman tune-books, but chiefly in

the value of the notes, the melody remaining xm-

changed. The version most commonly adopted

in England in the present' century is that in

Which all the notes, except the final note of each

strain, are of equal length. This form however

tends to produce monotony, and necessitates too

slow a time, the tune being essentially jubilant

in character. Its original form is in all respects

the beat, with perhaps a slight modification in

the fourth strain for the sake of symmetry,* as

in Ravenscroft's * Booke of Psalmes,' 162 1 :

<^>^
"

I
'J J J ^\" ^ 1^

An interesting monograph on the history of

1 In this, the eftr1i«ft Flemish Psalter, all the psalms (excepting the

ll«th and the ll^h. and also the Song of Simeon) are set to popular

flemish and^i^icl) tunes. Fsalro xiz. which begins with the same
strain as the Old Hundredth, It to the melody of—

' Ick had een boelken utuercoren, die ick met Hertea minne.*

I had chosen a loTer whom I heartllj loved.

» The tune adapted to Piialm xxt In the Genevan Psalter of IIWI,

replacing the melody to which that Psalm had been set In the pre-

Tious editions, commences with a similar melodic progression—

_4___ ___-^
^:^3rx^

s In America the tune is commonly called 'Old Hundred'; pro-

bably an SoglUh provincialism Imported by some of the early

colonists. In fact the writer has some recollection of hearing that

this name was In use In some pans of England not many years

since.
4 The old psalter tunes being originally unbarred, strict symmetry

betiraen the strains was sometimes disregarded for the sake of eStet.
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the Old' Htihdredth psalm-tune ^as' published

in 1854 by the Rev. W. H. Havei^gal, with an
appendix of 28 specimens of the tune as har^

monised by different composers from 1563 to

1847. In the light of our present knowlecj^,

however, several of Mr. Havergal's conjec-

tures and statements must now be regarded as

obsolete.

See also the works of Bovet and Douen al-

ready cited. [G.A.C.]

O'LEARY, Abthub, was bom in 1834 new-

Killamey in the south of Ireland. He received

his early instruction in music at home. When
between 7 and 8 years old, hid pianoforte playing

attracted the attention of Mf. Wyndham Goold^

through whose instnmientality he was sent to

the Leipzig Conservatorium in the year 1847.

At Leipzig he studied the piano with Moscheles

and Plaidy, counterpoint with Hauptmann, and

composition with Julius Rietz. He lived in the

house of Herr Preusser, where he became ac-

quainted with Mendelssohn, Robert and Glara

Schumann, and many other musical celebrities.

After a five years' stay at Leipzig, Mr. O'Leaiy

returned to London and entered at the Royal

Academy of Music, studying under Cipriani

Potter and Stemdale Bennett. In 1856 Lord
Westmoreland appointed him Professor at the

Academy, and on the opening of the National

Training School for Music, he was appointed to

that institution. Mr. O'Leary's compositions

include songs, dance-music, transcriptions and

original pieces for the pianoforte, etc. He has

also edit^ Baches Christqaas Oratorio, Bennett's

Pianoforte works, and Masses by Hummel.
Sechter, imd Schubert.

His wife, Rosetta, is the daughter ofMr. W. S,

Vinning, and was married to Mr. 0*Leary in 1 860.

She was elected King's Scholar at the Academy
in 1 85 1, and is known as the compQ3er of sevend

successful songs. [W.B.S.]

OLE bull: [See Appendix. Bull, Olb.]

OLIMPIADE. An opera of Metastasio's,

written to celebrate the birthday of the Empress

Elizabeth, wife of Charles VI, Emperor of Ger-

many in 1 733. It supplies a good instance of the

persistent adherence of the composers of the last

century to one libretto, having been composed no

less than 31 times, by the following composers

—Caldara (1733), Pergolesi, Leo, Duni, Scolari.

Latilla, Perez. Sarti, Hasse, Piccinni (2), Ber-

nasconi, Gaswnann, Bertoni, Jomelli, Ca&ro,

J. C. Bach, Traetta, Ame, Anfossi, Mysliwecz,

Andreozzi, Schwanberg, Gatti, Borghi, Paisiello-

Federici, Re'chardt, Tarchi, Perrino.Conti (1 820),

as given in Clement's Diet. Lyrique. [G.]

OLIPHANT, Thomas, bom 1799, was in

1830 admitted a member of the Madrigal So-

ciety, and soon afterwards became its Honorary

Secretary. He adapted English words to many
Italian madrigals, some of which have become

exceedingly popular, notably ' Down in a flow'ry

Vale,' to Feetas *Quando ritrovo.* In 1S34 he

published 'A Brief Account of the Madrigal
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Society/ and in 1836 ' A Short Account of Mad-
rigals.' In 1837 he published an 8vo volume
entitled ' La Muea Madrigalcaca,* a collection of

the words of nearly 400 madrigals, with remarks
and annotations. He wrote an English version

of £eethoven*s * Fidelio/ and English words to

several songs, and edited Tallis's ' Service and
Responses.' In his latter years he was President

of the Madrigal Society. He died March 9,

1873. [W.H.H.]
OLYMPIB. Tragtfdie lyrique, in 3 acts,

imitated from Voltaire by Dieulafoy and Briffaut

(and others') ; music by Spontini. Produced at the

Acad^ie Boyale Dec. 2 a, 1 819. At Berlin, in

German(E.J.A. Hoffmann), May 1 4, 182 1. [G.]

ONSLOW, GEOROK, bom at Clermont-Ferrand
(Puy-de-D6me) July 27, 1784, was a grandson of

the first Lord Onslow, and descended through his

mother, a de Bourdeilles, from the fandly of

Brantdme. Although eventually a prolific com-
poser, he showed as a child no special love for

music, and the lessons he took on the piano from
Hullmandel, Dussek, and Cramer, during a stay

of some years in London, developed nothing be-

yond manual dexterity. Having return^ to

France, and settled in a province more famous
for its scenery than for its opportunities of artis-

tic relaxation, he associated with some amateurs
who played chamber-music, and was thus in-

duced first to study the cello, and then to com-
pose works modelled after those which gave so

much pleasure to himself and his friends. The
analytical faculty, properly used, reveals to its

possessor many secrets, but it neither supersedes
lessons from an experienced teacher, nor can in

any case supply genius. Thus Onslow, even after

he had composed a considerable amount of cham-
ber-music, felt the necessity for further instruction

before attempting dramatic composition, and ap-
plied to Reicha, who was an able master so far as
grammar went, but incapable of^transmitting to
his pupil that sacred fire which'he did not pos-
sess himself. Onnlow therefore proved as cold on
the stage as he had done in the concert room, and
his three op^ras-comiques, ' L*Alcalde de la Vega'
(Aug. 10, 1824), * Le CJolporteur * (Nov. 22, 1827),
and 'Le Due de Guise* (Sept. 8, 1837), after

securing successive ' suoc^ d^estime,' disappeared,
leaving the overture to 'The Colporteur,'which till

lately was to be heard in concert rooms, as their
only representative. His three published sym-
phonies, though performed several times by the
Soci^t^ des Concerts du Conservatoire, are also

forgotten. A musician ofrespectable attainments
and indefatigable industry, an accomplished
gentleman, and moreover a man of fortune, he
had no difficulty in finding either editors or appre-
ciative friends, as was proved by his election in

1842 to succeed Cherubini at the Institut. Such
an appointment must have bqen gratifying to
those musicians who believe with Buffon that
'genius is nothing more than a great power of
patience.' With the above reservations it must
be admitted that Onslow, by the number of his
wcHrks, and the elegant style of his best passages,

merited the reputation he enjoyed during his Ufe-
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time. He died at Clermont on Oct. 3, 1853, leav-

ing 34 quintets and 36 quartets for strings, 6 trios

for P.P., violin and cello ; a sextuor (op. 30) for

P.P., flute, clarinet, horn, bassoon and contra-

basso, or P.F., 2 violins, viola, cello, and contra-

basso ; a nonetto (op. 77) for violin, viola, cello,

contrabasso, flute, oboe, clarinet, bassoon, and
horn, which he also arranged (op. 77 bis) as a
sextuor for P.P., flute, clarinet, horn, bassoon
and contrabasso, or for P.F., 2 violins, viola,

cello, and contrabasso ; a septet (op. 79) for

P.P., flute, oboe, clarinet, hum, bassoon, and
contrabasso ; sonatas and duos for P.P. and
violin, or cello; sonatas for P.P., 4 hands, and
many pieces for P.P. solo. His quintets are
undoubtedly his best works, and contain much
charming music. No. 15, called <Le Quintette
de la balle,' describes his emotions—the pain, the

irregular beating of his puL^e, and his gratitude

on his recovery—consequent on an accident that

happened to him at a wolf-hunt, where a spent

ball hit him in the face, rendering him some-
what deaf in one ear for the rest of his life.

His earlier quintets were written for 2 celli, but
at a certain performance in England the 2nd
cello failed to arrive, and it was proposed that

Dragonetti should play the part on his double-

bass. Onslow positively refused, saying the ef-

fect would be dreadful. However, after waiting

some time, he was obliged to consent, and
after a few bars was delighted with the effect.

After this he wrote them for cello and double-bass,

and the preceding ones were then re*arrang«d in

that way under his own inspection by Gouff^, the
accomplished double-bass of the Paris Opera.
Hal^vy pronounced his eulogium at the Institut,

and printed it in his 'Souvenirs et Portraits.'

D*Oiiigue collected materials for his biography,

but only published an abstract of them in the
*M^nestrer (1863-64, p. 113). P^tis drew his

information from ^ese two sources, to which the

reader is referred for further detail. [G.C.]

• OPERA (Ital. Opera, abbrev. of Opera in
Mnsica, a 'Musical Work,* Dramma per la

Musiea; Fr. Op6ra; Germ, Oper, Singspiel), A
Drama, either Tragic or Comic, sung, through-
out, with appropriate Scenery and Acting, to the
Accompaniment of a full Orchestra.

It may seem strange to speak of the Opera as

one ofthe oldest institutions in existence
;
yet, our

search for its origin leads us back to a time long

antecedent to the beginning ofthe Christian ^ra;
and he who would read the story of its infancy

aright, must collect its details from the History of

Antient Greece : for it is as old as the Drama
itself. It was nurtured at Athens, in that

glorious Theatre, the acoustic properties of which
have never yet been rivalled. Its earliest libret-

tists were .^Ischylus and Sophocles; and its

earliest Orchestra, a band of Lyres and Flutes.

There is no doubt about this. It is quite certain

that not only were the Choruses of the 'Agamem-
non 'and the 'Antigone* sung to the grandest

music that could be produced at the time they

were written, but also that every word of the

Dialogue was musically declaimed. Musical
K,k
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"Dialogue has been censured, by nnmnnoftl critics,

as contrary to Nature. It is, undoubtedly, con-

trary to die practice of every-day life, but not

to the principles of Art. It is necessary that the

truth of this proposition should be very clearly

established ; for unless we make it our starting--

point, we shall never arrive at the true raUon
(Tiire of the Lyric Drama, nor be prepared with

a satisfactory answer to the cavils of those who,
like Addison and Steele, condemn it as a mon-
strous anomaly. It is open to no charge of ixl-

consistency to which the Spoken Drama is not

equally exposed. The Poet writes his Tragedy
^ in Verse, because he thereby gains the power of

expressing great thoughts with the greatest

amount of dignity that language can command.
His Verses are sung, in oAec that they may be
invested with a deeper pathos than the most

• careful form of ordinary declamation can reach.

No one objects to the Iambics of the ' Seven
against Thebes,* or the Blank Verse of 'King
John

' ; yet surely our sense of the fitness of

things is not more rudely shocked by the melo-

dious Ah I soccoreo / son tradiio I uttered by the

Commendatore after Don Giovanni has pierced

him through with his sword, than by the touch-

ing couplet with which Prince Arthur, at the

moment of his death, breaks forth into rhyme—
O me I my ancle's ipirit is in these atones :—
Heaven take my soul, and England keep my bones I

The conventionalities of common life are vio-

lated no less signally in the one case than in the

other
; yet, in the Opera as well as' in the Play,

the result of their violation is an artistic concep-

tion, as easily defensible on logical grounds as

the proportions of a statue or the colouring of

a picture—neither of which are faithful imita-

tions of Nature, though founded upon a natural

Ideal.

These appear to have been the views enter-

tained, towards the close of the i6th century, by
a little band of Men of Letters and Musicians

—

all ardent disciples of the Kenaissance—who met
in Florence at the house of Giovanni fiardi,

Conte di Vemio, with the avowed object of resus-

citating the style of musical declamation peculiar

to Greek Tragedy. This end was unattainable.

The antagonism between Greek and modem
tonalities would alone have sufficed to make
it an impossibility, had there been no other diffi-

culties in the way. But, just as the search for

the Philosopher's Stone resulted in some of the
most important discoveries known to Chemistry,
this vain endeavour to restore a lost Art led to

the one thing upon which, above all others, the

fiiture fate of the Lyric Drama depended—and
compassed it, on this wise. ^^
Among the Musicians who frequented the

Count of Vemio*s reunions were ^ree whose
names afterwards became celebrated. Vincenzo
Galilei—^the father ofthe great Astronomer—was
a pupil of the old school, but burning to strike

out something new. Jacopo Peri and Giulio

Caccini were young men, with little or no know-
ledge of Counterpoint, but gifted with a wealth
of original genius, and sufficient energy of char-
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aoter to enable them to turn it to the best ac-

count. All were thoroughly in earnest^ thoroughly
dissatisfied with the Music of the period, and
longing for a style of composition better fitted to

express the varying shades of human passion

than that then generally cultivated. The first

result of their tentative efforts to reach this long-

cherished Ideal was the invention of the Cantata
—a seecular composition, for a single Voice ac-

companied by a single Instrument. Galilei pro-

duced a work of this description, entitled 'H
Conte Ugolino,* which has unhappily been lost.

Caccini—already celebrated for the beauty of

his Voice, and Uie excellence of his performance
upon the Lute—wrote a number of shorter

pieces, which he sang with unbounded applause
at Bardies house, to the Accompaniment of

a Theorbo, played by Bardilla. Some of these

Canzonette were published, in 1602, under the
title of 'Le nuove Musiche* ; and an entire verse

of one of them will be found in the article

MoKODiA in the present volume. They are,

indeed, most interesting, as examples of the
earliest phase of the style—fitly called Monodic
—which exchanged the contrapuntal richness of
the Polyphonic School for the simplest of Melo-
dies, confined to a single part, and accompanied
by a Bass, which was often not only simple, but
of the rudest possible construction. The particu-

lar verse to wnich we have referred

—

Ditdi voi

8t di me vi cole—is exceptionally symmetrical in
form. As a general rule, the Melodies of this

transitional period were so destitute of what we
now call ' Figure * as to be all but amorphous

;

and it is preosely to this peculiarity that we are
indebted for the extraordinaryeffecttheywrought.
All that their Composers aimed at in construct-

ing them, was the exact oratorical rendering of
the words with which they had to deal ; and in
striving to attain this they unconsciously, and as
if by a kind of inspiration, achieved that potent
medium of passionate expression which alone was
needed to make t^ie Lyric Drama possible—pure,
well-accented, declamatory Recitative. Not,
as they fondly imagined, the exact method of
delivery cultivated by the Greek Dramatists;
but, we may fairly believe, the nearest approach
to it consistent with the modem Scale—the true

Mutica parlanUf or Stilo rapprewntativo, which,
by regulating the inflections of the Voice in
accordance with the principles of sound rhe-

torical science, invests them, if the experience of
nearly three centuries may be trustea, with an
amount of dramatic power attainable by no
other means.
The necessity for some such provision as this

must have been painfully apparent to all think-
ing men. The Polyphonic School, brought to

absolute perfection by Palestrina and his great
contemporaries, was utterly unfit for dramatic
purposes ; yet, in ignorance of a more appropriate
form of expression, attempts to turn it to account
in that direction had not been wanting. It is

certain that great part of Poliziano's ' Orfeo^*

written in the latter half of the 1 5th century,

was set to Mubic of some kind ; and Leo Allatiua
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menUoBB, in his ' Drammatorg^a,' the names of

eight Musical Bepresentations produced between

the years 1569 and 1582. The l)are titles of these

works, to one of which the name of Claudio

Herulo is attached, are all that now remain to

us; and, unfortunately, we possess no printed

copies ofthree still more important nroductions

—

' II Satiro/ 'Jja Disperazione di filleno/ and * II

Giuooo deUa Cieoa *—set to Music by Emilio del

Cavaliere, the two first in 1590, and the last in

1595 : but we may form a tolerably safe esti-

mate of their style from that of Orado Veoohi's
* L*Amfipamasso, performed at Mantua in 1594*
and printed soon afterwards in Venice. This

curiousComm^dia armonicaf astheComposerhim-
sdf calls it, is presented in the form of a series

of Madrigals, for five Voices, written in the true

Polyphonic Style, and equally remarkable for

the l^uty of their effect, and the learning dis-

played in their construction. There is no Over-

ture ; and no Instrumental Accompaniment, or

Ritomello, of any kind. When the Stage is occu-

pied by a single character only, the four super-

fluousVoices are made to sing behind the Scenes;

when two persons are needed for the action, three

are kept out of sight. All doubt on this point

is removed by the woodcuts with which the Music
is illustrated : but, before we condemn the ab-

surdity of the arrangement, we must remember
that Uie grand old Madrigalist only uses his

unseen Voices as later Composers have used the

Orchestra. He could not leave his characters

to sing without any accompaniment whatever;

and has therefore supported them, and, to the

best of his ability, enforced the action of the

Scene, by the only harmonio means within his

reach.

It must be confessed that, though Orazio

Veochi was a skilful Contrapuntist and Peri was
not, the Florentine Composer had all the ad-

vantage on his side, when, three years after the

first performance of 'L'Amfipamasso,* he pro-

duced his Music to Binuodni s ' Dafhe.' Count

Bardi having been summoned to Rome in 1592
to act as Maestro di camera to Pope Clement

VIII, the meetings formerly held at his house

were transferred to that of his friend Jacopo

Corsi, as enthusiastic a patron of the fine Arts

as himself. It was at the Palazzo Corsi that

« Dafoe* was first privately performed, in 1597,

No trace of it now remains ; but Peri himselftells

OB, in the pre&ce to his ' Euridice,' that he wrote

it at the instigation of Signer Corsi and the

Poet Binucdni, * in order to test the effect of

the particular kind of Melody which they

imagined to be identical with that used by the

antient Greeks and Romans throughout their

Dramas *
; and we learn from the account given

by Giov. Batt. Doni, that ' it charmed the whole

city.' The success of the experiment was, indeed,

so decided, that, in the year 1600, Peri was

invited to provide a still greater work, to grace

the festivities which followed the marriage of

King Henri IV ofFrance with Maria de' Medici.

It was on this occasion that he produced his

famous ' Euridice,' the fir^t true Italian Opera
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that was ever performed in public, and the ac-

knowledged prototype of all later developments
of the Dramma per la munca. The work excited
an extraordinary amount of attention. Ottavio
Rinuccini furnished the Libretto. Several noble-
men took part in the public performance. Behind
the Scenes, Signer Corsi himself presided at the

upon the Chitarone, the lira grande, or Viol dl

gamba, and the Theorbo, or I^rge Lute. These
Instruments, with the addition of three Flutes
used in a certain Ritomello, seem to have com-
prised the entire Orchestra : and a considerable

amount of ft'eedom .must have been accorded to

the performers, with legard to their manner of

employing them ; for, in the barred Score pub-
lished at Florence, with a dedication to Maria
de* Medici, in 1600, and reprinted at Venice in

1608, the accompaniment consists of little more
than an ordinary Figured Bass. This Score is

now exceedingly scarce. Hawkins did not even
know of its existence ; and Bumey succeeded in

discovering one example only, in the possession

of the Marchess Rinuccini, a descendant of the

Poet, at Florence: but a copy of the Venice
edition is happily preserved in the Library of the
British Museum, and from this we transcribe

a portion of one of the most melodious Scenes in

the Opera— that which introduces the three

Flutes to which we have already alluded.

Tiaai Tiene in Sc«na, sonando la preamte Zlnfonis,

con un Triflauto.

^-r
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Peri himself telLi um, in his pre&oe, that a
portion of this interesting work was written by
Caocini, though his own name alone appears

upon the title-page : but Caccini also set the

entire Libretto to Music, on his own account,

and published it in Florence in the same year

<i6oo), with a dedication to Giovanni Bardi.

The style of the two Operas is so nearly identical,

that whole Scenes might easily be transferred

from one to the other, without attracting notice

;

though it cannot be denied that there are situ^

ations, such as that in which Orpheus returns

with Euridice firom Hades, wherein Peri has
reached a higher level of dramatic expression

than his rival. It is, perhaps, for this reason,

that Caocini's 'Euridice* seems never to have
been honoured with a public performance : the

young Composer was, however, commissioned to

produce, for the wedding festivities, another

Favola in mtwico, entitled '11 Rapimento di

Cefalo,' some portion of which afterwards ap-

peared among Uie ' Nuove musiche.*

The study of these early attempts becomes
especially interesting, when we regard them as

the fairest possible types of the style of com-
position which characterised the FiftST PSBIOD
of the history of the modem Lyric Drama.
The immediate result of their success was

the recognition of the Opera as a form of Art
no longer tentative, but fairly established upon
true sDsthetic principles, embarrassed by no grave
practical difficulties, and perfectly consistent) in

all its details, with the received traditions of

Classical Antiquity—^whioh last recommendation
was no light one, in the estimation of men whose
reverence forGreek and Roman customsamounted
to a species of insanity. It was impossible that

Florence could be permitted to monopolise an
invention conceived in such complete aocordance

with the spirit of the age—the latest product

of the Renaissance. Accordingly we find the

scene of its triumphs transferred before long to

Mantua, in which city the Second Pbbiod of

its history was inaugurated with extraordinary

splendour in the year 1607, ^^ ^® occasion of

the marriage of Francesco Gonzaga with Mar-
gherita. Infanta of Savoy. At the invitation of

Vincenzo Gonzaga, the reigning Duke, Rinuo-
cini prepared for this Festival the Libretti oftwo
Operas, entitled 'Dafhe* and ' Arianna,* the first

of which was set to Music bv Marco di Zanobi
da Gagliano, and the second by Claudio Monte-
verde, the Dake*i Maastro di Cappella—a man
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of extraordinary genius, already £Eunous for the
boldness of his opposition to the established rules
of Counterpoint. Both Operas were written in
the newly invented 6HI0 rappre^entcUivo ; and
both were deservedly successful, though not in
an equal degree. After the first performance of
'Da&ie' we hear of it no more ; but * Ariannm'
produced so extraordinary an effect upon the
audience, more especially in the Scene in which
the forsaken Ariadne bewails the departure of
her iaithless lover,' that Monteverde was At
once invited to compose another Opera, for the
ensuing year. For the subject of tnis he bhoae
the never-weaiying story of Orpheus and £ury-
dice, which was dramatised for him by some
Poet whose name has not transpired, llie ne\w
work—entitled 'Orfeo,* to distinguish it from
Peri's illustration of the same myth—was, in
many respects, immeasurably superior to any
that had preceded it. Though Monteverde did
not actually invent the Opera, he proved himself
more competent to deal with it than any man
then living. Dramatic expression was one of
the most prominent characteristics of his genius.

Moreover, he was an accomplished Violist

:

and, while his natural love for Instrumental
Music tempted him to write for a far larger

Orchestra than any of his predecessors had ven-

tured to bring together, his technical skill en-

abled him to ti^ its resources to excellent

account. The InBtruments used on the oocasioo '

of the first performance were

—

2 Oravicembanl. 3 Bftni da samba.
2 ContrabMti de Viola. 4 Tromboni.
10 Viole d* bnoio. 1 Regale.
1 Arpa doppia. 2 GometU.
2 Violini pioooli alia Fran- 1 FUutino slla vifferima

oeee. leoonda.
2ChiUronL 1 Clarino, oon 8 Trombe
2 Organi dl legna lordine.

Hawkins, strangely misinterpreting the lists

of Characters and Instruments given at the
beginning of the printed Score, imagines every
Singer to have been accompanied by an Instru-

ment of some particular kind set apart for his

exclusive use. A very slight examination of the

Music will suffice to expose the fallacy of this

idea. Nevertheless, the Instruments are really

so contrasted and combined as to invest each

Character and Scene with a marked individu-

ality which cannot but have added greatly to the

interest of the performance. The introductory

Toccata—founded, throughout, upon a single

O^rd—is followed by a &tome11o, so gracefidly

conceived, that, had it been written even in our

own time, its simple beauty could scarcely have

failed to please.'* Another Ritomello, in five

parts, is written in close imitation, almost re-

sembling Canon. The Recitatives are accom-

panied, sometimes, by a Figured Bass only ; and
sometimes by two or more Instruments, the

1 This Scm9—La9tka«mi wtfi to w gwwrrily known w the 'LmmbI
of Artadna.'—U almost the only portion of the Opera that ha« b«.-ea

preeenred to us. It nuj he found entire In C. Ton Wmterfeld'i
* Joanoet Gabrfell.' and a)*o in a Memoir of Montererde pabUsbed In

the ' Musical Times' for March IffiQi

> The Tuocau and Bitomello will he found entire In an Eaiaj ' Oo
the Life. Work, and Inflaenoik of Monterarde.' printed la the * Hudcal
Times* for AprUlWk
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names of wbicli are indicated at the beginning.
A complete Score of the Opera was publish^
at Venice in 1609, and reprinted in 161 3. A
copy of the second edition, now presenred in the
Royal Library at Buckingham Palace, was for-

merly in the possession of Sir John Hawkins, who
quoted from it largely, in vol. iii. of his 'History
of Music* As specimens of the general style

of the work, we subjoin a few bars of Recitative
from a Scene in the First Act, and the 'Moresca*
or ' Moorish Dance ' with which the Opera con-
cludes—a movement full of interest, as an indi-

cation of the Composer's desire to unite a grace-

ful flow of melody with a symmetrical and well
constructed Form. [See FoBM.]
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The expense attendant upon the production of

these early Operas mOst have been enormous.
Thegorgeous dresses,and other incidental appoint-

ments, occasionally mentioned by writers of the
period, sufficiently explain why the Dramma in
Musica WHS reserved exclusively for the enter-

tainment of Princes, on occasions of extraordinary

public rejoicing. No such occasions appear to

have presented themselves for some considerable

time after the marriage of Franceso Gronzaga.

Accordingly we find, that, after following up
* Orfeo* with a grand Mythological Spectacle called

*I1 Ballo delle Ingrate/ Monteverde produced
no more dramatic works till the year 1624, when,
having settled permanently in Venice, he wrote,

at the instance of Girolamo Mocenigo, an Inter-

mezzo, * II Combattimento di Tancredi e Clorin-

da,^ in which he introduced, for the first time,

two important Orchestral Effects, which have
remained in common use to the present day

—

pizzicatB passages for the Stringed Instruments,

and the wdl-known tremolo, [See Monteverde.]
In 1630 he again took higher ground, and com-
posed, for the marriage of Giustiniana Mocenigo
with Lorenzo Giustiniani, a grand Opera called
' Proserpina Rapita,' which was brought out with
extraordinary magnificence, and seems to have
been very successful. The Music, however, was
soon destined to be forgotten ; for this was the

year rendered memorable by the terrible plague,

which, completely devastating the larger Italian

Cities, rendered all intellectual advancement for

the time being impossible. As we shall presently

see, when it had had time to recover from this
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serions hindnmce. Art flonrlBhed more brilliantly

than ever ; but, before proceeding with the history

of its triumphfl in Venice, it is necessary that we
should glance, for a moment, at its position in

some other parts of Italy.

Pietro della Yalle, writing in 164D, tells us

that, like Tn^^y at Athens under the guidance

of Thespis, the Lyric Drama made its first ap-

pearance in Rome upon a Cart. During the

Carnival of 1606, this ambulant Theatre was
driven from street to 8fereet> surmounted by a

moveable Stage, whereon five masked performers

enacfced a little Play, set to Music for them by

Paolo Quagliati. The idea seems to have origin-

ated with Delia Yalle hims^. He it was who
arranged the performances, and induced Quag-

liati to write the Music : and so great was the

success of the experiment, that from four o'clock

in the afternoon until after midnight, the little

band of Strollers found themselves surrounded by
a never-failing concourse of admiring spectators,

^ugh indeed must these primitive peribrmances

have been when compared with the entertain-

ments presented to the Florentines by Peri and
Caccini ; yet it is strange, that, notwithstanding

their £ftvourable reception, we hear of no attempts

either to repeat them or to encourage the intro-

duction of anything better, until the year 1632,

when a Musical Drama called 'II Ritomo di

Angelica nell* Indie,' by a Composer whose name
is not recorded, appears to have been privately

performed in the palace of one of the Roman
nobles. Representations of this kind were after-

wards not uncommon; but many years elapsed

before any really great Opera was produced in

the Eternal City.

The Bolognese claim to have encotutaged the

Opera in very early times, and even to have
invented it; but they are far from being able

to prove their case. A Chronological Catidogue,

published at Bologna in 1737, gives a list of «U
the Musical Dramas performed in the city from
the year 1600 down to that in which it was
printed. The names of the Poets who furnished

' the Libretti are hem very carefully recorded,

from the earliest times-; but so native Composer
is mentioned until the year 1610, when Giro-

lamoGiacobbi brought forward his ' Andromeda,*
which produced so great an impression that it

was again revived in 1628. The works of the

Florentine and Venetian Composers seem how-
ever to have met with a more favourable re-

ception at Bologna than the products of native

genius. Peri's 'Euridioe' was performed there

in 1601, and again in 1616, on which occasion

it attracted a vast and most enthusiastic audience

;

and for very many years afterwards the Bolog-

nese were quite contented with the importation

of successful Operas from Venice.

The early records of the Neapolitan Drama
are lamentably imperfect. We hear of no Opera
produced in Naples, until 1646, when mention is

made of a Pasticcio called ' Amor non a legge,'

by several different Compesers, none of whose
names have transpired. It seems however more
reasonable to believe that our information is at
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fault, than that a School which afterwarda be*
came so deservedly famous, should have been
first called into existence at so late a period.
Still, we cannot fail to observe, that, notwith-
standing the enthusiastic cultivation ofDrani*tio
Music, the centres of its development were, at
this period, very far from numerous. The more
luxuriantly it flourished in any highly privileged

city, the less we hear of it elsewhere.

The Thibd Pkbioo in the history of the Lyrio
Drama was preluded by the bold transfer of its

patronage from the Piinoe to the people. In the
year 1637 the fiimous Theorbo player, Benedetto
Ferrari, and Francesco Manelli da Tivoli," the
Composer, opened at their own private risk the
first public Opera House in Venice, under the
name of the Teatro di San Cassiano. For this

new Theatre, Ferrari wrote the words, and Man-
elli the Music, of an Opera called ' Ajidromeda»*
which was so well received, that in the following

year the same two authors brought out a second
work, <La Masra fulminata'; while in 1639
the text of Giulio Strozzi*s 'La Delia, osaia 1a
Sposa del Sole' was set to Music, either by Man-
elii or Paolo Sacrati—it is difficult to say whidi,
and Ferrari produced 'L*Armida* topoetry of hia

own. This was an eventful season. Before its

close, Monteverde once more appeared before the
public with a new Opera called ' L*Adone,' which
ran continuously till the Carnival of 1640; and
his pupil, Pi^r-Francesco Caletti-Bruni, nick-

named by the Venetians 'H Checco Cft-Cavalli,'

*

made his first appearance as a Dramatic Cem-
poser with * Le Nozze di Peleo e di Tetide '—

a

work which proved him to be not only the faith-

ful disciple of an eminent Maestro, but a true
genius, with originality enough to enable him to

carry on that Maestro'a work in a spirit free from
aU trace of servile imitation. His natural taste

suggested the cultivation of a more flowing style

of Melody than that in which his contemporaries
were wont to indulge ; and he was not so bigoted

a disciple of the Renaissance as to think it ne-
cessary to sacrifice that taste to the insane Hel-
lenic prejudice which would have banished
Rhythmic Melody from the Opera for no better

reason than that it was imknown in the time
of Pericles. Vincenzo Galilei and his Florentine

associates eondemned auch Melody as puerile

and degraded to the last degree. Monteverde
never ventured to introduce it, save in his Ritor-

nelU. But Cavalli—as he is now generally called

—not only employed it constantly, for the Bake

of relieving the monotony of continuous Recita-

tive, but even foreshadowed the form of the
regular Aria, by that return to the first part

w^ch Aiessandro Scarlatti afterwards indicated

by the term Da Capo, Cavalli's genius was as pro-

lific as it was originaL The author of ' Le Glorie

della Poesia e della Musica * (Venice, 1 730) gives

the names of 34 Operas which he produced, for

Venice alone, between the years 1637 and 1665.

F^tis mentions 39, but Quadrio assures us that

he wrote, altogether, more than 40; Bumey
laments that after diligent search he oould

1 That li. 'Ltttiernnk. of Um Hoom of OftT»lU.*
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meet with the Music of only one, ' "VEtismenh,^

produced in 1C55 : but, complete copies of ao,

including two undoubted autographfl, may be
found in the Contarini collection in the Library

of S. Mark at Venice; and the autograph of
* L'E^to ' is prefterved in the Imperial Library

at Vienna. Some interesting examples Irom
* L*£ri8mena* will be found in voL iv. of Bumey*8
History: and a comparison of these with Uie

subjoined extract from an Air in 'H Giasone*

(1649), ^^^ Accompaniments for two Violins

and a Bass, will shew that the Composer's feeling

for Melody was by no means exhibited in one
production only.
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' Catalli*s predilection for Rhythmic Melody
was fully shared by his talented contemporary.
Marc Antonio Cesti—a pupil of the celebrated

Roman Maestro, Giacomo Carissimi, to whose
example, though he himself did not care to write
for the Stage, the Dramatic Composers of the
day were indebted for a higher ideal than they
could possibly hare conceived without his assist-

ance. Honest work in one branch of Art seldom
fails to react favourably upon another : and it

is certain, that, by transferring to the Opera the
methods of phrasing and instrumentation em-
ployedbyCanssimi in theCantata di Camera, Cesti
not only elevated the former to a more dignified

level than it had ever before attained, but at the

same time laid the foundation of his own trium-

phant success. His earliest attempt. * L'Orontea*
— first performed at Venice in 1649, ** *^®
Teatro dei SS. Apostoli, in the teeth of Cavalli s
• Giasone * at the rival House of S. Cassiano—
retained its popularity, throughout the whole of

Italy, for more than 30 years. Of his later

Operas, six—'Cesare amante,' 'La Dori, o lo

schiavo regie,' * Tito,' * Argene/ * Genserico,' and
*Argia'—were written for Venice, and two

—

*La Schiava fortunata' and *I1 Pomo d'oro*

—

for Vienna. Many of these are, it is to be feared,

irretrievably lost ; but we still possess enough to

give us a very clear idea of the Composer's general

style. Some fragments from 'L'Orontea,' dis-

covered in a MS. Music-book once belonging to

Solvator Rosa, will be found in vol. iv. of Bur-

ney's History ; and a complete Score of 'H Pomo
d'oro' is preserved at Vienna, in the Imperial

Library. A Score of * La Dori ' is also mentioned

in the catalogue of the collection formed by the

late Abb^ Santini : and the Library of Christ-

church,Oxford, boasts 1 5 of Cesti'sCantatas, which
differ but little in style from his Music written

for the Theatre.

The honours of the Venetian School were up-

held, about this time, by a crowd of popular

Composers, the most successful of whom were
Carlo Pallavicino, D. Giov. Legrenzi, Antonio
Sartorio, Pietro and Marc Antonio Ziani, Castro-

villari, Strozzi, and some other aspirants for

public fame, who found ample employment in

the numerous Opera Houses which before the

close of the century sprang up in every quarter

of the City. We have already had occasion to

mention the inauguration of the Teatro di S.

Cassiano in 1637. It was not long suffered to

stand alone. The Teatro di SS. Giovanni e Paolo

was opened in 1639 with 'La Delia, ossia la

Sposa del Sole '; the Teatro di S. Mosh in 164

1

with a revival of Monteverde's 'Arianna'; the

Teatro nuovo, in the same year, with Strozzi's

*La finta pazza'; the Teatro dei SS. Apostoli

in 1649 with * L'Orontea,' as already described

;

the Teatro di S. Aponal in 1651 with Cavalli's

'L'Oristeo'; the Teatro di 8. Luca, o di San
Salvatore, in 1661, with Castrovillari's * La
Pasife ' ; the Teatro di S. Gregorio in 1 670 with

a Pasticcio entitled 'Adelaida'; the Teatro di

S. Angelo in 1677 with Freschi's * Elena rapita

da Paride'; the Teatro di S. Giovanni Griso-
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Btomoin 1678 with PaUavicinTs 'Veapawano*;
and the Teatro di S. Fantin in 1699 with
Pignotta's * Paolo Emilio.* The mere existence

of these eleven Theatres proves, more clearly

than any amount of written description, the

readiness with which the Venetians received the

Opera as one of their most cherished amusements.
They hxul already learned to look upon it as quite

a national institution; and supported it with a
liberality altogether unknown elsewhere. In
Rome, for instance, there were, at this time,

three Opera Houses only—the Torre di Nona,
opened in 1671 with CavaIIi*8 'Giasone*; the

Sala de' Signori Capranica, for the inauguration

of which Bernardo Pasquini composed his * Dov'
h Amore h Pietk * in 1679 ; and a Theatre in the

Palazzo Aliberti, which started with Perti's
' Penelope la casta * in 1696. No public Theatre
was established in Bologna till 16S0.

The FouBTH Period of our history was a
very significant one, and productive of results so

important, that it may be said to mark the

boundary between a class of works interesting

chiefly from an antiquarian point of view, and
those grander productions the intrinsic value of

which entitles them to be remembered through-
out all time.

The earlier Dramatic Composers, from Peri

downwards, held the Art of Counterpoint in

undisguitied contempt, and trusted for success

entirely to the brilliancy of their natural talents.

Alessandro Scarlatti, beyond all comparison the

brightest genius of the epoch we are considering,

had wisdom enough to perceive that natural gifts

lose more than half their force, when unculti-

vated by study. Acting upon this conviction,

he never ceased to labour at the Science of Com-
position, until he found himself universally recog-

nised as the most learned Musician of his day ;

and thus it was that he took even the best of his

contemporaries at an incalculable disadvantage.

His knowledge of Counterpoint so &r aided him
in the construction of his Basses and the elabora-

tion of his Accompaniments, that, under his

masterly treatment, the timidity, which, in the
infancy of Modem Art, so fatally weakened its

eifect, and rendered it so miserable a substitute

for the richer combinations of Polyphony, was
exchanged for a freedom of style and breadth of
design which at once elevated it to the rank ofa
finished School, capable indeed of future develop-

ment to an unlimited extent, but no longer either

tentative in conception or rudimentary in struo»

ture. On the other hand, his splendid natural

talents did him good service in quite another
way. Tired of the monotony of uninterrupted
Recitative, he boldly started on a new path, and,
rejecting the experience of his immediate prede-

cerisors as altogether effete, availed himself of
three distinct forms of dramatic expression

—

the simple form of Recitative, called by the
Italians Reeitativo tecco; Accompanied Recita-

tive, or UecUatiro atromerUato ; and the regular

Aria. The first of these he employed for the
onlinary business of the Stage; the second, for

the expression of deep pathos, or violent emotion,
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of any kind ; the third, for impasnonedy or at

least strongly individualised soliloquy. As thest
three methods of enunciation are still used, fot

exactly similar purposes, we shall frequently hav«
occasion to refer to them hereafter. For the
prevent, it is sufficient to say that no radical

change has ever taken place in the structure of
Reeitativo aecco since it was first invented. Then,
as now, it was supported by a simple * Thorough-
bass,'the Chords of which were filled in, in former
times, upon the Harpsichord, but are now more
frequently played by the principal Violoncello,

in light Arpeggios, to which the late Robert
Lindley was wont to impart a charm which no
old frequenter of Her Majesty's Theatre will ever
forget. Accompanied Recitative, on the con-
trary, unknown, so far as we can discover, befca«
the time of Scarlatti, has since passed throagh
an infinity of changes, naturally dictated by the
gradual enlargement of the Orchestra, and the
increased strength of its resources. But, it is

still what its inventor intended it to be— a
passionate form of declamation, in whichthe sense
of the verbal text is enforced by the continual
interposition of Orchestral Symphonies of more
or less elaborate construction. Lastly, the sym-
metrical form of the Aria had only been very
imperfectly suggested, before Scarlatti completed
it by the addition of a * Second Part.* followed
by that repetition of the original Strain now
known as the Da Capo. Within the last hun-
dred years this Da Capo has been discontinued,

from a not unnatural objection to the stiffness of
its effect; but that very stiffness was. in the
first instance, a notable sign of life. We cannot
but welcome it as the healthy indication of a
desire to escape from the dreariness of the inter-

minable Monologue which preceded it; and,
however formal we may now think it, we owe
something to the Composer who first made it a
distinctive feature in the Dramatic Music he did
so much to perfect, and whose love of regular
design led him to introduce improvements of
equfd value into the form of the Instrumental
Prelude which was afterwards recognised as the
indispensable Overture.

Scarlatti's first Opera, 'L'Onestk nell' Amore,'
produced at Rome in the Palace of Christina, ex-

Queen of Sweden, in 1680, was followed by 108
others, written from Rome, Vienna, Venice, and
more especially Naples, which justly claims him
as the founder of its admirable School. The most
successful of them seem to have been, * Pompeo'
(Naples, 1684); *La Teodora' (Home, 1693):
*Pirro e Demetrio,*'H Prigioniero 'fortunato,'

*I1 Prigioniero superbo', • Gli Equivochi nel
sembiante,' ' Le Nozze col nemico,* ' Laodicea e
Berenice,* 'II Figlio delle Selve ' (Naples, 1694-
1703); *n Medo' and 'H Teodoro* (Rome,
1703-1709^; 'II Trionfo della Liberty* and
• Mitridate * (Venice, 1 707) ; and the most cele-

brated of all, * La Principessa fedele.* To the>«e

must be added an enormous collection of Can-
tatas, of more or less dramatic character, MS.

1 AV&8cor«orthUOperftwinbef(BundIotlMDt«soiMttlcoU«cUoa
In the iirltUh llutoum.
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copies of which are preserved in most of the

larger European Libraries, both public and
private, though very few were ever published

—

a circumstance the more to be regretted, since

the freshness of their Melodies rarely fails to

attract attention, even at the present day. It

would be difficult, for instance, to find, in a com-
position of any date, a more delicious phrase than

ihe£ ollowing :

—
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The most talented of Scarlatti*s contemporaries

were, . among Neapolitans, Alessandro Stradella

and Francesco Rossi; in Venice, Antonio Caldara

and Antonio Lotti ; in Bologna, Antonio Perti,

Francesco Pistocchi,and Giovanni Maria Buonon-
cini ; and, in Vicenza, Domenico Freschi. But
for his untimely death, Stradella*s genius would
undoubtedly have entitled him to take rank as

the founder of an original and highly charac-

teristic School. As it was, he lived but to com-

pose one single Opera, *La Forza dell* Amor
patemo,* the Libretto of which was printed at

Genoa in 1678. Rossi, though bom in Naples,

wrote chiefly for Venice, where he met with

very great success. Lotti produced eighteen suc-

cessful Operas in that city, between the years

1683 and 1717 ; and one in Dresden. Caldara
enriched the Venetian School with five, besides

writing many more for Vienna, founded for the

most part upon the Libretti of Apostolo 2^no
and Metastasio. The greater number of Freschi^s

works were also written for Venice; but bis

famous ' Berenice ' was first performed at Padua,

in 16S0, the year in which Scarlatti made his

first appearance in Rome, with a mi<6 en seine

which exceeded in magnificence anything that

had ever been previously attempted. Among the

attractions mentioned in the printed book of the

Opera, we find Choruses of 100 Virgins, 100

Soldiers, and 100 Horsemen in iron armour;

besides 40 Comets, on horseback: 6 mounted
Trumpeters ; 6 Drummers ; 6 Ensigns ; 6 Sack-
buts ; 6 Flutes ; i a Minstrels, playing on Turkish
and other Instruments ; 6 Pages ; 3 Sergeants

;

6 Cymbaleers; la Huntsmen; la Grooms; la
Charioteers; a Lions, led by a Turks; a led
Elephants ; Berenice's Triumphal Car, drawn by
4 Horses ; 6 other Cars, drawn by i a Horses

;

6 Chariots, for the Procession; a Stable, con-

taining 100 living Horses; a Forest, filled with
Wild-boar, Deer, and Bears; and other scenic

splendoiurs, too numerous to mention in detail, but
highly significant, as indicative of a condition

of the Drama in which, notwithstanding an
honest desire on the part of many a true Artist

to attain sestbetio perfection, the taste of the
general public was as yet unable to soar above the
vulgarities of a frivolous peep-show. To so great
an extent was this absurdity carried, that Pis-

tocchi's 'Leandro* (1679) and 'Girello' (i68a)
were performed in Venice by Puppets, and
21iani's' Damira placata' by mechanical Figures,

as large as life, while the real Singers officiated

behind the scenes. Concerning the influence of

such vanities upon the future prospects of Art
we shall have occasion to speak more particularly

hereafter.

The Fifth Pebiod, though very nearly syn-

chronous with the Fourth,* differs from it in so

many essential characteristics, that it may be said

to possess, not merely a history, but an Art-li e

peculiar to itself. The scene of its development
was Paris, to which city its leading spirit, Gio-

vanni Battista LuUi, was brought from Florence

in the year 1646, in the character of Page to

Mademoiselle de Montpensier, Niece of Louis
XIV. For the personal history of this extra-

ordinary genius we must refer our readers to pp.
172-174 of the present volume ; all that concerns

us here is his influence upon the Musical Drama.
Removed from Italy at the age of 13, he brought
none of its traditions to France, and was thus

left to form a School—for he did nothing less—
by the aid of his own natural talent alone. He
has not, indeed, escaped the charge of plagiarism

;

and it is well known that he profited not a little

by the study of such works of Cavalii and Cesti

as he could obtain in Paris : but the assertion

that he imitated the forms invented by the great

leaders of the Venetian School, from inability

to strike out new ones for himself, is equally

inconsistent with the known conditions under

wldch his Operas were produced, and the internal

evidence afforded by a careful analysis of the

works themselves. The French Grand Opera
was no importation from foreign parts. It had an
independent origin of its own ; and is as clearly

traceable to the Ballet, as its Italian sister is to

Classical Tragedy. As early as the year 158 1, a

1 ThTonghout thli Article, we hvn mad the word Pcbiod len for

the purpose of expreutnc ^ definite term of years, than for that of

indicating a definite stage of artistic derelopment. Uenoe. though
our 'Periods' will he constantlj found to orerlap each other In point

of time, they will introduce no confusion either of styles or natloo-

alUies. Notwithstanding certain anomalies inseparable from this

method of clanslflcatlon. we venture to offer it as the best we hare

be4-n able to devlRe, after long and careful oonalderation of this rerj

. difficult iutd««t>
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piece, called • Le Ballet comique de la Royne/
arranged by Baltazar de Beaujoyeaulz, with

Dance Tunes, Choruses, Musical Dialogues, and
Bitomelli, composed for the occasion by Beaulieu

and Salmon, was acted, at the Chateau de Mou*
tiers, in presence of Henri III, with extraordinary

splendour. [Vol. i. p. 133 a.] The entire work
is, fortunately, still in existence ; and the Music
—of which an example will be found under

Obchestbation—is far more likely to have sug-

gested ideas to Lulli than the productions of his

own countrymen. The first attempt to introduce

Italian Music was made by Rinuccini, who
visited France in the suite of Maria de' Medici

in 1600 ; but it does not seem to have accorded

with the national taste. During the reign of

Louis XIII, the Ballet was more warmly
patronised at Court than any other kind of

musical entertainment. Cardinal Mazarin en-

deavoured to ' re-introduce the Italian Opera,

during the minority of Louis XIV ; but its

success was very transient, and &r less en-

couraging than that of the early attempts at

French Opera. The first of these was * Akebar,

Boi de Mogol/ written and composed by the

Abb6 Mailly, and performed at Carpentras in

1646, in the presence of the Papal Legate,

Cardinal Bichi. In 1659, Perrin wrote a Pas-

toral, with Music by Cambert, which was first

privately performed at Issy, and afterwards, in

presence of the King, at Vincennes. Louis was

delighted with it; and, supported by his approval,

its authors produced some other works, of which

the most successful was ' Pomone,* played first in

1669 at the Hotel de Nevers, and in 1677 in the

Tennis Court at the Hotel de Gu^n^gaud. This

was the firstFrenchOpera ever publiclyperformed

in Paris. MeanwMle, Lulli was industriously

engaged in the composition of Ballets, designed

to meet the taste of the young King, who was

passionately fond of dancing, and cared little for

any kind of Music imsuited to his favourite

pastime. But in March, 167a, he obtained, by

Royal Patent, the entire monopoly of the 'Aca-

demic de Musique,' and then it was that he

entered upon that portion of his career which

exercised the strongest influence upon the subse-

quent progress of Dramatic Music in France.

Too politic to imperil his position at Court by

the introduction of unwelcome novelties, he still

made Ballet Music his cfievcU de IxUaille ; and,

BO popular were his Dance Tunes and rhythmic

Choruses, that the occupants of the Parterre are

said to have been constantly tempted to join in

singing them. Moreover, his bold and highly

cultivated taste for Instrumental Music led him

to mould the Overture into a form more perfect

than any with which it had been previously in-

vested. [See OvBRTDBE.] For the measrre Pre-

lude affected by his Italian contemporaries he

substituted a dignified Largo, followed by an

Allegro, in the Fugato style, with a well-marked

Subject, and many clever points of imitation,

broadly conceived, and designed rather to please

by their natural sequence than to surprise by any

•xtraordinary display of ingenuity. Sometimes
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he added a third Movement, in the form of
a Minuet, or other stately Dance Tune, which
never failed to delight the hearer : and so suc-

cessful was the general effect of the whole, that

no long time elapsed before it was imitated by
every Composer in Europe. Had Lulli done
nothing for Art but this, posterity would still

have been indebted to him for a priceless bequest

:

but he did far more. Inspired by the Verses of
Quinault, who wrote 20 pieces for him between
the years 167 a and 1686, he had genius enough
to devise a style of Recitative so well adapted to

the spirit of the best French Poetry, that the

declamatory portions of his Operas soon became
even more attractive than the scenes which de-

pended for their success upon mere spectacular

display. In order to accomplish this purpose, he
avstiled himself of an expHadient already well-

known in the Venetian School— the constant

alternation of Duple and Triple Rhythm. This

he used to an excess, which, while it secured the

perfect rhetorical expression of the text, injured

the flow of his Melody very seriously, and would

be a fatal bar to the revival of his Music at the

present day. But, it helped him to found the

great French School ; and France will ever be

grateful to him for doing so. A comparison of the

following extract from *Atys* (1676) with the

Scene from Cavalli's ^Giasone* given at page 503,

will clearly exemplify the distinction between his

style and that of the Venetian Composers :

—

Lulli was the last man in the world to en-

courage the talent of a possible rival, or even to

allow him a foir hearing. While he lived, he

reigned supreme; and his successors, Colasse,

Danchet, Campra, and Destouches, were quite

incompetent to carry on his work. But though

Art languished in BVance, good service was done

in its cause, in our own country, by a contem-

porary writer, the originality of whose genius

renders it necessary that we should treat of the

epoch in which he flourished as a Sixth Period.

With the sole exception ofAlessaudro Scarlatti,
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no dramatic Gompofier of the 17th century has
left behind him bo great a number of works, the

beauty of which time has no power to destroy, as

Henry Purcell. In all essential points, he was
immeasurably in advance of the age in which he
lived. His Melodies sound as firesh to-day as

they did when they were first written ; and for

the best of all possible reasons. Apart from their

skilful construction, which betrays the hand of

the accomplished Musician in every bar, they are
pervaded throughout by a spontaneity of thought
which can never grow old. Springing directly from
the depths of the Composer s heart, they never fail

to find, in the hearts of their hearers, a response

over which the tyranny of fashion can exercise

no influence. It is not surprising that their

author should have created his own model,

instead of following the example of the French
or Italian Composers. The idea of English

Opera was suggested neither by the Ballet nor
the Tragedy. It was the legitimate offspring of

the Masque; and the Masque, in England at

least, was very fa^r from presenting the charac-

teristics of a true Lyric Drama. Its Music was,

at first, purely incidental—as much so as that

introduce into the Plays of Shakespeare. It is

true, that as early as 161 7 Nicolo Lani^re set

an entire Masque of Ben jonson's to Music, in

the Stilo recitativo^ and may therefore justly claim

the credit of having composed the first English

Opera, though he was by birth an Italian. But
^ the practice was not continued. The Music
written by Henry Lawes for Milton*s *Comus,' in

1634, is far leas dramatic than Lock's 'Macbeth'

;

and it was really Purcell who first transformed

the Masque into the Opera; or rather, anni-

hilated the one, and introduced the other in its

place : and this he did so satisfactorily, that,

measuring his success by the then condition of

Art in France and Italy, he left nothing more to

. be desired. His Recitutive, no less rhetorically

perfect than Lulli*s, was infinitely more natural,

and frequently impassioned to the last degree

;

and his Airs, despite his self-confessed admiration

for the Italian style, shew little trace of the forms

then most in vogue, but breathing rather the

spirit of unfettered National Melody, stand forth

as models of refinement and freedom. Purcell'

s

dramatic compositions are very numerous, and
it is not improbable that many of them have been
lost. The names have been preserved of * Dido
and iEneas* (1677), 'Abelazor' (ib.), *Timon of

Athens' (1678), 'The Virtuous Wife* (1680),

'Theodoeius' (ib.), 'The Indian Queen.' ' Dio-

desian, or the Prophetess* (1690), Dryden's
' Tempest * (ib.), • King Arthur ' (1691), *Amphi-
trion* (ib.), 'The Gordian Knot untied* (ib.),

'Distressed Innocence' (ib.), 'The Fairy Queen*

(1693), 'The Old Bachelor' (1693), 'The Married
Beau • (1694). 'Th® Double Dealer * (ib.), • Don
Quixote' Ob), and 'Jftonduca' (1695). Of these,

some were complete Operas ; some. Plays with
Incidental Music ; and some, dramatic pieces for

which he wrote only the Overtures and Act
Tunes. The complete Score of ' Dioclesian ' was
published in 1691, with a dedication to Charles
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Duke of Somerset. A splendid edition of ' King
Arthur ' was published by the Musical Antiqtia-

rian Society. MS. Scores of ' Dido and i£neas,'
' Bonduca,' * Timon of Athens,* ' Dioclesian,' and
*A Second Interlude,' will be found in the
Dragonetti Collection, in the British Museum

;

and a large selection of Songs and other .pieces

from the entire series are preserved in a work
called 'Orpheus Britannicus,' published by the
Composer's widow in 1698, and now becoming
scarce. It would be difficult to point to a finer

example of his style than the following enchant-
ing Melody from ' King Arthur '

:

What Lulli did for France, and Purcell for

England, Reinhard Keiser, the leading Composer

^ ^«-
^fflYFffTH Fir"^^"i did for Grermany. The

Opera was first imported into that country from

Italy in 1627, when Rinuocini's * Dafne,' trans-

lated into German by Martin Opitz, and set to

Music by Heinrich Schiitz, was performed at

Torgau, on the occasion of the marriage of

George II, Landgraf of Hesse, with the sister

of the Elector of Saxony. At Regensburg, the

Musical Drama made its first appearance with

Benedetto Ferrari's * L'Inganno d'Amore,* in

1653. Antonio Dragbi's 'Alcindo,' and 'Clo-

ridia,' were produced in 1665 at Vienna ; and
Giulio Riva's 'Adelaida Regia Principessa di

Susa.' at Munich. But all these last-named

works were sung in Italian. The true cradle of

the German Opera, despite its transient success

at Torgau, was Hamburg ; in which city Johann
Theile produced his * Adam und Eva'—the first

' Singspiel ' ever publicly performed in the Ger-

man language—in 1678. This was followed, in

the same year, by 'Omntes'; and from that

time forward the Hamburg Theatre retained
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the first place ttmong the public Open Homes
ofGermany for more tiian half a century. Niko-
laus Strunck wrote 6 operas for it, between the

years 1678 and 1685. Between 1679 and 1686,

Johann Franck wrote 13. Johann Fortsch wrote

12, between 1684 and 1690; Johann Gonradi,

8, between 1691 and 1693; JohAm Cousser, 5,

between 1693 and 1697 ; and Mattheson, 3,

between 1699 and 1704: but between 1694
and 1 734* Keiser produced quite certainly not

less than 1

1

6, and probably many more. Handel
also brought out his • Almira* and 'Nero* there

in 1705, and his 'Daphne* and 'Florinda* in

1 706 ; his connection with Hamburg was, how-
ever, of no long duration, and it was to Keiser's

exertions alone that the Theatre was indebted
for its world-wide fame. Keiser^s first attempt—'Basilius*—which had already been success-

fully performed at Wolfenbtittel in 1693, was
received in 1694 ^i^^ ^® utmost possible enthu-
siasm ; and, after that, his popularity continued
undiminished, until, 40 years later, he took leave

of his admiring audience with his last pro-

duction, * Circe.' The number of his publi^ed
works is, for some unexplained reason, exceed-
ingly small. By far the greater portion of them
was long supposed to be hopelessly lost, in the
city which had once so warmly welcomed their

appearance ; but in 18 10, Pdlchau was fortunate
enough to discover a lai^ collection of the
original MSS., which are now safely stored in

Berlin. Their style is purely Grerman; less

remarkable for its rhetorioal perfection ihan that
of LulU, but exhibiting far greater variety of
expression, and a more earnest endeavour to

attain that spirit of dramatic truth which al(»ne

can render such Music worthy of its intended
purpose. Their author's love for scenic splendour
did indeed sometimes tempt him to place more
reliance upon its effect than was consistent with
the higher aspirations of his grenius

;
yet he was

none the less a true Artist ; and, though
Schiitz and Theile were before him in the field,

it would be scarcely just to deny him the honour
of having founded that great German School
which has since produced the finest Dramatic
Composers the world has ever known.
But the advance we have recorded was not

confined to one School only. The opening decades
of the 1 8th century introduce us to a very
important crisis in the annals of the Lyric
Drama, in most of the principal cities of Europe.
So steadily had it continued to increase in

general favour, since it was first presented to

a Florentine audience in the year 1600, that,

after the lapse of little more than a hundred
years, we find it firmly established, in Italy,

France, England, and Germany, as a refined

and highly popular species of entertainment.

Meanwhile, its progress towards artistic per-

fection had been so far unimpeded by any serious

difficulty, that a marked improvement in style

is perceptible at each successive stage of its

career ; and the Eighth Pebiod of its history,

upon which we are now about to enter, is preg-

nant with interest, as suggestive of a fiur higher
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ideal than any that we have hitherto had occasioB
to consider.

Though Handel, as we have already seen*

made his first essay, at Hamburg, in German
Opera, his natural taste sympathised entirely

with the traditions of the Italian School, which
had already been ennobled by the influence of
Carissimiy Colonna, and other great writers of
Chamber Music, as well as by the works of
Alessandro Scarlatti, and the best Dramatic
Composers of the Fourth Period. Attracted by
the fame of these illustrious Maestri, he studied

their works with all possible diligence during
his sojourn in Italy; and having learned from
them all that he cared to know, put his ex-

perience to the test by producing his first Italian

Opera, * Boderigo,* at Florence, in 1 706, and his

second, *Agrippina,* in the following year, at
Venice, besides composing, at Rome, a third

Musical Drama, called *Silla,' which, though
never publicly performed, served afterwards as
the basis of *Amadigi.' Even in these early

works, his transcendamt genius asserted itself

with a power which completely overcame the
national exclusivenees of the Italians, who affec-

tionately sumamed him *I1 caro Sassone*: but
a still more decided triumph awaited him in

London, where he brought out his famous ' Ri-

naldo ' (composed in a fortnight !) at the Queen^s
Theatre in the Haymarket, on February 34,

1 71 1. This was, beyond all comparison, the

finest opera that had ever been placed upon the

Stage, in any country ; and its success was both

brilliant and lasting. On its first production,

it was played fifteen times in succession. It had
a second run, of nine nights, in the following

year; a third in 1715; a fourth in 1717. and
another as late as 1731. Moreover, it was
enthusiastically received in 1 715 at Hamburg;
and equally so, three years afterwards, at Naples.

For this long-continued popularity it was chiefly

indebted to the exceeding beauty of its Arias, of
which it contained many, such as ' Lasoia ch*io
* pianga,* * Cara sposa,* * Vieni o cara,' ' Figlia

mia,' ' II tricerbero ^ umiliato,* and others equally

fine, concerning which it may be safely prophesied^

that, like the magnificent March, afterwards

introduced by Dr. Pepusch into the * Beggar's

Opera,** (1727), they will last for ever. The
original decorations were very splendid ; and,

if the testimony of an avowed enemy may be
trusted, not altogether conceived in irreproachable

tattte. 'Diough it is pretty well underbtood that

we owe some portion, at least, of the pleasantries

contained in No. V. of the * Spectator,* to Addi-
son's disgust at the failure of his own so-called

English Opera, 'Rosamond,* the remarks there

paMcd upon the release of a flight of living birds

during the Flute Symphony ^ of * Aiigelletti che

I OrlcioAny written, in th« form of mi InstnuMatAl Htimlxada. toe
' Almin^' at Hamburt. in 170&.

s Onc« extremelr popular as aa KnclUh Bacchanalian Soo(. 'Let
the waiter brins Omui fUmcc'

* To the words. ' Let us take the road. Hark I 1 hear the xmnd of

eoacbas.' Another equally fine March, from '8dpk».' afterwarda

appeared In * Polly.' as ' Brave Boys, prepare.'

« This Symphony, though contained In HaadaHi 'eoodaetlat*

Beore, U not gtrea In the early printed coplm.
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eantate' serve to show that the puerilitiee
|

which had amused the Venetians in the time

of Freschi and Ziani, had not yet passed entirely

OQt of fashion, and that the Lyno Drama was
still disfigured by anomaUes which needed careful

excision. When Italian Operas were first intro-

duced into this country, in place of the miserable

productions which succeeded the really great

works of Purcell, they were performed by a
mixed company of Italians and Englishmen, each

of whom sang in his oWn language. A similar

absurdity had long prevailed in Hamburg, where
the Airs of certain popular Operas were sung in

Italian, and the Becitatives in German; and
even in Italy the conventionalities of fashion,

and the jealousies of favourite Singers, exercised

a far more potent influence upon the progress of

Dramatic Art than was consistent with true

aesthetic principles. During the greater part of

the iSth century, the laws which regulated the

construction of an Opera were so severely formal,

that the Composer was not permitted to use his

owndiscretion,evenwithregard to the distribution

of the Voices he employed. The orthodox num-
ber of Persoruzgffi was six—three Women and
three Men ; or, at most, three Women assisted

by four Men. The First Woman {Prima donna)

was always a high Soprano, and the Second or

Third a Contralto. Sometimes a Woman was
permitted to sing a Man's part, especially if her

voice, like those of Mrs. Barbier and Mrs.
Anastasia Robinson, happened to be a low one

:

but, in any case, it was de rigueur that the First

Han {Primo uomd) should be an artificial So-

prano, even though the rdle assigned to him
might be that of Theseus or Hercules. The
Se^nd Man was either a Sofirano, like the first,

or an artificial Contralto; and the Third, a
Tenor. When a Fourth male Character {Vl-

tima parte) was introduced, the part was most
frequently allotted to a Bass : but Operas were
by no means uncommon in which, as in Handel's
' Teseo,* the entire staff of male Singers consisted

of artificial Sopranos and Contraltos, who mono-
polised all the principal Songs, and upon whose
popularity for Uie time being the success of the

work in no small degree depended.

The Airs entrusted to these several performers

were arranged in five unvarying Classes, each

(Hstinguished by some well-defined peouliurity of

style, though not of general design ; the same
mechanical form, consisting of a First and Second
Part, followed by the indispensable Da Capo,
being common to all alike.

I. The Aria cantabile was a quiet Slow Move-
ment, characterised, in the works of the best

Masters, by a certain tender pathos which seldom

failed to please, and so contrived as to afford

frequent opportunities for the introduction of

extempore ornamentation at the discretion of the

Binger. Its accompaniment, always very simple,

was limited in most cases to a plain ll^orough-

Bass, the chords of which were filled in upon the

Harpsichord. The following beautiful melody,

from Handel's * Tolomeo,* was sung with great

effect by Signora Faustina, in the year i ; ab.
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2. The Aria di portamento was also a Slow
Movement, and generally a very telling one.

Its Rhythm was more strongly marked than that

of the Aria cahtahile, its style more measured,

and its Melody of a more decidedly synunetrical

character, freely interspersed with sustained and
swelling notes, but affording few opportunities

for the introduction of extempore embeUishments.

Flowing and graceful in design, its expression

was rather ne&te and dignified than passionate

;

and its Accompaniment rarely extended beyond
a well-phrased Thorough-Bass, with one or two
Violins, used chiefly in the Symphonies. The
following example is from Handel*s *Riccardo

Prime,* in which Opera it was first sung, by
Signora Cuzzoni, in the year 1727.

s

3. The Aria di mezzo caratiert was open to
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great variety of treatment. As a general rule,

it was less pathetic than the Aria Caniahilc^

and less dignifted than the AHa di portamento, h\xt

capable of expressing greater depths of passion

than either. Its pace was generally, though not

necessarily, Andante ; the second part being

sung a little faster than the firut, with a return

to the original time at the Da Capo, Its Ac-
companiment was rich and varied, including at

least the full Stringed Band, with the frequent

introduction of Oboes and other Wind Instru-

ments. Some of Handel's most celebrated Songs
belong to this class, the style of which is well

exemplified in the subjoined Air from 'Teseo,'

Bung in 1713 by Margherita de TEpine.

1/^ ^ ^ J^1^ I J J
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4. The AAa par?«n/e was of a more declamatory
character, and therefore better adapted for the

expression of deep passion, or violent emotion of

any kind. Its Accompaniments were sometimes
veiy elaborate, and exhibited great variety of In-

strumentation, which the best Masters carefully

accommodated to the sense of the Verses they
desired to illustrate. Different forms of the Air
were sometimes distinguished by special names :

for instance, quiet Melodies, in which one note

was accorded to each several syllable, were called

Arie di nota e parola ; while the terms Aria
a<jitata^ A rta di tttrepito, and even A ria infuriata,

"Were applied to Movements exhibiting a greater
|

or less amount of dramatic power. The following
example, from Handers * Sosarme,' was sung in

1732 by Signora Bagnolesi, to an obbligato
Violin Accompaniment played by Castrucci.

rS —

!
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5. The Aria di bravura, or ^agitiidj waa
generally an Allegro, filled with brilliant 'divi-

sions * or passages of rapid Jioritura calculated

to display the utmost p<twer8 of the Singer for

whom the Movement was intended. Some of

the passages written for Elizabetta Pilotti Schia-

vonetti, Cuzzoni, Faustina, NicoHni, Farinelli,

and other great Singers of the period, were so

amazingly difBcult, that few Artists of the present

day would care to attack them without a con-

siderable amount of preparatory study, though it

is certain that the Vocalists for whom they were
originally composed overcame thera with ease.

Among such volate we may class the following,

sung in * Bicardo Primo/ by the celebrated

Sopranist, Senesino.

Alkffro
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Though we sometimes meet with Operatic Airs

of the 1 8th century which seem, at first sight,

inconsistent with this rigid system of classifica-

tion, a little careful scrutiny will generally enable

us to refer them, with tolerable certainty, to one

or other of the universally-recognised orders.

The Cavatina, for instance, distinguished firom

aU other types by the absence of a Second Part
and its attendant Da capo, is, in reality, nothing
more than an abbreviated form, either of the

Aria eantabile, the Aria di portamentOt or the

Aria di mezzo carattere, as the case may be.

The Second Act of •Teseo* opens with an ex-

ample which establishes this fact very dearly,

needing only the addition of a subordinate Strain

in order to convert it into a regular Aria cantabile.

The Aria d^imitazione was written in too

many varieties of style to admit the possibility

of its restriction to any single Class. Warlike
Airs with Trumpet obbligato. Hunting-Songs
with Horn Accompaniment, Echo-Songs—such as

*Dite che fk,* in * Tolomeo*—Airs with obbligato

Hute passages or vocal trills suggestive of the
warblings of birds, and descriptive pieces of a
hundred other kinds, all fell within this category,

and generally exhibited the prominent character-

istics of the Aria di mezzo carattere, unless, as

was sometimes the case, they were simple enough
to be classed as Arte eantahili, or even Arie
parlanii, with a more or less elaborate obbligato
Accompaniment, or contained volaie of sufficient

brilliancy to enable them to rank as Arie
dagUitd,,

The Aria aJV unisono is of comparatively rare
occurrence. 'Bel piacer,* sung by Isabella

Girardeau, in * Binaldo,* and generally regarded
as the typical example of the style, is a pure
Alia cantabile, written for an expressive Soprano,
supported only by a single Violin part, playing
in unison with the Voice throughout. In the
Symphonies, a Violoncello part is added ; but it

is never heard simultaneously with the Singer.
Similar Airs will be found in * II Pastor Fido

'

and ' Ariadne' ; but we meet with them so
seldom, that it is doubtful whether they were
ever held in any great degree of favour, either
by Singers or the public. The fine Song, 'H
tricerbero umiliato,^ in < Binaldo,* represents a
less rare form, wherein the Basses and other
Instruments all supported the Voice in Unisons
or Octaves.
The Aria eoncertata was simply an Aria di

mezzo caraiiertt or xa Aria parlante, with a more
than usuallyelaborate or originalAccompaniment.
Among the finest-known examples of this class,

we may mention ' Priva son,* in ' Giulio Cesare,'

with flute obbligato ; • Hor la tromba,* in ' ^-
naldo,' with four Trumpets and Drums obbligati

;

an Air in * II Pastor Fido,* with Accompaniments
for Violins, and Violoncellos in Octaves pizzi-

cato, with a Harpsichord part, arpeggiando,
throughout; 'Ma quai notte,' in *Partenope,'
accompanied by a flutes, a \^olins, Viola, and
Theorbo, with Violence IU and Bassi pizzicato;
* Se la mia vita,* in * Ezio.' for i Violin, Viola,

Viuloncello^ a Flutes, and a Horns ; * Alle sfere
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della gloria,' in ' Sosarme,* for the Full Stringed
Band, enriched by a Oboes, and a Horns ; and a
highly characteristic Scena, in * Semele'—'Som-
nus, awake !

*—for a Violins, Viola, Violoncello,

a Bassoons, and Organ.
The sequence and distribution of these varied

Movements was regulated by laws no less strin-

gent than those which governed their division

into separate Classes. It was necessary that
every Scene in every Opera should terminate
with an Air ; and every member of the Dra-
matte persona was expected to sing one, at least,

in each of the three Acts into which the piece
was almost invariably divided; but no Per-
former was permitted to sing two Airs in suc-

cession, nor were two Airs of the same Class
allowed to follow each other, even though as-

signed to two different Singers. The most im-
portant Airs were played at the conclusion of
the first and second Acts. In the second and
third Acts, the hero and heroine each claimed
a grand IScena, consisting of an Accompanied
Recitative-^such as 'Alma del gran Pompeo,* in
'Giulio Cesare'— followed by an Aria (Tagilitd

calculated to display the power of the Vocalist to
the greatest possible advantage; in addition to
which the same two characters united their

Voices in at least one grand Duet. The third
Act terminated with a Chorus of lively cha*
racter, frequently accompanied by a Dance : but
no Trios, Quartets, or other Concerted Move-
ments were permitted in any part of the Opera,
though three or more Characters were sometimes
suffered—a^ in * Rinaldo ' '—to join in a harmon-
ised exclamation, at the close of a Recitative.

Rinaldo. GoflVedo. Almirena.

\
' ^^I^UJ-^ J^/,r et

«.f ^ 4 4 4 \y 1 -^ .
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Almirena. «^^^-
Rhialda

cert SfranlMftognltor-meme. leontcntObtleoo-

1 More than wenaXt ynn aflerwmrdc, Moart used the Mme ea-

pedlent. with irresistible effect. In 'Le Nozm dl Flgara' Old OperA-
goers will sc«reel7 need to be reminded of the frantic ' double encore *

which followed the dellrery of the words. ' E schlattl il Blgnor Coote al

gusto mlo.' by Mile. Jenny Lhid. Mme. Urimalil.. KU»"'' 1^ '

'

•nd H«rr SUudlgl. at H«r Mi^flMy't Theatre. In the year ldl7.
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It seems strange, that with so many Voices at

command, so little advantage should have been

taken of the opportunity of combining them

;

but the law was absolute, and no doubt owed its

origin to the desire of popular singers rather to

shine alone, at any cost, than to share their

triumphs with rival candidates for public feivour.

The effect of these formal restrictions, pressing

with equal severity on the Composer and the

author of the Libretto, was feital to the develop-

ment of a natural and consistent Drama. Of
the numerous Poets who wrote for the Lyric

Stage, during the earlier half of the i8th century,

two only, Apostolo Zeno and Metastasio, suo-

ceeded in producing really good pieces, in spite

of the difficulties thrown in their way. Goldoni

would probably have been equally successful,

had he been equally persevering ; but after one

or two vexatious failures, he threw up the Opera

in disgust, and devoted his attention to Comedy.
Among Composers, Handel alone so far over-

came the trammels of pedantry as to suffer them
to exercise no deleterious influence whatever

upon his work. When it suited his good plea-

sure to submit to them, he did so with such

exceeding grace that they seemed to have been
instituted rather for his convenience than other-

wise. When submission would have interfered

with his designs, he followed the dictates of his

own clear judgment, and set both Critics and
Singers at defiance. For instance, contrary to

all precedent, he enriched the third Act of
* Radamisto' with an elaborate Quartet ; while,

in ' Teseo'—the Scenes of which are distributed

into five Acts—^he seems, from first to last, to

have made it a point of conscience to assign

two Airs in succession to each of his principal

Characters, as often as it was possible to find an
opportunity for doing so.

That Critics should attack, and Singers opetily

rebel against a Composer who shewed so little

consideration for their prejudices was only to be
expected : but, meanwhile, the jealousies he ex-

cited, and the opposition he provoked, served the

double purpose of bearing testimony to the great-

ness of his genius, and stimulating him to the

most strenuous exertions of which it was capable.

His famous contest with Giovanni Battista

Buononcini was triumphantly decided, in the
year lyai, by the verdict imanimously passed

upon ' Muzio Scevola,' of which he composed the

third Act, Buononcini the second, and Attilio

Ariosti * the first. A full description of the

work will be found in Bumey, vol. iv. pp. 273-
278 ; and the student who desires to form his

owii conclusion on the subject will scarcely feel in-

clined, after consulting the MS. Score preserved

in the Dragonetti Collection in the British

Museum, to dispute the fairness of Bumey*s
criticism. This however was by no means one
of his greatest successes. He was continually

working at high pressure; and. as a natural

consequence, even the weakest of the 43 Grand
Operas he has bequeathed to us contain beauties

1 ChryMnder ftttrlbntw the first Ad to Flllj^ MftttiL la tlM
DrAcgiMttI Scun it Is uid to be tqr 'Siftuir Plpok'
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enough to render them imperishable. The four

produced at the Opera House in the Haymarket,
between the years 1711 and 1715, rank among
his best. In 1717 a change took place in the
arrangements at the Theatre, followed, three

years later, by the inaugiiration of the 'Royal
Academy of Music/ of which he undertook the
entire direction, and for which he wrote a series

of fourteen Operas, beginning with * Radamisto,*

in 1 730, and terminating, in 1 728, with 'Tolomeo,

Re d'Egitto.* Soon after the production of thia

last-named work, the Company became bankrupt,
and the Theatre passed into the hands of a Swiss,

named Heidegger—one of the heroes of Pope*8
' Dunciad*—for whom Handel wrote six Operas
between the years 1739 and 1733. Heid^iger's
management was brought to an untimely close

by a quarrel between Handel and Senesino. A
large party of the nobility espoused the cause of
the popular Sopranist ; and, undertheirpatronage,
a rival Opera Company was established at Uie
' Little Theatre, in Lincoln's Lm Fields.* Nearly
all the Singers previously engaged at the Hay-
market deserted to the opposition. Handd.
endeavoured to make good their defection by the
engagement of the celebrated Contralto, Carestini.

The rival Company secured the still more famous
Farinelli. But, the result was equally disastrous

to both parties. We need not enter into the details

of the feud. Suffice it to say that Handel fought
the battle bravely; took the Theatre in Linoohi's

Inn Fields, and, afterwards, Covent Garden, on
his own account; and only succumbed at last

under the pressure of expenses which resulted in

the loss of his entire fortune, and but for the
success of his Oratorios, would have reduced him
to beggary. It is difficult to understand how
his Singers could have been so imprudent as to

quarrel with him; for no man then living nn-
derstood so well as he how to make the most
of their several capabilities. We see this very
clearly in the Airs he wrote for Isabella

Girardeau. Mrs. Robinson, Cuzzoni, Faustina,

Strada, Margherita de TEpine, and Durestanti

,

the artificial Sopranos, Nicolini, Bemaochi, Ya-
lentini, Valeriano, Senesino, and Carestini ; and
the host of illustrious Vocalists who took part,

at different times, in his Operas, and no doubt
benefitted largely by his advice—for he always
insisted on having his own Music sung in the
way which seemed to him best. In his power of

adapting the most difficult melodic phrases to

the varying range of the vocal register he has
indeed been equalled only by very few of the

best Composers of any age, and surpassed by
none; and to this rare though indispemiable

quality his Operas are indebted for some of their

most irresistible charms. It has been said that

they have had their day, and can never again be
placed upon the Stage; but much remains to

be said on the opposite side. While preparing

our materials for the present article, we subjected

the entire series to a most careful and minute
re-examination ; and the more closely we carried

out our analysis, the more deeply were we im-
pressed by the dramatic power whi^ proves
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almost every Scene to have been designed for an
accomplished Actor, as well as a finished Singer.

The opportunities thus afforded for histrionic

display are unlimited; while, as fEU* as the Music
is concerned, it seems almost incredible that such
a host of treasures should have been so long

forgotten—for the works contain, not merely a
few beautiful Songs, here and there, but scores

of deathless Melodies, which only need to be as

well known as ' Angels ever bright and fair,* or
' Let the bright Seraphim,' in order to attain an
equally lasting popularity. It is true that a
large proportion of these 8ongs were written for

artificial Voices, now, happily, no longer culti-

vated : but, the Contralto parts invariably lie

well within the range of Female Voices ; while
those originally designed for such Singers as

Nicolini or Valeriano, might safely be entrusted
to an accomplished Tenor—an exchange with
which we are all &miliar in the case of some
of our best-known Oratorio Music' That the
formality of the Libretti need no longer be
regarded as an insuperable bar to their re-

production was sufficiently proved, in 184a, by
the successful run which followed the revival of

'Acis and Galatea,' at Drury Lane, under the

management of Macready. If a work never in-

tended to be acted could command attention

under such circumstances, surely it would not
be too much to hope for the same success from
Operas^ such as * Itinaldo/ or * Ariadne,' full of

1 It la b7 no meant oerUlD that the part of Ads waa not originally

intended for a Soprano Voice. The subject is not free from per-

plexities, which are increased by Uandel's frequent custom of writing

Tenor and Alto parts In the Treble (Violin) clef, when intended for

English Singers. Even with Italian Singers there are dllBculties.

Concerning such Voices as those of Senesino, Carestinl. and FarlnelU.
we hare already been told as much as it Is desirable that we should
know: but we should be thauicful for more detailed information
toochlnv the Voei di FatteUo. both Soprano and Contralto, which
were in common use In Italy before the middle of the 17th century.
We know that until some time after the close of the 16th century
Boys' Voices were used, not only in the Papal Choir, but in many
royal and princely chapels, both In and out of Italy—as, for in-

Btaoce. that of Bavaria, when under the command of Orlando di Lasso.

It Is even certain that the part of Dafne. in Peri's ' Euridice.' was
originally sung by Jacopo Otustl.

'

un/aneimlUtto Lueehtu'; though,
except in England, Boys' Voices were not much used on the 'Stage.

Their place was afterwards supplied, in Italy, by Falttlli, who sang
extremely high notM. and managed them with wonderful skill, by
virtue of some peculiar method which seema to be entirely lost—like
the art of playing upon the old-fashiuned Trumpet. Delia Valle

mMitions a certain Giovanni Luca, who sang roulades and other

'passages which ascended as high as the stars' ; and speaks highly of

another Singer, called Ludovico Falsetto, whose Voice was of so lovely

a quality, that a single long note sung by him was more charming
than all the effects produced by later Singers, though he seems to

have possessed but little execution, and to have pleased rather by
the excellence of his Dwthod and the delicate sweetness of his sus-

tained notes than by any extraordinary display of musical ability.

These FaUttti were mostly Spaniards ; but they found no difficolty In

obtaining employment in Italy, where at one time they were preferred

to Boys, whose Voices so frequently chaiign Just when they are begin-

ning to sing with true expression. The lai>t Soprano fslsetto who sang
In the Papal Chapel was a Spaniard named OiuvannI de'Sanctos. who
died In 162S. The first artificial Soprano was the Padre Uirolamo
BoMlni da Perugia, a Priest of the Congregation of the Oratory, who
was appointed a member of the Pontifical Choir in 1601. and died Id

ICM. From this time forward, artificial Voices were preferred to all

others in Italy : but they were never tolerated in France, and only at

the Italian Opera in England ; the Soprano parts being still sung. In

this country, by Boys, and the Contralto by adult Faisetti, as well on
the Stage as In Cathedral Choirs. Ben Jonson's Lament for the little

Performer for whom ' Death himself was sorry,' is familiar to every

one. In the MsLsques sung In his day. the principal parts were
almost always sung by Boys, who were generally selected from the

Children of the King's Chapel. It was by these Boys that Handel's
' Esther ' was sung, with dramatic action, in 1731 ; and he frequently

used B*>ys' Voices in his later works. Thus a Boy, named Goodwill,

sang in 'Acis and Galatea' In 1732, and in 'Athaliah' hi 17%;
another, called Robinson's Boy.' in ' Israel in .Sgypt' in 1738 ; and a
third, named Savage, in ' Sosanne * in 1748. aod ' Jephtba ' In 17C1.
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equally beautiful Music, and expressly designed
for a splendid mise en schie. An attempt has
already been made by the revival of * Almira,'
Handel's first German opera, at the commemor-
ation festival of the Hamburg Opera-house in

Jan. 1878. Let us hope that some enterprising

Manager will, one day, turn his attention to the
still finer Italian Operas. Meanwhile, a clever

party of Dilettanti might do good service to the
cause of Art by testing their powers upon many
detached Scenes, or even entire Acts, which they
would find quite within their compass.
Though Handel's Operas so far excelled all

others produced, either during his lifeiime, or

for many years after his death, they seem,
except in a few isolated cases, to have excited

very much less attention on the Continent than
in our own coimtry. While they were steadily

increasing his £&me and ruining his fortune in

London, a NiijTH Period was progressing suc-

cessfully on the Dankfl of the Elbe, under the
superintendence of the greatest of his contempo-
raries, Johann Adolph Hasse, a native of North
Germany, who, after a long course of study in

Naples, adopted the Italian style, and eventually
settled in Dresden, where, between the years

1731 and 1763, he brought the Italian Opera
to a higher state of perfection than it enjoyed
in any other continental City. He died at

Venice in 1783, leaving behind him more than
100 Operas, most of which exhibit great merit
though little depth of inspiration, while all,

probably, owed some part at least of their

popularity to the matchless singing of his wife,

the celebrated Faustina. To tiiis Period belong

also the Operas produced by Graun, at Bruns-
wick and Berlin, between the years 1726 and

1759, ^^^ those written about the same time, by
Fux, at Vienna. These compositions, though
they never became equally famous, were un-

doubtedly greater, considered as works of Art,

than those of Hasse ; as were also those given

to the world a little later by John Christian

Bach. Meanwhile, good service was done, in

Italy, by Vinci—one of the greatest geniuses

of the age—Domenico Scarlatti, Leonardo Leo,

Francesco Feo, Nicolo Porpora, and many other

talented Composers whose works we have not

space to notice, including the now almost for-

gotten Buononcini, who was by no means a poor

Composer, and, but for his unfortunate contest

with Handel, would probably have attained an
European reputation. [See vol. i. 649 note.]

The history of our Tenth Period transports

us (fn.ce more to Naples, where rapid progress

was made, about the middle of the 18th century,

in a new direction. We have already described,

in our Article Intermezzo, the gradual develo|>-

ment of the Opera Buffa from the Interludes

which were formerly presented between the Acts
of an Opera Seria, or Spoken Drama. These
light works were, at first, of very simple cha-

racter: but a significant change in their con-

struction was introduced by Nicolo Logroscino,

a Neapolitan Composer, who first entertained

the idea of bringing his principal Characters on
L

1
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the SUjsre together towarda the close of the

piece, and combining their Voices in a more or

less ^borate Concerted Finale.^ OriginaUv, this

consisted of a single Movement only ; ana that,

comparatively, a simple one. Later Cknnpoeers

enlarged upon the idea ; extended it to several

Movements in succession, often in different Keys

;

and finally introduced it into the Opera Seria,

in which it soon began to play a very important
part, naturally leading to the introduction of

Trios, Quartets, and the host of richly harmonised
pem eoncertati upon which the dignity of the

Grand Opera was afterwards made so largely to

depend.
The distribution of parts in the Opera BufiGb

differed, in some important particulars, from that

which so long prevailed in the Opera Seria;

introducing fewer artificial Voices, and giving

far greater prominence to the Basses. The
Personaggi were grouped in two divisions. The
chief, or Buffo group, consisted of two Female
Performers, called the Prima and Seconda Buffa,

and three Men, distinguished as the Primo Bvfffb,

the Buffo caricatOt and the Ultima parte, of

whom the first was a Tenor, while the second

was generally, and the third always, a Bass.

The subordinate group was limited to the two
inevitable lovers, entitled the Donna aeria^ and
Uomo eerio. This arrangement was, originally,

very strictly enforced ; but, as time progressed,

departures from the orthodox formula be^une by
no means uncommon.
Most of the great Composers of this Period

excelled equally in Opera Buffa and Opera
Seria; and the style of their Melodies was so

much more modem than that cultivated either

by Handel or Hasse, that we have found it

necessary to include among them some, whose
names, by right of chronology, should rather

have been referred to the preceding epoch, with
which however they can claim but very little

lesthetic connection. First among them stands

1 LOGBOSCINO. Nicotd, eonpowr of comle operu. wat born «t
Kaples About tha yesr 1700. Hb contamponiies. Leo. Fergolesl, aod
Ham«. aUo wrote works in the bvffo style that areJ u<it1y celebrated, bat
Lo)rro«clDo's seem to have differed from these in being more entirely
and grotesquely comic From the outset of his career his chief en*
d'>ayoar was to find fit subjects for the exercise of his ineihaustible
veia of burlesque humour. He succeeded so well as to be called by
Ms countrymen II Dio ddT Optra hvffa, and his operas were so^wpu*
lar la Kaples that when the young Fiednnl first came into notice
fts a possible rival, no small amount of diplomacy and powertal
Influence had to be exercised to obtain a hearing for even one of his
works. These however eventually displaced those of the popular idoL
Very little of LogroedDO's music exists now. although some MS.

specimens are to be found In the collection of the Brlti^ Museum.
He never would compose but in Neapolitan dialect, and so was little

known beyond his own country, even during his lifetime. But he
deserves to be remembered for the Invention, which is due to him. of
the finale, such as we now understand h. For the duet, trio, or
quartet, with which, up to that time, it had been the fiuhion to con-
clude each act of an opera, he substituted a continuous series of
pieces more or leas connected vrith each other. Including several
eoenes. and as many musical themes, or various treatmenU of one
principal theme, solo, concerted and choral. By this combination
of forces he more vividly conveyed the dramatic situation, and im-
mensely added to the general eflfeet.

For a long time however these ooocerted ftnala were only intro-
duced Into comle pieces, and Faisiello was the first to extend the Idea
to serious opera.
In 1747 LoKToscino settled in Palermo, where the God of Gomedy

became first master of counterpoint In the Couservatorio of the
'FlgUuoli DUper*!.' He ultimately returned to Naples, and died
there in 17(3. YHVs mentions by name four of his works; these are,
1-

' Glunio Bruto.* serious opera ; i ' II govematore' ; 3. ' II Vecchio
Marlio ' : ai^) 4. 'Taoto bene, tauto mala.' all comic operas. [FJk.M.J
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Peigoleri, whose serious Opera 'Sallustia* pro-
duced A furort in Naples in 1732, while his

comic Intermezzo, * La serva padrona,' written in

1734> ^^ received with acclamations in every
Capital in Europe. Jomelli*s style, though less

truly Italian thui Pergolesi*s, so nearly resembled
it, that it would be impossible to class him with
any other Composer. He wrote an immense
number of Opcoras, both Serious and Comic;
and the Melodies he introduced into them ob-
tained for him an amount of public fetvour which
had bv no means begun to wane when Bumey
visited him, at Naples, in 1770.* The work of
these great Masters was vigorously supplemented
by the efforts of Sacchini, GugUelmi, Galuppi,
and Perez; and still more nobly by those of
Paisiello and Piccinni, both of whom brought
rare and brilliant talents into the field, and
enriched their School with a multitude of vain-
able productions. The graceful spontaneity of
Paisiello*s manner prevents many of his Songs
from soimding ' old-fashioned,' even at the present
day. Piccinni was also a most melodious writer

;

but our thanks are chiefly due to him for the
skilful development of his Finales, which he
wrought into long Concerted Pieces, not only ex-

cellent as Music, but remarkable as the earliest

known instances of an attempt to make the
interest of the piece culminate, as it approaches
its conclusion, in the richest harmonies producible

by the united Voices of the entire Dramali»
persona.

By a deplorable perversion ofjustice, Piccinni's

real merits are too frequently passed over in
silence by Critics who would lead us to be-

lieve that his only daim to remembrance rests

upon the details of a miserable feud, the con-

sideration of which will occupy our attention in
connection with the ELBVgNTE Pkbiod of our
history.

The leading spirit of this eventful epoch was
Christoph Willibald Gluck ; a Composer whose
clear judgment and unerring dramatic instinct

exercised an influence upon the progress of Art
which has not, even yet, ceased to make its

presence felt, and to which the modem German
School is largely indebted for the strength of its

present position. An accomplished rather than
a learned Musician, Gluck rendered himself re-

markable, less by any extraordinary display of

technical skill, than by his profound critical

acumen; but it was not until he was well

advanced in life that this great quality bore the
fruit which has since rendered his name so
deservedly famous. In early youth, and even
after the approach of middle age, he seems to

have been perfectly contented with the then
prevailing Italian style, which he cultivated so

successfully, that, but for a certain depth <^

feeling peculiar to himself, his *Artamene,' or
* Semiramide,' might be fairly classed with, the
best productions of Jomelli or Sacchini, as may
be seen in the following extract frY)m the former

Opera:

—

a 8m hii 'FreMnt Stat* of Music. In Franot and Italy.' pu 318. et
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noDTsdo ft mor-tfl^ gte.

T,S,
1-

His first doubt as to the logical consistency of
the orthodox Italian Opera seems to have been
suggested by the unsatisfactory effect of a Pas-
ticcio,* called 'Piramo e Tisbe/ which he pro-
duced in London in the year 1746. In this
piece he contrived to introduce a lai^ collection

of Airs, chosen from his best and most popular
works: yet it wholly failed to fulfil his expecta-
tions, not because the Music was in fault, but
because it was altogether unsuited to the situa-

tions of the DramaR^ The reader will, it is to
be hoped, remember the grand principle which
we assumed as our point ^appui at the opening
of the present article—that the Lyric Drama
could neither be pronounced inconsistent nor
illogical, BO long as Music was employed as a
means of intensifying the expression of Poetry,
and therefore (as a natural consequence) of in-
(a«asing the dramatic power of the Scenes it

depicted.^ It was upon this principle that Peri
and Caccini based their experiments, at Florence,
when they first attempted to clothe the theories
of Giovanni Bardi ana his enthusiastic associates
with a definite form; and, theoretically, the
position was never disputed. But as the Art of
Composition, assisted by increased orchestral re-

sources and an improved system of Vocalisation,
threw off the trammels of its early stiffness, and
attained, step by step, the perfection of sym-
metrical Form, Composers were tempted to
sacrifice the interest of tlie Drama to that of the
Music which should have tended to illustrate it.

The real force of the most striking situations was
lost in the endeavour to fill Uiem with captivating
Arias, calculated to gratify, at the same time,

the popular taste ana the vanity of individual
Singers. As the number of great Singers mul-
tiplied, the abuse grew daily more and more
antagonistic to the enunciation of aesthetic truth,

1 That Is, ft piece made np ofAin selected from other Open*, ofta
bj wrenl dlOBrent Composon. [See FAariooio.]

until the Opera was degraded into a mere col-

lection of Songs, connected together by Recita-
tives which seemed designed more with the idea
of providing breathing-time for the Singer, than
that of developing Sie plot of the piece, or
rendering its details intelligible to the audience.
In Handel's Operas we find no trace of the
weakness engendered by this ill-judged though
almost universal conformity to the prevailing
fashion. His Bedtativo secco is designed on so
grand a scale, and is made the vehicle of so
much dramatic expression, that the action of his
pieces is never permitted to drag : but, in the
works of Hasse, and Porpora, and other popular
writers of the Ninth Period, the defect we
speak of is painfully apparent. Against this

state of things, which Benedetto Marcello had
already censured in no measured terms,
Glucks hatred of falsehood and incongruity
in all that concerned his beloved Art could
not fail to rebel. He felt that the system was
based, from first to last, on a fatal mistake;
yet could not, for the time, suggest a remedy
sufficiently potent to remove an evil so deeply
rooted. He therefore patiently endeavoured to

attain a clearer insight into Uie sources of the
error, studying diligently, and in the meantime
making a great name by the production of
Operas written in a style which he himself was
rapidly learning to despise, but with which the
general public were enchanted. ( It was not
until 170a, sixteen years after his memorable
visit to England, that he made any serious attenipt

to express his new ideas in a tangible form. He
was, at that time, settled at Vienna, and on
terms of intimate friendship with the Italian

poet Calsabigi, who fully entered into his views,
and, at his request, furnished him with a Li-

bretto, written on principles totally opposed to

those of Metastasio, with whom he had previously

worked in concert. The new Opera was an
experimental one, both on the part of the Com-
poser and the Librettist. Gluck carried out his

new theories, as far as he had succeeded in
perfecting them; made his Music everywhere
subservient to the action of the Drama ; finished

his Airs without the stereotyped Da capo;
introduced appropriate Choruses, and other
Concerted Pieces ; and never sacrificed the true
rendering of a dramatic situation for the sake
of attracting attention to his own powers as a
Composer, or of affording a popular Singer the
opportunity of displaying the flexibility of his

Voice. % On the otner hand, he was most careful

to make the musical portion of the work as
interesting as was compatible with due regard
to the demandaof its scenic construction. When
it was possible to introduce a fascinating Melody,
without injury to the general effect, he gladly
availed himself of the opportimity of doing so-—
witness his delightful ' Che far6 senza Euridice,'

than which no lovelier Song was ever written

:

while, so far as the Choruses were concerned, he
was equally expressive in the pathetic strains al-

lotted to the Shepherds in the First Act, and the
shrieks of the threatening Fiends in the Second.

L12
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The result of this conscientioua endeavour to

carry out a reform, which he believed to be not

only desirable, but absolutely necessary, was a

truly magnificent work, which, though its success

at first seemed doubtful, soon found a place in

the rdpertoire of every theatre in Europe. Even
those most violently opposed to innovation felt

compelled to applaud it ; for its dramatic force

was irresistible, and in flow of Melody it was
excelled by none of the best Operas of the

period. But Gluck had not yet accomplished

his full desire. Encouraged by the triumph of

his first attempt in a new style, he carried

out his principles still farther, in two other

Operas, 'Aloeste* (1767), and • Paride ed
Elena' (1769), which were not received at

Vienna with very great &vour. The critics

of the day were not yet fully prepared for the

amount of reform indicated in their construction.

Metastasio and Hasse had reigned too long to

be deposed in a moment ; and Gluck met with so

much opposition, that he detomined to make his

next venture in Paris, where, in 1 774, he brought

out his first French Opera, ' Iphigenie en Aulide,*

under the patronage of his old pupil, Marie An-
toinette. The result fully justified his reliance

upon the critical discernment of an audience less

easily influenced by the sensuous allurements of

Italian Art than by the declamatory powers of

their own old favourites, LuUi, and his great

successor, Rameau, who both regarded the per-

fection of Accompanied Recitative as a matter of

far greater importance than a continuous flow of

rhythmic melody. To Lulli^s rhetorical purity,

Gluck communicated an intensity of passion,

which, though it would have scandalised the

courtiers of the Grand Monarque, to whom the

Voice of Nature was an unknown language, was
welcome enough to those of Louis XVI. /^He
enriched his scenic eflects with an orchestral

background with which the most ambitious at-

tempts of Rameau would bear no comparison
whatever. In place of Lulli's formal Fugue, and
Bameau*s scarcely less inelastic Orchestral Pre-
lude, he introduced an Overture, intended

—

in his own words— * to prepare the audience for

the action of the piece, and serve as a kind of

argument to it.' Superior to both these popular
Composers on their own ground, and gifted be-

sides with a refinement of taste which lent

charms of its own to every melodic phrase he
wrote, it is not surprising that he should have
taken Paris by storm. [\jf!he new Opera was re-

ceived with acclamation, and Parisian critics,

with the Abb^ Amaud at their head, proved
that they not only appreciated its beauties, but
thoroughly understood the principles upon which
it was conceived. The only mistake they made
—a mistake which more modern critics have
been only too ready to endorse—lay in sup-

posing that these principles were new. They
were not new—and it is well that we should state

this fact clearly, because we shall have occasion

to refer to it again. The abstract Ideal which in

the year 1600 found its highest attainable ex-

pression in Peri's 'Euridice/ was not merely
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analogous to, but absolutely identical with that

which, in 1774, the rich genius of Gluck clothed

in the outward form of 'Iphigenie en Aulide.*

To compare the two works in the concrete would
be manifestly absurd. Peri wrote at a time

when Monodic Art was in its infancy, and, with
all his talent, was at heart an incorrigible

pedant. To more than a century and a half

of technical experience Gluck added one grand
qualification with which pedantry can in no wise

co-exist—a passionate love of Nature. Hence
his irresistible power over all who heard him.

A certain critic, speaking of a passage in

'Iphigenie en Tauride,' in which Orestes, after

a Scene full ofthe most fearful agitation, exclaims
' Le calme rentre dans mon coeur

!

' found fault

with it on the ground that the agitation still

carried on in the Accompaniment belied the ex-

pression of the words. ' Not so,* said Gluck. ' He
mistakes phvsical exhaustion for calmness of

heart ^ Has he not killed his mother?' Equally
thoughtful was his defence of the well-known
Movement, Caron Vappdlt, in 'Iphigenie en

Aulide,' against the charge of monotony— ' My
friend, in Hell the passions are extinguished, and
the Voioe, therefore, needs no inflexions.* Could
Shakespeare himself have studied the passions of

the human heart more deeply ?

Gluck's triumph was complete ; but it was
short-lived. A reaction soon set in. Piccinni

was invited to Paris in 1776, and with the as-

sistance of Marmontel as his Librettist, produced
two Operas—* Roland ' and * Atys '—in the Ita-

lian style, both of which excited general admira-
tion. This however was not enough to satbf^

the party spirit of a large body of malcontents,
who, on the arrival of the Italian Composer,
divided the Art-world of Paris into two rival fac-

tions—^the Gluckiste and the PiccinnUte—which
fought with a bitterness of prejudice infinitely

greater than that displayed by the followers of

Handel and Buononcini in London. Both parties

were equally unjust to their opponents, and the

battle raged with a violence proportioned to Uie

unreasonableness of its exciting cause. The im-

mense success which attended the production of

Gluck's 'Iphigenie en Tauride * in 1779 brought

matters to a crisis. The Picdnnists, irritated at

so signal a triumph on the opposite side, urged

their favourite Composer to produce anot]^er

Opera on the same subject. Nothing could pos-

sibly have been more unfair to Piccinni. He
was by far the most accomplished' representative

of the Italian School then living, and so deeply

attached to its traditions that the task forced

upon him was not so much beyond as opposed in

every possible way to his powers. He brought
out his version of the work in 1781 ; and, as

might have been expected, it was a miserable

failure : but this severe blow did not put an end

to the pretensions of his party, and the feud was
continued with undiminished violence on either

side, until long after the Composer of ' Orfeo*

had retired into private life at Vienna. Its in-

fluence upon Art has proved to be indelible.

Few French Composers, with the exception of
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M^ul, have made any serious attempt to carry

out the principles laid down by Gluck as indis-

pensable to the perfection ofDramatic Music ; but,

notwithstanding their early rejection at Vienna,

they were afterwards unhesitatingly adopted in

Germany, and have ever since formed one of the

strongest characteristics of German Opera. On
the other hand, Piccinni's powerful development
of the Finale enriched the Italian School with a
means of effect of which it was not slow to avail

itself, and which its greatest Masters have never

ceased to cherish with well-directed care. Of
the work wrought bv one of the greatest of

these Maestri we shall now proceed to speak in

treating of our Tw5tiFTH_PERiop.
We have alreaHyexpamedTthat^ after formal

recognition of the Opera Buffa as a legitimate

branch of Art, it was cultivated with no less

assiduity than Serious Opera, and that the greatest

writers attained equal excellence in both styles.

Ofnone can this be more truly said than of Cima-
rosa, to whose fertility of invention Italian Opera
is indebted for the nearest approach to perfection

it has as yet been permitted to achieve at the

hands of a native Composer. The raciness which
forms so conspicuous a feature ip ' II Matrimonio
aegreto * ia not more remarkable than the intense

pathos, reached evidently without an effort, in
• Gli Orazij e Curiazij.*/ In neither style do we
find a trace of the stifihess which no previous

Composer was able entirely to shake off. Cima-
rosa's forms were as far removed as the latest

productions of the present day from the anti-

quated monotony of theDa capo ; and we see them
moulded with equal care in Movements of every

possible description. The delightful Aria, * Pria

che spunti in cicl Taurora* (said to have been in-

spired by the view of a magnificent sunrise from
the Hradfichin, at Prag\ is not more graceful

in construction than the irresistibly amusing
Duet, * Se fiato in corpo awete,* or the still more
highly-developed Trio, *Le faccio un inchino,'

though these are both encumbered with the
necessity for broad comic action throughout. It

is, indeed, in his treatment of the Pezzo coneer-

tato that Cimarosa differs most essentially from
all his predecessors. Taking full advantage of
the improvements introduced by Piccinni, he be-

stowed upon them an amount of attention which
proved the high value he set upon them as ele-

ments of general effect. Under his bold treat-

ment they served as a powerful means of carrying

on the action of the piece, instead of interrupting

it, as they had too frequently done in the works
of earlier Masters. This was a most important
modification of the system previously adopted in

Italian Art. It not only furnished a connecting
link to the various Scenes of the Drama, which
oould no longer be condemned as a mere assem-
blage of Concert Arias ; but it strengthened it in

every way, added to- the massive dignity of its

effect, and gave it a logical status as unassail-

able as that for which Gluck had so nobly
laboured in another School. Henceforward Ger-
many might pride herself upon her imaginative
power, and Italy upon her genial Melody ; but
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neither could reproach the other with the encou-

ragement of an unnatural Ideal.

What Haydn would have done for this Period
had he devoted his serious attention to Dramatic
Music, at any of the larger theatres, is of course

mere matter of conjecture ; though it seems im-
possible to believe that he would have rested

satisfied with^the prevailing Italian model. His
'Orfeo ed Euridice,' written for the King'sTheatre
in the Haymarket in 179 1, but never performed,
in consequence of a change in the mani^ement,
is remarkable rather for its supreme refinement

than for dramatic power, a qualification which
it would have been unreasonable to expect from
a Composer whose former Operas had been written

expressly for Prince Esterhazy's private theatre,

and, though well adapted for performances on a
small scale, were not, as he himself confessed

«

calculated to produce a good effect elsewhere.

The Scores of many of these were destroyed when
the little theatre was burned down in 1779; ^^^
the original autograph of 'Armida,' first per-

formed in 1783, is happily preserved in the

Library of the Sacred Harmonic Society. • Orfeo

ed Euridice ' was printed at Leipzig in 1806 ; and
a beautiful Air from it, *I1 pensier sta negli

oggetti,* will be found in the collection called
' Gemme d'antichitk * (Ashdown & Parry), and
will give a fair idea of the general style of the
work. Zingarelli, Salieri, and their Italian contem-
poraries, though undoubtedly possessing talents

of a very high order, were so far inferior to

Cimarosa, in all his greatest qualities, that he will

always remain the typical writer of the age ; and
to his works alone can we look for the link which
connects it with the great THiKTEgpTH P^Bion—
the most glorious one the Lyric Drama has ever

known, since it witnessed the elevation both of

the Italian and German Schools to what, in the

present state of our knowledge, we must needs

regard as absolute perfection.

Though Mozart was bom only seven years

later than Cimarosa, and died many years before

him, the phase of Art he represents is infinitely

more advanced than that we have just described.

His sympathies, like Handel's, were entirely with
the Italian School; but to him, as to Handel
and the elder Scarlatti, it was given to see

that the Monodists of the 17th century had
committed a fatal mistake in rejecting the con-

trapuntal experience of their great predecessors.

So carefully was his own Art-life guM^ied against

the admission of such an error, that before

he was fifteen years old (1770) he was able

to write a four-part Counterpoint, upon a given

Canto fermo, strict enough to justify his ad-

mission, as ComposUoret into the ranks of the

Accademia Filarmonica at Bologna. In later

life he studied unceasingly. Founding his praxis

(as Haydn had done before him, and Beethoven
did afterwards) on the precepts laid down by
Eux in his 'Gradus ad Pamassum* (1725), he

was able to take the fullest possible advantage

of the gifts bestowed upon him by Nature,

and was never at a loss as to the best method
of treating the inexhaustible wealth of Melody
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she placed at his oommand. In dramatic ritoa-

tions, of whatever character, he struck out the

truth by mere force of natural iustincty where
Gluck would have arrived at it by a long process

of synthetic induction ; and this faculty enabled

him to illustrate the actual life of tiie Scene

without for a moment interrupting* the continuity

of his melodic idea, and to enforce its meaning
with a purity of expression diametrically opposed

to the coarseness inseparable from an exaggerated

conception. For instance, when Papageno pre^

pares to hang himself, he takes leave of the

world with such unaffected pathos, that we lose

all thought of absurdity in our sorrow for the

poor clown who is so truly sorry for himself, and
who yet remains the most absurd of clowns to

the end. On the other hand, when elaboration

of Form was desirable, he did not disdain to

avaU himself of the experience of his predecessors,

but enlaiged a thousandfold upon the ideas of

Piccinni and Cimaroea, and produced symmetrical
movements the complications of which had never

entered into their minds as possible. Thus the

Sestets 'Sola, sola' and 'Riconosci in questo

amplesso' surpass in fulness of design the

grandest denouements to be found in any other

Operas of the period ; while the two concerted

Fmales in 'Le Nozze di Figaro* contain re-

spectively nine and seven, and those in ' II Don
Giovanni' no lees than eleven distinct Move-
ments, all written with the most masterly skill,

and linked together in such natural sequence

that it is impossible but to accept them, in each

particular case, as the component parts of a
single comprehensive idea, as homogeneous as

that of a Symphony or a Concerto. Again,
Mozart*s command of the Orchestra, as a medium
of dramatic effect, stands unrivalled. He was
accused by some of his contemporaries of over-

loading the Voice with unmeaning Accompani-
ments ; but the charge was made in ignorance of

the principle upon which he worked. Grdtry,

when asked by Napoleon to define the difference

between the styles of Mozart and Cimarosa, re-

plied, ' Sire, CLnarosa places his Statue on the
Stage, and its Pedestal in the Orchestra : Mozart
places the Statue in the Orchestra, and the Pe-
destal on the Stage.' The metaphor, though
prettv enoughs conveyed a palpable untruth.

Neither Mozii^ nor Cimaroea reversed the re-

lative positions of the Statue and the Pedes-
tal; but Cimaroea used the latter simply as

a means of support; whereas Mozart adorned
it with the most exquisite and appropriate

Bcuii-rUieviijyfBdB Accompamments are idways
made to iauSmfy the expression of the Voice,

and to aid it in explaining its meaning; and
he attains this end by a mode of treatment
as varied as it is originaL Though his system of

Instrumentation has served as the basis ofevery
other n^ethod. without exception, used by later

Composers, his own combinations are marked by
a freshness which never fSuls to make known
their true authorship at the very first hearing.

Unhappily we are rstrely permitted, now-a-days,
io hear them in their integrity—^at any rate, in
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London or Paris. The awful tones with which
the Trombones support the Voice of the Statue
in 'H Don Giovanni,* lose all their significance

after we have heard them introduced into every
/orte passage in the previous part of the Opera.
The Overture to the same great work is deprived
of all its point when any attempt is made to

interfere with the delicate arrangement of the
Soore, by means of which Mozart intended to

depict the struggle between good and evil in the

mind of the dissolute hero of the piece, using

the stately passage of Minims and Crotdiets to

represent the one, and the light groups of Qua-
vers to delineate the other. The airy lightness

of ' Le Nozze di Figaro* profits us nothing when
rendered inaudible by the din of a Brass Band
fit only for a field-day on Woolwich Conmum.
Mozart himself never conceived a more charming
Scene than that in which Count Almaviv^'s
clever * Factotum ' takes upon himself to lecture

the little Page upon the proper bearing of a
Soldier, and marches up and down the Stage in

illustration of his precepts, while Susanna looks

admiringly on. When the Scene was first re-

hearsed, at Vienna, in 1786, every performer on
the Stage and in the Orchestra shouted * Viva il

grande Mozart.' Now, we are favoured, instead

of it, with a vulgar Chorus, brought togfether in

defiance of all dramatic possibility, made to sing

Voice-parts which Mozart never wrote, and
accompanied by a crash of Bass-drums and
Ophicleides through which the voice of Stentor
hunself could never have been made to penetrate.

If we would know what Mozart really meant, we
must study him, not at the Opera, but in his

own delightful Scores ; and from these we shall

learn that he did not arrive at his full perfection

until after long years of careful study. Though
the cachet of true genius is impressed upon his

earliest inspirations, it is in *Idomeneo, Re di

Greta,' produced at Munich in 1 781, that we
first find him claiming his right to be numbered
among the greatest Composers the world has ever

known. We have here the perfection of me-
lodious grace, the perfection of dramatic truth,

and the perfection of choral dignity. In the

last-named quality—more especially as exhibited

in the Choruses * Pietk I Numi, Pietk
!

' and <0

vote tremendo'—it is doubtful whether *Ido-

meneo* has ever been equalled, even by Mozart
himself; while it is certain that, in its compre-

hensive grasp of a grand and always logically

consistent Ideal, it has never been surfuissed:

but, in richness of invention and exhaustive

technical development, it must undoubtedly yield

to * Cos! fan tutte,' * La Clemenza di Tito,* <Le
Nozze di Figaro,* and <I1 Don Giovanni.* In

these four great works Italian Opera reached

a grade of excellence above which it seems ex-

tremely improbable that it will ever be £ated to

rise. Yet Mozart did not rest satisfied even

here. It was given to him to raise German
Opera to the same high level, and oonceming
this a few words of explanation will be neoes^

sary.

We have already spoken of Hamburg as the
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cradle of the German Opera, and of Handel, Mat-
theson, and Beinhard Keiser, as the guardians of
its in&ncy. After the death of Keiser, in 1 739,
the Hamburg Theatre lost much of the prestige it

had acquired during his magnificent rule: but,

some thirty years later, a notable impulse was
given to Teutonic Art, at Leipzig, by Johann
Adam Hiller, a really talented Musician, cele-

brated as the first Director of the Gewandhaus
Concerts, and, at a later period, as Cantor of the
Thomas Schule. At the instigation of Koch, the
Manager of the Leipzig Theatre, Hiller devoted
his attention to a light kind of dramatic effusion,

with spoken dialogue, plentifully interspersed

with Music of a pleasing character, based, for

the most part, upon a highly-developed form of

the German Lied, though sometimes taking the
shape of concerted pieces of considerable com-
pleteness. Tht)se little pieces succeeded admira-
bly, some of them, such as 'Der Teufel ist

los '—founded upon the English Play, ' The
Devil to pay*—*Der Dorfbarbier,* and *Die
Jagd,* attaining an enormous popularity. And
thus arose that best and truest form of German
Opera, the 'Singspiel,* which, though less de-

fensible, oit-^pure aesthetic principles, than either

the Opera Seria or the Opera Bufifa, has given
birth to some of the grandest Lyric Dramas we
possess. We say 'less defensible,' because it is

evident that a Scene, partly spoken and partly

sung, cannot possibly bring out the Poet's mean-
ing with the clearness which is easily enough
attainable when a single mode of expression is

employed throughout. There must be a most
awkward and unnatural solution of continuity

somewhere. All the Composer can do is, to put
it in the least inconvenient place. J. F. Reich-
ardt afterwards made an attempt to overcome
this difficulty in the * Liederspiel *—an imitation

of the French 'Vaudeville'—in which he was
careful that the Action of the piece should never
be carried on by the M^c, which was almost
entirely of a semi-incidental character. A third

form of Musical Drama was introduced, at Gotha,
in 1774, by George Benda, who, in his 'Ariadne
auf Naxos ' and ' Medea,' assisted the effect of a
spoken Dialogue by means of a highly-coloured

Orchestral Accompaniment, carried on uninter-

ruptedly throughout the piece, after the manner
of what is now called a Melodrama. Mozart
heard some of Benda's productions at Mannheim
in 1778, and, though he never adopted the
method in any of his greater works, was delighted

with its effect. He took, indeed, the ereatest pos-

sible interest in all that concerned the advance-
ment of German Art ; and when commissioned to

write a work for the National Opera founded at

Vienna in 1 778, by the Emperor Joseph, he threw
his best energies into the welcome task, and pro-

duced, in 178a, a masterpiece—*Die Entfuhrung
aus dem Serail'—which at once elevated the
Singspiel to the level he had already won for

the Italian Opera, and secured it a recognised
status as the embodiment of a conception pecu-
liar to and truly worthy of the great Teutonic
School We rarely hear this deBghtful Opera
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now, even in Germany ; but its beauty is of a
kind which can never grow old. It teems with
lovely Melodies from b^;inning to end ; and the

disposition of its Voices leads to the introduction

of a wealth of Concerted Music of the highest

order. It was received with enthusiasm both in

Vienna and at Prague.* Mozart followed it up in

1 786 with * Der Schauspieldirektor,* a charming
little piece, filled with delightful Music ; and in

1 79 1 he crowned his labours by the production

of the noblest Lyric Comedy existing in the
German language—^'Die Zauberflote.' One of

our best Engli^ critics has lately thought it

necessary to speak apologetically of this great

work, as if its finest Scenes were marred by the

juxtaposition of others containing Music inca-

pable of adding to the Composer's reputation.

There can be no greater mistake. As well might
we make excuses for 'The Tempest,' because

the prose put into the mouth of TVinculo is less

sonorous than the measured tones spoken by
Prospero and Miranda. A work of Art is great

in proportion, and only in proportion, to its truth.

The moment its conceptions cease to be natural,

it ceases to be worthy of our regard. * Die
Zauberflote * is true to Nature, from its first note

to its last; and the hand of the greatest of

modem Masters is as clearly perceptible in the

tinkle of Papageno's * Glockenspiel,' as in the

grandest contrapuntal triumph of the last Finale.

An ingenious critic can always manufacture
'weak points'; but Mozart left none in his

work ; and to those who carefully study ' Die
Zauberflote ' side by side with * Le Nozze di

Figaro ' and • II Don Giovanni,' the conclusion

will be inevitable that, in German as well as in

Italian Opera, he soared to heights which,

hitherto at least, have set all emulation at de-

fiance.*^

^ut t^e history of our Foubtebnth Period
will teach us that the peculiar phase of German
Art over which Mozart asserted such absolute

supremacy was not the only one in which it was
capable of manifesting itself. The possible va-

riety of styles is unlimited ; and it was evident

from the first that many promising paths to

excellence still remained unexplored. One of

these was selected by Beethoven, with results

for which the world has reason to be profoundly

grateful. Over this great Master's early youm
the Stage seems to Imve exercised none of that

strange fascination which so frequently mono-
polises the young Composer's interest, almost

before he has had time to ascertain his true

vocation : and when, in the full maturity of his

genius, he turned his attention to it, he does not

I F«rdinand DatM—no OTer-lndolgont erftto—onee told the writer

ttutt the Libretto of ' Die Zauberflote ' was bj no means the flimsy

piece it was generally luppoaed to be : but, that no one who was not

a Freemason could appreciate its merits at their true Talue. For
instance, the grand chords plajed by the Trombones at the end of tb«

flrst part of the Orerture. and in the First Scene in the Becond Act,

enuntiate—he said—a symbol which no Freemason could possibly fail

to understand. Not many yean ago. these chords were always i>layed.

In England, with the minims tied together, so that the notes were
struck twice, instead of thrice at each repetition. By this false

reading, which is perpetuated in Oianchettlni's edition of the score,

the force of the symbol Is eatirely loit, aad the whole Inteution of
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appenr to have been attracted, like Mozart, by
the force of uncontrollable instinct, but rather

to have arrived at perfection, as Gluck did,

by the assistance of earnest thought and unre-

mitting study. He wrote an Opera, simply

because the Manager of the Theater-an-der-

Wien found it worth while to offer him an
engagement for that purpose: but, having un-

dertiUcen the work, he threw his whole soul into

it; laboured at it, as his sketch-books prove,

incessantly; and identified himself so completely

with its progress that he seems as much at home
in it as he had ever previously been in a Sonata
or a Symphony. The subject selected was
Bouilly's 'Leonore, ou I'amour conjugale,' which
had aJready been set to music as a French
' Opera comique,* by Gaveaux, and very success-

fully, to Italian words, by Paer. A Grerman
translation was now made by Sonnleithner ; and
that Beethoven was satisfied with it, and was con-

scious of no inconsistency in the dialogue being

spoken, must be inferred from the careful solici-

tude with which he strove, not only to give

due effect to the various situations of the Druna,
but to bring out the sense of the text, even to

its lightest word. The work was produced in

1805, under the name of 'Fidelio, oder die

eheliche Liebe'; and again performed, in the

following year, with extensive alterations and a
new Overture : but its success was more than
doubtful. In 1 81 4 it was revived at the Kamth-
nerthor Theater, still under the name of ' Fidelio,*

with farther alterations consequent upon a
thorough revision of the text by Friedrich

Treitschke, and a new Overture in E—the fourth

which had been written for it—and, on this oc-

casion, its beauties were more clearly appreciated,

though not to the extent they deserved. Never
during the Composer^s lifetime was 'Fidelio'

understood as we understand it now. Perhaps
no work of the kind ever caused its author more
serious annoyance. Even in 18 14, the Prima
donna, Madame Milder-Hauptmann, presumed,
on her own confession, to dispute Beethoven's will

with regard to the magnificent Scena, ' Komm,
Hofi&iung, lass den letzten Stem.* Yet the un-
wearying care he bestowed upon the minutest
details of the piece, no less than upon its

general effect, resulted in a work which really

leaves no room for hostile criticism. The most
censorious analyst, if he be honest, will find

himselfconstrained to admit that, however deeply

he may seek into the inner meaning of the Scenes
it presents to us, Beethoven has been beforehand
with him, and sought into it more deeply still.

Not Gluck himsdf ever produced an Opera
bearing traces of such intense devotion to pure
dramatic truth. The principles upon which it

is modelled are, indeed, almost identical with
Gluck's, so far as theory is concerned ; but Gluck,
in his latest works, undoubtedly sacrificed musical
form to dramatic expression; while Beethoven
has shown that the perfection of the one is not
inconsistent with the fullest possible enunciation
of the other.

With these great qualities to recommend it,
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Fideb'o stands alone, and has necessarily be-
come immortal ; while the works of Paer, Sii«B-

mayer, and other Composers who enjoyed a high
degree of popularity in the earlier years of the
19th century, have been long since almost for-

gotten. The only other productions of the Period
that can for a moment be placed in competition
with it are the later Operas of Cherubini, who,
after writing for many years in the light Neapoli-
tan style, struck out, in 'Lodoiska* (1791), a
manner of his own, strikingly original, and far

above the possibility of imitation, but based, like

Beethoven 8, upon the principles laid down by
Gluck, and presenting the curious anomaly of a
German method, cidtivated by an Italian, for the
amusement of a Parisian audience. Beethoven
is known to have spoken of Cherubini as 'the
greatest of all living writers for the Stage,' and
to have admired 'L^ deux Joum^es ' and ' Fan-
iska * exceedingly : and it is worthy of remark,
that a strong analogy is observable between the

Libretti of 'Fidelio.' 'Faniska,* 'Les deux
Joum^es,' and ' Lodoiska,' in each of wluch the

leading incident is the rescue of an unjustly-

detained prisoner, through the devotion of a
faithful friend whose life is risked, though not
lost, in the labour of love necessary to effect the

desired object. We can scarcely believe it po^-
ble that the two great Composers would have
selected subjects so exactly similar in character,

and bringing into play exactly the same delicate

shades of emotion, passion, and feeling, had th»e
not been a strong community of thought between
them : yet their mode of expressing ^at thought
was, in each case, so completely a part of them-
selves, that not the slightest trace of similarity is

discernible in their treatment even of those Scenes
which most closely resemble each other as well

in their outward construction as in their inner

meaning. In all such cases, the most careful

criticism can only lead to the conclusion that

each Master did that which was best for his own
work in his own peculiar way; and the more
closely we analyse these works, the deeper will

be our reverence for the genius of thciee who
attained such splendid results by such very dif-

ferent means.
Our Fifteenth Period introduces us to a

new and very remarkable development of the

German Opera, known among musical historians

as the Romantic School—a form of Art which,

since the beginning of the present century, has

exercised a more decided influence upon the pro-

gress of Dramatic Music than any other recog-

nised agent. The invention of the Romantic
Opera has been almost unanimously ascribed to

Weber; we must not, however, pass over in

silence a claim which has been brought forward,

within the last few years, in favour of Spohr,

though we believe it to be indefensible. It is

quite true that 'Faust,' Spohr's greatest triumph
in this peculiar style, was completed and ready

for performance in 1813 ; while Weber's master-

piece, 'Der Freischtitz,' was not produced till

18a I. But the decision of the controversy does

not rest, as has been pretended, upon the com-
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parative chronology of these two great works.

As early as 1 806 Weber had given good promise of

what was to come, in a decidedly Komantic Opera,
* Kiibezahl/ written for the theatre at Breslau,

but never publicly performed. The only por-

tions of this Opera now known to be in existence

are, a Scena, a Quintet, and a Chorus of Spirits, in

MS., and the Overture—published, with exten-

sive alterations, under the title of ' Der Beherrs-

cher der Geister' (*The Ruler of the Spirits').

It is sad indeed to feel that the remainder is

hopelessly lost; but the Overture alone affords

us all the evidence we need. Not only is it the

first example we meet with, in modem times, of

a grand Orchestral Prelude written in 6-4 time ;

but its Subjects, its Instrumentation, and its

general design, establish its * Romantic * charac-

ter beyond all controversy, and, taken in con-

nection with the date of its production, remove
the necessity for bring^ing forward any farther

testimony in the Composer's favour. Priority of

invention, therefore, unquestionably rests with
him; while those who judge the question on
sesthetic grounds have never hesitated to accept
' Der Freischtitz ' as an embodiment of the highest

Ideal the School is capable of realising, its truest

prototype as well as its brightest ornament. To
Weber, therefore, the full honour must be ac-

corded ; and it is in his works that the charac-

teristics of the School may be most profitably

studied.

It is by no means indispensable that the

Libretto of the Romantic Opera should deal with
the Supernatural. Though it certainly finds a con-

genial habitat in the realm of Ghosts, Daemons,
Faeries, Gnomes, Witches, Mermaids, and Sprites

of all sorts and conditions, it is equally at home
among the splendours of Chivalric Pageantry, in
the solitude of the Black Forest, or \mder the

arches of a Cloister. Its Dramatis persona! may
be Queens and Princes, a troop of Spectres, or a
company of Peasants with hearts as innocent as

their dresses are homely. Only, whoever they
are, they must speak in their real character,

natural or imaginary. The Scene cannot very
well be laid in the streets of a modem City, nor
must the incidents be such as one would be
likely to encounter in ordinary domestic life;

but the domestic affection<<, and all other pas-

sions which form the common inheritance of

every age and country alike, may, and neces-

sarily must, be represented in their fullest

int^prity. The only condition laid upon the

Composer is, that when he is called upon to deal

with natural things, he must be truly and un-
affectedly natural. When he soars into the
regions of Fancy, he must, trust entirely to the
power of his Imagination ; and, in proportion to

the extent of that power will be the measure of
his success. Let us see how these conditions are

fulfilled in Weber's masterpiece.

The plot of *Der Freischiitz' consists of the
simplest possible love story, surrounded by an
atmosphere of horror, whidi, though having no
real connection with it, influences its progress
from beginning to end. It is by his clever
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recognition of this fact that Weber has proved
himself the greatest Master of the style that

ever lived. He presents his heroine to us as a
high-Bouled maiden, faithful and true, and above
all, earnestly and unaffectedly God-fearing. We
learn all this, not from anything she says or

does, but simply ftx)m the style of the Music he
has given her to sing. In like manner, and by
the same means of expression, he depicts his hero

as an honest fellow, very much in love, but very
weak and vacillating when his best affections are
used as temptations to draw him into evil. We
Fee this last-named trait in his character very
clearlv exemplified in the grand concerted piece,
* O ! diese Sonne,' and the Terzetto, * Wie ? was ?

entsetzen I ' and the first, in *J)urch die Walder ' :

but, when the shadow of Samiel appears behind
him, he entirely loses his individuality. He is

no longer one of ourselves. His cry of despair,

*0 dringt kein Strahl durch diese Nachte,'

reaches us like a wail fr^m the other world ; and
we are instantly transported from the realms of

human passion into those of pure imagination.

Caspar, on the other hand, is never natural. He
has consorted with Daemons until he has himself

become a Fiend; and he betrays this fact as

clearly in his rollicking Trinklied, as in his Death-
Song. The same just discrimination of styles is

exhibited in the Music allotted to the Peasants,

the Bridesmaids, and the grisly Followers of
' The Wild Huntsman,' who are all made to sing

passages so well suited to their several characters,

whether real or imaginary, that no spoken words
could illustrate them with equal plainness. In
the famous * Incantation Scene,* the Art of Tone-
painting is used with a power which needs the

aid of no scenic horrors to impress its meaning
upon the most unimaginative comprehension, and
which is, indeed, only too frequently distracted

by the noise and confusion inseparable from a too

exuberant * Spectacle ' : while the Overture, a
triumph of descriptive Instrumentation, furnishes

us,by means of its leading themes, with an epitome
of the entire story. The constant use of the Leit-

motif, throughout the whole of this remarkable
Opera, seems indeed to entitle Weber to the

honour of its invention, notwithstanding the sug-

gestive notes sung by the Statue in 'II Don
Giovanni.' His skill in making the Overture
serve as an argument to the piece to which it is

prefixed, in accordance with the principles laid

down many years previously by Gluck, is, at

all times, very conspicuous. In •Euryaijthe*

(1823), for instance, the spirited * First Subject
*

prepares us at once for the knightly pomp of the

coming Drama; while the weird episode for

Violini, eon sordini, tells the secret of the plot

with a ghastly fidelity to which the shuddering

tremoli of the Viola—splayed sema sordini—
lends an intensity truly wonderful, when we re-

member the extreme simplicity of the means
employed. The raison d^ttrt of this extraordinary

episode—^to which no one setjins ever to give a
thought in England—is, the temporary rising of

the Curtain, for the purpose ofdisplaying the Vault

containing the Sarcophagus of Adolar's sister
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Emma, whence ib stolen the poisoned Ring after-

wards brought forward in evidence of Euryanthe's
faithlessness. The whole passage is treated with
a dramatic force never afterwards exceeded even
by Weber himself. He seems, indeed, to have
bestowed especial pains upon 'Euryanthe/ in

which he so far departed m)m German custom
as to substitute heavily accompanied Recitative

for spoken dialogue throughout—an expedient

which he did not follow up in his later English

Opera 'Oberon,* and for the introduction of

which it is certain that neither English nor Ger^

man audiences were at that time prepared.

Though Spohr cannot be justly credited with
the invention of the * Romantic Opera/ his ima-
ginative temperament and rich creative powers
enabled him to cultivate it with very great suc-

cess ; while his unlimited command over the in-

tricacies of the Chromatic and EnharmonicGenera
lent a peculiarly delicious colouring to his method
of treatment. His * Faust '—now temporarily

thrust aside to make room for another work of

the same naine—contains beauties enough to re-

move all danger of its permanent extinction.

'Der Berggeist' (1825), though less generally

known, is, in some respects, still finer; and is

especially remarkable for its magnificent Over-
ture, as well as for the skilful treatment of a
Scene, in which the phantoms of the heroine^s

friends are sent, by the power of a magic spell, to

cheer her in her solitude. The shadowy Music
assigned to the ghostly forms, contrasted with
that sung by the same individuals when present

in their own proper persons, tells the story with
true dramatic accuracy. Spohr also reached a
very high standard in ' Zemire und Azor * ^1819),
• Der Alchymist ' (1830), and • Der Kreuzfahrer

'

(1845). In 'Jessonda,' produced in 1823, and
regarded by himself as his best Opera, he
made an attempt, like Weber, to abolish spoken
dialogue in favour of Accompanied Recitative

;

but found, like Weber, that popular feeling was
too strong to listen to reason on a point concern-

ing which it still holds its ground, both in Ger-
many, France, and England. In Italy alone has
uninterrupted singing been always regarded as a
iine qua non at the Opera.

Next in order of merit are the Romantic
Operas of Heinrich Marschner, whose more im-
portant productions, *Der Vampyr' (1828),

'Der Templer und die Jiidin' (1829), 'Hans
Heiling* U^33)> <^^ 'Adolph von Nassau'

(1844), rank among the best works of the kind
that have been produced in modem times. Of
the eleven Operas written by Ernst Theodor
Hoffmann, and now preserved in MS. at Berlin,

one only, founded on De la Motte Fouqu^'s
charming story of * Undine,' seems to have pro-

duced any very strong impression. Weber has
praised this, most enthusiastically

;
yet, notwith-

standing its originality, its characteristic Instru-

mentation, and its intense dramatic power—more
especially as exhibited in the part ofKuhlebom

—

nothing has ever been heard of it since it was
first produced in 1 8 1 7. Almost equally forgotten

are the Romantic Operas of Lindpaintner, whose
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* Lichtenstein,' ' Die Sicilianische Vesper,' 'Der
Bergkonig/ and * Der Vampjrr,* far excel, both in

artistic conception and technical development,
many works which have unaccountably outlived

them. Lindpaintner died in 1856; and, in

noticing his works, we virtually bring our his-

tory of the German Opera down to the present
time ; for it b unnecessary that we should criticise

the ephemeral productions of Conradin Kreutzer,
Lortzing, and other writers who confessedly en-

tertained no higher aim than that of pleasing tho

frequenters of the theatres at which they were
severally engaged ; and—except in one important
instance, too grave to be either passed over in

silence or discussed in company with others

—

we think it best to leave the inspirations of living

Composers to the judgment of a future gene-
ration.

When Cherubim fulfilled his great Art-mission
in Paris, he worked side by side with men, who,
though wholly unworthy to be placed in the same
category with himself, or with Beethoven—the

only other Composer whose Dramatic Music
hetun the slightest analogy to his own—were,

nevertheless, earnest enough, in their way, and
conscientious^ acted up to their light. Of these

Composers we now propose to speak, as the chief

actors in our Sixteenth Period, the moat bril-

liant in the history of the Op6ra comique.
After the retirement of Gluck, Piccinni still

enjoyed a certain term of popularity : but, when
the excitement of faction had settled down into

the calm of sounder judgment, the field was
really open to any French Composer with talent

enough to secure a fair hearing. At this junc-

ture, Gr^try and M^ul stepped forward to fill

the gap. Both were men of more than ordinary

talent, and the works of both became extremely
popular, and held firm possession of the Stage
for many years. Gr^try*s style was light and
pleasing, and exactly adiftpted to the taste of a

Parisian audience. M^hul was even a more
thorough Musician, and aimed at higher things;

striving conscientiously to carry out the princi-

ples of his instructor, Gluck, for whom he en-

tertained the deepest reverence, and to whose
wise counsels he was indebted for many of the

sterling qualities which tended to make his work
deservedly famous. It was chiefly by the exer-

tions of these two genial writers, and their equally

talentedcountrymanandcontemporary, Boieldiea,

that the Opira comi^ie was raised to the position

which it has ever since maintained, as one of the

most popular branches of French Dramatic Art

—

for the great works of Cherubini, though Operas

comiquea in name, are, in style, much more nearly

allied to the German 'Romantic Opera.* The
true Op^a eomiqtte is essentially a French crea-

tion. Its title is somewhat anomalous, for it is

not at all necessary that it should introduce

a single comic Scene or Character : but its

dinovbcment must be a happy one, and the dia-

logue must be spoken. Even M^hul's 'Joseph*

(1807), though founded strictly upon the Scri^*

ture narrative, is included, by virtue of this

condition, in the category, as are many other
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works, the action of which is serioas, or even

gloomy, throughout' Since the beginning of the

present century, the best French Composers have

dasired nothing better than to succeed in the

style which was so signally adorned by their im-

mediate predecessors. Monsigny, Berton, Isouard,

Lesueur, and Catel, all cultivated it with more or

less success ; as did, at a later period, Clapisson,

Adam, Herold, Haddvy, and Auber. The last

two Composers also attained great celebrity in

Grand Op6ra, concerning the development of

whidi we shall have occasion to speak more
particularly in a later section of Uie present

Article; for the present, it is enough to say

that their lighter works have been received

little less cordially in England and Germany
than at the Parisian theatres for which they

were originally composed.

As Germany boasted its Romantic Opera, and
France its Opira comiqae, so England gave birth

to a style of Opera peculiar to itself, and differ-

ing in so many important points from all other

known forms, that we shall find it convenient to

place it in a class by itself, and speak of it as

the creation of a Seventebnth Period.

In describing the dramatic works of Purcell

(see p. 507 a), we stated our belieMiat English

Opera owed its origin to the Masque. Now, the

Music of the Masque was wholly incidental—that

is to say, it formed no essential element of the

piece, but was introduced, either for the purpose of

addingtothe effectofcertain Scenes, ofaffordingop-

portunities for certain Actors to display their vocal

powers, or, of amusing or interesting the audience

m any way that might be thought most desirable.

The only purpose for which it was not used was
that of developing the action of the Drama,
which was carried on entirely in spoken dialogue:

declamatory Music, therefore, was quite foreign

to its character, and all that was demanded of

the Composer was a succession of Songs, Dances,

and tuneful Choruses. Purcell rebelled against

this state of things, and introduced a decidedly

dramatic feeling into much of his best Music

;

but he died early, and his work was not success-

fully followed up. The history of our Eighth

Period shows how completely Uie Italian Opera
banished native Art from the Stage, during the

greater part of the i8th century. Attempts were

indeed made to bring it forward, from time to

time, sometimes successfully, but often with

very discouraging results. Several English Operas

were sung at the 'Little Theatre in the Hay-
market,' while Handel's splendid works were
rapidly succeeding each other at the King's

Theatre across the street ; and, more than once,

English Operas were advertised to be performed
' a&r the Italian manner,'—that is to say, with

Recitatives in place of dialogue, and measured

Melody for the Airs. None of these, however,

produced any real effect ; and no success worth

recording was attained until the year 1728, when

1 The llchier form of th« VamdevOU «o mueh more nearlf re-

•«mb)es % FUy. ^ih incidenUl Bongs, than a regular Opera, that we
do not tblnlc It necessary to laclude a notice of U In the present

Article. IBeo Vaodcvillc.]
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Gay wrote, and Dr. Pepusch adapted Music to, the
* Beggar's Opera.' This was an embodiment uf

English Art, pure and simple. The plot was
laid in an English Prison; the dialogues were
spoken, as in an ordinary Play; and the Music
consisted of the loveliest English and Scottish

Melodies that could be collected, either from
the inexhaustible treasury of National Song, or

the most popular Ballad Music of the day. The
success of this venture was quite unprecedented,
and led to the production of a sequel to the
story, similarly 'treated, and made ready for

performance, m 1729, though not presented to

the public until 1777, when it was played, for

the tirst time, under the name of ' Polly.' [See

Polly.]
No English Opera composed ' after the Italian

manner' was ever so cordially welcomed as

the 'Beggar*s 'Opera.' Nevertheless, attempts
were still made in that style. In 1733, Dr.
Ame produced a piece called (after Fielding's

'Tntgedy of Tragedies') *Tom Thumb, The
Opera of Operas,' in which his little brother,

then known as Master Ame, sang the part of

the hero with great success; and Lampe was
still happier, in 1 737, with his famous Burlesque

'The Dragon of Wantley.' Ame, however,

aimed at higher things than these. His great

ambition was the formation of a School of

English Opera, based upon the then fuhionable

Italian model; and, with this end in view, he

translated and set to Music the text of Metas-
tasio's 'Artaserse,' and produced it, under the

name of * Artaxerxes,' in 1762. Its reception

was extremely encouraging, and deservedly so,

for it contained much excellent Music, and was
performed by a very strong company; but its

success was rendered almost nugatory, so far as

its effect upon the future was concerned, by the

interference of a certain class of critics—men,
for the most part, with some amount of literary

ability, but utterly ignorant of the first principles

of Art, and therefore knowing nothing whatever

of the merits of the question they pretended to

decide—who, having come to the conclusion that

the English language was unfitted for Recitative,

reiterated this opinion until they persuaded a
large section of the public to agree with them.^

But for this, it is quite possible that the idea,

had it been conscientiously developed, might have
led to results of real importance. As it was, no
farther attempt was made to sing an English

Opera, throughout, though no objection was
raised against the introduction of any amount of

Recitative, Accompanied or Unaccompanied,

into an Oratorio. Ame's project, therefore,

s Two Morementi from Handel's ' Water Ifaslc.* and the March In

*8cipio,' are Introdaced Into this Opera, under the titles of ' Abroad
after Misses.' ' Cheer up my Lads,' and ' Brave Boys, prepare.'

> Haodel't 'Alcestes'—called. In Arnold's edition, ' Alcldet '—«om-
posed In 1749 to Smollett's words, was never produced at that time,

though Mr. Sims Beeves achieved a great success In It not many
years since. 'Semele' was produced at Covent Garden In 174i.
' after the manner of an Oratorio '—that Is to say. without Sooieiy

or Action.
4 ' Excellent and attractive Indeed must the Air be, that can atone

to English sentiments and habits lor the Recitative, and consequent

destruotton of all Interest In the language, the incidents, and the

plou' (Mut. Ber. voL L p. 201.}
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brought forth no permanent fruit, though he
had no cause to be dissatisfied with the result of

hie own private venture : but pieces constructed

more or less exactly upon the model of the
* Beggar's Opera,' though containing, for the

most part, only original Music, became enor-

mously popular, and were produced in almost in-

credible numbers. Between the years 1 788 and

1 796 Storaco wrote fifteen, the most successful of

which were ' The Haunted Tower,' * No Song, no
Supper,' * The Iron Chest,' and * Mahmoud.' Dib-

din wrote a still greater number, including * The
Padlock' (1768), * The Waterman' (1774). and
* The Quaker '(1775). His Songs were character-

ised by a genial raciness which brought them into

universal fame at the time they were written,

and has been the means of preserving many of

them to ourown day, though the pieces into which
they were introduced have been long since utterly

forgotten—with the exception, perhaps, of ' The
Waterman,' which still occasionally appears, as

an * Afterpiece,' at Provincial Theatres, and in

which Mr. Sims Reeves achieved, not many,
years ngo, a very great success. Shield was
gifted with a true genius for Melody. His Songs

are delightful; and, among the thirty Operas

he produced between 1782 and i8ojr, are many,
such as 'Rosina,' *Lock and Key, and *The
Castle of Andalusia,' which abound with beauties

now very undeservedly forgotten. Michael Kelly
was a prolific writer of English Operas, and
won much fame by * The Castle Spectre * (1797),
* Bluebeard* (1798), and 'The Wood Diemon*
(1807). Hook, Davy, Ware. Reeve, and many
other equally popular writers, contributed their

quota of works which have long since passed

out of memory, but which our grandfathers

held in no light esteem. To them succeeded

Braham, whose really good Songs, so perfectly

adapted to the powers of his matchless voice,

commanded success for * The English Fleet'

and many other pieces, which, as true works of

Art, were certainly not on a level with those

of Shield. Very different were the productions

of Sir Henry Bishop, a thorough master of

Harmony, and a more than ordinarily accom-
plished Musician. He made, indeed, no attempt
to improve upon the form of the English Opera,
which, in his bands, as well as in those of his

predecessors, was still no more than a Play

—

generally a very poor one—diversified by a goodly
collection of Songs, Duets, and Choruses. But
neither his Songs nor his Concerted pieces be-

trayed the slightest sign of weakness. Had
they formed parts of a well-constructed Drama,
instead of being scattered through the various

Acts of such ill-conceived medleys as *The
Knight of Snowdoun' (18 10), *The Miller and
his Men' (1813), or *Guy Mannering' (1816)

;

had their writer devoted his life rather to tne

regeneration of English Opera than to the less

exalte<l task of adorning it with gems of which
it was not worthy—the name of Bishop would
not have stood very low down upon the list of

the great Operatic Composers of the present
century. But there seems to have been a great
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lack of energy in the right direction at this par-
ticular epoch. Charles Horn, another delightful

Composer of English Operas, was equally con-
tent to let the general character of the piece
remain as he found it. It would be scarcely just
to say the same of Balfe, who first made himself
famous, in 1835, by ' The Siege of Rochelle,' and,
in 1843, produced the most successful modem
English Opera on record, the far-famed 'Bo-
hemian Girl.' Balfe's style was not an elevated
one ; but he possessed an inexhaustible fund of
Melody, and by careful study of the C>p^ra

eomiqve, he certainly raised the standard of the
pieces he wrote, so fiu: as their general structure

was concerned, though in so doing he deprived
them of the most salient characteristics of the
older models, and produced a novelty to which
it is difficult to assign any definite artistic status

—a peculiarity which is, also, to some extent
observable in the works of Rooke, J. Bamett,
Lavenu, Wallace, and E. J, Loder. Happily
we find no such difficulty with regard to the
works of our best living Operatic Composers,
Sir Julius Benedict, Professor Macfarren, and
Mr. Arthur Sullivan. With these talented*

writers it rests to raise the English School to a
higher level* than it has ever yet attained.

They have already done much towards that
most desirable end ; and we cannot doubt that
Artists who have hitherto so conscientiously

striven to turn their gifts to the best account
will continue their labour df love until they
have invested our National Lyric Drama with
a very different form from that which it presented
during the earlier half of the present century.

Should they succeed in this great work, they will

certainly not fail to find a Manager able and
willing to do them justice ; for enterprising^

Managers have never been wanting when their

presence was needed—witness the work wrought
by Arnold, Harrison, Miss Louisa Pyne, Car'

Rosa, and many others. The prospects of English
Opera are not, then, so dark as some of us may
imagine.

The Eighteenth Period of our history takes
us once more, and for the last time, to Italy,

where we find the work of Cimarosa followed up
by one of the most brilliant geniuses the world
has ever known. While Weber was studiously

developing the Romantic School in Germany,
Rossini was introducing unheard-of changes

—

not always for the better, but always striking

and effective—into the inmost constitution of
Italian Art, and carrying them out with such
trenchant vigour, and on so extensive a scale,

that he may be said to have entirely remodelled
both the Opera Seria and the Opera Bufia.

Though by no means a learned Musician, he
knew enough of the Grammar of his Art to
enable him to do full justice to the delicioas

conceptions which continually presented thein>

selves to his mind, without costing him the labour
of a second thought. From first to last he never
troubled himself to work. Nature had bestowed
upon him the power of giving a nameless grace
to everything he touch^. His Melodies were
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more BenBuous, bis In8trumentatio^ more lich

and varied, and his forms more concise, than any
that had been previously produced in Italy ; it

was but natural, therefore, that he should be

hailed, at first, as Cimarosa's legitimate successor,

or that he should eventually succeed in very nearly

supplanting him, notwithstanding his manifest

inferiority to that great Master in most, if not

ail, of those higher qualities which tend to make
their possessor immortal. Possibly a greater

amount of learning might have dimmed the

lustre of his natural gitts. As it was, his country

had just reason to be proud of him, for his

weakest productions were infinitely stronger than

the strongest of those brought forward by the

best of hii9 Italian contemporaries. Like Cima-

rosa and Mozart, he was equally great in

Opera Sena and Opera Buffa. His fint great

triumph in the former style took place in the

year 1813, when he produced *I1 Tancredi* at

Venice and took the city by storm. This was
followed by many other works of the same class

;

and notably, in 1816, by 'Otello,' which marks
an epoch in the history of Serious Opera, inas-

much as it is written in Recitativo strumentato

throughout, in place of the ordinary RecUaiico

aecco—a peculiarity extensively adopted in the

Grand Operas of a later period. It was in 18 16

that he also produced his greatest Opera Bufia,

•H Barbiere di Siviglia'—a work which, not-

withstuiding the extraordinary popularity of * La
Cenerentola,* ' La Gazza Ladra, and some other

equally well-appreciated favourites, has always

been regarded as his chef cCceuvre, Of his

'Guillaume Tell,' written in 1829, in a style

entirely different from anything he had ever

previously attempted, this is not the place to

speak; but the number of his Italian Operas

is prodigious, and though many of them have

long since been forgotten, the revival of an old

one may always be looked upon as a certain

success.

Rossini's greatest contemporaries and successors

were Merc^lante, Giovanni Pacini, Bellini, and
Donizetti. The first of these cultivated a pecu-

liar elegance of style, and won bright laurels by
his *Nitocri,* produced in 1826. In the same
year Pacini produced his best Opera, *Niobe,' in

which Madame Pasta achieved one of her most
memorable triumphs. Of the masterpieces of

Bellini and Donizetti it is surely unnecessary to

speak, since they still hold firm possession of the

Stage, and are not likely to be soon replaced by
newer favourites. Bellini died in 18^, and
Donizetti in 1848 ; and, as most of their succes-

sors are still living, including Verdi (bom 1814),

their works do not fall within the compass of the

present article.

In enumerating the Composers most celebrated

in the history of the Op6ra comique, we spoke ot

some who had attained equal distinction by the

production of Grand Operas. To these we must
again allude, in narrating the events of our

NiNBTEENTH PERIOD.

We have already noticed the invention of the

Grand Opera by Lulli, and its thorough refonna-
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tion by Gluck. G luck's greatest successors were
CheruDini and Spontini ; the former of whom,
after many splendid successes at the Op&ra
comique, produced his * Anacreon' at the A cacUmie
in 1803, *Les Abenc^rages' in 181 3, and *Ali
Baba' in 1833, while the latterachieved a triumph
in 1807 with 'La Vestale,' and in 1809 with
Ferdinand Cortez—works which, though now
most undeservedly forgotten, exhibit qualities

entitling them to a place among the best Operas
of their kind that have ever l^en placed upon
the stage. Rossini enriched the riptrtoire in

1828 with 'Le Comte Ory,' and in 1829 with his

matchless *Guillaume Tell.' Auber produced
' La Muette de Portici ' in 1 828. These were fol-

lowed in due time by Hal^vy's *LaJuive' (1835)
and 'Charles VI* (1843), and the * Benvenuto
Cellini* of Hector Berlioz (1838). But though
* Les Abenc^rages,' * La Vestale,' and 'GuiUaume
Tell ' are by far the finest examples of the style

we possess—so fine that they might well form the
glory of any style or any age—the representative

Composer of the Grand Opera is unquestionably
Meyerbeer. To him it owes its present brilliant

reputation, its gorgeous surroundings, its clever

mixture of Ballet and Spectacle, so flattering to

the national taste. He also it is who has made
the most of the one great characteristic by which
the style is distinguished from that of the Op^ra
comique—for it is indispensable that the Voices
should be accompanied by the full Orchestra, or

at least the fiill Stringed Band, throughout the
entire piece, to the utter exclusion not only of

spoken dialogue,but evenotRecitativo ucco; and it

is very seldom indeed that the full Stringed Band
is sufficient for the expression of his ideas, without
the aid of Wind Instruments. * His three great

works, ' Robert le Diable' ( 183 1 ),'Les Huguenots

'

(1836), and 'Le ProphMe' (1849), exhibit in

their fullest possible form of development all the

most prominent features of the School, more es-

pecially those which bring it into antagonism,

not only with the Classicid Schools of Italy and
Germany, as represented by Cimarosa and Mozart,
but with the later creations of Rossini, and the

imaginativeproductionsofthesuccessorsof Weber.
Since he firat made known the fulness of his

power in ' Robert,' no later Composer has ever

attempted to rob him of his well-earned fame;
and his death would have been an irreparable

loss to the Acaddmie, had he not left behind
him the Composer of ' La Nonne sanglante

'

(1854), 'Faust* (1859), 'Mireille' (1864), and
•Polyeucte'(i878).

In approaching the Twentieth Period of our

history, the last into which we have thought it

necessary to subdivide it, we find ourselves

brought face to face with a Master whose ear-

nest devotion to the cause of Art entitles his

opinions to a more than ordinary measure of

respectful consideration. We have, it is true,

our intention of avoiding, as far as

may be, the invidious task of criticising the

1 ThoDgh Oh«niMnI't ' Ifed^ ' tnd "Ln deux Joarndw.' &re fr«nd«
than any Unuid Operu that ever were Imtflned. they are classed ai

Op«ra$ eomiqutt bj Tirtua of their tpukea dialogue.
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productions of living authors, from a firm convic-

tion that the time for &irly and dispassionatelj

considering the extent of their influence upon
the progress of Art has not yet arrived ; but in

this case no choice is left to us. The theories of

Biohard Wagner have already been so loudly pro-

claimed and so freely discussed, his works have
been so fiercely attacked by one class of critics,

and so extravagantly praised by another, that

it is no longer possible to ignore either their

present significance, their connection with the

nistory of the past, or their probable effect upon
the future. We therefore propose to conclude

our rapid sketch of the changes which the

Opera has undergone since its new birth in the

opening years of the 17th century, by reviewing,

as briefly as the nature of the case will permit,

the peculiarities of the phase through which it

is now passing, and thus enabling our readers

to form their own opinion as to its relation to,

or points of divergence firom, the Schools we
have already attempted to describe.

Wagner*s contemplated regeneration of the

Lyric Drama, as he himself explains it, demands
changes far more significant than the mere adop-

tion of a new style ; changes which can only be

met by the creation of an entirely new Ideal—

a

conception so difierent f]X)m any proposed since

the time of Gluck, that the experience of a
hundred years is utterly valueless as a guide

to its elaboration, except, indeed, as affording

examples of the fkults to be avoided. Reject-

ing tne very name of Opera as inapplicable

—

which it certainly is—to this new conception, he
contents himself with the simple title of Drama.
The Drama, he tells us, depends, for the per-

fection of its expression, upon the union of

Poetry with Music, Scenery, and Action. When-
ever one of these means of efiect is neglected for

the sake of giving undue prominence to another,

the result is an anomalous production which will

not bear the test of critical analysis. If we are to

accept him as our oracle, we must believe that,

hitherto, Composers, one and all, have erred

in making the Music of the Drama the first

consideration, and sacrificing all others to it.

That they have weakened rhetorical delivery,

for the sake of pleasing the ear by rhythmic
Melodies which cannot co-exist with just dra-

matic expression. That they have impeded the

action of the piece, by the introduction of

Movements constructed upon a regular plan,

which, whether good or not in a Sonata, is

wholly out of place in a Musical Drama.
That they have kept the Stage waiting, in

order that they might give a £&vourite Singer

the opportunity of executing passages entirely

out of character with the Scene it was his duty
to interpret. In place of such rhythmic Melo-
dies, such symmetrically-constructed Movements,
and such brilliant passages of execution, Wagner
substitutes a species of Song, which holds a
place midway between true Recitative and true

Melody—a kind of Mezzo recitcUivo, to which
he gives the name of ' Melos.* This he supports

by a rich and varied Orchestral Accompani-
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ment, designed to form, as it were, the badc-

ground to his picture, to enforce the expression

of the words by appropiate instrumental efiect^

and to individualise the various members of the

Dramatit pertonce by assigning a special com-
bination of harmonies, or a well-defined LeU-
motif, to each. The management of this Ac-
companiment is incontestably his strongest point.

No man now living possesses a tiUie of his

command over the resources of the Orchestra.

The originality of his combinations is as start-

ling as their effect is varied and beautiful He
can make them express whatever he feels to be
needful for the effect of the Scenes he is treat-

ing ; and he firequently does so with such com-
plete success, that his meaning would be per-

fectly intelligible even were the Voice-part can-

celled. His ' Melos,* thus supported, adds power
and expression to the poetical text, and furnishes

us with a very high type of purely declamatoiy
Music—the only Music he considers admissible

into the * Drama,' except in an incidental form;
while the infinite variety of orchestral colouring

he is able to impart to it deprives it, to some
extent^ in his hands, of the intolerably mo-
notonous efiect it would certainly be made to

produce by an inferior Composer. That he has
selected this style firom conviction that it is more
exactly adapted to the desired purpose than any
other, and not from any oiatural inability to

produce rhythmic Melody, is certain ; for his

earlier Operas clearly show him to be a more
than ordinarily accomplished Melodist in the
best sense of the term. 'Mit Gewitter
und Sturm aus femem Meer,* 'Trafb ihr das
Schifi* im Meere an,' and 'Steuermann! lass

die Wacht!* in 'Der fljegende Hollander,'
would alone prove this, had he never written
anything else. His principles, however, were
but very faintly perceptible in *Der fliegende

Hollander. ' We find them more clearly enounced
in 'Tannhauser,' more strongly still in ' Lohen-
grin' and 'Tristan und Isolde'; but they only
attain their complete development in his last

great Drama, ' Der Ring des Nibelungen,* a so-

caUed 'Tetralogy,' consisting of four divifioDB,

each long enough to form a complete work, and
respectively named, ' Das Rheingold,' ' Die
Walktire,* * Siegfried,' and * Gotterdammemng.*
From this quadripartite conception the Aria in

all its forms is strictly banished, and Music is

made throughout the handmaid of the Libretto,

and not its mistress. The correlation existing

between the two is so intensely close, that we
may well believe it could never have been
satisfactorily carried out, had not the poetical

text been furnished by the Composer himself.

Wagner evidently takes this view of the matter,
for he has written the Libretti as well as the
Music of all his later Operas ; and it is evident
that, where this arrangement is possible—that
is to say, where the Dramatist is great, and
equally great, both as a Poet, and a Musician—it

must of necessity lead to higher results than any
which are attainable when the work is divided
between two men of genius, who, however cloeely
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their ideas may be in accordance, can never

think exactly alike. In the ' Tetralogy/ the

subject selected, and carried on throughout the

four grand divisions of the work, is founded

upon certain Teutonic Myths, which it is scarcely

possible for two great writers—a Word-Poet and
a Tone-Poet— to contemplate fiDm exactly the

same point of view : the advantage, therefore,

is immeasurable, when one mind, of great and va-

ried attainments, can arrange the whole. Wagner
inclines to the idea that Myths of this descrip-

tion furnish the best if not the only subjects

on which the Musical Drama can be founded,

though both ' Lohengrin ' and ' Tristan und
Isolde* are founded upon Keltic Legends. But,

in this he would, perhaps, lay down no very strict

law ; for the Teutonic Myth could scarcely

appeal very strongly to tiie imagination of

an English audience, and, to a French one,

the 'Nibelungenlied' would be utterly unintel-

ligible.

The force of our remarks will be best under-

stood by those who have enjoyed an opportunity

of hearing Wagner's works performed in his

own way ; but a mere perusal of the Score will

illustrate them with sufficient clearness to an-

swer all practical purposes. In either case, the

student cannot fail to be struck by the undoubted
originality of the style : but, is the general con-

ception a new one f Assuredly not. It ia the

fullest possible development of the Ideal which
was proposed, in the year 1600, at the house

of Giovanni Bardi, in Florence. Wagner looks

back to Greek Tragedy as the highest available

authority on the subject. So did Binuocini.

Wagner condemns rhythmic Melody as alto-

gether opposed to dramatic truth. So did Peri.

Wagner keeps his Instrumental Performers out

of sight, in order that he may the better carry

out the illusions of the Drama. So did Emilio

del Cavaliere, and Peri after him. Wagner
uses all the orchestral resources at his com-
mand, for the purpose of enforcing his dramatic

meaning. So, in 1607, did Monteverde. The
only difference is, that Monteverde had but a
mde untutored band to work with, while Wagner
has a magnificent Orchestra, fortified by the ex-

perience of two hundred and eighty years. It

was not to be wondered at that Monteverde's
style of Becitative grew wearisome, or that,

when the power of introducing orchestral colour-

ing was so very small, Alessondro Scarlatti en-

deavoured to increase the interest and beauty
of his works by the introduction of measured
Melodyand well-constructed Movements. In pro-

cess of time these well-intentioned improvements
attracted too much attention, and weakened the
true power of the Drama. Then Gluck arose,

and resolutely reformed the abuse—but for the
time only. No one can say that his principles

have been fully carried out by later Composers—^that too many Operas of the present day, in
more Schools than one, are not grievously
lowered in tone by the pernicious habit of in-

troducing irrelevant, if not positively flippant
tunes, in situations where they are altogether
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out of place. Against these abuses Wagner has
waged implacable war ; and, in so doing, he has
merited the thanks of all who have the true

interests of the Lyric Drama at heart : for the
evils which he has made it the business ofhis life

to eradicate are no light ones, and he has entered
upon his task with no faltering hand. Only,
while giving him all due honour for what he has
done, let us not wrong either himself or his

cause by pretending to give him more than his

due. He has called our attention, not, as some
will have it, to a new creation, but to a necessary

reform. He has nothing to tell us that Gluck
has not already said ; and Gluck said nothing
that had not already been said by Peri. The
reformation, so far as Becitative, Declamation,
and Melody are concerned, is nothing more than
a return to the first principles laid down at the
Conte di Vemio's riuni<m8. It brings us there-

fore not one step in advance of the position that

was reached little less than three centuries ago.

These, however, are not the only points con-

cerning which it is necessary to call Uie reader's

attention to the strange analogy existing between
the new School of the 19th century and that

which flourished in the 17th. The disciples of

Peri and Caccini cast aside, as mere vexatious

hindrances, the restrictions imposed upon them
by the laws of Counterpoint. Modem Composers
have done the same ; and striving, like Monte-
verde, to invent harmonic combinations hitherto

unheard, have justified their innovations by the

not very easily controvertible dictum, 'That
which sounds well must, of necessity, be right.'

Admitting the force of this argument, must not

its converse—' That which does not sound well

must, of necessity, be wrong*—be equally true ?

It seems difficult to dispute this ; yet our ears are

sometimes very sorely tried. Can any one, for in-

stance, really take pleasure in the hideously 'out-

of-tune* eflect of the following 'False-relation'

firom the Third Act of ' Der fliegende Hollander' ?

&-ffit^=g^ = feS
p espnnivo

T̂he great danger attendant upon such aber-

rations as these, is that the progression used by
the Master, in a few isolated instances, for rea-

sons of his own, is too often mistaken by the

disciple for a ' characteristic of the style,' and
introduced everywhere, vsque ad nauseam.
Should the disciples of the School we are con-

sidering fall into this pernicious, though almost

universally prevalent error, its results cannot fail

to exercise a most disastrous effect upon the future

prospects of the Drama. We have already said

that the value of a work of Art depends entirely

upon the amount of Natural Truth it embodies,

whether that Truth be exhibited in the perfection

of symmetrical form, as in ' II Don Giovanni * or

'Le Nozze di Fi^ro,' in power of emotional

expression, as in ' La Sonnambula,' ' Norma,' or
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< Lucia di Lammermoor/ or in purity of harmo-
nious concord, as in 'II Matrimonio Segreto.*

Wagners strict adherence to Dramatic Truth
distinguishes his writings finom those of all other

Composers of the present day. He declares

himself ready to sacrifice all less important con-

siderations for its sake, and proves his loyalty

by continually doing so. No one will ven-

ture to assert that the value of his own works,

strengthened at they are by his conscientious

adherence to a noble principle, is materially

diminished by a heterodox resolution, or an occa-

sional exhibition of harshness in the harmony of

an orchestral accompaniment ; but, should his

School, as a School, encourage the use of pro-

gressions which can be defended upon no natural

principle whatever, we may be sure that no long

time will be suffered to elapse before it is pushed
aside, to make room for the creations of a
Twenty-first Period.
That such a period must dawn upon us sooner

or later is, of course, inevitable. Progress

—

even though it 'progress backwards*— is an
essential condition of Art ; and we cannot sup-

pose that any exception will be made to the

general law in the present instance. This being

the case, it may not, perhaps, be altogether un-

profitable to consider, as closely as circumstances

will permit, the probable character of the Future
which lies before us, more especially with regard

to the influence which Wagner's works and
teachings are likely to exercise upon it.

*We are not left wholly without such data

as may enable us to form an opinion on cer-

tain points connected with this very important

subject : and, first, we may state our belief that

it is simply impossible for such works as 'Der
fliegende Hollander,' or 'Die Meistersinger von
Niirnberg,' to be forgotten, twenty years hence.

It seems much more probable Uiat they, and
' Tannhauser,* and ' Lohengrin,* and perhaps also

'Tristan und Isolde,* will be better understood,

and more frequently performed, than they are at

present. But, what about the Tetralogy t Does
there seem a reasonable hope that that, too, may
live ? The probable longevity of a Work of Art
may be pretty accurately measured by the nobility

of its conception. ' Die Zauberflote * is as young,

today, as it was on the evening when it first

saw the light :
' Der Dorfbarbier ' is not. Now

it is an universally received axiom, that, of two
Works of Art, both equally true to Nature, that

in which the greatest effect is produced by the

least expenditure of means will prove to be the

noblest. The greatest Operas we have are placed

upon the Stage with wonderfully little expense.

For the wortiy representation of ' Fidelio,' we
need only some half-dozen principal Singers, a
Chorus, an ordinary Orchestra, and a couple of

Scenes such as the snudlest provincial theatre

could provide at a few hours* notice. For * Der
Freischiltz,' we only need, in addition to this, a
few special 'properties,' and a pound or two of
* red fire.* But, in order that ' Der King des

Nibelungen ' might be fitly represented, it was
found necessary to build a new Theatre ; to con-
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struct an Orchestra, upon principles hitherto
untried, and to fill it with a matchless company
of Instrumentalints representing the most bril-

liant talent in Europe; to enrich the mise en
8c6ne with Waves, Clouds, Mists, Flames, Va-
pours, a Dragon—made in London, 'and sent to

Bayreuth in charge of a special messenger—and
other accessories which put the stabled Horses
and led Elephants of 'Berenice,* and the Singing-
Birds of ' Rinaldo,' to shame ; and, regardless of

expense, to press into the service of the new
School all the aids that modem science could
contribute or modem ingenuity invent. Surely
this is a great sign of weakness. There must
be something wanting in a Drama which needs
thoHe gorgeous accompaniments to make it at-

tractive ; and it is difficult to believe that such
a display will ever again be attempted, except
under the immediate superintendence of the

author of the piece. But, supposing the ' Tetra-
logy' should be banished from the Stage, from
sheer inability to fulfil the necessary conditions

of its production, will the principles upon which
it is composed be banished with it? Is it not
possible that Wagner s teaching may live, even
though some of the grandest of his own indi-

vidual conceptions should be foi^tten? Un-
doubtedly it will live, in so far as it is founded
upon purely natural principles. We have already

spoken of his intense reverence for dramatic
truth. He cannot have taught us the necessity

for this in vain. It is absolutely certain, that,

in this particular, he will leave a marked im-

pression for good upon the coming generation.

Whether or not he has carried his theories too

far for successful practice is another question.

His disciples say that he has not : and are so

firmly convinced of the truth of their position

that they will not even hear an argimient to the

contrary. Nevertheless, there are many, who,

despite their unfeigned admiration for his un-

doubted talent, believe that the synmietrical

forms he has so sternly banished might have

been, and still may be, turned to good account,

without any real hindrance to dramatic action :

and many more there are who doubt whether the

old Florentine Ideal, reinforced by all that modem
improvement can do for it, can ever be made to

take the place of that which Mozart so richly

glorified, and from which even Beethoven and

Weber only differed in individual treatment.

The decision of these questions must be left for

the future. At present, ' Non piu andrai * and

'Madamina* still hold their ground, and may
possibly win the day, after all.

In close, and not very encouraging connecti<»i

with this subject, there still remains another

question, which we would willingly have passed

over in silence, had it been possible : but, having

entered upon our enquiry,-we must pursue it to

the end. We may be sure that Wagner's most

enthusiastic supporters will attempt to carry out

his views very much fiurther than he has carried

them himself. Will they also think it desirable

to imitate his stylet It is to be hoped not

It would take a long day to tire ua of Wagner—
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but we cannot take him at second-hand. 'Wag-
nerism/ nor gods nor men can tolerate. Yet
there are signs of imitation abreadj. Not only
in the lower ranks—^there, it is a matter of no
consequence at all« one way or the other—^but

among men who have abready made their mark
and need no stepping-stones to public &vour.
Nor is it only at the Opera—^the place in which
we should naturally have sought for its earliest

manifestation—^but even in Instrumental Music

:

one whose name we all revere, and from whom
we confidently expect great things, has been be-

trayed into this imitation, in a marked degree,

in the Finale of one of his most important orches-

tral works. It is more than possible, that, in
this case, the plagiarism of manner—it does not,

of course, extend to the notes—was the result of

an unconscious mental process, not unnaturally
produced by too keen an interest in the con-
troversies of the day. But, be the cause what it

may, the fact remains ; and it warns us of serious

danger. Danger that the free course ofArtmay
be paralysed by a soulless mannerism, worthy
only of the meanest copyist. Danger, on the
other hand, of a reaction, which will be all the
more violent and unreasonable in proportion to
the amount of provocation needed to excite it.

Should the cry of the revolutionary party be
for Melody, it will not be for Melody of that
heavenly form which true genius alone can pro-
duce, bat for the vulgar twang with which we
have long been threatened, and of which we have
already endured for more than enough. Between
these two perils, stagnation and reaction, which
beset our path like 'a ditch on one side,

and a quagmire on the other,' we shall, in all

probability, come to some considerable amount
of grief. Yet we must not lose heart on that
account. Art is not now passing through her first

dangerous crisis : and our history has been writ-
ten in vain if we have not shown that her worst
crises have always been succeeded by her bright-
est triumphs. There may be such a triumph in
store for her, even now. Before the new Period
dawns, a Leader may arise, strong enough to
remove all difficulties from her path ; a Teacher,
who, profiting by the experience of the last half
century, may be able to point out some road, as
yet tmtried, which all may follow in safety. Let
those who are young enough to look forward to
the aoth century watch cheerfully for his ap-
pearance : and, meanwhile, let them prepare for

the difficult work of the Future, by earnest and
unremitting study of the Past. [W.S. R.]

In the United States the Opera has always
lived the life of an exotic. Finding congenial
soil in some of the larger and wealthier cities, it

has there flourished for a while, then suddenly
drooped and withered. Large and elegant
theatres, to which have been applied the digni-

fied title of Academy of Music or Opera House,
have been built, it having been, in some cases,

the primary purpose of the owners to devote the
establishment solely to representations of the
lyric drama. But in no case has it been possible
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to long adhere to this intention. With the single

exception of New Orleans no city in the United
States has proved itself capable of maintaining
Opera through the months—September to May,
inclusive— usually included in the theatrical

season. At the dose of the late Civil War
New Orleans found a large part of its commerce
diverted to other ports, and since the return of
peace the French opera in that city, which
before had borne a high reputation for enter-
prise, has led a fitful life. The directors of
operatic troupes in the United States have been
obliged, after beginning as a rule their seasons
in New York, to take their companies all over
the Union—from Augusta in the East to St.

Louis in the West—oftentimes extending their
journeys as far South as New Orleans, and in
some cases even to San Francisco and other
cities on the Pacific slope. All dnmiatic enter-
prises have been in the hands of private indi*

viduaLs. The operatic managers who have won
the most reputation have been Seguin, who
conducted a party in New York as early as
1838 ; Max Maretzek, whose checkered career in
America began in November 1848 ; the brothers
Max and Maurice Strakosch ; Carl Rosa ; H. L.
Bateman ; Bemhard Ullmann ; J. H. Hackett,
imder whose management Grisi and Mario made
their successful American tour in 1854-55 ; Jacob
Grau and his son Maurice ; C. D. Hess. Mme.
Anna Bishop, Ole Bull, and Sigismund Thalberg
have also be«n concerned in operatic specula-

tions in the New World. Lorenzo da Ponte,
in early life the friend and coadjutor of Mozart,
was, in 1832, an active worker in the cause
of Italian opera at New York. Ferdinand
Palmo, an Italian, keeper of a frunous cafe in
New York, opened Feb. 3, 1844, with Bel-
lini's * Puritan!,' Palmo^s Opera House, the first

exclusively lyric theatre in the metropolis ; but
it did not maintain its character more than a
season or two. From researches made by Mr.
Joseph N. Ireland, the author of * Records of the
New York Stage * it appears that the theatre-goers
of a centuiy ago in New York were occasionally

gratified with operas of the English ballad school,
* The Beggar's Opera ' having been sung in 1 75 1,
• Love in a Village* in 1 768, • Inkle and Yaricc,*

•TheDuenna,' *TheTempest ' (Purcell's music), in

1 791, and others, whose very names are unknown
to the amateurs of to-day, in 1 800. ' The Archers,
or The Mountaineers ofSwitzerland*—on the story

of William Tell—brought out April 18, 1790,
may lay claim to being the first American opera,

though the music was by an Englishman,
Benjamin Carr, a brother of Sir John Carr, who
came to America in 1 794. William Dunlop, of

great repute in his day as an author, actor, and
manager, furnished the text. * Edwin and Ange-
lina,' founded on (goldsmith's poem, words by
Dr. E. H. Smith, of Connecticut, music by M.
Pellesier, a French resident of New York, was
produced Dec. 19, 1798. M. Pellesier also set

Dunlop's 'Sterne's Maiia,' brought out Jan. 11,

1798. Bishop's 'Guy Mannering' (1816), and
adaptations of Rossini's * Barber' (1819) and of

M m
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Moxart'8 * Figaro' (1824). Davy's 'Bob Roy'
(1818), with other English operas, and versions in

the vernacular of standard works in Continental

tongues, had, with the opportunities for bearing

good singing afforded bv the engagements of

Incledon and Thomas Phiilippe (i$i 7), and other

excellent English vocalists, gradually prepared

the way for the first season of Italian Opera,

which began at the Park Theatre, New York,

Nov. 26, 1825, with Rossini's * Barber.* The
company, imported by Dominick Lynch, a French
wine-merchant, included Manuel Garcia and
his celebrated daughter Maria Felidta. [See

Gabcia.] At the same house there was begun,

July 13, 1827, the first regular season of French
opera, with Rossini's 'CSenerentola.' Grermanopera

was introduced Sept. 16, 1856, at Niblo's

Garden, Meyerbeer's 'Robert der Teufel' being

the work sung. The conductor was Mr. Carl

Bergmann, and the leader of the orchestra Mr.
ThMdore Thomas, who had then barely attained

his majority.

Opera-bouffe was intooduced in New York, at

the French Theatre, Sept. 24, 1867, by H. L.

Bateman; Offenbach's 'Ia Grande Duchesse' was
the work, with Mile. Lucille Post^ in the tiUe-

rdle. It ran for 158 nights. A troupe of Mexican
children performed, in Spanish, the same work,
in several cities of the Union, 1875-76.
In the winter of 1869-70, a company of Rus-

sians gave performances of operas in their native

tongue, by Slavonic composers, at New York.
The theatres which have most faithfully

answered their avowed purpose as opera-houses,

have been the Academy of Music, New York,
opened Oct. a, 1854, with Grisi and Mario,
in * Norma,' now under the management of James
Heniy Mapleson, of Her Majesty's] Opera ; and
the Academy of Music, Philadelphia, opened
Feb. 26, 1857, with Mme. Gazzaniga, Sig.

Brignol^ and Sig. Amadio, in 'H Trovatore.' It

should be recorded to the credit of American
entreprenewrt that several important works have
been produced at New York before they had
been sung at either London or Pari»—Verdi's
'Alda,' Wagner's *Lohengrin'and* Die Walkiire'
being the most notable instances. American com-
posers have received but little encouragement
from the managers. Three works—George Bris-

tow's 'Rip van Winkle,' Niblo's Garden, New
York, Sept. 27, 1855; W. H. Fry's 'Leonora,'
NewYork Academy, March 29, 1858 ; and 'Notre
Dame de Paris,' by the same composer, Phila-

delphia Academy, April 1864—have been the
most important productions: no one of these

lived lon^ beyond its birth. There is a for-

midable list of extravaganzas, and of operettas in

the serio-comic vein or in imitation of French
operorbouffe, by American musicians, the greater

part of which have vanished after fluttering a
butterfly's life in the glare of the footlights.

Composers of recognised ability have written

grand operas, but the scores have only gathered
ignoble dust in their author's libraries, or found
their only market among collectors when pub-
lished. 'The Doctor of Alcantara,' an operetta
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by JuUos Eichbeig^ a native of Dtlsseldorf, but

for twenty years a resident at Boston, may be

cited as the most sncoewfal wotk of any pre-

tentions with an exclusively American reputa-

tion. Produced at the Boston Museum, April 7,

1862, it has been sung over a large ps^ of the

Union, and still retains its populi^ty. Mr.
Eichberg has also written three other operettas

which have been fisvourabW received— ' The Boas
of Tyrol,' < A Night in Rome^' and "Hie Two
Cadis.' No distincttre sdiool of music has yet

arisen in the United States, nor, so long as the

Union maintains itself in Its present extent, and
its inhabitants present the cosmopolitan charac-

teristics of to-day, is it likely that there will be

one. But this want has not prevented the birth,

education, in a lazge degree, and liberal en-

couragement, of operatic singers whose worth has

been proclaimed in two hemispheres. Known
nearly as well in England as in America are the

names of Miss Clara Louise Kellogg, Miss Annie
Louise Cary, Miss Adelaide Phillipps, Miss
Emma C. Thursby, Mr. Charles R. Adams, and
Mr. Myron W. Whitnev. MUe. Emma Albani,

Mile. Minnie Hauk, Mr. Jules Perkins, and
Sig. Foli were also bom and began their brilliant

careers in the NewWorld ; and to this list should

be added the names of Mme. von Zandt, Miss
Julia Gaylord and Mr. F. C. Packard, now at-

tached to Mr. Carl Rosa's English opera company.
The Patti sisters, Adelina and Carlotta, gathered

their first harvests of applause in America. The
greater part of the facts herein presented, bear,

it will be seen, reference to New York, for the

reason that of no other city has there been pre-

pared so complete and accurate a chronol<^ry as

IS included in the * Records,' already cited. New
York too has been for more than a century the

American metropolis ; and being the wealUiiest

city of theUnion greater encouragement has been
given to operatic enterprises than elsewhere, with
the exception of New Orleans for ^ number of

yean before the Civil War, as already noted.

In Boston the first season of Italian Opera began
at the Howard Athenaeum, April 23, 1847, with
* Emani.* The company was the fiiUDaous Havana
party, which had previously appeared for two
nights at New York. Sig. Luigi Arditi was the

conductor, and the orchestra induded Sig. Boite-

sini, the contra-bassist. The history of opera in

Boston previous to the advent of this troupe

presents the same characteristics as have been

noted in the case of New York. [F. H. J.]

. 0P]6RA BOUFFE. a French Comic Opera,

of exceedingly light character, and constructed

on too trivitd a sc^e to entitle it to rank as an

Op^ra Comique. [W. S. R.]

. OPERA BUFFA. An Italian Opera, of light

and playful character, in which the Dialogue is

carried on in ReciicUivo teceo, interposed be-

tween the Airs, Duets, and Choruses, which form

the chief attraction of the piece. The subject of

the Opera Buffft is always more or less comic,

and not unfrequently extravagantly so. Th«
finest examples extant are, Cimarosa's ' 11 Matri-
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monio segretb/ Mozart's ' Ck)d &n tutte/ and
Roseini'B ' II Barbier© di ^viglia/ [See Opera,
loth, 12th, and iSth Periods, voL ii. pp. 513,

516, and 524. Also CJoMio Opera.] [W.S.R.]

0P6RA COMIQUE. a French Opera, in

which the denouement is happy, and the Dialogue

spoken. Provided these two conditions be present,

it is not at all necessary that the piece should in-

troduce any really comic Scenes, or Characters

;

for instance, one of the finest Operas comiques in

existence is Cherubini's ' Les deux joum^es/ in

which the hero is only saved from what appears

to be almost certain destruction by the devotioii

of an humble friend. [See Opera, i6th Period,

voL ii. p. 5 a a ; also CJoMio Opera.] [W.S. R.]

OPfiRA COMIQUE, THE, at Paris, a theatre

for French pieces with spoken dialogue, origin-

ated in the 'spectacles de la Foire.* For its

early histoiy we refer the readers to Chouquet*s
* History of Dramatic Music in France ' (Paris,

Didot, 1873), and will only state that the title of
' Op^ra comique ' dates from the execution of an
agreement between the comedians and the direc-

tors of the Acad^mie royale de Musique in 1715.
The new enterprise, thus recognised, succeeded
so well as to excite the jealousy of the large

theatres, and in 1 745 to cause the closing of ^e
Op^ra Comique. In 175 a, however, Monet re-

ceived permission to reestablish it at the Fair of
St. Germain, and under his skilful management
it progressed so rapidly that in 176a the Op^ra
Comique joined the Commie Italienne, and took
possession of the room in the Rue Mauconseil,

whence in 1 783 thev migrated to the theatre in

the Rue Favart. £1 1791 a second Op^ra Com-
ique Company established itself in the Rue Fey-
deau, and a fierce competition ensued, which
ended in the ruin and closing of both houses in
1801. After this the two companies were united
into one, which settled itself at the Th^tre Fey-
deau, leaving the Salle Favart to the Italian

troupe. At the Feydeau they remained till

AprU 1829, when the theatre, being no longer
habitable, was closed. The Favart theatre being
still in the hands of the Italians, the Opera
Comique took possession of the Salle Ventaoour,
but quitted it in 1832 for the little Theatre des
Kouveaut^ in the Place de la Bourse (no longer
existing), and at length in 1840 returned to the
Salle Favart, where it is still located. The house
looks on to the Place Boieldieu. It holds 1500
persons. In 1879 it ^<^ completely restored by
Cr^pinet, to the improvement of its acoustic
qualities, which before were not good. [G.C.]

OPERA, ENGLISH. [See Opera, 6th and
17th Periods, voL ii. pp. 5066-507, 523-524;
also Enolish Opera.] [W. S. R.]

OPERA. FRENCH. [See Opera, 5th, nth.
16th, and 19th Periods, voL ii. pp. 505-506, 5156
-516, 52a 6, and 525.] [W.S.R.]

OPERA, GERMAN. [See Opera, 7th, 13th,

14th, 15th, and 20th Periods, vol. ii. pp. 507 6-

508. 518 6-5i9» 5^9 ^-520, 520 6-522. 5256-
528. [W.S.R.]
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0P£RA, grand. I . A French Opera, sung
throughout, with the accompaniment of the fuU
Orchestra, to the entire exclusion of spoken
dialogue. The finest examples we possess are,

Rossini's ' Guillaume Tell, Cherubini's * Lea
Abenoerrages,' and Spontini's ' La Vestale' : the
most popular are, Meyerbeer's ' Robert le Diable,*

'Les HugueBots,' and ' LeProph^te.' [SeeOPEBA,
i9th Period, vol. ii. P* 525.]

2. A magnificent Theatre, in Paris, near the
Boulevard dee Capucines (opposite to the Rue
de la Paix), devoted to the performance of Orands
Operas, [See AoADEMiE DE Musiqde.] [W.S.R.]

OPERA, ITALIAN. [See Opeba, ist, and,

3rd, 4th, 8th, 9th, loth, 1 2th, 13th, and i8th
Periods, vol. ii. pp. 497-500, 500-502, 502 6-504,

504-5051 508-5x3, 5x3 6-514,5166-517, 5176-
518,5246-525. [W.S.R.]

OPERETTA. A little Opera, generally of a
bufifo character, too short to furnish an evening's

amusement, but useful as an Afterpiece, or Inter-

mezzo. We can scarcely point out more charming
examples of the style than Mozart's ' II Direttor

della Commedia' (the Italian version of his
' Schauspieldirektor ) and Rossini's ' L'Inganno
felice.' Both these little masterpieces are in one
Act; and this condition is really an essential

characteristic of the Operetta ; but, of late years, -

Operettas in two Acts have been not at sdl un-
common, as in the case of Mr. Arthur Sullivan's
* H!.M.S. Pinafore '—the most successful work of

the kind on record. Pieces extending to this

length are prevented, forthe most part, fromtaking
rank as true Operas,either by triviality of subject,

or by the evanescent character of the Music by
which it is accompanied, and are, therefore, cor-

rectlydescribed as Operettas in two Acts, notwith-

stanoing the anomaly implied in the title.

In Italy, the Dialogue of the Operetta is always
carried on in Becitativo aeeco. In England,
Germany, and France, it is spoken. [W.S.R.]

OPHICLEIDE (Eng. and Germ. ; Fr. Basse
cPHarmonic). A barbarous name, compounded
ofthe Greek words for snake and door-key, which
has been given to an improvement on the Ser*

pent, Russian bassoon, or Bass-horn.

The invention of this instrument Is attri-

buted by Fdtis to Frichot, a French musician
settled in London about the year 1790. He
states moreover that Frichot publi^ed in

London in the year 1800 a description and
method of playing it, imder the title of 'A Com-
plete Scale and Gammut of the Bass-horn, a new
instrument, invented by M. Frichot, and manu-
factured by J. Astor.' It seems however that

a musician of the church of St. Peter, at Lille,

by name Regibo, had already, in 1 780, made im-
provements on the serpent, by adding several

keys and modifying the bore, so that Regibo
may in fact be considered as the inventor even
of the so-called Russian bassoon, ' which returned

from the north of Europe about thirty years later.'

It seems agreed on all hands that the French
were made acquainted with this instrument by
the bands of thfi allied sovereigns, when the latter

M m a
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occupied Paris in 1815. In this year its dis*

covery is claimed by Halary of Paris, who pa-

tented it in 1 8a I, and whose successor is said to

possess the original model, with 7 keys and a scale

of 2 7 notes. Labbaye added new keys to it, and
the number has been since raised to 11.

Two of these instruments were employed at the

Musical Festival in Westminster Abbey in June
1 834. At the Birmingham Festival of the same
year an ophicleide as well as a contrabass ophi*

cleide were introduced, and are noticed in a peri-

odical of the time as ' destined to operate a great

change in the constitution of the orchestra.*

The early specimens were termed Serpent*

cleides, and seem to have been made partially

in wood, like their predecessors the Serpents; but
of late brass has been exclusively employed for

the whole construction. The ophicleide has been
made in many keys, viz. in alto F and £b, in

C and Bb bass, and in the lower octave of the
two first, viz. the F and £b of the 16-foot octave.

That now commonly used stands in 8 -foot C, and
borrows a single note firom the 16-foot octave,

namely the B^, one semitone below the lowest
note of the violoncello and a whole tone above the
last note of the three-stringed double-bass.

The mouthpiece consists

of a large metal or ivory

cup, not dissimilar to those

of the bass trombone and
euphonium. The ophi-

cleide possesses the usual

harmonic series of all brass

instruments. The funda-
mental tone is not however
employed, itscompass com-
mencing on tKe first har-

monic, as before noted with
respect to the horn. We
thus have in succession G,

with its octaveand twelfth,

double octave, major third,

and fifth above.

The first key for the
thumb of the left hand,
usually standing open,

lowers all these notes by
a semitone, giving the

chord of BQ with five

sharps. The second, which
is habitually closed, raises

the original pitch by a ]ike interval, giving the
chord of Db or Off. The principle thus stated

runs through the remaining mechanism ; the 3rd
key giving D and its derivatives, the 4th £b, the
5th Eb, the 6th F, or seven semitones in all.

The 7th key furnishes F|. which was formerly
missing in the scale, and Ab, the 8th Gt], the
9th Ab, the loth Al|, the nth Bb.
A compass is thus obtained of 38 semitones,

or a little over three octaves—from the low Bb
given above, to C in the treble stave. It will
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be obvious that from the overlapping and coin-

cidence of the various harmonic series many
alternative methods of producing the same note
with slight enharmonic changes are open to a go-od

player. It will also be seen that the seven semi-

tonic keys exactly reproduce by a different me-
chanism the successive shifts of the violin family,

and the slide positions of the trombone. The in-

strument is therefore of far greater capabilities for

accurate intonation than the three oreventhe four-

valved contrivances which bid fair to supersede it.

It is theoretically equivalent to a conical tube
which can be shortened by any given number of

semitones in succession. This shortening is not

however obtained, as in the French horn, from the

upper part by means of crooks, but from the bot-

tom upwards, by the contrivances of lateral holes

and keys. It is the bass correlative of the key or

Kent bugle, in which also the method of keys pre-

ceded the more modem invention of valves.

The tone of the ophicleide is, from its differ-

ence of scale and of material, less tender and
veiled than that of its predecessor the serpent,

but on the other hand it has greater compass and
equality than that rather primitive contrivance.

For the reason stated above its intonation is

more accurate than that which can be obtained

from any valve instrument whatever.
There b very little concerted music for this in-

strument. Indeed Mendelssohn, who employs it

freely in some of his works, such as the ' Elijah,*

where it is written for down to 16-foot A, three

lines below the bass stave, and the * Midsummer
Night's Dream* music, where it has an important
part in the overture, may be considered as Uie only

classical writer who systematically introduces it

in his scores. Wagner has replaced it by baffi

and contrabass tubas. It figures in modem
operatic music; and in the hands of its only
living player, Mr. Samuel Hughes, is deservedly
a popular solo instrument. The serpent parts of

the older music are usually allotted to it ; though
even these, in the band of the Sacred Harmonic
Society and elsewhere, have been transferred to

the far more profound and powerful contra-

fagotto. It b to be regretted that an instrument
which presents considerable accuracy of intona-

tion and a characteristic quality, should be al-

lowed to fall into entire disuse.

Tutors and instruction-books for the Ophicleide
are published by Schiltz, by Berr & Caussinus,
and by V. Comette, of whidi the second named
is the most complete. [W.H.S.]

OPUS,OPUS-NUMBER,OPERA, (EUVBE.
A method of numbering musical compositions in

the order of their publication, using the Latin
word aptu (work), b^an to come into use in the

time of Mozart, but was not fiilly established until

Beethoven*s time, the numbering not being car-

ried out to all the published works of the former
master. No rule is observed as regards the size

of an opus : for instance, Beethoven's op. i consists

of three pianoforte trios, while Schubert*8 op. 1

is only the song * Erlkonig.* The opus-number
has nothing to do with the date of oompoeition,
but only with that of the publication ; thua gome
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of MendelBsoWs early works were pfublished

(poethumouBly) with very li^te opoB-numbers.
Several mistakes have oooorred in the number-
ing of Beethoven^s works in various editions : for

instance, the three pianoforte sonatas (op^ 31)
have often been called 'op. 29/ which is the

number of the String Quintet in C, and the last

four of the so-called ' posthumous* quartets have
been numbered in two different ways. The
proper numbering is as follows : the A minor
Quartet should be op. 130, not 133 ; that in Bb
major, op. 131, not 130; that in C| minor,

op. 132, not 131, and that in F major, op. 133^
not 135. [J.A.F.M.]

ORATORIO (Lat. Oratorium; Ital. Dramma
saera per Musica, Oratorio ; Germ. Oratorium),

A Sacred Poem, usually of a dramatic character,

sung throughout by Solo Voices and Chorus, to

the accompaniment of a full Orchestra, but—at
least in modem times—without the assistance of

Scenery, Dresses, or Action.

The dramatic instinct is so deeply implanted
in the human mind, that it would be as hopeless

to search for the earliest manifestation of its

presence as for the origin of language. We have
already endeavoured to trace back the history

of the Opeba to the hifancy of Greek Tragedy.
But, it is clear that dramatic performances must
have had an incalculably earlier as well as an
infinitely ruder origin than that; and equally

certain that they have been used firom time im-
memorial as a means of inculcating moral and
religious truth, and instructing the masses in his-

torical and legendary lore which it would have
been difficult to impress upon them by the mere
force of verbal description. That they were so

used in the Middle Ages is proved by abundant
evidence. The Mysteries, Moralities, and Miracle
Plays, which in the 13th and 14th centuries were
80 extensively populiur throughout the whole of

Europe, did more towards familiarising the multi-

tude with the great events of Scripture Histoiy
than could have been effected by any amount of

simple narrative; and it is to these primitive

performances, rude though they were, that we
must look for the origin of that grand artistic

creation—the noblest ever yet conceived with
Music for its basis—which still serves to invest

the Sacred Story with a living interest which we
cannot but regard as a valuable help to the real-

isation of its inner meaning, and to impress upon
our minds a more elevated Ideal than we could
ever hope to reach without the aid of Song.

It is impossible to say when, where, or by
whom, the first dramatic representation of a
Scene from Holy Writ was attempted. One of
the oldest examples ofwhich we have any certain

record ia the ' Festum Asinorum,' celebrated at

Beauvais and Sens, in the 12th century, and
long remembered in connection with a famous
Carol called the * Prosa de Asino,' the Melody of
which will be found at page 462 a of the present
volume. But it was not only in France that
such representations found favour in the sight of
the people. William Fitx Stephen mentions a
Monk ofCanterbury who wrote many Miracle-
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Plays durinff the reign of KingHenry11, and died
in X 19 1 ; and we know, firom other sources, that an
Fnglish audience was always ready to greet en-

tertainments of this description with a hearty
welcome. The Clergy also took them under
their especial protection, and retained their in-

terest in them for so' long a period, that^ in 1 378
the Choristers of S. Paul's performed them re-

gularly, under careful ecclesiastical superinten-

dence. In other countries they attained an equal
degree ofpopularity, but aft a somewhat later date.

In Italy, for instance, we hear of a 'Commedia
Spirituale ^ performed for the first time at Padua
in 1 243, and another at Friuli in 1 298 ; while
'Gebtliche Schauspiele* first became common in

Germany and Bohemia about the year 1322.
The subjects of these primitive pieces were

chosen for the purpose of illustrating certain in-

cidents selected from the history of the Old and
New Testaments/ the lives of celebrated Saints,

or the meaning of Allegorical Conceits, intondecl

to enforce important lessons in Religion and
Morality. For instance, -'H Conversione di S.

Paolo ' was sung in Rome in 1440, and ' Abram
et Isaac suo Figluolo* at Florence in 1449.
Traces are also found of ' Abel e Caino ' (1554),
• Sansone * (1554), * Abram et Sara ' (1556), * II

Figluolo Prodigo' (1565), an allegorical piece,

called *La Commedia Spirituale dell' Anima,'
printed at Siena, without date (and not to be
confounded with a very interesting work bearing
a somewhat similar title, to be mentioned pre-

sently), and many different settings of the history

of the Passion oi our Lord. This last was always
a very &vourite subject ; and the music adapted
to it, combining some of the more prominent
characteristics of Ecclesiastical Plain Chaunt
with the fireedom of the ssecular Chanson was
certainly not wanting in solemnity. Particular

care was always taken with that part of the
Sacred Narrative which described the grief of

Our Lady at the Crucifixion; and we find fre-

quent instances of the ' Lamentation' of Mary,
or of S. Mary Magdalene, or of The Three
Mscries, treated, in several different languages, in

no unworthy manner^ The following is from a
MS. of the X4th century, formerly nsed at the
Abbey of Origny Saint Benoit, but now pre-

served in the Library at S. Qnentin.

Les Trots Maria,

toni ptf -^ do nos ^ tr« eoD • fort Ihe •

- • film ChrU-Cum tref tout pUln ds doa -ooar. II

}ie....«.>.Utt moot nous a-moit U-vniJ.

No great improvement seems to have been

made in the style of these performances after

the 14th century ; indeed, so many abuses crept

into them that they were frequently prohibited
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by ecclesiastical authority. But the principle

upon which they were founded still remained
untouched, and the general opinion seemed to

be rather in favour of their reformation than
their absolute discontinuance. S. Philip Neri,

the Founder of the Congr^ation of Oratorians,

thought very highly ofthem as a means of instruc-

tion, and warmly encouraged Uie cultivation of

Sacred Music of all kinds. On certain evenings
in the week his Sermons were preceded and
followed either by a selection of popular Hymns
(see Laudi Spibituali), or by the dramatic
rendering of a Scene frtym Smpture History,

adapted to the comprehension of an audience con-

,

sisting chiefly of Roman youths of the humbler
classes, the Discourses being delivered between
the Acts of the Drama. As these observances
were first introduced in the Oratory of S. Philip's

newly-built Church of S. Maria in Yallicella,

the performances themselves were commonly
spoken of as Oratorios, and no long time elapsed

before this term was accepted, not in Rome only,

but throughout the whole ofEurope, as the distin-

guishing title of the ' Dranmia sacra per musica.'

S. Philip died in 1595, but the performances
were not discontinued. The words of some of

them are still extant, though unfortunately with-

out the Music, which seems to have aimed at a
style resembling that of the Madrigale Spirituale

—just as in the 'Amfipamasso ' of Orazio Vecchi
we find a close resemblance to that of the ssecular

Madrigal. Nothing could have been more ill

adapted than this for the expression of dramatic
sentiment; and it seems not improbable that the
promoters of the movement may themselves have
been aware of this &ct, for soon aflier the inven-

tion of the Monodic Style we meet with a notable

change which at once introduces us to the First
Pbbiod in the History of the true Oratorio.

[See MoNODiA.]
While Peri and Caccini were cautiously feeling

their way Awards a new style of Dramatic
Music in Florence, Emilio del Cavaliere, a Com-
poser of no mean reputation, was endeavouring
with equal earnestness to attain the same end
in Rome. With this purpose in view he set

to Music a Sacred Drama, written for him by
Laura Guidiccioni, and entitled 'La Rappre-
sentazione dell* Anima e del Corpo.' The piece

was an allegorical one, complicated in structure,

and of considerable pretensions ; and Uie Music
was written throughout in the then newly-
invented, stilo rappresentcUivo of which Emilio
del Cavaliere claimed to be the originator. [See
Opeba, p. 499 ; Recitative.] The question of
priority of invention is surrounded, in this case,

with so many difficulties, that we cannot interrupt
the course of our narrative for the purpose of
discussing it. Suffice it to say that, by a
singular coincidence, the year 1600 witnessed
the first performance, in Rome, of Emilio's 'Rap-
presentazione * and, in Florence, of Peri's * Euri-
dice '—the earliest examples of the true Oratorio
and the true Opera ever presented to the public.

The Oratorio was produced at the Ontory of
S. Maria in Yallicella in the month of Feb-

ruary, ten months before the appearance of

'Euridice' at Fknrence. Emilio del Cavaliere

was then no longer living, but he had left such

full directions, in his preface, as to the manner in

which the work was to be performed, that no
difficulty whatever lay in the way of bringing

it out in exact accordance with his original inten-

tion, which included Scenes, Decorations, Action,

and even Dancing on a regular Stage {in Paleo).

The principal characters were H Tempo (Time),

La Vita (Life), 11 Mondo (the World), II Piacere

(Pleasure), L'Intelletto (the Intellect), L'Anima
(the Soul), H Corpo (the Body), two Youths, who
recited the Prologue, and the Chorus. The Or-

chestra consisted of i Lira doppia, i Clavicembalo,

I Chitarone, and a Flauti, ' o vero due tibie all'

antica.' No Part is written for a Violin ; but a

note states that a good effect may be produced by
playing one in unison with the Soprano Voices,

throughout. The Orchestra was entirely hidden
from view, but it was recommended that the

various characters should carry musical instru-

ments in their hands, and pretend to accompany
their Voices, and to play the Ritomelli interposed

between the Melodies allotted to them.'i^ Mad-
rigal, with full Instrumental Accompaniment,
was to take the place of the Overture. The
Curtain then rose, and the two Youths delivered

the Prologue ; after which a long Solo was sung
by Time. The Body, when singing the words
' Se che hormai alma mia,' was to throw away
his golden collar and the feathers from his hat.

The World and Life were to be very ridily

dressed, but when divested of their ornaments,

to appear very poor and wretched, and ulti-

mately dead bodies. A great number of Instru-

ments were to join in the Ritomelli. And,
finally, it was directed that the Performance
might be finished either with or without a Dance.
• If without,' says the stage-direction, * the Vocal
and Instrumental Parts of the last Chorus must
be doubled. But should a Dance be preferred,

the Verse beginning Chiostri altissimi e stel-

lati must be sung, accompanied by stately and
reverent steps. To these will succeed other

grave steps and figures of a solemn character.

During the ritomeUi the four principal Dancers
will perform a Ballet, embellished with capers

{saltato con capriole) without singing. And
thus, after each Verse, the steps of the Dance
will always be varied, the four chief Dancers
sometimes using the Gagliarde, sometimes the

CanariOt and sometimes the Correnttt which will

do well in the RUomdlV
The general character of the Music—in which

no distinction is made between Recitative and
Air—will be readily understood from the follow*

ing examples of portions of a Solo and Chorus.

L'Intkllbtto.

<!()<' j-n- 1 1 II

Ognl oor unit a b«- ne iwaim Tool

~1

—
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Had Emilio del Cavaliere lived to follow up
his first Oratorio with others of similar character,

the result of his labours could scarcely have failed

to add greatly to his already high reputation, for

his first attempt met with a very enthusiastic re-

ception. Unfortunately, the most popular among
his successors devoted so much attention to the

development of the Opera, that for a time the
Oratorio was almost forgotten ; and it was not
until more than twenty years after his death
that it again excited sufficient interest to lead to

the production of the series of works which illus-

trate the Second Period of our history.

The occasion which inunediately led to this

revival was the Canonisation of SS. Ignatius
Loyola and Francis Xavier. In honour of this

event Kapsberger set to music an Allegorical

Drama, called * Apotheosis, sen consecratio SS.
Ignatii et Francisci Xaverii,' which was several
times performed at the Collegio Romano, with
magnificent scenic decorations and full dramatic
action, in the year 1622. The Music of this

piece, which is still extant, is miserably poor,
and so much inferior, both in originality and dra-
matic form, to the works of Monteverde and
other popular writers of the period, that it is

impossible to believe it could have succeeded,
had it not been for the splendour of the mise en
scene with which it was accompanied. Another

piece, on the same subject, entitled ' S. Ignatius

Loyola,* was set to Music in the same year by
Vittorio Loreto. Neither the Poetry nor the
Music ofthis have been preserved, but Erythrseus ^

assures us that, though the former was poor, the
latter was of the highest order of excellence, and
that the success of the performance was unprece-

dented. Vittorio Loreto also set to Music * La
Pelligrina constante,' in 1647, and * 11 Sagrifizio

d'Abramo,* in 1648. Besides these, mention is

made of 'H Lamento di S. Maria Vergine,' by
Michelagnolo Capellini, in 1637; 'S. Alessio,*

by Stefano Landi, in 1634 ; ' Erminio sul Gior-
dano,' by Michel Angelo Rossi, in 1637 ; and
numerous Oratorios by other Composers, of which,
in most instances, the words only have survived,

none appearing to have been held in any great

amount of popular estimation. An exception

must however be made in favour of the works of

Domenico Mazzocchi, by far the greatest Com-
poser of this particular period, whose * Queri-

monia di S. Maria Maddelena' rivalled in

popularity even the celebrated * Lamento d*Arian-
na of Monteverde. Domenico Mazzocchi, the
elder of two highly talented brothers, though a
learned Contrapuntist, was also an enthusiastic

cultivator of the Monodic Style, and earnestly

endeavoured to ennoble it in every possible way,
and above all, to render it a worthy exponent of

musical and dramatic expression. He it was
who first made use of the well-known sign now
called the * Swell ' (-*= =*) ; and, bearing this

fact in mind, we are not surprised to find in his

Music a refinement of expression for which we
may seek in vain among the works even of the

best of his contemporaries. His Oratorio, ' II

Martirio di SS. Abbundio ed Abbundanzio,' was
produced in Rome in 1631 ; but his fame rests

chiefly upon the * Querimonia,* which when per-

formed at S. Maria in Vallicella, by such singers as

Vittorio Loreto, Buenaventura, or Marcantonio,
drew tears from all who heard it. The following

extract will be sufficient to show the touchingly

pathetic character of this famous composition

—

the best which the Second Period could boast.

S, Maria Madddena,

T=^
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Our Third Period introduces us to a greater

Compoeer than any of whom we have hitherto

had occasion to speak—one of those representa-

tive men whose rare genius is powerful enough
not only to inaugurate a new era in the annals

of Art, but to leave its impress upon all time.

Giovanni Carissimi was the first Composer of

the Monodic School who succeeded in investing

the new style with a sufficient amount either of

dignity or pathos to encourage a reasonable hope
that it might one day produce results in some
degree commensurate for good with the loss it

occasioned by the destruction of Polyphony.
Considered as Music, the united value of all the

Monodic works produced within the first thirty

years of the 1 7th century would be outweighed
over and over again by one single bar of the

least of Luca Marenzio s Madrig^. Except as

stepping-stones to something better, they were
absoiutSy worthless. Their only intrinsic merit

was a marked advance in correctness of rhetorical

expression. £ut this single good quality repre-

sented a power which, had it been judiciously

used, would have led to changes exceeding in

importance any that its inventors had dared to

conceive, even in their wildest dreams. Un-
happily, it was not judiciously used. Blinded

by the insane spirit of Hellenism which so fatally

counteracted the best effects of the Renaissance,

the pioneers of tiie modem style strove to find

a royal road to dramatic truth which would save

them the trouble of studying Musical Science

;

and they failed, as a matter of course ; for the

expression they aimed at, instead of being en-

forced by the harmonious progression of its ac-

companiment, was too often destroyed by its

intolerable cacophony.* It remained for Caris-

simi to prove that truth of expression and purity

of harmonic relations were interdependent upon
each other ; that really good Music, beautiful in

itself, and valuable for its own sake, was not

only the fittest possible exponent of dramatic

sentiment, but was rendered infinitely more
beautiful by its connection therewith, and be-

came the more valuable in exact proportion to

the amount of poetical imagery with which it

was enriched. Forming his style upon this sure

basis, and trusting to his contrapuntal skill to

enable him to carry out the principle, Carissimi

wrote good Music always—Music which would
have been pleasant enough to listen to for its

own sake, but which became infinitely more in-

teresting when used as a vehicle for the expression

of all those tender shades of joy and sorrow which

tnake up the sum ofwhat is usually called * human
passion.* His refined taste and graceful manner

1 Stcfano Landi. In his Prehea to ' S. Aleulo* (Bom* 16S4), telli tu
(hat the mtornelli are written for Violin*. In three parts ; but that a
BaM is often added to them, morlne parposely in Fifths or Oetares
vlth one of the parts, for the sake of the beautj of the eflboti
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enabled him to do this so sucoenfully, that be
soon outshone all his contemporaries, who looked
upon him as a model of artistic excellence. Bis
first efforts were devoted to the perfection of the
Sacred Cantata, of which he has left us a multi-
tuJf of 1>eautiful examples ; but he also \vrt»t(5

numerous Oratorios, among which the best known
are * Jephte,' ' Ezochias/ ' Baltazar,* * David et

Jonathas,' 'Abraham et Isaac/ 'Jonas,' 'Judi-
cium Salomonis,' ' L'Histoire de Job,' *La Plainte
des Damn^s/ ' Le Mauvais Riche.' and * Le
J ugemen t Dernier.' These are all full of beau-
ties, and, in 'Jephte' especially, the Composer
has reached a depth of pathos which none but
the greatest of Singers can hope to interpret

satisfactorily. The Solo, 'Plorate coUes,' as-

signed to Jephtha's Daughter, is a model of

tender expression ; and the Echo, sung by two
Sopranos, at the end of each clause of the Melody,
adds an inexpressible charm to its melancholy
eflfect.* -^

FiLTA.

-i
I nJ J

It was about this time that the spectacular *

representation l>e','an f^adually to fall into di«nsw, >

) Handel has been acctued of bornmtng 'Hear Jacob's God.' la

'Samson.* from the final Chorus of this beautiful little Oratorio

With equal show of reason might we accuse Beethoven of hsTlnj

copied his Sonata, ' NIcht tu geschwind ' from (he ^Harroonloos Black

tniith.' on the ground that both are in the key of E miyor.
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itill retained, with certain modifications, chief

among which was the introduction of a Personage

called the ' Historicus,* to whom were assigned

certain narrative passages interpolated between
the clauses of the Dialogue for the purpose of

carrying on the story intelligibly in the absence

of scenic action. This idea was no doubt, sug-

gested by the manner of singing the Hbtory of

the Passion during Holy Week in the Pontifical

Chapel, where the ' First Deacon of the Passion
*

sings the words of Our Lord, the Second those of

the Chronista (or Evangelista), and the Third

those of the Synagoga (or Turba). Carissimi

used this expedient fi^ly, and his example soon

led to its general adoption, both in Italy and
Grermany. His Oratorios indeed excited such

universal admiration, that for very many years

they served as models which the best Oom-
posers of the time were not ashamed to imitate.

As a matter of course, they were sometimes

imitated very badly ; but they laid, neverthe-

less, the foundation of a very splendid School,

of which we shall now proceed to sketch the

history, under the title of our Fourth Period.

Carissimi's most illustrious disciple—the only

one perhap^ whose genius shone more brightly

\than his own—was Alessandro Scarlatti, a Com-
/poser gifted with talents so versatile that it is

impossible to say whether he excelled most in

the Cantata, the Oratorio, or the Opera. His
Sacred Music, with which alone we are here

concerned, was characterised by a breadth of

style and dignity of manner which we cannot

but r^ard as the natural consequence of his

great contrapuntal skill, acquired by severe

study at a time when it was popularly regarded

as a very unimportant part of the training ne-

cessary to produce a good Composer. Scarlatti

was wiser than his contemporaries, and carrying

out Carissimi's principles to their natural con-

clusion, he attained so great a mastery over the

technical difficulties of his Art that they served

him as an ever ready means of expressing, in

their most perfect forms, the inspirations of his

fertile imagination. Dissatisfied with the meagre
Recitative ofhis predecessors, he gave to the Aria
a definite structure which it retained for more
than a century—the well-balanced form, con-

sisting of a first or principal strain, a second
part, and a return to the original subject in the

shape of the familiar Da Capo. The advantage
of this symmetrical system over the amorphous
type affected by the earlier Composers was so

obvious, that it soon came into general use in

every School in Europe, and maintained its

ground, against all attempts at innovation, until

the time of Gluck. It was found equally useful

in the Opera and the Oratorio ; and, in connection

with the latter, we shall have to notice it even
as late as the closing decades of the i8th century.

Scarlatti used rhythmic melody of this kind for

those highly impassioned Scenes which, in a
^oken Drama, would have been represented by
the Monologue, reserving Accompanied Recita-

tive for those which involved more dramatic

action combined with less d^th of sentiment,
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and using Reeilativo ieeco chiefly for the pur-

pose of developing the course of the narrative—
an arrangement which has been followed by
later Composers, 'including even those of our
own day. Thus carefully planned, his Oratorios

were full of interest, whether regarded from a
musical or a dramatic point of view. The most
successful among them were ' I Dolori di Maria
sempre Vergine* (Rom. 1693), '11 Sagrifizio

d'Abramo,' ' U Martirio di Santa Teodosia,' and
' La Concezzione della beata Veigine *

; but it

is to be feared that many are lost, as very few of

the Composer's innumerable works were printed.

Dr. Bumey found a very fine one in MS. in the

Library of the Chiesa nuova at Rome, with ' an
admirable Overture, in a style totally difl'erent

from that of Lulli,* and a song with Trumpet
obbligaio. He does not mention the title of the

work, but the following lovely Melody seems in-

tended to be sung by the Blessed Virgin before

the finding of our Lord in the Temple.

Alessandro Scarlatti died in 1725, at the age
of 66. Among the most popular of his contem-

poraries were D. Francesco Federici, who wrote

two Oratorios, 'Santa Cristina' and 'Santa
Caterina de Siena, for the Congregation of Ora-

torians, in 1676 ; Carolo Pallavicini, who dedi-

cated 'II Trionfo della Castitlii' to Cardinal

Otthoboni, about the year 1689; Fr. Ant.
Pistocchi, whose ' S. Maria Vergine addolorata,'

produced in 1698,13 full ofpathetic beauty ; Giulio

d'Alessandri, who wrote an interesting Oratorio

called 'Santa Francesca Romana,' about 1690;
and four very much greater writers, whose names
are still mentioned with especial honour— Cal-

dara, Colonna, Leo, and Stradella. Caldara
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composed—cliiefly at Vienna—a large collection

df delightful OratorioB, most of which were
adapted to the Poetry of Apostolo Zeno and
Metastasio. The most successful of these were
• Tobia,' • Assalone/ * Giuseppe/ ' Davidde/ * La
Passione di Gesii Cristo/ * Daniele/ ' San Pietro

a Cesarea/ ' Gesii presentato al Tempio/ * Geru-
salemme convert!ta/ and most especially * Sisera,'

which, as Zeno himself confesses, owed its repu-

tation entirely to the beauty of the Music.
Colonna^s style—especially that of hJb Cho-
ruses—was broader and more dignified than
Caldara's, and he did much towards raising the

Oratorio to the noble level it attained in the

i8th century. Leo rose still higher. His Ora-

torio, ' Santa Elena al Calvario,' is far in advance
of the age in which it was written, and contains

a Chorus— * Di quanta pena h firutta—which has

excited much attention. But in point of natural

genius there can be no doubt that Alessandro

Stradella excelled all the best writers of this

promising though clearly transitional period ; and
our regret for his untimely death is increased by
the certainty that but for this he could scarcely

have failed to take a place among the greatest

Composers of any age or country. There seems
no reason to doubt the veracity of the tradition

which represents his first and only Oratorio,
' San Giovanni Battista/ as having been the

means of saving his life, by melting the hearts of

the rufiians who were sent to assassinate him, on
the occasion of its first performance in the Church
of S. John Lateran ; but whether the story be
true or not, the work ieems certainly beautiful

enough to have produced such an effect. The
most probable date assigned to it is 1676

;

but it differs, in many respects, from the

t3rpe most in favour at that period. It opens
with a Sinfonia, consisting of three short

Fugal Movements, followed by a Recitative and
Air for S. John. The Accompaniment to some
of the Airs is most ingenious, and not a little

complicated, comprising two complete Orchestras,

—a Concertino, consisting of two Violins and a

Violoncello, reinforced, as in Corelli's Concertos,

by the two Violins, Viola, and Bass, of a Con-
certo gro880. These Instruments were frequently

made to play in as many real parts as there

were Instruments employed ; but many of the

Songs were accompanied only by a cleverly-con-

structed Ground-Bass, played con tutti i bdssi

del concerto grosso. Some of the Choruses, for

five Voices, are very finely written, and full of

contrivances' no less effective than ingenious

;

but the great merit of the work lies in the

refinement of its expression, which £eu: exceeds

that exhibited in any contemporary productions

with which we are acquainted. This quality is

beautifully exemplified in the following Melody,

sung by the * Consigliero.*
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To this period also must be referred HandeTs
Italian Oratorio, ' La Resurrezione* ; a com-
position now almost forgotten, yet deeply in-

teresting as an historical study. We have no
means now of ascertaining whether this work
was ever publicly performed or not. All that

can be discovered respecting it is, that it was
composed in the palace of the Marchese di

Ruspoli, during Handers residence in Rome
in 1 708. There is no evidence to prove whether
it was originally intended for representation at

the Theatre, or, without action, in a Church;
but the dramatic force exhibited in it from
beginning to end, far exceeds in intensity any-
thing to be found in the most advanced works
of any contemporary Composer. The originality

of the Air, *Ferma I'alj,* sung by S. Maria
Maddelena, in which the most tenderly pathetic

effect is produced by a * Pedal-Point' of thirty-

nine bars duration is very striking; and BtUl

more so is the furious accompaniment to Luci-

fero*s Air, * O voi dell' Erebo potenze orribili,*

—

a passage which we find imitated in connection

with the Enchantment of Medea, in the Third
Act of ' Teseo,' written four years later.

Vioiini alV 8va,
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We can scarcely find a stronger proof than
this of HandeFs wonderful power of adapting
himself to surrounding circumstances. He had
already, as we shall presently see, composed a
German Oratorio, full of earnest thought and
devotional expression : yet here, in Italy, he gives

his entire attention to dramatic effect; and so

far lays aside his contrapuntal accomplishments
as to introduce two little choruses only, both
conceived on the smallest possible scale, and
the concluding one neither more nor less than
a simple Gavotte, of the kind then generally
used at the close of an Opera.

Ima Voita Soprani soli, 2nda Volta, Soprani, AUi, e

Tenori, all' Sva.
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Tip to this point the development of the Ora-
torio corresponded, step for step, with that of the
Opera. Both were treated, by the same Com-
posers, in very nearly the same manner; the
only difference being, that the more superficial
writers were incapable of rising to the sublimity
of scriptural language, while the men of real
genius strove to surround their several subjects
with a dignity which would have been quite out

of place if used to illustrate a mere mythological
fable. Earnestly endeavouring to accommodate
the sentiment of their Music to that of the words
to which it was adapted, this latter class of

writers succeeded, as we have seen, in striking

out for themselves a style which was generally re-

cognised as peculiar to the Sacred Music of Italy.

But it was in Italy alone that this style prevailed.

In Germany, the Oratorio started, indeed, from
the Miracle Play, as its primary basis : but it tra-

velled on quite another road to perfection ; and,

in treating of our Fifth Period, we shall have
to take entirely new elements into consideration.

The Oratorio proper, as distinguished from the

earlier Mystery, made its first appearance in Ger-
many not long after the beginmng of the 1 7th

century. It had, indeed, been foreshadowed,
even before that time, in the ' Passio secundum
Matthseum,* printed at Nuremberg, in 1570, by
Clemens Stephani ; but this can scarcely be
called an Oratorio, in the strict sense of the

word. The oldest example of the true German
Oratorio that has been preserved to us is * Die
Auferstehung Chrisbi * of Heinrich Schiitz, pro-

duced at Dr^en in 1623 ; a very singular work,
in which the conduct of the Sacred Narrative is

conmiitted almost entirely to a Chor des Evan-
gelisten, and a Chor der Personen Colloquenten^

the Accompaniments consisting of four Viole di

gamba and Organ, concerning the arrangement
of which the Composer gives very minute direc>

tions in the printed copy of the Music. This
remarkable piece, though it was accompanied by
no dramatic action, occupies a place in the his-

tory of German Sacred Music very nearly analo-

gous to that which we have accorded to Emilio
del Cavaliere*8 'Anima e Corpo* in the annals of

the Italian Oratorio. It was the first of a long

line of works which all carried out, more or less

closely, the leading idea it set forth for imitation.

Schutz followed it up with another Oratorio, *

called *Die sieben Worte Christi,* and four

settings of the Passion of our Lord. To the

illustration t>f this last-named subject the Teu-
tonic Composers of this century dedicated the
noblest efforts of their skill ; presenting it some-
times in a dramatic and sometimes in an epic

form, but always setting it to Music, throughout,

for Solo Voices and cSorus, without the intro-

duction of spoken dialogue, and without scenic

action of any kind. A very fine example was
published at Konigsberg in 1672 by Johann
Sebastiani ; and in the following year Theile -

produced a ' Deutsche Passion ' at Liibeck. But
these tentative productions were all completely

eclipsed in the year 1 704 by the appearance at

Hamburg of two works which at once stamped
the German Oratorio ^ one of the grandest Art-

forms then in existence. These were the ' Passions-

Dichtung des blutigen und sterbenden Jesu,*

written by Hunold Menantes, and set to music

by Reinhard Keiser; and the 'Passion nach
Cap. 19 S. Johannis,* written by Postel, and
composed by Handel, in a manner so different

from that which he adopted four years later

in his Italian Oratorio, that, without over-
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whelming evidence to prove the fact, it would
be impoBsible to believe that both works were
by the same Composer. These wefe followed, in

1 705) hy Mattheson's * Das heilsame Gebet, und
die Menschwerdung Christi

'
; and some years

later by Brockes's Poem, ' Der fUr die Stinde der
Welt gemartete und sterbende Jesus,' set to music

by Keiser in 1714, by Handel and Telemann , in

1 716, and by Mattheson in 171 8. The general

tone of German Music was more elevated by
these great works than by anything that had
preceded them. That their style should be
diametrically opposed to that exhibited in the

Italian Oratorios of the period was only to be
expected; for, though the Germans were not

averse from cultivating the Monodic Style, they

never abetted their Italian contemporaries in

their mad rebellion against the laws of Counter-

point. The ingenious devices of Polyphony were
respected in Germany, even during the first three

decEules of the 1 7th century, when Italian dra-

matic Composers affected to deride them as follies

too childish for serious consideration ; and they
were not without their effect upon the national

style. It is true, they had not. long had an
opportunity of leavening it ;

yet the infiuence of

the Venetian School upon that of Nuremberg,
consecrated by the life-long friendship ofGiovanni
Gabrieli and Hans Leo Hasler, was as lasting as
it was beneficial, and, strengthened by the ex-

amples of Orlando di Lasso at Munich, and
Leonard Paminger at Passau, it communicated
to German Art no small portion of that solidity

for which it has ever since been so deservedly
famous, and which even now forms one of its

most prominent characteristics. Had this influ-

ence been transmitted a century earlier, it might
very well have had the effect of fusing the Ger-
man and Italian Schools into one. It came too

late for that. Germany could accept the Counter-
point, but felt herself independent of the Plain
Chaunt Canto fermo. In place of that she sub-
stituted that form of Song which, before the close

of the 1 6th century, had already become part of
her inmost life—the national Chorale, which, ab-
sorbing into itself the still more venerable Yolks-
lied, spoke straight to the hearts of the people
throughout the length and breadth of the land.

When the idea of the ' Passion Oratorio* was first

conceived, the Chorale entered freely into its con-
struction. At first it was treated with extreme
simplicity—accompanied with homophonic har-
monies so plain that they could only be distin-

guished from those intended for congregational
use by the fact that the Melody was assigned
to the Soprano Voice instead of to the Tenor.
Its clauses were afterwards used as Fugal
Subjects, or Points of Imitation, sometimes very
learnedly constructed, and always exhibiting an
earnestness of manner above all praise. But,
however treated, the subject of the Chorale waa
always noble, and always introduced with a
greatness of purpose &r above the pettiness of
national pride or bigotry. It would seem as if

its cultivators had sent it into the world, in those
troublous times, as a message of peace—^a sort of
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common ground on which Catholic and Protestant
might meet to contemplate the events ofthatawful
Passion which,equally dear to both, is invested for

both with exactly the same doctrinal significance.

And the tradition was £uthfully transinitted to

another generation.

The works we have described, and many
others by contemporary Musicians of good
reputation, gave place in process of time to the -^

still grander creations of the Sixth Period— ^
creations so sublime that two Composers only can u

claim to be mentioned in connection with them

:

but those two Composers—Karl Heinrich Graun
and Johann Seb. Bach—cherished the Chorale
even more tenderly than their predecessors had
done, and interwove it so closely into the con-

struction of their Passion Music that it became
its most prominent feature, the key-stone of the

entire fabric. While still a pupil of the Kreuz-
schule at Dresden, and, if toadition may be
trusted, before he had completed his fifteenth

year, Graun wrote a 'Grosse Passions -Orato-
rium,' in which he introduced the melody of
* Ach wie hungert mein Gemiithe* with extra-

ordinary effect, and in a way which no other

Composer had ever previously attempted, in con-

nection with the Institution of the Lord's

Supper. His greatest work, *Der Tod Jesu,'

first produced in the Cathedral at Berlin in 1 755,
begins with an exquisite setting of 'O Haupt
voU Blut und ^Wunden' in homophonic har-

mony, and afterwards introduces five other Me-
lodies, mostly treated in the same quiet manna,
though one is skilfully combined with a Bass
Solo. The Poem, by Rammler, is epic in struc-

ture, but is so arranged as to present an
effective alternation of Recitatives, Airs, and
Choruses. The fugal treatment of the latter is

marked by a clearness of design and breadth of
form which have rarely been exceeded by Com-
posers of any age; and the whole work hangs
together with a logical sequence for which one
may search in vain among the Scores of ordinary
writers, or indeed among the Scores of any Ger-
man writers of the period, excepting Bach him-
self. Bach wrote three grand Oratorios, besides

many of smaller dimensions which are usually

classed as Cantatas. These three were 'Die
Johannis- Passion* (1730); 'Die grosse Passicm
nach Matthiius,* first produced in the Thomas
Kirche at Leipzig on Good Friday, 1729; and
* Das Weihnachts Oratorium *

( 1 734). The Pas-
sion according to S. John is composed on a scale

so much smaller than that employed for the later

work according to S. Matthew, that we think it

scarcely necessary to speak of both. The Text
of S. Matthew's version was prepared by Chris-

tian Freidrich Henrici (under the pseudonym of

Picander), and is written partlv in the dramatic
and partly in the epic form, with an Evangelist

—

the principal Tenor—who relates the various

events in the wondrous History, but leaves our
Lord, S. Peter, and the rest of the Dramatis
persona to use their own words, whenever the
Sacred Text makes them speak in their own
I OrigbMllj ft VoIksUvd, beginning ' Metn Q'miUh 1st mlr Tenrlmt.'
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proper penons ; a doable Chorus, Bometimes of
Disciples, and sometimes of raging Jews, treated

always in the Dramatic form ; certain Airs and
Choruses, called at the time they were written

Soliloquia, containing Meditations on the events
narrated ; and a number of Chorales, in which the
general Congregation was expected to join. It

is impossible to say which of these different

classes of Composition displays the greatest

amount of genius or learning. The part of the
Evangelist, and the Recitatives assigned to our
Lord and His Apostles, are full of gentle dignity.

The Choruses, though not fugal, abound with
superb and exceedingly intricate part-writing,

and are, moreover, marked by an amount of

dramatic power extremely remarkable in a Com-
poser who never gave his attention to pure dra-

matic Music: the last one in particular, 'Ruhet
sanfte, sanfte ruh*t,' is a model of touching and
pathetic expression. The Airs are always accom-
panied in as many real parts as there are Instru-

ments in the Score, and consequently exhibit as

much contrapuntal ingenuity as the Choruses.

Finally, the Chorales are treated with a depth of

feeling to which Bach alone has ever attained

in this peculiar style of composition. In the

Christmas Oralprio, though the general con-

formation is very similar, the dramatic element
is much less plaiidy brought forward. The
work is divided into six portions—one for each
of the first six days of the Christmas Festival

;

but it may quite as conveniently be divided into

three for general performance. The Second
Part begins with a Symphony, in ia-8 time,

and of Pastoral character, second only in beauty
to the 'Pastoral Symphony ' in the Messiah. The
Choruses are much more elaborately developed
than those of the Passion, with more frequent

points of Imitation, and very much less dramatic
effect. But in the Chorales the treatment is ex-

actly the same as in the two Passion Oratorios,

and we cannot doubt that, in all these cases the

Congregation sang the Melody, while the Chorus
and Orchestra supplied the simple and wonder-
fully beautiful harmonies with which it is adorned.
We can scarcely illustrate our remarks upon these

Oratorios—the invaluable productions of the Fifth
and Sixth Periods—better than by subjoining

Chorales from Handel's ' Johannis Passion/
6raun*s *Tod Jesu,' and Baches Passion ac-

cording to S. Matthbw.

Achf wk hungert mdn OemUthe,

Hawdbl, 1716.1
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^We tttTe otnlttod tbe latrodoetory and ooncladlnff SymplMmtos
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Et Ut gewiiilich an dtr ZeU,

Oraun, 1755.
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In the works of these great Hasten the Ger-
man School of Sacred Music reached its colmin-

ating point. Their successors made no attempt
to compete with them on their own gromid

;

and, beifore very long, the style they had so

successfully cultivated yielded to the demands
of fashioDy and its tramtions passed quite out

uf memory, to be revived, in our own day, with
results concerning which it is not yet time to

speak. But, gmnd as their Ideal was, it was
not the grandest the Oratorio was destined to

embody; nor was Germany the country &ted
to witness the most splendid development of that
noblest of all Art-forms. Our search for it, in its

highest perfection, leads us to England, where the

Sevemth Period of its history presents it to us

under the influence of some very important modi-
fications both of general construction and detaiL

We have already seen Handel writing a tme
German Oratorio at Hamburg in 1 704, and one
after the prevailing Italian manner at Rome in

1 708 ; but neither of these works represents the

style for which he afterwards became so justly

famous ; nor does even the second PasdoQ Ora-
torio of 1 716 clearly foreshadow it, as a whole,

though it may be said to do so in certain places.

Not but that there are beauties enough, even in

the first Passion Oratorio and the * Resunezione,'

to pronounce him, young as he was when he wrote
them, the greatest Composer of the age. We
may search in vain, among contemporary pro-

ductions, for evidence of such power as that dis-

played in ' O voi dell' Erebo potenze oiribili,' or

the Recitative which precedes and introduces it.

But this only entitles him to rank as Primui
inter pares. He had not yet perfected the

stupendous conception which gave, him a place,

not among, but above, all other writers of the

1 8th centuxy, analogous to that which Palestrina

held above all those of the i6th—a position to

which was attached the title, not of Primus, bat
of Solus. Let us endeavour to analyse this

great conception; to measure the extent of the

resources which rendered its embodiment possi-

ble ; and to trace, as carefully as we may, the

progress of its development.

When Handel wrote his first English Oratorio,
' Esther,' he was no longer an aspiring cUbuiiuU,

but the first Musician in Eiirope. Since the

production of ' La Resurrezione,' he had written,

for the King's Theatre in the Haymnrket, five

Italian Operas, two of which, *Rinaldo* and
'Radamisto,* rank among the best he has

bequeathed to us. In these, he exhibited a
power of dramatic expression immeasurably ex-

ceeding anything that had ever been previously

attempted. Every shade ofhuman passion, from
thetenderest pathos, through the varying phases

of sorrow, anxiety, fear, terror, scorn, anger,

infuriated madness, or curdling horror, may be

found depicted in them, with sufficient fidelity

to prove that he had the entire series absolutely

at his command. This was much, to begin with

;

I

but there was more behind. Too little stress is

laid, by musical critics, upon the distinction

between dramatic and epic power—yet, the two
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fonna of iUiMftntioD mn eMcntinlly diffiorenL

Dramfttio expreaaon ncoeiMftrily prmuppu— tbe
pr«8enoe of the Actor, who deacribes hit own
emotions in hisown wonb. Epic power ia entirely

aublecttYB. Ila office ia, ao to act upon the hearer a

imagination* aa to preaent to him a aeriee of pic-

turea—whether of natural acenery, of hiatorical

eventa, or even of dramatic scenea enacted out

of sight—sufficiently vivid to give him a clear

idea of the situation intended to be described.

Now, if in ' Deeper and deeper still * Handel has
given us a convincing proof of hia power as a
dramatist, it is equally certain that, in the Flute

Symphony to ^AugeUati che Cantate' in 'Ri-

naldo,' the Pastoral Symphony in the * Messiah/
and the Dead March in *Saul, he has shown him-
self no less successful as a Tone painter. The
perfection of these wonderful pictures may be
tested by the entire absence of the necessity for

scenic accessories to give them their full force.

When Mr. Sims Reeves declaims 'Deeper and
deeper still,* in ordinary evening dress, he speaks

as directly to our hearts, and pourtrays Jephtha's

agony of soul quite as truly, aa he could possibly

do were he dressed in the robes of an Israelitish

Judge. Before we have listened to the first

three notes of the Dead March in ' Saul/ we
have called up an imaginary picture of a Funeral
Proceasion, compared with which the fineat stage

effect that ever machinist put together would
confess itself a heap of worthless tinsel. The
value lies in the Music itself; the only condition

needful for its success is, that it should be well

performed. In possessing the power of produc-

ing such Music, Handel was more than half pre-

pared for the elaboration of his gigantic scheme

;

but one thing was still wanting—the religious

element. The Scripture Narrative, considered

merely as history, needed for its illustration no
farther qualifications than those of which we
have already spoken. But it was not enough
that it should be treated merely as^history; it

was indispensable that its symbolical meaning
should be brought out ; and that that meaning
should be made the turning-point of the whole.

As means of effecting this, dramatic and epic

expression were equally powerless ; but Handel's
resources were not yet at an end. Since the

production of * La Reaurrezione '—in which thia

religioua element waa wholly wanting—^he had
written the Twelve Chandos Anthema; worka
now so little known that it is necessary to ex-

plain that they are not Anthems, in our present

acceptation of the term, but grand Sacred Can-
tatas, consisting ofOvertures, Solos, and Choruses,
with accompaniments for a full Orchestra, and so
highly developed, that many of them are quite
as grand and as long as a whole Act of an
Oratorio. The chief characteristic of these great
wrarks—as of the Utrecht ' Te Deum,' and * Jubi-
late,* and the two settings of the ' Te Deum ' for

the Duke of Chandos, produced during the same
period—is deep religious^feeling. Not the ab-
stract devotional feeling peculiar to true Eccle-
siastical Music, like that of Palestrina. From
first to last, Handel never attempted this.
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Sot, tme nnoefe lOTefmoe of ft oorotit mindt
aooompanied by a keen appreciation of the inn^
meaning of the text—a thorough understanding
of the spirit, aa weU as of the letter. And here
Handel a learning and ingenuity proved of in-

calculable advantage to him. The dignity of his
grand Choruaea demanded that all the subtle
mysteries of Counterpoint should be brought
into requisition as means of assisting their ar^

tistic development ; and, of these mysteries he
was thoroughly master. The smoothness of his

part-vmting is, indeed, little less than miracu-
lous. However doae the imitation, or compli-
cated the involutiona of the several Voices, we
never meet with an inharmonious collision. He
seems always to have aimed at making hia parts
run on velvet—whereas Bach, writing on a
totally different principle, evidently delighted in

bringing harmony out of discord, and made a
point of introducing hard Passing-notes in order
to avail himself of the pleasant effect of their

ultimate resolution. Again, no other writer,

either of earlier or later date, with the sole

exception of Palestrina, ever possessed so great
a power of concealing his learning. Carissimi,

when complimented on this great quality, is

reported to have said, *Ah ! questo facild, quanto
6 difficile!' (Ahl this ease, how difficult it is

to attaint) But Carissimi never imagined the
possibility of auch a complication aa that ex-

hibited in the Stretto of the *Amen Chorus*—one
of the closest examples of Imitation in existence,

and that creeps in so unobtrusively that the yeiy
last feeling it ia likely to excite ia wonder at ita

ingenuity.

These, then, were the resources which Handel
found ready for his use, when his genius enabled
him to strike out the splendid Id^ to which he
owes by £ur the greater part of his world-wide
reputation. If we examine his Oratorios, one by
one, we shall find that that Ideal was susceptible

of a threefold expression. It waa capable of

being embodied in a wholly dramatic, or a wholly
epic form ; or, in a form radically dramatic but
relieved by firequent episodes, of an epic, a di-

dactic, or even of a contemplative character.

Though his two greatest works, * The Messiah/
and ' Israel in iSgypC are purely epic, there can
be no doubt that the dramatic form—without, of

course, either Scenery or Action—was the one
which he himself preferred ; and, in carrying it

out, he adhered strictly to the conditions at that

time observed with regard to the technical con-

struction of the Lyric Drama. Of the hundreds
of Airs he wrote for his Oratorios, we shall not
find one which cannot be referred to one or

other of the well-defined classes into which the

Italian Opera Airs of the i8th century were, by
common consent both of Composers and Singers,

invariably divided. [See Opkba. pp. 509-511,
voL ii.] Thus, we see the Aria CantahiU moat
atrikingly exemplified in ' Angels ever bright and
fair ' ; the A ria di Portamento io ' I know that my
Redeemer liveth*; the Aria di mezzo carattere

in 'Waft her. Angels, through the skies'; the

Aria parlantc in *He was despised'; and the
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Aria di bravitra, in • Rejoice greatly.' Even the

miuordivisionsarenoleiis clearly represented. We
recognise the Cavatina in *Sin not, O king'; the

AiHa cCimitazione in * Their land brought forth

frogs*; the Aria aW unitono in •Honour and
arms'; and the Aria eoncertata in 'Let the

bright Seraphim*: and it is worthy of remark
that the classification is marked with equal pre-

cision, whether the examples be selected from

dramatic or epic works. So £ir as Airs were

concerned^ Handel found plenty of room for his

genius to assert itself within the limits defined

by universal custom. But, with his Churuses,

the case was very different. Here, he was abso-

lutely free. Fashion had made no attempt to

interfere with choral writing— in fact, such

choral writing as his had not yet been heard.

It is from hun that we learn what a Chorus

ought to be—and he presents it to us in an
endless variety of forms. Sometimes he uses it

^as it is fr^uently used in Greek Tragedy—as

a means of drawing a lesson from some portidn

of the dramatic story, or moralisii^^ upoa some
event mentioned in the epic narrative. He has

so used it in 'Envy, eldest bom of Hell,* 'Is

there a man !' and * O f&tal consequence of rage,*

in Saul ; * The name of the wicked,' in Solomon

;

* Thus, one with every virtue crowned,' in Joseph

;

and in innumerable other cases. Sometimes he is

forcibly dramatic ; as in ' Help ! help the Kingl

'

in Belshazzar ; co-, ' We come, in bright array,'

in Judas Macchabseus. More frequently, he is

descriptive, as in * He gave them hailstones,'

' Eagles were not so swift as they/ and a hundred
other instances with which the reader*s memory
will readily supply him. In this form of ex-

pression he never fails to produce a marvellous

effect. No matter what may be the subject he
Undertakes to illustrate, he is always equal to

it. In ' Chear her, O Baal,' and ' May no rash

intruder,' he soothes us with bis delicious Ac-
companiments. In * He sent a thick darkness,'

we shudder at the awful gloom. In 'See the

conquering Hero comes,* he conjures up a Scene
which presents itself before us, in all its successive

details, with the fidelity of a Dutch picture. But
here, even when the subject is saci^d, he speaks

only of its earthly surroundings. When he would
raise our thoughts to Heaven, he uses means which
seem simple enough, when we subject them to a
technical analysis, but which neverthdess possess

a power which no audience can resist—the power
of compelling the hearer to regard the subject

from the Composer's point of view. Now, that

point of view was always a sincerely devout one

:

and so it comes to pass that no one can scoff at

the 'Messiah.' We may go to hear it in any
spirit we please: but we shall come away im-

pressed, in spite of ourselves, and confess that

Handel*s will, in this matter, is stronger than
ours. He bids us ' Behold the Lamb of God

'

;

and we feel that he has helped us to do so. He
tells us that * With His stripes we are healed

'

;

and we are sensible, not of the healing only, but
of the cruel price at which it was purchased.

And we yield him equal obedience when he calls
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upon us to join him in his Hymns of Praise.
Who, hearing the noble subject of ' I will sing
unto the Lord ' led off by the Tenors, and Altos,
does not long to reinforce their voices with hi^

own t Who does not feel a choking in his thro«t
before the first bar of the * Hallelujah Chorus * is

completed, though he may be listening to it for

the hundredth time? Hard indeed mast hii
heart be who can refuse to hear when Handel
preaches through the Voices of his Chorus. But
it is not alone with voices that he speaks. The
Orchestra was his slave : and by its aid he teaches
us much that is worthy of our attention. It is

true that we are very rarely permitted to hear
what he has to say, as an instrumentalist : but,
his secrets are worth finding out; and, though
the subject is a vexed one, we do not intend to
let it pass imdisoussed.

The Orchestra, in Handel's time, consisted of
a smaller Stringed Band than we are accustomed
to use at the present day ; but the Violins were
reinforced by a greater nimtiber of Oboes, and the
Basses, by a far stronger body ofBassoons. Flutes
were chiefly used as Solo Instruments ; but some-
times played in unison with the Oboes. The
Brass Instruments were. Trumpets (doubled ad
libitum), with Drums for their natural Bass;
Horns ; and Trombones (Alto, Tenor, and Bass),
when Uie character of the music demanded their
presence. The Harp, Viola da gamba, and other
soft Instruments were occasionally used for chbli-

gato accompaniments, in which they sometimes
played an important part. The Organ was used
throughout ; and its fMirt was provided for by the
Figures ofthe Thoroughbass, which served also £cc

the Harpsichord. With these means at his com-
mand, Handel was able to accomplish all that his

fiery genius suggested ; and his method ofcombin-
ing and contrasting the various elements of which
his Band was composed may be studied with
very great profit. It was his constant practiee,

in Airs of the eantabile class, to leave the Voice
quite free from instrumental embarrassments, and
supported only by the Basses, and the Chwds
indicated beneath the Thorough-Bass— which
Chords were supplied either by Uie Harpsichord,
or the Organ. Sometimes, the Symphonies to

these Airs were played, like those usually found
in the AHa di portamento, by the Violins in

unison, which, Uius used, between the vocal

phrases, produced double their ordinary effect.

In the grander Airs, the Accompaniments were
much more elaborate, and served to contrast

these pieces strongly with those of the former
clnss. In the Choruses, though the entire Band
was brought into const^it requisition, there were
often long and highly complicated passages ac-

companied solely by the Organ and the Basses

;

and, in cases of this description, the introduction

of the Violins, at certain important points, pro-

duced a very striking effect—as in the *Amen
Chorus' of the 'Messiah'—not unlike that to

which we have already alluded in speaking of

the Symphonies of the Aria eantabile. When tbt

Trumpets and Drums were introduced, it was
always with electrical effect Handel ne?er
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wrote unnecessary notes for these wonder-working
Instruments, for the mere sake of keeping them
going ; but took care that their silvery tone

should sustain its due part in the fulfilment of

his preconceived intention—a task to which they

always proved themselves equal. The great

strength of these arrangements lay in the perfect

balance of the whole. From the beginning to the
end of the work« each of its several subdivisions

was exactly proportioned to all the rest. Yet,
there was no lack of variety. Taking the Thorough-
Bass with its accompanying chords as the lowest

attainable point in the scale of effect, and the Full

Band, wiUi the Trumpets and Drums, as the

highest, there lay, between these two extremes,

an infinity of diverse shades, as countless as the

half-tones in Turner's summer skies, all of which
we find turned to good account, and so arranged
as to play into each other, and contrast together,

with the happiest possible influence upon the

general design. But, unhappily, the delicate

gradations they once represented are now ren-

dered altogether indistinguishable by the intro-

duction of Clarinets, Trombones, Ophicleides,

Bombardons, Euphoniiuns, and the loud unmiti-

gated crash of a full Military Band—^an innovation

quite &tal to the Composer's original intention,

inasmuch as it entirely destroys l^e unity of pur-

pose he so carefully endeavoured to express. An
English critic—by no means a revolutionary one

—

in describing theA utographCopy of the ' Messiah,'

speaks in a slighting tone of * For unto us a Child
is bom,' as ' meagrely scored for voices and a
stringed quartet.* Handel's 'meagre score,' by
accompanying the softer parts only with the Organ
and Basses, and delaying the entrance of the
rest of the Orchestra until the forte at the word
'Wonderful,' provides for the finest effect the
Chorus can be made to produce, and furnishes

us with an infinitely grander reading than that
which, by its excessive contrast between "pppp
and Sfffr borders rather upon the extravagant
than the sublime. It is not too much to say that
* For imto us a Child is bom* is utterly ruined
by the liberties which are taken with it in per-

formance. In other Choruses we hear a Fugal
Point taken up, over and over again, by Biass

Trombones, or Euphoniums, with such rousing
vigour that the Voice part is rendered com-
pletely- inaudible: and, in cases like this, the
result is, not a richness, but a thinness of efifect

quite unworthy of the Composer's meaning. We
are quite alive to the beauty of Mozart's In-
strumentation, which has certainly never been
equalled in more modem times: but, would it

be sacrilege to say that even ho has not risen to
the level of the * Messiah * ? We must feel that
there is something wanting, when we listen to
his exquisite description of 'The people that
walked not *in darkness,* but in a golden
twilight BO enchantingly beautiful that the * j^^reat

light' afterwards mentioned rather tends to

diminish than to add to its ineffable charms.
Only, let it be clearly understood that Mozart
by no means satisfies ihe taste of the present day.
When we hear of the ' Measiah,' with his ' Ad-

YOL.n. PT. IX.
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ditional Accompaniments,' wo are to understand
the farther 'addition' of a complete Military
Band ; and the aggregate result does not leave
us much margin for the criticism of Handel's
original idea. Great as this evil is, it is still on
the increase. Let us hope that the rapidity of its

advance may the sooner provoke a reaction ; and
that some of us may yet live to hear the * Messiah'
sung in accordance with its author's intention.

Handel wrote, altogether, seventeen English
Oratorios, beside a number of ssecular works
which are sometimes incorrectly classed with
them. ' Esther,' the first of the series, was
first performed in the private Chapel of the
Duke of Chandos, at Cannons, on August 29,

1720. That the Duke fully appreciated its sig-

nificance as a Work of Art is proved by the
fact that he presented the Composer with
£1000 in exchange for the Score: yet, after

three or four private performances it was un-
accountably laid aside ; and we hear no more of
it for eleven years. In 1731 it was revived by
the Children of the King's Chapel, who repre-

sented it, in action, at the house of their pre-

ceptor, Mr. Bernard Gates, in James Street,

Westminster, and again, at a subscription concert,

at the ' Crown and Anchor.' These performances
were, in a certain sense, private. But, in 1732,
the Oratorio was publicly performed, without
the Composer s consent, at the Great Room, in

ViUars Street, York Buildings, under the manage-
ment of a speculator who is believed to have been
identified as the father of Dr. Ame. This act of

piracy provoked Handel into bringing out the
Oratorio himself at the King's Theatre in the

Haymarket, where it was performed, • by his

Majesty's command,' without dramatic action,

on May 2 in the same year. The success of this

experiment fully justified the preparation of a
second work of similar character, which was
produced on April 2, 1733, under the title of

'Deborah.' A careful comparison of the two
Oratorios furnishes us with a valuable means of

measuring the progress of the Composer's Art-

life, at a very eventful period. As Uie ' Esther

'

of 1720, though enriched by several important
additions before its reproduction in 1732, was
not actually r«-written, it may be accepted as a
isia representative of its author's ideas at the

time it firfit saw the light. ' Deborah ' represents

the enlargement of ^ese ideas, after thirteen

years of uninterrupted study and experience.

The amount of advancement indicated is very

great; great enough to remind us of that ob-

servable between Beethoven's Symphony in D,
and the ' Eroica

'
; only that we see no sign of a

change of style; no change of any kind, save

that the old style has grown immeasurably
grander. The Overture to 'Esther' has always
been more generally appreciated than that to

'Deborah,* not from any real or fancied supe-

riority, but solely by reason of its long-continued

repetition, at S. Paul's Cathedi*al, for the benefit

of the ' Sons of the Clergy.' But, the magnificent

Double Chorus with which the latter Oratorio

opens so £eu: excels anything to be found in

N n
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•Esther* that farther comparison in needless.

Handel himself has rarely reached a higher

standard than in 'Immortal Lord of earth and
skies'; which, in fixity of purpose, breadth of

design, and massive grandeur of effect, may well

be ranked with some of the finest passages in
* Solomon,* or even • Israel in ^gypt : and it is

enough to say that the promise given in this

glorious beginning is amply fulfilled in the Second
and Third Acts. In the first Act of * Athaliah

'

—produced in the Theatre at Oxford on July
lo in the same year (1733)— this massive style

is wisely modified, to some extent, in order to

depict the voluptuous surroundings of the Baal-

worshipping Queen: but when Joash and the

Hebrew Priesthood make their appearance, in

the Second Act, it is resumed with all its original

f«»rce. A large quantity of Music selected from
this Oratorio was introduced by Handel into a
Serenata, called • Pamasso in Festa,' which
was prepared in haste for the marriage of the
Princess Royal, and performed before the King
and the whole of the Royal Family on March
I3» ^734* After this we hear of no more Sacred
Music till 1 739. in which year • Saul * was pro-

duced on January 16, and 'Israel in -^Egypt on
April 4.1 In force of dramatic expression, * Saul

'

certainly surpasseseven the finestScenes presented
in either of the three earlier works. The Song
of Triumph in the First Act, with its picturesque
Carillon accompaniment, marking out each suc-

cessive stage in the Procession, while the jealous

Monarch bursts with envy ; the wailing notes of

the Oboes and Ba:«soons in the Witch's Incanta-
tion; the gloomy pomp of the terrible 'Dead
March,* and the tender pathos of David's own
personal sorrow, so clearly distinguished from
that felt by the Nation at large; these, and a
hundred other noticeable features, would stamp
* Saul ' as one of the finest dramatic works we
possess, even were it shorn of its splendid
Choruses, its fiery Instrumental Symphonies, and
its Movements for Organ Obbligato, designed for

the Composer's own interpretation. In 'Israel in

-^gyP*.' on ^^^ otber band, Handel first showed
his power of treating a purely Epic Poem. There
is every reason to believe that the Composer
arranged the Text of this Oratorio for himself.
At any rate, it is certain, from his method of
dealing with it, that he highly approved of the
arrangement, and no doubt chose the epic form
from conviction of its perfect adaptability to his
purpose ; illustrating it—now that the dramatic
element would have been clearly out of place

—

with Music, for the most part of a boldly de-
scriptive character; never descending to the
pictuiesqueness of detail which we have before
had occasion to notice, yet never leaving imtold
anything that was necessary to the intelligent

rendering of the whole. Except in describing

1 We belter* thew datm to b« correct. In Arnold'* edition * Israel
In ^gypt '

is said to have been composed In 17»<. and 'Saul' In 1740.
The former work really was composed In 1738. though not performed
until the followlnjf year. The mlsUke with regard to ' Saul ' probably
arises from the fact that it was again performed In 1740 by the
Academy of Antlent Muslck. Throughout this Article wo hare
preferred glTlng the date of the flf«t performance to that of the com-
pletion of the composition.
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the ' Plague of Flies,* and in a few other instaiioee,

his intention seems to have been to speak not

to the outward but to the inward sense. Not to

present the Scenes mentioned in the Text by
means of vividly painted pictures, but to produce
in the mind feelings analogous to those which, it

is to be presumed, would have been produced by
the contemplation of the Scenes themselves. It

is enough that we are made to feel the horror of

the * Thick darkness,' and the might of the

crashing 'Hailstones,* without seeing them. If

we have been made to rejoice, with tl^ Israelites,

on hearing that * The Horse and his Rider ' have
been * thrown into the sea,' we need no galloping
triplets to portray their headlong flight. Any
other mode of treatment than this would have
been beneath the dignity of the Scripture Nar-
rative, the stupendous character of which de-

manded, for each several Miracle, a choral
structure of such colossal proportions as had
never previously been attempted. Some of the
Movements in the Second Part—which was
composed before the First—have been adi^ted
from a * Magnificat,* the Score of which, in

Handel*s handwriting, is preserved in the Royal
Library at Buckingham Palace. This is not the
place to discuss Uie authenticity of the MS,
concerning which Dr. Chrysander holds one
opinion,and ProfessorMacfarrenandM. Schcelcher
another [see Ebba] ; but we do not think that
any unprejudiced critic after carefully studying
this Oratorio, can come to the conclusion that
a single note of it betrays the touch of an
inferior hand. It is scarcely too much to say
that unity of design is the first characteristio we
look for in a really great work; and unity of
design is evidently the one thing which the
Composer has here borne in mind, from the
beginning of his work to the end. Henoe it is

that * Israel in ^gypt ' holds a place far above
all other works of its own peculiar kind that ever
have been, or are ever likely to be written. But
this peculiar form of Epic is not the only one
possible. There are other feelings to be excited
in the human mind besides those of awe, and
horror, and wild thanksgiving for a great and
unexpected Deliverance. And with some of
these Handel has dealt, as no other Composer
could have dealt with them, in the next great
work which falls under our notice.

It is too late now to ascertain whether
Handel himself chose the subject of the ' Mes-
siah,* or whether it was suggested to him in the
first instance by his friend, Mr. Charles Jennens.
It is certain, however, that Jennens uranged
the general plan of the work, and selected firom

the Old and New Testament the words which are
now so closely associated with its Airs and
Choruses ; for, in a letter written to him tcom
Dublin, and dated Dec. 29, 1741, Handel alludes
to it as 'your Oratorio, Messiah, which I set to

Music before I left England.* The Music, as

we learn from the dates upon the original Sctwe.
preserved in the Royal Library at Buckingham
Palace, was begun on the 22nd of August, 1741.
The First Part was finished on the 28th, and the
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Second, on the 6tli of September ; while, at the

end of the Third Part we find the inscription,
' Fine dell ' Oratorio, G. F. Handel. Septembre
1 2. AoBgefiillt den 14 dieses,* the word * ausge-

Hi lit ' probably applying to changes made after

the completion of the copy. Early in the fol-

lowing November Handel started on his jour-

ney to Ireland; and on April 13, 1742, he
directed the first performance of the 'Messiah/
in the * Musick Hall, in Fishamble Street, Dub-
lin,' with the most gratifying success. In the

following year he returned to England, and first

presented the Oratorio to a London audience

at Covent Garden Theatre, on the a3rd of March,

1743, repeating the performance on the a 5th,

and again on the a9th.^ Though strictly epic

in construction, the new work presents but little

affinity with its predecessor, * Israel in -^Jgypt.'

The grandeur of the Choruses in • The Song of

Moses ' is of an impassive kind, partaking quite

as much of fear and wonder as of thanksgiving
for mercies received. In the • Messiah,' a more
personal element is introduced. The affections

are powerfully excited ; and we are brought face to

face with many different manifestations of Hope,
Love, Sorrow, and even Dereliction, followed,

not by a National Triumph, but by quite another
kind of Joy which speaks to the heart of each
individual listener. To express this Joy, gi-

gantic Double Choruses like those in 'Israel

in iEgypt* were unnecessary. A really great

Composer can write as grandly in four parts

as in eight. It is the fire of genius that

creates i^e effect; and that we have, in the

'Messiah,' from the first note to the. last.

Jennens, in a letter still extant, objects to the

Overture, on the ground that it contains 'some
passages far unworthy of Handel, but much more
unworthy of the Messiah*; but Handel, he
says, retained it 'obstinately'—^his intention evi-

dently being, not to produce an effect at this

point, as Jennens no doubt desired, and still less

to write anything either worthy or unworthy of

himself, but simply by the calm dignity of his In-

strumental Prelude, to bring the mind of his

hearers into exactly the right condition for lis-

tening to the solemn story that was to follow.

Perhaps nothing was ever conceived in all Music
more beautiful than the reiterated Major Chords
which succeed the wailing Minor of the Over-
ture, in the introductory Symphony to ' Comfort
ye My people.' They speak the * comfort,' long
before the word is sung. Nearly the whole of

the First Part is solemnly prophetic, though not
without descriptive touches—as in *Thus saith

the Lord,* and 'The people that walked in

darkness'—^working gradually up to the tre-

mendous climax at the words 'Wonderful!
Counsellor I'* After this, we have a picture, such

as no one short of Raffaelle could have displayed

> The story that the 'MesaUh* was first performed in London in

1741. that it was rery coldly received, and that it was not until after

Handel's return from Ireland that It met with worthy recognition
from an English audience, has been shown to be fabulous, notwlth-
xtandlng Its repetition by Sir J. Hawkins. It rests chlrfly on the
authority of the Ber. John Mainwaring. who wrote in 1760, nearly
twenty yean after the flnt performance of the vrorlc. (Barney, vol. tr.

pp.«l,ee2.)
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upon canvas, introduced by the ' Pastoral Sym-
phony*—a glorified Calabrian Tune, which in

the original Score is called, *Pifa larghetto e
Mezzo-piano*—and terminating with 'Glory to

God in the highest.' In this Chorus the Trum-
pets are heard for the first time—and, be it

noted, without their natural bass, the Drums,
which Handel clearly considered out of place
in an Anthem sung by the 'Heavenly Host.'

Then follows a burst of irrepressible joy, in
the brilliant Aria (TagilUdf 'Rejoice greatly*;

and then the prophetic comfort again, in 'He
shall feed His flock,' and 'His yoke is easy.*

The Second Part differs entirely from this. It

begins by calling upon us to * Behold the Lamb
of God,* and then paints the Agony of the
Passion, not in its separate details, but as one
great and indivisible sorrow, which is treated

with a tenderness of feeling such as is nowhere
else to be found ; beginning with the unapproach-
able pathos of 'He was ^despised,' and bringing

the sad recital to a conclusion with the no less

touching strains of ' Behold and see.' The Com-
poser has been accused of having taken too low
a view of one particular passage in this part of

the Oratorio. It has been said that, in * All we
like sheep,' he has described the wanderings of

actual sheep, and not the backslidings of human
sinners. The truth is, he has gone far more
deeply into the matter than the critics who have
ventured to find fault with him. Rebellion

against God is an act of egregious folly, as well

as of wickedness. More men sin from mere
thoughtlessness than deliberate and intentional

disobedience. Handel has looked at the case in

both lights. In the first part of the Chorus he
has shown us what thoughtless sinners do ; in

the last fourteen bars, ne describes the &tal
consequence of their rebellion, and the price

which must be paid, not only for deliberate wick-

edness, but for thoughtlessness also. After the

last Recitative of this division of the work, ' He
was cut o^' comes a gleam of Hope, in ' But
Thou didst not leave,* followed by the triumphant
* Lift up your heads'; and again, through a series

of Airs and Choruses of transcendant beauty,

we are led on, step by step, to that inimitable

climax, in which, disguising his contrapuntal skill

under the deceptive appearance ofextreme simpli-

city, Handel himself seems to have fixed the limits

beyond which even his genius could not soar—
for not even the learned and supremely gorgeous
'Amen * with which the Oratorio concludes can
be said to exceed the * Hallelujah Chorus ' in sub-

limity. The difficulty of keeping up the hearer's

interest throughout the Third Part, after having
already wrought him up to so great a pitch of ex-

citement, was one under which any ordinary Com-
poser must of necessitv have succumbed ; but in

truth this Thurd Part is another miracle of Art.

Not without careful consideration, we maybe sure,

did Handel begin it with an Aria di portamento,

of surpassing beauty, though only accompanied

a There is no reason to doubt the veracity of the well-known tradi-

tion that Handel wiis found bathed In tears when writing this

exquisitely beautiful movement.

Nn2
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by a Thoroughbaas, with Violins in unison. Any
more ebiborate combination would have served

as a foil to the preceding Chorus. But this takes

such new ground, that it inunediately attracts

attention ; and from it the Composer works up,

through a series of masterpieces, to the only

Chorus in the world that will hetuc mentioning

in the same breath with the 'Hallelujah*

—

•Worthy is the Lamb,' with its fitting con-

clusion, the ' Amen,* which the careless Ustener

may easily mistake for the simplest of Fugues,

until he suddenly becomes aware that its Streiti

partake more nearly of the character of very

complex Canons. The Autograph Score—now
happily accessible to every one, through the me-

dium of a photo-lithographic facsimile, executed

under Her Majesty's permission, by the Sacred

Harmonic Society, and sold by Messrs. Novello

^ Co.—proves that Handel thought more than

once before this Chorus perfectlv satisfied him.

The MS. indicates many other cnanges, some of

very great importance ; and introduces also a con-

siderable number of additional Movements, most

of which are to be found in Dr. Arnold's edition

of the Score, though they are not included in the

compressed arrangements ofour own day. Some of

these pieces—^now generally described as belong-

ing to the Appen£x—are exceedingly fine ; but

the Movements usually selected for performance

are almost always those which give the Composer's

idea in the phase which we may fairly accept as his

own estimate of the best he was able to produce.

After this, Handel wrote no more Oratorios

on the pure epic model, though he did not ab-

stain from the firequent use of passages of a
more or less epic character. His next great

work was 'Samson,' first performed at Covent
Garden Theatre on February i8, 1743, pre-

sented eight times in succession, and then re-

moved to make room for the 'Messiah,' which
had not vet been heard in London. No less

rich in dramatic form than 'Saul,' 'Samson'
presents us with some of Handel's finest in-

spirations, not the least important among which
are, the Overture, with its fiery Fugue and
world-£uned Minuet (supposed to be dan(^ by the
votaries of Dagon. before the opening Chorus),

the equally celebrated Air, 'Let the bright

Seraphim,' and seventeen magnificent Choruses.
• Joseph ' followed in x 744, and • Belshazzar ' in

1 745 ; both fine works, written in the same
powerful dramatic atyle. The * Occasional Ora-

torio ' was produced in 1746. Many interpre-

tations of its unusual name have been suggested,

the most probable being that which represents

it to have been composed in order to make up

a certain set of performances for which Hand^
had pledged himself to his subscribers. Taken
as a whole, the work can only be regarded as

a Pasticcio ; for, though the Music of the first

two Parts is new, the Third is chiefly made up
of Movements selected from * Israel in -^gypt *

and the * Coronation Anthem.' The well-known
Overture is one of the finest of Handel's Instru-

meutal Compositions. 'Judas Macchabseus,* a
purely dramatic work, well worthy to rank with
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' Saul ' and * Samson,' was produced at Covent
Garden on April i, 1 747 ; and • Alexander Balus

'

on March 9, 1748, which year also witnessed
the first p^ormance of ' Joshua.* * Susannah

'

and 'Solomon' were both produced in 1749.
In the latter, which introduces the epic form to

some considerable extent, Handel has again
written some magnificent Double Choruses which
rank among his finest inspinitions.^

In 'Theodora,' on the contrary, the dramatic
character has been rigidly preserved. This great
work, which Handel himself considered his best,

was first perfonued on March 15, 1750, when
he was sixty-five years of age, and abready threat-

ened with blindness. Though now, as a whole,
almost forgotten, it abounds with Movements
quite comparable, in beauty, with the few which
have remained popular favourites; and, though
it might perhaps be impossible to present it in

a complete form without a careful revision of

the Libretto, it would well repay the attention

of great Singers in search of great Songs. It was
performed four times, in its first * Season

' ; but
never again during the Composer's lifetime:

and no new Oratorio succeeded it, until 175 a,

when, on February 26, Handel produced his

last work, * Jephtha.' Though his blindness had,

by this time, increased so much, that the prepara-
tion of the Score occupied him seven months
—whereas the * Messiah * had been completed
in less than one—we find no falling off at all

in the style of the work, which contains some of

his finest pieces, and is one of the few that has
remained popular to our own day. Besides this,

the ' Messiah,' ' Israel in .^>gypt,* ' Judaa Mac-
chabaeus,' 'Solomon,' and 'Samson,' are almo&t
the only Oratorios now performed in public in

their integrity; and those who were not fortunate

enough, in the days of their youth, to enrol them-
selves members of the Caecilian or Sacred Hai^
monic Societies, have probably no farther know-
ledge of the rest than that which may be gained
by a perusal of the printed copies. Happily, these

copies are sold at a price which places them within
the reach of everybody; but, unhappily, they

are not always thoroughly trustworthy. Handd
never, by any chance, wrote the Second Inversiozi

of the Dominant Seventh, but we shall find few
modem arrangements in which this Chord is not
substituted for the original Chord of the Sixth,

notwithstanding the extraordinary pains which
the Composer frequently took to avoid it.

In addition to the seventeen grand Oratorios

we have described, Handel wrote nine other

works which are sometimes erroneously called

Oratorios, although their subjects were altogether

BSBCular. The reason of this misnomer is, that

they were all, save one, brought out by the

Composer in a way which, in those days, was
called ' after the manner of Oratorios'—that is to

say, without the attraction of Scenery, Dresses, or

1 Mend«ls«ohn had a great affection for thte Oratorio. la tb* j«k
1845. while the writer was descrtbioB to him. at I'rankfort. a per-

formance of it which he had lately heard in Exeter Uall, he suddcs!;
said. 'Tell me. how did they give out this?' and sang the subject ^
' Live, live for ever, pious David's sou.' a« U he lougod to diraot a.

la full oreh«stra,*thea and there.
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Action. The only exception to the rule was *Acis
and Galatea*—one of the fresheet and most
delightful of the entire series—which was first

privately performed at Cannons in 17^1 ; ^nd
afterwards, on June 16, 173a, with Scenery,

Dresses, and appropriate Decorations, but still

without Action, at the Kings Theatre in the

Haymarket. The other pieces were, ' Pamasso in

Festa' (1734), 'Alexander's Feast* (1736), 'Ode
for S. Cecilia's Day (1739), 'L*Allegro, II Pen-
sieroHO, ed II Moderate' (1739), 'Semele* (1743),
•Hercules' (1744), 'The Choice of Hercules*

(1745), and 'The Triumph of Time and Truth'

U757)* I^ these, neither Scenery nor Dresses

were used ; nor were such meretricious adorn-

ments needed, for they were all works of the

first class, and, if they could not succeed on their

own merits, would certainly not have been made
to do so by the addition of a few theatrical

aocessories. The ' Triumph of Time and Truth

'

was originally written in Italy, in 1 708, and had
been sung in Italian in 1737 and 1739; but in

1757 Handel, though then totally blind, adapted
it to English words, made great additions to it,

and brought it out at Covent Garden Theatre,

where it was performed four times during that

year, and twice in 1758. The last public per-

formance which Handel directed was that of the
'Messiah* at Covent Garden, on April 6, 1759.
On the 14th of the same months he peacefully

breathed his last, ' in hope,' as he said, * of meet-

ing the good God, his sweet Lord and Saviour,

on the Day of His Resurrection.' ^

It is manifestly impossible to assodate Han-
del's Oratorios with those of any other Com*
poser. They must needs form a class by them-
selves. Indeed, notwithstanding the jealousies of
which he was made the unfortunate victim, he
was held in so great reverence, that very few
Oratorios were produced in England by rival

Composers for many years after his decease;

and, of these few, one only. Dr. Ame's ' Judith,'

calls for special comment, not in recognition of

its intrinsic worth—though its author was an ac-

complished Musician, and thoroughly in earnest

—but, because it was the first work of the kind
in which Female Voices had been permitted to

take part in an English Chorus; for, though
Madame Duparc (generally called 'La Fran-
cescina') sang as PHma Donna in m(«t of
Handel's Oratorios, the ripieni Trebles were
always supplied by the Children of the Chapel
Royal and S. Paul's Cathedral. 'Judith,* per-

fonned first at the Chapel of the Lock Hospital,

on Feb. 29, 1764, and afterwards, with Female
Voices in the Chorus, at Covent Garden, on
Feb. 26, 1773, was by no means unsuccessful;

but the memory of Handel was still too green
to permit the possibility of a triumph. Han-
del's influence did not, however, extend to

Germany, in which countay the progress of Art
was, about this time, surrounded with certain

1 The d«le given by Barney (' Oommemonttion of Bandd,' p. 18) la

Good rrldmj. April 18. Ho g\rm It on the authority of Dr. "Warren,
who attended Handel daring hit lait illness, and whose testimony a
to the fact that his patient died 'before midnight on the ISth.' be
quotes ai ' Indisputable.* (See this Diet. 1. 661.]
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serious difficulties. The effect of the noble work
wrought by Joh. Seb. Bach, at I^eipzig, did not
even reach so far as Dresden. There, between
1 731 and 1 763. Hasse reigned supreme ; and it is

there, under his influence, that we must begin our
study of the Oratorios of the Eighth Pebiod.

Despite his cultivated tastes and undoubted
talent, Hasse was wanting in the elevation of
style necessary to constitute a really great Com-
poser, especially in his Sacred Music; yet he
was able to appreciate true dignity in the work4
of others. When invited to London, to take the
direction of the newly-opened Opera House in

Lincoln's-Inn -Fields, he asked, 'Is Handel,
then, dead1' and, on being told that his famous
countryman still lived, but that he was expected
to enter into rivalry with him^ he at once de-

clined the invitation. This line of conduct was,
no doubt, prompted by true delicacy of feeling :

but it proves, also, that Hasse did not misjudge
his own powers. The real secret of his immense
success seems to have lain in his ceaseless endea-
vour to please. This weakness led him into

practices which, as we have already explained
elsewhere," tended greatly to the deterioration of
his Operas ; and exercised so enervating an effect

upon Ms Sacred Music that it eventually resulted

in the production of a set form which has been
not inaptly termed the 'Concert Oratorio'—

a

mere eoUection of Sacred Airs, united by no
other tie than that of a common subject, which
however they make no attempt to illustrate by
working together as for a common purpose. No
doubt these productions were very charming,
especially when Faustina— Hasse's talented

wife—sang in them as Prima donna : but, when
judged by a fair aesthetic standard, they indi-

cate a long step backward. Unhappily, so many
of the Composer's MSS. were destroyed, during
the bombardment of Dresden^ in 1 760, that we
possess little more than the names of the
greater number of his Oratorios, of which the

most popular were ' II serpente in deserto,' ' La
virtti a pih della Croce,' * La deposizione della

Croce,' * La caduta di Gerico/ * Maddelena,' * H
Cantico del Fanciulli,* • La Conversione di San
Agostino,' *T1 Giuseppe Riconosciuto,' * I Pelle-

grini al Sepolcro di nostro Salvatore,' 'Sant' ^lena
al Calvario,' and a Grerman Oratorio, called ' Die
Busse des heiligen Petrus.* Of these, one only,
' I Pellegrini al Sepolcro,* is readily accessible, in

print, in the form of a Gennan translation.' Of
many of the rest we possess only fragmentary
portions, beautiful enough in themselves, though
the works to which they belong fail, as a whole.

The same fault is observable in the Oratorios of

PorpoiU, the most successful of which were * Da-
vidde,* * Gedeone,' * II Verbo Incarnato,* and * II

trionfo della divina giustizia.' We also possess

ten Oratorios, written about this time, by Fux

;

but they still remain in MS., never having been re-

vived since the occasion of their first production.

The Composers of the Ninth Pebiod made
no attempt to improve the general form of the

3 Bee p. B]5 In the present volume.
* * Die Pilgrimme anf Golgotha ' (Schwickert, Leipzig).
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Oratorio ; but, while quite content to follow the

example of their immediate predecessors in this

particular, they infused into their Airs and
Duets a spirit of freshness and spontaneity which,

towards the close of the 1 8th century, hatl the

etfect of making the Concert Oratorio a very de-

iii-htful species ofentertainment. True, its Munic
was distinguishable from that of the Concert

Opera only by the words appended to it : but,

setting aside all considerations of religious feel-

ing and consistency, the Music, as Music, was
the best that the age could produce, though
the use to which it was applied cannot be de-

fended upon any lesthetic principle whatever.

The best writers of this epoch were Sacchini,

whose most admired productions were * Esther,'

'San Filippo.' *I Maccabei,' *Jefte,' and 'Le
Nozre di Ruth* ; Paisiello, whose * Passione di

GesU Cristo' was undoubtedly one of his best

works ; Jomelli, who also wrote a ' Passion' which
was long remembered with affection, besides set-

ting to music Metastasio's ' Betulia liberata,' and
'Isacco figura del Redentore;* and Pietro Gug-
lielmi, whose ' Debora ' and * Slsera ' were more
than successful, though perhaps he did more than
any writer of the period to lower the tone of

Sacred and even Church Music ; for his own
taste led him to cultivate the most ornate bravura
style, while his position as Maestro di Capella

at S. Peter's gave him the opportunity of intro-

ducing that style into Music in which it was
scandalously out of place.

But the most beautiful composition produced
during this Period, though a true Italian Ora-
torio m all its broadest features, was not com-
posed in Italy. Haydn's studies under Porpora,

assisted bythe natural acuteness ofhisobservation,
had taught him all that it was possible to learn

concerning the mysteries of the Italian School

;

and, while the refinement of his taste enabled

him to separate the good from the bad, his

matchless genius raised his work to a level far

beyond the reach of the best of his early models.

When he set Boccarini's '11 ritomo di Tobia' to

music for Prince Esterhazy in 1774, he had
already perfected that * Classical Form * which,
had he left us no other bequest, would alone

have sufficed to immortalise him; and in this

work he has used it to excellent purpose, though
the general pbin of the piece is that of the

Concert Oratorio, pur et simple. The Airs
throughout are overflowing with Melody, such
as Haydn aloi;ie kinew how to produce. The
Choruses which conclude the First and Second
Acts are powerful and well-developed Fugues,
with bold yet tuneful Subjects, like those fami-

liar to us all through the medium of his well-

known Masses. The first is a Prayer for the

restoration of Tobit's sight.

Allegro con brio.
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The final Fugue is in 6-8 time, and founded on
a highly characteristic Subject.
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Yet still more clearly do we detect the Com-
poser's identity in the richly instrumented Over-
ture, which, beginning in grand symphonic style,

leads in the most masterly manner into the intro-

ductory Movement of the Oratorio. Can anything
be more genial or more forcibly characteristic of

its author, than the following lovely motive ?

Haydn's * Ritomo di Tobia,' which has prob-

ably never been performed as a whole since it

was given at Vienna by the Tonkiinstler-Societ^t

in ibo8, is now as completely forgotten as his

'Orfeo ed Euridice'—and with equal injustice,

for both contain a treasury of lovely Movements.
We have of necessity classetl it with the works
of Jomelli and Paisiello, for the reason which
induced us, when narrating the history of our

Fourth Period, to class Handel's * Resurrezione

'

with those of Aless. Scarlatti and Stradella—

a

community of external form too strong to be

passed over, even in the presence of the most

marked divergence of individual feeling. But,

as we did not place Handel's earlier and later

Oratorios in the same category, neither can we do

so with those of Haydn, whose 'Creation * (^Die

Schopfung) and * Seasons ' (Die Jahreszeitcn) fall

withLi the limits of our Tbnth Pebioo.
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Though Haydn was no longer a young man
when he wrote the ' Creation/ he was the most
genial of old ones, able to look back with a clear

conscience upon a well-spent and not unhappy
life, and to throw himself, with all the eagerness

of youth, into the enjoyment either of the beau-

ties of Nature or the amenities of Art. Unless
we bear this well in mind, we shall never under-

stand how, in the year 1 798, when he was not
far from seventy years of age, he was able to

produce that series of delightful Pictures which
has never failed to inspire the Tone-painters of

later generations with feelings of mingled ad-

miration and despair. During the twenty-four
years which had elapsed since the production of
* II ritomo di Tobia,' he had taught himself many
things : a broader manner, a richer texture, a
more perfect homogeneity of conception, which
enabled him to articulate the various members
of his Oratorio into as consistent a whole as

that produced by the four Movements of a Sym-
phony. Moreover—and this is no such small
matter as it may seem at first sight—he had
learned the true use of the Clarinet, an instru-

ment which proved invaluable to him as a means
of producing variety of colouring, and in the
management of which few later (>)mposers have
excelled him. The words of *The Creation'
were compiled by Lidley from Milton's * Paradise
Lost.' and translated into German by Freiherr
van Swieten, at whose suggestion Haydn under-
took the preparation of a work which, at his hge,

must have demanded a terrible strain upon his

mental powers. Early in the year 1798 the
veteran Composer brought his labours to a suc-

cessful issue, and announced the completion of
the work. It had really been a labour of love to
him, for he entered into it with even more affec-

tionate ardour than he had displayed in the pro-

duction of many of his more youthful effusions

;

and he himself declared that he was deeply and
almost uncontrollably affected at the first per-

formance, which took place at the Schwarzenberg
Pahice, on April 29, 1798. The Oratorio was re-

peated on the following day, and again, more pub-
licly, at the National ITieatre, on March 19, 1 799.
Though nominally dramatic—inasmuch as eadi
Solo Singer is invested with a representative per-

sonality—the Libretto is really epic throughout,
for the principal singers are never employed for

any other purpose than that of describing, either

the beauties of the 'new-created world,* or the
wonders attendant upon its mysterious birth.

There is therefore an utter absence of declama-
tory Music, as well as of those powerful means
of expression, passion and pathos. In place of

these Haydn contents himscdfwith the only style

really suited to the subject—the style which de-

scribes without exaggeration, and paints without
extravagance. And of this style he proves him-
self to be a consummate Master. The descrip-
tion of Chaos with which the Oratorio opens,
the Creation of Light, ^ the confusion of the

1 It must not tMmertr be forgotten that Handd flnt straek out
thu mud idflft, thoagh wttb dUhmt detiUs, In 'O flnt-cnu«d
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* infernal host,' the lovely Melody which first

introduces the mention of the 'new-created
world,' these, and a hundred other beautiful

passages, are familiar to all of us. The Airs,
equally remarkable for their delicious flow of
Melody and their masterly Instrumentation, de-
scribe the scenes to which they allude, yet always
by inference rather than in a realistic spirit,

and with a chastened tone which sets the sneer
of the hypercritic at defiance. The Choruses
far excel any of those to be found in the author's
earlier works, and, still more, those produced by
other writers of the period, either German or
Italian. That they do not equal those of Handel
will be easily understood. Had nothing else pre-
vented them from doing so, the improvements
introduced by Haydn himself would have had
that effect. The elaborate Accompaniments which
he knew so well how to use, and actually did
use with much telling effect, tended to reduce
the scale upon which these grand Choruses were
conceived. The Quaver passages which add so
much to the brilliant effect of ' The Heavens are
telling,' take just as much away from the dignity
of its vocal lliemes ; and in every other Chorus
the same phenomenon is more or less perceptible.

We must not look upon this as an unmitigated
weakness. What we have lost in one way we
have gained in another. We owe so much to

Haydn for his improvements in Instrumentation,
that we can afford a certain amount of diminu-
tion in the scale of the works we look upon as
the greatest

; yet, more than this, the fact re-

mains, that, with increased facilities for utilising

the resources of the Orchestra, comes, and always
will come, a perceptible falling off of that great
quality of breadth, that immense simpUcity
which most of all leads on towards the sublime

—

a reduction of the gigantic scale which first made
Handel's Choruses unapproachable, and has ever
since left them unapproached. We in no wise
depreciate the merits of either Composer when
we say that the one was the High Priest of the
Sublime, and the other the Father of Modem
Beauty. Each excelled in his own way, and
each way was in itself perfect. Handel could
no more have written 'The Creation' than
Haydn could have written 'Israel in Egypt';
nor could any one but Haydn have written * The
Seasons '—another work full ofdelicious imagery,
and, if more ssecular in its character than ' The
Creation,' only just so much so as was necessary
in order to bring the Music into closer hannony
with the subject. The words of this Oratorio

were also compiled by Freiherr van Swieten,
who, delighted with the success of * The Crea-
tion,' took Thomson's well-known poem as the
basis of a somewhat similar work, and persuaded
Haydn to undertake the composition, though
he himself felt unwilling to trust his then mani-
festly failing powers. The result found Van
Swieten to be in the right. Haydn soon over-

came his diffidence, entered enthusiastically into

the scheme, disputed manfully over points on
which he and his friend disagreed, and pro-

duced a work as full of youthful fireahness as the
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• Creation ' itself. Not a trace of the • failing

power * of which the grand old man complained

is to be found in any part of it. It is a model
of descriptive writing; true to Nature in its

minutest details, yet never insulting her by triTial

attempts at outward imitation where artistic

suggestion of the hidden truth was possible.

It is this great quality, this depth of insight into

the * Soul of Nature,* which places Haydn's
Tone-pictures so far above all meaner imitations.

To this we owe onr untiring interest in the

Scenes depicted in the Oratorio ; in the delicious

softness of the opening Chorus, which seems
actually to waft a perfumed breeze into the midst
of the Concert-room ; in the perfection of rustic

happiness portrayed in the Song which describes

the joy of the * Impatient husbandman *—
* im-

patient * only because he longs to hurry on from
one *joy' to another. These things all prove
conclusively that Haydn's genius was not failing.

Yet, in another sense, he was quite right and Van
Swieten wrong : the labour of producing such
Music was too great for hisphysical strength.

The first performance of • The Seasons ' took
place at the Schwartzenberg Palace, on the 24th
of April, 180 1. It was repeated on the 27th,

and on the ist of May ; and on the apth of May
the Composer conducted a grand public per-

formance at the Redoutensaal. Its success was
as great as that of • The Creation,' and Haydn
was equally delighted with it ; but he was never
really himself again, and never attempted another
great work. Strange that his last almost super-

human effort, though it cost so much, should in
itself have exhibited no sign of the weakness
which was soon to become so painfully apparent.

Haydn stands almost as much alone, with re-

gard to his greatest works, as Handel: but,

though it is impossible to class his Oratorios

with those of any other writer, we must not
suppose that, during his long life, the rest of the
world was idle. In Italy, especially, we find

traces of a r;ipid progress, the results of which
will serve to illustrate the histoiy ofour Eleventh
Pebiod.*
We have already shown, in our Article

Opera, that the principles set forth by Gluck
found no direct response in Italy. Yet the
productions of this epoch go far to prove that,

even then, they were not without an indirect

influence for good: an influence which is as
clearly discernible—strange as it may seem to
say so—in the writings of Piocinni himself, as
in those of his contemporaries. When we last

spoke of the Italian Oratorio, it had degenerated,
like the Opera, into a mere Concert of attractive

Airs. Now, in Italy, the progress of the Ora-
torio has, at all times, corresponded exactly with
that of the Opera: and, to the manifest improve-
ment observable in the Operas of this Period we

I Tbe word * Period ' U here used,u In our article Opkea. rather for

the purpose of (ndieatlng a definite style than a chronological epoch.
Thus, tereral of the oompoaen whose names we are about to men-
tion In our XLKVKNTH Period died before Uajrdn. while others
iurrlved him by more than a quarter of a century : bat in no case
had their works the tllghest affinity with his, though they all bore
the strongen possible class resemblance to each other. [See foot-

note, p HAbot the present volume.]
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must attribute the synchronous advance «z-
hibited in its Oratorios. After Gluck had once
opened the eyes of the artistic world to the value
of dramatic truth, the Concert Opera, and the
Concert Oratorio, became alike impossible, even
among those who professedly held the reformer's
views in the utmost abhorrence. Influenced, no
doubt, in spite of himself, and probably quite
unconsciously, Piccinni was one of the firat who
attempted to incorporate the Airs and Duets of
the Concert Opera into a consistent whole; to
enrich that whole with Concerted Movements
and Choruses, worthy of a great Composer ; and
to bind its several (dements together in such a
way as to assist the development of the Drama
which formed its raison ditrtj instead of, aa
heretofore, retarding it. His eflbrts to introduce
a higher style and a more truly aesthetic Ideal,

were nobly seconded by more than one of his

must talented countrymen: and, that the im-
provement he thus eflected in the construction of
the Opera extended to the Oratorio also, is suf-

ficiently proved by the fiict that his own Oratorio,

'Jonathas,' produced in 179a, has always been
regarded as one of the best, if not actually the
greatest of his works. His most illustrious coadju-
tors in this great reform were— Saiieri, whose best

Oratorios were Metastasio's *Passione di Gesti

Cristo' and *Ges(i al limbo'; Zingarelli, whose
* Distruzzione di Gerusalemme' will be found,
in the form of a MS. Score, in the Dragonetti
Collection in the British Museum ; and, lastly,

Cimarosa, the greatest Italian Composer ol" the
age, whose • Sagrifizio d'Abramo * and * Assalone

*

—the last of which will be also found among tbe
Dragonetti MSS.—are models of dramatic truth,

and the most touchingly pathetic expresaion.'

It is true that these ^iscinating works almost
entirely ignore the broad line of distinction

which ought always to be drawn between Sacred
Music and that which is of a purely sascular

character, in which respect they are not to be
commended as models. On the other hand, they
undoubtedly do, to a certain extent, lllustrHte

the dramatic sense of the Sacred Narrative,
though in too superficial, not to say too unworthy
a spirit. We meet with the same fault, though
perhaps not quite so prominently forced into

notice, in the works of a once celebrated but now
very unjustly forgotten German writer, Johann
Gottlieb Naumann, who studied, for many years,

in Italy, and, as Hasse had done before him,
entirt:ly abandoned himself to the seductions of

the Italian style, with all its beauties and all its

shortcomings : only, the Italian style he culti-

vated was a later one than that with which Hasse
had some thirty years previously so completely
identified himselfl He wrote no unconnected
strings of Concert Airs, but brought out the best
points of the Period we are now considering, en-
riched Italian Melody with many beauties de*

rived from the German style, and produced a
long list of Oratorios, of which the best known
were, ' La morte d*Abel,' * Davidde nella valle di

s One of Madame Malibran'i fteateit raoosMS waa achlervd tn aa
Air from the ' 6a«rUUio.'
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Terebinto,* Metastasio'i 'La Pasdone de G^h
Criflto,* *l8acco figura del Redentore,' *Giuseppe
Riconosciuto,' 'S^int' Elena al Calvario/ 'I Pel-

legrini,* and 'Betulia liberata/ and Miglia-
Teocha*8 * II figliuol prodigo.' Himmel, Winter,
Weigl, and several other talented German Com-
posers also contributed Italian Oratorios, of more
or less value, to this Period; to which must
be referred Mozart*s youthful production, 'La
Betulia liberata,' written, it is believed, when
he had just completed his sixteenth year ; Dit*

tersdorf8 ' Cl^iudacco nella Persia, ossia TEsther,'

*Giobbe,' and * La liberatione del Popolo* ; and
many other works, by writers whose talent was
undeniable, though it must be admitted, that, as

Ck)mpo6er8 of Oratorios, they made no attempt
to soar to heights which they might easily have
reached, had they been more in earnest, or less

desirous to attain a short-lived pK>pnlarity; for

it was unquestionably to the low standard of

popular taste that the best interests of this

otherwise promising Period were sacrificed.

The history of our Twelfth Period brings us
into contact with one single Composer only

—

the composer of one single Oratorio.

We must not, however, suppose that Bee-
thoven's single Oratorio can be placed on a level

with his single Opera. He wrote *Fidelio* in

1S05, when he was in the plenitude of his ar-

tistic power: •Christus am Oelberge* ('The
Mount of Olives') was produced in 1^03, when
he was not yet really Beethoven, not having as

yet produced the *Eroica Symphony.* Those
two years made all the difference ; for they
represented the distinction between the First

and Second Styles. Nevertheless, 'The Mount
of Olives ' is so great a work, that, though it may
not bear companson with some of its author's

later productions, it cannot possibly be associated

with the writings of any other Composer : and
therefore it is that we have here thought it

necessary to place it in a class by itself. More-
over, its idiosyncrasy presents so manyexceptional

features, that, if we have erred at all, it is in

having allowed only one category for its re-

ception: for, critics have described it under
almost as many different aspects as the Chame-
leon in the Fable. Qua Music, it is simply
enchanting : overflowing with that delicious

freshness which so frequently invests its Com-
poser's 'First Manner* with a charm scarcely

less potent than that exercised by the grander

magic of the 'Second.' Qud Oratorio, it shcicks

us as a monstrous anomaly. Undoubtedly, Huber,
the writer of the words, is chargeable with the

worst part of its extravagance : the wonder is,

that any consideration on earth could have in-

duced Beethoven, who was generally 80 scrupu-

lously careful in such matters, to set one single

word ofwucha Libretto to Music. AVithoutentering

into details, it is enough to say, that, contrary to

all precedent, our Lord is made to sing a long

Scena ed Aria; a Duet with the Angel, in which
the two voices constantly move in long passages

of Thirds and Sixthn ; and a Trio with the

Angel and St. Peter* Beethoven's religious
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opinions are known to have been, to say the
least of it, orig^al : ^ yet, supposing him to have
seen no impropriety in this departure from esta-

blished usage, one might fairly have expected
from him som$ recognition of the fact, that,

apart from all religious feeling, the events of the
night preceding the Passion were so inexpres^bly
mournful that none can read of them unmovedf.
Yet we find no sign, even of this. Not only is

the style purely ssecular, but, in certain places

—

such as the Trio, for instance—it is absolutely
sparkling. An attempt has been made, in Eng^
land, to remove these grave incongruities by sub-
stituting an entirely new Libretto, called ' Engedi,'
and founded on the sojourn of David in the
Wilderness. A substituted Libretto never can
be really successful : but the mere &ct that the
experiment has been tried sufficiently proves the
gravity of the evil it was intended to palliate.

To those who are capable of reconciling them-
selves to an evil so deeply seated, or, at least, of
ignoring the want of correspondence between the
subject and its treatment, the Music must be an
immixed treat. In every Movement we meet
with beauties of conception, of design, or of in-

dividual colouring, such as are never found save
in the works of the greatest Masters. The Chorus
is extensively employed, and keeps the interest

alive throughout ; and t^e whole culminates in a
magnificent burst of jubilant Song, far exceeding
in grandeur any part of the Mass in C—the
splendid 'Hallelujah,' the first Movement of
which is almost suggestive of the Old Masters, in
its stem and unwavering Accompaniment, while
the spirited and finely-developed Fugue, full of
interest and fire, and weakened only, like that
we have described in the 'Creation,' by the
exuberance of its masterly Instrumentation, has
always been regarded as a masterpiece of modem
Part-writing. It is something, though the work
cannot be relieved, as a whole, from the charge
of inconsistency, to be able to select from it so

many Movements of superlative excellence.

Nine years after the first performance of * The
Mount of Olives * at Vienna, Spohr inaugurated
the Thirteenth Period by bringing out his

first Oratorio 'Das jiingste Gericht,'* at Erfurt,

where it was produced under his own super-

intendence ini 8 1 a . Though the great Violinist,

then twenty-eight years old, had fdready Liid the
foundation of the characteristic and highly ori-

ginal style by which his works are distinguished

from those of all other Composers, he had not yet
brought it to that full perfection which, in later

years, made it a part of himself. As a natural

consequence, this early Oratorio, notwithstanding
its undoubted merits, is unequal, and to a certain

extent disappointing. Perhaps it would seem
less so had we no opportunity of comparing it with
greater works of later date ; for it is recorded

that the Choruses produced a profound impres-

sion on the occasion of the firdt performance,

1 Sm vol. I, p. 189.

i Lit«nUlj translated, 'The Last Judgment.* This work, howerer,

ai will be presently seen. ha« no connectlun with the Oratorio known
by that name in England.
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and it is certain that the part of Satan is

finely conceived, and carried out with masterly

skill : but that there are weak points cannot be

denied. Very diflFerent is it with * Die letzten

Dinge,* composed at Cassel in 1825, and first

performed in 1826. We here see the Master at

his best; his style, more conspicuous for its

individuality than that of any other Composer
of this century, fully developed ; his experience

matured by long and unbroken familiarity with

the Orchestra, under circumstances scarcely less

favourable than those which exercised so happy
an effect upon the Art-life of Haydn; and his

genius free to lead him where it would. It

led him, in this case, to attempt the illustration

of Mysteries which might well have appalled

a less bold spirit than his. But there can be no
doubt that the subject presented a peculiar

attraction for him. There is, in all his Music

—

even in his most joyous strains—an undercurrent

of unfathomable depth which seems continually

striving to lead the hearer away from the exter-

nal aspect of things, in order to show him a hidden

meaning not to be revealed to the thoughtless lis-

tener. Even the glorious March in ' Die Weihe
der Tone ' leaves a feeling rather of sadness than

exultation behind it. The value of such a quality

as this in ' Die letzten Dinge * was incalculable.

Spohr's familiarity with the profoundest secrets

of the Chromatic and Enharmonic genera, which
had by this time become a second nature to him,

afforded him access to regions of musical expres-

sion as yet unexplored ; and he entered them, not

with the timidity of a pioneer, but with the cer-

tainty of a finished Master. His refined Uiste

precluded the possibility of an inharmonious pro-

gression : yet he dared modulations which, in

less skilful hands, would have been excruciating.

Diatonic and Chromatic * False Relations ' are

two very different things : but, there are such

things as Chromatic, and even Enharmonic ' False

Relations '—a sad fact of which Spohr's imitators

appear to be profoundly ignorant. Spohr never

writes one. In the space of half a bar, he may
take us miles from the Key in which we started :

but the journey is performed so smoothly that

we scarcely know we have performed it. The
quality one most misses in his Music is that of

sternness; yet in *Die letzten Dinge,' we are

not without indications even of that. This great

Oratorio, the name of which literally signifies

* The last Things,* is the one now so well known
in this country as *The last Judgment.* The
English title is a very unfortunate one ; for be-

sides being a gross mistranslation, it gives a very

false idea both of the scope and the intention of

tiie work. The words are selected, for the most
part, from those parts of the Apocalypse which
describe the terrible Signs and Portents to be

Bent, hereafter, as precursors of the consumma-
tion of all things. Dramatic treatment would
manifestly have been an insult to the solemnity of

such a subject. Spohr has not even ventured to

look upon it as a Sacred Epic. His interpreta-

tion is purely contemplative. He first strives to

lead our thoughts as far as possible beyond the
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reach of all external impressions ; and then, with
the irresistible force of that oratory which far

exceeds in power the rhetoric of words, invites

us to meditate upon some of the most thrilling

passages to be found in any part of the Bible.

The amount of artistic skill made subservient to

this great end is almost incredible. The form of
the Movements, the disposition of the Voices,
the Insti-umentation of the Accompaniments, are
all, in turn, brought to bear upon it. There is but
one idea, from banning to end. The Composer
makes no attempt to please, but is content to come
before us simply in the character of Preacher.
Hence it is that the work does not contain a single

Air. The lovely Duet for Treble and Tenor,
•Forsake me not,* is the only regularly-constructed
Movement allotted to the Solo Voices. Except
for this, they are exclusively employed, either in
conjunction with the Chorus, which is in constant
requisition, or inthedeclamationofhighly-wrought
Accompanied Recitative, so melodious in cha-
racter, that, had it been produced at the present
day, it would probably have been called 'Melos.*

The Instrumentation ofthis Recitative exhibitsthe
Composer in his fullest strength, but proclaims,

at the same time, a most commendable amount
of self-renunciation. In a certain sense it may
be described as Tone-painting, but its imagery
is purely subjective. Ever striving so to influence

the mind as to bring it more and more closely en
rapport with the written text as the work ap-

proaches its climax, it never attempts to depict

realities, but aims rather at the suggestion of un-
spoken thoughts which serve its purpose far

more readily than any amount of realistic delinea-

tion—and it attains its end by many a master-
stroke. In the well-known Chorus, 'All glory
to the Lamb that died,*—which, by the way.
is almost always sung, in England, much fiiater

than Spohr himself used to take it
—

^the pas-
torale character of the pizzicato accompani-
ment brings instantly before us the Birth of
the Lamb Whose Incarnation formed the first

step in the great Sacrifice we are contem-
plating. It is like a glimpse of Van Eyck's
marvellous Picture in the Cathedral at Ghent.
The tumultuous horror of the Chorus, 'Destroyed
is Babylon the mighty* is increased a thousandfold
by the freezing lull during which ' the Sea gives
up its dead.* And, when the horror is over, and
we have felt rather than heard its thunders dying
away in the distance, and have learned, from the
Voice of the Angel, that * All is fulfilled,' and
Babylon no more, the wrathful sounds, already
nearly inaudible, continue to fade through a still

softer pianissimo, until they lead us into the
opening strains ofthe ineffably beautiful Quartet^
'Blessed are the dead,* which forms the cul-

minating point of the whole. There is nothing
in the Oratorio more striking than this truly
sublime conception. Spohr himself evidently felt

this, and intended that it should be so : for he
attempts nothing more. Henceforward, all is

peace; and even the bold Chorus, 'Great and
wonderful,* with its fine fugal writing and beauti-
ful contrasts, dies away, at last, into a pianiaumo.
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May there not be a liidden meaning even in this T

—that we are to go home, not to talk about what
we have heard, but to think about it ?

Spobr wrote no other Oratorio, after this, until

iS.^5i when, still living at Casuel, he composed
and Buperiutended the performance of * Des
Heilanda letzte ^Stunden,* a work which first

became known in England under the title of
* The Crucifixion,' and, at a later period, under
that of * Calvary.* Some of the Choruses in tliis

are characterised by a tenderness to which their

chromatic structure lends an inexpressible charm

;

and the whole work is pervaded by a solemn
beauty which leads us deeply to regret that it

should be so rarely performed in public. It was
followed, some years later, by * The Fall of Baby-
lon,' a work of greater proportions, which, on
July a I, 1843, the Composer himself directed,

for the first time, at Exeter Hall, by special in-

vitation of the Sacred Harmonic Society, on
which occasion the effect produced by the

opening bars of the Chorus, * The Lion roused

• from slumber is springing,' was one which those

who were fortunate enough to hear ii will not

easily forget. Spohr, indeed, was a model Con-
ductor, and sometimes electrified his audience
by a single stroke of his BAton, though never
with a rude or unwelcome shock.

One of Spohr's most illustrious contemporaries
was the indefatigable and highly-gifted Friedrich

Schneider, a writer who once enjoyed an extra-

ordinary degree of popularity which is now some-
what on the wane. Between the years 18 10

and 1838, he produced, besides numerous Operas
and other important works, no less than sixteen

Oerman Oratorios ; viz. * Die HoUenfahrt des

Messias * (1810) ;
* Das Weltgericht ' (1819), the

most celebrated of all his writings; 'Die Tod-
tenfeier' (1821); 'Die SUndfluth' (1823); 'Der
verlorene Paradies' (1824); 'Jesus Geburt'

(1825); •ChristusderMeister*(i827); 'Pharao'

(1828); •ChriBtus das Kind' (1829); 'Gideon'

(1829) ; 'Absalom * (1830) ;
' Das befreite Jeru-

salem * (1835) ; * Salomonis Tempelbau ' (1836)

;

'Bonifacius' (1837), unfinished; 'Gethsemane
und Golgotha' (1838); and •Christus der Erlo-

ser' (1838). All these works were more than
ordinarily successful, in their day—as were also

Lindpaintuer's 'Abraham' and *Der Jiingling

von Nain*
—

^but, with the exception of 'Das
Weltgericht,* they are now almost forgotten, even
in Germany; to Spohr, therefore, the Thirteenth

Period is alone indebted for its inmiortality.

The history of our Foubteenth Period is a
glorious one ; but, again, it depends for its cele-

brity entirely upon the genius of a single Com-
poser—who, however, ia one not likely to be
Boon forgotten.

Though Mendelssohn, when he first enter-

tained ihe idea of writing an Oratorio, had not

yet completed his twenty-third year, he was al-

ready a finished Scholar, an accomplished Mu-
sician, a profound Thinker, and the Composer ofa
large collection of works, not a few of which are

I Uter&nT. 'The StTiour'i Uut hours.' thon^ UiAt title hM never
baan ftj^pUod to It In this ouuntry.
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classed, even by critics ofthe presJ
his best. He did not, therefore, <

task without consideration, or
rience. He knew what an Oratorio ou^
and he had already made choice of the^
which pleased him best—the School we
attempted to describe in treating of our Sixth^
Period, the brightest luminary of which was
Job. Seb. Bach. But, let us not be misunder-
stood. Mendelssohn was no imitator, either of
Bach, or any other Composer : he simply set to
work upon Bach's principles, just as Mozart set
to work upon Haydn's, and afterwards wrought
out his own ideas in his own way. And that
way proved to be a very original, as well as a
very attractive one. The idea of choosing the
life and mission of S. Paul for a subject was sug-
gested to him by the Frankfort * Ciicilien-Verein,*

in the year 1 831. He accepted the proposal, and
requested Marx to write a Book for him. Marx
refused, on the ground that the Choi-ales which
Mendelssohn wished to introduce were unsuited
to the date of the narrative. Mendelssohn, there-
fore, with the assistance of his friends Fiirst and
Schubring, compiled a Book for himself, selecting

the won Is, with very few exceptions, from the Ger-
man translation of the Bible. An eminent critic

of the present day (Hand, ' Aesthetik der Ton-
kunst,* ii. p. 576) finds fault with its construction,

on the ground that the Hero of the story is not
made its central point. ' We see here,' he says,
*not one Oratorio, but two—S. Stephen, and
S. Paul—bound together by external ties ; while
S. Paul, who, as the Hero, should in the fulness

of his strength fight the battle with himself and
with the world, passes, through a series of trials,

into the background, surrounded by companions
scarcely lees worthy than himself, without ever ap-
pearing as the central point of the dramatic unity/
Hand's criticisms are generally valuable ; but he
wasaltogetherwrong, here,and utterly mistook the

Composer's meaning. Mendelssohn's conception

—perfectly homogeneous in essence, Uiough some-
what complicated in structure—embraced three

histc^rical facts, over which one other fact, of

greater significance than all, dominated supreme.
The three facts, which he presents to us in three

distinct pictures, each half dramatic and half

epic, are the Martyrdom of S. Stephen, the
Conversion of S. Paul, and the Apostle's later

career ; symbolical respectively ofthe determined
opposition of the world to the True Faith, the

power of the True Faith to make friends even of

its persecutors, and the Preaching of the True
Faith through all the world. The one predomi-

nant fact, which governs all these, and to the

exposition of which they each contribute a most
important share, is the ultimate triumph of

Christianity; and, precisely because the great

Apostle laboured so zealously to promote that

triumph, he not only appears as the central-

point of the whole, but we are made to feel his

influence, either as persecutor of the Faithful, or

Preacher of th^ Faith, even in those Scenes in

which he is not actually pret^nt. He stands be-

fore us, throughout, as the visible representative
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of the one grand thought which permeates the
entire design. A eymbolical Apostle, with just

enough personality to secure our affectionate re-

cognition, but not enough to prevent us from
regarding him as the embodiment of an abstract

idea—the dissemination of the great trutlis of

the GrOr«pel, by the mouths of duly appointed

Messengers, to the uttermost parts of the earth.

Bearing these things in mind, we can at once see

why it was that Mendelssohn insisted so strongly

on the introduction of the Chorale. In Protestant

Germany, the Chorale is uniyersally understood to

represent the united Voice of the whole Christian

Church. How then could the trials, the hopes,

the faith, and the final victory of the Church be
intelligibly expressed, to German hearers, with-

out its aid? Mendelssohn makes it the keystone

of the whole. It opens his magnificent Overture
with an exhortation to vigilance which no Grer-

man could possibly misunderstand. In the mas-
sive opening Chorus, the paaaage beginning with
the words * The Heathen furiously rage * suffici-

ently explains the need ofsuch watchfulness ; and
then the Church sets forth her fiiith and trust, in

a new Chorale, ' To God on high be thanks and
praise'—the calm beauty of which must needs

dispel all fear for the future. Then follows the

Mart3rrdom of S. Stephen, illustrated in a series

of Movements the most noticeable of which are

the angry Chorus ' Now this man ceaseth not
'

;

the beautiful and highly-wrought Scena sung by
S. Stephen himself ; the reiterated comminations

of the Jews; the heavenly note of warning,

'Jerusalem I Jerusalem 1* interposed between
two violent outbursts of popular fury ; and the

most characteristic Chorus of all, * Stone him to

death
!

' after which the Church again breathes

forth a sigh of hopeful submission, in the Chorale
' To Thee, O Lord, I yield my spirit,' and the

delightfully melodious Chorus, * Happy and blest

are they,* which succeeds it. If any proof were
needed of the correctness of the theory we have
advanced, it would be afforded by the fact that

it is not until this point that Saul makes his ap-

pearance upon the Scene in his own proper person.

Most dramatists would certainly have introduced

him at the close of the Martyrdom, if not before.

Mendelssohn contents himself with allowing us

to feel his influence only during the trial, reserv-

ing his entrance until all is over, when he brings

him before us as the true Hero of the piece, with
the fiery Bass Solo—* Consume them all

!

' In spite

ofthreatening8« and persecution, and slaughter, the

Church still sings of comfort—this time, through

the medium of a Solo Voice—in * But the Lord is

mindful of his own.* There is hope—she would
say—that even the persecutor may be saved. And
then follows theConversion, in which the expedient

of assigning our Lord's words to a Chorus of four

Treble Voices, though not altogether new—for it

dates from the 15th century'—introduces a well-

conceived and appropriate effect in which a long

and skilfully managed crescendo leads with ever 1

increasing excitement into the fiery Chorus,
j

* Rise up t arise I rise and shine
!

' The Light has
1

1 6«e Passiox Mcs.a I
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broken in upon the soul of the future Apostle

:

and again the Church speaks to him, and indi-

cates his appointed work, in the fine old Chorale
* Sleepers wake !

* each phrase of which is followed
by a simultaneous crash of all the brass instru-

ments. But he cannot, at once, realise the great
things that have been done for him. The Light
has blinded him, for the time ; and he must needs
crave forgiveness and mercy, until theyare assured
to him by the mouth ofAnanias. Then it is that
he expresses his unbounded joy, in a great cry,
• I praise Thee, O Lord my God,* while the Church
watches over him, still speaking words of comfort,
and concluding the First Part with the grand
contemplative Chorus, * great is the depth.*

The conception of the Second Part is really

{ar grander than that of the First, though it is less

forcibly dramatic, and even keeps the epic element
in the background, except when it is needed for

the purpose of bringing the personality of S. Paul
himself into sufficiently strong relief. It opens
with a fine five-part Chorus, 'The Nations are now
the Lord's,* in which Mendelssohn's power as a
Fugue-writer is well utilised. It then takes up
the subject at the point for which the whole of

the First Part was but a necessary preparation
—the actual preaching of the Apostle. This is

interrupted by a Chorus of Jews, 'Is this he?*
carrying out the same idea as the tumultuous paf»-

sages in the First Part, and thus contributing to

the unity of the general intention by exhibiting the

same crowd, at one moment persecuting S. Ste-

phen, and, at another, S. Paul himself. Again the
Church perceives the danger, and prays for direo-

tion, in the Chorale, ' O Thou the true and only
Light !

* after which S. Paul, and his companion
S. Barnabas, turn to the Grentiles. In the Scene
of the Sacrifice at Lystra, the epic element reap-
pears ; and the sensuous Chorus sung by the wor*
shippers of Jupiter is contrasted with admirable
skill with the solemn strains of ' But our God
abideth in Heaven.' The Jews interpose again in .

a Chorus no less characteristic of the raging mul-
titude than those we have already heard : after

which the Apostle, having been cheered by the
mingled exhortation and promise ' Bd thou faith-

ful unto death,* takes that affecting leave of * the

Brethren * which, as described by S. Luke, brings
all the most beautiful traits of his character into

the noblest and most touching relief; and the
Oratorio concludes with the Choruses, ' See what
love hath the Father bestowed on us,* and * Not
only unto him, but unto all them that love truly.'

bringing prominently into view the idea which
has been persistently kept before us, from first to

last—the universal triumph of the Church as ex-
emplified in that of one of the greatest of her
Apostles, who, faithful to the last, passes from our
sight, that he may receive the promised Crown.

* S. Paul ' was first performed at Diisfteldorf,

on Whitsunday, May 22, 1836; and in Englidi,
at Liverpool, on Oct. 3 following. • Klijab

'

was produced at the Binningham Festival on
Aug. 26, 1846, Mendelssohn having, meanwhile,
passed ten of the best years of his life in inde-
liitigable work, and the accumulation of a vast
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amount of experience. Yet it cannot be said

that * Elijah' is really a greater work than
*S. Paul': it is great in a different way. The
history of its gradual development having already

been narrated at length in the article Mendbls-
SOHN, it remains for us only to speak of it in

its perfect form. In one respect, the main idea

is the same as that treated in • S. Paul '—the

triumph of Truth over Falsehood. In both Ora-

torios, the instrument by which this triumph is

accomplished is a Heaven-commissioned Teacher,

whose influence is distinctly perceptible through-

out the entire work; only, in 'Elijah,* the

personality of this Teacher is more frequently

brought before us than in ' S. Paul,' where we
are so frequently made to feel his influence with-

out actu^y seeing him. As a natural conse-

quence, the later Oratorio is much more dramatic

in structure than the earlier one. The character

of the Prophet is drawn with minute attention

to the peculiar traits by which it is distinguished

in the Scripture Narrative : and the Scenes in

which he stands forth as the principal figure are

painted with intense descriptive power. Eight
such Scenes are brought most prominently into

the foreground : four in the First Part—the Pro-

phecy of the Drought, the Raising of the Widow's
Son, the Sacrifice on Mount Gitrmel, and the

Ck>ming of the Rain ; and four in the Second

—

the Persecution of Elijah by Jezebel, the Pro-

phet's sojourn in the Desert, with all its awful

revelations of Almighty Power, his return to his

People and subsequent departure in the Fiery

Chariot, and the magnificent conclusion which
teaches us the deep signification of the whole.

The Recitative in which the opening Prophecy is

announced, placed before the Overture which so

vividly describes its terrible effects, is a grand
conception, scarcely exceeded in dramatic force

by any subsequent passage, and immeasurably
enhanced by the four solemn Chords with which

. the Brass Instnmients prelude the first words of

the terrible denunciation. The despairing phrases

of the Overture lead so naturally into the cry of

the wailing People, 'Help, Lordl the harvest

is over, the summer days are gone,' that we can-

not but believe the whde chaia of Movements to

have been the result of the same individual

idea, the gradual development of which finds con-

sistent expression in Obadiah's exhortation to

repentance—clothed in the lovely Tenor Air, * If

with all your hearts'—and the noble chain of

Movements, beginning with *Yet doth the Lord,'

which forms the climax of this division of the

subject. In the next picture we find Elijah * by
the brook Cherith,' whence, after having been

comforted by the soothing strains of the Double
Quartet, 'He shall give His Angels charge over

thee,' he is summoned to Zarephath, to the house

ofthe Widow, the Raising of whose Son is painted

in tender accents which find their fitting response,

not, as the careless hearer might have expected,

in a Chorale—for the Chorale belongs exclusively

to the Christian Dispensation, and this is pre-

eminently a Jewish Oratorio—but, in the con-

templative Chorus, 'Blessed aie the men who
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fear Him,* which brin^ the Scene to so

appropriate and well-considered a conclusion.

Then follows the Sacrifice, in which the tho-

roughly worldly yet never trivial strains sung by
the Baal-worshippers are so strikingly contrasted
with Elijah's sublime Prayer, 'Lord God of Abra-
ham,' the softer harmonies of * Cast thy burthen
upon the Lord,' and the Descent of the Fire,

and consequent recognition of the true God—

a

tremendous Scene, which reaches its climax in the
destruction of the prophets of Baal, and needs
all the resources, both choral and instrumental,
that the Orchestra can aflbrd, for its efficient

representation. How these resources are used
will be best understood by those who have not
only heard, but studied the Oratorio, and endea-
voured to interpret it in the spirit in which it

was composed. But this is not the culminating
point of the First Part. After the beautiful Alto
Song, * Woe unto them,' we again meet the Pro-
phet on Mount Carmel, to watch with him for

the coming rain, until the Orchestra actually

ihowa us the 'little cloud' arising 'out of the
sea, like a man's hand,' and the storm bursts over
us in welcome torrdnts, bringing salvation to the
famine-stricken people, who, intoxicated with
wonder and delight, unite in the thrilling Chorus,
'Thanks be to God,* which is so placed as to

bring out its strongest points to the best advan-
tage, while it derives additional efifect from the
skill with which it is fitted into its important
position, where it forms so fitting a complement
to the ail-but despairing cry for mercy with which
the Oratorio began.
The Second Part opens with the Soprano Solo,

'I am He that comforteth,' followed by the
quite exceptional Chorus, *Be not afiraid,' in

which so many diflerent emotions are portrayed

by the master hand which makes them all sub-
servient to a coomion end. After this, we are

brought &ce to face with the hateful Jezebel,

who comes before us, in all her meanness, and
deceit, and treachery, to incite the People against

the Prophet whase prayers have saved them,
and so to compass his destruction. The Recita-

tive in which Obadiah counsels the Seer to fly

firom persecution is strangely beautiful, and intro-

duces us to oneofthe most impressive pictures that

have ever been attempted in the whole range of

descriptive Music—the hiding in the Wilderness ;

the comfort proffered by the Angels, in the

heavenly Trio * Lift thine eyes,* and the Chorus
which follows it ; the sadness which almost over*

comes even Elijah's constancy ; the calm peace

of the beautiful Air, '0 rest in the Lord'; and
then the awful history which tells how the

Holy One of Israel, Who was not in the Wind,
nor in the Earthquake, nor in the Fire, revealed

Himself, at length, in the Still Small Voice. It is

impossible to do adequate justice to the power
with which this terrible event is depicted—the

combination of technical skill and depth of feel-

ing needed to render that possible, which, had
either quality &iled, or even existed in excess of

the other, could only have resulted in irreverence

too ghastly for contemplation. There can be no
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doubt that this is the finest part of the Oratorio

:

and in order to cahn the excitement which it

never fails to produce, it is absolutely necessary

that the hearer should return for a moment to

things of earth, and join in converse with the

Sons of the Prophets before he is privileged to

hear of the * Chariot of Fire, and Horses of Fire/

in which the Man of God is taken to receive his

reward. Then follows the Peroration—including

the Tenor Air * Then shall the Righteous shine,

the Quartet, * O come, every one that thirsteth,*

and the splendid Chorus, ' And then shall your

light break forth'—^in which is summed up the

lesson of the whole : the lesson of faith in the

Future, founded on experience of the Past; the

lesson of Hope, and Peace, and Joy, which the

Composer has striven to impress upon us through-

out, and thnt so clearly, that, if we have not

learned it, we have learned nothing at all.

Had Mendelssohn lived to complete 'Christus,'

it is quite possible that he might have produced

a woik more perfect than either 'S. Paul,* or
' Elijah.* But, we dare not grieve for the loss of

it. For, surely, if it be true,^ as one of the most
judicious ofmodem German oitics has said, that

the ultimate purpose of the Oratorio is * neither to

minister to our senses, nor to afford us what we
ordinarily understand by the words pleasure

and entertainment, but to elevate our souls, to

purify our lives, and, so far as Art can conduce

to such an end, to strengthen our Faith, and our
Devotion towards * God,'—surely, if this be the

legitimate aim of the great Art-form we are con-

sidering, no writer, antient or modem, has ever

striven more earnestly to attain it than did Men-
delssohn, and the efforts of very few indeed have
been blessed with an equal measure of success.

As in our Article Opera, we have thought it

desirable to leave the productions of living Com-
posers to the judgment of a future generation of

Critics. Had it not been for our firm belief in

the justice as well as the expediency of thb
reservation, we would gladly have found space to

discuss the merits and call attention to the

designs of * S. John the Baptist,' *The Resurrec-

tion,' and ' Joseph
' ; of * Eli,' and ' Naaman

'

;

of * S. Cecilia,' and ' S. Peter ' ; of * The Light of
the World'; of 'S. Polycarp' and 'Hagar'; of

Killer's 'Saul,' and *Die Zerstorung Jerusa-
lems,' of Rheinthaler's 'Jephtha' ; and of many
another familiar work, the interest of which lies

less in its own individual significance than in the

hope it gives that those who are now turning
their talents to such excellent account, may, by
their life-long earnestness, raise a fabric to which
their successors may point with pride as well as

pleasure. But since for the present this part of

our subject must needs be left in abeyance, it re-

mains only to speak of the beautiful Inspiration

bequeathed to posterity by one who has so lately

left us that it seems almost sacrilegious to exa-

mine his work in the spirit ofanalytical criticism.

Yet we should lose so much by neglecting to do
80, that we have no choice but to proceed to the

1 0. H. Bitter. 'Beltrnge tar Ge«chlchte dea OnUorlums,* p. 4«.

(Berilu IbTi.)
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consideration of the single piece which forms tlie

sum and substance of our Fiftkenth Period.
Though, with the characteristic modesty

which graced his every action. Sir Stemdale
Bennett was content to call 'The Woman of
Samaria' a Cantata, it is, to all intents and
purposes, an Oratorio in one Part. To wish that
it were longer would be a great mistake ; for it

is exactly what it was meant to be, and fulfils

its purpose perfectly. The subject, indeed, would
scarcely admit of greater extension. Yet, the
work is none the less an Oratorio on that ac-
count ; for, within the limits dictated by the
Evangelist, the treatment of the Narrative is
exhaustive. In several respects, the mode of
this treatment differs from that adopted by some
other great Composers. As might have been
expected, we meet, from first to last, with no
attempt at dramatic expression. The story is
told, by the principal Singers, exactly in the
words in which we find it narrated in the Gospel
according to S. John ; while, from time to time.
Choruses, the words of which are selected from
other portions of the Sacred Writings, are intro-
duced, for the purpose of assisting the hearer in
his meditation upon the lesson taught by the
principal subject. In one instance only—* Now
we believe '—-does the Chorus assist in carrying^
on the narrative; and, even here, it shows no
trace of dramatic expression. The tone of the
work is contemplative and devotional through-
out; for the most part, deeply and touchingly
pathetic, yet never lacking energy, where energy
is needed, though the sternest passages are tem-
pered with the exquisite refinement of feeling
which is inseparable from the Composer's style,

for the simple reason that it was a part of himsell
This is very remarkable in the opening Chorale
* Ye Christian People, now rejoice,' founded on
the old German melody '£s ist gewisslich an
der ^ Zeit,' in which the bold syncopations in the
Melody, and the powerful treatment of the
Accompaniment in no wise diminish the effect

produced by the perfect finish of the whole. It
is to this all-pervading finish that the entire
work owes one of its greatest charms. It ex-
hibits itself everywhere, alike in conception
and execution; in the reverence with which
the Sacred Text is treated, and the perfection with
which every bar of Accompaniment is rounded
into form ; in the minute attention bestowed
upon the rhetorical enunciation of the words,
and the care shown in the resolution of each
passing dissonance—for, how could a man who
was never heard to speak a hard word of any
one introduce either a false accent, or a 'false

relation ' ? As an instance of the reveience
shown to the Text, we may call attention
to the fact that Our Lord is never made to
sing in His own proper person, but in that
of the Evangelist. For example, in the Reci-
tative, No. ID, the Bass Voice sings, ' He said
unto her. Woman, believe me.' Bach, himself
the most reverent of men, would have assigned
the first clauses of the Verse to the Evangdist,

3 Formerly lunff to ' Nan freat euch Ueben Christen G*ineln.*
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and the last three words to Our Lord, speaking
with His own voice. As it is only in the case

of Our Lord Himself that this expedient is in-

troduced, there can be no doubt of the spirit

which prompted it : we may remark, indeed, that

at the beginning of the very Recitative we have
quoted, ^e Evangelist says, * The Woman saith

unto Him,* and the Woman herself then takes

up the theme with, * Sir, I perceive that Thou
art a Prophet.' It is to this beautiful spirit of
reverence that the Oratorio owes much of its

devotional effect. There is no doubt that its

production was a pure labour of love; and
there is strong reason for believing that the
Composer meditated upon it for many years
before he began to put his ideas into sys-

tematic form. It was first produced at the Bir-

mingham Festival in 1867. Yet as long ago as

1843 Stemdale Bennett showed the writer a
Chorus for six Voices, treated antiphonally,

which, after having played it through from a
neatly-written Score, he said he intended to

introduce into an Oratorio he was then medi-
tating. After the lapse of so many years the
writer cannot pretend to remember details, but
he is quite certain that if not absolutely identical

throughout with 'Therefore they shall come,* the
Chorus to which he alludes was the first embodi-
ment of the idea upon which that delightful

Movement is founded.

When the 20th century dawns upon us,

will those who are now in their childhood be
able to speak of new Oratorios worthy to stand
side by side with the immortal works to which
we have directed the reader's attention ? Will
the revolutionary spirit which is now working
such radical changes in the construction of the

Opera affect the Oratorio also t Will the neg-

lect of Counterpoint, the contempt for Fugue, the

hatred of Polyphony, which so many young Mu-
sicians—and not young ones only—are rapidly

learning to regard as signs of ' progress,* under^
mine the very foundations ofSacred Music to such
an extent as to render the production of new and
worthy works impossible ? Is there genius
enough in the world to strike out an entirely

new conception, and learning enough to ensure

its successful embodiment f These are difficult

questions ; but it is possible that the history of

the past may suggest a not improbable answer
to some of them. Twenty years must pass away
before the new century begins. Who thought
of the 'Messiah* in 1731, or of *S. Paul' in

1 816 ? Certainly not the Composers of these great

works ; and if not the Composers, assuredly no
one else. Why then may we not hope for the in-

auguration of a new and glorious Period before

the year 1900? a Period that may shed as much
lustre over the dosing years of the nineteenth

century as the Oratorios of Spohr and Men-
delssohn did over its earlier half? There is

nothing at all Utopian in the thought; and
we do not believe that such a Period, should it

ever dawn upon us, would be in the least in-

fluenced by any contemporary changes which
might affect the Lyric Drama. The advocates
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of such changes are not likely to forsake the
fascinations of the Stage for the sake of the Ora-
torio; and the changes themselves could never
be successfully adapted to it. The next question

is a more serious one. If Counterpoint, and
Fugue, and Polyphonic Imitation, be neglected,

the tone of Sacred Mmdc must, of necessity, de-
teriorate. Whatever it may be the fashion to

think now, the men who wrote the greatest Ora-
torios we possess were the jn'eatest Masters of
Fugue that ever lived, and thought it no sign of

pedantty to show their mastery over that most
difficult Art in their grandest Choruses. This
cannot possibly have been the result of a mere
meaningless coincidence. Let those who think
it was, compare the productions of the Sixth,

Seventh, and Fourteenth Periods with those of

the Ninth; or even the works of Spohr with
those of Sacchini. If there be any moral at all

in the history we have written, it is. that, with-

out contrapuntal skill, no really great Sacred
Music can ever be produced. If it be conceded
that the Sublime is the highest quality in

Art, we may say with certainty, that the Su-
blime in Art can never be reached by the un-
learned. But learning alone is not enough—there

must be genius also ; and this brings us to our
last question. Is there original genius enough
in the world to lead to great things in the

Future ? We cannot deny, that, since * S. Paul *

and 'Elijah' saw the light, there has been a
manifest tendency, both in this country, and in

Germany, to follow Mendelssohn's lead more
closely Uian is consistent with true originality of

thought. This tendency ought to be corrected

—

and must be, if any real work is to be done. It

would be better far to go back to Bach, at once

:

for it was upon Bach*s principles that Mendels-
sohn founded his practice, as we have already

said, though he never adopted Bach's style. It

is imitation of style that constitutes plagiarism,

not acceptance of abstract doctrines. The man
who can condescend to imitate a style is in-

capable of producing a great Oratorio, and had
much better not attempt to produce one at all,

for, in this, the highest walk of Art, mediocrity

is intolerable. It is perhaps fortunate that only

few Composers ever get the chance of hearing

an Oratorio, even after they have composed it.

Let it not be for a moment supposed that there

is any cruelty in saying so. The Oratorio is to

the Musician the exact analogy of what the

Cathedral is to the Architect—the highest Art-
form to the construction of which he can aspire.

Very few Architects get the chance of building

a Cathedral. Certainly such a work is never
entrusted to any one who has not already given

abundant proof of his talent and experience.

Think what our towns would be, were builders

of villas permitted to set up a Cathedral at the

comer of everv street ! It is the same with Ora-
torios. We do not want many: but those we
have must be of no doubtful excellence. We
may even go fEwther, and say, that, for the

present, we have plenty to go on with. But,

should a Master arise capable of stepping into
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tbat highest place which only a very very few

have occupied before him, we may be sure that

he, at least, will find no difficulty in bringing

his work to the light. It is impossible that

works of the highest class should remain hidden

from want ofopportunity to bring them forward

;

and, so far as the Oratorio is concerned, it is for

works of the highest class only that the field

remains open. [W. S. R.]

ORAZZI E CURIAZI. Opera in 3 acts

;

libretto by Sografi, music by Cimarosa. Produced

at Venice, 1 794, and at the Th^tr© Od^n, Paris,

June 16, 1813. [G.]

•ORCHfiSOGRAPHIES et traict^ en forme

de dialogue, par leqnel toutes personnes peuvent

facilement apprendre et pratiquer I'honneste exer-

cice des dances,*' is the title of a rare 4to volume

of 104 pages, published by Jehan des Preys at

Langres in 1589'. In the Privilegium of another

edition is the date Nov. 22, 1588, and the work
was reprinted at Langres in 1596 with a some-

what different title. The author, who writes under

the anagram of Thoinot Arbeau, was one Jehan
Tabourot, a canon of Langres, of whom nothing

is known except that he was the uncle of the

poet Etienne Tabourot (i 549-1590), Seigneur des

Accords (sometimes called 'the Burgundian Rabe*

lais '), that he was the author of the ' Orch^so-

graphic,* and of an equally rare Shepherd's Calen-

dar in dialogue, and that he died in 1 595, aged 76.'

The *Orchdsographie' is a particularly valuable

work, as it is the earliest treatise on dancing ex-

tant, which contains the notation of the different

dance-tunes. Quaintly written in the form of a
dialogue between Thoinot Arbeau and Capriol (a

lawyer who finds that the art of dancing is a
necessary accomplishment in his profession), the

work contains a review of dancing as practised

by the ancients, directions for playing drums,

fifes, oboes, etc.. as well as minute descriptions

of the manner of dancing Basse Dances. The book

is illustrated with curious woodcuts, representing

the different steps to be executed in the dances,

and contains music for fifes and drums, as well as

for the following dances, several of which may
be found in the present work. See Beanlb,
Mattachins, M0BBI8 Dance, Pavan, Todbdion,
Tkihokis, Volt.

Pavanea.
Tourdions.
Gaillardes—* La traditore my fa morire'; 'Antnoi-

nette'; 'Balsons nous belle'; 'Si j'ayme ou non'; 'La
fatiffuo': *La Milannoise'; 'J'ayraerois mieolx dormir
leulette'; 'L'eimiay qui me toarmeuto.*
La Volte.
La Courante.
L'AUemande.

1
' Deacrlptlon of dasdng.' firom opxi}<rtf. danclnff ; and ypo^ctif,

towr1t«.
> ' Orchetognphy, and traatiM In dialogue form, by meana of

which all mar easily leara and practiM the goodly ezerdae of dance*.'

> The Information giren above is taken from the Abb^ Papillon'i
* Bibllothftque dea Auteun de Bourgogne.' Czerwln&kl ('Geschichte

der Tanikuntt '). without naming hl« ftuthorltlea. glTea the following

additional parttculan. He says that Jehan Tabourot was the son

of Etienne Tabourot. a lawyer of DUon, and from his childhood

showed a great inclination for dancing, which he had learned at

Poitiers. It was originally intended that he should follow his father's

profession, but being attacked by a serere illneu. his mother TOwed
that if be reoovared be should become a priesU He was accordingly

ordalnod la 1690. aad waa mad* caoon of Laugroa In 1674.

ORCHESTRA.

Br&nles— Double, Simple, Gay, de Botuigogne, da
Hault Barrois.
Branlea couppda—* Cassandre *; *Pinagay*; * Charlotte';

de la Guerre ;
* Aridan.'

Branlea de Poictou; d'Eiooaae; de Bretaene (TiioryV.
de Malte; des Lavandieres: deft Pois; dea Henriit^a; da
Chandelier; de la Torche; des Sabots ; dea Chevaolz; dc
la Montarde ; de la Haye ; de TOfBcial.
Gavotte.
Morisqae.
Canaries.
Pavane d'Espagne.
Bouffons, or Mattachins.

2. A work entitled ' Orchesography, or the Art
of Dancing by characters and demonstrations.*

etc., was published in 1 706 by J. Walsh. It is

a translation by J. Weaver of R. A. Feuillets
' Chor^graphie, ou 1*Art de Decrire La Danse, par

caract^res, figures et signes demonstrati&,' etc^

which was published in 1699, and is founded on
a syKteni invented by the famous dancing-master

Charles Louis Beauchamps (1636-1705). The
book is curious as showing the degree of elabora-

tion to which the old French dances were brought

at the Court of Louis XIV, but it is now almost

useless, owing to the extreme intricacy of the

diagrams. Feuillet's work was followed by a

supplement, containing an interesting oollectaon

of old dance-tunes. [W. B. S.]

ORCHESTRA (Gr. dpxri<rrpa, i.e. a dancing

place; ItaL Orchettra; Genu. OrchesUr; Fr.

Orchestre).

I. That portion of a Theatre, or Concert-room,

which is set apart for the accommodation of the

Instrumental Band—in the latter case, of the

Chorus also.

The word is of Greek origin, and in daasical

times denoted an open space, in which Dances
were performed, to the sound of various Instru-

ments. This space was situated between the

seats for the audience, and the icotXor {from

/roiXot, concave), another curvilinear space en-

clo;ied for the use of the Chorus, immediately in

front of the Proscenium {vpotrx/ivtm). In Ro-

man theatres the Orchestra was diverted from

its original purpose, and filled with seats for the

Senators; for which reason it was placed at a

lower level than its Greek prototype, though it

occupied exactly the same situation on the

gronndplan of the building.

In modern theatres the normal position of

the Orchestra is in front of the Stage, but, on a

level with the floor of the Stalls and Pit—the
parterre of the French Opera-houses. The ad-

vantages of this arrangement are very great. It

permits the sound of the Instrumental Band to

be heard in every part of the house, and effec-

tually prevents it from overpowering the Singer,

who throws his Voice over it from the higher

level of the Stage. Yet exception has been

taken to it. The construction of the new theatre

at Bayreuth for the performance of Wagner's
* Tetralogy.* afforded the Composer an excellent

opportunity for carrying out, to its fullest extent,

his long-cherished idea of keeping the Instru-

mental Band entirely out ofsight of the audience;

I

accordingly, the Orchestra was so enclosed as

I

to render it absolutely invisible to a ^>ectator

I

seated in any part of the house, while its tones
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Were perfectly audible, and its performances as

cotnpletely under the command of the Conductor
as they would have been in an ordinary theatre.

Not the least of the difficulties which presented

themselves, during the time that this bold ex-

periment was in progress, was that of so regu>

iatinjif the numerical strength of the Instru-

mentalists as to neutralise the deadening effect

of the enclosure : this however was so triumph-

antly vanquished, that, so fieur as the audience

were concerned, the result left nothing to be de-

sired. The performers however were not equally

well satisfied with the arrangement; and there

certainly does seem room for fearing that their

convenience was—perhaps unavoidably—made a
secondary consideration. So great was the dis-

tress caused by the heated atmosphere of the

house, and the absence ofproper ventilation, that

many of them, it is said, announced their firm de-

termination never again to submit to such severe

and health-destroying discomfort. That the griev-

ance was a real one is admitted on all hands ; but
it must not be forgotten that this was the first ex-

periment of the khid that had ever been tried on
an extehsive scale ; and it is not at all improbable
that an efficient remedy for the evil may suggest

itself in time for the next grand Festival.

In concert-rooms, the Orchestra is usually

placed at one end of the apartment, at such a
height above the general level of the floor that

the * full length * figure of a Performer, standing

in firont, may be visible to » seated audience. In
these cases, the seats in the Orchestra are

generally placed in rows, one above another, in

the form of the segment of an amphitheatre;

while in order to throw the sound more forcibly

into the midst of the Auditorium, the wall behind

is frequently moulded into a quasi-hemispherical

form. The arrangements at the old Hanover
Square Rooms were very perfect in this respect.

Those at 'Exeter Hall, S. James's Hall, the Albert

Hall, and the Crystal Palace, are too well known
to need description. In almost every newly-built

concert-room, some new experiment is tried : but,

aa no theory, at once certam and practicable, has

as yet been advanced on the subject, the attempts

to introduce improvements are idmost always
empirical. It seems strange, that in these days
of scientific progress no infiUlible model can be
proposed ; but we must hope that reiterated at-

tempts will eventually lead to the desired result.

II. Both in England and on the Continent

the term Orchestra is also applied, collectively,

to the body of Instrumental Performers offici-

ating at a Theatre, in a Concert-room, or on a
Stage or raised Platform in the open air. It is

not, however, extended to a company of Solo-

players, however numerous, on the ground that,

onlesa the stringed parts, or at least some of the

parts, be doubled, the performance assimilates

iUelf to one of Chamber-Music : nor is it applied

either to the Performers attached to a Regiment,

or to a company of Instrumentalists, who, playing

in the open air, stand upon the ground instead
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dooixMd u » ooMtrt-room. ftfter

of upon a raised platform. In these two last

cases, the word substituted for it is Band. [See
vol. i. p. 134.]

III. In a third sense, the term is applied, not
only to the body of Performers, but to the Instru-

ments upon which they play—and with which
they are of course, in technical language, identi-

fied. Thus we constantly hear of 'an Orchestra
consisting of thirty Stringed Instruments, with a
full complement of Wind.*
Three hundred years ago the number of Or-

chestral Instruments was very small, and so imde-
cided tbit it was not always possible to say
whether a certain Instrument was orchestral or
not. Lutes and Viols of all kinds were indeed
in constant use, together with Flutes—in the form
ofthe old Flute a bee—Cornets, Trumpets, Drums,
and even Saracenic Instnmients dating from the
time of the Crusades ; but there ^as no rule aa

to their combination, so that they could scarcely

be said to constitute an Orchestra at all. For
instance, in the 'Ballet oomique de la Royne'
performed at the Chateau de Moutiers, on the

occasion of the marriage of Margaret of Lor-
raine with the Due de Joyeuse in 1581, men-
tion is made of Hautboys, Flutes, Cornets,

Trombones, Viole di Gamba, Lutes, Harps, a
Flageolet—splayed by Pan—and ten Violins,

played by as many Ballet-dancers in full dress.'

Such an array would, at first sight, lead us to

expect great things, did we not find that the
Performers were separated into ten Bands (dix
concerU de musique) ; that the Violins were re-

served for one particular scene, in which they
played alone, five on each side ; that in another
Scene Neptune and his followers were armed
with ' lyres, luths, harpes, flustes, et autres in-

struments'; and that in another Jupiter de-

scended fiK)m a golden dome, in which were
placed forty Musicians, ' avec nouveaux instru-

ments, et differents de precedens.' This alone
will be sufficient to show the confused state of

Instrumental Music in the i6th century ; and
when we add that the manner of writing, even
for a Concert of Viols, was exactly the same as

that used for unaccompanied Voices—insomuch
that we constantly meet with compositions * apt
for Voyces or Viols *—it will be readily under-
stood Uiat, in France at least, the Orchestra was
in its infancy. Nevertheless, this is really the
earliest Instrumental Band used in connection

with a dramatic performance of which we have
any certain record ; we must therefore accord to

France the honour which is justly her due.

In Italy the Orchestra developed itself from
small beginnings, with an uninterrupted regu-
larity which led to very unexpected results.

The earliest dramatic representation in which
we hear of the employment of a regular staff of

Instrumental Performers is the Oratorio called
' La Rappresentasnone dell* Anima e del Corpo,*

composed by Emilio del Cavaliere, and first per-

formed at Rome, in the Oratory attached to the

Church of S. Maria in VallioeUa, in the month

a See ToL I. p. 183a. For an eiaun^ of tira miuto of this carious
-"-* —

I oaoHBsraATioN, p. MTfc.

Oo
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of Februmry, 1600. The Orcheatra used on this

occasion consisted of a Double Lyre (or Viol di

Gamba), a Harpaichord, a Double Guitar (or

Bass Lute), and two Flutes. This little Band

—

modest indeed compared with that used at the

Chateau de Moutiers—was kept entirely out of

sight, like the Orchestra at Bayreuth ; but the

Composer recommended that the various Charac-

ters employed in the Drama should carry Instru-

ments in their hands, and at least play, or

pretend to play, during the Symphonies, and

also that a Violin shotUd play in unison with

the Soprano Voice throughout.

Ten months after the production of this prim-

itive Oratorio, that is to say in December 1600,

Peri produced at Florence the first Opera Seria,

'Eundice,' which was accompanied by an Or-

chestra, consisting of a Harpsichord, a Large

Guitar, a Great Lyre (or Viol di Gamba), and a

Large Lute (or T?heorbo). These Instruments

were also hidden behind the Proscenium, as were,

in all pDobability, three Flutes used in a certain

Scene, in which the Shepherd, Tirsi, pretends to

rlay upon a triple pipe (TriflaiUo), which he

lolds in his hand.

The next advance was made by Monteverde,

who used for the accompaniment of his * Orfeo,'

pn»duced at Mantua in 1608, an Orchestra con-

sisting of two Harpsichords, two Bass Viols

{Ctmtrabcun di Viola), ten Tenor Viols (Viole

da brazzo)f one Double Harp, two little French

Violins, two Large Guitars, two Organs of wood,

two Viole di Gamba, four Trombones, one Regal,

two Cornets, one little Octave Flute {Plautino

alia vigeaima secunda), one Clarion, and three

Trumpets with Mutes (i Clarino, e 3 Tromhe

mrrdine). We have no means of ascertaining

whether the performers upon these Instruments

were kept out of sight or not, though it seems

scarcely probable that Monteverde would have

abandoned a plan which had already been suc-

cessfully adopted both by Emilio del Cavaliere

and Peri. The one thing that strikes us as

peculiar is, that the Performers should have been

allowed so very much latitude with roj^ard to the

notes they were to play. So much of the Opera

is accompanied by a simple Figured Bass, that

unless separate {uuis not included in the Score

were written for the other Instruments—which

seems very unlikely indeed—the members of the

Orchestra must have been allowed to play pretty

much as they pleased.

As the rapid progress of Dramatic Music
rendered the exhibition of more artistically-

constructed Accompaniments an absolute neces-

sity, this heterogeneous mixture of Instruments

gndually gave place to a more orderly arrange-

ment, in which Viols of various kinds played an

important part, the Thoroughbass being played

by the Viol di Gamba and other large Stringed

Instruments, while the Harmony was sustained

by the Harpsichord. After a time the Violin

began to assert its true position in the Score,

and when this great step was gained the rest was
flasy. In 1 549 Cavalli, in * D Giasone,' accom-

panied a Song with two Violins and a Bass,
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very much in the way in which Handel would
have used the same Instruments fifty yean
later.^ Alessandro Stradella, in his Oratorio
* S. Giovanni Battista,* composed about 1676, uses

a double Orchestra, consisting of two solo Vio-
lins and Violoncello, del concertino, and a lar^
body of ripieni Violins, Tenors, and Basses, dd
concerto gro980. About the same time we find

Alessaudro Scarlatti writing for two Violins,

Viola, and Bass, and using them exactly as they
have ever since been used by Composers of every
School in Europe :' and Bumey tells us that he
saw in Rome a Song by this great Master, with
Trumpet obbligato, written in a style which proved
him to have studied the peculiaritiefl of the In-

strument with the closest possible attention.

Here tlien, before the dose of the 17th cen-

tury, we find the elements of a complete and well-

ordered Orchestra, consisting of the full Stringed
Band—sometimes succinctly, but very inexactly,

called the * Stringed Quartet *—with the addition

of Wind Instruments, available either for pro-

ducing variety of effect, or of communicating
that special colouring upon which, in Dramatic
Music, so many passages depend, not only for

their success but for their title to rank as

parts of a logical and consistent whole. So ht
as general principles are concerned no change
has taken place from that time to this. Then,
as now, the Stringed Band formed the fotmda*
tion of all things, while the Wind Instruments
were used to strengthen, to enlarge, or to

beautify the structure raised by its efforts, and
supported byits firm tone and massiveproportions.
We do not mean to say that no improvements
have since been made, that no mistakes wera
committed in times past, or that the Composen
of the 17th century understood one hundredth
part as much about the Orchestra as Handel, or

Mozart, or Beethoven, or could produce one
thousandth part of the effect with it that they
could ; but we do say that the law to which we
have called attention is immutable, and that, so

long as it is recognised in theory and carried out

in practice, there can be no inherent weaknen
in the constitution of the Orchestra, and no lack

of opportunities for the display of varied and
original Orchestration. Scarlatti evidently took

this view of the case ; and no great Composer
of later date has ventured to dispute it. £See

Orohestbation.]
Passing from Italy to Germany, we find th«

Orchestra arranged upon the same general plan,

though with important modifications of detaiL

That the same fundamental principle should bs

accepted in both countries is not at all surprisins,

for experience has long since proved the impossi-

bility of devising a better one. The dififerences

of detail are the necessan^ consequence of dif-

ferences already existing between the styles of

composition adopted in the German and Italian

Schools. In Germany, the Art of Counterpoint

was never either neglected or despised. When
strict Counterpoint gave place to the system of

free Part-writing which is sometimes erroneously

1 Bee ezftmple p.ttB. > Bee example p, SO&,
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called by its name, the true Polyphony of the

1 6th century was also replaced by that Polyodic

Style, which, no less ingenious or complicated

than the older method, was equally antagon-

istic to the Monodic School then so zealously

defended in Italy. This new German School

reached its highest perfection in the works of

Joh. Seb. Bach : and no one imderstood better

than he the kind of Orchestra needed for the

support of its vocal harmonies. Thoroughly re-

cognising the necessity for using the Stringed

Band as the basb of the whole, he preferred to

employ Wind Instruments for the purpose of

enlarging his original design, rather than that of

8tr«[igthening or decorating it. When he-added

a Flute or Oboe or Bassoon to his Score, he
loved not only to make it obhligatOt but to write

it in such wise that it should form a new real

part. Hence, even in his regularly-constructed

Arias, the Voice is scarcely so much accompanied
by the various Instruments employed as made to

sing in concert with them, the Scores containing

as many real parts as there are Solo Voices or

Instruments introduced into it. This plan has

not been extensively adopted in later times.

Indeed, it could only succeed in the hands of a
Master of the highest rank; for it causes a strain

upon the faculties of the hearer, which, if unre-

lieved by a well-balanced series of more simple

combinations, would become intolerable. Bach
saw this need, and provided for it very carefully.

His power of self-abnegation was as great as Ms
power of production ; and he used it with equal

ekffect. Interspersed among his passages for the

full Orchestra we find a multitude of others,

written very thinly indeed ; sometimes employing

only the Baas, and a single Solo Instrument, for

the accompaniment ofthe Voice ; sometimes using

nothing but a Thoroughbass, with Figures indi-

cating the Chords to be applied upon the Organ
or Harpsichord. These are the half-tints of the

picture, introduced with magical skill in the

eacact places were relief is needed, and always

BO arranged as either to afford a point of neces-

sary repose, after an exciting passage, or a
moment of calm preparation for a coming effect.

Bach*s constant employment of this artifice, for

the purpose of throwing in his lights and sha-

dows, and thereby producing some of his finest

^ects, is very remarkable: but it has been

—

stfid, sdas ! stiU is—entirely overlooked by some
of his most zealous admirers. It is supposed

that Bach did not leave these *bare places'

intentionally—that he meant them to be * filled

up.' So they have been filled up already in

some of his greatest works, and are to be, we be-

lieve, still more extensively so in time to come

;

Dot by noisy lovers of the JBass Drum and Ophi-

deide, but by learned Musicians, incapable of

Tolgarity or roughness of any kind. First

among these is Robert Franz, a profound Master

of the Art ofPart-writing, who has studied Bach
BO deeply, and so thoroughly imbibed his style,

that, were his 'Additional Accompaniments'
to the *Matthaus Passion,' the * Magnificat,'

and the * Kirchen-cantaten^' submitted to a
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competent jury, with no written guide to dis-

tinguish the added portions from the original

work, it is quite possible that the one might
sometimes be mistaken for the other. It would
be by no means disgraceful to fancy that Bach
had written some of Franz's additions—only, he
did not write them. Why not ! Because he did
not wish to impose, either upon the ear or the
mind, an uninterrupted strain which he knew
could be borne by neither. Because he did not
stoop to court popularity by introducing a grand
effect into every bar, after the manner of some
later writers, well knowing that every such
forced effort becomes an anticlimax, alike de-

structive to the symmetry and the consistency of
the general design. It is said that our Orchestras
differ so much from those used by Bach that his

Music produces no effect when played without
these imhappy additions. Our Orchestras do
really differ from the older Grerman ones, in three

particulars : in the number of Instruments em-
ployed ; in the proportion observed between the
Stringed and Wind Instruments ; and, in the

absence of many Instruments used by Bach and
his contemporaries, which are now quite obsolete.

Concerning the question of numerical strength

we need say nothing ; for it is a matter of no
consequence whatever, provided the proper pro-

portion be maintained : but, this proportion is a
matter of vital importance. Knowing, as we do,

that Bach's Stringed Band rarely nmnbered
more than twelve or fourteen Instruments, does

it not follow that, if we increase that number,
we must proportionately increase the number of

the Wind Instnmtients also ? If Bach considered

fourteen Stringed Instruments a fair balance for

two Hautboys and two Bassoons, common sense

should tell ns- that to balance fifty-six Stringed

Instruments we shall need eight Hautboys and
eight Bassoons. Tet, in practice, though our

stringed power is continually on the increase, our

Wind Instruments—^except at great Festivals

—

are scarcely ever even doubted. The treatment

of the parts written for Instruments now obsolete

is undoubtedly surrounded with greater diffi-

culties. Bach constantly wrote for the Oboe
d*amore, the Oboe di caceia (or Taille de Basson),

the Viol d*amore, the Viol di gamba, and other

Stringed and Wind Instruments now regarded

only as antique curiosities. Moreover, his

Trumpet parts could not possibly be played with
the mouthpieces now in use, even supposing

the art of playing on the old-fashioned Trumpet
to be not utterly lost. In cases of this kind, a
certain amount of compromise is of course un-

avoidable ; but surely it would be better to play

a Trumpet-part on the Comet, than to changB
the disposition of the Score.

Handel used a larger Orchestra, and treated

it very differently. It is true that he firequently

produced delightful effects by writing in real

parts, but as a general rule he preferred treating

the Acompaniment as a background to his pic-

ture, only elevating it to the rank of an essential

element in the design where he desired to invest

it with more than ordinary interest. A larg»
* ooa
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proportion of his Songs are accompanied only by
a Thoroughbass, the Chords to which were sup-

plied in Church on the Organ, and in Chamber
Music on the Harpsichord, at which Instrument
the Conductor was accustomed to preside until the

practice of beating time with a B&ton became
general.^ In many cases this simple Thorough-

bass, with its quiet Chords, was contrasted in the

same Song with a Violin part, or with the fiill

Stringed Band, or even with Stringed and Wind
Instruments combined. In his Overtures, and the

Accompaniments to his ChoniseSi Handel gener-

ally strengthened the Violin parts with Hautboys
in unison, and the Basses with Bassoons and
even Double Bassoons, as in 'VAUegro'; but

he also constantly occupied the Wind Instru-

ments with independent parts, forming a sort of

ornamentation upon the simple structure provided

by the Stringed Band. Again, he constantly

used the Stringed and Wind Band in separate

bodies, each complete in itself, and each con-

trasted with and employed in constant response

to the other, with the happiest possible effect,

and a very close approach to the praxis of the

J9th century. He rarely used obsolete Instru-

ments, except in his earlier works ; but we do
occasionally find important parts written for the

Viola da Gamba, or the Violetta marina. In his

grander pieces he delighted in the use of three

Trumpets—the third being called ' Principale '

;

and in 'Rinaldo* he uses four, with the Drums
for their characteristic Bass. In many of his

Oratorios and Operas he strengthens the Brass
Band with two Horns, and in 'Saul' he adds
three Trombones. Flutes he rarely used, except
as Solo Instruments, in which form he some-
times produced great effects with them, especially

in ' Rmaldo,* one of the Songs in which is ac-

companied by two Flutes and an Ottavino.

With the use of the Organ, or at least the Harp-
sichord, he never dispensed ; but he very seldom
wrote a separate part for it, leaving the Per-
former to fill in the Chords as he pleased, irom
the Figures written under the Thoroughbass.
We see therefore that, with the sole exception of

t It b not possible to flz the date at which the practice of con-
ductlBg from the Harpsichord was superseded by the use of the
Baton : Indeed, the change took place so gradually that it Is probable
the two iTftems were long used simultaneously. The general
opinion U, that the custom of beating time was first adopted about
the close of the iHth century ; and. In support of this. It Is said that
the celebrated leader, William Cramer— the father of the great
Pianist—indignantly refused obedience to the BAton of Dr. Philip
Hayes, who died in 1797. The story is told so circumstantially that
we cannot doubt Us truth ; but Its value as a piece of historical
erldenca is contradicted by two curious facts, which point in exactly
opposite directions. On Hay 2S. 1829. Mendelssohn conducted his
Symphony in minor at the Philharmonic Concert—then held at
the Argyll Booms—from the Pianoforte, to which he was led by John
Cramer: the practice of conducting from the Piano, therefore, long
ootllTed the 18th century. But that the practice of beating time
with the B4ton must be at least, as old as the middle of the 17th Is

prored by cTidence which admits of no contradiction. On the Sound-
board of a beautiful Harpsichord, dated 'Andreas Buckera me fecit
Antwerpie, 1661.' Is painted a Concert of Monkeys, one of whom,
standing In the midst of his anthropoid brethren, is deliberately beat-
ing time with a regular B&ton. This valuable instrument, believed
on strong evidence to have belonged to Uandel. was formerly to be
seen at the Khow-rooms of Messrs. Broadwood A Co., by whose kindneu
it Is now exhibited at the Kensington Museum. Schaelcher mentions
It, and describes the picture, but does not notice the fiact that the
monkey is beating time-a clrcunutance first pointed out to the
writer by the late Mr. Black. It has been suggested that the picture
may be a later addition ; but this is 1mpossibl«. It most haT« been
palntad before the Instrument wa» strung.
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the Clarinet, he was acquainted with, and used,

every Instrument now found in an ordinary clas-

sical Orchestra. But he very rarely used them
all together, and took especial care not to let them
pall upon the ear by introducing them into too

many pieces in succession—circumstances which
have given grievous offence to more than one
modem cktf d*orch€8tre. If Bach*8 works are

treated tenderly in the matter of 'Additional
Accompaniments,* no such reserve is practised

with regard to those of HandeL All tluit seems
necessary, in the present state of public opinion,

is to supplement his Instrumentation with the

largest Brass Band that can possibly be brought
together—a proceeding which entirely destroys
the individuality and obscures the dignity of

every work subjected to its baleful influence.

The practice is defended, on the ground that

our Orchestras do not fairly express Handel's
meaning. Then let us make them do so, by re-

storing them to their old proportions, as we haTo
already proposed to do with the Orchestras used
by Bach. Let us strengthen the Violin parts

by making a powerful Ixxly of Hautboys play in

unison with them, and reinforce the Bass with
an equally sonorous army of Bassoons, and as

many ContraFagotti as can be brought together

;

and above all, let us fill in the Chords on the

Orgai^f whenever we are directed to do so by
the Figures placed imder the Bass. It will be
time enough to talk of additions to the Score
when these expedients have been tried on a

grand scale, and in an earnest spirit— not in the

hope that they may fail. Meanwhile, cannot
something be done in the way of a beginning 1

Are we nevermore to hear the ' Occasional Over-
ture* except in a disguise worthy of tliat to

* Tannhauser,* or the March at ihe end of it

played by other Instruments than those used for

the March in the ' Proph^te* ? In no A^rt save
that of Music would abuses such as those of

which we complain be permitted. Were a

highly-educated member of the once famous
' Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood' to spend the best

years of his life in covering the dark back-
ground of one of Titian*B magnificent portraits

with an eUborately-finished landscape, we might
wonder at his cleverness, but we should scarcely

feel very grateful to him for his contribution xo

the treasury of Art—yet we are expected to be

very grateful indeed for the elaborated ediUons
of Bach's works with which we are from time to

time presented. Were an inferior painter to

cover a sinular background with red or yellow
drapery, we should greet him with a howl of

execration—yet the red and yellow drapery
would not be more vulgar than the sound of an
Ophicleide in the * Meseoah.' Our fathers under-

stood these matters - better than we do. lliey

strengthened the Orchestra on the exact plan

we have proposed. At the ' Handel Conunemo-
ration,* held in Westminster Abbey in 1 784, tiie

Orchestra contained 48 First and 47 Second
Violins, a6 Violas, 21 Violoncellos, 15 Double
Basses, 6 flutes, 26 Hautboys, 26 Bassoons,

X Double Bassoon, la Trumpets, la Horn** ^
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Trombones (wbich were needed for tbe selections

from * Saul *), 4 Drums, and 2 Organs. Here the

proportion of Hautboys and Violins was consider-

ably more than one to four ; while the Bassoons

actually outnumbered the Violoncellos, and the

Trumpet and Horn parts were doubled over

and over again. We can quite understand the

feeling which led Bumey to say that the effect

of this grand array of Drums and Trumpets in

the opening of the Dettingen * Te Deum ' was
' indescribable/

It is time that we should now proceed to

classify the various aspects under which we
have met with the Orchestra, in order that we
may the better understand its later modifica-

tions. Up to this time it has presented itself to

us in five different forms, which we shall enu-

merate in the order of their relative importance.

1. A complete Stringed Band, consisting

of two Violins, Viola, Violoncello, and
Contra Basso, the parts being doubled

ad libitum,

2. A complete Stringed Band, as above,

strengthened by means of Wind Instru-

ments playing in unison with the Violins,

Viole, or Ba»es.

3. A complete Stringed Band, enlarged by
Wind Instruments playing in real parts.

4. A complete Stringed Band, assisted by
Wind Instruments playing- independent

passages.

5. A complete Stringed Band*, contrasted with;

and supported by, a complete Wind
Band.

All these forms are used by modem writers ;

and, by their artistic combination, the best of

cor orchestral effects are produced. It is need-

less to say that the effects of to-day are very dlf*

ferent from those produced a hundred and fifty,

or even a hundred years ago. The materials

employed were very nearly the same, but the

grouping is different. This will' be very clearly

seen, if we compare the Orchestra used at the
' Handel Commemoration* with an ordinary Clas-

sical Orchestra of the present day. The consti-

tution of the former has already been described

;

that of the latter is shown' in the following table,

which gives the average numerical strength of

a Band, of fair proportions, such as would be
needed for the effective performance of the later

works of Haydn, or all those of Mozart, Beetho-

ven, Weber, Cherubini, Spohr, and Mendelssohn.

Stringed Band,

First Violins (from 6* to 12).

Second Violins (from 6 to 12).

Viole (from 4 to 8).

Violoncelli (from- 4 to 8).

Contra-Bassi (from 4 to 8).
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Wood Wind,
a Flutes,

a Oboes.

2 Clarinets.

2 Bassoons.

Brau Tmtruments,

2 Trumpets.
2 or 4 Horns.

^ Trombones.
2 Drums.*

t Tor the OompMs. qaalttyof Tone. And other peculiarity of theie
iMtnunenta. wem each deKiibed under Its own proper name.

An Orchestra consisting of these component
parts is generally looked upon as sufficiently

complete for all practical purposes, including the
performance of the Oratorio, the Opera, or the
Symphony. It may however be necessary, on
special occasions, to make additions to it. Thus,
for Beethoven^s Overture to 'Egmont* a
Flauto Piccolo is needed; for Haydn's 'Crea-
don;' a Double Bassoon; for Mozart's 'Requiem,'
3 Corni di Bassetto; for Mendelssohn's Over-
ture to *A Midsummer Night*-s Dream,' an
Ophicleide' (used for the purpose of imitating
the Voice of the spell-bound Bottom). These
however Are exceptional cases. As a general
rule, the scheme we have laid' down will be
found sufficient for the purposes of all ordinary
Classical Music ; and the best proof of its excel-

lence is, that all the great classical writers of the
present centuir have imhesitatingly adopted it.

Now, one of the most obvious peculiarities of
an Orchestra thus constituted is, that it naturally

divides itself into at least three distinct groups,
and may, by a little consideration, be easily sub-
divided into as many more. Tlie first group is

formed by the full Stringed Band, of which we
have alreiEhdy spoken as the foundation of the
whole. The second comprises the Instruments
popularly called the * Wood Wind *—that is to

say, the Flutes, Oboes, Clarinets, and Bassoons.
The third includes all the Brass Instruments,
whether Trumpets, Horns, or Trombones ; and,
as the Drums form the natural Bass to the
Trumpets,- it may without inconsistency be made
to include them also. The Stringed Band is less

frequently subdivided' than the Wind : some-
times, however, we meet with a sub-group, con-
sisting of four Violin parts, as in Weber's Over-
ture to * Euryanthe ' and Wagner's Introduction

to 'Lohengrin'; and, sometimes, as in Beetho-
ven's Seventh Symphony, the Violoncellos and
Double Basses are formed into a sub-group,
either with or without the Violas. The ' Wood
Wind' easily divides itself into Flutes and Oboes,
and Clarinets and Bassoons ; or into Flutes and
Clarinets, and Oboes and Bassoons. The Brass
Band also very ilaturally subdivides itself into two
sub-groups ; the Trumpets, Horns,- and Drums

;

and the three Trombones. Each of these groups
and sub-groups serves its own great purpose in

the CBConomy of modern Instrumentation. Each
is complete in itself, and capable of expressing a
]>erfect and independent harmony. Each there-

fore may claim to be regarded as a diminutive

Orchestra, capable either of separate treatment,

or of combination with its fellow sub-Orchestras,

into a grand and well-contrasted whole. With
such a* comprehensive engine at his command, it

ib indeed strange if the Composer cannot strike

out effects, not onfy telling, but original ; not
only new, but characteriHtic. It must not how-
ever be supposed that we are permitted at the

present day to enjoy the privilege of hearing the

effects imagined by the Composers of fifly years

ago in the form in' which they were originally

written. Mozart used three Trombones in *Jl

Don Giovanni
'
; but modem taste decrees that he
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did not use tbem enough, and therefore introddcefl

them into an infinity of passages in which he did

not permit them to be heard. In * Le Nozze di

Figaro * he did not use them at all ; yet they are

played in all the loud passages in the Opera, just

as in ' Israel iniSgypt *they are played in nearly all

the Choruses. The weakness ofthe pioneers of Art
was manifested in cautious attempts at effects as

yet untried : that of the present age betrays itself

in a restless impatience of repose ; a morbid desire

to achieve some new and striking success at every

turn ; an utter absence of that sublime self-control

which enables the great Poet, the great Orator,

the great Painter, or the great Composer, pur-

posely to tone down a lai^e proportion of his

work, in order that it may not diminish the

effect of certain passages to which he desires to

attract attention as the crowning points of the

whole. If there is to be a crowning point, all

lesser details must be kept in subjection to it.

The last three centuries have not produced ten

Musicians capable of managing an anticlimax.

Those who tamper with the Scores of the Great

Masters think nothing of all this. It is to their

forgetfulness of it that we owe nine-tenths of

the spurious Instrumentation that is daily foisted

upon us in the name of Handel, or &tch, or

Mozart ; and it is to this also that we are in a

great measure indebted for the pernicious system,

now so prevalent, of enlarging our Orchestras

at the wrong end—of filling them with noisy

Brass Instruments, originally intended for, and
only endurable in, a Military Band played in the

open air, instead of increasing the fulness of their

tone by augmenting the strength of the Strings,

and doubling, or, if necessuj, even quadrupling

that of the Wood Wind. The number of large

Orchestras free from this defect is exceedingly
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small, in England, as well as on the Continent

;

but an exception must be made in favour of

Orchestras enlarged for a special purpose. Sonw
years ago, Berlioz produced some govgeous
orchestral effects by means of combinations which
rendered a disturbance of the normal balance abeo-
lutely necessary. Warner constantly does the
same. In * Lohengrin he uses, in addition to

the usual stringed Band, 3 Flutes, i Piccolo. 3
Oboes, I Como Inglese, 3 Clarinets, i Bass
Clarinet, 3 Bassoons, 3 Trumpets, 4 Homa, 3
Trombones, i Bass Tuba, 3 Kettle Drums, Side
Drum, Cymbals, Triangle, Tambourine, and
Harp ; and, on the Stage, or behind the Scen^
a Flutes, 1 Piccolo. 3 Oboes, 3 Clarinets, 2

Bassoons. 4 Trumpets, 3 Horns, 3 Trombones,
Kettle 'Drum, and Cymbals. In * Tannhauser*
the Wind Instnmients employed are, 3 Flutes, i

Piccolo, 2 Oboes, a Clarinets, i Bass Clarinet,

2 Bassoons, a Horns, a Valve Horns. 3 Trum-
pets, 3 Trombones, and I Bass Tuba,* with i

Pair of Kettle Drums, Bass Drum, Cymbals,
Triangle, Tambourine, and Harp; and, on the

Stage, 4 Flutes, a Piccolos, 4 Oboes. 6 Comi
Inglesi, 6 Clarinets, 6 Bassoons, la Trumpets,
I a Horns, 4 Trombones, Cymbals, Triangle, and
Tambourine. These, however, are exceptional

cases, and, as such, must be taken for what they

are worth. Since the death of Mozart, the

normal form of the Orchestra has undergone
no important change whatever, apart finom the

abuses we have condemned, save in its numerical
proportions ; and in order to give the reader a

fair idea of these, we shall conclude our articis

with a list of the Instruments contained in some
of the most celebrated Orchestras of the present

day, beginning with that of the Philharmonic
Society.

IstVloHiu . . . .

2nd do
Vlotu
Vtolon cellos .

Doubte B&S3es .

Flutes
Piccolo

0\xm
Cor Anglais . . * .

Clarinet . . . .

Como dt Buwtto
Buiooo . . . .

I>oubl« bMsocm . .

Trumpets . . . .

Honii
Trombonea . • . .

Timpani, pairs .

Comet k plftoQ* .

Bau trumpet
Tenor tuba . . . .

Ophloldde, Bass tuba, etc.

Contrabau tuba
Contrabass trombone
Harp
Bum tlrum . . . .

PjmbaU, pairs .

^1 ill
II

^13

t WbcMTtf Indicated In tiWMon.

2 tl

[W.S.R]
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ORCHESTRATION (Infltrumentation). The
art of adapting musical ideas to the varied capa-

bilities of Stringed, Wind, Keyed, and other In-

Btruments. [S^ Obchbstba.]
It is scarcely possible to over-estimate the influ-

ence exercised by this branch of technical Science

upon the advancement of modem Music. The
modifications through which it has passed are as

countless as the styles to which it has given rise

:

yet its history, as recorded in the Scores of the

Great Masters, proves the principles upon which
it is based to be as unalterable as their outward
manifestation is, and always must be, variable,

and subject to perpetual progress. Unaccom-
panied Vocal Music, however marked- may be
the differences existing between its individual

Schools, must, perforce, remain permanently sub-

ject to the laws imposed upon it by the character

of the human Voice. For Instrumental Music
no permanent legisUtion is possible. Every new
Instrument introduced into the Orchestra in-

fluences, more or less, every one of its com-
panions. Every improvement in the form, com-

C,
quality of tone, or executive powers of the

ruments already in use, suggests new ideas

to the Composer, and results in an endless variety

of new combinations. To the number of such

improvements there is no limit. Stringed Instru-

ments, it is true, change but little, except in the

manner of their handling. The Violin of to-day

is the Violin of two centuries ago. Not so the

Wind Instruments. The Trumpet now in common
use differs almost as much from that with which
Handel and Bach were familiar as it does from
the Organ Stop to which it lends its name. The
Flute, as known to Haydn and Mozart, could

scarcely hold its own, except in the* upper octave,

against half-a-dozen Violins : the tone of its

modem successor is as powerful as that of the

Clarinet, and brilliant enough to make itself

heard with ease through the full Orchestra ; its

powers of execution are almost unlimited ; and,

better still, it can be played perfectly in tune

—

which the old Flute could not. Improvements
scarcely less important have been made in the

Horn, the Clarinet, and the Oboe. The Tixnn-

bone has suffered comparatively little change ; and
the Bassoon retains, substantially unaltered, the
form it bore when Handel wrote for it : but these

alone, amopg Wind Instruments, have escaped a
sweeping metamorphosis since the beginning of

the present century ; and, remembering this, we
can scarcely feel surprised that the orchestration

of the 'Occasional Overture' should bear but
little outward resemblance to that of the Over-
ture to ' Tannhauser.* Yet the bond of union
subsisting even between such extremes as these

is much closer than might, at first sight, be
supposed. The principle is in all cases the same.

The best Composers of every epoch have aimed
at the same general characteristics ; and experi-

ence has proved that, where these are present,

no combinations can be condemned as wholly
ineffective, whether they bear the stamp of true

genius or not.

The most prominent choraoteristics of good
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Instrumentation are (I.) Solidity of Strocture.

(II.) Breadth of Tone, (III.) Boldness of Con-
trast, and (IV.) Variety of Colouring. We will

endeavour to illustrate each of these necessary
qualities by examples selected from the Scores of
a few Great Masters of different periods.

I. Solidity of structure can only be obtained
by careful management of the Stringed Instru-

ments. If the part allotted to these be not
complete in itself, it can never be completed by
Wind Instruments. Whether written in five,

four, three, or two part^ or even in unison, it

must sound well, alone. This principle was
thoroughly understood even as early as the close

of the 1 6th century, when the originators of the
newly-invented instrumental Schools bestowed
as much care upon their Viols as their imme-
diate predecessors had devoted to their vocal

parts. For instance, the following air, from
• Le Balet comique de la Royne *—a piece writ-

ten in 1 58 1 and alluded to in the preceding
article—is so arranged as to be equally com-
plete, whether played by Viols alone or with
each separate part aided by a ripieno Wind In-
strument.

Le Son de la ClochetUy auquel Circi tortU

de ton Jardin.

Handel constructed mixny of his finest Over-

tures upon this principle ; and. in common with

Sebastian Bach and other great Composers of the

1 8th century, delighted in its fine, bold, mascu-

line effect. Later writers improved upon it by
embellishing the stringed foundation with in-

dependent passages for Wind Instruments. Thus
Mozart, in his Overture to • Figaro,* first gives

the well-known subject to the Violins and Baa-eti

in unison, and then repeats it, note for note, with

the addition of a sustained passage for the Flute
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and Oboe, which brings it out in quite ft new
and unexpected light

—

^A^J.^

A^^A 1. 2AV

Sometimes we find this order reversed; the
subject being given to the Wind, and the accom-
paniment to the Stringed Instruments ; as in the

opening movement of Weber's Overture to * Der
FreischUtz'—

2 Cornl In
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or not—^renders it wholly unfit to support the

I

harmony of the Wind Instruments, and deprivet
the general structure of that firmness which it is

one of the chief objects of the great Maater to

secure.

II. Breadth of tone is dependent upon several
conditions ; not the least important of which is

the necessity for writing for every instrument
with a due regard to its individual peculiarities.
This premised, there is little fear of thinness,
when the stringed parts are well arranged, and
strengthened, where necessary, by Wind Instru-
ments, which may eitlier be played in unison
with them—as in the Overture to 'Jephtha,'
where Handel has reinforced the Violins by
Oboes, and the Basses by Bassoons—or so dis-

posed as to enrich the hannony in any other way
best suited to the style of particular passages—
as in that to * Acis and Galatea,' in which the
Oboes are used for filling in the harmonies indi-

cated by the Figured Bass, while a brilliant two-
part counterpoint, so perfect in its>elf that it

scarcely seems to need anything to add to its

completeness, is played by the Violins and Basses,
the latter, as indicated by the expression Tutti

Basaif being strengthened by the Bassocms

—

^Pretto

T"
In either case, the successful effect of the

passage depends entirely upon the completeness
of the stringed skeleton. A weak' point in this
—whether the principal subject be assigned to it

p-J-i=^5^^F?= =pc

LJU._^
etc

% '~''
p jr=3=^^

-{H f\ f*^
b£d 1:±ad

etc

1 r 1M^=£=i=M-f

—

J

—
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'
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Among more modem writers, Beethoven stand?
pre-eminent for richne«)8 of t<me, which he never
fails to attain, either by careful distribution of
his harmony amons^ the instruments he employ*,
or in some other way suggested by his ever-ready
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invention. In the following passage, firom the

Adagio of the Fourth Symphony (in £b), this

richness is secured by the pei^ect proportion

established between the tone of the Stringed and
Wind Instruments, which afford each other the

exact amount of support needed for the comple-

tion of the general effect

—

AdofHp J. J^
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The fulness of the next example, from Men-
delssohn's Hebrides Overture, is chiefly due to

the sustained notes played by the Honn. on the
cessation of which the weak point which would
otherwise have marred the effect of the passage
is guarded by the entrance of the Violins and
Double-basses

—

AUoMo^
2ClAr. In A

2 Vlole
I ,

Other composers have attained similar results

in innumerable different ways : but it will

generally be found that the most satisfactory

passages are those which exhibit, a judicious

disposition of the harmony, a just balance be-

tween the Stringed and Wind Instruments, and
a perfect adaptation of the parts to the Instru-

ments for which they are written.

III. £<^dness of contrast is produced by po

grouping together the various instruments em-
ployed as to take the greatest possible advantage
of their difference of timbre. We have already

shown, in the preceding article, that the In-

strumental Band, as now constituted, naturally

divides itself into certain sections, as distinct from
each other as the Manuals of an Organ. Concern-
ing the first and most important of these— the
* Stringed Band*—enough has already been said.

The second—sometimes called the *Wood Wind'
—is led by the Flutes, and completed by Heed
Instruments, such as the Oboe, the Clarinet, and
the Bassoon. The third—the * Brass Band *— is

subdivided into two distinct families ; one formed
by the Horns and Trumpets, to which latter

the drums supply the natural bass; the other

comprising the three Trombones, and, in the

noisy Orchestras of the present day, the Ophi^

cleide and Euphonium. The principle of sub-

division is, indeed, frequently extended to all the

great sections of the Orchestra. For instance,

the Flutes and Oboes are constantly formed into

a little independent Band, and contrasted with
the Clarinets and Bassoons. Handel even divides

the Strins^ed Band, and produces fine effects of

contrast by so doing. In a large proportion of

his best and most celebrated Songs, the Voice is

accompanied by a ' Thoroughbass * alone : that

is to say, by a part for the Violoncello and
Double Bass, with figures placed below the notes
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to indicate the Chords intended to be filled in on

the Organ or Harpsichord. The Symphonies
are played by the Violins, in unison, with a
similar * Thoroughbass ' accompaniment ; and the

entrance of these instruments, between the vocal

passages, is marked by a contrast as striking

as it is agreeable. In the following example,

from the ' Messiah,* the Chords indicated by the

figures—which no one who claims to be con-

sidered a 'Musician' ought to find any difficulty

in filling in at sight—are printed in small notes.

In some of his Soni^, Handel has enlarged
upon this method ; as in ' Lascia ch*io pianga,*

from * Rinaldo,' the first part of which is accom-
panied by the full Stringed Band, and the second
by a ' Thoroughbass * only, the Violins and Viola
reappearing at the Da capo. It is impossible

to believe that the great Composers of the last

century, with Handel and Bach at their head,
adopted this style of accompaniment without
having duly considered its eflect : and any at-

tempt to heighten that effect by 'additional
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aocompanimentg '— by whom»oever demgned—^
shews as little reverence for Art as would be
evinced by a desire to cover the Madonna di

San Sisto with ' additional glazings.* The Songs
are perfect as they stand : and the contrast they
display is as marked in its degree as that in the
celebrated passage from Beethoven*8 Fifth
Symphony (in C minor), in which the Stringed
Instruments and Wood Wind are made to answer
each other in alternate Chords

—

AU'conBrio. FL ^ | J w bJ. 1^

This last expedient is by no means uncommon
in modem music ; and has been most successfully

used by Mendelssohn in his Overture to *A
Midsummer Night's Dream,' where a few sus-

tained notes on the Wind Instruments are con-

trasted with the rapid passage for four Violins

with excellent effect. The Trio, for Brass In-

struments, in the Minuet of Stemdale Bennett's

Symphony in G minor, is Another striking in-

stance of fine and quite unexpected contrast

:

and cases abound in which Composers of Instru-

mental Music have treated the several sections

of the Orchestra very much in the way in which
vocal writers treat alternate Choirs, producing
thereby innumerable beautiful effects of bold re-

lief, and strongly contrasted tone.

IV. Variety of coloiuing results from the
judicious blending together of the several ele-

ments which we have just considered as opposed
to each other in more or less violent contrast.

In the Instrumentation of the Great Masters
this quality is always conspicuous : in that of

inferior writers never. Its presence may, indeed,

be regarded as one of the surest possible indica*

tions of true genius, which never uuls to attain it

in the face of any amount of difficulty.

In the 1 8th century Handel wrought marvels
with the slender means at his command : with
Trumpets and Oboes in the opening movements
of the * Occasional Overttire * and the * Dettingen
Te Deum' ; with Oboes and Bassoons in *Tbe
Lord is a man of War' ; with Flutes and Horns
in 'Suige procelle, ancora'; with a somewhat
larger number of Wind Instnunents in 'Wise
men flattering ' ; but often, as in ' Angels ever

bright and fair,* with the Stringed Band alone,

and always with infinite variety of tone and ex-

pression. Sebastian Bach anticipated. In like

manner, many of our most highly-prized modem
effects, as in the delicious combination of Hord
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and Bassoons in the ' Quoniam tu solas * of his

Mass in B minor

—
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As new Wind Instruments were invented, or

old ones improyed, the power of producing

variety of colouring became, of course, immea-
surably increased. Haydn took signal advantage

of this droumstance in the 'Creation* and the

'Seasons*: but Mozart's delightful system of

Instrumentation surpasses, in l^uty, that of all

his contemporaries. His alternations of light and
shade are endless. Every new phrase introduces

us to a new effect ; and every Instrument in the

Orchestra is constantly turned to account, always

with due regard to its character and capabilities,

and always with a happy result. In the follow-

ing passage from the Overture to * Die Zauber-

flote,' for instance, the whole strength of the

Wood Wind is so employed as to shew off every

Instrument at its best, while the stringed accom-

paniment gives point to the idea, and the sus-

tained notes on the Horns add just support

enough to perfect its beauty

—

^fFI

It would be incorrect to say that Beethoven
was a greater master of this peculiar phase of

Instrumentation than Mozart ; though in this,

as in everything else, he certainly repeated his

ovni ideas less firequently than any writer that

ever lived. The wealth of invention exhibited in

the orchestral effects of this Composer—even in

those of his works which were produced after his

unhappy dea&ess had increased to such an ex-

tent that he could not possibly have heard any
one of them—is boundless. In every composi-

tion we find a hundred combinations ; all per-

fectly distinct from one another, yet all tending,

in spite of their infinite variety, to the same
harmonious result ; and all wrought out, with
inde&tigable care, in places which many less

conscientious authors would have passed over as

of comparatively little importance—such, for in-

stance, as the two or three concluding bars of

the slow movement of the Pastoral Symphony
(No 6, in F)—
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Tliis minute attention to detail is observable

throughout the entire series of Beethoven's or-

chestral works : and we may well believe that it

stimulated in no small degree the emulation of

his contemporaries; for the age in which he
lived produced more than one instrumentalist of

the highest order. Schubert, we need hardly

ay, is a host in himself. Weber's mastery over

the Orchestra is perfect, and adds not a little to

the charm of his delightful compositions. The
dreamy opening of his Overture to 'Oberon,'

with its three sweet notes for the Horn, followed

by one of the niost faerylike passages for the

flutes and Clarinets that ever was imagined

;

the lovely melody allotted to the Horns in the

Overture to 'Der Freischiitz,* and the eldritch

sounds which succeed it ; above all, the mys**

terious Largo, for four Violini, con sordini,

which so strangely interrupts the Allegro of

the overture to 'Euryanthe,' and the gloomy
tremoli for the Viola which add so much to

its weird effect; these, and a hundred similar

passages, evince a purity of taste and an origin-

ality of conception which have rarely, if ever,

been exceeded by the greatest Masters. Men-
delssohn exhibits scarcely less richness of inven-

tion in his Symphonies, his Concertos, and,

especiallv, in his charming Concert Overtures to

*Die Schone Melusine' and 'A Midsummer
Night's Dream.' In freshness of colouring, and
inexhaustible fertility of resource, Spohr's great

Symphony, * Die Weihe der Tone * has never

been surpassed. Berlioz—whose 'Traits d'ln-

strumentation ' no young composer should neglect

to read—studied the subject deeply, and with

extraordinary success. And, undoubtedly, the

strongent of Richard Wagner's strong points is

that intimate acquaintance with the Orchestra in

all its phases, which, guided by his keen percep-

tion of effect, enables him to weave its elements

into any new combinations best suited to his
|

purpose. He it was who first conceived, among
other daring and beautiful innovations, the

|

idea of using the high harmonic sounds of the
{
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Violin, in unison with Flutes and other Wind
Instruments. The Prelude to 'Lohengrin' de-
pends, almost entirely, for its enchanting effect,

upon four solo Violins and three Flutes, used
in a way before unknown, and crowned, it i^

needless to say, with trimnphant success

—

Wliil J-J-

Want of space forbids us to add to the number
of our examples : but we trust enough has already
been said to shew that modem Composers have
not been idle in this matter. It is indeed cer-

tain, that during the half-century that has elapsed
since the death of Beethoven, more real progress
has been made in Instrumentation than in &1>

most any other branch of Art. Innumerable new-
effects have been attempted, with more or le^
success : and, though much evil has been wrought
of late years by a growing tendency to over-
weight the Brass Band with coarse-toned Instru-
ments fit only for military use, the best Composers
have uniformly resisted the movement, and, pre-
ferring sonority to noise, have left the latter to
those who aim at nothing higher than the short-
lived approval of a vulgar audience. In truth,

less mischief has been done by Composers even
of the lowest class of Dance-music, than by in-

judicious Conductors, who, never satisfied when
the Trombones are silent, have overloaded the
Scores of the Great Masters with additions of
the most unwarrantable character. So fiir haa
this abuse extendetl, that the student can never
be sure that he is listening to the effect really

intended by the Composer. Let' him, then,
endeavour to gain experience, bv studying the
Scores of all the best works to which he can ob-
tain access : and, when he shall have attained the
power, not only of recognising, in performance,
the effects he has already read upon paper, but
even of hearing them distinctly, in imagination,
while he is reading them, he will have gained the
first step in that road which all must tread who
would write well for the Orchestra, and delight

their hearers with really good Instnimentatioo.

It is in this way alone that the Art can be satis-

factorily studied. It cannot be taught in words.
Much valuable information mayindeed be gleaned
from the well-known Treatises of Berlioz, Lobe,
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and Gevaert, which no earnest student should

neglect to read. But even the most careful

writers find it less easy to lay down definite rules

for their readers* guidance than to convey in-

struction by constant reference to examples se-

lected firom the works of the Great Masters. It

is for this reason that we have thought it better

to take a general view of our subject than to

enter minutely into its details. This course has

at least enabled us to give due prominence to the

fundamental principles upon which the science of

Orchestration is based ; whereas the opposite one

would have led to the consideration of a series

of isolated facts of far less value to the general

reader. [W.8.R.]

ORFEO ED EURIDICE. Opera by Calsa-

bigi ; music by Gluck, the first in his new style.

Produced at Vienna, Oct. 5, 176a, and in Paris,

where it was published in score at the cost of

Count Durazzo^ in 1 764. Its great success was
in the French translation as Orfhee et Eubi-
DIOE, ten years later. It was produced in London
at Uie Royal Italian Opera, Covent Garden,

June a 7, i860—Orfeo, Mad. Csillag. [G.]

ORGAN (Fr. Orgue; Ital. Organo; Ger. Orgd).

I. Hutory. It must not be supposed that the
* organ* referred to in the Old Testament (Gen. iv.

3i)—'Jubal; he was the father of all such as
- handle the harp and organ*—bore any resem-

blance to the stately instrument with which* we
are all so familiar by that name at the present day.

At the same time, there can be little doubt that

r the principle of the three great classes of organ-

I
pipe—Stopped, Open, and Reed—was known at

lya very early period, as we shall have occasion to

Ushow.
It is here purposed, as &r as practicable, to

trace firom the remotest beginnings, to its present

exalted dimensions, the gradual growth of that

great triumph of human skill which so justly

enjoys the distinction of being the most perfect

musical instrument that the ingenuity of man
has hitherto devised; the impressive tones of

which BO greatly enrich the effect of the religious

services celebrated in our great sacred edifices.

The materials available for this purpose are not

indeed always of the plainest kind, Uie accounts

being not unfrequently incomplete, exaggerated,

or surrounded by a somewhat apocryphal air ; but

much may be done by selecting the most probable,

and placing them in intelligible order.

The first idea of a wind-mstrument was doubt-

less suggested to man by the passing breezes as

they struck against the open ends of broken reeds

;

and the &ct that reeds of different lengths emitted

murmurs varying in pitch may have further sug-

gested that if placed in a particular order, they

would produce an agreeable succession of sounds

;

—in other words, a short musical scale. A few
such reeds or tub^, ofvariedgrowths or diameters,

and ofgraduated lengths, bound together in a row,

with Uieir open tops arranged in a horizontal

line, would form an instnmient possessing suffi-

cient capacity for the performance of simple pri-

mitive melodies ; and of such kind doubtless was
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Jubal*s ' organ ' {ougah) * already mentioned.- It

probably was not more; and it could scarcely

have been less. Necessity precedes supply ; and
nothing is known that would lead to the supposi-

tion that the music of the time of Jubal called for

anything beyond a few tubes, such as those just

described, for its complete accompaniment.
The myth that Pan was the originator of the

Syrinx led to its being called ' Pan*s-pipe,* under
which name, or that of 'Mouth-organ, it is known
to the present day. [Pandean pipes.]

The number of tub^ that in the course of time #

came to be used was seven, sometimes eight, oc-
'

casionally as many as ten or twelve; and the

Greek and Roman shepherds are recorded as

being among the makers of these ' organs,* as well

as the performers upon them.
The pipes of the Syrinx being

composed of reeds cut off just be-

low the knot—which knot did not
permit the wind to escape, but
caused it to return to the 3ame
place where it entered, thus tra-

versing the length of the tube
twice—were in principle so many
examples of the first class of pipes

mentioned above. Theywere prac-

tically ' Stopped pipes,* producing

a sound nearly an octave lower than that of an
Open pipe of Uie same length.'

The mode of playing upon this earliest organ
must have been troublesome and tiring, as either

the mouth had to be in constant motion to and fro

over the tubes, or they had incessantly to be
shifted to the right or left imder the mouth.
Some other method of directing wind into them
must in course of time have been felt to be desir-

able ; and the idea would at length occur of con-

ducting wind into the tube from below instead of

above. This result—^an enormous step forward—vv^
would be obtained by selecting a reed, as before, -

but with a short additional portion left below the

knot to serve as a mouthpiece or wind-receiver

(the modem 'foot'); by makiiig a straight narrow
slit through the knot, close to the front, to serve

as a passage-way for the breath ; and by cutting

a small horizontal opening immediately above

that slit, with a sloping notch, bevelling upwards
and outwards over that again. The breath blown
in at the lower end, in passing through the slit

would strike against the edge of the notch above,

and there produce rapid flu^terings, which would
be communicated to the air in the tube, and
would cause a soimd to be emitted. In this

manner a specimen of the second class of pipe

mentioned above—that of the Open species

—

would be brought into existence.

In course of time the idea would occur of

trying to obtain more than one sound from a
single pipe, for which purpose first one hole—to
be covered or exposed by a finger—then a

second, and so on, would be cut laterally, in the

1 Benderad by Gesenlni 'pipe. raed. fyrlnz.* Tbe word oocun also

In Job zji. IS. Psalm cl. 4.

a An exact modnl of a Stopped Dtapuon pipe of wood to praaented

b7 the weU-known ' pltob-pipe * of tbe proMnt daj.
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body of the pipe, in a line with the slit just

described, which experiment would be attended

with the same result on the pitch of the sound as

if the tube were shortened at each hole in sue*

cession. Thus the same short succession of

agreeable sounds as those of the Pan's-pipe, or

any pleasant admixture of them, would be ob-

tainable from one «tube, and a rude model pro-

duced of an instrument which in its more finished

form subsequently became the Plvie-d,-hec, Fa-

miliar examples of this kind of perforated tube

are presented by the wooden and tin toy-whistles

of the present day.

When the first ' squeaker * was made, such as

country lads still delight to construct of osiers in

spring-time, a primitive model of a pipe of the

third kind mentioned above, a Reed-pipe, was
produced. It consisted of a 'vibrator and a
tube ; the former sounded by being agitated by
compressed wind from an air-cavity,—the breatn

from the hmnan mouth. Reed-pipes, although

freely used as separate wind-instruments in ancient

times—the Bag-pipe among the number—were
not introduced into organs until the fifteenth

century, so far as can be ascertained, and need
not therefore be further considered in this place.

A series of pipes of the second class (receiving

air from below), would be less conveniently under
the immediate control of the 'mouth than their

predecessors ; hence a wooden box was devised

lunow the wind-cTiest), containing a row of holes

I lalong the top, into which were placed the lower

llends of the pipes ; and the wind was sometimes
Vprovided by two attendants, who blew with their

mouths alternately into pliable tubes, the one
while the other took breath. An antique organ
supplied in this manner is sculptured under a
monument in the Museum at Aries, bearing the

date of xx.M.viii.^

Fio.2.

This piece of carving is of the highest in-

terest as showing the ancient organ at its first

step from a state of the utmost simplicity—dis-

mounted inde«d from the breast of the player, yet

still supplied by the mouth, and before the ap-

plication of bellows; and it has not previously

appeared in any Ent^lish article on the organ.

The pipes are held in position by a cross-band,

juat as were those of the earlier Syrinx, The
1 From Dom Bedus, ' L'Art du factcur d'Orguea ' (Paris 1706).

Fig. 3.
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carving represents the back of the instrument, as
is indicated not only by the 'blowers* being there,
but also by the order of the pipes, from large to

small, appearing to run the wrong way, namely,
from right to left instead of the reverse. The
wipes of the early oigans are said to have sounded
At first altogether, and those which were not
required to be heard had to be silenced by means
.'of the fingers or hands. An arrangement so
defective would soon call for a remedy ; and the
important addition was made of a slide, rule, or
tongue of wood, placed beneath the hole leading
to each pipe, and so perforated as either to admit

or exclude the wind
as it was drawn in

or out. Kircher
gives a drawing;
here reproduced, to

show this improve-
ment.
Thewindwas con-

veyed to the chest
through the tube

projecting from the right-hand side, either from
the lipa or from some kind of hand-bellows. In
each case the stream would be only intermittent.

Another drawing given by Kircher (said to be
that of the Hebrew instrument called Magre-
phah)f exhibits the important addition of two
small bellows, which would afford a continuous
wind supply, the one furnishing wind while the
other was replenishing.

Fio. 4.

It is very.doubtfiil, however, whether this ia an
authentic representation. The pipes are pic-

turesquely disposed, but on account of their

natural succession being so greatly disturbed for

this purpose, and their governing slides doubtless

also similarly intermixed, the task to the organist

of always manipulating them correctly must have
been one ofextreme difficulty, if not impossibility.

Nevertheless, as soon as the apparatus received

the accession of the two little bellows placed to

the rear of the wind-box, in lieu of two human
beings, the small instrument arrived at the im-
portance of being essentially a complete and in-

dependent, albeit a primitive Pneumatic organ.

Whether the two bellows produced as unequal
a wind as is sometimes supposed, is perhap
scarcely apparent. At the present diay the wont-
ing of the two 'feeders' of the popular house-

instrument—the Harmonium—^when the Expres-
sion-stop is drawn, demonstrates that it is quite

possible to supply air from two separate sources

alternately without any appreciable interruption
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to its equability ; and it is quite poenble that in

old times, when the neceasary care and attention

were bestowed, a tolerably uniform current of air

and a fairly even quality of tone were obtained.

At any rate, a means of producing an abso-

lutely equal pressure of wind, and one that could

not possibly be disturbed by any inexpertness of

the blower, was secured in the Hydraulic organ.1
This variety was invented by an Egyptian of the *

name of Gtesibius, who flourished in the third-'

century B.o. The title is scarcely correct, since

the instrument was * hydi-aulic' oxdy so far as the

method of weighting the wind was concerned.

It had not a single ' water-pipe * in it, and in all

respects save that just mentioned was Pneumatic.
The principle of the wind-regulating apparatus,

which was both simple and ingenious, was as fol-

lows. Into a cistern made to almost any conveni-

ent shape, a vessel was placed, shaped somewhat
like an inverted basin, supported upon wooden
wedges about two inches from the bottom, and
thus leaving an opening all roimd. This recep-

tacle was the wind-receiver, and was nearly or

quite immersed in water. Attached to the top of

uie receiver was a pipe (furnished with a valve

below) through which air was forced by a wind-
pump. When no wind was in the receiver,

water would of course pass under its rim from
without, and rise as high inside as outside, upon
the well-known principle that water will always
find its own level. When wind was passed

into the receiver, the water previously within

would be partially or entirely expeUed, but
would in its turn press its weight upon thq air

that had dislodged it, which would thus acquire

the elastic force required to adapt it to its pur-

pose. A second tube then conveyed away the

air thus compressed, from the receiver to the

pipes.*

An oigan thus supplied with wind could not

be over-blown, because if more air were sent

forward by the wind-pump than the receiver

could hold, the surplus would pass under the

rim of the receiver, and escape in bubbles from

the surface. The general force of the wind could

be increased by pouring more water into the tank,

which added to its weight, and consequently to

its pressure upon the air, or could be decreased by
subtracting water from the previous quantity.

The Hydraulic organ occurs in Uie Tidmud
under the name of kirdatdis or ardablit ; and a
certain instrument is mentioned as having stood

in the Temple of Jerusalem, which is called

Magrephah, and had ten notes, with ten pipes to

each note. This oigan, however, was not a hy-

draulic one.'

Great as may have been the theoretical merits

of the Hydraulic system, yet in practice it does

not seem to have supplanted the purely Pneu-

matic. This &ct would imply, in the first place,

that the defects of the Pneumatic system were

not of so radical a nature as has generally been

> A drairing of * HrdnulSc Organ Is glT«n to Mr. W. OhappeU's

History of Mu«(c.

3 Tal. Jer.. Sukluh t. 6 : TaL Bab.. Arakhin 106, 11 a. We are In-

debted to Dr. 6chlller-Sdiiess7. of Cambridge, for this InformatlOD.
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supposed; and in the second, that the Hydraulio
system itself was by no means free from objections,

one of which certsunly would be that of causing
damp in the instrument, an intruder towards!
whom organ-builders always entertain the great-

1

est horror. The HydrauUc oigan nevertheless!

continued in occasional use up to about the com-

'

mencement of the 14th century, when it appears
finally to have died out. Its weight and size

seem to have originated a distinction between
portable and stationary organs, which began
early, and was j)erpetuated in the terms fre-

quently used of ' Portative' and ' Positive.'

Although nothing very precise can be deduced
from the ancient writers as to the time, place,

or manner in which some of the progressive stops

in the invention of the organ already detailed

were made, yet it is certain that the germ of
many of the most important parts of the instru-

ment had been discovered before the commence-
ment of the Christian era, the period at which
we have now arrived.

During the first ten centuries but little appears
to have been done to develop the organ in sixe,

compass, or mechanism; in fact, no advances
are known to have been made in the practice of
music itself of a kind to call such improvements
into existence. Yet a number of isolated records

exist as to the materials used in the construction

of the instrument; the great personages whol
exerted themselves about it ; and its gradual I

introduction firom Greece, where it is said to have \

taken its origin, into other countries, and into the

church ; and these have only to be brought together

and placed in something approaching to chrono-

logical order, with a few connecting words here

and there, to form an interesting and continuous

narrative.

In the organ of Ctesibius, described by Hero,'

it appears that the lower extremity of each

pipe was enclosed in a small shallow box, some-

thing like a domino»box inverted, the sliding

lid being downwards. Each lid had an orifice

which, on the lid being pushed home, placed the

hole in correspondence with the orifice ofthe pipe,

and the pipe then sounded. When the sliding

lid was (frawn forward, it dosed the orifice, and
so silenced the pipe. With certain improvements

as to detail, this action is in principle substan-

tially the same as that shown in Figs. 3 and 4, an^
it continued in use up to the nth century. Bui
the most interesting part of this description isf

the reference to the existence of a simple kind
j

of key-action which pushed in the lid on the kej^ 1

being pressed down, the lid being pulled back by |l

a spring of elastic horn and a cord on the key I

being released. Claudian the poet, who flourished
'

about A.D. 400, has in his poem ' De Consulatu F.

MalliiTheodori' (316 -19) left a passage describing

an organist's performance upon an instrument of

this kind, and also its effect, of which the follow-

ing is a literal version :
* Let there be also one

who by his light touch forcing out deep murmurs,

• Bee Mr. CbappeU's careful account, HUtorj of Mule, 1. SIS etc.
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and manfi^^ing the unnumbered tongues of the field

of brazen tubes, can with nimble finger cause a

mighty sound ; and can rouse to song the waters

stirred to their depths by the massive lever.'

The reference to water implies that the organ was

a Hydraulic one.

A Greek » epigram, attributed to the Emperor

Julian the Apostate (died a.d. 363), conveys

some particulars concerning another kind of 4th-

century organ, of which the following is a literal

translation : * I see a strange sort of reeds—they

must metliinks have sprung firom no earthly, but

a brazen soil. Wild are thej, nor does the breath

of man stir them, but a blaSt, leaping forth from

a cavern of ox-hide, passes within, beneath the

roots of the polished reeds ; while a lordly man,

the fingei-s of whose hands are nimble, stands and

touches here and there the concordant stops of

the pipes ; and the stops, as they lightly rise and

fall, force out the melody.* This account de-

scribes a Pneumatic organ, And one which had

no keyboard. Both accounts particularise the

material of which the pipes were made—bronze,

and it b not improbable that pipesof metal were

at that time a novelty.

Theodoret (bom about 393, died 457) also

refers to musical organs as being furnished with

pipes of copper or of bronze.

On an obelisk at Constantinople, erected by
Theodosius (died 393), is a representation of an
organ, which is here copied.

F10.5.

The pipes are eight in number, and appear
to be formed of large reeds, or canes, as those

of Chinese organs are said to be at the present

day. They are not sufficiently varied in length

to indicate the production of a proper musical
scale, which is possibly an error of the sculptor.

They are supported like those showi^n Fig. 2.

This example is very interesting as affording the
earliest illustration known of a method of com-
pressing the organ wind which some centuries

afterwsuxis became common—namely, by the
weight of human beings. From the drawing it

seems as if the two youths were standing on the

same bellows, whereas they were more probably
mounted on separate ones placed side by side.

St. Jerome, a little later (died 420), is said ^to

mention an organ at Jerusalem, with twelve
brazen pipes, two elephants* skins, and fifteen

smiths* bellows, which could be heard at the
Mount of Olives,—it is nearly a mile firom the
centre of the city to the top of the mount,

—

1 F»1atin« Antholof7. Bk. Iz. No. 96S.

1 Kitto, Oyo. Bib. Lit. Srd ed. IL 2W6. Kitto's
DftrdAitum). howerw. do«s not appear to be ooneot.
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and therefore must have been an instrument of

great power. Cassiodorus, who was consul of

Rome under King Viti£;aB the Goth in 514, de-
scribed the organ of his day as an instrument
composed of divers pipes, formed into a kind of

tower, which, by means of bellows, is made to
produce a loud sound ; and in order to express
agreeable melodies, it is constructed with certain
tongues^ of wood firom the interior, which the
finger of the master duly pressing or forcing back,
elicits the most pleasing and brilliant tones.

The exact period at which the organ was first

used for religious purposes is not positively
known; but according to Julianus, a Spanish
bishop who flourished a.d. 450, it was in com-
mon use in the churches of Spain at that time.
One is mentioned as existing 'in the most ancient
city of Grade,* in a church of the nuns before the
year 580. It is described as being about two
feet long, six inches broad, and furnished with
fifteen playing-slides and thirty pipes, two pipes
to each note. Sir John Hawkins has given a
drawing of the slide-box of this organ in his
History of Music (i. 401), the ' tongues ' of which
are singularly ornate. The number of notes on
the slide-box (fifteen in a length of two feet)
would show that the pipes were ofsmall diameter,
and therefore that the notes were treble ones.
The advantage of using the organ in the ser-

vices of the church was so obvious that it would
soon be perceived ; and accordingly in the 7th
century Pope Vitalian, at Rome (about the year
666), introduced it to improve the singing of
the congregations. Subsequently, however, he
abolished the singing of the congregations, and
substituted in its place that of canonical singers.

At the commencement of the 8th century the
use of the organ was appreciated, and the art of
making it was known in England. The na-
tive artificers had even introduced the custom of
pipe decoration, for, according to Alrllielm^ who
died A.D. 709, the Anglo-Saxons ornamented the
fix)nt pipes of their organs with gilding. Oi^gan*
making was introduced into iVauce about the
middle of the same century. Pepin (714-768),
the father of Charlemagne, perceived that an
organ would be an important aid to devotion;
and as the instnmient was at that time unknown
either in France or Grermany, he applied (about
the year 757) to the Byzantine Emperor Constan-
tino Copronymus the Sixth, requesting him to
send one to France. Constantino not only ccnn
plied with this solicitation by presenting him with
a large organ, but forwarded it by a special depu>
tation, headed by the Roman bishop Stephanns.
The organ was deposited in the diurch of St.

Cornelius at Compi^gne. It was a Pneumatic
organ, with pipes of lead ; and is said to have
been made and played by an Italian priest, who
had learnt the metifiod of doing both at Constan-
tinople.

The first oipin introduced into Germany was
one which the Emperor Charles the Great, in 81

1

t The tenn 'tongam'(Ungm9) remaloed In ue for tiw Mfclen 9^
to the time when the Blldtt-boz was aupeneded bf the iprtDc^boiZ
aboal the end oftba Utb oeataiy.
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after the model of that at Compi^gne. The copy
was successful, and several writers expressed
themselves in terms of high praise at its power-
ful yet pleasing tone. What became of it is not
recorded.

In 82 a or 826 an organ was sent to Charle-

magne by the Caliph Haroun Alraschid, con-
structed by an Arabian maker of the name of

Criafar, which was placed in a church at Aix-li^

Chapelle. It was a Pneumatic organ of extra-

ordinarily soft tone.

Venice was favourably known for its organ-
makers about this time; a monk of that city,

of the name of Georgius, a native of Benevento,
having in the year 822 constructed an instru-

ment for Louis le D^bonnaire, which was a
Hydraulic organ, and was erected in the palace
of the king at Aix-la-Chapelle. Its pipes were
of lead.

The French and Germans wer6 both desirous

of rivalling the foreign specimena of ingenuity

that had come under their notice; and so suc-

cessful were they in their endeavours, that after

a time the best oi^ns were said to be made in

France and Germany. The progresa of Ger-

many in making and using them in the latter

half of the 9th century, particularly in East
Franconia, was so great, that Pope John
VIII (880), in a letter to Anno, Bishop of

Friesingen, requests that a good organ may be
sent to him, and a skilful player to instruct the

Roman artista.

By this time oigan-building had apparently

made its way into Bavaria ; and a large instru-

ment, with box-wood pipes, is said to have been
erected in the Cathearal of Munich at a very
early date.

In the 9th century organs had become com-r

mon in this country, the English artificers fur-

nishing them with pipes of copper, which werej

fixed in gilt frames. In the loth century the!

English prelate St. Dunstan (925-988), famousl

for his skill in metal work, erected or fabricated!

an organ in Malmeebury Abbey, the pipes of

which were of brass. He also gave an organ to,

Abingdon Abbey, and is said to have furnished

many other English churches and convents with
similar instruments. In this same century Count
Elwin presented an organ to the convent at

Ramsey, on which he is said to have expended
the then large sum of thirty pounds in copper

pipes, which are described as emitting a sweet
melody and a far-resounding peal.

A curious representation of an oigan of about

this date is given in a MS. Psalter of Edwin
preserved in Uie library of Trinity College, Cam-
bridge.^ The pipes are placed within a frame,

apparently after the manner referred to above.

The surface of the organ is represented as being

perforated to receive a second set of pipes, thoiTgh

the draughtsman appears to have sketched one

hole too many. The two organists, whose duties
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seem for the' moment to have been brought to
an end by the inattention of the blowers, are
intent on admonishing their assistants, who are
striving to get up the wind-supply, which their

Fio.e.

I Kngravad from • photogniplt. I

Mittiaritlfla.

VOl». II. FP. 11.

tha kind iMnnlnioa of ths

neglect has apparently allowed to run out. The
four bellows are blown in a manner which we
here meet with for the first time—namely,

through the intervention of handles instead of

directly by the hands; and as in so small an
organ there could not have been room for four

persons to compress the wind by standing upon
the bellows, we may infer that ikey were loaded

with weights in the manner that has generally

been supposed not to have been introduced untU
some centuries later.

At the end of the loth century several organs

existed in Germany (St. Paul's, Erfurt ; St.

James's,Magdeburg ; and Halberstadt cathedral),

which, although small and unpretending instru-

ments, were objects of much astonishment and
attraction at the time.

In the II th century we find a treatise on
the construction of organs, included in a larger

work on Divers ArU^ by a monk and priest of

the name of Theophilus, which is of consider-

able interest as showing the exact state of the

art of organ-making at tiiat period ; the more
so as even the existence of such a tract was un-

known to all the historians, foreign or English,

who wrote on the subject, until it was discovered

by Mr. Hendrie, who published a translation

of it in 1847.' It is too long to quote in

extenso, and is also rather obscure in parts;

but the following particulars may be gathered

from it :—that the slide-box was made two and
half feet in length, and rather more than one foot

in breadth ; that the pipes were placed upon its

surface; that the compass consisted of 7 or
'^

notes; that the length of the slide-box was
measured out equally for the different notes

or slides, and not on a gradually decreasing

scale as the pipes became smaller, since the play-

ing-sUdes would not in that case have been of one

width or at one distance apart ; that the organ

was played by these movable slides ; that each

slide worked in little side-slits, like the lid of a
box of dominos ; that there were two or perhaps

even more pipes to each note ; that the projecting

I * TheophOl. qui et Borenu. TVeibyierl et MoMchI Librl m.. de
DlvenU Artlbiu. Opera et Studio Bobertl HeDdrte. Loudlol, Jo-

baooM Munaj, MDCOOXLVtL 8vo.'

d
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* tongue ' of each slide wiks marked with » letter

to indicate to which note it belonged—a custom
that continued in use for centuries afterwards (as

for instance in the Halbentadt organ finished

in 1 361 ; and in the old organ in the church of

St. ii^dien, in Brunswick, built in the latter part

of the 15th century, and illustrated fiurther on)

;

that a hole was cut through the slide imder each
pipe about an inch and a half across, for the

passage of the wind ; that all the pipes of a note

sounded together ; that a note was sounded by
the slide being pushed in, and silenced by its

being drawn forward ; and that in the front of

each slide, immediately behind the handle or

tongue, a narrow hole about two inches long was
cut, in which was fixed a copper-headed nail,

which regulated the motion of tne slide and pre-

vented its being drawn out too far.

The following illustration, deduced from Theo-
philus^s description, shows the slide, and three

passages for wind to as many pipes above. The
slide intercepts the wind, but will allow it to pass

on being moved so that its openings, shown by
the unshaded parts, correspond with those below
and above.

Fio. 7.

Gori*s 'Thesaurus Diptyohorum,' 1759, ^o^- ^*'

contains a most interesting engraving, copied

from an ancient MS., said to be as old as the
time of Charlemagne, which shows a person play-

ing upon an instrument of the Theopnilus type.

Fio. 8.

But of all the information given by Theophilus,
the most important, because previously unknown
and unsuspected, is that which relates to the
finishing of the pipes so as to produce different

qualities of tone. They were made of the finest

copper ; and the formation of a pipe being
completed, Theophilus thus proceeds :

* He (the
maker) can bring it (the pipe) to his mouth and
blow at first slightly, then more, and then
strongly; and, according to what he discerns

OBOAK.

by heitfbg, he can arrange the sonnd, lo th*t if

he wish it strong the opening is made wider;
but if slighter, it is made narrower. In this

order all the pipes are made.' Here we see that
the means for producing a fuller tone by a wide
or high mouth, and a more delicate sound by a
narrower or lower one, were well known in the
nth century; and that the manner of testing
the ' speech by blowing the pipe with the niouth
in various ways, is precisely that often em-
ployed by the * voicer' of the present day, when
' regulating ' or ' finitdiing ' a stop. It is worthy
of observation that although Theophilus inci-

dentally recognises an addition to the number of
pipes to a note as one means of increasing the
utility of the organ, he as distinctly indicates its

range or compass as simply seven or eight notee.
It would have been of great importance had he
mentioned the names of the sounds which formed
a sufficient scale for the accompaniment of the
chants of his day. His record, as a priest and
monk, as well as an oigan-maker, would have
been most valuable.

We have intentionally introduced the account
of Theophilus somewhat before its due chronolo>
gical place, as it materially assists in elucidating
the description of the remarkable organ erected
in Winchester Cathedral in the 10th century by
order of Bishop Elphege (died 95 1), and described
in a poem by a monk of Uie name ofWulstan who
died in 963. It is of further use in this plaoe,
since Wulstan*s description has up to this time
been a great puzzle to most writers on the histocy
of the organ.

The following is a translation of the portion of
the Latin poem with which we are concerned,
as given by Mr. Wackerbarth in his * Music and
the Anglo^xons,* pp. 13-15.

Such organs as you have built are seen nowhere,
fabricated on a doable ground. Twice six bellows above
are ranged in a row, and fourteen lie below. These, hr
alternate blasts, supply an immense quantity of wind,
and are worked by seventy strong men, labouring with
their arms, covered with perspiration, each inciting his
companions to drive the wind up with all his strength,
that the full-bosomed box may speak with its four
hundred pipes which the hand of the organist govema
Some when closed he opens, others when open he closes,
as the individual nature of the varied sound requirra.
Two brethren (religious) of concordant spirit sit at the
instrument, and each manages his own alphabet There
are. moreover, hidden holes in the forty tongues, and
each has ten (pipes) in their due order. 8ome are con-
ducted hither, others thither, each preserving the proper
point (or situation) for its own note. They strike the
seven differences of joyous sounds, adding the music of
the lyric semitone. Like thunder the iron tones batter
the ear, so that it may receive no sound but that ^oxke.
To such an amount does it reverberate, echoing in evcrry
direction, that every one stops with his hand bis gaping
ears, being in no wise able to draw near and bear the
sound, which somany combinations produce. The rnusdc
is heard throughout the town, and the flyingfame thereof
is gone out over the whole country.

From this we learn that the organ was built

in two stages, as are most of those of the present
day, but of which no previous example is met
with ; the chief department-—corresponding with
the Great organ of after-time, and fed by fourteen
bellows—being below, and the two smaller de-
partments—answering to the Choir and Echo
organs of later times, and each supplied by six
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bellows—beiiig above. Seveial of the pipes were
BO far of an exceptionally large size, probably

foreBhadowing the Double Diapason of sutwequent

times, that some were 'conducted hither, others

thither * ; that is to say, in oigan-builders* lan-

guage, they were 'conveyanced off' pipes, and were
probably brought into view and so grouped as to

form an ornamental firont, exactly as in the present

day. The ' tongues ' were perforated with ' hidden

holes,' after the manner explained by Theophilus

;

and there were the remarkable number of ten

pines to each playing-slide * in their due order,'

whatever that ' order ' may have been.

The organ had a total number of forty tongues

;

and as the organist had the help of two assist-

ants, and each ' managed his own alphabet,' the

lettered tongues must have been assorted into

three sets. The remarks of the same writer on
the voidnff of pipes show it to be quite proba-

ble that the Uuree divisions of this organ pro-

duced as many different strengths of tone, like

the separate manuals of a modem instrument.

The gamut of the instrument consisted of the

seven diatonic sounds, with 'the music of the

lyric eemitone (B flat) added.' This last expres-

rion is interesting, as showing not only that the

introduction of the B flat was unusual, but that

its effect was musical It modified the tritone

which existed between F and B.
Sufficient is indicated in this account to enable

one, after some thought, to offer a suggestion as

to the most probable range of the thiee sets of

playing-slides of this Windiester organ. A series

of eleven diatonic sounds, from C to F, making
with the B flat (lyric semitone) twelve, would
be all that was required bv the old chants as an
aooompaniment, and would dispose of thirty-six

of the notes. The chief alphabet may not im-

probably have descended one note lower, U}B%
and three higher, to Bb, a compass that was after-

wards frequently adopted by the medieeval organ-

makers ; or may have had two extra diatonic notes

both above and below, extending the range to

two octaves, namely from A to A, corresponding

with the ancient ' Disjunct or Greater System
Complete.' In either case the exact nimiber of
* forty tongues' would thus be accounted for.

These assumed ranges are exhibited in the fol-

lowing diagram.
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The description of the organist's opening or
dosing the holes 'as the individiud nature of
the varied tound requires,* dearly indicates that

he manipulated for single notes only; in fact,

with slides be could for successive sounds do no
more than draw forward with one hand as he
poshed home with the other.

The contrast from 'loud' to 'soft' and back,

which from an organ was probably heard for the
first time in this example, would be obtained by

'the organist* himself ceasing, and letting one
of his assistants take up the strain, and then by
his again resuming it; but whether the three,

when simultaneously engaged, still played Uie
mdody only, or whether they occasionally ' bat*

tered the ears' of the congregation with some of
the hideous progressions instituted by Hucbald
in his 'Organum in the loth centuiy, it probably
now would not be easy to ascertain. If the latter,

it is quite posdble that the chants of the period

were sometimes dothed in such harmony as the
following ; the ' oiganist' playing the plain-song,

and each, of the attendants one of the under
parts:

—

If the din caused by the lealous oiganist and his
' two brethren (rdigious) of concordant spirit

'

was such that the tone ' reverberated and echoed
in every direction, so that no one was able to

draw near and hear the sound, but had to stop

with his hands his gaping ears,' which could

'receive no sound but that alone,' it is evident

that the race of noisv orran accompanyists dates

much farther back than nas generally been sup-

posed, and existed before 'lay' performers were
heard of.

We now arrive at a period when a vast im-
provement was made in the manner of construct-

ing the organ. It has been shown that when
the Winchester organ was made, and onwards
to the date of the treatise by Theophilus, the
method of admitting wind to, or of exduding it

from the pipes of a note, was by a slide, wl^ch
alternately covered and exposed the underside of

the holes leading up to its pipes. The frictional

resistance of the slides, at all times trying, would
inevitably be increased by their swelling in damp
weather and becoming tight; they would cer-

tainly have to be lengthen^ for every pipe added,
which would make them heavier and iiarder to

move with the hand ; and they involved the two*

fold task, already mentioned, of simultaneously

thrusting one slide back while another was being
drawn out. These circumstances, added to the

&ct that a given resistance can be overcome with
less difiSculty by a blow than by a pull with the

fingers and thumb, must have directed attention

to the possibility of substituting pressure for trac-

tion in the manipulation of the organ. Thus it is

recorded that towards the end of the i itii century

huge kevs, or rather levers, began to be used as the

means K>r playing the instnmient ; and however
unvdeldy these may have been, they were never-

theless the first rude steps towards providing the

organ with a keyboard. A spring-box, too, ofsome
kind was almost of necessity also an improvement
of the same period ; for without some restoring

power, a key, on being knocked down, would have
remained there imtil picked up ; and that restor-

ing power would be the most readily supplied by

a spring or springs. In some of the early spring-

Ppa
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box^ a sepantte valve seems to have Been placed

against the hole leading up to every pipe of each

note, where it was held in position by an elastic

appliance of the nature just named. The valves

were brought under outward control by strings or

cords, which passed through the bottom of the

spring-box, and were attached to the key lying in

a direct line beneath. As the keys must have
been hung at their inner end, and have had their

greatest UM in front, the smallest pipes of a note

were no doubt from the first placed quite inside,

and the largest in front, with those of graduating

scale occupying an intermediate position in pro*

portion to Uieir size ; and thus the small valves,

opening a lesser distance, were strung where the

key hlul the least fall, and the larger pallets

where they had the greatest motion.

The late Herr Edmund Schulze, of Paulinzelle,

about twenty years ago made for the present

writer a rough sketch of the spring-box of an
organ about 400 years old which he assisted in

taking to pieces when he was quite a youth ; from

which tketch the drawing for th^ following illus-

tration was prepared.

Fio. 9.

The early keys are described as being from
three to five inches wide, or even more ; an inch

and a half thick ; from a foot and a half to a yard
or more in length, with a fiUl sometimes of as

much as a foot in depth. They must at times
therefore have been as large as the treadle of a
^nife-grinder*s machine. Their size and amount
of resistance would on first thought appear to

have been most unnecessarily great and clumsy

;

but this is soon accounted for. We have seen

that the gauge of the keys was influenced by the

size of pipe necessary for the lowest note. Their
width would be increased when the compass was
extended downwards with larger pipes ; and their

length would be increased with the number of

valves that had to be strung to them ; while the

combined resistance of the many strong springs

of the larger specimens would render the toudi

insensible to anything short of a thump.
It was in the Gath^al at Magdeburg, towards

the end of the century of which we have been
speaking (the nth), that the earliest organ with

a keyboard of which we have any authentic re-

cord, was erected. It is said to have had a com-
pass of sixteen notes,—^the same range as that of

our assumed 'chief alphabet' of the Winchester
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organ,—But fio'm'ention is. made as to' what the'l

notes were.

In the 1 2th century the number of keys wai
|

sometimes increased ; and every key further re*

oeived the addition of two or tluree pipes, sounds
ing the fifth and octave to the unison. Ac-

cording to Seidel ^ (p. 8) a third and tenUi w&t
added. Provided a rank of pipes sounding the

sub-octave were present; the fifth, octave, and
tenth would sound at the distance of a twelfth,

fifteenth, and seventeenth thereto, which would
be in acoustic proportion ; but a rank producing a

major third above the unison as an acoompanb>
ment to a plain-chant conveying the impression
of a minor key, must have sounded so atrocious,

that it would probably be introduced only to be
removed on the earliest opportunity, unless a
rank of pipes sounding the second octave bebw
the unison (afterwards the 33-feet stop), were
also present. Although the number of pipes to

each key thus continued to be added to, no means
was devised for silencing or selecting any of the

several ranks or tiers. All sounded together, and
there was no escaping from the strong incessant

'Full Organ 'effect.

There is a curious account written by Lootens'
—an author but little known—of a Dutch organ
said to have been erected in the church of St,

Nicholas at Utrecht in the year 1 1 30. The organ
had two manuals and pedals. The compass of the

former was from the low F of

the bass voice, which would be
represented by a pipe of 6 fee4

standard length, up to the Bb of tJie soprano,

namely, two octaves and a half. The chief

manual had twelve pipes to each key, inoladini;

one set of which the largest pipewould be 1 2 feet

in length,' and wliich therefore was identical with
the Double Open Diapason of subsequent times.

The soundboard was without grooves or draw-
stops, consequently there were probably nearly as

many springs for the organ-beater to overcome as

there were pipes to sound. The second manual
was described as having a few movable draw-
stops; and the pedals one independent stop,

—

oddly enough a Trumpet,—details and peculi-

arities which strongly point to the last two de-

partments having been additions made at a much
later period ; for a ' double organ * is not known
to have existed for two centuries after the date
at which this one is said to have been completed

;

still less a triple one.

In the 13th century the use of the organ in

divine service was, according to Seidel, pp. 80-9,
deemed profane and scandalous by the Greek and
Latin clergy, just as in the 17th century the
instrument wax called a * squeaking abomina-
tion' by the English Puritans. The Greek

1 Jotmim Jalloi Saldd. 'Die Ortel and fhr Bm ' (BralM IMS).
* ' NouTcaa manud complet d« rOrgsnl$t« ' (Pftris).

t No record U toiown4o exist u to the pitch to which th« ray mxif
orgAns were tuned, or whether they were toned to khj tinlfonn pitrh

whftterer, which. l» eztromely douhthil. In referring to the iu weit

pipe M being 13 fioet in speeding length, a •ystem of pipe meMor*-
ment is m«de use of which is not known to hete been adopted otrtll

centorlei after the date at which tbli organ is stated to bare beao
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Cli'urc^ does not toler&te its ufi'e eveo at the
present day.

Early in the 14th century—in the year 131 2

—

an organ was built in Germany for Marinus
Sanutus, a celebrated Venetian Patrician, which
was erected in the church of St. Raphael, in
Venice. It excited great admiration ; and ai it

no doubt contained all the newest improvements,
it was a pleasing return to make for the organ
sent from Venice to Aix-la-Chapelle nearly five

hundred years before.

One of the greatest improvements effected in|i

the organ in the 14th century was the gradualli

introduction of the four remaining chromatid
semitones. Fj was added in the early part ol^

the century; then followed 0$ and £b ; and nezi,

OS. The £b ahready existed in the Winchester'
and other medieval instruments. By Dom Bedos
the introduction of these four notes is assigned
to the 13th century ; while others place the first

appearance of three of them as late as the 15th.
Praetorius gives them an intermediate date—the
middle of the 14th century; and he is undoubt-
edly correct, as they were certainly in the Hal-
berstadt organ, finished in the year 1361.
Dom Bedos refers to a curious MS^ of tha

f4th century in the Bibliothbque Royale, as af-

fording much further information respecting the
organ of that period. This MS. records that
the clavier of that epoch sometimes comprised
AS many as 31 keys, namely, from B up to F,
two octaves and a fifth; that
wooden rollers, resembling those
used until within the last few
years in English origans, were employed to

transmit the movement of the keys to the valves

;

that the bass pipes were distributed, right and
left, in the form of wings ; and that those of the
top notes were placed in ihe centre of the instru-

ment, as they now are.

To appreciate the importance of the improve-
ments just mentioned, and others that are neces-
sarily implied, it is necessary to remember that
so long as it was a custom in organ-making to
have the pipes above and the keys below placed
parallel one to the other, every little expansion
of the orga.n involved an aggravation of the un-
wieldy size of the keys, at l£e same time that the
convenient Feach of the player set most rigid

bounds to the legitimate expansion of the organ,
and fixed the extent of its limits. The ingenious
contrivance of the roller-board at once left the
dimensions of the organ free to be extended
laterally, wholly irrespective of the measure of
the keyboard.
This emancipation was necessary before the

additional semitones could be conveniently ac-

commodated; for as they would materially in-

'^I'ease the number of pipes in each rank, so they
would require wider space to stand in, a larger
Bpring-box, such as was then made, to stand
upon, and rollers equal in length to the sum of
the distance to which the pipes were removed

«

out of a parallel with each key.
With regard to the distribution of the pipes, '

they had generally been placed in a single row,
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f as shown* in' medieval drawings, but as the
invention of the chromatic notes nearly doubled
the number in the septave—increasing them
from seven to twelve—half the series would now
form nearly as long a row as the entire diatonic
range previously did. The two Mnallest pipes
were therefore placed in the centre of the organ,
and the remainder alternately on each side;
and their general outline—spreading outwards
and upwards—gave them the appearance of a
pair of outstretched wings. The ' zig-zag ' plan-
tation of pipes was doubtless a suUequent ar-
rangement.

^ 1350 Poland appears in connection with
our subject. In that y«ar an oi^n was made
by a monk at Thorn in that kingdom/ which
had 33 keys. As this is the exact number
possessed by the Halberstadt oigan, completed
eleven years later, it is possible that the Thorn
organ may have been an anticipation of that at
Halberstadt, as far as the chromatic keyboard is

concerned.

Up to this time (r4th century), we ha^e met
with nothing to indicate that the organ had been
employed or designed for any other purpose than
the execution of a primitive accompaniment to
the plainsong; but the instrument which now
comes under notice breaks entirely fresh groimd,
and marks a new starting point in the use of the .

organ as well as its construction and develop-
ment. The Halberstadt Cathedral organ, al-
though, strictly speaking, a 'single organ' only,
with a compass of scarcely three octaves, had
three claviers, and pipes nearly equal in size to
any that have ever been subsequently made. It
was built by Nicholas Faber, a priest, and was
finished on Feb. 23, 1361. Our information re-

garding it is obtained from the description of
Michael Prsetorius in his • Syntagma musicum,*
It had 22 keys, 14 diatonic, and 8 chromatic,

/^.

J?
— extending from Bt] up to A, and^'

gg (fl)^ 20 bellows blown by 10 men. Its
tj ~*

largest pipe, B, stood in front, and
was 3 1Brunswick feet in length, and 3 j ft. in cir-

cumference, or about 14 inches in diameter. This
note would now be marked as the semitone below
the C of 32 feet, and the pipe would naturally
be expected to exceed the pipe of that note in

length ; but the pitch of the Halberstadt organ
is known to have been more than a tone sharper
than the highest pitch in use in England at the
present day, which accounts for the want oflength
in its BQ pipe.^

In the Halberstadt instrument a successful

endeavour was made for the first time to obtain
some relief from the constant ' full organ * effect,

1 As the history of mnalcal Pitch la tre«ted of under \U proper
head. It U only neceswry here to refer brleflj to the remarkable fact

that the pitch of old organs sometimes varied to no less an extent
than half an octare, and that too at one and the same date, as shown
by Arnold 8chtlck In 1511. One reason given for this great shlftinc
of the pitch was. that the organ should be tuned to suit higher or
lower roices. vrlthout the organist having to" play the chromatics,
which was not convenient to every one ' ; a difficulty that must have
ariiten as much from the construction of the keyboards, and the un-

equal tuning, as from lack of skill In the performer to ute them.
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^hich was all that had previoOflly been com-
[

monly produced. For this purpose a meana waa
|

devised for enabling the pipes standing in front

(afterwards the Principal, Praestant, or Open Dia-

pason), and the larger pipes in the side towers

(subsequently part of the Great Bass Principal,
^

or 33-feet Diapason), to be used separately and ,

Independently of the other tiers of pipes, which

were located behind, and hence called the Hinter-

Batz, or 'hinder-position/ This result was ob-
|

tained by introducing three claviers instead of

one only ; the upper one for the full organ, con-

sisting of all the tiers of pipes combined ; the

middle one, of the same compass as the upper,

and called ' Discant,' for the open diapason alone

;

and the lower one, with a compass of an octave,

from ^ (Bb) to H (Bh), for the lower portion of

the bass diapason. The residt of this arrange-

ment was that a change from forte to piano

could be obtained by playing with the right hand

on the middle manual and the left hand on the

lower. It was even possible for the organist to

strike out the plainsong, forte^ on the Hintersatz

with his left fist, and play a primitive counter-

point {diacant) with the right. Praetorius men-

tions incidentally that the large bass pipes, which

sounded the ihird octave below the unison, would

have been scarcely definable, but being accom-

panied by the numerous pipes of other pitches

in the general mixture organ, they became effec-

tive. A rank of pipes sounding a * third * above

the unison, like that mentioned by Seidel, and

already quoted, might very well have been among
these.

The claviers of the Halberstadt organ pre-

sented several interesting features; and being

the earliest examples of chromatic keyboards

known, are here engraved from Pnetorius.

FiQ. 10,

Fio. 11.

J^^^^^^
I^^^^^^kpms!^^^^

Fro. 12.

The keys of the Halberstadt organ were made
at a time when the five chromatic notes— or
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as we now call them, the * sharps and flats '--

were placed in a separate row from the < n&tnralii,'

almost as distinctly so as a second manual of tho

present day. The keys of the upper {HivtenaU)
and middle (Discant) claviers (Fig. 10) measured
four inches from centre to centre, and the diatonic

notes were ornamentally shaped and lettered, thus

preserving the 'alphabetic* custom observed in

the lothcentury organ at Winchester, and de-

scribed by Theophilus in the nth. The chro-

matic notes were square-shaped, and had their

sur£Ehce about two and a half inches above that

of the diatonic, were two inches in width, a^d

one inch in thickness, and had a fall of about an

inch and a quarter. The chromatic keys were

no doubt pressed down by the three inner fingers,

and the diatonic by the wrist end ofthe hand. The
diatonic notes of Uie lower clavier (Fig. 11), eight

in number, namely I) (B l|), C. D, E, F, G. A, H
(Bij), were quite differently formed, being square-

fronted, two inches in breadth, and with a space

of about the same width on each side. The^e

keys were evidently thrust down by the left hand,

by pressure from ib» shoulder, like handles, the

space on each side being left for the fingen and

thumb to pass through. This clavier had four

chromatic notes, C$, £b, FS, and Gj, but ourioudy

enough, not Bb, although Uiat was the ' lyric semi-

tone* of which so much is heard long before.

The contrast between the foi'U and piano

effect on the Halberstadt organ—fi^m the full

organ to a single set of pipes—must have been

very violent ; but the experiment had the good

effect of directing attention to the fact that a

change, if less nuurked, would be grateful and use-

ful ; for Seidel (p. 9) records that from this time

instruments were frequently made comprising

two manual organs, the upper one, interestingly

enough, being named ' discant *
; and he further

gives it as his opinion that this kind of construc-

tion probably led to the invention of Couplers.

He likewise mentions that large churches were

often provided with a second and smaller organ

;

and Prsetorius speaks of primitive little organs

which were hung up against a column in the

church ' like swallows nests,* and contained twelve

or thirteen notes almost or entirely diatcoiic,

thus,

B, C, D, E, F, G, A, B, C, D, E. F ; op

C, D, E, F. G. A, Bb,C, D, E, F, G, A
Dom Bedos relates that in the 14th century

an organ was erected in the church of St. Cy-

prian, at Dijon, which not only had two manual
but had the choir organ in front. The front

pipes were made of tin, those inside of lead

;

there were said to be soundboard grooves, covered

underneath with white leather ; three bellows 4
feet 7 inches long, and 2 feet i inch wide ; and an

arrangement by which a continuous wind could

be provided from one bellows only. This, how-

ever, is manifestly the account of an organ which

had received improvements long after its con-

struction, such additions afterwards coming to be

described as part of the original work.
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We now isome to the 15th oentuty, which
was prolific in its improvements of the spring-

box« keys, pedals, wind-supply, etc. And first

of the Spring-hox.

The first endeavour was to ohtain more than

one strength of tone from the same manual. It

appears that to establish the power of prevent-

ing some of the sets of pipes (doubtless those

that afterwards constituted the mixture and
other bright-sounding ranks) from speaking when
required to be silent, a sliding boitfd was placed

over the valves that opened and closed the en*

trance for the wind at the feet of those pipes.

The remaining tiers of pipes, doubtless those

sounding the unison (8), octave (4), and sub-

octave (16), could thus be left in readiness to

sound alone when desired. The effect of this con-

trivance must have greatly resembled that of the

'shifting movement' of subsequent times.

Two distinct effects were thus obtained from

one organ and one set of keys ; and the question

would soon arise, * if two, why not more ?
' A

further division of the organ-sound soon followed

;

and according to Praetorius the credit of first

dividing and converting the Hintersatz into an
Instrument of several single sets of pipes (after-

wards called registers or stops) is due to a

German artificer of the appropriate name of

Timotheus, who constructed a soundboard pos-

sessing this power for an organ which he

rebuilt for the monastery of the Bishop's palace

at Wiirtzburg.

The 'Spring soundboard' was formed in the

following manner. The valves of each note were

closed in on each side by two diminutive walls

(soundboard bars) extending frt)m the back to

the ftxjnt of the wind-box, and, together with the

tup and bottom, forming and enclosing each valve

within a separate canal (soimdboard groove) of

its own. The entire area of the former wind-box

was partitioned off in this manner, and occupied

by the ' bars * and 'grooves * of the newly devised

soundboard. A playing-valve (soundboard pallet)

was necessary below each groove to admit or ex-

clude wind. These were collectively 'enclosed

within a box (wind-chest) now added to fulfil the

duty of the transformed wind-box. The valves

immediately under the several pipes of a note

were no longer drawn down frt>m below by cords,

but were pressed down from above, as shown in

the following cut, which is a transverse section

of a small spring soundboard for three stops.

Fio. 13.
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A metal pin passed down through the surface

of the soundboard and rested on the front end

of the 'raster-valve' as it was called. A move*
ment or draw-stop was provided, on drawing
which the longitudinal row of metal pins was
pressed down, and the valves lowered. The com-
bined resistance of the set of springs beneath the
valves was very considerable, hence great force

was necessary in 'drawing a stop,' which had to

be hitched on to an iron bar to keep it 'out.*

When released it sprang back of its own accord.

The set of pipes of which the register-valves were
open, would then be ready for use ; and in the
woodcut the frx)nt set is shown as being thus
prepared. The wind would be admitted into the

groove by drawing down the soundboard pallet,

which is seen immediately below.
By this means the power was created of using

each separate set of pipes, except the small ones,

singly or in any desired combination, so that the

organ could be plaved loud or soft, or at any in-

termediate strengtn between the two extremes

;

and they now for the first time received distinc-

tive names, as Principal (Open Diapason, 8 feet)

;

Octave (Principal, 4 feet); Quint (Tweiah, 2f
feet) ; Super-octave (Fifteenth, a feet) ; etc.

;

and each separate series was then called a
Register (Stop). The smaller sets of pipes were
left to be used in a group, and were called * Mix-
ture' ^ (Sesquialtera, etc.). The stops sounding

a note in accordance with the key struck, as C
on the C key, were afterwards called Foundation-
stops ; those which produced a different sound,

as G or E on the C key, were named Mutation-
stops ; while those that combined the two classes

of sounds were distinguished as O)mpound or

Mixture Stops.

The spring soundboard was much admired by
some Hollanders; and some organ-builders from
the Low Countries, as well as from Brabant, went
to see it, and constructed soundboards on the

same system for some time afterwards.

The pipe-work, however, was aU of one class,

—open, metal, cylindrical, and of full propor-

tionate scale—similar in general model to the

second great class of pipe referred to at the com-

mencement of this article as Open. Great there-

fore as was the gain resulting from the invention

of the registers, the tone still remained of one

general character or quality. It then occurred to

some of the thinking men of the time that other

qualities of tone would probably ensue ifmodifica-

tions were made either in the shape, proportion,

outline, or material of the pipes, etc. ; and the

experiments justified the hypothesis.

Stopped pipes (our first great class) were made
either of wood closed with a plug, or of metal

covered with a sliding cap; and so a soft pleasing

mild tone was obtained. Thus originated the

Gedact (Stopped Diapason), Bordun (Bourdon),

Klein-gedact (Flute), etc. Some Reed-stops (our

third class) were also invented about this time,

1 Dr. Barnej. Dr. Crotch. Kleaewetter. and other writers, took con-

iderablfl peina to ventilate and enforce their various theories as to th«

origin of the Hlxture-stop in an organ ; but they all omitted to r»-

member that for oentarles the whole organ was nothing but one

huge stop of the kind ; and that when the larger seta of pipes were

Mpatated off for use. the Mixture was self-f rmed out of the rmidue,

consisting of rows of little pipes that were thought scarcely worth the

ftrouMe of ' drawing 00 ' teparatelf.
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flUB the Posaune (Trombone), Trumpet, Vox
humana, etc. Stops composed of cylindrical pipes

of small diameter were likewise constructed, and
made to produce the string-tone, which stops

were hence called Violone (Double Bass), Viol

di gamba, etc. ; and further modifications of tone

were secured by either making the pipes taper

upwards, as in the Spitz-flote, Gemshom, etc., or

spread out, as in the Dolcan. Thus was brought

about as great a contrast in the organ * tone^tints

'

as there is between tiie graduated but similar

tones of a photograph and the varied tints of a
coloured drawing.

In the course of the 15th century the keys

were reduced in size several times, as fresh

contrivances for manipulating the instrument

were from time to time thought of, or new re-

quirements arose.

An early improvement consisted in combining

the ' long and short keys * on one manual, and
so fikr reducing their size that they coald be

played by perhaps a couple of fingers and the

thumb alternately. The manuals of the old

organ in the church of St. .^Egidien, in Bruns-

wick, presented this advance; and as they are

early examples, perhaps the very first to fore-

shadow the modem keyboard, a representation

of a few notes of one of them is here given from
Pnetorius.

Fia. 14.

The naturals of the Great manual were about
an inch and three quarters in width, two inches
and three eighths in length in front of the
short keys, while the short keys, three inches
long and an inch wide, stood an inch and a half
above the naturals. The keys of the second
manual {Ruck-positif), curiously enough, ap-
pear to have been made to a somewhat smaller
gauge, the naturals being an inch and a half in
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widifa. On this organ the intervals of a third,

fourth, and fifth lay within the span of the hand,
and were doubtless sometimes played.

It will be observed that the plan of lettering
the keys was still followed ; but the formation of
the clavier was quickly becoming so compact, well
defined, and susceptible of being learnt without
such assistance, that the 'alpha^t' probably fell

into disuse as superfluous soon after this time.
The name given to the second manual,

—

Buck-
posUiff Back-choir organ, or, as it is called in

England, ' Choir organ in firont,*—is interesting
as crowing that at this time the double organ (to

the eye) was certainly in existence.

FranchinusGaffurius, in his 'Theorica Musica,*
printed at Milan in 1492, gives a curious en-
graving of an oi^anist playing upon an eariy
clavier of this period, with broad keys, of which
a copy is given on the opposite page (Fig. 15).
The illustration is of peculiar interest, as it

represents the player using his hands—^to judge
from their position, independently ofeach otherr-
in the execution ofa piece of music in two distinct

parts ; the melody—possibly a plainsong—being
taken with the right hand, which appears to be
proceeding sedately enough, while the left seems
to be occupied in the prosecution ofa contrapuntal
figure, the elbows meanwhile being stretched out
into almost a flying position.

The keys of the organs in the Barefooted
Friars* church at Nuremberg (Rosenberger,

1475)' the cathedral at Erfurt (Gastendorfer,

1483), and the collegiate church of St. Blasius
at Brunswick (Eranz, 1499), were less again in
size than the foregoing, so that an octave was
brought within about a note of its present width.
The next reduction must therefore have intro-
duced the scale of key still in use. Seidel (p. 10)
mentions that in 1493 Rosenberger built for the
cathedral at Bamberg a still larger organ than
his former work at Nuremberg, and with more
keys. He further observes that the manual of
the oi^n in the Barefooted Friars' church had
the uppor keys of ivory and the under keys of
ebony. 'Here then we reach a period when
the keys were certainly capped with light and
dark hued materials, in the manner which con-
tinued to be followed up to the end of the last

century, when the naturals were usually black,
and the sharps and flats white. Seidel states also
that all the above-named organs were provided
with pedals.

The invention of the Pedals ranks among the
most important improvements that were efiected
in the 15th century. For a long time they did
ant exceed an octave in compass, and consisted
of the diatonic notes only— ^ (B ti), C, D, E, F,
G, A, H (Bt|)—and their use was for some
time confined, as might have been expected, to
the holding of long sustained sounds only. The
manual clavier was attached to them by cords.
This kind of 'pedal-action' could only be applied
conveniently when the pedals were made to a
similar gauge to the manual clavier, as the
clavier keys had previously been made to accord
in position with the valves in the early spring-



box. This correspondence of gauges wfts actuallv

observed by Georgius Kleng in the pedals which
he added to the organ at Halberstadt in 1495 ;

and as those pedals were at the same time the

earliest of which a representation is to be traced,

an engraving has aXtetAy been given of them be-

low the Halberstadt claviers (Fig. 1 2, p. 582). It

will be observed that in addition to the diatonic

keys already mentioned, they had the four chro-

matic notes corresponding with those on the

lower manual with which they communicated.
The naturals were made of the kind that were
afterwards called ' toe pedals.*

Fig. 15.
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In the early part of the 15th century—in the
year 14 18—the pedals received the important
accession of a stop of independent pedal-pipes,

and thus were initiated the ' Pedal Basses* which
were destined to impart so much dignity and
majesty to the general organ tone.

The manner in which ^e date of the construc-

tion of the first pedal stop was discovered, is thus
related in the Leipeic Musical Gazette for 1836
(p. 128) :

—
' In the year 1818 a new organ was

erected in the church of Beeskow, five miles

from Frankfort on the Oder, on which occasion

the organ-builder, Marx senior, tooH some p4in»

to asceriam the age of the old organ which he
had to remove. On a careful investigation it

appeared that the old organ had been built just

four hundred years, the date Mccccxviii being
engraved on the upper side of the partition (hem)
of the two principal pedal-pipes, for that these

two pipes did belong to the pedal was clear from
their admeasurement.*

In 1468 or 69 Traxdorff, of Mayence, made
an organ for the church of St. Sebald at Nurem-
berg, with an octave of pedals, which adjuncts
led to his being a'iberwanls at times quoted as
the originator of them.

Their invention has more usually been 'attri-

buted to Bemhard in 1470 or 1471, organist to

the Doge of Venice ; but there can be little doubt
that they were known long before his time.

Several improvements connected with the pedals
seem not to hate been traced to their originators

;

such as the introduction of the semitones, the
formation of the frame pedal-board as now made,
the substitution of rollers for the rope-atetion

when the breadth of the manual keys was made
less than that of the pedals ,* the separation of
the 32-feet stop from the manual, and its appro-
priation, together with that of other registers,

exclusively to the use of the pedals, etc. Bem-
hard may perhaps have been the first to originate

some of these sJterations, and Traxdorff others,

which tradition afterwards associated with the
' invention of the pedals.*

Dom Bedos mentions that in the course of

the 15th century, 16- and even 32-feet pipes began
to be heard of, and that they necessitated a
general enlargement of the several parts of the
organ, particularly of the bellows. Pipes of 16
and nearly 32 feet were, as we have seen, in
existence a century earlier than the period to

which Dom Bedos assigns them. His observation
therefore may be taken as applying more probably
to the fact that means, which he specifies, had
been taken to rectify the feebleness existing in

the tones of large pipes, such for instance as those

at Halberstadt. Hand-bellows were no longer

adequate to the supply of wind, either in quantity
or strength, and hence more capacious ones were
substituted. Pnetorius, in 1620, illustrates this

improvement by giving a representation of the

twenty bellows winch he found existing in the old

organ in the church of St. i^gidien in Brunswick,
and which we have copied (Fig. 16, next page).*

Upon each bellows was fixed a wooden shoe

;

the blowers held on to a transverse bar, and each
man, placing his feet in the shoes of two bellows,

raised one as he lowered the other. Great in-

genuity and constructive labour were bestowed
on such bellows ; but a supply of wind of uniform
strength could never have been obtained from
them, and consequently the organ could never
have sounded in strict tune.

About the beginning of the i6th century the

very ingenious but complicated spring sound-
boiu*d was discontinued as being subject to

1 The reader ivlll remember that this method of compressing the

organ-wind bad been thought ol upwards of a thousand jnrs earliei

ftt OoDstantlDople.
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frequent and very diflBcult repairs, and for it was

substituted the soundboard with «Zid»nflr registers.

Fio ifJ.
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In this soundboard were ingeniously combined

the chief features of the two kinds of wind-control-

ling apparatus that had been in use in previous

centuries. Between the holes in the top of the

grooves, and those now made parallel therewith

in the pipe-stocks, into which the feet of the pipes

fitted, were now introduced the slides, shown in

profile in the following cut ; which were now
laid the length-way of the soundboard, instead of

the cro89-way as in the old spring-box ; and as

they were placed in the opposite direction they

likewise operated in the reverse way to what they

formerly did ; that is, each slide opened or closed

one pipe of the several notes, whereas before it

F:o. 17.

T
acted on the several pipes of one note, as shown

in Fig. 7, p. 578. The pallets and springs in the

windchest were of course retained; but the

forest of valves etc. which nad been imbedded
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in the grooves was done away with, and ifae

soundboard simplified and perfected in the form
in which it still continues to be made. (Fig. 1 7.)

In the early part of the i6th century (,15'^
1518) a large and handsome organ was er^crted

in St. Mary's church, Lubeck, which had two
Manuals from D to A above the treble stave,

and a separate pedal down to G. The latter hiul

a great Principal of 32 feet, and a second one of

16 feet, made of the finest English tin, and
both ' in front.* This organ however was tuned

to a very sharp pitch— a whole tone above

the highest now in use. Its largest pipe there-

fore, {dthough named C, really sounded D, and
was therefore scarcely so long as the biggest

pipe at Halberstadt, made a century and a half

earlier. This organ received the addition of

a third Manual (then called ' Positiv im Stuhl *)

in 1560 and 1561, and subsequently underwent

many other enlai^ements and improvements ; so

that by the beginning of the i8th century, when
the celebrated Buxtehude was organist, its dis-

position stood nearly as follows ; though the list

may possibly include a few subsequent additions

of minor importance.

Hauptwerk. is Btopl.

Feet, Fee*

Prindp*! .... 16 ;Bausch-pleife(18 4U) SI

QutnUUOD .... 16 MUture. 7 ranks

OctkT ..... 8 8chartt4 rauks

8piu-fl6te .... 8 Trompete . . M
Octa? 4 {Trompeta . . 8

Rohr-flOt« . . . 4 ;zink . . . .

2il

8

Naaiat ....
UKTICB-WBBK. 14 Stops.

Bordan . * 16 Be«|uialtera. (12 * 17) . n
Principal 8 MUture. 4 ranks

Bohr-flOte . 8 Scharff, 5 ranks

VluladKiamba 8 Fagott . . . . u
QulntatOa 8 Bar-pfdfe . . 8

Octave 4 Trlcht«r-Regal . . . 8

Spitz-lUte . . •

Bbu«

S Vox-humaiia

iT-WBBB. IS stops.

. . 8

Princlpel . . •
8 Oboe . . . . . 8

Uedact 8 Cormorn . . 8

Octave .... 4 Besal . . . 8

Rohr-flOte, . . . 4 (Id a swell

Nassat .... 21 Fl5te . . . . . 8

8«»qulaltera(l2*I7) 2 Trompete . . 8

Miitur. » ranks Trompete . . 8

Clmbal. 3 rauks

r

Vox humana

BDAL. 15 stops.

. , i

Principal . . • 82 Mixtor. C ranks

Principal . . . 16 Posaune n
Sub-bass 16 Pcksaune . i«

Octave .... 8 Bauun . . IS

Gedact .... 8 Trompete . . . . 8

Octav .... 4 Cormome . 8

Mscht-hora . . 4 Trompete . . 4

OcUv .... 2

This is the organ, to visit which and to hear

Buxtehude play, Sebastian Btich walked 50 miles

in 1705. Two years earlier (in 170.^), Handel
visited LUbeck, as a candidate for the office of

organist to one of the other churches in that

ancient Hans town ; but finding that one of

the conditions was that the successful competitor

must become the husband of the daughter of the

late organist—an appointment for which Handel
had certainly sent in no application—he excused

himself from continuing the contest, and retreated

to Hamburg.
Both the musicians just named, then so young

and afterwards so greatly venerated, very prol^

1
ably not only listened to but played upon this
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organ ; and as it contained examples of most of

the varieties of stop of which mention has been
made, this notice of the progress of organ-build-

ing abroad may for the present be fitly closed

with the foregoing account of the enlarged form
of the earliest 3 a -ft. C compassed organ that

was ever made, so far as can be ascertained.
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Having traced the history and growth of the

organ in various kingdoms, attention may now be
devoted to its speciid progress in England*

1407. Ely Cathedral,

The earliest record known to exist that

gives any particulars as to the cost of making
an organ in England, is that preserved in the

Precentor 8 accounts of Ely Cathedral, under the

date 1407. The items, translated from the Latin,

read as follows :—
•. d.

20 stones of lead, 16 9
4 white hones' hides for 4 pair of bellows, . 7 8
Ashen hoop» for the bellows, . . . .04
10 pairs of hmges; 1 10

The caxpenter, 8 days, making the bellows, . 2 8
12 springs. 3
1 pound of glue, 1

1 pound of un, 3
6 calf skins. 2 6
12 sheep skins, ..24
2pounds of quicksilver, 2
Wire, nails, cloth, hoops, and staples, . .10
Fetching the organ-builder, and his board,

lanroeks, 40

Total, 3 17 8

These particulars, although scanty, contain

entries that help us to trace a few of the features

of this early instrument. The 'ashen hoops*

indicate that the bellows were of the forge kind.

The 'la springs* were doubtless the 'playing

springs,* and if so, denote that the organ had
a compass of la notes; exactly the number re-

quired for the Gregorian Chants (C to F), with

the Bb added. The metal for the pipes, com-
pounded of ' I pound of tin * only to ' ao stones

of lead* must have been rather poor in quality

and texture. The circumstance of the organ-

builder being fetched, and his board paid for,

indicates that the useful class of artificers to

which ho belonged sometimes led rather an
itinerant life, as we shall presently see they con-

tinued to do two centuries later.

About the year 1450, Whethamstede, Abbot
of St. Albans, presented to his church an organ
on which he expended, including its erection,

fifty pounds—an enormous sum in those days.

This instrument, we are told, was superior to

everything of the kind then in England for size,

tone, and workmanship ; but no record is left as

to where or by whom it was made, nor as to

what its contents or compass were.

1500- 16 70. A Pair of Organs,

The term 'pair of organs,' so much used in

the 1 6th and the greater part of the 17th cen-

turies, has been a source of as much difficulty to

the oommentators, as the spelling of the words

themselves became to the scribes of the period.

(See note below. ) 1 1 grew gradually into use ; and
the most interesting fact connected with it, namely
that there were various kinds of ' pairs * in use,

has passed without hitherto receiving sufficient

notice. At York in 1419, 1457, 1469, and
1485, the instrument is spoken of in the sin-

gular number, as 'The organ,* or 'The great
organ.* In 1475 it is referred to as 'An organ.*

In 1463 we meet with * y» players at y« orgenys,'

and in 1483 a payment is made for 'mending of
organys.* In 1501 the complete expression is

met with, 'one peyre of orgynys*; and it con-
tinued in use up to the time of Pepys, who
wrote his ' Diary* in the second half of the 17th

century.

One commentator considered the term ' pair * to

refer to the ' double bellows'; but besides the fact

that a single bellows is sometimes itself called

a * pair,' a * pair of virginals,* containing wires,

required no wind whatever. Another annotator
thought that a ' pair ' signified two organs con-

joined,with two sets ofkeys, one above the other

—

'one called the choir organ, and the other the

great organ*; but this explanation is answered
by an entry of the expense incurred for ' a pair

of new organs* for the Church of St. Mary at

Hill, in the year 1531, which, including the cost
* for bringing them home,' amounted altogether

to ' X8, viijd.* only. If this were not sufficient,

there would be the fact that many churches
contained 'two payre of 'orgyns*; and if they
were of the bulk supposed, there would be the

question how much room, if any, could have
remained in the church for the accommodation
of the congregation. A third writer suggested

that a ' pair * meant an organ with two pipes to

eadh note; but ' a pair of regals* sometimes had
but a single pipe to each key. The term in all

probability meant simply an instrument with

at least one complete set of pipes. It might
have more, as in Duddington s organ noticed

farther on.

The most interesting question here, however, is

not simply the fact that a church had frequently

two pair of organs, but, when so, why one was
generally ' the grete orgones * and the other ' the

small orgones.* It is quite possible that the

custom mentioned by Prsetorius, and already

quoted, may have prevailed in England, of regu-

lating the pitch of the organ according to the

prevailing pitch of the voices (whether high or

low), and that when there were two organs, one

was made to suit each class of voice ; and as an
alteration of pitch, made for this purpose, of say

half an octave, would have caused one organ to

be nearly half as large again as the other, their

difference of size may have led to the distinctioL

of name as a natural sequence. This opinion

seems to receive support from the fact that at

Bethersden they had not a 'great* but 'a base

peare of organes.*

1 Ashford.
CsnterbuTf (Weftf»te).
Guildford (UoljTrinttyX
Norwich (St. Andrew).
StngOsld.

" Item U p«yer of great organes.'
' Item, two paire of orgmiM.'
' Item. U palre of ontayiiet.*
' Item, U peir of orgoiiiie*.'

* Item, U pejrr of orgens.'
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15 19. AU ffaUows, Barkvng,

Antont Duddyngton.

Under the date 15 19 we meet witii the earliest

8))ecification of an English organ that is known
to exist. It is found embodied in an ' endenture

'

or * bargayn ' entered into by * Antony Duddyng-
ton, citezen of London,' to make a ' payer of

organs^ for the * P'isshe of Alhalowe, Barkyng,

next y* Tower of London.* It was to have three

stops, namely, a ' Diapason, containing length of

X foot or more,* and ' dowble principalis tlm)we-

out, to contain the length of v foote.* The com-

pass was to be * dowble Ce-fa-iU,' and comprise

*xxvij playne keyes,* which would doubtless be

the old foui'^octave short octave range, in which

the apparent EE key sounded CG, up to C in

alt. The requisite number of 'elevated keyes*

(sharps, flats, etc.) was doubtless understood.

It was further specified that * the pyppes wHn-
forth shall be as fyne metall and stuff as the

utter parts, that is to say of pure Tyn, w* asfewe

Btoppes as may be convenient* ; and the cost was

to be *fyfty poundes sterlinge.* It was also a

condition ' that the aforesaid Antony shall convey

tlie belowes in the loft abowf, w^ a pype to the

Bond boarde.* It is interesting to note that

although made so few years after the invention

of 'stops* and the 'soundboard* abroad, the

English builder had made lumself acquainted

with these improvements, and here inserted

them.

1500-1815. Short Octaves.

As this is the first time that the term ' short

octave ' has been used in this article, and as it

will frequently be met with in the accounts of

historical organs given farther on, it will be as

well to give here an explanation of the meaning

of that somewhat comprehensive expression. By
the end of the ifth century the manuals had
in foreign organs been extended to four octaves

in compass, and those of this country had most
likely fdso reached the same range ; the lowest

octave however being either a ' short octave * or

a * broken octave.* In the short octave two of

the natural keys were omitted, and the succession

stood thus :—CC (on the EE key), FF, G. A, B,

C. A bhort octave manual, CC to C in alt, there-

fore, had only 27 natural keys instead of 29.

The three short keys in the lower octave were

not all chromatic notes, but sounded DD on the

FFf key. EE on the Gj key, and Bb. The object

of this device no doubt was to obtain a deep sound

for the • tonic ' of as many of the scales and chords

in use at the time as was practicable. When
the lowest octave was made complete, the EEb
note was present ; DD occupied its correct posi-

tion; and the CCS key sounded AA. Father

Smith*8 organs at the University Church, Oxford,

the Danish Chapel, Wellclose Square, and St.

Nicholas, Deptforti, were originally made to this

compass. A key was sometimes added beyond

CC, sounding GG, which converted the compass

into *GG short octaves.' There is a painting in

the picture gallery at Holyrood, of about the date
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of the end of'the 15th century, representing St.

Cecilia playing upon a Positive Organ, which
shows quite clearly the lower keys and pipes of

a GG short octave manual. Both Smith and
Hiirris sometimes constructed organs to this

compass, and subsequent builders also did so

throughout the i8th and early part of the 19th
centuries. The FFF short octave manual,
which would seem to have existed, although we
have at present no record of it, might have had
the note acting on the AA long key, or on a
supplementary short key between the BB and
CC keys.

Manv entries follow closely on the date
given above ; but none that supply any additional

matter of sufficient interest to be quoted here,

until nearly the end of the century, when the
list of payments made to John Chappington for

an organ he built in 1597 for Magdalen College,

Oxford, shows that the practice of painting the
front pipes was sometimes observed at that

period. It is short, and runs thus :

—

I ». d.

Paid Mr. Chappington for the organ . 35 13 8
For coloiir to decorate the same . 2 2
For wamscot for the same • • 3 14

41 9 8

1605-6. King's College Chapel, Cambridge.

Thomas Dallam.

A great progressive step was made when
Thomas Dallam, in 16.05-^, bjiilt for King's Col-

lege Chapel, Cambridge, the handsome * double
organ/ tne case of which remains to this day.
It WHS a complete two-manual organ, the
earliest English specimen of which we have a
clear trace; and to construct it Dallam and
his assistants closed their workshop in Lcmdon
and took up their residence in Cambridge. As
this instrument is the first of importance out of
several that were made before the time of the
Civil War, bttt of which the accounts are more
or less vague or incomplete, it will be worth
while to follow out some of their leading par-

ticulars.

No record is known to exist of the contents
or compass of this instrument. The only stop

mentioned is the 'shaking stoppe* or tremulant.
The compass however can be deduced with some
approach to certainty. Mr. Thomas Hill, who
with his father rebuilt this organ some years ago,

states that the ' fayre great pypes * mentioned by
Dallam still occupy their original positions in the
eastern front of the case, where they are now
utilised as part of the double diapason. As the
largest pipe sounds the GG of the present lower
pitch (nearly a whole tone below what is known
to have been the high ecclesiastical pitch of the
first half of the 1 7th century), there can be little

doubt that the King's College Chapel organ was
originally of FFF compass, as Father Smith's
subsequent instruments were at the Temple,
St. Paul's (choir organ), and Durham. Snoith

in that case must simply have followed an cid

ti-adition. More is said on this subject farther

on. The east front pipes, as well as tho?^ in
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the ' Chayre Oigan/ were handsomely embosM;
gilded, and coloured.

1632-4. York Cathedral, Robert Dallam.

On March 20, 1632, Robert Dallam, 'citizen

and blacksmith of London,* entered into an
agreement with * the right worshippfull John
Scott, deane of the cathedrall and metropoliticall

church of St. Peter of Yorke, touchinge the mak-
inge of a great organ for the said church.' Most
of the particulars respecting this instrument have
fortunately been preserved, firom which we learn

that * the names and number of the stoppes or

setts of pipes for the said great organ, to be new
made ; every stopp containeinge fifbie*one pipes

;

the said great organ containeing eight stoppes,*

were as follows :

—

Qreat Organ. 9 stopfl.

1 and 2. Imprimis two open diapasons of tynn, to
stand in sight, many or them to be chased.

3. Item one diapason stopp of wood.
4 and 5. Item two principals of tynn.
6. Item one twelft to the diapason.
7. Item one small principall of tynn. (15J

8. Item one recorder, unison to the said prinoipoU. (15,)

9. Item one two and twentieth.

* The names and number of stoppes of pipes

for the chaire organ, ever^ stopp containeinge

fiftie-one pipes, the said chaire organ containeinge

iive stoppes, ' were as follows :

—

Chaire Organ, b stops.

10. Imprimif one diapason of wood.
IL Item one recorder of tynn, unison to the voiee.

12. Item one principal of tynn, to stand in light, maay
of them to be chased.

13. Item one Ante of wood.
14. Item one small principal! of tynn. (15.)

Three bellows.

It will be noticed that this organ contained

neither reeds nor mixtures, and but one muta-
tion-stop, namely the ' twelfth.'

No mention is made as to what was the oompaes
of the old York Minster organ. All that is stated

is that ench 'stoppe' had a series of < fiftie-one

pipes'—an unusual number, for which it would
be interesting to account. The old case of the

organ remained until the incendiary fire of 1829,

and contained the two original diapasons ; and as

the largest pipes of these stops sounded the GG
of the lowered pitch of the i8th century, it is

quite possible that the compass was originally

FFF, short octave (that note sounding on the

AA key), up to G in alt, which range would have
required exactly the number of notes sp)eci^ed in

the agreement. Robert Dallam buUt organs

similar to that at York for St. Paul's and Durham
Cathedrals, the Litter costing £1000. If they

were of FFF compass, that circumstance would
perhaps account for the schemes for Smith's new
organs for both those churches having been pre-

pared for that exceptional range.

In August and September 1634 three musical

enthusiasts, 'a Captaine, a Lieutenant, and an
Ancient (Ensign), of the Military Company in

Norwich,' went on 'a Seaven Weekes' Journey'

through a great part of England, in the course of

which they occasionally took particular notice of

the organs, in describing which they made use of

many pleiUant adjectives. At York they ' saw
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and helu^d a &ire, Ixt^, Mgh orgiifa,'neWly built

'

—the one just noticed ; at Durham they * were
wrapt with the sweet sound and richness of a
fayre organ* ; at Lichfield ' the organs were deep
and sweet

'
; at Hereford was ' heard a most sweet

organ'; at Bristol they found a 'neat, rich,

melodious organ ' ; while at Exeter the organ was
• rich, delicate, and lofty, with more additions than
any other ; and large pipes of an extraordinary

length.' Some of these instruments were destined

in a few years to fall a prey to axes and hammers.
The organ at Carlisle however was described as

being ' like a shrill bagpipe.' Its destruction as

an ecclesiastical instrument was perhaps therefore

a matter not to be so very much deplored.

1637. Magdalen College^ Oxford.

-I— Habbis.

Three years afterwards (in 1637) a maker of

the name of Harris-— the first of four genera-

tions of organ-builders of that name, but whose
christian name has not been traced—built a
' double organ ' (Great Organ, with Choir Oigan
in firont) for Magdalen College, Oxford. Its

Manuals ranged from Do, Sol, Re (double C)
without the C C% up to' D in alt, 50 notes ; and
the Great Organ had eight stops, while the Choir
had five. The following was its specification :•—

Obsat Oboak. 8 stops.

JFeet, F«e*
1*2, Two open DIaptsons . 8 S a 6, Two FKleenths . , 2
8*4.TwoFrlDCipab . . 4 '7A8.TwoTwo-Aud-twentletlis i

OBOia Oboak, 5 ttops.

Feet tone
I

Feet tone
9. One Stopped DUpMon S IS, One Becorder . . 4
10 A U. Two Principals . 4 13. One Fifteenth . . 2

This was the organ which Cromwell had taken
down and conveyed to Hampton Court, where it

was placed in the great gallery. It was restored

to the college in i66b, and remained there until

1737, when it wa« removed to TewkesburyAbbey.
The Diapasons and Principal of the Great Organ,

and the Principal in the Choir still remain, and
are noade of tin alloyed with about eight pounds
of lead to the hundredweight.

This organ was timed to a high pitch, as is

shown by one of the items in Renatus Harris's

agreement for improving it (1690), which specifies

that he ' shall and will alter the pitch of the said

organs half a note lower than they are now.'

This is the last organ of which we have any
authentic particulars as being made previously

to the outburst that checked the art of organ-

building in this countiy for severiftl years.

On August 23, 1643, an ordinance was passed

by the Lords and Commons assembled in

Parliament for abolishing superstitious monu-
ments. On May 9, 1644, ^ second ordinance was
passed ' for the further demolishing of monu-
ments of Idolatry and Superstition,' in which the

destruction of organs was enjoined. This ordin-

ance has not yet been included in any history

of the organ« Its wording ran as follows :

—

The Lords and Commona in Pari* the better to

aocompliih the blessed Beformation so happilv begmi
and to remove all offlencea and things illegal in the
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wonhip of Ood Do Ordain That all repreMnUtioni of
the Trinity, or any Angel etc., etc. in and about anr
Cathedral, Oolleffiate or Parish Chorcti or Chapel ahall

be tak«n away, de&ced and utterly demolished, etc. etc.

And that all organs and the frames and caaet wherein
they stand in all Chnrchee and Chapells aforesaid shall

be taken away and utterly defaced, and none other here-

after set up in their places.

And that all Copes. Surplioes,inperstitions Vestments,
Boods, and Fonts oe likewise utterly defaced etc. etc.

Inconsequence of this ordinance collocate and
parochial churchee were stripped of their organs

and ornaments ; some ofthe instruments were sold

to private persons, who preserved them ; some

were totally and others partially demolished;

some were taken away by the clergv to prevent

their being destroyed, and some few escaped

injury altogether. Two extracts will be sufficient

to indicate the kind of result that frequently

followed on these acts of wantonness. 'At West-

minster Abbey,' we are told, < the soldiers brake

down the organs and pawned the pipes at severall

ale-houses for pots of ale*; while at Mr. Ferrer's

house at Little Gidding in Huntingdonshire the

soldiers * broke the organ in pieces, of which they

made a large fire, and at it roasted several of

Mr. Ferrer's sheep, which they had killed in his

grounds."

Organs having been banished from the churches,

every effort was made to discourage their use

even in private houses. At a convocation in

Bridgwihter in 1655 the question was proposed
' whether a believing man or woman, being head
of a family, in this day of the gospell, may keepe

in his or her house an instrument of musicke

pkying on them or admitting others to play

thereon V The answer was ' It is the duty of the

saintee to abstaine from all appearance of evil,

and not to make provision for the flesh to fulfill

y« lusts thereof.*

Among the organs that nevertheless escaped

destruction or removal were those of St. Paul's,

York, Durham, and Lincoln Cathedrals; St.

John's College, Oxford ; Christ's College, Cam-
bridge, etc. Cromwell himself had some love of

music, and 'made provision for the flesh' by
having the ' double organ,' which Evelyn heard

in the ciiapel of Magdalen College, Oxford, in

July 1654, taken down and removed to Hampton
Court, where it was placed in the great gallery,

and firequently played upon, to Cromwell s great

content. In 1660 (the date of the Restoration)

it was returned to the college; £16 lOf. being

paid for its transference thither.

During the sixteen years that elapsed be-

tween the date of the ordinance already quoted
and that of the Restoration, most of the Eng-
lish organ-builders had been dispersed, and
compelled to work as ordinary joiners, carpenters,

etc. ; so that at the expiration of the period just

mentioned, there was, according to Sir John
Hawkins, ' scarce an organ-maker that could be
called a workman in the kinjsrdom,' excepting

the Dallams (three brothers) ; Thamar of Peter*

borough, concerning whom however nothing is

known ; Preston of York, who repaired the
organ in Magdalen College, Oxford, in 1680—
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Mid who, among other doings, . according to
Renatus Harris (1686), spoilt one stop and
several pipes of another ; and Henry Loosemore
of Exeter, who built the organ in tne cathedral

of that city. Inducements were therefore held
out to encourage artists from the continent to
settle in this country; and among those who
responded to this invitation were a Grerman,
Bernhardt Schmidt, known as 'Father Smith,*
with his two nephews. Christian and Qerard ; and
Thomas Harris, an Englishman, who had taken
rehige in France during the troublous times,

together with his son Renatus, a young man of
great ingenuity and spirit.

Smith and the Dallams had for some years the
chief business of the kingdom, the Hamses not
receiving an equal amount ofencouragement ; but
on the death of Robert and Ralph Dallams, in

1665 and 1673 respectively, and of the elder

Harris shortly after, Renatus Harris became a
formidable rival to S^th.

Smith seems to have settled at once in London,
was appointed 'organ-maker in ordinary' to King
Charles II, and put into possession of apart-

ments in Whitehall, called in an old plan of the
pabce *The Oigan-builder's Workhouse.' The
Harrises appear to have taken up their abode at
'Old Sarum,' but on the death of the &ther,
Renatus removed to the metropolis.

In order to follow the narrative of the suc-

cessive improvements that were effected in
organ-building in England, it b necessary to
bear in mind that the instruments made in this

country previous to the civil wars consisted of
nothing oeyond Flue-stops of the Foundat'on
species wiw the exception of the Twelfth;

—

no Mixtures, Reeds, nor Doubles, and no Pedals.

To illustrate the gradual progress from this

starting groimd, a description will now be given
of a series of representative organs, the ac-

counts of which are derived from sources not
now generally accessible, including notices <^
many historical instruments which, since the
time of their original construction, have either

been much altered or removed altogether.

1660. Banqueting Room, Whitehall.

BsBNHABD Schmidt (Fatheb Smith).

Compound and Flue stops, and Echo.

Smith, immediately on his arrival, was com*
missioned to build an organ for the Banqueting
Room, Whitehall, not for the Chapel Royal,

Whitehall, as is generally stated. The Chapel
Royal, where Pepys attended on July 8, 1660,

and ' heard the organs for the first time in his

life,' stood east of the present chapel, and was
destroyed *by that dismal fire on Jan' 4***, 1697.*

The Banqueting Room was not used as a Chapel
Royal until 1715.

From the haste with which Smith's first Englieih

organ was put together, it did not in some respects

quite come up to all expectations ; but it never^

theless contamed a sufficient number of novelties

beyond the contents of the old English spedfica-
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tioiiB, in the shape of Ckmipound, Flate, and Reed
stops, and the * Beoho,* to cause it to create a
most favourable impression on its hearers.

Smith adopted the compass of manual down-
wards reaching to GG, with ' long octaves/

without the GG| ; he placed the GG open
diapason pipe in the centoe of one of the inner

towers of the case, and the AA in the middle
of the other inner tower ; the handsome case,

which still remains, having been constructed

with four circular towers, with a double tier of

pipes in each of the intermediate flats. He also

carried his ' Eccho* to fiddle G, though the shorter

range, to middle C, afterwards became the usual

compass. As the * Swell and Echo Organ* is

noticed under its separate head, no more need
be said respecting it in this place.

It may be mentioned here that ' Hol-flute was
the name which Father Smith usually attached

to a metal Stopped Diapason with chimneys;
' Nason ' he applied to a stopped wood Flute of

. octave pitch ; and ' Block-flute' to a metal Flute

of super-octave pitch, consiBting of pipes. several

scales larger than those of the Open Diapason.

ORGAN. SOI

1. OpenDlapMon
1 Holfluto

S.Priudpftl
4 5uon .

6b Twelfth .

e.1

GftSAT OROAjr.

PlpM
lOttopt.

Flpet
7. Block Flato, meUU to

middle Ot . . 24
8. 8ttiquiftlter&. S imnks . 129

9. Cornet, to middle C. do. 72
10. Trumpet . « . fiS

CBOIB OBOAV. 8 itOlM.

U. Slopped Dtep«Km . 68 1 14. CremoM. timnigli . 83

12. PrinclpAl . . . 68 IS. Vftuz HomAM . . 08

UlFlate.wood. to middle 85 | 897

i66i (about). St. Oeorge"» Chapel, Windsor,

Ralph Dallaic.

Divided stops on shifting movements.

Soon after the Restoration, Ralph Dallam
built an organ for St. George's Chapel, Windsor^
containing the recently imported novelties of
Compound and Trumpet Stops (nos. 6 and 7,

below). It was a single-manual organ only; and
its specification, given below, is very interesting

as showing that means were taken even at that

early time to compensate, as far as might be, for

the lack of a second manual, by the luioption of

mechanical arrangements for obtaining variety of

eflect from a limited number of registers governed
by a single set of keys. Thus there were two
'shifting movements, or pedals, one of which
reduced the ' Full Organ * to the Diapasons and
Principal, and the other to the Diapasons alone.

Thus two reductions of tone, in imitation of choir-

organ strength, could quickly be obtained; which,
in a place iSlo St George*s Chapel, where choral

service was celebrated, was very necessary. Be-
sides this, the Compound and the Trumpet stops

were both made to draw in halves at middle C,

that is to say, the Treble portion could be used

without the Bass, so that a solo could be played

prominently with the right hand and a soft accom-
paniment with the left ; and the solo stop could

also l^ suddenly shut off by the foot at pleasure.'

fj. 'J\l'^ ^ Ol^AT 0«0A«. 9 draw-rtopfc

' 1. Open DtaptMm to CO. 6. Fifteenth ... 68

then Stopped Md Oo- ,

«. Comet Treble. 8 rmnlw 78

MTepipei . . , 54 I SesqutatlteraBus^Srtnki 78

S. Stopped DlApMon . 60 ' 7. Trumpet Treble . . »
Trumpet But . • 2S8. Friuclp4l

4. Twelfth .

63
6S
6B

EOCBO OtOAlf. 4 itop*.

11 Open Dtaptsoa . . V 18. Comet. 1 ranks, (IS * T7) BS

ILlMnelpftl ... SB Il9. Trumpet . . . _»
I TotAl' 1008

Oompui, Gmt and Choir. GO, without GOf to In alt, 06 notes.

Eccbo. Fiddle O to Cln alt. 29 notes.

It is not quite certun to what pitch this

first oigan of Smith's was tuned, though it is sup-
posed to have been to his high one. He made use
of several different pitches. His highest, arising

from placing a pipe ofone Knglish foot in speaking
length on the A key, he used at Durham Cathe-
draX It must have been nearly identical with
that afterwards adopted at New College, and men-
tioned below. His next, resulting from placing a
similar pipe on the Bb key, he used for Hampton
Court Chapel; which pitch is said to be that now
commonlyused byall English organ-builders.' The
pitch a semitone lower than the last, produced by
facing the i-ft. pipe on Bt^ was used by Renatus
Harris towards the latter part ofthe 1 7U1 century.
It was Handel's pitch, and that of the organ-
builders generally of the i8th and early part of
the 19th centuries, as well as of the Philharmonic
Society at the time of its establishment (181 3).
The lowest pitch of all, arising from placing
the i-lt. pipe on the C key, was used by Smith
at Trinity College, Cambridge. These variations
were first cleariy pointed out by Mr. Alexander
Ellis in hiH 'History of Musical Pitch, iSSo.*

» At to pitch, a pipe of this length would be about mMwtj between « The ' Comet • qulcklr became a IkTourite * solo * itop. and con-

tlM Bb and BQ pipes of the Temple organ. Unoed to be so for nearly 160 rears. [See Cobmst. rol. L p. 408.J

Compass, 00. short octaves, to D in alt, 62 notes.

166 1, New College, Oxford. Robert Dalhax.

Organ tuned to lowered pitch.

Under the date 'May lo, i66 1,' Dr.Woodward,
Warden of New College, Oxford, made a note

that

Some diaooane was had with one Mr. Dalhun, an
organ-mftker, concerning a fair organ to be made for onr
College GhapeL The stops of the intended organ were
shown nnto mjself and the thirteen seniors, set down
in a paper ana named there by the organist of Christ
Ghur^ who would have had them half a note lower
than Christ Church organ, but Mr. Dalham supposed
that a quarter of a note would be sufficient.

The original specification does not appear to

have been preserved, but the case was made fur

and received a pipe as large as the GG of the

present day, which shows that the organ was of

sharp pitch FFF compass ; the compass remaining

the same after the repair of the organ by Green

in 1776. Woodward's record of the discussion

as to the extent to which the organ should be

tuned below the Christ Church Organ, is very

valuable, as testifying not only to the prevalence

of the high pitch, but also to its inconvenience.

According to the ' unequal ' or mean-tone tem-

perament to which organs were then tuned, the

Dest keys were the major of C. D, F, G, and Bb,

and the minor of D, G, and A; all of which
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however wei;e nouhcfed nearly a tofie higher than

on a modem orgi^i, and henee the inconvenience k

for transposition or an unequally temperea

organ was impracticable, on account of the 'howl-

ing of the wolf/ as the defective tuning of the

other BcsAes was termed ; and equal temperament

did not take its rise until 1688-93, and then only

m Germany ; the orean in the Church of St.

Jacobi, Hamburg, l^mg apparently tlie earliest

one tuned according to that system.

1664-5. Wimhoume Minster. Robert Haywabd.

Mutation stops (Noe. 6 and 7 below).

In 1663 (July 28) a rate was made at Wim-
houme for buying a new organ ; and in 1664

(ISept. 10) an arrangement was made with 'Robert

Hayward, of the Citty of Bath, orgin-master, to

erect and set up a payre of organs in the Church,*

for £180 ; which contract was completed in 1665,

Although this maker s name is not to be found

in the lUt of native members of his craft contained

in the standard works on the subject, yet in ex-

cellence he was not a whit behind his countrymen

whose names have become better known.

The instrument originally consisted of ' Great

Organ with Choir Organ in front.* The Stopped

Diapasons were of metal down to Tenor F, with

chimneys. Hayward anticipated Harris's type of

organ to a remarkable extent, as will be perceived

on comparing the following list of stops with the

St. Sepulchre's specification given farther on.

obkat oboak. 10 itops.

Pipes PlpM
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Roger North, says of them, 'I could not 'be eo

happy to perceive that in the musick they
signified anything at all'; but (like those at

Halberstadt) they manifested their influetoce

when used in combination ; for another writ^,
at the commencement of the present century,

observes respecting them, 'no effect alone, but
very fine with the Diapasons and PrincipaL'

The following was the scheme of the Exeter
Cathedral organ, in which we find the open
diapason duplicated:

—

OftBAT Oboas; 10 stops.

L Doable DtapftBoa
a. Open DIapssoo .

S. Open DlapasoD .

4. Stopped DlAptsoQ
& Prindpal . .

Pipes
14 «. Twelfth . . .

7. Fifteenth

8. Sesqulaltera. 5 ranks .

9. Cornet to middle C, do.
10. Trumpsi

135

1. Open Diapuon. metal
2. stopped Diapason, metal

treble . . .

5. Priiielpal. metal . .

4. Twelfth, metal .

6. Fifteenth, metal .

^ Tleroe, metal

7. Larlfot. metal .

a Besquialtera, 4 ranks.

208

9. Comet, to middle 0,

mounted, fi ranks, metal 135

10, Trumpet, metal . . JS3
-

tot'

OioiB Oboar. Io ftvnt 4 stops.

XL Stopped DIapaaoa, metal IS. Flute, wood, cloeed -. fH

treble .... 62 .14. Fifteenth. DMtal . . OS

191. Principal, metal . . fiO
{ Total 965

Compass, Great and Choir. QQ, short oetaras to D In alt. 88 notes.

Neither Dallam's nor Hayward's organ con-

tained an Echo.

1665-6. Exeter Cathedral. John Loosbmobjs.

Double Diapason, Bass, etc.

The organ in Exeter Cathedral, constructed

by John Loosemore, possessed a remarkable

feature in its Double open Diapason, which con-

tained the largest pipes ever maae in this country.

The fourteen pipes of which this stop consisted,

were grouped in two separate sets of seven each,

against two of the columns of the great central

tower, and therefore at some distance from the

main body of the organ ; and were acted upon
by an additional set of pallets. The dimensions

of the largest pipe (GGG), were as follows :

—

speaking part, kmg
Mose . . . .

Clrcumferenoe . •

Diameter . •

aoft. 6 In.
I
Contents of the spaaUng part.

4 S hogs. 8 gaL
8 11 Weight. 300 lbs.

1 « I

The large Exeter pipes, like those at Hal-
berstadt, did not pixxluce much effect when
tried by themselves, for an old writeri the Hon.

Choib Oboan. In front. 5 Ktops.

11. Stopped Diapason . 65 1 14. Fifteenth ...»
12. Principal . . . 66 1& Bassoon ... 65
13. Flute .... 66

I total lOM
Compass. Great and Choir. GO. tong ocUva^ no O^t. to

Din alt. 56 notes.

1666-7. Worcester Cathedral. Thoma3 Harris.

Chiefly Foundation-stops.

On July 5, 1666, Thomas Hartis entered into

an agreement with the Efean and Chapter of

Worcester, according to whicli ' within eighteen
months he shall set up in the choyre a double
organ, con.sisting of great organ and chaire

organ.' The list of the stops fbr this instrument
has been preserved, and goes far to explain why
Harris did not for some time meet with quite as

much encouragement as Smith. His spedfica*

tion is made up simply of the same kind of stops

as were in vogue in England before the Commoi^
wealth, and presents but slight indication of its

author's having profited by his sojourn abroad.

The specification was as follows :

—

Obbat Oboaw. 9 stops,

las. tin open Diapasons, oft 6. one Twdfth. of netaL
metal. 7 a 8. two Fifteenths, of metaL

S. one Beeorder. of metaL 9. one place fbr aoothar stop^

4 a 5. two PriiMpials, of metaL

Gbaibb Oboaw. 5 stops.

la one Open Diapason, of wood,
haring nine pipes towards
the bases beginning in A re.

IL one Stopped Diapason, ofwood.

12. one Principal, of metaL
13. one Fifteenth, of metaL
14. one Two-aQd<aoih(cs they caQ

!tX

The compass of the organ is not given, but

some interesting particulars occur as to the

dimensions for two of the metal pipes. The two

great open diapasons, which were ' to be in sight,

east and west,* were to contain * a lo-ft. pipe,

as at Sarum and Gloucester, following the pro-

portion of 8 in. diameter in the lo-ft. pipe ; and

4 in. diameter in a pipe of sfl.' *^

Although he specified Uie dimensions of his

largest pipe, Harris mentioned nothing as to the

key upon which it was to act—whether F, FS.

or G ; and the omission of this particular would

have lefi the question as to the downward com-

pass and consequent pitch of his organ in great

uncertainty, were there not means for obtaining

the information by deduction.

Thomas Tomkins, organist ofWorcester Cathe-

dral, who published his 'Mudca Deo Sacra* is

> ' The Monastarr and Oathedral of Woroester, tf loha Saakk



1 668, appended to it a recommendatory Latin note
Cof which Sir Frederick Ouseley has a rare copy),
w^hich, when traDshvted, runs thus:—Met the
(tenor) F pipe be 2 J feet or 30 inches in length/
Such a pipe, as being one half and one quarter
the length of Harris's 5 ft. and 10 ft. pipes re-

spectively, would give their octave and super-
octave sounds. That Harris's 10 ft. pipe was
attached to the Fj key is not at all likely, since
Ft was never treated as a • tonic * at that period.
That it communicated with tlie G key is equally
bevond belief, since that would have been identi-
cal with the pitch of the present day, which is

lower by a tone than it then was ; while F was
one of the tonics most frequently used by the then
leading church musicians. There can be little

doubt, therefore, that Harris's Worcester, Salis-

bury, and Gloucester Organs, were all * FFF or-

gans,* ' short octaves ' perhaps, and * sharp pitch

'

by a whole tone, as already surmised.
The identity between Tomkins's and Harris'^F

pitch and a G pipe of thejpresent day, is conclu-
sively established thus. llie fiddle G pipe in the
Manual Open Diapason at the Temple is exactly
of the specified * 2 j feet or 30 inches in length,*
while for the GG metal on the Pedal (made by
Forster & Andrews) there is precisely a * 10 ft.

pipe,' which by a coincidence is also of the • pro-
portion of Sin. diameter.*

The * proportion * for theWorcester organ, quoted
above, incidentally points to a second reason why
Thomas Harris was no match for Smith. To
emit an 'even quality and strength as the tones
ascend, the diameter or ' scale * of a set of pipes
should not be reduced to one half until the interval

of a major tenth is arrived at : whereas Harris,
according to the above, made his pipe of half
width as soon as it became of half length, i. e. at
the octave. His tone must therefore have been
either light and feeble, or thin and penetrating,
in the treble part.

1670 (about). Si. Sepulchre's, Snow Hill,

Thomas and Rbnatus Harris.

Mutation stops, Clarion, etc.

The instrument for this church consisted of
Great Organ with Choir Oigan in fi*ont, and was
the first, so far as is known, that the Harrisen
built for London. The scheme difiers so widely
from that of the Worcester organ just noticed, as
to suggest that the younger hand of Renatus took
an important part in its preparation. It included,
however, rather an over-amount of 'chorus stops*;

and an old notice states that the general effect

was fine with the reeds, but thin without them.

ORGAN. 593

L Open Dlapuon .

% Stopped DUipuon
3w l^uclpal . .

4. Twelfth . .

5. Flftaenth . .

ft. Tierce . • •

6BSAT Obqak. 12 ttopt.

Pipes
7. lATigOt

Pipe*
. . S2

& SesquUltera, 3 noks . 1G6

9. Mixtare. 3 rauks . . 104
ia Comet to mid. Gg. 5do. ISO
11. Tfumpet ... 62
12. Clftrioa . . . aa

CnoiB OtGAir In front. 6 stops,

la Stopped Diftpsson . 02 | IB. Fifteenth ... 63
14. Principal , . . 63 1 17. Vox Hunuuw . . 62
1& Flute . . . . 68 ;18. Cremona . . . 62

Total 1170

Coapaas. 6t. and Chr. QQ. abort ocUres. to D In alt. 62 notes.

VOL.11. PT. 11.

Xtenatui^ Harris probably caiue up to Londbn
to erect the St. Sepulchre's organ, and took up
his abode there ; as we find him making several
organs for the metropolis and the provinces in th©
course of the next ten years. •

1683-4. The Temple Church,

Bernard Schmidt (Father Smith).

Two quarter notes. Three manuals.

In September i68a the Treasurers of the two
Hon. Societies of the Inner and Middle Temple
had some conversation with Smith respecting
thp construction of an organ for their church.
Renatus Harris, who was then residing in * Wyne
Office Court, Fleet Street' and was therefore
close upon the spot, made interest with the So-
cieties, who were induced to arrange that if each
of these excellent artists would set up an organ,
the Societies would retain that which, in the
greatest number of excellences, deserved the pre-
ference. This proposal was agreed to, and byMay
1684, the two organs were erected in the church.
Smith's stood in the west-end gallery, and Harris's
on the south (Inner Temple) side of the Com^
munion Table. They were at first exhibited separ-
ately on appointed days, and then tried on the
same day ; and it was not until the end of 1687,
or beginHhig of 1688, that the decision was given
in favour of Smith's instrument ; Harris's organ
being rejected without reflecting any loss of
reputation on its ingenious builder.'

Smith's, organ reached in the Bass to FFF

;

and from FF upwards it had two additional keys
OP * quarter notes ' in each octave, • which rarityes,*

according to an old book preserved in the library
of the Inner Temple, 'no other organ in England
hath ; and can play any tune, as for instance y«
tune of y« 1 19*»» Psalm, (in E minor,) and severall
other services set by excellent musicians ; which
no other organ will do.' The order of the keys ran
thus : FFF, GG, AA, BBb, BBt then semitones
to gamut G, after which the two special quarter
tones in each octave ; the compass ending on C
in alt, and the number of keys on each manual
being -sixty-one.'
The keys for the two extra notes CA b and DJ)

were provided by those for GJ and Eb being cut
across midway; the back halves, which acted on
the additional pipes, rising as much above the
iront halves as the latter did above the long keys.

I The interesting details of this musical contest are not given here.
as they have been printed aeparatelr by one of the Benchers of the
Middle Temple. Edmund Macrory, ^.. under the title 'A few notes
on the Temple Organ.'

» Dr. Armes. the organist of Durham Cathedral, has brought under
the notice of the present writer a very curious discovery—namely, that
the organ in that Church wa« originally prepared Ibr. snd afterwards
received, quarter notes exactly similar to those at the Temple. The
original onler for the organ, dated August IH, 1683. does not provide
for them, the number of pipes to each single stop being speciflcally
given, 'fifty-four,' which would indicate the same compass as the
Temple organ, viz. FFF to In alt. wilhtml the quarter tones : but
the sound-boards, ro'ler-boards, etc. were unquestionably made from
the first with two extra grooves, movements, etc.. for each ociave
from FF upwards, and the large extra diapason pipes, as being rer
quired for the east and west fronts, were also inserted. The original
contract vras completed by May 1. 1686: and Dr. Armes 1» of opinion
that the HA. paid in 1691 to Smith by 'the Worshi. the Dean and
Chapter of Durham for work doiM at y* Orgaa ' was for the insertion
gf ttia quarter-tone pipes.
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Smith*! organ had three complete manoals,

which was a£o a novelty. Two complete stops

were allotted to the upper set of keys, forming a

kind of Solo organ, with which the 'Ecchmi'

acted in combination.

The following is a copy of the Schedule of

Father Smith's organ as delivered to the two

societies, signed, and dated June ai, 1688.

reeds into this organ,

stood as follows :

—

Gesat Oroax. 10 stops.

ei
1. Prestand or Met-

tle .. .

a. Holflute of Wood
and Mettle 61

a.Fr1nclp4llofMettle 61

4. OwUckt of Wains-
cott ... 61

& Qutnta of Mettle.
6. Super OcUto .

7. Sesqulatten of

Mettle . .

a Mixture of Mettle

9. Comette ofMettle

10. Trumpet uf Mettle

11. OedMktofWains-
oott ... 61

IZ A Sadt of Mettle 61

1%. Uolflnte of Mettle 61

U, Splttsflute of Mettle 61

CBOiB Oboax. 6 stops.

15. AVioIlandVloUn
of Mettle . . 61

16. Voice humane of

866

KccRoa. 7 stops.

17. (WadrtofWood 61 06 .21, SesqulalteAof

18. Super OcUTeo of Mettle . . lOS

MetUe . . 61 08 22. Comett of Mettle 67

19. Oedackt of Wood 2» 23. Trumpett . . J»
». Flute of Mettle . 28 1 401

ToUl 1715

With 8 fiill setts of Kejs and quarter notes to O In alt. 61 notes.

1690. Magdalen College, Oxford,

BsNATUs Harris.

Compare with specification on p. 589.

Kot long after this date, in 1690, Benatus
Harris undertook to repair and improve the organ

erected by his grand&ther in Magdalen College,

Oxford; and the conditions he named showed
how thoroughly such renovations were sometimes

undertaken in those days. He * covenanted' to

render all the mechanism ' strong, staunch, good,

and serviceable,' and to make the pipes 'bear

a good tone, strons:, clear, and sweet.' He
also undertook to ' alter the pitch of the said or-

gans*—which had been tuned to a very high one

—

* half a note lower than they now are
'

; and to

make the ' two sets of keys fall as little as can be
to give the pipes their due tone ; the touch to be
ready, soft, and even under the finger.* Renatus
Harris therefore took honest thought of the in-

teretft of his patrons, the pleasure of the listeners,

the ease of the singers, and the comfort of the

player.' Among the new stops which he in-

troduced was a Cedime (Cithern), doubtless a
string-toned stop ; and he applied the terms ' Fur-
niture ' and * Cymbal ' to the compound utops for

the first time in England. Harris introduced no

I Some ClATler Tnntruments. in the course of their numerous im-
proTemeiitt. have had Iheir touch deepened and its reststauce to the

ii i/er Incfvaaed ; so that the keys ufamodem ' Broadwood (innd ' hare
itow a fall of three-Hghths ufan loch, anda re<«iRtance In the bau offuur

oances. In »ume mudem orvans. with scarcely more manual stops

than the one under consideration, the fall uf the keys has been as

much as half an Inch, atid the resistance twice, or even thrice, as

treat as that of a Uraiid Viano. particularly when the coupler has
bfwn drawn. Such a touch Inflicts great punishment on ladles.—the
c erg} man's wife, or the squire's daughter.—who in country places or
remuto parishes are frequently the ready but not uver-muscu'ar
as>Utants at the smaller services. A touch with a note here and
thitre half-an-ounce b<«vler than its neighbours, is even more em-
barraasiuif than a deep one.

Its amended specificatioa

6BKAT OROAI. 8 Stops.

Pipes
B. Great Twelfth, of Betal
6. Fifteenth, of metal
7. Ftimttureof Sraoks .

8. Cymbal of 2 iBolu
V9
10»

aw

1. OpeQDlapMOfi.ofin«lal SO

2. Stopped Diapasoa. of
wood .... 60

8. Principal, ofoMtal . 60
4. Cedime. of metal . fiO

Cboib Oboak. 5 stopa.

9. Stopped Diapason 60 1 12. Nasoa. of metal . . »
la Principal, of metal . BO IS. Fifteenth • • • ^
11. Flute, of metal . . BO I Total fOO

Compass. CC, DO CCf. to D in alt. BO notes. Three bdkma.

1694-6. St, PauTi CaihedraL

Bernard Schmidt.

Manual to i6 feet C, and large ' Chayre.*

Father Smith's success at the Temple doubtl^s
had much to do with his being invited to erect

an organ in the Metropolitan Cathedral ; the

contract for which was dated and signed Dec. 19,

1694. The instrument was to consist of Great
and Chayre Organs, and Echoes, it was to be com-
pleted by Lady Day, 1696, and the price to be

£2000. The compass was to be the same as that

at the Temple, namely ' Double F fa ut to C sol

fa in Alt inclusive,* 54 notes. Smith's contract

was for the inside of the organ only; the case

being provided by Sir Christopher Wren. The list

of stops originally agreed upon was as follows :—

GtXAT Omax. 12 stopa.

1. Open Diapason. 7. Fifteenth.

2. Open Diapason. 8. Small Twelfth.

8. Stop Diapason. 9. Sesqulaltera.

4. Principal. la MUtura.
B. Holfleut. 11. Comet.
6. Great Twellth. 12. Trumpet.

CSATU Oman. 9 stops.

1& Stop Dtapaaon. UU Fifteenth.

14. QuinU dena Diapason. 19. Cymball.
16. PrinclpaL Sa Voice Humaoi.
16. Holfleut. 2L Crumbontk
17. Great Twelfth.

XCBOU or halfs stops ; 6.

22. Diapason.
|

2& Fifteenth.

29L Principal. I 26. Comet.
9A. Nason. | 27. Trampet.

After the contract was signed, Smith extended

his design, and made the Great Manual to the com-

pass of 1 6 ft., instead of I a ft. only ; and he added

the six large extra notes—CCC, DDD, £££!7,

EEEt FFFf, and GG|—at his own expense.

He had previously given Sir Christopher Wren
the dimensions of the case he would require for

his 1 2 -ft. organ ; and he now desired these to be

increased, but this Sir Christopher refused, de-

claring that the building was already spoiled by

the 'confounded box of whistles.' Smith took

his revenge on Wren by letting the larger open

diapason pipes in the two side towers project

through the top of the case nearly a foot-, which

vexed Sir Christopher exceedingly, and compelled

him to add ornaments several reet in height to

hide the disfigurement. The Choir Organ case,

too, was made so small that it had no room for

the Quinta-dena. which therefore,, though made,

had to be left out.

1 700 (about). St. John*» Chapel, Bedford Bote.

Renatus Harris.

Stops * by Communication.*

EenatuB Harris was very partial to an in-
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genious Mrrangemeni by whkh the lower poption
of a stop, or even the stop entire, could be made
to act on two different manuals *by commu-
nication ' as it was termed. He introduced this
device for the first time in his oigan at the
Temple, and aiWwards in those at St. Andrew's
Holbom, St. Andrew Undershaft, St. John's
Chapel, Bedford Row, etc. ; but the account of
the last-mentioned instrument is here selected for
illustration, as it presented some other noticeable
peculiarities. This organ had a ' Sesquialtera
Bass ' of reeds, consisting of 1 7th, 19th, and 2and,
up to middle B, planted on a small separate sound-
board ; each rank being made to draw separately.
(See nos. 13. 14, and 15. below.) It was however
nearly always out of order, and produced at best
but an indifferent effect. The four ranks of the
Comet in the Echo (lath, 15th, Tierce, and Lari-
got) were made to draw separately ; an arrange-
ment evidently adopted rather for ostentation, as
these sets of little pipes could scarcely have been
required separately for any useful purpose.

Grkat OBOAX. 16 BtOpt.

Pipu
960

ORGAN. 595

of Inferior dimensions. Hiis organ doubtless had
an Echo; but no account of it hais been preserved.

OftiAT oboan. is stops.

Pipe*
1. DouUe OpeD DiapMon.

CCC to CO. no CCOJ 12
5. open Diapuon . . M
8. Open Diapason . . M
4. Stopped Diapason , M
6. Principal . . . M
9. Flute . . . . M

Ftpei
7. Twalflh . • • . M
8. Fifteenth . . . M
9. Sesqulaltera, 4 ranks . 216
la FnrnHura, 3 ranks
1J. Comet. 6 ranks .

12. Trumpet . .

IS. Clarion , ,

14. Open Dtapason. wood
15. Stopped Diapason
16. Principal , ,

17. Flute . . .

CooiB OBOAtr. 7 stopg.

18. ntteenth
19. Mixture, S ranks ,

20. Vox Humana

Compass GO. short octaTcs. up to K In alt. St notes.

, 14B
. S4
. _6«

1021

54
162

1807

1- Open Diapason ,

2. Stopped Diapason
5. Principal . .

4. Flute . . .

& Twelfth . , .

6. Fifteenth • •

7. Tierce . , .

& Larigot .

Pipes

63

9. Sesqulaltera. S ranks . .^
10. Cornet to mid.C|. 6 ranks 130
11. Trumpet ... 62
12. Clarion . . , . flS

In
IS. Tierce . .

14. Larlgbt . .

I Ifi. Twenty-second

CHom 0B8AH. 2 real stops : 4 borrowed.
«. Open Diapason Borrowed by
& Mopped Dia- 1 communlca-

puon Vtion trom the
e. Principal j Great Organ.
A Flute

'

EOBO.
18. Open Diapason . . 27
19. Stopped DiapasMk « 27
ao. Principal ... 27
21. Twelfth .... 27
22. fifteenth ... 37

16. Bassoon
17. Cremona

10 stops.

28. Tieree . .

24. Larifot . .

2& Trumpet
26. Hautbor
27. Vox Humana

62
53

7otf

27

27
27
27

Compass, Grt. and Cbr. GO. short octaTcs. to D In alt. SB
Scho. Middle C to D in alt. 27 notes.

1009

notes.

The above organ was standing, a few yeai-s
ago, in a church at Blackheath.

1703. St. Saviour\ SouthtDark,

Abbaham Jordan, Sen.

Double Diapason and Large Choir.

This organ is sud to have been built by ' one
Jordan, a distiller, who,* as Sir John Hawkins
tells us in his History of Music, ' had never been
instructed in the business, but had a mechanical
turn, and was an ingenious man, and who, about
the year 1700, betook himself to the making of
organs, and succeeded beyond expectation.* He
certainly buUt several excellent and substantial
instruments. The one under notice had a i6-ft.
octave of metal pipes acting on the Great Organ
Keys from tenor C down to CC. These large
pipes originally stood in the front of the ca*e.
where thev made a very imposing appearance,
as their full length was presented to view, with-
out n^ly a yard of the upper part being hidden
behind the case, as at St. PauPs. They however
*®r® dismounted many years ago. and put out of
fflgot, and the instrument waa enclosed in a case

1 7 10. Saliibury Cathedral Renatus Harbis.

Four manuals.

In the year 1710 Renatus Harris erected in

I

Salisbury Cathedral, in place of the instrument
I

put up by his father, an organ possessing four
manuals (for the first time in England) and fifty
stops, including 'eleven stops of Echos,' and on
which *may be more varietys expressed, than by
all y« organs in Engknd, were their several excel-
lencies united.' Such was the glowing account
given of the capabilities of this new organ, on the
engraving of its 'East Front.* The instrument,
however, presented little more than an amplifi-
cation of the peculiarities exhibited in the St.
John's Chapel organ ahready noticed. The extra
department consisted ofacompleteborrowed organ
of 13 stops derived from the Great organ. The
Choir organ had its own real stops ; and the * 1

1

Stopa of Echoa' were to a great extent made up of
the single ranks of the ordinary Comet There
was a 'Drum Pedal, CC,' the * roll * of which was
caused by the addition of a second pipe sounding
a semitone below the first pipe, with which it

caused a rapid beat. Smith had previouslyput
• a Trimeloe ' into his omn at St. Mary-at-mil,
and ' a Drum,* sounding D, into that at St. Nicho-
las, Deptford.

FnsT GBXAT OBOAK. 10 real stops.

1. Open Diapason .

2. Open Diapaiion .

8. Stopped Diapason
4. Principal
6. Flute .

6. Twelfth .

7. Fifteenth
& Tierce .

Secoitd Great OiOAit.

Pipes
9. Larigot .... SO
la Sesqulaltera. 4 ranks . 200
IL Comet. 6 ranks . . 1^
12. Tmmpet , , , HO
13. Clarion .... SO
14. Cromhom ... 60
1& Vox Humana . . 60

742

13 borrowed stops.

h. Larigot .

i. Sesqulaltera ,

J. Trumpet
k. Clarion . .

L Orombom
•». Vox I

a. Open Diapason . . ^
b. Stopped Diapason . . 00
«. Principal ... 00
d. Flute .... 00
e. Twelfth . • . . 00
/. Fifteenth ... 00
g. Tierce • • • . 00

Croik Oroan. 7 stops.

IS. Open Diapason, to Gamut 42 20. Twelfth , •
17. btoppod Diapason . CO 21. Fifteenth
18. Principal ... 60 22. Bassoon . •
19. Flute .... 60

Echo. 11 stops,

28. Open Diapason . . 25 29. Tierce . •

24. Stopped Diapason . 25 9a Larigot .

25. Principal . . . 25 31. Trumpet
20. Flute .... 25 32. Vox Humana
27. Twelfth .... 25 S3. Cromhom
28. Fifteenth . . . 2S

Compan, 6t. and Chr. GO. short 8ves. to CIn alt, 60 notes.
JCcbo, middle to C in alt, 25 notes.

Q<l2

00

342

275
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1 71 2. St. MagntUf London Bridge. JotDAS'.

The first Swell.

In 171 a the Jordans (Abraham, sen. and jun.)

built an eigan for the church at the opposite end

of Loiidon Bridge to St. Saviour's, namely St.

Magnus, which deserves special notice as being

the firpt instrument that wmtained a Swell. This

organ also had four sets of keys, the fourth no

doubt being a counterpart ofthe third (Echo) but
* adapted,to the act of emitting sounds by swelling

the notes/ so that passages played with expression

could be contrasted with those played without.

A list of the stops in the Swell has not been

preserved ; but we know from those subsequently

made, that its compass and capacity must have

been very limited, though sufficient to illustrate

the importance of the improvement.

1 7 16. St. ChacCs, Shrewibury,

Thomas Sohwarbrook.

Swell and Choir on one Manual.

Four years after the invention of the Swell,

in 1 716, Thomas Schwarbrook adopted a device in

his organ at St. Chad's, Shrewsbury, which after-

wards became a very favourite one with the

builders of the last century, namely, that of at-

taching to the choir manual a few treble stops

enclosed in a swell-box. This, in a small way,

fore^iadowed the combination * swell to choir'

which remains a frequent and favourite one to

this day. The Echo organ contained a * Flageolet/

the earliest example that we have met with.

Obxat QgOAX. IS stops.

8. Lesser Tierce OH).
9. Cornet, treble.

10. Besqulaltera. teas.

U. Foumlture.
19. Trumpet.
13. ClAriOD.

1. Opeo PUpMon.
5. Stopped Diapason.
3. Principal.

4. Octave to middle C.
6. Twelfth.
6. Fifteenth.

7. Tierce (17).

Choir Oboak. 6 stops.

14. Open Diapason, to middle 0. 1 17. Flute, to middle 0.

15. Stopped Diapason. IS. Fifteenth.

16. Principal. ' 19. Trumpet, to middle 0.

N06. 14 and 18 were enclosed as a BweU. and the box itas opened by

a pedal.

XOBO. 7 stops.

20. Open Diapason. 94. Twelfth.

21. Stopped Diapason. 25. Fifteenth.

22. Principal. 20. Trumpet.
23. Flaffeulat,

OompMik 6t. and Ghr. QQ, short Sres. to D In alt. 02 notes.

Echo, middle to D In alt. 27 notes.

Drum pedal, sounding G and F^*

Schwarbrook's masterpiecewas at St. Michael's,

Coventry. It originally contained a Harp, Lute,

and Dulcimer ; but the strings and action were

so liable to get out of order that they were re-

moved in 1763.

1722-4. St. DUmU Backchurdi,

]Renatu8 Harris, Jun.

Many Keed Stops.

This admirable organ, made by one of the

fourth generation of Harrises, who died young,

was remarkable for the number and excellence

of its reed-stops, as well as for the general good-

ness of its Flue-work. [See Fldewobk.] This

OEGAK.^

organ had sevml stops * by commumca>tibn,*

either wholly or partially, and from different

notes. The introduction of the GG| was an

unusual feature. It appears to have been the

earliest organ to contain a 'French Horn' atop.

'Tenor D' was a peculiar note for it to be ter-

minated upon ; but it nevertheless remained the

standard note for special stops for many years.

The Swell had no separate Principal Where this

was the case, the Principal was included in ibe

Comet,
6EKAT OBOAH. is Stops.

Pipes

L Open Diapason .

2. Stopped Diapason
3. Principal

4. Twelfth . .

5. Fifteenth .

6. Tierce . .

7. Urigot . .

8. Sesquialtera. 4 ranks , 224

9. Comet to mid. C. 5 ranks l»
10. Trumpet ... 36

IL French Horn to tenw D 37

12. Clarion . . . . »
IS. Cremona. bx>m Cbdr

Organ. b7 communi-
cation « • . <0

14. Opm Diapason to mid-
dle 0, hj communi-
cation below .

15. Stopped Diapason to gap

mut O. by communi-
cation below .

lA. Principal . . .

Cboib OBoax. 7 stops.

17. Flute .

18. Fifteenth

19. Cremona
20. Bassoon .

21. Vox Humana
2S. Clarion, ftom Great Or-

gan, by commnnlcatkio 00

82 1
77. Clarion • •

S3 28. Crembna
128 20. TozHumlma

Swell Oboak. 7 stops.

23. OpenJ)lapa»on .

24. Stopped Diapason
25. Comet. 4 ranks .

2B.TnmlpeC ... 82 i
.

»
Total USB

Compass, Gt. and Chr. 00 with OOf to D In alt, S6

Swdl. Fiddle Q to D in alt. 32 notes.

17215. St. Mary Beddiff, BnUci.

First Octave Coupler.

In 1726 John Harris and John Byfield, sen.

erected a fine and imposing-looking organ for the

church of St. Mary Kedcliff, Bristol, which had

a '16 ft. Speaking front.' Th6 compass of this

instrument was in some respects unusuaUycom-

plete, the Great Organ descending to CCC, in-

cluding CCCf, and the Choir Organ going down

to GG with GG J ; the Swell consisted of the

imusual number of nine stops. Four of the Slops

in the Gi:eat Oigan descended to GG only; and

one of the open Diapasons had stoppedpipes to

the last four notes. There was * a spring of com-

munication' attached to the Great Organ, by

which CC was made to act on the CCC key, and

so on throughout the compass. The Biedcliff

organ therefore contained the first
|
octave coupler'

that was ever made in England ; in fact, the fiist

coupler of any kind with which any organ in this

country was provided. Some old printed accounts

of this organ state that the Swell originally went

to tenor C, with the lower notes of the reeds very

fine ; and that it was afterwards shortened to the

fiddle G compass ; but Mr.Vowles. organ-builder

of Bristol, who a few years ago reconstructed the

organ, and had all its original mechanism under

his eye, assures the present writer that the state-

ment was erroneous, and probably took its rise

from the circumstance that the key-maker, doubt-

less by mistake, made the Swell Manual down

to tenor C, and that the seven extra keys were

thereforo allowed to remain m * dummies,'
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6UAT OBOAJT.

Plp«
1. Optn Diapason «

S. Op«a Diapaaon. metal
to BEE ; stopped
pipes below . •

S. Stopped Diapason .

4. Prfhclpal . r" >
& TwUfth, to GO • . 86

npes
6. Fifteenth, to GO . . 86
7. Tierce, to GG , . 66
8. Seiqalaltera, 5 ranks,

to GO . . i^ . . 880
9. Cornet, to mid. C.5 rks. 185

-. Jfr Tnimp«t . . . O
11. Clarion . . . • _»

961
Oboib OteAM. 6 stops.

12. Stopped Diapason . 66 1 16. Block flote ... 66
la Principal ... 66 16. 8esqulaltera,S ranks . 168
14. Flute .... 66 117. Bassoon. ... 66

Swill Oboait. 9 >tops.

18. Open Diapason . . SS 88. Hantboj «

19. Stopped Diapason . 82 ! 2ft. Trumpet
SO. Principal ... 82 25. Cremona
21. Flute .... 32 28. Vox Humana
82. Comet, S ranks . . 96 1

. . as

. . 92

. . 32

Toua 1781

Compass. Great Organ, CCC with CCC$ to D in alt. 68 notes.
Choir do. GGwlthOGtttoDlnaH. 66 notes.
Swell do. Fiddle O to D In alt. . 82 notes.

Four Bellows.

1730. Christ Church, SpUalfidds.

BiCHABD BbIDOK.

Largest Organ in Englfuui.

In 1 730, Bichard Bridge, then a voting man,
made himself favourably known by the construc-
tion ofa fine organ for Christ Ghur6h, Spitalfields,

which was at the time the largest in England.
Like the St. Dionis organ, it contained more than
the average number of excellent reed-vtops. The
second Open Diapason had, instead of open pipes
in the lowest octave, stopped pipe? and 'helpers/
as they used to be termed.

18stop6«

1. Open Diapason
2. Open Diapason to ga-

mut O. then Stopped
and Principal pipes

.

8. Stopped Diapason
4. Prtneipal . . .

5. Principal • • .

6. Twelfth ....
7. Flfleenttr • . .

ObBat Oboak.
Pipes

n. Stopped Diapason
18. Principal . .

19. Flute . . .

20. Fifteenth . .

SL Mixture, 8 ranks .

66
66

66
86
168

8. Tierce • • • 4 66
9. Larlgot .... 66

10. Sesqulaltera. 6 ranks . 280
IL Furniture. 8 ranks . 168
12. Comet to mid. 0^,6 rks. 180
IS. Trumpet . . . S6
14. Trumpet ... 66
15. Clarion .... 66
16. Bassoon . • • . _G6

1318" 9 stops.

22. Cremona
28. Vox I

24. French Uom to tenorD
25. Hautboj to tenor B .

28. open Diapason .

27. Stopped Diapason
28. Principal . .

29. Flute . . ,

80. Comet, 8 ranks •

ffiriLL Oboav. 8 stopc

81. Trumpet
32. Hautboy
SS. Clarion .

352
Total 2268

Compass, Great and Choir, OG. long oetares. without GG S . to
D in alt ; 66 notes.

*

Swell, fiddle G to Dih alt; 32 notes. Dnun pedal on C ; 2 pipes.

1749. Four^dling HoitpHal, Pabkeb.
Four quarter tones.

The organ built by Parker in 1749 ^^^ *^®
chapel of the Foundling Hospital was speci^ly
remarkable for having four quarter notes in each
octave, or, in the wonls ofa writer in the 'Euro-
pean Magazine * for February 1799, 'four demi-
tones, and other niceties not occurring in other
organs.' At the Temple there were two, D# and
Ab. At the Foundling there were in addition,
Aj and Db. These supplementary notes were not
furnished with extra keys, but were controlled by

c^iain mechanism whereby they could be suh-
ttUuUd for four of those ordinarily in connection
with the short keys. The external mechanism
for this consisted of six levers, two for each
manual, phiced over the draw-stops on each side,
moving in as many horizontal slots, and each
having three places of rest. When the levers
stood m the centre, the i a sounds were those of
the usual unequal temperament. If a left-hand
lever were pushed full to the left, Eb was changed
into D| ; and if a right-hand lever were pushed
full to the right, Bb was changed to A|. If how-
ever a right-hand lever were put fiill to the left,

G[% was changed into Ab ; and if a left-hand lever
were put full to the right, C| becameDb. There
were thus two levers belonging to each of the
tbree manuals.

j^jmdel conducted the music at the perform-
ance given on the occasion of the opening of this

organ in 1749.

7. Flute . • • . 76
& TwelfUi . . . . 76
9. Fifteenth . . . 76
la Block-flute . . . 76
U. SeMiutaltera. 8 ranks . 228

12. Trumpet . . . 76

Griat okoAir.

Pipes
L Double-stopped Diapa-

son, all through • 7(F

5. Open Dlapas<m . • 76
a Oi>en Diapason . . n
4. Stopped Diapasoh . 76
6l Principal ... 76
6. Prindiial ... 76

OaoiB Oboax. 6 stops.

15. DuldanatoCO . . 71 116. Fifteenth .

14. Stopped Diapason . 78 17. Vox Humana
16. Principal ... 76

I

Swill oboait. 4 siops.

18. Open Diapason . . 46 1 20. Trumpet i

4 1 21. Cremona

F1p«

S7K

19. Stopped Diapason
• . 46

• • ^
Total 16S9

Compass. Gt. and Cr. OG. long Rres. to E in alt, 76 notes.
Swell, Fiddle G to £ in alt, 46 notes.

1754. St. Margaret's, Lynn BegU.

John Schnetzler.

The first Dulciana.

Schnetzler is the four^ Gei^nan oigan-builder
whom we have met with in EngUmd. More
than one incident of interest is connected with
the erection of the organ built by him for the
parish church of Lynn Begis. There was an old
organ in the building that was so much decayed
that portions of some of the pipes crumbled to
dust when they were taken out to be cleaned.
The churchwardens nevertheless wished to retain
this organ if possible, and asked Schnetzler to
state what it was worth, and also what would
be the expense of repairing it. He said the
organ as it stood was worth a hundred pounds

;

and if they would lay out another hundred upon
it, it would then perhaps be worth fifty I This
answer settled the matter, and the new organ
was ordered. The Lynn organ is the first that
contuned a Dulciana, of which it had two, one
in the Choir and one in the Swell. It also had
a Bourdon in the Great Organ to CO, of metal
throughout, except the lowest two notes, which
were of wood. The t^ree manuals were com-
plete, said a Bass to the Swell was obtained
from three of the Choir Organ Stops, by three
adHitional sliders and as many separate draw-
stops.
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1. Boardon. to CC .

8. Open Diapason .

3. Stopped DiapuoQ
4. Principal . .

a. Twelfth . . .

e. Fifteeatb • .

GUAT OtaAX.
Ftpes Plpei

7. TlartJe .... 67

8. Sesqulaltera. 4 raaki . 82S

0. Funitture. S ranks . 171

10. Comet to mid. 0. 5 ranks 145

11. Trumpet
IS. Clarion

IS. Ouldaoa, of nK
throughout

14. Stopped DlapaM>n
1& Principal . .

Cboik Oboan. 7 stopi.

16. Flute
17. Fllloenth

le. Bamooo up to FiddleO
19. VoxHumaoa

SwBlX. 8 rtopi. and S borrowed Ban stops.

20i Open DUpaton ..»!». Trumpet ... 88

M. Stopped Diapason . 38 27. Hautboy ... 38

22. Dulclana . . . 96
i

a. Stopped Bass 1

«. German Flute, to mkU » I
». Dulclana Bass ^from Cbolr.

24. Comet. 4 ranks . . 144 c Flute Bass J

25. Ft«nch Hora . . 88 | Total IWO

Oompau, Qt. and Chr. GG, long 8res. no 00$. to E in alt. 87 DOt«s.

Swell. Tbnor F to E In alt. 88 notes.

1789. Oreenwich Hotpital. Samuel Gbeen.

SweU to FF.

In the organ made for the chapel of the Royal

Hospital at Greenwich, Green extended the com-

pass of the Swell down to FF, a most important

improvement; and included therein not only a

Diilciana but also its octave, the Dulcet or Dul-

ciana PrincipaL The disposition of this organ

stood as follows :

—

obiat oboak. 11 stops.

Pipes PlP«
1. Open Diapason
2. Open Diapason . . 68

5. Stopped Diapason . 60

4. Principal ... 60

8. Flute .... 69

6. Twdfth .... 60

CBon Oboam. B stops.

12. Stopped Diapason . 80 1 15. Fifteenth

13. Principal . . . 80 16. Bassoon

.

14. Flute .... 60 I

Bwbu. Oboar. 8 stops.

7. Fifteenth

e. Sesqulaltera. S ranks . 177

0. Mixture. 2 ranks . . 118

la Comet to mid. C. 4 ranks 116

11. Trumpet . . . »

17. Open Diapason .

Ig. Stopped Diapason
19. Dulclana
20. Principal . .

SL Dttldana Principal

22. Com^Sranks
23. Trumpet
24. Hautboj

896

144
48

4W
1688

1790. SL George 8 Chapel, Windsor,

Samuel Gbeen.

Great Organ in general Swell.

In the organ built for the Chapel Royal at

Windsor in the following year. Green further

extended the effect of the ' crescendo ' and ' di

minuendo' by enclosing the entire Great Orgai\

in a large general Swell. The upper manual
organ thus became * a Swell within a Swell.' The
great front pipes, east and west, were therefore

all * mutes,* but were replaced by speaking pipes

when the general swell was taken away some
years ago by Gray. Tho compass of the Great

and Choir Organs was carried down to FFF,
12 ft., as in Green*s organ at Greenwich, and also

in those which he restored at Magdalen College,

Oxford, and York Minster.

Gbkat oboam. 11 stops.

Pipes Pipes

1. Open Diapason . . 69 7. Sesqulaltera. 8 ranks . 177

2. Oi>eti Dlapasun . . 69 8. Mixture. 2 ranks . . 118

. 60 9. Comet to mid. G. 4 ranks 116

4. PrirwHpal . . . 60 10. Trumpet 80

5. Twelfth . . . 60 11. Small Trumpet (Clarion) 60

6. FiReenth . - 80 883

12. Dtildana, to FF .

IS. Mopped Diapason
14. Principal . .

CBOtB Oboak. 6 stopt.

. 48
I
IS. Flute .

. 60 16. Fifteenth

. 59 17.

BWBLL OBOAir. 8 Stops.

IB. Open Diapason . . 36 1 22. Dulclana Principal . 98
19. Stopped Diapason . 88 2S. Coriwt. 8 ranks . . Iffi

20. Dulclana . . . 88 24. TrUmpA ... as

21. Principal . . . 88 1 25. Hautbor • . • 36

Total laU

Compass, Ot. and Ohr. FFF. no FFF^. to E in alt, 80 notea.

Swell. Tenor F, to E In alt; 88notab .

1 790. Introduction of Pedals,

Although, as we have seen. Pedals were known
in Germany upwards of four hundred years ago,

yet they were not introduced into England until

nearly the close of the last century. Who first

made them, or which was the first organ to have
them, are matters of some doubt. The organs
in Westminster Abbey, the German Lutheran
Church in the Savoy, and St. Matthew*8, Friday
Street, each claim the priority. The first organ
that is known for certam to have had them, was
that made in 1790 by G. P. England, and erected

by him at St. Jameses, Clerkenwell, which in-

strument, according to the words of the original

specification, was * to have Pedals to play by the

feet.* These, like the early German spetdmens,

were an octave only in compass.GG to GamutG

;

and also, as at Halberstadt, etc., had no pipes

of their own. but only drew down the manual
keys. Before 1793 Avery put Pedals to the

Westminster Abbey organ, together with an
octave of Unison wood GrG Pedal pipes; and
from that date he frequently introduced both
into his own instruments. In 1 81 1 G. P. Enj^and
built an organ for Lancaster with if octave of

Pedals, GrG to Tenor C ; and two couplers. Great
and Choir to Pedal. He also, like Avery, became
a strong advocate for separate pipes for the pedals,

introducing them in 1803 into his organ at New-
ark, which had the FFF (la ft.) pipe.

After a time pipes of double size, speaking
down toGGG (21^ feet length) were made, as by
Elliott & Hill at Westminster Abbey, etc. Be-
sides the Unison and Double Pedal-pipe ranges,

a mongrel scale crept into use. which, though
most .defective, was for a few years the most
frequently followed. This consisted of an octave

of double pipes from CC down to CCC, and then

five unison pipes from BB down to GG. The five

pedal keys, B to G, at each extremity of the

pedal-board, were thus without any difference in

the pitch of their five sounds.

1809. Composition Pedals, J. C. Bishop.

In 1809 the late J. C. Bishop effected the im-
provement on the old Shifting movement which
afterwards became so generally known as the

Composition Pedals. [See vol. 1. p. 38a 6.] An
important modification on his original medianism
is now generally made, by a long arm of iron,

called a fan, extending horizontally in front of

the vertical draw-rods, where by suitable me-
chanism it is made to wave up and down.
As the fan moves it comes in contact with small

'blocks' of wood, by which it moves the rods;
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and the improvement oonsiats in the facility with
which these blewks can be added to, or any of

them removed, and bo the ' composition * be al-

tered in a few minutes, if a change be desired.

1825. Concussion Bellows, J. G. Bishop.

These were first applied by Bishop, in 1825, to

the organ which he built in that year for the

Theatre Royal, Govent Garden- [See vol. i. ai6.]

1829. St, James^Sf Bermondsey. J. G. Bishop.

Large GG Pedal Organ.

The most complete GG Pedal Oigan that was
ever made, both as to compass and stops, was
the one erected by the late J. G. Bishop in

St. Jameses Ohurch, Bermondsey, in 1829. It

liad three stops of a range of two octaves each.

The following was the general specification ofit :

—
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I. open DiapMon •

3. Open OlapMon .

3. Stopped DUpuoa
4. rrincipal

& Twvlfth . . .

Oekat Oboav. 10 s

Pipe*
& FHtMnth
7. Sesqaialtera. S rmoks
8. Mixture. 2 ranks .

9. Trumpet .

la Clarion . . .

Cboib Oboam. 8 ttops.

IL Open Dlapaton . . CO U- Flute
12. Dulclana to gamut Q . 47 16. Fifteenth . .

IS. Stopped Dtapasun . M 17. Cremona, treble I

14. Principal . . . U 1 18. Banooo. ban J

SWBLI. Oboan. 8 stops.

19. Opea Dtapaaon . . 47 & Comet. 5 ranks .

90. Open Diapason . . 47 24. French Horn
21. Stopped Diapason . 47 25. Trumpet& Prioelpal ... 47 |26. Uaatboy . ,

Pipes
60

177

118

fie

7fl7

69
fiO

Fkdal Oboak. S stops. Pipes

27. Double Pedal Pipes, down to GOO, 21 j^ feet . 2&
». Unison Pedal Pipes, down to iiQ. 10j| feet . 8S
89. Trombone, down to G6. lOj feet . . . 2ft

Compass. Gt. and Chr.GG. with GO 1-to Fin alt. SO notes. Swell.

Qamut G to F in alt, 47 notes ; Keys to GO acting on Choir Organ.
Pedal Organ. GQ to fiddle 0, 25 notes.

Couplers, Swell to Great. Swell to Choir. Choir to Great. Great
to Pedal. Ohoir to Pedal.

Three Composition Pedals to Great, shifting to reduce Swell to
Diapason. Pedal to couple Swell to Great.

There was a keyboard on the left-hand side

of the manuals, acting on the pedal organ ; and
the writer remembers seeing in print a copy of

Handel's chorus, 'But the waters overwhelmed
their enemies,' arranged for three performers,

—

a duet for the manuals, with the rolling bass part

for a third player at the side keybcMud,.—pre-
pared expressly for and played at tiie opening of

this or^^UL

1832. The Pneumatic Lever, Babkeb.

In a large organ with several pallets to a key,

and perhaps some stops on a heavy pressure of

wind, the touch becomes heavier than the most
muscular finger (or foot) can control without ex-

periencing great exhaustion.' The number of

springs in the several soundboards to some ex-

tent bring back the resistance existing in the old

16th-century spring-boxes, which resistance how-
ever can now no longer be overcome by brute

force, but must be controlled by the elastic ac-

tion from the knuckles or ankle. This power is

supplied by the pneumatic lever. The late Mr.

1 The orsanist at Haarlem strips like a bladcsmith preparatory to

ftrttig his usual hour s perfotmance. and at the end of it ratlras

eorerad with penplratton.

Joseph Booth, of Wakefield, was the first organ-
builder to whom the idea seems to have occurred
of establishing pneumatic agency, and of thus
ingeniously turmng the wind-power, one of the
organist's antagonists, into his assistant. It was
to some of the bass pipes of the organ he built

for the church of Attercliffe, near ShefBeld, in

the year 1827, that Mr. Booth first applied his

little invention. The lower notes of the wood
open diapason of the GG manual were placed on
a small separate soundboard, and to the pull-

down of each pallet he attached a small circular

bellows below. From the great organ sound-
board-groove a conveyance conducts wind into this

bellows, which, opening downwards, draws the

pallet with it. These small bellows Mr. Booth
used to call jmff-valves.

It was in 1832 that the late Mr. Barker first

thought of his invention that has since been
called the pneumatic lever. On the completion of

the organ m York Minster, the touch of which, in

consequence of the great size of the instrument,

was ofcourse very heavy, he wrote to Dr. Oamidge,
then the organist of the Gathedral, begging to

be allowed to attach one of his levers in a tem-
porary way to one of the heaviest notes of his

organ. Dr. Oamidge admitted that the touch of

his instrument was 'sufiScient to paralyse the

efibrts of most men'; but financial difficulties

stood in the way of the remedy being applied

;

and in 1837 he went to France to superintend
its introduction into the organ then being built

by the eminent builder Gavaill^OoU for the royal

Church of St. Denis, near Paris. M. Cavaill^

had, among his other experiments, made Flue
and Reed pipes to produce harmonic tones by
means of wind of heavy pressure, but these

discoveries he had looked upon as practically

useless on account of their leading to the pro-

duction of a touch which no human muscles

could overcome. Mr. Barker's apparatus, which
simply overpowered the resistance that could not

be removed, was therefore an opportune present-

ation ; and M. Gavaill^ immediately introduced

it, together with several Harmonic stops, into

the large organ he was then (1841) builaing for

the Abbey Church of St. Denis, near Paris.

In 1835 Mr. David Hamilton, of Edinburgh,
made a pneumatic movement, which he applied

to the organ in St. John's Episcopal Church in

that city; and in 1839 ^ papof ^<m vesA at a
meeting of the British Association at Birmingham
explanatory of a pneumatic lever which he then
exhibited.

The pneumatic lever consists of a bellows

shaped very like a small concussion bellows, two
or three inches in width, and about ten inches in

length. The key of the clavier opens a small

circular valve beneath this, and compressed air

being thus admitted, the bellows rises, drawing
with it a tracker that communicates the motion
to the whole of the pallets and to such of the

ooupGng movements, etc., as may be 'drawn';

all of which immediately answer to the putting

down of the key. When the key is released the

valve that ftdm^tt^ the air is closed and another
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opened, the bellows consequently dosing. The
key is thus relieved from the combined resist-

ance of the main pallets, coupling movements,

and the heavy wind-pressure ; and the touch can

consequently be adjusted to any degree of elastic

resistance pleasant to the performer.

1834. York Minster. Elliott k Hill.

Radiating Pedal-board.

The organ in York Minster, which had been

twice enlarged—about 1754, '^^^ again in 181

3

—was a third time alteived and considerably in-

creased in size in 1823, by Ward of York ; who
among other things added a Pedal Organ of thir-

teen stops to FFF, containing two Double Diapa-

sons down to FFFF, 24 feet length, etc. The tire

of 1829 cleared all this away ; and Messrs. Elliott

& Hill were then engaged to erect an entirely new
' organ, under the superintendence of the late Dr.

Camidge.
It had been found irom experience that the

vast area of York Minster required an immense
amount of organ tone to fill it adequately, and
vdth the view of supplying this, Dr. Camidge
seems to have selected as the foundation of his

plan, the type of a large ordinary Great Organ
of the period, of twelve stops, which he followed

almost literally, and then had that disposition

inserted twice over. The compass of the Great

and Choir Manuals he extended downwards to

OCC, 16 feet, and upwards to C in altissimo;

and the Pedal Oigan he designed to include four
• Double ' Stops of 33 feet, and four * Unisons * of

16 feet. The great £ekult in the scheme lay in

the entire omission from the Manuals of all sub-

octave Foundation-stops—t. e. stops sounding the

16-feet tone on the 8-feet key—and consequently

also of all the Mutation-stops due to that sound.

In spite of the great aggregation of pipes, there-

fore, the numerous manual stops produced no
massiveness of effect, while as the Pedal had no
less than four ponderous sub -octave registers,^

and, with the manuals coupled, a total of over

forty stops, the only possible result from such an
arrangement was a * top-and-bottoin* effect.

The original scheme of the organ—which un-

derwent thorough revision and improvement in

1859—is given below. This oigan had a radi-

ating pedal-board. The organ erected in Mitcham
church in 1834, and originally made by Bruce of

Edinburgh, .ilso bad a radiating pedal-board, of

peculiar construction.

Obkat Oboan. 34 stops.

(West wondtioardi.)
Feet Feet

1. 0p«i Diapason . 16 IS. Open Diapason . . 16

2. Open Diapason . 16 14. Open Diapason . 16

S. Stopped Diapuon 16 15. Stopped Diapason 16
4. Principal . . . 8 16. Principal , . , 8
b. Principal . . . 8 17. Principal . . . 8

6. Principal, trood (Flute) 8 18. Principal, wood (Flute) 8
7. Twelfth . . . 54 19. Twelfth . . . ci
8. Fifteenth . . . 4 !». Fifteenth . . . 4
9. Se^quialtera 7 ranks 21. 8«qulalter». 7 ranks

10. Mixture .... 22. Mixture . ...
11. Trumpet 16 2S. Trumpet . . 16

12. Trumpet . , 16 24. Trumpot • 16

OHOIB Oboai. 9atop«.

26. Op«o Dtaptjon . . 16 1 90. Principal

21 Open Diapason • . 16 1 81. Flute
27. Dulriana . . . 16 . 52. Fifteenth

28. Stopped Diapason . 16 | S3. Bassoon .

29. Bom Diapason . . 16 •

SwEUt OboaM. 12 stops.

54. Open Diapason . . 8
55. Stepped Diapason • 8
86. Duldana ... 8
87. Harmonica ... 8
SH. Principal ... 4
SB. Principal, wood . . 4

4
16

40. Fifteenth

41. SesqulalterO. 4 ranks
tf. Horn .

43. Trumpet
44. Oboe . • .

4& Cremona • .

PiDAt Oboak. 9 stops.

46. Double open, wood •

47. Double open. meUl .

48. Double stopped, wood
49. Open Diapason, wood

.

fiO. Open Diapason, wood

.

19 I 6L Open I

92
j
62. Socbut (reed), wood

32 53. Trumpet, wood .

16 54. Trumpet, metal .

16 !

1«

S2
16

(Tompau. Gt. and Chr. OCC to C In oltmo (6 oetaTes) ; 7n notes.

Bwl. CO to C In altmo. (6 octaves) : 61 notes. Pedal Organ. CCC to

T%norO; 95 notes.

MonDol and Pedal eooplen. Badli^ng Fadol-boanL

Not long after the completion of the "YcbAl

organ the late Dr. (then Mr.) G^unUett made a
praiseworthy effort to introduce some of the

leading features of the Continental principle of

organ-building into England ; and being heartily

seconded by Sie late Mr. William HiU^ his en-

deavours were attended with a considerable

amount of success. The 8-feet compass was

gradually accepted as the proper range for the

Manuals, although at times greatly opposed:

the sub-<xstave (16 feet) manual stops, which had

been essayed successively by Parker, Schnetzler,

and Lincoln, at last obtained favourable recogni-

tion, together with the Twelfth thereto, viz. the

Quint of 5^ feet. Double manual 'reeds were

incorporated ; and the importance of and ne-

cessity for the independent Pedal Organ was

also demonstrated. The weak points were the

number of half and incomplete stops, which re-

tarded the process of quick registering ; and the

short range of the Pedal Organ, which, instead

of being, like the pedals themselves, upwards of

two octaves in compass, ftrom OCX!, consisted of

a single octave only, which then repeated. This

defect—a continuation of the old * return pe(ial-

pipe* system—had to be remedied before a clear

and intelligible reading of Bach*s Fugues, or

any other essentially organ music, could be

given.

1840. Town Ball, Birmingham.

Elliott & Hill.

• Borrowed* Solo Organ.

The peculiarity in this oigan, indepeildeDtly

of its general excellence, consisted in its ' Com-
bination or Solo Organ.' By an ingenious me-

chanical contrivance almost any stop or stops of

the swell or choir organs could be played on a

fowth manual, without interfering with their

arrangement, or their own separate keyboards.

The stops that could thus be used in combina-

tion were the following :

—

t It was stated at the t'me this organ was mode that the largest

pedal>pipc would hold a glass of ale for every man. woman, and child

then residing within the walls of the dty of York.

s A double reed^top (double bassoon, down to the DDD pip^)

formed a portion of the Great Organ of the instrument erected b^

John ByHeld, Jun.. In Christ Church Oathediml, DubUu. in 1751.
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On Solo ManuaIm
Vrom Choir Organ.

1. Open Dlftpuon
2. Stopped Dtspason
3. Dulckuift .

4. Hum . . .

6w Harmontcft
6. Ck>mopeftn •

7. Cremona • •

8. Bella.

Feet
8

From Swell Organ.

1. Open Diapason
2. Stopped Diapason
5. CUrabella
4. Principal

.

6. Fifteenth .

5. Horn. .

7. Hautbor .

8. Trumpet .

9. Clarion .

This was the first organ that had the ' Great
Ophicleide/ or 'Tuba,' on a heavy wind.

184a. W&reester Cathedral, Hill & Sows.

Non-retiim Pedal Organ.

In 184a Messrs. William Hill & Sons con-
Btracted a new oigan for the Choir of Worcester
Cathedral, in which the Pedal Organ was made
of the same range as the pedal keys ; and the'

Swell contained an ' Echo Comet/ then a com-
paratively new feature, and a development of
Green's 'Dulciana Principal.' It also had a
sub-octave stop (Double Dulciana) of the same
species. The following is the specification of the

organ just mentioned.

Great Oroah. 14 stops.

1. Tenoroon Diapason .

2. Bourdon to meet No. 1

3. Open Diapason, front

.

4. Open Diapason, tiack .

«. Quint ....
7. Principal . . .

Feet
16 a Wald Flole . • .

16 9. Twellth ....
8 '10. Fifteenth . . .

S 11. Sesquialtera. 3 ranks .

8 12. Mixture. 3 ranks . .

fii la Doubiette. 2 ranks .

4 14. Posaune....
Choir Organ.

Feat
4

V
H
1
2
8

15.Dn1claiia . . .

10. Clarahella . . .

17. Stopped Diapason
!». Principal

8 1
19. Stopped Flute . .

8 20. Oboe Flute . . .

8 ,
21. Fifteenth . • .

4 i 22. Cremona • • •

4
4
2
8

SwBU. Oboak. U stopa.

23. Doable Dulclana . .

21. Open Diapason . .

25. Dulclana . . .

27. Principal . . .

28. Suabe Flute . . .

16 29. Flageolet . . .

8 9a Doubiette. 2 ranks .

8 SI. Echo Dulclaua Comet
8 1 6 ranks.
4 ' 82. Oboe ... . .

4 83. Comopeaa . • •

S
a

8
8

FiDAL OBOAX. 6 stops.

S4. Open Diapason . .

35. Stopped Diapason
86. Principal . .

16 Fifteenth . . . .

16 Sesquialtera, 6 ranks
8 Trombone . . . .

4

16

Comp€us, 6t. and Chr. 00 to F In alt, M notes. Swell, Tenor C to
y in alt. 42 notes. Pedal, CCC to Tenor E. 29 notos.

Couplers. Swell to Great Swell to Choir. Great to Pedal. Choir
to Pedal.

Fhre Composition Pedals.

1 85 1. ExhihitUm Organ^ M. Ddcboqdet.

In the year 1851 the first great Industrial

Exhibition was held in London in Hyde Park.
On that occasion, among the numerous musical
instruments presented to public notice were two
foreign organs (Ducroquet and Schulze), which,
though moderate in size, presented several fea-

tures, in the form of stops and principles of con-

struction, that were then new to this country, and
many of which were afterwards gradually intro-

duced into the English system of organ-building.

To these reference must therefore here be made.
The scheme of Ducroquet's French organ stood

as follows :

—

Great Oroan. 10 stopa.

Feet Feet
1. Bourdon . . 16 6. Presunt ... 4
2. JfoBtre . 8 7. PleInJeu.l2.W,19.22.28 2)
8. Flftte-ifc-paTnion . 8 8. Bombarde ... 16
4. Salldonal . . 8 9. Trompette ... 8
a. Bourdon • » 8 10. CUiron . • • • 4

n. Flftte fOpen Diapason)
12. Fiate Hannoniqn«
13. Viola dl tiamba .

14. Bourdon . .

Blorr OB Swell Oroax. Sstopi.'

Feet

6dl

Feet
16. Prestant ... 4

8 16. Trompette ... 8

8 17. Hautbuis et Basson . 8
18. Cor Anglais ... 8

PCDAL Oroax. 2 stops.

19 F1M« (Open wood) . 10 120. Bombarde. (reed). . 1^

Compass. Gt. and 0f»I. CC to C In altmo., 61 notes. Pedal CCC to
Tenor 0, 2ft notes.
81k Mechanical Pedals: 1. Great to Pedal. Z Great organ reeds on

or off. 3. Entire Great organ on or off. 4. Swell to Great, unison.
6. Swell to Great, oetave. & Swell to Great, sub-ocuve.

1851. Exhihiiion Organ, M. Sohulze and Son.

The specification of Schulze's German Organ
was as follows :

—

1. Bordon ....
2. Principal (wood bau)
a. Gamba, grooved Into

No. 2 In the baas .

4.Gedact ....

Oekat Oboah. 8 stopa.

Feet Fcei
5. HohMOte. groored into

No.4intbebass . 8
6. Octave .... 4
7. Mixture. 15, 19. 22, 96, 29 3
8. Clarinetta ... 9

CHon Oboan. 6 stops.

12. Geigen Principal

.

13. LlebUch FlOte .

9. Llebllch Bordun. to G. 16
10. (Jelgen Principal . . 8
U. Llebllch Gedact through-

out, and FlautoTraverso 8

Pedal Oboak. 2 real stopa.

«. Sub-bass bofrowed 114. Octare-bass, open wood 8
from at. Bordun . 16 |l& Posaune. ... 16

Compass, Gt. and (Jr., CO to F In alt, 64 notes. Pedal. (M30 to Tenor
D, 27 notes.

Couplers, Choir to Great Unison. Choir to Great Bub-Octave. Great
to Pedal.

1. In DucroqueVs organ the Fldte-k-pavillon

(No. 3) was composed of cylindrical pipes with
a bell on the top, the tone of which stop was
very full and clear. The Fldte Hamionique
(No. 13) was a stop which in the upper part
* overblew,* or sounded its octave, as in the real

flute, and was therefore composed of pipes of

double length, to render the pitch correct. It

produced a very effective imitation of an or-

chestral flute. The Cor Anglais (No. 18) was
a free * reed, and gave a very good imitation of

the instrument after which it was named. The
reed stops in this organ were more numerous
than they would have been in an English in-

strument of the same size, besides being most
excellent. They numbered seven in a specifica-

tion of twenty stops, and included two of 16
feet. The three reeds of the great organ were
placed on a separate soundboard, and were
supplied with wind at a higher pressure than
that used for the Flue-work. They were there-

fore very powerful and effective, and imparted

a very brilliant effect to the full organ. Of the

six mechanical pedali, the titles of most ofwhich
indicate their purpose, one (No. 3) threw the

Great Organ on or off its keys, so that when the

Swell was coupled to the Great Manual, a sud-

den forte or piano could be obtained. Its effect

therefore was similar to that of the English
* sforzando pedal,* though scarcely equal to it for

practical purposes.

2. In 8chulze*8 organ the Gedact (No. 4) was
formed of stopped wood pipes that produced a
fuller tone than the usual Stopped Diapason, at

the same time that it retained Uie pure character

of the best specimens of that class of stop. The

1 for Febs-bcbo see vol. 1. p. 862a.
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•Lieblichs' of i6, 8, and 4 feefc (Nos. 9, ii, and

13), the invention of Schulze, in the Choir

organ, were singularly beautiful in quality of

tone, and formed a most effective group of stops.

The * Flauto Traverao* (No. 1 1), like the French
• FlAte Harmonique,* was composed of pipes of

double length in the upper part ; and the pipes

being of wood, bored and turned to a qflindrieal

shape, were in reality so many actual flutes.

The 'Gamba' and 'Geigen Principal* (Noe. 3

and 10), were open stops, metal in the treble

and tenor, and produced the * string tone * most

effectively. The Hohlfl5te (No. 5) was an

open wood stop, with the mouth on the broad

side of the pipe, and produced a thick, * hollow*

tone; hence its name. The 'Clarinette' and

•Posaune* (Nos. 8 and 15) were reed itops of

the • free * species, the latter having zinc tubes

ofhalflength, and producing an excellent quality

of tone. The pedal couple acted on a second

set of pallets in the soundboard, and did not

take down the manual keys—a great conveni-

ence, as it did not interfere with the hands.

The pedal clavier was made in a form then

quite new to this country, with the notes at the

extreme right and left somewhat higher than

those in the middle

—

concave. This shape and

Elliott & HiU*s radiating plan were afterwards

combined by Mr. Henry Willis, in his 'con-

cave and radiating pedal board.* The flue-stops,

that are usually intended to have great power,

possessed considerable boldness and strength in

this organ of Schulze's, which was partly due to

the scales having been kept 'well up.' This

effect was secured without any extra pressure of

wind—for the wind only stood at the ordinary

pressure of three inches—but simply by allowing

twice or thrice the usual quantity of wind to

enter at the feet of the pipes.

The French organ, then, brought the Har-

monic flutes, the Gamba, the octave and sub-

octave couplers, and the reed-stops on a stronger

pressure of wind, into prominent notice, al-

though this latter was also illustrated in Willis's

larger organ at the west end of the Exhibition

building ; while Schulze's organ drew attention

to the sweet-toned (Lieblich) covered stops, the

Harmonic flute, the string-toned stops, and the

bold voicing and copious winding of full-scaled

flue-stops, on the successful imitation of which

latter Mr. T. Lewis has built a part of his re-

putation.

3. Messrs. A. and M. Ducci, organ-builders of

Florence, exhibited a small organ, the bellows

of which possessed a novelty, in that the feeder,

consisting of a movable board swaying parallel

between two fixed ones, supplied wind both by

its upward and downward motion, and in double

quantity, as it moved bodily instead of being

hinged on at one end.

4. Mr. Willis's great organ had three manuals

and pedal, seventy sounding stops and seven

couplers. There were four different pressures of

wind. The Swell had its own separate bellows

placed within the swell-box, as in Green's organ

at St. George's, Windsor, already noticed. It
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also presented several novelties, the prinoipftl of

which was the introduction of studs or piatons

projecting through the key-slips, acting on the

draw-stops, operated upon by the thumbe, and
designed as a substitute for the ordinary Compo-
sition Pedals. This was effected by the aid of a

pneumatic apparatus on the same principle as that

applied to the keys. A stud, on being preaed,
admitted compressed air into a bellows, which
immediately ascended with sufficient power to

act, by means of rods and levers, on the ma-
chinery of the stops, drawing those which the

given combination required, and pushing in

those that were superfluous. In most cases there

was a duplicate stud for each combination, so

that it could be obtained by using either the

right or the left thumb.
The leading improvements that hare been

introduced since the first Exhibition, are of too

recent a date to bdong to the History^ of the

organ; and more properly belong to its De-

scription.

Of the celebrated foreign organs we may men-
tion the four following typical specimens.

J y^S-S, Haarlem. Christian MtfLLER.

This organ has long been celebrated as one of

the largest and finest in the world. It was

built by Christian Miiller of Amsterdam, and

was nearly three years and a half in course of

construction, having been commenced on April

23, 1735, and finished on Sept. 13, 1738. It bas

60 stop9, of which the following is a list :

—

Obxat oboax. 16 itopt. U» pipe*.

^Bel Tfptt

1. Prastant . .

1. Bourdon . .

3. OcUftT .

4. Boerfluit .

& Viol di Gamte
6. Roer-qulnt .

7. OcUav .

8. Oetnahom
9. Quint prestant

rtet. Pipes
16 . 78

16(toDe)51

8 (tone) 51

8 . CI

6i . 51

4 . 61

4 . 51

9} . 51

10. Woud-fluit .

11. Tertian. S ranks I . ige

12. MUture. 6, S. and
10 ranks . 3*

IS. Trompet . . 16 . a
14. Trompet . . 8 . 51

15. HautboU . . 6 . H.

16. Trompet . . S . a

17. Prestant .

in. Quintadena .

19. Hohlflult . .

20. Octaav. .

•/I. Flult-doux

22. 6pe«l-flult

2S. Buper-octaaT .

21. Seaqulaltera, 2. S;

Cboib, in front. 14 stops. 1208 pipes.

_ . 85

8 (tone) 61
8 . 61

4 . 51

4 . 51
'4 . 51

5 . a

and 4 ranks .

25. Mtxtur, 6. 7. and
8rank6.

9S. Cimbel, 2 ranks
27. Comet, 5 ranks
28. Fayot . . 16

29. Trompet . . 8

30. Beval . . 8

ECBO. 15 Stops. 1098 pipes.

51. Quintadena
52. Prestant .

83. Baar-pyp .

M. Quintadena
35. OctaaT .

36. Flae-flult

.

37. Na.<»9at

38. Nacht-honi

16 (tone) 51

8 . 81

8 . 51

8 (tone) 51

4 . 51

4 . 51

S| . 61

2 . SI

99. Flageolet . . l|

4a SezQulalter.S ranks .

41. Mixtur. 4. 5^ and 6
ranks

42. Cimbel. 4 ranks
43. Schalmei . 8

44. Dulclan . . 8

45. Vox Humana . 8

Pedal. 15 stops. 513 pipes.

46. Sub-Principal

.

SS

47. Prestant . . 16

48. 8ub-B»S9 . . 16

49. Roer-qulnt (tone) lOf

fiO. OctaaT . . 8

M. Holflult . . 8

A2. Quint . . 5i
53. OctaaT . . *

54. Holflult . 2

66. Buis^ulnt.5raoka.2i
56. Buzsln . . »
97. Bualn . . 16

68. Trompet . . 8

59. Trompet . . 4

60. Cinq . . . S

Accessory Stops. Morement*. etc

1. Oouptor. Cbolr to Great. i 6. Wind to Choir o

8. Coupler. Echo to OP*t. 7. Wind to Echo or»au.

8. 4. Two Tremulants. 8. Wind to Pedal oikm.

5. Wind to Gteat orvan. I Tir«J« BaUows. 9 Iset Iv *.
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Compass. Manaals. OC to D in alt, 51 notes.
Fad&Is, CCG to tenor D, 27 notes.

Number of Pipes.

6re&t 1309 I Echo .

Choir 1268 Pedal .

ORGAN. 603

. . lOM

Total 40t^

1750. Weingarten, Gableb.

This ia another very celebrated instrument
among those made in the i8th century. The
32-feet stop, in front, is of fine tin. The organ
originally contained 6666 pipes ; and it is said
that the monks of Weingarten, who were very
rich, were so satisfied with the efforts of Gabler,
the builder, that they presented him with 6666
florins above his chai;ge, being an additional
florin for each pipe.

1. Preetant
3. Principal
3. BohrflOte
4. PUIkra .

5. Quintaton
6. Octave .

7. BohrflOte
& note douce

Obkat Oboak.

Feet
• . 16

. . 8

. (tone) 8

. . 8
. (tone)

8

. . 4
. (tone) 4
. . 4

16 stop*.

9. QuerflOte . . ,

10. HuhlflOte . . ,

11. Buper-octare
12. Beflqutaltera. 8 ranlu .

15. Mixture. 20 ranks
14. Comet. 8 raiiica .

16. Trompeten (new) .

16. Cymbelstem.

Cboib.

17. Bordun . . . (tone) 16
R Principal tatti (strong) 8
li>. Violouceilo ... 8
20. (Toppel .... 8
21. Bohlfldte ... 8
22. Unda MarU ... 8

12(topa.

8S. Salcional
St. OcUt douoe .

25. Viola .

90. Nasat
27. Mixture. 31 ranks
28. C7ml)al.8ranlu .

29. Bordun .

». Principal
3L (^uinUton
32. Viola douca
33. Flauten .

34. Octare .

3B. HohUIOta

Echo, is alopa.

(tone) 16 38. Piftiro

8
(tone) 8

8

8
8
4

Pomrif.
42. Principal douce, in front 8
«. Violoncello .

44. Quintaton .

^. Flute douce .

4ft. Piffaro .

47. Flaato traverao

tin.M. (kmtra-bass,
front .

•V. Sut>-baM. wood .

M. OctaTe-bom. wood
B7. Violon-bau. wood
St. Quintaton-ba.ss .

59. 8apers)ctave-t>ass.

front .

60. PlOte-douce-baJS .

6t Viokmceilo-bass .

8
8
4
4

Fkdai..

in

aa
(tone) 83

. 16

. 16

. 16
in

8

8
8

S7. Super-octave
38. Mixture. 12 ranks
89. Cornet, 4 ranlu .

40. Clarinet (new) .

4L Carillon, fh>m tenor F
upwards.

13 stops.

48. RohrflOte . .

49. QuerflOte . .

50. Flageolet . .

51. Comet, 12 ranks .

52. HautboiB
&S. Voixhumalne

17 stops.

62. HohlflOte-bass . . i
63. Sesqutaltera bass, 3*3

ranks .... 3}
64. Mixturen-ba.<is,5rks. . 8
65. Bombarde-bass . . 82
68. PoMUne-bau . . 16
67. Trompette-bass . • 8
6a Fagotl-baM ... 8
69. Coraet-tMiss ... 4
70. Carillon Pedal . . 4

Compass. Manuals, CC to C In alt ; Pedals, GCO to teoor D.
(Flat pitch.)

Accessory Stops, MoTements, etc

1. Coupler, Echo to Great. I 4. RoniKnol.
2. Tremuiaut. fi. Crmbals,
S. Cuckoo. 1 8. La force.

1834. Freiburg (St. Nicholas), Aloys Mooser.

The Freiburg organ U m well kno\\ii : .it

a list of its contents as constructed by Mooser
can scarcely fail to be interesting. It ori-

ginally contained 61 stops, 4 manuals, and 2

pedals, and is said to have recently received
additions.

1. Montra .

3. Bourdon.
8. Octave .

4. Principal
6. Bourdon

.

6. Oamba .

7. Prestant
8. Dulciana

17. Quintadena .

18. Principal
19. Principal
20. Uamba .

21. Plate douce .

22. OcUvQ .

23. Flute . ,

SI. Montre .

32. Bourdon
S3. Viola .

94. Sallcional
35. Prestant

.

96. Calcan .

43. Montre .

44. Bourdon
45. Flute .

46. Salicional

61. Bass-Bourdon
68. Sous-bass
as. OctaTe . .

ff7. Montre .

68. Principal
flO. Flate .

OkiAT OsoAjr. 16 stops.

I'ert| Feet
16 9. Doublette ... 2

'10. Foumiture. 6 and 7 ranks., (tone) 16

8 ill. Crmbale. 3 ranks .

II2. Bcharf. 8rank8 .

lis. Petit Comet. 3 ranks.
114. Grand Cornet, a Heed .

16. TromiMne
16. Clafron . . . .

2
2

16

8
4

CnoiB. 14 stops.

, (tone) 16

. . 8

. . 8

. . 8

. . 8

M. Plate k chemlnde (tone) 4
25. Naxard .... 2
36. Doublette ... 2
27. Flageolet ... 1
28. Foumiture, 4 A S ranks 2
29. Comet. f> ranks . . 8
80. Trompette ... 8

1. Choir to Omat.
8. Great to Pedal.

PosiTlf . 12 stops.

. . 8 I »7. FlOte bouchte

. (tone) 8 SB. Dulciana
8

1
39. Quint FlAte .

. . 8
1

40. Flageolet
. . 4 1 41. Cornet. 6 ranks.
• . 4

I
«. Cromome .

Echo. 8 stops.

.
'

. 8 1 47. Quinte Flfite
. (tone) 8

i

48. Fla«eolet
. . 8 49. Voix hun

8 fiO. Comet .

Great Pkoal. 6 stops.

. (tone) 32 IM. Prestant
16 S5. Bombarde
8 I 56. Trombone

Choib Pedal, s stops.

. . 16 160. Prestant
8 6L Trumpette

. (tone) 8 I

Aooessorj Stops, etc.

. 2i
2

(tone) 8

5
16

8

S. Tremulant OtmA.
4. Tremulant Echo.

Compass. Manuals. CC to F in alt ; Pedals. CCC to tenor 0.

1846. The Madeleine, Paris.

MM. Cavaill^-Coll & Co.

This oi:gan is perhaps the best known of
Cavaill^'s instruments. Though not one of his
largest, it is one of his most excellent and effec-
tive. It has 4 manuals and pedal, and the 48
stops mentioned below.

(Tlatikb du Obakd Obodi. 13 stops.

L Montre .

2. VIolon-Basse
3. Montre . .

4. Bourdon .

6. Ballclonal .

6. FlQte Uarmonique

Feet
16

16
8
8

7. Prestant
8. Quinte .

9. Doublette
la Plein Jeu. 10
11. Trompette
12. Ck)r Anglais

,

GLATIKB DB BOMBABDEfl. 10 Stops.

IS. Sous-Basse ... 16
14. Bas« .... 8
15. Flbte Harmonlque . 8
16. FlOte traversi^re . . 8
17. FlAte OcUviante . 4

18. Octavin .

19. Bombarde
20. Trompette narmonlque
21. Oeuxi^me Trompette

1 22. Clarion . . .

23. Montre
24. Viol di Gamh*
25. Flate douce .

36. Volx-celestes

37. Prestant .

«

Clavieb PC Posmr. lO stopa.

28. Dulciana
29. Octavin .

30. Trompette
31. Baason et Hautbois
32. Clalron .

Clavibb OB B^iT. ExPBRit<<ir. 8 stops.

83. Flate Harmonlque . 8 1 37. Ocuvin .

.14. Bourdon . . . 8 38. Voix Humaine .

35. Muzette . . . 8 39. Trompette Harmonlque
86u FlOte Octaviante . . 4 ' 40. Ciairon Uarmonique

41. Quintaton .

42. Contre-Basse
4S. Basse Contra
44. Violoncello .

CLATIBB DE P&DALr4). 8 stops.

. . S3 45. Groue Flftte

. . 16 46. Bombarde

. . 16 47. Trompette

. . 8 48. Ciairon .

I»

a
16
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PIPES.

Great ()b«a?i.

JJ Open dUv&soii, tnotal.

In front.

tiy Stopt du.

M Duiclaiia.

XI Prlnclp:i1.

mm Stopt -w itoc] Flute,

MM Clarionet.

<w FUlutluo.

SWT-I.L.

** Open diiipn-OTt. wood.

ii Violin <l(),, nii.tiil,

W Stopt do., ni'jtal.

nq Oboe.

vr 6p<t2-fl Jte.

M Gamba.
vv Piccolo.

Pedal.

If. y Bourdoii, wotwl, itopt

N.B.-The Bwell Is shewn
open :«. .s ara tbe swell
Phutter-arm*. and i*, r,

is the «w«n rud.

•* vJ

General Section of lUi Organ with two Manuals, Great and Swell, and Pedals.



Combination Psdali. eie.

organ: 6D5t*

1. AMdtiftoOreat.
2. Gr«ftt to Ped&l.

8. Bombarde to Poiitlf.

4. Pedal to Great.

5. Great Organ Sub-oetav«.
6. Bombarde Bub-octave.

7. Pedal octave above.

Compass. Manuals, CC to T in alt.M notes.

Pedal, CCC to tenor D. 27 notes.

8. Tremulant to Choir and SwelU
9. Great Reeds.

10. Bombarde Reeds.
11. Choir Reeds.
IS. Swell Reeds.
IS. Pedal Reeds.

n. Description. It haa been shown in the pre-

ceding History of the organ, how that abroad

tiers of pipes from nearly the largest in size to

the smallest were accumulated on one keyboard
before they were assorted and appropriated ta

different ' departments ' ; how that in England, on
the 'contrary, little instruments with compara-
tively few pipes were dignified with the name of
* pair* ; and how that an example possessing two
manuals, ifit also had two cases,was distinguished

by the name of a ' double organ.*

Turning from the rules of the past to the cus-

tom of the present, it is found that ' an organ * of

to-day sometimes consists really of as many as

five separate and distinct organs—Great, Swell,

Choir, Solo, and Pedal ; but all being enclosed

in one case, or at any rate brought under the

control of one performer, they are spoken of

collectively as constituting a siogle instrument.

To describe such an organ completely and in

detail would require a volume, which is impose

sible here, and is besides unnecessaiy, as the

smallest specimen equally with the laigest com-
prises a certain number of necessary parts

;

namely, (i) the apparatus for collecting the wind,

viz. the bellows ; (2) the means for distributing

the wind, viz. the wind-trunk, the wind-chest,

and the soundboard-grooves; (3) the mechanism
for playing the organ, viz. the clavier and the

key-movement ; (4) the mechanism for control-

ling the use of the tiers of pipes, viz. the draw-
stop action. To these have to be added the

couplers, composition pedals, etc.

1. The BeUows that collect and compress the
wind have already been described in vol. i. p. 214.

They are shown in the accompanying woodcut
occupying their usual position in the lower part

ofthe organ ; the reservoir being marked r, r, r,r,

and the feeder t, t, t. From the reservoir of the

bellows the wind is conducted through a large

ervice-pipe or ' wind-trunk * to the wind-cisterns

or wind-chests z, z, where it remains for further use
in smaller quantities. The wind-trunk, which
could not be conveniently shown in the woodcut,
is made either of wood or metal, and traverses the

distance between the reservoir and wind-cheet by
the shortest convenient route. The wind-chest is

a substantial box of wood extending the whole
length of the soundboard; about equal to it in

depth ; and about two-thirds its width. In this

chest are located the soundboard pallets {d and k),

which prevent the wind proceeding any farther,

unless one or more of tbem are d»wn down (or

opened) by the means next to be noticed.

2. The Key action is the system of mechanism
by which the performer is able to draw open the

palletSi which are otherwise far beyond his reach.

In an action of simple construction this consists

of a key (a), sticker {b), roller and tracker (c),

communicating with a pull-down {d) attached to

the pallet. On pressing down the front end of
the key (a)—^which key works on a metal pin or

centre—the further end rises, lifting with it the
vertical sticker (6). This sticker, lifting the first

arm of the horizontal roller, causes Uie roller,

partly to revolve. At the opposite end of this

roller is a second arm projecting from the back,

which consequently descends (c). To this is at-

tached a tracker made to any length necessary

to reach from the second roller-arm to the pull-

down {d). The course of the motion trans-

mitted by these parts is as follows :—The key-,

tail carries the motion inwards, the sticker

carries it upwards ; the roller conveys it to

the necessary distance right or left, while the

tracker again carries it upwards to the pallet.

In modem organs of superior construction, small
discs of crimson cloth are placed at each end of

the sticker, to prevent any rattling between the.

contiguous parts of the mechanism. A pin passes

down from the sticker, through the key-tail, to

prevent the former from slipping off the latter.

A second one is placed on Uie top, and passes

through an eye in the roller-arm to secure the

certain action of the roller. The two studs into

which the roller-pins pass to sustain the roller

are lined with cloth, or * bushed,' as it is termed,

also to secure silence in action ; and the rollers

themselves are made of iron tubing, which is

more firm and rigid than the old wood rollers,

and has the additional advantage of taking

much less space.

It is a matter of much importance to lessen

the strain on the key-movement just noticed by
reducing the resistance at the pallet as much
as possible, and thus also relieving the finger

of the player fi^m all unnecessary labour and
fatigue. For this purpose most builders make
use, under certain circumstances, of what are

called relief pallets. When wind, in however
small quantity, gains admission above a pallet,

the wind-pressure ceases by becoming equal all

round, and there remains only the elastic resist*

ance of the spring to be overcome. To effect this

relief numerous devices have been thought of,

as the * jointed pallet,* in which two or three

inches of the fore part move first, and then the

remainder, perhaps for nearly a foot in length.

There is also the 'double pallet,' in which a small

valve is placed on the back of the large one, and
opens first, etc., etc. In large organs some
builders use relief pallets to obviate the necessity

for ' pneumatics,* though the two are sometimes

used at the same time.

3. The Draw-stop action is a second system of

mechanism, by means of which the performer ia

enabled to draw-out or push-in any slider that

lies beneath a separate set of pipes or atop. In
the accompanying drawing each separate pipe

depicted represents a single member of a different

atop [see Stop], and the slider-ends are the little

shaded portions that are shown immediately over

the soundboard groove (e,e,c and o, o, o, o). The
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3. It was naturally a eoutce" of considerable

pleasure to an organist to have the advantage

of pouplers to unite from above and below, and

ftxjm the right and left, to improve the eflfect of

Mb performance ; but this happy state of feeling

was apt to be Qualified by the reflection that in

Consequence of the demand upon the wind, and

the greatly increased rapidity with which it had

to be supplied, there was just the possibility of

his being required at some time to attend an

inquest on a dead blower, and of his being

pronounced to have contributed materially to

the demise of the unfortunate man. Hence the

invention of some mechanical means for blowing

the bellows, and for increasing or decreasing the

speed of the supply, according as much or little

might be required, became a matter of some

Concern and much importance.

The first piece of mechanism devised for this

purpose was the 'Hydraulic Engine* of Joy and

Holt,—afterwards David Joy. of Middlesborough.

This consists of a cylinder similar to that of an

ordinary steam-engine, but deriving its motion

from the pressure of a colunm of water, admitted

alternately to the top and bottom of the piston.

Engines of this kind are attached to the organs at

the Town Hall, Leeds ; the parish church, Leeds;

Kochester Cathedral ; theTempleChurch,etc.,etc.

The * Liverpool Water Meter,' as patented by

the late Mr. Thomas Duncan, and made by

Messrs. Forrester & Co., of Liverpool, consists

of two cylinders, with pistons and Jotted piston-

rods working a short crank-shaft. There is an

engine of thS kind, also, at the Temple Church.

Gas Engines are also used for blowing organs.

There is a large one in daily operation at York

Cathedral, another at Salisbury Cathedral, and

another at the Normal College for the Blind,

Upper Norwood.
Among the most notable organs recently erected

by English organ-builders maybe mentioned those

in St. Paul's Cathedral, Albert Hall, and Alex-

andra Palace, by Willis ; in Christ Church, West-

minster Road, Newington parish church, and St.

Peter's, Eaton Square, by Lewis & Co. ; in the

City Temple, and the Temple Church (rebuilt), by

Forster & Andrews ; in the Cathedrals at M.in-

chester and Worcester, and at St. Andrew's Hol-

born, by Mr. T. Hill ; at the Oratory, Brompton,

by Messrs. Bishop & Starr ; at St. Peter's Church,

Manchester, by Messrs. Jardine & Co. ; at * The
Hall,' Regent's Park, by Messrs. Bryceson & Co.

;

and in St. Pancras Church, and St. Lawrence

Jewry, by Gray & Davison ; etc., etc.

The eminent French builders, Cavaill^CoU &
Co. have erected some favourable examples of

their work in the Town Halls of Manchester

and Sheffield, etc. ; while the excellent firm of

Schulze & Co has constructed fine organs in the

parish church at Doncaster and at St. Mary's,

South Shields.—This account would be incom-

^ete were we to omit to mention that Messrs.

E. & G. Hook, and Jardine & Son, of New
York, and others, have enriched a vast number
of the churches and other buildings in America

with fine modem specimens oforgans of their con-
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struclion ; and that a very fine example byMe
Walcker & Son, of Ludwigsburg, was imported

in 1863. and erected in the Boston Music Hall,

United States, where it gave an impetus to the

art in that enterprising country.

The following works have been consulted in

the preparation of this article.

Pr«torlu«,'The»trum inatrumentormn.' WolfenbOttel,
1620.—J. Schmid. 'L'Orgue d'Aloyse Mooser.* Fnbourg,
1840.—SchlimUwh, *Die Orgel.' Leiprig, 1M3.—SeMei,
*DieOrHel und Ihr Bau.' Broelan, 1»43.—* BeiKJhrijviiig

der groote Orgel in St. Bavo-Kerk te H&arlem.' Haarlem,
1845._« Orgue de I'^lise royale de St Denia, constmit
par MM. Cavaill6-Coll ' Paris. 1846.—Dom Bedos, *Fac-
teurd'Otgaes.* Pari«,1849trepriiit)—*L'Oiw«iiBte,^Paria.

—T6pfer,^ Lehrbuch der Orgelbaukunst' Weimar, 1855—
H. Jimmerthal, 'Die Krosae Orgel in der St, Marien-
Kirche su LUbeck.' Erfurt und Leipzig, 1850.—E. J. Hop-
kins, and E. F. Himbault, *Tbe Organ, itt history and
construction.' London, Cocks & Co., 1S77.—Otto Wange-
mann, •Geschichte der Orgel xind der Orgelbauknn«t.
Demmin, 1879. [E. J . H.]

ORGAN-PART. The music of the part to be

played by the organist in an oratorio, psalm,

cantata, or other sacred work. Formerly the

organist sat at performance with the score before

him ; and from the fig^iures attached to the bass line,

with the assistance of such directions aa Organo,

Senza organo, Tasto solo, Unisono, etc., he con-

structed the organ accompaniment according to

his ability ; and in the case of airs it required

the special training of that contrapuntal age to

do it properly. Nowadays less reliance is put on

the casual ability of a performer, and the com-

poser writes out the organ-part as completely

as he does that for the violin, harp, or oboe.

St. Paul, the Lobgesang, and Elijah, have each

their published organ-part. Mendelssohn also

wrote organ-parts for HandeVs Solomon and Is«

rael in Egypt—the latter in his edition of Israel

for the London 'Handel Society'—grounded oa

the figured-bass of the composer. [G.J

ORGANO denotes the organ part in a score.

Oroano pieno means Full organ—that is, the

entire power of the instrument. (£J'.H.]
ORGANUM (equivalent to Diaphonia ; and,

though less exactly, to Discantuit). It is impa»>

sible to ascertain the date at which Plain ChaoBt

was first harmonised; and equally so, to diaoover

the name of the Musician who first sang it in

harmony. We know, however, that the primi-

tive and miserably imperfect Counterpoint with

which it was first accompanied was called Or-

ganum; and we have irrefragable proof that

this Organum was known at least as early as

880; for Scotus Erigena, who died about that

date, speaks of it in his treatise 'De divina

natura,' in such terms as to leave no doubt as to

its identity, and to show clearly that it was

sufficiently well understood at the time he wrote

to serve as a familiar illustration.'

No mediaeval writer has given us the slightest

hint as to the etymology of the word; but most

modern historians are agreed that the prima fade
derivation is, in all probability, the true (me.

When Organs were first introduced into the Ser-

vices ofthe Church—probably in the 7th century,

but certainly not later than the middle of the

1 ' Ut enlm organtcum bmIm ox dtrenU qtulitatn>iii «t qoaotlia-

tlbos confldtur.' •!«.
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$th^—it must 'have been almoet impoasible for

%n Organint, playing with both hands, to avoid

iounding concordant intervals simultaneously:

!ind, when once the effects thus produced were
imitated in singing, the fir»t step towards the in-

vention of Polyphony was already accomplished,

rhis granted, nothing could be more natural than
that the Instrument should lend its name to the

new style of singing it had been the accidental

means of suggesting ; or that the Choristers who
practised that method of vocalisation should be
called Organizers, though we well know that they

sang without any instrumental accompaniment
whatever, and that they were held in high esti-

mation for their readiness in extemporising such

harmony as was then implied by tne term Or-

ganum. A Necrologium of the 13th century,

quoted by Du Gauge, or4ains, in one place, that
* the Clerks who organize the "Alleluia," in two,

three, or four parts, shall receive six pence'; and
in another, that *the Clerks who assist in the
Mass shall have two pence, and the four Or-
ganizers of the "Alleluia** two pence each.* This
'organization of the Alleluia* meant nothing
more than the addition of one single Third,

which was sung below the penultimate note of

a Plain Chaunt Melody, in order to form a Ca-
dence. When this Cadence was in two parts

only, it was sung by two Tenors ; when a third

part was added, it was sung an Octave above the

Canto fermo, by the Voice called 'TYiplum'
(whence our word Treble) ; the fourth part, a
Quadruplum, was added in the Octave abova the

Organum, thus

—

In Two Parts.
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noticeable that, though the multilinear Stave pro-

posed by this learnt Musician is mentioned as
nis own invention, he prefers no claim to be re-

garded as the originator of the new method of
Singing, but speaks of it as a practice * which they
commonly call organizatioxL* He understood it,

however, perfectly; and gives very clear rules

for its construction. From these we learn that,

thoui;rh it is perfectly lawful to sinsf a Plain Chaunt
Melody either in Octaves or doubled Octaves, this

method cannot fairly be said to constitute a true

Organum, which should be sung either in Fourths
or Fifths as shown in the following examples.

Tu Pa - trls sem - pi - ter - nxu « Fl - 11 - us.

When four Voices are used, either the Fourths
or the Bifths may be doubled.

in - per - 1

n
• bus so - is.

r rs ^ ^
i ^ ^ji ^ €9 g. ^ g r^ ^^ g "i-Hl

c
^ «»- -^2- .Q. ^ -«- -^ ^^ ^

o

i
Tu Pa - tils sem - pi • t«r - nus «• Fl - 11 - us.

These two methods, in which no mixture of

Intervab is permitted, have been called by some
modem historians Pa^lel-Organum, in contra-

distinction to another kind, in which the use of

Seconds and Thirds is permitted, on condition

that two Thirds are not allowed to succeed one
another. Hucbald describes this also as a per-

fectly lawful method, provided the Seconds and
Thirds are introduced only for the purpose of

making the Fourths move more regularly.

Org, Al

After a time the single Third gave place to a
continuous Organum. The earliest writer who
gives us any really intelligible account of the
method of constructing such a Harmony is Huc-
baldus, a Monk of S. Amand sur I'Elnon, in
Flanders, who died at a very advanced age in
the year 930. and whose attempts to improve the
Notation of Plain Chaunt have already been de-
scribed at page 469 of the present volume. It is

^ An OisM «M presented to King Pepla bj the Emperor Oon-
*»nwi»e VI. in 7OT.

VOL. II. PT. 11.

Tn Pa • tris sem - pi -

To the modern student this stem prohibition

of even two Consecutive Thirds, where any
number of Consecutive Fifths or Octaves are

I freely permitted, is laughable enough; but our
I mediseval ancestors had some reason on their

' side. In the days of Hucbald, the Mathematics
Rr
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of Music were in a very unsatisfactory condition.

He himself had a very decided preference for

the Greek Scales; and even Guido d'Arezzo,

who lived a century later, based his theory on

the now utterly obsolete Pythagorean Section of

the Canon, which divided the Perfect Fourth

{Dicuessaron) into two Greater Tones and a

liimma, making no mention whatever of the more

natural system of Ptolemy, which resolved it

into a Greater Tone, a Lesser Tone, and a Dia-

tonic Semitone. The result of this mistaken

theory was. that every Major Third in the Na-
tural Scale was tuned exactly a Comma too

sharp; and every Minor Third a Comma too flat.

Were this method of Intonation still practised,

some of us might, perhaps, desire to hear as few

Thirds as possible.

Neither S. Odo of Cluni, nor any other writer

of the age immediately succee«ling that of Hue-

bald, throws any light upon the subject suffi-

ciently important to render it necessary that we
should discuss it in detail ; but Guido d'Arezzo*s

opinions are too interesting to be passedover in

silence. He objects to the use of unitedTourths,

and Fifths, in an Organum of three parts, on

account of its disagreeable harshness.

In place of tliis he proposes to leave out the

upper part, which in this example is nothing

more than a reduplication of the Oi^ganum—the

Canto fermo being assigned to theTMlddle Voice,

and to sing the two lower parts only : or, better

still, to substitute an improved method, which,

from the closeness of the parts to each other as

they approach the conclusion of the Melody, he

calls Occursus.

After the death of Guido the subject was
treated, more or less fully, by Franco of Colosrne,

Walter Odington, Marchetto de Padova, Philip-

pus de Vitriaoo, Joannes de Muris, Prodoscimus

de Beldomandis, and many other writers, each

of whom contributed something towards the

general stock of knowledge, and suggested

some improvement upon the usual praxis: but

the next critical stage was only reached when
the Sixth became recognised as an Interval of

gpreater practical importance than either the

Fourth or the Fifth. Joannes Tinctoris (1434-

1520) saw this very clearly; and gives the

following example of a Melody accompanied in

Sixths and Octaves.

ORIANA.

But, before the death of Joannes l^nctoris,

these successions of Sixths had already mei^ged
into the well-known Faux-bourdon, and Or-
ganum into Counterpoint ; though the &ct that
Organizers still held their ground is sufficiently

proved by the allusions made to them in the
Minstrel -Laws of Eberhard von Minden, in

1404, and even in a document preserved at

Toledo, of as late date as 1566, in which distinct

mention is made of the * muaiea qua organic^
dieitur:

For an account of the gradual process through
which Organum, Diaphonia, and Biscant suc-

cessively passed before they became deve]c^>ed

into pure Counterpoint, see Pabt-wbiting. [See
also CODNTBKPOINT.] [W. S. R.]

ORGENYI, AOLAIA, a native of Vienna,
and the daughter of an officer in the Austrian
army, received instruction in singing from
Mme. Viardot Garcia. Miss Org^nyi made h^
first appearance on the stage Sept. 28, 1865, as
Amina, at the Royal Opera House, Berlin, and
was highly successful, both on account of her
excellent singing and acting, and of the natural
charm of her person and manner. She confirmed
this success ia the parts she next played, vIje.

Lucia, Agatha, Violetta^ Rosina, Margaret,
Martha, and Norma. She first appeared in Eng-
land April 7, 1866, at the Royal Italian Opera,
Covent Garden, as Violetta, and was voy well
received, subsequently playing Lucia and Marta.
She also sang in concerts, and gained great praise

for her singing of Agatha*s scena firom *Der
FreischUtz' (of which a contemporary remarked,
*we have not heard anything better than the

opening of the great scene .... her measure
and expression in delivery of the Largo bespoke a
real * artist*) ; and also of Bach'snow &vourite air
' Mein glaubiges Herz,' to the cello obbligato of

Piatti, of which the same writer remarks th&t
' the elegance and distinction of her nuumer and
her real musical acquirements have secured her

a 'public* In spite of the large measure of

favour given her, she never played on the stage

again in England, but in 1870 sang in concerts

for a short period, being well received at the

Philharmonic in the above soena of Weber, and
that irom Lucia. Miss Orgeujri, after her first

season in London (having refused as an Austrian
to sing at that time in Berlin on account of

the war of 66) went to Vienna in September

of that year, and played there with sucoee^ and
afterwards was heard in opera, festivals, and con-

certs, at Leipzig and other cities, chiefly at

Dresden; also at Bremen, Stettin, Copenhagen,

etc., returning to Berlin (concert, 71) and Vienna

(72); also in Italian opera at Berlin (72), with

Artot-PadiUa and her husband, and at Florence.

She has recently been appointed Grand-Ducal
chamber singer at the court of Schwerin. [A.C.]

ORGUE EXPRESSIF. A French name for

the reed organ or Habmonidm. [A. J. H.]

ORIANA, Thb Tbiumphs of. A coUectioa

of 25 nuidrigahi in praise of Queen Elizabeth,

1 AUMUBDm. May 19. MS. tnitd.JaiM7.188iL
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who figures under the name of Oriana, com-
posed by the most eminent musicians of the time,

and published, under the editorship of Thomas
Morley, in i6oi, with the title of 'Madrigales.

The Triumphes of Oriana, to 5 and 6 voices : com-
posed by diuers seuerall aucthors. Newly pub-
lished by Thomas Morley, Batcheler of Musick
and one of the c^entlemen of her Maiesties honor-
able Chappell. The composers engaged upon
the work were Michael Este, Daniel Norcome,
John Mundy, Mus. fiae., John Benet, John Hil-

ton, Mus. Bac., George Marson, Mus. Bao.»

Kichard Carlton, Mus. Bac., John Holmes, Bich-
ard Nicolson, Thomas Tomkins, Michael Caven-
dish, William Cobbold,. John Farmer, John Wil-
bye, Thomas Hunt, Mus. Bac., Thomas Weelkes,
John Milton, George Kirbye, Robert Jones,

John Lisley, and Edward Johnson, who each
contributed one madrigal, and Ellis Gibbons and
Morley himself, who each furnished two madri-

gals. The words,—they cannot be called poetiy,

—are by an anonymous author or authors, and
abound with allusions to the Queen's beauty,

virtue, grace, etc. etc. Each madrigal, with a
few exceptions, ends with the couplet,

' Then sacg^the Nymphs and ShcphtidB of Diana
Long live ttdt OriAna.'

YariouB conjectures have been made as to the

occasion upon which the work was written, but

as they are mere conjectures it is unnecessary to

enter upon a consideration of them. The same
may be said of the person named in several of

the madrigals as a singer and dancer. [See

Bonny Boots.] The work was dedicated by
Morley to Charles Howard, Earl of Nottingham,
Baron of Effingham, and Lord High Admiral of

England, so well known in connection with the

defeat of the Spanish Armada in 1588. The
title and form of this collection seem to have
been suggested by a set of Italian madrigals
called ' 11 Trionfo di Dori,* written in praise of

a lady who is figured under the name of Doris,,

each of which ends with the words 'Viva la

bella Dori' ; the earliest extant edition of which
was printed at Antwerp in 160 1 (the same year
in which 'The THumphes of Oriana* was pub-
lished), but which was undoubtedly originally

issued at some earlier period, since not only were
some of the composers who contributed to it dead
before 1601, but one of the madrigals in it—
*Ove tra Therbi e i fiori,' by Giovanni Croce—
had been adapted to the English words, * Hard
by a crystal fountain ' (afterwards set by Morley
for the Oriana collection), and printed in the
Second Book of *Musica Transalpine* in 1597.
*The Triumphes of Oriana' was about 18 14
printed in score by William Hawes, who added
to it two madrigals by Thomas Bateson and
Francis Pilkington, which were sent too late for

uwertion in the original publication, the before-
J^ed madrigal by Giovanni Croce, and a mad-
rigal by Bateson, written after the death of
Elizabeth, entitled * Oriana's Farewell.'
T^e Italian work just named is entitled *I1

Trionfo di Dori, descritto da diversi et posti in
muaica da altretanti Autori. A Sei Voci.' The
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madrigals contained in it are 39 in number, the
words and music being furnished by as many
different authors and composers. The composers
were Felice Anerio, Giovanni Matteo Asola,
Hippolito Baccusi, Ludovico Balbi, Lelio Ber-
tani, Pietro Andrea Bonini, Paolo Bozi, Giovanni
Cavaocio, Oraxio Columbano, Gaspare Costa, Gio-

vanni Croce, Giulio Eremita, Giovanni Florio,

Giovanni Grabrieli, Giovanni Giacomo Gastoldi,

Ruggiero Giovanelli, Leon Leoni, Giovanni de
Macque, Luca Marenzio, Tiburtio Massaino,
Filippo de Monte, Giovanni Palestina, Costanzo
Porta, Alfonso Pteti, Hippolito Sabino, Anni-
bal Stabili, Alessandro Striggio, Orazio Vecchi,

and Gasparo Zetto. Besides the impression of

160 1, another appeared, also at Antwerp, in

1614. [W.H.H.]

ORNITHOPARCUS or ORNITOPAR-
GHUS, AvDRBAS, the author of a rare Latin
treatise, entitled 'Musics Active Micrologus,*

which was published at Leipzig in 15 16. [See

MiOBOLOODS.] His real name was Vogelsang or

Vogelgesang, and he seems to have adopted the

Greek pseudonym of Omithoparcus on account
of the many countries which he had visited, and
of which he gives a list at the end of the third

book of his work. Nothing further is known
about him, except that he was a native of Mein-
ingen, and that he entitled himself 'Magister

Artium.^ His book.was translated into English

by John Dowland (London, 1609). [W.B.S.]

GRPHARION. See Obpheobeon.

ORPHftE AXJX ENFERS. Op^ra bouffon,

in a acts and ^, tableaux ; words by Hector

Cr^mieux, music by Offenbach. Produced at the

BouffesParisiens, Oct. ai, 1858 ; in London, in

French (Schneider), atJSt. James's Theatre, July

w, 1869. [G.]

ORPHfiE ET EURIDICB. 'Heroic drama
in 3 acts,' translated and adapted by Moli^ from

the Obfbo ED EuBiDiCE of Calsabigi ; music by
Gluck, also slightly altered from the earlier work.

Produced at the Academic de Musique, Aug. 2,

1774.. It ran for 45 consecutive nights, and was
played 397 times up to 1848. It was revived at

the Th^tre Lyrique Nov. 19, 1859, ^1 Madame
Viardot [See Obfko.] [G.]

ORPHI6ON, L'. This periodical, the organ

of the Orphans, and the choral and orchestral

societies of France, Algiers, and Belgium, comes

out twice a month, and has become the model

for similar productions. It was founded in 1855

by Abel Simoa, and is now conducted by M.
Henry Abel Simon, with a zealous and energetic

staff, foremost among whom is M. Julien Torchet,

the able organiser of the muskal contests in the

departments. [G. C]

ORPH6ON, ORPHfiONISTE. The general

name of the French singing societies and their

members. Choral singing had been largely cul-

tivated in Germany and Switzerland, and Lieder»

tafelnhad exibted for someyears, before theFrench

established similar institutions. As Goethe had

assisted Zelter in founding the first liedertafel

Rr2
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in Berlin in 1 808, so ten yean later B^ranger

materially contributed to the Btiocen of the

Orph^on, by nominating Bocquillon-Wilhem as

teacher of singing in the Ecoles d*enseignement

mutuel, at Paris, when music was made one of

the subjects of study in October 181 8. It was
not however till 1835 that the Gonseil municipal

of Paris voted the adoption of singing in all the

communal schools. Three years later it was
adopted at the universities, and thus the whole

youth of France had the opportunity of cultivat-

ing an ear for music.

The working-classes in Paris and the depart-

ments next came under consideration, and at the

suggestion of Wilhem'and under his superinten-

dence, evening classes were opened in 1835 in the

Bue Montgolfier by Hubert, who afterwards be-

came conductor of the Orphan. The success of

this attempt encouraged ihe formation of similar

classes in different quarters of Paris, all directed

by followers of Wilhem*s method. These classes

were all for male voices only, and thus the

Orphan had at its disposal hundreds of tenors

and basses, who could be used to reinforce the

choirs of the Eooles communales for choral sing-

ing on a g^rand scale. The interest in performances

of this kind increased rapidly, and soon, through

the exertions of M. Delaporte and others, 'con-

tests* and festivals were established, to which
choral unions flocked from all parts of France.

Influenced doubtless by the growing import-

ance of these gatherings, the corporation of

Paris resolved to place at the head of the Or-

phan a composer of the first rank, capable of

managing the institution on sound musical prin-

ciples ; their choice fell on M. Gounod, who be-

came conductor in 1851, and*under whom the

society prospered immensely. On his resignation

in i860, owing to the increase of Paris it was
divided into two sections, that of the left bank of

the Seine being conducted by M. Francois Bazin,

and that of the right bank by M. Pasdeloup.

Hubert became inspector of the Ecoles com-
munales on the right bank, and Foulon of those

on the left. In the spring of each year a test-

performance was held at the Cirque des Champs
Elys^es, and in the Cirque d'hiver, at which 1 2CX)

picked singers—about half the number in atten-

dance at the schools and adult classes—sang the

new pieces learned during the year before the

Pr^et of the Seine, and the members of the

Commission de surveillance du chant. This

organisation was maintained till 1872, but the

societies were seriously affected by the war, and
in 1873 the Orphan was again united under the

sole conductorship of Bazin, who retained it till

his death. His favourite pujul, M. Banhauser,

inspector of singing in the Ecoles communales
since 1875, was appointed in July 1878 Inspec-

tor-General of singing, a position really equiva-

lent to that previou^y held by Bazin and by
Gounod.
The repertoire of theOrpheonists is veryvaried,

and comprises pieces in various stvles composed
expressly for them by Hal^vy, Adolphe Adam,
Feiicien David, Ambroise Thomas, Gounod,

ORPfiEOREON.

Bazin, Boulanger, Semet, Delibes, Massenet,
Dubois, and, most of all, Laurent de Rill^, who
has composed over a hundred choral melodies.
In Belgium also, wherechoral-singing is cultivated
with great success, several composers have written
for the Orph^nistee, especially Hanssens (bom &t
Ghent July la, 1802 ; died at Brussels April 8,
1 871), Gevaert, Soubre, Denefve, Radoux, and
Camille de Vos, the Belgian rival of de Rill^.

An institution which in 1867 numbered in
France alone 3.243 choral societies, with 147.500
effective members, and which still (1880) com-
prises 1500 Orph^ons and 60,000 Ohrph^nistesi,

naturally required oigans of its own, especially
for the ventilation of topics connected with the
' concours * and festivab. The most important of
these are * La France chorale,' * L*£cho des Or-
phans,* * La nouvelle France chorale,* and * L'Or-
ph^on.* [See Musical Periodicals.]

There is at present no histoiy of the Orph^oo,
but ample materials exist in the above periodi-

cals. They give details of the 'grands jours,*

and of the principal feats accomplished by the
French and Belgian choral societies ; such as
the journey of 3000 Orphdonistes under ^f.

Delaporte to London in June i860, and the
international contests of Lille (186a), Arras
(1864), Paris (1867 and 78), Rheims (1869 and
76), Lyons (1877) and Brussels (1880). For
these occasions the best pieces in their repertoire

have been composed, and attention may be
directed specially to * Le Tyrol,* * Le Camaval
de Rome, * La Nuit du Sabbat,* and others, by
A. Thomas, to words by the writer of this article,

striking productions, which within the limits of m
simple chorus, exhibit the variety, interest, and
movement of a dramatic scene. [G. C]
ORPHEOREON, ORPHEORON, or OR-

PHARION. An instrument of the cither

kind, with flat back, but with the ribs shaped
in more than one incurvation. The varieties of

the orpheoreon also differed from the usual cither

in the bridge being oblique, rising towards the
treble side. According to Prsetorius (' Organo-
graphia,* Wolfenbiittel, 1 6 19, p. 54) the ornheo>

reon was tuned like a lute in * Kammerton (a).

[See Lute.] The strings were of brass or iron,

in six or seven pairs, and were played with a
plectrum. A larger orpheoreon was called Pe*

norcon, and a still larger one Pandore,—Pne-
torius spells this Pandorra or Bandoer. According
to his authority it was invented in England ; to

which another adds the name of John Rose, citi-

zen of London, living in Bridewell, and the date

of about 1560. It must however have been a
rather different orpheoreon. Following Pneto-
rius, the pandore, and we presume its oongeners^

had no chanterelle or melody string, and could

therefore have been used only for accompaniment,
like the common cither, iutortbus tt nartorQmt
usiUUum instrumentum. He gives cither tunings

for several strings, including the common ' four-

course* (6) and • Italian* (c); old tunings (rf), (e),

often used an octave lower on the lute in France,

and the old Italian six-course (/), but no other

than the lute tuning above mentioned for the
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orpheoreon family. The player probably tuned
as he choae. The forms • Orphanon' and * Pan-
dora' occur in a book on the Lute and other
instruments, entitled *The Schoole of Musicke/
by Thomas Robinson, London, 1603. A copy is
in the British Museum. There is another instru-
ment which PrsBtorius describes as being like a
pandore in the back ; this was the Quintema, or
Chitema. It differed, however, in other respects,
as the ribs, belly, etc., were of simple outline, and
the bridge was straight. He says it was tuned
like the very earliest lutes (g), and depicts it in
his illustrations as not unlike a guitar.

ORPHEUS. 618

[A.J.H.]
ORPHEUS. A collection of Part-songs or

Vocal Quartets by German composers, with
English words, published in parts and com-
pressed score. It was started by Messrs. Ewer
about 1840, and has been continu^ to the present
day by their successors, Novello, Ewer & Co.
The books and songs marked with * are for
Mixed voices ; the others for Equal ditto.

11*
1. The wDOdi. ]fendel«iohn.
2. Spring is come. Do.
8. OhlUt. ©Tales 1 Do.
4. The nightingale. Do.
6. The vale of rest. Do.
0. Hunting song. Do.

14.

7. Turkish drinking song. Do.
8. The hunter's farewell. Do.
9. Bummer song. Do.

10, The voyage. Do.
11. Lore and wine. Da
li. Sprlnrsjoumejr. Do.

16.

IS. tOn the sea. Do.
14. •In the woods. Do.
18. Hie thee, shallop. KOeken.
10. War song. Do.
17. The millers daughter. Mrtel.

U.
18. Go. speed thy flight. <>tto.
19. Let us bejojful. Schneider.
20. The trooper's song. Weber.
21. Not a spot on earth. Wluter.
2^ Shall e'er mj heart. Do.
23. •May song. Mendelssohn.
24. cThe morning walk. Gade.
25. Chfrbelcontento. Sejrfried.

17.

96. The merrr waytarer. H«a
delssohn.

27. Farewell meeting. Da,
2». Serenade. Do.
20. Eastern drinking 80i«i Do.

Sa Song of the worthy man. Do.
81. The Rhine. Do.
82. 'TIS the song whose spirit. Do.
83. Student's parting song. Do.

19.

84. The Slst of May. MoIIqne.
85. ttLore. Cherublni.
36, Where 'a the gain ? L. De Call.
87. ConTirlal song. Mollque.
Sd. Brening comes. Belcke.

20.^

89. The New Tear. Mendelssohn.
40. The happy lover. Do.
41. The shepherd's song. Do.
42. The wood minstrels. Do.
48. The victors' return. Do.
44. The wandering minstrels. Do.

21.

4fi. Tell me on what holy. Puss.
4A. When the hues. Belsslger.
47. What U life? Blum.
48. 1 think and dream. Butor.
49. Old Bacchus. Ackers^
60. Serenade. Busse.

22.*

61. Bemembrance. Mendelssohn.
62. Praise of spring. Do.
68. Spring song. Do.
64. In the forest. Do.

28.*

66. Life's bright dream. F. Geyer.

84.

K. The young musicians. KQcken.
07. The Bhine. Do.
66. wort thou. Do.

BBBIES I.

1. 43. Wave high your hats. Baim
44. •The swallows. Pohlentz.
46. Harold Harfkger. H.Wenier.
46. Dr. St. Paul. Zelter.
47. Oft when night. De OaU.

1. Bright sword. Webw.
2. Youthful flower. Blom.
8. 8i ent night. Weber.
4. O'er moor and. Spohr.
6. Gome, boys. Marvchner.
e. Merry and fr^. H. Werner.

2.

7. The sabbath call. Kreutier.
«. Svening. De Call.
9. Piano, piano. S«yfried.

10. Banish, oh ! maiden. Loiani.
IL LQtzuw's wild hunt. Weber.
12. Soldier's song. Werner.

8.

15. Hark! above us. Kreutier.
14. In the twilight. Weber.
16. Lovely night. Chwatal.
18. The two rosea. Werner.
17. The toper's glee. Zelter.
la. Hunting chorus. Weber.
19. Integer vltn. Flemmlng.

4.

20. The huntsmen. F. Kreutzer.
21. Partli^. F.Otto.
22. 0! sanctlMlma. Do.
». He who tmsto. Xtsenhobr.
«. Maying. MOUer.
«. Absence. F. Schneider.

6.

^ On fragrant myrtles. Mflller.
27. Oh! cruel maid. Kalllwoda.
«• Twine, ye roses. Fohlentz.
»Th9 sunk gone. Bergt.
».Dehconme. Seyfrted.
a. Dear maid. De Call.
«• The saerifloe. Fuss.

•.
••

J.
I ten thee. boy. GrassinL

«. Soldier's chorus. Werner.
». The ladles. Beichaidt.
». Martoer's song. M. Haydo.
87. To song. Weber.
»• King Joy. Werner,
w. 'Lud serene. Seyfrled.

S* 5?*^P» *Viim. Beethoven,
«. TT»e miner's song. Annacker.
^•Inlellce. Ni

48. The twelve. G. W. FInb
49. Libera me. Domlne! Ealli-

woda.
60. The chapel. Kreutier.
61. Under every tree-top. Koklut.
62. The rifleman. F. Otto.
68. Pleasing pain. De Call.
64. Thro' woods a fields. Krentaer.
66. •Ah 1 tbU^me not. Mendelssohn.

9.

66. The enekooi Spohr.
67. Life's deceit. Stelnacker.
68. Huntsman's Joy. 0. Kreutier.
69. Maiden, listen. 0. F. Adam.
00. Beauteous clouds. F.Werner.
61. Parting. F. Otto.

10.

63. The first day of spring. Men-
delssohn.

63. War song. H. Werner.
"i. Serenade. Bisenhofer.
66. Bacchanalian. Pohlentz.
66. The mariner's return. Uoesler.
67. Huntsman's soog. Pohlentz.
68. Spring time. Kreutxer.
09. •Hope and faith. Webflr.r

U.
7a eThe equinox. Kreutier.
71. Hilarity. Dehn.
72. The recompense. Mendelssohn.
'73. The request. Bertelsmann.
74. The wood nymph. Sutor.

75. sHark. hark I the lark. KOcken.
76.ftLord, have mercy. Mendels-

sohn.
77. Hope and tear. F. Otto.
IS. Boat song. F. Schubert.
79. The dying chad. J. J. Vlotta.
80. Soldier's love. F. KQcken.
81. The complaint. F. Otto.
88. Gondolier's sereoade. F.Sebo-

bert.

1. An old romanee. In three
movements. Mendelssohn.

8. 1 would that my. Bdssiger.
8. The brook. Do.
A. Winter song. Dom.

96.

6. Love beareth patiently. Bias.
6L The time ofsong has comeb Do.
7. Good night. KQcken.
8. sThe secret. Belsslger.
9. Alt It decreed. Mendelssohn.

«7.»

10. The nnhnown land. Fanny
Hensel, mm Mendelsaolm.

IL In autumn. Do.
12. Morning's greetings. Do.
18. The woodland valley. Do.
14. The woods are glowing. Do»

28.

16. Love and courage; Spohr.
16. Toast. Zollner,
17. Serenade. KQcken.
18. Hard timet. DOrmer.

29.*

19. The deep repose of night. Ken
delssohn.

20. Autumn song. Do.
21. The lark song. Do.
22. The primrose. Do.
28. Homage to spring. Do.

80.

9*. O vTorld. thou art. Hflle*.
26. Image of t&e rose. Bekhanlt.
26. Tears of anguish. Do.
87. Serenade. MOller.

Sl.e

28. Song of night. Mendelssohn.
29. An old love song. Do.
80. Alone. Do.
81. Greeting. Do.
82. Spring song. Do.

82.*

88. Home. Benedict.
84. Faith. Franz.
86. Spring. MOller.
86. On the water. Covr.
37. The water lily. Gade.

83.^

88L Swiss Volkslled. KQcken.
89. Volkslled. Swabkui.
4a Tyrolete Volkslled. KQcken.
41. Farewell. Swablan.

84.^

45. How can a bird. Abu
43. In spring time. Do.
44. The rover's Joy. Do,
46. Evening song. Do.
46. The flower's review. Do.

n. Laura's prayer. A. Dlabelll.

48. The morning stroU. H. Esser.

49. O fatherland. Abt.
60. Merry May. Do.
61. Tturingian Volkslled. Do.
68. Farewell, thou lovely. Do.
68. Evening. Do.

87.

1» Hasten to the fight. Monrt.
8.' Union. Marsohner.
8. The battle-field. H. Werner.
4. "The united band. J. Otto..

6. On the march. Becker.

88.*

6. Thy goodness. Beethoven.
7. God Is my song. Do.
8. I love my God. Do.
9. Swiftly fades my life. Do.

10. The heavens proclaim. Do.
11. God my help. Hauptmann.
12. Look up to God. Do.
18. Frajer. Do.

89.*

14. A lament. Volkslled.
16. To the sunshhie. Do.
16. Aanie of Tharaw. Do.

17. A spring lament. Do.
18. FareweU. Do.
19. The Lurlcy. Do.

40.*

29i VIneta. F. Abt.
21. The three chafers. H. Tmhn.
22. Northman's soog. Kfickeo.
83. The danee. J. Otto.

41.*

94. The Inoonstants. Sohumann.
25. The heath rose. Do.
96. The recruit. Do.
27. The Highland lassie. Do.

42.

28. Battlhi' roarin' WlUie. Do.
29. Fellow pass«)gers. Do.
80. The lovely Adelaide. Volkslled.

31. To the wood we'll go. Do.
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A similar work—but for eqnal voices only

—

appeared in Germany, entitled * Orpheus : Samm-
lung auserlesene mehrstinmiige Gesange fUr

Maiinerstinmien,' in many volumes, published at

-Leipzig, by Friedlein, and by ZoUner. [G.]

• ORPHEUS BRITANNICUS ; a Collection

of all the choicest songs for One, Two, and Three
voices, composed by Mr. Henry Purcell ; together

with such Symphonies for Violins or Flutes as

were by him designed for any of them, and a
Thorough-bass toeach Song, figur*d forthe Organ,

Harpsidiord, or Theorbo Lute,* with portrait;

2 vols, small folio, London 1698-1702. Second
edition 1 706-1 7 1 3. [See Pdbobll.]

ORTIGUE, Joseph Louis D', born at Ca-

vaillon. May 22, 1802, died suddenly in Paris,

Nov. 20, 1866, one of the most conscientious

musical UtUraUurt of modem France. He
studied at first merely as an amateur, under
the Castil Blazes, father and son. He went
to Aix in Provence to study law, but music

proved more powerful, and he finally resolved

to abandon the law for musical literature.

With this view he came to Paris in 1829, and
began by writing musical critiques in the ' Me-
morial Catholique'; then, becoming intimate

with La Mennais, he wrote for * L'Avenir,* and,

after its failure, for * La Quotidienne,* besides the

'Gazette musicale' and 'La France musicale.'

After his marriage in 1835 he redoubled his ex-

ertions and contributed to half a score of periodi-

cals, including the • Temps,* * Revue des deux
Mondes,' • National,' * L*Univers,' • L'Universit^

Catholique,' 'L*Opinion Catholique,' and above

all the ' Journal des Ddbats.' To this last paper

he mainly owed his reputation, and his place in

several commissions, historical and scientific, to

which he was appointed by government.

His important works are his large 'Diction-

naire liturgique, historique, et th^orique de

Plain Chant et de Musique religieuse* (Paris

1854 and i860, small 4to), and 'La Musique k
r^lise* (ibid. 1861, i2mo). To the former of

these the Abb^ Normand contributed a number
of articles under the nom de plume of Theodore

Nisard.^ D'Ortigue was associated with Nieder-

ineyer in founding * La Maltrise' (1857), a perio-

dical for sacred music,and in the 'TVait^ th^rique
et pratique de Taocompagnement du Plain-Chant'

(Paris 1 856, large 8vo.) In 1862 he started, with

M. Fdlix Clement, the 'Journal des Maitrises,' a

periodical of reactionary principles in sacred

music, which soon collapsed. He was an honest

and laborious writer ; his name will live through

his ' Dictionnaire,' which contains some excellent

articles, but his other books are mere musical

miscellanies, thoughtfully written but not en-

> XI8ABD, Thbodori, whoM TMl nAine w«i Thfodule XATler
Mormind, born at Qusrefnon in Belgium. J&n. 27. 1812. wai ordained

priest in 1890. and In 1M2 became orgAnlst of a church in Farln. and
was employed by a large eccleaiaatical bookseller to edit books of

plain-»OQg. Being naturally of a controrenial turn of mind, he pub-
lished many pamphleU on questions connected with musical archie-

oloiry : but these are of less value than his edition of Dom Jumllhac's

treatise on ' La Science et laPratique du I'lain-Ohant.' from which he
. extracted his pamphlet ' De la Notation proportlonelle du Moyen-Age *

'< Paris. 1M7): his 'Etudes sur les anciennes notations musicales de
I' Europe' (no date), directed against F^tis; and finally his remark-
able articles hi d'Ortlgue's Dictlonnalr*.

O SALUTARIS HOSTIA.

dowed with any of those qualities of style or
matter which ensure any lasting influence. [G.C.]

O SALUTARIS HOSTLA., a Hymn sung
during the Office called Benediction,' at the
moment when the Tabernacle is opened, in order
that the Consecrated Host may be removed and
placed in the Monstrance prepared for its solemn
Exposition.

Sometimes also, though less frequently, ' O sal-

utaris hostia* is sung at High Masn, immedi-
ately after the * Benedictus* : not indeed as an
integral part of the Mass itself, to which it does
not property belong, but in order to prevent the
long and distracting pause which would other-
wise ensue, when—as is so frequently the case
in Plain Chaunt Masses—the *BenedictuB* ia

too short to fill up the time which must neces-
sarily elapse between the Elevation of the Host
and the * Pater noster.'

The Plain Chant Melody of 'O salutaris hostia'

is a very beautiful one, in the Eighth Mode, and
introduces some ligatures, which, when carefully

sung, add greatly to its effect. It needs, how-
ever, an experienced Choir to do it full justice.

- • rls ho - stt - ^

Pierre de la Rue has treated the theme of
'0 salutaris' with marvellous ingenuity, in a
venr celebrated Mass, wherein he seems to have
deliberately sacrificed all higher aims to the

desire of exhibiting his stupendous learning to

the utmost possible advantage, the residt of hia

labours being a series of infinitely complicated

Canons, of which one—the Kyrie eleison—will

be found at page 229 of the present volume.
Happil3% Pierre de la Rue did not always writa

in this ultra-pedantic style. In another of his

Masses—the * Missa de S. Anna *—he has sub-

stituted for the Benedictus a Polyphonic setting*

of ' salutaris * of surpassing beauty, full of ri<£

harmony, and, so far as its style is concerned,

very much in advance of the age in which he
lived. We are the more indebted to him for

this, because, in the first place, the position of the

Hymn, between the Sa^ctus and Agnus Dei,

proves the custom of introducing it at High
Mass to be at least as old as the 15th century

;

and secondly, because, in consequence of the com-
paratively late date of the Office of ' Benedic-

tion,' the number of genuine polyphonic settings

of the Music needed for it is exceedingly small.

In modem times ' O salutaris * is treated in a
very different spirit. Most Composers of the

present century have adapted it for a Solo Voice,
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wiih a highly elaborate accompaniment, and a
not always very moderate amount of fioritura.

Cherubini has written many settings of it, one

of which is almost as popular as his c^ebrated

*Ave Maria'; and Kossini has introduced it

into his Messe Soleunelle, in company with a

Melody of ravishing beauty. Both these inspi-

rations—for we can call them nothing less—are

all that can be wished, so fiEur as Music is con-

cerned, but utterly unfit for their intended

position, either in the Office of Benediction or

the Mass. [W.S.R.]

OSBORNE, George Alexa^ndbr, bom in 1806

at Limerick, where his father was an organist, was
a self-instructed pianist until he reached the age

of 1 8, when he determined on making music his

profession and seeking instruction on the Con-

tinent. In 1 8 35 he repaired to Belgium, and
found a home in the house of the Prince de
Chimay, Cherubini*s friend, the well-known musi*

cal amateur, who made him acquainted with the

works of the best German composers. In 1826

he went to Paris, and studied the pianoforte

under Pixis, and harmony under F^tis. Ho after-

wards placed himself under Kalkbrenner, and
soon obtained a good position among the pianists

of the day, took his full share in the musical

life at that time so abundant in Paris, and
amongst other advantages enjoyed the privilege

of an intimate acquaintance with Chopin and
Berlioz. His recollections of these remarkable

men he has recently communicated to the Musi-
cal Association. In 1843 Mr. Osborne settled in

London, where he has for many years been one
of the most esteemed and genial teachers. He
composed, in conjunction with De Beriot, duos
for pianoforte and violin, on themes firom Kossini

and Auber. His other works consist of string

quartets and fantasias, rondos and variations

for the pianoforte. His ' Pluie des Perles,' a
brilliant and charming drawing-room piece, was
extraordinarily popub^ in its day. [W.H.H.]

OSSIA, OPPURE, OVVERO. These words
(the meaning of which is respectivdy * Or it may
be,' * Or besides,' ' Or else *) are used indifferently

to mark a passage, generally printed above the
treble or below the bass, which may be sub-

stituted for that written in the body or text ot

the work, being in most cases an easier version

of the same kind of effect. For instance, ' ossia
*

is so used by Beethoven in the first movement of
the Pianoforte Concerto in Eb op. 73, 21 bars
from the end. The same direction also occurs

fi-equently in the pianoforte works of Schumann,
Chopin, and Brahms. Liszt sometimes gives the
easier passage in the text, and writes the more
difficult one over it. These words wete also

used when the compass of the piano was in pro-

cess of alteration; thus Moscheles sometimes
adapts passages originally written for a full-sized

piano, to the smaller compass, writing the passage
for the smaller piano above that of the fall-sized

one.

Tlie same object is attained by the words Plus

facile or Uichler, [J. A. F.M.]
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OTELLO. Opera ; the libretto based on Shake-
speare's play, the music by Rossini. Produced at

the Fondo, Naples, in 1 816. In French at the
Academic, as Oibhollo, Sept. 2, 1844, but with very
little success. In London at the King's Theatre,

May 16, 18 a2. Desdemona was one of the great

parts of both Pasta and Malibran. [G.]

OSTINATO, i,€. Obstinate. 'Basso ostinato*

is the Italian term for a ground bass, which re-

curs obstinately throughout the composition.

[See Ground Bass, vol. i. 634 6.] * I shall seem
to you,' says ^Mendelssohn, * like a Basso ostinato,

always grumbling over again, and at last be-

coming quite tiresome.' [G.]

OTTAVINO. An octave flute. [See Piccolo.]

OTTHOBONI, THE Cardinal Pibtro, ne-

phew to Pope Alexander VIII, was bom in the

year 1668, advanced to the Purple in 1690, and
afterwards appointed Vice-chancellor ofthe Holy
See. He was a munificent patron of Art, and a
firm friend to all great Aitists, whether native

or foreign. In proof of this may be cited his

patronage of Corelli, and his intimacy with Do-
menico Scarlatti and Handel, for both of whom
he entertained a sincere regard. It was indeed

at his suggestion that, during HandeFs short

residence in Rome, these two great Musicians
entered upon the memorable trial of skill, which
resulted in a drawn battle upon the Harpsichord,

though Scarlatti himself confessed to Handers
great superiority over him upon the Organ.

Cardinal Otthoboni is best known to the pre-

sent generation of Musicians by his splendid

Library. He was an enthusiastic collector of

MSS. ; and on the dispersion of the Library
belonging to the noble house of Altaemps, he
was fortunate enough to obtain possession of

some priceless treasures which had remained in

custody of the family ever since they were first

acquired by the Duke Giovanni Angelo in the

16th century. The interest attached to these

volumes is no ordinary one. Duke Giovanni
Angelo Altaemps was not only the firiend of

Palestrina, but his pupil also. His Choir ranked
next in excellence to that of the Pontifical

Chapel ; and Palestrina and other great Masters
of the age supplied him with a vast number of

original works, the greater part of which still

remain unedited. Many of these works appear

to be hopelessly lost : but two large volumes are

still preserved in the Collegio Romano,' and six

in the Vatican Library, l^oee belonging to the

College contain eight Motets for four, and nine

for eight Voices, by Palestrina, all of which have
lately been published for the first time by Messrs.

Breitkopf & Hartel, in their complete collection.

Those in the Vatican Library contain Masses and
other compositions, which for the most part still

remain unpublished. These last, now known as

the Altaemps-Otthoboni Collection, were the

volumes secured by the learned Cardinal, after

whose death, in the year 1740, they were pur-

chased and presented to the Vatican Library by

1 Letter Jan. 8. 1838.

> Unless tber lutva bUen Into the hands of th« present ItJiliaa

OoTemmeok
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Pope Benedict XIY. Their authenticity as

&ithful copies, made from original MSS. during

the lifetime of Palestrina and the other great

Masters whoee works they contain, is indis-

putable; and, in conunon with the volumes in

the Collegio Komano, they possess an additional

interest from the &ct that the !A.ccidentals de-

manded by the laws ofGantus fictus are supplied

in them throughout. [See Mdsica fiota.! It is

impossible to ascertain by whose hand those

Accidentals were inserted. In all probability

they were introduced for the convenience of the

Ducal Choir. But it is certain that they date

from a time when Cantus fictus was much more
generally studied than it is now ; and on this

account they are invaluable authorities on dis-

puted points.

Cardinal OtthobonI died, as we have said, in

1740. In the March number of the 'Gentle-
man's Magazine* for that year, the obituary con-

tains the following account of his honours and
liberality. 'Cardinal Ottoboni died on Feb. 17,
aged 72. He advanced to the Purple at the
age of 22. He died possessed of nine Abbeys
in the Ecclesiastical States, five in Venice, and
three in France, which last only amounted
to 56,000 livres per annum. He was Dean of

the Sacred College, and, in that quality, Bishop
of Velletri and Ostia, Protector of France,
Archpriest of S. John Lateran, and Secretary of
the Holy Office. He had a particular inclina-

tion, when young, to Music, Poetry^ and Clas-

sical Learning— composing Airs, Operas, and
Oratorios. He made the greatest figure of any
of the Cardinals ; or, indeed, of any other person
in Home, for he had the soul of an Emperor, nor
was there any princely notion but what, he en-
deavoured to- imitate,, entertaining the people
with Comedies, Operas, Puppet-shows, Oratorios,

Academies, etc. He was magnificent in his

alms, feasts, and entertainments at festivals. In
the Ecclesiastical Functions he likewise showed
great piety and generosity,, and his Palace was
the refuge of the Poor,, as well as the resort of
the Virtuosi. In his own Parish, he entertained
a physician, surgeon, and apothecary, for the use
of all that needed their assistance.* [W. S. R.]

OTTC^ Ebnst Juliu8» bom at Konigstein
Sept. I, 1804 ; though always musical, was not
educated exclusively for music. On the con-
trary, he passed his ' maturity examination ' at
Dresden in 1822 with honour, and studied theo-
logy for three years at Leipzig. While doing this

he worked at music with Schicht and Weinlig.
His compositions are of a solid character—ora-
torios ; masses ; an opera (* Schloss am Khein*)
i>erformed at Drosden 1838, and another at Augs-
Dtti^ ; sonatas ; cycles of songs for men's voices,

etc. In 1830 he was appointed Cantor at Dresden,
a post which he held with honour to himself up
till his death, March 5, 1877.
His brother Franz, a bass singer (bom 1806),

and another brother a tenor, came to England in

1833 as directors of a Part-singing society. [G.]

OULIBICHEFF, Alexander von, Russian
mobleman, and enthusiastio amateur, bom 1795

OURS, V.

at Dresden, where his fiither was Russian am-
bassador. From his earliest years he was de^
voted to music, and studied the violin sufficiently
to become a good quartet-player. He served
first in the army, and then as a diplomatist, bat
retired on the accession of the Emperor Nicholas,
and lived on his estates near Nijni-Novgorod
till his death on Januazy, 24, 1858. Mozart
was his idol, and he re-awakened attention to his
works at a time when Germany at least was
entirely pre-occupied with Meyerbeer and Spon-
tini. OulibichenTs fi[reat work 'Nouvelle bio-
graphic de Mozart, 3 vols. (Moscow, 1844),
contains much valuable matter, biographical and
sBsthetical, and has been largely used by Otto
Jahn. His admiration for Mozart however led
him to depreciate Beethoven, and for this he was
attacked by Lenz. In his reply, 'Beethoven,
ses critiques et ses glossateurs ' (Leipzig and
Paris, 1857),^ he expressed with even greater
vehemence his opinion on the extravagance of
Beethoven's later works, and drew down a storm
of abuse and controversy with which he was
little fitted to cope, and which is said to have
hastened his end. It is but just to admit that
his views, less caustically expressed, were held
by many eminent musicians, including Riee and
Spohr. [F. G.]
ou PEUT-oN 6tre MIEUX QCPAIJ

SEIN DE SA FAMILLE? 'Where can one
be better than in the bosom of one*s fiunily?'
A quartet* in Gr^try's 'Lucile* (1769), which
has become historical from its having been son^
on several occasions—as for instance at Versailles,
JuW 15, 1789^ at Carlton House at the first visit
of George III. and Queen Charlotte to the Prince
of Wales, Feb. 3, 1 795 ; and at Korythnia, on the
retreat from Moscow, Nov. 15, 1812.* The air
is as follows :

—

rff.'n ^
ifrnt^ r̂ i -if ffrri

« • tM mlwu^au'ftnasln de is Ik- mil - 1«? Tout Mt content. toot

rtr ij J J rir«rr rifiirpri

«ft ooDtent, Le ocaur. lai7eaz.leccBar. Imtqoz. Vl-Toaa. AlmoocTt-

voDs, •t-moDft.Qomiiie m» hoog- » -

TODS, Al]Doiu..ooiniiMnMlKmiaieuz. oommeoof bodu Al-«uxt

It was adopted by the Bourbons after the Re-
storation as a loyal air. [G.]

OURS. L*—The Bear. A name sometimes
given to one of the six symphonies composed
by Haydn in 1786 for the Society of Uie 'Logs
Olympique * in Paris. [See vol. i. p. 721.] The

1 Not a daet. m ttoted under QktolT. toL t ASBa.
t flee VBIU.OKS AD Ma.PT.
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title is due to the finale, whicli opens with a
passage d la CornemusCf recalling a bear-dance.
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Vivace cutai.

[̂' \

f
-g|r r \ liis\,,.,\}xnr [G.]

OURY, Madame {n6e Anna Caroline db
BELLEVILLE). This once-celebrated pianiste,

the daughter of a French nobleman, director of
the opera in Munich, was bom at Landshut in

Bavaria, Jan. 24, 1806, and spent the first

ten years of her life at Augsburg with her
parents, studying with the cathedral organist,

on whose recommendation she was taken to

Vienna in 18 16, and placed under the direction

of Czemy for four years, during which time she

was introduced to Beethoven, and heard him
improvise on the piano. She appeared on two
occasions in Vienna, oil one of which (Madame
Catalani's farewell concert) she played a Hummei
concerto with orchestra. In 1820 she returned

to her parents at Munich, and played there with
great success. The next year was spent in Pans,
where she was well received. She resumed her
studies with Andreas Strieker in Vienna in

1839, after which she made a professional tour
to Warsaw, Berlin, etc. In 1831 she came to

London, and made her d^but at her Majesty's
theatre at Paganini's concert in July. Her own
concert took place in August, and in October
she married M. Oury the violinist, with whom
she then proceeded to make a long tour to

Russia, where they remained two years, to the
principal cities of Grermany. Austria, and Hol-
land, settling at length in Paris for two years
and a half. In April 1839 they returned to

England, which from that time became their

home. Until 1846 Madame Oury divided her
time between London and Brighton, being par>
ticularly successful at the latter places From
that time she devoted herself entirely to com-

C'tion, and during the twenty years that fol-

9d published no less than 180 pieces, princi-

pally of the class known as ' drawing-room * mu-
sic. In 1 866 she retired from aM artistic pur-
suits, and continued to live near London..
The following is Schumann's criticifim of her

playing :
* Anna de Belleville and Clara [Wieck].

They should not be compared. They are dif-

ferent mistresses of different schools. The play-
ing of the Belleville is technically the finer ofthe
two ; Clara^s is more impassioned. The tone of
the Belleville flatters, but does not penetrate the
ear ; that of Clara reaches the heart. Anna ii

a poetess ; Clara is poetry itself. (Music and
Musicians, p. 68.) Mme. Oury died at Munich
on July 22, 1880. [J.A.F.M.]

OUSELEY, the Rev. Sir Frederick Arthub
Gore, Bart.,—son of the Rt. Hon. Sir Gore Ouse-
ley, Bart., the eminent Orientalist, and Ambassa-
dor at the courts of Persia and St. Petersburg,

was bom in London Aug. 12, 1825, and from
early childhood evinced great talent for music,

and an extraordinarily accurate ear. His skill

in playing and extemporising was very unusual,

and at the age of eight he composed an opera,
* L*Isola disabitata.' In 1 844 Sir Frederick suc-

ceeded his father, and was educated at Christ

Church, Oxford, at which University he gradu-
ated B.A. in 1846, and M.A. in 1849. In that

year he was ordained, and until 1851 held a
curacy at. St. Paul's, Knightsbridge. In 1850
he took the degree of Mus. Bac. at Oxford, his
' exercise' being a cantata, ' The Lord is the true

God,' and in 1854 took the higher grade of Mus.
Doc., for which his oratorio *St. Polycarp' was
composed and performed. Upon the death of
Sir Henry R. Bishop in 1855, Sir Frederick was
elected to the Professorship of Music at Oxford,
an office which he has- held ever since with
honour and esteem. The same year he was or-

dained priest and appointed Precentor of Here-
ford Cathedral. In 1856 he was admitted to the

€Ld eundem degrees of Mus. Bac. and Mus. Doo.
at Durham, and became vicar of St. Michaers,
Tenbury, as well as warden of St. Michael's Col-

lege there for the education of boys in music and
general knowledge, of which establishment he is

the principal munificent founder and maintainer.

The daily choral service in the beautiful church
of St. Michael's, whidi Sir Frederick erected

adjoining his college, is served by the masters

and boys. His library has been already noticed

(p. 423 a).
. ";

.

As a practical and theoretical musician and
composer, Sir Frederick occupies a high place.

He is skilled both as pianist and organist. In
extemporaneous performance on the organ, espe-

cially in fugue-pla3ang and in contrapuntal treat-

ment of a given theme, he is at the present time
and in this country perhaps unsurpassed. His
two excellent treatises,, published in the Oxford
Clarendon Press Series, on * Harmony,' and on
' Counterpoint and Fugue ' are standard works.

His treatise on ' Form and General Composition,*

in the same series, is alaa a valuable contribution

to musical literature.

As composer Sir Frederick is known chiefly

by his works for the Church. In these he has
adhered closely to the traditions of the Anglican
school. He has composed 11 services, one of

which, in 8 parts, is still in MS., and another,

recently written, has orchestral accompaniments.
He has also published upwards of 70 anthems,
and has edited the sacred works of Orlando Gib-
bons. His compositions for organ include a set

of 6, one of 7, and one of 18, preludes and fugues,

also 6 preludes, 3 andantes, and 2 sonatas. He
has also written some dozen glees and part-«ong8,

several solo songs with P.F. accompaniment.
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and a gtring-quartets. Hia oratorio, 'Hagar,

was produced at the Hereford Festival of 1873,

and performed in the following year at the Crystal

Ab Oxford Professor he has effected consider-

able improvements and reforms. The office of

Choragus, which had fiillen into disuse, has been

re-established, and is now held by Dr. Corfe ;
the

standard of qualifications for degrees has been

considerably raised, and recently the excellent

system of a preliminary examination in elemen-

tary mathematics, classics, etc., originated by

Sir Robert Stewart at Dublin, and adopted at

Cambridge, has been made necessary at Oxford ;

80 that a degree in music is no longer conferred

by our Universities on persona who have not

received some general education. Sir Frederick

has also induced his University to grant honorary

degrees in music, which had never been given by

Oxford previous to 1879.

In addition to the works already named. Sir

Frederick has edited a collection of Cathedral

Services (1853), and with Dr. Monk, Anglican

Psalter Chants (187a). [H. S.O.]

OVER-BLOWING is the production of a

higher note than the natural note of a pipe, by

forcing the wind. In the flute the upper octaves

are legitimately so produced. In the organ it is

apt to arise when the feeders of a bellows pump
wind into the reservoir in greater quantities or

at greater speed than its consumption, and when

the reservoir is therefore liable to become more

than sufficiently full. If more wind were then

to be supplied it might become more compressed,

—stronger,—causing the pipes to produce a mo-

mentary scream rather than a musical sound.

To prevent this natural consequence of * over-

blowing,' a safety-valve or waste-jmllet is provided,

which allows the superadded wind to pass from

the reservoir. L^- J" H*]

OVEREND, Mabmadukb, organist of Isle-

worth, and scholar of Dr. Boyce, whose MSS. on

the theory of music he acquired—enjoyed much
repute as a theorist. He composed * Twelve So-

natas for two Violins and a Violoncello,* pub-

lished in 1779. In 1783 he published *A Brief

Account of, and Introduction to Eight Lectures

on the Science of Music' A canon for 8 voices

by him, • Glory be to the Father,' is printed in

Warren's collection. In his will, dated 1781,

he described himself as * Student in Music' He
died in 1790. His library was sold in 1791,

when his MSS. (including those of Dr. Boyce,)

passed into the hands of Callcott. [W. H. H.]

OVERSPUN, equivalent to the German
Hbersponnen, applied to the large strings in a

pianoforte, or the G string in a violin, etc., which

are wound or spun round with tine wire to in-

crease their weight and also the depth and rich-

ness of their tone. [A.J. H.]

OVERSTRINGING. A method adopted by
some pianoforte-makers of raising the lower bass

strings and leading them diagonally over the

others, to obtain length and a different arranjofe-

ment of the scale. [See Pianofobtb.] [A.J.H.]

OVERTURE.

OVERTONES, A word formed in imitation

of the German Obertdne which Helmholtz uses

as a contraction for OherpartiaUime, meaning
Upper Partial Tones. Like •Clang' and

*Clangtint' the word Overtones is rejected by

the English translator of Helmholtz's work ae

not agreeing with English idiom. [J. L.]

OVERTURE (Fr. Ouvaivre ; Ital. Ourtmra),

i. e. Opening. This term was originally applied to

the instrumental prelude to an opera, ita first im-

portant development being due to Lulli, as exem-
plified in his series of French operas and ballets,

dating from 167 a to 1686. The earlier Italian

operas were generally preceded by a brief and
meagre introduction for instruments, usually

called Sinfonia, sometimes Toccata, the former

term having afterwards become identified wiUi

the grandest of all forms of orehestral music, the

latter having been always more properly (as it

soon became solely) applied to pieces for keyed
instruments. MonteveRie's opera, * Orfeo* ( 1608)
commences with a short prelude of nine bars,

termed 'Toccato,* to be played three times

through—being, in fact, little more than a m«^
preliminary flourish of instruments.^ Such small

beginnings became afterwards somewhat ampli-

fied, both by Italian and French composers ; bat

only very slight indications of the Overture, as a
composition properly so called, are apparent

before the time of Lulli, who justly ranks as an

inventor in this respect. He fixed the form of

the dramatic prelude ; the overtures to his operas

having not only served as models to composezi

for nearly a century, but having also been them-

selves extensively used in Italy and Germany a£

preludes to operas by other masters. Not only

did our own Purcell follow this influence ; Handel
also adopted the form and closely adhered to

the model furnished by Lulli, and by his tran-

scendent genius gave the utmost development

and musi<^ interest attainable in an imitation

of what was so entirely conventionaL The form

of the Overture of Lulli's time consisted of a slow

Introduction, generally repeated, and followed by

an Allegro in the fugued style ; and occasionally

included a movement in one of the many dance-

forms of the period, sometimes two pieces of this

description. The development of the ballet

and of the opera having been concurrent, and

dance-pieces having formed important constita-

ents of the opera itself, it was natural that the

dramatic prelude should include similar features,

and no incongruity was thereby involved, either

in the overture, or the serious opera which it

heralded, since the dance music of the period was

generally of a stately, even solenm, kind. In

style, the dramatic overture of the class now
referred to—like the stage music which it pre-

ceded, and indeed all the secular compositions of

the time, had little, if any, distinguishing char-

acteristic to mark the diflerence between the

secul£j* and sacred styles. Music had been

fostered and raised into the importance of an

art by the Chureh, to whose service it had long

been almost exclusively applied ; and it retained

1 It b priatdd ia the ' Mostcal Times ' for April 18».
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a strong and pervading tinge of serious formalism

during nearly a century of its earliest application

to secular purposes, even to those of dramatic
expression. The following quotations, first from
Lulli's overture to 'Th^sde' (1675), and next
from that to * Phaeton* (1683), will serve to in-

dicate the style and form of the dramatic prelude

as fixed by him. They are scored for stringed

instruments. The overture to ' Thes^e * begins as

follows :

—

OVERTURE. 619

This introduction is carried on for 16 bars further,

with a repeat, and is followed by a movement
'Plus vite* (in all 33 bars), conmiencing as
follows :

—

The overture to • Phaeton * starts thus :

—

1^.
I N I

-^ ^'

, M I

im.'iK.j:^^

thA^ ^oro follow in similar style, ending on
*ne dominant—with a repeat—and then comes the
J^*^*^_^ovement, in free fugal style, commencing

There are 22 more bars of similar character, fol-

lowed by a few marked * lentement/ and a repeat.

In illustration of LuUi^s influence in this re*

spect on Purcell, the following extracts from the
overture to PurcelVs latest opera, * Bonduca *

(1695)* ^^"^y ^ adduced. It opens with a slow
movement of 14 bars, beginning as follows :

—

m
J-q^ i Ai

^r^s^r.r "r^Ei^^

This is carried on for 67 bars further, and merges
into a closing Andante of 9 bars :

—
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As an example of the Italian style of operatic
' Sinfonia ' the following quotations from the Nea-
politan composer Alessandro Scarlatti are interest-

ing, as showing an independence of the prevailing

Lulli model that is remarkable considering the

period. The extracts are from the orchestral pre-

lude to his opera ' II Prigioniero fortunate/ pro-

duced in 1698. They are given on the authority of

a MS. formerlybelonging to the celebrated double-

bass player Dragonetti, and now in the British

Museum (Add. MSS. 16,126). The score of the

Sinfonia (or Overture) is for four trumpets and
the usual string band, the violoncello part being
marked 'con fagotto.* It begins Allegro, with
a passage for ist and and trumpet :

—

This is repeated by the other two trumpets ; and
then the strings enter, as follows :

—

i^Jmim
atrtnmu '

Then the trumpets are used, in alternate pairs,

alter which come passages for strings on this

figure :

—

This is followed by i a bars more in similar style
;

the trumpets being sometimes used in florid pas-

sages, and sometimes in hannony, in crotchets.

OVERTURE.

Then comes a movement * Grave ' for strings only,

commencing thus

:

-inmn:^^^^^
19 more bars of a corresponding kind lead to m
short ' Presto,' the ist and and trumpets in unison,

and the 3rd and 4th also in unison :

—

6 more bars of a like kind follow, with a repeat

;

then a second part, consisting of similar passages,

also repeated. This ' Sinfonia,* it will be seen,

has no analogy with the stereotyped form of the

Lulli overture.

The increased musical importance given to the

Overture by Handel, while still adhering to the

model fixed by Lulli, is proved even in his

earliest specimens. A few quotations finom thn

overture to 'Rinaldo,* the first Italian opera

which he produced in England (171 1), ^"ill serve

as indications of the influence adverted to. The
instrumentation is for string quartet, the ist oboe

playing with the 1st violm, and the and oboe

with the and violin.

10 more bars follow, in a similar style ; the move-
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ment U repeated, and closeB on the dominant;
after which comes a fugued Allegro, beginning as

follows :

—

Imo. fttdo.

OVERTURE. 021

^
Imo.

1 'rF.fi'f^^%^1 ^i^Lr^ Jo.C'L^h=^
j?f]j?rj^^

This is carried on, with fluent power, for 33
bars more ; a short slow movement follows,

chiefly for the oboe ; and the overture concludes

with a * Gigue/ Handel's inventive originality,

and his independence of all prescribed forms in

the choruses of his oratorios, stand in curious

contrast to his subservience to precedent in his

overtures ; those to his Italian operas and those

to his English oratorios being similar in form,

style, and development ; insomuch, indeed, that
any one might be used with almost equal appro-

priateness for either purpose. There is a minuet
extant which is said {we believe on the authority

of the late Mr. Jones, organist of Canterbury
Cathedral), to have been designed by Handel
as the closing movement of the overture to the

'Messiah' when performed without the oratorio.^

The first strain of this minuet is as follows :

—

As regards the Overture, then, Handel perfected
the form first developed by LuUi, but cannot be
considered as an inventor and grand originator,

such as he appears in his sublime sacred choral
writing.

Hitherto, aswehave said,the dramatic verture
had no special relevance to the character and
sentiment of the work which it preceded. The
first step in this direction was taken by Gluck, who
was for some time contemporaneous with Handel.
It was he who first perceived, or at least real-

ised, the importance of rendering the overture
to a dramatic work analogous in style to the
character of the music which is to follow. In
the dedication of his ' Alceste * he refers to this

I See ' Htukal BUndArd.' Jane 17. um, and ' Moothlj Mas. Bsoord,'
Aag.1871.

among his other reforms in stage composition.
[See Gluck, vol. i. 603 b ; Opera, vol. ii. 5 1 6 a.]

The French score of'^ceste* includes, besides the
invariable string quartet, flutes, oboes, a clarinet,

and three trombones. Even Gluck, however, did
not always identify the overture with the opera
to which it belonged, so thoroughly as was after-

wards done, bv including a theme or themes in
anticipation of the music which followed. Still,

he certainly rendered the orchestral prelude what,
as a writer has well said, a literary preface should
be—' something analogous to the work itself, so
that we may feel its want as a desire not else-

where to be gratified.* His overtures to * Alceste

'

and ' Iphigdnie en Tauride ' run continuously into
the first scene of the opera—and the latter is

perhaps the most remarkable instance up to
that time of special identification with the stage
music which it heralds ; inasmuch as it is

a distinct foreshadowing of the opening storm
scene of the opera into which the prelude is

merged. Perhaps the finest specimen of the
dramatic overture of the period, viewed as a dis-

tinct orchestral composition, is that of Gluck to

his opera -* Iphig^nie en Aidide.'

The influence of Gluck on Mozart is clearly

to be traced in Mozart's first important opera,
' Idomeneo* ( 1 781 ), the overture to which, both in

beauty and power, is far in advance of any pre-

vious work of the kind; but, beyond a general
nobility of style, it has no special dramatic
character that inevitably associates it with the
opera itself, though it is incorporated therewith
by its continuance into the opening scene. In
his next work, 'Die EntfUhrung aus dem Serail*

(1782), Mozart has identified the prelude with
the opera by the short incidental ' Andante

'

movement, Anticipatory (in the minor key) of

Belmont's aria * Hier soil ich dich denn sehen.*

In the overture to his ' Nozze di Figaro' (i 786)
he originaUy contemplated a similar interrup-

tion of the Allegro by a short slow movement
—an intention afterwards happily abandoned.
This overture is a veritable creation, that can
only be sufficiently appreciated by a comparison
of its brilliant outburst of geniiJ and graceful

vivacity with the vapid preludes to the comic
operas of the day. In the overture to his ' Don
Giovanni* (1787) we have a distinct identification

with the opera by the use, in the introductory
' Andante,* of some of the wondrous music intro-

ducing the entry of the statue in the last scene.

The solemn initial chords for trombones, and the

fugal * Allegro ' of the overture to * Die Zauber-

flote * may be supposed to be suggestive of the

religious element of the libretto ; and this mav be
considered as the oompoeer*s masterpiece 01 its

kind. Since Mozart's time the Overture has

adopted the same general principles of form

which govern the first movement of a Symphony
or Sonata, without the repetition of the first

section.

Keverting to the French school, we find a char-

acteristic overture of Maul's to his opera 'La
Chasse du Jeune Henri* (1797), the prelude to

which alone has survived. In this however, as in
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French music generally of that date (and even i

earlier), the influence of Haydn is distinctly
|

apparent ; his symphonies and quartets had
^

met with iomiediate acceptance in Paris, one of

the former indeed, entitled ' La Chasse,' having
been composed 17 years before M^hul's opera.

|

Cherubini, although Italian by birth, belongs to

France ; for all his great works were produced
|

at Paris, and most of his life was passed there. '

This composer must be Hpecially mentioned as 1

having been one of the first to depart firom the

pattern of the Overture as fixed by Mozart.
!

Cherubini indeed nmrks the transition point I

between the reg^ar symmetry of the style of
|

Mozart, and the coming disturbance of form
effected by Beethoven. In the dramatic effect

gained by the gradual and prolonged cretcendo,

both he and M^ul seem to have anticipated

one of Ro8sini*8 favourite resources. This is

specially observable in the overture to his opera

'Anacreon' (1803). Another feature is the

abandonment of the Mozartian rule of giving the

second subject (or episode) first in the dominant,

and afterwards in the original key, as in the

symphonies, quartets, and sonatas of the period.

The next step in the development of the Over-

ture was taken by Beethoven, who began by fol-

lowing the model left by Mozart, and carrying it

to its highest development, as in the overture to

the ballet of Prometheus (1800). In his other

dramatic overtures, including those to von
Collin's •Coriolan' (1807) and to Goethe'«i * Eg-
mont' (18 10), the great composer fully asserts

his independence of form and precedent. But he
had done so still earlier in the overture known
as * No. 3 * of the four which he wrote for his

opera 'Fidelio.* In this wonderful prelude

(composed in 1806), Beethoven has apparently

reached the highest possible point of dramatic

expression, by foreshadowing the sublime heroism

of Leonora's devoted affection for her husband,

and indicating, as he does, the various phases

of her grief at his disappearance, her search for

him, his rescue by her from a dungeon and
assassination, and their ultimate reunion and
happiness. Here the stereotyped form of over-

ture entirely disappears : the commencing scale

passage, in descending octaves, suggesting the

utterance of a wail of despairing grief, leads

to the exquisite phrases of the 'Adagio' of Flo-

restan*s scena in the dungeon, followed by the

passionate * Allegro ' which indicates the heroic

purpose of Leonora ; this movement including the

spirit-stirring trumpet-call that proclaims the

rescue of the imprisoned husband, and the whole
winding up with a grandly exultant burst of joy

;

—these leading features, and the grand develop-

ment of the whole, constitute a dramatic prelude

that is still unapproached. In 'No. i' of these

Fidelio Overtures (composed 1807) he has gone
still further in the use of themes from the opera

itself, and has employed a phrase which occurs

in Florestan's Allegro to the words * An angel

Leonora,* in the coda of the overture, with very
fine effect.

While in the magnificent work just described
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we must concede to Beethoven undivided pire-

eminence in majesty and elevation of style, the
palm, as to romanticism, and that powerful
element of dramatic effect, ' local colour,* must
be awarded to Weber. No subjects could well be
more distinct than those of the Spanish drama
* Preciosa *

( 1 8 20), the wild forest legend ofNorth
Germany. * Der Freischiltz ' (182 1), the chivalric
subject of the book of ' Euryanthe' (1823), and
the bright orientalism of * Oberon * (1826). The
overtures to these are too familiar to need specific

reference ; nor is it necessary to point out how
vividly each is impressed with the character and
tone of the opera to which it belongs. In each of
them Weber has anticipated themes from ^e
following stage music, while he has adhered to the
Mozart model in the regular recurrence of the
principal subject and the episode. His admirable
use of the orchestra is specially evidenced in the
* Freischiltz * overture, in which the tremolcaido
passages for strings, the use of the (JuUumeaM of
the clarinet, and the employment of the drums,
never fail to raise thrilling impressions of the
supernatural. The incorporation ofportions ofthe
opera in the overture is so skilfully effected by
Weber, that there is no impression of patchineas
or want of spontaneous creation, as in the case of
some other composers—Auber for instance and
Rossini (excepting the latter^s 'Tell*), whose
overtures are too often like pot-pourris ofthe lead-

ing themes of the operas, loosely strung together,

intrinsically charming and brilliantly scored, but
seldom, ifever, especially dramatic. Most musical
readers will remember Schubert's clever travestie

of the last-named composer, in the ' Overture in
the Italian style,* written offhand by the former
in 1817, during the rage for Rossini's music in
Vienna.

Berlioz left two overtures to his opera of
' Benvenuto Cellini,* one beariuf^ the name of the
drama, the other called the * Camaval Ronuun,*
and usually played as an entracte. The themes
of both are derived more or less from the opera
itself. Both are extraordinarily .forcible and
effective, abounding with the gorgeous instm-
mentation and bizarre treatment wMch are aaso-

ciated with the name of Berlioz.

Since Weber there has been no such fine

example of the operatic overture—suggestive of
and identified with the subsequent dramatic
action—as that to Wagner*s 'Tannhauser,' in
which, as in Weber*B overtures, movements from
the opera itself are amalgamated into a consistent

whole, set off with every artifice of contrast and
with the most splendid orchestration. A notice-

able novelty in the construction of the operatic

overture is to be found in Meyerbeer*s incorpora-

tion of the choral 'Ave Maria* into his Overture
to ' Dinorah * (Le Pardon de Ploermel).

In some of the modem operas, Italian and
French (even of the grand and heroic class), the
work is heralded merely by a trite and meagre
introduction, of little more value or signifioanoe

than the feeble Sinfonia of the earliest musical
drama. Considering, the extended development
of modem operas, the absence of an overture of
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proportionaie importance or (if a mere introduc-

tory preluded one of such beauty and significance

as that to Wagner*B 'Lohengrin/ is a serious

defect, and may generally be construed into an
evidence ofthe oomposer^s indolence, or of his want
of power as an instrumental writer. Recurring

to the comparison of a preface to an operatic over-

ture, it may be said of the latter, as an author has

well said of the former, that *it should invite

by its beauty, as an elegant porch announces the

splendour of the interior.*

The development of the oratorio overture (as

already implied) followed that of the operatic

overture. Among prominent specimens of the

former are thoee to the first and second parts of

Spohr^s ' Last Judgment * (the latter of which is

entitled 'Symphony') ; and the still finer over-

tures to Mendelssohn's 'St. Paul,' and 'Elijah,'

this last presenting the specialty of being placed

after the recitative passage with which l£e work
really opens. Mr. Macfarren's overtures to his ora-

torios of 'John the Baptist,' 'The Resurrection,'

and * Joseph,* are all carefully designed to prepare

the hearer for the work which follows, by employ-

ing themes fix>m the oratorio itself, by introducing

special features, as the Sho&i^hom in 'John the

Baptist,' or by general character and local colour,

as in 'Joseph. The introduction to Haydn's
* Creation'—a piece of ' progranune music ' illus-

tratiye of ' Chaos'—is a prelude not answering to

the conditions ofan overture properly so called, as

does that of the same composer's ' Seasons,' which
however is rather a cantata than an oratorio.

Reference has hitherto been made to the Over-

tare only as the introduction to an opera, ora-

torio, or drama. The form and name have been
however extensively applied during the present

century to orchestral pieces intended merely
for concert use, sometimes with no special pur-

pose, in other instances bearing a specific title

indicating the compoKcr's intention to illustrate

some poetical or legendary subject. Formerly a
symphony, or one movement therefrom, was en-

titled 'Grand Overture,' or 'Overture,' in the
concert programmes, according to whether the

whole work, or only a portion thereof was used.

Thus in the announcements of Salomon's Lon-
don concerts (1 79 1-4), Haydn's Symphonies, com-
posed expressly for them, are generally so de-

scribed. Among special examples of the Overture
—properly so called—comoosed for independent
performance are Beethoven s 'Weihe des Hauses,'

written for the inauguration of the Josephsstadt

Theatre in i8aa; Mendelssohn's 'Midsummer
Night's Dream Overture' (intended at first for

concert use only, and afterwards supplemented
by the exquisite stage music), and the same com-
poser's 'Hebrides,* 'Calm Sea and Prosperous
Voyage,' and 'Melusine.* These overtures of

Mendelssohn's are, indeed, unparalleled in their

kind. It is scarcely necessary here to comment
on the wondrous Shaksperean prelude, pro-

duced in the composer's boyhood as a concert

overture, and in after years associated with the

charming incidental music to the drama, pas-

Bugea of the overture occurring iu the final chorus
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of fairies, and thus giving unity to the whole

;

nor will musical readers require to be reminded
of the rare poetic and dramatic imagination, or

the exquisite skill, by which the sombre romanti-
cism of Scottish scenery, the contrasted sugges-

tions of Goethe's poem, and the grace and
passion of the Rhenish legend, are so happily
illustrated in the other overtures referred to.

Schumann's Overtures of this class— ' Bride of

Messina,' 'Festival Overture,* 'Julius Caesar,'

'Hermann and Dorothea'—though all very
interesting are not very important; but in his

'Overture to Manfred' he has left one work of
the highest significance and power, which will

always maintain its position in the first rank of

orchestral music. As the prelude, not to an
opera, but to the incidental music to Byron's
tragedy, this composition does not exactly hH in

with either of the classes we have given. It is

however dramatic and romantic enough for any
drama, and its second subject is a quotation from
a passage which occurs in the piece itself.

Berlioz's Overture 'Les Francs Juges,' em-
bodying the idea of the Vehmgericht or secret

tribunals of the Middle Ages, must not be omitted
from our list, as a work of great lengthy great
variety of ideas, and imposing efifect.

The Concert-Overtures of Stemdale Bennett
belon&f to a similar high order of imaginative
thought, as exemplified in the well-known over-

tures entitled ' Parisina,' ' The Naiads,' and * The
Wood Nymph,' and that string of musical pearls,

the Fantasia-Overture illustrating passages from
•ParadiKe and the Peri.* Benedict's Overtures
* Der Prinz von Homburg' and 'Tempest,' Sulli-

van's ' In Memoriam' (in the climax of which the

organ is introduced) and 'Di Ballo' (in dance
rhythms), J. F. Bamett's 'Overture Symphonique,'
Cusins's 'Les Travailleura de la Mer,' Cowen's
* Festival Overture,' Gadsby's 'Andromeda,* Pier-

son's ' Faust' and ' Romeo and Juliet,' and many
more, are all independent concert overtures.

The term has also been applied to original

pieces for keyed instruments. Thus we have
Bach's Overture in the French style ; Handel's
Overture in the first set of his Harpsichord
Suites, and Mozart's imitation thereof among his

pianoforte works. Each of these is the opening
piece of a series. Beethoven has prefixed the

word 'Overtura' to the Quartet-piece which
originally formed the Finale to his Bb quartet

(op. 131), but is now numbered separately as

op> 133 ; but whether the term is meant to apply
to the whole piece or only to the twenty-seven

bars which introduce the fugue we have nothing

to guide us. [See Entr^b ; Intbada ; Introduc-
tion ; Prelddb ; Symphony.] [H. J. L.]

OXFORD. An outline of the history of

musical studies at the University of Oxford has
been given under the head Bachelor. The regu-

lations for the degree of Bachelor of Music have
undergone change since the issue of that article,

and are now (June, 1880) as follows. Every can-

didate for the degree of Bachelor in Music must
previously matriculate at the University, .«•

enter his name on the books of some College or
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Hall, or as an Unattached Student : bnt he is

not required to have resided or kept terms. He
must show to the Professor of Music either a
certificate that he has passed Responsions, or

a certi6cate that he has passed the * Previous

Examination ' at Cambridge, or a certificate from
the- Delegates of the Examination of Schools, or

evidence that he has satisfied the Delegates of

Local Examinations as a Senior Candidate in

English, in Mathematics, in Latin, and in either

Gr^, French, German, or Italian. The candi-

date has then to undergo the following examina-

tions, etc. The First ExanUncUwn is held

annually in Hilary Term, and <x>mprises merely
Harmony and Counterpoint in not more than
four parts. It is conducted parUy in writing,

partiy vivd voce. Candidates who have obtained

their certificate of having passed the Firtt Exor
mination must in the next place compose an exer-

cise, which must be sent to the Professor of

Music, for the inspection and approval of the

Examiners. The exercise must be a vocal ccm-
position, either secular or sacred, containing pure
five-part harmony, with good fugal counterpoint,

and with accompaniment for at least a quintet

string-band. It should be of such length as

would occupy in performance from twenty to

forty minutes. Each candidate must send with
the exercise a written declaration signed by him-
self, stating that it is entirely his own unaided
composition. No public performance of the exer-

cise is now required for the degree of Bachelor
of Music. The Examiners having signified their

approval of the exercise, the candidate must pre-

sent himself for the Second Examination, which
is held annually in Michaelmas Term. The ex-

amination embraces the following subjects:

—

Harmony, Counterpoint in mot more than five

parts. Canon, Imitation etc.. Fugue, Form in

Composition, Musical History; a critical know-
ledge of the full scores of such standard classical

compositions as shall be previously selected

by the Professor of Music and duly announced.
This examination is conducted, like the former,

partly in writing, partiy tivd voce. Before
Deing presented for his degree, the candidate

must deliver the bound MS. full score of his

exercise to be deposited in the library of the
Music SchooL The fees iot this degree amount
to about £ao. The principal change introduced

in the new regulations, which were passed in

1878, is the provision requiring a candidate for

a degree in Music to have passed a mixed lite-

rary examination recognised by the University.

It was imagined, when this test was added to the
Musical examination, that it would add to the
value of Musical degrees: its real effect has
been to sever the connection between the Uni-
versity and the musical world, which, through
the apathy and mismanagement of the University

in past times (see Bachelor, Chobagus), had
become a very slight one, but was beginning to

gain strength under the sensible rules in opera-

tion before 1878. The number of persons taking
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the Bachelor's degree had risen from 3 in 1866
to 21 in 1878. Immediately after the pasamg of
the new statute it fell to 12 in 1879, although
the operation of the new statute did not affect
persons who had passed the First Examinatlao
before 1878. In 1877, when the last ftT<itriiT^ ittii?n

was held under the old statutes, t. e. in independ-
ence of any literary test, the number of persons
passing the First Examination was 53 : in 187^,
when the literary test was added, it fell to a : in

1^79 it was 3, and in 1880 the same.
Between the degree of Bachelor and that of

Doctor in Music an interval of five year* most
intervene. This period may be so computed,
however, as to include both the Terms in which
the respective degrees are conferred. A. certifi-

cate is required, which must be signed by thi««
credible witnesses, stating that the candidate has
studied music for the last preceding five jears.
The examination and the exercise of candidates
for the Doctorate will be found under the article
DocroB. The fees amount to about X15. The
exercise for this degree must be performed at the
candidate's expense.

The following names of Oxford Doctora may
be added to the list given under Dogtob :—Wil-
son, 1^44 ; Child, 1663 ; Christopher Gibbons,
1664; Benjamin Rogers, 1669; Pepusch, 1713;
William Hayes, 1749 » Wainwnght, 1774

;

Philip Hayes, 1777; Dupuis, 1790; Aylward.
1 791, Clement Smith, 1800 ; Marshall, 1840 ; Sir
F. A. G. Ouseley, 1854; B. G. Monk, 1856;
J. Stainer, 1 865 ; W. Pole, 1867 ; J. F.Bridge, 1 874;
J. Varley Roberts, 1876. The degree of Doctor
of Music, honoftM catisd, was conferred without
examination, in 1879, upon Sir Herbert Oakeley,
Professor of Music in the Universitj of Edin-
burgh (MA. Oxon, 1856), Mr. G. A. Maefiurai,
Professor of Mumo in the University of Cam-
bridge, and Mr. Arthv Sullivan.

A Commission, under the chairmanship of

Lord Selbome, is at present dealing with the
affairs of the University of Oxford, and has re-

ceived evidence on the state of Musical as mtSi

as of other studies. The evidence has not yet
been laid before Parliament, nor have the Oom-
missioners yet completed their enactments. Any
regulations made hy the ConmiissionerB affecting

Music at the University will, if possible, be given
under the head Unitkesities. [C. A. F.]

OX-MINUET, THE. The tiUo of a Sing-

spiel by Hofinann, founded on an anecdote from
Haydn s life, the music selected from his works
and arranged by Seyfried (PJ. arrangem^it by
C. W. Henning; Berlin, Trautwein). It was
often performed in Vienna, Berlin, and dse-
where, and in Paris is known as ' Le Mennet da
bceuf.' The play is founded on an anecdote of a
Hungarian butcher having requested Haydn to

write a minuet for the marriage of his daughter,
in exchange for which the grateful butcher sent

the composer a live ox. The minuet, however,
is not by Haydn, and the story is entirely apo-

cryphal [See voL i. p. 720, note 14.] [C.F.P.]
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PACXIJHIEROTTI, Gasparo, perhaps the
greatest singer of the second half of the 1 8th
century, was bom in 1 744 at Fabriano, near

Ancona. His ancestors came from Siena, where
one of them, Jacopo dal Pecchia, called Pacchie-

rotto. studied the works ofPerugino and Raffaelle

to such good effect that his own pictures have
been sometimes taken by connoisseurs to be by
the hand of the latter great master.^ Driven from
Siena by political troubles, the family of Pacchie-
rotto in 1575 took refuge in Pianca-stagnaio

;

from whence a branch settled in Fabriano.
About 1757 Gasparo Paochierotti was ad-

mitted into the choir of S. Mark*8 at Venice,
where the great Bertoni was his master, accord-

ing to the memoir written by the singer's adopted
son, Giuseppe Ceochini PacchierottL" This, how-
ever, is contradicted by F^tis, who states that

it was in the choir of Uie cathedral at Forli that

the young singer received his first instruction,

and that it was impossible that he could have
sung under Bertoni, since boys were never em-
ployed at S. Mark's, where Bertoni did not
l>ecome Maestro di Cappella till 1785, having
been up to that date ^from 175a) only organist.

However this may be, it is certain that the
young Paochierotti, having bee;i prepared for the
career of a sopranist, studied long and carefully

before he began, at the age of sixteen, to sing

secondary parts at Venice, Vienna, and Milan.
Endowed with a vivid imagination, uncommon

intelligence, and profound sensibility, but, on
the other hand, with a tall and lean figure, and
with a voice which, though strong in the lowest
register and rising easily to the high C, was
often uncertain and nasal,—Pacchierotti required

much determination and strength of character to

overcome the defects, and take advantage of the

qualities, with which he found himself provided
by nature. This he accomplished only by pain-

ful and laborious study, retiring to a garret in

Venice, where he practised the most difficult ex-

ercises which the masters of those days prescribed

as necessary to the education of the voice; and
success at last crowned his endeavours.

Milan was the last place in which he sang a
secondary r6le. Returning to Venice in 1 769, he
took the place of Guarducd, primo muaico at the

8. Benedetto, then the chief theatre in that city.

Successful here, he was immediately invited by
the Impresario of the Opera at Palermo for the
season of 1771. H.E. the Procuratore Tron,
his good and generous patron, furnished Pac-
chierotti with reconmiendations, and the latter

set out, taking Naples in his way. Arrived
there, he was informed that the celebrated

l/rima donna, De Amicifl, had protested against

1 lAnil. torn. 1. p. 90Q. a Fadora. 1844, 8to.
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the proposi'ion that she should sing with him, ' a
player of second parts.* The Venetian minister,

to whom he was recommeuded, comfoirted him in

this juncture, but only with the humiliating per-

mission, accorded to him, to show his powers by
singing two pieces, with full orchestra, at the
San Carlo, before Lacillo, Piccinni, and Cafliarelli,

as judges. Here he was brilliantly successful,

and was immediately offered his choice between
the theatres of Palermo and Naples. He proudly
chose the former, where he met the great De
Amids, and had to submit to another ordeal in

a duet with her at the first general rehearsal of
' Didone.* She had refused to try over the duet
with him previously, and treated him with studied
coldness and contempt; but Pacchierotti over-

came this and the prejudice of the audience by
his noble, impassioned, and skilful singing. Even
De Amicis herself was surprised into sincere and
kindly admiration.

This set the seal on Paochierotti*! reputation,

which never faded for 25 years, during which he
delighted the cognoscenti of Europe. He re-

mained fora time inltaly, singing atParma, Milan,
Florence, and Forli, and at Venice in 1777.
After this, he sang at MUan in the carnival of

1778, then at Genoa, Lucca, and Turin ; but in

the autumn of that year he came to London with
Bertoni, and made his first appearance here with
Bemasconi in the pasticcio * Demofoonte.' Great
expectations had been formed of him, not only

from his continental reputation, but from the
account given by Captain Brydone in his Travels,

and from some airs sung * in his manner ' by
Piozzi, * in a style that excited great ideas of his

pathetic powers.* These expectations were not
disappointed ; and Dr. Bumey*s warm but in-

telligent praise of his beautful voice, his perfect

command of It, the taste and boldness with which
he invented new ornaments, the truth and origin-

ality of his expression, and his other musicianly

qualities, must be read by those who would form
an idea of the truly great singer that Paochie-

Totti was. Though intimately connected with
his friend Bertoni, he sang with no less ardour

and ene^^gy the music of Saochini, and other rival

composers : and, indeed, he seems to have had a
most amiable character, never withholding his

commendation of another artist, when due, though
of his own performance he was always the moat
severe critic.

Lord Mount-Edgcumbe also speaks in the

highest terms of the talent of Pacchierotti, whom
he calls 'decidedly the most perfect singer it

ever fell to his lot to hear.*

In a letter* to the Rev. W. Mason, dated

Lucca, Sept. 15, 1780, Paochierotti shows, in very

s In the puMonioa ol tba pnaent writer.

S g
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good EnffliBh, the friendly terms on wliich be
stood witn literary men of this country, and his

fjuniliarity with some, at least, of our literature.

*M7 amrch,* he writes, * after a translation of Mr.
Oray'i poemi has been as yet fruitless ; however, I still

entertain hopes of saooeMma at Venice, where learning
is perhaps more cultivated than in other parte of Ital/.

Your Divine Dramas I have not been able to discover in

Toscany : at Venice, probably, I may be more fortunate.

But should I look in vain, still permit me to trouble

yon with my letters, and flatter myself with the hopes
of hearing sometimes that you are well, and that you
have not forgotten me. My native country has produced
ite usual effect, and restored me to voice and sentiment,
both which were cmelly damped in England. Could I

but maintein these acquisitions upon my return,! should
be more worthy the attention of the Publick, and of the
oreat Ideas yon are pleased to interUin of the pro-

The account that Paochierotti gives here, with

so much modesty, of the effect of our climate

upon him, is confirmed by Dr. Bumey, who re-

lates that ^ though he was never obliged by in-

disposition to be absent from the stage, when his

duty called him thither, above once or twice

during four years* residence among us, yet his

voice was sometimes affected by slight colds.'

After a second visit to London Paochierotti

again returned to Italy. He sang at the Tui-

leries in Paris on his way back again to Eng-

land from Venice, where Bertoni had written

fresh operas for him. Galuppi had died there

in 1785, and at his funeral Paochierotti took

part in a Bequiem. 'I sang very devoutly

indeed,* he wrote to Bumey, * to obtain a quiet

to his soul.* He used on another occasion, a
familiar but picturesque expression, when dis-

cussing Pergolesi's setting of 'Se Cerca se dice,'

sayinif that 'he had hit the right nail on the

head. Paochierotti arrived here, on his third

visit, in 1 790, and sang at the Pantheon, and at

the Festival in Westminster Abbey in 1 791. At
the opening of the Fenice at Venice in 179a, he
took his leave of the stage, after which he settled

in Padua. In 1 796, however, he was compelled to

appear once more to sing before General Buona-
parte, who was passing through the city, though
the great artist had then been living four years

in retirement. He sang, but most unwillingly.

At Padua he enjoyed the society and the es-

teem of all the literati of the city, among whom
he spent the rest of his life in a peaceful and happy
manner, only interrupted by one unfortunate in-

cident. Having imprudently lamented ' le splen-

dlde miserie deUa vittoria/ in a letter to Catalan!,

which he had entrusted to Dragonetti, who was
<ai the point of escaping from Italy, both fugitive

and letter were intercepted; and the ^unlucky
Paochierotti was thrown into prison, where he
was detained for a month. Not long before his

death he was visited by Rossini, to whom he de-

plored the depraved modem taste in singing, and
the growth of a noisy and rwjoco style, for which,

doubtless, the old singer thought the Pesarese in

a great degree to blame :
' Give me another Pac-

cftiierotti,* the latter replied, 'and I shall know
how to write for him t

'

During his remaining years, Pacchierotti did

not cease his daily practice and enjoyment of

tinging, in private ; but mainly devoted himself
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to the Psalms of Marcello, ' from which,* he said,
' he had learnt the little that he knew.* Frtim
the midst of this quiet life he departed Oct. 2S,

iSii.^ Only a few moments before his death be
had repeated, as usiml with hun, some of Metas-
tasio's sacred verses, in the most pathetic tones

;

and he died praying * to be admitted to one of

the humblest choirs of heaven.' [J. Jd.]

PACHELBEL, JohanNi eminent oiganistand
composer, bom at Nuremberg, Sept. i, 1653, first

learned the harpsichord and other instruments
from H. Schwemmer, studied at Altdorf, Rati»-
bon, and then went to Vienna, where he became
deputy-organist at the CathedraL' He waa Uien
successively omnist at the court of Eisenach
in 1675, at the Predigerkirche in Erfurt in 1680,
and at Stuttgart in 1690. In 169a the ap-
proach of the French army drove him to Gothk,
and in 1695 he became organist of Saint Sebald
in his native city, where he remained till his

death, March 3, 1706. Mattheson' states that
he had the offer of an oiganist's post at Oxford in

169 a, and was invited to return to Stuttgart on
the cessation of hostilities, but declined to leave

Nuremberjg on account of his family. Of his

compositions a few only are in print, viz. ' Musical'
ische Sterbens-Gedanken, 4 variirte Chorale*
(Erfurt, 1685), composed during a visitation of

the plague ;
* VIII Chorale sum Praeambulir^*

(Nurembei^, 1693); * Hezachordum ApoUinia.
VI variirte Arien* (Nur mberg, 1699). In the
Grand-ducal library at Weimar is the autograph
of a * Tabulatur-Buch* of hymns by Luther
and others, with Choral-fugues, etc., by Johann
Pachelbel, organist at St. Sebald, Nuremberg,
1704. Specimens of his vocal works are given
by Von Winterfeld (Evang. Eirchengesang, u.

p. aoi, etc.), and of his oi^gan compositi<ms bj
Komer (Orgelvirtues) and Commer (Musics
Sacra, vol. i.). A fugue in C will be found in the

Auswahl vorz. Musikwerke No. 34. [C. F. P.]

PACINI (or PACCINI), Andrea, an Italian

contralto, bom about 1700. In I7a4 he ap-
peared in the title-part of ' Tamerlano,* on Oct.

31, in London, and remained there during the

whole of the season of 1734-5, taking part in
' Artaserse,* * Rodelinda,' ' Dario,* ' Elpidia,* and
the revival of *Giulio Cesare* ; singing, in the lat-

ter, the r6le previously sustained by Berenstadt,

and afterwanls by Mengozzi. In 1735, again,

he was singing with success at Venice. [J. M.]

PACINI, Giovanni, was bom in Catania,

Feb. 10, 1796. Being the son of a celebrated

tenor, he was trained to the musical profession

from his childhood. He studied under Alarched
in Bologna, and afterwards, from 1808 to 181 a,

was a pupil of Furlanetto in Venice.

In 181 3, when only sixteen years old, he wrote

his first opera, 'Annetta e Lucinda,* for the

theatre S. Redegonda, in Milan ; and from that

year until 1834 he produced at the principal

theatres of Italy 4a operas with various 1

1 Oeoehtnl.
a Tha Btatement that he proSt«d by bearing JLnVt plarlnff It err^

neoiu. at Kerl held the office of Imperial orgaulst tram I«W to U8L
s Grupdlage, p. 8M. .
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Of such operas, those which met the wanneet
approval and deserve to be mentioned, are 'La Sa-

cerdoteesa d* Irminsul,* given in 1817 at Trieste;

'Cesare in£gitto*(Rome, i8aa); *L* ultimo giomo
di Pompei' and • Niobe ' (S. Carlo, Naples, 1825)

;

and*6li Arabi nolle Gallie* (S(»da, Milan, 1827).

In 1834, on the failure of his 'Carlo di Bor-

gogna * at the Fenice in Venice, he left ofif com-
posing and went to live at Viareggio, where he
opened a School of Music. He had already been
appointed Kapellmeister to the Empress Marie
Louise, widow of Napoleon I., and had married in

1^25 Adelaide Castelli, of Naples. His Musical
Institute, for which he also buUt a theatre seating

800 spectators, met with great success, and pupils

flocked there from all parts of Italy. For these

he then wrote a History of Music, a Treatise on
Counterpoint, and another on Harmony. Among
the many artists whom he successfully trained in

his school we may mention M. Sdleri^, who
became Director of the Conservatoire of Mont-
pellier; Corelli (whose real name was Quaran-
totti), who afterwards lived in London ; Papini,

Bartolini, Marchetti, etc. He afterwai^s trans-

ferred this school to the town of Lucca.
It is Interesting to find him at this advanced

period of his life studying the masterpieces of the

great German composers. Of the works of Bee-
thoven. Haydn, and Mozart, he wrote at the time
in the following strain :

—

This tiadj if quite ft rerelation of harmonic science,
snd it brightens the mind of the student in a marvelloui
way ; since these classic compositions are a continuous
progression of developments of most beautiful and
simple melodies : to which Horace's words may well be
appUed:

'Deniqae tit, qnod vis, simplex duntaxat, et nnnm.*

In the works of Beethoven are to be found gigantic
and sublime formulee ; those of Haydn contain a melodic
sweetness mixed with artifices, which ara always agree-
able ; whilst Mozart shows his unequalled geniusin every-
thinff : lean only compare them toMichaelAngelo, Ouido,
and Raphael.

In 1840 he produced in Naples his best opera,
' Saffo,* which met with a great and well-deserved

success, notwithstanding it had been written in
the short period of four weeks. In 1843 his
*Medea* was enthusiasticallyreceived in Palermo,
And the Sicilians there and then went so far as to
erect a statue to him by the side of that of Bellini
in the Royal Villa. * La Regina di Cipro,' given
iu 1846 at Turin ; and ' Niocol5 de' Lapi,' a post-

humous opera given in Florence in 1873, are also

Amongst his bent.

Pacini was thrice married, and by each of his

wives had three children, five of whom (four

daughters and an only son, Luigi) survived him.
He was named Musical Director of the musical
school of Florence, and was a knight of half
ft dozen continental orders. In 1854 he went to

Paris to superintend the representations of his

•Arabi nelle Gallie,* under the new title of * L'ul-
timo de* Clodovei,* and there wrote a cantata for

Napoleon III., who had applauded that same
opera 27 years previouriy in Kome. He died in
Pesda, Dec. 6, 1867.

Pacini wrote altogether 80 operas, of which
seven are still unpublished, and more than 70
other compositions^ such M masses, oratorioSy
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and cantatas, which do not call for particular
mention, if we except a beautiful Quartet in C
and the Cantata for Dante*s Centenary.

Pacini, though a successful imitator of Rossini,
was still an imitator ; and for that reason he can
rank only among the minor masters of Italy. He
tried in *Safifo' to free himself from the yoke,
but it was too late, nor was he altogether suc-
cessful. He was called il matstro ddU eahalette

by his contemporaries ; and the inmiense number
of cabalettas which he wrote, their beauty and
endless variety,show plainly how well he deserved
that appellation. He maae even his recitatives

melodic, and was accustomed to use his accom-
paniments for strengthening the voices, by merely
making them sustain the upper part. His instru*

mentation is consequently very weak and some-
times inaccurate. All his operas were written
hastily; and, as he himself avows in his letters,

without much study or reflection. One of Pacini's
great merits was Uiat he devoted himself to his

vocal parts ; he always suited them to the capa-
bilities of his executants, and thus insured, at
least, the temporary success of his worksi [L. R.]

PADUA. The first musical academy at
Padua was that of the 'Costanti,* foundeid in

1566 by the nobles of the city. It embraced,
besides music, natural philosophy, ethics, oratory,

poetry, and languages. Hie firat president was
Francesco Portenari. But that the science of
music must have been studied far earlier in the
ancient Paduan university appears from the
writings of Marchetto di Padova, the next writer
upon music after Guido d'Arezzo, which date
between the years 1274 and 1309. Prosdodmo
di Beldomando, the musical theorist, was also a
native of Padua. He was Professor of Astrology
there in 1422, with a stipend of 40 silver ducats
annually. His works on music are still preserved

in the library at Padua. ' But he is outside our
limits, and we therefore refer the reader to

Bumey, Hist, ii 350. Padua mve its name to

the ancient dance Paduan, or Payak, which is

discussed under its own heading. [C.M.P.]

PAERy Febdinakdo, Italian opera composer
and maestro di capella, bom June i, 1771, at

Parma, where he studied under a violinist named
Ghizetti. At 20 he became maestro di capella

at Venice, and there composed industriously,

though leading a gay and dissolute life. Hii
operas were not all equally successful, but they
made his name known beyond Italy, and in 1707
he received an invitation to Vienna, whither he
went with his wife, a singer named Riccardi, who
was engaged at the Italian Opera. The most
celebrated ofthe operas which he composed for the
national theatre, and indeed his best work, was
'Camilla, ossia il Sotteraneo' (1799). In 1801
he went to Dresden as capellmeister, remaining,

except for occasional tours and viiits to Vienna
and Italy, till 1806. Here he composed ' Sargino,

ossia r Allievo dell* amore* (1803), and ' Eleonora,

ossia 1*Amore conjugale* (1804), the same subject

which Beethoven has immortalised in ' Fidedio.*

In 1806 Peer accompanied Napoleon to Warsaw
and PoBen,and i^ 1807 was formally installel m

S82
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his maltre dfi chapelle, and took up his abode in

Paris. In i8ia he succeeded Spontini at the

Italian Opera, to which he remained attached

lentil 1827, in spite of many changes and dis-

putes, and of the pecuniary embarrassments which
beset the theatre. He and Rossini were tem-

porarily associated firom 1824 to 26. During
tiiis period he produced but 8 operas, including

•Agnese' (181 1), and *Le Maltre de Chapelle

(1822), none of which were marked successes.

In 183 1 he became a member of the Aoad^mie,
and in 1832 director of the king's chamber-
music, as then reconstituted. He died on May
3f 1839. As a man Paer was not beloved

;

self-interest and ^otism, servility to his supe-

riorst and petty intrigues against his professional

brethren, being &ults commonly attributed to

him. But as a composer he is one of the most
important representatives of the Italian operatic

school at the close of the last century^ His in-

vention is flowing, his melody suave and pleasing,

his form correct, and in simple compositions

finished, although not developed to the fullest

extent ; where he fidls, both in melody and har-

mony, is in depth of expression. Like all the

other Italian oomposers of his time, he had the

gift of true comedy, so common among his lively

countr3rmen. In lyric expression he was also

successful, as here his Italian love of sweet
sounds stood him in good stead; but he was
completely wanting in the force and depth ne-

cessary for passionate, pathetic, or heroic musics

and when such was required, he fell back upon
common opera phrases and stock pass^es.
This is perhaps most apparent in the operas com-
posed after he left Italy, when his acquaintance

with Grerman music, especially that of Mozart,

may have influenced his style. His treatment of

the orchestra was original and remarkable, and
his instrumentation ve^y effective. The partial

success only ofthe operas composed duringMs stay

in Paris is easily explained ; he had not sufiBcient

means of expression to attempt French opera,

and in Italiim opera he could not contend with
Rossini, whose genius, with its indifference to

the trammels of form, and its exuberant melody,

fairly captivated the public. Paer also com-
posed much for church and chamber—oratorios,

motets, cantatas for one and more voices ; also in-

strumental music^ a Bacchanalian symphony, etc.,

now of historical interest only. [A.M.]

PAGANINI, i^^iooLO, the most famous of

violin virtuosos, ^as borp at Grenoa, Feb. 18,

1 784. His father was a small tradesman, and,

although quite uneducated, a great lover of music,

and a performer on the mandoline. He soon

perceived the musical talent of his son, and
began to instruct him at a very early age. He
then handed him over to G. Servetto, and, for six

months, to G. Costa, the principal violinist and
conductor at Genoa. When eight years old he had
already acquired considerable proficiency, and had
also composed a sonata for lus instrument. In

1793 he made his first appearance in public

at Genoa, and played variations on the air ' La
Carmagnole,' then so pQ{>ii]aiv with immense
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success. He also used to play every Sunday a
violin concerto in church, a circumstance to which
Paganini himself attached much importance, as
having forced him to the constant study of £resh
pieces. About the year 1795 his father took
him to Parma, with the intention of putting
him under the famous violinist Alessandbo
RoLLA. Paganini himself thus ^relates their

first meeting :
' Coming to Rolla we found >^i"i

bud-up. He appeared little inclined to see us,

but his wife showed us into a room adjoining
his bedroom, until she had spoken to b^rn

.

Finding on tiie table a violin and the music of

Bella's latest concerto, I took up the instrument
and played the piece at sight. Astonished at

what he heard, the composer asked for the name
of the player: and when told that it was but
a voung boy, would not believe it until he
haa seen for himself. He then told me that he
had nothing to teach me, and advised me to

go to Paer for instruction in composition.* F^tis,

in his monograph on Paganini, maintains that
this statement rests on a mistake, as Paer was
then in Germany, and that it was under Ghiretti

that Paganini studied for some time. It is also

stated on good authority that for several months
he had regular lessons from Rolla, and it is diffi-

cult to explain why he was in later years un-
willing to acknowledge the fact.

Paganini was idready bent on finding out new
^ects on the violin. After his return to Genoa
he composed his first studies, which were of such

unheard-of difficulty, that he himself is reported

sometimes U> have practised a single passage
for ten hours running. That such intense study
should have resulted in the acquisition of un-
limited execution, but should also have affected

his health, is not to be wondered at. Up to this

time he appears to have been wholly under the

control of his father, who was a harsh and rough
man. The boy naturally wished to escape frun
what he considered Intolerable slavery. Being
allowed to travel for the first time alone to Lucca,
where he played with immense suoeess at a music-
festival in Nov. 1798, he did not return hcnne,

but went on to Pisa and other towns. Although
only fifteen, he had already begun to lead

a (ussipated life, in which gambling took a pro-

minent part. " Alternate fits of study and gam-
bling, interrupted by periods of utter exhaustion,

and by protracted illnesses, easily explain his

frequent disappearances from public view, and
his miserable health in later life. One day at

Leghorn he gambled away everything he had;
even to his violin. In order to enable him to

appear at the concert, a M. Levron, an ama-
teur, lent him a beautiful Josef Guamerius ; and
after bavii^ heard him play on it, presented it

to him. This was the instrument which Paga-
nini used for the rest of his life in preference

to any other. He bequeathed it to nis native

town of Genoa, and it is preserved in a glass

case in the Municipal Palaoe. Another fine

violin, a Stradivarius, was given to him by
Pasini, i^ painter.

1 In ft Vtooa* parlodlo«L
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From I Sot till 1804 Paganini lived in ab-
solute retirement at the chateau of a ladjr of

high rank, devoting much time to the study
of the guitar, the lady's favourite instrument.

He there composed two sets of Sonatas for

guitar and violin (op. 2 and 3). In 1804 he
returned to Genoa, and for a year re-applied

himself in an almost furious manner to the
study of the violin. At this period he first learnt

to know the extravagant studies of Locatelli
(see that name), especially his 'Arte di nuova
modulazione,^ and endeavoured to emulate and
outdo Locatelli*M tours de force. He also com-
posed three quartets for violin, viola, guitar and
cello (op. 4), a second set of the same (op. 5),

and a set of Variations di bravura with guitar

accompaniment.
In 1805 he began again to travel. Wherever

he played he excited unbounded enthusiasm.

At Lucca he accepted an engagement as solo-

player to the court, and as teacher to Prince
^acciochi, the husband of Napoleon's sister

Elisa. It was there that he began his famous per-

formances on the G-string alone. He resided

at Lucca till 1808, and during the next nineteen

yeara gave hundreds of concerts in all parts of

Italy—his fame and the enthusiasm for his art

ever and ever increasing. At the same time

he was not unfrequently attacked by jealous

rivals, and altogether his life was not tree from
strange adventures. 'One day at Leghorn'— so

he himself relates—>' a nail had run into my heel

and I came on limping, at which the audience

laughed. At the moment I was about to com-
mence my concerto, the candles of my desk fell

out. Another laugh. After the first few bars of

my solo my first string broke, which increased the

hilarity ; but I played the piece on three strings,

and the sneers quickly changed into general ap-

plause.* At Ferrara he had a narrow escape from
being lynched. Enraged by a hiss from the pit,

Paganini resolved to avenge the outrage, and at

the end of the concert proposed to the audience
to imitate the voices of various animals. After
having rendered the notes of different birds, the

mewing of a cat, and the barking of a dog, he
finally advanced to the footlights, and c^ng
out, ' Questo h per quelli che ban fischiato * (this

is for those who hissed), imitated in an un-
mistakeable manner the braying of a donkey.
At this the pit rose to a man, rusheil through
the orchestra, climbed the stage, and would
probably have killed Paganini if he had not
taken to instantaneous flight. The explanation

of this strange occurrence is, that the people of

Ferrara had a special reputation for stupidity,

and that the appearance of a Ferrarese outside

the town was the signal for a significant ' hee-

haw.* We may well believe that this was
Paganini^s last public appearance there.

At Milan his success was greater than any-

where. He gave there in 18 13 no less than
thirty-seven concerts. In 18 14, at Bologna, he
first made the acquaintance of Rossini. In 1 816
he met the French violinist Lafont (see that

name) at Milan, and had with him—quite against
,
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his wiBh---a public contest. Both played eolos,

and they joined in a concertante duet by Kreutzer.
It does much honour to Paganini's character that
in relating the event he writes :

* Lafont probably
surpassed me in tone.* That the victory after all

rested with Paganini need hardly be added. A
similar contest took place in 181 7 at Placentia
between Paganini and LiPlNSKi (see that name).
In 1827 Pope Leo XII conferred on him the
order of the Golden Spur,

Hitherto Paganini had never played outside
Italy. Encouraged to visit Vienna by Prince
Mettemich, who had heard and admired him at
Bome in 1817, he repeatedly made plans for

visiting Germany, but the wretched state of his
health always prevented their execution. A
sojourn in the delicious climate of Sicily at last

restored him to comparative health, and he started
for Vienna, where his first concert, March 29,
1828, created an unparalleled sensation. A per-
fect fever appears to have seized all classes of
society : the shop windows exhibited hats, gloves,

and boots d la Paganini ; dishes of all sorts were
named after him ; his portrait was to be seen on
snuffboxes/and his bust on the walking-sticks of
the Viennese dandies. He himself obtained the
Grand Gold Medal of St. Salvator from the
town, and Hhe title of Virtuoso to tlie Court firom

the Emperor.
During the following years Paganini travelled

in Germany, repeating his Vienna triumphs in
all the principal towns of the country, espe-
cially in Berlin, where he played first in March
1829. On March 9, 1831, he made his first

appearance at Paris in a concert at the Opera.
His success was quite equal to any that he had
had elsewhere. In the following May he came
to England, and gave his first concert at the Opera
House on June 3. Here he excited perhaps more
curiosity than enthusiasm. He himself, in a MS.
letter, dated London, Aug. 16, 1831, complains
of the ' excessive and noisy admiration' to which
he was a victim in London, which left him no
rest, and actually blocked his passage from the
theatre every time he played. 'Although the
public curiosity to see me/ says he, * is long since

satisfied, though I have played in public at least

thirty times, and my likeness has been repro-

duced in all possible styles and forms, yet I can
never leave my home without being mobbed by
people who are not content with following and
jostling me, but actually get in front of me, and
prevent my going either way, address me in

English of which I do not know a word, and even
feel me, as if to find out if I am flesh and blood.

And this not onlv the common people, but even
the upper classes. The financial results of his

concerts in London, the Provinces, Scotland and
Ireland, were very large. He repeated his visits

in the following two years, played at a fare-

well concert at the Victoria Theatre, London^
June 1 7, 183a, and then returned to the Contiuent
in possession of a large fortune, which he invested

chiefly in landed estates. The winter of 1 833 he
passed in Paris, and it was early in January 1834
that he proposed to Berlioz to write a concerto
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for hiB Siradivarius viola, which resulted in the

Symphony called Habold en Italie. [See voL i.

p. 685 a. J
For the next two years his favourite

residence was the Villa Gaiooa near Parma. But

his eagerness to amass money did not allow

him to rest or atteiMl to his health. In 1836

he received an invitation from Paris to take part

in a money speculation on a large scale. It

was proposed to estahUsh, under the name Casino

Paganini, in a fashionahjle quarter of Paris, a
large and luxiurious club—ostensibly with the

view of giving concerts, but in reality for

gambling purposes. Unfortunately he could not

resist the temptation to .embark in so doubt-

ful an enterprise. The club-house was opened,

but the gambling licence was refused, and the

concerts alone did not nearly cover the expenses

of the establishment. Paganini hurried to Paris

to save the concern, if possible, by appearing

in the concerts. But he arrived in so exhausted

a state that he could not play. The company
became bankrupt, and he himself suffered a per-

sonal loss of 50,000 francs. He remained in

Paris for the winter of 1838, and it was on De-
cember 18 of that year ih&i he bestowed on
Berlioz the large sum of 20,000 francs, as a
mark of his aidmiration for the Symphonic
Fantastique.^

The annoyance arising from the unfortunate

affiur of the Casino greatly increased his malady,

which was phthisis of the larynx. Seeking relief

in a warmer climate, he went to Marseilles, and
stayed for some time in the house of a friend.

Here, although almost a dying man, he would
now and then take up bis violin or his guitar,

and one day evefi played his favourite Quartet

—Beethoven's F major, op. 59, No. i. On the

approach of winter he went to Nice. Heoe his

malady progressed rapidly; he lost his voice

entirely, and was troubled with an incessant

cough. He died May 27, 1840, at the age of 56.

A week before his death the Bishop of Nice
sent a priest to convey to him the last sacrament.

Paganini not believing that his end was so near,

would not receive it. The wording of his will,

in which he recommends his soul to the mercy
of God and fixes a sum for masses to be said for

its repose, proves his adherence to the Catholic

Church. But as the priest did not return, and as

Paganini in consequence died without the rites

of the Church, the bishop refused him burial in

consecrated groimd. The coffin remained for a
long time in a hospital at Nice : it was afterwards

removed toVilla Franca, and it was not till 1845
that Paganini's son, by a direct appeal to the

Pope, obtained leave to inter it in the village

church near VUla Gaiona.

He left to his son Achille a large fortune^

estimated »t ^80,000. Although as a nde
chary with his i^oney, he was occasionally very

generous, as his gift^to Berlioz, already mentioned,

shows. The mystery which surrounded Paganini

the man no doubt helped to increase the interest

taken in the artist. The strangest rumours ac-

i B«rllos, M«molreB. ehftp. «. A ftcafmlle of hb letter and Berlios^
reply wlU tw fbund In th« Allg. nratlk. Zflitm« for 189». p. 68.
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oompanied him wherever he went. It was emn*

momy reported that he owed his wonderful
execution on the G -string to a long imprison-

ment, inflicted on him for the murder of a rival

in love, during which he had a violin witli

one string only. Paganini himself writes : * At
Vienna one of the audience affirmed nabliclr

that my performance was not surprising, for

he had distinctly seen, while I was playing mr
variations, the devil atmy elbow directing-my arm
and guiding my bow. My resemblance to the

devil was a proofofmy origin.' But even sem^ibk
and educated people believed that Paganini hiJ

a secret which enabled him to execute wh^
appeared impossible to any other player. In fact

he has been suspected to have himself originated

such rumours. As there was no doubt an ad-

mixture of charlatanism in the character of this

extraordinary man, he may perhaps at first have
done so. But on the other hand, he more than

once contradicted them. At Prague he actually

published a letter from his mother to disprove tlM?

rumour that he was the son of the devil ; and m
Paris he furnished Fdtis with all the necessar)

material and dates to refute publicly the numb«-
less absurdities circulated about him. This was
done by a letter inserted in the * Revue Muaicaler*

but it availed little. F^tis, in his monograph on

Paganini, by establishing the chronology of his

travels and his scgoums at various places, proves

clearly that he could not have suffered a length-

ened imprisonment. It was not only the perfectly

novel and astonishing character of his perform-

ances, but to a large extent his extraordinary

ghost-like appearance, which caused these absurd

rumours. His tall, skeleton-like figure, the pak,

narrow, wax-coloured face, the long dark hair,

the mysterious expression of the heavy eye, have

been described often enough.

But after all, the extraordinary effect of his

playing could have had its source only in his extra-

ordinary genius. If genius, as has been jusUy
remarked, is ' the power of taking infinite pains.'

he certainly showed it in a wonderful degree in

the power of concentration and perseverance

which enabled him to acquire such absolute oom-

mand of his instrument. Mere perfection of

technique, however, would never have thrown the

whole of musical £un^ into such paroxysms.

With the first notes his audience was spell-bound

;

there was in him—^though certainly not the evil

spirit suspected by the superstitious—a daemonic

element which irresistibly took hold of those

that came within his sphere. * His constant and

daring flights,* writes 'Moscheles, 'his newly
discovered flaceolet tones, his gift of fusing and

beautifying subjects of the most diverse kind—ail

these phases of genius so completely bewilder my
musical perceptions that for days afterwards my
head is on fire and my brain reels.' He was no
' mere virtuoso *—there was a something in hit

E
laying that defied description or imitation, and

e certoinly had in a high degree originality and

character, Uie two qualities which distinguish the

man of genius from the ordinary talent.
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His tone was not great : it could not be, for

the one reason that 3ie constant use of double-

harmonics and other specialities of his style

necessitate very thin strings, which again pre-

clude the production of a large and broad tone.
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from a thetch hp Sir Edwin Landseer, R.A.

But even his severest critics have always granted
that his cantilena was extremely expressive. * I

never wearied of the intense expression, soft and
melting as that ofan Italian singer,* says Moscheles
again. Spohr, in his Autobiography (ii. 1 80), says

of him :
' The execution of his left hand and

his never-failing intonation appeared to me as

much as ever deserving admiration. In his com-
poi-itions however, and in his style of playing,

I find a strange mixture of true genius and want
of taste,* etc. A distinguished English amateur,
who heard him at York in 1832, writes in a
letter, full of enthusiasm :

* In the concerto on
the fourth string he contrived to give some
passages a tremolous sound, like the voice of a
person crying. He makes great use of sliding

his fingers along the strings— sometimes pro-

ducimr a most beautiful, at other times laughable
effect. * Paganini,' says Thos. Moore (Mem. vi.

3 10), 'abuses his powers; he coutd play divinely,

and does so sometimes for a minute or two ; but
then come his tricks and surprises, his bow in con-

vulsions, and his enharmonics, like the mewlings
of an expiring cat.* Here no doubt is an explan*
ation, and to a certain extent a justification of

Spohr^s criticism. The frequent use oftremolo and
of sliding indicate an impure style, which ought
not to serve as a model ; it was Paganini*s style,

founded on the man's inmost nature, which was

as peculiar and exceptional as his talent. Spohr*s
criticisms—sincere enough, but often biassed and
narrow—prove nothing more than that Paganini
was no scion of the classical school of Viotti and
Rode. In fact he belonged to no school. He fol-

lowed the bent of his individuality, in which the
southern element of passion and excitement was
very strong, and showed itself in a manner which
to a colder northern taste appeared exaggerated
and affected.

If the modem French school of violin-playing

has lost sight of the traditions of its great
founders, Viotti, Rode, and Kreutzer, and has
formed a style which with all its undoubted
elegance and piquancy does not satisfy a more
serious musical taste, this must be largely attri-

buted to Paganini's influence. The effect he pro-

duced was so immense, that the younger players
could not resist the temptation of imitating him.
Unfortunately the shell alone, the advanced tech-

nique, could be imitated, while the kernel, the real

secret, his peculiar individuality, nobody could
imitate. His wonderful execution certainly incited

others to attempt difficulties which before him
were considered impossible, and so far his ex-

ample gave an impetus to the development of

technique ; but some of the peculiarities of his

stvle were fatal to the broad and dignified style

of the older school, which alone suits the works
of the great classical composers. Even F^tis,

with his unbounded admiration for Paganini,
admits that his performances of the concertos of

Rode and Kreutzer were failures ; and similarly,

as a quartet-player, he was unable to do justice

to the composer. His individuality was too strong
to accommodate and subordinate itself to another.

OnGerman violinists his influencewas not nearly

so greaL Here Spohr*s powerful example and
the earnest musical spirit of the great composers
counterbalanced the effect of his performances.

The main technical features of Paganini*s

playing were an unfailing intonation, a lightning-

like rapidity on the fingerboard and with the

bow, and a command of double-stops, harmonics
and double-harmonics, hardly equalled by any
one before or after him. He also produced most
peculiar effects, which for a long time puzzled

all violinists, by tuning his violin in various

ways. He was not the first to -adopt this trick

[see Bibeb], but no one before him had made
any extensive use of it. As he took good care

never to tune his violin within hearing, a pas-

sage like the following appeared inexplicable and
impossible,
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yet by tamng a aemitone higher, it presents no
peculiar difficalty. This was the case in his first

Concerto, where the band played in Eb, and he
inD.
He did not much use the slow staccato of

Rode and Spohr, which is produced by a distinct

movement of the wrist for every single note, but
made his staccato by throwing the bow violently

on the string and letting it spring with great

rapidity. Another peculiarity of his playing was
the frequent introduction of pizzicato passages

for the left hand. [See Pizzicato.] His perform-

ances on the G-string alone never failed to make
a great sensation. For these he tuned a very
thin G string up to Bb or B, and by the use of

harmonics attained a compass of three octaves.

As a composer Paganini was not without
originality. The 24 Caprices, op. i, and a few
other movements, such as Uie famous ' Moto
perpetuo ' and the Rondo ' La Clochette,' have
not yet lost their <;harm. Schumann found
it worth while to transcribe the Caprices for

piano (op. 3, 10); Liszt has done the same (op.

66, 83); and Brahms has written a8 variations

on a subject of Paganini's (op. 35). The majority
of his works, however interesting from a technical

point of view, are now thoroughly antiquated.
The following list is taken. l3ce most of the
facts related in this article, from F^tis*s excellent

monograph on Paganini :

—

1. Venticmattro Capricci per Violino eolo, dedicati agli
astisti, op. 1.

2. 8el Sonatl per Violono e Ghitarra, op. 2.
a. 8ei Sonatijper Yiolono e Chitarra, op. 3.
4. Tre ffran Quartetti a Violono, Viola, Chittana e

violoncello, op. 4 and 5.

^
These are the only works which Paganini pub-

lished during his lifetime. He only carried with
him on his travels the orchestral parts of the
pieces he played. Long after his death were pub-
lished :

—

6. Concerto in Eb (t>), op. 6, the fint movement of which
ie itill oocadonally performed by WilhelmJ and others.

6. Concerto in B minor 1Rondo k la Cioohette). op. 7.

7. Le Streghe (Witches' Dauce), a set of variations on
an air of S. Mayer.

8. Variations on ' God save the King/ op. 9.

9. Le Camaval de Venise. Burlesque variations on a
popular air, op. 10.

10. Moto perpetua Allegro de Concert, op. IL
VL Variations on 'Non pii mesta.' op. 12.

12. Variations on ' Di tanti palpiti,' op. 13.

13. 8ixty variations in all keys on the air, Bamcaba.

There exists a whole literature on Paganini,
both as a man and an artist. Fetis gives a long
list of such publications. The most important
contribution towards an appreciation ofPaganini's
peculiar treatment of the violin is that by Guhr
*0n Paganini's art of Plaving the Violin* (1831),
English translation by Sabilla Novello ; London,
NoveUo. [P.D.]

PAGE, JoHK, a tenor singer, was elected a lay
clerk of St. George's Chapel, Windsor, Dec. 3,

1790. He resigned the appointment Nov. 9,

'795. having for some time previously officiated

as deputy at the Chapel Royal and St. Paul's.

In 1800 he edited and published 'Harmonia
Sacra ; a collection of Anthems in score, selected

from the most eminent masters of the i6th, 1 7th,

and 18th centuries,* 3 vols, fol.; an excellent
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work, supplementary to the collections of Boyoe
and Arnold. On Jan. 10, 1801, upon thereng^
nation of Richard Bellamy, he was appointed
a vicar choral of St. Paul's. Li 1804 he issued
'A Collection of Hymns by various composers,
with 12 Psalm tunes and an Ode compoeed by
Jonathan Battishill.' Also 'Festive Harmony ; a
collection of the mostfavouriteMadrigals, El^es,
and Glees, selected from the works of the most
eminent composers.* In 1806 he published 'The
Burial Service, Chant, Evening Service. Dii^
and Anthems appointed to be perrormed at the
funeral of Lord Nelson, 9th January, 1806, com-
posed by Dr. Croft, Purcdl, Dr. Greene, Attwood,
and Handel.' In 1808 hejoined William Sexton,
organist of St. George's Chapel, Windsor, in the
publication of a selection firom Handel's Chandos
Anthems, in a mutilated form. He died in Aug.
181 2. Tlie following are the oontents of the
'Harmonia Sacra* >—

VOL.1.

VenaADthMBa
Cn>n, Bleued to the p«opla
Do. Deliver ua. O Iiord.

Weldon. I wfll lift up mlns Sfsa
Boyce, Let my compliUat.
Purcell. Out of the deep.
Kent. O Lord our Oowoor*
Croft. Pratoe the Lord.
Greene, Fonder my wxirds.

Clark. TTie Lord to my ttrenftb.
Dupuis. The Lord, eren the moet.
Kent. The Lord to ray thepberd.
Arnold. Who to tbto tb&t eooMth.

FuU Anthemt with V«n«.
BattUhlll. Call to remembraaMi
Aldrlch. God to our hope.
Stroud. Hear my prayer.

Daputo, I cried ooto the LorO.
GoldfriD, I win ting.

Maxon. Lord of all power.
Reynolds. My God. my God.
King. Obejoyftil.
AttwMd, Teach me. O Lord.

Full Antbema.
Boyee. Burial Benrlce.

Farrant, Lord for Thy tender.
Tucker. O give thanks.
Richardson. O how amiable.
King, Unto Thee. O Lord.

V0L.n.
Tene Anthems.

Handel. As pants the hart.
Purcell. Blessed Is he.

Clark. Bow down Thine ear.

BatttohlU. How k)ng wilt Thoo.
Greene. Hear my crying.

Purcell. I was glad.

8. Wesley. I said. I will take heed.
King. I will alway give thanks.
C. Wesley. My soul hath patiently.

Croft, O Lord. Thou bast searched.
Marcello, O Lord our Goremor.

Goldwfn. O praise Ood.
Hine. Be;Joloe hi the Lord.
Greene. Save me. O God.
Croft. The Lord to king.

Greene. The Lord to my strength.

Fun Antbens with Versa.

Nares, Blessed be the Lord God.
Blake. I bare set God.
Balldon. Behold, how good.
Travers. Keep, we beseech Tbee.
Wood. Lord of all power.
Clark. O Lord God of my salratScQ.
Blow. Sing we merrily.
Croft, Bing praises to the Lord.
King, The Loi^ to fuU.

Vol. in.

Verse Antbema
Holmes. Artoe and shine,

Handel. Behold. I tell yom
Linley. Bow down Thine ear.
Henley. H«ar my prayer.
Greene. I wHl alway give thanfea
Boyce, 1 will magnify Thee.
Hine, I win magnify Thee.
Greene. O look down from heawo.
Handel. Tbere were shepherds^
Croft. The Lord to my light.

Handel. Thou art gone up od high.

Full Anthem* with Verse.

BatttohlU. Behold, how good.
Handel. Behold the Lamb of God.
BattishilU I will magnify Thee.
Handel. Moses and the Children.
Busby. O God. Thou art my God.
Banks. O Lord, grant the King.

Full Anthems.
Greene. Bow down Thine ear.

BatttohlU. Dellrer us, God.
Tye. From the depth I called.

Rogers. Lord, who shall dweU.
Hsrsh, O Lord, who hast taugbL
Mareoxlo, Save Lord, hear us.

[W.H.H.]

PAINE, John Knowles, bom at Portland,

Maine, U.S.A., Jan. 9, 1 839. His earliest teacher

in piano, organ, and composition was Hermann
Kotzschmar, of Portland. He made his first

appearance in public as an organist, in his native

city, June 35, 1857; and on Jan. i, 185S, was
intrusted with the organ accompaniments to

'The Messiah,' without the assistance of an
orchestra. In the same year he went to Berlin

for three years, and studied the organ, composi-

tion, instrumentation, and singing, under Haupt,
Wieprecht, and Teschner, giving several organ
concerts during his stay. He returned to the

United States in 1861, and gave a number of
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or|^ concertB, at which the principal coccipon-

1

tions of Bach and Thiele were introduced to the I

American public. In i86a he was appointed

instructor of music at Harvard University, and
in 1876 was raised to a full professorship as the

first occupant of the chair. Other leading events

in his cari^r have been the production of his

Mass at the Singakademie, Berlin, under hk
direction, Feb. 1867 ; of the oratorio *iSaint

Peter/ also under his own direction, at Portland,

June 3, 1873 (afterwards given by the Handel
and Haydn Society, Boston, May 9, 1874) ; and
of his first symphony, by Thomases orchestra, at

Boston, Jan, 6, 1876. Paine's compositions

evince nobility and high aspiration, and mastery
of the classical forms. His later works, beginning

with the Trio in D minor (op. 22), show a gra-

dually increasing tendency to the modem Ro-
mantic school, in both form and treatment. His
orchestral works, with the exception of op. 34
(1879), have all been performed at Boston, New
York, and other cities in the United States.

Many of the piano pieces and chamber composi-
tions hare also firequently appeared in American
concert programmes.
His published works consist of :—Op. .?. Varia-

tions for organ—* Austrian Hymn,' * The Star-

Spangled Banner.' Op. 7. * Christmas gift,' P.P.
Op. 9. Funeral march, P.F. Op. 10. Mass (D),
for solos, chorus, and orchestra. Op. 11. Vier
Character-Stiicke, P.F. Op. la. Romance, C
minor, P. F. Op. 19. Two preludes, organ.

Op. 20. • Saint Peter,' oratorio. Op. 25. Four
characteristic pieces, P. F. Op. 26. ' In the
Country,* 10 sketches, P.F. Op. 27. Centennial
Hymn, ^ords by Whittier ; sung at the opening
of the Centennial Exhibition, Philadelphia, May,
1876. Op. 29. Four songs, soprano.
The unpublished vrorka comprise Sonatas for

P.F. solo, and P.F. and violin ; Fantasias, Varia-
tions, etc., for organ ; a String Quartet ; a
P. F. trios ; an Overture on * As You Like It,'

and a Symphonie-fantasia on ' The Tempest
'

; a
Symphony in C minor (op. 23), and a ditto in A
(op. 34), entitled ' Spring ' ; a Duo Concertnnte
for violin, cello, and orchestra; songs; motets,
etc., etc. [F.H.J.]

PAISIBLE, an eminent flutist, resident in
London in the latter part of the 1 7th and begin-
ning of the 18th century. He composed overtures
and act tunes for the following pieces—'King
Edward the Third,' 1691 ;

• Oroonoko' and *The
Spanish Wives,' 1696; 'The Humours of Sir John
Falstaff ' [Henry IV, Part i.l, 1700 ; 'She would
and she would not,' 1 703 ; and * Love's Stratagem.'
He also composed thx^ overtures, published under
the title of 'Music performed before Her Majesty
and the new King of Spain'; Duets for flutes,

published in 'Thesaurus Musicus,' 1693-96; and
Sonatas and other pieces for flutes published at
Amsterdam. He assisted St. Evremond in com-
posing music for the Duchess of Mazarine's con-
eeru at Chelsea. [W.H. H.]

PAISIELLO, Giovanni, eminent composer
of the Italian school in its pre-Rossinian period,
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was the son of a veterinary surgeon at Tarento,

and was bom May 9, 1 741 . At five years old

he entered the Jesuit school at Tarento, where
he attracted notice by the beauty of his voice.

The elements of music were taught him by one
Carlo Presta, a priest and tenor singer, and he
showed such talent that his father, who had
intended to educate him for the legal profession,

abandoned this idea, and succeeded in obtaining

admission for him to San Onofirio, at Naples, where
he received instruction from the veteran Durante,
and afterwards from Cotumaoci and Abos.

During his five years of studentship, Pai-

siello's powers were exercised on church music,

but, at the end of this time, he indulged in the

composition of a dramatic itUermezzo^ which, per-

formed at the little theatre 9f the Conservatorio,

revealed where his real talent lay. The piece

pleased so much that its composer was summoned
to Bologna to write two comic operas, ' La Pupilla*

and ' II Mondo a Rovescio
'

; which inaugurated

a long series of successes in all the chief Italian

towns. 'II Marchese di Tulipano,' written for

Rome, enjoyed for years a European popularity.

At Naples, where Paisiello finally took up his

abode, he found a formidable rival in Piccinni,

and later, when Piccinni had departed to Paris,

in Cimarosa. The enthusiastic reception met
with by his own operas, and by ' L'Idolo Cinese

'

in particular, was insufficient to set him at ease

while his own supremacy was at all in danger.

He seems all his life to have regarded every

possible rival with jealous dislike, and on more
than one occasion to have stooped to intrigue,

not only to ensure his own success, but to defeat

that of others.

In 1776, on the invitation of the Empress
Catherine, who offered him a splendid salary,

Paisiello left Naples for St. Petersburg. Among
a number of operas written there must be men-
tione<l *I1 Barbiere di Siviglia,' one of his

best works, and to which a special interest at-

taches from its effect on the first representation

of Rossini's opera of the same name. Coldly

received when performed at Rome (after Pai-

siello's return from Russia), it ended by obtain-

ing so firm a hold on the affections of the Roman
public, that the attempt of another composer to

write a new * Barber ' was regarded as sacrilege,

nor would this audience at first give even a hear-

ing to the famous work which finally consigned

its predecessor to oblivion.

After eight years in St. Petersburg, Paisiello

returned to Italy, stopping at Vienna on his way
back, where he wrote twelve * symphonies ' for

Joseph II, and an opera ^'11 Re Teodoro,' con-

taining some of his best music. He was now
named Chapelmaster to Ferdinand IV. of Naples,

and during the next thirteen years produced

several of the works by which he became most
widely known, notably *I Zingari in Fiera,'

' Nina, o la Pazza d'Amore,' and * La Molinara.'

In 1 797, on the death of General Hoche, Paisiello

wrote a Funeral March, to order, for Napoleon,

then General Buonaparte, who always^ showed

a marked predilection for this composer's music.
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and now gave preference to his work oyer oae

by Gherubini.

Wben. in 1799. the Republican government
was declared at Naples, Paisiello accommodated
himself to the new state of things, and was re-

warded by the post of ' Director of the National

Music* At the Restoration he naturally (bund

himself out of favour with his old patrons, and
lost his former appointment. After two years he
succeeded in getting it back again, but this had
hardly come about when the First Consul de-

manded the loan of his favourite musician from

the King of Naples to organise and direct the

mui>ic of his chapel. Paisiello was accordingly

despatched to Paris, where Buonaparte treated

h'm with a magnificence rivalling that of Cathe-

rine of Russia, and an amount of favour that ex-

cited frantic jealousy in the resident musicians,

especially M^hul and Cherubini, who did not

care for Paisiello*s music, and whom he spited

in return by bestowing on theit enemies all the

patronage at his disposal.

He was occupied chiefly in writing sacred com-
positions for the First Consul's chapel, but in

1803 he gave an opera, 'Proserpine,' which was
not a success. This probably determined him
next year to beg for permission to return to

Naples, on the plea of nis wife's ill-health. It

was granted, although unwillingly, by Napoleon,
who desired him before leaving to name his suc-

cessor, when he surprised every one by designat-

ing Lesueur, who was then almost unknown, and
in destitute circumstances.

On Paisiello's return to Italy he was endowed
with a considerable pension, was re-established

in his old place at Naples, and was maintained in

it by Joseph Buonaparte, and after him by Murat.
But the favour he enjoyed under Napoleonic
dynainties inevitably brought him once more into

trouble when the Bourbons returned. He then
lost all the pensions settled on him by the various

crowned heads he had served. He retained, it is

true, his salazy at the Royal Chapel, but this,

after the luxury he had known, was poverty.

Anxiety had undermined his health, and he suf-

ered a fresh blow in the loss of his wife, in 181 5.

He did not long survive her, dying June 5 in the
same year.

As a man Paisiello does not command our
sympathy, although by his industry and devotion
to Art he merits esteem. Spoiled by success, he
lacked generosity towards his rivals. Spoiled by
prosperity, he had no endurance and no dignity

in misfortune. Like many others of his time, he
was a most prolific writer. He composed about
a hundred operas, and at least as many other
works, of different kinds. If novelty is not aimed
at. or is only occasionally expected, the art of pen-
ning easy, flowing melody seems capable of being
cultivated into a habit. Expression, within
certain restricted limits, was Paisiello^s strong
point. All his airs are remarkable for sim-

plicity and grace, and some have considerable

charm, such as ' Nel cor piii non mi sento * in

the * Molinara,* long known in England as
'Hope told a flattering tale^* and destined to
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survive sUU longer owing to the variations oo
it written by Beethoven. Some of his music is

tinged with mild melancholy, as in 'Nina' (s

favourite part of Pasta's), but it is never tragic

;

or with equally mild Ixmhomie, as in the ' Zingari

in Fiera,' but it is never genuinely comic. It hta

great purity of style. No bravura songs for prime
donne^ such as figure in the works of Hasse
and Porpora do we find In these operas. No
doubt his simple airs received embellishment
at the hands of singers; we know that the

custom prevailed, at that time, to such an extent

as to determine Rossini to write down all his

own foritwt for himself. This may account for

the degree of repetition to be found in Paisiello's

pieces, and which, to our ears, seems insufferably

tedious. In his work the principle of *expo-

dtion, illustration and repetition * is Don-existent

as to its second stage. His only method of

expanding his theme to the desired dimensioQ
was numerous verbatim repetitions, with a ^lort

alternative phrase between, producing the feeling

of a continual series of rondos, and which, for

variety of effect, must have depended cm iSbt

singer. Trios, quartets, etc. enter lai^ly into

his works, and he was among the first, if not Ou
first, to introduce concerted finaleM into seiioiu

opera. In his orchestration he arrives at charm-
ing effects through very simple means ; it is dis-

tinguished by clearness and good taste, and by
the independent parts given to the instruments.

The mild light of such men as Paisiello paled

before the brilliance of Rossini. His music is

practically obsolete, yet it must not be pat maiit

with that of many so-called composers who
merely illustrate the passing fancies of their day.

It is mugic. Not immortal music ; for art that is

immortal is always young, and this has beo(Hne

old-fashioned. Yet like many a quaint old

&shion it has a certain beauty of association

now, because it possessed actual beauty once.

No one would willingly call it back into an
existence where it would find itself out of place.

Yet much of it may repay attention on the part

of those who may care to turn aside fior a mo-
ment from the intricate path of modem art, and
examine the music which stirred the admiration
and moved the heart of a past generation of men
and women like themselves.

For a complete list of Paisiello*8 compositioiis

the reader is referred to F^tis's * Biographie des

Musiciens,' ed. 1870. They embrace 94 operas;

103 masses and other church pieces
; 51 instru-

mental ditto. [F.A.M.]

PALADILHE, EiOLB. bom at Montpellier

June 3, 1844 ; at nine entered the Conservatoire

under the protection of Hal^vy, and studied

hard, carrying off the first piano prise in 1857,
and the organ-prize and 'Pnx de Rome* in i860.

The cantata which won him the latter dis-

tinction, ' Le Czar Ivan TV,* he neither printed

nor sent to the lihrszy of the Conservatoire,

doubtless from the consciousness that it was an
immature work. The specimens of his oompod*
tion received by the Institut during his stay in

Italy gave a favourable idea of his powers, but
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on bis return to Paris be bad great difficulty in

obtaining a libretto. A cbanning song, 'La
Mandolinata,* at lengtb drew attention to bis

merits, and be obtained Copp^'s one-act piece,
' La Passant/ wbicb was produced at tbe Op^ra
Comique April 24, 1872. Notwitbstanding tbe
favourable reception of tbe music, sung by Mme.
Galli-Marie, and Marguerite Priola,^ tbree years
passed before the appearance of *L*Amour
Africain' (May 8, 1875), in two acts. Tbe
libretto of tbis, tbough by Legouv^, was not
approved, and tbe music was condemned as

laboured. Nevertbeless many of tbe numbers
bear traces not only of solid musiciansbip, but
of spontaneous and original melody. Up to tbe
present time Paladilhe*s best and most im-

portant work is 'Suzanne* (Dec. 30, 1878), an
op^ra-comique in tbree acts. Here we find

something beyond mere ingenuity in devising

effects ; tbe melodie^ are gracefid and refined^

and show an unc<mventionality of treatment
which is both charming and piquant. It is

much to be regretted that tbis young composer
has hitherto been unsuccessful in findmg a really

interesting libretto; should he succeed, tbe
French stage will in all probability gain an
opera destined to live.

M. Paladilhe has also published detached
songs with P.F. accompaniment, marked by flow-

ing and melodious treatment. [G. C]
PALESTRINA,' Giovanni Pierluigi da.

was bom of bumble parents at Palestrina in the

Campagna of Home. The exact date of his birth

is unlmown. Maria Torrigio and Leonardo
Ceoeoni fix it in 1528, Andrea Adami in 1529.
The inscription on an old portrait of him in tbe

muniment room of the Pontifical Chapel at the
Quirinal states that he died at about 80 years of

age in 1 594, and if this were true he would have
been bor«j^ 1514 or 151 5. The Abbd Baini
interpreter a doubtful phrase used by his son
Igino, in tbe dedication of a posthumous volume
of his Masses to Pope Clement VIII, to mean
that his father died at the age of 70 in the

year 1594. Tbe truth is that the exact date of

his birth cannot be stated The public registers

of Palestrina, which would probably have cer-

tified it, were destroyed by the soldiery of Alva
i^ 1557^ <^d ^^ private 'documents have been
discovered which make good their loss. It is

certain, however, that at a very early age, and
probably about the year 1540, he came to Rome
to study music. Towards this career the different

capitals of Italy offered many inducements to

hoys with musical aptitudes, and it is said by
Ottavio Pitoni that Palestrina owed his reception

into a school to his being overheard singing in

the street by the Maestro of the Chapel of Santa
Maria Maggiore. The authenticity of this anec-

dote is at least doubtful. In the first place

1 A promtsfng sieger who died Tonnf.
a 'Joannes Petnloyalus Pn«nestlDtu* Is hit ftiU Latin name:

Balnl styles him 'J. V. AloUius.' In the old editions be Is called

slmplr aianetto; or Gianetto with Tarions afllxes—such as da (or

wlUiout the da) Palestrina^ Palestrlno. Pallestrlna^ Palestioa. or
Polestrlno ; also Jo. d« Palestina. (See Bltner. ' Blbllographte.' Ur77.

pp. 786. 78S.)
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Palestrina, at all events as a
poor voice ; in the next, a Maesti
caught wild a promising pupil

have kept him to himself, whe
very soon after his arrival in Rome &p^^f as a
pupil of Claudio Gk>udimel, a FlemingrViio4wJI^
opened a public school of music in tbe city.^xTn«Q
personality of Goadimel, a moot point with Baifll^--^

Bumey, and Hawkins, is no longer doubtful, and
a reference to p. 61 a of the former volume of tbis

Dictionary will show who and what he was, and
that he was killed at Lyons in the St. Bartholo-
mew massacre, 1 5 7 2

.

In 1551 Rubino finally retired from the
teachership of music in the Cappella Giulia of

the Vatican, and in September of that year
Palestrina, who during the eleven years that had
elapsed since his arrival in Rome must have
given good proofe of his quality, was elected' to

the vacant post« He was invested with the

novel title of 'Magister Cappellae,' his prede-

cessors having been styled * Magister Puerorum,'
'Magi^ter Musicae,* or 'Magister Chori.* His
salary was fixed at six scudi per month, with a
residence and certain allowances. He was^V
this time, if we accept Baini's dates, about^7
years of age. • —

'^ /

^ '554 be published bis first volume, con- ^
taining four masses for four voices and one for

five. These he dedicated to Pope JuHus III. It

is worth saying, in order to show the dominance
of the Flemish school in Italy, that this was
the first volume of music that had ever been dedi-

cated by an Italian to a Pope. It was printed in

Rome by the Brothers Dorici in 1554 ; a second

edition of it was published by their successors in

1572, and a third by Gardano of Rome in 1591.
In the last edition Palestrina included his mass
*Pro Defunctis' for five voices, and another

entitled * Sine Nomine ' for six. The other masses

in the volume were 'Ecce Sacerdos Magnus,*
* O regem Coeli,' * Virtute magnll,' and ' Gabriel

Archangelus,' all for four voices, and 'Ad coenam
agnum providi * for five.

About this time Palestrina married. Of his

wife we know nothing more than that her

Christian name was Lucrezia, that she bore to

her husband four sons, and that after a long

married life which seems to have been marked by
imcommon affection, she died in the year 1580.'

In the year 1555 Julius III, mindful of the

dedication of the book of masses, offered their

author a place among the twenty-four collegiate

singers of his private chapel. The pay was
greater than that which be was receiving as

Maestro in tbe Vatican. Palestrina was poor,

and he bad already four children. On the other

band he was a layman, he had a bad voice, and
be was a married man« For each one of these

> Ottatrlo Pitoni, with unpnrdonable carelessnees, so misread an
entry In the books of the Confraternity of the Corpo dl Chrirto, of

which Palestrina was a member, as to conclude that he had been
married twice. The words that misled lUm are as follows :

' Giovanni

da Palestrina, Maestro dl Cappella di San Pletro, Lncrezla soa mogHe
e Anffelo suo DrUoIo, e Dorallce sua moglle, e Iglno suo flglio.' The
Doralioe here mentioned was the wife of Angelo, as Is proved by tbe

lei^er of the b^rUm of their daughter AureUa, stUl extant at the

Vatican.
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reaaoHB his appointment wm a gross yiolatlon of

the constitutions of the college, and a high-handed
and unwarrantable act upon the part of Julius.

All this he knew, and to his credit he hesitated

to accept the offer ; but his desire to do hb best

for his family combined with a fear of offending

his patron to enforce his acceptance. He re-

signed his old post, and on January 13, iSSSt
was formally admitted as one of the Pontifical

Singers.

In the course of this year he published his

first volume of madrigals for four voices. His
intention to dedicate this to Julius was frustrated

by the death of that pontiff, which took place

while they were still in the press. The book was
published by the Brothers Dorici, and was after-

wards five times reprinted in difierent editions

by Scoto and Gardano of Venice and their suc-

cessors. Marcellus II, who succeeded Julius III

in the papacy, died after a reign of twenty-three

days, and was succeeded in his turn by Paul IV.
Paul was a reformer, and one of the first acts of

his reign was to weed the Ck>llege of Pontifical

Singers of those members whose qualifications

would not bear scrutiny. Among these was
undoubtedly Palestrina, and he was dismissed

accordingly, along with Leonardo Bari and Do*
menico Ferrabosco. The Pope tempered his

severity by assigning to each of the dismissed

singers a pension of six scudi per month. But
not the less did his expulsion seem ruin to

the anxious and over-sensitive Palestrina. He
straightway took to his bed, and for some weeks
lay prostrate under an attack of nervous fever.

Ab imght have been foreseen, his despair was
premature. A young man who had so speedily

and so surely left his mark upon the music of

his generation was not likely to starve for want
of employment. Within two months he was
invited to the post of Maestro della Cappella at

the Lateran. He was careful to enquire at the

Vatican whether in the event of his obtaining

ft-esh preferment he would be allowed to keep
his pension, and it was only upon receiving a
favourable answer that he accepted the profen^d
office, upon which he entered in October 1555.

Ptdestrina remained at the Lateran until Feb-
ruary 1 561, when he was transferred to a similar

post at Santa Maria Maggiore. At the last*

named basilica he remain^ for ten years at a
monthly salary of sixteen scudi, until the month
ofMarch, 157 1, when, upon the death ofGiovanni
Animuccia, he was once more elected to his old

office of Maestro at the Vatican.

The fifteen years which thus elapsed since the

rigorous rtfform of Paul IV had set him for a
moment adrift upon the world, had been years of

brilliant mental activity in Palestrina. His
genius had freed itself from the influence of the

pedantry by which it had been nursed and
schooled,—and had taken to itself the full form

and scope of its own sp^ality and grandeur.

His first volimae had been full of all the vagaries

and extravagances of the Flemish School, and in

it the meaning of the words and the intention of

the music had alike been subordinated, according
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to the evil fiuhion of his epoch, to the perplexing
subtleties of science. But beyond this first volume
few traces of what Baini calls the ' Fiammingo
Squalore ' are to be found. His second volume,
'The Lamentations of Jeremiah,* for four voices,

shows more than the mere germs of his future
manner ; and although the third, a set of ' Mag-
nificats ' for five and six voices, is full of science

and learning, it is of science and learning set

tree, A hymn, ' Crux Fidelis,* and a collection

of ' Improperia,' all for eight voices, written in

1560, obtained speedily so great a renown, that

Paul IV, who had cusmi^sed him, could not
restrain himself from asking to have them sung
at the Vatican, and after hearing them had them
added at once to the collection of the Apostolic

Chapel. The publication of all these works was
made anonymously, and was completed within
the six years of Palestrina^s stay at the Lateran.
So far as is known, the only piece during that
period to which his name was affixed was a
madrigal composed in honour of a lady wi^
a beautiful voice and much skill in song. It is

entitled ' Donna bella e gentil,* and was printed

by Scoto of Venice in 1560 in a volume of
madrigals by Alessandro Striggio.

The ten years during which he remained at

Santa Maria Maggiore formed at once themost
brilliant decade in the life of Palestrina and one
of the most remarkable epochs in the histoiy of
his art. It is not easy for us at this moment to

realise the position of church music at the date
of the Council of Trent. It may be said that it

had lost all relation to the services which it was
supposed to illustrate. Bristling with inapt and
distracting artifices, it completely overlaid the
situations of the Mass ; while founded, as it was
for the most part, upon secular melodies, it -was

actually sung, except by two or three prominent
voices in the front row of the choir, to the words
with which its tunes were most naturally and
properiy associated. It was usual for the most
solemn phrases of the Kyrie, Glorii^Credo, and
Agnus to blend along the aisles of the WiUca
with the imedifying refrains of the lewd chansons
of Flanders and Provence, while ballad and other

dance music were played every day upon the

organ. Other irregularities and corruptions hardly

less flagrant were common among the singers

;

and the general condition of affairs was such that

a resolution as to the necessity of reform in

church music, which very nearly took the shape

of a decree for its abandonment alt<igether, was
solemnly passed in a full sitting of the Council

of Trent. In 1563 Pius IV issued a commissi^Mi

to eight cardinals authorising them to take all

necessary steps to carry out the resolution of the

Council. Among these, two of the most active

were the Cardinfds Borromeo and Vitellozzi. At
their instance Palestrina was commissioned to
write a mass as a typo of what the music of the

sacred office should be. With a noble mixture

of modesty and eneigy the great composer de-

clined to trust the fate §{ his art to one work.

He composed a series of^three masses .and sent

them without titles to the Cardinal Borromeo. 1

1
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is suppose that he feared to attach names to them
lest he should arouse by an ill-judged choice of
words either powerful prejucMces or unfounded
fears. They were performed in the first instanoe

with the greatest oare at the house of the Cardinal

Vitellozd. The verdict ofthe audience assembled
to hear them was final and enthusiastic. Upon
the first two, praises lavish enough were bestowed

;

but by the third, afterwards known as the mass
' Papae Marcelli/ all felt that the future style and
destiny of sacred art was once for all determined.
Baini likens its transcendent excellence to that

of the relative grandeur of the 33rd canto of the
Inferno. Parvi, contemporary musical copyist at

the Vatican, transcribed it into the Chapci collec-

tion in characters hu^r than those which he
commonly employed. The Pope ordered a special

performance of it in the Apcwitolic Chapel ; and
at the close of the service the enraptured Pontiff

declared that it must have been some such music
that the Apostle of the Apocalypse heard sung
by the triumphant hosts of angels in the New
Jerusalem. Cardinal Pisani exclaimed In the
words of the ' Paradise,'

Render ^ queito voce a voce in tempra
Ed in dolcezza ch' eeser non piU nota
8e non cola dove '1 gioir t' insempra

;

and Antonio Sorbelloni, the Pope's cousin, re-

joined with a happy adaptation from the same
source,

Biiponda dunqne; Oh, fortnnata lortel
Biaponda alia divina cantilena,
Da tutte parti la beata Corte
81 ch' ogni vista ne sia pid serena.

In short, there was a general agreement of prelate

and singer that Palestrina had at last produced
the archetype of ecclesiastical song.*

The post of Composer to the Pontifical Choir
was created for Palestrina by the Pope in honour
of this noble achievement, and so the amends, if

any were needed, from the Vatican to its dis-

missed chapel singer, were finaliy and hand-
somely made. But the jealousy of the singers

themselves, which had been evinced upon his

original appointment as one of their number in

1555* ^^^ ^y ^o means extinct. His present

appointment was received in surly silence, and
upon the death of Pius, in August 1565, their

discontent took a more open and aggressive form.

The new Pope, however, Michele Ghislieri, who
had taken the title ofPius V, confirmed the great

musician in his office, as did the six succeeding

pontifib during whose reigns he lived.'

The production of this series of masses by no
means represents the mental activity of Palestrina

during the pieriod between 1555 and 1571. In
1562, in gratitude for his monthly pension, he
had sent for the use of the Apostolic Chapel two

1 The AbM AlOeri. In hli edltioD of ' Selected Worki of Pakttrina.*
publirfMd At Borne in 1838, statM indeed hit own preference for the

mam '

Fratres e«o enlm.' At leaet. be mr* that It is ' plA grandioot*
in his opinion. But the rcKret which he expretMS for the alKni-

flcaot faot thAt It hm never been performed dnoe the deatii of Ita cont-

pQser, imwnite the ttroagmi praiumptlon agalnit the wiid<nn of his
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3 The penilon which he had hitherto enjored tram the Pope was
MeriBd in the adary of his new ofl&oe. whieh was ftsed at nine acodl
per nMmth. He stOl kept his situation H SanU Maria Masstore. H
sixteen scudL This was all his InaoaM.

motetti, 'Beatus Laurentius,' and ' Estote fortes

in bello,* and a mass for six voices, intituled

'Ut Re Mi Fa Sol La.' To the Cardinal Pio
di Carpi, who had shown him some personal

kindness, he had dedicated a volume of graceful

motetti, which were printed by the Brothers

Dorid in 1563, and were republished in four

other editions by Gardano and Coattino of Rome,
during the life of the author, and after his death
by Gardano of Venice and Soldi of Rome. In
the year 1565 the Cardinal Pacacco, Spanish re-

presentative at the papal court, intimated that

the dedication to Plulip II of a work by Pales-

trina would be pleasing to that monarch. The
musician consulted his friend Cardinal Vitellozzi,

and arranged the dedication of a volmne which
should contain the famous mass, which he then

christened 'Papae Maroelli,* with four others

for four voices, and two for five voices. These,

with an appropriate inscription, were forwarded

to the Spanish king. They were printed by the

Dorici as Palestrina's second volume of masses, in

1 569, and in a fresh edition by Gardano of Venice,

in 1598. A year or two afterwards he published

a thiid volume of masses, which he also inscribed

to Philip. It need hardly be said that a message

of thanks was all that he ever received in return

for so splendid a homage from the heartless,

wealthy, and penurious Ugot at the Escurial.

It is well to state that Palestrina must not be

held responsible for certain inferior adaptations

which exist of the mass ' Papae Marcelli,' one

into a mass for four voices by Anerio, and
another into one for eight voices by Soriani.

Anerio*s arrangement went through three editions

in i6po, 1626, and 1649 respectively. Soriani's

was confined to one issue in 1609.' It is well,

too, to notice an assertion of Gerbert that Pales-

trina first of all wrote the mass for four voices,

and afterwards amplified and improved it into one

for six. Had Gerbert been a man of gjenius him-

self, he would have felt the improbability of such

a story. There was also an arrangement of this

work for twelve voices, a copy of which Baini

had seen in the collection of Santa Maria in

Vallicella at Rome. The widespread popularity

of the work at least is shown even by the bad
taste of its adapters. One curious myth was
current about it for a time, to which Pellegrini

in his ' Museum Historico-Legale ' has given cur-

rency. He says that he took the story from

Platina. It is to the efifect that the mass was
written, not by Palestrina and dedicated to his

patron Marcellus II, but by Maroellus I, Saint

and Martyr, at the end of the 3rd or begin-

ning of the 4th century. To suppose that on
the morrow of the persecution of Diocletian,

while Maxentius and Constantine were disputing

the possession of the Empire, and while the

services of the Christian Church were still prin-

cipally confined to the Catacombs, music or the

appliances for the performance of music could

have either produced or executed such a work, is

a folly that would need no exposure, even if the

» A cfHlcal edition of the three has been published by Proeko

(Behotts).
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hifitoric clearness of the matter were not wliat

it is. [See Mass, vol. ii. 229, 230.]

In an enumeration of the works of Palestrina,

published during this period of his life, we must
not forget to mention five secular madrigals of

his which Vinoenzo Galilei, father of the astrono-

mer, and a musical virtuoso of no mean order,

set for the lute, and included in a collection of

similar compositions which he published under
the title of ' Fronimo,* through Sooto of Venice,

in 1568, and again in 1584. The secular works
of Palestrina are so few in number that the names
of the madrigals are worth preservation. They are
* Vestiva i colli

'
; ' Cosl le chiome mie' ; ' lo son

ferito, ahi lasso* ;
' Se ben non veggon gli occhi'

;

and * Se tra quail* erbe e fiori.' With the excep-

tion of * lo son ferito,' which is of a very high
order of merit, these madrigals call for no more
especial mention ; nor can they be placed by any
means among his more important works. Only
the two first named have been published in or-

dinary notation. These were printed in 1585.
Baini, however, mentions that he had seen an
antique manuscript of the third and fourth in the

Corsini Library, and had collated this carefully

with the arrangement by Galilei.

Somewhere about the year 1560, Palestrina

had acquired the patronage of the Cardinal

Ippolito d'Este, and for many years subsequently

was treated by him with much kindness. As an
acknowledgement of this he dedicated to this

personage his first regular volume of motetti,

which was published by the Dorici at Rome in

1569. This remarkable volume contains several

works of the very highest class. We may in-

stance those entitled ' Viri Galilaei,* and ' Dum
complerentur,' for six voices. These are perhaps
the best, though hard upon them in merit follow
* O admirabile commercium,* * Senex portabat

puerum.* and * Cum porvenisset beatus Andreas,*

for five voices, and * Solve jubente Deo,' * Vidi
magnam turbam,' and ' O Domine Jesu Christe

adoro te,' for six voices. The rest of the col-

lection, says Baini, though fine, are inferior.

There are two later editions of these, both by
Scoto of Venice, one of 1586, and the other of

1600.

It was in 1570 that he published his third

volume of masses, dedicated to Philip II. It

contains four masses for four voices, entitled

'Spem in altum,* 'Primi toni,' *Brevis,* and
' De Feria'; two for five voices, * Lome arm^,* and
'Repleatur os meum*; and two for six voices,

'De Beata Virgine,* and 'Ut Re Mi Fa,* etc.

Baini will have it that the mass ' Primi Toni

'

was thus technically designated because it was
really founded upon the melody of a well-known
madrigal in the loth novella of Boccaccio's

9th Desameron, 'lo mi son gioVinnetta
* ; and

Palestrina feared that if its origin were avowed
it would come within the meaning of the reso-

lution of the Council of Trent against the

* mescolamento di sagro e profane* in church
music. This supposition is highly improbable

;

for * L'homme arm^ * bears its title boldly enough,
yet it is as directly descended from a secular
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song. Palestrina oomposed this last-mentioned
mass in competition with a number of others that
already existed on the same subject, and he seems
in his treatment of it to have consciously adopted
the Flemish style. It is wonderfully elaborate.
He has gone out of his way to overlay it with
difficulties, and to crowd it with abstrose eru-
dition, apparently from a desire once for all to

beat the Flemings upon their own ground. On
account of its scientific value Zacooni, in 1592,
inserted it in his ' Practica Musicale,' testifying—and his was no mean testimony—that it was
superior to the work of Josquin des Pr& bearing
the same name. He appends a cupful Analysis
of it for the instruction of his readers. [S^e
L'HoMMB Aru4 vol. ii. p. 127.] The mass
called ' Brevis * was directly composed upon one
of Goudimers, called 'Audi i<11ia'; the subject
was probably selected for the purpose of con-
trasting his own method of treatment with those
which it was his destiny and intention to sap-

plant. It is among those which aro best known
and most frequently sung at the present day,
and no more ^vouiable specimen of his pow^s
could well be cited.

We have now completed our survey of the
works of Palestrina down to the date of his re-

appointment to the Vatican. He had accepted
the post from a love for the basilica in whose
service his first fSune had been gained. But he
suffered what to him must have been a serious

loss of income when he left Santa Maria Msg-
giore. For this however he obtained some com-
pensation in his appointment as Maestro di C^>-
pella to the new oratory founded by S. fllippo
Neri, his confessor and intimate friend. But at

no time had Palestrina any large share ofworidly
prosperity. His laigest regular earnings were
during the few years that he held the two offices

of Maestro at Santa Maria, and Compositore to

the Capella Apostolica. The salaries of these two
amounted together to less than thirty scudi per
month, besides certain trivial allowances. We
never hear that he derived any profit from the

sale of his works ; nor, indeed, can it be sup-

posed that at that epoch thero was much money
to be made by musical publications. He gave
lessons for a short period in the school carried on
by Nanini ; but it is not at all likely that he did

so with any other object than to assist his friend,

or that he accepted any payment for his assist-

ance. Throughout the whole course of his career

he only taught seven private pupils, and three of

these were his own sons. The others were An-
nibale Stabile, Andrea Dragone, Adriano Ciprari,

and Giovanni Guidetti It is probable thacefore

that, save for a few exceptional gifts from patrons

and a little temporary employment as Director of

Concerts, he had to subsist upon the very humble
salaries attached to the permanent offices which he
held. In addition to this chronic penury he had to

endure stroke after stroke of the sevanest domes-
tic affliction. His three promising sons, Angelo,

Kidolfo, and Silla, all died one after the other,

just as they had given substantial proo& of their

intellectual inheritanoe of their father's genius

;
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in 1580 his wife died ; and his renudning ion,

Igino, waa a wild and worthless man. Tet
neither poverty nor sorrow oould quench the fire

of his genius, nor oheok the march of his in-

dustry. The years between 157 1 and 1594, when
he died, were to the full as fruitful as those

which had preceded them. And though he him-
self had little to gain in renown, the world has

profited by a productiveness which continued

unabated down to the very month of his death.

No sooner was he reinstated at the Vatican
than he sent a present of two masses, one for

five and the other for six voices, to the Papal
Choir. The subject of the first of these was
taken from one of the motetti in his first volume,
' O Magnimi Mysterium'; that of the other from
the old hymn, 'Yeni Creator 8piritus,' of the

Ldbri Corali. They are in his finest and most
matured manner, and were probably composed
in the year of their presentation. They have
never been printed, but they may be seen in the
Collection of the Vatican. In the following year,

1572, he published at Rome, probably with Ales-

sandro Gardano, his second volimie of motetti.

It is not certain that any copies of this edition

exist, but reprints of it are extant, by Scoto, of
Venice, in 1580 and 1588, and by Gardano, of
Venice, in 1594. It was in this volume that he
included four motetti written by his three sons.

It was dedicated to one of the most persistent

of his friends, the Cardinal Ippolito d'Este, who
died that same year. Among the finest contents

of this volume are 'Derelinquat impius viam
suam,* and ' Canite tub& in Sion,* for five voices,

and 'Jerusalem, dto venlat salus tua,' <Veni
Domine,* ' Sancta et immaculata Vizginitas,' and
' Tu es Petrus,' each for six voices. But beyond
them all for sweetness and tenderness of feeling

is 'Peocantem me quotidie et non me poeni-

tentem timer mens conturbat me, quia in in-

ferno nulla est redemptio ; miserere mei Domine,
et salva me.'

Inferior, on the whole, to its predecessors, was
the third volume of motetti, which he printed
in I575> ^^ ^ dedication to Alfonso 11, Duke
of Ferrara, and cousin to his lost friend the
Cardinal Ippolito. There are, however, certain

brilliant exceptions to the low level of the book ;

notably the motetti for eight voices, which are
finer than any which he had yet written for the
same number of singers, and include the well-

known and magnificent compositions, * Surge il-

luminare Jerusalem,' and ' Hodie Christus natus
est.* Besides the original edition of this work,
by Gardano of Rome, there are no less than four

reprints by Scoto and Grardano of Venice, dated
I575» ^S^if 1589, and 1594 rcHpectively. It forms
vol 3 ofthe complete ecUtion of Messrs. Breitkopf
& H artel, now in course of publication.

In this year, 1575, the year of the Jubilee,

an incident occurred which must have made one
of the brightest passages in the cloudy life of
Paleetrina. Fifteen hundred singers from his

native town, belonging to the two confraternities

of the Crucifix and the Sacrament, came to

Borne* They had divided tiiemselves into three
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choroses. Priestly laymen^ boys and ladies went
to fbrm their ommpmiiw ; and theymade a solemn
entiy into the dty, singing the music of their

iownfeman, with its great creator conducting it at
their head.

In the following year, Gregoiy XIII com-
missioned Palestriua to revise the 'Graduale'
and the <Antifonario ' of the Latin Church. This
was a work of great and somewhat thankless
labour. It involved little more than compila-
tion and rearrangement, and on it all the finer

qualities of his genius were altogether thrown
away. Uncongenial however as it was, Pales-

triua, with unwavering devotion to his art, and
to the Church to which he had so absolutely

devoted both himself and it, undertook the task.

Well aware of its extent, he called to his aid his

fihvourite pupil, Guidetti, and entrusted to him
the correction of the 'Antifonario.' Guidetti car-

ried this part of the work through under the
supervision of his master, and it was published
at Rome in 1582 under the title < Directorium
Chori' [See Guidetti ; vol. i. p. 639 a.] The
'Graduale,' whidh Palestrina had reserved to

himself, he never completed. There is a limit

to the perseverance of Uie most persevering ; and
the most loving of churchmen and the most fidth-

ful of artists fell back here. He seems to have
finished a first instalment, but the rest he left

less than half done, and the whole was found
after his death among his abandoned manuscripts.

His mean son, Igino, who survived him, on finding

it among his papers, got some inferior musician to

finish it, and then contracted to sell it to a care-

less printer for 2500 scudi, as the sole and genuine
work of his &ther. The purchaser had just cau-

tion enough to send l^e MS. for the revision and
approval of the Vatican Chapter. The fraud was
thus discovered, and the result was a lawsuit,

which terminated in the abrogation of the con-

tract, and the consignment of the manuscript to

a convenient oblivion.

The loss of his patron Ippolito d'Este was to

some extent made up to Palestrina by the kind-

ness of Giaoomo Buoncompagni, nephew' of

Gregory XIII, who came to Rome in 1580, to

receive nobility at the hands of his relative. He
was a great lover of music, and proceeded at

once to organise a series of concerts, under the

direction of Palestrina. To him Palestrina dedi-

cated a volume of twenty-six madrigals for five

voices. Eight of these were composed upon
Petrarch's * Canzoni ' to the Virgin Mary ; the

rest were set to miscellaneous sacred words. The
publication of these was followed by that of an-

other volume of motetti for four voices only.

Several editions of both works are extant. The
madrigals call for no comment ; but the volume
of motetti is unusually beautiful. They were
probably composed in the year of their publi-

cation, during the first force of his grief for the

loss of Lucrezia ; and to this the intensity of

their pathos and the choice of the words to which

they are written may be ascribed. * Supra flu-

mina Babylonis, illic sedimus et flevimus, dum
< Or«0B.
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r<xx>rdaremur tui, Sion; in saliciboB in medio
ejus suspendimuB organa nostra,' which are the
words of the finest of them all, may well have
represented to himself the heart-broken composer
mourning by the banks of the Tiber £cir the lost

wife whom he had loved so long.

Upon these, in 1562, followed the fomth in

the series of masses for four and five voices,

a volume by no means remarkable, save that it

was written and dedicated to Gr^fory at his own
request. Palestrina seems to have been aware
of its inferiority, and to have resolved to present

the Pontiff with something more worthy of them
both. He accordingly conceived the idea of com-
posing a series of motetti to words chosen from
the Song of Solomon. The execution of these,

with the doubtful exception of the Great Mass,
was the happiest effort of his genius. In them
all his critics and biographers unite to say that

he surpassed himselt Fluked with the glorious

sense of his success, he carried the book, when
oompleted, in person to Gregory, and laid it at

the foot of his chair. It was printed by Gardano
in 1584, but so great was its renown that in less

than sixty years from the date of its composition

it had passed through ten fresh editions at the

hands of some half-a-dozen different publishers.

Palestrina had now arrived at the last decade
of his life. In it we can trace no diminution
of his industry, no relaxation in the fibre or fire

of his genius. In 1584 he published, and dedi-

cated to Andrea Battore, nephew of Stephen,

King of Poland, who had b^n created a Car-

dinal, his fifth volume of motetti for five voices.

It is a volume of unequal merit, but it contains

one or two of the rarest examples of the master.

Such especially are those entitled ' Peccavi, quid
faciam tibi, oh custos hominum,* 'Peccavimus
cum patribus nostris,* and 'Paudtes dierum
meorum finietur brevi.* Baini admired these

so extravagantly as to say that in writing them
Palestrina must have made up his mind to con-

sider himself the simple amanuensis of God

!

There are four different editions of this work by
Scoto of Venice, and the two by the Grardani of

Venice and Rome. To the sacred motetti of

this volume are prefixed two secular pieces,

written to some Latin elegiac verses, in honour
of Prince Battore and his uncle. The style of

these is light and courtly ; rather fit, says Baini,

for instruments than the voice ; and the rhythm
has a smack of the ballo. In the third edition

of these motetti, Gardano of Venice published

a posthumous motetto, 'Opem nobis, o Thoma,
porrige,* in order to sell his book the better.

Palestrina had intended to dedicate the last-

mentioned volume to the Pope ; but the arrival of

Battore, and his kindness to him, made him change
his mind. In order however to atone for such

a diversion of homage, he sent to Gregory three

masses for six voices. Of these the two first were
founded on the subjects of his motets 'Viri

Galilaei * and ' Dum complerentur.* They had all

the beauties of the earlier works, with the result

of the maturity of the author's genius and ex-

perience BupextMlded, The thinl, 'Te Deum
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laudamus,* Baini states to be rather heavy,
partly owing, perhaps, to the ' character of the
key' in which it is written, but more, probab y,
from too servile an adherence to the form of an
old Amhroeian hymn on which it is founded.
About this time we notice traces of a papular

desire to get hold of the lighter pieces of Pal^-
trina. Francesco Landoni possessed hims^ for

instance, of copies of the two madrigals, * Vestiva
i colli,' and * Cosl le chiome mie,' which Vinoenzo
Galilei had arranged for the lute. He printed
them in a miscellaneous volume, entitled
' Spoglia Amorosa,' through Scoto of Venice, in

1585. Gardano ofg-MHertW), published a col

lection of madrigalsby sundxy composers, under
the name of * Bold Affeti' Among these there

was one of Palestrina's to the words

—

Oh bella Ninfa mis, ch' al fuoco spento
Bendi le flamme, anzi riacaldi 11 gelo, etc

;

and two or three other stray pieces of his were
published in like manner about the same time.

In April 1585 Gregory died, and was suc-

ceeded by Sixtus V. Palestrina made somewhat
too much haste to pay his homage to the new
Pontiff. A motetto and a mass—each entitled

'Tu es pastor ovium'—which he sent to him
were so hurriedly composed that on the perform-
ance of the mass on Trinity Sunday, Sixtu«

said a little bluntly, *H Pierluigi ha dimendicato
la Messa di Papa ^arcelli ed i Motetti della

Cantica.' These regrettable productions woud
have been well lost to sight but for the reckle»
brutality of Igino, who looking only to what
money they would fetch, published them after

his father's death with a bold-faced inscription to

Clement VUI. Palestrina atoned for his misdeed
by writing forthwith the beautiful mass, 'As-
sumpta est Maria in Coelum.' This masterpiece
he had just time to get printed off withont date

or publisher's name—there was no time to make
written copies of it—before the feast of the

Assumption. It was performed before Sixtus in

Santa Maria Maggiore on that day (Aug. 15).

The delight of the Pontiff was unbounded ; but

his goodwill took a form which led to the last

unpleasant occurrence in Palestrina's life. It

will be remembered that he had for many years

held the position of Composer to the ApoetoUc
Chapel. The Pope now conceived the idea of

investing him with the title and duties ofMaestro.
He commissioned Antonio Boccapadule, the ac-

tual Maestro, to bring about the change. At first

sight this seems a strange sdection of an agent

;

for it was Boccapadule who of all others would
have to suffer by his own success. It is ofoouzse

possible that a promise ofsome higher meferment
may have purchased his assistance. Be thAt as

it may, he seems to have set to work with a wiU.

Taking Tommaso Benigni, one of the junior

singers, into his confidence, he employed him to

sound his brethren. Benigni in a short time an-

nounced that there was a respectable number of

the coUege who favoured the rope's views. The
event proved that Benigni dther misled his em-

ployer, or was himself puipoeely deceived by

those to whom he spoke^ or dae that he augured
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too freely from one or two stray expressions of

half-goodwilL In any case, his report was so

encouraging that Boccapadule called a meeting
of the college, at which he broached the subject.

He was astonished to find an opposition so

strong, and expressed wi^h so much warmth,
that he not only desisted, but to shield himself

he disingenuously laid the whole responsibility

of his overtures upon Palestrina. The singers

probably knew better than either to belieye or

to pretend to disbelieve him. But they gave
vent to their displeasure by imposing a fine upon
the unfortunate Benigni. At a subsequent meet-

ing Boccapadule, remorseful that his emissary

should be made a scapegoat, begged him off, tell-

ing his comrades that they had not possessed

themselves of the true story. Benigni was ao*

oordingly excused his fine; but the Pope, who
had become highly incensed at the independent
action of his choir, was not appeased by their

clemency. He immediately struck off the list of

singers four of the more prominent members of

the opposition. Two of these he subsequently
restored ; but the other two remained permanent
victims to their expression of a jealousy the

vitality of which was a disgrace, not only to

themselves, but to the whole body to which they
belonged. Palestrina, in order to show a generous
content with his old position of Compositore to

the choir, immediately dowered it with three

new masses, two for five voices and another for

' six ; and so drew honour upon himself by an act

of courtesy to those by whom a well-deserved

honour had been so churlishly denied to him.
In the same year, 1586, he paid to Cesare

Colonna, Prince of Palestrina, the homage of a
dedication. It was of his second volume of

nuidrigals for four voices. Some of these are

the b^t of his secular works. Not so is his con-

tribution to a volimie of sonnets by Zuccarini,

written in honour of the marriage of Francesco
de' Medici and Bianca Cappello, and put to music
by different composers. Whether or not he set

himself deliberately to write down to the level of
the poetaster's words, as Baini suggests, or

whether, as was natimJ, they only failed to

inspire him, it is not worth while to enquire.

The fact is sufficient that Zuccarini and the
occasion got all that they deserved but no more.
From this time to his death the materials for

his biography resolve themselves into a catalogue
of publications and dedications. In 1587 and
1588, in answer to the persistent solicitations of
^tus y, who had tired of the Lamentazioni of
Garpentrasso, he wrote a series of three to take
their place in the services of the Holy Week.
[See Laxentations, vol. ii. p. 86.] In 1589
he arranged a harmonised version of the Latin
Hymnal for the whole year. This work was
also undertaken at the instance of Sixtus. Ite

utility was interrupted for a time when in 1631
Urban VIII had the words of the Hymnal
revised and reduced to correct Latin and metrical
exactness. This reform, by no means unneeded,

1 '8«)T«Begfaift.* ud'O ncnm oomrlrittm.' both for 6b ud'Icot
«fO JoMoes ' for 6 ToioM.

VOL.11. PT. la.
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dislocated altogether the setting of Palestrina.

Urban therefore ordered his music to be re-

arranged in its turn to fit the amended words.

This was done by Naldini, Ceccarelli, Laudi, and
Allegri, and a new edition of the words and
music together was published at Antwerp in

1644. [See Htxn, vol. i. p. 7606.]

Palestkiha IJX 1573.

While the Hymnal was yet in type Sixtus

died. He was succeeded by Urban VII, who
only reigned thirteen days. Urban*s successor

was Gregory XIV, to whom Palestrina straight-

way inscribed a volume containing fifteen motetti

for six and eight voices, a sequenza—the Magni-
ficat—and a setting of the 'Stabat Mater* both

for eight voices. This book, otherwise excellent,

is marred by the presence of an early production,

the seventh of the motetti for six voices, 'Tra-

dent enim vos,* which is unworthy of his old

age, being cramped and strained by the leading-

strings of Goudimel. The motetti for eight

Yoices are also all inferior. One of them, named
'£t ambulabunt gentes in lumine tuo* is in-

tended unworthily to form the and part of that

named 'Surge, illuminare Jerusalem* in the

volume dedicated to the Duke of Ferrara. The
Magnificat is also below the average of his

work. But the true redeeming feature of the

book is the * Stabat Mater.* Dr. Bumey*s admira-

tion of this was limitless. He obtained a sight

and copy of it through the celebrated singer

SantarelU, and had it printed in England along

with the rest of the music for the Holy Week
used in the Cappella Apostolica. It has been

often reprinted and has very recently been edited,

with marks of expression etc., by no less a person

than Richard Wagner. The rest of this volume
remains in the Vatican collection, and has within

a few years been printed for the first time in full

as Yol. 6 of the edition of Breitkopf &, Hartel.

Old as Palestrina now was, work followed work
during the last years of his life. In 1591 he

sent his fifth volume of masses to William V,

Duke of Bavaria; it contains amongst others

the two entitled 'iEtema Christi munera' and

Tt
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* Iste Confessor/ which are very widely known in

modem times. In the same year he wrote and
dedicated to Gregory XIV a book containing

sixteen arrangements of the ' Magnificat.' Eight
of these were upon the first, third, fifth, seventh,

and ninth, and eight upon the alternate verses of

the canticle. The second of them especially took

the f&ncy of Dr. Bumey, who gives it very high

praise. In 1593. to Antonio Abbot of Baume in

tranche CSomt^, who had taken refuge in Rome
during the troubles in France and Germany, he
dedicated a series* of ' OflTertoria,' for five voices,

for the whole year. Baini and Burhey both join

in extolling these; Bumey especially selecting

the first of the second portion (' Exaltabo te

Domine ') to illustrate the superiority of Pales-

trina over all other ecclesiastical composers. In
the same year too he published a volimie of
* Litanies,' for four voices, and his sixth volume
of Masses for four and five voices, which he dedi-

cated to Cardinal Aldobrandini who had made
him director of his concerts. But the end of

this indefatigable life was at hand. In January

1594 he issued his last publication. It was a
collection of thirty ' Madrigali spirituali,' for five

voices, in honour of the Virgin, dedicated to the

young Grand-Duchess of Tuscany, wife of Fer-

dinand de* Medici. Of this volume Baini says

that it is in the true style of his motetti on the
Song of Solomon; and Dr. Bumey once more
echoes the praises of his Italian biographer.

He had also beg^n to print his seventh volume
of masses to be dedicated to Clement YIII, the

last of the Popes who had the honour of be-

friending him. But while the work was still in

the press he was seized with a pleurisy, against

the acuteness of which his septuagenarian con-

stitution had no power to contend. He took
to his bed on January 36, 1594, and died on
February 2. When he felt his end approaching
he sent for Filippo Neri, his friend, admirer,

counsellor, and confessor of many years, and
for Iglno, the sole and wretched inheritor of
his name. As the saint and the scapegrace

stood by his bed, he said simply to the latter,

'My son, I leave behind me many of my
works still unpublished ; but thanks to the gene-
rosity of my benefeu^rs, the Abbot of Baume,
the Cardinal Aldobrandini, and Ferdinand the
Grand Duke of Tuscany, I leave with them
money enough to get them printed. I charge
you to see this done with all speed, to the glory

of the Most Hi^h Grod, and for the worship of
His holy temple. He then dismissed him with
a blessing which he had not merited, and spent

the remaining twenty-four hours of his life in the

company of the saintly Neri. It was in his arms
that he breathed his last, true, even upon the
brink of death, to that sjrmpathy with piety and
purity which had drawn him during half a
century to devote to their illustration and
furtherance all the beauties of his fancy and
all the resources of his learning.

1 Divided into two part*, the first containing 40 Oflmrtories. from
Acbrent Sunday to the 10th Sunday after Teutecost ; th« Becuad 2£^
fur the rast of the ecclesiattical year.
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The foregoing account will have prepared the
reader for the immense number of Palestrina's

works. The list appended to the prospectus of
the complete critical edition' of Messrs. Breit-

kopf & Hartel contains 93 Masses, of which la
have never yet been printed. Of these, 59 are
for 4 voices, 28 for 5, 21 for 6, and 5 for 8
voices. In addition to these there are 63 motets
for 4 voices, 52 for 5, 1 1 for 6, 2 for 7, 47 for 8,

and 4 for 1 2 voices. A large numW of these

have a seoond part of equal length with the

first; The Hymns for the whole year, for 4
voices, are 45 in number ; and the Offertoriei*

for 5 voices, are 68. Of Lamentatious for 4, 5,
and 6 voices, 3 books are announced ; of Litanies

for 4 and 6 voices, 3 books ; of Magnificats for

4, 5, 6, and 8 voices, a books ; of Madrigals for

4 voices, with Rioercari, a books ; and of Madri-
gals for 5 voices, a books.

Alfieri's edition, forming pnrt of his Raoccdta
di Musica Sacra (lithographed, in lai^e folio, at

Rome) is in 7 vols.—vol. i. 9 Masses ; voL ii.

Motets for 5 voices ; vol. iii. Hymni totius anni;

vol. iv. Lamentations, 3 books ; vol. v. OfiPertoria

totius anni ; vol. vi. Motets for 6, 7, and 8 voices

;

voL vii. Motets and Magnificats.

The Musica Divina of Proske and Postet
contains 9 Masses (including ' Assumpta,' 'Tu
es Petrus,' *Dura complerentur '), 19 motets,
I Magnificat, 4 Hymns, 3 Lamentations, i Mise-
rere, I Improperia, i Benedictus, and i Litany.
[See vol. ii. p. 411.]—5 Masses and 20 Motets,
edited by Lafage, are published in 8vo. by
Launer of Paris.—A large volume, edited by
J. M. Capes and publish^ by Novello in 1847
contains 4 Masses, 3 Lamentations, 3 Chants, 5
Motets, and a Hymns.—The volumes of the
Motett Society contain 15 motets, with English
words. [See Motett Sooiett, vol. ii. p. 376.]—
Numerous pieces are included in the Collections

of Choron, Hnllah, the Prince de la Moskowa,
Rochlitz, Schlesinger, and others.

The materials for this article have been de-

rived from the Histories ofBumey and Hawkins;
F^tis*s 'Biographic des Musidens*; but espe-

cially from Baini's 'Memorie storioo-critiche

della vita e dell' opere di Giovanni Pierluigi da
Palestrina,' ete. (2 vols. 4to, Rome, 1828), with
the useful r^um^ of Kandler and Kiesewetter
(Leipzig 1834). The head of Palestrina given

on the preceding page—the only contemporary
portrait known—is an exact facsimile of a portion

of the frontispiece of his 'Fifst book of Masses'
(Rome, 1572), representing the great musician
handing his book to the Pope, engraved firom the

copy of that work in the British Museum.
The characteristics of Palestrina's music, and

its relations to his predecessors and successors, will

be examined under the head of School. [E.H.P.]

3 The publication of this edition was begun In 1M2, with arolune c4

6-part motets edited byTh. von Witt, and 6 voIunMS were pabwrd
at intenraU. But in January 1879 a complete systematic Pros^ctos
was issued by the Arm, and the work is now procepdlng witb viffotxr.

It will be a noble monument to the enterprise and accarary of (be

house which has published the complete editions of Beethoren,

Mendelssohn, and Mozart, and the roagnifleent series of the BkI>

and Handel Societies.
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PALFFY, Count Ferdinand von EbdOd, an
enthusiastic amateur, bom at Vienna, Feb. i,

1774, died there Feb. 4. 1840. He was one of the

committee of noblemen,^ who bought the Theatre
an-der-Wien from Baron von Braun in 1807,

and leased the two court theatres. When
they quarrelled and parted, Palfiy took on the

theatre, and became his own manager, dur-

ing the most brilliant period of its career. He
also founded the dramatic benefit-fund which
bears his name, and is still in existence. He
engaged first-rate singers, and gave performances

of a high order of merit, but the expenses were
ruinous, and heavy losses obliged him to relinquish

the undertaking at the dose of 182 1. He asso-

ciated a good deal with Beethoven, who was wont
however to speak with scant courtesy of Palify

and his opinion on matters of art. [C. F. P.J

PALOTTA, Mattbo, called II Panormitano,

from his birthplace Palermo, studied in the Con-
servatorio San Onofrio at Naples, apparently at

the same time as Pergolesi. On his return to

Palermo he passed the necessary examinations,

and was ordained secular priest. He then devoted

himselfwith greatardour tostudies in part-writing

and counterpoint, and produced a valuable work
' Gregoriani cantus enucleata praxis et cognitio

*

being a treatise on Guido d'Arezzo's Sohnisation,

and an instruct!on-book in the church-tones. It

has been supposed that the Emperor Charles

VI invited Palotta to Vienna as Capellmeister,

but Palotta himself applied to the Emperor in

1733, asking for the post ofComposer ofa cappdla
music. The then Court-capellmeister wannly re-

commended him, and he was appointed one of

the court-composers with a salary of 400 florins

on Feb. 25, 1733, was dismissed in 1741, and rein-

stated in 1 749. He died in Vienna on March 28,

1758, aged 70. The libraries of the Court-chapel

and the Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde possess a
number of his masses in 4 to 8 parts, motets, etc.,

all written in a pure and elevated church style,

the parts moving easily and naturally in spite of

their elaborate counterpoint. In many points they
recall Caldara. One special feature in Palotta s

music is the free development of the chief subject,

and the skilful way in which he combines it with
the counter-subjects. [C. F. P.]

PAMMELIA. The first collection of Canons,

Bounds, and Catches, published in this country.

It was issued in 1609, under the editorship of

Thomas Ravenscroft, with the title of *Pam-
melia. Mvsicks Miscellanie. Or, Mixed Varietie

of Pleasant Roundelayes, and delightfull Catches,

of 3. 4. 5- 6. 7. 8. 9. 10 Parts in one. Never so

ordinarie as muslcall, none so musical, as not to

all very pleasing and acceptable.* It contains

100 compositions, many of considerable antiquity,

several of which are still well known and have
been reprinted in modem publications, amongst
them *Heyhoe to the green wood,* 'All in to

service,* *Now kiss the cup, cousin,* * Joan, come
kiss me now,* 'There lies a pudding,* 'Jack boy,

1 HIa usoHates In the onderUklngr were Prince Lobkowitc. Count
Loilron. Count Zichj. Count Ferdlnuid £fterh«i]r, and Prince Mcho-
1m EMlethaij, preildentk
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ho boy^ (alluded to in Shakspere*s 'Taming of

the Shrew*), * Banbury Ale,* 'Now Robin lend to

me thy bow,* and 'Let*s have a peal for John
Cook*s soul.' A second edition appeared in 161 8.

A second part was issued, also in 1609, under
the title of 'Deuteromelia : or. The Second part

of Musicks melodic, or melodius Musicke of

Pleasant Boundelaies ; K. H. mirth, or Freemens
Songs and such delightfull Catches. Qui Canere
potest aanat. Catch that catch can. Vt Mel
Ost sic Cor melos affi^eit A reficit* This contains

31 compositions, viz. 7 Freemen's Songs for 3,

and 7 for 4 voices, and 8 rounds or catches for 3,

and 9 for 4 voices. Of the Freemen's Songs the
following are still well known ; *As it fell on a
holy day' (John Dory), 'We be soldiers three,*

'We be three poor nuuiners,' 'Of all the birds,'

and ' Who liveth so merry in all this land
'

; and
of the catches, 'Hold thy peace, thou knave*

(directed to be sung in Sliakspere*s 'Twelfth

Night') and *Mault's oome down.' No com-
poser'snames are given in either part. [W.H. H.]

PANDEAN PIPE (Fr. FlUte de Pan ; Ger.

Syrifue). A simple instrument, of many forms

and materials, which is probably the oldest and
the most widely disseminated of any. It is

thought to be identical with the Ugab, the first

wind-instrument mentioned in the Bible (Gen.

iv. 21, and Psalm cl.)f in the former of these

?assage8 translated 'organ,* in the latter, 'pipe.*

t was well known to the Greeks under the

name of Byrinx, being made with from three to

nine tubes,' but usually with seven, a number
which is also mentioned by Virgil.' It is

depicted in a MS. of the nth century pre-

served in the Bibliothbque Royale of Paris, and
is probably the fresteU^ frHd or frHiau, of the

Mendtriers in the 12th and 13th centuries. It

is known in China as Koan-tfee, with twelve

tubes of bamboo; was used by the Peruvians

under the name of huayra-puhurOf being made
of cane, and also of a greenish steatite or soap-

stone. Of the former material is a fine speci-

men now in the British Museum,* consisting

of fourteen reed pipes of a brownish colour tied

together with thread in two rows, so as to

form a double set of seven reeds. Both sets are

of almost exactly the same dimensions, and are

placed side bv side, the shortest measuring 3,

the longest 6| inches. One set is open at the

bottom, the other closed, in consequence of which
arrangement octaves are produced. The scale is

pentatonic.

The soapstone instrument is even more re-

markable. It measures 5f inches high by 6J wide,

and contains eight pipes bored from the solid

block, and quaintly ornamented. Four of the

tubes have small lateral finger-holes, which, when
closed, lower the pitch a semitone. Thus twelve

notes in all can be produced. The scale is pecu-

liar and perhaps arbitrary ; or the holes may have

served for certain modes, of the use of which by

t Theocritus. IdjU Ix.

a 'Est mihl dtaparibos Mpt«in oompacta doutis FiatuU.'

4 See Cat»lofne of Instruments In Bouth Kensington Museum, by

C. Sngel, p. 66, for a woddcut of this specimen.

Tt2
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the PeruvianB there is evidence in Gardlaaao de
la Vega and other historians.

A modem Roumanian specimen, containing

twenty-five tubes arranged in a curve, is in the

South Kensington Museum; the longest pipes

over 12 inches in length.

There is an excellent and well preserved ex-

ample in a bas-relief from the Abbey of St.

George de Boecherville, Normandy, of nth cen-

tury date, which is figured in Mr. Engel's excel-

lent work above quoted.

The Pandean Pipe is theoretically a series of

stopped tubes blown from the edge of the upper,

ana, in this case, the only orifice, as already de-

scribed under Flutb. One note and occasional

harmonics are usually produced from each tube,

the scale being diatenic, and of variable extent

according to the skill and convenience of the

performer. At the present day it is rarely heard
except as an accompaniment to the diama of

Punch and Judy, and is commonly termed the

'mouth-organ.* It is enclosed in a leather or

paper case which is pushed into the open waist-

coat of the player, the different parts ofthe scale

being reached by rotation of the head. The
quality of the tone is reedy and peculiar, some-
what veiled from the absence of harmonics of

even numbers, it being a stopped pipe, of which,
however, the first harmonic on the twelfth, and
not the fundamental tone, is habitually sounded.
In this respect and in its quality it closely resem-
bles the ' Harmonic flute stop of the organ.

It had a temporary popularity in this country
at the commencement of the present century,

when itinerant parties ofmusicians, termingthem-
selves Pandeans, went about the country, and gave
performances. * The lowest set of reeds (the 'sep-

tem discriniina vocum* of Virgil), says a writer

in 1 82 1, is called the contra basso or double base

;

the next fagotto, or bassoon ; the third septenary

is the tenor or second treble ; and the fourth or

highest range of pipes, the first treble ; so that

in the aggregate there is a complete scale of four

octaves, and they can play in three or four parts.

The reeds or pipes are fastened under the chin

of the performer, and the lip runs from one to

the other with seeming facility, without moving
the instrument by manual ^ assistance.

' A company of them was introduced at Vaux-
hall Gardens a few years ago, and since that they

are common enough in the streets of London. It

is to be observed that some of the performers,

particularly the first treble, have more than seven
pipes, which enables them to extend the melody
beyond the septenary.' (Encyclop. Londinensis,

i8ai.)

A tutor for this instrument was published in

1807, entitled *The Complete Preceptor for

Davies^s new invented Syrrynx {sic) or patent

Pandean Harmonica, containing tunes and
military pieces in one, two, three, and four parts.*

The writer states that * by making his instru-

ment of glass he gains many advantages over the

common reed, the tone being inconceivably more

t *Kt rapn oalsmos onco percurrsra Ubro.' Luoretloa. This Una
clavrly Indlofttas Um Idmtltr of ih* Instnunent.
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brilliant and sonorous.* The scale given com-
mences on A below the treble stave, rising by
fifteen intervals to the A above the same stave.
The C is indicated as the key-note, which is

marked as such. The instrument appears to
have been susceptible of Double-tongueing like
the Fldte. [W.H.S.]

PANDORAorPANDORE. A Citheroflarger
dimensions than the Obphsobeon. [A.J. H.]

PANNY, Joseph, son of the schoolmaster of
Kolmitzbeiv, Austria ; bom Oct. 23, 1 794 ; was
well grounaed in music and the violin by his
father, and at length obtained the means ofpUo
ing himself under Eybler at Vienna. Here his
talent and his progress were remarkable ; Paga*
nini selected him to compose a scena for violin

and orchestra, and played it at his farewell con-
cert in 1828. Panny wandered through North
Germany, playing, teaching, conducting, as he
found opportunity, and at length settled in
Mayence, married, and founded a school for

vocal and instrumental music, among the pupils

at which was our own countryman Peabsall.
Panny died Sept. 7, 1838. [G.]

PANOFKA, Hkinbich, bom Oct. 1, 1807, at
Breslau. His early life was ^ struggle between
duty in the shape of the law, and inclination in

that of music. Music at length prevailed, his

father consented to his wishes, and at the age
of 1 7 he quitted the College of Breslau and put
himself under Mayseder for the violin, and HofiT*

mann for composition, both at Vienna. He re-

mained with them studying hard for three years.

In 1827 he gave his first concert. In 1829 he
left Vienna for Munich, and thence went to

Berlin. In 1831 his fiither died, and Panofka
came into his patrimony. After some length-

ened travelling he settled at Paris in 1834 '^ '^

violin-player. After a time he turned his atten-

tion to singing, and in conjunction with Bor-
dogni founded in 1843 an * Academic de chant.*

In 44 he Ciime to London, and in 47 (Jenny
Lind's year) was engaged by Mr. Lumley as one
of his assistants at Her Majest^*s Theatre. The
Revolution of 1848 fixed him here; he pub-
lished a 'Practical Singing Tutor,' and was
widely known as a teacher. In 1852 he returned

to Paris, where he is still residing. His principal

works are ' L'Art de chanter* (op. 81) ; * L'£cx>le

de Chant,' of which a new edition has very
lately appeared ; 24 Vocalises progressives (op.

85) ; Ab^c^daire vocal (2nd ed.) ; 13 Vocalises

d'artiste (op. 86) ;—all published by Brandus.
He has translated Baillot's 'Nouvelle M^thode*
for the violin into German. Panofka has also

published many works, violin and piano, and
violin and orchestra, but it is not necessary to

give these. [G.]

PANSERON, AuousTE, bom in Paris April

26, 1796, received his first instruction in music

from his father, a musician, who scored many
of Gretry*s operas for him. He entered the

Conservatoire as a child, passed successfnlly

through the course, and, after studying harmony
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ftnd composition with Berton and Gossec, ended
by carrying offthe 'Grand prix de Rome' (1813). I

He made good use of his time in Italy, took les-

sons in counterpoint and fugue from the Abb^
Mattei, at Bologna, and studied especially the
art of singing, and the style of the old Italian

masters. After travelling in Austria and Ger^
many, and even reaching St. Petersburg, he re-

tamed to Paris, and became a teacher. Shortly
afterwards he was appointed ' accompagnateur

*

to the Op^ra Comique, a position which enabled
him to produce two small one-act pieces long
since forgotten. He does not appear to have
possessed the necessary qualities for success on
the stage, but he had a real gift of tune, and this

flecured great popularity for a number of French
romances composed between 1825 and 40, melo-
dious, well written for the voice, easily remem-
bered, and often pleasing or even more; but
marred by too much pretension. The merits of
such sentimental trifles as these would scarcely

have earned Panseron a European fame, if it

had not been for his didactic works. His wide
experienoe during his professorships at the Con-
servatoire—solfeggio, 1826; vocalisation, Sept.

1831 ; and singing, Jan. 183I5—taught him the
requirements of pupils, and how those require-

ments can best be met. His works are thus of
value from an educational point of view, and we
give a complete list, classified under the various
heads.

PANTOMIME. eis

for jtmog tenor or soprano) : 12
Special studies with IS Exerdsec
for soprano or t«nor : 13 £zerctsaa
and 'ij da for 2 sopranos ; Method
of tinging for low t«nor, baritone,
or contralto ; 9B Exercises and 25
Progressire do. for bass, baritone,

or contralto; 12 Special studies,

with 12 Bzerdses for bass, bari-
tone, or contralto ; Complete me-
thod for mezzo soprano : IS Izer-
clses for mezzo soprano, and 25
easy and projtre^sive do.

5. On the art of composition—

A

Practical Treatise on harmony
and modulation ; with CO ezercises

on figured basses and 70 on un->

figured do., and a course of lec-

ture* on writing a bass to a given
meliKlr. The art of modulating
on the violin.

1. FrogressfTe KlfeggloB for

•Ingle Tolcu—*A B. G musical':
Continuation of do. ;' 8olf6ge for

mezzo soprano ; Do. In P. lowtenor
and baritone ; Da for contralto

;

Do. for artists ; Do. with changing
cleb; 98 Eierdses on changing
deb ; Do., da. dltteolt

2. Progressive solfeggi for sereral

olcee—Primary manual, for 2 and
8 voices ; Bolf^ for 2 voices

;

Progressive da for bass and bari-

tone ; Do. conoertante for 2. 3, and
4 voices ; Da d'ensemble for 2, S.

and 4 voices ; Solf^ k doe with
changing clefs.

9l Do. for instrumental per-

formers—Do. for Pianists ; Do. for

Violin players.

4. On the art of ainglnr-lfethod
for soprano and tenor, In 2 parts

;

Appendix to da (25 easy ezercises

Panseron also composed 3 masses for 3 treble

voices, and a ' Mois de Marie' containing motets
and cantiques for i, 2, and 3 voices. This pains-

taking musician, who was kind and amiable in

private life, and possessed as much ability as

learning, died in Paris, July 29, 1859. [G.C.]

PANTALEON or PANTALON. A very
large Ddlcimkb invented and played upon in

the early part of the last century by Pantaloon
Hebenstreit, whose name was transferred to the
instrument by Louis XIV. The name was also

given in Germany to horizontal pianofortes with
the hammers striking downwards. [A.J.H.]

PANTHEON. A building in Oxford Street,

erected in 1770-71 firom the designs of James
Wyatt, at a cost of £60,000, for masquerades,
concerts, balls, etc., and as ' a Winter Banelagh.*

It occupied a large space of ground, and besides

the principal entrance in Oxford Street there

were entrances in Poland Street and Great Marl-
borough Street. The interior contained a large

rotunda and fourteen other rooms most splendidly

decorated ; the niches in the rotunda being filled

with white porphyry statues of the heathen
deities, Britannia, George III, and Queen Char-
lotte. The building was opened for the first

time Jan. 26, 1773. For some years it proved a
formidable rival to the Italian Opera, as the pro-

prietors always provided the best performers. In
1 775 the famous songstress, Agujari, was engaged,
who was succeeded, a few years later, by the
equally-famed Giorgi, afterwards Banti. In
1 783 a masquerade took place in celebration of
the coming of age of the Prince of Wales, after-

wards George IV. The second concert of the Com-
memoration of Handel was given here. May 27,

1784, the place being speciaJly fitted up for the

occasion. Later in the same year the balloon in

which Lunardi had made his first successful

ascent from the Artillery Ground was exhibited.

The King's Theatre having been burnt down in

1 788, the Pantheon was fitted up as a theatre and
opened for the performanoe of Italian operas,

Feb. 17, 1 791. On Jan. 14, 1792, the theatre

was destroyed by fire. In 1 795 the interior of

the building was re-oonstructed for its original

purpose and opened in April with a masquerade,
but it met with little success, and in 181 3 was
again converted into a theatre, and opened Feb.

17, with a strong company, principally composed
of seceders from the King's Theatre, for the per-

formance of Italian operas. The speculation

however failed, and the theatre closed on
March 19. In the following year (July 33,

1 81 3) an attempt was made to open it as an
English opera house, but informations being
laid against the manager and performers, at

the instance of the Lord Chamberlain, for per-

forming in an unlicensed building, and heavy
penalties inflicted (although not exacted), the

speculation was abandoned. Subsequent efforts

to obtain a license failed, and in Oct. 1814 the

whole of the scenery, dresses, properties, and
internal fittings were sold under a distress for

rent, and the building remained dismantled and
deserted for nearly 30 years. In 1834 the in-

terior was re-constructed by Sydney Smirke, at a
cost of between £30,000 and £40,000, and opened
as a bazaar; part being devoted to the sale of

paintings, and the back part, entered from Great
Marlborough Street, fitted up as a conservatory

for the sale of flowers and foreign birds. The
bazaar in its turn gave way. and early in 1867
the premises were transferred to Messrs. Gilbey,

the well-known wine-merchants, by whom they
are still occupied. During all the vicissitudes of

the building Wyatt's original fix)nt in Oxford
Street has remained unaltered. [W.H.H.]

PANTOMIME (Gr. 'An imitation of every-

thing*). A kind of dramatic entertainment in

whidi the performers express themselves by
gestures to the accompaniment of music, and
which may be called a prose ballet. It has

been in use among Oriental nations from very

ancient times. The Greeks introduced pan-
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tomime into their choruses, some of the per-

formers gesticulating, accompanied by music,

whilst others sang. The Romans had entire

dramatic representations consisting of dancing
and gesticulation only, and some of their per-

formers attained high excellence in the art.

A mixture of pantomime and dancing consti-

tuted the modem ballet faction, so long an
appendage to the Italian opera. The enter-

tainment commonly known in this country as

a Pantomime was introduced about 1715 at

Lincoln*s Inn Fields Theatre by John Rich, who
himself, under the name of Lun, performed the

character of Harlequin in a style which extorted

the admiration of those who most disapproved of

the class of piece. His pantomimes were origin-

ally musical masques, usually upon some classical

mythological subject, between the scenes of

which harlequinade scenes were introduced, the

two parte having no connection. The music for

the majority of them was composed by J. E.
Galliard. Their popularity compelled uie man-
agers of Drury Lane to adopt pantomimes in

order to successfully compete with their rival,

and they were then soon produced at other thea-

tres also. After a time the original form was
changed, and in lieu of the mythological masque,
a short drama, of three or four scenes, was con-

structed, the invariable characters in which,

under different shapes, were an old man, his

pretty daughter, or ward—whom he was desirous

of uniting to a wealthy but foolish suitor, but
who had a poorer and &voured lover—and the
old man's knavish serving-man. The girl and her
lover were protected by a benevolent fairy,

whilst the old man and his favourite had the
assistance of a malevolent spirit. To counteract
the machinations of the evil being, the fairy

determined that her proteges should imdergo a
term of probation under different shapes, and
accordingly transformed them into Harlequin
and Columbine, giving to the former a magic bat
to assist him in his progress. The evil spirit then
transformed the old man and his servant into Pan-
taloon and Clown, and the wealthy suitor into the
Dandy Lover, and the harlequinade commenced,
the two lovers being pursued by the others through
a variety of scenes, but always foiling them by the
aid of the bat.^ At length the fairy reappeared
and declared the success of the lovers, and the
piece terminated. This form continued in use

for many years ; and indeed, although much al-

tered in detail, it still constitutes the basis of
modem pantomime. Vocal music was largely

introduced, not only in the opening, but also in

the harlequinade, and the best English composers
did not disdain to employ their talents in pro-

ducing it. The two Ames, Dibdin, Battishill,

Linley, Shield, Attwood, and others, all componed
music for this class of entertainment. About
1830 the length of the opening was greatly

extended and more spectacular effects introduced^

* The name« H&rlequln. Columbine, And Pantaloon are derlTcd
from the Italian—Ariecchlno. Colomblna, and Fantalone. Clown is

khuwn In italjr a* Tagliaccio : in France as r&Hlaue. or Pitre; Id
Qerman as IJi^az, or Ilanswunt (Jack-pudding).
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and the 'transformation scene' b^dame by de-
grees the climax of the whole. Original music
was still composed for the pantomime, but the
task of producing it was entrusted to inferior

composers. Gradually the harlequinade scenes
were reduced in number, the opening aaaumed
the character of an extravaganza upon Uie subject
of some nursery tale, and the music became a
selection of the popular tunes of the day. In the
early pantomimes Harlequin was the principal
character, and continued so until the genius oC
Grimaldi placed the Clown in the most promi-
nent position. While modem Clowns are content
to display their skill as acrobats, Grimaldi aimed
at higher objets ; he was a singing Clown, wit-

ness, amongst many others, his famous songs,

* Tipitywichet,* and 'Hot Codlins,' and his duet
with the oyster he was about to open :

—

OytUr. O gentle swain, thy knife retdgn.
Nor wound a heart so soft as minew

doten. Who is 't that would my pitv move ?

Opater. An oyster that it cxoss'o. in love, etc.

In pantomimes of the middle period the pan-
tomimists who sustained the principal parts in ihe
harlequinade invariably performed in the opening
the characters who were transformed. A con-

sideration of the difference between the Italian

Arlecchino and the English Harlequin is beyond
the scope of oiur present purpose. [W.H.H.]

PAPE, Jean-Henrt, pianoforte maker, bom
July I, 1 789, at Sarsted near Hanover. He went
to Paris in 181 1, and after visiting England his

services were secured by Ignace Pleyel to organise

the works of the piano factory which he had just

founded. About 1 8 1 5 he appears to have set up on
hisownaccount ; andthenceforward, fornearlyhalf
a century, there was perhaps no year in which he
did not produce something new. His active mind
never rested from attempts to alter the shape,

diminish the size, radically change the framing,
bellying, and action of the pianoforte; yet, in

the result, with small influence, so far, upon the

progress of its manufacture. In shape he pro>

duced table pianos, rounded and hexagonal : he
made an oval piano, a piano console (very like a
chiffonier), and novel oblique, vertical, and hori-

zontal forms. Like Womum in London and
Streicher in Vienna, to do away with the bre.ak

of continuity between wrestplank and sound-

board in the grand piano, he repeated the old

idea that had suggested itself to Marius and
Schroeter, of an overstriking action—that is,

the banmiers descending upon the strings. This

is ^<aid to have been in i8a6. In this action he

worked the hammers from the front ends of the

keys, and thus saved a foot in the length of the

case, which he strengthened up to due resistance

of the tension w ithout iron barring. He lowered
the soundboard, glueing the belly-bars to the

upper instead of the under surface, and attached

the belly-bridge by a series of soundposts. His
constant endeavour was to kbep down the ten-

sion or drawing power of the strings, and to

reduce the length and weight of the instminent;

for, as he says (* Notice de M. H. Pape,' Benard,

Paris, 1862), *it is not progress in art to make
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little with mnch ; the aim should be to mlike

mach with little.* Yet he extended compMs
to the absurd width of 8 octavee, miuntaining

that the perception of the extremes was a ques-

tion of ear-education only. He reduced the struc-

ture of his actions to the simplest mechanism
possible, preferring for und^triking grand
pianos the simple crank escapement of Petzold,

and for upright pianos that of Womum, which
he adopted in 1815, as stated in the Notice

already referred to. An excess of ingenuity has

interfered with the acceptance of many of Pape's

original ideas, which may yet find consideration

when the present tendency to increase strain

Slid pressure is less insisted upon. At present,

his inventions ofclothed koy-mortices and of felt

for hammers are the only important bequests

makers have accepted firom him, unless the cross

or overstringing on different planes, devised by
Pape for his table instruments, and already

existing in some old clavichords, was first intro-

duced into pianos by him. He claimed to have
invented it, and in 1840 gave Tomkisson, a
London maker, special permission to use it. [See

PiANOFORTB.] He nulde a piano with springs

instead of strings, thus doing away with tension

altogether ; add^ reed attachments, and invented
a transposing piano, moving by his plan the whole
instrument by means of a key while the clavier

remained stationary. He also invented an in-

genious saw for veneers of wood and ivory ; in

1839 he veneered a piano which is now at St.

James's Palace, entirely with the latter substance.

Pape received many distinctions in France, in-

cluding the decoratiou of the Legion of Honour.
He died Feb. a. 1875. [A. J. H.]

PAPILLONa The name of twelve pianoforte

pieces by Schumann, constituting his op. 2, which
are dedicated to his sisters-in-law, Theresa,
Emilia, and Rosalia Schumann. They were com-
posed at different times—Nos. i, 3, 4, 6 and
8 in 1829, and the others in 1831. They may
be regarded as the germ of the bette]>known and
more highly-developed 'Cameval,' op. 9. The
form of the two compositions is the same, but in

the earlier work there are no characteristic titles

to the several pieces. The subject of No. i of

the * Papillons ' is referred to in ' Florestan,' No. 6
ofthe Cameval, and the * Grossvatertanz* is made
nse of in the finales of both works. Many theories

have been propounded as to the meaning or story

of these pieces, and Schumann himself refers it

to the last chapter of Jean Paul's ' Flegeljahre,'
' where,' as he says in a letter to Henriette Voigt,

'all is to be found in black and white.' (Sse
Wasielewsky*s Life, 3rd ed. p. 328.) It is evident
that the idea of a Carnival is already in his

mind, for the last few bars of the finale bear the
following superscription : ' The noise of the car-

nival-night dies away. The church clock strikes

mx: . [J.A.F.M.]

PAPINI, GuiDO, bom Aug. i, 1847, at
Camagiore near Florence, a distinguished vio-

linisty was a pupil of the Italian violin professor

Giorgetti, and made his d^ut at thirteen years
of a^e in Florence, in Spohr's third concerto.

PABADIES. jS47

He was for some years leader of the Societk del

Quartette in that city. In 1874 he appeared at

the Musical Union, which continues to be his

principal locale during his annual visits to Lon-
don, though he has been also heard at the
Crystal Palace, the Old and New Philharmonic
Societies, etc. In 1876 he appeared in Paris

with success at the Pasdeloup concerts. His
published compositions, besides arrangements,
transcriptions, etc., comprise two conoertos, for

violin and violoncello respectively ;
* Exercises

de m^canisme pour le Violon seul,' And smaller

pieces, such as 'Feuilles d'Album,' romances,

nocturnes, etc., for violin or violoncello. Two
other concertos, for violin and cello (the latter

dedicated to Piatti), an Allegro di Concerto, fOr

violin and orchestra, and some vocal works,

remain unpublished. [J .A. F.M.

]

PAQUE, GuiLLAUMK, a well-known violon-

cellist, bom in Brussels July 24, 1825. He
entered the Conservatoire of his native city at

an early age as Demunck's pupil, and at fifteen

gained the first prize. He then went to Paris

and was solo cello at Musard's Concerts. Thence
he went to Madrid as cellist to the Queen of

Spain. In 1851 he was employed by Jullien for

his English Concerts, and thenceforward London
became his home. He played in the Royal Italian

Opera orchestra, occasionally replaced Piatti at

the Monday Popular Concerts, was leader of the

cellos at the new Philharmonic, Professor of his

instmment at Dr. Wylde's London Academy, and
a member of the Queen's Private Band. He
played at the Philhayrmonic June 18, i860. He
died March 2, 1876, and was buried in Brompton
Cemetery. As a man Paque was deservedly be-

loved and esteemed. As a player he had every
quality, except tone, which was poor. He left

numerous works.
His brother, Philippe J. Paqde, has been

Trumpeter to the Queen since 1864, and is a
member of Her Majesty's P^vate Band. [G.]

PABADIES, PiKTBO DoMBirioo, bom at Na-
ples in 1 710, a pupil of Porpora, and an esteemed
teacher and composer, lived for many years in

London. In 1747 he produced at Uie King's
Theatre ' Phaeton,' 6 airs fix>m which were pub-
lished by Walsh, and firequently sung at concerts

by Signora Galli. He also printed *Sonate di gra-

vioembalo,* dedicated to the Princess Augusta
(Johnson; and. ed. Amsterdam, 1770). Such
players as Clement! and Cramer studied his

works conscientiously, and he was in great request

as a teacher. When Miss Schmiihling (after-

wards Mme. Mara) made her first appearance in

London as a violinist of 11, Paradies was en-

gaged as her singing master, but her father soon

found it necessary to withdraw her from his in-

fluence. An earlier pupil, and one of his best,

was Miss Cassandra Frederick,^ who at the age
of 5 1 gave a concert in the Little Haymarket
Theatre (1749), playing compositions by Scarlatti

I Hltt FrederlcA. a favouHt* of Handeri. alio pUyed the orpn In

public in 1700, and nang In Handel'K oratoiiot. She married Thomas
Wynue, a land-ow»«r In Sooth Walea. and eserclned coutldwabU
loflaeaoe or«r th« musical education of her nephew ItoafnghL
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and Hftndel. Tlie last we hear in England of

this eccentric Italian ia his connection with the

elder Thomas Linley, to whom he gave instruc-

tion in hannony and thorough-bass. He returned

to Italy, and died at Venice in 1 79a. A Sonata

by Paradies inD is printed b^ Pauer in his ' Alte

Meister/ and another, in A,m his 'Alte Klayier-

musik*; and a Toccata is given in Breitkoprs
' Perles MusicaleB.' The Fitswilliam Collection

at Oambridge contains much MS. music by him,

apparently in his autograph. [C. F. P.]

PARADIS, in the French theatres, is the top

row of the boxes. It is called so either because

it is the highest, and therefore nearest heaven,

or, as some one wittily said, because like the

real Paradise the top boxes contain more of the

poor than the rich. [O.]

PARADIS, Maris Thebesb von, daughter

of Joseph Anton, an Imperial Ck)uncillor, bom
in Vienna May 15, 1759. She was a highly-

esteemed pianist, and Mozart wrote a concerto

for her (in Bb. Kochel 456). She also attained to

considerable skill on the organ, in singing, and in

composition, and this in spite of her being blind

from early childhood. Ijie piano she studied

with Richter (of Holland), and afterwards with

Kozeluch, whose concertos were her &vourite

pieces; singing with Salieri and BigUni; and
composition wiUi Friberth, and the Abb^ Vpgler.

The Empress her godmother took a great interest

in her, and made her a yearly allowance. In

1784 she went to Paris, where she remained 6
months, playing before the court, and at the Con-
certs spirituels, with great applause. In No-
vember she went to London. Here she stayed

five month8jj>layed before the King, Queen, and
Prince of Wales, whom she accompanied in a
cello sonata, at the then recently-founded Profes-

sional Concerts (Hanover Square Rooms, Feb. 16,

1785), and finally at a concert of her own, con-

ducted by Salomon, in Willis's Rooms on March 8.

A notice of her appeared in the St. Jameses

Chronicle for Feb. 19. She next visited Brussels,

and the more important courts of Germany,
attracting aU hearers by her playing and her

intellectual accomplishments. After her return

to Vienna she played twice at the concerts of the

TonkiinstlerSociet&t, and took up composition

with great ardour, using a system of notation^

invented for her by a firiend of the family named
Biedinger. Of her works, the following were
produced : 'Ariadne und Bacchus,* a melodrama,
played first at Laxenburg before the EmperorLeo-
pold ( 1 79 1), and thenat Uie nationalcourt theatre

;

«Der Schulcandidat* a pastoral Singspiel (Leo-

poldstadt theatre, 1 792) ; 'Deutsches Monument,'

a Trauer-cantate for the anniversary of the death

Louis XVI (small Redoutensaal Jan. ai, 1794,-

repeated in the Kiimthnerthor theatre); and
* Binaldo und Algina * a magic opera (Prague).

She also printed a Clavier-lxio, sonatas, varia-

tions (dedicated to Vogler) ; la lieder; BUrger's
' Leonore,* etc. Towards the close of her life she

devoted herself exclusively to teaching singing

1 DeMTlbed In d«un In Um Ulpslg Allcemetne IfaillaUicbe ZeU-
voc 1810. No. B7.
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and the pianoforte, and with great soooess. She
died Feb. 1, 18J4. [C.F.P.]

PARADISE AND THE PERI, the seocnd
ofthefour poemswhichform Moore's Lajla Rookh,
has been several times set to music.

I. 'Das Paradies und die Peri,' by Robert
Schumann, for solos, chorus, and orchestra

(op. 50) in 3 parts, containing a6 nos. The
words were compiled by Schumann himself from
the translations of Flechsig and Oelkers, with
laige alterations of his own. It appears to hare
been composed shortly before its productioa at

Leipng. Dec. a, 1843. In England it was first

performed by the Philharmonic SocieW (Madame
Goldschmidt) June 33, 1856. But it had pre-

viously been produced in Dublin under the oon-

ductorship of Mr. W. Glover, Feb. 10, 1854.*

a. 'A Fantasia-Overture. Paradise and the
Peri ' (op. 4a), composed by Stemdale Bennett
for the Jubilee Concert of the Philharmooie
Society, July 14, 186a, and produced then. A
minute programme of the connexion of the words
and music was furnished by the composer lor the
first performance, and is usually reprinted.

3. A Cantata, for solos, chorus, orchestra and
oigan, by John Frands Bamett ; the words se-

le^ed from Moore's poem. Produced at the

Birmingham Festival Aug. 31, 1870. [G.]

PARDON DE PLOERMEL, LE. Anop^rar
comique in 3 acts ; words by Barbier and Otfr^,

mufiio by Meyerbeer. Produced at the Opera-
Comique Apnl 4, 1859. In London, in Italian.

as ' IHnorah, ossia H pellerinaggio di Ploermel,

at Covent Garden, July a6, 1859 > ^" English as
* Dinorah ' at same theatre Oct. 3, 1859. [G.]

PAREPA-ROSA, Euphbostne Parepa db
B0TK8KU, bom May 7, 1836, at Edinburgh. Her
father was a Wallachian boyard, of Bucharest,

and her mother (who died in 1870, in London)
was Miss Elizabeth Sbouik, a sii^r, sister to

Edward Skouin, a well-known bass singer. On
her father's death, the child, having shown great

aptitude for music, was educated by her mother
and eminent masters for an artistic career. At
the age of 16 Miss Parepa made a successful

d^ut on the stage aa Ainina, at Malta, and
afterwards played ht Naples, Genoa, Rome,
Florence, Madrid, and Lisbon. In this country

she made her first appearance May ai, 1857, **

Elvira in 'I Puritani' at the Royal Italian

Opera, Lyceum, and played, Aug. 5, 1858, as

Camilla on the revival of ' Zampa* at Covent Gar-
den, on each occasion with lair success. During
some of the seasons between 1859 and 65 she

played in English opera at Covent Garden and
Uer Majesty's, and created the parts of Vio-

torine in Melon's opera of that name (Dec 19,

59) ; the title-part of ' La Reine Topaze * of

Mass^, on its production in England (Deo. 2(s

60) ; that of Mabel in Macfarren's ' Helvellyn'

(Nov. 3, 64) ;
playing alRO Arline, Satanella,

Dinorah, Elvira (' Masaniello"), and the Zerlioas

(' Fra Diavolo * and ' Don Giovanni). Her fine

voice combined power and sweetness, good execa-

> See Vlulcal World. lUreb 9. VO, p. rti.
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tion and exieniive compaiis (of two octaves and
a half, extending toD in alt) ; bat in spite of these

great merits and a fine figure, she obtained but

moderate success in opera. On the other hand,

she won almost from the first a great reputation

in oratorios and in the concert-room, and was
frequenUj engaged at the various Societies and
Festivals, including the Handel Festivals of 1862

and 65. She also sang abroad in Germany and
elsewhere. At the close of 1865 she went to

America for a concert tour with Mr. Carl Rosa
(whom she afterwards married there in Feb.

1867^) and Levy the comet-player, returning

to England the following year. After their mar-
riage Madame Parepa-Rosa and her husband
remained in America for four years, and esta-

blished their fiunous Opera Company, in which
she was principal singer, achieving great success

in English and Italian opera, oratorio and
concerts. On her return to England, 1871,

she was prevented by illness from fulfilling an
engagement at the Royal Italian Opera, Covent
Garden, but played for the winter season in

Italian opera at Cairo, and the next year was
heard with pleasure at Covent Garden as Donna
Anna and Norma, and sang at the Philharmonic
* Ah Perfido ' of Beethoven. In the autumn of

1 871 Madame Parepa and her husband made a
third visit to America with their company, the

lady singing the next year in Italian opera with
Wachtel and Santley. They returned in 73 to

England with the intention of introducing an
English version of * Lohengrin ' at Drury Lane
in March 1874, ^^^ previously thereto Madame
Parepa was seized with a severe illness, from
which she died, Jan. ai, 1874,^ ^^® universal re-

gret of a large circle of friends and admirers both
in England, and America. Madame Parepa was
highly educated* speaking and writing several

languages with fluency and correctness. She
brought a letter of introduction from the King of

Portugal to the Prince Consort, and was in con-

sequence invited to Osborne on her anival in

this country. [See Rosa, Carl.] [A.C]

PARISHALVARS. Elias, was of Hebrew
descent and bom at Teignmouth in 181 6. He
studied the harp under Did, Labarre, and Bochsa,

and became one of the most distinguished per-

formers on that instrument. He was also an
excellent pianist. In 1831 he visited Germany,
and performed at Bremen, Hamburg, and other

places, with great success. In 1834 he went to

Upper Italy and gave concerts at Milan. In
1836 he went to Vienna, where he remained for

two years, occasionally visiting London. From
1838 to 1841 were occupied by a journey to the

East, where he collected many Eastern melodies.

He returned to Europe and gave concerts at

Leipsic in 1842, and at* Berlin, Frankfort, Dres-

den and Prague in 1843. In 1844 he went to

Naples, where he was received with enthusiasm.

In 1846 he stayed some time at Leipsic, where
his association with Mendelssohn produced a
sensible improvement in his style of composition.

1 She had been preirlotuly married to a Captain Henry De Wolfe
CarreU. who died at Uma, Pern. April 26. 1866.
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In 1847 he settled at Vienna, where he was ap-

pointed chamber musician to the Emperor ; and
there he died, Jan. 25, 1849. His compositions

consist of concertos for harp and orchestra, and
niunerous fantasias for harp and pianoforte, and
harp alone. He was remarkable for his assiduity

in seeking for new effects from his instruments,
in some of which he anticipated Thalberg^s most
characteristic treatment. [W.H.H.]

PARISIAN, or FRENCH, SYMPHONY,
THE. A symphony of Mozart's in D

—

AUegroaaai,

entered in his own autograph list as 'No. 127,*

and in Eochers Catalogue No. 297. Composed
in Paris June 1 788, and first performed at the

Ctmcert Spiiituel on Corpus Christi Day, June 18,

of the same year. The slow movement, An-
dantino in G, 6*8, did not please him, and he
wrote a second in the same key and much shorter.

Andante, 3-4. But he returned to the old one,

and altered it, and it is now universally played.

The other was performed at the Crystal Palace

March 15, 1873. [G.]

PARISIENNE'>JLA. Out of the many
melodies associatea wiA the Revolution of 1830
two have survivQ^, ami in some sense become
national airs, ' La Parisienne ' and ' Les Trois

Couleurs.' The first commemorates the influence

of Paris, and the triumph of the Orleanist party

;

the second is Republican, and in the name of

France proclaims the triumph of democracy. [See

Trois Cooledrs, Les.]

CasimirDelavigne, librarian ofthePalais Royal, '

and the favourite poet of Louis Philippe, was the

first to celebrate the Revolution in verse, his

stanzas dating from the day after the Parisians

had defeated the troops of Charles X. (Aug. i,

1830). Among his intimate firiends were Auber
and Brack, the latter a good musician and singer,

devoted to Volkslieder.' In his collection was one,

apparently composed in 1757 at the time of the

siege of Harburg, and to this Delavigne adapted

his words. Auber transposed it into A, and
added a symphony, very simple, but bold and
martial in character. We give the first of the

seven stanzas.

Feuple tran-fali, people de bra • Tes.XaU-bef^

tA roarra tm brail On nous dl • aalt : aoy-es

U » I
' *" ' » I I =bg=g

cla-Twl Nousatons dlt: soyoni >ol-daUl Soudaln Pa-

rla danssa m^-mol - ra A r«>trou-Ttf lonerl da

a TheM dotalli ar« derlTod from Auber hImMiL
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(lol -rei la a-T«att urcbou Contra laancanoDil tnr

en l6 Cer. 1« lea dctte-taUlooi Coa>nmi k 1* tIo-

tol • ret Coo-rom k 1ft Tlo-tol • ret

The ' Parisienne ' was first heard in public at

the Theatre of the Porte St. Martin on Monday,
Aug. 2, 1830. Two days later the Opera was
reopened, and the playbill announced the 'Muette
de I^ortici* reduced to four acts, and 'La Marche
Paridenne/ a cantata by Casimir Delavigne,

sung by Adolphe Nourrit. On this occasion

Auber had the last phrase repeated in chorus,

and produced the symphony already mentioned.

The defect of the ' Parisienne,* from a musical

point of view, is the constant recurrence of the

three notes, C, E, and A, especially C: this

harping on the third of the key has a monotonous
effect, which not even Nourrit's singing could

disguise. The jovial turn of the refrain too is

quite inconsistent with the words. It is also a
pity that the last line ends with a feminine

rhyme ; the final *e* of the word * victoire ' being
tame and unwarlike to a degree.

But, though wanting in martial spirit, the air

had a great success at the time ; and' some years
later the usual controversy as to its origin arose.

On this subject Georges Kastner published an
interesting article in the 'Revue et Gazette
musicale* (April 9, 1849) to which the reader is

referred. The writer of the present article is in-

debted to Germain Delavigne (Casimir*s brother)

for the curious and little-known &ct, that Scribe

and he had previously introduced the air into 'Le
Baron de Trenck,* a two-act com^e-vaudeville,
produced in Paris, Oct. 14, 1828. [G. C]
PARISINA, 1. An opera in 3 acts; libretto

(founded on Byron's poem) by Romani, music by
Donizetti. Produced at the Pergola theatre,

Florence, March 18, 1833. At the Th^tre des
Italiens, Paris, Feb. 24, 1838. In London, at

Her Majesty's theatre, June i, 1838.
2. ' Overture to Lord Byron's Poem ofParisina,*

for full orchestra, by W. Stemdale Bennett (op. 3),

in FS minor; composed in 1835, while Bennett
was a student ; performed at the Philharmonic
on June 8, 1840. [G.]

PARKE, John, bom in 174;, studied the
oboe under Simpson, and the theory of music
under Baumgarten. In 1 768 he was engaged as

principal oboist at the Opera, and in 1771 suc-

ceeded the celebrated Fischer as concerto player
at Yauxhall, and became principal oboist at

Drury Lane. In 1776 he appeared in the same
capacity in the Lenten oratorios conducted by
J. C. Smith and John Stanley, and soon after-

wards at Ranelagh and Marylebone Gardens.
He was appointed one of the King's band of
music, and in 1783 chamber musician to the
Prince of Wales. He was engaged at the Con-
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cert of Ancient Music, and other principal eon-

oerts, and at all the provincial festivals, until hi*

retirement in 1815. He died Aug. 2, 18:9.

He composed many oboe concertos for his own
performance, but never published them.
Maria Hester, his daughter (bom 1775), was

instructed by him in singing and pianoforte play-

ing, and made her first appearance as a snnger at

Gloucester Festival in 1790, being then rvrj
young, and for about seven years aflerwarda sang
at the principal London concerts and oratorios and
the provincial festivals. She afterwards became
Mrs. Beardmore and retired firom the musical
profession, but distinguished herself by her at-

tainments in science, languages, and Utersture.

She died in 1822, her husband surviving her only

four months. She composed several sets of piano-

forte sonatas, some songs, and a set of glees.

William Thomas Pabke, his younger brother,

bom in London in 1 76a, commenced Uie study of

music under his brother in 1770. He subse-

quently studied under Dance, Bumey (nephew
of Dr. Bumey), and Baumgarten. In 1775 be

was a soprano chorister at Drury Lane, and in

1776 was engaged as viola-player at YauxhalL
In 1779 ^^ appeared at Yauxhall as an oboist,

and in 1 783 was employed as principal oboist at

Covent Garden. He was afterwards engaged at

the Ladies' and the Professional Concerts, and in

1800 appointed principal oboist and concerto

player at Yauxhall, wherehe continued until 1S21.

He extended the compass of the oboe upwards to

G in alt, a third higher than former performen
had reached. He composed several concertos fur

his instrument, the overtures to * Netley Abbey

'

(1794), and *Lock and Key* (1796), and nu-

merous songs, glees, etc., for the theatre and
Yauxhall. He retired in 1825, and in 1830 pub-

lished 'Musical Memoirs; comprising an Ac-

count of the General State of Music in England
from 1784 to 1830,* 2 vols. 8vo, an amusing work,

but of very little authority. He died Aug. 26,

1847. [W.H.H.]

PARLANDO. PARLANTE,' speaking.' A
direction allowing greater freedom in rendering

than cantando or eanUibiU, and yet referring to

the same kind of expression* It is generally used

in the case of a few notes or bars only, and is

often expressed by the signs -;—2- placed over

single notes, and by a slur together with staccato

dots over a group of notes. Sometimes, however,

it is used of an entire movement, as in the 6tii

Bagatelle from Beethoven's Op. 33, which is

headed 'Allegretto quasi Andante. Con u&i

certa espressione parlante,* and in the 2nd of

Schumann's variations on the name 'Abegg.'

Op. I, where the direction 'Basso parlando'

stands at the beginning and refers to the whole

variation. [J.A.F.M.]

PARRY, Charles Hubert Hastings, bom
Feb. 27, 1848, was educated at Eton and Christ

Church, Oxford, where he graduated Mus. Bsc.

in 1867 and B.A. in 1870. He passed the ex-

aminadon for the Mus. Bao. while still at Eton.

The exercise for the degree (a Cantata entitled
j
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* O Lord, thou hast cast us out *) was performed

in the Music School according to the regulations.

He took a few lessons in harmony from Dr. Elvej,

in 1868, and since that time studied with H. H.
Pierson at Stuttgart, with Professor Macfarren
and Mr. Dannreuther.

A Morning and Evening Service inD (Novello),

still a favourite, dates from his Eton days, and
80 possibly do two anthems for 4 voices (Ditto) ;

throe Odes of Anacreon ; six Shakespearean and
other old-fashioned songs ; and ' Characterbilder/

a set of seven PF. pieces. His maturer works
are numerous, and consist of :—Sonata for PF.
in Bb (L. Cock) ; Do. Do. in D minor (Lucas

& Weber) ; Grosses Duo, for 2 PF.s in E minor
(Breitkopf); Trio for PF., V., and Cello in E
minor (Halle's Recitals 1880) ; Quartet for PF.
and Strings in A minor; Do. for Strings in

G. ; Fantaisie-sonata PF. and V. in B ; Sonata

for PF. and Cello in A; Nonet for Wind Instru-

ments in Bb ; Overture for Or<:heBtra ' Guillem

de Cabestanh* (performed at the Crystal Palace,

March, 15, 1879); Concerto for PF. and Or-

chestra in FJ (do. April 3, 1880, and Richter,

May 10, 1880) ; Fantasia and Fugue for Organ;
Variations for PF. ; Miniatures for do.

His setting ofShelley's *Prometheus Unbound *

-for solo voices, chorus, and orchestra, commis-
sioned for the Gloucester Festival, was produced
there Sept. 7, 1880. [G.]

PARRY, John, born at Denbigh, North
Wales, in 1 776, received his earliest musical in-

struction from a dancing master, who taught him
also to play the clarinet. In 1795 he joined

the band of the Denbighshire mUitia, and in

1797 became master of it. In 1807 he resigned

his appointment, and settled in London as a
teacher of the flageolet, then greatly in vogue.

In 1809 he was engaged to compose songs, etc.,

for Vauxhall Gardens, which he continued to do
for several years afterwards, and also adapted
Kng^lish words to a selection of Welsh melodies.

He composed the music for T. Dibdin's extrava-

ganza, ' Harlequin Hoax ; or, A Pantomime pro-

posed,' 1814; *Oberon's Oath,' 1816; 'High
Notions, or, A Trip to Exmouth,* 1817 ; and
adapted the music for ' Ivanhoe,' 1820; and ' Cas*

wallon,' a tragedy, 1829. He was author as

^vell as composer of the musical pieces, 'Fair
Cheating,' 18 14; 'Helpless Animals,' 1818;
and 'Two Wives, or, A Hint to Husbands,'
182 1. For very many years he conducted the
Cymmrodorion and Eisteddvodau, or Congresses

of Welsh Bards, which were held in various

places in Wales, etc., and in 182 1 he received

the degree of ' Bardd Alaw,' or Master of Song.

Se was author of ' An Account of the rise and
progress of the Harp'; 'An Account of the

Hoyal Musical Festival held in Westminster
Abbey in 1834' (of which he had been secre-

•tary) ; and ' II Puntello, or. The Supporter,'

containing the first Rudiments of Music. In

JTune 1837 ^6 S^^^ A farewell concert, at

w^hich he sang his own ballad of 'Jenny Jones'

(made popular by Charles Mathews the year

t>efore), accompanied on the harp by his son.
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From 1834 to 1848 he was concert music critic

to ' The Morning Post.' He published a collec-

tion of Welsh Melodies, embodying the greater

part of Jones's 'Relics of the VVelsh Bards,'

under the title of * The Welsh Harper.' From
183 1 to Aug. 5, 1849, he was treasurer of the

Royal Society of Musicians. He died April

8, 1851.
His son, John Oblando, bom in London, Jan.

3, 1810, studied the harp imder Bocbsa, and in
May, 1825, appeared (as Master Parry) as a per-

former on that instrument. He also became an
excellent pianist. In 1831 he came forward as a
barytone singer, chiefly of ballads accompanied by
himself on the harp. At his benetit concert inJune
1836 he gave the first public indication of the pos-

session of that extraordinary rw eomiea by which
he was afterwards so reiuarkably distinguished,by
joining Madame Malibran in Mazzinghi's duet,
' When a little farm we keep,' and introducing
an admirable imitation of Harley. Later in the
same year he appeared upon the stage at the St.

James's Theatre in Hullab's * Village Coquettes'
and other pieces. In the following year ne gave
his * Buffo Trio Italiano ' (accompanied by himself
on the pianoforte), in which he successfully

imitated Grisi, Ivanoff, and Lablache. In 1840
he introduced ' Wanted, a Governess' (words by
George Dubourg), the success of which induced
him to abandon serious, and devote himself

wholly to comic, singing. The songs he selected

differed materially from those of the immediately
preceding veneration in the absence of coarse-

ness or vulgarity, and were consequently most
favourablv received. They comprised, among
others, 'Wanted, a Wife/ 'BerUn Wool,' 'Blue
Beard,' 'Matrimony,' 'Fayre Rosamonde,' and
'The London Season'; the words being mostly

by Albert Smith and the music arranged by
Parry himself. In 1849 he gave up concert

singing and produced an entertainment written

by Albert Smith, in which he exhibited a number
of large water colour paintings executed by him-
self, and which was very successful. He gave
similar entertainments in 1850 and 1852. In
1853 ill health compelled him to retire from
public performance, and he became organist of

St. Jude's, Southsea, and practised as a teacher.

In i860 he again appeared in public at the en-

tertainments of Mr. and Mrs. Genuan Reed, but
in 1869 ill health again necessitated his retire-

ment. He took final leave of the public at a
performance for his benefit at the Gaiety Theatre
in I S 77. He died at East Molesey, Feb. 20,

1879. [W.H.H.]

PARRY, John, of Rhuabon, North Wales,
was domestic harper to Sir Watkin Williams
Wynne, of Wynnstay. He came to London,
where his playing is said to have been admired
by Handel, and to have excited Gray to the com-
pletion of his poem, * The Bard.' In 1 742 he put

forth the earliest published collection of Webh
melodies under the title of * Ancient British

Music of the Cambro-Britons.* He afterwards

published (undated) 'A Collection of Welsh,

English and Scotch Airs; also, Lessons for the
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Harpsicbord* ; and, in 1781. 'CambrianHarmony;
a Collection of Ancient Welsh Ain, the tradi*

tional remains of those sung by the Bards of

Wales.* He died 178a. Though totally blind, he
is reported to have been an excellent draught-

pkyer. [W.H.H]
PARRY, J06EFH1 MuB. Doc., bom atMerthyr

Tydvil, May ai, 1841, of poor Welsh parents,

the mother a superior woman with much music
in her nature. There is a great deal of singing

and brasB-band-playing among the Welsh work-
men, and at chapel and elsewhere the boy soon

picked up enough to show that he ha<l a real

talent. At 10 however he was forced to go to

the puddling furnaces and stop all education of

any kind. In 1853 his father emigrated to the

United States, and in 1854 the family followed

him. After a few years Joseph returned from
America, and then received some instruction in

music from John Abel Jones of Merthyr and
John Price of Rhymney. In 1863 he won prizes

at the Llandudno Eisteddfod. He then went
again to America, and during his absence there

a prize was adjudged to him at the Swansea
Eisteddfod of 1863, for a harmonised hymn tune.

Its excellence roused the attention of Mr.
Brinley Richards, one of the musical adjudica-

tors of the meeting, and at his instance a fund
was raised for enabling Parry to return to Eng-
land and enter the Royal Academy of Music.
The appeal was well responded to by Welshmen
here and in the States, xmd in Sept. 1868 he en-

tered the Academy and studied under Stemdale
Bennett, Garcia, and Steggall. He took a bronze
medal in 1870, and a silver one in 1871, and
an overture of his to ' The Prodigal Son * (Mab
Afradlon) was played at the Academy in 1871.

He was appointed Professor of Music at the Uni-
versity College, Aberystwith, and soon after took

his Mus. Bac. degree at Cambridge, proceeding,

in May 1878, to that of Mus. Doc. at the same
University. An opera of his named * Blodwen,*
founded on an episode in early British hiHtory,

was performed at Aberdare in 1878 and shortly

afterwards at the Alexandra Palace, Muswell
Hill. He has lately published an oratorio entitled
• Emmanuel,'—words by Dr. W. Rees and Prof.

Rowlands—which was performed at S. James's
Hall, May la, 1880, and which from the favour-

able notices of the press appears to be a work of

great, though unequal, merit. [6.]

PARSIFAL (t.«. Percival). A ' Buhnenweih-
festspiel' (festival acting cframa) ; words and
music by Richard Wagner. Poem published in

1877 ; music completed in 1879. Text translated

into English by H. L. and F. Corder (Schotts,

1879). [G.]

PARSONS, RoBEBT, a native of Exeter, was
on Oct. 17, 1563, sworn a gentleman of the
Chapel RoyaL He is said, but erroneously, to

have been organist of Westminster Abbey. He
composed some church music. A Morning, Com-
munion, and Evening Service is printed in Bar-
nard's 'Selected Church Musick,' and a Burial
Service in Low*s * Directions,' 1664. An anthem,

PARTANT POUR LA SYRIE.

' Deliver us tnm. our enemies,* is contained in iht

Tudway Collection (Harl. MS. 7339^ and an ' In

Nomine,' and a madrigal, ' Enforced by love and

feare,' are in Add. MS. 11,586. Three ervica
and an anthem, 'Ah, helpless wretch,* are m
Barnard's MS. collections in the Sacred Hsr-

monic Society's Library. Many of his oompos-
tions are extant in MS. in the library of Chr&t
Church, Oxford. He was drowned in the Trea; .

at Newark, Jan. 25, 1569-70. I

John Parsons, probably his son, was in 1616

appointed one of tne parish clerks and also cr

ganist of St. Margaret s, Westminster. On DecL

7, 16a I he was appointed organist and master of

the choristers of Westminster Abbey. A Burial

Service by him is contained in a MS. Tolume ii

the library of the Sacred Harmonic Society. H«
died in 1633, and was buried, Aug. 5, in the clois-

ters of Westminster. A quaint epitaph on bim is

preserved in Camden's * J^mains.* [W. H. H.]

PARSONS, Sib William, Knt., Mua. Doc,
bom 1 746, was a chorister of Westminster Abbey
under Dr. Cooke. In 1 768 he went to Italy to

complete his musical education. On the death of

Stanley in 1786 he was appointed master of the

King's band of music. On June a6, 1 790, he accu-

mulated the degrees of Mus. Bao.and Mus. Doc
at Oxford. In 1795, being in Dublin, he wis

knighted by the Lord Lieutenant, Earl Camden.
In 1 796 he was appointed musical instructor to

the Princesses and a magistrate for Middlesex, in

which latter capacity he acted for several yesrs

at the police office in Great Marlborough Stn«i.

He died July 17, 1817. [W.H.H.]

PARTANT POUR LA SYRIE. This popn
lar romance dates from 1 809, shortly befoie the

battle of Wagram. The words were by Cbont
Alexandre de Laborde, a man of lively imagint-
tion in considerable repute as a poHe de c&cm-
stance. One evening Queen Hortense showed bim

a picture representing a knight clad in armoor,
cutting an inscription on a stone with the paint

of his sword, and at the request of the company
he elucidated it by a little romance invented on

the spot. An entreaty to put it into vene
followed, and Queen Hortense set the lines to

music. Such was the origin of * Le Depart
pour la Syrie,' of which we give the music,

and the first stanza.

Par-Unt poorl*

JcuncatbeaaDu-noU Al - U prl-^r Ma-iI * • « Da

M-nlrMt eZ'plolU: Fal-tes. Beliio Immor-t^ > . it. U^ -I . .1

dil- n, tn par* J'al-ne la fim
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Xt mU Is plus

The troubadour style of both words and mueio
hit the taste of the day, the song went through
every phase of success, and was even parodied.

When Louis Napoleon mounted the tiirone of
France in 1853, his mother^s little melody was
recalled to mind, and although of a sentimental
rather than martial turn, it became the national

air, arranged, in de£ftult of fresh words, solely

for military bands. In this arrangement the
last phrase is repeated, closing for the first time
on the third of the key.

The credit of having composed this little song
has more than once been denied to Queen Hor-
tense, and Brouet in his Memoirs claims to have
had at least a half share in the composition.
Others have advanced a similar claim in favour
of Narcisse Carbonel (1773 to 1855), who
organised Queen Hortense^s concerts, and was
her usual accompanyist. No doubt he looked
over and corrected most of his roya] pupil's im-
provisations ; at least that is no unfair inference

from Mile. Cochelet*s (Mme. Parquin) *Memoires
sur la Reine Hortense* (i. 45). But there is no
decisive evidence either one way or the other.

—

Dussek's variations on the tune were at one time
ery popular. [G. C.]

PARTDU DIABLE, LA. An op^ra-comique
in 3 acts; words by Scribe, music by Auber.
Produced at the Op^ra^omique, Paris, Jan. 16,

1843. LG.]

PARTHENIA. The first music for the vir-

ginals published in England. The title is ' Par*
thenia or The Maydenbead of the first musicke
that euer was printed for the Virginalls Com-
posed By three famous Masters William Byrde,
Dr. John Bull and Orlando Gibbons Gentilmen
of his Ma^i«> most Illustrious Chappell. Ingrauen
by William Hole.' The work consists of the fol-

lowing 21 pieces, all upon 6-line staves, and en-
graved upon copper plates, being the first musical
\fark. so produced.

W.Byrdo.
PrBlndlnm.
Favaiui ; Sir W. Fetre.

Gallardo.
Freludlum.
GftlUrdo ; Mrs. Mary Brownlo.
Favans ; Thtt Karl of Sallsbarf.

G&Uardo.
Qaliardo,3 do.; Mn. Mary Brownlo.

Dr.BalU
Prelndlain.
Fanuio ; Sir Tboa. Wak*.

Gallardo : Sir Thoa. Wake.
Parana.
Gallardo.
Galiardo.

Gallardo.

O. GIbboni.
Gallardo.

Fantazla of fbnr parts.
The Lord of Salisbury, bis PaTln.
Gallardo.

The Queen's commaDd.
Freludlum.

It first appeared in 1 61 1. On the title is a
three-quarter-length representation of a lady
playing upon the virginals. Commendatory
verses by Hugh Holland and George Chap-
man are prefixed. It was reprinted in 161

3

with a dedication to the Elector Palatine and
Princess Elizabeth. Other impressions appeared
in i635> 1650 and 1659, the latter with a letter-

press title bearing the imprint of John Playford.

All these impressions were from the same plates.

The Work was reprinted by the Musical Antiqua-
rian Society in 1847, under the editorship of
Dr. Rimbault, with facsimiles of the title-page

and a page of the music. [W.H.H.]
PARTIAL TONES (Fr. Soru paHids] Ger.

PartiaUdne, AliquoUiine), A musical sound is

in general very complex, consisting of a series

of simple sounds called its Partial tones. The
lowest tone of the series is called the Prime
{FondamerUal, Orundton), while the rest are
called the Upper partials (Harmoniques ; Ober^
partialWne, Ohertdne). The prime is usually
the loudest, and with it we identify the pitch of
the whole compound tone. For each vibration
given by the prime the upper partials give re-

spectively a, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, etc. vibrations. The
number of partial tones is theoretically infinite,

but it will be enough here to represent the first

16 partials of C, thus :

—

c 9
1 a t 4 s fl T • 10 11 la IS 14 IS Iff

When the notes of this diagram are played on
the ordinary Piano, tuned in equal temperament,
the Octaves alone agree in pitch with the partial

tones. The 3rd, 6th, 9th, and lath partials are
slightly sharper, and the 5th, 7th, loth, 14th,

and 15th much flatter than the notes given
above. But even in just intonation the nth
and 13th partials are much flatter than any F|
and A recognised in music.

When a simple tone is heard, the kind of
motion to and fro executed by the sounding body
resembles that of the pendulum, and is hence
called pendular vibration. [Vibration.] When
a compound tone is heard, the form of vibration

is more complex, but may be represented as the

sum of a series of pendular vibrations of different

frequencies. In order that the compound tone

slujl be musical it is necessarv that the vibration

should be periodic, and this happens only when
the fr^uencies of the vibrations which sound
the upper partials are multiples of that which
sounds the prime tone. In tne article on Nodb
it has been already explained in what manner
a string or the column of air in an organ pipe

produces this compound vibration. The real

motion, as Helmholtz remarks, is of course one
and individual, and our theoretical treatment of

it as compound is in a certain sense arbitrary.

But we are justified in so treating it, since we
find that the ear as well as all bodies which
vibrate sympathetically, can only respond to

a compound tone by analyzing it into its simple

partials.

It may seem difficult to reconcile this with the

fact that many ears do not perceive the com-
posite nature of sound. Helmholtz has treated

this question at length,* and his explanation may
be thus indicated. The different partials really

excite different sensations in the ear, but whether

they are perceived or not, depends on the amount

1 • SensttloDS of Tone.' pp. BS-lOSt
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of attention given to them by the mind. In
general we pay attention to our sensationB only
in 80 fiur as they enable us to form correct ideas

of external objects. Thus we can distinguish two
comparatively simple tones coming from different

instruments. On the other hand when a com-
pound tone is produced by one instrument we
disregard tbe several partial s because they do
not correspond to different portions of the vibrat-

ing body ; each portion executes the compound
motion corresponding to all the partials at once.

Moreover it would hinder our musical enjoy-

ment if we were habitually to concentrate our
attention on the upper partials, and we have
therefore, in general, no interest in doing so.

Hence it must not be supposed that when we
fail to distinguish the partials of a compound
tone they are not really present, or that when
we hear them but faintly their intensity is small.

Helmholtz gives an experiment which strikingly

illustrates this. He obtained two nearly simple

tones an Octave apart, and by listening to each
tone in succession he was able to distinguish

them when sounding together. But he could

do so only for a while, for the higher sound was
gradually lost in the lower, and a quality of tone

different from either was the result. This hap-
pened even when the higher was somewhat
stronger than the lower sound.

Notwithstanding the difficulty of hearing the

upper partial toneo, many musicians have been
able to do so by their unaided ears. Thus,
Mersenne ^ could distinguish six partials in the
tones of strings, and sometimes seven. Kameau *

also succeeded in perceiving the partials of the

voice, which are much harder to distinguish

than those of strings. There are several methods *

by which the ear can be trained to recognise the

upper partials. It is better to begin with the
uneven tones. Twelfth, Seventeenth, etc., which
are easier to hear than the Octaves. Touch the

note g' softly on the piano, damp the string, and
strike e loudly. Keep the attention directed to

the pitch of the g'y and this note will be heard in

the compound tone of c. Similarly by sounding
e" softly and then c loudly, the latter will be
observed to contain the former. It must not be
supposed that when these partials are heard it

is due to an illusion of the ear, fur the note ^'

on the piano as ordinarily tuned is appreciably

sharper than the 5th partial of c. The difference

of pitch between the two sounds proves that

one cannot be the echo of the other. There is

another and still better method of directing the

attention of the ear to any given partial tone.

Touch a vibrating string at one of its nodes, for

example at \ of its length, and the 5th partial

will be heard, faintly accompanied by the 10th,

15th, etc. It will then be easy to hear the 5th
partial in the compound tone of the whole string.

The ear is however hardly able to carry out
researches of this kind without mechanical as-

1 'H&rmonle UnlTcnvMe,* Parts, 1636. pp. 20A. 9. and 221 of the 4th
tiook on Inxtruroonts. He KiTes a false ratio for the 7th partial, rii.

20:3ln!it«idof7:l.
a • Nouveaii 8y»r6me de Kuolque thtorlque.' Paris, 1728. Fr^&ce.
I Helmboltz. ' ScDBatloiu 9f Tune,' pp. 79-t)3i
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Bistance. Hence Hehnholtz made use of Be-
sonators, which are hollow globes or tubes of

glass or metal, having two openings, one to re-

ceive the sound, the other to transmit it to Uie
ear. From the mass of compound tone each
resonator singles out and responds to that parti^
which agrees with it in pitch, but is unaffected
by a partial of any other pitch. By this means
Helmholtz has shown that the number of the
partial tones and their relative intensities vary
m different instruments, and even in the same
instrument, according to the way it is played.
These various combinations are perceived by us
as different qualities of tone, by which we dis-

tinguish the note of a violin from that of a horn,
or the note of one violin-player from that of
another. The nearest approach to a simple
tone is given by tuning-forks of high pitch. Dr.
Preyer * was unable to detect any upper partials
in forks tuned to ^' (768 vibrations) or higher.
On the other hand, he showed that as many as
10 partials were present in a fork tuned to c
{\2% vibrations). But these are very weak and
can only be heard when great care has been
taken to exclude all other sounds. The general
effect of such comparatively simple tones is very
smooth but somewhat dull, and they seem to be
deeper in pitch than they really are. Flutes
and widestopped organ pipes have few effective

partials, and are much inferior in musical effect

to open organ pipes and to the piano. Th^
tones of the voice, violin, and horn, are more
complex still, and are characterised by fuller

and richer qualities. When the partials above
the 7th are strong they beat with each other,
and the quality bax>mes harsh and rough as in
reed instruments. Mr. Ellis has obtained beats
from the 20th partial of a reed and even higher,
and Dr. Preyer has proved a reed to possess
between 30 and 40 partials.

The clarinet and the stopped organ pipe are
exceptions to the general rule, for they give only
the unevenly numbered partials i, 3, 5, 7, 9, etc
Neither of these instruments will set into vibra-
tion a resonator an Octave or two Octave above
it in pitch, proving that the 2nd and 4th partials

are absent. The resulting quality of tone is

hollow and nasal, and may be obtained from a
string, by plucking or bowing it in the middle.
The effect is to make a Loop there, and hence
to prevent the vibi^tions of the halves, quarters,

etc. of the string, which require a Node at that
point. [See Node.]

Helmholtz has also discovered that the dif-

ferent vowel sounds are due to various com-
binations of simple tones, and he verified his

theory by reproducing several vowels fhim a
series of tuning-forks set in motion by electri-

city. Each fork had a resonator the mouth of
which could be opened or closed in order to ob-
tain any required degree of intensity.

Bells, gongs, and drums have a variety of
secondary tones generally inhannonic with the
prime, and the result is that their vibration is

not periodic. Hence the sounds they produce

« • AkustlKhe Untersuchungen/ Jena. GosUr FlM:ber. IfiT*.
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are felt to be more of the nature of noise than
muBical tone, and this explains why they are so

much less u^ed than other instruments. Tuning-
forks also produce -very weak inharmonic tones,

not only when struck, but, as Dr. Preyer has
shown, when bowed strongly.

The use of upper partials is, then, to produce
different qualities of tone, for without them,
all instruments would seem alike. Thus Dr.
Preyer found that for the Octave c^'^-d' (2048 to

4096 vibrations) many good observers were un-

able to distinguish the tones of forks from those

of reeds, unless both were very loud. More-
over organ-builders have long been accustomed
to obtain artificial qualities of tone by combining
the Octave, Twelfth, Fifteenth, Seventeenth, etc.

in the so-called compound stops (Sesquialtera,

Mixture, Comet). Tnis was done not from any
knowledge of the theory, but from a feeling that

the quality of the single pipe was too poor for

musical effect..

A still more important use of the upper par-

tials is in distinguishing between consonance and
dissonance. It was formerly supposed that the

dissonance of two musical sounds depended solely

on the complexity of the ratio between their

prime tones. According to this view (f-f'%
being as 45 : 32, would be dissonant even if

there were no upper partials. Helmholtz has
however shown that when c' and f'% are struck

together on any instrument whose tones are

compound, the dissonance arises from the 3rd
and 4th partials of c' beating with the 2nd and
3rd of/'J, thus (i) :

—

and that the prime tones continue sounding
without interruption. Hence when c and ft
are simple tones they give no beats, and in fact

form as smooth a combination as cf and /'.

This theory has been carefully verified by
Dr. Preyer. He used tuning forks having from
1000 to 2000 vibrations per second ; and by bow-
ing them in such a manner as to get practically

simple tones, he found that 5 : 7, 10 : 13, 14 : 17,

and many like intervals were pronounced by
musicians to be consonant. By stronger bow«
ing the upper partial and resultant tones were
brought out, and then these intervals were im-
mediately felt to be dissonant. In the consonant
intervals, on the other hand, the upper pai-tials

either coincide and give no beats, or are too far

apart to beat roughly. Thus in the Fourth c'-f
the affinity between the two notes depends on
their possessing the same partial c"\ and this

relation is but slightly disturbed by the dis-

sonance of ^" and/" (see (2) a}x>ve).

This theory al«o explains why such intervals as

11:13 are excluded from music. They are not
consonant, for though they have a common partial

it is high and feeble, and to get to it we have
to pass over a mass of beating intervals. Nor
are 11 : 13 connected by a series of consonant
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intervals as is the case with the dissonances in

ordinary use. For example, C and F| are Hnked
together thus, C-G-D-FJ, or thus, C-E-B-FJ.
Though the partial tones are generally heard

simultaneously, they are sometimes separated by
being made to traverse a considerable distance

before reaching the ear. Regnault ^ found that
when a compound tone is sent through a long
tube, the prime is heard first, then the 2nd
partial, then the 3rd, and so on. He also noted
that the velocity of sound increases or diminishes
with its intensity. Hence, as the lower partials

are usually the louder, they arrive before the
higher.

The word 'harmonics' was formerly (and is

sometimes even now) used to mean partial tones.

But a harmonic produced by touching a string

at one of its nodes, or by increasing the force m
wind in an organ pipe, is not a simple tone.

If we touch the string at ^ of its length we
quench the 1st, 2nd, 4th, 5th, 7th, etc. tones, but
leave the 3rd, 6th, 9th, 12th, etc. unchecked.
Hence it is proposed by Mr. Ellis to limit the word
'harmonics to its primary sense of a series of

compound tones whose primes are as i, 2, 3, 4, 5,

etc., and to use the words ' partial tones ' to mean
the simple tones of which even a harmonic is

composed. [J.L.]

PARTICIPANT (from the Lat. participare,

to share in). One of the ' Regular Modulations*
of the Ecclesiastical Modes. [See Modes, the
Ecclesiastical; Modulations, Reoulab and
Conceded.]
•The Participant, though less significant, as a

distinguishing feature of the Mode, than either

the Final, the Dominant, or the Mediant, is of

far greater importance than any of the Conceded
Modulations. In the Authentic Modes, its

normal position lies, either between the Final

and the Mediant, or between the Mediant
and the Dominant; with the proviso, that,

should two notes intervene between the Medi-
ant and Dominant, either of them may be used

as the Participant, at will. In the Plagal

Modes it is <nlways the lowest note of the Scale,

unless that note should be B or F; in which
cases. C or 6 are substituted, in order to avoid

the False Relation of Mi contra Fa : it is there-

fore always coincident, in name, with the Au-
thentic Dominant, though it is not always found
in the same Octave. In some cases, however,
either Octave may be used indiscriminately as

the Plagal Participant ; and even the choice of

some other note is sometimes accorded.

The following Table exhibits, at one view, the

Participants of all the Modes in general use,

both Authentic and Plagal.

Mode I. G. Mode V. G. Mode IX. D.

„ II. A». A'. .. vr. Ca. „ X. E . E?.

„ III. A. B. „ VII. A. „ XIII. D.

„ IV. C. F. „VIII. D2. „ XIV. G2.

In some few of the Authentic Modes, and in

1 Helmholtz. 'SenBatlons of Tone.' p. 721.

' The lowest note of the Morte.

3 rnie highest note of the Mode.
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aU the Plagal forms, tHe Participaht is used Mr

an Absolute Initial; and, by virtue of this

privilege, it may be used as the first note of a

Plain Chaunt Melody of any kind. In all cases

it may begin or end any of the intermediate

phrases of a Melody, and may even begin the

fast; but it can never end the concluding

phrase. This rule is not even broken in those

Endings of the Gregorian Tones for the Psalms

vehich close upon the Participant—such as the

Second Ending of the First Tone : for. in these

cases, the real close is found in the Antiphon,

which always terminates upon the Final of the

Mode. tW.S.R.]

PARTIE, PARTITA. The German and

Italian forms respectively of a name said to

have originated about the beginning of the 1 7th

century, with the Kunst- or Stadt-Pfeifers, or

town musicians, and given by them to the collec-

tions of dance-tunes which were played conse-

cutively, and which afterwards were taken to form

suites. Bach uses the name in two senses ; first,

as the equivalent of 'Suite* in the Six Partitas for

Clavier; and second, for three sets of Variations

on Chorales for Organ, viz. those on 'Christ, der

du bist der helle Tag* (7 Partitas, including the

theme itselQ, on ' O Gott, du frommer Gott

'

(9 Partitas including the theme), and on * Sey

gegrtisset Jesu giitig* (ii Partitas or varia-

tions, exclusive of the theme itself). He also

wrote three Partitas (in the Suite-form) for the

lute. The name has very seldom been used

since Bach ; the chief instance of its occur-

rence is in the original title of Beethoven's

Octuor, 'Parthia in Es* (see vol. ii. p. 492 a).

But in the modem rage for revivals it may pos-

sibly reappear. [J.A.F.M.]

PARTIMENTI, 'divisions.' Exercises in

florid counterpoint, written generally, but not

always, on a figured bass, for the purpose of cul-

tivating the art of accompanying or of playing at

sight from a figured bass. [J.A.F.M.]

PARTITION and PARTITUR, the French

and German terms for what in English is termed

the Score ; that is, the collection in one page of

the separate parts of a piece of music, arranged

in order from top to bottom. When all the parts,

instrumental, or instrumental and vocal, are

given, it is called 'Partition d'orchestre'

—

• Full score.* When the voice parts and a PF.

arrangement are given, 'Partition de Piano*

—

* Short score,* or ' Vocal score.* For the various

modes of placing the parts see Score, [G.]

PART MUSIC, a collection of vocal music

made by Mr. John HuUah for the use of his

Singing Classes, and published by John W. Par-

ker, London. It consists of three series
—

* ClassA
for S. A.T. B.* (vol i. 1842, vol ii. 1845) ; 'Class

B for the voices of women and children * (1845)

;

'Class C for the voices of men' (1845). Each

series contains sacred and secular pieces. Each

was printed both in score and in separate parts,

in royal 8vo., and the whole forms a collection

unexampled (at least in England), for extent,

(P»-

1. Saered.

VoLI.
God Mve Um Queen.
Lord for Th7 tender. Farraat.
with one consent (Psalm 100).

O Lord the maker. Henry VIII.

B&nctiM and Responiee. Tallls.

praise re the Lord. (Psalm 149).

1 will (iTe thanks. Patestrlna.

Since on the cross (Eln fate Burg).

Lother.
Ood is sone up. Croft.

When as we sat In Babylon.

137).

Ohejoyftil. Palestrina.

Ye gates lift up (Psalm 24).

The day Is past. Hullah.

Thoa that from Thy throne.

Haydn.
Venlte. TallU.

Thou art beautltM. G. Orooeb

O Lord, another day. M Haydn.

O Lord. I will (Ps. S4). H. Lawes.

Praise the Lord. Jer. Clarke.

Gloria Patrl(Ganon). Purcell.

Sanctus. Creyghton.
Be not Thou for. Palestrina.

Hide not Thou Thy face. Farrani.

Jesu Lord. Lcjeune.

Give ear, O Ood. Hlmmd.
Praise the Lord. Dr.(nilld.

Blessed be Thou. LoUl.
Forth from the dark. Bonsiean.
Almighty God 1 Forde,

1 will arise. Oreyghton.
Sing to the Lord. Tye.

Hear my prayer. M. Haydn.
O King eternal (Ps. 8). Croft.

O God of truth. B.Bogers.

O remember not. Bossinl.

Glre to us peace. [Lvoff.]

Thou knowest. Lord. Purcell.

Amen.> Dr. Cooke.
Sweet day. so cool. H.Dumont.
Go not &r from me. Zingarellt.

O how amiable. V. Blchardson.

To laud the heaT*nly King (Ps. 148).

Jer. Clarke.

Almighty a ererlastlng. Gibbons.

Awake thou that sleepest (Canon).
W. Horsley.

Hallelt^ah. Boyoe.

Vol.n.

O King of kings. Kreutzer.

My soul doth magnify (Chant).

Dr. Cooke.
Responses. Dr.<7hlld.

O come yefkithfnl (Adestefldelet).

Hosanna (Canon). Berg.

Amen. Neukomm.
Lord grant the king. Child.

Ut queant (Canon). Harrington.

Sanctus. Bogers.

Why do the heathen. Palestrina.

1 will magnify Thee (Chant). P.

Humphrey.
Plead Thou my cause. G. Oroce.

Ponder my words. Zlngarelll.

Awake my soul. Jer. Clarke.

Sleep, downy sleep. Do.
Thou Shalt shew ma (Oaoon).

Callcott.

My (3od. my God. Reynolds.

Wherewithal shall a young man.
Aloock.

Saviour I W. Horsier.

O most merciful. Hullah.

Praise the Lord. Gosseo.

Sanctus. Bassani.

We will rfjoloe. Crofl.

O Lord in Thee ((}anon). Pazton.

Try me O God. Kart«.

Lord teach us ((3anon).

Praise ye the Lord. BransattL

1 will remember. G. Croce.

Peace be to this habitation. M.
Haydn.

Hallelujah (Canon). B.Berln.

AU people that on earth. (Old

lOWh).
Praise theLord (Canon). Oalloott.

Behold now. Sogers.

The Lord hear thee. Blow.

PART MUSIC.

ezc^ence, and variety, and for the cleamees aad

accuracy of its production.

CLASS A.

Hoeanna (Canon). T. F. Wah
mlsley.

Help us. O God. Dorante.
The day must come. X. I^ectas.

Hear me when I caU (Caaoa.u
W. Horsley.

Sanctus. O. Gibbons.
Let aU the people. PalcatriBa.
Biassed be God. Greene.
O God. Thou art. PureelL
Mock not God's i

Tje.

The Tfrioe ofJoy. Jai

8; Sfeutar.
VoLl.

Bale Britannia. Ame.
All ye who music lore.

Hard by a fountain. Waetreoi.
Te spotted soakra.

Flow O my tears. John 1

The Waits. Saraie.
Ck>me let us alL Attcrbory.
Long may life and health.
Freemen r^)otee. Purcell.
Hall hallowed Cane. Momingtea.
Crabbed age and youth. Sterem.
In going to my lonely bed. Ei-

wardes.
Ah me I where Is. F. An«rto-
Nymphs of the forest. W Bonley.
O never fear though rain be talli^.

Mayday. Nelthart.
Solfeggio. Scarlatti.

Lady see! Marenxlo.
How sleep the brave. Dr. Ceoke
Hark the vUlage ottlds. Oh-

rublni.

AU han Britannia. Lottl.

Upon the poplar bough. Fazl^
Since flnt I saw. Ford.
How glad with smilea. Clock.

g a song of sixpence. Mao>

Happy are they. Pazton.
Bee from his ocean bed. T.BBflb.
Daybreak. Moschelea.
The hardy Norseman's. PaarMlU
(3ome again sweet lore. Dowliad.
In paper case. Dr. Coote.
Harvest time.

Thy voice O Hamooy. Webto.
Awake .£olian lyre. Danby.
My lady U as fair. J.BenneC
Sing loud a Joyful. Glock.
April Is ha

Morlej.

Vol.n.
The Joyous birds. B.fi.

Here in cool grot. Mornb^t^
Girls and boys. MacSuren.
Swiftly from the mountain^ brow.

Webbe.
Our naUve land. O. Beichardl.
Like to the grass. Bonedkt.
Ode to Spring. Paxton.
Come shepherds. J. Btoinet.

Hark. hark, the lark. Dr. r
Come my blends. W. Hcmley.
O how sweet tla. Sir J. Bogccs.

Long live Um Qneea (CaaooX
Boyce.

Oome shepherds. Orast.
Dulce Domum. J. Beading.
Thyrslswhaiheleame. Cialkett.

Which Is the properest day. Ar».
Albion, thy seft-endrded Isle.

Dr. (3ooke.

Pack clouds away. HnlUi.
Breathe soft ye winds. W^tou
Amid the din. Gluok.
Who vfill bring back. 0.d»T»t
Hark, hark a merry note.

ThyrsU sleepest thou? J. Bwne*-
Unto the merry greenwood.
Danoe we so gaily. F.Schubert.

Blow. blow, thoa winter wtod-

Stevens.
Awake sweet Lore. Dowtaad.
*Twas on a bank. HoUah.
From Oberon. Stevcoa.

Thus siUtb my (Hilorls. Wilhy*.

Now. O now. Dowland.
Happy an we m»t. Webbe.
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1. Sacred.

Ood tare the Queen.
Hallelujah. Boyoe.
ffiiew me Thy ways. Falettrlna.
Not nnto us. Balterl.

My ihopherd U the Lord (Pa. 23).

Oome let as strive to Join.
It is a good and pleiaant thing

Lord dlimlsf u.
O Absalom my son. 0. King.
BerrantsofOod. O.Barbice.
From everlasting. Webbe.
Hear my crying. Pfaestrlna.
Jehovah. Thou my maker art

(Ps. U9).
Prostrate before Thee. Oarafa.
O all ye works of the Lord.
Stand up and bless. Immler.
He hath put down. Falestrtna.
Benedictus. Chant.
My voice went up (Ps. BT).

Christ whose glory fills the skies.

Great Ood what do I. Luther.
The midnight cry. Glasse.

BemerdfQL Jackson.
Unto Thee O Ood. Hayes.
Great God of hosts. Pleyel.

And His mercy. Palestrina.

Thee will I love. HoCmelster.
O sing onto God.

I wni always give thanks.
Be glad O ye righteous.

2. Secular.

Child of the sun. Kreutier.
Come, follow me. Dauby.
Come sprightly mirth. Hilton.
Dear pity. WUbye.
Fugato from Les 8ol««es d* Italle.

Gentle moon. Do.
Go. gentle breeses. Do.
Hail green fields and shady woods.

Dr. Greene.
Heigh ho, to the greenwood. Byrd.
Hot cross buns. Atterbury.
Huntsman, rest. Dr. Ame.
May-day. W. Horsley.

Prythee. do not chide me so.

Mozart.
Rule, Britannia. Dr. Ame.
See, where the morning son.

Mozart.
Solfeggio fromLes 8olf<<ges dltalla.

The flowers their buds. Mozart.
The load stars. Shield.

The stmbeams streak. Pohlens.
Though I soon must leave. Berg.
Three blind mice.
Weep o'er his tomb. Hayes.
When the rosy mom appearing.

Why do you sl^? J.Bennett.

Sacred,

God save the Queen.
Hon nobis. W Byrd.
Amen. Dr. Cooke.
How blest the man (Fs.1).

Jerusalem. Boselngrave.
Sanctus. Jer. Clarke.

And now the sun's. Beraer.

My soul with patience (Ps. 180).

Glory be to God on high. Boyoe.

O Ood that madest. Hullah.

HalleltUah(8 v.). Hayes.
Jehovah. O Jehovah. Spaeth.

Oantate (Chant).
In sleep's serene oblivion. Vreck.
Gloria in Szc«Uis.

celebrate Jehovah's (Ps. 107).

Soft slumbers now. Hiller.

Haste Thee Ood. Cirri.

Heaven and earth.
He Ittth filled. Palestrina.

Lord how are they increased.

1wm praise tbe Name. Hayes.
Iwfllbeglad. W.Byrd.
O Thou, to whose all-searching.

Who are these like stars. Nggell.
Draw nigh unto. Palestrina.
Not nnto us O Lord. Hayes.
Let hymns of praise.

Lord now we part. Bolle.

Make a Joyful noise. Carisslml.

Glory to Thee my God this night.

Secular,

The Smith. Krentser.
Past twelve o'clock. Let's have a

peal. Bow the boat.
St. Mariin's bells. Lidartl.

How exquisite the feeling. L. Do
OaU.

Halcyon days. Dr. (Tooke.
With horns and bounds. Atter-

bury.
Halfan hourpast twelve. Marella.
The war-cry is sounding. Werner.
(}ome, come, all noble souls. Dr.

B. Bogers.
Fairest isle. Pnrcell.
To the old. long life. Webbe.
Clad in springtide beauty.
When for the world's repose.

Momlngton.
Oimeletusall. Hilton.
Huw sweet In the woodlands.

Harrington.
Would you know my Cella's

charms? Webbe.
How sweet, how fr^h 1 Paxton.
Well done! Come let us sing!

White sand! Hot mutton pies 1

The doud-capt towers. Stevens.
You gentlemen of England. Dr.

Calloott.

Rule Britannia. Ame.
Yawning catch. Harrlngtoiw

Class A was republished in 1868, in score
and parts, under the editor's superintendence,
by Messrs. Longmans, in a larger size though
smaller type than before. A few of the original

pieces were omitted, and the following were
added, chiefly from Mr. Hullah's ' Vocal Scores.'

Sacred,
Credo. LottL
remember. Haeser.

Who to the king? (Canon). M^
Murdie.

like as the hart. B.Klein.
Haste Thee O God. Zingarelll.
magnify the Lord. Spohr.

To Theemy God. C.VervoiUe.
Methinks I hear. (^tch.
Prafae the Lord (Canon). TJL

Walmisler.
Tbe Lord to King, Bolle.
O Saviour ofthe world. Paiestrhia.
For God to the King (Canon).

B. J. Hopkins.
Lord increase. O. Gibbons.

Paternoster. Homilius.
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Secular.

Come live with me. Stemdala
Bennett.

Music, when soft voices. Weber.
Softly, softly, blow ye breezes.

Tieck.
Song should breathe. Hullah.
See the chariot at hand. Horsley.
Slender's ghost. M. Bock.
Come follow me. 0. May.
Hall, bliuhlng goddess. Pazton.
Best sweet nymph. Pllklngton.
Hark the hoUow woods. J. 8.

Smith.
When the toD of day. B.J.&

Stevens.

As it feU upon a day. Momlngton.

[G.]

PART-SONG. (Qer. Mehraimmiga Lied;
Ft.. Chanson d parties.) A composition for at
least three roioes in harmony, and without ac-
companiment. This definition must of course
exclude many compositions frequently styled part-
songs, and perhaps so named by theur composers,
but which would be better described under some
other heading. For example, the two-part songs
of Mendelssohn, Rubinstein, and other modem
musicians (Zweistimmige Lieder) are, more pro-
perlyspeaking, duets. [SeeDuet, Trio, Quabtet.]
The term 'part song' will here be employed ex-
clusively as the proper signification of one of
the three forms of secular unaccompanied choral
music; the others being the madrigal and the glee.
Unlike either of its companions, its etymology is

plain and simple, being neither of obscure origin,
as in the instance of the Madrigal, nor of mis-
leading sense, as in that of the Glee.

Before proceeding to enquire into the origin
and growth of the part-song, it will be as well
to note the special charact^istics by which it is

distinguished from other forms of composition.
The words to which the music is set may be
either amatory, heroic, patriotic, didactic, or even
quasi-sacred in character, e. g, Mendelssohn's
' Morgengebet * (op. 48, no. 5), and * Sonntags-
morgen * (op. 77, no. i) ; this wide choice of sub-
jects giving the composer scope for variety in his
music which the somewhat rigid form of the com-
position might otherwise seem to deny. Rhyming
verse ^ is ail-but essential, and though the question
ofmetre is to a certain extent an open one, iambics
are employed in the vast majority of instances.

The first requisite of the musio is well-defined
rhythm, and the second unyielding homophony^
The phrases should be scarcely less measured and
distinct than those of a Chorale, though of course
in style the music may be lively or sedate, gay
or pathetic. Tunefulness in the upper part or
melody is desirable, and the attention should not
be withdrawn by elaborate devices of an imitative
or contrapuntal nature in the harmonic substruc-
ture. It is obvious that if these principles are
to be observed in the composition of a part-song—^and any wide divergence from them would
invalidate the claim of a piece to the title

—

it must, as a work of art, be considered as dis-

tinctly inferior to either the madrigal or the
glee. And it is worthy of surprise and perhaps
of regret that while the forms of instrumental
composition are constantly showing a tendency
to move in the direction of increased elaboration,

choral music should exhibit a decided retrogres-

sion from the standard attained in the i6th and
17th centuries. It has even been observed by
those who regard with some distrust, if not with
actual dislike, the immense and ever-increasing

influence of Germany in modem musical impulse,
that the existing popularity of the part-song, in
BO far ati it is detrimental to the interests of
higher forms of vocal music, is one of the baneful
products of this Teutonic supremacy. But the
statement that the part-song is fundamentally

1 Horace's Ode 'Integer vlt» * has been sot by Flemmlng (Orpheus,

Ko. 8), and ' Faone, Mymphanun ' by Mr. Hullah.

Uu
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Grerman in its inception mait be aooepted with

oonsidenble reservation. If we go back three

centuries, that is to the zenith of the madrigalian

era, we shall find examples perfect in every

respect except in name ; and it is to Italian com-

posers that we must look for the earliest speci-

mens of the genus. The best-known of Coetanzo

Festa*s madrigals, ' Down in a flowery vale,' is to

all intents and purposes a part-song, allowance

being made for certain peculiarities of tonalitv

and rhythm common to music of that period.

Gastoldi, who flourished a few years later, has

left similar examples in his ' Balletti da suonare,'

two of which in their English versions—'Maidens

fair of Mantua's city * and ' Soldiers, brave and
gallant be'—are popular to this day. Thomas
Morley seems to have been the earliest among
English composers to take advantage of this style

of vocal writing. His canzonets and ballets,

written in obvious imitation of those of Gastoldi,

include perfect examples of the part-song as we
understand it. 'My bonny lass she smileth'

and *Now is the mouth of Maying,* maintain

their position in the repertory of choral societies

by reason of their crisp, well-marked rhythm,

and simple pleasing melody. John Douland (or

Dowland), whose genius was more tender and
lyrical than that of Morley, has left some exqui-

site specimens of the amatory part-song in his
' AwaJce, sweet love/ ' Come again, sweet love/

and ' Now, O now I needs must part.* Compared
with these the canzonets of Thomas Ford, who
was contemporary with Douland, are greatly in-

ferior in grace, subtlety of expression, and pure

poetic feeling. Thomas Kavenscroft and Weelkes,

among other composers of the madrigalian epoch,

may be included among those who contributed

to a form of art too generally accepted as the

musical product of the 1 9th century. The blight-

ing influence of the Puritans proved fatal to every

description of musical work in England, and when
secular part-music again occupied the attention

of composers, it took the form of the glee rather

than that of the madrigal or the part-song. In
the works of many composers between 1650 and

1 750, we may of course discover isolated pieces

in which some of the characteristics of the part-

song are present. This may be said of Purcell*s

' Come if you dare * and ' Come unto these yel-

low sands,' and of Handers ' See the conquering

hero comes/ to quote some of the best-known

instances. But practically the i8th century may
be passed over entirely in the consideration of

our present subject, and the impression generally

prevalent that the part-song is of wholly modem
growth is explained by the intervention of this

long and barren epoch. Another impetus from

abroad was required, and eventually it came,

only not as before fk>m Italy, but from Ger-

many. The latter country, as rich in national

and traditionary music as England is poor, had,

in its Yolkslieder of ancient origin, and in the

almost equally representative songs of Amdt,
Komer, and others, the foundation on which

to build readv to hand. [See Volkslibd.]

l^e works of Haydn, Mozart, and Beetho-

PARTSONG.

yen' include very few compositions that may
be rightly placed under the heading of part-songs

;

but tihat most distinctively German composer,We-
ber, has produced some spirited examples in his
* Bright sword of liberty,* ' Lutzow's wild hunt,*

and the Hunting Chorus in 'Der Freischutz.*'

Schubert was more prolific in this branch of art.

The catalogue of his compositions contains tome
50 pieces of the kind, of which 22 are for un-
accompanied male voices, and only two for mixed
voices. Many of the former display his genius
in a favourable light, and but for the fact that
our choral societies are mostly of mixed voices,

would doubtless be better known than they are
in this country." The establishment of Lieder-

tafeln and Gesangvereine, answering in some
respects to our older glee clubs, went on rapidly

about the period of which we are speaking, and
of course led to the production of a large quantity

of part-music, most of which it must be confessed

had but little value, the verses being doggrel

and the music infinitely inferior to that of the

best English glee-writers. The exceptions noted

above were not more than sufficient to prove the

rule, until the advent of another great genius,

whose works of every description were destined

to exercise an almost overwhelming influence

over musical thought and action in this country.

We refer to Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy. It

is not too much to say that his ' songs for singing

in the open air,' so redolent of blue sky and sun-

shine and nature's freshness, worked a revolu-

tion, or, to speak more accurately, inaugurated

a revival, in the choral music of England,

the influence of which is ever widening and ex-

tending. The appearance of these delightfiil

works was coevaJ with the commencement of

that movement which has since resulted in the

establishment of choral societies and more modest
singing classes in every district throughout the

length and breadth of the land. The study of

these fascinating little gems led to the search

after similar treasures of home manufacture which

had been half forgotten under the accumulated

dust of centuries, and it also induced musicians

without number to essay a style of compositioD

in which success seemed to be a comparatively

easy matter. For the space of a genecation

the part-song has occupied a position seccmd

only to the ballad as the expression of musical

ideas in a form suited to the popular taste.

Before proceeding to take note of those who
have followed most successfully Mendelssohn^s

lead, it is necessary to revert for an instant to

Germany. Robert Schumann wrote about a

dozen Lieder for male voices, and nearly double

that number for mixed voices, but the strange

prejudice which so long existed against Uus

composer has even to the present time proved

fatal to the popularisation of these woriu, which

deserve to be in the repertory of every tolerably

1 'BMch trltt d«r Tod,* ft S-part tmm drawn fh>m bin I9 On

tudden doOh of ft (M«od, It BerthOTUi'a ool; txp«rtin«nt la tbii

direction.
a Hla Mttlnt of * Wer nnr die Sehninieht kennf « ft quioial M

male Toloes. U ftoomposlUoa of ftttooUhlng baftoty aikd pftUun.
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adTimoed cboral society. Less abounding in

geniality and inviting melody than those of

Mendelssohn, they breathe the very spirit of

poetry, and are instinct with true Gennan feeling.

Of other foreign composers who have contributed

towards the enrichment ofthis form of art, we may
mention Ferdinand Hiller, Bobert Franz, MUller,

Seyfiried, Werner, KUcken, Franz Abt, Truhn,
Otto, Raff, and Brahms. In England part-song-

making proceeds apace, and no material modi-
fication of the Mendelssohnian model is as yet

apparent, nor have many of the examples by the

composers just enumerated attained any general

popularity among us. But several of our native

musicianshave succeeded in rivalling Mendelssohn
himself, at least temporarily, in the affections of

the public Stemdale Bennett left but three part*

songs, * Sweet stream that winds,' 'Of all the arts,'

and 'Come live with me,' of which the last is an
established favourite. R. L. de Pearsall, whose
madrigals combine so artistically the quaintness

of the old style with modern grace and elegance,

has also written some charming part-songs, of

which 'The fiardy Norseman' and *0 who will

o'er the downs so free,* are perhaps the most
popular, but by no means the best. His song in

ton parts, ' Sir Patrick Spens,' is a wonderfully

spirited and effective piece; and for genuine
humour * Who shall win my lady fair,' may pair

off with Ravenscroft's quaint old ditty, ' In the

merry spring.' In a quieter vein and beautifully

melodious are *Why with toil,* *When last I

strayed,' * Purple glow,' and * Adieu, my native

shore.' Henry Smajrt wrote several pleasing pieces

of this kind—of which ' The waves' reproof ' is

one of the finest—but he failed as regards dis-

tinctiveness of character, and it is unnecessary to

quote any others as being representative of the

species. Several living composers have achieved
excellent results. Mr. Joseph Barnby's * Sweet
and low ' is perhaps the best of the many settings

of Tennyson's words, and Mr. Henry Leslie's

'The Pilgrims' and 'Resurgam* are exquisite

examples of the sacred part-song. Giro Pinsuti,

who may be almost claimed as an English com-
poser, has contributed some valued items to the

national collection. His ' Spring Song ' is a suc-

cessful imitation of the Mendelssohn Friihlings-

lieder, and for delicacy and sentiment 'In this

hour of softened splendour ' deserves high com-
mendation. Mr. Arthur Sullivan's 'The long

day closes' is in a similar vein; 'Joy to the

victors* and *0 hush thee, my babie' are only

two out of many bright and tuneful songs. Yet
more spirited are Mr. Walter Macfarren's ' You
stole my love' and 'Up, up, ye dames,' while

the compositions of Mr. Samuel Reay are on the
whole more tender and graceful Mr. J. L. Hatton
has devoted himself extensively to this field of

musical labour, some of his oompueitions for men's
voices, such as ' The Tar's song,' * When even-

ing's twilight,' 'Sununer eve,' and 'Beware,'

having gained extensive popularity. The Shake-
speare songs of Professor 6. A. Mac&rren must
not fiiil to be noted, and among other composers

who have written part-songs of more or less merit
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we may mention Sir Julius Benedict, Dr. Henry
Hiles, Mr. J. B. Calkin, and Mr. A, R. Gaul.
The growth of Orpheonist Societies in France
has of course resulted in the composition of a
large quantity of unaccompanied part-music for

male voices, to which the majority of the best
musicians have contributed. These works are
generally more elaborate than English part-songs,
and the dramatic element firequently enters prom-
inently into them. [See ORPHioN.J

It only remains to say a few words as to the
performance of the part-song. Like the madrigal,
and unlike the glee, the number of voices to each
part may be multiplied within reasonable limits.

But as the chief desideratum is a strict feeling of
unity among the performers the best effects can
be obtained from a carefully selected and well
balanced choir of 150 to 300 voices. The part-sung
being essentially a melody with choral harmony,
the upper part is in one sense the most important.
But it must not be allowed to preponderate to

the weakening of the harmonic structure. On
the other hand, the almost inevitable absence of
melody, and of phrases of special interest and
importance in the middle and lower parts, may
tend to engender a feeling of carelessness among
those who have to sing these parts, which the con-

ductor must be quick to detect lest the ensemble
be marred thereby. The idea of independence or
individuality, desirable enough in contrapuntal
and polyphonio music, must here yield itself to

the necessity for machine-like precision and homo-
geneity. When all has been said, the highest

qualities of miisicianship cannot find fitting ex-

ercise in the part-song. But art may be dis-

played alike in the cabinet picture and in the
more extended canvas, and the remark will ap-

ply equally to thevariousphases ofmusical thought
and action. Of the many collections of Part-

songs we may mention Orpheus ; and Novellu's

Part-song Book, in two series, containing in all

338 compositions. [H.F.F.]

PASCAL BRUNO. A romantic opera in

3 acts ; music by John L. Hatton. Produced at

the Kamthnerthor theatre, Vienna ('Pasqual

Bruno'), March 2, 1844. Staudigl sang in it,

and it was given thrice. [G.]

PASDELOUP, Jules Etienne, bom in

Paris Sept. 15, 1S19. gained the ist prize of the

Conservatoire for solfeggio in 1832, and the ist

for the piano in 1834. He then took lessons in

harmony from Dourlen, and in composition from
Carafa. Though active and ambitious, he might
have had to wait long for an opportunity of

making his powers known, had not a poet in the

Administration des Domaines fallen to his lot

during the political changes of 1848, and enabled

him to provide for his family. As Governor of

the CMteau of St. Cloud, he was not only thrown
into contact with persons of influence, but had
leisure at command for composition. The gen-

eral refusal of the societies in Paris to per-

form his orchestral works had doubtless much
to do with his resolve to found the 'Society

des jeunes artistes du Conservatoire,* the first

Uu2
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concert of wUch lie conducted on Febnuury ao,

185 1. M. Pasdeloup had now found hig voca-

tion, which was neither that of a goyemment
official^ nor a composer, but of an able con-

ductor, bringing forward the works of other

masters native and foreign. At the concerts

of the ' Soci^t^ des jeunes artistes* in the Salle

Herz, Rue de la Victoire, he produced the

symphonies of Gounod, Lefebure-Wely, Saint-

Saens, Gouvy, Demersseman, and other French

composers, and there Parisians heard for the

first time Mozart's * Entfuhrung,' Meyerbeer's

'Struensee,* and several of Schumann's standard

works. After two years spent in forming his

young band,^ and struggling against the in-

difference of the paying portion of the public,

M. Pasdeloup resolved on a bold stroke, and
moved his quarters to the Cirque d'hiver, then

the Cirque Napol^n, where on October 27, 186 1,

he opened his * Concerts populaires,' given every

Sunday at the sune hour as the concerts of the

Conservatoire. The striking and well-deserved

success of these entertainments roused universal

attention, and procured their conductor honours

of various kinds. Baron Hausmann had alreaidy

requested him to organise and conduct the con-

certs at the H6tel de Ville ; the Prefect of the

Seine appointed him one of the two directors

of the Orphan [Orpheon] ; and M. de Nieuwer-
kerke, Surintendant des Beaux Arts, frequently

called upon him to select and conduct the con-

certs which formed the main attraction of the

Boirdes givenby the Director of the Museum ofthe

Louvre. He also received the Legion of Honour.
Time passed on, and M. Pasdeloup increased his

exertions, striving year by year to add fresh

interest to the ' Concerts Populaires,' at which
he produced much music previously unknown in

Paris. By engaging the services of first-rate

artists, and by care in the selection and exe-

cution of works classical and modem, he has done
much to form the taste and enlarge the knowledge
of his audiences, and has thus contributed to raise

the level of music throughout France.

An ardent admirer of Wagner, M. Pasdeloup
made use of his short managership of the Th^&tre
Lyrique (1868-1870) to produce 'Rienzi' (April

6, 1869). He undertook this office on disadvan-

tageous terms, and lost heavily by it. The
Fnmco-Grerman war gave a serious check to his

career, but when it was over he resumed the
* Concerts populaires,' which are still (March
1880) carried on, with the aid of a government
subsidy of 25000 fir. But the ' Concerts du Ch&te-

let,' and the numerous 'Matinees dramatiques*
have drawn off many of his old subscribers.

Elwart compiled a history of the concerts, but he
does not go beyond their first start, and they
have now been in existence 19 years. During
this lengthened period the indefatigable conductor

has never once broken faith with the public, and
is still as ardent, as energetic, and as heartily

devoted to his art, as on the first day on which
he held the bAton. [G.C.]

1 fi«cruit«d from the yuptla of the Consenratolre.

PASQUINI.

PA8QUALATI, a name frequently recurring
in Beethoven's life. Ries states* that Beethoven
in 1803-A had four sets of rooms at once. The
fourth, which had been taken for him by Riea,'

was in a house on the Molker Bastd,* near the
Schottenthor or Scottish gate, on the fourth floor,

with a fine view over the glacis towards the
Kahlenberg mountains. It is now No. 8. Bee-
thoven frequently left, but always came back
again, and the luidlord. Baron Pasqualati, used
to reflise to let the apartment, saying 'Beethoven
is coming back again,' which was literally true,

as we find him here in 1800, 1804 to 1808, 1810,
181 2 to 1816. Joseph Benedict Baron von Pas-
qualati-Osterberg, a distinguished physician from
Trieste, built the house (two thrown into one) in

1795. On his death in 1799 his property passed
to his two sons and three daughters, and the
house was occupied by the eldest son Johann
Baptist, bom March 2, 1777, died April 30, 1830.
That Beethoven's friendly intercourse with him
was undisturbed even after he had finally left

the apartments,' is shown by his letters, which
always begin with * Yerehrter Freund ' (Respected
friend) and end with ' Mit herzlicher Hochach-
tung ' (with sincere esteem). .In his last illnea

Pasqualati sent him wine and delicacies, and
Beethoven, writing to thank him, says, 'Heaven
bless you above all for your loving sympathy.*
Only ten days before the end, he sent a pei^
note in a visibly shaky hand—the last lines ever
received from him—^to ask for more nourishing
food. In 1812, though Pasqualati continued to

live there, the house became the property of

Peter von Leber, whose son married Mathilde von
Frank. She was a niece of Baroness Ertmami,*
whom Beethoven met in Feb. 1809 at the house
of her sister, the wife of Frank a banker, and
to whom he dedicated his sonata, op. loi. Fran
von Leber, who died in 1875, ^'^ ^^^ of talking

of her aunt and of her friendship for the great

composer. Thus there was a pleasant bond of

intercourse between the Pasqualati family and
Beethoven, from which we gain a glimpse of the
best side of his life. [C. F. P.]

PASQUINI, Bernabdo, one ofthe most impor-
tant musicians ofthe latterhalfofthe 1 7thcentury,

bom Dec. 8, 1 637, at MassaValnievola in Tuscany,
died Nov. 22, 1 7 1 o, according to his monument in

the church of S. Lorenzo in Lucina, at Rome, which
also states that he was in the service of Battista

Prince Borghese* His masters were Yittoria and
Antonio Cesti, but the study of Palestrina's wtffks

did more for him than any instruction. While
still young he came to Rome, and was appointed
organist of Sta. Maria Maggiore. Among his

numerous pupils were Durante and Grasparini;

the Emperor Leopold also sent young musicians
to benent by his instruction. Special mention is

* ' Blogr. Notlnn.* pt. if. i>. 112. He gtroi the Heme ineamcUy—
FMqullIatL See also Theyer U. 268.

I See Bbetbotkx. toL i. 172.

4 Or Kelkei^Bestel. so railed from the large booM bdonfftaas to the
monastery of Helk, which adjoins it.

s His only son. Baron Joseph Benedict von Pasqnalatl-OMcrtMit.
bom in 1902. and still Utlug. confirms the statement.
• See vol. 1. 493.
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made of an opera, produced at the Teatro Gapra*
mca in 1679, in honour of Queen Christina of
Sweden. Maiheson on Tisiting the opera-house
in Rome was much struck at finding Corelli play-

ing the violin, Pasquini the harpsichord, and
Gattani the lute, all in the orchestra. Pasquini's

music is terse, vigorous, and at the same time
graceful ; in fkct he had much in common with
Handel, and exercised a certain amount of in-

fluence upon German musicians. The writer of
this article possesses a Favola pastorale, or small
opera in three parts, called * La Forsa d'amore'
(libretto by ApoUoni, a gentleman in Prince
Chigi's household), the music of which is fine,

and elevated in style. [F. 6.]

PASSACAGLIA, PASSACAGLIO, or PAS-
SEGAILLE, an early Italian or Spanish dance,
similar in character to a Chaoonne. The name
(according to Littrd) is derived from the Spanish
jHuar, to walk, and oo^, a street, in which
case a Passacaglia may mean a tune played in

the streets by itinerant musicians. TUs deriva-

tion is confirmed by Walther's Lexicon, where
the name is translated by < Gassenhauer.* Other
authorities have attempted to connect the word
Passacaglia with gaUo, a cock; thus Mendel
translates it ' Hahnentrapp.' The original dance
was performed by one or two dancers ; it survived
in France until the i8th century, and directions

for dancing it may be found in Feuillet's ' Chor^
jgraphie.' But the feature which, in common with
the diaconne, has elevated the Passacaglia above
the majority of dance forms, is the construction

of the music on a ground bass, generally consist-

ing of a short theme of two, four, or eight bars.

Tins form attracted the attention of the organ
and harpsichord composers of the 17th and i8th
centuries, with whom the construction of elaborate
Passacaglias and Chaconnes became a £ftvourite

exercise for contrapuntal skill. It is somewhat
difiScult to ascertain in what the difference be-

tween these two dance forms consists. Mathe-
son,^ a contemporary authority, distinguishes
four points :—the Chaconne was slower and more
stately than the Passacaglia ; the former was al-

ways in a major key, the latter in a minor ; Pas-
sacaglias were never sung ; and diaconnes were
always on a ground-bass. The above distinction

of keys is not borne out by the specimens that
have come down to us, and the Passacaglia is, if

anything, generally of a more solemn character
than the Chaconne. The only material difference

between the two seems to be that in the Chaoonne
the theme is kept invariably in the bass, while
in the Passacaglia it was used in any part,
often so disguised and embroidered amid ever
varying contrapuntal devices as to become
hardly recognisable. Among the most celebrated
Passacaglias may be mentioned those by Buxte-
hude, Bach (Bach Gresellschaft, vol. xv.), Fresoo-
baldi (Toccate d'Intavolatura, vol. i.), and Handel
(Suite VII). The following less-known instance
is from Sonata 4 of Han£r8 ' VII Sonatas or
Trios.'

1 Vonkommcner KApellmelfter, p. 233.
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There are also in existence some curious ' Passa-
gagli flebili,* by Salvatore Mazzella, in his ' Balli,

Correnti, Gighe, Gavotte, Brande, e Gagliarde,
con la misura giusta per ballare al stile Inglese

'

(Rome. 1689). [W.B.S.]

PASSAGE. The word 'passage' is used of

music in the same general sense that it is used
of literature, without any special implication of

its position or relations in the formal construction

of a work, but merely as a portion identifiable

through some characteristic trait or conterminous
idea.

Thus in modem writings on music such ex-

pressions as ' passage in first violins,* * passage
in strict counterpoint,* 'passage where the basses

go gradually down through two octaves,* show
that the amount or extent of music embraced by
the term is purely arbitrary, and may amount to

two bars or to two pages at the will of the person
using the term, so long as the definition, epithet or

description given with it sufficiently covers the

space so as to make its identification easy and
certain ; short of this the word by itself conveys
no meaning.

It is however sometimes used in a special

though not very honourable sense, of runs and
such portions of music as are meaningless except

as opportunities for display of dexterity on the
part of executants, which are therefore in fact

and by implication nothing more than ' passages.*

In this respect literature and language are for-

tunate in having long ago arrived at such a pitch

of development that it is hardly possible to find

a counterpart except in the byways of gushing
sentimental poetry or after-dinner oratory. It is

possible that the musical use of the term origin-

ated in the amount of attention and labour which
executants have had, especially in former days, to

apply to such portions of the works they under-
took, and the common habit of speaking of prac-

tising * passages,' growing by insensible degrees
to imply practising what it is hardly worth the
while of an intelligent audience to listen to, ex-

cept for the sake of the technique. It is probable
that this use of the word in its special sense,

except for mere exercises, will beoome less fre-

quent in proportion to the growth of public

musical intelligence. [C.H.H. P.]

PASSAGGIO, 'passage.' This word is used

in two senses: (i) of the passing frtmi one key
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to another ; hence used for all modulationa

:

(3) of bravura ornaments introduced, either in

vocal or instrumental music, whether indicated

by the composer or not, in order to show off the

skill of the performer. Bach uses Passaggio for

a ' flourish * at the beginning of the Prelude to

the Suite in G ndnor mark^ No. 8 in Peters^s

edition. [J.A;F.M.]

PASSAMEZZO or PASSEMEZZO, an old

Italian dance which was probably a variety of

the PaVAN. In England, where it was popu-

lar in Queen £lizabeth*8 time, it was some-

times known as the 'Passing Measures Pavan.*^

Taboorot in his ' Orch^sographie ' says that when
the Pavan was played less solemnly and more
quickly, it was called a * Passemezzo.' Hawkins
•ays that the name is derived from, 'passer, to

walk, and mezxo. middle or half,* and that the

dance was a diminutive of the Galliard ; but both

these statements are probably incorrect. Prae-

torius (Syntagma, iii. 24) says that as a Galliard

has five steps, and is therefore called a Cinquepas,

so a Passamezzo has scarcely half as many steps

AH the latter, and is therefore called ' mezzo passo.'

These derivations seem somewhat far-fetched, and
it is probable that the name ' Passemezzo ' (in

which form it is found in the earliest authorities),

is simply an abbreviation of ' Passo e mezzo,' t. e.

a step and a half, which may have formed a dis-

tinctive feature of the old dance. Reismann
(Geschichte der Musik, ii. 32) quotes a 'Pass e

mezzo antico,' from Jacob Paix's ' Ein Schon
Nutz Lautontabulaturbuch,' in which periods of

eight bars can be distinguished. It is written

with five variations and a ' ripresa.'

Full directions for dancing the Passamezzb may
be found in Caroso da Sermoneta*s curious works
•n Ballarino' (Venice. 1581) and *Nobiltk di

Dame' (lb. 1600), from which the following ex-

ample is taken.

V ^-*

At page 102 of Queen Elizabeth's Virginal
Book [see vol. i. p. 5306] there is a • Passamezzo
Pavana' by William Byrd, and at page 142
another (dated 1592) by Peter Philips ; both are
written in an elaborate style, and followed by a
' Galiarda Passamezzo.* [W. B. S.]

1 In a Ma Tolium of tin and dance* by Strogen. Dowland. and
Beade, preserved In the Cambridge UnlTerslly Llbrarj, It ii eallad
* rauiuezure« Taran.' See ' 1 wulftb Might.' Act t. 8c. L
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PASSEPIED (En^^ish Pabpt), a danoe which
originated amongst the sailors of Basse Bretagne,
and is said to have been fiivt danced in Para
by street-dancers in the year 1587. It was in-

troduced into the ballet in the time of Louis
XIV, and was often included in instrumental
Suites and Partitas; it was placed among tlie

'intermezzi,* or dances which strictly form no
part of the Suite, but were sometimes introduced
into it between the Saraband and the final Gi^e.
[See Sditb.] Bach, however, does not adhere to

this rule, but in his Partita in B minor, places
the Paasepied before the Saraband. In character
the Passepied somewhat resembles the Minuet, but
it is played much faster, and should alwajrs be^gin

on the last beat of the bar, although in some ex-
amples, chiefly by English composers, it begins on
the first beat. It is written in 3-4 or 5-8 time,
and generally consists of two, three, or four parts

of eight or sixteen bars each, played with two or
more repeats. We give the firat half of one from
Couperin's Suites.

In the Suite the first part (or first two parts,

if the Passepied consists of three or four divisions)

is generally in a major key, and the last part (or

last two parts, if it consists of four divisions)

forms a sort of Trio or 2nd Passepied, and is

in the minor, in which key the dance concludes.

Couperin develops this still further, and has a

Passepied with variations. The dance became
popular in England towards the beginning of the

1 8th century, and many examples by £higlish

composers are extant. Directions for dancing' it,

as it was performed in the ballet by one or two
dancers, will be found in FeuiUet's 'Chor^grnr

phie.' [See Orchesographie.] [W.Bii.]

PASSING NOTES are inessential discordant

notes which are interposed between the essential

factors of the harmonic structure of music on
melodic principles. Their simplest form is the

succession of notes diatonically connected which

fill up the intervals between the component notes

of essential chords, and fall upon the unaccented

portions of the bar : as in the following example

> The proper ezpreuion teemt to be 'to run a Passepied.* Tlittt

Norerre ' Lettrei tor la Danse,' p^ IM. has the fuUowlog :-' II* laac

das P<u$tpM$. parce qua Mademobelle Pr^v^ 1m toitnit aVec 4tf-

gance.'
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£rom Pergolesi ; in which the melody passing from
note to note of the chord of F minor touches the

discordant notes 6, B, D, and £ in passing.
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Equally simple are the passing notes which
are arrived at by going from an essential note of

harmony to its next neighbour in the degrees
of the scale on either side and back again, as in

the following example from HandeL

J4fc^LLLXLt m
The remaining simple form is the insertion

of notes melodically between notes of different

chords, as (a). In modem music notes are used
chromatically in the same ways, as (6).

It would appear from such simple principles

that passing notes must always be continuous
from point to point; but the early masters of the
polyphonic school soon found out devices for

diversifying this order. The most conspicuous
of these was the process of interpolating a note
between the passing note and the arrival at its

destination, as in the following example from.

Josquin des Pr^

—

in which the passing note E which lies properly

between F and D is momentarily interrupted in

its progress by the C on the other side ofD being
taken first. This became in time a stereotyped

formida, with curious results which are men-
tioned in the article Harmony [vol. i. p. 678].
Another common device was that of keeping the
motion of sounds going by taking the notes on
each aide of a harmony note in succession as

which is also a sufficiently common form in

modem music.

A developed form which combines chromatic
passing notes to a point with a leap beyond, before

the point is taken, is the following from Weber*s
Oberon, which is curious and ohantcteristic

A large proportion of passing notes fall upon
the unaccented portions of the bar, but powerful
effects are obtained by reversing this and heavily

accenting them : two examples are given in the

article Habmont [vol. i. p. 683] and a curious

example where they are daringly mixed up in a
variety of ways may be noted in the first few
bars of No. 5 of firahms*s Glavier-StUcke, Op. 76.

Some writers classify as passing notes those which
are taken preparatorily a semitone below a har-

mony note in any position, as in the following

example

—

For further examples of their use in combina-
tion and in contrary motion etc., see Habmont.

[C.H.H.P.]

PASSION MUSIC (Lat. Cantua Pamonis
Domini noetri Jem Christi ; Germ. PcuHom Mu-
tik). The history of the Passion of our Lord has
formed part of the Service for Holy Week in every

part of Christendom from time immemorial : and
though, no doubt, the all-important Chapters of

the Gospel in which it is contained were origin-

ally read in the ordinary tone of voice, without
any attempt at musical recitation, there is evi-

dence enough to prove that the custom of singing

it to a peculiar Obaunt was introduced at a very

early period into the Eastern as well as into the

Western Church.

S. Gregory Nazianzen, who flourished between
the years 330 and 390, seems to have been the first

Ecclesiastic who entertained the idea of setting

forth the Historyofthe Passionina dramatic form.
He treated it as the Greek Poets treated their

Tragedies, adapting the Dialogue to a certain

sort of chaunted Recitation, and interspersing it

with Choruses disposed like those of ./Eschylus

and Sophocles. It is much to be regretted that

we no longer possess the Music to which this

early version was sung ; for a careful examination

of even the smallest fragments of it would set

many vexed questions at rest. But all we know
is, that the Sacred Drama really was sung
throughout. [See pp. 497-498 of the present

volume.]
In the Western Church the oldest known

'Cantus Passionis* is a solemn Plain Chaunt
Melody, the date of which it is absolutely im-

possible to ascertain. As there can be no doubt
that it was, in the first instance, transmitted

from generation to generation by tradition only,

it is quite possible that it may have undergone

changes in early times; but so much care was

taken in the 16th century to restore it to its
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pristine purity, that we niAy £urly accept m
genuine the version which, at the instance of

Pope Sixtus y, Guidetti published at Rome in

the year 1586, under the title of 'Cantus eocle-

siasticus Passionis Domini nostri Jesu Christi

secundum Matthaum, Maroum, Lucam, et Jo-

annem '—S. Matthew's version being appointed

for the Mass of Palm Sund^, S. Mark's for that

of the Tuesday in Holy Week, S. Luke's for

that of the Wednesday, and S. John's for Good
Friday.

Certainly, since the beginning of the X3th cen-

tury, and probably from a much earlier period,

it has been the custom to sing the Music of the

Passion in the following manner. The Text is

divided between three Ecclesiastics—called the
' Deacons of the Passion,'—one of whom chaunte

the words spoken by our Lord, another, the Nar*
rative of the Evangelist, and the third, the Ex-
clamations uttered by the Apostles, the Crowd,
and others whose conversation is recorded in the

GoepeL In most Missals, and other Office-Books,

the part of the First Deacon is indicated by a
Cross ; that of the Second by the letter C. (for

Ckr<mUta), and that of the Third by S. (for Syna-
goga). Sometimes, however, the First part is

marked by the Greek letter X. (for ChriUut), the

Second by E. (for Evangdida), and the Third by
T. (for Turbo). Less frequent forms are, a Cross

ioT Chruttu, C. for Cantor, and S. for SuecetUor

;

or S. for Salvator, £. for EvangdUtat and Ch. for

Chorus, Finally, we oocasionally find the part

of our Lord marked B. for Bonus ; that of the

Evangelist M. for Mediua ; and that of the

Crowd A. for AUum\ the First Deacon being

always a Bass Singer, the Second a Tenor, and
the Third an Alto. A different phrase of the

Chaunt is allotted to each Voice ; but the same
phrases are repeated over and over again through-

out to different words, varying only in the

Cadence, which is subject to certain changes

determined by the nature of the Voice which is

to follow. The Second Deacon announces the

History and the name of the Evangelist^ thus :

—

M • entt-doB ll»t-Uui - - am.

He then proceeds with the Narrative, thus :

—

In U - lo tampon. «to.

But, if one of the utterances of our Lord should
follow, he changes the Cadence, thus :

—

When the Crowd follows, he sings thus :

—

Orthna.
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Our Lord's words are sung by the First DesooB,
thus:

—

The Third Deacon sings thus :

—

Or, before oar Lord's words.

Until the latter half of the i6th century the

Passion was always sung in this manner by the

three Deacons alone. The difficulty of so singing

it is almost incredible ; but its effect, when really

well chaunted, is most touching. Still, the mem-
bers of the Pontifical Choir believed it possible to

improve upon the time-honoured custom ; and, in

the year 1585, Vittoria produced a very sizpfde

polyphonic setting of those portions of the text

which are uttered by the Crowd, the effect of

which, intermingled with the Chaimt sun^ by
the Deacons, was found to be so striking, that it

has ever since remained in use. His wailing
harmonies are written in such strict accordance
with the spirit of the older Melody, that no sus-

picion of incongruity between them is anywhere
perceptible. The several clauses fit into eadk
other as smoothly as those of a Litany, and the
general effect is so beautiful that it has been
celebrated for the last three centuries as one of

the grreatest triumphs of Polyphonic Art.

Mendelssohn, indeed, objects to it rather

fiercely in one of his Letters, on the ground
that it is neither dramatic nor descriptive ; that

the Music does not properly express Uie sense of

the text; and that especially the words, 'Crucifige

eum,* are sung by * very tame Jews indeed' (sehr

zahme JUden). But we must remember that

there was nothing whatever in conmion between
the purely devotional Music of the Polyphonic

School and that of the 'Reformirte Kirche' to

which Mendelssohn was attached. So little did

he sympathise with it, that, as he himselfhas told

us, he could not even endure its constant alter-

nation of Recitation and Cadence in an ordinary

Psalm Tone. He longed for a more fiery reading

of the story; and would have bad its awfiil scenes

portrayed with all the descriptive energy proper

to an Oratorio. But such an exhibition as tnis

would have been manifestly out of place in a

Holy Week Service. Moreover, the Evangelists

themselves treat the subject in an epic and not a
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diamatio form ; and the treatment required by the

two forma is essentially different. Mendelsohn
would have embodied the words, 'Crucify Him

!

crucify Him !

' in a raging Chorus, like his own
* Stone him to death.* Vittoria sets them before

us as they would have been reported by a weep-

ing narrator, overwhelmed with sorrow at their

cruelty ; a narrator whose tone would have been
all the more tearful in proportion to the sincerity

of his affliction. Surely this is the way in whicm
they should be sung to us in Holy Week. The
object of dnging the Passion is, to lead men to

meditate upon it ; not to divert their minds by a
dramatic representation. And in this sense Vit-

toria has succeeded to perfection, as even the few
subjoined extracts from his * Paasioil according to

S. John' will suffice to prove.
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Francesco Suriano also brought out a poly-

phonic rendering of the exclamations of the

Crowd, with harmonies which were certainly very

beautiful, though they want the deep deling

which forms the most noticeable feature in

Vittoria's settings, and, doubtless for that reason,

have never attained an equal degree of celebrity.

Vittoria's * Passion' was first printed at Rome by
Alessandro Gardano in 1585; and the first and
last portions of it—the versions of S. Matthew
and S. John—were published some years ago by
B. Butler, 6 Hand Court, High Holbom, in a
cheap edition which is no doubt still attainable.

The entire work of Suriano will be found in

ProBke*8 * Musica Divina,* voL iv.

But it was not only with a view to its intro-

duction into an Ecclesiastical Function that the
Story of our Lord's Passion was set to Music.
We find it in the Middle Ages selected as a con-

stant and never-tiring theme for those Mysteries
and Miracle Plays by means of which the history

of the Christian Faith was disseminated among
the people before they were able to read it for

themselves. Some valuable reliques of the Music
adapted to these antient versions of the Story are
still preserved to us. An interesting example
taken from a French * Mystery of the Passion,'

dating as far back as the 14th century, will be
found at page 533 of the present volume. Fonte-
nelle^ speaks of a 'Mystery of the Passion*
produced by a certain Bishop of Angers in the
middle of the 15th century, with so much Music
of a really dramatic character, that it might
almost be described as a Lyric Drama. In this

primitive work we first find the germ of an idea

which Mendelssohn has used with striking effect

in his Oratorio *S. Paul.* [See Oratorio, p. 555.]
After the Baptism of our Saviour, God Uie
Father speaks ; and it is recommended that His
words * ^ould be pronounced very audibly and
dbtinctly by three Voices at once, Treble, Alto,

and Bass, aU well in tune ; and in this Harmony
the whole Scene which follows should be sung.*

Here then we have the first idea of the * Passion
Oratorio,' which however was not developed
directly frt)m it, but followed a somewhat cir-

cuitous course, adopting certain characteristics

peculiar to the Mystery, together with certain

others belonging to the Ecclesiastical *Cantu8
Passionis* already described, and mingling these

distinct though not discordant elements in such
a manner as to produce eventually a form of Art,

the wonderful beauty of which has rendered it

unmortal.

In the year 1573 a German version of the

Passion was printeid at Wittenberg, with Music
for the Becitation and Choruses—introductory

and final—in four parts. Bartholomaus Gese
enlarged upon this plan, and produced, in 1588,

a work in which our Lord's words are set for

four Voices, those of the Crowd for five, those of

S. Peter and Pontius Pilate for three, and those

of the Maid Servant for two. In the next cen-

tury Heinrich Schutz set to Music the several

Narratives ofeach of the four Evangelists, making
extensive use of the Melodies of the innumerable
Chorales which were, at that period, more po-

pular in Germany than any other kind of Sacred

Music, and skilfully working them up into very
elaborate Choruses. He did not, however, ven-

ture entirely to exclude the Ecclesiastical Plain

Chaunt. In his work, as in aU those that had
preceded it, the venerable Melody was still

retained in those portions of the narrative which
were adapted to simple Becitative—or at least

in those sung by the Evangelist—the Chorale

being only introduced in the harmomsed passages.

But in 167a Johann Sebastiani made a bolder

experiment, and produced at Konigsberg a
'Passion* in which the Bedtatives were set

1 Hist, da Thcatrs Fran^aiM.
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entirely to original Music, and from that time
forwaitl German composers, entirely throwing
off their allegiance to Ecclesiastical Tradition,

struck out new paths for themselves and sufifered

their genius to lead them where it would.

The Teutonic idea of the 'Passions Musik'
was now fully developed, and it only remained
for the great Tone-Poets of the age to embody it

in their own beautiful language. This they were
not slow to do. Theile produced a 'Deutsche
Passion" at Liibeck in 1673 (exactly a century

after the publication of the celebrated German
version at Wittenberg) with very great success

;

and, some thirty years later, Hamburg witnessed

a long series of triumphs which indicated an
enormous advance in the progress of Art. In

1704, Hunold Menantes wrote a Poem called

'Die Passions-Dichtung des blutigen und ster-

benden Jesu,* which was set to Music by the

celebrated Beinhard Keiser, then well known as

the writer of many successful Grerman Operas.

The peculiarity of this work lies more in the

structiue of the Poem, than in that of the Music.
Though it resembles the older settings in its

original Becitatives and rhythmical Choruses, it

difiPers from them in introducing, under the name
ofSoliioquia, an entirelynew element, embodying,
in a mixture of rhythmic phrase and declamatory
recitation, certain pious reflections upon the pro-

gress of the Sacred Narrative. This idea, more
or less exactly carried out, makes its appearance
in almost every work which followed its first

enunciation down to the jrreat * Passion Oratorios*

of Job. Seb. Bach. We find it in the Music
assigned to the 'Daughter of Zion,* and the
< Chorales of the Christian Church,' in HandeVs
'Passion'; in the Chorales, and many of the
Airs, in Graun's 'Tod Jenu,' and in almost all

the similar works of Telemann, Matheson, and
other contemporary writers. Of these works,
the most important were Postel's German version

of the Narrative of the Passion as recorded by
8. John, set to Music by Handel in 1 704, and
Brockes*s feimous Poem, • Der flir die Sttnden der
Welt gemarterte und sterbende Jesus.' set by
Keiser in 1712, by Handel and Telemann in

1 716, and by Matheson in 171 8. These are all fine

works, full of fervour, and abounding in new ideas

and instrumental passages of great originality.

They were all written in thorough earnest, and,
as a natural consequence, exhibit a great advance
both in construction and style. Moreover, they
were all written in the true German manner,
though with so much individual feeling that no
trace of plagiarism is discernible in any one of

them. These high qualities were thoroughly
appreciated by their German auditors ; and thus
it was that they prepared the way, first, for the
grand ' Tod Jesu, composed by Graun at Berlin

hi 1755, and then for the still greater production
of Sebastian Bach, whose * Passion according to

S. Matthew * is universally regarded as the finest

work of the kind that ever was written.

The idea of setting the Histoiy of the Passion
to the grandest possible Music, in such a manner
as to combine the exact words of the Gospel-
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Narrative with finely developed Choruses, medi-
tative passages like the SolUoqaia first used by
Keiser, and Chorales, sung, not by the Choir
alone, but by the Choir in four-part Harmony,
and by the Congregation in Unison, was first

suggested to Bach by the well-known preacher
Solomon Deyling. This zealous Lutheran hoped,

by bringing forward such a work at Leipxig, to

counteract in some measure the effect produced
by the Ecclesiastical ' Cantus Passionis,' which was
then sung at Dresden under the direction of

Hasse, by the finest Italian Singers that could be
procured. Bach entered warmly into the scheme.
The Poetical portion of the work was supplied,

under the direction of Deyling, by Christian

Friedrich Henrid (under the pseudonym of

Picander). Bach set the whole to music. And,
on the evening of Grood Friday, 1729, the work
was performed for the first time in St. Thomases
Church, Leipzig, a Sermon being preached be-

tween the two Parts into which it is divided, in

accordance with the example set by the Oratorians

at the Church of S. Maria in Yallicella at Rome.
* Die grosse Passion nach Matthaus,' as it ii

called in Germany, is written on a gigantic

scale for two complete Choirs, each accompanied
by a separate Orchestra, and an Organ. Its

Choruses, often written in ei^ht real parts, are

sometimes UHod to carry on the dramatic action

in the words uttered by the Crowd, or the

Apostles, and sometimes offer a commentary
upon the Narrative, like the Choruses of a Greek
Tragedy. In the former class of Movements,
the dramatic element is occasionally brought

out with telling effect, as in the reiteration of

the Apostles* question, 'Lord, is it IV The
finest examples of the second class are, the in-

troductory Double Chorus, in 12-8 lime, the

fiery Movement which follows the Duet for

Soprano and Alto near the end of the First Part,

and the exquisitely beautiful ' Farewell * to the

Crucified Saviour which concludes the whole.

The part of the Evangelist is allotted to a Tenor
Voice, and is carefully restricted to the narrative

portion of the words. The moment any Character
in the solemn Drama is made to speak in his own
words, those words are committed to another

Singer, even though they should involve but a

single ejaculation. Almost all the Airs are

formed upon the model of the Soliioquia already

mentioned ; and most of them are simg by ' The
Daughter of Zion.* The Chorales are supposed

to express the Voice of the whole Christian

Church, and are therefore so arranged as to fail

within the power of an ordinary Grermaa Con-

gregation, to the several members of which every

Tune would naturally be familiar. The style in

which they are harmonised is lees siniple, by fisr,

than that adopted by Graun in his ' Tod Jesn *

;

but as the Melodies are always sung in Germany
very slowly, the Passing-notes sung by the Choir

and played by the Organ serve rather to help

and support the unisonous congregational part

than to disturb it, and the effect produced by

this mode of performance can scarcely be con-

ceived by those who have not actually heard
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it. ^ The masterly treatment of these old popular
Tunes undoubtedly individualises the work more
strouifly than any learning or ingenuity could
possibly do; but, in anoUier point, the Mat-
thauB-Passion stands alone above the greatest
German works of the period. Its Instrumenta-
tion is. in its own peculiar style, inimitable. It
ia always written in real parts—frequently in
very many. Yet it is made to produce endless
varieties of effect. Not, indeed, in a single Move-
ment ; for most of the Movements exhibit the
same treatment throughout. But the instru-

mental contrasts between contiguous Movements
are arranged with admirable skill. Perhaps the
most beautiful instance of this occurs in an Air,
accompanied by two Oboi da caccia, and a Solo
Flute. As, for some unexplained reason, this

lovely air has been frequently omitted in per-
formance, we subjoin a few bars as an example
of Bach's delightful manner of using these ex-
pressive Instruments :

—

PASTA.

• The writer well remembers the effect It produoad oo blm tn the
nioma»-Kirche, at Leipzig, on Good FridAj. VM. i

In this great work the German form of
' Passions Musik ' culminated ; and in this it
naay fairly be said to have passed away; for,

since the death of Bach, no one has seriously
attempted, either to tread in his steps, or to
strike out a new Ideal fitted for this peculiar
species of Sacred Music. The Oratorio has
been fiirther developed, and has assumed forms of
which Bach could have entertained no con-
ception ; but the glory of having perfected this
particular Art-form remains entirely with him

;

and it is not at all probable that any future
Composer will ever attempt to rob him of his
well-earned honour. [W.S.R.]
PASTA, GiUDiTTA, was bom in 1798 at

Como, near Milan, of a Jewish family named
Negri. She ia said to have received her first

instruction from the chapelmaster at Como,
Bartolomeo Lotti ; but, at the age of 1 5, she was
admitted into the Conservatorio at Milan, under
Asioli. Her voice was then heavy and strong,
but unequal and very hard to manage ; she
never, in fact, succeeded in producing certain
notes without some difficulty ; and, even in the
zenith of her powers, there still remained a slight
veil which was not dissipated until she had sung
through a few scenes of an opera.

In 1815 she left the Conservatorio; and, after
trying her first theatrical steps on an amateur
stage, she made her dtbut in the second-rate
theatres of Brescia, Parma, and Leghorn, where
she was scarcely noticed. Nor did she attract
more attention in Paris, where she sang with
Cinti, Miss Corri, and a few other young artists,
humble satellites to the manageress, Catalani.
A year later, 181 6, when she appears to have
been already married, she and her husband,
Pasta, a tenor, were engaged by Ayrton, at a
salary of £400 (together) for the season, for the
King's Theatre. She appeared in a subordinate
part, Jan. 11, 1817, in Cimarosa's 'Penelope,'
the chief rdle being sung by Camporesi; and
here she was no more remarked than in Paris.

Lord Mount-Edgciunbe does not even mention
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her. She then pUyed Cherubino; next a
eeoondarj part in ' Agnese * ; and afterwards

Servilia in 'La Clemenza di Tito,* and the

part ofthe pretended shrew in Ferrari's • Sbaglio '

;

bat there is no doubt that she was a failure,

^er husband did not even appear.

The young singer, however, did not despair.

Though her voice was rebellious and her style as

yet quite unfinished, she had many advantages

even then which promised future excellence as

the reward of unremitting and laborious study.

Below the middle height, her figure was never-

theless very well proportioned ; she had a noble

head with fine features, a high forehead, dark

and expressive eyes, and a beautiful mouth.

The dignity of her face, form, and natural

gestures, fitted her evidently for tragedy, for

which she was not wanting in the necessary fire

and energy.

Having returned to Italy, she meditated

seriously on the causes of her ill success, and
studied for some time with Scappa. In 1819
she appeared at Venice, with marked effect;

and this first success was repeated at Home
and Milan, in that year and the next. In the

autumn of 182 1 she first attracted the attention

of the Parisian public at the 'Italiens* ; but it

was after singing at Verona, during the congress

of 1 8a 3, that she returned to Paris, where she at

length became suddenly famous, and excited the

wildest enthusiasm. Her voice, asplendid soprano,

extending from the low A to the highest D, even
then was not absolutely free from imperfection

;

but the individuality of her impersonations, and
the peculiar and penetrating expression of her

singhig made the severest critics forget any &ults
of production in the sympathy and emotion she

irresistibly created. She continued, however, to

work, to study, and to triumph over her harsh

and rebellious organ by these means. Mean-
while, by the force and truth of her acting, she

delighted the Parisians in such parts as Tan-
credi, Borneo, Desdemona, Camilla, Nina, and
Medea. 'Though but a moderate musician,*

says F^tis, 'she instinctively understood that the

kind of ornaments which had been introduced

by Rossini, could only rest a claim for novelty

on their supporting harmony * ; and she therefore

invented the embellishments in arpeggio which
were afterwards carried to a still higher pitch

of excellence by Malibran. On April 24, 1824,

Pasta reappeared in London in * Otello,' and had
another enthusiastic success, which she followed

up with ' Tancredi,' * Romeo,' and • Semiramide.*

She was, however, only one of six prime donne
at the King's Theatre, one of whom, Madame
Colbran -Rossini, had a salary of £1500, while

Pasta was to have no more than £1400. And
even this sum she never received in full,

Benelli, the manager and sub-lessee, having
quitted England, leaving the greater portion of

it unpaid. This made it difiicult to re-engage

her for 1835, as she rather naturally asked for

the balance to be paid before she should appear

;

but this was arranged by a compromise, and she

came, at a sahiry of £1000, to sing till June 8,

PASTICCIO.

the longest cong4 she could obtain from Parit
While on the subject of her salary, it may be

added that in 1826 she had £2200,' £1000 of

which was paid to her before she lefi Paris, and

£2365 in 1827. In each succeeding year h&
voice appeared more equal and her style more
finished and refined. Her acting was always

extremely powerful. Talma, when he saw and

heard her, is said to have exclaimed, ' Here is t

woman of whom I can stUl learn something.'

Owing to a misunderstanding with Roeaini,

then managing the Italian Opera at Paris, Pasta

would not engage herself for that stage in 1827,

but went to Italy instead. There she played

at Trieste, and at Naples, where Pacini wrote

'Niobe' for her. The Neapolitans failed to

recognise her full merits, but she was better

appreciated at Bologna, Milan, Vienna, and
Verona. At Milan, Bellini wrote for her the

'Sonnambula' (1831) and 'Norma* (1833).
In 1833 and 34 Pastawas once more at Paris,

B^Tiging in * Sonnambula * and * Anna Bcdena.*

Now, for the first time, her voice seemed to

have lost something of its beauty and truth ; her

intonation had become very uncertain, and she

sang flat sometimes through the whole of an
opera. But her dramatic talent, hr from being

impaired, was even more remarkable than ever.

She was as simple and unaffected a village girl

in the 'Sonnambula,* as she was dignified, noUe,
or energetic in 'Anna Bolena,' ' Semiramide,* and
' Norma.* As ' Desdemona,* she was now more
gentle and graceful than heretofore, and in like

manner she had improved and completed her

conception of all her characters, till they became
worthy of the admiration of critics and the study

of actors.

Once more in Italy, Pasta reappeared in a
few of her £unous r6les at some of the chief

theatres, spending every summer at the beautiful

villa which she had bought in 1829 near the

Lake of Como, where she gave herself up to the

delights of cultivating a magnificent garden.

Pasta sang again in England in 1837 ; ^^^ ^^
voice was nearly gone, and she gave her ad-

mirers more pain than pleasure. In 1 840, though
so long retired from the stage, she accepted* an
offer of 200,cx>o frs. to sing at St. Petersburg

;

but it would have been better for her reputation

as a singer had she refused it. The same may
be said of her last visit to London, in 1850, when
she only appeared twice in public.

Madame Pasta is said to have had only one
child, a daughter ; but she had a son also, wh<an
she mentions in a letter^ to the Princess Belgio-

joso, her 'Carissima Teresa,* a cultivated and
charming lady, with whom she was on the most
intimate and affectionate terms. She had some
pupils, of whom Parodi was the most dis^-
guished. This great singer died at her villa on
the Lake of Como, April i, 1865. [J. M.]

PASTICCIO, literally 'a pie.* A species of

Lyric Drama, composed of Airs, Duets, and other

1 Hot 9,9001. u stotod by Eben. The receipt, la tht
the writer. disproTca this itAtement.

9 In the poeeestlon at the writer.
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movementB, selected from difTerent Operas, and
grouped together, not in accordaoce with their

original intention, but in such a manner as to

provide a mixed audience with the greatest pos-

sible number of favourite Airs in succession.

It is not at all necessary that the Movements
contained in a Pasticcio should all be by the
same ^Composer. As a general rule, they are

not ; and no attempt is made to ensure uni-

formity, or even consistency of style. No such
attempt, indeed, could by any possibility be
BuccesHfiil, unless it were made under the direc-

tion of a genius of the highest order; for an
Opera, if it claim to be considered as a work of

Art at all, must of necessity present itself as a
well-ordered whole, the intdligent expression of
a single idea; not in the form of a heteroge-
neous collection of pretty tunes, divorced frt>m

the scenes they were intended to illustrate, and
adapted to others quite foreign to the Composer's
original meaning. It is true, that, during the
greater part of tiie i8th century, when the Pas-
ticcio enjoyed its highest degree of popularity,

some of the greatest Masters then living patron-
ised it, openly, and apparently without any feel-

ing of reluctance : but it never inspired any
real respect, even in its brightest days, and the
best examples were invariably short-lived, and
incapable of resuscitation. It was impossible
that any form of Art, based upon false principles,

should be held in lasting remembrance ; and the
Pasticcio represented a veiy false principle indeed
—the principle which culminateid in the ' Con-
cert Opera.'

In early times, it was a very common custom
to mention the name of the Librettist of an
Opera, upon the public announcement of its per-
formance, without that of the Composer ; and it

seems exceedingly probable, that, when this was
done, more than one Composer was concerned, and
the work was, in reality, a Pasticcio. We know
that Caccini contributed some of the Music to
Peri's * Euridice,' in the year 1600, though his
name does not appear upon the title-page ; and
that, as early as 1646, a genuine Pasticcio was
performed, at Naples, under the title of * Amor
non a legge,* with Music by several different

Composers, of whose names not one has been
recorded. Such cases, however, are much rarer
in the 17th century than in that which followed,
and serve only to show how the practice of
writing these compound Operas originated.
Perhaps the most notable Pasticcio on record

is 'Muzio Scevola,' of which, in the year 1721,
Attilio Ariosti* composed the First Act, Gio-
vanni Maria Buononcini the Second, and Handel
the Third. Each Composer prepared a complete
Overture to his own share of the work ; and
each, of course, did his best to outshine the
efforts of his rivals : yet the Opera survived very
few representations, notwithstanding the dclat

» In 17» a Putlcdo ctlled 'L'Ape' yns prodaoed at Vienna. In
Which no leu than 12 compoMn w«re rsprsMnted. CPohl, 'Moart
In London.' p. 75. note.)

' Thii at least U the eommonly-recelTed opinkm. In the Drago-
nettl Mora. In the BrltUh Muaeum. the first act U attrlbutwl to
SiCQOT Flpo.' Cbrjaaader attributes it to FUlppo lUttet.
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which attended its production ; and it was never
afterwards revived. It has been suggested that
the object of associating these three great Com*
posers together, in this work, was not rivalry,

but OBOonomy of time—a most improbable sup*
position, unsupported by any kind of evidence.

The Pasticcio, lit the time ' Muzio Scevola ' was
produced, was equally common in England and
on the Continent ; and nothing was more natural
than that all the talent that could be brought
together should be employed in the production of
a splendid example for the Boyal Academy of
Music. Handel, moreover, the only Composer
in whose hands this kind of piece ever attained
the degree of homogeneity necessary to constitute

a really great work, can never have entertained
any strong objection to it, for he constantly intro-

duced Songs, which had made their mark in his

earlier Operas, into the newer ones he was so
frequently called upon to produce; and, in 1738,
he brought out a Pasticcio, called *AIessandro
Severe,* entirely composed of his own most
favourite Airs. His keen perception of dramatic
truth enabled him to peiform the operation of
fitting together materials, apparently quite in-

congruous, with such inimitable skill, thfkt no
one unacquainted with the real taucta of the case

could possibly think they had ever been intended
to occupy any other position than that in which
they are actually found at the time being. Had
other Composers possessed this power of adapta-
tion in an equal degree, the Pasticcio might have
attained a longer term of existence : but the
best writers of the age, more especially those of

the great School founded by Hasse, at Dresden,
fedled lamentably, in this particular ; and, strange

as it may seem to say so, it is to this fortunate

circumstance that we are indebted for one of the

most important and beneficial revolutions re-

corded in the history of the Lyric Drama.
In the year 1746, Gluck produced, at the

King's Theatre, in the Haymarket, a Pasticcio,

called 'Piramo e Tisbe,' in which he introduced
all his own most successful Airs. He wrote, at

that time, entirely in the Italian style; and,
though Handel expressed great contempt for

his want of learning, his airs were especially

melodious, and enjoyed a high degree of popu-
lar favour. Yet the piece did not succeed, and
he himself was altogether dissatisfied with it.

Soon after its production, he left England, and
setUed, for a time, in Vienna. Here he attained

immense popularity ; but he could not forget the
failure of his Pasticcio, and the disappointment
he felt led him carefully to reconsider the matter,

and, as fiu* as possible, to trace the defects of the
piece to their true cause. The course of ana-
lytical study thus forced upon him led to the
conviction, tiiat however good an Air may be in

itself, it is only useful for dramatic purposes in

so far as it is calculated to bring out the truth-

ful expression of the Scene in which it is intro-

duced ; and this simple thesis formed the founda-

tion of that great work of reformation which
made his name so deservedly famous, and raised

> the Lyric Drama to a position from which the
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false ideas of Hasse and Metastasio wonld for

ever have excluded it. [See Opbra, Eleventh
Period, p. 5 14 6.]

The triumphant success of Gluck's later works
put an end, at once, to the existence of the
•Concert Opera,' both in Italy and Grermany:
and, with it, the Pasticcio necessarily fell to the
ground. Since hb death, no genuine Pasticcio

of any importance has ever been produced.
Only in a very few cases have two or more Com-
posers consented to write the separate Acts of

the same work ; and, judging firom past experi-

ence, we may confidently hope that the abuse
will never again be revived.

The leading principle of the Pasticcio has
been frequently introduced into English Operas,

more especially those of the older SchooL The
'Beggar's Opera' will occur to the reader as a
notable instance of its application. But it must
be remembered that in Operas of this class the

Music is often only of an incidental character,

and the objection to the system is therefore far

less serious than in the case of Itilian Operas
of the same, or even earlier date. [W. S. R.]

PASTORALE. 1. A dramatic composition

or opera, the subject of which is generally of a
legendary and pastoral character. Pastorales

had their origin in Italy, where, at the time of

the Renaissance, the study of the Eclogues of

Theocritus and Virgil led to the stage represen-

tation of pastoral dramas such as Politian's
' Favola di Orfeo,* which was played at Mantua
in 1472. The popularity of these dramatic
pastorales spread from Italy to France and
Spain, and eventually to Germany; but it is

principally in France that they were set to

music, and became of importance as precursors

of the opera. In April 1659 *La Pastorale en
Musique,* the words by the Abb^ Perrin, the

music by Cambert, was performed at Issy, at the

house of M. de Lahaye, and proved so success-

ful that the same authors wrote another similar

work, 'Pomone,' which was played in public

with great success in May 1671. These two
pastorales are generally considered as the earliest

French operas. The pastorale, owing to the

weakness of its plot, was peculiarly suited for

the displays of ballet and spectacle which were
so much in vogue at the French court, and ex-

amples of this style of composition exist by
nearly all the French composers before the

Great Revolution. Lully*s *Acis et Galath^'
('Pastorale heroique mise en musique') is

perhaps one of his finest compositions. Mathe-
Bon (* VoUkommener Kapellmeister'), with his

passion for classifying, divides pastorales into

the very obvious cates^'ories of comic and tragic,

and gives some quaint directions for treating

subjects in a pastoral manner. The pastorale

must not be confounded with the pastourelle,

which was an irregular form of poetry popular

In France in the 12th and 13th centuries.

3. Any instrumental or vocal composition in

6-8, 9-8, or 1 2-8 time (whether on a drone bass

or not), which assumes a pastoral character by
its imitation of the simple sounds and melody

PASTORAL SYMPHONY.

of a shepherd's pipe. The Musette and the Sd-
liana are both ' pastoral ' forms ; the fonner is of

a slower tempo, and the latter contains fewer
dotted quavers. ' He shall feed his flock * and
the 'Pastoral Symphony' in the Messiah are
both in 12-8, and so is the Pastoral Sinfonia
which begins the second part of Bach's Christinas
Oratorio. Other examples of this class of com-
position are the first movement of Bach's Pasto-
rale for organ (Dorffel, 788), and the air • Poor
Bertha moi je soupire' in Meyerbeer's opera • Le
Proph^te.' The 'Sonnambula* was originally
entitled ' Dranmia pastorale.' [W. B. S.l

PASTORALE. 'Sonata pastorale* is the
title 'often given to Beethoven's Sonata in D,
op. 29, but apparently quite without warrant.
Its opening Allegro and its Finale both begin
with long passages on a pedal bass, both are adso
in triple time, and so fiur have a ' pastoral ' air

;

but Beethoven has said nothing of any such in-

tention. The original edition is entitled * Grande
Senate pour le Pianoforte,' and the autograph is

inscribed ' Gran Sonata.' It is worth notice that

this is the first of the Sonatas which is not com-
posed expressly both for harpsichord or piano-

forte ; all the preceding ones have the words * poor
le Clavecin (or Clavicembalo) ou Pianoforte * on
the title-page.

It was composed in 1801 and published in

Aug. 1802. According to Czemy the Andante
was for long a special favourite of the compoiwrX
and often played by him. The fly-leaf of the

autograph—in the possession of Herr Johann
Kaflka of Vienna—contains a little piece of

17 bars long, for 2 voices and chorus, aimed at the

unwieldy figure of Schuppanzigh, Beethoven's
favourite first violin, and entitled ' Lob auf den
Dicken *—

' Glory to the fat.' It begins thus :

—

Schop - pan - xigh Ut eln Lump; Lamp. Lamp.

LG.]

PASTORALSYMPHONY in Handel's 'Me*-
siah.' A short and unaflected little piece of music

in 1 2-8 time, serving to introduce the scene of the

'Shepherds abiding in the field.* Handel more
than any other great composer was accustomed

to 'prendre son bien partout oil il le tronrait,*

and mostly without acknowledgment. In the

present instance he has affixed the word ' Pi£ik
*

to this movement, more probably to indicate the

reason for inserting it than to show that it was

not his own composition, a matter which probably

did not occupy his thoughts in the least. Peonle

in those days had not ready access either to old^
or contemporaneous works, and were not in a
position to compare one thing with another ; and

our composer, often in a great hurry to get

through his mighty task, did not trouble himself

to enlighten them : his superb genius answered

for all, as it gave life and immortality to any-

thing he chose to put on paper. When it was

first called a Pastoral Symphony is not very clear;

Randall & Abell's edition gives the word ' Pifa

'

only, a fact overlooked by Dr. Rimbault in his

I Orlfinmlly pcrtitps bgr Onuu, tlie publUher. of H*mb«i«.
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preface to theHandel Society's edition ( 1 850) ; bat
Arnold's edition has 'Sinfonia Pastoralle.' Han-
del's MS. and the Smith transcripts give only
* Pifa.* As to the origin of the music Dr. Rim-
bault, in his Preface to the edition of the Handel
Society professes to give the melody note for note

from a MS. collection of ancient hymns written

in 1630 ; bat what collection^ and where it is to

be found, is not told us.
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etc, 16
ban in
aU.

Playford's * Musick's Handmaid* (1678) has a
very similar tune, and in Crotch's specimens this

also figures as an example of Italian music—

a

Sidliana. In these two works the title of * Par-
thenia' has been added to it. Doubtless Handel
heard the peasants playing such an air about the
streets of Rome at Christmas during his visit

there, and stored up the idea for wture use.

[See PiPERO.]
At first it consisted of the first part alone, the

second being added on a slip ofpaper wafered into

the original MS. Of the second part there are

two versions, one which is in use, 10 bars long,

the other, 12 bars, with the sequence prolonged,

taking the music into F, in which key it winds
up before the Da Capo. The second version,

which is on the back of the slip of paper just

mentioned, Handel has crossed through.
This little Symphony is scored only for strings,

with a third violin part which has curiously often

been left out. In a piece of music intended to

represent the playing of Pifferari, it is singular

that Handel should not have gtven the melody,
at least, to his favourite instrument the haut-
boy, which had in his day a very broad reed, and
a tone somewhat reminding one of the Roman
peasants who pipe a pastoral in our streets at

the present time. [W.G.C .]

PASTORAL SYMPHONY, THE. 'Sin-
fonia Pastorale, No. 6,' is the title of the pub-
lished score of Beethoven's 6th Symphony, in

F, op. 68 (Breitkopf & Hartel, May 1826).

The autograph, in possession of the Baron
van Kattendyke, of Amheim, bears the following

inscription in Beethoven's own writing, *Sinf'*

6ta. Da Luigi van Beethoven. Angenehme
heitre Erapfindungen welche bey der Ankunft
auf dem Lande im Menschen erwa—Alio ma
non troppo—Nicht ganz geschwind—N.B. die

deutschen Ueberschriften scbreiben sie alle in

die erste Violin!—Sinfonie von Ludwig van
Beethoven ': or, in English, * 6th Symphony, by
Luigi van Beethoven. The pleasant, cheerful

feelings, which arise in man on arriving in the

country—Alio ma non troppo—not too fast

—

N.B. [this is to the copyist] theGerman titles are

all to be written in the first-violin part—Sym-
phony by Ludwig van Beethoven.*

Besides the 'titles' referred to in this in-

scription, which are engraved in the ist violin

part, on the back of the title-page, Beethoven has
given two indications of his intentions—(i) on
the programme of the first performance, Dec. 23,

1808, and (2) on the printed score. We give

the three in parallel columns :^

FirH VioHn Part.

FMtoral 6lnfoni6 oder Erinnerunff«n an
da« Landleb«n (mehr Ausdruck der Emp-
flDdong als MAhlerey).

L AUe^ro ma non molto. Erwachen helt-

erer Empflndunym bey der Ankuaft auf dem
LAade.

9. Andante con moto. Sc«ne am Bach.
a Allegro. Lustiges Ziuammeusejo der

Laodleute.
4. Allegro. Gcwitter. Sturm.
6. AUesretto. UirteD^Miiig. Frobe und

e tiefdhle nach dem Sturm.

Putorml Symphonj, or Becollections of
eountry life. (More expression of feeling

tbaa painting.)

1. Allegro ma non molto. The awakening
of cheerful feelings on arriving in the
ooontry.

S. Andante eon moto. Scene at the brook.
a Allegro. Merry meeting of country folk.

4. Allegro. Thunderstorm, tempest.
Bw Allegretto. Bong of the shepherd*. Glad

ftod thankful feelings after the storm.

A book of sketches for the first movement,
now in the British Museum, is inscribed 'Sin-
fonie caracteristica. Die Erinnerungen von der
Landleben

' ; with a note to the effect that ' the
hearer is to be allowed to find out the situations

for himself '— ' Man uberlasnt dem Zuhorer sich

selbst die Situationen auszutinden.'

The work was composed in the neighbourhood
of Vienna, in the wooded meadows between
Heiligenstadt and Giinzing, in the summer of

1808, at the same time wiUi the Symphony in

Profframme of Concert, Dee. 22; 1806.

Pastoral Sfmphonle (No. S). mehr Aut-
druck der Empfindung. aIs Malerey.

Istes Stack. Angenehme Empflndangen.
welche bey der Ankimft auf dem Lande im
Menschen emachen.

2tcs Htilck. Scene am Bach.
3t«9 Stack. Lustiges fieysammenseyn der

Landleute ; Hilt ein

4tea Stock. Donner tmd Storm ; In welches
einflUt

&tes Stock. Wohlthatige. relt Dank an die

Gottbelt verbundene OefOhle nach dem
Sturm.

Pastoral Symphony (No. 6) more expression

of feeling than painting.
1st piece. The pleasant feelings aroused In

the heart on arriving in the country.
8nd piece. Scene at the brook.
Srd piece. Jovial auemblage of cotmtry

folk, Interrupted by
4th piece. Thunderstorm. Intermpted by
6th piece. Pleasurable feelings after the

storm, mixed with gratitude to (iod.

Printed Beore.

Sinfonia Pastorale. No. «.

Erwachen heiterer Empflndungen bey der
Ankuna auf dem Lancte. All" ma non
troppo.
Scene am Bach. Andante molto moto.

Lustiges Zusammeuseyn der Landleute.

Allegro.

Oewltter. Sturm. Allegro.

Hirtengesang. Frohe und dankbare G»-
fOhle nach dem Sturm. Allegretto.

Sinfonia Pastorale. No. 6.

The awakening of cheerful feelings on ar*

rlTlng In the country. All" ma non troppo.

Scene at the brook. Andante molto moto.
Merry meeting of country folk. Allegro.

Thunderstorm, tempest. Allegro.

Bong of the shepherds. Glad and thankful

feelings after the storm.

C minor. The two were each dedicated to the

same two persons. Prince Lobkowitz and the

Count Basoumofisky ; their opus-numbers follow

one another, and so clonely were the two connected

that at the first performance—in the Theatre an
der Wien, Dec. 22, 1808—their numbers were
interchanged, the Pastoral being called * No. 5

'

and the C minor * No. 6.' This confusion lasted

as late as 1820, an is shown by the list of per-

formances of the Concerts Spirituels at Vienna,

given by Haosliok (Conoertwesen in Wien, p. 189).
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The titles of the movements were curiously

anticipated by Knecht, more than twenty years

earlier, in a 'Portrait musical de la Nature.'

[See Knecht, voL ii. 66 a; and Pbogrammb
Music]

Beethoven himself (a very rare occurrence)

anticipated a part of the storm movement in his

Prometheus music (i8oi), in the 'Introduction'

following the overture.

The Symphony was first played in London at

a concert given for the benefit of F. Griesbach,

the oboe-player. This was before April 14, 1817,

the date at which it first appears in the pro-

grammes of the Philharmonic Society. [G.]

PATEY, Jaitet Monaoh, nde Whytock, was

bom May i, 1842, in London* her father being

a native of Glasgow. She received instruction in

singing from Mr. John Wass, and made her first

appearance in public at a very early age, at the

Town Hall, Birmingham. She became a member
of Henry Leslie's Choir, and afterwards received

further instruction from Mrs, Sims Reeves and

Pinsuti. In 1865 she was engaged by M. Lem-
mens for a provincial concert tour. In 1866 she

was married to Mr. Patey (see below), and sang

at the Worcester Festival of that year. From that

time her reputation continued to increase, until

in 1870, on the retirement of Madame Sainton-

Dolby, she succeeded to her position as leading

contralto concert-singer, and as such has sung in

several of the principal new works, such as Bene-

dict's * St. Peter,' Bamett's * Ancient Mariner,'
* Paradise and the Peri,' and ' Raising of Lazarus,'

and in Macfarren's *St. John the Baptist,' 'Resur-

rection,' 'Joseph,' and * Lady of the Lake.' In

the part of Bhmche of Devan, in the last of these,

she developed an amount of dramatic power for

which her admirers had not given her credit.

In 1 871 she started on a concert tour in America

with Edith Wynne, Cunmiings, Santley, and her

husband, and enjoyed great success. In 1875 she

sang with her usual success in Paris, in French,

in four performances of the * Messiah,' on the invi-

tation of M. Lamoureux, and under his direction.

Also on Jan. 31 of the same year she sang in

English * rest in the Lord,' at the concert of the

Conservatoire, with such effect that she was re-

engaged for the next concert, Feb. 7, when she

more than confirmed the previous impression. In
commemoration of this the directors presented

her with a medal bearing the dates of the con-

certs, a compliment rarely accorded by that con-

servative body to any singer.

Hervoice is a contraltoofgreat powerand sweet-

ness, and of extensive compass, and she is equally

excellent either in oratorio or ballads. [A.C.]

PATEY, John Georob, husband of the above,

bom in 1835, at Stonehouse, Devonshire, son

of a clergyman, was educated for medicine, but

abandon^ it for music. His voice is bari-

tone. He studied at Paris and Milan, made his

first appearance Oct. 11, 1858, at Drury Lane, as

Plumket, in an English version of * Martha,' and

sang for several seasons in English opera at

Covent Garden and Her Majesty's, creating parts

in 'Robin Hood' (Oct. 10, 60), * La Reine Topaze*

PATON.

(Dec. 26, 60), 'Puritan's Daughter' (Nov. 30, 61).

'Lily of Killamey' (Feb. 8, 6a), etc. He also

sang in Italian opera at the Lyceum in 186 1, and
was frequently beard in oratorio and conoert&
Mr. Patey has latterly retired from public sing-

ing, and now carries on the business of a moBxc
publisher. [A.C.]

PATH^rriQUB. 'Grande Senate pakh^tiqne

pour le Clavecin ou Piano-Forte compost et

dedi^ k Son Altesse le Prince Charles de
Lichnowsky par Louis van Beethoven' ia the

title ofBeethoven's 7th Pianoforte Sonata, op. 13.

It is in C minor, and has an Introduction (whidi
reappears in the Allegro) in addition to the other

three movements. (The Path^tique and the

op. 1 1 1 are the only PF. Sonatas with Introduc-

tions.) It was pubUshed by Eder in the Graben,
Vienna, in 1799. No clue has been found to its

title. M. Nottebohm however has discovered

from Beethoven's sketch-books that the Finale

was originally written for Strings, and waa pro-

bably intended for the Finale of the String trio

in C minor. Op. 9, No. 3.* [G.]

PATON,MARTANNB,daughterofGeorgePaton,
master in the High School of Edinburgh, where

she was bom in Oct. 1803 ; from a very early age

manifested a capacity for music, and when litUe

more than four years old learned to play the harp,

pianoforte, and violin. Music was hereditary in

her family. Her grandmother, when Miss .^jme

Nicoll, phfcyed the violin before the Duke of Cum-
berland at Huntly, on his way to Culloden, in

1746 ; and Miss Nicoll's brother Walter, an emi-

nent merchant of Aberdeen, and a good violin

player, took part with the Duke of Gordon and

other local magnates in founding the Aberdeen

Musical Society in 1748, and acted for some

time as its secretary. Miss Paton's father was

also a violin player, and was renowned in his

own neighbourhood as having built an oi^gui.

In 1 810 Miss Paton appeared at .concerts in

Edinburgh, singing, reciting, and playing—amcmg
other pieces, Viotti's Concerto in G. She also

published several compositions. In 181 1 the

family removed to London, and during the next

three seasons she sang at private concerts, and

annually at a public concert of her own. In 1814
she was withdrawn ftvm public life for the pur-

pose of completing her education. In 1820 she

reappeared and sang at the Bath concerts with

success, and in 182 1 at various other places. On
Aug. 3, 1822, she made her first appearance on

the sts^e at ihe Haymarket Theatre as Susanna

in 'The Marriage of Figaro,' with decided suc-

cess, and subsequently p^ormed Rodna in ' The
Barber of Seville'; Lydia in Perry's * Morning,

Noon, and Night' (her first original part), and

Polly in • The Beggar's Opera.' On Oct. 19, 182a,

she appeared at Covent Garden as Polly, and on

Dec. 7 fully established herself by her impersona-

tion of Mandane in Ame's ' Artaxerxes.' On
July 22, 1824, she achieved a great suoc€»

in the part of the heroine in Weber's * Der

1 ' Neae BeethorentftoB,' No. xz. In Uie ' HnsIkaUschea Wocbeobtatt.'

Jan. 14. 1OT8.
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Freischiltz,' then first produced in England. In
the same year she was married in Scotland to

Lord WiUiam Pitt Lennox, a younger son of the

4th Duke of Richmond, hut continued her pro-

fessional appearances under her maiden name.

On April 12, i8a6, on the production of Weber's
* Oberon/ she sustained the arduous part of Reiza

to the entire satisfaction as well of the composer

as the audience. Weber had previously vrritten

to his wife, * Miss Paton is a singer of the very

first rank, and will play Beiza divinely.* In the

same letter he describes a concert in whichVelluti

and all the first Italians sang, at which *she

beat them all.* From that time she was at the

head of her profession, alike in the theatre, the

concert-room, and the oratorio orchestra. Her
marriage was unfortunately not a happy one, and
in June 1830 she separated from her husband,

and on Feb. 26, 1S31, obtained a decree of the

Court of Session in Scotland dissolving the mar-
riage. Shortly afterwards she was married to Mr.
Joseph Wood, the tenor singer, apd in the same
year reappeared at Covent Garden and after-

wards at the King's Theatre in ' La Cenerentola.'

She was next engaged at Drury Lane, and ap-

peared as Alice in an English version of Meyer-
beer s • Robert le Diable,' produced Feb. 20, 1832.

She also sustained at various times the principal

parts in the ' Sonnambula,' Barnett's ' Mountain
Sylph,' etc., etc. In 1833 Mr. and Mrs. Wood
began to reside at Woolley Moor, Yorkshire,

an estate belonging to Mr. Wood, sen., and
this remained their permanent home till 1854.
In 1834 they paid a visit to the United States,

and repeated it twice within the next few
years. In April 1837 Mrs. Wood reappeared in

London, and continued to perform imtil Feb.

1843, when she embraced the Boman Catholic

rebgion, and took up her residence in the convent
by Micklegate Bar, York. The change however
was of short duration, and in July she quitted

the convent. In 1844 she was engaged at the

Princess's Theatre. She soon afterwards retired

from her profession, and settled with her husband
at Woolley Moor. Here she took a warm in-

terest in tne Anglican service at Chapelthorpe.
She composed for it, formed and trained a choir,

in which nhe herself took the leading part. In
1854 ^^^y ^^^^ Yorkshire and went abroad. In
1863 they returned to Bulclifie Hall, in the neigh-

bourhood of Chapelthori^e, and there Mrs. Wood
died, July 21,1 854, leaving a son (^bom at Woolley
Moor in 1838) as the only representative of

her family. Mrs. Wood's voice was a pure so-

prano, of extensive compass (A below the staff to

D or E above), powerful, sweet-toned, and bril-

liant. She was mistress of the florid style, and
had great powers of expression. She was re-

nowned for her beauty, both of feature and ex-

pression, inherited from her mother. Miss Craw-
ford of Cameron Bank ; and the portraits of her
are numerous, including those by Sir Thos. Law-
rence, SirW. Newton, Wageman, and others. Her
younger sisters were both singers ; Isabella ap-
peared at Drury Lane about 1825, and Eliza at
the Haymarket as Mandane in 1833. [W. H. H.]

vol. u. FT. 12.
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PATRICK, RiCfHABD (sometimes called Na-
than or Nathaniel), lay vicar of Westminster
Abbey from 161 6 until about 1625, composed a
fine service in G minor, which is printed in vol. i.

of Arnold's Cathedral Music. [W.H. H.]

PATROCINIUM MUSICES. A splendid
collection of church mui»ic in 10 volumes, pub-
lished between 1573 and 1598 by Adam Bebo of
Munich under the patronage of the Duke of
Bavaria, whence its quaint title, ' the protection

of music' For the list of contents see this Dic-
tionary, i. 230. It is printed from types, not in

score, but so that all the parts can be read at
once from the two open pages, which are of
immense folio size. There is a copy in the
British Museum. [G.]

PATTER-SONG. * Patter' is the technical—
or rather, slang—^name for the kind of gabbling
speech with which a cheap-jack extols his wares,

or a conjuror distracts the attention of the audi-

ence while performing his tricks. It is used in

music to denote a kind of song, the humour of

which consists in getting the greatest number of

words to fit the smallest number of notes. In-

stances of this form of composition are Haydn's
' Durch Italien, Frankreich, Preussen,' from * Der
Ritter Roland'; Gr^try's syllabic duet in *La
fftusse Magie ' [see vol. i. p. 628 6] ; Dulcamara's
song in Donizetti's * L'Elislr d'amore,' etc. Mo-
zart and many other composers often introduce

bits of * patter ' into buffo solos, as for instance

the middle of * Madamina ' in * Don Juan,' etc.

This form of song has for long been popular with
'entertainers' from Albert Smith to Comey
Grain, and probably owes its name to a song
sung by Charles Mathews in 'Patter versus

Clatter.^ Its latest development is in the operettas

of Messrs. Bumand, Gilbert, and Sullivan, in all

of which patter-songs fill an important place.

Excellent instances are * My aged Employer' in
' Cox and Box,* and * My name is John Welling-

ton Wells' fn ' llie Sorcerer.' [J.A. F. M.]
PATTI, Adelika (Adela or AnfeLB JuaSa

Mabia), bom Feb. 19, 1843, at Madrid, was the

youngest daughter of Salvatore Patti, an Italian

Banger, who died in 1869, and a Spanish mother,

also a singer, well known in Spain and Italy, before

her marriage with Patti, as Signora Barili. The
parents of Adelina went to America, and she was
taken there as a child. Having shown great apt-

itude for music. Mile. Patti received instruction

in singing from Maurice Strakosch, who mamed
her elder sister Amelia ; she appeared in public

in America at a very early age, and was well re-

ceived ; but was wisely withdrawn for some years

for the purpose of further study. She reappeared
Nov. 24, 1 859, at New York, as Lucia, and played
other parts, in all df which she was highly suc-

cessful. Mile. Patti made her ddbiU in England
May 14, 1861, at the Royal Italian Opera, as

Amina, with wonderful success, and from that

time became famous, though quite unknown be-

fore. She repeated that part no less than eight

times, and confirmed her success by her per-

formance of Lucia, Violetta, Zerlina ('Don
Xx
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Giovanni*), Martha and EoBina. She sang that

autumn at the Birmingham Festival, in opera

at Liverpool, Manchester, etc., and afterwards

was engaged at Berlin, Brussels, and Paris.

From 186 1 to the present time Mme. Patti has

sung at Covent Garden every year, and has

maintained her position as perhaps the most

popular operatic artist of the time. Mme. Patti

made an operatic tour in the provinces in i86a

;

tang at the Birmingham Festival of 1864, notably

as Adah on the production of * Naaman* ; at the

Handel Festivals of 1865, 1877, and 1880; at

the Liverpool Festival of 1874, as well as in

several brilliant provincial concert tours. She has

enjoyed the same popularity on the continent,

having fiilfiUed several engagements at Paris,*

Vienna, St. Petersburg, Moscow, etc., and in

various cities of Germany, Italy, Spain, etc.

Her voice is of moderate power but great com-

pass, reaching to F in alt; her execution is

brilliant and finished, and she has considerable

charm both of person and manner. Her reper-

toire is extensive, upwards of 30 characters, chiefly

of the Italian school, many of which, such as

Maria, Norina, Adina, Linda, Luisa Miller, Des-

demona, Ninetta, Semiramide, etc., were revived

for her ; she is also quitti at home in the works

of Meyerbeer and Gounod. The new parts which

she has created in England are Annetta ('Oris-

pino e la Gomare'), July 14, 1866; Esmeralda,

June 14, 1870; Gelmina, June 4, 1873; Juliet,

July II, 1867: La Gatarina - (' Diamans de la

Couronne*), July 3, 1872;" Aida, June 22,

1876; and Estella ('Les Bluets *) of Jules Cohen
(Covent Garden, under the title of 'Estella,'

July 3, 1880), perhaps with a little more success

than when Mme. Nilsson played the part in

Paris. Of the other parts, only as Juliet and Aida

has she obtained any permanent popularity. The
Zeriina of Mozart is the only character she has

played in classical opera. Mme. Patti married,

July 29, 1868, Henri Marquis de Caux, Equerry

to Napoleon III. Her elder sinter,

Carlotta, was bom in 1 840 at Florence. She

was educated as a pianist under Herz, but aban-

doned the piano in favour of singing. She made
her d^btU in 1 86 1 at New York as a concert singer,

and afterwards fulfilled an engagement there in

Italian opera, and was successful, but soon after

abandoned the stage on account of her lameness,

blie made her cUbut in England April 16, 1 863, at

a concert at Covent Garden Theatre, attracted at-

tention on account ofher pleasant and remarkable

fmalhj of execution, obtained a position here in

concerts as a singer of the lighter class, and was for

several seasons a great attraction at promenade

and other concerts. Mile. Patti has made several

concert tours in the provinces, on the continent,

and in America. She married, Sept. 3, 1 8 79, Ernst

de Munck, of Weimar, the violoncdilist.

Cablo, their brother, bom at Madrid in

1842, was taken to America, like his sisters,

1 Mme. P»ttl hM reeentlj reappeared there (Tbtttre de la Gait«) In

Italian opera.
3 Por the flrvt time hi Englaod In Italian, in which some of the

music wat cut out. and airt from Auber*! earlier op«>ras ' La Nelce'

aud Leioeater' Itoerted. to the detriment of the g«ueral ittteci.
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when a child, studied the violin, and at the age

of 30 became leader at the New Orleans Opera
House, afterwards at New York, and the Wake-
field Opera House, St. Louis, Missouri. He died

at the last-named dty March 1 7, 1873. [A. C]
PAUER, Ernst, pianist and eminent teacher

of the piano, was bom at Vienna, Bee. ai, 1826.

His father was first minister of the Lutheran
church, Director of the theological seminary
in Vienna, and Su|»erintendent-General of the

Lutheran churches of the Austrian Empire ; his

mother was a Streicher, of the great pianoforte-

making fiunily, so intimately connected with

Beethoven. The cultivation of his early musical

talent was not allowed to prejudice h^ general

education ; the study of the classics and modem
languages being carried on concurrently with

the pianoforte, first under Theodor Dirzka, and
then under Mozart's son, Wolfgang Amadeos,
and with harmony and counterpoint under Sech-

ter. This first stage in his musical education

was terminated by a public peiformance in

1843, and the publication of one of his com-

positions. In 1845 he went to Munich for a

year and a half to study instrumentation

and dramatic composition under Franz Lachner.

Not content with his musical studies he learnt

Italian and Spanish, and by teaching and com-

posing was enabled to become independent of

his father, thus early evincing that extraordi-

nary energy which has always been one of his

principal characteristics. In April 1847 he

competed for and obtained the appointment of

director of the musical societies at Mayenoe,

and was employed by the great publishing firm

of Schotts to compose two operas, * Don Riego
*

(1849), and 'Die rothe Maske* (1850), which

were performed in Mayence and Mannheim; also

some important vocal works, and overtures and

entr'actes for the use of the local theatre. This

appointment, in which he gained great expe-

rience, he resigned in April 1851, and pro-

ceeded to London, where his performances at the

Philharmonic (June 33, Hummel's A minor Con-

certo) and the Musical Union were received with

much favour. After this success he resolved to

pursue his career in England, though returning

for a time to Germany.
In 1852 he married Miss Andreae, ofFrankfort,

and brought her with him to London, where they

have since regularly resided during the musicsl

season. Mrs. Pauer is a good contralto singer,

and an excellent musician. During the first few

years of her married life she was not infrequently

heard in public, but this she has latterly given

up. She has not however forsaken music, and

the Bach Choir has profited much by her great

knowledge and her steady devotion to its re-

hearsals and perfonnances.

In 1 861 Mr. Pauer adopted a new direction in

pianoforte-playing, one which had been sketched

by Moscheles some twenty years before, but not

fully caiTied out—the historical ; and gave a series

of six performances with the view of illustrating

the foundation and development of pianoforta

composition and playing, in chronological series
|
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from about 1600 to the present time, elucidated

and assisted by programmes containing critical

and biographical notices. Similar performances,

but with different programmes, were given in 1862
and 1863, and again in 1867, in Willis's and the

Hanover Square Booms. In 1 862 he was selected

by Austria and the Zollverein for the Musical
Jury of the London International Exhibition. He
was at the same time the official reporter for the

Prussian government, and his report was repro-

duced by some of the chief industrial journals,

and was translated into various languages. For
these services he received the Imperial Austrian
order of Francis Joseph, and the Prussian order of

the Crown. During the next few years Mr. Pauer
played in Holland, Leipzig, Munich and Vienna,
in fulfilment of special engagements, and was ap-

pointed pianist to the Imperial Austrian Court
in 1866.

In 1870 he began a new phase of his active

career, that of lecturing upon the composers for

the hupsichord (or clavecin) and pianoforte ; the

form and spirit of the varieties of modem music,

as the Italian, French andGerman ; the history of

the oratorio ; the practice ofteaching ; and many
cognate subjects. These lectures have been given

at the Royal Institution, the South Kensington
Museum, and in many other important lecture-

rooms in Great Britain and Ireland. When
Cipriani Potter retired from the Royal Academy
of Music, Pauer took his class, and retained it

for five years. In 1876, on the foundation of the

NationalTraining School forMusic at Kensington
Gore, he became the principal pianoforte pro-

fessor of that institution, and in 1878 was made
a member of the Board for Musical Studies at

Cambridge University, and the following year an
Examiner. Another of his important occupa-

tions has been- editing the works of the clas-

sical and romantic composers. Among these will

befound 'AlteKlavier-Musik' (Senff, Leipzig), 11

books; 'AlteMeister' (Breitkopf & Hartel, Leip-

z^g)> 40 ^os. [See Klavier-Musik, Alt£; and
Meister, Altb.] Also • Old English Composers
for the Virginals and Harpsichord' (Augener,
London) ; and, under the auspices of the last-

named publisher, an edition of the classical com-
posers in a cheap form, embracing and including
all the great masters from Bach and Handel to

Schumann, and extending, up to July 1880, to

nearly 30 volumes, of admirable clearness and
convenience. Besides this are arrangements for

children, and educational works, including the
* New Gradus ad Pamassum,' 100 studies, some
of them by himself; 'Primer of the Pianoforte*

(Novello. Ewer & Co. 1876) ;
• Elements of the

Beautiful in Music' (ditto, 1876) ; and * Primer
of Musical Forms' (ditto, 1878). Also some inter-

esting arrangements of Schumann's Symphonies
for four hands, and of Mendelssohn's PF. Con-
certo for two pianos, thrown off as mere hora
d(xuvr€i by this clever and indefatigable worker.
Reference to the publishers' catalogues must sup*
plement these specimens of the work of an active
and successful life. As may be expected, he has
unperformed and unpublished works in his port-
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folios; among them aa opera 'Die Brautschau
Friedrioh des Grossen.' Of published pianoforte

pieces few can be named that have attained

greater popularity than Pauer's ' Cascade.' As
a pianist his style is distinguished by breadth
and nobility of tone, and by a sentiment in which
seriousness of thought is blended with profound
respect for the intention of the composer. As a
man, his simple genuine nature has gained him
the affection and esteem of a very large circle of
friends and pupils. [A. J. H.]

PAUL, Oscar, writer on music, bom April 8,

1 836, at Freiwaldau in Silesia, where his father

was parish priest, and educated at Gorlitz, where
he first learned music from Klingenberg, and at
the university of Leipzig. Here he studied music
with Plaidy, Richter, and Hauptmann, of whose
system of narmony he became a warm partisan.

In i860 he graduated as Phil. Doc., and after

spending some time in various towns of Germany,
especially Cologne, settled in Leipzig in 1866.

Becoming known by his private lessons in the

science of music, he was maide professor of musical
history at the Conservatorium in 1869, and Pro-
fessor Extraordinarius at the university in 1872.
His best and most important work is his trancda-

tion (the first in Germany) and elucidation of

Boetius (Leipzig, Leuckart, 1873). He also edited

Hauptmann^s * Lehre der Harmonik* (1868), the

*Geschichte des Claviers* (1869), the 'Handlexi-

con der Tonkunst' (1871-73), and two musical

periodicals, the ' Tonhalle,' and its successor, the
' Musikalisches Wochenblatt.* He is now the

musical critic of the ' Leipziger Tagblatt.' [F.G.]

PAUL. ST., or, German, PAULUS. Men-
delssohn^s first oratorio (op. 36). It was com-
missioned by the Cecilienverein of Frankfort
early in 1832, but was not produced tUl the
Lower Rhine Festival at Diisseldorf, May 23,

1836. For the book—*in the words of Scrip-

ture '—he sought the aid of Marx, who however
soon disagreed with him, and then of Fttrst and
Schubring; but his own judgment was always
active. [See Mendelssohn, vol. ii. 271 6.")

The second performance took place at Liver-

pool under Sir G. Smart on Oct. 3, 1836. Others

in England were. Sacred Harmonic Society,

March 7 and Sept. 12, 1837, <^^ Birmingham
Festival, under 5fIendelssohn himself, Sept. 30,

1837. In the interval between the first and
second performances it had been revised by the

composer, and published (May, 1837). Fourteen
numbers were rejected, including two Chorales^

*0 treuer Heiland,' and *Ein' feste Burg.'

The English version is by Mr. W. Ball. [G.]

PAUSE (Ital. Fermata; Fr. Point d^orgue;

which last has an equivocal meaning, as it also

signifies what we call 'pedal point ). A tem-
porary cessation of the time of the movement,
expressed by the sign ^ placed over a note or a .

rest. If the pause is over a note, it signifies that

the note is to be prolonged at the pleasure of the

performer, or conductor; if over a rest, the

sound, as well as the time, must stop. The
judicious use of pauses is one of the most striking

Xx2
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effects at the command of a composer. Handel
often introduces a pause with prodigious effect

before the last phrase of a chorus, as in ' Then
round about the starry throne/ and many another
case. Instances of the effect of the pause may
be found in the delay on the last note of each
line of the chorales of the German church, which
18 happily imitated by Mendelssohn in several
of the Organ Sonatas, and in other places, where,
though no pause actually occurs, and the strict

time is kept up, the effect is produced by bringing
in the next line of the chorale a bar or more late.

Beethoven had a peculiarly effective way of in-

troducing pauses in the first giving out of the
principal subject of the movement, and so giving
a feeliiig of suspense, as in the Hrst movement of
the Symphony No. 5 in C minor, the beginning
of the last movement of the Pianoforte Trio,
Op. 70, No. I, etc. Pauses at the end of a
movement, over a rest, or even oyer a silent bar,
are intended to give a short breathing-space
before going on to the next movement. They
are then exactly the reverse of the direction
' attacca ' [for which see vol. i. p. 100 &] . * Pause

'

is the title of the last but one of the pieces in
Schumann*s 'Cameval,* and is an excerpt of 27
bars long from the Pr^ambule to the whole,
acting as a sort of prelude to the * Marche des
Davidsbiindler centre les Philistins.' * Pause ' is

also the title of a fine song in Schubert's ' Schone
MiiUerin.' [J.A.F.M.]
PAVAN, PAVANE, or PAVIN, a slow and

solemn dance, very popular in the i6th and 17th
centuries. The name, derived from 'Padovana,'*
points to an Italian origin, although it is gener-
ally said to have come from Spain, owing to its

popularity in that country. The Spanish Pavan,
however, was a variation of the original dance.
According to some authorities, the name is

derived from the the Latin pavo, owing to the
fancied resemblance to a peacock's tail caused by
the robes and cloaks worn by the dancers, as
they swept out in the stately figures of the
dance. Several good descriptions of the Pavan
have come down to us. Rabelais ' tells us that
it was one of the 180 dances performed at the
court of the Queen of Lantemois on the visit of
Pantagruel and his companions; Tabourot, in
his * Orchdsographie,' says that in his time,
Pavans were still popular, although not as much
danced m formerly." At state balls the dancers
wore their long robes, caps, and swords, and the
music was performed by sackbuts and oboes.
In masquerades, Pavans were played as proces-
sional music, and were similarly used at weddings
and religious ceremonies. Like all early dances,
the Pavan was originally sung as well as danced,
and Tabourot gives the following example for 4

I In the GAmbrtdgB UniTcwIty Library U a H& volume of alr« and
danoeB (In Lute Tablatura) by Dowlaud and Uolborne in uhlcb thtn
oocun a ' FadoTana de la Milaneaaa.*
» Pantagruel. Bk. r. published VjCZ
» B^sard, In the Preface to hit 'Thenaunu Hannonlcus DIvinI

Laurendnl Roman!
' (Cokxnie. 1608). after praUlng the sweetnen and

eie^ncy of the KngUih mu«ic of hU daj. makes particular mention
?[*^ J>^'?* '^'*'°« ***** »^« *«>"* • Parana' U nothing elae than
the Italian Paduana.' Ho also mentions that the Jnsnch often call
ftheir PaMomeuM. PaTau*.

PAVAN.

voices, accompanied throughout by the drum on
one note ^ J J.

Pauane d auatre narties.
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Sir John Davies, in his 'Orchestra* (1596) has
the following curious verses, in which the mo-
tions of the sun and the moon are compared to
dancers of Pavans and Gallianls :

* For that bnrae Sonne the Father of the Day.
Doth loue this Earth, the Mother of the Niflht:And like a renellour in rich array.
Doth daance his galliard in his lemman's aiffht.
Both back, and forth, and sidewaies, passing light*

* Who doth' not see the measures of the Moone,
which thirteene times she dannoeth enery yeaie ?And ends her pauine thirteene times as aoone
As doth her brother.'

There are numerous specimens extant of Pavaos
by instrumental composers of the i6th and 17th
centuries, and in almost every case the Pavan
is followed by a Galliard, the two thus anti-
cipating the Saraband and Gigue of the later
Suite. Thus Morley ('Introduction,' Part 3) after
speaking of Fantaisies, says, ' The next in grauity
and goodnes vnto this is called a pauane, a
kind of staide musicke, ordained for graua
dauncing, and most commonlie made of three
fitraines, whereof euerie straine is plaid or swig
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twice, a Btraine they make to containe 8, 1 2, or

16 semibreues as they list, yet fewer then eight

I haae not seene in any pauan. . . . After

enery pauan we Tsually set a galliard.' And
Butler (* Principles of Music,* 1636), speaking of

the Doric mode, has the following :

—

* Of this

sort are Pavins, invented for a slow and soft

kind of Dancing, altogether in duple Proportion.

Unto which are framed GalliArds for more quick

and nimble motion, always in triple proportion,

and therefore the triple is oft called Galliard-

time and the duple, Pavin-time.' Amongst the

best known of these forerunners of the Suite,

we may mention John Dowland's 'Lachrymae
or Seauen Teares, figured in seauen passionate

Pauans with diuers other Pauans, Galliards, and
Ahnands' (1605); and Johann Ghro's 30 Pavans
and GalliardB 'nach teutscher art gesetzet'

(1604).
The Spanish Pavan, a variety of the original

dance which came from Spain (where it was
called the Grand Dance), was of a more elaborate

character than the original. Judging &om the

frequent occurrence of its air in the early English

Lute and Virginal Books, it must have beoome
very popular in England.^ The following is the

tune which Tabourot gives for it: it is not the

same as that which is found in the English books.
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[W.B.S.]

PAXTON, Stephen, a composer of vocal

music in the latter part of the i8th century,

produced several graceful and elegant glees, 9
ofwhich, with 2 catches, are printed in Warren s

Collections. The Catch Club awarded him prizes

for the following glees ;
* How sweet, how fresh,'

1779; * Round the hapless Andre's urn,' 17 81;
' Blest Power,* 1 784 ; and * Come, O come,' 1 785

;

and for a catch, 'Ye Muses, inspire me,' 1783.
He published *A Collection of two Songs, Glees
and two Catches,' and 'A Collection of Glees.'

Two masses by him are printed in Webbe's Col-

lection. He died in 1787.
His brother, William, was a violoncellist, who

composed several sets of solos and duets for his

instrument. He gained prizes from the Catch
Club for 2 canons, * O Lord in Thee,' 1779, and
* Israel, trust in the Lord,' 1780. He died in

1 781. [W.H.H.]

PEABODY CONCERTS, given under the
auspices of the Conservatory of Music of the Pea-
body Institute, Baltimore, Maryland. Beginning
in 1865, eight concerts have been given every
season, each being preceded by a public rehearsal,

the director of the Conservatory officiating as

' In Stftrtert 'Friesch* Ltut Hol*aC34). It U called 'EngeUche
indn«;eadc Dana Loudcsiajn.'

condactor. The programmes have been n)ado
up of symphonies, suites, overtures, concertos and
vocal solos, nearly everything presented being of

classic in style. Many important compositions

have been performed for the first time in America
in the course of these concerts. Under Mr. Asger
Hamerik's direction (since 1 871) especial atten-

tion has been given to the production of works
by American, English and Scandinavian com-
posers. The orchestra has generally included 50
musicians. The institution elicited the warm
approbation of Von Btllow (1875-76) for its

exceptionally fine performances. [See * Peabody
Institute,' under United States.] [F. H. J.J

PEACE, Albert Listeb, Mub. Doc., is a na-
tive of Huddersfield. He exhibited in his child-

hood precocity hardly exceeded by that of Crotch
or even Mozart ; naming with unerring accuracy
individual notes and combinations of notes when
sounded, before attaining his fifth year. At the

age of nine he was appointed organist of the

parish church of Holmfirth, and subsequently of

other churches in that neighbourhood. In 1866,

at the age of ai, he removed to Glasgow, to fill

the office of organist to Trinity Congregational

church, and soon afterwards, along with other

posts, that of organist to the University. In
1870 he graduate as Bachelor, and in 1875 as

Doctor of Music in the University of Oxford.

Dr. Peace is one of a school of organists which
has come into existence in this country only

within the last half century, and which may be
said to owe that existence to the late S. S.

Wesley. Its distinguishing characteristic may
be said to be the employment of the feet at a
third hand, concurrently with the extension of

the pedal-board downwards, from G to C below

it, and also upwards, to the E or F, two octaves

and a third or fourth above it. This extension

enables the performer to lay out harmonies after

the manner of the ' harmonic chord,' in which

the largest intervals are found between the lowest

notes. More than this, it has brought within his

reach, what on the old G pedal-board was ob-

viously outside it, the organ compofdtions of J.

S. Bach and his school. Fifty vears ago, or even

later, there were probably not half a dozen Eng-
lishmen who could have played one of the Organ
Fugues of that great master; certainly there

were not as many organs on which they could

have been played.* Both C organs and pliwers

competent to use them may now be reckoned by
hundreds. Of this school of performers Dr. Peace

is one of the most distinguished members living.

His mechanical powers enable him not merely

to deal with everything as yet written expressly

for his instrument, but to realise upon it compo-

sitions designed for all the combinations of the

modem orchestra. This he does with unsur-

passed taste and readiness. Dr. Peace's published

s In the procrunmei of the nnmerons ot|Mi recital* of the let*

Thomas Adams, the organist par txeMenct of the first half of

this oentory. It U highly probable. If not certain. th»t no one oftheM
compositions erer appeared. One of Adams's most faTOurite show-

pieces was the Fugue in D In the 1st book of the • Well-tempered

Clavier.' But this—though MendeUsohn also ptoyed It—Is not one of

I
Bach's f>«<iai-fusuee.
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compomtionB Are for the most part connected

with the Service of the Church of England.
They form however but a small portion of those

still in MS., among which may be especially

mentioned a setting of the 138th Psalm, and a
cantata 'The Narrative of John the Baptist/

composed respectively for his degrees as Bachelor

and Doctor of Music. On the recent completion

of the new organ at Glasgow Cathedral—an in-

strumentby Willis embracing all the most recent

improvements in the organ-builder's art—Dr.
Peace was appointed organist there. On this and
on the organ, by Lewis, at the Glasgow New
Music HaU, and on various instruments in dif-

ferent parts ofEngland and Scotland, Dr. Peace is

a frequent and most popular performer. [J.H.]

PEABSAXL, Robert Lucas, bom at Clifton,

March 14, 1795, of an old Gloucestershire family.

He showed much talent for poetry and music at

an early age, but was educated for the bar, to

which he was called in 1821, and at which he
practised till 1825. He then left England for

the continent, and after some time settled at

Mayence, where, during four years he took a
brilliant part in literary, artistic, and archeeo-

logical life, including music, in which he was the

pupil of Panny, whose instructions in composition

he pursued with characteristic ardour. In 1829
he returned to England, but after a year went
back to the Continent and settled with his family

at Carlsruhe, he resuming his intellectual pur-

suits, and composing and practising much music.

The next few years were spent in travelling to

Munich, Vienna, Nuremberg, and other towns,
for musical and archseological purposes. In 1836
he revisited England, and hearing, apparently
for the first time, some madrigals sung at London
and Bristol, was so much inflamed by this new
experience as to write a treatise on that style of

music, which he published in Germany. A year
later he sold his family property of Willsbridge,

and again quitted England for Wartensee, on Uie

Lake of Constance, where he purchased the castle.

In 1847 he returned for a short visit, and then
left his native country for the last time. Thence-
forward till his death, Aug. 5, 1856, he resided

at his castle en grand seigneur, eager to the
last on all intellectual and artistic subjects,

but especially on music. He wrote a great
number of psalms, motets, anthems, and other
church music, amongst them a Requiem, on
which he set much store, treatises on muHic, and
a 'Catholisches Gesangbuch* (1863), founded on
that of St. Gall, and still in use. The bulk of this

is however still in MS. His published works con-

tain 47 Choral Songs and Madrigals, for 4, 5, 6,

8, and 10 voices, including * The Hardy Norse-

man,' and 'Oh, who will o*er the downs so free'

—

the fresh and spirited strains of which will keep
Pearsall's memory green for many a long year

among the part-singers of England. But besides

these well-known songs the collection embraces
madrigals such as 'Great God of Love,* and
* Lay a garland,* both for 8 voices, which may
be pronounced to be amongst the most melo-

dious and pure specimens of 8-part writing

PEDAL POINT.

ever penned by an Englishman, and certain 16

be popular abroad if published there.

In the latter part of his life Pearsall was re-

ceived into the Roman Catholic Church, and he
added a *de* to his name, calling himself De
PearsalL Had he made music his exclusive
pursmt there is little doubt he would have risen

to a very high rank. [G.]

PEDALIER. (i) A pedal keyboard attached
to a pianoforte, and acting by connection with its

mechanism upon the luunmers and strings proper
to it; or (3) an independent bass pianoforte so
called by its inventors, Messrs. Pleyel, Wolff
& C* of Paris, to be played by pedals only, and
used with an ordinary pianoforte. J. S. Bach
hafl a harpsichord with two rows of keys and
pedals, upon which he played his trios, and for

which he transcribed Vivaldi's string concertos,

and composed the famous Passacaille in C minor.
Since Bach many clavecinists and pianists have
had their instruments fitted with rows of pedals,

and compositions have been specially wptten—as,

for instance, by Schumann, who wrote several
* Studien * and * Skizzen * (op. 56 and 58) for the

Pedal-Flilgel or Pedalier Grand Pianoforte. C.

V. Alkan, a French composer, has also written
some noble works for this instrument, which,
together with the above-mentioned transcriptions

by Bach, were brought before the notice of the

London musical public in 1871 by Monsieur
E. M Delaborde of Paris, an eminent pianist

and remarkable pedalist, in his performance at

the Hanover Square Rooms, upon a Pedalier

Grand Piano specially constructed for him by
Messrs. Broadwood. [A. J. H.

J

PEDAL POINT, or Point cCorgueM Harmony
is the sustaining of a note by one part whilst

the other parts proceed in independent harmony,
and is subject to the following strict laws: (i)

The sustained note must be either the Tonic or

Dominant of the key ; (2) Consequently the other

parts must not modulate ; (3) The sustained, or

pedal note, when first sounded or finally quitted,

must form part of the harmony.
The mere sustaining of a note or a chord

against one or more moving parts does not con-

stitute a pedal : as in the foUowing examples from
Beethoven-—

Ex. I. . Op. 2, No. 3.

uur uwes buo BiUlpit; 8UitLaiUlUg Ot a UOM) uuvu^ii

harmonies to which it is common ; though this is
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the trne origin of Pedal, as we shall presently

see. Example from the Mass known as ' Mozart
No. 13'—

Ex. 3.
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These remarks also apply to the long drum-
passage in the middle of the first movement of

Beethoven's 4th Symphony, and in Wagner's
Prelude to ' Das Rheingold,' both of which are

sometimes spoken of as Pedals, but which are

merely cases of a long sustained note or chord.

In a true pedal the harmony must be indtpeiident

of the sustained note and occasionally alien to

it, as for example the grand instance in the
* Cum sancto spiritu * of the above Mass, which
begins thus :

—

and increases in development for 13 bars more,

forming as fine a specimen of true Pedal as can
be quoted.
The rule that the Pedal-note must be either

the Tonic or Dominant would seem to point to the

Drone as its origin. This Drone, or sustaining

of the ke3mote as an accompaniment, is probably

the very oldest form of harmony, though it may
not have been considered as such at all, having
no doubt originated in the mere imperfection of

ancient instruments, the persistent sounding of

a drum or pipe with one note against the in-

flected chant of voices, etc. Among the first

rude specimens of harmony given by Guide in

the * Micrologus ' is the following :

—

Ex.5.
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But it is probable that all such Drones, even
down to their high development in the bagpipe
and hurdygurdy, rested on no theoretical basis,

but were of accidental origin. Looked at in the
light of modem knowledge, however, we see

in the drone an unconscious groping after the
truth ofthe Harmonic Scale, on which all modern
harmony rests. We now perceive that either

the Tonic or Dominant, or even both together,

may with perfect propriety be sounded through
any Tonic. Dominant, or Supertonic harmonies,
since these must always consist of harmonics

generated by the Tonic or its harmonics, and
the generator is therefore always a true bass.

But to leave theoiy and come to practice, it is

to be observed that in the contrapuntal music of

the 16th century the desire for some relief to

note-against-note counterpoint gave rise to the
sustaining of a note in one part so long as the
others could be brought to sound consonant with
it, and thus the fact of a Dominant forced itself

intb notice. The following two examples from
Palestrina show how the idea of a long sustained

note as a climax or warning of a conclusion was
at this time growing.

Ex.6.

The second of these is especially curious, as being

a real and perfectly modem-sounding Dominant
Pedal.

With the development of Fugue and the in-

troduction of discords the Pedal, as a means of

climax, grew in importance, and in the works of

Bach and Handel we find it an almost indis-

pensable adjunct to a Fugue. The single speci-

men from Bach which space allows of our quoting

is interesting fi*om the boldness with which the

composer has seized the idea of making a Pedal

which shall be first a Tonic, then a Dominant,

and then a Tonic again. In the Prelude to the

great Organ Fugue in A minor there is a very

long Pedal, which after 4 bars modulates thus

—

Ex.8.

and after 5 bars more modulates back again.

There is nothing contrary to rule here, as the

Pedal is always either Tonic or Dominant, but

it is none the less a precedent for modulation on
a Pedal.

A curious example of apparent modulation on

a Pedal is to be observed in the concluding bars

of a Dominant Pedal which joins the first and

second subjects of the 1st movement of Chopin's

B minor Sonata

—
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Ex.0.
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In the fourth bar of this quotation we seem to

have got into a Dominant seventh of Ci], but
this is not really the case, the Ct) being, as be-

fore, an appoggiatura over Bb, the Dominant
minor ninth of A, and the real third (€$) being
ingeniously omitted in order to carry out the

delusion. Not till the very last group of semi-

quavers are we undeceived.

A Pedal may occur in either an upper, middle,

or lower part, but it is easy to understand from
its nature that it is most effective as a bass, the
clumsy name of 'inverted Pedal ' applied to it in

any but this position, seeming to stamp it as un-

natural. The Trio of the Scherzo in Beethoven's
9th Symphony offers a good example of a Pedal
taken in all positions.

Being apparently alien to the harmony, it is

always desirable that the Pedal should lie far

removed from the other parts, which is impossible

when it occurs in a middle part. Even in

orchestral compositions, where the Tnmipets and
Home are freiiuentlj, from their nature, employed
on a midcUe Pedal, much harshneBs results,

although the pedal stands out in relief through
contrast of timbre. Thus the following passage in

Grieg's Pianoforte Concerto sounds very strange,

though really it is quite simple

;

Ex. 10.

m mmmMmi :zfc-

In the duet in the first Act of Bizet's * Carmen,'
however, a concealed tonic Pedal in a middle

PEDAL POINT.

part is prodactive of novel and charming har-

monious effect :

—

Ex. 11.

Here, on dissecting the arpeggios of the accom-
paniment, the Bb is seen to be a Pedal, though
not sustained.

This brings ns to 'figured' or 'florid' Pedal.
The Pedal note need not be merely sustained or

reiterated, but may bear any ornamental figure,

varying firom a simple alternation with the note

next above or below (as in countless ' spinning-

wheel ' pieces), to a scale passage or figure of any
extent, provided this do not suggest harmony of

itself. Thus in Beethoven we find

Ex.12.
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and many similar passages (Finale of Symphony
in A, etc.) of striking effect : whereas the fol-

lowing, from Wagner, is harsh, from the clashing

of Tonic and Dominant harmonies

:

Ex. IS.

When both Tonic and Dominant are simul-

taneously sustained we have a Double Pedal, an
effect much used in modem music to convey ideas

of a quaint or pastoral character, from its suggest-

ing the drone of a bagpipe. This is a very ordinary

form of accompaniment to the popular songs and
dances of almost all countries, and is so constantly

to be found in the works of Gounod, Chopin, and
Grieg as to form a mannerism. Beethoven has

produced a never-to-be-forgotten effect just be-

fore the Finale of the C minor S3rmphony by the

simple yet unique device of placing, in his long

double Pedal, the Dominant under the Tunic
instead of above, as is usual. This passage

stands absolutely alone as a specimen of PedaL
Several modern composers have attempted a

Triple Pedal—that is, the sustaining of the Tonic,

the Dominant, and its Dominant (major ninth of

Tonic). Especially noteworthy in this respect

is the passage of 30 bars opening the Finale of

Lalo*s Spanish Symphony. All such attempts
are futile, however, as the three notes form a
harmony of tliemselves and preclude the possi-

bility of being treated as a Pedal. The fact is

to be strongly insisted on that only the Tonic
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vid Dominant can he Pedals. The famous
passage in the * Eroica ' Symphony

Ex. 14.
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may be thought exquisite by some, and a mere
blunder by others, but it is not a Pedal, or any-
thing else that Harmony has a name for. But
what then is to be said for the following extra-
ordinary passage in Grieg's song ' Ausfahrt"

!

Ex. 15.

-Ik-

Is the Db here a Pedal? If so, the passage might
be cited as a possible quadruple Pedal, for Bb
and a low Ab miglit be added to the bass with-
out bad effect. The true explanation—namely,
that here we have no pedal at all, but a melody
in double notes moving against one continued
harmony—will hardly be accepted by every one,
and the passage must stand as a remarkable
exception to rule.

Beginning with Schumann we find that modem
composers have all striven to invent new Pedal
effects by breaking one or other of the three
governing laws. In Schumann s 'Humoreske'
occurs the following typical passage

—

Ex. 16.
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where, on a sustained F we modulate from Bb
into C minor, D minor, E minor, and F major,
uoceesively. Schumann frequently on a Tonic
Pedal modulates into the relative minor, as in
the Trio of the Scherzo in the Eb Symphony, etc.

;

but such harmony being open to another explana-
tion than * pedal the law remains in force. Raff
goes still farther. In the slow movement of his
SpringSymphonyhe modulates through numerous
keys for a space of 40 bars, always contriving
that a high G may be sounded on the first beat
of each bar with some bearable degree ofconcord.
Again, the following passage from the last move-
ment of the same composer's Forest Symphony

—

which is so £Eur a pedal passage-—he repeats in
Bb, Db, and G, still with the F in the bass,
producing an effect which is certainly novel, if
nothing else.

The only point remaining to be noticed is that
our 3rd rule, forbidding motion to or from the
pedal note when it does not form part of the
harmony, has been occasionally violated without
unpleasing effect. In Hiller's Ff minor Piano
Concerto, the following occurs on each repetition
of the main subject

Spohr has used the Pedal perhaps with greater
frequency than any composer, but his mode of
treatment is invariable and calls for no notice.

Songs and short pieces have been occasionally
written entirely on a Pedal bass ; and the longest
Pedal extant is perhap the introduction to Wag-
ner's opera * Die Walkilre.' [F. C]
PEDALS (from pes, pedis, a foot). Certaip

appliances in the Organ, Pianoforte, and Harp,
worked by the feet.

I. In the Organ they are keys, sounding notes,
and played by the feet instead of the hands

;

and the Pedal -board is the whole breadth
or range of such keys. When pedals were first

applied to English organs—towards the end of
the last century—they were made (in the words
of an old treatise) to * drag down ' the manual
keys; and the lowest pedal was always placed
exactly below the lowest manual key. And as,

in the organs of the time, the manuals of one
would descend to GG with short octaves, of
a second to the same note with long octaves,

of a third to FFF, of a fourth to CCC, while
those of a fifth would stop at the orthodox CC
key; and as one organ would have an octave
of pedals, a second an octave and a half, and a
third two, it was quite possible to go to half
a dozen organs in succession without finding

any two with the pedals alike, either in position

or approach towards efficiency. The earliest

specimens, too, were toe-pedals, like those at

Halberstadt [page 582, fig. 12] ; but after a time
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long pedals, fitted in % frame, were iotroduoed,

and called ' German pedals.' Modifications in the

form and plan of the pedal-board soon b^an to

be made. Kadiating pedals, struck from a centre

some distance to Uie rear of the organ stool,

were made by Elliott & Hill, and attached

to the York Minster organ in 1834. Concave

pedals, slightly rising at the extreme right and

left to meet the shortened reach of ti^e feet,

precisely as the plane of the bob of a pendulum

rises as it swings to and fro, were introduced

into England by Schulze in 1851. Mr. Henry
Willis combined the two in his 'concave and

radiating pedal-board.' A fifth kind of pedal-

board consists of parallel pedals, like those first

described, but with the fronts of the short keys

slightly radiating.

The compass almost universally adopted in

England for the pedal-board, extends from CCC
up to tenor F, 30 notes—2J octaves. Occa-

sionally they are carried up even to G. Bach
wrote once only up to F—in his Toccata in that

key—and two or three times to £. Once he

wrote down to BB, for the sake of preserving

a certain figure unaltered. His usual upward
compass was to tenorD ; and Mendelssohn never

wrote higher than that note for the Pedals,

The right position for the pedal-board is with

the centre one of the three pedals under the
* middle C ' key of the manuals. With this as a
starting-point, and the long pedals measuring

about ai inches from centre to centre, the dis-

tance of the several intervals can be soon ascer-

tained. The two breaks in each octave where
there are no short keys—between B and C, and
between E and F—are also excellent guides

which are readily available to a practised

touch. The position for the front of the short

keys of the straight pedals, is in a line with

the fronts of the short keys of the Great Manual.
With radiating pedals this arrangement is ne-

cessarily modified. Occasionally some other

pedal than is placed under the of the

manuals, to bring the extreme upper pedals

within more easy reach. This disturbs the

position of the whole pedal range that is in con-

stant requisition, for the accommodation of a few
notes that are rarely used.

Composition Pedals. Pedals placed above
the pedal-board throw out or draw in the stops

in groups. When they act upon the wind and
not upon the stops, they are sometimes called

Combination pedals, and are practically the same
as the * Ventils ' of the old German organs, and
the * Pedales des Combinaisons ^ of the modem
French builders.

Swell Pedal. The treadle, usually placed to

the extreme right, by which the swell shutters

are opened or closed. The pedal is lowered by
the pressure of the foot, and raised again by the

weight of the shutters. In the Town Hall
organ at Boston, U.S.A., built by Walcker, the

swell is opened by the pressure of the toe and
closed by the pressure of the heel ; and, what is

most useful, remains in any intermediate position

in which the foot leaves it. This good arrange-
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ment has been adopted by Messrs. Lewis& Co. in

their fine organ in Glasgow Hall.

Other pedals, horseshoe-shaped as well as of

other forms, are sometimes introduced to act

upon the manual and pedal-couplers. [E.J.^.]

II. In the Pianoforte, the pedals are levers,

usually two,^ which are pressed either to

diminish or to increase and prolong the tone

of a pianoforte. That for the left foot, the piano

pedal, acts by reducing the number of strings

struck by the hammers, or softens their impact
either by interposing a strip of felt, or by
diminishing their length of blow. That for the

right foot, the forte pedal, takes the dampers
out of use altogether, or allows the player, by
judicious management with the foot, so as to

avoid confusing the sound, to augment and pro-

long it by increasing what are called sympathetic

vibrations, an inviduable help to the beauty of

tone of the instrument. Pedals were first

adapted to the harpsichord to relieve the hands

firom the interruption of moving stops. This
* beautiful invention/ as C. P. £. Bach calls it

(Versuch etc. 1762, ater Theil, p. 245), was at-

tributed by him to • our celebrated Herr Hole-

feld,' but Mace, in *Musick's Monument,' en-

ables us to claim the invention for the English

harpsichord-maker, John Hayward, about 1670.

The pedals were attached on either side of die

stand upon which the harpsichord rested, as they

did in the grand pianoforte until 1806, or even

later. The name of the inventor of the lyre-

shaped frame for the pedals is not forthcoming.

Zumpe*s square piano (1766 and later) had stops

next to the left band of the player, to raise the

dampers in two divisions.' Stein's and other

German pianos had a lever to be pressed by the

knee. Keal Piano and Forte pedals first occur

in John Broadwood's patent of November 1 783.

The piano he effected by damping the strings

near the belly-bi idge with a strip oi soft material

which he called a ' sordin 'or mute ; the second

by taking away the dampers from the strings.

Sebastian Erard placed the strip of cloth be-

tween the hammers and the strings, an invention

which Adolphe Adam, in his Tutor for the Paris

Conservatoire, baptized as cdesH. The Germans
call it Jlauto pedal, and Herr BttSENDOBFrsa, of

Vienna, has lately reintroduced it in grand

pianofortes as a thiird pedal, which may be fixed

by a notch when an almost dumb instrument is

required for practising. The 'celeste pedal'

cannot however rival the iEolian charm of tbe

shifting pedal, first introduced by Stein in hia

Saitenharmonica, the beauty of which arises

from the vibrations of the unused strings which

are excited from the soundboard; and as ihey

have not been jerked by a hammer-blow, they

sound with another and more ethereal timbre

than those which have been struck. What a hold

this took on the imagination of Beethoven may
be seen from the slow movement to his 4th PF.

1 PUno or Soft Fed^ (Fr. Palit« p0daU, Germ. V^ndiKtbmmff.

Pianmug) ; Forte or Loud Damper Pedal (Fr. Oran^U p«daU, Germ.
CTroMfs P4dal, Foriaug).

2 Tbe dWUlon of the dampers In gmnd planoe was retaloed antU a»

laU as IbSO. b> divUlon of tbe rigbt podal-UMt.
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Concerto (1807) and the Solo Sonatan, op.

loi, 106, 109, no. III, in all of which the
«hifting pedal plays a great part. It is this

auaHty of which Chopin, the great master of

he refined use of both pedak, made so much
in his compositions and his performance. The
piano pedal used to be controlled in its shifting

by a small stop or wedge in the righthand key-
block, so that the shift could be made to either

two strings or one at the discretion ofthe player.

The latter was Stein's ' spinetchen,* the una corda
or eine Saite of Beethoven, who expressed the

return to the three strings by Naeh und naeh
mehrere Saiteni Tvtte le corde, or TtittoU cembalo
(op. loi). The one-string shift in grand piano-

fortes has been for many years discaDied, sharing

the fate of the extra pedals that produced an
imitation of a banoon, or added a drum, a bell,

etc. The uae of the celeste pedal was indicated

by Hommel with a special sign, thus A .^

Turning to the Forte pediU, Pollini invented,

and Thalberg. Henselt, and Liszt carried to the
&rthest limits, the reliefofthe hands by the use of
it. Indeed it gave the pianist the equivalent to a
third hand ; dnoe it was no longer necessary to

bind the fingers to the keys during the measured
values of the notes ; but by combining stronger

expressed tone with the use of the pedal a melody
could be made prominent, while the fingers were
immediately firee to take a share in the accom-
paniment or what not, in any part of the key-
board. By this expedient all harmonious ex-

tensions become possible. The effect of the fnrte

or damper pedal is to increase the tone of the
note struck by calling out the partial tones of

lower notes which are equivalent to its full

vibrating length or prime ; the strings of higher

registers becoming primes to the partials com-
posihg the note struck ; in both cases by relation

of measurement and by excitement from the

soundboard.' The pedal thus adds a wonderful
enrichment to the tone. The modem signs for

its use and disuse are respectively *Ped.' and
0, or a star. Herr Hans Schmitt, in his

admirable lectures on the pedals (Das Pedal
des Clavieres, Vienna 1875), proposes for the
finer use of this pedal a notation beneath the
usual staves ^ -— —, thus by note and rest

marking the action of the foot with the greatest

nicety.

An important pedal {Pidale de prolongement
ou Umale ; Germ. Kunstpedal) waw introduced by
Mental of Paris, a blind man, and exhibited by
him in 1862 in London. [See Pianoforte.] The
object of it is to allow selected notes to vibrate

while the rest are immediately damped. It

has been again brought forward by Steinway
and others, and its value much insisted upon.

> This arrangement of the ahlftlng soft pedal exists In an un-
altered grand piano of John Broadwuods dated ITM. It U thus
poMible that In this form It maj bare been an Inrention of that
maker, or. if not his, an £nglish iureatlou simultaneously witli
Stein's.

3 TlM putlftls abore the prime also excite their equivalents in
vibrating length, but will probably not be audible above the third
or fourth. Owing to equal temperament-tuning the fifth partial

eould only be rtrj feebly excited. At the seventh and eighth w«
arrive about the striking plaoeof the hammar bj which thotopartlaU
ai« obliterated.
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We cannot however believe that it will be of use
in a concert room. The Kunst-pedal of Herr
Zaohariae ofStuttgart divides the row of dampers
by four cleft pedal feet into eight sections, and
thus facilitates the use of the staccato. [See
Sordini.]

III. In the Harp the pedals are not keys, as
in the Organ, nor do they modify the colour and
amount of the tone, as in the Piano ; but it is

their province to alter the pitch in two gra-

dations of a semitone each. The mechanical
contrivance for this is described in the article

Harp. [See vol. i. p. 68 7.] The invention of these
chromatic pedals is attributed to a Bavarian,
named Hochbrucker, about 1720. The gradual
improvement and extended use of them culmin-
ated in 1810, in the Double Action harp at that
date perfected by Sebastian Erard. [A.J.H.]

PEERSON, PEARSON, or PIERSON,
Martin, Mus. Bac., graduated at Oxford July
8, 16^3. He was one of the contributors to

Leightons *Teares or Lamentacions, etc.' 161 4.

In 1620 he published 'Private Musicke, or the

First Booke of Ayres and Dialogues. Contayning
Songs of 4, 5 and 6 parts, of severall sorts, and
being Verse and Chorus, is fit for Voyces and
Viola. And for want of Viols they may be per-

formed to either the Virginall or Lute, where
the proficient can play upon the Ground, or for

a shift to the Base Viol alone. All made and
composed according to the rules of art.' The last

piece in the collection the composer tells us * was
made for the King and Queenes entertaynment
at High-gate on May-day, 1604.' About the
same period he became master of the children of

St. Paul's. In 1630 he published 'Mottects, or

Grave Chamber Musique, containing Songs of

five parts of severall sorts, some ful, and some
Verse and Chorus. But all fit for Voyces and
Viols, with an Organ Part ; which for want of
Organs may be performed on Virginals, Base-

Lute, Bandora, or Irish Harpe. Also a Mourn-
ing Song of sixe parts for the Death of the late

Right Honorable Sir Fulke Grevil, Knight of

the Honorable order of the Bath, Lord Brooke,

&c. Composed according to the rules of art.' He
died in 1650 and was buried in the church of St.

Faith under St. Paul*s. He bequeathed to the
poor of Marsh, in the parish of Dunnington, in

the Isle of Ely, £100, to be laid out in a purchase

for their use. [W.H.H.]

PELLEGRINI, Fbtjce, an excellent bass

singer, was bom at Turin in 1774. After sing-

ing as a chorister in the Cathedral, he became
the pupil of Ottani, who tau(;ht him counter-

point and the art of vocalisation. At 21 he
made his d^hut at Leghorn. His fine voice and
good method were at once recognised, and he
continued to sing with success at several of the

chief Italian theatres, at Rome in 1805. at

Milan in 1806, and at Naples from 1807 to 1810.

IniSil the grand part of the father in * Agneae

'

was written for him by Paer ; and in this he

made his first appearance at Paris.

Though past his youth, he was favourably
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received, and began to be applauded in fhe

buffo rAles of Rossini's operas. Superseded by
Zuocbelli, be endeavoured, but fruitlessly, to

find an engagement in his native country ; Ebers,

however, who had just lost Remorini, was glad

to engage him for London at £500 for the season

of 1826. He was successful here, especially in

comic characters. In 1839 a place, as professor

of singing at the Conservatoire at Paris, was
obtained for him by the Vicomte de la Roche-
foucauld. He did not, however, long enjoy

this position, for in 1833 he began to lose his

flEMSulties, and he died, in poor circumstances,

Sept. 20 of that year. PeUegrini left 6 opera

of Duets, Trios, Ariette, Cantate, and Solfeggi,

published at Paris. [J. M.]

PELLEGRINI, GiULio, a good bass singer,

was bom at Milan, Jan. i, 1806. In 18 17 he
was received into the Conservatorio of that city,

and was taught by Banderali. At the early

age of 16, he made his cUbut at Turin in

Pacini's * Falegname di Livonia,' and was suc-

cessful in spite of his extreme youth and in-

experience. Shortly afterwards, he was engaged
at Munich, sharing the principal parts with
Santini, and was much applauded. At the death

of the king, the Italian Opera was closed.

Pellegrini, nothing daunted, set to work to learn

German ; and, after five months* steady applica-

tion, had mastered the language sufficiently to

appear in German Opera, in February, 1826.

Appointed singer to the Court of Bavaria and
first bass to the Theatre Royal of Munich, he
had now achieved a brilliant position, which he
enjoyed for many years. In 1829 he made a
tour in Italy, and sang with unvarying success.

In 1832 he came to London with Madame
Schroder -Devrient and Haitzinger; but does

not seem to have attracted very much attention.

Tamburini, Galli, and Lablache were here. On his

return to Munich he resumed his post at court and
theatre ; and there he died July 1 2, 1858. [J.M.]

PEPUSCH, John Christopher, Mus. Doc.,

son of the minister of a Protestant congregation

in Berlin, and bom there in 1667. He studied

the theory of music under Gottlieb Ellingenberg,

organist at Stettin, and the practice of it under
Grosse, a Saxon organist. Although his father^s

means did not admit of his receiving instruction

for more than one year, he had mi^le such ex-

cellent use of his time that at 14 years of age
he obtained an appointment at the Prussian
Court. Devoting himself to the study of the
ancient Greek writers he became a deeply
skilled theorist. He retained his appointment
until he was 30 years old, when, being an eye-

witness of an act of savage ferocity on the part

of the king (the decapitation, without trial, ofan
officer who had uttered some words at which the
barbarous despot took offence), he determined on
quitting his native land for some country where
human life waa not in* danger of destruction by
the unbridled will of an individual. He first

went to Holland, where he remained for upwards
of a year. He came to England about 1 700 and

PEPUSCH. ,

was engaged in the orchestra at Dmiy Lane. In
1707 he adapted the musio of the opera. 'Tbo-
myris, Queen of Scythia,' besides oompoeiiig the
recitatives and some additional songs, and prob-
ably did the same for others ofthe Anglo-Italian
operas produced about that period. And at the
same time, with the assistanoe of Abraham de
Moivre, the celebrated mathematician, he zeal-

ously pursued his study of the music of the
ancients. In 1 7 10 he took an active part in the e»-

tablishment of the Academy of Akcisnt Music
[see that name], in which he took a deep interest
throughout his life. In 171 2 he was engaged
by the Duke of Chandos as organist and coin«
poser to his chapel at Canons, for which he pro-
duced several services and antiliems. About the
same time he published ' Six English Cantatas,*
the words by John Hughes, which were received
with great favour, and one of which, ' Alexisi,*

with cello obbligato, continued to be sung in pub-
lic until the first hidf of the present century had
nearly passed away. He subsequently published
a similar set, the words by various authors. On
July 9, 1713, he took the degree of Mus. Doe.
at Oxford, his exercise (peiformed July 13)
being a dramatic ode on the Peace of Utrecht

:

the words were printed on both sides of a
folio leaf. About the same time he revived
the practice of solmisation by hexac^ords,
which had been abandoned for upwards of a
century. Soon afterwards he became muse
director at Lincoln's Inn Fields Theatre, and
continued so for many years. During his en-
gagement there he composed the musao for
* Venus and Adonis,' masque, 1715: 'ApoUo
and Daphne,* and ' The Death of Dido,' masques,
1 716 ; and ' The Union of the Three Sister Arts,'

masque for St. Cecilia's Day, 1723 ; beodes
arranging the tunes and composing overtures for
'The Beggar's Opera,' 1727, and 'The Wedding,'
another ballad opera, 1734. He also arranged
the tunes for Gay's interdicted opera 'Polly,'

1729. In 1724 he was induced to join in Dr.
Berkeley's scheme of a college in the Bermudas,
and actually embarked, but the ship being
wrecked, the undertaking was abandoned, and
he returned to England. He shortly after*

wards married Margarita de I'Epine, the eminent
singer, who brought him a fortune of £10,000.
In 1730 there was published anonymously *A
Treatise on Harmony, containing the chief
Rules for composing in two, three and four
parts.' As the rules contained in the book wa>e
those which Pepusch was in the habit of im-
parting to his pupib, and as they were published
without the necessary musical examples, he felt

compelled to adopt the work, and accordingly
in 1 731 published a 'Second Edition' with the
requisite additions, but still without his name.
It was conjectured that the first edition waa
put forth by Viscount Paisley, afterwards
Earl of Abercorn, who had been a pupil of
Pepusch's; but on this point nothing is known.
In 1737 he obtained the appointment of or^

ganist of the Charter House, where he passtrd

the remainder of his days, devoting hims^f to
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his studies, the cftre of the Academy of Ancient
Music, and the instruction of a few favourite

pupils. His wife is commonly said to have died

in 1740, but an entry in a MS. diary kept by
Benjamin (afterwards Dr.) Cooke, then a pupU
of Pepusch, proves her death to have taken place

in or about August 1746. Cooke writes, under
date * Sunday, Aug. 10, 1746,'—*I was at the

(Surrey) Chapel in the morning, but in the after-

noon went to Vauxhall with the Doctor, Mrs.
PepuBch being dead/ Pepuscb lost his only

chUd, a son, a youth of great promise, some
short time before. He wrote a paper on the

ancient Genera^ which was read before the Royal
Society, and published in the 'Philosophical

Transactions' for 1746, and for which lie wns
elected FJl.S. He died July 20, 1752, and was
buried in the chapel of the Charter House, where
a tablet was placed to his memory in 1757. Be*
sides the compositions before named he produced
odes to the memory of the Duke of Devonshire,

1707 (sung by Margarita de TEpine and Mrs.
Tofts) and for the Princess of Waies^s birthday,

March 1,17 15-16; airs, sonatas, and concertos for

various combinations of string and wind instru-

ments, and some Latin motetd. He also edited

Corelli's Sonatas in score. In 175 1 he dictated

'A Short Account of the Twelve Modes of Com-
position and their Progression in every Octave,'

never published. He bequeathed his library

to John Travers and Ephraim Kelner, on whose
deaths it was dispersed. A portrait of him is

in the Music School, Oxford. Another portrait,

by Hudson, has been engraved. Although Pe-
pusch was somewhat pedantic, he was profoundly
skilled in musical science, and the musicians he
formed (of whom it is only necessary to mention
Travers, Boyce, and Cooke) sufficiently attest his

skill as a teacher. [W.H.H.]

PEBABO, Ebnst, bom at Wiesbaden, Nov.
14, 1845, one of 10 children, all followers of

music. His talent showed itself very early,

and when only nine he is said to have played
Bach*s 'Well-tempered Clavier' by heart. In
1853 his parents took him to New York, and
after a time arrangements were made to send
him back to Germany for education. He left

the United States Sept. i, 1858, and after neariy
four years at Hambui^ entered the Leipzig Con-
servatorium Oct. aa, ib63. After going success-

fully through the course there under Moscheles,
Kichter, etc., he returned to New York in Nov.
1865, <^d after some hesitation settled at Boston,
where he is well known and much esteemed as a
teacher, a pianoforte player, and a composer and
ftrranger of music for that instrument. He plays
at the Harvard Musical Association, and at re-

citals of his own. His repertoire is good and
wide, and his style of playing is highly spoken of.

Amongst other things he has played the whole of

Schubert's PF. Sonatas in public. His composi-
tions embrace a Scherzo, op. 3, an Introduction
and Andante, op. 45, and 3 Studies, op. 9. [G.]

PERCUSSION. The treatment of a large

proportion of discords is divided into three stages

PEREZ. ass

—Preparation, Percussion, and Resolution. The
Preparation ia the sounding of a discordant note
in a previous chord. Percussion is the actual
sounding of the discortl, and Resolution the parti-

cular mode of its release, or passage into con-
cordance. In the following example, where E in
the treble of the second chord is the discordant
note, (tt) is the preparation, (6) the percussion,
and (0) the resolution. [See Pbepabatiok, and
Resolution.]

(0)1 (ft)|(Oi

LC.H.HP.]

PERCY, John, was a composer of ballads
which were in favour in the latter part of the
last century, but which have now passed out
of remembrance, with the single exception of
'Wapping Old Stairs.' He died Jan. 24,

1797- [W. H.H.J
PERDENDOSI, PERDENDO LE FORZE,

'losing strength.' A direction like 'moremlo,'
nearly always used at the end of a movement or
section of a movement. It denotes a gradual
diminuendo, and In the later modem masters, a
slight rallentando as well. Beethoven uses
* perdendo le forze, dolente * in the third move-
ment of the Pianoforte Sonata op. no, where
the slow time of the movement (Adagio ma non
troppo) is resumed after the interruption by the
fugue. It is used as an Italian version of
' Ermattet, klagend,* which is written above it.

He also employs * sempre perdendo ' in the slow
movement of the Symphony in Bb (No. 4), in

bars I'a to 10 from the end. 'Perdendosi' is

used by Weber frequently, for instance in the
slow movement of the pianoforte sonata in C, op.

24. etc., and by Chopin in the second of the two
Polonaises op. 40, just before the return to the
first subject. [J. A. F. M.]

PEREZ, Davids, son of a Spaniard, bom
in Naples 171 1, was admitted in 1718 to the
Conservatorio of Sta. Maria di Loreto, where
he studied the violin under Antonio Gallo, and
counterpoint under Francesco Mancini. His
iirst opera 'Siroe'^ was composed for San Carlo

in 1740. At the invitation of Prince Naselli

he went to Palermo, and became master of the

Real Cappella Palatina. Here he remained till

1 748,andproduced ' L'Eroismo di Scipione '( 1 74 1 ),

'Astartea,' 'Medea,' and 'L'Isola incantata.'

After 'La Clemenza di Tito' (1749), given at San
Carlo in Naples, and ' Semiramide ' (1750) at the

Teatro delle Dame in Rome, he composed operas

for all the principal towns in Italy. In 175 a he
accepted an invitation to Lisbon, where he com-
posed ' Demofoonte ' for Gizziello and the tenor

Raaff (Mozart's Munich friend), the success of

which was so great that the King bestowed on
him the Order of Christ, and the post of ' maestro

at the Real Cappella,' with a salary of 30,000
francs. The new theatre in Lisbon was opened

in 1755 with Perez's opera 'Alessandro nolle

1 Tbo Kon. <Ut«d 1740. U In th« Baal CoUeglo of Maplas.
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Indie/ in wluch a corps of cavalry, and a Mace-
donian phalanx, as dcBcribed by Quintus Curtius,

appeared on the stage. Peres procured the best

Italian singers for the opera during his manager-
ship. In 1 755 he came to London, and produced
* Ezio ' with g^eat success. Here also was pub-
lished in 1 774 a fine edition, with portrait, of his
* Mattutini de' Morti,' his best sacred work, though

he also composed when in Lisbon, a ' Credo ' for

two choirs, and other church music. His compo-
sitions can scarcely be called remarkable, and
F^tis ranks him below Jomelli. In person he
resembled Handel, and like him lost his sight in

old age, but worked on up to his death, which took

place in Lisbon in 1778. Specimens of Perez
will be found in Vincent Novello^s various pub-
lications. [F. G.]

PERFECT. Of Cadences the word 'perfect'

is used to indicate such as give the most absolute

effect of a conclusion, by passing through a chord

or chords which are highly characteristic of a key
to the tonic chord of that key in its first position.

[See Cadence.] Of Intervals the word is chiefiy

used in modem times to describe certain of the

purest and simplest kinds, as fifths and fourths,

when in their most consonant forms ; in the early

days of modem music it was used in contrast to

the terms * imperfect ' and * middle' to classify the

consonances in the order of their theoretical

excellence. [See Habmont, Interval, Tem-
perament] . [C.H.H.P.]

PERGETTI. Probably the last castrato who
ever sang in England. He made his first appear-

ance at the Societa A^rmonica, May 6, 1844, in an
aria from * Ciglio,* an opera of his own, and is de-

scribed as * a brilliant and expressive singer, who
won a deserved encore* (Mus. Examiner). [G.]

. PERGOLA, LA. La Pergola is the principal

theatre of Florence, and takes its name from
that of the street in which it is situated. It is

under the management of thirty proprietors, who
form the society—or, to use the English term,
the company—of the Immobili. Operatic music
and ballets are the only kind of performances
given in this theatre, which is the * Grand Opera*
of Florence. The interior of the house is hand-
somely fitted and decorated, and is capable of
accomodating about 2500 spectators.

The original theatre was erected in 1650 upon
the designs of the celebrated architect Tacca. It

was a wooden structure, and lasted until 1738,
when it was replaced by the present solid build-

ing. Itwas inaugurated with the opera ' Dafoe' by
Peri and Caccini, which had been written in 1594,
and was the first opera ever written. [L. R.]

PERGOLESI, Giovanni Battista, though
bom at Jesi in the Roman States, Jan. 3, 1710,
was domiciled and educated at Naples, and ranks,

by his style and his sympathies, among Neapoli-
tan composers. Various dates between 1 703 and
1707, and various places, have been given for

his birth. Quadrio alone, in his 'Istoria della

volgar poesia,* has stated the real truth, but all

doubt on the subject was removed by the Mar-
quis de Viliarosa, who in 18^1 obtained a copy
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of Pergolesi's baptismal certificate, signed by the
priest of the Puomo where the original exists,

and attested by the Confaloniere of Jesi, estab-

lishing beyond dispute that the composer was
bom there, in 1710.*

It is not known how he came to be taken to

Naples, but he was at an early age admitted to

the Conservatorio dei Poveri in Gesti Cristo, to

study violin-playing under Domenioo de Matteis.
He first attracted notice by the origrinal passages
he invented for his instrument, not only fandfol
gruppetti and ornaments, but strange chromatic
prog^ressions, based on new harmonies, and quite

unlike anything known then and there in that
style of music. When an account of this reached
the ears of Matteis he desired to hear these

things, and having heard them, asked the youth
who had taught him these new modulations and
harmonies. On being assured that he had leamt
them firom no one, his next question was, 'Could
he write them down ?

' The result of which was
that on the following day the boy brought him
a specimen of his powers, thrown into the f<i»m

of a little sonata. Matteis then placed him
under Gaetano Greco, professor ofcounterpoint at

the Conservatorio, and after his death he was
taught for a short time by Durante, and then by
Francesco Feo. His progress was rapid, but he
speedily shook off to a great extent the contra-

puntal yoke of his masters, and wrote in a
style of his own, more melodious and more
directly expressive than theirs, while of their

science he retained just so much as could be
made strictly subordinate to these objects and
no more. The first composition of his that we
know was a 'sacred drama,* 'La Conversione
di S. Guglielmo,' written while still a student.

It was performed, vnth comic intermezzi^ in the
summer of 1731, at the Cloister of S. Agnello,
for the • honest recreation * of the younger mem-
bers of the congregation at the church of the
PP. Filippini, where Pergolesi during his school
years was wont to go every day to play an organ
sonata, or 'voluntary,* between two sermons.
Fetis sa3rs that this composition shows no in-

dication of genius. This may be so, but it is

still remarkable. A sense of dramatic contrast
is evinced in the music given to the Angel
and the Demon, who -represent the good and
evil principles respectively; the former of whom
sings in the florid style of Porpora, while
the Demon*s airs are bold and broad. One
especially energetic song he has, expressive of
defiance, in which his admissions of temporary
defeat and his intentions of ultimate triumph,
are illustrated by flights of scales on the violins^

upwards or downwards, according to circum-
stances; an attempt at note-painting, boyish
perhaps, but still daring at that time.

After leaving the Conservatorio he received
lessons in vocal composition from Vinci, whose
style was more akin to his own than that of his

former teachers, and, it is said, from Hasse, who,
if this is true, must have learnt more from, his

1 Metnoiie d«l compo^ltore dl masica del Regno dl KspoU. raccolt*
dAl MATcbese dl VillaruM, NapoU, IMO. p. 141.
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pupil than he could teach him. His first opera,
' La Sallustia/ was produced in the winter of this

year, 1731, at the Fiorentini theatre, and many
novd effects were introduced in the orchestral

parts. Villarosa says it deserved the highest ap-

proval; but it seems to have had a mere succis

(TeHinie. This was also the case with an inter-

meezo, *Amor fa Tuomo cieco
'

; while * Recimero/
a serious opera, produced at the S. Bartolomeo,

failed outright. It would have gone ill with Per-

golesi if he had not found a &iend in the Prince

of Stegliano, first equerry to the King of Naples,

who, perceiving his rare abilities, helped him
and got employment for him. For this friend

he wrote the thirty Trios for two violins and
bass, twenty-four of which were afterwards pub-

lished at London and Amsterdam. It was
probably due to the Prince that when, after a
terrible earthquake at Naples, a solemn mass
was voted to the patron saint of the town, Per-

golesi was commissioned to compose the music,

a task he performed by writing a mass, with
vespers, for ten voices and double orchestra.

Soon after this he wrote another mass, also

for double chonis of five voices and two or-

chestras. Leo, whom he invited to hear his

work, was astonished, both at the beauty of

the music and the short time in which it had
been composed, and publicly praised the youth-

ful maestro. To this mass Pergolesi subsequently

added a third and fourth choir, and it was pei^

formed, entire, at the church of the Filippini.

F^tis remarks that at this time Pergolesi, dis-

gusted with his ill success, had ceased to write

for the theatre, and was now led back to it by
bis artistic bent. But as all the works yet enu-

merated seem to have been produced in 1 731, his

disgust cannot have lasted very long, and we can
only suppose that the composition ofsome ofthem
was considerably antecedent to their performauce.

In the winter of this same year he wrote his

celebrated intermezzo, * La Serva Padrona.* This
little operetta, which retains its freshness and
charm at tfie present day, must, when produced,

have been unique of its kind, and has served as

the foimdation of every comic Italian opera

written since, up to Rossini*s time. Part of its

success on the stage is, no doubt, due to the

htunorous, neatly-written libretto ; this however
would not have survived commonplace music any
more than fine music can secure a long lease of

life for an utterly dull libretto. There are but
two characters, and the orchestra is limited to

the string quartet, but the action is so sustained,

and the music so varied, that there is not a dull

line in it. Servilely imitated as it has been ever

since, it has, itHelf, the ring of young music.

The oppressed master who complains, threatens,

blusters, flinches, hesitates, is lost, and finally

has to give in, eat his own words, and chanter

apris to the end of the story; the uppish ser-

vant who defies her master, frightens him with

her shrewish tongue, cajoles him, deceives him
by the most transparent of artifices, then, when
she has worked on his feelings enough, turns on

him and shows him what a fool he has been.
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and gets her own way all the same ; the mock
heroic, the deprecatory, the pathetic and the
buffo—these things may have been as well com-
bined and much fiirther developed since Peigo-
lesi's day, but at that time there was nothing
like them. The recitatives are full of animation
and spirit. The one blot on the piece is the
inevitable Da Capo in the airs, whidi Pergolesi,

with all his genius, was still too much a child

of the time to set aside.

The success of the * Serva Padrona* appears
to have been veiy limited, but was the greatest

that ever fell to Pergolesi's lot. His next operas,

the ' Maestro di Musica* (very popular at a later

date), and *I1 Greloso schemito,* seem to have
met with little or no recognition. 'Lo Frate
innamorato,* a buffo opera, in Neapolitan dialect,

was performed at the Fiorentini theatre in 1732.
The San Bartolomeo produced the 'Prigionier

superbo,' and repeated the 'Serva Padrona.*
For this theatre, in 1 734, he wrote ' Adriano in

Siria,' an opera in three acts, and an intermezzo
* Livietta e Fraoolo* ;

' La Contadina astuta* also

belongs probably to the same time. In this year

he went to live at Loreto, as chapel-master there.

After writing, in 1 735, a buffoopera, * Flaminio,'

which met with much success when played in

T 749, thirteen years after his death, he undertook

a work of another kind, the beautiful and pa-

thetic * Stabat Mater,' for soprano and contralto,

destined to become perhaps the most widely
known of all his works. The circumstances

which led to its composition were these. Every
Friday in March, for many years past, had the

Confiratemity of San Luigi di Palazzo performed
the 'Stabat Mater' of Alessandro Scarlatti.

Weary of always repeating the same music,

the brethren made up their minds to ask Per-

golesi to compose a new Stabat. The luxury was
not ruinous. Ten ducats (about 35«.) was the

price agreed upon, and this was paid in advance
to the composer. Just after its commencement,
however, the task had to be suspended for a
while. His fame, hitherto solely confined to

Naples, seems now to have spread as far as

Rome, for he was engaged to compose an opera

for the Tordinone theatre in that city. This was
* L'Olimpiade '—the book Metastasio's, the music
in its composer's happiest vein. It was, how-
ever, received with apathetic indifference, while
* Nerone,' an opera composed for the same house

at the same time by Egidio Duni, greatly Per-

golesi's inferior, had a brilliant success. Even
Duni himself keenly resented this lack of appre-

ciation by the Romans, saying plainly that the

failure of * L'Olimpiade* was due to its being too

good for the public, avowing himself *frenelieo

contro U puhblico Romano,* and doing all he
could, but in vain, to bring about a reaction in

its favour.

Pergolesi went back toLoreto much discouraged

by his theatrical experiences. He set to work
again at the Stabat Mater, but his health, which

had been feeble for some time, became worse,

and consumption set in. A change of climate

was declared imperative ; he returned to Naples,
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and went to the sea at Pozzuoli. Here, though
growing steadily worse, he did not desist from

his labours. He wrote the Cantata for a single

voice, 'Orfeo e Euridice,' and the beautiful 'Salve

Begina,' also for one voice, with two violins,

viola and organ, both among his happiest inspi*

rations, the latter in particular unsurpassed in

purity of style, and pathetic, touching expression.

His old master, Feo, who loved lum tenderly,

came to visit him during his illness, and, finding

him working at the Stabat Mater, entreated

him to lay it aside, telling him that he was
unfit for any exertion. Pergolesi answered that

he had been paid ten ducats for a composition

which would not be valued at ten hajocchi, and
that he could not but fulfil his agreement.

Not many days after, Feo found him sink-

ing, and scarcely able to say that the Stabat

was finished and sent off. He expired on
March i6, 1736, having just completed his 26th

year, and was buried in the precincts of the

cathedral of Pozzuoli, where, nearly a century

afterwards, a monument to his memory was
erected by the Marquis de Villarosa and the

Gavaliere Corigliano.

He had no sooner ceased to live than he
became the object of an interest only equal to

the indifi'erence shown him in his lifetime. It

was currently asserted that his death was due
to poison—a report for which there was no
foundation. The Cailure of his health was slow

and gradual, the result of natural causes, and
partly, perhaps, of excesses to which disap*

pointment and depression may have rendered
Idm prone. But public curiosity, once awakened,
knew no bounds. Unlike most other Italian

composers of his century, who, the objects of

unmeasured admiration during their lives, are

now forgotten, or recalled occasionally by way of

a curiosity, Pergolesi's renown was entirely poet-

humous. Rome revived the despised Olimpiade,

and found that it was good. All Italy was bent
on possessing and performing, not his best works
only, but trivial forces and intermezzi, probably
written as * pot-boilers.* The 8erva Padrona
was introduced into France in 1 750, and made a
furore. It, and the Maestro di Musica, were
translated into French, and have been popular
in Paris ever since. Housseau, Marmontel and
d'Alembert extol his truth, simplicity and pathos,

asserting that he restored music to nature, and
freed her from the conventional tnunmels of an
arid science. Chateaubriand, on the contrary,

finds him too artificial, and, contrasting his

sacred music with Gregorian plain-song, says he
would have done better if, instead of display-

ing such a wealth of resources, he had confined

himself to imagining a simple cantilena^ to be
repeated with each strophe. Villarosa remarks
that, had he done this, the Stabat Mater would
have had the character of French couplets.

The fact is that unjust indifference reacted in

a somewhat exaggerated enthusiasm. He did not
restore music to nature. He was one of the earliest,

and perhaps the moat gifted, of a distinguished

group of composers who worked, or at any rate
I
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began by working, towards that object. £ino>doii
predominated over intellect in his artistic nature,
and his science is but slight. Nor did he abow
much invention in contrapuntal form. Certain
devices that suited him he adopted and used re-
peatedly, but the phrases and forms which mre
peculiarly his own stand apart from these. His
masses for double chorus show a sense of effect
which, had he lived longer, might have mani-
fested itself in other styles of composition. Bat
it must not be supposed that a double 5>part'
chorus means, with Pergolesi, lo-part writing,
the division into two choirs being, more often
than not, for purposes of effect. The same is the
case with his 'double orchestras.'

His orchestra is simplicity itself, consisting
often of the string quartet only, sometimes with
oboes, and horns or trumpets. There is a song
in * Adriano in Siria * with a curious florid oboe
obbligato. He writes for the violins in a way
that shows his feeling for the instrument and
his knowledge of its expressive powers. The con-
cluding portion of a Kyrie in one of his masses ia

quoted on the opposite page. It is a very early
and a beautiful instance of combined vood and
instrumental effect, and seems to suggest an ima-
ginative power in its composer far beyond what
he actually realised in his works.

Pathos and sweetness are more characteristic

of his compositions than passion or great dramatic
force. His sacred music is said to lack devotional
fervour, and often to be more suited to the stage
than to the church, there being no definite line

to be drawn between his styles of writing for the
two, and the same ideas often recurring in each.
Variety of expression was in its infancy, and the
same thing might he urged against many of Per-
golesi's predecessors—with this difference, that
their dramatic works seem more suited to the
church than to the stage. He undoubtedly re-

peated himself very much ; certain melodic and
harmonic sequences and progressions he had a
fondness for, and used them in all his works in-

discriminately. It seems beyond question that
all composers of that time and school no more
thought it necessary even to appear to write
always what was new, than we should to say
something quite origixial every time we opened
our mouths. Just as an ingenious contrapun-
tal device may be used again and again by its

original discoverer, and adapted to the require-

ments of the working out of various fugues, so
when a composer like Pergolesi chanced on a
characteristic idea that pleased him, he intro-

duced it wherever it served to illustrate or to
adorn his subject, quite without reference to the
work in which it may first have appeared. The
difference between the two things had not come
to be perceived, nor was it fully recognised before
Beethoven. Such ideas, so used, were in time
added to the general vocabulary, and adopted by
others as the setting or background fur their

own ideas, and have often become known to pos-

terity in this form only. Yet from their first

inventor they come with a freshness that can be
better felt than described, and three or four of
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Pergoleii's beat works appear to present in a

concentrated form what has since been spread by

others over hundreds of operas and massM. It

is impossible not to trace their influence in the

works of Jommelli, of Cimarosa, of Haydn (in

oratorio), and of Mozart. Yet there remains a

somethi^ which is still essentially Pergolesi^s

own.
One important fact is too little remembered.

Owing to the false dates usually given for his

birth, Pergded is commonly supposed to have

lived to be 33. Between this and 26, the age at

which he actually died, there is the difference of

perhaps the seven best years of young maturity.

When we think how small is the nimiber of com-

posers who would be remembered now for what

they wrote before they were five-and-twenty,

and bear in mind that PergolesTs last works

show no symptom of exhausted power, but the re-

verse, we cannot but wonder what he might have

originated and achieved had he been spared to

benefit by wider experience and more stimulating

opportunity. His career, as it was, is a mere

suggestion. Could it have been fulfilled, it seems

not impossible that one Italian eighteenth-cen-

tury composer might have belonged not to Italy

only, but to the world.

The following list of Pergolesi's works is copied

from F^tis*s * Biographie des Musiciens.*

OPnAB kVD IKTUMBSU.

I. U Salliutla.

S. Amor fft 1' uomo deoo; 1 set
a Bedmero ; S acts.

4. L&6enr&Padronft;la£t. The
orlfiruU ioOM published In Ttsin

bJ Lacherardi^re. An edition with
French word* published by Leduc.

5. II Maestro di Muslca. Also

puMlshed at Paris under the name
of Le Mattre de Muidque.

6. II Qeloso sehemito.
7. Lo Frate innamorato. Bofbi

opera, in Neapolitan dialect.

8. U Prisionier saperbo.
9. Adriano In Biria.

la Lirtetta e Traeolo.

II. La Contadina astuta.

12. Flamlnlo; Sacts.

13. L'Olimplade ; S acts.

14. San GugUelmo; sacred drir

ma.
Ohxtbcb Mtraio.

1. Kyrte cum Gloria; 4 roioes

and orchestra (pub. Vienna, Has-
linger).

2. Mass ; 6 Tolces and orchestra.

S. Mass ; Two 5-part choirs and
doable orchestra.

4. Dixit ; 4 Toieei, arloUns, alto,

bass, and organ.

5. Dixit : double chorus and or-

chestra.
6. Miserere; 4 Tolees and or-

chertra (Paris. Pleyel).

7. Oonfltebor : 4 Toiees.

8. Domine ad adjuvandum
Toiees.

9. Do. : S roioes.

la Laudato i 6 Toioes and or-

chestra.

11. Laetatus sum; 2 sopranos
aud 2 basses.

12. Laetatus; 6 voices,

15. Laudate; single roloe with
instruments.

14. Salve reglna ; single voice, 3

violins, *Ho. bass, and organ
(Paris. Leduo. and Porro).

15. SUbat MMer for soprano
and contralto; 2 violins, alto,

baas, and organ (Paris. Boi^our,

also Porro ; Lyons. Camaud. Five
different editions with PF. ac-

companiment have been pub-
lished at Paris. Here also was
printed PaUiello's edition, with
wind-instrument parts added by
him. Two German editions with
German words — one, in score,

Schwickert, at Leipdg; the other,

with PF.. Chrlstiani. at Ham-
burg. Hlller adapted Klopstock's

Passion to the music of the 8ta-

liat. arranged for 4 voices, vrith

the addition of oboes and flutes.)

It has been recently published in

London by Mr. Hullah.
10. Dies lra» ; soprano and ooa-

tralto : 2 violins, alto, and baas.

17. Mass : 2 voices and organ.
18. Mass Id D; 4 voices and or-

chestra.
19. On^rlo saero per la nasdt*

del Bedentore.

Chambcb akd OoNcntT Mirsia.

Orfeo : cantata for single voice

and orchestra. (Choron has
printed the score in his ' Prlnctpes

de composition des Scoles dlta-
lle.')

Five cantatas for soprano with
clavichord.

Thirty trios for 2 violins and vio-

loncello, with figured baas.

Villarosa also mentions:— (1)

Solfeggi for 2 and S voices ; (2)Gia-

sone. (S) Cantata for 5 voices ; (4)

A collection of cantatas or songs
printed in London ; (5) C!onfitebor,

for 2 voices ;< and various frag-

ments of less Importance, existing

in manuscript in different private
collections.

Two movements from Psalms for 6 voices un-

nccompanied, and two for the same with orchestra,

are published by V. Novello in his FitzwiUiam
music. The FitzwiUiam Library also contains
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a Mass, and a Kyrie and Gloria for lo vmces.
A volume in the Add. MSS. of the British Mu-
seum (No. 5044) contains 3 Psahns, a Stabat,
Salve, and Mass. These are all probably in-

cluded in the above list. An air in F minor fat

clavier is published in ClausB-Szarvady*s Klavier-
stUcke (Leipzig, Senff). [F.A.M.]
PERI, Jacx)PO, a Composer to whcun, not-

withstanding the small amount of his learning,

the world owes a heavy debt of gratitude, was
bom of noble parentage, at Florence, daring the

latter half of the i6th century, and first

studied Music under the guidance of Criatoforo
Malvezzi, of Lucca. The Florences, alwa3rs

celebrated for their ready invention of surnames,
called him H Zazzerino/ a little bit of pleasantry
provoked by the enviable wealth of golden haur

which he managed to preserve uninjured, almost
to the day of his death. After completing his

musical education he was appointed Ma^Ut> di

Cappella, first, to Fernando, Duke of Tuscany,
and afterwards to Duke Cosmo II. Having thus
attained an honourable position, he married a
noble and richly dowered lady, of the House <^

Fortini, by whom he had a son, who bade hii
to become a distinguished mathematiciaQ, but
ultimately brought himself to ruin by his disso-

lute habits and abandoned life, indulging in such

excesses, that his tutor, the great Galileo GaHlei,

was accuHtomed to speak of him as *niy Dsemon.'
Notwithstanding this domestic trouble Peri mixed
in all the best society in Florence, and chose for

his associates some of the most advanced leados
of the great Renaissance movement, which, even
at that late period, was stiU in progress, though
its best days had long since passed away. We
hear of him especially at the house of Giovanni
Bardi, Conte di Yemio, where, in company with
Yincenzo Galilei, Ottavio Rinuccini, Giulio Cac^

cini, Pietro Strozzi, Jacopo Corsi, and other rest-

less spirits imbued with the classical furore for

which the age was so strongly distinguished, he
assisted in that memorable attempt to restore the

mode of declamation peculiar to Hellenic Tragedy
which resulted at last in the discovery of modern
Recitative. Whether the first idea of this great

invention originated with Peri, with Caccini, or

with Emilio del Cavaliere, it is now impossible

to decide. In all probability it suggested itself

in consultation ; and each Composer endeavoured
to cany it out in his own way, though the

ways of all were so similar that it is very

difficult to detect the symptoms of true indi-

viduality in any of them. V. Galilei and Caodni
undoubtedly produced the first Monodic Can-
tatas in which the new style was attempted;
but their efforts were confessedly tentative, and
their productions conceived upon a very small

scale, fitted only for use as Chamber Music.
Peri took a higher flight. At the instigation

of Jacopo Corsi, and the Poet Rinuccini, he
attempted a regular Musical Drama, called
' Dafhe.* The Libretto for this Was supplied by
Rinuccini, and Peri composed the Music entirely

1 Literallj ' Short-balr.* But in this case used ironicallj.
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in tbe style wbteh was then believed to be
identical with that cultivated by the antient

Greek Tragedlani. The work was privately per-

formed, in the Palazzo Corsi, in the year I597f

Peri himself playing the part of Apollo. To
him, therefore, belongs the honour of having

composed and assifited in the performance of

the first true Opera that ever was placed

upon the Stage. A still greater honour, how-
ever, was in store for him. This performance

was witnessed only by a select circle of Signer

Corsi's personal friends. But, in the year 1600,

Peri was commissioned to produce an Opera for

public performance on the occasion of the

Marriage of Henri IV of France with Maria
de' Medici. The subject chosen for this was
'Euridice.* Rinuccini again supplied the Li-

bretto, and Peri wrote t£e Music in the same
style as that he had already adopted in * Dafne,'

though, it is to be supposed, with greater freedom

and vigour. . The Bucces» of the work was all

that could possibly be desired. It proved that

the Ideal conceived by the little band of en-

thusiasts was capable of satisfactory embodiment
in a practical form ; and that form was at once

adopted as the normal t3rpe of the long-desired

Lyric Drama. It is true that, some months
before the production of ' Euridice,' Emilio del

Cavaliere*8 Oratorio, *La Rappresentazione di

anima e di corpo,* had been publicly performed,

at Rome, with Scenery, Dresses, and Action ; and
that the Music of this work is written in exactly

the same kind of Recitative as ' Euridice.* But,

Peri's claim to be regarded as the Composer
of the first Opera rests, not on 'Euridice,' but

on 'Dafiie,' though that work was never pro-

duced in public ; and the only ground on which
that claim can be disputed is the fact that

Emilio del Cavaliere is known to have composed
two ssecular pieces, called 'D Satire,' and * La
Disperazione di Fileno,' which were both

privately performed in 1590, and a third work,

entitled 'It Giuoco della Cieca,* which was
performed before the Archduke Ferdinand in

1595. Not a trace of either of these three

works now remains to us. They are described

as ' Pastorals,' and may or may not have been

of sufficiently large dimensions to entitle them
to rank as Dramas. Moreover, we cannot be

quite certain that they were written in the same
style as the Oratorio. As the case now stands,

therefore, and until we are furnished with more
decisive evidence than that we now possess,

Jaoopo Peri stands before us as the acknow-
ledged Father of a form of Art which is very

nearly the greatest that it has ever entered

into the mind of man even to conceive, still

less to brin^, through so many difficulties, to

a successful issue.

Strange to say. Peri made no attempt to follow

up his wonderful success. Probably no oppor-

tunity for the production of another public pei>

formanoe on so extensive a scale occurred during

his life-time—for, in those days, such scenic dis-

plays were exhibited only on very grand occa-

sions, such as Royal Marriages, or other events
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of great public interest. But, whatever may have
been the cause of his retirement. Peri produced
no more Operas. We hear of his appointment,
in the year 1601, as Maestro di Cappella to the
Duke of Ferrara ; and. after that, no record re-

mains of him beyond the publication of his latest

known work, 'Le varie Musiohe del Sig. Jaoopo
Peri, a una, due, e tre voci, con alcuni spirituali

in ultiuK),' at Florence, in 16 10. The precise year
of his death has not been ascertained.

It does not appear that 'Dafhe' was ever
published : at any rate, no traces of it have
been preserved to us, beyond a few pieces con-
tributed by Caccini, and included in his * Xuove
Musiche' (Florence, 1602). * Euridice* was
happily printed, in a complete form, in the year
of its production, under the title of ' Le Musiche
di Jacopo Peri, nobil fiorentino, sopra L'Euri-
dice del. Sig. Ottavio Rinuccini,' etc., Fiorenza,

1600 ; and reprinted at Venice in 1608, and again
at Florence in i860, in small 8vo. Both the early

editions are now exceedingly rare. We ourselves

have never been fortunate enough to meet with
an example of the first ; but a copy of the Vene-
tian reprint is preserved in the Library of the
British Museum, and some extracts from this

will be found on page 499 of the present volume.
This interesting work, and the * Varie Musiche

'

already mentioned, are believed to be the only

specimens of Peri's compositions now in existence.

Kiesewetter has reprinted 3 madrigals for 4
voices in his * Schickuile und Beschaffenheit dea

weltlichen Gesanges' (Leipzig, 1 841). [W. S. R.]

PERIELESIS (Gr. wfptflkrjcif, a convolution).

A long, and sometimes extremely elaborate form

of Ligature, sung towards the close of a Plain

Cbaunt Melody. It differs from the Pneuma in

that it is always sung to a definite syllable;

whereas the very essence of the Pnennm lies in

its adaptation to an inarticulate sound. Like the

Cadenza in modem music, the Perielesis gene-

rally makes its appearance in connection with

the penultimate or antepenultimate syllable of

a final phrase : but it is not absolutely necessary

that the phrase should be a final one, or that the

entrance of the Perielesis should be deferred until

its conclusion.

The Melody of ' iEtema Christi munera ' ex-

hibits a fine example of an antepenultimate

Perielesis, in the 1st and 4th lines, and an
equally effective one on the final syllable of

the 3rd line.

ModhTIL

A more elaborate form furnishes the distin-

guishing characteristic of 'Ite missa est' and

'Benedicamus Domino,* and U found, in the-

Yy2
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fonner case, on the first syllable, as well as on

that before the antepenultimate.

^̂ ^ ^ ra

"

mla-m flit.

The Perielegis may consist either entirely of

notes of equal length, or of an intermixture of

Longs, Breves, and Semibreves. In the former

case, it is not always necessary to sing all the

notes with exact equality of duration. In the

latter, the Long must always be made longer

than the Breve, and the Breve longer than the

Semibreve ; but it is neither necessary nor de-

sirable that the notes should be sung in the

strict proportion demanded by the laws of Mea-
sured Music.
A good example of Perielesis, where we should

hardly look for it, is in a well-known passage in

Mr. SuUivan's 'H.M.S. Pinafore* :—

[W.S.K.]

PERIGOURDINE, or PERIJOURDINE,
a country dance which takes its name from
Perigord, where it is chiefly danced. It is some-
times accompanied by singing. The following

example is firom the Essai sur la Musique (Paris,

1780), of De la Borde and Roussier.

[W.B.S.]

PERIOD. A Period is one of the divisions

which characterise the form of musical works,

especially in such as are not very elastic in con-

struction, asTunes and Airs ; and, frequently, the
main subjects of large works in their simple ex-

position. It is common to find in these a first

division ending with a half close followed by one
ending with a full close, as in this example from
Beethoven^s Sonata, op. 109 :

—

t.J>t if
^"^^

. m J J'J J" jri)w* ''JJ iriP- :t'^
£r

^

—

1

e^g^—M-^^^^:^i^M

^B

These together are held to constitute a period,

and the lesber divisions are phrases. A com|dete
tune is often composed of two or three sach
periods, and such examples may be taken as

types : but in fact periods must be exceedingly
variable in structure. Sometimes the subdiTi-

sions into lesser members may be difficult to

realise, and in others they may be subdivisible

into a greater number of members of vaiying
dimensions. A period is defined by some writers

as a complete musical sentence, and this gives

sufi&ciently well the clue to identify wherever it

is desirable to do so. [C. H. H.P.]

PERLE DU BRfiSIL, LA. A lyrical drama
in 3 acts ; words by the MM. St. Etienne, music

by F^icien David, his first opera. Pitxiuced

at the Thd&tre Lyrique, Paris, Nov. 22, 1851.

David afterwards added recitatives. [G.]

PERNE, FRAN90I8 Louis, bom in Paris, 1 773,

was educated in a maltrise, and during the

Revolution became a chorus-singer at the Op^ra.
In 1799 he exchanged into the band, where he
played the double-bass. A mass for St. Ceecilia's

day, performed in 1 800 at St. Gervais, secured him
the esteem of musicians ; and in the following year
he published a fugue in 4 parts with 3 subjects,

which placed him amongst the foremost masters
of harmony of the day. It is not howevtf by
his compositions that Peme*s name wiU be pre-

served, but by his laborious and erudite works
on some of the most obscure points in the histoiy

of music. His expenditure of time, patience,

and learning, in hunting up, cataloguing, copy-

ing, and annotating the most important eources

of information, printed and MS., on the music
of the Greeks and the Middle Ages, was almost
superhuman. One instance of his devotiim
will suffice. After publishing his ' ExpositiiRi

de la S^m^iographie, ou Notation musii^e ^m
Grecs* (Paris, 181 5), Peme actually transcribed

the complete score of Gluck's 'Iphig^nie en

Tauride' in Greek notation. In 181 1 he was
chosen to succeed Catel as professor of harmony
at the Conservatoire, but his ' Cours d^harmonie
et d*accompagnement' was not so dear as

that of his predecessor. In 18 16 he became
Inspector-general of the C!onservatoire, and in

1820 librarian, but in 182a retired to the

country, and resided near Laon. In 1830 he

removed to Laon itself, but the air was too keen

for him, and he returned to Paris only to die,

on May 26, 1832. His last published work was
the 'Chansons du CMtelain de Coucy* (Paris.

1830) [Chanson], but the 'Revue musioale*

contains many of his articles, such as *Les

Manuscrits r^tifs k la musique de TEfflise

Grecque,' 'Josquin Depr^* 'J6r6me de Mo-
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ravie/ And ' La Masique Andenne.* Feme left

most of his notee and MSS. to the library of the

InBtitut ; and his books and annotated catalogues,

bought in 1834 by F^tis, are now in the Royal
liibrary at Brussels. His unpublished sacred

'works also passed into the hands of F^tis, but

the library of the Conservatoire possesses the

autographs of his choruses for 'Esther/ per-

formed in 182 1 by the pupils of the Boole Royale

de Musique (Conservatoire), his ' Messe de Ste.

C^cile* (1800), his mass 'Yivat Rex/ for 4 voices

(1816), a * Veni Creator' for 3 voices, and the
* Offices/ arranged in 3 parte with the Plain-

Song. [G. C]
PERRIN, Phrrb, called TAbb^ Perrin,*

though he was neither ordained nor held a bene-

fice, was bom at Lyons about 1616, and died in

Paris 1676. He succeeded Voiture as *intro-

ducteur des Ambassadeurs* to Gaston Duke of

Orleans, a post which brought him into relations

-with several great personages, including Mazarin,

who became his patron, and the musician Cam-
berty for whom he wrote the words of 'La
Pastorale,' 5 aote, produced first at Issy (1659),
and then at Vincennes before the king. After

the deaths of Gaston d*Orl^ns and Mazarin,

Perrin was reduced to living upon his wite ; and
fancied himself on the sure road to fortune when
he obtained from Louis XIV the privilege of

founding an Academic deMusique(Nov. 10, 1 668),

and letters patent securing him the management
of the theatre (June a 8, 1669). Unfortunately
the management of an opera requires capital,

and the Abb^ Perrin was a poor poet in all

senses of the word. His partners quarrelled

among themselves, and in spite of the success

of Cambert's ' Pomone* (March 19, 167 1) he was
compelled to resign his privilege just as his
' Anane ' was about to be produced. The patent,

revoked on the 30th of March, 1673, was trans-

ferred to Lully, who came out of the transaction

with anything but clean hands. Perrin's ' (Euvres

de Po^e (Paris, 1661, 3 vols.) contain, besides

his operas, tran^tions—of the ^neid amongst
others—and ' Jeux de po^ie sur divers insectes,'

the least bad perhaps of all his verses, which
even in that hcentious day drew forth the re-

bukes of Boileau and Saint Evremond, and are

now quite unreadable. [G. C]
PERRY, Geobqb, bom at Norwich in 1 793,

was a chorister of Norwich Cathedral under Dr.
Beckwith. On leaving the choir he learned to

play on the violin, and in a few years became
leader of the band at the theatre. Whilst resi-

dent in Norwich he produced his oratorio, ' The
Death of Abel.' In 181 7 he composed an over-

ture for ' The Persian Hunters,* produced at the
English Opera House,and in 1 8 18 a short oratorio,
' EUjah and the Prieste of Baal.* Li 1823 he
settled in London and was appointed director of

the music at the Haymarket Theatre, for which
he composed the opera of ' Morning, Noon, and
Night* (1822), and numerous songs for intro-

duction into various pieces. He also held the

poet of organist of Quebec (Hhapel. In 1830 he
produced his oratorio, ' The Fall of Jerusalem.'
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On the eetabltihment of the Sacred Harmonic
Society in 183a Peiry became leader of the band,
an office which he retained until the end of 1847.
On the removal of Surman from the conductor-
ship of the Society early in 1848, Perry assumed
the baton until tiie end of the season, but not
being elected conductor, he shortly afterwards
resigned his leadership and quitted the Society.

On Feb. 10, 1836 he produced a sacred cantata,
' Belshazzar's Feast,' and in 1847 a short oratorio^

'Hezekiah.' In 1846 he resigned his apppint-
ment at Quebec Chapel and became organist of

Trinity (Church, Gray s Inn Road. He composed
some anthems, including two with orchestra on
the accession of Queen Victoria (1837) w**^ *^
birth of the Prinoess Royal (1 840), and additional

accompaniments to several of Handel's oratorios

and other pieces. He died March 4, 1862. His
'Death of Abel* and 'Fall of Jerusalem* were
performed by the Sacred Harmonic Sooie^.
Perry was a man of considerable ability. He
was in the constant habit of doinff that which in

the case of Mozart is usually spoken of as a re-

markable effort of memory—namely, writing out
the separate parts of a large work without first

making a score. One, at least, ofhis oratorios was
conmiitted to paper in this way. [W.H.H.]

PERSIANI, Fanny, one of the most ac-

complished and artistic singers of this century,

was bom at Rome on Oct. 4, 1812. She was the

second daughter of Tacchinardi, who made her
begin to study at a very early age. He had fitted

up a little theatre for the use of his pupils at his

country house, near Florence, and here, at eleven

Tears of age, Fanny played a prima dormant part.

While stiU quite young, she sang on several occa-

sions in public, with success, but had then no
intention of adopting the stage as a profession.

In 1830 she married the composer, Giuseppe
Persian! (i 804-1 869), and in 1832 made her

dUbut at Leghorn, in 'Francesca da Rimini,*

an opera by M. Foumier, where she replaced

Madame Caradori. Her success was sufficient

to lead to her subsequent engagement at Milan
and Florence, then at Vienna, where she made
a great impression, afterwards at Padua and at

Venice. Here she played in * Romeo e Giulietta,*

•n Pirata,* 'La Gazza Ladra,* 'L'Elisire

d'Amore,' and 'Tancredi,' in the last two of

which she performed with Pasta. Her success

was complete. In 1834, at Naples, Donizetti

wrote for her his 'Lucia di Lammermoor,'
which always remained a favourite part with her.

When she first appeared at the Opera in Paris

(in Lucia, Dec. 12, 1837), she was much ad-

mired by connoisseius, but her talents hardly

met vrith the recognition they deserved nntU
after her excellent performance of the part of

(]!arolina in the ' Matrimonio Segreto.' From that

time not even Grisi herself enjoyed such un-

bounded favour with Parisian audiences as did

Madame Persiani.

Her first appearance in London (1838) was
as Amina in the ' Sonnambula,* and, idthough

she had been preceded in the part by Mali-

bran and Grisi, she achieved a success which
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inoreased at each performance. She was always,

however, a greater ficbyourite with artists and oon*

noisseurs than with the public at large. This was
partly due to the poverty of her stage-presence.

§he was exoeediogly refined in appearance, but
small and thin, with a long colourless face, not

misightly, like her father, but, as Ghorley puts

it, 'pale, plain, and anxious,' with no beauty

but her profusion of fine fair hair, while in

her dress she was singularly tasteless. Her
voice, too, was against her rather than in her

favour ; it was a thin, acute soprano, of great

range upwards, clear and penetrating, but not

full or meUow, blending ill with other voices,

and always liable to rise in pitch. But the

finish of her singing has been rarely equalled,

probably never surpassed. 'Every conceivable

passage was finished by her to perfection, the

shake, perhaps, excepted, which might be
thought indistinct and thin.' Her execution

was remarkable for velocity, 'poignant, clear,

audacious.* Her resources were vast and varied,

and when encored she rarely sang a piece

again without adorning it wiUi fireeh Jioriture,

more dazzling than the first. 'She had the

finest poBsibfe sense of accent . . . From her

every phrase had its fullest measure. Every
fl;roup of notes was divided and expressed by
her with as liiuch precision as the best of

violinists brings into his bowing. And this was
done with that secure musical ease which made
her anxious, mournful face, and her acute, acid

voice, forgotten.' Wliether in rapid, florid pas-

sages, or in large and expressive movements,
'Madame Persiani's attack was not more un-

failing than the delicate sensibility with which
she gave every note its fullest value, never herself

becoming breathless, rarely heavy ' (Chorley). As
an actress she preserved sensibility, grace, and
refinement, but lacked passion and animation.

From 1838 she sang alternately in London and
Paris for many years. F^tis says that a sudden
hoarseness, which attacked her in London in

1843, proved the beginning of a throat-complaint

that forced her to quit the stage for ever. But
she sang in London, in opera, in 1847, 48, and 49,
and at the 'Italiens' in Paris in October, 1848.
In 1850 she went to Holland, and subsequently
to Russia. After performing in almost all

the principal countries of Europe, she, in 185$,
accepted an engagement &om Mr. E. T. Smith
and appeared at Drury Lane in several of her
old parts,—Linda, Elvira in 'I Puritani,' Zer-

lina in * Don Giovanni,' etc. Never were her rare

accomplishments as a singer more perceptible

;

compared with her, 'her younger successors

sounded like so many immature scholars of the

second class.' (Chorley.) In December of that

year, Madame Persiani took up her residence

in Paris, but afterwards removed to Italy, and
died at Passy May 3, 1867. Her portrait, by
Chalon, in water-colours, is in the possession of

Julian Marshall, Esq. [F.A.M.]

PEBSUIS, Louis Luo Lotseau de, bom at

Metz May 21, 1769, studied under his father,

one of the musical staff of the Cathedral, and

PEPwTL

soon became a good violinist. Having enieni
the orchestra of the theatre, he fell in love wilk
an actress, and followed her to Avignon. Here
he had opportunities of completing hi* siadiei,

and he aiso read a great deal of sacred music.
Being of an ardent and impetuous character, he
began to compose before he was 20, and hia first

work, an oratorio * Le Passage de la Mer Rooge,'
was produced at the Concerts Spiritaela in

1787, but was not published. By ihia time
he had settled in Paris, where his violin {^yiiig
was appreciated, especially in the orchestras S[

the Op^ra and the Thdiitre NationaL Acdve,
ambitious, and self-confident, he managed to

produce his dramatic compositions, and on the
foundation of the Conservatoire in 1795, suc-

ceeded in obtaining the professorship of the violin.

This post he lost in 1802 on the dismisaal of his

firiena Lesueur ; but in 1804 he became chef du
chant at the Op^ra, and afterwards, through
Lesueur's interest, was appointed conductor of

the Emperors court concerts, and (18 10-15) «»"
ductor of the orchestra of the Academic. In tiiti

capacity he showed a high order of ability. He
was indeed bom to command, and the first lyric

stage of Paris was never better administered thu
during the short time (181 7-19) of his manage-
ment. Prematurely exhaiisted by his fevemh
mode of life, he died in Paris on Dec. 20, 1S19,

of pulmonary consumption. A fortnight before

his death he received the Order of St. Michel
fipom Louis XVIII, as he had before received the

Legion of Honour from Napoleon.
Persuis*8 claim to perpetuation is that of an

excellent conductor and an able administrator.

His music is forgotten, though he wrote much
for the stage, and often with deserved success.

The foUo^ng is a complete list of his dramatic
works:—*La Nuit Espagnole,' 2 acts (1791);
'Estelle,' 3 acts (1794); 'Phanor et Ang^'
3 acts ;

' Fanny Moma,' op^ra comique in 3 acts,

engraved, and 'L^nidas,' 3 acts, with Gresnick

(1709) ;
• Le Fruit d^fendu,' i act (1800) ;

* Mar-
cel, I act (1801) ;

' L^Inauguration du Temple
de la Victoire,* interm^e, and * Le Triomphe de
Trajan,' 3 acts, both with Lesueur (1807) ; and
'Jerusalem d^livr^,* 3 acts (181 2), of which
the score was engraved. Besides these operas he

wrote pretty music, sometimes in collaboration

with R. Kreutzer, to the following ballets :
—'Le

Retour d'Ulysse,* 3 acts (1807); 'Nina,* 2 acts

(1813); 'L'Epreuve ViUageoise,* 2 acta, and
'L'heureux Retour,' i act (181 5); and * Le
Caruaval de Venise,' 2 acts (1816). Glad to seize

any opportunity of making himself heard, Persuis

also composed several cantates de circonstauoe,

such as the 'Chant de Victoire* (1806), and
'Chant Fran^ais* (1814), and some unpublished
church works now in ]VIS. in the library of the

Paris Conservatoire. [G. C]
PERTI, Jacopo Antonio, one of the most

distinguished church-composers of the 17th cen-

tury, bom at Bologna June 6, 1661 ; at ten begaa

to learn music from his uncle, Lorenzo Perti, s

priest of San Petronio. Having finished hit

education at the Jesuit Colle^ ami the Univer-
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eiiy, he stadied oompoation with Padre Petronio

Pranoeschini. In x68o he conducted in San
Petronio a Missa solennis of his own composition

for soli, choir, and orchestra. His fint two
operas * Atide' (1679) *^** * Oreste' (1681), were
given in Bolog^ ; those that followed, ' Marzio

Ooriolano/ libretto by Frencasco Valsini (ana-

gram of Francesco Silvani) (1683) ;
' Brenno in

Jflfeso* (1690); 'KInganno scoperto ' (1691);
* Furio Camillo * (i6pa) ; * Nerone fatto Cesare'

(1^3); and *Laodicea e Berenice* (1695), in

Venice, at the theatres SS. Giovanni e Paolo,

and San Salvatore. His oratorio ' Abramo vin-

citor de' propri affetti* was printed in Bologna in

1687, and performed nnder his own direction in

the palace of Coont Francesco Caprara.^ F^tis,

followed by Mendel, speaks of his relations with
the German Emperors Leopold and Carl VI,
but the writer of this article has £Euled to dis-

cover any documentary evidence to support the

assertion that he was made Capellmeister by the

Emperor Leopold, and Hofrath by Carl VT. In
Kochers Life of Fux, the most trustworthy book
on the period, no mention is to be found of Gia-

como Perti in connection with the court; the

only instance of the name being Antonio Perti,

a bass-singer in the Hofcapelle. It is moreover
beyond a doubt that Pertiwas Maestro di cappella

of San Petronio in Bologna, and retained the poet

till his death, April 10, 1 756. Gerber states that

a Te Deum of Perti's was sung under his own
direction in Vienna, on the relief of the Turkish
siege in 1683, but this must be a mistake, as Perti

had then not made his name, and was scarcely

known beyond Bologna. He was elected a mem-
ber of the Filarmonici on March 13, 1681, and at

the time of his death had been ' Principe ' six

times. Among his friends was Pope Benedict

XXV, with whom be kept up a close corre-

spondence. Another friend was Padre Martini,

who states in his ' Saggio di Contrapunto * (ii.

142) that he held communications on musical

subjects with Perti down to 1750. Besides
* Abramo' he printed in Bologna 'Cantate morali

e spiritual! ' (1688), and ' Messe e Salmi concer-

tati' (1735). Abbate Santini had a fine collec-

tion of Perti's church works (4 masses, 3 Con-
fitebors, 4 Magnificats, etc.), unfortunately now
dispersed. His ' Elogio ' was pronounced before

the Filarmonici by Dr. Masini in 181 2, and
printed in Bologna. There is an 'Adoramus Te'
by Perti in the Fitzwilliam Library, Cambridge,
and Novello has included two fine choruses by
him in his * Sacred Music ' (vol. ii) and * Mo-
tetts * (bk. xi). Others are given by Choron,
and in the 'Auswahl fiir vorziiglicher Musik-
werke.' [F.G.]

PESANTE, • heavy.' This direction is as a
role only applied to mudc for keyed instruments,

though some writers have transferred it to orches-

tral, or even vocal mudc. It indicates that the

whole passage to which it refers is to be played

with great firmness and in a marked manner. It

differs from tnarcato, however, in that it applies

to whole passages, which may be quite legetio at

1 OlneUl'i * Blbllotecft ToUnt«.' Scanzle zlr.
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the same time ; while marcato refers to single

notes or isolated groups of notes, which would
not as a rule be intended to be played smoothly.
A good example is the opening passage, or
introduction, to the 1st Ballade of Chopin (in

G minor, op. 23). [J.A.F.M.]

PESCHKA, Minna, nie Lbutneb, was bom
Oct. 25, 1839, at Vienna. She received instruc-

tion in singing from Heinrich Proch, and made
her cUbtU on the stage at Breslau, in 1856, as
Agatha, and afterwards played Alice, remaining
there a year. She next played at Dessau up to

the time of her marriage with Dr. Peschka of
Vienna, in 1861. In Sept. 1 863 she appeared at
Vienna with great success as Margaret of Valoie,
Isabel, etc., and afterwards received further in-

struction from Mme. Bockholtz Falconi. She
next appeared at Lembere and Darmstadt, and in
1868 at Leipzig, where she remained until 1876.
She gained great popularity there both in opera
and concerts, being equally successful both in
serious and the lighter operatic parts. In 1877
she went to Hamburg, where she is at present
engaged. In 1879 she reappeared at Leipzig for

a rfiort operatic season under Herr Julius Hoff-
mann, and played with great success the title part
of Handel's • Almira,' on the revival of that opera.

She is at present (July 1880) fulfilling an engage-
ment there imder the same manager. Mme.
Peschka-Leutner visited England in 1872, sang
(March ao) at the Philhannonic. and at the
Crystal Palace, «nd was well received at both
concerts. In the autumn of that year she went
to America, and sang at the Boston Festival with
very great success. Her voice, a soprano of great

volume, and extraordinary compass and agility,

her good execution combined with good acting,

and her agreeable appearance, have made her
very popular in the principal cities of her own
country, where she is an established favourite

at festivals and concerts, as well as on the

stage. [A.C.]

PETER, ST. An oratorio in two parts ; the

words by Mr. Chorley, the music by Sir Julius

Benedict. Produced at the Birmingham Festi-

val, Sept. 2, 1870. [G.]

PETERS, Carl Friedrich, bought in 181

4

the ' Bureau de Musique ' of Kiihnel and Hoff-

meister (founded 1800) in Leipzig, and greatly

improved the business. Many important works
by Bach, Haydn, Beethoven, Spohr, and Schu-
mann, were published by him, besides the first

complete editions of the works of Haydn and
Bach (the latter edited by Dehn, Roitzsch, and
Griepenkerl). The present members of the firm.

Dr. Abraham and J. Friedlander, carry on the old

traditions with extraordinary energy and judg-

ment, and *the Peters editions,' famous for cor-

rectness, legibility, and cheapness, are known
throughout the world. [F. G.]

PETRELLA, Enrico, was bom at Palermo

Dec. 1, 1 81 3, and learnt music at Naples under

Zingarelli, Bellini, and Ruggi. He n)ade his first

appearance at Majella in 1829, with the opera
• n Diavolo color di rosa.' It was followed by four
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others, And then, niter an interval, by ' Le 'Pre-

cauzioni/ which remains his mast^piece in comic

opera. At the Scala he brought out * Maroo Vis-

oonti' (1855); 'L'Assedio di Leyda* (1856);
'lone' (1858) ; 'H duca di Scilla* (1859) ; w»d
• Morosina ' (1863). After this nearly every year

produced its opera, but we need only mention
• Giovannall di Napoli' (Naples, Feb. 27. 1869)

—isaid in some respects to surpass ' lone,' which up
to that time was his chef-d'oeuvre—and * I pro-

me<si sposi ' (Lecco. Oct. a, 1869). For the latter

Petrella was called before the curtain 27 times in

the first evening ! In 1873 he produced * Man-
fredo* at Rome ; it was greatly applauded, and a
silver crown presented to the composer.

Petrella died at Genoa, April 7, 1877. In the

biography in Mendel's Dictionary 19 operas of

his are named, but there is apparently some error

in the dates. His music, though often violently

applauded by the enthusiastic Italians, pleased

the more critical audience of the Scala only

moderately, and has no permanent qualities. [G.J

PETEEIUS, JoHANN, printer and publisher

of music, bom at Langendorf, Franconia ; gradu-

ated * Magister ' at Nuremberg; in 1526 began
business in that town as a printer. Uis earliest

music-publication appears to be * Musiose, id est,

Artis canendi, libri duo, autor Sebaldus Heyden.
Norimbergse apud Joh. Petreium, anno salutis

1537 '> <^d his latest, 'Guter, seltsamer, und
kunstreicher teutsoher Gesang .... Gedruckt zu
Ntimberg, durch Jo. Petreium. J 544.* Between
these two, Eitner (Bibliographic) gives 6 works
in 9 volumes, including a collection of 15 masses,

a volume of 45 select motets, and 2 volumes, of

1 58 four-part songs. He died, according to F^tis,

at Nuremberg, A&rch 18, 1550. [G.]

PETRUCKJI, Ottaviano dei, an illustrious

printer, the father of the art of typemusio-
printing, was bom of a good family at Fossom-
brone, between Ancona and Urbino, June 14,

1466. Before 1498 he had established himself

At Venice ; for on May 25 of that year he ob-

tained fipom the Seignory the sole privilege, for

20 years, of printing ' figured music (canto figu-

rato) and music in the tablature of the organ
and lute—a privilege which he exercised there

till about 151 1. At that date he left the Vene-
tian business in the hands of Amadeo Scotti and
Nicol6 da Raphael, and returned to Fossombrone,
where, on Oct. 2 2, 15 1 3, he obtained a patent from
Pope Leo X for the monopoly of music-printing

in the Roman States for 15 years. His latest

work is dated 1523, and shortly after that he
probably died.

Petruoci's process was a double one ; he printed

first the lines of the stave, and then, by a second
impression, the notes upon them. In fact he
discovered a method of doing by the press what
the German printers of pcUronendruck or pat-

tern-printing, had done by hand. His work is

beautifully executed. The 'register,' or fit, of

ihe notes on the lines is perfect; the ink is a
fine black, and the whole eflfect is admirable.

1 rerformad t the Ijoeum. Loudon. Much 21. IS71.
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But the process was expensive, and wa« aooD

superseded by printing in one impressiozi, wkidi
appears to lutve been first successfully aooom-
plished by Oglin* of Augsburg in 1507.'

Petruod printed no missals, service booka, or

other music in canto fermo ; but masseii, motets,
lamentations, and frottole. all in canto fij^orato,

or measured music, and a few works in late-

tablature. [See MusiCA Mensurata; Ta3LA-
TURB.] His first work was * Harmonice Musices
Odhecaton A Venetiis decimo octavo caL
junias. Salutis anno 1501,*—a collection of 96
pieces in 3 and 4 parts by Isi^, Josquin. Obrecht,
Ockeghem, and other masters of the day, the

pai-ts printed opposite one another on the <^>en

pages of a small 4to. His activity was very

great ; Chrysander* gives a list of 18 works oer*

tainly and 2 probably issued between June 12,

1 501, and Nov. 28, 1504. The last work cited

by Eitner (Bibliographie) is the 'Motetti della

Corona,* a collection of 83 motets for 4, f, and 6

voices (in separate part books) in 4 portions, the

4th portion of which was published at Fossom-
brone Oct. 31, 1 5 19. F^tis however^ mentions
three masses, in large folio, printed for the lectern

of a church, with tibe date 1523-25 and knocked
down to an unknown buyer at a sale at Rome
in 1829. His life and works are exhaustivelj

treated by Anton Schmid, 'Ottaviano dei Pe-

trucci,' etc., Vienna, 1845. [^0
PETIIT, Walter, violoncellist, was bora in

London on March 14, 1836, and received his

musical education chiefly at the Royal Academy
of Music. In 185 1 he was engaged by Balfe for

the orchestra of Her Majesty's llieatre, in which

he remained for many years. In 186 1 he suc-

ceeded Lucas as principal violoncello in the Phil-

harmonic orchestra, and in 1876 took the place of

Paque in Her Majesty's private band. [T.P.H.]

PEUTINGER, Conrad, a lover and supporter

of church music at a time when church music was

the only kind, and a keen devotee for the welfiire

of literature and art. He was bom at Ax^burg
(the city of the Fuggers) in 1465 ; was educated
in Italy; in 1493 became secretary to the senate

of Augsburg; in 152 1, at the diet of Worms,
obtaineid the confirmation of the ancient privi-

leges of the city, and others in addition. He
was a great collector of antiquities, inscriptiotts,

and MSS., and in particular was the owner of

the *Peutinger Tables,' a map of the militwy
roads of the Lower Roman Empire, probably

dating about 225, which is one of the most
precious geographical monuments of antiquity,

and is now in the State Libnury at Vienna.

His devotion to music is shown by his prefue
to the * Liber selectarum Cantionum quas vulgo

Mutetas appellant, sex, quinque, et quatoor

• In hb ' Melopolae,' SM OhiTMnder (Koalcal TImoi. 1977. p.V$»y.
F^th however quotes this Tery work as »n erldenc* thai OfUa &>l-

lowed Petnioci's meUiod of two prlntingi (Blocr. udIt. toL tU. p. IS

note, ed. 18M).
s Tb« method of prlotlng 1^ doable tanprMtton—eo u to obtain

th« stare lines oonttnuous without the breaks loevltAble in priotiK

b7 a single impression—was patented by Scbenrmann In USk [Bet

SOBKOBMANK.]
« Musical Times, p. 985 a. • Blog. nnlT. tIL U a.
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Tooum,' of Grimmiui and Wyrsung, Augsburg

1520, a volume contaiaing 24 Latin motets by

H. Lsao, Josquin dee Pr^ Obrecht, Pierre de

la Rue, Senfl, and others. [G.]

PEVERNAGE, Andreas, bom in the year

1543,1 at Courtrai, in Flanders. He held an
appointment in his native town until his mar-

riage,' June 15, I574y and soon after moved to

Antwerp as choirmaster in the cathedral. There

he led an active life, composing, editing, and giv-

ing weekly performances at his house of the best

native and foreign music. He died at the age of

aS, and was buried in the cathedral. Sweertius*

describes him as *vir ad modestiam factus, et

totUB candidus, qme in Musioo mireris, quibus

cum leviuscuHs notis annata levitas videtiu:.'

The same author gives the. following epitaph :

—

H. Andro Peyemagio
Musico ezcellenti

Hi^ai eocledaB phonaaoo
et Mariee fiUa

Maria Haeoht vidua et FF. M. pose.

Obierunt Hie XXX Julii. Aetat XLVIH.
niaUFeb. Aetat Xn. MDLXXXIX.

F^tis mentions 5 books of chansons and i book
of sacred motets, published in the composer*s

lifetime, and 5 masses and a book of motets for

the chief church festivals, as posthumous. The
British Museum contains 1 book of chansons, and
a imperfect copies of the 'Harmonia Celeste,'

a collection of madrigals edited by Pevemage,
in which 7 of his own pieces appear. In , ad-

dition to these Eitner* mentions 16 detached

pieces in various collections of the time. Two
pieces have been printed in modem type—an ode

to S. Cecilia, 'O virgo *genero8a,' composed for the

inauguration of his house concerts,* and a 9-part

« Gloria in excelsis.' ^
[J.R. S.-B.]

PEZZE, Alessanobo, an able violoncellist,

was bom in Milan in 1835. He received his

first musical instruction from his father, an ex-

cellent amateur. In 1846 he was, after competi-

tion, admitted to the Milan Conservatorio, whore
his master was the celebrated Merighi. After

a course of concerts in North Italy he was ap-

pointed first violoncello at La Scala. Lumley
brought him to Her Mt^Jesty's Theatre in 1857,
where he remained until the theatre was burnt
down. He also played principal violoncello with
Pettit at the old Philharmonic, and was for some
years engaged at Covent Garden. [T.P.H.]'

PHILADELPHIA is remarkable among the

cities of the United States for its vigorous mu-
sical life. No less than sixty-five societies for

1 'Xafter A. Perernage . . . dlad 3n\j SO. 1591, about half-pAst four

to the afteraooQ. after fire weeks' illness.' (Bee note discovered hj
II. de Borbure in Antwerp Cathedral boolu.) Thus the last two
letters of the date in the epitaph have changed plaoes ; It should
stand MOUUXXL He died at the age of 48. which fixes the date of his

birth.
2 Paquot's * Hlstolre litteraire des FaTS-bas.* Tom. 9, p. S31 (Lou>

Tain. 1767). The author gives a reference, ' Franc. Hceml poemata,
cd. 1B78. p. 230, 940, oil il 7 a deux Eplthalames: In nuptias Andrew
PeTeraage. apud Cortraoenses Svinphonascl, et Marise Mseges vidua.
17 cal. Julli. anno 1574.' ^

a * AtbensB Belglcn,' Antwerp. ISSg (BrK. Hus. 11901 kV Both the
year of death and the name of Fevemage's wife are probably incor-

rect. See notes 1 and 2. * Bibltograpble.

» Commer—' CoUectio op. muslcorum Batav.' Vol. riil (Berllu,

Trantwein). * Ambros, ' Geschlehte.' ill. 91A.
T C«cilla. TOD Oberbolfor. Luxemburg, IMS, Xo. 7.
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the active practice of music exist within its pre-

cincts. The oldest of these, the Musical Fund
Society, was established on February 29, i8ao.

In 1833 the society built a hall for its meetings,
and about seven years later an academy was
opened for musical instruction. After having
given, in the course of thirty years, about 100
concerts, in which nearly all the best European
and American artists took part, increased com-
petition in musical affairs compelled the society

to alter its original system, but for the last 15*

years its funds have been gradually accumu-
lating, so that a capital has now been secured
with which it is hoped a permanent school of
music will eventually be established. In the 60
years of its exislenoe the society has given freely

from its funds to the relief of its professional

members and their families, and to provide for

their children after the death of their parents.

The society has accumulated a considerable
library of vocal and orchestral scores, etc. At
present there are 50 members, 14 of whom are
professional musicians.

In addition to the above, at the end of this

article will be found a list ^ of musical societies

(with the names of their conductors) which are-

now in existence in Philadelphia. Of these the
Orpheus Club, a choral society for men*8 voices,

was organised in August 1S72, and has a limited
memberHhip of 30 active and 300 associate and
subscribing members. The Cecilian Society was
organised May 35, 1875, and has an active mem-
bership of about 400. The Beethoven Society
was founded in 1869.
The university of Pennsylvania, located in

Philadelphia, has established a Faculty of
Music, and confers degrees on students who
attend its lectures and pass an examination in

harmony, counterpoint, and composition. Lec-
tures and instruction are given by the Professor

of Music (Mr. H. A. Clarke) who has also or-

ganised an orchestra and a glee-dub, composed of

the undergraduate students.

There are several private musical academies
at Philadelphia. The principal of these is the
Philadelphia Musical Academy ( President, Mme.
Emma Seller), which has a regular attendance of

over 100 pupils.

MUSICAL SOCIETIES
Abt Society. H.A.Clarke.
Allemania. F.W. Kttzizel.

Amphion Society.
Arbeiter S&nfferbund.
Arion. J. Schaaf.
Axion (of Germantown).
Aurora.
Beethoven LiederknuLB. F.

W. KUnzel.
Beethoven Mannerchor. li.

GrCbL
Caecilia.
Cecilian. M. H. Cross.
Cecilian Musical Beneficial

Association. B. G. 8.

Wilks, President.
Columbia Gesangverein.

W. Winter.
Cdumbia Burschensohaft,

L. Ockenlander.

IN PHILADELPHIA.
Concordia Gesanffyerein.

E. GasteL
Concordia Quartet Club.

L. Engelke.
Eintracht. H. Peters.
Eintraoht Quartet Club.
Fidel io Gesangverein. G.

WUke.
Fidelio M&nnerchor.
Gambrinus SUngerkraoB.

F. Stadler, Secretary.
Gerraania Liederkrans. G.

Wilke.
Germania M&nnerchor. J.

Brenner.
Germania Orchestra. G. M.

Schmitz.
Handel and Haydn Society.

C. Sentz.
Harmonie. F. W. Ktlnwl.

1 Oomptled for this work by Mr. Edmund WoUleffer and Mr. J. O.
Rosengftrten, editor of the Philadelphia Public Ledger, to wbOM
klDdoau we are also indebted ior the Infonnatton oootalned above.
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Hannonie QoArtet Club.
Kx«umacher Singerbund,

W. Winter.
liederkraiu. Dr. Bfimex^

LiederUfel. J.W.Jott.
laedertafel d. D. F. G«-

meinde. P. Jost.

LotmtClab. G. M. Sohmits.
La Lyro. F. M. A. Perrot
Lyric Club. H. Keely.
Muiayiink Chorml Society.

W. A. Newland.
Bflnnerobor. £. GuteL
Miurburger Liedertafel. O.

FOlker.
Mendelssohn Club. W.W.

Gilchrist.
Mosart Hannonie.
Mozart MUnnerchor. J. O.

Dickel.
Mosart Quartet Club.
Musical Fund SocietT. Dr.

Dunglison, President.
Orchester der D. F. Ge-

meinde. C. Heine
mann.

Orpheus Club. M.H. Cross,

Philadelphia Amateur Or^
chestra. J. Brophy.

Philadelphia Musical Asso-
ciation. L. EngeUce.

Philadelphia Opera Verein*
F.Wlnk.

Philharmonia Mlinnerchor.
Quartet Club. H. Peters.
Bothmanner Oeaangrerein.

H. Peters.
Singerbund. C. Gilrtner.
Sohnier Liedertafel. J.

Sohaaf.
Schiller Quartet Club.
Schwabischer Liederkrans.
SchwcJtaer Minnerchor. J.,

Brenner.
Southwark Liederkranz.
Southwark S&ngerbund.
Teutonia Milnnerchor.
Teutonia S&ngerbund. H.

Peters.
Tiflohler Minnerchor. J.

Brenner.
Turner Oesang Section. J.

W. Jost.
Union Sllngerbund.
West Philadelphia Choral

Society. W. W. Oil-
Christ. „

West Philadelphia Har-
monie. A. Faas.

West Philadelphia MUnner-
ohor.

Young Minnerchor. B.
Griner. [W.B.S.]

PHILEMON ET BAUCIS. A not unfrequent

ubject for the musical stage both in France and

Germany. It was set by Gounod to words by

Barbier and Carr^ in 3 acts, and brought out at

the Theatre Lyrique, Feb. 18, i860. [G.]

PHILHARMONIC SOCIETY. This society

was founded in London in 1813 for the en-

couragement of orchestral and instrumental

music. Messrs. J. B. Cramer, P. A. Corri, and

W. Dance invited various professional friends to

meet them on Sunday. Jan. 24, 181 3, when a plan

was formed which Resulted in the establishment

of a society with thirty members, afterwards in-

creased to forty—seven of whom were made
directors for the management of the concerts

—

and an unlimited number of associates. The
subscription for members was three guineas, and

for associates two guineas each. Subscribers

were admitted on the introduction of a member
on paying four guineas, and resident families of

any subscriber two guineas each.

The principal musicians in London readily

joined, and gave their gratuitous services in the

orchestra. The first series of eight concerts on

Mondays, at irregular intervals, commenced on
March 8, 181 3. at the Argyll Rooms, Regent
Street—* Leader, Mr. Salomon; at the piano-

forte (in lieu of the conductor as at present),

Mr. Clementi'—and was both financially and
artistically successful.

The following is a list of the members during

the first season :—J. B. Cramer, P. A. Corri,

W. Dance, M. Clementi, W. Ayrton, W. Shield,

J. J. Graeff, H. R. Bishop, W. Blake, J. B.

Salomon, C. Neate, R. Potter, Sir Geo. T. Smart,

F. Cramer, T. Attwood, J. B. Viotti, — Hill,

— Moralt, G. E. Griffin, J. Bartleman, W.
Knyyett, Louis Berger, C. Ashley, R. Cooke,

F. Yaniewicz. S. Webbe, jun.. V. Novello, W.
Horsley, W. Sherrington, A. Ashe. Among the

associates, of whom at the outset there were 38,

are found the names of Bridgetower, Mori, Naldi,

PHILHARMONIC SOCIETY.

Cipriani Potter, Spagnoletti, Samuel Weslej, and
other eminent musicians.

The following have been the Treasnreri of the
society :-W.Ayrton(i8i3-i4);W.Dance(l8i5);
M. Clementi (1816-17); R. H. Potter (18iS-io);
T. 4ttwood (1820); W. Dance (1821-32); W.
Sherrington (i833-35)i W. D«nce (1836-39);
G. F. Anderson (1840-76); W. C. Macfanen
(1877-80). The Secretaries have been H. Danoe
(1813); C. J. Ashley (1813-15); W. Watts
(1815-47); G.W.Budd (1847-50); G.Hogarth
(1850-64); CampbeU Clarke (1864-66); Stanley
Lucas (1866-80).
In the early days of the sooietj two lym-

phoniee, two concertos, two quartets or quintets
for string or wind instruments, with two or more
vocal concerted pieces, constituted the evening's
programme. Chamber instrumental music is now
excluded, and other arrangements are made con-
forming to the exigencies of the age and the
comfort of the subsmbers.

In addition to the claims of our own oonntry-
men, foreign non-resident musicians have from
time to time been invited to direct the per-

formances, often of works composed at the
express request of the society, as Chembuki
(March 13, 1815), Spohr (1820. 1843), Weber
(1826), Mendelssohn (1829, 42, 44, 47), Hiller

(1852), Wagner (1855), Gounod (1871). The
intimate association of the Society with these

great composers, as well as with Onslow and
Beethoven, etc. etc., need only be mentioned to

show the artistic recognition which this institu-

tion has received from music's greatest professors.

A good idea of the popularity of the Society in

1820 may be formed from Spohr's account in

his Autobiography. * Notwithstanding the high
price of admission, says he, the number of sub-

scribers was so great that many hundreds who
had inscribed their names could not obtain seats.*

The following sununary of the principal new
events of each season will be the best epitome of
the earnest artistic work done by the Phil-

harmonic Society. It will show how far the

Society since its establishment may claim to

have kept pace with the progress of music ; how
many masterpieces of the most different schools,

since become classic, were first heard in England
at a Philharmonic concert, and bow many great

players have there made their cUbiU before an
EngliHh audience. These claims to distinction

are due to the discretion and energy of the

Directors of the Society. Their post is an hono-
rary one, involving much time and labour, and
it is through their exertions that the Society has

for so long maintained its position against con-

tinually increasing competition, and has on more
than one occasion been rescued from pecuniary
difficulty and placed again in a state of prosperity.

The list shows, with a few exceptions, only

the fresh works brought forward and the first

appearances of artists ; Che stock pieces of the
repertoire, and the re-appearances of favourite

players and singers being but rarely named.
In the programmes of the first season the

works are but rarely specified.
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K3. • denotea that a work was oompoaed for the
Society ; t, that it was first performed in England at
the date named.
1813w Symphonies—Haydn (4>, Mozart (3), Beethoren (3>,

Pleyel U', Woelfl (1), dementi (2), Romberg (1).

Overtures—Cherubini (4), Haydn (IS Mozart d', Paer
Q). Septet—Beethoven. Quartets and Quintets-
Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, J. 0. Bach, Bomberg,
VidttTetc.

^^ **'

1814. tSinfonia Eroica. •t2 MS. Symphonies, F. Bies.
•t Quartet, Griffin. MS. Symphonies, Hardn,
t Crotch, and t Asioli. •! New Overture, GheruDini.
•t Overture, Berger. Selection from 'Mount of
Olives.' B. Romberg plays. N.B. Cherubini Accepts
2001. for a new nrmphony, overture, and vocal piece.

1815. t Overture, *Anacreon.* conducted by Ohembini.
•fMS. Symphony and MS. Overture by Cherubini.
fMS. Symphonies by Ries and Woelfl ; fMS. Sestet,
Kalkbrenner. Kalkbrenner and Lafout play. 200/.

voted for trial of new works. 3 MS. Overtures
bought from Beethoven.

ISlfi. tSymphony inC minor, Beethoven. fMS. Symphony,
Riea fMS. Overture, Beethoven. •fMS. Bardic
Overture, Ries. •tMS. Overture and Sestet, Potter.

•t MS. Symphony, Fdmy. •f MS. Overture, Burrowes.
Baillot plays at 1st, ana leads at 6th and 7th concerts.

1817. t Overtures, Fidelio and Coriolan. tSymphony in
A, Beethoven, f MS. Symphony, Burgherah. Anfossi
plays. Invitation to Beethoven.

1S18. tHummers Septet. tMS. Symphony, Ries.
l«ia. +MS. Symphony, dementi. MS. Trio, Lindley.

•tMS. Quintet, Ries.
1820. Spohr's first visit

; plays his Dramatic Concerto,
and conducts his MS. H Symphony(No. 2) and tNonet.
Neate plays a t Concerto by Beethoven. Further
commissions to Beethoven.

1821. Overtures, "tin F, Spohr, tin D, Romberg. Mo-
scheles plays his tMS. Concerto. Potter plays
Mozart's t Concerto in D.

1822. t Overture, Leonora, t Concerto for P.F. and
Chorus, Steibelt (Neate) ; Mrs. Anderson's first ap-

Eance—t Hummers B minor Concerto. H. Field
h) plays t Concerto, Hummel. MS. Symphony,
isa. t MS. Concerto, Moschelea. Ist app. Caradori.

1823. tMS. Symphony, Clementi t MS. Overture (op.
124). Beethoven.

1824. Beethoven's tO minor Concerto fPotter\ tMS.
Overture. Clementi. Kalkbrenner plays tMS. Con-
certo. Szymanowska plays. 1st app. Miss Paton,
Mme. Pasta.

1825. -tChoral Symphony (Mar. 21>. Overtures-tEury-
anthc) t Olimpia, Spontini ; t Alcalde, Onslow. Con-
certos—t Beethoven, in O (Potter), t Weber's Concert-
sttick (Neate). Pasta and Caradori sing. Female
Associates first elected.

1828. Weber conducts, April 3. tMS. Symphony, Potter
t Overture, Jessonda. De Beriot plays a Concerto
by Rode.

1327. tMS. Overtures by Schloesser and Ooss. Liszt's
first appearance (May 21) in Concerto by HummeL
let app. Mme. Stockhausen.

1828. tSymphony in £b, Spohr. Last appearance of
dementi. Pixis plays.

1829. Mendelssohn conducts his tC minor Symphony
(May 25). t Spohr's double Quartet Sontag and
Malibran sing.

1830. ArgyU Rooms burnt (Feb. 6) ; library saved ; con-
cert-room of Opera House engaged. jAendelssohn's
Overture to M, N. Dream, t Overture, William Tell.
Nottumo for vrind, Mozart. 1st app. Mme. Dulcken,
De Beriot, Lablache.

183L Selection from Spohr's Last Judgment, t Over-
ture, Alchymist, Spohr. Ist app. Hummel, H. Bla-
grove, Rubini, Miss Inverarity.

1832. Symphonies—t Moscheles in C, -t MS., Onslow in
t Beethoven's Violin Concerto (Eliason). t Mendels-
sohn's, Isles of Fingal (MS.). Mend.'lssohn plays
to minor Concerto twice. John Field (Rusaia*
plays his Concerto in Eb. Schrfider Devrient, Cinti-
Dauioreau, Tamburini, sing. Mendelssohn com-
missioned to write symphony, overture, and vocal
piece. Commiasions Riven to J. B. Cramer, Bishop,
Potter, Grieabach, Neukomm, Moscheles, Griffin,
Attwood, Horaley, Novello, Goss, and T. Cooke.
N.B. dementi's funeral, in Westminster Abbey,
conducted by the Society.

1833. "t Mendelssohn's Italian Symphony and •tTrum-
Et Overture, 't MS. Sym'^hony (A minor) by Potter,

endelssohn plays Mozart's D minor Concerto. 1st
app. Herz, Clara Novello, Miss Masson. N.B. Con-
certs transferred to Hanover Square. Hon. members
first elected—Auber, Hummel, Le Sueur, MendelA-
•ohn, Meyerbeer, Onslow.

1834.
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I. -t Bishop's Cantata, 'The Seventh Day'; ^No-
rellp's do. 'Rosalba*; -t Horsley's motet Kx-
S^J^- , 't O^rture, Griesbach. Mendelssohn's
t ' Melusina' and •f * Infelice.' Beethoven's Eb Con-
oarto, Mrs. Anderson. Moscheles plays his t Concerto
™»ta8tique (MS.). Ist app. of Vieuxtemiy. Grisl,

1835. tSpohrls 'Weihe der TOne.' tMS. Symphony,
Maui-er. •t Concerto in D Minor, Herx. Ist app. of
W. 8. Bennett, H. Blagrove, Servais, Brambilla,
Miss Pot'tans.

1838. t Mendelssohn's 'Calm Sea.' tLaohner's Sym-
phonv in Eb. -t Bishop's CanUta • Departure from
Paradise ' (Malibran). Bennett plays Ms t Concerto,
G minor. 1st app. of Thalberg, Ole Bull, Lipinski,
Balfe.

^^ .
J Sytapiionj in A, Onslow. Overtures—t Ries;

t • Cymbeline,*^ Potter; t ' Naiades' (MS.), W. S. Ben-
nett, tlntrod. and Fugue, Mozart. Choral Sym-

,„„ phony. l8t app. of Rosenham, Miss Birch, Bonconi.
1838. 1 Mendelssohn's D minor Conoerta MS. (Mrs.

Anderson), t Bennett's F minor do., MS. (Bennett).
tMS. Concerto, Hummel (Dulcken). Choral Sym-
phony. Ist app. of Hansmann, Heinemeyer, Pott,

1839. Bennett's MS. Overtures t'Wood Nymphs' and
*Pari8ina.' t Concerto Pastorale, Moscheles. t Over-
ture, * Yelva,' Reissigcr. 1st aim. of Mario (in Ens-
land\ Dorus Gras, lUinforth.

1840. t Symphonies No. 6 and 'Historical,' Spohr. tMS.
Symphony, Jos. Strauss, lat app. of Nau, Molique.
Lisst, (He Bull,, and Ht-niy Field (Bath), play.

1841. Lobg^Sang. Overtures, t ' Benv^ Cellini,' Berlioz

;

Vampyr,' Lindpaintner: •Refricide,' Lucas. Choral
Symphony. Bennett's C minor Concerto. L'szt,
VleuxtemoB. David, play. Ist app. of Dolby, L{>we,
Misses Williams.

1842. tMS. Symphony and tMS. Concerto, Molique.

J
MS. Symphony, (Virtue and Vice,), Spohr. Men-
cliisohn conducts t Scotch Symphony and Hebrides,

and plays his D minor Concerto, ist app. of Miss
Bassano, Adelaide Kemble, Pariah-Alvars. Bennett
and Thalberg play ; Mario eings.

1843. t Overture, ' Siacbeth/ Spohr. t Chopin's F minor
CJoncerto (Dulcken^. Choral Fantasia (Mrs. Ander-
son). tMS. Concert-piece in A minor. Bennett.
Choral Symphony (twicos Lobgeaang. Weihe der
Tone. 1st app. of Albertazzi, Staudigl, Sivori, Mme.
Oury, Dreyschock. Spohr plays and conducts. N.B.
Nine concerts.

1844. t Overture, Leonora, No. 1. t Ruins of Athens,
t Overture and Suite, Bach. tWalpurgisnight. Bee-
thoven's Concerto in G, and Violin do. Midsummer
N. D. music. Ist app. of^jmst, g^mjion, j[onchinr^
Piatti, Buddeus. Mendelssohn conducts last 5 con-
oerts. Sivori, Bennett, play. 1st app. of Castellan,
A. Thillon.

1845. Macfarren's Symphony in CjJ minor. Overture,
•Cantemire,' Fesca. t Concerto, D minor. Bach
(Moscheles). Walpurgisnight. Ist app. of L. de
Meyer, Milanollos, Pischek, Cavallini ; Sainton,Oury,
Vieuxtemps, Bennett, play.

1846. Mr. Costa conducts (till 1854). t Beethoven's Mass
in D. t Mendelssohn's Violin Concerto (Sivori).
t MS. Concerto, P. Alvars <Mme. Dulcken). t Spohr^i
Concerto in G * Sainton), t Bennett's Caprice in E
i
Bennett), t Spohr's Concertante, MS. Ist app. Mme.
>leyel, Lockey, Lavigne. H. Field, Vieuxtemps, P.
Alvars, plfty.

1847. Mass In u, Beethoven, t Symphony in D (3 move-
ments), Mozart. Beethoven's Choral Symphony, Con-
certo in G (Mendelssohn), Violin C(»ncerto (Joachim).
Midsummer N. D. music. Scotch Symphony. Men-
delssohn conducted and played at the 4th concert

—

his last visit. Ist app. of Kate Loder, Hellmesberger.
Persian!. Bennett, Vieuxtemps, play : H. Phillips
sings 'On Lena's glOomy heath,' Mendelssohn (MS.).

1848. t Mendelssohn IB 'To the sons of Ai-t.' + Overture,
•Struensee.' tSymphony, B minor, A. Hesse. Over-
ture, ' Siege of Corinth,' Rossini, t Overture, * Tita-
nia,' Griesbach, 'Parisina,' Bennett. Ist app. of
Vlardot Garcia, Alboni, H. C. Cooper. Prudent.

1849. Mendelssohn's tAthalie (twice), t Buy IHas (MS.),
and Serenade and Alio giojoao. Choral Symphony.
Ist app. of Mile. Neruda, L. Slower, Hancock (cello),

J. B. Chatterton, Sims Reeves, Miss Lucombe, Jetty
Treffz, Wartel.

1850. Griesbach's tMS. Overture, 'Tempest.' Concert-
stuck, C minor, Benedict. Walpurgi-night. 1st app.
of Charton, Hayes, Pyne, Formes, A lard, Benedict,
Salaman. Thalberg plays Mozart'sD minor Concerto.

1851. tMS. Overture, Sohlfisser. t Concertos—t violin—Eb,
Motart (Sainton); ISpohr, No. 2 (Blagrove); PF.
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Hnmmel, A minor (Pauer). Chox»l Symphonjr.
Trumpet Orerture. l«t app. of B^tiohArdt, J. Stock
hauMsn, Botteslni, W. H. Hfolmea, Pauer.

1852. t Hillers Symphony • Im Preien.' t Scotch fantasia,

Joachim. Overture, 'Don Quixote/ Macfarren. 1st

app. ClauBs, Halle, John Thomas, Oardoni. Hiller
conducts (June 28).

1863. t * Praise of Muidc,* Beethoven, tA minor Sym-
phony, Oade. t Overture, Schem>, and Finale. Schu-
mann, tlioreley finale, Mendelssohn (Pyne).

t * Harold in Italy ' (Sainton) :
' Repose ' (Oardoni)

;

Overture, * Camaval Bomain »— all by Berliox.

t Hiller's Concerto (Hiller) t Overture, * Oenueserin.'
liindpaintner. • MS. Symphony, Cherubini. Mid-
summer NJ), music (twice). Ist app. F. Hiller, Win-
terbottom. ^,^ ^

1854. t Symphony, B flat, Schumann, t MS. Symphony,
Boeenhain. 1st app. Belletti.

. . „«
1866. Wagner conducts, f Selection, ' Lohengrin.' MS.

Symphony in Bb, Lucas. + Overture, * Chevy
Cnase,' Blacfarren. tOvertureL^Tannhiuser' (twice),

t Concerto, £ minor, Chopin (Halle). 1st app. Jenny
Key, Budersdorft

1866. Stemdale Bennett conducta (till 1866). Schu-
mann's t' Paradise and Peri.' Overtures, t 'Don Car-

los,' Macfarren; t*Antony and Cleopatra,' Potter.

1 13 Vars. s^rieusee, Mendelssohn. 1st app. Arabella
Ooddard, Mme. Schumann, Mme. Lind. N.B. Sijc

concerts. ^
1867. tPF. Concerto in 0,BnbinBtein. Istapp.Bemenyi,

A. Bubinttein. Six concerts.
1858. t Concerto No. 4, David. Ist app.W . G. Cusins, Bott.

1869. tJoachim's Hungarian Concerto (Joachim). Ben-
neU's 'May Queen.* 1st app. Csillag, Artdt. Six
concerts.

1860, t Symphony, 'The Seasons,' Spohr. t Concerto,
Dussek, G mmor (Goddard). 1st app. Becker, LU-
beck, KOmpel, Paque, Parepa, Santley. Six concerts.

1861. 1st app. Lemmens Sherrington, Delle Sedie. J. F.

Bamett, Straus, O. Goldschmidt. Moaoheles*B las.

appearance. Eight concerts again.

1882. Jubilee year. Symphony, Gade. Overture8,»t' Para-
dise and Peri,' Bennett; 'Genoveva,' Schumann.
Concertos—+ Triple, Beethoven (Joachim. Piatti. Cu-
sins); tA minor, Viotti (Joachim) ; tCello, Davldoff
(Davidoff), t Cello, PiatU (Piaiti), Violin, David
(Becker). 'Hear my Prayer,' Mendelssohn (Mme.
Lind). 1st app. Titiens, Miles. Marohisio, Davidoff,
Lavigne. N.B. Nine concerts.

1863. t Music to Kgmont, Beethoven. Overture, ' Ossian,'

Gade. March in Tannh&user. t Fantasia appassio-
nata, Rietz (Piatti). 1st app. Buziau.

1864. Symphonies— •! Bennett, MS., G minor; Schu-
mann in C. Overtures— ' Feman Cortex,' Spontini

;

* Merry Wives,' Nicoiai. Concertos— t Bennett,
No. 1 (H. Thomas) ; t Joachim, No. 2, in G (Joachim).
Serenade and Alio priojoso. Mendelsohn (Hart-
vigson). Ist app Bettelheim.Gunz,Trebelli, Crozier.

i5. Overtures— 'Le Philtre,' Auber ; t ' Rienzi,' Wag-
ner. Concertos—t Flute, Molique (Svendsen); PF.
Schumann (Mme. Schumann). Finale to Loreley
(Titiens). 1st app. Murska, Harriers-Wippem, Sinico,
Agnesi. Lauterbach, Svendsen.

1866. Schumann's ' Paradise and Peri ' (Parepa). Gou-
nod's Svmphony in Eb. 1st app. Ubrich,CummingB,
Auer, Jaell, Mehlig, Wieniawsky. N.B. Stemdale
Bennett resigns.

1867. W. G. Cusins appointed conductor. • t Overture,
•Marmion,' Sullivan. Symnhonies—Beethoven, Cho-
ral ; Schubert. B minor ; Schumann, D minor. 1st
app. NiUson, Mme. Patey, Grtltzmacher.

1868. Beformation Symphony, Mendelssohn. Over-
tures—' Elise,' Cherubini ; t * Bosenwald,' Lucas

1866.

certos—fMaxBruch (Straus); tBe^kirskyrBeinecke
(JaeU). 1st app. Foli, Kellogg, V. Rigby, B. Wynne,
Besekirsky, Carrodus, Rendano.

1869. N.B. Concerts removed to St. James's Hall. Pro-
grammes annotated by Prof. Macfarren. t Sympho-
nies—Woelfl, G minor. Overtures—' Camaoho,' Men-
delssohn ;

' King Manfred,' Reinecke ; ' Rosamunde,'
Schubert. 1st app. H. Holmes, Neruda, Reinecke,
Zimmermann^Regan, Monbelli.

1970. Symphony, £b, Schumann. Overture, 'In Memo-
riam,' Sullivan. Concerto, BI^ Piatti. Beethoven's
9 Symphonies, let. app. OxoenyL

1871. Symphonies—t Gounod in D; Schubert in C.
Overtures— 'Mireille,' Gounod: 'Wood Nymph.'
Bennett; 'Rienxi,' Wagner. tSaltarello, Gounod,
tponcerto grosso, G minor, Handel, t Concertino,
Botteiini. lit app. Brandes, Capoul, Faure. N3.
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Bast of Beethoven preaented bv Frau Llnabsiiec.
Gold medal struck by Wyon for presentation to
artists.

1872. Brahms's Serenade in D. Overtures— Bennett,
f Ajax ': Benedict. 'Tempest' Concertos—tBach in G;
tHandel, oboe, G minor: Liszt, Eb; Cusins, A
minor. 1st spp. Delaborde. Hartvigson, Cftrlotta
Patti. Feschka-Xentner, Bftanmon, M. Koze.

1873. Symphony, t C. P. K. Bach in D ; t • Tasso,' Lisst.
t Requiem, Brahms. Bach's Chromatic Fantasia,
Overtures—' Faust.' Spohr ; * Alfonso and EstreUa,*
Schubert; ' Medecin,* Gounod ;* HoUinder,* Wag-
ner; 'St. John the Baotist* (MS.), Macfarren. C'on-
certos— Rubinstein, G: Brahms, D minor; Mac-
farren, G minor (Straus). 1st app. Alvsleben. Upyd,
Colyns, Von Bttlow. '

*'*' —
•

j-.

1874. fConoerto grosso in A, Handel. Serenada in A,
Brahms. Overture/ CJenoveva,' Schumann; t* Tam-
ing of the Shrew,' Rheinberger. tConcerto, Lalo in
F (Sarasate). 1st app. Sterling, Essipofl; Kxsbs,
Saint-Saens, Sarasate.

1876. (Concert in memory of Bennett: his Prelode
and tFuneral march, 'Ajax'; and 'Woman ctf

Samaria.' . Symphony. 'Im Walde,' RalL Fest-
Overture,Benedict. Concertos— Vieuxtempe in A
minor (Wieniawski) : Raff; P.F^ C minor (JaeU),
Variations on theme by Haydn, Brahms. Music in
the 'Temp—" '"'" --. •• - —
ducted by Philharmonic Society, R. Acad, of Muski,
and R. Soc. of Musicians.

1876. t Dramatic Symphony, Rubinstein. Suite, B minor.
Bach (flute). Overtures-' Merry Wivea,' Bennett;
t'Wallensteins (3amp,' 'Rheinberger; t* Love's
Labour's Lost,' Cusins; ' Meistersinger.* Wagner.
C!onoertos—Henselt. F minor (Barth) ; Rubinstein,
X}> (Rubinstein) ; (ioltermann (Laserre). Brahms's
Requiem (2nd time). 1st appi Barth, Os^>od, Rodeksr.
N.B. Ten concerts.

1877. Symphonies—t Silas in 0; Brahms in C minor.
Overtures—Elegiac, Joachim: 'Lay of Last Min-
strel,' J. F. Bamett :

' Parisina,* Bennett. Concertos-
Mozart, harp and flute ; Grieg, A minor ; Rafl,
cello. Schumann's Faust. Pt. 3. 1st app. Dannreu-
ther, R. Hausmann, Hensohel, McGuckin. P.Viardot.
N.B. Ten concerts.

1878. Overture, 'Don Quixote,' Macfarren. Huldigongs-
marscb, Wagner. Concerto, Violin, MS./WieniawsS.
t Violin 8uite, Baff (Sarasate).. 1st app. BrliU, Plants
Thunby, Schon. N.B. Eight concerts.

1879. Symphonies—Ocean. Rubinstein ; E minor, MS.,
Macfarren. Overture, Italian, Schubert. (Concerto*—
Brahms, Violin, MS. (Joachim, twice); Saint-SaCns,
G minor : Fantaisie Norv^enne, Lalo (Sarasate).
t Bach's Organ Prelude and Fugue, A minor (Saint-
SaCns). Ist app. Janotha, Saint-Sa^ns, Maas.

1880. Symphonies—in D, Brahms ; in E minor, Sullivan.
Overtures—t' Twelfth Niffht,'MS . Benedict ; t<Moun-
tain, Lake, and Moorland,' MS., ELThomas: f FrOh-
lings,' GoetsM"'PhAire,' Massenet: *Hen> and
Leander.' MS.jW. C. Macfarren ;

' Recollections ofthe
Past,' MS., C. £. Stephens ;

' Gustave,' Auber. Con-
certos-Mozart, 2 PF.8. (Mehlig, Bache) : t Jackson,
PF., D minor, MS. (Zimmermann) : Rubinstein,
PF., in G iTinianoff ) ; Scharwenka, PF. ; Piatti, D
minor. Variations for Violin, Joachim. 1st app.
Montigny Remaury, Sauret, Scharwenka, Timanoa

The following remarks, which appeared in the
'Times* on the occasion of the Jubilee Concert
of 1862, give an excellent r^umd of the pro-
ceedings of the Society up to that date :

—

The 'Jubilee Concert' was worthy to commemorats
fie event in honour of which it was projected—via. tbs
s ucce^trful completion of the 50th yearof the Philharmonie
Society, its 'golden wedding* with the sympattiies of
our musical public. Since its institution in I8I3 the
Philharmonic Society has, to use a homely phrase, seen
its 'ups and downs.' Nevertheless, even in its darkest
and most threatening periods, it has never once departed
from the high standard which it set itself from ths
beginning, never once bv lowering the standard en-
deavoureud pusillanimously to minister to a taste less
scrupulous and refined than that to which it made its
first appeal^nd to which it is indebted for a world-wide
celebrity. Thus it has never forfeited the good opinion
of those who actually constitute the tribunal which in
this country adjudges the real position of the musical
art, and who have invariably rallied round the ' Phil-
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hftnnonio * in its moments of temporary trisL Amid all

kindt of well-intended, however biffoted, oppoeition, the
Society has submitted to reform after reform, and pre-

serred its moral eqailibrinm—a sign that its constitution

is of the strongest and the healthiest. The late Sir H. B.
Bishop, our national English composer, the illustrious

German, Felix Mendelssohn, and Herr Ignatz Mosoheles,
the renowned pianist, were alternately appointed con-
ductors of series of concerts ; and at one time the idea
was entertained that Mendelssohn himself would consent
to undertake the sole direction. Mendelssohn, however,
was too deeply absorbed in other pursuits, and the houe
of his becoming 'perpetual conductor* was inevitably
abandoned. TJltlmately, in 1846, the post was offered

to and accepted by Bir. Costa. That gentleman continued
in office, with manifest advantage to the performances,
until 1864, when, after a brilliant reign of nine years, he
abdicated. The year 1855, during which Herr Bichard
Wagner wielded the hiton,wasone of the most disastrous

on record. . . It was then remembered there was such an
English musician as Mr. Stemdale Bennett—an old
member of the 'Philharmonic,* who had ftrequently

served as director, and in bygone years as often con-
ducted the performances. To Mr. Bennett was tendered
the conductor's b&ton, which he has wielded ever since
with honour to himself and profit to his emplovers.
From the first season duringwhich this eminent musician
officiated as conductor, the star of the * Philharmonic

'

has shone with undiminished lustre, and its fortunes
have steadily risen; this too in spite of the involunUry
eoession of no fewer than forty-seven of the most dis-

tinguished members of his orchestra, whose duties at
the Italian Opera were in 1861 found incompatible with
those which called them to the Hanover Square Booms.
There was no alternative for the * Philharmonic' but to
change its nights or give up its concerts. To give up
the concerts was out of the question. To change the
nights of performance was difficult for more reasons
than one; in addition to which there was a sort of
superstitious dislike to anysuch innovation on the custom
of nearly half a century. •The involuntary seoeders
were promptly replaced, and the forty-ninth series of
the Philharmonic Concerts commenced as usual, with
a noble orchestra of nearly eighty performers ; and the
directors, who had reduced the number of concerts to
six, resolved in the interim to revive the old system
(dating from 1813>. and wisely and boldly returned to
the time-honoured * eight.* The incidents of the two
•easons. 1861 and 1862, are tolerably familiar to our
musical readers. The new (or almost new) band has
been brought more and more under the control of the
conductor : and the first eight symphonies of Beethoven
(to speak of nothing else) have been twice performed in
such a manner as to sustain the wall-eamed reputation
of the * Philharmonic' In short, tLe Society was never
in a more flourishing oondi tion; and, instead of dissolving
at the end of this, their fiftieth season, as wasanticipatecL
they celebrated it the >other night in St. James's Hall
(the Hanover Square Booms not Deingbig enough for the
occasion) with a ' Jubilee ' concert of varied and splendid
attraction. Thus, in the year of expected dissolution,
the patrons of the 'Philharmonic* have had nine per-
formances instead of eight, the profits of the extra concert
amounting to little short of 50(M.

At the close of the season of i866 Professor

Bennett resiL'ned the conductorship, and his

place at the Philharmonic was filled by Mr. W.
G. Cusins, then a prominent member of Her
Majesty's band, and now ' Master of the Music
to the Queen/ who has held the b&ton, season

by season, up to that which has just concluded.

In 1868 it became evident that the Hanover
Square Rooms were too small for the concerts,

and they were therefore in the next season
removed to the more spacious accommodation
of St. James's Hall, Piccadilly, thus deserting

a building which had, through 36 years' oc-

cupation, become identified with the Society,

and breaking, though inevitably, an important
link with the past. At the same time the pro-

grammes were furnished with analyses and com-
ments by Professor G. A. Macfarren, illustrated

by quotations in music type, a practice that

has been maintained to the present time.
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Music has now become more democratic than
it was, and the Philharmonic Society, instead of

being the sole and acknowledged queen of the

musical world of England, is only one out of

several concert-giving institutions, each striving

its hardest to attract the favour of the public.

How &r the Society may be able to maintain
itself in these new conditions against so severe

and increasing a competition, it is not for the

Dictionary of Music to predict. We hope for

the beet from the zeal and caution which in the
past have carried the directors of the Phil-

harmonic over so many shoals safe to land. The
happy sagacity which in 1844 saved the Society

by the engagement of Mendelssohn, may again
prove sufficient for the present need. But what-
ever may be the result in the future, there can
be but one feeling as regards the past of the
Philharmonic Society, l^e consideration of the
list above given can only excite a warm sense

of gratitude towards an institution which for

more than half a century stood at the head of

English concerts, and enabled the lovers and
students of music in this country to become
acquainted with the works and the persons of tiie

greatest composers and executants 01 modefb days.

For further details of the Society's transactions,

including copies of seven letters from Mendels-
sohn to Stemdale Bennett, the reader is referred

to *The Philharmonic Society of London from
its foundation 1813 to its fiftieth year 1862. By
George Hogarth' (8vo. London, 1862). The
society itself has published the ' Documents,
Letters etc., relating to the bust of Beethoven
presented to the society by Frau Fanny Linz-

bauer, translated and arranged by Doyne C.

Beir (4to. London, 1871) ; and, in the Progranune
book of Feb. 5, 1880, five hitherto unprinted

letters from Mendelssohn to the Society.

A rdsumd of the contents of the Society's

Library has been already given. See vol. iL

p. 421 a. [S.L.]

PHILHARMONIC SOCIETY OF NEW
YORK, THE, founded April 5, 1842, incorporated

Feb. 17, 1853. Its object is the cultivation

and performance of instrumental music. Its first

concert was given at the Apollo Rooms, Decem-
ber 7, 1842. Concerts have since been regularly

given in each season, that of April 12, 1879,
being the x8ist. The Chinese Rooms, Niblos
Garden, Irving Hall, and the Academy of Music
have been successively used for the concerts

and public rehearsals. The use of the latter,

begun November 19, 1859, ^^ suspended April

20, 186 1, by the destruction by fire of the theatre,

and resumed November p 1863, Irving Hall
in the meanwhile furnishing an auditorium.

The concerts have always been of a high order,

the orchestra large and efficient, and the pro-

grammes presenting selections from a broad
range of composers, and the usual variety of

vocal and ixiBtrumental solos, with an occasional

choral work. The management of the affairs of

the society remains entirely in the hands of the
* Actual Members,' each of whom must * be an
efficient performer on some instrument,* and a
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permanent resident in the city or its immediate
vicinity for one year preceding his nomination.

The orchestra consists of these 'Actual Members*
only, who now (1879) number 96, and amon^
whom are divided the profits arising from each

season's coarse of concerts. The rules for ad-

mission and for discipline after admission are

exceedingly strict. Rigid adherence to them has

done much towards establishing and maintaining

the high reputation enjoyed by the organisation.

Four other grades of membership are included

in the society's lists:—Associates, admitted to

public reheanals and concerts on payment of the

sum annually stipulated by the society ; Sub-
scribers, entitled to two tickets for each regular

concert, the price being a matter of annual regu-

lation; Honorary, title conferred on the most
eminent artists in music, by the unanimous
consent of the Actual Members ; Honorary As-

sociate, conferred on meritorious individuals not

belonging to the musical profession. The names
of Julius Benedict ( 1 850) and ofMadame Parepa-

Rosa (1870) appear in the list of Honorary
members.
The following is a list of the conductors :

—

H. C. Timm (1842-45); E. J. Loder (1846-48);
U.C.Hill (1849-51); Theodore Eisfeld (1852-
60); Carl Bergmann (1861-75); Leopold Dam-
rosch (1876) ; Theodore Thomas (1877) ; Adolph
Neuendorff (1878). The headquarters of the

association are at Aschenbrodel*s Club-house,

No. 74, East 4th Street. Its large and comprehen-
sive library is kept at No. 333, East i8th Street.

The following officers were chosen at the annual
meeting, April 1879 :—Julius Hallgarten, pre-

sident ; Edward Boehm, vice-president ; David
Schaad, secretary ; John Codone, treasurer ; and
six others directors. Theodore Thomas wan chosen
conductor for the 38th season, 1879-80. [F.H.J.]

PHILHARMONIC SOCIETY.THE, Brook-
lyn, New York, incorporated 1857. Its declared
object is the ' advancement of music in the dty
of Brooklyn, by procuring the public performance
of the best works in this department of art.* Its

affairs are controlled by a directory of 25 mem-
bers, chosen annually, from which a government
is appointed. Membership is secured by payment
of the subscription annually designated by the
directors, who also prescribe the number of these
subscriptions, limited, for several years, to 1 200.

Beginning in the autumn of 1857, five or more
concerts have been given in each season, that at

the close of the 2i8t season, May 10, 1879, being
the 108th—each preceded by three public rehear-

salB. During the first five seasons the concerts

were given at the Brooklyn Athenaeum. Since

1862, the Brooklyn Academy of Music, a large

theatre holding nearly 3000 people, has been
made use of. The orchestral conductors have
been— Theodore Eisfeld, 1857-62; Theodore
Thomas, part of 1862 ; Mr. Eisfeld again, until

the election ofCarl Bergmann, September 5, 1865;
Mr. Thomas, re elected September 4, 1866 ; Mr.
Bergmann again, 1870-73 ; succeeded May 26,

>^73> ^y Mr. Thomas, who still retains the posi-

tion (1879), assisted by William G. Dietrich, who
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has charge of the orchestra at the first two re-

hearsals of each concert. The concerts have
always been of a high order ; the orchestra Inrge
and composed of the best musicians procurable

;

the programmes of a catholic nature, no especial
school of music having undue prominence. Im-
portant works have baen produced for the first

time in America, including several by native
composers. Large choral works have occasion-
ally figtured on the society's programmes, as well
as solos and instrumental concertos. The society's

library contains the scores and piirts of over 100
orchestral works. Officer* 1878-79 ; L. B. Wy-
man, president; H. K. Sheldon, B. H. Smitb,
vice-presidents ; C. L. Burnet, treasurer ; B, T.
Frothingham, secretary. [F. H. J.]

PHILIDOR. A numerous family of French
musicians, the founder being Michel DAKI-
CAN, a native of Dauphin^, who died in
Paris about 1650. He was a good oboist, and
Louis XIII, who had considerable knowledge
of music, was so delighted with his playing that
he exclaimed, * I have found another Philidor.*

Filidori of Siena had formerly been a favourite

oboist at court, and the king's compliment pro-

cured Michel Danican the surname of ' Filidor*

—

or Philidor according to French spelling. Event-
ually the family name was virtually suppressed,
and the nickname took its place. Tradition,

unsupported however by documentary evidence,

states that the first Michel Danican-Philidor be-

came a member of the Chapelle of Louis XIII,
and left two sons ; but if so, the name of the

younger was Jean, and not Andr^, as stated by
F^tis, whose account of this family is erroneous
on more points than might have been expected
from one so prompt in correcting the mistakes
of others.

2. The second Michel Danioak-Philidoe
became one of the king's musicians in the

Grande Ecurie in 1651, and died in 1659, I^&v*

ing no children. He was fifth player of ibe

^'Cromome' and * Marine Trumpet,' instruments
recently introduced into the royal band, and
retained till the Revolution.

3. Jean—^bom about 1620, died in Paris Sept
8, 1679—had a numerous family, his sons and
grandsons being the most celebrated of the Phili-

dors. In 1659 he became fifer in the Grande
Ecurie, and at his death was first player of the

cromome and marine trumpet. He is said to

have composed dance 'music, preserved by the

eldest of his sons,

4. Andr^ ('Philidor Tatn^, who succeeded
his uncle Michel as fifth player of the same in-

struments in the Grande Ecurie. Supposing him
to have been 12 at that time, he would have
been bom about 1647. He married young, and
his first wife. Marguerite Monginot, bore lum 16

children, of whom Anne, Michel, and Francois,
distinguished themselves as musicians. The ex-

ertions necessary for the support of so numerous
a family were no hardship to one of his active

and laborious disposition. He was a member
of the Grande Ecurie, the Chambre, and the

1 Or Krummhom ; In organs cormpte^ Into ' Cremona.'
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Chapelle, ofLotusXIV ; played the bassoon, cro-

mome (his two best instrumeDts), oboe, marine
trumpet, and even the drum when required ; and
after competing, at the king's request, with Lully

in writing bugle-calLi, fanfares, and military

marches,* composed divertissements for the court.

Of these were produced, in presence of the king
or the dauphin, a oomic divertissement, 'Le Canal
de Versailles' (July i6, 1687), * Le Manage de la

Couture avec la grosse Cathos' (1688), and * La
Princesse de Cr^te,' an op^ra-ballet, the auto-

graph of which was in his valuable collection of

unpublished music. To these three works should

be added * La Mascarade du Vaisseau Marchand,*
produced at Marly before Louis XIV, Thursday,
Feb. 18, 1700, and hitherto unnoticed. The
splendid collection referred to included all the

dance-tunes in favour at court from the reign of

Henry III to the end of the 17th century ; all

the divertissements and operas of Lully and a
few other composers; a selection of old airs,

bugle-calls, military marches, and fan&res for the

court hunting-parties ; and Anally all the sacred

music in use in the Chapelle. Andr^ formed
it during the time he was Librarian' of the

King's musical library, from 1684 to his death.

It was originally in the library of Veri^ailles,

and the greater part of it, 57 vols., in his own
hand, was transferred to the library of the Paris

Conservatoire, which now however possesses only

36, the other 21 having either been purloined

by some unscrupulous collector of rare MSS, or
perhaps used for lighting fires. A few other

portions are in the Biblioth^ue Nationale, and
the Biblioth^ue de Versailles.

This remarkable man, with an excellent judg-
ment and an even, cheerful temper, possessed an
iron constitution. About 17 19 he married Elisa-

beth Le Roy, a young girl of 19, by whom he had
five children, the third being FBAN90I8 Andr^,
the celebrated composer. He retired on a pen-
sion in 1732, and died Aug. ii, 1730, at Dreux,
whither he had removed from Versailles, probably
about the time of his marriage. His brother,

5. Jacques, known as PhiJidor le Cadet, bom
in Paris May 5, 1657, entered the Grande Ecurie
when a little over 1 2 as fifer, and was afterwards
promoted to the oboe, cromome, and marine trum-
pet. In 1683 he was admitted to the Chapelle,

And in 1690 to the Musique de la Chambre, in

which he played the bassoon. He was a favourite

with Louis XIV, who gave him some land at

Versailles, where he built a house and died. May
37, 1708. He was an amiable man, and led a
quiet, happy life, on the best of terms with his

brother, in whose collection his compositions were
preserved—marches for drums and kettle-drums,

airs for oboe, and dance-music. The military

music is still in the library at Versailles, but the
rest has disappeared. Jacques had by his wife,

1 Ch. BAlIsrd published In 188S a first book of ' Places de trom-
peit«s et tlmballes & 2, 3. et 4 partlfs.* This curious collection U not
mentioned in any of the biographies, although the catalogue in

Tholnan's study on the Fhiildors contains the 'Suite de Dansea'
(I«99) and the 'Pitees k deux basses de viole, basse de violon et

basson • OTOO).
2 He was at flrH a-uhtant to FraofolF 7ofl«rd, a vloIlDlsi, whom

be sooD replaced altugtstbcr.
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Elisabeth Haniqne, 12 children, of whcmi four
sons, Pierre, Jacques, Fran9ois, and Nicolas, be-
came musicians. Thus the two brothers Andr^
and Jacques, Philidor Tain^ and Philidor le

cadet, left a numerous progeny. We now revert
to the four sons of Andr^ : the eldest,

6. Anne, bom in Paris April 11, 1681, be-
fore he was 20 produced at court, through the
patronage of his god&ther, Duke Anne de
Noailles, three pastorales, • L*Amour vainqueur

'

(i697)» * Diane et Endymion* (1698), and an-
other (Marly, 1701), name unknown, included in

one of the lost vols, of the Collection Philidor.

In 1702 he obtained the survival of his father's

posts in the Grand Ecurie and the Chambre, and
in 1704 became oboist in the Chapelle, often
playing before Louis XIV, who had a predilec-

tion for the instrument. He also 'composed ; but
his real title to a place in the history of music is

that he was the founder of the * Concerts Spiri-

tuelsj' though he conducted them for two years
only (1725-27). The time and manner of his

death are uncertain. Laborde says that, after

having directed the concerts of the Duchesse du
Maine, he became Surintendant de la Musique
to the Prince de Conti ; but I have not been
able to verify these assertions ; and, as every one
knows, the regular musician of the celebrated
* nuits de Sceaux * was Joseph Mouret (bom at

Avignon, 1682, died insane at Charenton, 1738),
called 'le musicien des graces,* from the fresh-

ness of his melodies and fertility of his ideas.

7. Michel, the second son, and thin! Philidor

of the name, bom at Versailles in 1683, a god-
son of Michel de Lalande, played the drums
in the king's band. All that need be said of

him is that F^tis*s account is incorrect in every
particular.

8. FRAN90I8, bom at Versailles in 1689, en-

tered the Chapelle in 1708 as player on the bass

cromome and marine trumpet. In 1 716 he be-

came oboist in the Chambre, and bass violinist in

the Grande Ecurie. He seems to have died either

in 1 717 or the beginning of 1718, leaving some
small compositions—amongst others, two books
of • Pifeces pour la Mte traversifere* (Ballard, 1716
and 1 718). The youngest of the brothers was

PHILIDOR, Francois Andr6 Danican. the

great composer and chess-player, born at Dreux
Sept. 7, 1726. As a child he showed an extra-

ordinaiy faculty for chess, which he saw played

by the musicians of the Chapelle du Roi. Being
a page of the Chapelle he had a right to music-

lessons, and learned the fundamental rules of

harmony from Andrd Campra (bom at Aix, Dec.

4, 1660, died at Versailles, July 29, 1744), com-
poser of numerous operas, and the most original

of the French musicians between Lully and
Kameau.^ At the close of his time as page he
came to Paris, and supported himself by giving

lessons and copying music. Discouraged perhaps

by the diflBculties of an artistes career, he gave

* Among his printed works may be specified * Premier lirre d«

places pour U flftte traversi^re, fliite K bee. rlolons et hautbols ' (1 arts

1712). oblong 4to. There Is also a MS. Te Deum for 4 voices in the

Consoratolre.
* For Gampiu, see the Appendix to this DlcUonarj.
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himBelf up entirely to chess, and, with a natural

gift for abstmse oEdoulations, studied it to such

purpose that at 1 8 he was a match for the best

players, and able to make a livelihood out of it.

Being however hard pressed by his creditors, he
started in 1 745 on a tour abroad, going first to

Amsterdam, where he pitted himself successfully

against Stamma, author of ' Les Stratagbmes du
jeu d*^hecs.' Thence he went on to Crermany,

and spent some time in 1748 at Aiz-la-Cbapelle,

occupied in a work on the principles of the game.

He next, on the invitation of Lord Sandwich,

visited the English camp between Maestricht and
Bois-le-Duc, and was well received by the Duke
of Cumberland, who invited him to come to Lon-

don and publish his * Analyse du jeu des ^hecs/
The subscriptions of the English officers en-

couraged him to accept the invitation, and he
arriv^ in England, where he eventually acquired

a profitable celebrity. The first edition of his

book appeared in 1 749, and met with great and
deserved success. It was during this first stay

in London that Philidor periormed the remark-

able feat at the Chess-Club of playing and win-

ning three games simultaneously against first-rate

players without seeing the boards. Concentration

of mind and power of combination, when carried

to such an extent as this, almost merit the name
of genius.

Meantime Diderot, and his other friends, fear-

ing that the continual strain of the pursuit for

which he was forsaking his true vocation might
prove too severe, recalled him to Paris in 1754.
He began at once to compose. His motet
'Lauda Jerusalem* did not procure him the

place of a 'Surintendant de la Musique* to

the king, at which it was aimed, but the dis-

appointment turned his attention to dramatic

music. His first op^ra-comique, ' filaise le Save-

tier *
(1759), a brilliant success, was followed by

• LHuitre et les Plaideurs * (i 759) ;
' Le Quipro-

quo,' a acts, and 'Le Soldat Magicien* (1760);
' Le Jardinier et son Seigneur,* and * Le Mari^
chal' (1 761); *Sancho Pan9a ' (1762); 'Le
Bdcheron' and ' Les Fdtes de la Paix,' intermezzo

written on the conclusion of peace with England
(1763); 'Le Sorcier,' 2 acts (1764); 'Tom Jones,'

3 acts (1764); *M^de, ou le Navigateur,' 3 acts

(1766); *Le Jardinier de Sidon,* 2 acts (1768);
* L*Amant ddguis^* (1769) ; 'La nouvelle Ecole

des Fenunes,* 2 acts (1770) ; *Le bon Fils' (i 773)

;

and 'Les Fenames veng^,* 3 acts (1775), all

given either at the Th^tre de la Foire, or at the

Commie Italienne. Besides these he composed a
Requiem performed in 1 766 on the anniversary

of Rameau's death at the Oratoire. and produced
the tragedy of ' Emelinde,' his best work, at the

Op^ra (Nov. 24, 1767; reproduced in 1769 as

*Sandomir*).

These successes did not cure him of his passion

for chess. Li 1777 he returned to London,
brought out a second edition of his 'Analyse,*

and set to music Horace's * Carmen seculare*

vriih flattering Kuccess (1779).
On his next return to Paris he found Grdtry

and Gluck at the height of their popularity ; but»
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nothing daunted, he composed ' Pers^* (Oct. 27,

1780), and 'Th^mistoclo* (May 33, 1786), both
in 3 acts, produced at the Academic without
success, and 'L'Amiti^ au village' (1785) and
• La belle esclave, ou Valoour et Z^ila* ('1787).
' B^saire,* 3 acts, was not given at the Op^
in 1774 as stated by F^tis, but at the Th^4tre
Favart (Oct. 3, 1796) a year after Philidor's

dcHth.

He received a regular pension from the Cbsm
Club in London, and it had been his habit to

spend several months of every year in England.
In 1793 he obtained permission for the joumej
from the Comity du Salut public, but events pre-

vented his return to Paris, and when his &roily
had succeeded in getting his name erased from
the list of Emigres, they learned that he had just

died in London, Aug. 31, 1795.
To estimate Philidor s work rightly, the coo-

dition of the French stage at the time he began
to write must be taken into consideration ; he
will then appear to have possessed not only
greater originality, but art of a higher kind
than that of his contemporaries Duni, Monsignj,
and Gr^try. His harmony is more varied, and
the form and character of his airs new. He
was the first to introduce on the stage the * sir

descriptif (*Le Mar^chal*), and the unac-

companied quartet (* Tom Jones*), and to form
a duet of two independent and apparently in-

congruous melodies. Moreover he understood
to a degree then rare the importance of the or-

chestra and chorus, and undoubtedly surpassed

his compatriots in instrumentation. He enjoyed
an almost unexampled popularity in his day.

being called forward after the representation of

his * Sorcier '—the first instance of the kind in

Paris. Nevertheless his works have not lived,

probably because their merit lay in construc-

tion, rather than in melody, grace, or depth of

sentiment. Nor had he drtunatic instinct at

all in the same deg^ree as Monsigny or Gr^try.

There is a fine bust of Philidor by Pajou, and
an excellent portrait by Cochin, engraved bj
St. Aubin in 1773.
The four sons of Jacques Danican Philidor le

cadet may be dismissed in few words. The eldest,

Pierre, bom in Paris, Aug. 33, x681, in the

name house with his cousin Anne, studied with

him ; became oboist in the Cbapelle (1704), the

Grande Ecurie (1708). and the Chambre (171a).

and was also a good player on the flute and the

viol. He was a player on the viol in the Chambre
as late as 1 736, but had resigned his other places

in favour of his brother Nicolas in 1 7 36. He died

probably about 1740. He composed a pastorale,

produceid before the court at Mariy (1697), and
three books of 'Suites k 2 flAtes traversi^res

seules, et pour dessus et basses de hautbois'

(171 7 and 18).

Jaoqdes, bom at Versailles Sept. 7, 1686, suc-

ceeded his father as oboist in the Chambre, and
died about 1735.

FRAN901S, bom Jan. 13, 1695, at Versailles,

where he died Nov. 1726, waa oboist in the

Chambre and the Grande Ecurie.
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Nicolas; born at Venailles, Nov. 3. 1699, died

1769, played several inHtruments, succeeded his

brother Fierre, «nd in 1 747 played the serpent

in the Chapelle Boyale. He is not known to

have composed.
The singer Fanchon Danican Philidor men-

tioned by F^tis, is an imaginary person.

For farther information the reader is referred

to Lardin's ' Philidor peint par ]ui-m6me * (Paris,

1847), republished from the periodical * Le Pala-

mfede' (Jan. 1847), and to 'Les Philidor, g^n^o-
gie biographique des musiciens de ce nom,' a con-

scientious "study which appeared in * La France

musicale' (Deo. aa, 67, to Feb. 16, 68.) [G. C]

PHILIPPS, Peter, known also by his Latin-

ised name of Petrus Phib'ppus and his Italianised

one of Pietro Filippo, an Englishman by birth,

was an ecclesiastic, and in the latter part of the

16th century was canon of Bethune in French
Flanders. He visited Italy and spent some time

in Home. Ketuming to Flanders he became one

of the organists of the vice-regal chapel of the

Archduke and Duchess,Albert and Isabella, gover-

nors of the Low Countries. On March 9, 16 10

he was appointed a canon of the collegiate church

of St. Vincent at Soignies. He composed many
excellent motets and madrigals. His published

works are * Melodia Olympica di diversi Excel-

lentissimi Musici a IV, V, VI, et VIII voci,'

159T, reprinted 1594 and 1611 ; *I1 Prime Libro

di Madrigali a sei voci/ 1596 ; 'Madrigali a otto

voci,' 1 598 and 1 599 ;
'H Secondo libro di Ma-

drigali a sei voci,' 1603 and 1604; 'Cantiones

Sacrse quinque vocum,' 161 2; 'Cantiones Sacne

octo vocum, 161 3; 'GemmulsB Sacrse, binis et

temis vocibus cum basso continue ad organum,'

1613 and 1621 ; 'Litanis B.V.M. in Ecclesia

Loretana cani solitse, 4, 5, 9 yocum,* 1623 ; and
*ParadiBus Sacris Cantionibiis consitu a i, 2, 3
vocum cum Basso Continue,* 1628. Bumey (His-

tory, iii. 86) says that the first regular fugue

upon one subject that he had met with was com-

posed by Peter Philipps. It is contained, with

about 18 or 20 other compositions by Philipps,

in the MS. known as Queen Elizabeth's Virginal

Book, in the Library of Trinity College, Cam-
bridge. Hawkins has printed a 4-part madrigal

by Philipps (from the Melodia Olympica) in

his History. [W.H.H.]

PHILLIPPS, Arthur, Mus. Bac., bom 1605,

became in 1622 a clerk of New College, Oxford,

and was i^pointed organist of Bristol Cathedral

Dec. I, 1630. On the death of Bichard Nicolson
' in 1639 he succeeded him as organist ofMagdalen
College, Oxford, and Professor of Music m the

University, and graduated Mus. Bac. July 9,

1640. Some time afterwards he quitted the Eng-
lish Church for that of Rome, and attended Queen
Henrietta Maria to France as her oi^ganist. Re-
turning to England he entered the service of a
Roman Catholic gentleman in Sussex named
Caryll. He composed music in several parts for
• The Requiem, or. Liberty of an imprisoned

Royalist,* 1641, and a poem by Dr. Pierce, en-

titled 'The Resupection/ 1649. He describes
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himselfin the subscription book as son of William
Phillipps of Winchester, gentleman. [W.H. H.]

PHILLIPS, Henry, bom in Bristol, Aug. 13,
1 80 1 , was the son of a country actor and manager,
and made his first appearance in public as a sing-

ing boy at the Harrogate Theatre about 1 807. He
afterwards came to London and sang in the chorus
at Drury Lane and elsewhere. On the settlement
of his voice as a baritone he placed himself under
the tuition of Broadhurst, and was engaged in the
choms at the English Opera House, and to sing
in glees at civic dinners. H e next had an engage-
ment at Bath, where he sang in • Messiah ' with
success. Retuming to London he studied under
Sir George Smart and appeared in the Lenten
oratorios at the theatres. In 1824 he was en-

gaged at Covent Garden and appeared as Arta-
banes in Ame*8 * Artaxerxes,' but made little

mark. In the sunmier of the same year he sang
the music of Caspar on the production of * Der
Freischutz* with great effect. He then made
progress, was engaged at the provincial festivals,

and in 1825 appointed principal bass at the Con-
cert of Ancient Music, and from that time filled

the first place at the theatre and in the concert-

room. He was also a member of the choir at the
chapel of the Bavarian Embassy. About 1843
he gave up his theatrical engagements and started

a series of 'table entertainments,' which, notwith-
standing their ill success, he persisted in giving,

at intervals, ' until he quitted public life. In'

August 1844 he went to America, and remained
there, giving his entertainments in various

places, for nearlv a year. On his return to Eng-
land he found that his place had been filled up
by others, and it was some months before he re-

gained his position. On Feb. 25, 1863 (his powers
having been for some time on the wane) he gave
a farewell concert and retired. He then became
a teacher of singing, at first at Birmingham, and
afterwards in the vicinity of London. He died

at Dalston, Nov. 8, 1876. He composed several

songs, etc., and was author of * The Trae Enjoy-

ment of Angling,* 1843, and 'Musical and Per-

sonal Recollections during half a century,' 1864.

Phillips was heard to the best advantage in the

songs of Handel and Purcell, and the oratorio

songs of Haydn, Mendelssohn, and Spohr. On
the stage he was most successful in ballads. In
the comic operas of Mozart and Rossini he failed

to create any impression. [W. H. H.]

PHILLIPS, William Lovell, bom at Bristol

Dec. 26, 1816 ; at an early age entered the

cathedral choir of that city, and subsequently

proceeded to London, where he sang as Master
Phillips, the beauty of his voice attracting the ap-

probation of Miss Stephens, afterwards Countess

of Essex. He studied at the Royal Academy
of Music, where he was a pupU of Cipriani

Potter, and class-fellow of Steradale Bennett,

and eventually became Professor of Onnposition

at that institution. From Robert Lindley he

took lessons on the violoncello, and soon became
a member of the orchestras of the Philharmonic,

Antient Concerts, Her Majesty's, the Sacrefl

Z s
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t

Harmonic Society, etc.. be^des being recrularly

engagedftt all the great Musical Festivals. He was

at different times musical director of the Olympic

and Princess's Theatres, composing the music

for a variety of dramas. For many years he

held the post of organist at St. Katherine's

Church, Regent's Park, and at one tinoe con-

ducted a series of concerts at St. Martin's Hall.

In addition to numerous songs he composed a

Symphony in F minor, which was performed

with great success at the concerts of the Royal

Academy of Music, and of the Society of British

Musicians. Prior to his fatal illness he was

engaged on an opera founded on a Rosicrucian

story, and a cantata on a Welsh subject. He
also attained greit proficiency on the pianoforte,

•laying at the concerts of the Royal Academy,

ids last public performance being the fifth con-

certo of Moscheles in C major. He died

March 19, i860, and was buried at the Highgate

cemetery. l^-]

PHILTRE, LE. Opera in a acts ; words by

Scribe, music by Auber. Produced at the Aca-

d^mie royale June 20, 1831 ; and in English

—

*The Love Spell*—at the Olympic, London.

Oct. 37 of the same year. The subject is the

same as that of the Elisire d'amore of Donizetti.

It kept the Paris stage almost without interrup-

tion till Jan. 8, 1862, during which period it

was played 242 times. [G.]

' PHRASE is one of the smallest items in the

divisions which distinguish the form of a musical

work. Where there are distinct portions marked

off by closes like full stops, and half closes like

stops of leas emphasis (as often happens in Airs,

Tunes, Themes, etc.), the complete divisions are

generally called periods, and the lesser divisions

])hrases. The word is not and can hardly be

used with much exactness and uniformity, for

sometimes a phrase may be all, as it were, con-

tained in one breath, and sometimes subordinate

divisions may be very clearly marked. See

Phrasing. [C.H.H.P.]

PHRASING. A musical composition, as has

just been said, consists of a series of short sections

of various lengths, called phrases, each more or

less complete in itself; and it is upon the inter-

dependence of these phrases, and upon their con-

nection with each other, that the intelligibility of

music depends. The phrases are analogous to the

sentences of a literary composition.

The relationship of the different phrases to

each other and to the whole work forms no part

of our present si/feject, but may be studied in the

article Form ; what we have at present to do

with is the proper rendering of the phrases in

performance, that they may be presented to the

listener in an intelligible and attractive form.

The process by which this is accomplished is

called Phrasing, and is perhaps the most import-

ant of the various elements which go to make
a good and artistic rendering of a musical com-

position. Rousseau ('Dictionnaire de Musiqne ')

says of it, * The singer who feels what he sings,

and duly marks the phrases and accents, is a

PHRASING.

man of taste. But he who can only give the

values and intervals of the notes without the

s^nse of the phrases, however accurate he zn^y

be. is a mere machine.

Just as the intelligent reading of a literary

composition depends chiefly upon two things.

accentuation and punctuation, so does mtifiaca]

phrasing depend on the relative strength of Ac
sounds, and upon their connection with or se-

paration from each other. It is tliis close rela-

tionship of language to music which makes their

union in vocal music possible and apprupriate,

and accordingly when music is allied to words it

is necessary that the musical accents should

coincide with those of the text, while the sepa-

ration of the various phrases agrees with the divi-

sion of the text into separate lines or sentences.

In instrumental music, although the same prin-

ciples underlie its construction, there is no such

definite guide as that afforded by the sense of

the words in a song, and the phrasing must

therefore be the residt of a just appreciation on

the part of the performer of the general sense of

the music, and of the observance of certain marks

by which phrasing is indicated.

If we now consider more closely the causes and

consequences of a variety in the strength of the

notes of a phrase, we notice in the first place the

necessity for an accent on the first note of every

bar, and, in certain rhythms, on other parte

of the bar also. These regularly recurring ac-

cents, though an important part of phrasing,

need not be dwelt on here, as they have already

been fully treated in the article Accfjjt; but

there are certain irregular forms of accent occa-

sionally required by the phrasing, which it is

necessary to notice.

I

In rapid passages, when there are many notes

I

in a bar, it is often necessary to introduce more

I

accents than the ordinary rhythm requires, and

! the number and frequency of the accents will

depend upon the number of changes of harmony

upon which the passage is founded. Thus in the

first bar of the following example, each couple of

notes, after the first four, represents a new

harmony, and the bar will consequently require

seven accents, while the next two bars will receive

the ordinary rhythmic accent on the first note ot

each group; and in the fourth bar, since the

harmony does not change, two accents will suffice.

In the example the place of the accents is shown

by the asterisks.

1. MOllbr, Caprice, Op. 29, No. 4.
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Sometimes these extra accents have the efTect

of appearing to alter or add to the harmonies

upon which the passage is founded, as in £x. 2,

^where the additional accents demanded by the

composer*s method of writing in groups of two

notes instead of four, seem to indicate an alter-

xiation of the tonic and dominant harmonies of C
minor, whereas if the passage were played as in

lEx. 3 the effect would be that of a single C minor

harmony.
i. Schumann, ' In der Nacht.'
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On the other hand, there are cases in which
the phrasing requires the omission of some of

the regular accents. This occurs in quick move-
ments, when owing to the introduction of a
melody written in notes of great length, two or

even four of the actual written bars combine,

and appear to the listener to form a single bar.

This IS the case in Ex. 4, the effect of which
is precisely that of such a bar as Ex. 5, and
the whole phrase of four bars will only require

two accents, falling upon places corresponding to

the first and third beats of Ex. 5. In the move*
ment quoted the effect of the long bars remains in

force during no less than 44 of the actual written

bars, the original 3-4 rhythm coming into use

again on the entrance of the syncopated subject.

AlUgro
4. Berthovkx, Sonato, Op. 28.

As a rule, the accent of a passage follows the

grouping, the first note of each group receiving

the accent ; whenever therefore the grouping of

a passage consisting of notes of equal length

varies, the number of accents in the bar must
vary also. Thus in Ex. 6 the first bar will con-

tain four accents, while the third requires but two.

0. Bbbthovbn, Sonata, Op. 14, No. 2.

The signs which govern the connection or dis-

connection of the sounds are the dash (<) or

dot (•>. and the curved line indicating legato.

The ordinary use of these signs has already been
described [Dabh, Lkoato], and the due observ-

ance of them constitutes a most essential part of

phraising, but in addition to this the curved line

is used to denote an effect of peculiar importance,
called the Slur,

When two notes of equal length in quick or
moderately quick tempo are joined together by a
curved line they are said to be slwTed, and in

playing them a considerable stress is laid on the
first of the two, while the second is not only
weaker, but is made shorter than it is written,

as though followed by a rest.

7. Haydn, Sonata.

Written, Played.

The rule that the first of the slurred notes
receives the accent holds good even when it is in

an unaccented part of the bar (Ex. 8). In such
a case the slur causes a very effective displace-

ment of accent.

8. Bbbthovbn, Concerto in C minor.

WrUlen.

As.H^nfrf?yfe
Played.

Groups of two notes of which the second is the

shorter may also be slurred in the same way
(Ex. 9), but when the second is the longer note
it must be but slightly curtailed, though still

perceptibly, and there is no displacement of ac-

cent (Ex. 10).

9. Haydn, Sonata. .

WHtten. 2» Played.

10. Mbndblssohn. PfMto Agitato.

WHUeii.

The slnr is often nsed in combination with

staccato notes in the same group (Ex. 11). When
this is the case the second of the two slurred

notes must be played both weaker and shorter

than the notes marked staccato.

Zs2
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11. Bbbthovkn, Concerto In O.

Written.

When the curved line ia drawn over two notes

of considerable length, or in slow tempo, it is not

a slur, but merely a sign of legato (Ex. 12), and

the same if it covers a group of three or more

notes (Ex. 13). In these cases there is no cur-

tailment of the last note.

Bkbtkovxn, Horn Sonata, Op. 17.

But if the curved line is so extended as to in-

clude and end upon an accented note, then an

effect analogous to the slur is intended, and the

lafet of the notes so covered must be shortened

(Ex 14). A similar effect is also sometimes

indicated by varying the grouping of the notes, so

that the groups do not agree with the rhythmic

divisions of the bar (Ex. 15).

Schumann, Humoresken.

15. Schumann, Toccata.

The great value of definite and characteristic

phrasing is perhaps nowhere so strikingly mani-

fested as in the performance of music containing

imitation. In all such music the leading part must

contain some marked and easily recognisable

effect, either of variety of force, as in Ex. 16, or

of connection and disconnection, as in Ex. 1 7, and

it is by means of the repetition of such charac-

teristic effects in the answering part or parts that

the imitation is rendered intelligible, or even per-

ceptible, to the ordinary listener.

16. Haydn, Sonata. *f

PHRYGIAN MODE.

PHRYGIAN MODE (Lat. Modus Pkiygim:
Modus mysticM). The Third of the Ecclesiastical

Modes. [See Modes, the Ecclesiastical.]

The Final of the Phrygian Mode is E. Its

range extends upwards, in the Authentic form,

from that note to the Octave above ; and

Semitones occur between its first and second,

and fifth and sixth Degrees. Its Dominant is C
(B, the fifth Degree of the Scale, being inadmij>

sible, on account of its false relation with F).

Its Mediant is G ; and its Participant A, ffv

which note B is sometimes substituted. Its

Conceded Modulations are D (the note below

the Final), and F; and its Absolute Initials,

E, F, C, and, more rarely, G. Its principal

features are shewn in the subjoined example.

Fin. Med. Part. Part. Dom.

In its Plagal, or Hypophrygian form (Mode IV,

Modus JJypophrygius or Harmoniem), its range

lies a Fourth lower, extending from B to the

Octave above. In this form, the Semitones he

between the first and second, and the fourth and

fifth Degrees. The Dominant ofthe Hypophrygian
Mode is A. Its Mediant is G, and its Partici-

pant C, for which note F is sometimes substi-

tuted. Its Conceded Modulations are D and B
(the lowest note of the Mode). Its Final, like

that of the Authentic form, is E. The general

conformation of the Mode is shown in the

subjoined example.

Part. Fin. Part Med. Dom.

It will be observed that the compass and

intervals of this Mode correspond exactly wiUi

those of the rejected Locrian ; yet Hypophrjgian

Melodies have always been considered perfectly

lawful. The reason is, that the Locrian Mode,

being Authentic, is subject to the Harmonic

Division, which produces a Quinta falsa between

B and F, and a Tritonus between F and B;

whereas, the Hypophrygian Mode, being Phigal,

is subject to the Arithmetical Division, and

exhibits a Perfect Fourth, between B and £,
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^nd a Perfect Fifth, between £ and B. [See

pp. 341-341 of thia- volume.]
The antient Plain Chaunt Melody of <Te

Deum Laudamus' U in the Mixed Phrygian
Mode ; that is to say, it extends through the en-

tire compass of the Authentic and Plagal forms,

united ; and, as it brings out the peculiar chnrac-

terlstics of the Mode very strongly, it may be
taken as a good example of its use. [W.S.R.]

PHYSHARMONICA. A Uttle reed organ

invented in Vienna in 1818 by Anton Hackel,

who intended it to be placed tmder the keyboard

of the piano, to sustain the melody. It was in-

creased in size and importance and by Various

improvements at length developed into the

Harmonium. The name is used in Germany for

a free-reed stop in the organ. [A.J.H.]

PIACERE, A, 'at pleasure,' is generally pre-

fixed to a cadenza, or cadenza-like passage, in

solo vocal music, to indicate that the expressions,

and the alterations whether of time or force, are

left to the will of the individual perfoimer. In
such cases the accompaniment is generally di-

rected to be played * coUa voce,* * with the voice,'

without regarding the strict time of the composi-

tion. A piacere is sometimes put to cadenzas in

a concerto, but is not of frequent occurrence.

It is not seldom found in cantabile passages in

instrumental music, but ad libitum is the more
common direction of the two, and expresses the

same thing. [J.A.F.M.]

PIACEVOLE. 'agreeable, pleasant.' This
word, when used as a musical direction, indi-

cates that the piece is to be played in a graceful

way, without passion. It has nearly the same
meaning as ' grazioso* or the direction 'con ama-
bilitk ' used by Beethoven in the Pianoforte

Sonata, Op. no (ist movement). 'Allegro

piacevole ' is used by him in the 3rd movement
of the Sonata for piano and violin, Op. 1 2, No. 2 ;

and 'piacevole' alone in the 4th variation in the

slow movement of the Sonata, Op. 109. A more
modem but not less well-known instance of its

use is Stemdale Bennett's lovely 'Hondo Pia-

cevole' for pianoforte solo, Op. 15. [J.A.F.M.]

PIANETTE ; a very low pianino, or upright
pianoforte, introduced in 1857 by Bord, of Paris,

the well-known maker. The low price and good
quality of these instruments soon extended their

sale to England, where they received the name
* pianette'— an impossibility in France, 'piano'
being of the masculine gender. The French
name, originating in Bord's establishment, is

• Bibi,' a workman's corruption of ' B^b^ '—* the
baby.' Pianettes have been made in London for

some years by Broadwood, Cramer, and others.

This year (1880) a new style in black cases has
been named 'Zoulou' (Zulu), a name already
generally accepted. Bord's spiral hopper spring

{ressort d boudin), used in pianettes, is a usefid

and very effective contrivance, economical of
space. [A.J.H.]

PIANGENDO, • wailingly.' A direction pro-

perly only used in vocal music, but affected a
good deal of late by writers of drawing-room
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pieces. Its proper instrumental Equivalent is

' dolente ' or ' con dolore.' [J.A.F.M.]

PIANISSIMO, • very softly.' This direction,

which on all ordinary occasions is expressed by

pp, is sometimes, but not very ofcen, written in

full—as a rule, to emphasize the fact of its pre-

sence in cases where it would least be expected.

Beethoven often uses the full direction simul-

taneously with the abbreviation, as in the loth
Variation of the 33 on a valse by Diabelli, op.

120, in which variation may also be found an
instance of one of his chief characteristics, the

sudden leap firom jf to pp in the 31st bar.

Another striking instance of both these uses is

in the Scherzo of the Eroica Symphony, where
the pianissimo is insisted on, not only at the
beginning of the movement, but on almost every
page of the score until the crescendo (only for

one bar) up to foriitaimo, after 27 bars of which
there is a sudden piano which is used sgain
frequently throughout the rest of the movement.
Since Beethoven's time, the practice has become
very common of using ppp, for what Weber in

the beginning of the overture to Oberon calls ' II

tutto pianissimo possibile.' It is used notably by
Berlioz in the 'Damnation de Faust,' just before

the 'Danse des Sylphes,' and in the middle of it,

where the first subject is resumed. He even goes

so far as to use the sign pppp for the last two
notes of the clarinets at the end of the dance.

Verdi, in his Requiem, has gone even farther, and
at one point uses ppppp. [J.A.F.M.]

PIANO, * soft.' This word, expressed in gen-
eral by its initial p, is used to denote the least

degree of strength except pianissimo. It is used,

as is the case with most other directions, in full

only when it is necessary to draw particular

attention to its presence, or where it is unlikely

that it should stand ; for instance, in the Finale

of Beethoven's PF. Sonnta, Op. a, No. i, where
the second subject is labelled 'Sempre piano e

dolce.' Mezzo piano (abbreviated mp) denotes

a degree of force slightly louder than ptano.

Beethoven was very fond of using a 'sudden
piano* as a kind of surprise directly after a
forte or fortissimo. Examples are very conmion
throughout his works, and the occurrence of the
sudden changes-only recently observed, and even
now not always attended to—makes a material

difference in the performanoe of his works. [See

FoBTE ; vol. i. p. 556 a.] [J.A.F.M.]

PIANOFORTE—or Fortb Piano, as often

written in the i8th century—an instrument of

Italian origin. The earliest mention of the name
appears in records of the family of Este, in the
letters of a musical instrument maker named
Paliarino, dated June 27 and Dec. 31, 1598, and
addressed to Alfonso II, Duke of Modena. They
were found in 1879 by Count L. F. Valdrighi,

custos of the Biblioteca Estense, at Modena ; and
the discovery was immediately announced in

the Florentine musical paper, 'Boccherini.* In
August of that year Valdrighi published the

text of the letters, with an essay, in a nam-
phlet entitled 'Musurgiana' (Olivari, Moaena,
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1 879). In tbe first letter Paliarino mentions the

recovery of ' the instrument Piano e Forte, with

the organ ^ underneath*; in the second, 'the re-

covery from certain priests, with other instru-

mentSf of the Piano e Forte above mentioned

and another Piano e Forte on which the Ute
Duke Alfonso had played/ ' Here are two in-

struments distinctly named Piano e Forte (cor-

recting Paliarino's uncertain spelling). In the

second letter the same Hippolito Cricca, detto

Paliarino, as he there signs himself (or Paglia-

rini as he spells his name elsewhere), seizes the

opportunity of his brother's visit to Venice, to

ask for sundry materials to be procured there, as

needful for repairs, and for building a new * Plan

e Forte'; namely, limetree, boxwood, and ebony

for keys, cypress for the belly, brass wire, Ger-

man glue, etc., etc. In Paliarino's inventory of

the Duke^s keyed instruments, also given in

Count Valdrighi's appendix to his essay, there

are, including organs, fiity-two,' but only one
' Piano e Forto,' the one with the organ beneath,

as specially distinguished ; the other, and perhaps

more, being possibly recorded under the simple

name 'instrument' (istromento), which is used

to describe 11 of the 52. The clavicembalo or

cembalo (harpsichord) and spinetta (spinet) might
also have been classed under this general desig-

nation, yet Paliarino separates them. We can
come to no conclusion from these names as to

what kind of instrument this Piano e Forte was.

It was most likely, as suggested by Sig. Cesare
Ponsicchi in the •Boccherini' (1879, No. 6), a
harpsichord with a contrivance for dynamic
change; but whether hammers were applied,

making it a real pianoforte, we are at present in

the dark. The ' graveoembalo col piano e forte'

of Cristofori of Padua, a hundred years later,

may not have really been the first attempt to

maKe a hammer-harpsichord ; indeed Cristofori's

invention seems almost too completely successful

to have been the first conception of this instru-

ment—a dulcimer with keys.

We must now transfer our attention from
Modena to Florence, and skip from 1598 to 1709,
when we find Prince Ferdinand dei Medici, a
lover of music, in fact an eminent musician, and
deeply interested in mathematical and mechani-

cal questions, accepting at the request of three

scholars, one of whom was the Marchese Sdpione
Maffei, the protection of a quarterly publication

intended for learned and cultivated readers, viz.

the 'Giomale dei Letterati d' Italia.' This pa-

tronage was the result of a personal visit of

Maffei to Florence, where he met with Barto-

lomeo Cristofori. harpsichord-maker and custo-

dian of the Prince's musical instruments, and
was shown by him four specimens of a new

1
' Coui io ml litroro rotv^Ano di carta, et rinstrumeoto Plan e

Forte COD I'orghano dl Mtto .... *

> ' L'altezza rostra sappia che mi ritroro del' auo ch« io recuperrato
da queati PrettI I'tiorggano di carta. I'istrumento Plana e Forte con
I'horggano di»oito. un altro latrumento di dua regiatri et il Itane e
Fortt*. quello cite adoprava II Sar. Big. Duca Alfuiuo buona me-
morla '

s This iarfe naml>er. aa It seems to us. was not then remarkable for

a prince to have : a hundred years later Prince Perdinand dei Medici
owned at least 4a See Appendix 0. p. 1(f1. to Pulltl's 'Oennl Storlcl
dot La rita del Set** Perdiuando del Medici' (tloraan 1874).
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harpsichord with piano and forte, the invoitlon
and make of Cristoiori. Of these, three w&e of

the usual long shape; the other was different,

we know not in what way, but a detailed account
of Cristofori's invention, written by Soipione

Maffei. appeared in the Giomale in 1711, with
a diagram, from a rough sketch, of his hammer-
action. He calls the inventor Cristofali, whidi
form of the name has been until now followed,

but an autograph and the inscriptions upon tiie

pianofortes of his make are decisive evidence in

favour of the real name being Cristofori.*

The complete text of Maffei's article, in the
original language, with an indifferent £ngli><h

translation, is to be found in Rimbault's * The
Pianoforte' (Cocks, London, i860)—the faults of
translation being most obvious in the technical
tenns. There is no doubt about Cristofori having
made these instruments under the patronage ^
Prince Ferdinand, who had brought him from
Padua some time about 1690. [See Ceistofoui.]
We owe a debt of gratitude to Maffei for bis

record of the invention, which he reproduced in

the collection of his works entitled 'Rime e
Prose,' 1 719. The reprint has been the cause of
a misconception of the date of the invention,
through want of reference to the earlier publica-
tion, which was anonymous. An accurate Ger-
man translation was made at the time by Koenig,
and published in Matheson's * Musikallsche
Kritikr vol. iii. p. 340 (Hamburg, 1725), This
early translation has been reprinted by Dr. Oscar
Paul in his 'Geschichte des Klaviers,' p. 105
(Leipzig, 1868), and may be referred to with
confidence by those who Jcnow German and do
not know Itidian.

We reproduce the diagram of Cristofcoi's

action as the kernel of this part of our subject.

Fio. 1.

1

a is the string ; 6 the Iceybottom ; e the first lerer. or key. Tharv
is a pad. d. upon the key. to raise a second lerer, «. which Is plroted
upon/, g Is the hopper—Crlstofbrl's UngmtUa moiil*—which, con-
trolled by the springs • and i. effects the escape, or immediate drop,
of the hammer from the strings after a blow lias been strudi. al-

though the key is atill kept down by the finger. The hopper is

centred at h. m Is a rack or comb on the beam. a. whpxe the bott.

«. of the hammer, o. Is centred. In a state of rest the hammer Is

supported by a cross, or fork, p, of silk thread. On the depretsfoa
of the key, e. the tail, q, of the second lever, e. draws away ttM
damper, r, from the strings, leaving tbem free to vibrate.

the action being the equivalent to the violinist's

bow ; as the instrument itself b the equivalent
of the violin, though stopped by a mechanical con-
struction instead of thb fingers of the player's left

hand. We follow Maffei's lettering of the parts

;

a lettering which will be adhered to throughout.

* This has'been adopted in Floreooe on the memorial stoncu [9m
OBMTorORI. vol. L p. 4IT.]
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The reader will observe the tinallness of the

hammerhead and the absence of what is called

a * check,' to arrest the hammer in its rebound

;

and also of any control but springs over the for-

ward movement, or escapement, of the hopper.

To a<lmit of this machinery— so much more
complicated than the simple action of the harp-

sichord—being taken out, Cristofori inverted the

tuning-pin block (technically the 'wrestplank'),

and attached the wires to the tuning pins

( ' wrestpins*), at their lower ends, as in the harp.

Being obliged to use heavier strings, which ex-

erted a greater pulling force or tension, to with-

stand the impact of his hammers, he found it

necessary to remove the pins to which the further

ends of the strings were attached (the 'hitch-

pins'), from their old place on the soundboard of

the harpsichord, to a stiff rail of wood ('string-

block') built round the angle-side and narrow

end of the case. Without this alteration his

instruments could not have stood in tune and

would soon have collapsed.

Two pianofortes of Crislofori's make are fortun-
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ately still existing. The earlier one, dated 1720,

belongs to Signora Emesta Mocenni Martelli of

Florence, and is described by Leto Puliti, with
illustrations of the action, in the essay referred

to in footnote 3. The second, dated 1726, is in

the museum of the emintot collectors and musi-

cologists, the Signori Kraus of Florence. The
writer, when making the biographical notice of

Cristofobi in the present work (vol. i. p. 417)
was unaware of the existence of this instrument,

or of its having been exhibited with Signora
Martelli's, when the commemoration of Cristofori

took place in Florence. But in 1878 the Signori

Kraus showed the instrument at the Trocadero
in Paris, and the writer then had the opportunity

of examining and playing upon it, and found it

light, prompt, and agreeable in touch, with a tone

not at all to be despised. The instrument happens
to be more perfect than that of Signora Martelli,

because the hammerheads remain in their original

condition, asmay be seen by comparing Fig.i with
Fig. 2, which represents the action of the latter.

Both instruments, the 1 720 and the 1 726, have

On further comparing the t*o dla.mm, we observe In X«x 2 flrrt the extension of the lever, or key !'*?.* *ri°''lThu»
of the second lerer. •. Into what is technically an ' unde. hammer.' remoTln* the hopper g, from direct atUck "P^ «« bmt.

•. a change in the wrong direction, but probably neoessUated by the want of a regulating butt«m and screw to t»^ hopper.

Other modification, will be noticed : one is a pin. ». passing through the back part o the key
^^J^"* i'^l^^'^S luJ^^'^^S^

behind the key : see drawing of Zumpe s action. p.7I5>. a step towards the front pin, since used to steady the lateral motion. The

Sm^r r! now'lS uJJn the stringsH^lropplng. wedge-fa^hion. between the two unbons. But the 8fVth^^mTrX^ n^
lint Vctlon U the substitution of the check. p-Crlstofori's paravinriMc. which graduates the rebound of the hammer according

to the blow-for the mere support of the silk threads which formerly received it when It leiL

the overdampeni and check, the latter the me-

chanical completion of the action. That of 1720

has l^een restored by Sig. Ponsicchi, a pianoforte

maker, who has himself given, in ' II Pianoforte,

sua origine e sviluppo (con tavole),' Florence,

1876, a valuable contribution to the literature

of the instrument. Both pianofortes are bichord

and have white natural keys, but the compass

differs, the earlier having 4^ octaves, C to F, and

the later only 4 octaves, C to C, the old normal

compass equivalent to the human voice.

Cristofori died in 1731, aged 80, and in 1730,

the year before his death, his assistant, Giovanni

Ferrini, made a pianoforte which has become

famous through Bumey's reference to it. It was

bought by Elisabetta Famese, Queen of Spain

;

and by her bequeathed to the singer Farinelli,

who inscribed upon it in letters of gold, * Raf-

faello d'Urbino,' and esteemed it more highly

than any other in his collection of keyed instru-

ments. Bumey played upon it in 1771. There

were other pupils or followers of Cristofori ; we
hear of Geronimo of Florence, and Gherardi of

Padua, but an end soon came to pianoforte mak-

ing in Italy; possibly, as suggested by Puliti,

from the difficulty felt by clavicembalists of

acquiring the touch, and which made them decry

the new instrument—or from the imperfection of

the means for escapement. Be this as it may,

the fruits of the invention were to be gathered

and garnered elsewhere ; but the invention itself

remains with Italy.
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The idea Boggested by the vagiie character

of the Estense ' piano e forte/ that there were
perhaps attempts to construct a hammer action

before Cristofori, we find strengthened by the

known fact, that two men in two different

countries outside of Italy, were endeayouring, at

the very time of his success, to produce a similar

invention to his. The names of Marius and
Schroeter, theformer a French harpsichord-maker,
the latter a German musician, have been put
forward to claim the credit of the absolute in-

vention on the strength of certain experiments
in that direction. Marius, in February 17 16,

submitted, perhaps a pianoforte, and certainly

four models for actions of 'clavecins k maillets,'

or hammer harpsichords, the description and
engravings of which were published, nineteen

years later, in No. 1 7a, 1 73, and 1 74 of * Machines
et Inventions approuv^ par L'Aocad^mie Roy-
ale des Sciences, Tome Troisi^e. Depuis 17 13
jusqu'en 1719. A Paris mdccxxxv,* and are

to be found in extenso in the works of Rimbault
and Puliti. Both overstriking and understriking

apparatus had occurred to Marius, and his draw-
ings included the alteration of an upright harpsi-

chord, and the addition of a register of hammers
to an horizontal one—rude contrivances of which
no subsequent use was or could be made. His
object in introducing hammers was an econom-
ic^ one—to save the expense and trouble of con-

stantly requilling the harpsichord. Schroeter

must be dismissed less summarily, owing to the
frequently repeated statement that he was the

actual inventor of the pianoforte ; reasserted

perhaps for the last time, but with a fervid ad-

vocacy in which the bias of patriotism is con-

spicuous, by Dr. Oscar Paul in his 'Greschichte des

Klaviers,* p. 8a. But had Schroeter not been a
man of good education and some literary power,

his name would not have been remembered ; it

must be distinctly understood that he was a mu-
sician and not an instrument-maker: and he
never made a pianoforteor had one maoe for him,

or he would have told us so. He claimed to have
devised two models of hammer^actions between

1 71 7 and 1721, which he afterwards neglected,

but years afterwards, in 1738, being vexed that

his name was not connected with the rising

success of the pianoforte, he addressed a letter

to Mitzler, which was printed in the *Neue
eroffnete musikalische Bibliotek * (Leipzig, 1736-

54, vol. iii. pp. 474-6). He repeated his claim,

with a drawing of one of his actions (then first

published), in 1763, in Marpurg*s *Kritische

Briefe uber Tonkunst* (Berlin, 1764, vol. iii p.

85), showing, although Gottfried Silbermann had
been dead ten years, and Cristofori thirty-two,

the animus to which we owe these naive and
interesting communications. The particulars of

Schroeter's life must be relegated to a separate

notice. [See Schroeter.] It will suffice here

to state that in 1715, when Schroeter was only

sixteen years old, being entrusted with good
pupils in Dresden, he found that their study

upon the expressive clavichord was thrown away
when they came to show off before their friends

Hanoforte.

upon 80 different an instrument as the inexpres-
sive harpsichord. Shortly after this, there came
to Dresden the great dulcimer virtuoso, PantA-
leone Hebenstreit, whose performances aetoniihed
Schroeter, and at the same time convinced him
that it was by hammers only that the harpsi-

chord could be made expressive. At this time,

like Marius, he could hardly have known that

pianofortes had not only been invented, but had
for some years been made in Italy, although the

intercourse prevailing between that country and
Dresden might have brought the knowledjje to

him. But the inferiority ot Schroeter s action to

Cristofori's atf once exonerates him from plagiar-

ism
J and the same applies also to Marius, whose

ideas were of even less value mechanically than
Schroeter's.

Schroeter gives us no description of his over-

sinking * Pantaleon ' : we may conulude that

he suspected the difficulties, not to this day
surmounted, of an action in which the hammers
are placed above the strings. Of the und^--
striking action, his * Pianoforte,* he has given m
full particulars and a drawing, here reproduced—

F10.3.

a U the string ; e Ib thel£«r ; f, & second lerer; g, sjack torthe
the hammer; o. the hammer Itself, clothed at the tail. r. to

erve for a damper. The play, or space, between the jack aid
the hammerHihattk permitted, as in the e&rly squsr<f~f>Uno

action of Zumpe (which majr have been partlf derived frua

Schroeter's Idea), the rebound, or escftpemeot. of th« hamiDer.

For his second drawing, a later fancy of no

practical value, it is sufficient to refer to Paul

or Puliti.

But no sustained tone was possible, owing to

the position of the damper, which resumed ita

place the moment the hammer fell. The rapid

repetition of a note, after the old fashion of

harps, mandolines, and dulcimers, would have

been the only expedient to prolong it, Marius's

defect was the opposite one ; he had no dampers

whatever. But Schroeter had the great merit of

perceiving the future use of iron as a resisting

power in pianofortes ; he invented a mWc/"-

standsciMn, or resisting iron, a bar of metal here

marked t, which was placed transversely over

the wrestplank, rested firmly upon the strings,

and formed the straight bridge. We do not

know to whose piano this was applied, and it

can hardly have been a part of his original in-

ception. It is more likely to have occurred to

him fit)m observation of the defects in piano*

fortes, as did his scheme of stringing by pro-

ceeding firom one string to a note in the bas^
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to four strings to a note in the treble ; graduated

with two and three unisons of so many notes

each, between.

The allusions in ScHroeter's letter to an 'in-

genious man at Dresden* ('ein anderer sinn-

reicher Mftmi*), point to Gottfried Silbbb*

HANN, who, in the second half of last century,

was generally considered to be the inventor of the

pianoforte. As late as 1780 De la Borde (Essai

BUT la Musique ancienne et modeme) said that

'The Clavecin Pianoforte was invented about

twenty years ago at Freyberg in Saxony ^y M.
Silbermann. From Saxony Uie invention pene-

trated to London, whence we obtain nearly all

those that are sold in Paris.* It has been

hitherto accepted in Germany and elsewhere that

Silbermann adopted Schroeter*8 idea, and made
it practicable ; employing in fact Schroeter s

action, with some improvement. Welcker von
Gontershausen, *Der Clavierbau* (Frankfort,

1870), says, p. I7if 'the Silbermanns always used

the action invented by Schroeter.* It is right

however to warn the inquirer who may meet
with Welcker*s books, that they are not, either

in text or engravings, always to be depended on.

We must now revert to the fact of Koenig's

translation of Maffei*s account of Cristofori's in-

vention, published at Hamburg in 1735, an
invention recorded and attributed exclusively to

its author in Walther's 'Musikalisches Lexicon
*

(Leipzig, 1 73a). It was thus early made public

in Germany, and we think we shall now be able

to show that Gottfried Silbermann followed

Gristofori rather than Schroeter when he began

to make pianofortes. He is said to have made
two as early as 1726 (the year after Matheson's

publication of Koenig's translation) and to have

shown them to J. S. Bach, who condemned
them for the weakness of their trebles and their

heavy touch. This adverse judgment so much
annoyed Silbermann that for some years he made,

or at least showed, no more. Some time after
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this he seems to have made an instrument for

the Prince of Schwarzburg-Rudolstadt, which
Schroeter happened to see in 1753; but, before
that, two had been made, admitted to be copies
of it, by Lenker of Rudolstadt, and had met
with great praise. ^ We may therefore assume
the success of the original. In connection with
this it is not surprising that Frederick the Great
(especially when we remember that he had C. P.
E. Bach, who owned a most beautiful Silber-

mann clavichord, in his service) should have
acquired and placed in the music-room in the
New Palace at Potsdam, a pianoforte by that
maker. He is indeed said to have had more,^
but no musical anecdote is better known than
the visit of J. S. Bach, and his eldest son, to

Potsdam in 1747; his warm and almost uncere*

monious reception by the King, and the extem-
pore performances which took place, in which
we may be sure that the pianoforte would not
be neglected. In 1773, our own Bumey (Tour,

ii. 145) published an account of his visit to the
same palace at Potsdam. In His Majesty's
concert-room he saw the Silbermann piano-

forte; in other rooms the Tschudi harpsi-

chords of 1758 and 1766. Thus the pianoforte

had not yet prevailed over the harpsichord,

these London instruments being of later date.

But what is now of supreme interest is that the

same pianoforte is still in Frederick's music-
room (1880). True, the instrument bears no
inscription or date, but since everything in the

room remains as it was at the time of the King^s
death, there is no reason to doubt its genuine-

ness ; and it has the whole weight of local tra-

dition in its favour. A recent examination, made
through the kind permission of Gount SeckendorfF

by Herr Bechstein, the well-known pianoforte-

maker of Berlin, reveals the Gristofori action

!

Therecan beno doubtabout it. Here is HerrBech-
stein*s drawing, and a comparison of it with that

ofCristofori's action (Fig. i ) b at once convincing.

Fjo. 4.

I We quote fipoin Forkol :
* The King .... urged B*ch (then known

M the Old Bftch) to try his Silbermann Fortepiaiioa then standing
ill vartous rooms of the palace.' A footnote adds—'The pianofortes
of the Freyberg Silbermann pleased the Khig so much, that he made
op his mind to bay them all. He got fifteen of them together. They
rouat now (1W3) be all standing about, of no use. In diflRerent comers
of the palace.' Becent search has failed to discover these Instru-
ments. Fifteen was a large number for 8llb<>rmann to hare made
•ud h«d b7 him. and It must be remembered that Forkel wrote at

secondhand, and long after the event, although we have the state-
ment of an eye-witness, W. Friedemann. Bach's eldest son. Ui;rbcr'8
Lexicon, published 1792. art. 'Silbermann.' states that the King of
Frmsia had one pianoforte made for him. before Bach's visit, and
this pleading him he ordered others for Berlin. Hooser's ' Silbermaun
der Orgelbauer' ( Strassburg 1897) affirms that they were six in number,
and that one more was acquired after Silbemmnn's death. Bumey
saw only one at Fotsdam, and that not flve-and-twenty yean after

Bach s visit.
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It will be observed that Herr Bechstein, as

firequently happens in drawing pianoforte ac-

tions, has omitted the damper, but that is of

no consequence. A sketch of the external ap-

pearance of the instrument has been kindly

supplied from the same source.

Fi3. 5.

The instrument is placed upon an elaborate

stand having an extra leg at the angle side,

thus reminding us of Mozart^s grand piano,

by Walter, at Salzburg. The case is of oak ; the

strings contain i J octave of brass wire, not over-

spun, in the bass; the keys are ofnearly 5 octaves

(F-E), and are covered with ebony for the na-

tural notes, and with ivory for the upper, or

sharp keys. Before leaving the only recorded

instances of the great J. S. Bach*s connexion

with the pianoforte, we may remark that the

special character of the instrument does not

seem to have struck him ; there can be no doubt

of his having shared the opinion of his son

Emanuel, who regarded the pianoforte as only * fit

for rondos,* ami always expressed his preference

for the clavichord. It was by the youngest

brother and pupil of Emanuel, John Christian,

known as the 'London Bach.* that a decided

preference was first shown for the pianoforte over

the clavichord and harpsichord.

The pianofortes to which we have hitherto

alluded were all, like harpsichords, of the ' wing'

or 'tail' shape (English Grand piano; German
Pliiffd ; French Piano A queue ; Ital. Piano a
coda). The distinguished organ-builder, C. E.

Friederici of Gera, is reputed to have been the

first tc» make a pianoforte in the clavichord or

oblong shape (English, Square piano ; German
taftlformigts Viano ; French, Piano carre ; Ital.

Pianoforte a tavolino). Fischhof t^* Versuch einer

Geschichte des Clavierbaues,' Vienna, 1853, p. 16)

gives the date of this invention as 1 760, but this

is possibly too late. Friederici named his square

piano 'Fortbien,' perhaps a pun upon Forte

Biano, in which form he may often liave heard

the Italian name pronounced by German lips.

Of his Action we know nothing; there is no
description of it forthcoming, and we turn to

England and another German maker for the prac-

tical introduction of the, square instrument.

Johannes Zumpe * is introduced by Bumey, in

Rees's Cyclopedia (18 19, article 'Harpsichord'),

1 It hu been suffresied that Zumpe may hare bmn an altered name
from Zumpt. to suit KnglUb hablu of pronunciation, as the con-

temporarr Shudl was corrupted from T»chudl, Kirkmaii (rum Kirch>
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as a German who had long worked for the harp-
sichord-maker Shudi, and was the first to con-

struct small pianos of the shape and size of the

virginal. He goes on to say that there was such
a demand for Zumpe's square pianos that there

was scarcely a house in the kingdom where a
keyed instrument had ever had ad-

mission but was supplied with one of

them, and there was nearly as great a
call lor them in France as in England.
Pohlmann, another German, fabricated

for those whom Zumpe was unable to

supply. There are instruments by both
these makers still existing ; the oldest

Zumpe piano known is dated 1 766, wiis

formerly Sir George Smart's, and is

now owned by Messrs. Broadwood.
No number has been found in it; yet
it can hardly be the first of Zumpe's
make, since he would not have been so

bold as to begin with dividing his black notes and
thus have 18 keys in the octave, as he has in this

case. Mr. Taphouse of Oxford has one with the
usual chromatic scale of 1 3 in the octave, inacribed

'Johannes Zumpe, Londini, Fecit 1767, Princes
Street, Hanover Square,* and with XVIIII
stamped on the back of the nameboard. Allow-
ing Zumpe to have been a year or two in business
before he made this number, he would not have
started before 1765.* The action which Zumpe
invented or adopted was simple and facile, having
reference to the published model of Schroeter in

Marpurg 1764, in its artless escapement. It

became the norm for nearly all square piuio
actions during forty years. The writer of the
article 'Pianoforte' in the 4th edition of the

Encyclopaedia Britannica (1810), claims the in-

vention of Zumpe's action for the Rkv. William
Mason, composer, poet, and writer on church
music, and the intimate friend of the poet Gray.
Bom in 1 725, Mason died in 1 795, and was there-

fore, inventor or not, a witness to the introduction

of the pianoforte into England, and to its develop-

ment to a certain grade of perfection—that namely
of pure wooden construction. The Encyclopaedia

writer betrays so dense an ignorance of the early

history of the pianoforte that we are compelled

to put him aside as an authority ; although in

this case he may have got his information on the

point direct from Mason. Apart from such con-

jecture we have only sure evidence that Mason
was one of Zumpe's early patrons.'

2 Mr. Williamson of Guildford had. in lg79. a square piano by
Zumpe M Buntebnrt. dated K»9. In 1778 the Ann was Zumpe *
Mayer—the instrumeutii rrmalitlns the same, almost darlcburds.

with hammer actions, and nearlj five octaves compass. G—K.

) Mason appears to have first possessed a pianoforte In 17i&

Writing from llauxver to the poet Gray he says:—'Oh, Mr. Gray'. I

bought at Hambuiv such a pianoforte and so cheap! It is a barps^

chord too of two unis^ms. and the Jacks serve as mutes when the

pianoforte stop is played, by the cleverest mechanism tmacinabte.—

won't you buy my Kirkman ?
' (meaning his harpsichord by that

maker). Gray, writing to Mason in May 1767. after the d<«th trf

Mrs. Mason, says:- Tou will tell me wliat to do with your Zumpe
which has amused me much here. If you would have it i«nt dowa

I had better commit it to lis maker, who will tune it and pack ii up.

Dr. Long has bought tite fellow to it. The base is not quite of a piece

with the treble, and the higher notes are someiwhat dry and sttrky.

The rest discourses very eloquent music.' Mason had raarrtod in tbt

autumn of 1785. It is possible tliat he bought hU Zumpe then, or if

not. in the course of the ensuing year, I7M. (The CorraspoodaoM of

Thomas Gray and William M&son. London 1893. pp. S3 and an.)
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Zump6*s, or Mason^s, action drawn from the

instrument of 1 766, is shown in Fig. 6.

Square pianos were occasionally fitted with

drawers for music, and were sometimes made to
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look like tables: the writer has seen a table

piano, in style of furniture about 1 780, but which
bore on a label the name and date, Zumpe 1 760.

This cannot be accepted as authentic, but tho

F10.6.

In the kej e is Axed the Jark g, a wire with a leather stud on the top. known by the workmen as the ' old man's head.' This

raises the hammer o; the damper, r, Is lifted by a whalebone Jack, r. called the 'mopstlck.' placed near the end of the key.

and Is broucht back tu Its place by the whalebone spring, w ; a third piece of whalebone, z. projecting from the end of the
key. works in a groove, and serves exactly as In the claTlchord. to keep the key steady, there being no front keypln. The two
balance-rail kerphis shown in the drawing belong to two keys, the natural and sharp, and Indicate the dilTerent balancing
deiilderated In alt keyboards by the different lengths of the natural and sharp keys. The damper* were dlTtded ioto treble

and bass aections, raised bodily by two drawstops when not required, there being as yet do pedaL

action is of so much interest that it must be

described, as publication may be the means of

ultimately identifying its origin. The instru-

ment belongs to Mr. Herbert Bowman, and the

diagram is from a careful drawing by Mr. Robert
Maitland.

Fio. 7.

Here the pad. d. upon the key e. is regulated In he'ght by a «crew,

and when raised lifts the jack g. which U attschrd by a I»^tli»"r

hinge to the h*mmer a. The damper U conjectural ; but Mr. Malt-

land has probably Indicate It correctly. The special fwiture is

the (%ct of the vicarious space for an escapem^'iit being below the

Jack Itistead of alxtve It, as in Zumpe's ' old man's head.'

In 1759. John Christian Bach arrived in

London. According to Bumey, who is however
careless about chronological sequence, the first

pianoforte seen in England was made in Rome
by Father Wood, an English monk. It remained
unique for several years until copied by an in-

strument-maker named Plenius. * After Bach's
arrival/ says Bumey (Rees's Cyclopeedia, 1819,
article ' Harpsichord '),

* all the harpsichord

makers in this country tried their mechanical

powers on pianofortes, but the first attempts were
always on the large size.* From a previous sen-

tence we learn that Backers, a harpsichord-maker
ofthe second rank, constructed several pianofortes,
* but the tone, with all the delicacy of Schrocter s

touch, lost the spirit ofthe harpsichord and gained
nothing in sweetness.' Now Schroeter the pianist

(not he who has been already mentioned), came
to London in 1772.'

The late James Shudi Broadwood, writing in

the Grentleman's Magazine in 181 2, attributes the
invention of the grand piano in 1772 to a Dutch-
man, Americus Baccers (accurately Backers *)

;

and again, in his * MS. Notes and Observations
*

(written 1838; printed for private circulation

186a) he repeats this statement about Backers,
but with a later date—about 1776, This pro-

bably alludes to the pianoforte of which the
nameboard is referred to in footnote 2, at that
time still existing. The earlier date is nearer
the mark, but the 'invention* must be in-

terpreted as meaning a new action, an improve-
ment on that of Cristofori (which may have been
transmitted through Silbermann), or rather on
Cristofori's first idea, by the contrivance of the
regulating button and screw which rendered his

direct action certain, and was ultimately known
as the ' English action '—as Backers's was always
called abroad. Mr. Henry Fowler Broadwood,
the present head of the firm of John Broadwood
& Sons, in a footnote to his father's statement
in the *MS. notes,' communicates the family
tradition that his g^randfather, John Broadwood,
with his apprentice, Robert Stodart, assisted

Backers to bring this action to perfection—

a

word which he may use unreservedly, as more
than a hundred years have passed by and the

direct 'English action' has not yet been super-

seded. It has met all the demands of the far-

advanced technique of the present day : Chopin
preferred it to any other, whether made by
Pleyel in Paris or Broadwood in London, and
some of the most eminent living pianists might

1 Johann Samuel Schroeter (ITW-W). the first pianist recorded as

having had a ' touch.' came to London in the year above stated, and
played at the Thatched House on the Korte I'lano (Haydn In lAindon.

by a F. Pohl, Vienna 1W7. p. »C7>. Uls wife was an Intimate friend

of Haydn's.
a Bumey. in 1T7S. praised Backers' pianofortes. We have se-n a

nameboard Inscribed ' Americus Backers, Inventor tt Fecit. Jermyn
Street. London, ITTfi.'
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be quoted as practical witnewes to its eflScacy.

The earliest diagram of it is that attached to

Robert Stodart's patent of 1777, for a combing

pianoforte and harpsichord, in which we first

encounter the designation 'grand' apphed to a

We give it here, with a diagram of
pianoforte.

M
time—the dampers omitted in both cases.

Fio. 8. (1777.)

may have been by Backers, but to have had hia

new action we should have to put back Mr.

Broadwood*8 earliest date.

During the period ending with 1770, the first

division to be observed in the history of the

te we jnve u ner«, wiioi • ^j;*— «* pianoforte, there had been no oomp.)sition de-

Bn>arwoS^r^dskionof the^pre«^^^ voted to and prooer to the instrmnent
;
and

uroaawooa B gr»uu
, ^ ^ f

^^^^ ^^^ j^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^ j.^ pu^o-

forte playing. The new instrument was too un-

important as compared with the harosichord,

and in its then condition presented to the touch

diflFerences too essential, and diflBculties too

obstinate, to pennit of the perception of those

remarkable attributes upon which the highest

style in writing and treatment was ultimately

to be based. The earliest piece which we have met

with naming the pianoforte, and that only

generally, is * Duetto flir zwey Claviere, zwey

Fortepiano oder zwey Flttgel,* by Mttthel, Riga,

1771.* There is an undated work by Jc^
Christian Bach naming the instrument, which

may possibly be equally early in date. The

first real pianoforte music was published in

London in 1773. This was the famous op. a of

Muzio Clkmbnti (3 Sonatas), composed three

years before, when he was only eighteen years

old. In these pieces the young composer divined

the technique and instrumental treatment to

which the pianoforte was responsive, and there

founded the true school Qf pianoforte-playing.

We have dwelt thus long upon London, not

merely because this is an English Dictionary,

but because at this epoch London held the first

place in harpsichord and pianoforte making. In

the decade 1765-75 there can be no doubt about

the importance given to the square piano by
Zumpe, and the final

»le
The dlffpTcneM In the two cmm are in the proportions and form of the parte : the priodple

is the same in Iwth. the only addition in the preeent action—aud that not etMuttal—being a
•trip of felt beneath the butt of the hammer, to auist the promptneu of the checking.

The dUBerencet of both from that of Cristofori are evident and important. The second

lever or underhammer is done away with, and the Jacic, g. now acts directly in a notch

of tlie butt. n. The regulating button and screw coatrolling the escapement are at 99.

Simplicity and security are combined.

The earliest public notice of a pianoforte in

England is in the year 1767, when a Covent
Garden playbill ^ chronicles its first appearance

in an orchestra, under date of May 16, as an
accompanying instrument. After Act 1 of the

Beggar's Opera the bill announces that * Miss
Brickler will sing a favourite song from Judith,

accompanied by Mr. Dibdin, on a new instrument

caird Piano Forte.' As a solo instrument it

appears to have been used for the first time in

London on June 2, 1 768, at the Thatched House,
by John Christian Bach.' In 1770, Mr. Bumey,
nephew of Dr. Bumey, was appointed *to the
pianoforte* at Drury Lane. We do not know
what pianos they were, or of whose make. They

1 In Messrs. Broadwood's possession.
t Pohl s ' Uajdn Ui Looduu.'

start given to the grand
piano by Backers; soon

to be the means of suc-

cess to Broadwood and
to Stodabt, who had
helped him in his inven-

tion. The great harpsi-

chord makers, Jacob
KlRKMANandBUBKHARD
Shddi,^ had at this time

brought their noble in-

struments to the highest

point of development and excellence ; and the

harpsichord was now endowed with a storehouse

of noble compositions, from which the pianoforte,

having as yet none of its own, had for a time to
borrow. We can understand how little these

eminent makers, having realised fortune and done
their work in life, would care for the new instru-

ment and its improvement. It would be to them
as a^ravating as the Sonatas and Symphonies
of Beethoven doubtless were to the aged Haydn.
But with J. C. Bach, Schroeter, and Clementi 00

the one side, and Backers, Stodart, and Broadwood

* Emmanuel Bach pos.«ibly wrote ' pianoforte' upon his title-psfias

before this. Gray, writing to Mason in 17«i3. says:—'Bend lur fix

lessons for the pianoforte or harpHlchord of Carlo Bach, not the
Opera Bach, but his brother.' Correspondence, p 514.

4 BhudI had bis name properly wriueu. TschudI, on the rutsdsm
harpsichords.
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on the other, the triumph of the Piano wm but

a question of a few years. In the most conserva-

tive institution of the country, the King's band,

the harpsichord was replaced by the pianoforte

in 1 795. It would appear that Backers on his

deathbed desired to commit the care of his in-

vention to his friend. John Broadwood ; but
Broadwood devoted his attention to the im-

provement, or rather the reconstruction of the

Square piano, which he made public in 1780,^

and patented in 1783, allowing Stodart to go on
with the grand piano with which he soon made
considerable reputation. Excepting as to the

action, Zumpe's instrument had been merely a
clavichord with a second bridge. Broadwood
boldly transferred the wrestplank with its tuning-

pins to the back of the case, and straightened

the keys, which bad hitherto been twisted hither

and thither to accommodate an imperfect scale.

Besides these radical improvements he substituted

a brass damper, acting under the string, for the

* mopstick-damper ' which had acted above it;

and for Zumpe's treble and bass * hand-stops/

which did away with either half of the dampers
yrhen not required, he patented (in 1783) two
pedals, the one to raise the dampers altogether,

the other to produce a pianissimo or sordine,

by dropping a piece of cloth upon the string
near the curved bridge on the belly. This
was the earliest adaptation of pedab to a piano^

forte. Last of all in this patent he included

a double soundboard and soundpost, which he

imagined to be the ' most essential part * of his

improvements (see Patent no. 1379) ; but neither

in his hands nor those of others has this notion

of resonance box and cavity, in analogy to the

violin and the guitar, been brought to practical

value. Having accomplished this, and being

stimulated by Stodart's success, and advised by
dementi, who then played on Broadwood's
instruments, as to the deficiencies of the Grand
piano, Broadwood began to consider seriously the

charge confided to him by Backers, and resolved

to improve the Grand instrument. The difficulty

in this case being the equalisation of the tension

or drawing-power of the strings, he sought the

advice of scientific men, and guided by Dr. Gray
of the British Museum, and Cavallo, who calcu-

lated the tension by a monochord (publishing the
result in 1788), Broadwood divided the bridge
upon the soundboard, that is, made a separate
bridge for the bass strings, an improvement
which in the absence of a patent was at once
adopted by all makers. As Stodart continued
to use the undivided bridge (like a harpsichord)
as late as 1 788,' Broadwood's improvement can
hardly have been introduced before that time.

Meantime the Zumpe square action was not to
remain unimproved. Broadwood had already in

1780 transformed the instrument, and in 1786
the action met with improvement from John

I Kflnn. Broadwood h&ve ft Square Piano of John Broadwood's
dated with that year.

3 Thto Grand Piano by Stodart was made for the Prince of Wales,
who gave It to Mr. Wel^J*. In whoee house at Hammersmith and
liunllr U remained In imo. a really powerful instrnment. The earliest
known date of a Broadwood Grand U 1781. No. 40 was made In 178S.
But Abraham KIrkman was la the running with a Grand in ITW.
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Geib, a workman (probably a German), said to

have been in the employ ofLongman and Brode-
rip, the predecessors of Clementi and Collard in

Cheapside. He took out a patent (London. No.
1571) for a new hopper and underhammer; both
modifications of Crtstofori*s. He regulated his

hopper in two ways, by piercing the blade with
the 'set-off* or regulating screw already in-

vented by Backers, and by turning this screw
down upon the key. Both expedients are still

in use. Tradition says that Longman and Brode-
rip first used a modification oftlus patent, known
by workmen as the 'grasshopper,' with whom for

a long while it was unpopular fh)m its supposed
susceptibility to atmospheric changes, and conse-
quent need of constant attention.

Mozart, with all his genius and charm of can-
tilena, on the importance of which he dwelt by
precept no less than by example, was yet not a
pianoforte-player in the sense that Clementi
was ; his technioue, as we know from Beethoven
(through Czemy s report), was that ofthe harpsi-
chord, to which in his early days he had been
accustomed. The late Herr Saust, who heard
Mozart play, told the writer that Mozart had no
remarkable execution on the instrument, and
that, for instance, he would not have compared,
as a virtuoso, with Dussek. And he must have
met, at first, with very imperfect instruments,
such as those by Spaeth, an organ builder of Ra-
tisbon, mentioned in his letters. Being at Augs-
burg in October 1777, he was introduced to the
pianos of Stein, also an organ-builder and a good
musician. Stein's newly contrived pianoforte
escapement appears to have charmed Mozart.
In a letter to his father he refers to the
evenness of its touch,' saying that the action

'never blocks, and never fails to sound—as is

sometimes the case with other pianos. On the
other hand, it never sounds too long, and the
machine pressed by the knee [to act as a fc»te

pedal] is prompt to raise the dampers, or, on
discontinuing the pressure ever so little, is as
prompt to let them down upon the strings again.* *

Herr C. F. Pohl of Vienna, the accomplished
bibliographer of Mozart and Haydn, has kindly
made enquiries in Vienna as to the existence of

any piano by Stein. There is not one, and Herr
Streicher, the pianoforte-maker. Stein *s descen-

dant, can give no information. In the Library
of the Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde, of which
Herr Pohl is the accurate and obliging cus-

dian, there is a small pamphlet entitled ' Kurze
Bemerkungen iiber das Spielen, Stimmen und
Erhalten des Fortepiano, welcher von den G^
Bchwister Stein in Wien verfertiget werden ' (the

'G^schwister Stein' rectified in ink to 'welche
von Nanette Streicher gebome Stein*), "Vienna,

1 80 1, from which a small engraving of Stein's

escapement is here reproduced (Fig. 10).

It will be observed that this escapement differs

from Cristofori's and the English action in the

fact that the axis of the hammer changes its

position with the rising of the key, the hopper
I Much more like the harpsichord In fluency than the KngUsh

escapement, which Mozart did not know then, if ever.

4 Letter, Oct. 17. 1777.
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(ansJoier) g becoming a fixture at the back of

the key. Yrom thw difference a radical change

of touch took place ; and an extreme lightneiw

became the characteristic of the Viennese action

as develo|>ed by Andreas Stbbioheb, Stein's

Fio. 10.

''mmlililllllBI > ^^
soninlaw, who, in 1794, improved and finally

established the great renown of the Viennese

pianofortes.* The following illustration of Strei-

cher's Viennese action is from the *Atlas zum

Fio. 11.

r la the damper. It inu«t not be orerlooked that Stein, who
had not him%eir tnventtd the knee pedal, did. In 1788. invent a
•hitting foot pedal, by meauA of which tiie keyboard moTed. and
the three unisons were reduced to a single string—<p«Nc//(:ii«M,

little sploet. aa he oamed this 'una corda.'*

Lehrbuch des Pianofortebaues ' by Bliithner and
Gretschel, Leipzig, and shows the damping as

veil as the escapement.

Returning to Mozart, his Concert Grand in the

Mozarteum at Salzburg, shown in Fig. 12, is a
small 5-octave instrument, with black natural

keys and white sharps, made by Anton Waller,

who became in the end Mozart's favourite maker,

as Schanz was Haydn s. According to Schonfeld

(Jahrbuch der Tonkunst von Wien und Pra^,

1796) the pianos of Schanz were weaker and
sweeter than those of Walter; the touch also

easier, and the key fall still less. But both Walter
and Schanz were mere copyists of Stein. They
made square pianos also in the ' English ' form,

most likely imitations of the English instruments,

which at that time had a very wide market.

Paris was supplied chiefly with English pianos

until Sebastien Erard made, in 1777, the first

French one, a Square, copied, according to F^tis,

from one of English make. [See Ebabd.] For
some years he appears to have continued on
these lines ; indeed it was not till afler he had

I Btein'i too aeemi to hare founded the Vienna boalDeM. as shown
In the following extracts from a ' Musikalische Monatsohrlfl,' edited

by F.X. GlOggl (Lin*. Oct. IrtB. p. 99). 'The clavierinstruments which
have been made by Andreas Stein at Vienna are to be properly un>
derstood as FortI Piano, meaning such as respond to every possible

degree of strength or softneM of tone when played with more or less

pressure, or rather stroke of the fingers on the keys '; and ' the action

in all parts is as simple aa possible and at the same time extra-

ordinarily durable. It is original throughout, that is. entirely the
inrentton of the deoeaaed orga.n-bullder and Instrument-maker Stein

of Augsburg (Esther of the present maker), who, with the rarest lore

ofart. has devoted the greatest part of his active life to its completion.'

This oommunlcatton, from Herr 0. F. Fohl. is an historical proof of
the pedigree of the Viennese action.

3 Walton, a London maker, had shifted the hammers, leaving the
keyboard stationary, two yean earlier, viz. Vtit. iFatoot No. IjO07.>
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been driven to London, by the French Revolution,

and had gone back again—according to the same
authority, in 1796—that he accomplished the

making of a grand piano. Erard appears to have
been early bent upon constructing a grand action

for himself, but while the perfecting of the

Double Action harp remained his chief problem,

the century went out with the English and
Viennese actions pre-eminent; the radical differ-

ences of which, and the effect of those differences

on pianoforte playing, Hunmiel, in his Pianoforte

School, from his point of view, subsequently ex-

plained. Extension of compass had now set in,

and will be found recorded in detail in the article

Keyboabd.
We have referred to the diflBculty which pre-

sented itself to Cristofori at the outset of the

Pianoforte, owing to the necessity of stringing

with thicker wire than before, to resist the Wow
of the hammers, and of strengthening the case

to bear the greater tension of the thicker strings,

which forced him to shift the hitchpins from
the soundboard to a separate strong rail. The
gap between the wrestplank and the sound-

board, through which the hammers of the grand

Fio. 12.

piano rose to strike the strings, was the first to

be strengthened by metal, as a material at once
stronger than wood and very economical of space.

This was effected by steel arches, a contrivance

that has remained in universal employment, but
of the author of which there is no record. There
are three in Stodart^s Grand of 17S8 previously

referred to ; no doubt earlier examples exist, and
to know their date is desirable. Schroeter bad
suggested a transverse bar across the instrtmient;

but it is not known if the experiment was made
at that time. The first real use of metal longi-

tudinal bracing was suggested in 1 799 by Joseph

Smith (Patent 2345. J^ndon) ; it was to be

under the soundboard and to replace the wooden

braces, and thus provide space for the introduc-

tion of a mechanically played tambourine ! But
for the patent office we might not have known
of Joseph Smith*s invention, as nothing came of

it. The first to use iron or steel in the form of

bracing or tension bars placed above the string
— a method now universally adopted— was
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James Shudi Broadwood, who, in 1804, having
carried the compass of the grand piano up to F,
found that the wrestplank was so much Sva

weakened by this extension that the

treble sank in pitch more rapidly than
the rest of the instrument. Accord-
ingly in 1808, in three grand pianos, he
applied steel tension-bani above the strings to

remedy the inequality. This experiment is re-

corded in Messrs. Broadwood's work-books of
that date, and the experiment was repeated in

1 818, the metal bars being then four in number
in place of three. In Messrs. Broadwood*s Inteiv

national Exhibition book, 1862, p. 29, we learn

that the mode of fixing these bars was at first

defective, the wood giving way to the thrust of

the bars. It is certain that they did not use

tension bars at this time constantly, for the

grand piano which was presented to Beethoven
by James and Thomas Broadwood in 18 17 [see

vol. i. p. 194] had no tension bars, and moreover
Sv<t

only went up to C (Six octaves C-C.)

Sebastien Erard's patent in 1808 (No. 3170)
records an ingenious step towards a successful

repetition action, viz. the * double escapement
'

;

and an improvement which afterwards proved to

be oF great importance, viz. the upward bearing

of the bridge next the tuning-pins by substi-

tuting for the pinned wooden bridge, metal
studs or c^raffes drilled with holes for the pas-

sage of the strings, and separately fixed for e;ich

note. The same patent includes what is now
known as the 'celeste' piano pedal, in which the

hammer strikes a piece of leather (now always
felt) interposed between it and the strings.

About this time, in the very first years of the

present century, an entirely new form of piano

forte was invented, the Upright, with the strings

descending below the keyboard. There had been

upright harpsicliords and upright grands (the

latter patented by John Landreth in 1 787), but
these were merely horizontal instruments turned

up on end, with the necessary modification of

the action to adapt it to the position. In 1800
Isaac Hawkins patented (No. 2446) a perpendi-

cular pianoforte from 3 to 4 feet in height,

descending to within a few inches of the floor,

to give the instrument a ' more convenient and
elegant shape than any heretofore made.' His
patent includes two other important ideas ; the use

of coiled strings for the bass, and a sostinente^ ob-

tained by reiteration of hammers set in motion
by a roller. In 1802 Thomas Loud (patent No.

2591) gave a di<agonal shape to this upright piano
by sloping the strings in .in angular direction,

portability being the ' leading intention and fea-

ture.* James Broadwood claims to have given a
sketch for a Cabinet piano (Some Notes, etc.,

p. 9) in 1804 to William Southwell, who in

1807 patented (No. 3029) a damper action to the

instrument there called by that name. From
this tall instrument the lower upright or Cottaok
piano followed almost immediately. Robebt
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WoRNUM 'the younger'
\

diagonally strung in 181
a vertical one, naming it

'

Fredekick Collard, who 1

Muzio dementi taken up th<

man k Broderip, in 181 le
pianoforte (Patent No. 3481 ) 1

one * upwards on its side.' ]

ments in the pianoforte hav<
patient elaboration, the introduction of metal in
framing, and Erard's special action being pro-
minent examples. Womum's excellent cottage
action was no exception to this general experience
for he did not complete it till 182S (Patent No.
5678). Camille Pleyel recognised its value, and
through his introduction it became generally
used in France, so that at last it was known in
England as the • French ' action. But Womum's
merit as the inventor of this 'crank' action
needs now no vindication, and Southwell's
* sticker' action, long the favourite in England, is

giving way and will probably be in time entirely
superceded by it. In France and Germany
Wornum's principle universally prevails.

We may now look back a hundred years, in
the first half of which the pianoforte had really
no independent existence as a keyed instrument

;

but between 1 7 70 and 1 820we find the grand piano
complete so far as its construction in wood per-
mitted, and a constellation of remarkable players
that included Clementi and Dussek, Cramer and
Field, Hummel and Ries. Weber in Germany
had initiated the Romantic school in pianoforte
music ; Kalkbrenner in Paris was forwarding
technical discipline; and above all, Beethoven,
whose early eminence as a pianist has been to a
large extent overshadowed by his sublime genius
as a composer, was in the latter years of this epoch
engaged in completing that series of masterpieces
for the pianoforte that have not only enabled it

to rival the orchestra in the wealth of its posses-

sions, but have by their own immortality ensured
it an existence as a musical instrument which
no change of fashion can affect. The further

development of technique, essential to the in-

terpretation of Beethoven, attained its highest

perfection between 1820 and 1850, and was
based upon conditions rendered possible by the
introduction' of iron as an essential constitu-

ent in the framing of gprand pianos, and in

a certain degree of that of the other kinds
also. Gradation of power was the great desi-

deratum of the player ; and the possibilities of

this were intimately connected with the free-

dom of the wrist, which had previously been
disallowed, and with the discovery, made almost
instinctively, that to give elasticity to the fingers,

they should be ra^'sed in order to descend and
not be drawn inwards as was the case with the

old Bach touch. This change of practice involved

a blow by the hnnmier which the indifferent

Berlin wire ofthat time could not stand. Thicker
wire produced greater strain on the framing which
the wooden cases were not strong enough to re-

sist. The use also of two metals in the string-

ing, brass and iron, led to unequal changes in
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the tuning, and another problem, 'compensation,*

received even more attention than 'resistance*

had done. To solve thb a young Scotch tuner,

named Allen, employed at Stodarfs, set himself;

and with the fervour proverbial in the youth of

his country, he soon succeeded in producing a
complete and satisfactory upper framing ofhollow

tubes in combination with plates of iron and
brass, bound together by stout wooden crossbars,

the whole intended

to bear the pull of

the strings, and to

meet, by give-and-

take, the variations

in the length of the

wires, due to altera-

tion of temperature.

The patent (No.

443 1 ) was taken out
by WiUiam Allen

and James Thorn
(who supplied the

necessary technical

knowl^ge of piano-

forte making) ; it is

dated Jan. 15,1820,

and the exclusive

right to use it was
acquired by Messrs.

Stodart to the great

advantage of their

business. The ac-

companying dia-

gram of a Stodart

pianoforte with Allen*s framing, shows the aim
and completeness of this remarkable invention,

from the inventor's point of view.

But tension soon asserted itself as more im-

portant than compensation, and a rigid counter-

poise to it by means of metal still presented

itself as the problem for solution to James Broad-

wood, who had, years before, initiated the idea;

and we learn from Mr. Henry Fowler Broadwood
('Times,' May 10, 1851) that Samuel Herve, a
workman employed by his father, invented in 1 8 2

1

the fixed stringplate, in that year first applied to

a Square piano of Broadwood's. From 1822 to

1827James Broadwood tried various combinations

of the stringplate and tension bars, and in the

latter year permanently adopted a system of solid

metal bracing (Patent No. 5485). The tension

bars not having been patented had been adopted
by other makers, and in 1825 Pierre Erard had in

his turn patented a means of fixing the tension

bars to the wooden braces beneath the soundboard

by bolts passing through holes cut in the sound-

board (Patent No. 5065). There is no mention of

a stringplate in this patent, but a proposition is

made to stiengthen the case by plating it with
sheet iron, which however came to nothing.

The William Allen who had invented Stodart's

compensating framing did not rest satisfied with
his first success, but invented,and in 183 1 patented

(No. 6140), a cast-iron frame to combine string-

plate, tension bars, and wrestplank in one casting.

Wooden bars were let into the wrestplank to
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rec&ivti the ordinary tuning-pins, which woold
not conveniently work in metaL This important
invention did not find the acceptance which it

d^Krved, and the compound metal and wood
framing continued to oe preferred in Europe
under Uie idea that it was beneficial to the tone.

But Allen's proposal of one casting had been
anticipated in America by Alpheus Baboodw
of Boston, U.S., who in 1825 patented a cast-

iron frame for a Square piano. The object of

this frame, like that of Allen's first patent, was
compensation. It failed, but Babcock's single

casting laid the foundation of a system of con-

struction which has been largely and successfully

developed in America. Besides Allen and Bab-
cock, who in those days of imperfect communica-
tion are hardly likely to have known of each
other B attempts, Conrad Meyer ' of Philadelphia
claims to have invented the metal frame in a
single casting in 1S32. Whether Meyer was
aware of the previous efforts of Allen and Bab-
cock or not, he has the merit of having made a
good Square piano on this plan of construction in

1833. The frame of it iq represented below. This
instrument, which the writer saw and tried at

Paris in 1878, was exhibited when first made at

the Franklin Institute, Philadelphia, and was
sold ; but Messrs. Meyer bought it back in 1S67
and exhibited it in the Centennial Exhibition in

1876, and again, as mentioned, in the Universal
Exhibition of Paris in 1878. J^onas (Dickering
of Boston in 1837 improved the single casting by
including in it the pinbridge, and damper sodiet-

rail, a construction which he patented in 1840.
Chickering subsequently de-

vised a complete frame for

grand pianos in one casting,

and exhibited two so made at

the Great Exhibition of 1851.
On the same occasion Lichten-
thai of St. Petersburg exhibited
two grand pianos ' overstrung,*

that is, with the longest bass
spun-strings'' stretched oblique-

ly over the longest unspun on»,
a method that is now very wdl
known and extensively adopted,

but. the advantages of which
hat^ hitherto been impaired by
inequality in the scale. The
invention of overstringing has
had more than one claimant,

amongst others the ingenious

Henbt Pape. We have found
no earlier date for it than

1835, when. Theobald Boehm,
well known in connection with the flute, con-

trived an overstrung square, and an overstrung

cottage piano, and had them made in Loo-
don by (jerook of Combill. In the next year,

1836, John Godwin patented (No. 7021) over-

1 A native of Marburg. Hesse CasMl. who emlftated to BattliiKw*

In 1A19. and In lf>S3 s«i up in buslnen as a pianoforte-malRrin Phila-

delphia. Mr. Meyer and hU aooa wen itlll carrying uo the boslnes

In 1879.

a * Spun, or over»pun. strings ' are turronnded with an eiter»al

coil of fine wire, to add to their weight and power uf toue.

Fio. 14.
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Btrung square and cottage pianos. Whether he
acquired Boehm^s invention or not, we do not

know.
Great use of iron was made by Dr. Steward

(still living at Handsworth near Birmingham) in

a novel upright pianoforte which he called the

Euphonioon, and brought out in London in 1 844.
His patent (No. 9023), which is dated July 1841,

includes a complete metal framing, and separate

soundboards, three in number. The instruments

were of elegant appearance, and the long strings,

in harplike form, were exposed to view.' Though
unsuccessful, the Euphonicon should not be
forgotten. There is one in South Kensington
Museum in the musical instrument collection.

To return to America. In 1853 Jonas Chick-

ering combined the overstringing with a metal

frame in one casting, in a square piano which he
did not live to see completed, but which was
finished by his sons. This combination was taken

Fio. 15.
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a thoroughly solid structore. His plan gets rid

of a6me of the tension bars, which he believes to

be more or less inimical to carrying and equality

of tone. The difference between this and his

father's or Erard's scale is great; and it only

approaches the American—which it preceded in

crrojid pianos—in the fact that the framing is

independent of the wooden structure of the in-

strument. A comparison of the diagram (Fig. 16)

with Steinway's (Fig. 15) makes this difference

obvious (the diagoniJ bar is lettered u, the sus-

pension-bar 0- The tension-bars are flanged to

preserve them firomtwisting under the high tension

adopted, the wire for the treble notes being now
thicker than that for the bass formerly was.

AIlen*s metal wrestplank remained for more than

up by Meosrs. Steinwayk Sons ofNew York, and
further improved in 1859 ^7 ^® addition of an
' agraffe ' (or metal stud) bridge ; they then, by
dividing the overstringing into two crossings,

produced a double overstrung scale. In the same
year this firm patented in America a grand piano
with fan-shaped overstrung scale in one casting,

a diagram of which will show the arrangement
of ironwork and bridges (Fig. 15). This system
of Messrs. Steinway's has been adopted by some
of the foremost makers in Germany, which it

may be mentioned is the native country of the
firm. [See Steinway.]

Mr. Henry Fowler Broadwood's spedal concert-

grand iron framing, with diagonal tension-bar

and transverse suspension-bar, was invented by
him in 1847, and has been used by his firm ever
since. Mr. Broadwood objects to single castings,

preferring a combination of cast and wrought
iron, wedged up at the points of abutment, into

Fio. 16.

1 Id the harp thftpe Dr. Steward b»d
of Lanonne. We have aoeu ft piano 10

VOL. II. PT. 12.

been anticipated by Mvmud
made bf him in W9,

twenty years in abeyance, although single plates

of metal, allowing room for the pin-holes in the

wooden block, had been used from time to time.'

The late H. Wolfel of Paris brought out about

1854 a metal wrestplank with mechanical screw-

pins, an idea for tuning often tried, but always
unsuccessfully. Wolfel's next idea was to use

boxwood plugs in the pinholes, so that the pins

should not touch the metal. The difiiculty was
at last met by Mr. H. F. Broadwood. In his

invention the tuning-pin screws accurately into

the thick metal wrestpin-piece,and through it into

S An in^pendent Iton wreatplate. attadied to the wooden wrest-

plank. was proposed by J. 0. Schwleso, a harp-malur in London, who
took out a pi^ent (No. 6060) for it In 1831. Scbwlcso's tunlng-pIn

pierced the wrestplate. and was tapped at the upper end; the

immobility of the pin. to which the string was attached at the lovrer

end (as in a harp, or Crlstofori'a flrst pianos) being ensured by friction

collars and washers. We do not know if this wrestplate answered, or

was erfr tried in a pianoforte. Schwleso adapted it for use in harpa,

TloUns. and guitars.

3 A
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the wooden wrestplank or pinblock, the great

length of the pin and clinging of the wood produc-

ing sufficient firiction to counteract the puU of the

string. The wrestpin-piece was introduced by the

firm in the grand pianos exhibited in 1863, and

years have proved the efficiency ofthe invention.

This isthe successfulcompletion ofthe iron framing

identifiedwith the third of Mr.Broadwood*s name,

in direct descent an improver of the pianoforte.

Returning to the action, we have seen the
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steps first taken by Sebastien Erard towards the
attainment of double esca^yement, whereby power
is regained over the hammer b^ore the key re-

turns to its equilibrium. He had grown old

before the full accomplishment of his idea, and
his famous 'Repetition action' was patented in

London in 183 1 (Patent No. 4631) by Pierre

Erard, his nephew. The action is shown in

this diagram, which we will describe as far as

possible in untechnical language.

FiQ. 17.

e Is tha key : <I U ft pilot. e«ntred at dd to give the blow, by mfans of a currier, e. holding the hopper, g. which ddNvri
the blow to the hfttomer. o. by tlio thrust of th.3 hnpper. whfch escapes by forward movt^merit after contact with a projection

from the hammer covered with leather, answerhig to the notch of the English action. ThU eacapement U controlied

»t i; ft double spring, if. pushes up a hinged kver. et>. the riso of which 1* checked at jip. and cauae* the tocond or
double escapement; a little stirrup at the shoulder of the hammer, known m tbo ' repel It Ion.' pressing down m at thre

pohit, and by this depression permitting j? to po back Into Its place, and be ready for a second blow, before th« key
baa bMU materially raised. The check. j>. Is In this action not behind the hammer, but belore It, Oxed Inta the cixrksr. c,

irhich abo, as th& key U put dowu. briugs down the under damper.

Although at once adopted by Hummel and
other pianists of note, including Liszt, then a
boy, 'Erard's action was slow to obtain recogni-

tion. It did not gain a satisfactory position

until Thalberg, after 1830, had identified his

admirable playing with its specialities. In 1835
Pierre Erard obtained an extension of his patent

on the ground of the loss sustained in working
it. Then 'repetition' became the pianoforte-

maker's dominant idea in this country and else-

where, each according to his knowledge and
a'bility contriving a repetition action to call his

own, though generally a modification of an exist-

ing one. Names that have come prominently

forward in connection with these experiments,

are BLt^THNEB in Germany, Pletel and Krie-

gelstein in Paris, Southwell the younger, Ramsay
and Kind (under Broadwood's patronage at

different tinkes) Collard, Hopkinson, and
Bbinsmeab in London. Other repetition actions

are the simplified copies of Erard's used by Herz
in Paris and by Steinwat in New York, the
latter lately adopted by Bechstein of Berlin, in

place of Kriegelstein*s.

Beyond the broad sunmiary of inventions in

instrument and action which we have sketched,

it is impracticable in our space to go farther into
detail ; it would moreover be a task of great
difficulty, owing to the multiplicity of facts

needing to be sifted, and the fact that a writer

on this subject must always be influenced
by education in taste and use. We may how-
ever be permitted to refer to the services of
James Stewart (particularly in connection with
Messrs. Collard*s pianos) and to Henry Pape of
Paris, who has tried more ingenious experiments
in pianofortes than any other maker, although
the majority of them are of doubtful utility. It

is to him that we owe the use of felt for hammers
(much improved, however, by Mr. H. F. Broad-
wood, who first substituted sheep^s wool for

Pape's rabbit's hair). William Stodart in-

vented a continuous bridge for upward bearing
in 1822; and the 'harmonic bar' in the treble,

as a bar of alternating pressure has been called,

from the peculiar titribre obtained by its use.*

was the invention of Pierre Erard about 1838,
according to Dr. Paul. The main object of this
bar was to consolidate the wrestpluik in the
treble, a screw tapped into the plank and draw-
ing it upwards alternating with a screw tapped
in the bar pressing it downwards. In 1843 Mr.
A. BoBD of Paris invented a different Ixir in-

dependent of the wrestplank, which served as a
bridge ofupward bearing and abolished the treble

wrestplank bridge. From its simplicityand cheap-
ness this has found favour, ^ith some modifica-

tions, in Germany (where it is known as the Gapo

I In the orldnftl appllostloo of Uiii inTCOtlon a third screw pras«d
tipoa the brldce.
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tasto, or d'astro, bar) and elsewhere.* There has
been a recent revival of Mr. W. F. Collard's idea,

patented in 182 1, of utilising the back draught of

the wires, between the belly bridge and the hitch

pins, for sympathetic vibration, by means of what
he oUled (Patent No. 4542) a ' bridge of rever-

beration.* This reappears, in idea, in Messrs.

Steinway's * Duplex Scale' ; but Herr BlUthner
of Leipzig has gone further in employing in-

dependent sympathetic strings of half length in

his * Aliquot' piano. By this he adds the octave

harmonic throughout three octaves, and thus

produces something of the shifting soft pedal

tinOire : the forte or damper pedal in the ordinary

pianoforte is however an incomparably more
efficient floodgate to these sympaUietic, or more
properly, .^Ek>lian reinforcements.

The last inventions we have to mention con-

cern the pedals, and are due to M. Montal, a

blind Parisian pianoforte maker, who, in 1862,

exhibited in London (i) a * P^dale d'expression,'

diminishing the range of the hammers instead of

shifting them, an expedient now employed by
American and German makers, and (2) a ' P^dale

de prolongement,' a third pedal, by using which
a note or notes may be prolonged after the Anglers

have quitted the keys.' This pedal has been of
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late years re-introduced in Paris, Stuttgart and
New York. Reference to Psdals will show the
radical change that took place between 1830 and
1850 in 'instrumenting the pianoforte, giving
it what we may call colour of tone, divined by
Beethoven, and perfected by Chopin and Liszt.

By these parallel advances in technique and
instrument, the masterpieces composed for the
pianoforte by Beethoven hare since 1850 found
their fullest exposition.

It cannot be too emphatically urged that
pianoforte makers, to truly excel, must ever be
individual in their productions. They should
be guided by care of proportions in every detail,

and in equality of tension as far as the scale will

admit; and by a fine discrimination of the
proper striking place or point of attack upon
the strings. The highly complex nature of the
instrument offers inexhaustible facilities for

choice in modification of these conditions, which,
combined with tradition in working, an important
fiictor, may be taken as the distinctive note of
personality in a maker. But we must not forget

that there is also a national taste in choice of

tone which has an unmistakable influence.

A table of dates will be found a useful con-

clusion to this article.

isee

17W
i7ie

17S1

1738

17«7

175S

175t^^
17Se

17M

1768

17ff7

17fl8

1770

177a

1772

1773

n77
1777

1777

17S0

1783

1788

1786

17W
1787

17S8

178B

1793

1794
1794
1798
179«

1800

PUino e Forte. Name of a keyed hutrument at Modeiuu

Crlstofori had made four ptanufortes In Florence.

Hartus submitted models of j>ianoforte» to the Academy in

Farls.

Schroeter submitted two models of pianoforte actions to the

Court at Dresden.

GoUfried Sllbermann. of Freiberg, showed two pianofortes

to John Sebastian Bach. •

Crlstofori died.

Schroeter wrote to MItzIer. claiming to hare Invented the

pianoforte.

J. 8. Bach played on a Sllbermann pianoforte before Frede-

rick the Great.

Gottfried Silbermann died.

Frtedertd. of Oera, made the first square pianoforte.

John Christian Bach came to London.

Schroeter published In Marpurg's work his claim to hate

invented the pianoforte.

Date of oldest Zumpe square piano known.

A ' new Instrument called Piano Forte * announced at Covent

Garden.
J. C. Bach played a solo on the pianoforte hi London.

Muzlo Clementl composed pianoforte music.

The pljualst J. 8. Schroeter (not the organist) came

London.
Backers about this time Invented the English Direct Action.

Bumey praised Backers' pianofortes.

Mozart played on Stein's pianofortes at Augsburg.

Stodart adopted the name ' grand ' pianoforte.

Seb. Krard made the first square piano In France.

John Broadwood re-constructed the square piano.

Mozart and ClementI played upon the pianoforte before the

Emperor at Vienna.

John Broadwood patented loud and soft pedals.

Oelb patented the square ' grasshopper' action.

John Landrvth patented the " upright' grand piano.

Walton patented a soft pedal with shifting hammers.

John Broadwood about this time made ft new scale grand

piano, dividing the curved bridge.

Stein, of Augsburg, invented a soft pedal with shifting action,

John Broadvrood made the first piano with five and • half

octaves.

William Southwell Invented the 'Irish ' damper.

Andreas Stretcher perfected the Viennese grand action.

John Broadwood made the first piano with six ocUves.

8eb. Srard made hU first grand piano in Paris.

ClementI. In partnership with Collard. began about this

time to make pianos.

IPOO

1802

1807

1808

1806

1811

1£20

1822

18M

1826

1827

1827

1831

1843

1817

1^51

1804

use

Isaac Hawkins patented an nprlght pianoforte.

Thomas Loud patented a diagonal upright pianoforte.

William Southwdl patented the cabfaiet pianoforte.

James Broadwood first applied tension bars to a grand piano.

Seb. Erard patented the upward bearing and the 'celeste'

pedal.

Bobert Womum made the first cottage pianoforte.

William Allen Invented and broug^it out at Stodart's a com-
pensating grand piano with metal tubes and plates.

Seb. Erard patented his double escapement action.

S. Herve invented the fixed strlngplate (brought out at

Broadwoods').
James Broadwood adapted tension bars to the stringplate.

Liszt came out In Paris on an Erard grand piano. Seven
octaves. O-C.

F. Erard patented bolts to teiulon bars.

Alphaeus Bibcock patented In America a east Iron frtmt
square piano.

B. Wornum patented the crank action. Improved 1828.

James Broadwood patented tension bars and strlngplate

combined In a grand piano.

James Stewart patented stringing withovt 'eyes' to the
strings (In Messrs. (bollards' pianos).

W. Allen patented in London a complete cast-iron frame
plana

Conrad Meyer patented In Americ* a cast-Iron frame square
piano.

Boehm had orer-strang pianos made In London.
P. Erard Introduced the 'Harmonic bftr.'

Jonas Chlckering patented In America a cast-iron frame
with damper socket (square piano).

A. Bord of Paris Invented the ' Capo tasto' bar.

H. F. Broadwood invented bis 'Iron' grand pianoforte.

Jonas Chlckering exhibited In London grand pianos with

frames in one easting.

LlchtenthaJ. of 8t. Petersburg, exhibited In London over-

strung grand pianos.

(dickering t Son combined cast frame and over-stringing

In a square piano.

H. WOlfel. of Paris. Invented an Iron wrestplank vrith me-
duinleal screwplns.

Stelnway k Sons patented In America a cast frame over-

strung grand piano, and double overstrung square piano.

Montal, of Paris, exhibited In London a third pedal for

prolonging sounds after the fingers have quitted the

keys.

H. F. Broadwood patented the metal pinpleoe or wrestplank

with screw ttmlng-pins (not mechanical).

» The Capo Tasto bar recalls Bchroeter's ' WldersUndselsen,' but was

not tlUien f^m it.

7 From the Beport of M. F<tU on the Paris Exhibition of IfiOB. It

[A.J.H.

appears that the first Idea of this pedal had occurred to ^'«»;
Bolsselot of Marseilles, who had shown In the ' Exposition NatlonaJe,

1644, a piano ' 4 sons soutenus 4 volenti.'

8 A 3^
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PIANOFORTE MUSIC. Of aU musical in-

strumeDts the pianofurte possesses the largest

library. Almost every composer has written

more or less for it, and its literature is there-

fore unrivalled for richness and variety.

The aim of this article is to give an approxi-

mate idea of the number of pieces which have

been composed for the pianoforte alone ; all

duets with other instruments, all trios, quartets,

quintets, sextets, or septets, being excluded, as

belonging to chamber music. Though compiled

with care from numerous catalogues and bio-

graphies, our list cannot lay claim to thorough

correctness. The greatest difficulty has been

experienced with regard to English composers

;

most of the works of the English composers of

the last century are out of print, and are often

only to be obtained with great difficulty. The
names of the composers are given in strictly

chronological order. We begin our list with the

year 1760, 14 years after the illustrious Sebastian

Bach had tried the * Silbermann FlUgel ' in the

presence of Frederic the Great in the royal castle

of Potsdam. At that time Carl Philipp Emanuel
Bach (1714-1788), Sebastian*s second son, was
the conductor of the king's private music ; and
as he was the first to discern the necessity of

adopting an altered style and expression for the

newly invented application of the hammer in-

stead of the tangent [see Pianofobte], it is

but right to begin the long string of composers
with him.

Emanuel Bach left about 210 pieces, of

which no less than 93 are sonatas. Of these 93
the best (18) have been republished in Leipzig

by Leuckart ; and Dr. E. F. Baumgart, of Breslau,

has written an exceedingly interesting preface to

them, in which the style of performance, and the

true manner of executing the graces and agH-
men if are described in the most complete manner.
The same firm has also published Emanuel Bach's

rondos (1-13) and fantasias (1-6). The late

Aristide Farrenc, in his ' Tr^sor des Pianistes,*

has published the entire collection of Bach's
'Sonaten fiir Kenner und Liebhaber,' composed
"1 1779» 1780, 1783, 1785, and 1787. Besides

the 210 solo pieces. Bach wrote not less than

5 2 concertos. Pier Domenico Paradies ( i 7 i 2-

1795), a Neapolitan composer, wrote 12 good
sonatas (two movements each), ofwhich No. 6, in

A major, is a real gem. Johann Ernst Eberlin

(1 716-1776) wrote preludes, toccatas, and fugues;

distinguished by a certain melancholy expres-

sion and an agreeable tenderness. Seven of the

preludes (or voluntaries) and fugues are to be
found in Clementi's * Practical Harmony.' [See

Practical Harmony.] Friedrich Wilhelm
Marpurg (i 718-1795), the eminent theorist,

wrote 6 sonatas, 6 fugues, and several caprices.

The sonatas, though somewhat dry, are not un-

interesting. JOHANN PhILIPPKiRNBERGER(I72I
-1783) distinguished himself by 9 fugues and
some smaller pieces, of which a gavotte in D
minor, and a charming allegro for a musical-

box, have become justly popular. Georg Benda
(i 721-1795) left 6 sonatas (Paris, Farienc),
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5 concertos, and 3 suites of various smaller
pieces. The sonatas are exceedingly good, and
full of interesting matter. Sohobert (his Chria-
tian name is unknown) (1730-1768) left 4 ao-

natas, 5 concertos, and I concerto pastorale.

These were published in London by Bland, but
are out of print ; the sonatas are somewhat
empty, but elegant and pleasing. Gicskppb
Sarti (i 730-1802) composed 6 sonatas (London,
1762), which are clear, bright, and easy. Jo-
seph Haydn's (i 732-1809) contributions to
the pianoforte literature consist of 34 sonataii,

9 smaller pieces, and 20 concertos. Altbotigh
Haydn*s sonatas are not written with the same
care and affection as his quartets and sym-
phonies, they contain manifold beauties, and
are full of interest ; among the smaller piec^
the beautiful Andante with Variations in F
minor has now become a stock piece in so-

called 'Pianoforte Kecitals.* Antonio Maria
Gasparo Sacchini (1735-1786) composed 13
sonatas (op. 3 and 4). Like almost all the sona-
tas of Italian composers, they are written in a
light, fluent, and bright style, and lay no claiin

to refined workmanship. Johann Christian
Bach (i 735-1782), the so-called * Milan or

London Bach," composed 18 concertos, 12 solo

sonatas, i duet sonata for 4 hands, and i for

2 pianos, which, though possessing a certain

elegance and fluency, are in every instance in-

ferior to those of his brother Emanuel. Johann
Geobq Albrechtsueroer (1736-1809) com-
posed 18 preludes and 59 fugues. A goodly
numl^r of them are included in .Clemenus
* Practical Harmony,' and are still to be obtained
in Vienna (Haslinger and Witzendorf). As Al-
brechtsberger was a distinguished organist, it

is natural that his fugues should lack that life

and animation which is suggested by the nature
of the pianoforte as an instrument. Johaxn
Wanhal, Van Hall, or Wanhall (i 739-1813),
once a very popular composer, has left us 23
grand sonatas, 106 sonatinas, and 49 books of
variations, fantasias, etc. His sonatas are not
devoid of melody, and were (in their time) con-

sidered brilliant ; but Wanhal being a contem-
porary of Haydn and Mozart, his woriis were
soon overshadoweil by the sonatas of those two
illustrious composers. AndbiS Ernest Gr^trt
(i 741-181 3) composed 6 sonatas (Paris, 1768)
which contain matter of great interest. John
Abraham Fisher (i 744-1800) has left 9 con-

certos (London, dementi & Broderip). As he
was a violinist, his pianoforte concertos cannot
boast of any special originality of treatment.

James Hook (1746-1827) wrote 6 grand con-

certos for Vauxhall (op. 55), 6 sonatas (op. 54),

3 sonatas (op. 71), 3 sonatas on Irish airs (op.

92), several pieces for two performers, and a
great number of smaller pieces. Johann Wil-
helm Haessler (1747-1822) composed 25 so-

natas, 6 sonatinns, I fi&ntasia and sonata, and
a gigue. His sonatas (Breitkopf & Hartel) are

still excellent for teaching purposes, and bis

spirited and exceedingly brilliant Gigue in D
minor deserves to be generally known. Cabl
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BbkDa ( 1 748-1836) composed 6 sonatas and
6 adagios ; the latter to be recommended as

teaching - pieces. The 3 sonatas and other
smaller pieces of €ie Abb^ Johann Fbanz Xavkb
Stbbkel (i 750-1817), are pleasftig and not de-

void of a certain elegance. Nicolas Joseph
Hullmandel (1751-1823), a pupil of Emanuel
Bach, composed 6 sonatas (op. 6), and a grand
sonata (op. 11); the latter contains sufficient

matter of interest. Muzio Clescenti (1752-
18.^2) composed 64 sonatas, 6 sonatas for four

hands, and i for 2 pianofortes, 12 monferines
(op. 49), 100 studies ('Gradus ad ^Pamassum'),
50 lessons, preludes, etc. The great value
and importance of Clementi's pianoforte com-
positions are universally recognised; indeed
his ' Gradus * and some of his sonatas are in-

dispensable for the student who desires to learn

pianoforte-playing thoroughly. Leopold Koze-
LDCH (1 753-1814) wrote II concertos, 12 solo

sonatas, I concerto for 4 hands, and 2 collections

of smaller pieces; some of the latter have been
republished in London, and possess a certain

quaint charm. Wolfgang Amadkus Mozart
(1 756-1 791) wrote 22 solo sonatas, 4 sonatas,

a fantasias, a fugue, and a set of variations,

all for 4 hands, a sonata and fugue for 2

pianofortes, 21 books of variations, 3 rondos,

3 fantasias, an overture (suite) in Handel's
style, an adagio, march, gigue, minuet and
waltz for piano solo, 25 concertos for one
piano, one for 2, and one for 3 pianos, also 2

rondos for piano and orchestra, very recently

published by Breitkopf & Hartel in their com-
plete edition of Mozart. The graceful, sweet,

affectionate expr^sion of these compositions,

their irresistible charm, perfect workmanship,
and wonderful union of deep science and spon-

taneous invention, render them quite unique.

The Abb^ Joseph Gelinek (1757-1^^25) was
one of the most prolific composers for the piano-

forte. He wrote 'no books of variations, 8
potpourris, and 10 rondos. Among the varia-

tions, Nos. 21, 29, 33, 36. and 67 (see Andre's
catalogue), were in their time the must popular,

and are even now not undeserving of recog-

nition. Ignaz Pletel (1757-1831), a pupil of

Haydn's, composed 2 concertos, 6 sonatas (op.

15) and 12 sonatinas, 5 sets of variations, 5
rondos, 48 short easy pieces, and 57 lessons

(studies). Of these the sonatinas are still

highly esteemed, and their light, cheerful, and
agrec^le character is very pleasing to young
students. Emanuel Alots FOrsteb (1757-
1823) composed 18 sonatas, 6 sonatinas, and 5
books of variations. It is mentioned in Kochel's
thematic catalogue of Mozart's works (p. 530),
that the well-known ten variations on an alle-

gretto from S.irti'8 opera, * I finti eredi,' are by
Forster, and not by Mozart. Louis Adam
(1 758-1848) is best known by his ' M^thode de
Pianoforte du Conservatoire,' but has ahio writ-

> Five of tbcM. Koi. IS. 14. 2S, 40. 46. hare been taken from other
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3 Andrtf of Offenbach has published a thematic catalogue of
Clellnek's rarlaUonc, Sol 1-100.

ten a sonata (op. 31), polonaises, and rondos, an
introduction and variations, and several smaller
pieces, all to be found in his ' Mdthode.*
Giacomo Goffredo Ferrari (1759-1842) has
left 3 sonatinas (op. 30), and 15 longer sonatas
(op. 14 and op. 31), 3 solos, a concerto in C
(op. 6), and 12 smaller pieces. Luioi Cherd-
BiNi (i 760-1842) wrote 6 sonatas and i fan*
tasia. The great importance and fame which
Cherubini obtained by his operas and sacred
compositions would not have been procured by
these sonatas. Johann Ludwio Dussek (1761-
181 2) wrote, according to Breitkopf & Hartel's
and Whistling^s catalogue, 32 sonatas, 12 con-
certos, and a great number of airs with vari-

ations, fugues, lessons, etc. Of the sonatas,
Nos. 21, 27, 29, and 31 of Breitkopfs new
edition have obtained the greatest popularity

;

and among the smaller pieces. Queen Hortense's
favourite romance, * Partant pour la Syrie,'

*La Consolation,' *Les Adieux,' all with vari-

ations, are still very popular. [See for detcdled

catalogue, under Dussek, vol. i. p.477.] Johamn
Christian Ludwig Abeille(i76i-i832) became
in his time well known by his Sonata and 9
Variations in the style of Mozart ; less known
were his 4 sonatas composed in 1789. We have
of his also a concerto in Bb and a concerto for

4 hands. Adalbert Gyrowetz (i 763-1850),
once well known and liked in London, composed
3 concertos, and sonatas op. 62 and 63 ; which, like

all his compositions, are pleasing and melodious.
Daniel Steibelt (1764-1823) wrote no less than
81 sonatas and sonatinas, 117 rondos, 7 concertos,

of which No. 3 contains the well-known * Storm

'

rondo, while No. 6 is called 'Voyage au mont
Saint Bernard,' and No. 7 is the so-called * Concert
militaire ' with the accompaniment oftwo orches-

tras. Steibelt was fond of descriptive pieces, and
we find among his fantasias one describing * the
battle of Neerwinde' (1793), the 'destruction of

Moscow ' (181 2), a journey from Paris to Peters-

burg, and last, not least, * Les Adieux de Bayard
k sa Dame.' The only pianoforte pieces by
Steibelt at present played are the really pretty

rondeau * Le Berger et son troupeau,' the ' Storm,'

and his 50 studies. Franz Seraphinus Lauska
(1764-1828), to whom Weber dedicated his se-

cond sonata, in Ab, left 18 sonatas—of which op,

4 and op. 20 are the best—4 books of variations,

different rondos and polonaises. Friedrich
Heinrioh Himmel (i 765-1814)—more cele-

brated by his * Fanchon ' (1809), his now national

songs * An Alexis ' and * Es kann ja nicht immer
so bleiben,' than by his pianoforte compositions,

—

wrote only 5 pieces,among which the 1 2 variations

on the air * Ich klajje Dir' were once exceedingly

popular. Anton Eberl (i 766-1807), a fluent

and easy writer, composed 2 concertos, one for

2 pianos, 6 sonatas, and 3 sets of variations.

It must be mentioned that the well-known varia-

tions attributed to W. A. Mozart, * Zu Steffan

sprach im Traume,' and those on Dittersdorfs

Andante, ' Freundin sanfter Herzenstriebe,' are

in reality by Eberl, and are not among the three

books just mentioned. Ionaz Anton Fbanz
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Xaveb Ladurner (i 766-1859) ia a nAme un-

known to English ears. Ladurner wrote 2

books of variationi, several fimtMsias, amongst
which is one in the form of a sonata on an

air of Mozart*s * Don Giovanni,' interesting

and remarkaWe for ita thematic development.

Samubl Weslit ( 1 766-1837), wdl remembered
as an early prodigy and a great organist, com-

posed several solo and 4-hand sonatas, which are

published by Hofineister of I^eipzig. August
Ebrbhard MyLLBB (1767-1817) oomposed 17

sonatas and sonatinas, cadenzas for Mozart's

concertos, studies (still sucoessfiiUy employed)

;

but his just fame rests on his excellent caprices

(six op. 29, three op. 31, three op. 33, and three

op. 41). They are, each and all, exceedingly

useful for practice; full of sound, substantial

and agreeable music, and actually amusing
for the student. The most difficult and interest-

ing are Nos. 3, 4 and 6 of op. 29, No. 4 of

op. 31, No. 3 of op. 34 and No. I of op. 4I. It

is said that the first movement of the Sonata

in Bb (Pauer s edition, No. 20), commonly at-

tiibuted to W. A. Mozart, is really by A. E.

Miiller. HtacintheJaoin ( 1 769 - 1 802) enjoyed

in his time a great reputation in France
; 5 solo

sonatas, i duet ditto, and 4 concertos, are all

that have been publi^ed ; and at present they

are no longer in use. LuDwio van Beethoven
(1770-182 7) enriched the literature of the piano-

forte with the most valuable works ; indeed we
may proudly point to his Bonatas as to amonument
which stands out like the Pyramids—ever fresh,

replete with every charm, interest, and intellec-

tuality which muMic can possess, and at the same
time expressing all the most different emotions

which agitate the human soul. Beethoven's

sonatas are really the grandest and most perfect

productions that the Pianoforte can boast of,

and may safely be asserted to surpass all other

compositions for whatever solo instrument. He
wrote 32 sonatas, 6 smaller sonatinas, 21 sets

of variations, 3 sets of bagatelles, 3 rondos, a
polonaise, a fantasia, and several smaller pieces,

such as preludes, minuets, etc. ; 5 grand concertos,

and several short four-hand pieces. Johann
Nfpomuk Wittasek (1770-1839), a name totally

unknown to English ears, composed sevenJ
books of peculiarly graceful dance-music, such

as Minuets and Landler. Fbiedbioh Joseph
KiRMAiR (1 770-1 8 1 4), equally unknown here,

was in his own time one of the most popular

pianoforte composers ; he published 6 sonatas and
upwards of 40 books of variations, among which
the variations on the minuet firom Mozart's

•Don Giovanni' were printed by no less than
twelve different firms. John Baptist Cramer
(1771-1858) was a prolific composer; he wrote

105 sonatas, 7 concertos, 3 duets for four hands,

18 divertissements, 100 studies, 24 sets of varia-

tions, and many rondos and fantasias. Although
there is much good, substantial, and even interest-

ing matter in Cramer's sonatas, they cannot be

compared with his studies, which are models of

a concise construction and plastic roundness, are

replete with interesting and charming melody, and
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above all are perfect with regard to eupbonj
and easy, natural, modulation. Joseph WoKLn.
(1 772-1 8 1 2) composed 26 sonatas—of which only
two, * Non Plus Ultra,' op. 41, and * Le Diable k
quatre,' op. 50, are still played—5 conoertoa and »
concerto mititaire (not witbont intemt)

—

2 fimta-
sias with fogroes, 14 books of variations, 8 rondos
andagood number of preludes and studies. Chris-
toph Ernst Friedrioh Wetse (1774-1842), a
Danish composer, published 3 sonatas, 4 Allegri de
bravura, and 12 most excellent studies, which de-
serve to be republished; Robert Schumann* speaks
in very liij^h terms of the two sets of studies op. 8
and op. 60. WsNZEL ToMASCHEK (1 774-1850),
the teacher ofAlexander Dreyschock aind Julias
Schulhoff, a composer of whom the Bohemians
are very proud, has written 5 sonatas, i rondo, 37
^loguee (really idyls) 1 2 rhapsodies, 3 ditirambl.

and 3 allegri capriciosi di bravura ; the ditirsmbi
and some of the %logues still afford valuable
material for tuition. Philipp Jacob Riottb
( 1 776 - 1 856) made his reputation by a descriptive

fimtasia called *The Battle of Leipsic' His 12
sonatas, 7 rondos, and 14 books of variations en-
joyed less popularity. LuDWio Berger (1777-
1839), ^^ respected teacher of Mendelssohn and
Taubert, was an industrious and successful com-
poser ; he wrote I concerto, 4 sonatas, 4 books ci

variations (those on the old French air, *Ah ! vous
dirai-je Maman ' are the most popular), 5 rondos,

29 studies (27 ofwhich have been republished by
Breitkopf & Hartel), 32 smaller pieces, prdodes
and fusses, a toccata, and last, not least, an * Alia
Turca which is still much played in Germany.
Francesco Giuseppe Pollini (^1778-1847), one
of the most intelligent of Italian pianoforte com>
posers, wrote 3 sonatas, a divertimento pastorale

(op. 34), a capital toccata in G major, fiintasiaH,

capriccios, and 32 studies, of which one written
on three staves was very popular in Vienna.
Pollini's music is always healthy, and deserves
warm recommendation as excellent material for

technical study. Johann Nepomuk Hummel
(1778-1837) wrote 5 sonatas (No. i, op. 12, and
No. 2, op. 20, under the influence of Mozart),
of which the sonata (op. 81) in F| minor and
the grand sonata (op. 106) in D present the most
intricate technical difficulties ; 3 sonatas for four
hands, of which that in Ab (op. 92) is remaric-

ably beautiful ; several other duets, including the
charming nocturne op. 99 ; 7 concertos (those in
A minor, op. 85, B minor, op. 89, and Ab, op.

113, are standud works); 16 books of smaller
pieces, rondos, divertissements, of which the
charming introduction and polacca 'La Bella
Capriociosa,' op. 55, and the spirited and ex-
ceedingly difficult rondo in B minor (op. 109),
are the most prominent ; 4 books of caprices

and studies. HummeVs compositions are re-

markable for their solid construction, elegance
and brilliancy, their charming modulation and
graceful ornamentation. Johann Horzalka
(i 778-1860), a very talented Bohemian composer,
wrote an interesting sonata (op. 9), 11 books of
variations, and several rondos, among which

I 6«umaMli« Bchriftao (1864) tt. S^ lU. 14w
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tbe Rondo pastoral (op. 1 1), and Rondo hongrois

(op. 38) were great &vourite8 in Vienna ; his noc-

tunes (op. 37), Fantasia pastorale (op. 54), and
excellent studies (op. 39), are also to be recom-

mended. JOHANN HeINBIOH GLASINO (1779-
1829) published a sonata (op. 5), 6 rondos, a

fiintasias, and several smaller pieces— all the

productions ofa sound musician. Nioolaus von
feBUFFT (1779-18 1 8) was a composer once highly

esteemed in Vienna ; he left one sonata, ii books

of variations, 3 grand caprices, i a studies, and 34
preludes and fugues ; all full ofelegance and taste:

WiLHBLM Fbikdrich Rikm (i 779-1 837) com-
posed 8 sonatas, 6 sonatinas, a books of variations,

polonaises, eoossaises, waltzes, and anglaises

—

^preatly esteemed in the northern part of Grer-

xnany. M. J. G. Leidesoobf, the friend of Bee-

^thoven andSchubert (i 780- 1 839), wrote 4 sonatas,

22 rondos, 36 books of variations, and a quan*

titj of fantasias or operatic airs ; and may be
called a forerunner of Henry Herz and Carl

Czemy. Anton Diabblli (178 1-1858) : this pro-

lific composer^s 39 solo sonatinas and 33 charming
duet sonatinas are still very popular ; his 36 books
of variations and 426 books of potpourris, were
also once in great request ; indeed the merits of
Diabelli as an educational composer are unques-
tionable. Jonathan Blewitt (i 782-1835) left a
concerto, a sonata, and a divertissement on Scotch
airs. John Field (i 783-1837), the favourite

pupil of Muzio dementi, composed 7 concertos,

18 ndctumes, 6 sets of variations, 3 sonatas, 3

fantasias on national airs, and a capital grand
study, through all the keys, the execution of

which is a veritable tour de force. Among the

concertos, No. 4 in £b and No. 3 in Ab are

the best known. Geoboes Onslow (1784-1853),
better known by his quartets and quintets,

composed 3 excellent duet sonatas in F and
£ minor, 4 books of variations (*Gharmante
Gabrielle' is particularly to be recommended), a
capital toccata in G major, and a grand sonata.

August Alexandeb Klenoel (i 784-1853), a
pupil of dementi's, wrote 4 sonatas, 8 rondos, 8

books of variations, 4 fantasias, and 30 studies.

His chief works however are first * Les Avant-
Coureurs,* consisting of 34 canons, a kind of

preparation for Sebastian Baches 'Wohltempe-
rirtes Clavier,* and secondly 34 canons and 34
fugues. Among the fugues, that on the theme
' Lfi, ci darem ' is a veritable eem. Febdinand
R1E8 (1784-1838), Beethoveirs pupil, composed

9 concertos (those in C| minor and £b are

very much to be reconmiended), according to

his own enumeration 53 sonatas, 15 fantasias,

35 rondos, 49 books of variations, and 25 duets,

comprising sonatas, marches, polonaises, varia-

tions. Of Chablbs Neate (1 784-1877), who
enjoyed the tuition of Field and Woelf!, and
the friendship of Beethoven, we have only 3

sonatas (published in Germany) and a valuable
work on the art of fingering. Conbad Bebg
(1785-1853), a highly respected Alsatian pro-

fessor, composed i sonata, 3 books of variations,

and 7 rondos. Wenzbl Placet (i 785-1858)
wrote 35 sets of variations, and a very great
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number of educational pieces, among which the
collective works, * Amusements * and * Les D^lices
de rOp^ra,' once enjoyed a vast popularity in
Austria and South G^many. The Danish com-
poser Fbibdbioh Kdhlau (i 786-1832) wrote 15
sonatas, many sonatinas (highly esteemed), 37
books of variations, a goodly number of rondos
and other educational pieces, and 19 duets, among
which the variations on Beethoven's songs are
very good. Gabl Mabia von Wbbeb (1786-
1826) has left us four sonatas, 3 concertos, 3

polonaises, 3 rondos, 8 books of variations, valses,

ecossaisesy and very charming duets. Henbi
Lemoinb (1786-1854) occupied himself chiefly

with educational works ; among them are a good
number of divertissements, 34 books c^led
' Bagatelles,' a collective work < B^rdations
musicales,* and the well-known 'Etudes en-
fantines,* op. 37. Geobob Fbedbbio Pinto
(Sadtebs, 1786-1806), an artist of rare promise,
left only a few sonatas.' John F. Bubbowes
(1787-1853) was an educational writer, whose
Pianoforte Primer is even still in some demand.
LuDWio BoHNBB (1787-1860), who claimed the
authorship of the second subject in Weber*s
Freyschiitz Overture, wrote i sonata, 14 books of
variations, 6 fantasias, 13 bagatelles, and a very
pretty Ave Maria. Hiebonimus Pateb (1787
-1845), a composer little, if at all, known to
English musicians, wrote about 160 light and
moderately difficult educational works, consisting

of variations, rondos, melanges, etc. etc., which
enjoyed great populiuity in Vienna, and are stiU

used there for teaching purposes. Fbiedbich
Kalkbbenneb (1788-1849) was a prolific writer.

We have by him 4 concertos, 8 solo sonatas (one
for the left hand only), 18 fantasias, 30 rondeaus,

34 books of variations, 6 different works of studies

(those op. 143 are most excellent), 3 duet sonatas,

and a considerable number of smaller pianoforte

duets. Chablbs Chaulied (1788-1 849) composed
variations, divertissements, bagatelles, caprices,

and a great number ofvery useful studies. Johann
Peteb Pixis (1 788-1874) left 3 sonatas, 33 books
ofvariations, 30 rondos, and different collections of

smaller pieces. SiMON Sechteb (i 788-1867), who
taught harmony and counterpoint to ThaJberg,
Dohler, Kullak, Kohler, Vieuxtemps—and with
whom Schubert had begun to study when death
snatched hun away,—composed 33 fugues, 16 pre-

ludes, canons, etc.; amongst his duet compositions

the 34 fugues on popular national and comic airs

are to be recommended as highly amusing. The
educationalcomposerAloysSchmitt (1 789- 1 866),
masterofFerdinand Hiller, whose numerousbooks
of studies are well known, wrote also 33 solo so-

natas and sonatinas, 16 duet sonatas, 15 books of

variations, 6 concertos, i concertstiick, fantasias,

10 rondos, and a quantity of small pieces.

Anton Halm (1789-1872), a respected Vienna
professor, composed 3 sonatas, 4 rondos, 4 books
of variations, and 4 of studies : * Etudes de Con-
cert,' * Etudes m^odieuses, path^tiques, et h^ro-

iques.' Mabia Sztmanowbka (ne^ Wolowska)

1 Only publUbad tn Enftaod. and th«r8lon not cwtly accMSlble. m
thtoilflnal •dl.tooi an DO U>ng«r 00 mU.
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(i790?-i83i) wrote 5 fantasias, a nocturne, a

set of variations, and 12 studies; of the

studies Robert Schumann speaks with consider-

able warmth. Giovanni Battista Sammartini

(1700) composed no less than a800 works,

but his industry is more than rivalled, and his

efficiency far surpassed, by Carl Czebnt (1791

-1857), the veritable Lope de la Vega of the

pianoforte, who wrote such a quantity that it

is actually impossible to give a correct account

of all his original compositions, or of his ai^

rangements, transcriptions, etc. Suffice it to

say, that his works extend beyond 1000 ; of

these one single number, the * Decamerone/ con-

tains 300 pieces, and the average content of

each opus is 100 ; indeed there is not a sinpfle

branch or form of pianoforte music in which
Czemy was not active. In addition to this, his

energy in arranging oratorios, operas, sympho-
nies, overtures, quartets, quintets, etc., is really

wonderful; his name, however, will be per-

petuated by his eminently useful and practical

studies. JoHANN Hugo Worzischbk (1791-

1825), a richly-gifted Viennese composer, wrote

a sonata, 12 rhapsodies, 2 books of variations,

several polonaises, and 3 rondos, among which
the * Rondeau espagnol ' was a particular fa-

vourite of the Vienna pianists. Friedricu Wil-
HELM Grdnd (i 791-187?), a highly esteemed

Hamburg professor, is still well known by his

well-written studies (op. ai). He composed
also sonatas and rondos. Christian Tbaugott
Brunneb (1792 -1874) composed about 300
pleasing and—for educational purposes—well-

written pieces and collections. Cipriani Potter
(1792-1871) composed (according to German
catiUog^es, English editions being out of print

and not easily attainable) 2 books of varia-

tions, 3 toccatas, i sonata, 2 books of studies

(at one time used in the Royal Academy of

Music), two rondos. Of this genial and highly

respected professor's pieces, 'II compiacente,'

op. 16, and the divertimento *La Placidita,'

in A major, are still played; a grand duo
for two pianos (op. 6) and an introduction and
rondo (op. 8) for four hands contain much inter-

esting matter. Moritz Hauptmann (1792-
1868), well known to many English musicians as

an excellent teacher, composed 1 2 detached pieces

and several sonatinas. FRAN9018 Hunten (i 793
-1878). an educational composer of some merit,

wrote about 200 collections and works, easy and
moderately difficult of execution. Some of

Hilnten's pieces, such as * Les Emeraudes,*
' Trois Airs italiens,* op. 65 ; the rondinos

'Le petit Tambour' and *An Alexb,' have be-

come very widely known. His studies (op.

158) are exceedingly useful and agreeable.

lONAZ MoscHELES (1794-1870) Composed 7 con-

certos, among which that in G minor still enjoys

a well-merited, high reputation ; 5 solo sonatas,

2 duet sonatas (op. 47, op. 112), of which the

first, in Eb, deserves recollection, 10 books of

variations, 20 rondos, many fantasias (* Recollec-

tion of Ireland *), and a great number of smaller

pieces. His fiwtious duets, his pieces fur a
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pianofortes, ' Hommage k Handel ' and ' Les Can*
trastes,' (8 hands), and his most excellent stadiea,

op. 70 and op. 95, are considered classical, and
fully merit that designation. Carl Arkolo
(1794) wrote 4 sonatas, 3 books of variations*

3 rondos, and a collection of studies, which
were well known in Central Germany 30 yean
ago. Jacques Hebz (i 794-1 880), the elder
brother of the celebrated Henri Herz, wrote but
a few original pieces (nocturnes). His varia*
tions (7 books), 10 rondos, 20 airs de ballet, fan-
tasias, and more particularly his 11 books of
brilliant valses on operatic airs, were at one
time great favourites. Heinrich Ma&schnsb
(i 795-1861) composed 8 sonatas, 12 rondos, vari-
ations, fantasias, and 7 very good duets (Duo,
op. 62). Carl Loewb (i 796-1869) composed
4 sonatas (the * Gipsy' sonata was once well
known), and several characteristic fantasiAB,

among which, * Mazeppa,' *The Brother of
Mercy,* and 'Biblical Pictures,* created great
attention in their time. Jacx)B Schmitt (i 796
-1853) wrote about 400 works, mostly «iu-
cational ; they consist of variations, rondos,
nocturnes, excellent sonatinas, good studies,

potpourris, and a number of very useful and
entertaining duets. Franz Schubert (1797-
1828) wrote 10 sonatas, 1 duet sonatas (op.

30, 140), 8 impromptus (op. 90, 143), 6 mo-
mens musicals, 2 fantasias, adagio and rondo
(veiy charming), 158 valses, 29 L^dler (German
rustic dances), and 21 ecossaises. Among his
duets the beautiful fi^ntasia in F minor (op. 103),
the scarcely known * Divertissement en form
d'une Marche brillante et raisonn^* (op. 63),
the splendid and highly characteristic * Diver-
tissement k la Hongroise' (op. 54), the charm-
ing rondo in A (op. 107), and the incomparable
collection of marches (op. 27, 40, 51, 55, 66,
121), are standard works and full of matchless
beauties. Franz Schoberlechner (i 797-1843)
a Viennese, pupil of Hummel, and well known in
Italy and Russia, was in his time very popular.
He composed 2 sonatas, 15 books of variations,

5 rondos, fantasias, a 'duet-rondo brillant* in
E minor, and several smaller pieces. Hein-
rich Wohlfahrt (1797) obtained a great re-

C'ation through his well-known instruction-

ks for children ; but his sonatinas and other
small pieces are also very valuable. Carl
Gottlieb Reissioer (1 798-1 859) wrote 2 sona-
tas, 5 books of variations, 25 rondos, and several
fantasias. Henri Bertini jun. (i 798-1876)
claims grateful recognition for his 20 books of
excellent studies, for about 250 different easy,

moderately difficult, and difficult collections of
solo pieces, and for a great number of exclient
and most useful duets. His arrangement of
Bach's * Wohltemperirtes Clavier' for four hands
is not sufficiently well known. Carl Mater
(1799- 1862) ^^ A prolific composer; he wrote
2 grand concertos, several brilliant allegros with
orchestral accompaniment, many rondos, scher-

zos, variations, fantasias, toccatas (in E), and
collections of elegant and pleasing drawing-room
pieces, such as his 'Jugendbluthen,' *Immor*
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tellen.* ' Shadow pictures,* * Myrthen,' etc. His
numerous duets are excellent for teaching pur-

poses; and his studies, op. 31, 55, 61, 92, 93,

icx), and 119 are highly to be recommended.
Heinrich Friedrich Enckhausbn (1 799-) ob-

tained a good name for his valuable and useful

sonatinas, sonatas, rondos and other educational

pieces. Carl Kulenkamp (1799-) wrote about

60 works of a light and agreeable character;

amongst them his polonaises and valses ob*

tained considerable reputation. Joseph Chris-

TOPH Kessler (1800-1873) composed variations,

bagatelles, nocturnes, scherzo.^), preludes, caden-

zas, and a sonata, in £b (op. 47) ; and his Grandes

Etudes (op. ao) are still greatly and deservedly

esteemed. JoHann Wenzel Kalliwoda ( 1 800-

1866) composed a great number of rondeaus,

valses, impromptus, contredansesr nnd amusing
duets. Franz Xaver Chotek (1800-185 2), a
name well known in Austria, arranged about 130

works on operatic airs, chiefly for amusement and
instruction. Carl Schdnke (1801-1839) wrote

about 60 educational works; among them the

collection 'Le Pensionnat * (op. 52), both for solo

and duet, became well known. Carl Georo
LiCKL (1801-18 7 7) wrote about 80 works.

Among them the charming collections entitled

'Ischler Bilder* (op. 57), *Elegieen' (op. 63),

and * Novelletten * (op. 66), deserve a nearer

acquaintance. Ferdinand Beter (1803-1863)

:

this prolific composer published over 800
amusing and instructive pieces, consisting mostly

of arrangements, variations, valses, and diver-

tissements. Jean Am^d^e le Froid de
M^EAUX (1803 -1874) i* ^®^ known by his

excellent collective work 'Les Clavecinistes.*

His grand studies and several smaller pieces are

well composed, but as they are only published in

France, they are but little known in Germany
and England. Adolph Heinrich Sponholtz
(1803-185 1 ) composed sonatas, characteristic

pieces, studies, and several collections of very

pleasing dance-music. Salomon Burkhardt
(1803-1849) wrote about 70 works, chiefly edu-

cational, among them many duets, still very

popular in Germany. Jules Benedict (1804,
now Sir Julius) has written concertos, sonatas,

fantasias, variations, reveries, rondos, divertisse-

ments, and many transcriptions of classical

works. LuisE Farrenc (Dumont) (1804-1875)
composed about 40 works of considerable merit

;

among them her studies op. 26, 41, and 42 are

well known and much played in Germany. Her
cooperation in the publication of her husband's

great collective work, *Le Tr^sor des Pianistes,*

deserves grateful recognition. Carl August
Krbbs (Miedke, 1 804-1 880) composed a great
number of elegant and pleasing pieces. Fried-
rich BuromUller (1804-1874) composed a great
number of educational works, particularly valu-
able for their accuracy in the matter of ex-

pression and musical oi-thography. Henri Herz
(1806-) is one'of the most prolific composers
for the pianoforte; he has written more
than 200 works, among them 60 books of

variations, many fantasias, and drawing-room
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pieces of every description. His studies, op. ao^

100, 119, 151, 152, 153, are very popular on the

continent, and his 4 books of technical studies

have obtained a world-wide reputation. His
duets, op. 16, 50, and 70, are highly to be re-

commended for teaching. Joseph Nowakowski
(1805), a Polish professor, composed 12 dtudes

(op. 25, dedicated to Chopin), and was very
successful with his Polish airs, mazurkas, and
polonaises. Julie von Baroni-Cavalcabo—
afterwards Julie von Webenau—(1805) wrote
a sonata, rondos, 3 caprices, fantasias, and
several smaller pieces, of which one 'Au bord
du lac' is very charming. The Danish com-
poser Johann Peter Emil Hartmann (1805)
wrote a prize sonata, variations, sketches, ron-

deaus, caprices, of which Schumann speaks sym-
'

pathetically. George Alexander Osbornb
(1806) composed a great number of variations,

fantasias on operatic and national airs, rondinos,

and many drawing-room pieces, of which the
favourite valse *La Pluie des Perles' made
the round of the world. Johann Friedrich
KiTTL (1 806-1868) wrote 1 2 idyls, scherzi, diver-

timenti, etc., which enjoyed a certain popularity

in Bohemia. Anna Caroline de Belleville-
OuRT (1806- 1880) wrote several elegant and
popular drawing-room pieces, of which the

fantasia on Scotch airs obtained great success

in England. Felix Dobrzinskt (i 807-1 867),
a Pole, devoted himself chiefly to the music of

his native country. His variations and fantasias

are composed on Polish airs, and his other

compositions consist of polonaises and mazur*
kas, one of which, * Mazurka k la Kujawianka,'
became well known. The merits -of Julius
Knorr (1807-1861) reside not in his original

pieces, but in his carefully compiled and system-
atically ordered educational works—* Metlio-

discher Leitfaden fiir Klavierlehrer,' and 'Mate-
rialien far das mechanische Klavierspiel.* Franz
Xaver Chwatal ( 1 808-1 880) left a great number
ofsonatas and sonatinas (for 2 and 4hands), rondos,
variations, fantasias, excellent paraphrases of

celebrated songs, collective works, among which
the * Musikalisches Blumengartchen * became
well known. His pieces are fluently and agree-

ably written. Hubert Ferdinand Kufperath
(1808-), a highly respected Brussels professor,

composed good studies (op. 2 and 8), divertisse-

ments,romanzas, etc. ; his arrangements for piano-

forte solo of the andantes from Mendelssohn^s
concertos, op. 25 and 40, are eminently successful.

Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy (1809-1847)
composed 2 concertos, i capriccio (op. 22), a rondo
(op. 29), a serenade and allegro giojoso (op. 43),
all with orchestral accompaniments ; i sonata (op.

6) 4 fantasias (op. 16 and 28), several scherzi, 3
sets ofvariations, especially the 1 7 Variations sdri-

euses (op. 54") ; 3 caprices (op. 33), 36 Songs with-

out Words (Nos. 37-48 were published after his

death), preludes and fugues (op. 35), 2 sketches,

a capriccio (op. 5), 6 Chnstmas pieces, an andante
cantabile and presto agitato, a study in F minor,

scherzo K capriccio in Fi( minor, a barcarole in A,

and two duets, andante and variations op. 83 a.
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and allegro brillant, op. 93. Two sonatas, pre-

ludes, etudes, etc. were published after his death.

The great beauty, plastic roundness and never-

failing euphony ofMendelssohn's pianoforte works
obtained for them universal recognition ; indeed

some of them, especially the Songs without Words
(Books 1-6) are true household pieces. In his

scheraos, Mendelssohn is unrivalled ; indeed all

his works are marked with a strong individuality

which many of his followers tried in vain to imi-

tate. Fr^d^io FRAN9018 Chopin* (1809-1849)
composed 2 concertos, variations on *Uk ci darem'
a grand fantasia (airs polonois), a grand rondo

(^akowiak), and a 'Grande Polonoise pr^-

c^^ d'un Andante spianato,' with orchestral

accompaniment ; a sonatas, i fantasia (op. 49),

I duet for two pianos, 24 preludes, 37 studies,

18 nocturnes, 4 ballades, 4 impromptus, 1 7 valses,

1 2 polonaises, 56 mazurkas, 4 scherzos, etc. etc.

Not many pianoforte works have obtained such
general and lasting popularity as those of Chopiu.

Indeed it may be said that their popularity

is like that of Schumann's pianoforte works,

steadily increasing. Adolphb Claibk le Cab-
PENTIEB (i8o9-i}f69) wrote about 160 (mostly

educational) works ; they consist of bagatelles,

rondos, variations, collections called Mosaiques,

which in France enjoy a great reputation. The
Danish composer, Johann Ole Emil Hobneman,
(1809- 1 870) obtained a reputation through his

12 caprices, 12 sketches, and 'Northern Songs
without Words.' Robert Schumann (1810-1856)
left a rich legacy : he composed i concerto,

I concertstuck, i concert-allegro, 6 sonatas (op.

II, 14, 22, 118), II fancy-pieces (phantasie-

stUcke), ^ novelletten, 12 Etudes symphon-
iques, 1 2 transcriptions of Paganini's caprices. 6
studies in canon-form, and 4 sketches for the
pedal piano ; characteristic collections, ' Les Pa-
pilloDs/ *Di6 Davidsbiindler,' 'Cameval,* 'Scenes
from Childhood,' ' Kreisleriana,* 'Arabesque,'
' Blumenstiick, ' 'Humoresque,* 'Night Visions,'
• Vienna Carnival.' 'Album for the young,'
• Forest Scenes,' ' Leaves of variegated colours,*
' Album Leaves,' ' Morning Songs

'
; variations

on the name 'Abegg,' 6 intermezzi, impromptu
on an air of Clara Wieck, a toccata, an al-

legro, a fantasia, 3 romanzas, scherzo, gigue,

romanza, and fughetta ; 6 fugues on the name
' Bach' ; 4 fugues, 4 marches, 7 pieces in fughetta*

form ; besides as duets, ' Oriental Pictures,' 1

2

pianoforte duets for players of all ages, and ' Ball
Scenes.' In Schumann's pianoforte works we
possess one of the greatest treasures ; they are
unrivalled for their poetical and intellectual

content, and afford an unceasing source of the
most genuine pleasure. Felicien David (1810-
1876) wrote several collections of very charm-
ing melodies, more or less connected with his

£ftmous ' Le Desert
'

; their names, ' Les Mi-
narets,' 'Les Brises d'Orient,* suggest this rela-

tion ; 3 ' valses expressives ' of bis composition
may also be recommended. Wilhelm Taubebt
(181 1-), a pupil of Ludwig Berger, has com-

1 Compara Special TbenuUc CaUlocue (Ltlpda BrelUtopf *
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posed a great number of pleasing, effective, bril-
liant, and interesting pieces. We have from his
pen, I concerto, 5 sonatas, impromptus, scherzos,
13 excellent studies, op. 40 (a sterling work),
the world-renowned 'Cunpandla ' and ' Najade

'

;

collective works of great merit, viz. 'Minia-
tures.' • Camera Obscura,* * Tutti frutti,' * Minne-
lieder,' 'Souvenir d'EcxMse,' etc. Among his
original duets are four marches and a duo
(op. 10) in A minor. Leopoldine Blahktka
(181 1-) hascomposed a conoertstiick, 1 2 hooka of
variations, polonaises, a 'Dutch' and an 'Engliah*
fantasia. CamilleMabie Stamatt (1811-18 70),
a respected Paris professor, composed a ocmoerto,
2 sonatas, 25 studies (op. 11), 'Etudes progres-
sives* (op. 37, 38, 39); also the studies, 'Les
Concertantes (op. 46, 47) ; ftmtasias, and nu-
merous transcriptions. Henri Rosellbn ( i 8 i i-),

a popular French professor, has composed about
150 works, chiefly consisting of fantasias, rondos,
divertissements on &vourite airs, 12 studies (op.

60), several duets, excellent for tuition. Ferdi-
nand HiLLEB (181 1-) has composed a great
number of excellent and highly interesting pieces,

full of talent and intelligence. Several concertos
(op. 5 in Ab, op. 69 in F| minor), and sonatas, the
celebrated studies (op. 15, 52),capriocios, a great
number of small pieces (' zur Guitarre,* * Album-
bktt,' ' La Danse des F^' * La Danse des Fan-

*

t6mes*), 'Reveries au Piano' (op. 17, 33), 'Huit
m^ures vari^,' 24 Claverstiicke, op. 66, 79, 81

;

six sonatas, op. 95, * Gavotte,' ' Sarabande,' and
'Courante'(op. 115), etc. Franz Liszt' (181 1-)

has been active in every branch of pianoforte
composition : among his original compositions we
find (op. i) 12 Etudes, later transformed into the
' Etudes d'ex^ution transcendante' ; an ' Allegro
di Bravura' (op. 4), a ' Valse di Bravura' (op. 6),
' Album d'un Voyageur,' in 1 2 pieces, ' Canzone
napolitana,* ' Harmonies po^tiques et religieuses,'

grand concert solo, concerto path^tique (for a

pianos). Consolations, asonata in B major. Among
bis works composed on national airs or those
of other composers are his celebrated ' Rhap-
sodies hongroises,' ' Trois airs suisses,' transcrip-

tions of airs by Donizetti, Mercadante, Rossini,
Bellini ; of songs by Schubert, Schumann, Men-
delssohn, Franz, Dessauer, Alabieff, Beriios,

Beethoven, Weber, Duke of Saxe Coburg; many
fantasias and variations on operatic airs, arrange-
mente of symphonies by Beethoven and Berlioz,

of organ fugues by Sebastian Bach, paraphrases of
violin pieces by Paganini and Ferdinand David

;

indeed Liszt's activity and versatility are truly

astonishing. Vincenz Lachner ( i 8 ii-) has com-
posed several rondinos, a prelude and toccata
in D minor, impromptu and tarentella, 'Bonte
Blatter,' charming rustic dances, etc. Sioisvund
Thalbero* (18 1 2-1871). Among Thalbere's ori-

ginal pieces are—'Souvenirs de Vienne ; la
caprices; valses, op. 4; grand concerto, op. 5;
caprice in E minor, op. 15 ; 2 nocturnes, op. 16;
caprice in Eb, op. 19; 3 nocturnes, op. 21;

t See CaUlofoe (Leipdc Brdtkopf A HirtelX uid Uit at pp. MS-
Ifil of this volume,

a Oompve BskkM Oftttlotue of TtMlberri woriu (Lelpcic. 0enB>.
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grand fantasia, op. aa ; i a Etudes, op. 26 ; noo-

tume, op. a8 ; acheno, op. 31 ; andante, op. 3a ;

grand nootarne, op. 35 ; La Cadence, hn-

promptu, op. 36, i. ; Nouvelle Etude, op. 36, ii.

;

Komance Bans paroles, op. 36, iii. ; Romance et

Etude, op. 38 ; 3 romanzas, op. 41 ; Thdme
original et Etude in A midor. op. 45 ; grandes

vakea brillantes, op. 47 ; Graziosa, Melody ; Le
Depart, Romance (Etude), op. 55; Grande Se-

nate, op. 56 ; Marche fiin^bre vari^e, op. 57 ;

Barcarole, op. 60 ; Valse m^odique, op. 6a ; Les
Capricieuses, valses, op. 64 ; Tarentelle, op. 65.

Thalberg's other works consist of fantasias on
operatic airs by Mozart, Rossini, Meyerbeer,
Bellini, Donizetti, Verdi, Auber, etc., and tran-

scriptions (L'Artdu Chant), ofa variety of songs

and arias. Gdstav Fluoel (181 2-) an unknown
name in England, has written about 40 works

;

among them 4 sonatas, fantasias, variations, cha-

racteristic pieces (Nachtfalter, etc.). Joseph
ScHAD (i8ia-i879) composed about 30 works,
sonatinas, and drawing-room pieces of a some-
what sentimental character. CharlesYat^ntin
AlkAN ( 1 8 1

3-),a highly originalFrenchcomposer,
became known by his excellent etudes (op. 38 and

39) > ^y ^ Bourr^ d'Auvergne, Le Preuz, Le
Chemin de fer ; his concerto and duets also con-

tain much of interest. Ernst Haberbier ( i 8 i 3-

1869) composed about 60 works, of which the

beautifulEtude8-Po^es( 34 characteristic pieces),

op. 53, and the 8 Nouvelles Etudes-Poesies,

op. 59, deserye great and imiversal recognition,

lliese 3 a pieces belong to the best and most
interesting which have been written during the

last 20 years ; op. 55 and 56 are also very interest-

ing. Carl Vollweiler (18 13-1848) wrote a
prize sonata, many fantasias, tarentelle, marches,

variations, etc. Jacob Rosenhain (1813-) has

made a reputation by his i a Etudes caract^ris-

piques (op. 17), and 24 Etudes m^lodiques (op.

ao). His sonata (op. 47) *Morceaux de Con-
cert,* fantasias, romanzas, etc. are less known.
Theodor Oesten (18 1 3-1870), a prolific edu-

cational composer, wrote a very large number of

collective works— Blumenlese, Reminiscences
d'Op^ras, Les Fleurs de TOp^, Repertoire de
rOp^ra, etc. ; his rondinos, valses, etc., are to be
recommended for their clear, correct, and effec-

tive writing. Louis Winkler (1813-) has com-
posed but a few original pieces, but his collec-

tion of fantasias, his * Les D^lices de rOp^ra,*

and particularly his effective arrangements of

Beethoven's chamber music (a large and valu-

able collection), have met with great approval.

Eduard Eoobltno (1813-), is well known. in

Germany for his excellent preparatory studies for

performing Sebastian Bach's works. Adolph
Henselt (1814-) is one of the mo8t celebrated

living composers for the pianoforte. Among
his original works are—Variations de Concert

(Elisired'amore),op.i ; laEtudes caract^ristiques,

op. a ; Poeme d*Amour, op. 3 ; Rhapsody, op. 4

;

I a Etudes de Salon, op. 5 ; a nocturnes, op. 6

;

impromptu, op. 7 ; Pens^ fugitive, op. 8 ; Varia-

tions de Concert (Robert le Diable), op. 11

;

Tableau musical, a grand concerto in F minor.
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op. 16; several valses. Besides these pieces,

Henselt translated a good many Russian songs.

Some of his pieces have become universally
known. Delphine von Schadroth, afterwards
Hill-Handley (1814-), wrote a sonata and a
capricdo, of which Schumann reports very &-
vourably. F^licien Le Couppet (181 4-), an
experienced and meritorious Paris professor, has
distinguished himself by his easy, useful, prac-
tical, and well-sounding 'Etudes primaires, ex-
pressives, progressives.* His collection of Etudes
(op. a 2) called Le Rhythme, and his ' A, B, C,'

are still much used.' Charles Kensington
Salaman (1814-) is well known in London,
amongst other pieces for his Saltarello, Pavan,
Rondo nel tempo della Giga, a Toccata, *6

characteristic melodies,* 'Twilight Thoughts,'
etc. Theodor D5hler (181 4-1 855) composed a
concerto, la grand studies, 50 Etudes de salon,

a charming tarentelle (op. 39), la nocturnes,

ballades, numerous variations and fantasias.

Anton Gerke (1814-1870), a respected teacher

in St. Petersburg, wrote la Scherzik laMazurek,
divertissements, 10 Pieces diff^rentes et faciles,

and a considerable number of smaller pieces.

Stephen Holler ^ (1815-). Although many of

Heller's compositions have become popular, none
have obtained the success of his excellent studies,

op. 16, 45, 46, 47, and 90 ; among his greater

works are three sonatas and fantasias, also pre-

ludes, ^glogues, valses, characteristic pieces,

'Dans les Bois,* 'Dream pictures,' 'In Wald
und Flur,' 'Promenades d'un Solitaire,* 'Nuits
blanches,' 7 excellent tarentellas, canzonettas,

allegro pastorale, charming fantasias and rondos.

Robert Volkmann (1815-) has composed a
sonata, nocturnes, 'Musical Picture Book' (op.

11), 'Wander Sketches' (op. a3), 'Visegr^'
(an interesting collection of 1 2 pieces), * Grand-
mother's Songs,* * Hungarian Sketches,' marches,

a toccata, and several smaller pieces. Charles
Voss (1815-), a prolific writer of drawing-room
pieces, has published about 350 works ; they are

written with much ease and fluency, but some-

whatcarelessly. FerdinandPRAEGEK (181 5-) has

long been well known in London ; his best works
are to be found in the Praeger Album (a vols.

Leipzig). Eduard Wolff (1816-1 880) has com-
posed about 300 pieces, amongwhich his* Etudes,*

24 op. ao, a4 op. 50, 24 op. 100 ; and his 48
studies, op. 189, 190, 191, 192, 'L'art de chanter

sur le Piano,' are much used in France. His
polonaises, mazurkas, and other national works,

are very good and his numerous fantasias, varia-

tions, scherzos, nocturnes, valses, tarentellas, con-

tain much of interest. His collective work, * La
jeune Pianiste ' (36 pieces), is useful for teach-

ing purposes. Carl Haslinoer (18 16-1868).

son and successor of the well-known Viemia
publisher Tobias Haslinger, was an experienced

and clever musician, whose sonatinas, variations,

nocturnes, fantasias on operatic airs, are very good

for instruction. The number of his works is

about 60. Leopold von Meter (1816-) has

» See Special Catalogue of Dellert works iLondon. AAdown M
Parry).
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written specifically goo<l Vienna valses (see for

curiosity's sake the Valses of the Future), ex-

cellent polkas, capital original marches, and
highly effective transcriptions of Turkish airs

—

*Machmudier/ * BajajKeth/ *Air de Nedjib

Pasha/ etc. ; his arrangements of Russo-Bohe*

mian airs are good ; less so his fantasias, which

are weak copies of Tlialberg's style. JSiR WiL-
UAM Sterndale Bennett (i 816-1875).* Of this

author, too soon departed, we have 4 concertos,

3 musical sketches, op. 10 ; 6 studies in the form

of capriccios, op. 1 1 ; 3 impromptus, op. i a ; so-

nata, op. 13 ; 3 romanzas, op. 14 ; a fantasia, op.

1 6 ; an Allegro grazioso, op. 1 8 ; a capriccio (with

orchestral accompaniments), op. 2a ; a Suite de

pieces, op. 24 (6 pieces); Rondo piacevole, op.

25 ; a Capriccio scherzando, op. 27 ; introduction

and pastorale, rondino, caprice, op. 38 ;
* L'Ama-

bile e I'Appassionata,' a Etudes caracteristiques,

op. 29; theme and variations, op. 30; preludes

and studies, op. 33 ;
* Pas triste, pas gai,' rondo,

op. 34; Minuetto espressivo, op. 35; 'Joan of

Arc,' sonata ;
prelude in Bb ; diversions for two

performers. Antoine FRAN9018 Marmontel
(1 8 1 6-), one of the most popular and experienced

Paris professors, has written a sonatjk, 4 books of

studies, a grandes valses (well known) 40 m^odies
et romances, polonaises and mazurkas. Joseph
Adalbert Paoher (1816-1871), once a very

popular professor in Vienna, wrote good studies,

op. 3, 7, 10; caprices, impromptus, and very

effective transcriptions of songs and operatic

pieces. Fritz Spindler (181 7-) of Dresden,

nas provided students with an unusually large

number of effective, not difficult, useful, and
practically written drawing-room pieces; his

works number over 300; among them *Wel-

lenspiel,* *Frisches Griin,* and 'Husarenritt'

obtained general popularity; his transcriptions

of operatic pieces, Schubert s songs, and national

melodies (op. 73), are particularly well done.

The celebrated Danish composer, Niels W.
Gade (181 7-) has written several exceedingly

beautiful works ; his Aquarellen, Arabesque,

Christmas pieces, Fantasiestiicke, Sonata (op. 28),
* Volkstanze,' are highly to be recommended.
loNAZ Tedesoo (181 7-) has composed about 70
works, among which 18 are original pieces, and
the remainder consist of fantasias and transcrip-

tions of national and operatic airs. Antoine
Chevalier de Kontski (181 7-) has composed
studies, 5 valses, fantasias, caprices, meditations,

scherzos ; among these only one, * Le Reveil du
Lion.' has obtained a wide circulation. Alex-
andre Philippe Billet (181 7-) has published 1

7

studies, nocturnes, rondos, fantasias on operatic

airs, mosatques, etc. etc. Louis Jaime Alfred
Lefebure-W^ly (1817-1869) left a great num-
ber of agreeable light pieces ; among them ' Les

I It ts difficult to fflve to BccuntD ftccoant of Bennett's compotl-
tlons, as there Is no pecl»l cat&logue, uil lome works have chanKed
their original publishers. Whilst in France and Uermanr th« pub-
lisher considers that an excellent work confers distinction and glory

upon bis firm, and dues not allow tt to leave his catalogue, some
of the English publisher* appear to regard a celebrated work merely
as an Investment, and p<ut with it readily for a profit. For an
attenfit at a complete list of Bennett's works see TuU I. of this

Dictionary, p. 229.
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Cloches du Monast^re,* 'Le Calme du Soir.'
and * La Retraite militaire* are very well knovm.
Emile Prodbnt (1 81 7-1 863) wrote about 30
original pieces in the style of Thalberg, elegant
and well sounding; in the Concert-symphonie
(op. 54) he takes a higher flight ; his Etudes, * Les
Hirondelles,' *Le Reveil des Fees' (op. 41), and
6 etudes de salon (op. 60) are highly to be recom-
mended. Alexander Dretschock (1818-1S69)
composed a sonata, 6 nocturnes, rondos, rhapso-
dies, and a great number of characteristic pieces;
his variations for the left hand only are an excel-
lent study. W. Vincent Wallace (i818 - i865 ),

the richly gifted Irishman, oompoised a gre*t
number of very effective pieces ; his characteristic

composition * Music murmuring in the trees,*

and his brilliant polkas were once very popular.
TflEODOR Kullak ( 1 8 18-) composed a symphonie
de piano (op. 27), a concerto (op. 55), a iKmata
(op* 7)* T^^^y characteristic pieces {'La^ Ga-
zelle,' *Danse des Sylphides'), many collective

works— * Lieder aus alter Zeit,' ' Les Fleurs du
Sud,' *Les Fleurs anim^es/ 'Youthful day^,*
'Dans les bois et les champs,* transcriptions

of national melodies, excellent Etudes ('Los
Arp^ges'), scherzos, fantasias, and several very
meritorious educational works. Henri Cramer
(18 18-1877), no relation ofJohn Baptist Cramer,
wrote a very large number (above 800) of pot-
pourris, chants nationaux, melanges, etc. Locis
(Brouillon) Lacombe (1818") has published
about 40 pieces, among which ' Las Harnxmies
de la Nature' obtained a certain reputattoo.

Felix Godefroid ( i 8 i 8-), actually a harpist, has
composed about 180 elegant and light piazM>

pieces ; consisting mostly of Morceaux de genre,
transcriptions, fantasias, Tyroliennes, etc., amoog
which 'La Danse des Sylphes' has become
universally known. Adolph Gutmann (1S18-),
the favourite pupil and Mend of Chopin, has
published about 60 pieces, mostly with fancy
titles ; some ofthem (op. 28, 33, 46) have become
known; his 10 Etudes caracteristiques, op. 12.

are to be recommended. Henri Ravina (i Si 8-
1862), well known by his el^ant and pretty
Etudes (op. 2, and op. 24), wrote also a great
number of drawing-room pieces, among which the
Sicilienne, Barcarole, Rondo villageois, Nocturne
gracieux, became very popular. His ffuitasias

on operatic airs are well compiled. Jobaks
Kafka (1819-), very popular in some parts of
Germany, has published about 200 numbers of
light and moderately difficult drawing-room
pieces ; his ' Erinnerung an Steinbach * became
well known. Clara Schumann (Wieck, 18 19-)
has published a concerto, a scherzo (op. 14), 4
pieces fugitives, 33 preludes and fugues (op. 16);

4 polonaises. Caprice en formes de Valse, a
romance vari^e, valses romantiques, 4 pieces
caracteristiques, soir^ musicales, Hexentanx,
variations de concert, etc. Albert Loeschhorn
(1819-) has published a great number of nice,

melodious, and effectively written diawing-room
pieces, and transcriptions of operatic and national

airs. His studies, op. 65, 66, 67, in graduated
difficulty are very valuable. Carl Evebs (1S19-)
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composed four sonatas; a collective work, 'Jours

sereins, jours d'orage* ; tarentelles. valses, Etudes,

fi^ntasias, etc. ; * Chansons d*amour,* a collection

of love-songs, in which the different national

characters are imitated. Bbinlet Richabds
<i8i9-) the popular Welsh musician, has pub-
lished a book of octave studies, caprices, a
tarentelle, ' Recollections of Wales,* and a very

large number of fantasias and other amusing and
pleasing pieces, which have a wide circulation,

several of his later original works contain much
interesting matter. Henrt Litolff (iSao-) has
-written 3 concerto 8}'mphoniques, caprices, noo-

tomes, 6 studies (op. 18), fantasias on operatic

airs, and a considerable number of characteristic

pieces, among which the ' Spinner-lied ' became
very celebrated. Louis K5hler (iSao-), i.^ one
of the most distinguished of living educational

oompoeers : the number of his easy, moderately
difficult, and very difficult studies, technical

exercises, sonatinas, rondos, arrangements of

dances and melodies of all nations, is unusually

great, and some of his studies (particularly

those op. II a and laS) are of lasting value.

WiLHBLM Kbijger (i820~) has composed a great

number of elegant and pleasing pieces ;
* La

Harpe ^lienne' and * Chanson du Gondolier'

are very popular. Cornelids Gurlitt (i8ao-),

an excellent musician, has written most valuable

pieces for instruction; his sonatas, sonatinas,

studies, and collections of amusing pieces for

young students are exceptionally good. Albk-
andeb Ernst Fesoa (i820-1 849) composed a
morceau de concert, 3 rondos, 4 fantasias, a books
of variations, 4 nocturnes, and several character-

istic pieces, among which * Scfene de Bal,* and
* La Danse des Sylphides * are very effective and
well written. Chakles Edward Horsley (i8a i-

1876), once well known in London, has left a
sonata, and many graceful and effective melodies.

Dietrich Krug (1821-1880), a very industrious

composer of educational pieces (like those of

Czemy, Htinten, Oesten, etc.), wrote about 400
books of amusing and instructive pieces. His
collections, ' Echoes of the Opera ' and * Fashion-

able library* (Mode Bibliothek), are well known
and very much used. Charles Bovt db Ltsbero
(i8ai-i873), a highly respected professor of
Geneva, has composed about 70 drawing-room
pieces with fancy titles, which have become more
or less popular. Rudolph Willmbrs (1821-1878)
composed about 130 pieces, among which are a

concert solos with orchestral accompaniments
(*Un jour d'4t4 en Norvfege,* op. 37, is very
good), sonatas, 6 Etudes, many fant'isias on
operatic pieces, a great number of highly effective

concert studies ('Sehmtucht am Meere,* *La
Pompa di Festa,* * La Sylphide,* *Trillerketten,'

etc.). Willmers's pieces are very valuable for in-

struction. Charles Edward Stephens ( 1 82 1-)

has published a sonata, a duo brillant (4 hands),

an allegro-rhapsodie, impromptus, fantasias, and
characteristic pieces, fuU of fancy and feeling.

JoACHOf Raff (1822-) has produced an un-

umially large number of pieces of every de-

Bcription, concertos, sonatas, suites, fiuitasias,
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nocturnes, impromptus, a collective work *Die
Oper im Salen, dancer in the old and modern style

;

his pieces are of different grades of difficulty.

Theodor Gouvt (182 2-) has composed a sonata
and 4 s^r^nades. Wilhelh Kuhb (1823-) has
written a great number of light and pleasing
opera fantasias and transcriptions ; among his ori-

ginal pieces 3 Songs without words (op. 12), *Da8
Glockenspiel* (op. 13), and 'Andante and ^tude'
(op. 14), have found much favour. Alexandrb
Edouard Goria (1 823-1 860) composed about
1 30 drawing-room pieces ; they are elegant and
effective, and some of them, such as the Olga-
mazurka, Caprice-Nocturne, Barcarole, Berceuse,
have become universally known. Among his 31
grand studies, those in op. 63 are very good ; his

fantasias and transcriptions are very cleverly

written and highly effective. Dr. Julius
Schaeffer (1823-), a musician of sterling merit,

but unknown in England, has composed, among
other pieces, • Fantasie-Variationen,' a highly re-

markable work, full of originality and boldness

;

his Fantasie Stiicke, Songs without words, and
Polonaise are also very interesting. Jean Yogt
(1 823-) composed preludes and fugues, about 70
books of drawing-room pieces, an andante and
allegro de concert with orchestral accompani-
ments (op. 33), and 12 excellent studies (op. 26).

Theodor Kirchner (1824-), a richly gifted

composer, has written a good number of highly
fascinating pieces; among them the collective

works, 'Album leaves,* 'Preludes,' 'Legends,*
''GrUsse an meine Freunde,' 'Kleine Lust-und-
Trauerspiele,* are full of original matter; his

transcriptions of Mendelssohn's songs are the
work of a refined musician. Carl Reinecke
(18 24-) has composed many and good works;
among others a concertos, sonatas, many sona-

tinas, fantasias, ' Alte und neue Tanze,' ballades,

variationson a theme ofHandel, many educational

pieces (* Haus Musik *), 17 cadenzas for concertos

by Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, Weber, excellent

duets for 2 pianos, many good pieces for 4 hands,
and very useful and well-written studies. Fried-
RICH Smetana of Prague (1824-) has published

6 MorceauX caract^ristiques. Album leaves, Bo-
hemian dances, etc. Albert Jungmann (1824-)
has written more than 400 easy and agreeable

pieces forbeginners and not veryadvanced players.

Edouard France (i8a4-), a highly talented

composer, has published a good many pieces

;

among them, a sonata (op. 6), scherzo (op. 7),

and 35 variations (op. 14), have become known
to a wide circle. Emanuel Aouilar (1824-) pub-
lished nocturnes, melodies, several morceaux de
salon, also 5 canons and a two-part fugue, intended

as a preparation for the study of the works of

Sebastian Bach. Anton Herzbero (18 2 5-) com-
posed a great number of drawing-room pieces

(about 120 are published) ; among them the ma-
zurkas are very good. Julius Carl Eschmann
( 1 825-) has made himself a name by his excellent

selections of classical works for beginnei-s. His
guide-book (* Wegweiser') to the literature of the

pianoforte is very valuable. Charles Wehlb
(1 825-) has written many nocturnes, ballades,
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romanzas, and other shorter pieces; his dance-

music is particularly elegant and pleasing. Jdlics
ScHULHOFF(i8a5-) has composedasonata, 9 idyls,

3 impromptus, 1 moroeau de concert, 33 noc-

turnes, valtes, galops, mazurkas, etc., about 60
pieces, most of which have obtained a very wide
circulation. LoDis Eulebt (1835-) has published

a ' Senate romantique,* and several very graceful

and refined shorter pieces. Mobitz Stbakosch
(1 835-) has written many books of elegant dance-

music and transcriptions of Italian operatic airs.

Walter Geoil Maofarben (1826-) has pub-
lished gavottes, impromptus, characteristic pieces,

melodies, nocturnes, galops, valses, mazurkas, etc.,

which are very carefidly and tastefully composed.

Lindsay Slopeb (i8a6-) has composed good
studies (op. 3, 13) and a number ofpleasing smaller

pieces, some of them full of interest. Wilhelm
Spbidel (1826-) has published several sonatas.

Highland pictures, and, among other smaller

pieces, a very good Saltarello (op. 30). Hbrmamn
Bbbens (1826-1880) left many most excellent

educational pieces. His studies, op. 61, 66, 70,

73, 77, and 79 are indeed very valuable ; so are

his sonatinas, op. 81 and 89, and a small work en-

titled ' The Trainiiig ofthe Left Hand.' Edward
Silas (182 7-) has composed a great number of

characteristic pieces, romanzas, a capital gavotte
in E minor, and excellent duets. Gustav
Mbbkel (1827-) has composed many practically

written and effective pieces ; among them op. 18,

30, 25, 61, 65, 81, and 84 have become very
popular. Hebmann A. Wollenhaupt (1827-
1863) wrote short but melodious and pleasing
pieces, among which his marohes, waltzes, and
scherzos are well worthy of the wide recognition

they have found. Adolfo Fdmagalli (1828-
1856) published about 90 drawing-room pieces,

consisting of serenades, tarenteUes, &nta8ias,
very effective transcriptions, etc. Woldemab
Baboiel (1828-) has composed excellent suites,

op* 7» 8, 31, very valuable ' Pianoforte-stttcke,'

op. 32 and 41, very interesting ' Bagatelles,' op. 4,
a vigorous ' FantasiestUck,' op. 27, and a good
many other valuable pieces. Hans Seeling
(1828-1862) wrote II single pieces, among which
his charming * Loreley' obtained gr^it success,

and 3 collective works—'Ck)ncert Studies,' 'Schil-

flieder,* and ' Memoirs of an Artist.' Seeling's

pieces are very fascinating. Ernst Heinbich
LiJBECK (1 829-1876) wrote a small number of
drawing-room pieces. L. M. Gottschalk (1829-
1869) composed about 60 drawing-room pieces;
among them are • Le Bananier,' * Le Mancenillier,*
and * Bamboulo,' which obtained a wide ciroula-
tion. Otto Goldschmidt ( i 829-) has publ ished
a concerto (op. 10), 12 concert studies (op. 13),
an andante and scherzo, reveries, nocturnes,
•Rondo -Caprice,' etc. Anton Rubinstein*
(1829-) has composed concertos, sonatas, fanta-
sias, preludes and fugues, studies, all kinds of
dance-music ('Le Bal,' etc.), many collective

works, such as • Kamennoi-Ostrow '
( 24 pieces),

suite (10 pieces), 6morceaux, op. 51, 'Album de

1 flee Special CatAlofue of Rubinstein's compositions (Leipzig.
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Peterhof (la pieces), * Miniatures' (r2 pieoes),
< Miscellanies (8 books), a great many duete,

cadenzas to Beethoven's ist, 2nd, 3rd, and 5th

Ck>ncerto8, and to Mozart'sD minor Concerto, etc
Only a few of Rubinstein's pianoforte pieces have
obtained general popularity ; being very difficult

and requiring very large hands for their execu-
tion, not many persons can play them with pzwer
effect Heinbich F. D. Stiehl (1829-) has

written a considerable number of short drawing-
room pieces. Rbnaud de Vilbao (1829-) hat

composed many (40) drawing-room pieces, among
which the 3 morceaux de salon, op. 23, and 3
caprices, op. 25, have become well known ; hit

duets, op. 19, op. 24, op. 26, and particularly his

collective work 'Les Beaut^ des Operas' (Nor-
ma, Barbie de Seville, Euryanthe, Freiachiitz,

etc.), are very popular. Jacques Blcmknthal
(18 29-) published a considerable number of

drawing-room pieces, some of which obtained a
certain popularity. Hans von BUlow (183a-)
has published several works, among which the
collection of 10 pieces, ' II Camovale di Milano,'
op. 21, has obtained popularity. His editions

of Beethoven's sonatas and other dassical works
are marked by devotion and enthusiasm, and by a
remarkable degree of intelligence. Julius Hand-
bock ( 1 830-) has written a great number of valu-

able instructive pieces, which are much osed in

Germany. Wilhelm Ganz(i83o-) has published
a considerable number of brilliant and pleas-

ing drawing-room pieces. Adolph Schlobsssb
( 1830-) has composed many brilliantand effective

drawing-room pieces; among Ms more ambitious
efforts is a suite, op. 119, which contains excel-

lent music. ' Gustav Lanqe (1830-) a respected

Berlin professor, has composed a great number of

drawing-room pieces which enjoy also a certain

popularity in England. Kabl Kltndworth
(1830-) is chiefly known by his critical edition

of Chopin, and by excellent arrangements of

Schubert, Wagner, Tschaikowsky, etc. W. S.

RocKSTBO (1830-), besides having arranged and
edited various classical operas, is known as a
voluminous composer of salon pieces, such as

' Mes Songes,* * Christabel,' etc. Salomon JadaS^
SOHN (1831-) has published well-written pieces,

among which 3 morceaux, bal masqu^ (7 airs de

ballet), serenade, variations s^rieuses, are popu-

lar; his cadenzas to Beethoven's (Concerto, Na 4,

are to be recommended. Julius von Kolb
(1831-) published rdveries and intermezzos.

Alfbbd Jabll (183 2-) is the author of a great

number of effective drawing-reom and concerto

pieces, and transcriptions ; among these the tran-

scriptions of some of Richard Wagner*s operatic

pieces are very weU done, Joseph Ascher
(1 83 1 - 1 869) has composed a great number of light

and effective drawing-room pieces, elegant dance-

music, good marches (Fanfiire militaire). $ome
of his works enjoy great popularity. Eduard
Hbcht (1832-) has composed several well-writt^

pieces, which deserve a better acquaintance.

Fbancis Edward Bache (i 833-1 858), a highly

gifted musician, of great promise, published

about 30 pieces, full of melody and natural
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ezpreflnon. Among the most promioent are * La
belle Madeleine/ and the galop, * Uirresistible.'

JoHAKNES Bbahms^ (1833-)^ composed a con-

certo. 3 sonatas, a scherzo, variations on airs by
Handel, Schumann, and Paganini, ballads, Hun-
garian dances (two sets), waltzes, etc., 8 davier-

stucke (caprices and intermezzi), and 2 rhapsodies.

The interest of these works is not so much in

apontaneous charm or graceful expression, as

in their solid substance, intellectual character

and logical development, which rivet the at-

tention and sustain it to the last. William
GsoBOS CusiNS (1833-) is known by his Con-
certo in A minor, as well as by marches and
other pieces. Fbanz Bbndel (1833 -1874)
wrote a great number of effective and brilliant

pieces, among which several have become very

popular ; his transcriptions of songs by Rubin-
stein, Chopin, Brahms, and Franz, are most ex-

cellent. Alexander Wintbrbbrobb (1834-),

a pupil of Franz Liszt, has composed a fantasia

(op. 19), 2 idyls, salon ^tude, valse-caprice and
several other short pieces. Anton Kbausb
(1834-) has produced sterling edutional music

—

namely, 25 sonatas and sonatinas for 2 and 4
hands, about 30 studies, also 2 books of arpeggio

studies. Camille Saint-Saens (1835-) ^^ the

composer of 4 concertos, and many smaller pieces,

such as gavottes and mazurkas ; also excellent

variations for 2 pianos on a theme of Beethoven's,

etc. RoBBBT GoLDBECK (1835-) ^^ published

a great number of pleasing and light pieces.

Bebnhabd Scholz (1835-) has composed a re-

markably well-written collection of pleasing and
practical pieces for amusement and instruction.

£milBbbslaub(i836-): among this composer s

works, his 'Teclmische Grundli^ des Klavier-

spieb,' op. 27, has created considerable attention.

FbiedbichAugustWilhelm Baumpelder(i836-)
has written a great number oflight pieces, favour-

able for instruction. Adolph Jensen (1837-
1879) before his too-early death composed highly
interesting pieces, among which the Wander-
bilder, Lieder, and Tanze (20 pieces) Jagd-Scene,
Praeludium and Romanze, Valses, Caprices,

Idyllen, Hochzeit-musik ' (duet), Landler aus
Bercht^aden, Wald-Idylle (op. 47), and ' Erin-
nerungen/ have become well known. Joseph
W1BNIAW8KI (1 837-) has published brilliant

valses, fantasias, variations, songs without words,
excellent mazurkas (op. 23). Constantin Buroel
(1837-) has composed several sonatas, a suite.

Arietta e Gravotta (op. 25), 2 dance-caprices, etc.,

all of which enjoy a good reputation in Ger-
many. Alexandbe CisAB Leopold (* Georoes *)

Bizet (1838-75), left • Jeux d'enfants' (12
pieces), • Les Chants du Rhin * (6 do.), many
transcriptions and arrangements, and espe-
cially * Le Pianiste > chanteur,* 150 pieces of
all schoob, transcribed, marked, and figured.

Thbodobb Ritteb (1838-) is the author of a
good number of effective and brilliant drawing-
room pieces (' Chant du braconuier,' * Sylphes,*
etc.) John Fbancis Babnett (1838-) has pub-

1 Bm special Catalogue of Brahms's oompoaltions (Ltlpclg. Senff ).
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Ifshed a considerable number of characteristic,

pleasing, and instructive pieces, also a con-
certo in D minor (op. 25). Joseph Rhein-
beboeb (1839-) has composed a great number
of pieces for 2 and 4 hands (concerto, fantasias,

toccatas, characteristic pieces, etc.); Ms op.

.*)» 53» »nd 'Jagd-Scene' are very popular.

Michael von Asantschewskt (i839-)tia8 made
himself a name by his op. 4, 3 pieces ; op. 6,

Paasatempo; op. 8, 6 duets; op. 12, 'Festival
PolonaiBe.' Sydney Smith ( 1839-) has composed
a great number of light and pleasing pieces, which
in certain circles are very popular. Fbibdbioh
GBBN8HBi]r(i839-) has composed several highly
distinguished works. Hebmann Goetz (1840-
1^76) : of this too soon departed composer, we
have Genrebilder (op. 13), six sonatinas, one
duet sonata, and a grand concerto (op. 18).

Pbtbb Tschaikowski (1840-) is known by a
grand concerto, an impromptu and scherzo russe,

and 8 other original pieces. Ebnst Rudobfp
(1840-) has published Etude (op. 29, no. i);

Concert-^tude (do. no. 2) ; 8 Fantasiestiicke and
a Fantasie; 6 pieces for 4 hands, and Varia-
tions for two PFs. Cabl Tausio (1841-1871),
who, like Jensen, died too young, wrote 2

etudes de concert, and transcribed gipsy melo-
dies, valses of Strauss ('Nouvelles Souses de
Vienne'), several movements from Beethoven's
quartets, Wagner's ' WalkUren Ritt,' etc. Hein-
bich Hofmann (1842-) has composed a good
many pretty and highly effective pieces. His
duets ' ItaUenische Liebes-Novelle ' (op. 19),
transcriptions of Norwegian, Hungarian, and
Russian melodies, have become very popular.

Edvabd Gbieo (1843-) has composed a concerto,

a sonata, and several smaller pieces, all elegant,

and strongly impressed with the Norw^an cha-

racter. Alexandeb Mackenzie, of Edinburgh
(1 847-), has published a quartet for pianoforte

and strings (op. 11), Trois Morceaux (op. 15),
and other pieces. Philipp Schabwenka ( 1847-)
has composed excellent solos and duets, and his

brother, Xaveb Schabwenka (1850-) has written
a great number of highly effective, brilliant, and
melodious works. Hubebt Pabby (1848-) has
composed 2 sonatas, a duet for 2 pianos, a con-

certo, etc. Mobitz Moszkowski (1854-) bom
at Breslau, is one of the most talented amongst
present composers ; his charming duets, five

waltzes. Album espagnol, Spanische Tanze Top.

12), and the suite ' From Foreign Countries, as
also his excellent concert studies, minuets, valses,

polonaises, have gained great popularity in pro-

portionately short time.

The foregoing list gives but a very incom-
plete and inadequate idea of the enormous
quantity of music written for the piano. Each
year produces thousands of pieces ; and as every
opera, oratorio, cantata> symphony, or quartet,

is arranged for two or four hands, some idea

may be formed of the magnitude and almost
bewildering extent of the pianoforte library.

Dance-music too, in its most popular and prac-

tical form, is the property of the piano ; in fact

the number of works written for it far surpasses
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those written for the charch, the theatre, or all

other branches of music. Indeed it is not too

much to say that the progress of the art has

been in great measure due to this noble in-

strument. The arrangements alone, a branch

of art which, in the hands of such clever ma-
gicians as Watts, Czemy, Mockwiti, Winkler,

Horn, Ulrich, Hugo, Horr, Wittmann, Klind-

worth, Prout, and many others, may be said to

have reached perfection, may literally be counted

by tens of thousands.

Our list has been compiled with an earnest

endeavour to do justice to the names of all

artists of importance; but so great is the

activity of composers and publ'iMhers that it is

possible some may have been omitted. Among
those to whom we are unable to give more
extended notice, but who deserve mention for

their more-or-less-known productions, are:

—

Frans Behr, Ernst Berens, Francesco Berger,

Jules Brissac, Ignaz Briill, J. B. Calkin, Wiilem
Coenen, Charles Delioux, Emile Dor^, Jules

Egghard (Count Hardegen. dead), A. Ehmant,
G. J. van Eycken (dead), Ren^ Favarger (dead),

George Forbes, Alban Forster, Adolph GoUmick,
Hans Hampel^ J. W. Harmston, Carl Hause,

Heinrich Henkel, Siegfried Jacoby, E. Ket-
terer (dead), A. KJauwell, Richard Kleinmichel,

J. Leybach, R. Loffler, Joseph Low, Carl

Machtig, Tito Mattel, Theodor MauHS, Jean
Louis Nicod^, Arthur O'Leary, A. Pieczonka,

Joseph L. Roeckel, Julius Rontgen, Joseph
Rummel (dead), Gustav Satter, J. Schiffinacher,

Bemhard Scholz, W. Schulthea (dead), Boyton
Smith, Berthold Tours, Ch. Wachtmann, Agnee
Zimmermann. [P.]

PIANOFORTE-PLAYING. In order accu-

rately to appreciate the pitch to which pianoforte-

playing has reached in the present day, it is

necessary to go back to the modest beginnings

of virginal, spinet, clavichord, and harpsichord

performances, as we find them exemplified in

the works of the old English composers, and in

those of the German, French, and Italian writers

before 1700. In the old English works ^ we meet
with a certain brilliancy— scales and broken
chords frequently applied; whilst the slower

pieces are to some extent conceived in the

madrigal style. The old Italian, French, and
German composers of the i6th and 17th cen-

turies treat their spinets and clavecins very

much like the organ, and indeed the indication
* for the Organ i/r Clavicembalo* (clavecin,

harpsichord) is to be met with on almost every

title-page of these early publications. Th» only

life and animation which the Suites, Sonatas,

and Fantasias of these ancient masters possess,

is to be found in the dance-movements, such

as the Gavotte, Rigaudon, Bourr^, Gaillarde,

and Gigue. A great revolution was however
brought about in Italy by Domenico Scarlatti

(168.^-1760), in France by FRANpois Codpebin

(1668-1733), and in Germany by Sebastian

Bach (1685-1750). Although Bach is by far

1 The 'ParthenU* U republUbed complete lo Pauet's 'Old EoglUh
CompOMn' (Aogeaer * Co.).
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the greatest genius of this remarkable triani-

virate, it cannot be denied that ix>th Scariatd
and Couperin contributed materially towaLrds
the progress of a regular clavecin style, towards
a mode of writing and a production of effects

which have nothing in common with the organ

;

and which rise by degrees to lightness, elegance,
and grace. Scarlatti, although at times crade
and harsh in his harmonies, is a highly ariginal
and genial composer. His pieces possess a de-
lightful animation, the warm Italian blood rans
through them; they testify to a wonderfollj
clever and adroit manipulation, and exhibit at
times an almost electric rapidity of crossing the
hands: in fact even not0, when technical skill

and execution are so enormously developed, they
offer plenty of material for study and interest to

the most experienced and practised performer.
Couperin excels more in the refined and subtle
working out of his short pieces. Lees brilliazit

by far as an executant than Scarlatti, he is a
more elegant, careful, and speculative musidan.
The pretiEM^ to his works (published 171 3, 17 16,

and 1 71 7), in which he alludes to the manner of

performing his pieces, is full of most interesting

and useful hints and advice, and shows that the
pervading principle of Couperin*B activity is the
desire to produce new effects. Scarlatti bow-
ever is the more strikingly original, and mro^
spontaneously creative musician of the two. But
both were surpassed by Johann Sebastian Bach,
and his Inventions, Symphonies, French and
English Suites, Partitas, Toccatas. Preludes, and
Fugues, are indeed the main source of our
present style of playing. In Bach's music we
find the greatest variety of expression, and his

numerous works offer inexhaustible material for

study. His manner of playing on the davichiBd
is said to have been remarkable at once for

quietness and for the most perfect oleamees;
Uie time of his performance was slightly ani-

mated, though never so much so as to interfere

with the most absolute correctness of execnti^Hi.

His fingers bent over the keyboard in such a
manner that they stood with their points in a
downward, vertical line, each finger at every

moment ready for action. In taking a finger off

the key, he drew it gently inwards with a sort

of movement ' as if taking up coin from a table.*

Only the end-joint was moved, all the rest of the

hand remained still. Each finger was equally

trained. The tranquil grandeur and the dignity

of Bach's playing were eminently remarkable.

Passionate passages he never expressed by violent

or spasmodic movements, but relied solely on
the power of the composition itself. His im-

provisations are said to have been in the style

of his celebrated Chromatic Fanttma, and some-

times even surpassed that remarkable work in

brilliancy and fire. His favourite instrument

was the clavichord ; he often said ' that he found

no soul in the clavecin or spinet, and that the

pianoforte (then newly invented) was too clumy
and harsh to please him.' On the clavichord be

could give all the expression he desired, and he

declared it to be the fittest instrument for private
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use and for practice. In £ach*B works we meet
-with polyphonic treatment in regard not only to

qucmiity, but to qwilUy9\ao\ and it is this treat-

ment which gives its peculiar strength, its unsur*

passable vitsJity, and its never-failing fireshness,

to the music of this great master.

We thus see that at the time when the piano-

forte was invented and came into pretty general

use (1 740-1780) the art of playing had abready

attained a high degree of efficiency: it pos-

eeesed indeed one special kind of excellence in

which the generality of our present performers

are wanting—namely, the art of individualising

the single parts, and the great tranquillity and
dignity of performance which arise from the

perfect training of each finger.

With the pianoforte an entirely new style of

expression came into existence; the power to

play soft or loud {piano, forte) at will, developed

by degrees the individual or personal feeling of

the performer, and new effects were constantly

invented, and applied with more or less success.

If formerly, ovdng to the insufficient means of

the instrument, the art of playing was considered

from a more objective or external point of view,

ihe richer means of the pianoforte allowed and
even suggested the indulgence of more subjective

or personal feeling. And thus not only the style

of composing, but the manner of playing itself,

altered in a material degree. In Sebastian Bach
we find a polyphonic treatment founded on
science and regulated by strict loyalty to rule

and order; we find also a charming piquancy

and quaintness of expression, resulting from the

adoption of dance movements already mentioned,

and many others, to which still greater variety

is given by the introduction of short movements,
such as the Caprice, Hondo, Burlesca, Echo, etc.

Indeed the legacy which Sebastian Bach be-

qneathed to the world is one of the greatest

importance, and of inexhaustible richness and
beauty. It was left to his second son, Cabl
Fhilipp Emanuel Bach (i 714-1788) to effect a
neat change in the principles hitherto observed.

Smanuel Bach was the first to profit system-

atically by the change of treatment necessitated

by the introduction of the hammer; to recog-

nise with accuracy and method the great ad-

Tantages suggested and allowed by the altered

condition of things, and to adapt his style of

composition to the new method of producing the

tone. In Emanuel Bach's sonatas the poly-

phonic treatment and rigorous part-writing of

his illustrious father disappear by degrees in

favour of a more expressive and singing style

—

in short of the lyrical style. In many of his

Sonatas we meet with a fantasia-like treatment

hitherto unknown; and in his still valuable

Essay ' On the true Method of playing the

Clavier' (1753) he alludes over and over agfdn

to the necessity ' of singing as much as possible

on the instrument.' ' Methinks,' he says, ' music

ought principally to move the heart, and in this

no peiformer on the pianoforte will succeed by
merely thumping and drumming, or by con-

tinual arpeggio-playing. During the last few
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yean my chief endeavour has been to play the
pianoforte, in spite of its deficiency in sustain-

ing the sound, as much as possible in a singing
manner, and to compose for it accordingly. This
is by no means an easy task, if we desire not
to leave the ear empty, or to disturb the noble
simplicity of the cantaidle by too much noise.'

Enuknuel Bach*s maxims were closely followed

by Hatdn (1 733-1 809) and Mozabt (1756-
1791). In the scmatas and smaller pieces of

these great composers, but especially in the
33 concertos of Mozart, we recognise a desire

to please and to ingratiate themselves with the
public by sweet melody and agreeable har-

mony, by an utter absence of eccentricity, spas-

modic or fragmentary writing, and by the pre-

sence of a certain spontaneous elegance, suffused

with ready wit and refreshing cheerfulness, the

whole tempered by a never-fiuling expression of

good-nature and innate amiability. Although
Haydn and Mozart never forgot their duties to

the art, they regarded the taste and likings of

the public as of very great importance, and
without yielding to its whims and caprices, they
courted its legitimate demands loyally and in

perfect fiiith, and sought to effect a satisfactory

compromise in doubtful cases. The inmiense

practice of both Haydn and Mozart in writing

for the orchestra and for voices, both solo and in

chorus, largely influenced their pianoforte com-
positions, and as a' natural consequence their

style of playing. Many of Mozart*s most dis-

tinguished contemporaries testify to his excel-

lence as a player, and to his supreme command
over the instrument. His own remarks on
pianoforte-playing are characteristic and com-
pletely to the point. He declares * that the

performer should possess a quiet and steady

hand, with its natural lightness, smoothness, and
gliding rapidity so w^ developed, that the

passages should flow like oil.' <All notes, graces,

accents, etc., ought to be brought out with

^tting expression and taste.' * In passages

(teclmlcal figures) some notes may be left to their

fiite without notice, but is that right?* ' Three
things are necessary for a good performer '—and
he pointed significantly to his head, to his heart,

and to the tips of his fingers, as s3rmbolical of

understanding, sympathy, and technical skill.

A material change in pianoforte-playing took

place at this time (1790-1800). The gveat

technical execution of Clementi (i 753-1832),
Ddssek (1761-1813), Steibelt (1764-1833),
A. E. MUlleb (1 767-1 8 1 7), and J. B. Cramer
(i 771-1858), excited continual fresh interest,

until at length excellence of technical execution

claimed for itself an independent rank and posi-

tion, which threw the more modest and less bril-

liant pieces of Mozart and Haydn for awhile into

the background, dementi's alterations, improve-

ments, suggestions, and additions to the develop-

ment of technical execution are of the utmost

importance. A glance at Nos. i, 3, 15, 20, 32, 23,

34, a 7» 3 1» 34» 37. 44» 63, 65, 76, 86, ofhis celebrated

collection of studies 'Gradus ad * Pamassum,'
I BcpuMlilMd In Peten's EdlUoo. No. 147.

ii B
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will niffice to show the TMt diffeNDce between

the treatment of the pianoforte by Mosart and
byClementi. Clementi presents pateages in thirds

and sixths, he uses octaves in rapid succession, he

widens the chords, and exhibits for the first time

a hitherto unknown muscular force. The compass

of the piano of Haydn and Mccartys Sonatas

—

5 octaves (rarely si and lets rardy 6)—was soon

extended to 6 and 6^ octaves, and the instrument

became for the first time a powerful, rich, sonor-

ous, and highly effective one. The fact that

Clementi entered into partnership with the

firm of Collard, testifies to his keen and lively

interest in the piancrforte manufacture, and is

a guarantee for nis intimate acquaintance with

the connexion between the mechanism of the

instrument and the minutest details of piano-

playing. Compared with the manner in which
Clementi writes his most difBcult Sonatas and
Studies—Concertos by him do not exist—^the

style ofHaydn and Mozart appears almost small,

thin and poor. Whilst Haydn and Mozart regard
the instrument merely as a yehide to convey

their ideas, and think more of musical sub-

stance than of technical brilliancy, Clementi uses

the instrument and the musical art rather for

the display of his remarkable manual dexterity:

his compodtioos ar^ clever, in some instances

grand and even bold, but on the other hand,

they lack grace and especially warm and enthu-

siastic feeling ; in short th^ do not possess that

feu 8acr6 which distinguishes so many of the

productions ofHaydn and Mozart, andwhich place
Beethoven's works on so very high a pinnacle.

Mozart's contemporaries declare Clementi to have
been superior to Mozart in technical execution,

brilliancy of effect, and masculine force of expres-

sion ; they almost unanimously praise dementi's
thoroughly-trained velocity, the quiet position of

his hands, the extraordinary power and fulness

of his touch, the clearness and equality of

his performance, and the judicious delivery of

his slow movements. Clementi wrote for the

pianoforte only, for the few Symphonies which
he composed in iSao, when alr^uly 68 years old,

count for little ; the piano was therefore his only

medium of expression, and the one chosen expo-

nent of his activity as a composer. It was every-

thing to him, and to the keyboard he entrusted

every idea that crossed his mind. His ideas con-

sequently adapted themselves by degrees to the

nature of the instnmient, and thus his Sonatas

may with truth be called types of pianoforte

compositions ; for these he invented effects, tech-

nical passages, figures, combinations ; and like

Columbus, discovered a new world on the piano-

forte. And this peculiar position ofClementi in re-

lation to the piano explains the fact thatBeethoven
preferred his Sonatas to those of Mozart.
The extraordinary effect produced by de-

menti brought him a host of admirers and fol-

lowers, and he soon became one of the most
desired of teachers. The difference between his

style and that of Mozart resulted in the dis-

tinction between the so-called 'Vienna' or

'Mozart* school, and the 'Clementi' school.

PIANOFOBTE-PLAYINQ

The original cause of this difference is ^ielly
to be sought in the instrument itself, doncnti
nsed the English, Mozart and his Sttooeasors the
Vienna pianoforte. The English instrument bad
a richer, fuller and more sonorous tone, the ham-
mer had a deeper fall, and was thus fiiiToarable

to the sure execution of thirds^ sixths, and
octaves, and to the clear and precise playing
of chords in succession ; the tone of the Vienna
piano, though thin and of shorter duration, was
highly agreeable, and its action was so light that
(as in the harpsichord) the most delicate pres-

sure produced a sound from the key. From
this facile mechanism results the rather extra-

ordinary expression * to breathe upon the keys,'

an expression which the most distinguished dis-

ciples of the Vienna school. Hummel and Gzeray,
firequenUy used, dementi's piano was therefiort

favourable to a substantial and masculine treat-

ment; while the Vienna piano responded best

to a rapid flu^it style and to arpeggio playing,

dementi's piano was furthermore well ad^ted
to the cantcUtUe, and some of his pupils (as

J. B. Cramer and John Field) made good use

of this advantage, while the Vienna players,

feeling the weak points of their native piano,

sought by cleverness and taste to make up lor

its deficiencies, and surrounded their cantabile

with such quantities of light, airy, elegant,

tasteful passages, runs, broken chords^ and or-

naments of all kinds, as in great measure to hide

the fibiling. The Vienna school strove rather to

retain the character of the piano as a chamber
instrument, whilst the stronger and more solid

construction of the English one tended to make
it an exponent oforchestral music Both schools

have their distinct histoiy. The Vienna one de-

teriorated soon^ than that of dementi ; after

Mozart's death it lost much of the inteQectusl

force and the innate gracefulness and afl^tionate

warmth that distinguish the best of his Sonatas

and Concertos, and some of his smaller pieces.

With Hunmiel and Moscheles it reached its cli-

max. Hummel's playing was distinguished b^

certainty, correctness, and transparent dearneo,
an admirable evenness and subtlety of touch,

and refined and correct rhythmical feeling. Hit

high and exceptional powers as a perfonDer

were, however, beet shown in his extempore

Slaying, a department in which he had no nvaL
foscheles, superior to Hummel in the variety

of his tone-gradations (light and shade of touch),

and in a more decided and energetic hrwfitra

style, excels him also in grace uid eleganoe;

but both were wanting in warmth and spon-

taneity. In Mozart technical execution and in-

tellectuality were still evenly balanced; with his

successors—although both Hummel and Mo-
scheles wrote works deserving the epithet 'claai-

cal*—technical execution gains the preponder*

ance, and this led Woelfl (i 772-1812), Stxibelt

(1 764-1823), CzEBNY (1 791-1857), and Hem
(1805-) to devote themselves entirely to the de-

mand for public amusement and momentary
excitement, and thus to lose sight of the prin-

ciples which made the school of Mozart so great.
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At the same time it must be admitted tbat the

technical execution of Woelfl was highly remark-
able, and even exceptional ; that Steibelt proved

a dangerous rival to Beethoven at Vienna ; that

Czemy*s merits as an educational writer, and
a most painstaking, thorongh, and successful
^ teacher were quite exceptional, and that Herz
had in his best time no equal for elegance

and brilliancy of execution. The effect produced

by these excellent pianists was founded on legi-

timate principles of technical execution, and was
due to a patient and complete training of the

fingers. Gzemy in particular, in his * School of

Velocity' (op. 299), in his admirable ' L'Art de

d^er les Doigts ' (op. 740), and in his ' School

of the Legato and Staccato ' (op. 335), shows a
consummate knowledge of all vie minutest de-

tails ofpianoforte-playing. To complete this part

ofthe subject it may be mentioned, that amongst
Hummel's pupils we find the names of Hiller,

Henselt, and WtUmers.
Clementi's direct pupils were J. B. Cramer

(1771-1858), John Field (1782-1837), Lddwio
Berger (1777-1839), A. A. £j:«bnobl (1784-
1 851) : as indirect pupils may be mentioned, Dus-
8BK (1 761-18 1 2),Kalkbrsnnbr(i 788-1849), and
Charles Mater (1799-1862). The celebrated

J. B. Cramerwas one ofthe most excellent pianists

in the history of the art. Though never overstep-

ping the limits of the legitimate resources of the

piano as a chamber-instrument, his performance

displayed an unusual sense of that richness of

varietyandtreatmentwhichthe piano canbe made
to reveal; his playing possessed plastic roundness

and rare expression ofharmony and beauty, while

his appearance and deportment at the instrument

were eminently gentlemanlike ; in fact. Cramer
may be said to have combined the best qualities

of both the Mozart and the Clementi school.

Beethoven preferred his 'touch' to all others;

the quietness, smoothness, and pliability of the

movements of his hands and fingers, the tmex-
ceptionable clearness and correctness of his execu-

tion, and the exquisite moderation of his style,

rendered his performance unique ; added to which
be poenessed an innate nobility of expression,

and a rare suavity and euphony of delivery. His
celebrated 'Studies' are the best proof of his

incomparable manner of playing.

At this time the construction of the

pianoforte was making great progress, and
meeting more than ever the desires and needs

of the executants. The richly gifted Irishman
John Field, usually called 'Russian* Field,

the inventor of the imiversally popular form of

the * Nocturne,' was one of the greatest pianists

of all time. His touch, with an almost perpen-

dicular position of the fingers, surpassed in

sweetness, richness, and sostenuto all that had
been heard before; and with regard to the

picturesque distribution of light and shade, the

greatest correctness and neatness, combined with

a peculiar Irish frankness and simplicity of

feeling, he had scarcely a rival. At this time

I Amongst hi* papIU xnaj b« named Mme. BcnevlUe-Oury. Tbcodor
nchler. L. vou M«jer, aud Fnuu Lluk
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the greatest attention was shown to the oanta-
bile style ; the varieties of touch, its beauty,
mellowness, roundness, and singing quality, its

brilliancy and crispness, were studied with un-
remitting zeal and care, and performers even
thought it worth their while to investigate the
anatomical construction of their hands and the
sources ofstrength, elasticity, and endurance ; the
degrees of force were carefully measured, and all

thumping, banging, indistinctness ('smearing* as
the Viennese called it), was held up to ridicule.

LuowiG Beroer, the teacher of Mendels-
sohn and Taubert, was a brilliant and excellent

performer, remarkable for a certain spiritual-

istic, dreaming expression. August Albxakder
Klenqbl, on the other hand, was most success-

ful in the strict style of performance—fugues,

canons, etc.,

—

Dussbk, already mentioned as an
indirect pupil of Clementi, waa a truly grand
performer: he possessed a great nobility and
grandeur of style, combined with a certain senti-

mentality, a characteristic Gferman feature of his

time ; he could, like Field, boast of a beautiful

and singing touch ; he possessed furthermore
very large hands, which idlowed him to spread
his choids up to tenths and elevenths ; and he
understood how to use the pedals with effect

and judgment. EIalkbrenner excelled in a
most carefully and systematically trained and
thoroughly ' purified * technical execution : his

scales, including those in thirds and sixths, were
like strings of pearls; the most complicated

figures came out with astonishing clearness ; and
even during the most daring and intricate gym-
nastic evolutions Kalkbrenner retained a per-

fectly quiet position ofbody and hands. Although
entirely deficient in sympathetic warmth of ex-

pression or enthusiasm, he captivated his public

by a singular elegance and neatness of style,

and a ' technique' which was absolutely perfect.

To complete the group of pianists who gather

round Clementi, we mention Charles Mater,
a pupil of Field ; he possessed most of Kalkbren-
ner*s excellent qualitiee, but was in his best time

( 1 830-1 840) bolder and more original than Kalk-
brenner in planning and carrying out new effects.

We now come to the centre of gravity of all

that concerns pianoforte-playing in its best,

noblest, and highest features,—^to LuDwio van
Beethoven (1770-1837). Himself one of the

greatest executants, endowed with rare muscular
force, possessing an iron will, which conquered
all obstacles, glowing with a lofty enthusiasm,

and last notleast,anever-surpassed self-command,
he was enabled in his Sonatas and Concertos, in

some of his Variations, Fantasias, and Rondos, to

produce entirely and astonishingly new, rich, and
grand effects; indeed he gave to the piano a
soul, and succeeded in winning for it a poetical

expression. The great difference between Bee-
thoven and all his contemporaries is found in the

fisct that in his piano works the technical figures

grow out of the principal idea ; they are natur^
and logical consequences or results of the leading

theme, and are thus in every instance in thorough

harmony and relation with the initiative part

3B 2
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In his oontemporarieB, on the other hand, these

technical figures are more or less annexes or sup-

plements, which having no close relation to the

principal theme, are wanting in that psychological

reason for existence which makes them so strong,

effective, and indispensable, in Beethoven^s works.

For this reason it is so difficult to find studies or

exercises which bear on Beethoven's Sonatas, so

as to assist the student immediately and directly

in improving his performance of these unrivalled

masterpieces. Beethoven recognises the beauty

and importance of technical efficiency and bril-

liancy, but he considers them merely as acces-

sories and powerful contributors to the harmony
and unity of the whole. His genius required

richer means of expression than those hitherto

invented. We find inhis pianoforte worksagreater
polyphony, stronger contrasts, abolder rhythmical
expression, a broader design and execution ; in-

deed we meet with an entirely new instrument

:

yet in no single instance does he overstep its

legitimate lixnitB. At the same time the im-

provements which his compositions suggested

to the manufacturers belong to the greatest and
most important changes in the history of the

piano. With his fancy penetrated by all the

qualities {timbres) of tone which distinguish the

reed, brass, and stringed instruments, and his

imagination pregnant with grand and noble

orchestral effects, he seeks to impart some of

these effects to the piano, and succeeds without
sacrificing the speciality—nay the idiosyncrasy

—of the keyed instrument. It is more particu-

larly in the slow movements of Bee^oven's
Sonatas that we recognise this desire to assimi-

late the piano to the sound of the orchestra.

The absolute mastery which he had obtained in

early years over all the various departments of

teclmical execution is shown in his a i sets

of Variations—interesting collections of little

pieces which may be called a pattern-card of

every conceivable figure from Sebastian Bach to

BeeUioven, all full of originality, and in some in-

stances (3a in C minor ; 6, op. 34 ; 33, op. 120)
anticipating many an effect for the invention of
which later pianists have obtained credit.

Beethoven's contemporaries (Tomaschek,Cramer,
Bies, Czemy) agree that he was able both to

rouse his audience to the highest pitch of ex-

citement and enthusiasm, and to fill them with
the greatest pleasure ; they say that his perform-
ance was not so much ' playing* as ' painting

with tones,' while others express it as recalling

the effect of ' reciting
'

; all which are attempts
to state the fiict that in his playing, the means

—

the passages, the executioi^ the technical appli-

ances—disappeared before the transcendent effect

and meaning of the music. Beethoven, with a
soul full of the purest and noblest ideas, and
glowing with an enthusiasm which soared from
the petty cares and miseries of this world up to

the highest regions, was not particular in polish-

ing and refining his performance, as were Hum-
md, Woelfi, Kalkbrenner, and others: indeed
such ' special * artists he satirically calls * gym-
nasts,* and expresses his apprehension ' that the
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increasing mechanism of pianoforte-playing

would in the end destroy all truth of expreasicm
in music* His apprehension was to some extent
realised. After nim the breach between the
musical art in general, and technical efl&ciency

and brilliancy in particular, became wider and
wider. But before the fields of real music were
inundated by those floods of arpeggios and
cataracts of scales, two composers aroee, who
enriched the piano with entirely new effects,

and offered to its performers much material for

study. These were Cabl Maria vox Weber
(1786-1836) and Fbanz Schubert (1797-1828).
Weber*s compositions are a proof of his ex-
traordinary powers as a performer ; and the
tenderness, romantic charm, and chivalroas

force and energy, but above all the enthusiasm
they possess, met with universal sympathy ; not
only Mendelssohn and Schumann, but Chopin,
liszt, Henseit, and Heller, all felt the influ^ice

of Weber. The new features of his pianoforte

effects are the emancipation of the left hand (see

among others the Introduction to ' L'Invitation k
la Valse,' Slow movement of and Sonata) and the

happy method of throwing as it were the whole
weight of the tone into the melody, by breaking
the chords and at once taking the fingers q&
whilst the melody is held (see beginning of

Concertstiick). Although Schubert was not a
public performer, his Sonatas and smaller pieces

(Impromptus, Moments musicals, etc.) testify

to unusual skill in playing. His works demand
a natural, affectionate, crisp and clear execution ;

they require a full yet exceedingly elastic uid
supple touch; although Schubert inclines in some
of his pieces towards the Vienna school, in most
of them he follows in the steps of Beethoven.

It was about 1830 that public taste inclined

more and more in the direction of technical

brilliancy, and the lighter, more pleasing style of

composition. The cyclical forms of composition
became by d^^es more rare ; concerts without
the assistance of an orchestra began to be mure
frequent; even chamber-music, such as trios,

quartets, and quintets, with string or wind
instruments, were excluded, and the pianist

reigned supreme. In one respect this change
was satisfactory: to rivet the attention of an
audience for an hour and a half to a pianoforte

performance alone, the executant had to be veiy

clever, to produce constant fresh variety and new
charm ; effect had to follow effect ; indeed ^e
ingenuity of the performer was constantly tasked

to discover new devices for feeding the insatiable

appetite of his hearers. It is to this state of

things indeed that we owe the present extra*

ordinary development of pianoforte - playing.

Technical efficiency has a thoroughly legitimate

and necessary, nay an indispensable, existence;

it gives effect and power to the composiUon

;

it is in reality the garb in which the musical

work is presented; but if the importance of

this existence be exaggerated, the performance
ceases to be the reproduction of an intellectual

work, and becomes merely an amusement or

excitement for the senses. Formerly rapid
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passages acted as a contrast to the cantabile;

but if that contrast is gradually reduced to a

mere alternation of more or less rapid move-
ment, the cantiUne disappears almost entirely,

and all becomes movement and bustle. The
most insignificant figure is now swelled to the

dimensions of an entire piece ; thus the ^tude or

study becomes the leading form of pianoforte

pieces. Ever more brilliant and dazzling be-

comes the execution; effects are invented that
may vie with those of the full orchestra; the
physical strength required to thunder out the
rapid octave-passages, the dexterity and almost
electric rapidity in changing hands so as to pro-

duce the effect of three hands rather than two—
indeed the number of qualities required to

satisfy the various requirements of modem
pianoforte-playing— is truly astonishing. Such
increased force and rapidity demanded an alter-

ation of the movement of the arm, hand, and
fingers. The quiet tinobtrusive position of the
older players at the instrument, had to give way
to a kind of swinging movement of the hand

—

• playing from the wrist * ; or to a nervous force,

that arises from a stiff elbow, and leads with
some performers to the kind of playing commonly
called ' thumping.' Spasmodic movements of
the hands and arms, a continual rocking to and
fro of the body, and a passionate, almost frantic,

throwing back of the head, seem to be part of
these exaggerated gymnastic feats. Cunous to
say, by these jerky movements the quality of
tone suffered greatly; it lost its fulness and
sustained power, and became shorter, drier, and
less distinct, llie greatest heroes of this period
of pianoforte-playing were Thalbebo, Libzt,
Henselt, and Dbetschook ; and in a lesser

though still high degree,Willubbs, Dohlbb, and
Leopold von Meyeb. Thalbebo (1812-1871),
whose exquisite playing caused quite a commotion
among all who interested themselves in piano-
playing,* possessed a wonderfully well-trained
mechanism; the smallest details were polished
and finished with the utmost care; his scales
were marvels of evenness ; his shakes rivalled
the trill of the canary-bird; his arpeggios at
times rolled like the waves of the sea, at others
resembled the airy and transparent folds of the
finest lace; his octaves were thundered forth
with never-fiuling accuracy, and his chords
seemed to be struck out with mallets of English
steel rather than played by fingers. Indeed
he was the Seigneur de Bayard of pianists,
' le Chevalier sans peur et sans reproche ' ; his
tone was at once grand, delicate, and mellow,
never harsh or short ; the gradations between his

forte and piano were exquisitely traced : in short,
everything which concerned the technical ex-
ecution was perfection.^ The extraordinary ease
and absolute certainty with which Thalberg
played, was due to a practical mode of fingering,
from which, after it was once adopted, he never
departed, and from the fact that he never

1 See Uie letters umI papen of McndelMohn and Schumann.
> Straoge to say. his master waa not a plaolst, bat an excellent

taaeooa-plajrer, Mlttag of Yieana.
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played a piece in public until he had made it

the absolute property of his fingera. The fea-

ture which rendered'Thalberg's so-called fanta-

sias (in reality they are medleys on operatic
airs, with variations) so celebrated, was his

method of dividing the melody between the two
hands, whilst at the same time the right hand
performs in the higher register a brilliant figure,

and the left hand exhibits a full and rich bass
part, and supplements it with an accompani-
ment in chords. This device was, however, not
invented by Thalberg > himself; it is antici-

pated in some studies of Francesco Giuseppe
Pollini (1 778-1 847), and was successfully applied
by the still unrivalled English harpist, Eli Parish-
Alvars ( 1808-1849) . Thalberg merely extended
it, and adapted it to the pianoforte. So eminently
successful was this method, that even Mendels-
sohn, in his Concerto in D minor, could not resist

employing it ; and besides this illustrious com-
poser, almost all contemporary writers for the
piano have more or less followed Thalberg's lead.

But whilst Thalberg devoted his intellectual

and digital powers only to his own compositions,
and seemed not to take any interest in the
works of other authors, Franz Liszt, endowed
with even greater abilities, devoted them to the
musical art in general : his transcriptions, para-
phrases, and arrangements, comprise not only
vocal and orchestral works of German, French,
Italian, and Russian composers, but also the na-

tional melodies of Europe, Asia, etc. In versa-
tility Liszt has probably never had an equal

;

he has tried (and in most cases with success) to

assimilate his own talent with everything of
note with which he came into contact; his

Spanish Cancion, 'El Contrabandista,* is essen-

tially Spanish ; his * Rhapsodies Hongroises ' are
true tone-pictures of Hungary ; his transcriptions

of Wagner's operatic pieces reproduce the orches-

tral effects as well as they can be reproduced,
and his famous arrangements of the songs of

Schubert, Schumann, Mendelssohn, and fVanz,
are justly esteemed and admired. Liszt has
widened the donukin of the piano to an extent
which seems almost incompatible with the special

nature of the instrument. His innovations in the
art of playing are manifold; in transcribing

Paganini's Caprices he secured for the piano
tedbnical figures never before applied; in ar-

ranging Beethoven's and Berlioz's Symphonies
he expanded the chords to dimensions which, for

the majority of players, are absolutely impos-
sible. An adequate rendering of hi^ pieces

requires not only great physical power, but a
mental energy—^we might almost call it a fana-

tical devotion—which few persons possess. Liszt

himself has these physical powers, this iron will,

this spontaneous enthusiasm, but only a very few
of his disciples can boast of possessing them in

concert. If Thalberg was blamed because his

successful Fantasias promoted the composition of

shallow and worthless pieces, Liszt might be

s Some writers anert. erroneouslx. that tt Is foreshadowed by Bee-
thoTeo, whilst another report attributes Its actual Muroe. atlll more
erroaeousljr, to the Prelude, op. 8ft. of Mendelssohn—Thalberg's JfoSse-

Fantasla harlng been composed previous to Meudelssoho's Prelude.
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equally reproaohed for having caused more bad
piano-playing, more ' thumping/ and more empty
Doise, than wae known before his time. It must
be admitted that he himself, thanks to his

exceptional powers, has, in regard to technical

execution, attained the highest point that human
intelligence and skill can possibly attain; al-

though even in his best time he was never so

certain of a perfect performance as was his more
phlegmatic, sober, and careful rival, Thalberg.

Occasional shortcomings, however, are readily

excused in a man so full of genius, and of g^rand

liberal ideas and intentions, and so rich in all

possible accomplishments, a man indeed, who,
independently ofhis musical attainments, belongs

to the most distinguished persons of this century.

But the followers and disciples of Liszt cannot
boast of the exceptional qualities of their idol,

and therefore their thumping, jerky, and inco-

herent playing, their inability to produce a
mellow singing tone, their want of respect for

the old daraical school, and their one-sidedness,

will not meet with such ready excuse as was
willingly granted to their great master.

Among celebrated musicians who took great

interest in pianoforte-playing were Felix Mbn-
DSLSSOHN Babtholdt (1809-1847) and Kobbbt
SoHUHANN (18 10-1856). Mendelssohn vras an
expert and fluent performer, but it was not so

much the brilliancy of his playing that was
admired, as his intelligent, genial, and thoroughly
musician-like reading. Mendelssohn's charming
* Songs without Words * also afforded a welcome
relief to the turbulence and passion which raged
on the keyboard. It cannot however be said

that his Fantasias, Sonatas, Concertos, orOaprices
present any particular novelty with regard to

technical execution ; with the exception of the
Capriccio in F| minor (op .5), his pieces are not
very difficult, they are each and all practically

written, sound uniformly well, and afford, without
exception, capital material for study.

No composer has taken a deeper interest in
pianoforte music and playing than Robebt
Schumann. His numerous remarks^ upon the
works and performances of celebrated pianists,

his suggestions' as to the practice of certain

figures, his desire to increase the sustaining
power of the inutrument, are all expressed in
a lucid manner, and are thoroughly to the
point. But above all, his own magnificent,
original, and highly poetic pieces form an epoch
in the {Hanoforte literature, and open a new era
for pianoforte-playing. Schumann's four volumes
of piano pieces contain indeed the noblest task
for the student : many a new figure, many an
original and ingenious combination, or valuable
suggestion, will be detected by the attentive and
thoughtful student. When Schumann's pieces

are played in the proper manner, the instrument
appears in its noblest and finest form, and in
novelty and decided beauty and ingenuity of
effect, his pieces are unrivalled.

1 OriglD«)l7 pabllsbed in the 'NetM Z«it«chrlA fUr Mnstk.' aod
lace collected In hU ' Oetammelte Bchrlften.'
s bee Frefece to hU 'Studea d'aprto lee Ceprloee de Faganlnl.' op.

a
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Fbbdebio FsAvpois Chopin (i809-1849)
one of the roost perfect pianists ,* his ' tedinique'
was admirable, his touch supple, mellow, richp
full, sweet, and ethereal; his execution clear
and uniformly correct; his expression noble,
romantic, tend^, and delicate. If in hia Koo-
tumes he carries out the suggestions of John
Field, and in other pieces recalls the romantio
spirit and feeling of Carl Maria von Weber, In
his later works he relies cm his own peculiarly
strong Polish individuality. In his Etudes, op.
10 and op. 25, in his Concertos and Fantasiaa,
Impromptus and Preludes, Polonaises and Ma-
zurkas, Valses and Ballades, in each and all,

plenty of new material is to be found. There is

a great affinity between Chopin and Schumann
in point of poetical and romantic feeling ; but
Chopin's music is more like elegiac poetry, whilst
Schumann's poetical feeling rests on an intel-

lectual background, and has therefore a stronger
substance. Each, however, completes the other,

and each has rendered invaluable service to
the art of pianoforte-playing in its best style.

Adolph Hensklt (181 4-), for eight months a
pupil of Hummel, owes the greater part of his
excellent playing to a lady, Madame de Fladt.
His playing is truly noagnificent—a consummate
mastery over the most intricate technical dif-

ficulties, combined with a noble and manly ex-
pression, producing a singularly rich and eupho-
nious effect without the slightest effort, and with-
out any risk of injury to the instrument, or of
straining its limits of endurance. In one respect
Henselt might be called a younger, stronger,

brother of J. B. Cramer ; he possessea the same
plastic roundness, euphony, and mellowness of
playing as did the celebrated composer of the
excellent Studies. The style of performance of
WiLLiAK (afterwards Sib W.) Stebndalb Ben-
nett (1816-1875), was full of grace and tend^^
nees ; a sweet and charming clear touch, a modest
and quiet demeanour at the instrument, produced
on the listener a highly pleasing and satisfiskctozy

impression—indeed his performance was that of
a refined, thoughtful musician ; at the same time
it must be owned tLat his playing lacked energy,
force, and enthusiasm. Wilhelm Taubert
(181 1-). a pupil of Ludwig Berger, possesses the
best qualities of an eminent pianist; a cxiap,

clear, yet elastic touch, uniform correctness, re-

fined phrasing, each and all contribute to create
on the public a rare and satisfactory impression.
Ferdinand Hilleb (1811-), a pupil of Humniel.
understood how to profit by the best that bis con-
temporaries offered, and is justly admired for

the fluency, fine rhythmical accentuation, and
peculiarly clear phrasing of his performance.
Stephen Helleb (18x5-), although seldom ap-
pearing in public, has shown in his beautiKil

Studies, and in many of his other poetical and
agreeaUe pieces, that be is intimately acquainted
with all the resources of the instrument. Alex-
ANDEB Dbeysohock (1818-1869), a pupil of
Wenzel Tomaschek (i 774-1 850), had, by untiring
industry, obtained such wonderful facility and
force in his left band, as to be nicluiamed the
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pjanlBt with the two right hands. Thiodob
KULULK (1818-), a pupil of Agihe (1790) and
Carl Czemj (i 791-1857), most valued as teacher

(among his pupils are Charles Wehle, Xayer
Scharwenka, Eiika lie, Helene Magnus, Grttn-

fald. Alma Hollander (Haas), Heinr. Hofinann),

is also one of the most excellent, thoughtful, and
poetical of performers ; in playing tender passages

and pianissimo he had in his best time (184a-

i85a)norivaL Rudolph Wiluuebs (1831-1878)
was a pupil of Hummel ; his spedklities were
the shake and the staccato, and in those de-

partments of playing he produced extraordinary

effects. We naye to mention also the celebrated

Antoinb RuBiN8TBiK(i8a9-)y a pupil ofVilloing

of Moscow. Rubinstein is a performer of Titanic

force, yet capable of producing the softest, most
etheraitl tones ; he is besides the interM^ter of

all imaginable styles and schools. The late

Cabl Tausio (1841-1871), a pupil of Liast,

possessed the most patiently trained and most
carefully refined technical execution, and had in

certain branches of pianoforte-playing no rival.

If at times wanting in enthusiasm and warmth
of feeling, the perfection of his technical ex-

ecution was, on the other hand, sulficient to

ftfford his audience the greatest pleasure and
satisfaction. Hans von Bulow (1830-) has

given many proofs of a prodigious memory, which
is however not always fai&ful to the original

text of the composer, and for thii reason has not

the same value for the earnest musician which
the general public seems to attach to it. His
undertaking to play the five most advanced and
most difficiUt Sonatas of Beethoven at one sitting,

though in itself a prodigious feat, seems one of

those exagg^erations of the present time, which
are also to be found amongst less interesting

and noble occupations than pianoforte-playing.

Beethoven himself would have been the first

to deprecate ftuch undertakings, as at once ex-

hausting for the performer and wearisome for the

listener. With regard to intelligence, knowledge,

memory and technical execution, Btllow stands

deservedly very high, and the programmes of

his recitals embrace the masters of all schools

and styles. Johannbs Bbahmb's (1833-) style

of playing differs greatly from that of LiBzt

and his disciples. His piano works are founded
on the polyphonic system of Sebastian Bach,
strongly influenced by Robert Schumann; his

style is exceedingly intricate, and presents

many difficulties for the executant—difficulties
which are hardly in proportion with the actual

effect they produce; and his pieces demand
for a clear execution a muscular force and
a sustaining power, which few players possess

;

at the same time their earnestness, solid sub-

stance, and intellectual, logical development, are

matters of deep interest for the true musician.

The distinguished pianists, Thalberg, Liszt,

and Chopin, exercised a great influence on
their contemporaries, and we find among those

who followed the style and school of Thalberg,

Theodor Dohler, Leopold von Meyer, Rudolph
Willmers, Emile Prudent, A. Croria, Henri
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Ravina, and Vincent Wallace. Among those

who inclined towards the style of Liszt are
Antoine Rubinstein, Hans von BUlow, Carl
Tausiff, Charles Valentin Alkan, Henry Litolff,

C^amiUe Saint-Saens ; and amcmg those who felt

Frederic Chopin's influence are Eduard Wolff,

Jacob Rosenhain, Stephen Heller, Julius Schul-
hoff, Joseph Wieniawski. Xaver Scharwenka,
and Merits Moszkowski. But Mendelasohn
and Schumann also exercised a great influence

upon a number of excellent musicians, who fol-

lowed the maxims of those illustrious masters
in their style both of composition and per-

formance. Mendelssohn's style is reproduced in

the works of the Dane, Niels W. Qade (181 7-),

William Stemdale Bennett, Otto Goldschmidt,
Wilhelm Kalliwoda, and Carl Reinecke, whilst

reminiscences of Schumann are to be found
in the works of Woldemar Bargiel, Theodor
Kirchner, Rudolph Volckmann, and Addph
Jensen.

In looking back over the growth and develop-

ment of pianoforte-playing in the last hundred
years we find that the rupture between the
school of Mozart (called by F^tis ' les pianistes

harmonistee') and that of Clementi ('les pianistes

brillants') took place about 1780. Beethoven,
whose first piano c<Hnpositions were published be-

tween 1 790 and 1800, appears as a connecting or

mediating link between Ihese schools ; with Carl
Maria von Weber romantic expression comes into

the foreground ; whilst Frans Schubert inclines

more towards the lyrical phase. After this time

( 1830- 1840) the technical school appears entirely

in the ascendant; Mendelasohn and Schumann
then succeed in diverting attention towards their

poetical and classical tendracy ; whilst the genial

Pole, Frederic Chopin, refines and polishes the

technical material, and reintroduces the charming
effect of a sweet, supple, and singing style of

With Liszt and Thalberg, Rubinstein

Tausig, the brilliancy of technical execution

reaches its culminating point; with regard to

rapidity, force, ingenuity of combinations, and
dazzling effect, it is not too much to assert that

the highest point has been gained, and that with
respect to quantity of notes and effects our pre-

sent players are unrivalled ; whether the quality

is as good as it formerly was (about 1825) may
be questioned. Our present Grand or Concert

pianos offer to the performer every possible ad-

vantage and facility, but the perfection of the

instruments has in itself tended to lessen the

earnest study on the part of the player which
was formerly necessary for the production of

tone. This defect is partly due to the ignorance

of too 'many of the present pianists in regard to

the construction of tiie instrument on which they
perform. Whilst every player on the flute, oboe,

clarinet, bassoon, horn, violin, or violoncello is

intimately acquainted with the interior of his

instrument, few pianists are able to describe the

distinctive peculiarity of a Vienna, half-English,

or English mechanism, to appreciate the differ-

ence ^tween the actions of an Erard, a Pleyel,

a Broadwood, a Steinway, or a CoUard Grand

plaving.

and Taui
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piano, or the degree of force which each of these

different acdona is calculated to bear. Something
is also due to the piano itselfl Whilst the Vienna
hammer of the time of Beethoven and Hmnmel
(i 8 1

5-1 830) was covered with four or five layers

of buckskin of viarying thickness, the present

hammer is covered wiui only one piece of felt,

and produces a tone which though larger and
stronger, is imdoubtedly less elastic ; the action

of the Vienna piano was very simple, and it

lacked the escape-movement and many other

improvements which enable the present piano,

with its almost perfect mechanism, to do a con-

siderable part of the work for the performer.

Thus we find that while formeriy tone, with its dif-

ferent gradations, touch, the position of the finger,

etc., had to be made matters of special study, the

present piano with its accomplishments saves this

study : whilst formerly the pedal was used but
sparingly, it is at present used almost incessantly.

Clearness, neatness of execution, a quiet deport-

ment at the instrument, were once deemed to be
absolute necessities ; it is but seldom that we are

gratified at present with these excellent qualities.

Whilst in past times the performer treated his

instrument as a respected and beloved friend,

and almost caressed it, many of our present per-

formers appear to treat it as an enemy, who has

to be fought with, and at last conquered. These
exaggerated notions cannot last, and their fre*

quent misapplication must in Uie end become
evident to the public; and it is probable that

sooner or later a reaction will set in, and the

sound principles of our forefathers again be
followed.

The enormous progress made by our leading

piano-manuiacturers, the liberal application of

metal in the body of the instrument, and the
rich, full, and eminently powerful tone thereby

gained, are followed by a serious disadvantage in

the effective performance of chamber music. The
execution of a piece for the piano, violin and
violoncello, in the style which Haydn, Mozart
and Beethoven desired and imagined, is now an
impossible thing ; indeed the equilibrium between
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the instrument of percussion and the string instm-
ments is now lost. The just rival of the present

piano is no longer a single violin or violoncello,

but the fuU orchestra itselt Increased muscular
force on the part of the player, exerted on pianos

of ten times the ancient tone, is now opposed to

the tone of instruments which have imdecgone
no increase of power—indeed the rise in the

pitch of the concert piano necessitates at times

the use of thinner strings in the violin and
violoncello. The much fuller and almost incessuit

employment of broken chords (arpeggios) in the

piano part of sonatas, trios, and other chamber-
pieces, is absolutely overwhelming to the string

instruments; passages which Mozart and Bee-

thoren introduced in single notes appear now
in octaves, which are mostly played so loud as

almost to sQence the weaker tone of the string Ui-
strument ; and whilst formerly the thinner tone of

the piano allowed an amalgamation oftone«<x>lour,

the preponderance of metal in the present instru-

ment precludes it. It would therefore often be

most desirable for the pianist to for^o some cS

his undoubted advantages with regard to force,

by playing with moderation, by using the pedal

with discrimination, and (particularly in rooms
of smaller dimensions), by not opening the entire

top of the piano. If the above assertions are

doubted, a comparison of the last movements of

Beethoven*s C minorTrio op.i, andMendels^ihn's
C minor Trio, op. 66, will at once show their cor-

rectness. If the piano is considered as (what it

was to our forefathers) a chamber instrument,

we may point to it as the most perfect and satis-

£BK:tory of all ; but when, on the other hand, it

is used to substitute the orchestra, it fidls—^in

spite of all its prodigious capabilities—short of

the expected effect. The thoughtful pianist will

therefore exercise a just discretion and modera-
tion, and will thus be able to produce a legitimate

effect ofwhich neither Mozart nor Beethoven ever

dreamt.
A list of the most distinguished executants on

the piano in strictly chronological, order will be

of interest.

Carl PhiUpp BmaDOel BMh . J714—1788 August Alexander Kleogel . 1784-18K George A. Osborne . 190»-
Schobert 173a-17fl8 Ferdinand Bies .... 1784-1838 Hubert Ferdinand Knffierath . 1808-
Johann Ohrlattan Bach 1735-1782 Charles Neate 1784-1877 Fellx Mendelasohn-BarUioldy . 180^1«T
JohanD Waohal .... 173»-Iai3 Carl Maria ron Weber . . . 1788-1826 Frederic Francois Chopin

Louise (David) Dulcken
. 18(»-1S49

Johann Wllhelm Haessler . . 1747-1822 Ludwig BOhner .... 1787-1860 . ISll-lfflO

Johann Franx Xaver Sterkel (abM) 17!0-1817 Friedrich Kalkbrenner . . 178^1849 Camille Marie Stamaty . 18U-1870
Nicolas Joseph HuUmaadel 1751-1823 Johann Peter Pixls . . . 1788-1874 Marie Pleyel . . . . . 18U-1S5
Huzlo ClemeDti .... 1752-1832 Aloys Schmltt .... 1789-1800 WUhelm Taubert . . . 18U-
Wolfgang Amadeot Mozart 1730-1791 Maria Szymanowska ? 1790-1831 . Iffll-

Joseph G«liiiek(abbtf). . . 1767-1835 Catberina Cibblnl-Koreluch . 1790-1868 Henri Bosellen . ISU-
LoaiaAdam 1758-18*8 GarlCxemy 1791-18OT Ferdinand mUer . . . . 1«U-
Nanette Stretcher (Stein) . 1760-1833 Johann Hugo Wortlschek . 1791-1826 Franz Liszt . . Iffll-

1701-1812 Wllhelm WQrfel .... 1791-1888 SIglsmund Thalberg . . . M12-18n
Daniel Stelbelt .... 1764-1823 Cipriani Potter .... 1792-1871 Joseph Schad . . . . 1812-lgS
Anton Kberl ..... 1786-1807 Ignaz Moscheles .... 1794-1870 '^Ulam Henry Holmes . 1813-

1767-1817 Jacques Hen 1794-1880 Oustav Fldgel . . . . IfflJ-

Ludwig ran Beethoven 1770-1827 Jacob ScbmlU .... 1796-1883 Ernst Haberbler . . . 1«1S-1»
John Baptist Cramer . 1771-1868 Lucy Anderson .... 1797-1W8 Charies Valentin Alkan . . 1813-
Joseph Woelfl .... 1772-1812 Henri Bertlnl 1798-1F70 Jacob Bosenhafai . . . . 1815-
Christoph Ernst Friedrich Wejse 1774-1842 Carl Mayer 1799-1862 Louto Winkler . . . 181*-
Wenzel Tomaschek 1774-1860 Joseph Ohrlstoph Kessler . 180O-1972 Tbeodor DOhler . . . lfil4-iaBK

Josepha Aurenhammer 1776-1814 Carl Oeorg Llckl .... 1801-18n Anton Oerice . . M14-18J9
Ludwig Berger .... 1777-1839 Jean AmMee Le Frold de M^reauz 1803-1974 Adolph Henselt . . . 1S14-
Francesco Giuseppe Polllnl 1778-1847 Lulse Farrenc (Dumont) . 1804-1875 . 1814-
Johann Nepomuk Hummel 1778-1837 Carl August Krebs (Mledke) 1804-1880 Stephen Heller . 181^
Johann Honalka .... 1778-1880 Sir Julius Benedict . . . 1804— CariVoss. . . . . 1815-
NicoUus yon Krullt . . . 1T79-1818 Henri Herz . . . . . 1800- Oari Haslinger . . . liO^-MS
Fanny Kursbeck . . . about ITWM?) Joseph Nowakowski . . . 1806- Sir WUliam Stemdale Bet:n«!U . 1810-187S
John Field I788-US7 Aaoa OaroUoe de BellevUle-Oury 180^1880 Joaeph Adalbert Pacher . . laift-Mn
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Bdnard Wolff. . . .

Leopold Ton Merer
Antotne Frutfois Mannontd
Xmlle fieunte Pnident . .

Alexander Drejschock

.

Igamz Tedesoo....
Antoine de KontsU
Alexandre Philippe Billet .

Henri Bavlna....
Theodor KuUak . . •

Mortier De Fontaine .

I^uia Lacombe
Adolph Outmann .

Clara Sehumaon. mi* WIeek
Albert Loeschhom
Carl Brers ....
Carl Halle (Charles HaUO .

Alexander Ernst Fesca.
Henry Lttolff ....
Louis KObler ....
Wllhelm KrOger .

Charles Edward Horsley .

Budolph WiUmers
Alexandre Edouard Ooria .

Wllhelm Kuhe . . .

Adoli^ Blassmann
Tbeodor Klrchner

.

CarlBeinecke.

igi«-
in«-
in7-1883
lflB-186!>

vrn-
1817-
1817—
1«18-1888
IRlfr-

1818—
itnu—
18H^-
ltU9—
181S^
181»-
W19—
1820-1840

laao-
1«»-
uoo-
1821-1878

1821 -1878

1K23-180O
1823—
1«2»-
1X24—
lta4-

XdQoard Franck .

Anton Herzberg
Charles Wehle
Julius Schulhoff .

Moriu Btrakosch .

Hermann Berens .

Walter Cecil Madkrren
Lindsay Sloper
Wllhelm Speidel .

Hermann A. Wollenhaupt
Bdwaid 8Uas
Adolfo Pumagalll .

Hans Seelinff .

Conrad Baldanecker
August Dupont
L. M. Oottschalk .

Ernst H. Lnbeck .

Otto Ooldschmldt .

Anton Bubinstein

.

Helnrich F. D. Stiehl

Hans Ton BQlow .

Adolph Schloesser

.

Carl KItndworth .

Joseph Ascher
Salomon Jadassohn
Joliiu Ton Kolb .

Alfred Jaeil . .

Julius Epstein

Among living pianists whose names are favour-

ably known and deserve ample recognition are

—

Vincent Adler, Carlo Andreoli, Walter Bache,
Carl Barmann, jun., Heinrich Barth, Oscar
Beringer, Ignaz Briill, Charles Delioux, Mme. Es-
sipoff, Herr Griinfeld, Frits Hartvigsen, Richard
Kieinmichel, Ernst Kudorff. Giovanni Sgambati,
Franklin Taylor, Marie Wieck, Agnea Zinmier-

PIANO MfiCANIQUE. An invention of

the late M. Debain of Paris (died 1877), for the
mechanical performance of musical compositions
upon a pianoforte without disturbing its key-
board, or its capability for manual performance.
To manage this the pinned barrel employed in

the street pianos and barrel-organs has to give
place to a novel and ingenious apparatus in-

vented and adapted to his 'Piano m^canique'
by Debain, about thirty years since. To an
ordinary upright piano he supplied a second
set of hammers working the reverse way to the
ordinary ones, that is, firom above. These
hammers are set in motion by iron levers, the
further ends of which are tempered hard, and
project. as 'beaks' through a comb of four or

five inches long, in which space five octaves

of the keyboard are ingeniously compressed.
The comb crosses transverselv a smooth iron

plate fixed along the top of the instrument.
' Planchettes,' or small boards upon which the
piece to be played is pinned (as on a barrel),

are by simple machinery connected with a
handle, made to travel along this plate, the pins
doing the work of the fingers upon the levers.

The dynamic shades of piano and forte, accent,

etc., are produced by varying the height of the
pins. In this way a mechanic^ substitute for ex-

pression is obtained. The planchettes may be
endless, and are sold by the metre or yard.

Perhaps the greatest merit of Debain*s invention

is that his upper system of hammers has the
same ' striking-place * (t.e. measured division of

the string for the impact of the hammers) that
the keyboard hammers have. This is achieved

by moving the latter forward when the me-
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1P9t— Francis Sdward BadM
»«- Frani Bendel . . .

l>«2ft— Johannes Brahms .

1825— Wilhelmine Glaais-SzarTady
1825— Alexander Wlnterberger
18a»—1880 Ouglielmo Andreoli
182»- OamiUe 8aint-8a«ns .

ISas— Joseph Wienlawski
18«— Oonstantin Bdrgel
18S7—1888 Theodore Bitter .

1827— John Francis Bameti .

182i^lflM Arabella Ooddard . .

1)428—1862 Joseph Bheinberger .

1828— Friedrich Gemsheim .

1838— Peter Tschaikowski .

1829-1809 LouUBrassln. . .

182»-1OT« CarlTaustg . . .

182»— Heinrich Hoftnann
}&»— Caroline Hontigny-B^maury
182»- Edrard Grieg. . .

Itao— Edward Dannreather .

1^30- KrikaLie. . . .

l^^ao— Anna Mehlig . . .

1^-1880 Xaver Soharwenka
18^— Marie Krebs .

1831- MoriU Mosrowskl . .

1832- Kathalie Janotha . .

1838-
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18S-18S8
18S&-1874
1883-
1884-
1834-
1835-1680

1837-
1838—
1838-
183<^-

183&-
1B9»-
1810-
1840-
1841-1871

184»-
184S-
IMS-
1844—
184&-
1848-
1850-
1851—
1854—
18W-

chanical apparatus comes into play. The great
defect of the contrivance is the want of damping
during performance, but the dampers can be
brought down bodily upon the strings by a stop
adjacent to the 'beaks' when the playing is

over. The additional cost of the plainchette

mechanism is 35 guineas ; it does not disfigure

the instrument. When applied by Debain &
Co. to the organ or harmonium it is styled
' Antiphonal.'

The mechanical pianos called 'Handle pianos'
that are so much used in and about London,
come principally from Italy. According to par-

ticulars supplied by Messrs. Imhof A Mukle
of Oxford Street, London, there are about
400 of these instruments in daily use in the
metropolis, ranging in value from £16 to £100.
Some are let upon hire by masters who charge
frx>m 8«. to 188. a week for them; but in most
instances they are the property of the Italians

who take them about, the price having been paid
by instalments. These instruments are strongly

made, to stand hard work and weather ; the felt

hammers have leather coating, and there are

three, and in the treble often four, strinffs to

each note. The action is of the simplest kind,

the pin of the barrel pressing down a crank,

which gives the blow ; a spring causing the im-
mediate return of the hammer. There are no
dampers excepting in a few instances in the
lowest bass notes, and no attempt to regulate the
pinning of the barrel to produce louder or softer

notes. Messrs. Imhof & Mukle make superior me-
chanical pianos with chromatic scale ; the peram-
bulating * handle-pianos ' having at best a diatonic

scale, with one or two accidentals. [AJ^.H.]

PIANO-VIOLIN (Ft. Violin Quatwr

;

Germ. Geigentoerk), Schroeter, the German
claimant to the invention of the pianoforte,

refers in an autobiographical sketch^ to a
' Geigenwerk,' that is fid(Ue-work, from Nurem-
berg, which partlv solved the problem of a keyed
instrument 'capable of more expression than

the clavichord ; but the trouble of working

1 See Dr. Oscar Paurs 'Oeschlchte del CUvlen,' Letpda Un.
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the treadles—^like a weaver^s, at he said—was
too great a drawbadc to its use. This most have
been the ' NUmbergiach Grambenwerk * of Hans
Haydn, organist to the church of St. Sebald,

who made, about 1610, a harpsichord-shaped

instrument, strung with catgut. The strings

were beneath the soundboard, and were acted

upon by rollers covered with rosined parchment,

llie roUers were set in motion by a wheel, and
by pressure of keys came in contact with the

strings. The tone was capable of increase and
diminution, and resembled in timbre that of the

Viol di Qamba—whence the name * Gramben-
werk.* The original idea exists in the Hurdy
Gurdy.
A tolerably long list of similar experiments

in France, Germany, and even Russia, is to be
found in Welcker*s * Der Clavierbau ' (Frankfort,

1870), p. 163, etc. It appears that Chladni

much favoured the idea of a piano violin, and
under his auspices one was made in 1795 by
von Mayer of Grorlits. The form was that of

a grand piano ; each key acted upon a catgut

string, and as many hairs as there are in a violin

bow were adjusted in a frame for each string,

a pedal setting them in motion. Ail these at<

tempts however failed to produce a useful in-

strument, from the impossibility of playing with
rapidity : slow movements alone being insufficient

to sati^ either player or hearer.

At last, in 1865, Hubert CyriUe Baudet in-

troduced one in Paris capable of rapid articula-

tion, and named it ' Piano Quatuor,* patenting it

in England as ' Piano-Violin.' The principle of

Baudot's invention is very simple, although the

wheel-machinery he employs is complex. The
strings are of wire, as in a pianoforte, but of

greater relative thickness, there being one only

to each note. The strings are vertical; and
attached to a nodal, or nearly nodal, point of

each, is a piece of stiff catgut, projecting in front

more than an inch. A roller, covered with fine

linen and slightly rosined, is made to turn by
means of treadles with great rapidity, just above
the catgut ties, but not touching them until the

keys are put down, when they rise into contact

with the roller. Motion is then communicated
through the ties to the wires, and their musical

vibration is excited. The steel string by its

vibrating length and tension determines the

pitch ; the catgut Ue gives it the colour of tone

or timbre ; and the impression on the ear is that of

the tone of a violin. Still we miss the attack of the

bow, which gives life to the real quartet. [A. J.H.]

PIATTI, Alfredo, violoncellist, was bom at

Bergamo Jan. 183a. His &ther vraa first violin

in the orchestra and ' chapel' of that town (not a
singer as stated by F^tis). In his earliest youth
Piatti had the advantage of the instruction of

his grand unde Zanetti, an excellent musician

and performer ; and he began playing in the

orchestra at the age of seven. On Zanetti*s death

he was accepted at the Milan Conservatoire

in 183a, studied under Merighi, and made his

public appearance as a solo performer in 1837.

In 1844 Piatti came to England, where he has

PIBBOCH.

since resided during the musical season. B[«
made his first appearance at a concert of the
Philharmonic Society on June 34, 1844, in a
concertino by Kummer, his performance ofwhich
at once established his claim to be ranked as an
artist of extraordinaiy excellenoe.

It is of interest to mention that at this same
concert Mendelssohn played Beethoven's PF.
Concerto in G immecUately before Piatti ap-
peared ; in spite of which the young violoDcelliat

obtained an unqualified success. MendeLnolm
played with him several times in private dazing
this visit, and is said to have completed the first

movement of a concerto for violoncello and
orchestra for him. The MS. however, has not
been found. [See IkfjurDELSSOHH, ii. 285 a.] The
instrument ^ (Nicolas Amati) he then used had
been presented to him by Liszt. The * Times

'

thus spoke of his first appearance. ' Piatti is m
masteny player on the violoncello. In tone,

which foreign artists generally want, he is equal
to Lindley in his best days; his execution is

rapid, diversified, and certain, and a fedse note
never by any chance is to be heard.'

This criticism has been more than jastiJSed

by PiatU's career, so well known to the musical
world of England, and it is not too much to say

that he has a reputation surpassed by that of no
other musical artist. With an absolute command
over all the technical difficulties of his instrument
Piatti combines a £itultless intonation and a rare

purity of tone which, without any apparent
exertion, never fails to sufficienUy assert itself in

the most delicate passages, while the exquisite

taste with which he 'phrases' invests the simplest

melody with infinite charm. Ever since their

commencement in 1859 ^^ ^^'^ ^^^ ^^ P^*^ ^^

violoncellist at the well-known Monday and
Saturday Popular Concerts, and has perhaps con-

tributed as much as any artist to their deserved
success.

Signer Piatti is also a composer of no mean
merit. A concertino and two concertos for

violoncello with orchestra, and also some graoefdl

songs with violoncello obbligato, are among his

most important original works. He has also done
good service in arranging and bringing into notice

many foi^tten sonatas by Yeracini, Yalentini,

Locatelli, Boccherini,andotiier writers for stringed

instruments of the 18th century. [TJPJL]
PIATTI (plates), the Italian equivalent for

cymbals. It is the term by which the cymbals
are usually designated in a score. ' Sensa piatti*

indicates that the bass-drum is to be played

alone without the cymbals. [V. de P.]

PIBROCH (Gaelic Piobaireachd, m pipe tune).

A series ofvariations for the bagpipe, founded 00

a theme called the urlor. Pibrochs are the higfaeit

form of bagpipe music, and are often very diffi-

cult to execute properly. The variations, gene-

rally three or four m number, increase in diffi'

culty and speed, until the composition concludes

with a crearduidht or quick movement. like

all bagpipe music, pibrochs are not written in

any proper scale, and it is impossible to note

1 Kow to tlM poMtMkm or tta« writer ofthk aoUe*.
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them down correctly for any other instmment,
owing to the peculiarly imperfect tuning of the

ba^ipe, and particularly owing to the presence

of an extra note between F and F$, a peculiarity

which is also found in the Alpenhom. [See

Baopipb and Rakz dxs Vaohes.] PibrochB

are generally of a warlike character, including

nift'^b*** and dirges ; they often bear the names
of various Mstorical and legendary events. Thus
* The Raid of Kilchrist ' is ascribed to Mao-
donald of Glengarry's piper, who composed and
performed this pibioch in the year 1603, during
the burning of a church with its whole con-

gregation ; and the specimen of which a portion

is given below—'Fittlte Phroinsa/ the Prince's

Salute—was composed by John Maclntyre, piper

to Menzies of Menziee, on the landing of the

Pretender in 1715. It must not however be
supposed that the music is always contemporary
with the events which the pibrochs commemo-
rate ; for although many ofthem are undoubtedly

of considerable antiquity, yet the names of old

pibrochs which have been lost are often trans-

ferred to new compositions. There are not many
ooUections of Highland music, but the best are

thoseby Patrick Macdonald (ofKilmore), Donald
Macdonald, and Mackay. The following is the

first part of the urlar of a pibroch, and is in-

teresting, as showing the 'warblers' or grace-

notes in which good pipers excel. It must be
remembered that the note represented by F is

rather sharper in the bagpipe.
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PICCINNI, NiocoLA, was bom at Bari, in the

kingdom of Naples, in 1738. Except for the

circumstances which brought him into rivalry

with Gluck, and the violent warfare waged be-

tween the partisans of the two masters, he is

little remembered now ; yet he was for a con-

siderable time the most popular of Italian operatic

composers.
The son of a musician, he was at first intended

by his father for the church, but, as usual, the

attempt to repress a strong natural inclination

only resulted in confirming and strengthening it.

He picked up by ear all the themes he heard, and
learned to play them in secret, while the mere
sight of a clavichord was enough to make him
tremble with emotion. At length, at the instance

of the Bishop of Ban, he was sent to the Con-
servatorio of San Onofrio, then presided over by
Leo. He went there at the age of 14, and was

at first instructed by a fmustrino, a kind of pupil-

teacher, who by his dry dogmatic lessons and
severitv only succeeded in disgusting the gifted

boy, who showed on his part a ^spodtion to throw
aside all control. Leo averted this by taking
him for his own pupil, and Durante (who, at

Leo^s death, resumed his previous mastership of
San Onofrio) had also an especial affection for

the young student. ' The others are my pupils,'

he was wont to say ; * this <me is my son.*

Piccinni quitted the Conservatorio in 1754,
after twelve years of study, and mad.e his dehut
as a composer with the opera ' Le Donne diraet-

toee,' at the Florentine theatre at Naples. The
success of this piece was remarkable, as Logros-
cino*s comic operas had so monopolised the stage

that it was difficult for any others to obtain a
hearing. Equally fortunate were ' Le Grdosie

'

and * n Gurioeo del proprio danno,* both in the
light comic style, while *Zenobia' (San Oarlo,

1756), and 'Alessandro nolle Indie' (Rome,
I758)f not only pleased the public, but showed
advance in power, the last-named opera contain-

ing an overture which was greatly admired.
Piccinni married, in 1 756, Vincenza Sibilla, his

pupil, who, to great personal charms, united that

of a beautiful and touching voice. Her husband
would not allow her to appear on the stage. She
was however an exquisite singer in private cir-

cles, and Piccinni, with a wide experience of

prtme donne, said he never heard his own airs so

perfectly rendered as by her.

It was at Rome, in 1760, that he produced
'Gecchina, ossia la Buona Figliuola,' perhaps
the most popular buffo opera that ever exist^,

and which for years had a most extraordinary

vogpie. It was performed on every stage in

Italy, and on most stages in Europe, and every-

where was received with the same enthusiasm.

At Rome it was played not only at all the prin-

cipal theatres, but at the most insignificant, even
that of the Buratlini, or marionnettes, and all

classes of people were equally delighted with it.

Fashions were all aUa Cecchina : inns, shops,

villas, wines—in fact all things that could be
named—were called after her. Nor was more
weighty appreciation wanting. 'Sark qualche
ragazzo o qualche ragazzata ('probably some
boy or boy's work'), said JommeUi, importuned
on his return to Italy from Stuttgard with per-

petual praises of ' La Gecchina ' and its author.

He went however to hear the work performed,

and his dictum to the amateurs who crowded
round him at the end to know his opinion,

was ' Aficoltate la sentenzad*JommeUi : questo h

inventore' (*Hear the opinion of Jommelli:
this is an inventor'). It is difficult now to

account for the immense preference given to * La
Gecchina* over other works of the time, although
the airs it contains are lively, as well as graceful

and pleasing. In the next year another triumph
was won by ' L'Olimpiade,' previously set by Leo,

Pergoled, Galuppi, and Jommelli, but never so

successfiilly as by Piccinni. Among his other

improvements on existing operatic forms must be

mentioned his extension of the Duet, hitherto
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treated in ti oonventional, imdramfttic way, and
the variety and importance he gave to the Finale,

the invention of which, in many movements, is

however due to Logroecino.^ fiia fame was
eqiuUled by his industry. In the year 1761

alone he wrote six operas, three serious and three

comic. In 1 773 a rival appeared in the person of

Anfosd, sometime Piocinni s pupil, and who owed
to him his first theatrical engagement. He was
very far inferior to Piccinni, but his ' Incognita

perseguitata' had a popular success, as had two
or throe weak operas that followed it. The in-

constant Roman public forsook its old favourite

;

an opera of Picoinni*s was hissed by Anfossi's

partisans, and withdrawn. This so affected. the

composer's sensitive nature that, returning to

Naples, he fell seriously ill, and was in danger

for many months. On his recovery he decided

not to return to Rome. In 1774 he had given

at Naples a second ' Alessandro nelle Indie,* sa-

perior to the first ; he now wrote a huffo opera,
* I viaggiatori,* which had at Naples almost the

success of * La Cecchina ' at Rome.
In 1 776 he yielded to invitations and powerful

inducements held out to him to go to Paris,

where, with his family, he arrived in December, on
a promised salary of 6000 francs, with travelling

expenses. He knew not a word of the French
language, but Marmontel undertook to be his in-

structor, and to make such changes in several

operas of Quinault as should adapt them for

modem music. For some time he passed every
morning with Piccinni, explained a scene to him,
taught him to repeat it, marked by signs the
quantity of each word and each syllable, and
then left him to work. The next morning Pio-

cinni sang over to him what he had composed.
His first French opera, ' Roland ' (produced Jan.
i7> ^77^)? ^As completed after a year's labour of
this kind.

He had not long begun it when the famous
feud arose, already alluded to, between his ad
mirers and those of Gluck. This great man had
brought about a revolution in fVench serious

opera, worthy in its way to be compared to the
political ana social revolution which followed
soon after. He had freed the tragic lyrical stage
from a mass of uncouth antediluvian conven-
tionality, and had substituted for it a new and
living form of Art. Like all innovators, he had
enemies, and those who had been disgusted by the
uncompromisii^ fury of his partisans ranged
themselves under Piccinni's banner. A war of
pamphlets and other writings raged unabated for

years. It divided society ; the subject was un-
safe. Men met each other for the first time with
the question, almost implying a challenge, ' Sir,

are you Gluckist or Piccinnist ?

'

Poor Piccinni, quiet and peaceable, a stranger
to intrigue, kept at a distance from all the tur-

moil, which was such that on the night of the
first performance of ' Roland,* fears were enter-

tained for his personal safety. To the general
surprise, he was brought home in triumph to his

family. The opera had had a complete success,

1 See Tol. U. pb 614. note.
|
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especial enthusiasm being elicited by the pretty
bidlet airs,—a curious fact, as Piccinni had no
sympathy with dancing, and disliked having to
write dance music.
He was in favour with Marie Antoinette, and

gave her two singing-lessons a week at Versailles.

The satisfaction of teaching so distinguished a
pupil was supposed to be itsown sufficient reward

;

at any rate he received no other payment, not
even his travelling expenses.

He was appointed Director of a troupe of Ita-

lian singers engaged to give performances on
alternate nights at the Grand Opera, and in Uiis

capacity produced 'Le finte Gemelle* (June 11,

1778); *La buona Figliuola* (Dec. 7, 1778);
' La buona Figliuola maritata' (April 1 5. 1 779)

;

*I1 Vago disprezzato ' (May 16, 1 729). The idea
now occurred to the principal director to get two
operas on the same subject from the famous
rivals, and ' Iphigdnie en Tauride ' was fixed on.

The poetical version given to Piccinni to set was
so bad, that after composing the first two acts

he took it to GinguenJ, who to a great extent
rewrote the book. Meanwhile the manager, vio-

lating a promise made to Piccinni to the contrary,

had Gluck*s 'Iphig^nie' performed first, whidb
met with the brilliant success it deserved. Pic-

cinni in the meantime (Feb. ao, 1780) produced
*Atys,* a grand opera, superior to 'Koland';
some numbers of which, especially the ' Choms
of Dreams,* were for many years very popular at

concerts ; and ' Ad^e de Ponthieu,' a lyric tra-

gedy (Oct. 37,1781). His ' Iphig^nie,* produced
Jan. 33, 1 781, contained many b^uties. It had
small chance of succeeding after Gluck*s, but was
fairly well received in spite of the untoward in-

cident which marred its second representation.

No sooner had Mile. Laguerre, the IpkigHiU of
the evening appeared on the scene, than it be-
came painfully evident that she was intoxicated.

She got through the part without breaking down,
but the luckless composer heard Sophie Arnould*s
hon mot going from mouth to mouth, ' C'est Iptd-

gdnie en Champagne.* The opera had, however,
seventeen consecutive performances.

Gluck had left Paris in 1 780, but a new rival

now appeared in Sacchini, whose ' Renaud' (Feb.
38, 1783) had considerable success. ' Didon,'
reckoned Piccinni*s best French opera, was first

produced, by command, before the court at Fon-
tainebleau (Oct. 16, 1783), and afterwards at the
Grand Op^ra, where it kept the boards till Feb.
8, 1836—its 350th representation. At the same
time the smaller works of * Le Dormeur dveill^'

and ' Le Faux Lord' were being performed by the
Italian company and were very popular. About
this time a school for singing was established in

Paris, of which Piccinni was appointed principal

master, and which showed tiie results of his

training in an excellent performance of' Roland*
by the pupils. But the tide of fortune seemed
now to turn against him. *Lucette' and 'Le
Mensonge Officieux' failed in 1786 and 1787.
'Diane et Endymion* and 'Pdn^lope' had met
with the same fate not long before. He was
not, however, embittered by these reverses.
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When Saccblni (iied, of yexation and disappcnni-

ment, Piocinni pronounced his funeral oration,

full of delicate and discriminating praise of all

that was beet in his works. When Gluck died,

in 1787, Piocinni was anxious to found, by sub-

scription, an annual concert in memory of the

great man 'to whom/ he wrote, 'the lyrical

theatre is as much indebted as is the French
stage to the great Comeille.' From lack of sup-

port, the proposal was not carried out.
' Glytemoestra,' a serious opera, failed to ob-

tain a representation, and when the Revolution

broke out in 1789, and he lost his pension, he
returned to Naples. Here he was well received

by the king, who gave him another pension.

Some of his old works were performed, as well

as an oratorio, 'Jonathan' and a new buffo

opera, ' La Serva onorata.* But he got into

trouble owing to the marriage of one of his

daughters with a young Frenchman of avowed
Liberal opinions, was denounced as a Jaco-
bin, disgraced at Court, and his next opera

purposely hooted down. An engagement to

compose two operas at Venice gave him the
opportunity- of absenting himself but when, at

the end of some months, he was foolish enough
to return to Naples, he was immediately placed

by the first minister, Acton, in a kind of arrest,

and forbidden to leave his house. There he re-

mained, in misery and indigence, for four years.

He had previously heard that all the property
he had left in France was lost, that a friend for

whom he had become security was bankrupt,
and that all his scores had been sold to pay this

man's debts. He now supported himself and
beguiled the time by composmg music to several

Psalms, translated into Italian by Saverio Mattel.
The convents and churches for which these were
written became possessors of the original scores,

as he was too poor to have them copied.

The treaty of peace with the French Republic
brought hope for him. The ambassador, Can-
claux, procured for him the means of conmiimi-
cadng with his friends in Paris, and David, the
&mous singer, got him an offer of an engage-
ment at Venice. With some difficulty a passport
was procured for him by Graret, successor to

Canclaux, and Lach^, secretary of legation,

who also furnished him with the means of going,
he being absolutely penniless. At Rome he
was fSt^ by the French Fine Arts Commission,
and persuaded to go direct to Paris, where he
arrived on Dec. 3, 1798. The annual distri-

bution of prizes in the Conservatoire occurred
next day, and Piccinni was invited to be pre-

sent. He was conducted on to the stage and
presented to the public amid deafening applause.

5000 fr. were granted him for his immediate
necessities, as well as a small pension. This was,
however, most irregularly paid, and when some
months later his family arrived, in utter desti-

tution, from Naples, whence they had had to
fly in the wake of the French army, poor Pic-
cinni found himself again in almost desperate
circumstances. His troubles brought on an
attack of paralysis, from which he did not re-
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cover for some months. Many melancholy MS.
letters of his are extant, showing to what a
miserable state he was reduced. Some are ad-

dressed to Bonaparte, praying that his pension

might be paid, for the sake of the many de-

pendent on him. Bonaparte showed him kind-

ness, and paid him 35 louis for a military march.
A sixth inspector's place was created for him
in the Conservatoire, but he was now again

prostrated bv severe illness, aggravated by the

treatment of surgeons who bl^ him recklessly.

He rallied, however, and went to Passy, in the

hope of recovering his strength, but fresh do-

mestic anxieties pursued him, and he succumbed
on May 7, 1600. He was buried in the com-
mon cemetery (which has since been sold), and
a stone was placed over him by friends.

His place in the Conservatoire was given ^to

Monsigny, on condition that half the salary

attached to it should be paid to Mme. Piccinni

during her life, she, in return, instructing four

pupils of the Conservatoire in singing.

Piccinni was a good husband and father, and
a man of most mild and amiable temper. Where
art was concerned, he could be finn. Unlike
many other composers he would never yield to

the caprices of imperious prime dotmet by alter-

ing his music to suit their fancies.

His Paris scores are much more fully orches-

trated than those of his earlier Italian works,

and show in this the influence both of the

French and the German spirit. He was, how-
ever, opposed to innovation. It is interesting

to read, in Ginguen^'s life of him, his views on
this question. His strictures on elaborate ac-

companiments, over-orchestration, profuse modu-
lation, etc., are, with a mere difference of degree,

the very same as those we hear at this day from
writers who represent the conservative side of

Art.
That he should ever have been opposed, on

equal terms, to Gluck, seems now incredible.

Yet by numbers of contemporaries—critical and
cultivated—he was reckoned Gluck*s equal, and
his superior by not a few. But his art was of a
kind that adapts itself to its age ; Gluck's the

art to which the age has, in time, to adapt itself.

Novelty brings such an unavoidable shock, that

originality may find itself, for the time, in oppo-

sition to 'good taste,' and the vero be less readily

accepted than the ben trovato. Piccinni was no
discoverer, but an accomplished and successful

cultivator in the field of Art.

A complete list of his very numerous works is

to be found in F^tis*s ' Biographic des Musiciens.*

They comprise 80 operas—Guinguend says 133

—

several oratorios, and many long pieces of church

music.
Piccinni left two sons, the second of whom,

LuDOVico, bom at Naples in 1 766, learned music

from his father and followed it as a career. He
followed his father to Paris in 178a, and after a
long and checkered life died there on July 31,

1837. He wrote many operas, but they are dis-

missed by F^tis as works of no value. Certainly

none of them have survived. The elder son,
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GiusEPPl, is known only through his natural

son, Louis Albxafdrb, bom at Paris Sept. lo,

1 779, a composer of more than 200 pieces for the

stage, as w^ as of 25 comic operas, of which a
list is given by F^is. [F.A.M.]
PICCO, an Italian peasant (adrertised as * the

Sardinian minstrel ') who appeared in London in

1856—first at Covent Garden, Feb. 21, and after-

wards very often during the season—and per-

formed wim immense execution and 'astonishing

fjMnlity, to say nothing of delicacy, taste, and
feeling,' upon a * tibia, or whistle, as described

in the following article. He was then 25 years

of age, and of very prepossessing appearance, and
had been blind from his birth. His tone is de-

scribed as 'between that of a flageolet and a
flauto piccolo ; at times somewhat shrill, at others

as soft and suave as possible.' Like GusiKOW, he
was evidently a bom genius, and we reeret that

we can obtain no information as to what hap-

pened to him before or after his appearance

here. [G.]

PICGO PIPE. A small and unimportant

member of the family of fiHt^a d bee. It owes
whatever musical significance it may possess to

the efforts of the single exceptional player named
in the preceding article. It is stated that this per-

former was able to produce from it a compass

of three octaves. The only other importance

which it displays is due to its extreme simplicity.

Perhaps no wind instrument ever constructed

exhibits such limited mechanism. It consists,

as usually made, of a box-wood tube 3} inches

long. Of this, 1 1 inches are occupied by a mouth-
piece, conunon to it and to the penny whistle,

the flageolet, the/d/« d bee, and the diapasonpipe

of the organ. The remaining two inches form
all the modulative apparatus required. This

consists of three lateral holes ; two in front, one

at the back, for the thumb and two first fingers

of either hand, and an expanded bell, spreading

to 1^ of an inch in diameter. It is obvious that

some additional device is necessary to complete

even the simplest and most rudimentary diatonic

scale. This is furnished by first using it as a
stopped pipe ; the bell being blocked, wholly or

partially, by the palm of the hand, twelve semi-

tones being so pix)duced ; then as an open pipe,

giving eight consecutive notes ; and lastly, by
overblowing on the first harmonic of a stopped

pipe {the 1 2th), obtaining again with a stopped

Dell six more semitones. Besides these, some
intermediate sounds are indicated by halfstopping

holes, or by forcing the wind, according as the

vibrations have to be slackened or accelerated.

The compass is usually 26 semittmes, and is

made to conmience with B below the treble stave

;

rising to C above it (i). The lowest note is only

to be obtained by covering the bell with the

palm of the hand and closing all the holes. At
B (2) the open scale commences, and atG (3) the

harmonic. It is obvious that this notation is at
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best only approximative, and at least an ootave

lower than the real sounds emitted. Probably C
is the fundamental note of the instrument, de-

pressed somewhat by the irregular form of the

sounding tube. It is just possible that this

primitive contrivance may throw light on some
of the three and four-holed flutes of antiqmty.

[SeeFLDTB.] [W.H-8.]

PICCOLO (<. e. Italian for • Uttle*). »n abbre-

viation for Flauto Piccolo, usually applied to

the Octive Flute, otherwise called Ottavuto, from
its tonal relation to the larger instruments, of

which it occupies the superior octave. Small
flutes and fifes have been made in many keys

;

those now most commonly in use are the D and
£b piccolos. The former name is correct; it being

the super-octave of the ordinary flute, which has

been shown to stand in the key of D. The D
piccolo, however, is not furnished with the ad-

ventitious keys of C, Bi) (and sometimes Bb),

which give the flute three or four semitones below
its natural keynote. The so-called £b piccolo is

really in Db, as can be easily demonstrated by
attempting to play on it music written for the ES
clarinet, which actually stands in the key named

;

when it will be found to differ by a whole tone.

The French scorers very propeily term it ' Petite

fliite en R^b.' Its use is now entirely limited to

military bands, which habitually play in flat

keys. The peculiar tonality thus adopted ex-

punges five flats from the signature; enabling;

the instrument to avoM many mechanical dif-

ficulties, and to range around the lower sharp

and flat keys from D to £b, in which its in-

tonation is most correct.

Its Compass is from D or Db within the treble

stave to at least A in altissimo (2 octaves and
5 notes), or even higher in the hands of a good
player. It is customary to write for it an
octave lower than the sound really produced.

It is, with the exception of the higher har-

monic notes of the violin, by far the most acute

instrument used in orchestral music ; its sounds

being much more powerful and piercing than
the corresponding notes developed by a string.

On the other lumd, its lowest octave is feeble

and devoid of character.

The piocdo appears to have been a favourite

with composers, and especially with Berlins;

whose account of its musical value is so ex-

haustive as to render others unnecessary. He
points out its use by Gluck ; by Beethovoi in

the Storm of the Putoral Symphony, to repro-

duce the whistling of the wind ; by Weber in

the drinking song of Der FreischUtz, and by
others; though he omits Handel's wonderful

accompaniment to the bass song, 'Oh ruddier

than the cherry' in 'Ads and Galatea,' where
the essentially pastoral quality of the little in-

strument is admirably developed. He advocates^

very justly, the orchestral use of the so-called

£b piccolo, sounding the minor ninth above the

violins, which in the key of £b would be playing

in its best key, that of D major. BerHoi't

remarks upon the Tierce flute, giving £b for C,

and usually called the flute in F, and on the tenth
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piccolo in £b unisonouB with the clarinet in £b
alt, but commonly named picccdo in F—deserve

careful study. [W.H.S.]

PICCOLO PIANO, a low upright pianoforte

introduced by Eob^t Womum of London in

1839. The novelty consisted first in its small

size, and then in the application of a new action

invented by Robert Womum and patented three

years before. [See Pianoforte.] Though the

irtrings were placed vertically, the height of the

Piccolo piano did not exceed 40 inches. The
fiicile touch gidned by the new mechanism soon

attracted the attention of the musical public, and
-with its long since proved durability has made it

a favourite model of action for the manufacturers

of the present day both here and abroad. The
* piccolo ' was finished to stand out in the room
away from the wall ; its original price was 36
guineas. [A.J.H.]

PICCOLOMINI, Maria, bom 1834 at Siena,

of the well-known Tuscan family. Being pas-

sionately fond of music she determined to become
a public singer ; and in spite of opposition from
her family, studied under Signers Mazzarelli and
Pietro Bomani, both of Florence, and made
her d^ut in 1852 at La Pergola as Lucrezia
Boigia ; she afterwards played at Rome, Siena,

Bologna, etc., and in 1855 at the Carignan Thea-
tre, Turin, as Violetta in * La Traviata,* on its

greduction there, and was highly successful,

he made her d^nt in London at Her Majesty's
Theatre, May 34, 1856, in the same opera, then
produced for the first time in England. She
immediately became the fashion, partly on account
of her charming little figure, and clever, real-

istic acting—e^)ecially in the last act, where
she introduced a consumptive cough ; and partly

perhaps on account of the plot of the opera,

which excited much indignation and a warm
newspaper controversy.^ She next played Maria,
in theFiglia,and Norma,with £[^ir success. What-
ever might be the merits ofher acting, of her sing-

ingthereweremany adverse opinions ; forinstance,

Ghorley writes ' Her voice was weak and limited,

a mezzo-soprano hardly one octave and a half in

compass. She was not sure in her intonation,

ahe had no execution .... Her best appearance
was in La Traviata.' He admits that Mdlle.
Piocolomini * had the great gift ofspeaking Italian

with a beautiful easy finished pronunciation such
as few have possessed, and so for a while she

Erevailed where less appetiziug pretenders to

ivour had failed.' She aflerwands played at
the Th^tre des Italiens, Paris. Mdlle. Pioco-

lomini reappeared for the seasons of 1857 and
58 at Her Majesty's, and added Adina (L'filisir)

(described by Mr. Henry Morley^ as one of
her best acted parts), Zerlina and Susanna of

Mozart ; Arline in the Italian version of * The
Bohemian Girl'; Lucia, in ' Luisa Miller,' on the
production of that opera June 8, 1858; and 'La

1 This dninu was formerly forbidden on the English stage : bat
Mme. ModJMkA. the Polish actress, has played in a modified retslon

of the aama at the Court Theatre during Um season of ItHO with rtrj
great success.

s 'BaooUectloos of an Old Playgoer.'
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Serva Padrona* of Paisiello, July 5, 58.* She then
went to America, and made a great success.

In 59 she played a short engagement at Drury
Lane with diminished effect, and for a few nights
in 60 at Her Majesty's, and took farewell of the
stage April 33, as Almina, in a new opera of
that name by Campana, and in a duet from
' I Martiri ' with Giuglini. Soon after this she
married the Marchese Gktetani. She nevertheless
returned to the stage for four nights in 1863, and
generously gave her services in aid of the benefit
organised at Drury Lane for her old manager
Lumley, having travelled to England for that
express purpose. [A.C.]

PICHEL, Wbnzel, good vioKnist and prolifio

composer, bom 1740 at Bechin, Tabor, Bohemia.
Having received a good education, general and
musical, he went to Prague to study philosophy
and theology at the university, and counterpoint
under Segert. Here he formed a friendship
with Dittersdorf, who engaged him as first violin

in the band of the Bishop of Grosswardein.
Having spent two years as Musikdirector to
Count Louis von Hiurtig in Prague, he entered
the orchestra of the court theatre at Vienna, and
was sent thence, on the recommendation of the
Empress, to Milan, as oompositore di musica to

the Archduke Ferdinand. He now took as much
pains in perfecting himself by intercourse with
Nardini, as he had previously done in the case
of Dittersdorf. He visited all the principal

cities of Italv, and was elected a member of
the Filarmonici both of Bologna and Mantua.
The occupation of Milan by the French in 1 796
drove the Archduke back to Vienna, and Pichel
not only accompanied him, but remained in his

service till his death on Jan. 23, 1805, in spite of
an offer twice renewed of the poet of Imperial
CapeUmeister at St. Petersburg. Pichel's industry,

was extraordinary, and that his compositions

were popular is proved by the fact that a large

part of them were published in Paris, London,
Amsterdam, Berlin, Offenbach, and Vienna. He
sent a complete list in 1803 to Dlabacz, the
Bohemian lexicographer, who inserted it in his

'Allgem. hist. Kiinstler • Lexicon fUr Bohmen'
(Prague, 1 8

1 5). An abstract of the extraordinary

catalogue is given by F^tis and Gerber. The
works— neariy 700 in number— include 88
symphonies; I3 8erenatas; violin-concertos and
solos; duets, trios, quartets and quintets for

strings; concertos for various wind instruments;

sonatas, etc., for PF. ; 1 4 masses, and many church
works of various kinds; 35 operas to German,
Latin, French, and Italian librettos; and 'Sei

Ariette,' words by Metastasio, op. 4a (Vienna,

Eder). For Prince Esterhazy he composed 148
pieces for the baryton in several parts ; and in

addition to all wrote a Bohemian translation of

Mozart's Zauberflote. [C. F. P.]

PIECE. This word, which in the 17th and
18th centuries was used generally for a literary

composition (for examples see the criticisms in

3 TlaTlng sung the matic prertously at Mr. Benedict's annual con>

cert. Juno 21. at the same theatre.
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the Spectator, yoIb. 4 and 5, on * Paradise Lost,*

which is constantly spoken of as ' that sublime

piece *)> c^tl ii^ ^ter times for a dramatic work,

has since the end of the last century been applied

to instrumental musical compositions as a general

and untechnical term. The earliest application

of the word in. this sense is to the component
parts of a suite, which ard called pieces (compare

the French ' Suite de piles'). It is not as a rule

applied to movements of sonatas or symphonies,

unless such movements are isolated from their

surroundings, and played alone : nor is it applied

to the symphonies or sonatas taken as a whole.

An exception to this rule is found in the direction

at the beginning of Beethoven's Sonata, Op. 37,

No. a
—*Si deve suonare tutto questo pezzo

(the first movement, of course) delicatissima-

mente e senza sordini.' It is not used of vocal

music, except in the cases of portions of operas,

such as finales etc. for many voices, to which the

name * Concerted piece,' * Pezzo concertante/ is

not unfrequently given. Cognate uses are found

in most modem languages : the French using

pUce or morceau, the Germans StUck, MusUcttilck,

the Italians pezzo, [JA.F.M.]

PIENO, * fulL* Examples of the use of this

direction may be foimd in Handel's organ con-

certo, where 'Organo pieno' denotes that the

organ part is to be played with full harmonies,

as well as what is now called *full,' i.e. with the

full force of the stops. [J.A.F.M.]

PIERSON, Henbt Hugo, was bom at Oxford

on April la, 1815. He was the son of the Hev.
Dr. Pearson, of St. John's College, afterwards

Chaplain to George IV and Dean of Salisbury.

He was sent to Harrow School, where he gave
proof of the possession of no common abilities,

gaining the Governors' prize for Latin hexa-

meters. From Harrow he proceeded toTrinity

College, Cambridge, intending, at that time, to

take a medical degree. His genius, however, de-

veloped so rapidly as to make it evident that

music was his destined career. He received his

first instruction from Attwood, and was also in-

debted to Arthur Corfe. His first musical publi-

cation was a series of six songs entitled 'Thoughts

of Melody *—the words by Byron—written while

an undergraduate at Cambridge.

Mr. Pearson went to Germany for the first

time in 1839, and studied under C. H. Rink,

Tomaschek, and Beissiger. At Leipzig he had
much intercourse with Mendelssohn, and during

his residence in Germany also became ac-

quainted with Meyerbeer, Spohr, and Schumann.
Schumann reviewed the al)ove-mentioned six

songs most favourably in his *Neue Zeitschrift

filr Musik.' In 1844 Pearson was elected to the

Reid Professorship of Music in the university of

Edinburgh, in succession to Sir Henry Bishop

;

but this post he very soon resigned, and returned

to Germany, which frx)m that time he virtually

adopted as his country, changing his name from

Henry Hugh Pearson to that given above. He
had marri^ Caroline LeonhiJdt, a lady distin-

guished by varied gifts and literary productions

;
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and the sympathy thenceforward aocorded to his

genius in continental society was undoubtedly
more oongenial to his feelings than the alight

appreciation he received from English mtics.
His first important work was the opera ' Ijeila,'

which was brought out at Hunbuig with great
success in Feb. 1848. From this opera may be

instanced a striking song for bass voice, *Thy
heart, O man, is like the sea.* Much of hu
music at this time was published under the nam
de plume of ' Edgar Mansfeldt.'

In 1853 appeared his best work, the oratorio

'Jerusalem.* This was composed fc^ the Nor-
wich Festival, and was performed there on Sept
23 in that year with remarkable effect. TLs
overture, the airs 'Of the rock that b^at thee'
and ' O that my head were waters,' the air and
chorus 'What are these,' the quintet 'Blessed
are the dead,' and the chorus * The Eternal God
is thy refuge,' are some of the most interesting

nimibers. The oratorio was repeated at Exeter
Hall on May 18, 1853, by the 'Harmonic
Union,' and was given again in i86a at Wurtz-
burg. An elaborate criticism of 'J^usalem,'
from the pen of Dr. G. A. Mac&rren, was pub-
lished in the 'Musical Times' of Sept. i, 185 a.

Pierson's next work was the music to the

second part ofGoethe's ' Faust,* composed in 1854,
which added greatly to his reputation in Grermany.
It was repeatedly performed at Hambui^g, and

a selection from it, including the noble choros

'Sound, immortal harp,' was given at the Nor-

wich Festival of 1857. In acknowledgment of

the merit of this composition, the author received

the Gold Medal for Art and Science from the

late King of the Belgians, Leopold I, who sc-

oepted the dedication of the pianoforte soore.

It has been performed several times at Frankfort

and other places, on successive anniversariee of

Goethe's birthdi^. Pierson was requested to

write for the Norwich Festival of 1869, and
offered a selection from a second oratorio, 'Hexe-

kiah.' This work, unfortunately, was never

completed ; but several numbers were performed

on the above-named occasion in Sept. 1869.

'Contarini,* an opera in five aets, produced st

Hamburg in April 187a, was Pierson s last work

on a large scale.

To those already mentioned, however, must be

added a very large number of songs, written st

different dates, and bearing, on the whole, more

than any other of his works, the stamp of hii

diaracteristic style and delicate invention. Am
good examples may be cited ' Deep in my sool,'

'Thekla's Lament,' and 'All my heart's thine

own.' His spirited part-song ' Ye mariners of

England ' is constantly performed. He left a

vast number of works in manuscript, including

several overtures, three of which—those to * Mac-

beth,' ' As you like it,' and 'Romeo and Jolietk'

have been performed at the Crystal Palace

Concerts.

He died at Leipzig Jan. a8, 1873, and liei

buried in the churchyard of Sonning, Berks.

His death called forth remarkable tributes from

the German musical press, showing the high
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estimation In which he is held in the Land of

Music. A Leipzig journal published on the day
after his death, after speaking of him as a 'great

artist, whose strivings were ever after the noblest

ends/ continues as follows :
* Holding no musical

appointment, and consequently without influence

;

highly educated, but, after the fuhion of true

genius, somewhat of a recluse, and withal unprac-

tical, he did not know how to make his glorious

works valued. He showed himselfseldom, though
his appearance was poetic and imposing; and he
was such a player on both organ and pianoforte

as is rarely met with.' [H. P.]

PIETRO IL GRANDE. • A new grand his-

torical opera*; words by Desmond Ryan and
Maggioni, music by JuUien. Produced at CJovent

Garden Aug. 17, 185 a. [G.]

PIFFERO is reaUy the Italian form of the

"Knglish word Fife^ and the German Pfeife. In
the ' Dizionario della Musica' it is described as

a small flute with six finger-holes and no keys.

But the term is also commonly used to denote a
rude kind of oboe, or a bagpipe with an inflated

sheepskin for reservoir, common in Italy, and
occasionally to be seen about the streetsofLondon,
the players being termed Piflerari. [See Pas-
TOBAL Symphony, vol. ii. p. 670 6.]

Spohr, in his Autobiography (Deo. 5, 1816),

quotes a tune which he says was played all over

Rome at that season by Neapolitan pipers, one

playing the melody on a sort of ' coarse powerful

oboe,' the other the accompaniment on a bagpipe

sounding like three clarinets at once. We give

a few bfu^ as a specimen.
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It is a very different tune firom Handel's

•Pastoral Symphony.' [W.H.S.]

PIGGOTT, Francis, Mus. Bao.,was appointed

Jan. 18, 1686, organist of Magdalen College,

Oxford, which ofiBce he resigned in 1 687. He was
chosen. May 35, 1688, first organist ofthe Temple
Church. On Dec. 1 1, 1695, he was sworn organist

extraordinary of the Chapel Royal, and on March
34, 1697, on the death of Dr. Child, organist in

ordinary. He graduated at Cambridge in 1698.

He composed some anthems, now forgotten, and

died May 15,1 704. He was succeeded as organist

of the I'emple by his son, Francis, afterwards

organist of St. cTeoige's, Chapel, Windsor, who
became possessed of a large fortune on the death

of his relation. Dr. John Pelling; rector of St.

Anne's, Soho, and died in 1736. [W.H.H.]
VOL. n. PT. 1 2.

PILGRIME VON MEKKA, DIE. A comic
opera, translated firom Dancourt's ' Rencontre im-
pr^vue,' set to music by Gluck, produced at
SchOnbrunn 1 766, and revived 1 780. One air in

it, * Unser dummer Pobel meint,' Mozart has res-

cued from oblivion by writing a set of variations

upon it (Kochel, No. 455). He improvised them
at Madame Lange's concert, March a a, 1783, in

Gluck's presence. [G.]

PILKINGTON, Francis, Mus. Bao., Oxon.
I595f was a lutenist and member of the choir

of Chester Cathedral. In 1605 he published
* The First Booke of Songs or Ayres of 4 parts :

with Tableture for the Lute or Orpharion, with
theVioll de Gamba.' In 161 3 he issued 'The
First Set of Madri&fals and Pastorals of 3, 4 and

5 parts,' and in 1614 contributed two pieces to

Leighton's ' Teares or Lamentacions.' In 1624
he published * The Second Set of Madrigals and
Pastorals of 3, 4, 5 and 6 parts ; apt for Violls

and Voyces ' ; on &e title of which he describes

himself as ' Chaunter of the Cathedrall ... in

Chester.' A part-song by him, 'Rest, sweet
Nymphs,' is included by Mr. HuUah in his
• Vocal Scores.* [W.H. H.]

PINAFORE, H.M.S. A comic opera in 3

acts ; words by W. S. Gilbert, music by Arthur
Sullivan. Produced at the Opera Comique,
Strand, May 25, 1878. The success of this piece

has been prodigious : in London it celebrated its

209th night at the Opera Comique on the 24th
Oct. 1880 ; and in America no piece is ever re-

membered to have had such an extraordinary
and long continued reception. It is said to have
been on the stage at four theatres at once, in

New York alone, for months together. [G.]

PINSUTI, CiRO (II oavalikre), native of
Sinalunga, Siena, where he was bom Ma^ 9,
1820. He was grounded in music and the piano

by his father; at ten he played in public; at

eleven, being in Rome, he was made honorary
member of the Accademica Filarmonica. and
was taken to England by Mr. Heniy Drum-
mond, M.P., in whose house he resided until

1845, studying the pianoforte and composition

under Cipriam Potter, and the violin under H.
Blagrove. In 1845 he returned home, and
entered the Conservatorio at Bologna, where he
attracted the notice of Rossini, and became his

private pupil. In 1847 he took his degree at

Bologna, and remained there another year under
Rossini's eye. In 1848 he went back to England
and started as a teacher of singing, dividing his

time between London and Newcastle, where he
founded a Musical Society which still exists.

Since that time Mr. Pinsuti's head-quarters have
been in London, though he keeps up his connection

with Italy by frequent visits, luus he brought
out his first opera, * II Mercante di Venezia,' at

Bologna, Nov. 8, 1873, and a second, ' Mattia
Corvino,' at the Scala at Milan, March 24, 1877.
Both operas have been very successful in Italy,

and the theatre at Sinalunga is now the * Teatro

Giro Pinsuti.' In 1859 he composed the Te DeuTii

for the annexation of Tuscany to the Itali;

80
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kingdom, and was decorated with the order of

SS. Maurice and Lasanu. In 1878 King Hum-
bert further created him a knight of the Italian

crown. In 187 1 he was selected to represent

Italy at the opening festival of the International

Exhibition, and contributed a hymn in Ab to

words by Lord Houghton, beginning, * O people

of this favoured land.*

In London Mr. Pinsuti is well and widely

known. Since 1856 he has been professor of

singing at the Boyal Academy of Music. In addi-

tion to a large circle of pupils of all ranks, many
eminent artists have profited by his counsels, as

Grisi, Bosio, Patti, Ronconi, Graziani, Mario, etc.

His works are largely diffused, and his charm-
ing part-songs, fuU of melody and spirit, are great

favourites with the singing societies of England.
The list of his published compositions embraces
more than 330 songs, Engliim and Italian, 35
duets. 14 trios, 45 part-songs ami choruses, and
30 PF. pieces, the Te Deum and the opera * II

Mercante di Venezia* already mentioned. [G.]

PINTO, Thomas, son of a Neapolitan of good
family, bom in England, at 11 played Corelli's

concertos, and led the concerts in St. Cecilia's

Hall in Edinburgh. His reading at sight was
marvellous ; he would even turn the book upside

down, and play correctly from it in that posi-

tion. His great gifts inclined him to careless-

ness, from which he was fortunately roused by the

appearance of Giardini. After 1 750 he played
frequently as leader and soloist in benefit con-

certs, at the Worcester and Hereford Festivals,

at Drury Lane Theatre, and, after Giardini, at

the King*s Theatre. His first wife was Sibilla

Gronamann, daughter of a German pastor ; after

her death he married (1766) Miss Bkemt, the

celebrated singer, who died in 1803. [See Jp-
pendix.] A speculation with regard to Maryle-
bune Gardens, into which he had entered with
Dr. Arnold, failed, and he took refuge in Scot-

land, and finally in Ireland, where he died in
T773. A daughter by his first wife married a
Londoner named Sauters, and had a son
GsoROB Fbedxbic, bom Sept. 35, 1786, at

Lambeth, who took his grandfather's name. He
early showed a decided talent for music, and the
education and progress of the pretty and lively

boy were watched over with the greatest interest

by his gifted grandmother. His first teachers

were soon outstripped, and then Salomon proved
a first-rate master and true friend. From 1 796
to 1800 the young Pinto frequently appeared at
Salomon's concerts, and afterwards under his

wing at Bath, Oxford, Cambridge, Winchester,
and specially in Scotland. A second and longer

tour extended to Paris. Besides playing the

violin, he sang with taste, and made consider-

able progress on the pianoforte, for which he
composed, ameng other music, a sonata dedicated

to his friend John Field. In 1805 his health,

never strong, suddenly broke down, having been
imdermined by excesses, and he died at Little

Chelsea, March 33, 1806. His remains lie in
St. Margaret's, Westminster, beneath the same
monument with those ofhisgrandmother. Pinto*s
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technique was perfect, and his tone fiiU, power-
ful and touching. Salomon, a shrewd observer,

declared that if he had only been able to con-
trol his passions, he might have been a second
Mczart. [C.F.P.]

PIOZZI, Gabbiel. a Florentine of good birUi,

who, prior to 1781, had established himnelf in

Bath as a music master. He numbered among
his pupils the daughters of Henry Thrale, the
opulent brewer, and whilst engaged in instructing

them won the heart of their widowed mother,

whom he married in 1784, a proceeding which
drew down upon the lady the wrath of Dr.
Johnson, who had been for 3o years the cherished

guest of Thrale and herself. After his marriage
Piozzi visited Italy with his wife, and, returning

to England, lived with her in uninterrupted

happiness until his death, which occurred at his

residence, Brynbela, Denbighshire, in March,
1809. A Canzonet of his composition for a so-

prano voice, called 'La Contradizzione,' is printed
in the Musical Library, vol. iv. [W.H.H.]

PIPE and TABOR. The pipe formerly used
with the tabor was of the old English pattezn,

somewhat larger than the modem flageolet,

blown at the end, as already described under
Flutb, and played by the left hand. The tabor

was a diminutive drum, without snares, hung
by a short string to the waist or left arm,
and tapped with a small drumstick. There is

a woodcut of William Kemp the actor playing
pipe and tabor in his Morris dance to Norwich,
and another of Tarleton, the Elizabethan jester,

in the same attitude. The writer is informed by
Mr. William Chappell that Hardman. a music-
seller at York, described the instruments to him
fifty years ago as above, adding that he had sold

them, and that country people still occasionally

bought them. [W.H.S.]

PIPES, VIBRATION OF AIR IN, may be
illustrated by a simple experiment. If a piece of

stout tubing, from a foot to two feet long, be
taken, of an inch or more in diameter, its ends
smoothed and rounded, it will furnish all the
apparatus required. Holding it in one hand, and
striking the open end smartly with the palm of
the other, sufficient vibration will be excited in

the contained air to produce a distinct musical
note, often lasting a second or more, long enough
for its pitch to be heard and determined. If,

after striking, the hand be quickly removed, a
second note is heard to follow the first at the
interval of an octave above. In the former case

the pipe vibrates as what is termed a ' stopped
pipe' with one end closed, in the latter case as an
* open pipe.' All the various forms of pipe used
in the organ and elsewhere, differ frx>m this rudi-

mentary form only in having a more complex
mecham'sm for originating and maintaining the
musical vibration.

When both ends of the tube are open, a pulse
travelling backwards and forwards within it is

completely restored to its original state after

traversing twice the length of the tube, suffering

in the process two reflections ; but when one end
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is closed, a double passage is not sufficient to

complete the cycle of changes. The original

state cannot be recovered until two reflections

have occurred firom the open end, and the pulse

has travelled over four times the length of the

pipe. To make the unstopped tube in the above
experiment yield the same note as the stopped, it

would be necessary to give it double the length.

This law is universal, and may easily be ex-

plained.

Vibration may be set up in the column of air

otherwise than by the blow above described. If

a gentle stream of breath from the lips be sent

obliquely across the open end of either an open

or a stopped tube, an audible note results ; indeed

a common instrument, the Pandean pipe, acts on
this principle. [See Pandban Pipes. J This may
be iJso seen in the Nay or Egyptian Flutb
figured under that heading. In the organ pipe,

a more complicated arrangement occurs. From
the wind-chest a tube leads into a cavity, the

only outlet of which is a linear crack forming the

foot of the pipe. Just over this fissure, the wood
or inetal is cut away so as to leave a feather^

edged portion communicating with the interior

of the pipe, and exactly splitting the stream of

wind. An explanation has of late been tendered

as to the action here set up. The flat plate of

compressed air blown through the slit is compared
to the elastic material of a vibrating reed. In
passing across the upper orifice it momentarily
produces a slight exhaustive or suctional eflect,

tending to rarify the air in the lower part of the

pipe. This, by the elasticity of air, soon sets up
a corresponding compression, and the two allied

states react upon the original lamina of air

issuing from the bellows, causing it to com-
municate its motion to that within the pipe.

Schneebeli drove air rendered opaque by smoke
through a moveable slit. When it passed en-

tirely outside the pipe, no sound was produced,

but appeared when the issuing sheet was gently

blown on at right angles to its dii*ection, con-

tinuing until a counter current was produced by
blowing down the upper orifice of the pipe.

Little or no smoke penetrated into the pipe. If

the sheet of air passed entirely into the pipe

there was also no sound, but on blowing into

the upper end, it was produced. He concludes

that the Luft-Lamdle or air-lamina acts a part

analogous to that of the reed in reed-pipes.

In all cases the air may assume several modes
of undulation. In the Open Pipe the embouchure
at which the wind enters is obviously a place of

greatest motion, corresponding to the ventral

segment of a string. So also will be the open

upper extremity. Half-way between these, at

the point where the two opposite motions meet
and neutralise each other, will be a node or

place of rest. In thut instance the pipe will give

its lowest or fundamental note. If the force of

the current be increased, a shorter wave may be

set in action, a node being established at one*

fourth of the whole length from the embouchure,

and another at the same distance from the top.

The pipe then sptaks its first harmonic, the
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octave of the fimdamentaL By a further wind-
pressure three nodes may form, the first one-
sixth from the mouth, the third at a similar
distance frt>m the top, and the second halfway
between the two, the pipe giving its second har-
monic, a twelfth above the foundation.

In Stopped Pipes a difierent law obtains ; for

the waves have clearly to traverse the length of
the tube twice, instead of onoe, being reflected by
the closed end. This iaei influences the position

of the nodes. When the fundamental note is

struck, the only node is at the stopped end. In
sounding the first possible harmonic, another node
is set up at one-third of the length from the open
end. With the second harmonic, the first node
forms at one-fifth of the length from the open end,

the second dividing the lower four-fifths into two
equal parts. In any case the stopped end must
be a node ; so that the second form of vibration

of the open pipe, and all others which would
render the stopper the centre of a loop or ventral

segment, are excluded. Hence the harmonics of a
stopped pipe follow the series ofodd numbers, 1,3,

5, etc. These relations were discovered by Daniel
Bemouilli, and are generally known as the Laws
OP Bernouilli. In both stopped and open pipes

the distance horn, an open end to the nearest

node is a quarter wave-length of the note emitted.

In the open pipe there is no further limitation

;

but in the case of the stopped pipe, the nearest

node to the mouth must also be distant an even
number of quarter wave-lengths from the stopped

end, which is itself a node.

These laws hold good with pipes of which the

bore is cylindrical or prismatic with parallel

sides. It was shown by Wheatstone that a pipe

of conical bore, while giving out a similar funda-

mental note to one of the same length of cylin-

drical shape, diflers as regards the position of the

nodes when emitting harmonic sounds. The first

node in a conical pipe is not in the middle, but

some distance towards the smaller end. It ap-

pears from modem observations that the laws of

Bemouilli require correction. If an open pipe be
stopped at one end, its note is not exactly an.
octave below that given by it when open, but

about a major seventh. According to theory,

the hypothesis is made that the change from.

constraint to a condition of no constraint takes

place suddenly at the point where the wave-sys-

tem leaves the pipe. This is not the case, and
practically the open pipe is equivalent to one a
little longer than its actual length, by about 635
of the rsulius of the pipe for the open end, and

*59 for the mouth. Kundt has made some
Vflduable researches on the influence of the di-

ameter of a pipe on the velocity of sound within

it, which are beyond our present limits. They
are however fullv discussed in Lord Kayleigh*s

•Theory of Sound,' vol. ii. p. 55. [W. H. S.]

PIRATA. IL. Opera in two acts ; libretto

by Romani, music by Bellini. Produced at the

Scala, Milan, in the autum of 1827 ; in Paris at

Theatre Italien. Feb. i, 183a ; in London, at

the King's Theatre, April 17, 1830. L^J
30 a
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PIRATES OF PENZANCE, THE. A comic
opera in a acts ; words by W. S. Gilbert, music by
Arthur Sullivan. Produced at the Fifth Avenue
Theatre, New York, Dec. 31, 1879; and at the

Opera Comique, London, April 3, 1880. [G.]

PISARI, Pasquale (called Pizari in Santinl's

catalogue), eminent church composer, and, accord-

ing to Padre Martini, 'the Paleetrina of the 1 8th

century,' son of a mason, bom in Rome in 1725.

A musician named Gasparino, struck by his beau-

tiful voice as a child, urged hhn to devote himself

to music. His voice developed afterwards into a
fine bass, but he took less to singing than to com-
position, which he studied under Giovanni Biordi.

In 175 a he was admitted into the Pope's chapel

as supernumerary, and remained a member till his

death in 1778. His poverty was extreme, and
many, perhi^M apocryphal, stories are told of his

writing his compositions with ink made from
charcoal and water, etc. His finest work is a
' Dixit' in 16 real parts, sung at the SS. Apostoli

in 1 770 by 1 50 performers. A Kyrie and Gloria

in 48 parts by Ballabene were performed on the

same occasion. Bumey was in Rome the same
year, and speaks with astonishment of the learn-

ing displayed in the 'Dixit ' (Present State, etc.,

iii 383). It was composed for the court of Lisbon,

together with a service for every day in the year,

but the payment was so long delayed that by the
time it arrived Pisari had died, and his nephew, a
journeyman mason, inherited it. The singers of

the Pope's chapel, disappointed with Tartini's
• Miserere,' requested Pisari to write one, which
he did in 9 parts, but it was a comparative failure.

Baini conjectures that the arduous nature of bis

task for Uie King of Portugal had exhausted his

powers. For the Pope's chapel he composed
several masses, psalms, motets in 8 parts, two
Te Deums in 8 parts, and one in 4, which Baini
pronounces a lastingly beautiful work. San-
tini had twelve large church compositions by
Pisari ; for full list see F^tis. [F. G.]

PISARONI, Benkdetta Rosamunda, an ex-
cellent contralto singer, was bom at Piacenza,
Feb. 6, 1793. Her instmctors were Pino, Mos-
chini, and Marchesi. Her first public appearances
were made at Bergamo in 181 1, in the r6les of
Griselda, Camilla, and others, popular at that
period. Her voice was then a high soprano, and
her accomplishments as a singer so great that, in
spite of a singularly unprepossessing appearance,
^e excited great admiration, and her fame spread
rapidly all over Italy. A serious illness which she
had at Parma, in 18 13, resulted in the loss of some
of her upper notes, which forced her to abandon
her old soprano parts. She then applied herself

to cultivating the lower register of her voice,

which gained considerably in extent and volume,
while the artistic resources she displayed were so

gfreat that the career by which she is remembered
b^an in fact at this time. Some few of her
notes had always a guttural, unpleasant sound,
but in spite of this she was universally admitted
to be the first Italian contralto. She appeared
at Paris, in 1827, as Arsace in 'Semiramide.'
Fetis writes of this occasion: 'Never shall I
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forget the effect produced on the audience when,
advancing up the stage with her back to the
public, contemplating the interior of the temple,
she enunciated in a formidable voice, admiraUy
produced, the phrase * Eccomi alfine in Babilonia

!'

A transport of applause responded to these vigor-
ous accents, this broad style, so rare in our days

;

but when the singer turned round, displajii^
features horribly disfigured by small-pox, a aort

of shudder of horror succeeded to the first enthu-
siasm, many among the spectators shutting their
eyes so as to hear without being condemned to
see. But before the end of the opera her pei^
formance had gained a complete victory. Alter
a few months the public thought no more about
Madame Pisaroni's face, dominated as all were
by her wonderful talent.'

She herself was so sensible of her physical
defects that she never accepted an engagement
without first sending her portrait to the manager,
that he might be prepared exactly for what he
was undertaking.

After singing in 'La Donna del Lago' and
'L'ltaliana in Algeri,' displaying eminent dra-
matic as well as vocal qualities, she appeared
in London in 1829, but was not appreciated.
For two years afterwards she sang at Cadis,
and then retumed to Italy. Here ^e fiuled to

find the favour shown her in past days. Con-
tralto parts were out of fashion ; she had, too.

earned an independent fortune. She retired

accordingly into private life, and died at Piacenza,
Aug. 6, 1872. [F.A.M.]

PISTON. A name given to one form of valve
used in brass instruments for altering the course
of the vibrating column of air, and thus pro-
ducing alteration of pitch. The other form is

termed a rotatory valve. The piston consista of
a vertical tube inserted in the main air-way;
usually, but not necessarily, at right an^ea to

it. Four orifices conununicate with it laterally;

two belonging to the original bore; two con-
nected with a bye-path or channel of greater
lexigth termed the ' valve slide.' In the vertical

tube itself slides an air-tight cylinder or piston,

pressed upwards by means of a spiral spring
beneath it, and prolonged above into a circular

button or finger-piece which can be depressed at

pleasure. Across the cylinder are two oblique
perforations occupying its central portion. In a
state of rest, one of these is continuous on either

side with the bore of the instrument, and the
bye-path is obstructed. But when the finger-

piece is depressed in opposition to the action of

the spiral spring, the former is closed, and com-
munication is established by the other between
the main bore and the valve slide or channel.
The ordinary cornet d pittons, so named from this

ingenious contrivance, usually possesses three
of these pistons worked by the first three fingers

of the right hand, the musical efiect of which
has been described under that title. [Corset,
vol. i. p. 403.] The Euphonium or bass saxhorn
is generally furnished with a fourth valve for the
left hand. The series may, however, be extended
to six or more, though it is rare to see the above
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numben exceeded. The French horn, from the

closeness oS its harmonic sounds, hardly needs

more than two, respectively depressing the open
note a tone and a semitone: these are usually

attached to a removable slide, and can be re-

placed by a plain metal tube. [See the wood-
cat under Hobn, vol. i. p. 747.] l^e early pistons

were of complicated plan« causing several abrupt
angles in the air-way, which to a certain extent

interfered with the purity and freedom of the

tone. Modem improvements have to a great

degree removed tfaiis defect; though there still

exists a prejudice against their use, especially

among players of the French horn.

In the rotatory valve the vertical piston is

replaced by a horizontal fourway cock, also kept
in position by a spring, moved by a lever like

that of a clarinet or flute, but possessing on its

circumference the same pair of orifices, and
establishing exactly the same connexions between
tube and slide as does the piston. The rotatory

valve, when really well made, is perhaps the more
perfect of the two as a mechanicid contriv-

ance ; but it is somewhat more liable to stick

fast, and less easily accessible for cleaning than
the piston-valve. The device is quite of recent

invention, due in great measure to M. Adolphe
Sax, and has completely superseded the older

contrivance of keys, as in the key-bugle, ophi-

cleide, and the ancient serpent. It is liable to

considerable imperfections of intonation from the

fiict that it does not distinguish between major
and minor tones and semitones ; also from the

different theoretical length of the valve-slides

due to alterations of key or of crook. Mr. Bas*
sett has ingeniously added to the trumpet an
extra valve, which he terms the ' comma valve

'

or piston, and which corrects the former error ;

the latter must be left to the ear of the per-

former, and is often sadly neglected. [W. H. S.]

PITCH. This word, in its general sense, re-

fen to the position of any sound in the musical
scale of acuteness and gravity, this being deter-

mined by the corresponding vibrcUion-numher,

i. e. the number of double vibrations per second
which will produce that sound. Thus when we
speak of one sound being * higher in pitch * than
another, we mean that the vibrations producing
the former are more rapid than those producing
the latter, so giving what is recogxused as a
higher sound. The general nature of this rela-

tion may be studied in works on acoustics ; it is

BufiBcient here to state that, as a matter of prac-

tice, when the exact pitch of any musical sound
has to be defined, this is most properly done by
stating its vibration-number.

Standard of Pitch, It becomes, then, an im-
portant practical question for the musician, what
18 the exact pitch corresponding to the written
notes he is accustomed to use? or, to put the
question in a simpler form, what is the true vi-

bratiob-number attached to any one given note,

ay, for example, treble C ((^
p*'

; for if this

is known, the true pitch of any other note can
be calculated from it by well-known rules.
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This opens the vexed question of what is

called the 'Standard of Pitch.* According to

reason and common sense there ought to be some
agreement among the musicians of the world as
to what musical note should be denoted by a
certain musical sign ; but unfortunately there is

no such agreement, and the question is therefore

still undetermined. It has been much debated,^

but it must suffice here to state some of the more
important facts that have been elicited in the
discussion.

We have no positive data as to the pitch used
in the earliest music of our present form, but we
may arrive at some idea of it by inference. The
two octaves of Pythagoras*s Greek scale must
have corresponded with the compass of male
voices, and when Guido added the Gamma (G),

one tone below the Proslambanomenos of the
Greeks, we may fairly assume that it expressed
the lowest note that could be comfortably taken
by ordinary voices of the bass kind. This is a
matterofphysiology , and isknown tobesomewhere
about 90 to 100 vibrations per second ; according
to which the treble C, two octaves and a fourth

higher, would lie between 480 and 532.
At a later period some information of a more

positive kind is obtained by organ pipes, respect-

ing the dimensions of which evidence exists ; and
it is found that the pitch varied considerably,

according to the nature of the music used, there

being very different pitches for religious and
secular purposes respectively. The inconvenience

of this however seems to have been found out, and
early in the 17th century an attempt was made
to introduce a Mean Pitch, which should reconcile

the requirements ofthe church with those of the

chamber. It was about a whole tone above the

flattest, and a minor third below the highest

pitch used. The effort to introduce this was
successful, and the evidence shows that from this

date for about two centuries, down to about the.

death of Beethoven, the pitch in use was toler-

ably uniform. Mr. Ellis gives a long list of

examples taken at various dates over this period,

varying for A, from 41 5 to 429, or for C frx)m 498
to 515 vibrations. This is an extreme range of

only about half a semitone, which, considering

the imperfect natiire of the means then prac-

ticable of obtaining identity and uniformity, is

remarkably satisfiEU)tory. During this period

lived and wrote all the greatest musicians we
know, including Bach, Handel, Puroell, Haydn,
Mozart, Beethoven, Weber, Schubert, and partiy

Spohr, Mendelssohn, and Bossini. That is to say,

the heroes ofmusic, the founders and perfecters of

modem musical art, all thought out their music
and arranged it to be played and sung in this

pitch. This is therefore emphatically the Clatsi'

cal Pitch of music. And singularly enough, it

agrees with the presumptive determination we
have made of the pitch that must have been used

in the earliest times.

But, unhappily, this satis&ctory state of things

was disturbed by influences arising from modem

1 The moft thoroi^ loTeitlgaUon of thli aul^ect wlU be found tn

two papers NAd before the SocMy of Axta.lU7U;i8n,ftii<i Mar i

1880^ by Mr. A. J. SUlt. WJLB.
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progren. The orchestra began to asftmie greater

importance as regards its wind element, new and
improved wind instruments being introduced, and
the use of them beinff much extended. This led

to a constant desire for louder and more exciting

effects, and both makers and users of wind in-

struments soon perceived that such effects might

be enhanced by raising slightly the pitch of the

sounds. The wind instruments were of course

the standards in an orchestra, and so a gradual

rise crept in, which both strings and voices were
obliged to follow. The conductors, who ought in

the interests of good music to have checked this,

were either ignorant of, or indifferent to, the

mischief that was being done, until at length it

assumed alarming proportions. In 1 878 the opera

band at Govent Garden were playing at about

A»450 or 0=540, being a rise of a semitone

above the 'classical pitch' used down to Bee-

thoven's day.

Such a change was attended with many evils.

It altered the character of the best composi-

tions; it tended to spoil the performance and
ruin the voices of the best singers ; and it threw
the musical world into confusion from the un-

certainty as to the practical meaning of the

symbols used; and all for no object whatever,

as no one could affirm that the new pitch was
on any ground better than the old one. Accord-
ingly strong remonstrances were expressed from
time to time, and efforts were made either to

restore the original pitch, or at least to stop its

further rise, and to obtain some general agree-

. ment for uniformity. In 1834 a * Congress of

Physicists * held at Stuttgart adopted a proposal

by Scheibler to fix the A at 440 (true C — 528),

but it does not appear that this had any practi-

cal result. In 1858 the French government
appointed a conmiission, consisting partly of

musicians' and partly of physicists, to consider

the subject. The instructions stated that 'the

constant and increasing elevation of the pitch

presents inconveniences by which the musical
art, composers, artists, and musical instrument
makers all equally suffer, and the difference ex-

isting between the pitches of different countries,

of different musical establishments, and of dif-

ferent manufacturing houses, is a source of em-
barrassment in musical combinations and of
difficulties in commercial relations.* The Com-
mission reported in Feb. 1859.' After substan-

tiating the fiftcts ofthe rise (which they attributed

to the desire for increased sonority and bril-

liancy on the part of instrument-makers) and the
great want of uniformity, they resolved to recom-
mend a fixed standard: A 1^435 (C true= 522;
C by equal temperament» 5 17). This was con-

firmed by a legal decree, and it has been adopted
in France generally, to the great advantage of

all musical interests in that country.
*

Soon afterwards an attempt was made to do
something in England. A committee was ap-

I The maddtns were Auber. E»16rj (who drew the Report).
Berlioz, Mejerbeer. Bossdni. and Thoma*. The other member* were
Pelletler, Desprett. Doucet. LLuaJout. MonnaU. and Gen. Mellinet.

s Rapport et Arr#t^ pour IVtAblU^em^rit en France d'tm diapaaon
muiUcal ualforme. Parit, Imprttn^rie loi^K'riale. 1839.
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pointed by the Society of Arts, who r^Kiited is

1869, recommending the Stuttgart standard of

0^:528 ; but the recommendation fell dead, and
had no influence. Other agitations and discas-

sions have taken place since, but all ^thout
effect, and the state of matters in this country in

regard to the standard of pitch is as follows.

The principal orchestras continue to play at the

elevated pitch ; but this is repudiated by the

general consensus of vocal performers, and in

all cases where an orchestra does not come into

requisition, as in churches and at vocal concerts,

a much lower pitch is used, corresponding nearly
with either the French or the 'classical' one.

Hence all idea of uniformity in the practical inter-

pretation of music becomes out of the question ;

—

a state of things most deplorable, and a disgrace

to the musical education of the country.

It is an interesting consideration whether, as

a matter of theory, a philosophical standard of

pitch can be devisod, based on natural &ciB, like

the standards of measure, weight, and time.

Such a standard is easily dedudhle. We may
assume the existence of a note corresponding to

the simplest possible rate of vibration, viz. <me

per second ; and the various octaves of this note

will be represented by 2, 4, 8, etc. vibrations,

being a series of powers of the number a.

This theoretical note is found to agree so nearly

with the musician's idea of the note (the sim-

plest or fundamental note in our modem musical

system), that they may be assumed to oone-

spond, and we thus get «= 51a double

vibrations per second, which may be called the
* Philosophical Standard of Pitch,* and which is

adopted, for theoretical purposes, in many books
on music. And as it will be seen that this cor-

responds very fairly with the * Classical Pitch
*

which was in vogue during the best periods of

music, and differs very little from the authorised

French pitch and the vocal pitch now followed

in England, it would form a reasonably good
standard in a practical as well as in a theoretical

point of view. [W. P.]

PITCHPIPE. A small stopped diapason
pipe with long movable graduated stopper, blown
by the mouth, and adjustable approximately to

any note of the scale by pushing the stopper

inwards or outwards. A pipe of this kind is so

much influenced by temperature, moisture, force

of blowing, and irregularities of calibre, that it

can only be depended on for the pitch of vocal

music, and is not to be trusted for more accurate

determinations. A small reed pipe of the free

species, in which the length of the vibrating

portion of metal is controlled by a rotating spiral,

is somewhat superior, and far less bulky than

the older contrivance. It is known as Eardley's

patent chromatic pitchpipe. Sets of single firee

reeds, each in its own tube, arranged in a box,

forming a more or less complete scale, are to be

obtained, and form comparatively trustworthy
implements ; if tuned to equal temperament they

may be employed to £eu;ilitate pianoforte or organ
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tnnixig. All pitchpipes are however inferior in

accuracy to tuning-forlu : the only advantage

they poBBens over the latter being their louder,

more strident, more coercive tone, and the

readiness with which beats are produced. No
accurate tuning is practicable except by the prin-

ciple of beats and interferences. [W.H.S.]

PITONI, Giuseppe Ottavio. eminent musi-

cian of the Roman school, bom March 18, 1657,

at Rieti ; from the age of five attended the music-

school of Pompeo Natale, and was successively

chorister at San Giovanni de' Fiorentini, and the

SS. Apostoli in Rome. Here he attracted the at-

tention of Foggia, who gave him instruction in

counterpoint during several years. In 1673 he
became Maestro di Capella at Terra di Rotondo,

and afterwards at Assisi, where he began to score

Palestrina's works, a practice he afterwards en-

joined on his pupils, as the best way of studying

style. In 1676 he removed to Rieti, and in 1677
became Maestro di Capella of the CoIIegio di San
Marco in Rome, where his pieces for two and
three choirs were first performed. He was also

engaged by various other churches, San ApoUi-
nare and S. Lorenzo in Damaso in 1686, the

Lateran in 1708, and St. Peter's in 1719, but he
retained his post at San Marco till his death,

Feb. 1, 1743, and was buried there.

Pitoni's * Dixit * in 16 parts is still one of the

finest pieces of music sung at St. Peter*s during

Holy Week, and his masses 'Li Pastori a
Maremme,' 'Li Pastori a montagna,*and 'Mosca/
founded openly on popular melodies, still sound
fresh and new. His fertility was enormous ; for

8t. Peter's alone he composed complete services

for the entire year. He also wrote many pieces

for six and nine choirs. He compiled a history

of the Maestri di Capella of Rome from 1500
•to 1700, the MS. of which is in the Vatican

library, and was used by Baini for his life of

Palestrina. Gaspari drew the attention of F^tis

to a work of 108 pages, 'Guida Armonica di

Giuseppe Ottavio Pitoni,' presumably printed in

1689. The MS. is lost. Among Pitoni^s num-
erous pupils were Durante, Leo, and Feo. The
library of the Corsini Palace in Rome contains a
biography of him by his friend Geronimo Chiti of

Siena. Proske's 'Musica Divina' contains a
mass and a requiem, 6 motets, a psalm, a hymn,
and a * Christus factus est,* by Pitoni. [F. G.]

PITTMAN, J08IAH, the son of a musician,

bom Sept. 3, 18 16. He began to study both
theory and practice at an early age, and became
a pupil of Goodman and of S. S. Wesley on the

organ ; and at a later date, of Moscheles on the

piano. He held the post of organist at Syden-
ham (1831), Tooting (1833), and Spitalfields

(1835) successively—the last of the three for

1 2 years. Feeling the need of fuller instruction

in theory he vi«ited Frankfort in 1836 and 7,

and studied with Schnyder von Wartensee. In
1853 he was elected organist to Lincoln's Inn:
the service was in a very unsatisfactory condition,

but Mr. Pittman's zeal, perseverance and judg-

ment improved it greatly, and he remained there

for 13 years. It was in support of this reform
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that he wrote a little book entitled 'The People
in Church,' which at the time excited much at-

tention. He also composed nuiny services and
anthems for the Chapel. Since then Mr. Pitt-

man has been connected with the Opera as acoom-
panyist, first at Her Majesty's (1865-68) and
since at Covent Garden. His early predilections

were for the German organ music, ana like Gaunt-
lett, Jacob, and the Wesleys he worked hard by
precept, example and publication to introduce

Bach's fugues, and pedal oi^gans, into England.
When Mendelssohn came here he lost no oppor-

tunity of hearing him play and of profiting by his

society. For several years Mr. Pittman delivered

the annual course of lectures on music at the
London Institution. [G.]

PIXIS, a family of musicians. Frtedbich
WiLHELM, the elder, was a pupil of the Abb^
Yogler in Mannheim in 1770, and still lived

there in 1805. He published organ-music, and
sonatas and trios for PF. His eldest son, also

Fbiedrioh Wilhelm, bom in Mannheim,
1786, studied the violin under Ritter, Luigi, and
Franzel, early made a name, and travelled

throughout Germany with his father and brother.

At Mamburg he took lessons from Viotti. In
1804 he entered the Elector's Chapel at Mann-
heim, and afterwards went to Prague, where he
became professor at the Conservatorium, and
Capellmeister of the theatre, and died Oct. 20,

1842. His brother,

JoHANN Peter, bom 1788, pianist and com-
poser for the PF., lived with his father and
brother till 1809, when he settled in Munich.
In 1825 he went to Paris, and became a teacher

of great note there. His adopted daughter,

Franzilla Guringeb (bom 1816 at Lichten-

thal, Baden), developing a good mezzo soprano

voice and real talent, he trained her for a singer,

and in 1833 started with her on a tour, which
extended to Naples. Here Pacini wrote for her

the part of Saffo in his well-known opera of that

name. After her marriage to an Italian, Pixis

settled finally in Baden-Baden, and gave lessons

at his well-known villa there almost up to his

death on Dec. 21, 1874. ^^ composed much for

the PF.—concertos, sonatas, and drawing-room
pieces, all now forgotten. Tlie fact that he con-

tributed the 3rd variation to the ' Hexameron,'
in company with Liszt, Czemy, Thalberg, Herz
and Chopin, shows the position which he held in

Paris. His works amount in all to more than 1 50.

Though not wholly devoid of originality he was
apt to follow too closely in the footsteps ofMozart,
Haydn, and Beethoven. In 1831 he composed an
opera 'Bibiana' for Mme. Schroeder-Devrient,

produced in Paris without success. ' Die Sprache
des Herzens* was composed in 1836 for the

Konigstadt Theatre in Berlin. [F. G.]

PIZZICATO (Ital. for 'pinched'). On the

violin, and other instruments of the violin-tribe,

a note or a passage is said to be played pizzicato

if the string is set in vibration not by the bow,

but by being pinched or plucked with the finger.

The pizzicato is used as much in orchestral and

chamber music as in solo pieces. A well-known
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instance of effective orchestral pizzicato oocnrt

in the scherzo of Beethoven^s C minor Symphony,
just before the entry of the finale, and also in

the adagio of the same master's Bb Symphony.
The canzonetta in Mendels8ohn*s Quartet in

£b, op. 12, affords an illustration of its use in

chamber-music. In solo-playing a distinction

is made between the pizzicato executed with the

left, and that with the right hand. The former

one is more frequently used, but not so much in

classical as in brilliant modem pieces. Paga-

nini made an extensive use of it, either by
playing a pizzicato accompaniment to a tune

played with the bow (a), or in quick passages

wiUi arco notes interspersed (2») and (c).

(a)Arco

(The notes marked * to be played pizzicato with
the left hand.)

A natural harmonic note, when played pizzi-

cato, produces an effect very similar to that of

a note on the harp. Stemdale Bennett makes
use of it in the serenade of his Chamber-Trio.
There is, however, hardly another instance of this

effect to be found. [P. D.]

PLAGAL CADENCE is the form in which
the final Tonic chord is preceded by Subdominant
Harmony. [See Cadence.]

vy c^ I ^ H : :

—

LCH.H.P.]
PLAGAL MODES (Lat. Modi plagales; Gr.

vkdytot ?x®**I Germ. Plagalldne, Seitentdne,

Nebentimt). When the Plain Chaunt Melodies
were first reduced to systematic order, tradi-

tionally by S. Ambrose, Bishop of Milan, to-

wards the dose of the 4th century, four Modes
only were in lise—those banning and ending
on the notes now called D, E, F, and G. These
venerable Scales, known as the 'Four Authen-
tic Modes,' were named and numbered, in imi-

tation of certain still more antient Greek tonal-

ities firom which they were more or less directly

I la cooUadUtlnctioD to ttie xvpioi Jix<^i ^^ AuUientIc Mcdas.
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derived. Thus, the first, having D for its final,

was called ' Authentus primus,' or, the * Dcoiaa
Mode* ; the second, with E for its Final, • Au-
thentus deuterus,' or, the * Phrygian Mode' ; the

third, with F for its Final, 'Authentus tritus.'

or, the 'Lydian 'Mode'; the fourth, with G
for its Final, 'Authentus tetrardus,* or, the
' Mizolydian ' Mode.' And the compass of these

Modes was sufiBciently extended to include that

of all the EcclesiastioEd Melodies then in com-
mon use.

Some two hundred years later—if tradition

may be trusted— S. Gregory added to these

Modes four others, directly derived from them,
and hence called Plagal Modes (from w\&^io%,

oblique, borrowed). These supplemental Soda
involved no new combinations ofTones and Semi-
tones. They were simply formed by enlarging
the compass of the Authentic Modes, downwards,
to the extent of a Perfect Fourth, the three

upper notes being removed, in order that the

compass of the Scale might still be comprised
within the limits of an Octave, while the Final

remained unchanged. This will be readily under-

stood, if we bear in mind that every Authen-
tic Scale consists of a Perfect Fifth, and a

Perfect Fourth, the Fourth being placed above
the Fifth, and beginning on the note on which
the Fifth ends. [See Modes, the Ecclesias-
tical.] Thus, the First, or Dorian Mode, cot-

sists of a Fifth, D, E, F, G, A, surmounted by
a Fourth, A, B, C, D. Now, if we add an A,
B, and C, beneath the lower D, and compensate
for this extension by removing the upper B,

C, and D, we shall produce a Scale consisting

of a Perfect Fourth, A, B, C, D, surmounted
by a Perfect Fifth, D, E, F, G, A ; and tiiii

Scale will be the Plagal form of the Dorian
Mode, and will serve as the type of all similar

derivations, as may be seen from the following

examples :

—

Dorian.

Ljfdian,

s Th« RjperphiTvian of HftrtUnos Capells. Called, also, by th«»
who contend for the purelr Greek oiigio of the Eoclc«Ustloal Modct.
the .Xolian ; the true Greek Lydian being a whole Tone hlgber Uiaa
the Phryitan. and not. as in thU ease, a SemltoikO

< Tha Hjperl7di«& of Capella.
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Mixolpdian.
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The number ofthe Modes being thtis increased

to eight, a new form of nomenclature was na*

turally demanded for them, while a new system

of numbering became still more imperatively

necessary. The change of nomenclature was
easily arranged. In order to prevent unnecessary

coofusion, the old names Dorian, Phrygian, Ly-
dian, and Mixolydian, were still retained for

the Authentic Modes, while the Plagal forms

were distinguished from them by the addition of

the prefix Hypo (under), the new Scales being

called the Hypodorian,* Hypophrygian,* Hypo-
lydian, and Hypomixolydian,^ Modes. On the

other band, it was indispensable that the numbers
of the Modes should be entirely changed; the

Phrygian becoming the Third Mode, instead of

the Second; the Lydian, the Fifth; and the

Mixolydian, the Seventh : the Second, Fourth,

Sixth, and Eighth places, being reserved for the

newer Plagal forms.

The next great change was the introduction

of two new Authentic Modes, called the .^k)lian,

and the Ionian,* having A and C for their

Finals, and naturally giving rise to two new
Plagal forms, entitled the Hypos^lian,^ and
Hypoionian,* and lying between £ and £, and
G and G, respectively.'^

JEolian.

f Fln.1.
Authentic Form. ^

|

IT g^ ^ ^ -^ H

Vv—<g g^ ^ 1 1 H

Ionian.

The precise time at which these new Modes
were brought into general use cannot be ascer-

tained ; bpt we hear of them, with certainty, as

early as the reign of Charlemagne (ob. 814),
though the earliest exhaustive account of the

entire system bequeathed to us is that contained

in the Dodecachordon of Glareanus, published in

1539. The learned author of this invaluable

work insists strongly upon the use of twelve
distinct tonalities, and prefaces his volume with

1 The Eypennlzolrdltn of Ptolemy,
s The HTpenBollan of OftpellA.

> The BTperlMtian. or Hyperionltti. of CApelte.

iSocftlledbjPorphrrltu. ByApuleluauMiCApelUeanedthelutlMi.
* The HyperdorUa of CapelU. • The HypoiastUn of CftpelU.
« In the Koclealastleal Music of the Eastern Church, nineModes only

we admitted, under the foUowlnc titles :—

L Dorian {a').

lU Hjf»dorlan (wkaytov a%
Itt- Phrygian OO-
W. Uypophryglan (rAiytoir ^0
V. Lydian (y').

Ti Hypolydlan (v\dyioy y),
TlL Mixolydian (r).

tUL Hypomizolydltn (irAoyiov
«).

Ix. .Sollao.

a list ofthem, divided into two parallel columns,
the first of which contains the Plagal^ and the
second the Authentic Modes, arranged in their

natural order, the series being supplemented by
the rejected Hypeneolian Mode,* having B for its

Final, and its Plagal derivative, the Hyperphry-
gian,* with the necessary caution^ Bed ett error.^^

The completion of the Gregorian system by
the addition of the .£olian and Ionian Modes,
with their respective Plagals, was productive of

very important results, and enriched the series

with the capability of introducing a fiir greater

amount of varied expression than is apparent
at first sight. Some writers have objected to

them, on the ground that they are in reality no
more than unnecessary reduplications of already

existing Scales, since, in its compass, and the

disposition of its Semitones, the .^k>lian Mode
corresponds exactly with the Hypodorian, the
Hypoieolian with the Phrygian, the Ionian with
the Hypolydian, and the Hypoionian with the

Mixolydian." By parity of reasoning, the Hypo-
mixolydian Mode should also be regarded as

superfluous, since its compass, and Semitones, cor-

respond precisely with those of the Dorian. But
a little consideration will prove this argument
to be utterly fallacious. In all that concerns

expression, tiie Eighth Mode differs, toto coelOt

from the First ; for its Final—the note to which
the ear is constantly attracted—lies in the middle
of its series of sounds, whereas, in the Dorian
Mode, it occupies the lowest place. This pecu-

liarity invests all the Plagal Modes, without
exception, with a character entirely different

from that which distinguishes the Authentic
series; a hct which was so well known to the

earlier writers on the subject that they assigned

to each Mode a special epithet descriptive of

its aesthetic peculiarities, Thus, the First Mode
was called ' Modus Gravis,' the Second, ' Modus
Tristis,* the Third, 'Modus Mysticus,' the Fourth,
' Modus Harmonious/ the Fifth, ' Modus Lstus,*

the Sixth, ' Modus Devotus,* the Seventh, ' Mo-
dus Angelicus,' and the Eighth, 'Modus Per-

fectus.*" On carefully examining this classi-

fication, we shall find that the Plagal Modes are

everywhere characterised by a calmer and less

decided force of expression than their authentic

originals ; thus, while the latter are described

as Grave, Mystical, Joyful, and Angelic, the
former are merely Sad, Harmonious, Devout,
and Perfect. The solemn grandeur of the First

• More generally known as the Locrlan Mode,
• The Hyperlydian of PoUtlanus ; but now more gBMrally known

as the Uypolucrlan.
10 It Is probable that this caution Is directed only against Polltian*s

method of nomenclature ; but It Is equally applicable to the Mode
Itself, which Is utterly discarded by the Great Masters.

11 The later editors of Proske's ' Musica Divina,' adopting this er-

roneous theory, hare described Palestrina's ' Mts&a Pap» Mareelll ' as

behtg written In the Mixoljdlan Mode, whereas It Is really In the
Hypoionian. In this particular case, even Balui has fallen Into an
error which Proske. himself the most consclentlotu of editors, was
always careful to avoid.
n Flgulus Interpreu the sentiment of the Modes somewhat dlffer-

ently-in the case of the First Mode, with a very wide difference

hideed. His epltheU are. 1. Hllaris; 11. Mostus; Hi. Austerus;

It. Blandai ; t. Jucundus ; t1. Mollis : vlL Gravto ; vUl. Modestos.

The difference of sentiment between the Authentic and Plagal

Modes Is even more strongly set forth here than in the more

geaerally-reoelTed synopsis given above, in the text.
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Mode gives place to the sadness of the Second

;

while the joy of the Fifth merges, in the Sixth,

into devotion. That this distinction can be in

no wise dependent upon the position of the Semi-
tones is evident ; for we have already shown that

these are similarly placed, in different Modes

;

it must, therefore, hd entirely due to the pecu-

liar aspect of the tonalitv with regard to the

situation of its Final^to tne difference of effect

produced by a point of ultimate repose placed in

th6 ipiddle of the Scale, as contrasted with that

peculiar to one resting on the lowest degree.

And a similar difference of expression may be
found, even in Ssecular Music, if we only examine
it carefully. Take, for instance, the three fol-

lowing beautiful old Melodies, in the Ionian
Mode transposed ; the first of wldch lies between
the Tonic and its Octave ; the second, between
the Dominant and its Octave ; and the third,

taetween the Dominant, and the Tonic in the

Octave above. Is it possible to deny, that, apart

from its natural individuality, each of them owes

f peculiar character to the position it occupies

m the Scale ?

Authentic Melody, * The Blue.Bell of Scotland.

Q ,;

Plagal Melody. 'AHeen Aroon.*^4^^ nr^n \^^

Mixed Melody, * Jock o* Hazeldean.'

Now, the first of these Melodies, lying en-

tirely between the Tonic and its Octave, is

strictly Authentic; the second, lying between
the Dominant and its Octave, is strictly Plagal

;

PLAGAL MODES.

and the third, occupying the entire range of the
Mode, from the Dominant below to the Tonic
in the next Octave above, is Mixed. [See
MoDBS, THE Ecclesiastical.] Here, then, are

three varieties of expression producible by the
Ionian Mode alone ; and, when we rememb^ the
number of Modes, which, in addition to this dis-

tinction, obtainable by mere change of position,

possess a distinct tonality also, we cannot but
De struck with the immense fund of variety with
which the Gregorian system is endowed. More-
over, it is not absolutely necessary thsft the
Melody should be restricted to the exact com-
pass of an Octave. Originally, as we learn &om
Hermannus Contractus, no licence was per-

mitted in this matter; but Theogenis, Bishop
of Metz, writing about the year iioo, allows
the elongation of the Scale, whether Authentic
or Plagal, to the extent of a Tone above, and a
Tone below its normal limits. The same licence

is permitted by Hucbaldus of S. Amand, and
the Abbat Oddo ; and it has become a recognised
rule that the First Mode may be extended a
Tone downwards, and a Tone, or even a Minor
Third, upwards ; the Second, a Tone downwards,
and a Semitone, Tone, or Minor Third, upwards ;

the Third Mode, a Major Third downwards, and
a Semitone upwards ; the Fourth, a Tone down-
wards, and a Semitone upwards; the Fifth, a
Semitone, or Minor Third, downwards, and a
Tone upwards; the Sixth, a Semitone down-
wards, and a Tone upwards; the Seventh, a
Tone downwards, or upwards; the Eighth, a
Tone downwards, or upwards ; and so with the
later forms ; one Degree, either upwards or down-
wards, being always conceded, and a Major or 'i

Minor Third, in one direction, yery frequently
claimed. Guide d'Arezzo's rule is, that ' Though
the Authentic Modes may scarcely descend more
than a single Degree, they may ascend to the
Octave, the Ninth, or even Tenth. The Plagal
Modes, however, may be extended by carrying
them down to the Fifth (i.e. below the Final) ;

but authority is granted to extend them (up-
wards) to the Sixth, or the Seventh (i.e. above
the Final) as the Authentic form rises to the
Ninth and Tenth.* * Here, then, we see a new
and prolific source of variety, in the elabora-

tion of which the Plagal Modes play a very
important part; an advantage which is turned
to equally good account in Plain Chaunt and
Polyphonic Music. Indeed, it is perhaps even
of greater significance in the latter, than in
the former : for, where numerous vocal parts are
concerned, the benefit to be derived from an ex-

tended Scale is obvious ; while, as we have else-

where explained, where the Tenor, and Gantus,
are written in an Authentic Mode, the fiassus

and Altus, naturally fall within the compass of

the Plagal form, and vice versa. To the Poly-
phonic Composer, therefore, the use of the Plagal
Modes is indispensable. [W.S. R-l

> * Antenti tIz a auo fina pias nm toco doMendant—Aaendont
Mitem ftut«nti uique ad oetavun tA nonun. Tel etUm deeimtm.
P1«C» rero ad quintam rsmluantur et tntendontar ; icd InMnloQi
ezta Tel Mptlma attctoritato trlbaitor. dent In autmtl* Dona «i
dadma.' (Diwipl. ArtU Mua. ztU.)
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PLAIDY, Louis,bom Nov. 28, 1810, atWermi-
dorf, in Saxony, learnt the pianoforte from Agthe,

and the violin from Haase, of Dresden. He was
first known as a violinist in the Dresden concerts,

but afterwards turned his attention especially to

the pianoforte, and was so successful as to attract

the notice of Mendelssohn, who in 1843 induced

him to take the post of pianoforte teacher in the

Leipzig Conservatorium. There he attained a
great and deserved reputation. His class was
always thronged, and his instruction eagerly

ought by pupils from all parts of the world.

This popularity arose from nis remarkable gift

(for it was a gift) of imparting technical power.

Were a pupil ever so deficient in execution,

under Plaidy's care his faults would disappear,

his fingers grow strong, his touch become smooth,

dnging, and equal, and slovenliness be replaced

by neatness. He devoted his life to technical

teaching, and brought all his powers and ex-

perience to bear upon his celebrated work • Tech-
nische Studien,* which is now a standard text-

book in every music school. Great attention to

every detail, unwearying patience, and a genuine
enthusiasm for the mechanical part of pianoforte-

playing were his most striking characteristics.

He was a man of a most simple and kindly

nature, and took a warm interest in his pupils.

He died at Grimma, March 3, 1874. [S.]

PLAIN SONG (Lat. CantuB planus, Cantus
Oregorianus ; Ital. Canto piano, Canto fermo.
Canto Gregoriano ; Fr. Plain Chant, Chant Gri-

gorien ; Gregorian Chant, Gregorian Music, Plain

Chant). A solemn style of unisonous Music, which
is believed to have been sung in the Christian

Church since its first foundation.

The origin of Plain Song—the only kind of
' Church Music the use of which has ever been

formally prescribed by Ecclesiastical authority

—

has given rise to much discussion and many
diverse theories.' On one point, however, all

authorities are agreed, viz. that it exhibits pe-

culiarities which can be detected in no other kind
of Music whatever ; pecub'arities so marked, that

they can scarcely &il to attract the attention of

the most superficial hearer, and so constant, that

we shall find no difficulty in tracing them through

every successive stage of development through
which the system has passed, from the beginning

of the Christian .^Era to the present time.

Turning, then, lo the history of this develop-

ment, we find that, for neariy four hundred
years after its introduction into the Services of

the Church, Plain Song was transmitted from
age to age by oral tradition only. After the

Conversion of Constantine, when Christianity

became the established Religion of the Empire,

I CoDwlt. for th« dlffsrent rtawti-a) P. Mtrtlnl. 'Btorl* delta

HuaicA,' Tom. i. pp. 300. et ntq. ; Gorbert, ' De Cantu et Mus. Bacr.'

;

Conneinaker. ' Meoioire sur UucbaJd,' pp. 0-7 ; Fire L&mblllotte,
* KithMlqua th«or. et prat, da Chant Grcgorieu.' p. 14 ; Jakob, ' Die
Kuott {m Dtenste der Klrche.' p. 193. etc. etc. (2> Menestrler. ' Traits

des RepresentatloiM en Muaique. anciennes et modernes.' (S) Rou9-
eau. ' Ce (.'bant, tel qu'll sabsifte encore aujourd'liul. est un reste

bien d^flfunA, mail blen prrcleux. de ranclenne Moslque Orecque.'

(Diet, de Ma*., art. riain-f'haot.) Conault alM> Mer«ennus. ' Ilannon.
nolTerselle.' (4) ' Ambros. UeKhlchte der Moslk.' 11. lU (5) Forkel.

'Ilg«melne Geschlchte der Mustk.' Tom. IL p. 91. See alio Kleae-
' Geachtchte der Europ.-abendlAndUchen Muatk.' Introd. p. S.
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and the Church was no longer compelled to wor-
ship in the Catacombs, Schools of Singing were
established, for preserving the old traditions,

and ensuring an uniform method of singing. A
Schola Cantorum of this description was founded
at Rome, early in the 4th century, by S. Sylvester,

and much good work resulted from the establish-

ment of this and similar institutions in other

places. Boys^ were admitted into them at &
very early age, and instructed in all that it was
necessary for a devout Chorister to know, under
the supervision of a * Primicerius,' and ' Secundi-

cerius,' of high rank, and well-known erudition

;

and by this means the primitive Melodies were
passed on firom mouth to mouth with as little

danger as might be of unauthorised corruption.

But oral tradition is at best but an uncertain

guide ; and in process of time the necessity for

some safer method of transmission began to excite

serious attention. The first attempt to reduce the

traditional Melodies to a definite system was made
towards the close of the 4th century, by S. Am-
brose, Bishop of Milan (ob. 397), who, taking the

praxis of the Easlem Church as his model, pro-

mulgated a series of r^ulations which enabled his

Clergy to sing the Psalms, Canticles and Hymns,
of the Divine Office, with a fiir greater amount
of precision and purity than had hitherto been
attainable. It is difficult, now, to determine the

exact nature of the work efifected by this learned

Bishop, though it seems tolerably certain that

we are indebted to him for a definite elucidation

of the four Authentic Modes, in which alone all

the most antient Melodies are written.' [See

Modes, the Ecclesiastical.] He is also credited

with having first introduced into the Western
Church the custom of Antiphonal Singing, in

which the Psalms are divided, Verse by Verse,

between two alternate Choirs, in contradistinction

to the Responsorial method, till then prevalent

in Italy, wnerein the entire Choir responded to

the Voice of a single Chorister. Another ac-

count, however, attributes its introduction to

S. Hilarius, as an imitation of the usage of the

Eiistem Church, at Poictiers, fit)m whence—and
not from Milan—S. Coelestin is said to have
imported it to Rome.
The next great attempt to arrange in system-

atic order the rich treasury of Plain Song Melo-

dies bequeathed to the Church by tradition,

was made, some two hundred years after the

death of S. Ambrose, by S. Gregory the Great.

The work undertaken by tHis celebrated re-

former was far more exhaustive than that

wrought by his predecessor. During the two cen-

turies which haid elapsed since the introduction

of the Ambrosian Chaunt at Milan, innumerable
Hymns had been composed, and innumerable

Melodies added to the already lengthy catalogue.

All these S. Gregory collected, and carefully

revised, adding to them no small number of

his own compositions, and forming them into a

volume sufficiently comprehensive to suffice for

* Moatly orphans—whence the Schools were called ' Orphanotropia.*

(Anastatliu Bibliothecarlus. Id Tit. Sergll II. Pontif.)

» CoDnult, on this lul^ect. a tract by the B. P. Cam. PewfO, en-

titled ' La reffola del Oanto Fermo Ambrotlano.' (MiUno. ICtt.)
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the entire cycle of the Church's Servioef. The
precise maimer in which these Melodies were
noted down is open to doubt : but, that they
were ^c.j^nmitted to writing, in the celebrated

4A,i;idmi£^narium ' which hais made S. Gregory's

MteJo justly celebrated, is certain ; and, though
tne system of Semiography then employed was
exceedingly imperfect, it cannot be doubted
that this circumstance tended greatly to the pre-

servation of the Melodies from the corruption

• 47hich is inseparable from mere traditional trans-

mission. [See Notation.] But we owe to S.

Gregory even more than this ; for, notwith-

standing tiie objections raised by certain modem
histori^, it is almost impossible to ddubt that it

was hewho first introduced into the system those

four Plagal Modes, which conduce so materially

to its com|)tetene88,*and place the Gregorian
Chaunt so far above the Ambrosian in the scale

. of ceathetic perfection.^ [See Plagal Modes.]

j;^ For many centuries after the death of S.
»"Q p<gogy, the ' Antiphonarium * was regarded as

the authority to which all other Ofiice-Books

must of necessity conform. It was introduced

into our own country in the year 596, by S.

Augustin, who not only brought it with him,
but brought also Koman Choristers to teach the
proper method of singing it. The Emperor
Charlemagne (ob. 814) conmianded its use in

the Gallican Church ; and it soon found its way
into every Diocese in Christendom. Neverthe-
less, the work of corruption could not be entirely

prevented. In the year 1323, Pope John II
found it necessary to issue the famous Bull,

Docta sanctorum^ in order to restrain the Singers
of his time from introducing innovations which
certainly destroyed the purity of the antient
Melody. Cardinal Wolsey complained of the
practice of singing Votive Masses *cum Cantu
fracto sen diviso.' Local 'Uses' were adopted
in almost every Diocese in Europe. Paris, Aix-
la-Chapelle, York, Sarum, Hereford, and a
hundred others, had each their own peculiar
Office-Books, many of them containing Melodies
of undeniable beauty, but all differing, more or
less, from the only authoritative norm. After
the revision of the Liturgy by the Council of
Trent, a vigorous attempt was made to remove
this crying evil. In the year 1576, Pope Gre-
gory XIII commanded Palestrina to do the best
he could towards restoring the entire system of
Plain Song to its^otiginal purity. The difficulty

of the task was so great, that the 'Princeps
Musicas' left it unfinished, at the time of his
death ; but, with the assistance of his friend
Guidetti, he accomplished enough to render his
inability to carry out the entire scheme a matter
for endless re^et. Under his superintendence,
Guidetti published, in 1 582, a 'Directorium chori';
in 1586, a 'Cantus Ecclesiasticus Passionis D.
N. J. C. ' ; in 1587, a ' Cantus Ecclesiasticus officii

majoris hebdomadsB*; and, in 1588, a volume of

> It hu been objected to thit. that the soMJalled ' Ambroslin Te
Demn

' U In the Mixed Phrygian Mode—which Is true. But It hu
yet to be proved that the Melody, u we now pouest It, exhlblu the
<ucact form io whkh it wai left by & Ambroie.
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'Prsefationei inCantu firmo* ; all printed atRome,
the first *apud Robertum Gran Ion Parisfen,*

the three last by Alexander Gardanus. These
splendid volumes were, however, anticipated by
Uie production of a splendid folio Antiph<nia-
rium, printed at Venice by Pet. Liechtenstein (of

Cologne), in 1 579- 1 580. In 1 599 the c^ebrated
'Editio Plantiniana' of the Gradual was issued

at Antwerp; while, in 1614- 15, the series

was closed by the production, at Rome, of the
great Medicean edition of the same work, be-

Ueved to be the purest and most correct which
has yet appeared. These fine editions are now
exceedingly scarce; but the necessity for a
really good series of Office-Books, obtainable at

a moderate price, has long been felt, and several

attempts have been made to meet the exigendet
of the case. In 1848 a Gradual and Yesperal
were published at Mechlin, the former based
upon the Medicean edition,' and the latter, upon
the Venice * Antiphonarium * of 1579-80. Both
these works, with an 'Offidum Hebdomads
sanctse' compiled with equal judgment, have
already passed through many carefully revised

editions ; and, not many years after their appear-

ance, similar volumes were issued by the Arch*
bishops of Kheims and Cambrai, and also byP^
Lambillotte, whose Gradual and Antiphonarium
were posthumously published in 1 857. All these

editions were infinitely more Correct than the

corrupt reprints in general use at the beginning
of the present century ; and, moreover^ they w&e
issued at prices which placed them within the

reach of all. Their only fault was a not un-

natural clinging to local ' Uses.' This, however,
struck at the root of absolute purity : and, to

obviate this difficulty. Pope Pius IX empowered
the Sacred Congregation of Rites to subject the

entire series of Office-Books to a new and snrch-
ing revision, and to publish them under ths

direct sanction of the Holy See. In furtherance

of this project the first edition of the Gradual
was published, under special privileges, by Herr
Pustet of Ratisbon, in 187 1, and that (|f the

Vesperalin 1875. Other editions soon followed,

and we believe the series of volumes is now
complete. A comparison of their contents with

those of the Mechlin series is extremely interest-

ing, and Well exhibits the difference between a
Melody corrupted bv local 'Use/ and the self-

same Strain restored to a better authenticated

form, as in the following Verse of the Hymn
' Te Deum laudamus.*

From the Mechlin Vesperal (4th ed. 1870X

-Jf^ -^ -*== ^tfb - g»- M rj rj ^ i-J « ^
Te D«->-iimIaa-dB- . bib:

_-j N « r> ,^ , ^ -^ r; -^ ^
Te Do • ml - aum con • fl • -to - - - - . taat.

'^ '^ N •' ,. ^-=^=^^
Te » • ter - num Pa tnm

3 Except In the ' Ordlnariam Uium,' which followed i

riantluUna.
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We have already seen that Plain Song wag
introduced into England by S. Auguatin, in the

year 596. That it flourished vigorously among
our countiymen is proved by abundant evidence

:

but the difference observable between the Sarum,

York, and Hereford Office-Books proves that the

English Clergy were far from adopting an uni-

form Use. Some of us, perhaps, may find little

to regret in this, seeing that many of the Melo-

dies contained in those venerable tomes—more
especially thase belonging to the Diocese of

Sarum—are of indescribable beauty:^ yet none

the less are such interpolations fat^ hindrances

to that uniformity of practice which alone can lead

to true purity of style. No sooner was the old

Beligion aboHshed by Law than the Litany was
printed in London, with the antient Plain Song
Melody adapted to English words. This work
was published by Grafbdn, the King's printe^;^

on June 16, 1544 ; and six years later, in Ipso^
John Marbecke published his famous * Bool^lof
C!ommon Praier, noted,* in which Plam Song
Melodies, printed, in the square-headed Gregorian

character, are adapted to the Anglicised Offices

of * Mattins,* ' Euen Song,* * The Communion,*

and * The Communion when there is a Buriall/

with so perfect an appreciation of the true feel-

ing of Plain Song, that one can only wonder at

the ingenuity with which it is not merely trans-

lated into a new language, but so well fitted to

the exigencies of the 'vulgar tongue* that the

words and Music might well be supposed to have
sprung into existence together.

Except during the period of the Great Rebel-

lion, Marbecke*s adaptation of Plain Song to

the Anglican Ritual has been in constant use

in English Cathedrals from the time of its first

publication to the present day. Between the

death ofCharlesl. and the Restoration, all Music
worthy of the name was banished from the Reli-

gious Servicesof the Anglidah Church ; but, after

the Accession of Charles II, the practice of sing-

ing the Plain Song Versicles and Responses, was
at once resumed, but the Gregorian Tones to the

Psalms fell into entire disuse, giving place in time

to a form of Melody, of S^ery different kind,

I WItneM the glorloos Melody to ' SftDetoniin merltis ' (printed In

the Ber. T. Helmora'i 'Hymnal Noted '}, which finds do place In tb«
' Veiperale Bomanum.'

known as the ' Double Chaunt/ This substitute

for the time-honoured inflections of the more
antient style reigned with undisputed sway,

both in English Cathedrals, and Parish C i rches,

until long after the beginning of the, pi .«ent

century. Lltfle more than tnirty years have

elapsed since the first attempts were made to

dethrone it. The campaign was opened by
Mr. W. Dyce, who, in 1843-44, brought out his

* Book ofCommon Prayer IN oted,' on the system of

Marbecke, in two splendid quarto volumes, which,

unfortunately, were much too costly for general

use. Mr. Oakeley soon afterwards published his

'Laudes Diurnas, containing the Psalms and Can-
ticles, adapted to Gregorian Tones, for the use of

Margaret Street Chapel.* A more important step

was taken by the Rev.Thomas Helmore, who pro-

duced his 'Psalter and Canticles Noted* in 1850,

his * Brief Directory of Plain Song * in the samp
year, and his 'Hymnal Noted* in 1851. These

works, more especially the first, obtained immc*
diate recognition, lifie * Psalter and Canticles

'

and the * Brief Directory ' were used with striking

effect at S. Mark's College, Chelsea, whicli soon

came to be regarded as a sort of normal School

of Gregorian Singing: and, at the Church of

S. Barnabas, Pimlico, not these two works only,

but the •Hymnal Noted * also, became as fapiiliar

to the Congregation as is now the popular Hymn-
book of the present day. Since that time adapt-

ations of Plain Song to English words have ap-

peared in numbers calculated rather to confuse

than to assist the well-wishers of the movement.
Warmly encouraged by the so-called 'High
Church Party,* and willingly accepted by the

people, 'Gregorianif* now form the chief attrac-

tion at almost every 'Choir Festival* in the

country, are sung with enthusiasm in innumer-

able Parish Churches, and frequently heard even

in Cathedrals.

Havingnow presented our readers with a fapid

survey of the history of Plain Song, from its fu«t

appearance in the Christian Church, to the pre-

sent day, we shall proceed to treat, with equal

brevity, of its laws, its constitution, and its dis-

tinctive character. "

Plain Song Melodies are arranged in sevenJ

distinct classes, each forming part of a compre-

hensive and indivisible scheme, though each is

marked by certain well-defined peculiarities, and

governed by its own peculiar laws. Of these

Melodies, the most important are the Tones,

or Chaunts, adapted to the Psalms—a series of

Inflections usually described by modem writers

as the * Gbeoorian Tones,* though four of them,

at least, might be more fairly called ' Ambrosian.*

[See Tones, the Gregorian.] That the Psalm

Tones are by far the most antient exaniples ot

Ecclesiastical Music in existence, has never been

doubted. In structure they are nothing more

than the simplest imaginable Chaunts, each

written in one of the first eight Modes, from

which it derives its name—qj^ rattier, numbed

—and each consisting of two distinct members,

corresponding to the two responsive phrases into

t Now the Chorch of AU Salnta*. Xargaret Straet.
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which, in accordance with the well-known lawi

of Hebrew Poetry, the Verses of the Psalms are

often divided, while, in nearly every case, the final

Cadence, or * Ending/ is invested, for the sake

of variety, with several different forms. The
First, Third, Fifth, and Seventh Tones, repre-

senting the four Authentic Modes, are repre-

sented by tradition to have been the only ones

used by S. Ambrose [see Modes, the Ecclesi-

astical] ; and to these, S. Gr^onr is said to have
added the Second. Fourth. Sixth, and Eighth,

each written in a Plagal Mode : but more than

one writer on the subject is of opinion that

these last-named Tones were in common use long

before the time even of S. Ambrose. [See Plaqal
Modes.] It is, in fact, impossible to trace back
the eight fJBimiliar forms to the time of their

first adoption into the Services of the Church

;

and still more so, to account for the origin of

a supplementary form, which, though unques-

tionably written in the Ninth, or i^lian Mode,
is uniformly described, not aa the Ninth Tone,

but as the * Tonus Peregrinus.' [See Tonus
Pbreqrinus.]

Every Psalm and Canticle sung in the Divine

OfiS^ce is accompanied by an Antiphon, which,

on Festivals, precedes and follows it, but. on
Ferias. follows it only. Antiphons, selected from
Holy Scripture, and other sources, are appointed

for every Feast, Fast, and Feria, in the Eccle-

siastical Year; and each is provided with its

proper Plain Song Melody, which will be found
in the ' Antiphonarinm Romanum.' It is in-

dispensable, that, in every case, the Psalm and
Antiphon should be sung in the same Mode;
the Tone for the Psalm is therefore suggested by
the Mode of the Antiphon; and, as the Psalm
Tones—if we except the Tonus Peregrinus, with
which we are not now concerned—are written

in the first eight Modes only, it follows that

the Melodies proper to the Antiphons must
necess^rih' conform to the same rule. Some of

these Melodies are extremely beautiful. They
are of later date, by far, than the Psalm Tones,
and much more elaborate in construction; but
they are, none the less, models of the purest
Ecclesiastical style. [See Antiphon.]

'^

Next in importance—and, probably, in anti-

quity also—to the Psalm Tones, are the Inflec-

tions used for the Versicles and Besponses
proper to the Liturgy and the Divine OfiBce;

such as the *Deus in adjutorium* at Vespers,
the ' Dominus vobiscum.' and * Per omnia satcula

BSBCulorum,* in the 'Ordinarium Missae,' and
other similar passajjes. All these are exceedingly

simple, and bear strong evidence of very high
antiquity. [See Responsorium ; Versicle.]

Intimately connected with them are the va-

rious Accents which collectively constitute the
'Tonus Orationis,' the 'Tonus Lectionis,' the

'Tonus Capituli,' the 'Tonus Prophetiae,* the

'Tonus Epistolee/ and the 'Tonus Evangelii.*

Each Accent in, in itself, a mere passing In-

flection, corisiHting of two, or at most three

notes ; but the traditional commixture of the
various forms gives to each species of Lection
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a fixed character which never fiuls to adapt
itself to the spirit of the text. [See Accknts.]
More elaborate than any of the forms we have

hitherto described, and, no doubt, of considerably
later date, are the Melbdies adapted to certain
portions of the Liturgy, which have been sung
at High Mass fro^n time inmiemorial. We shall
first discuss thosd belonging to the 'Proprium
Missae '—i.e. that bart of the Mass whieh varies
on different Festivils.

The first, and obe of the most important, of
these, is the Introit ; which partakes, in about
equal degrees, of the characters of the Antiphon
and the Psalm Tone. The words of the Introit
are divided into two portions, of which the first

is a pure Antiphon, and the secon<l, a single
Verse of a Psalm, followed by the 'Gloria Patri,'

after which the Antiphon is again repeated in
full. Except that it is perhaps a little more
elaborate, the Melody of the fi»t division differs

but little, in style, from that proper to the
Antiphons sung at Lauds and Vespers ; and. for

the reasons we have mentioned in speaking of
these, it is always written in one of the first

eight Modes. The Verse of the Psalm, and its

supplementary * Gloria Patri,' are sung to the
Tone which corresponds with the Mode of the
Antiphon ; but, in this case, the simple Melody
of the original Chaunt, though permitted to ex-

hibit one single 'Ending' only, is developed
into a &r more complicated form, by the intro-

duction of accessory notes, which woidd be alto-

gether out of place at Vespers, when five long
Psalms are sung continuously, though they add
not a little to the dignity of this part of the Mass.
The Antiphon is then repeated exactly as before,

care being taken to sing it in a style which may
contrast effectively with the preceding Chaunt

;

and, in Paschal Tide, this is followed by a
double Alleluia, of which eight forms are given

in the Graduale. one in ea^ of the first eight

Modes. [See Introit.]

The Gradual, though consisting, like the In-

troit, of two .distinct members— the Gradual
proper, and the Versus—differs from it in that

no part of it is recited, after the manner of a
Psalm, upon a single note. The Melody, through-

out, bears a dose analogy to that of the- more
elaborate species of Antiphon, as exhibited in

the first part of the Introit : and its two sec-

tions, though always written in the same Moda,
are quite distinct from each other, and never
repeat the same phrases. [See Gradual.]
On Festivals, the Gradual is supplemented by

a form of Alleluia peculiar to itself, which, in

its turn, is followed by another Versus, where-

from it takes its Mode, and after which it is

again repeated, after the maimer of a Da Capo.

This Alleluia is twice repeated, and then ec^Qedy-

as it were, by an elaborate Pneuma, in the same
Mode. [See Pneuma.] The style of the VerA
corresponds exactly with that of the Gradual ; ^

and. after that has been sung, the AUeluia and

Pneuma are repeated as before.

Between the Seasons of Septuagesimk and

Easter, Uie Alleluia, and Versus, are omitted,

<i
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their place bdng supplied by a Tractus, with

one or more Versus attached to it, the music of

which corresponds exactly, in style, with that of

the Gradual and Versus already described.

On the Festivals of Easter, Pentecost, Corpus

Christi, and the Seven Dolours of our Lady, and"

also at Masses for the Dead, the Gradual is fol-

lowed by the Sequbntia, or Pbosa—^a species of

Hymn of which a great many examples were

once in existence, though five only now remain

in use. These five are the well-known 'Vic-

tunae Paschali,' *Veni Sancte Spiritus,* 'Lauda
Sion,* Stabat Mater,* and 'Dies irse'—a serie^s

of Hymns which, whether we regard their

quaint medieeval versification, or the Music to

whigh it is adapted, may safely be classed among
the most beautiful that ever were written. [See

Pbosa ; Skquentia."] CJompared with the Me-
lodies we have been couHidering. those of the

Sequences are of very modem origin indeed.

The tuneful rhymes of *Veni Sancte Spiritus *

—

known among mediaeval writers as the * Golden
iSequence'—were composed by King Robert II

of France, about the year looo. * Victim® Pas-

chal! * is probably of somewhat later date. The
* Dies ir» ' was written about the year 1 150, by
Thomas of Celano, while the * Lauda Sion ' of

S. Thomas Aquinas can scarcely have been pro-

duced before the year 1 260. In all these cases, the

Plain Song Melody was undoubtedly coaeval with

the Po6try, If not composed by the same author

;

and we are not surprised to find it QlO^iiug, in

more than one particular, from the Hymns col-

lected by S. Ambrose and S. Gregory. Four
out of the five examples now in use are in mixed
Modes ; and, in evei-y instance, the Melody ex-

hibits a symmetry of couHtruotion which dis-

tinguishes it alike from the Antiphon and the

Hymn. From the former, it differs in the regu-

larity of its rhythm, and the constant repetition

of its several phrases ; from the latter, in the

alternation of theaa phrases with one another;

for, while the Verses of the Hymn are all sung
to the same Melody, thoi>e of the Sequences are

adapted to two or more distinct Strains, which
are frequently interchanged with each other,

almost after the manner of a Rondo, a peculiar-

ity which is also observable in some very fine,

though now disused Sequences, which were re-

moved from the Missal 011 its final revision by^

the Council of Trent.

The style of the Opfertorium differs but little

from that of the Gradual, though it is sometimes
a little more ornate, and makes a more frequent
ase of the Perielesis. Like the Gradual, it is

sometimes—as in the 'Missa pro Defunctis'

—

followed by a Versus ; but it more frequently
consists of a single member only, without break
or repetition of any kind. In Paschal Tide,
however, it is followed by a proper Alleluia in its

own Mode. [See Offertorium ; Perielesis.]
The last portion of the * Proprium ML^sse

*

*br which a Plain Song Melody is provided
in the Office-Books is the Communio. This is

usually much shorter than either the Gradual
ur the Oflfertory ; from which it differs in style
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90 slightly as to need no separate description.

It is followed, in Paschal Tide, by a proper
Alleluia, which, of course, conforms to its own
proper Mode.
The 'Ordinarium Missas'—t.e. that part of the

Mass which is the same on all occasions—is pre-

ceded, on Sundays, by the Asperqes, which
exactly resembles the Introit, both in the ar-

rangement of its words, and the style of its

Music—an extremely beautiful instance of the
use of the Seventh Mode.
Of the Kyrie, Gloria, Sanotds, Benbdiotus,

and Agnds Dei, the Ratisbon Gradual gives ten
Plain Song versions, in different Modes, and
adapted to Festivals of different degrees of so-

lemnity ; besides three Ferial Masses, in which
the ' Gloria * is not sung, and the beautiful

'Missa pro Defunctis.' The Meehlin Gradual
gives eight forms only for Festivals, and one
for Ferial Days. Oif the Credo, four versions

are given, in each volume. It is impossible

even to guess at the date of these fine old Melo-
dies, some of which are exceedingly complicated
in structure, while others are comparatively
simple. The shorter movements, such as the
Kyrie and Sanctus, are sometimes very highly

elaborated, with constant use of the Perielesis,

even on two or more consecutive syllables;

while the Gloria and Credo are developed fix)m

a few simple phrases, frequently repeated, and
arranged in a form no less symmetrical than
that we have described as peculiar to the Se-

quence, though the alternation of strains, which
serves as the distinguishing characteristic of that

form of Melody, is carried out in a somewhat
different way.
The oldest known copy of the Sdrsum Corda

and Prefaces dates from the year 1075. The
style of these differs very materially from that of

the other portions of the Mass, and, like that of

the Pater noster, is distinguished by a grave
dignity peculiarly its own. In addition to these,

the repertoire is enriched by certain proper Me-
lodies which are heard once only during the

course of the Church's Year ; such as the EocE
LIGNUM Crucib and Impropbria, appointed for

Good Fridav; and more especially, the ExuL-
TET, sung during the blessing of the Paschal
Candle on Holy Saturday. This truly great

composition is universally acknowledged to be the

finest specimen of Plain Song we possess. It

is written in the Tenth, or Hyposeolian Mode

;

and is of so great length, that few Ecclesiastics,

save those attached to the Pontifical Chnpel,

are able to sing it, throughout, without a chaiige

of pitch fatal to the perfection of its effect
;
yet,

though it is developed, like the 'Credo,' and
some other Melodies we have noticed, from a
few simple phrases, often repeated, and woven,
with due attention to the expression of the words,

into a continuous whole, the last thought one

entertains, during its performance, b that of

monotony or weariness. The firyt phrase, which
we here transcribe, will perhaps suffice to give

the reader a good idea of the general effect of

the whole.
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Very different in style from the *Exultet'

ii the wailing Ghaunt, in the devoutly sad

Sixth Mode, to which, in the PontificAl Chapel,

the Second and Third Lessons, taken from the

Lamentations of Jeremiah, are sung on the three

last days in Holy Week. The Chaunt for the

Lamentations, which will be found reduced

to modem Notation at page 86 of the present

volume, stands as much alone as the more
jubilant Canticle ; but in its own peculiar way.
While the one represents the perfection of trium-

phant dignity, the other carries us down to the

very lowest depths of sorrow ; and is, indeed,

susceptible of such intensely pathetic expression,

that none who have ever beard it sung, in the

onlv way in which it can be sung, if it is intended

to lulfil its self-evident purpose,—that is to say,

vrith the deepest feeling the Sin^^fer can possibly

infuse into it,—will feel inclined to deny its title

to be regarded as the saddest Melody within

the whole range of Music.

Well contrasted with this are the Antiphons
and Rbsponsoria for the same sad days—the

former far more simple generally, than Antiphons
usuallyare, while the Responsoria are often graced

with Perielesea of great beauty.

Upon these, and many minor details, we would
willingly have dwelt at greater length ; but have
now no choice but to proceed, in the last place,

to speak of the Hymns included in the Divine

Office. The antiquity of these varies greatly, their

dates extending over many centuries. Among the

oldest are those appointed in the Roman Bre-

viary for the ordinary Sunday and Ferial Offices,

and the Lesser Hours. The more antient ex-

amples are adantcd, for the most part, to simple

.Melodk'8, in wqich Ligatures, even of two notes,

are of rare occurrence, a single jiote being,

as a general rule, sung to every syllable. Of
these, the well-known inspirations of Prudentius,

'Ales diei nuntius,' *Lux ecce surgit aurea,' 'Nox
et tenebrae,' ' Salvete flores martyrum,* and a few
others, date from about the year 400. ' Crudelia

Herodes,* and *A solis ortus caridine,* by Sedu-

lius, were probably written some twenty years

later. 'Rector pottns, verax Deus,' 'Rertmi

Deus tenax vigor,' 'iEteme Rex altissime,* and
a few others, are also generally referred to the

5th century; 'Audi, benigne Conditor,* and
' Beati nobis gaudia ' to the 6th. ' Pange lingua

gloriosi,* and 'Vexilla Regis prodeunt,' were
written by S. Venantius Fortunatus, about the
year 570. *Te lucis ante terminum/ and 'Iste
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Confenor* are believed to date from the 7th cen-
tury ;

' Somno refectis artubus * from the Sth

:

and 'Gloria, laus, et honor,* from the 9th. Of
the later Hymns, 'Jeeu dnlcis memoria' was
composed by S. Bernard in 1140 ; and ' Verbuin
Bupemum prodiens* by S. Thomas Aquinas, not
earlier than 1260. Hymn-melodies of later djkte

frequently exhibit long Ligatures ofgreat beau^

;

and, as a rule, the more modem the Hymn, the
more elaborate is the Music to which it is adapted ;

though it doee not follow that it is to be preferred,

on that account, to the rude but dignified strains
peculiar to a more hoary antiquity.

Leaving the student to cultivate a practiGal

acquaintance with the various forms of Plain Song
^ which we have directed his attention, by re-
ferring to the Melodies themselves, as they stand
in the Graduale, Vesperale, and Antiphonarium
Romanum, it remains only for us to offer a few-

remarks upon the manner in which this kind of
Music may be most effectively performed.

As a matter of course, the Priest's part, in
Plain Song Services of any kind, must be sung
without any harmonised Accompaniment what-
ever, care only being taken that the pitch choeen
for it may coincide with that necessarily adopted
by the Choir, when it is their duty to respond
in Polyphonic Harmony. For instance, M the
• Sursum corda,* and ' Preface,' be unskilfully

managed in this respect, an awkward break
will seriously injure the effect of the * Sanctua '

;

while the 'Gloria* and 'Credo* will loee much
of their beauty, if equal care be not bestowed
upon their respective Intonations. No lees judg-
ment is required in the selection of a suitable

pitch for the far more difficult 'Exultet,' the
first division of which is interupted by a form
of ' Sursum corda,* analogous to that which pre-

cedes the ' Preface' : and, in all cases, a perfect

correspondence of intention between Priest and
Choir is absolutely indispensable to the success

of a Plain Song Service.

The 'Kyrie,' 'Gloria,' 'Credo,' and other

movements pertaining to High Mass, may be
sung in unison, either by Grave, or Acute Equal *

Voices, and either with, or without, a fitting

Organ Accompaniment. It must, however, be
understood that unison, in this case, does not
mean octaves. The clauses of the ' Gloria * and
' Credo ' produce an excellent effect, when sung \

by the Voices of Boys and Men alternately: but»
{

when both sing together, all dignity of style is 1

lost in the general thinness of the resulting tone.
\

This remark applies with equal force to the Psalms
sung at Lauds and Vespers, and even to the

Hymns. In the Pontifical Chapel, the Verses
are entrusted either to Sopranos or Altos in
unison, or to Tenors and Basses; alternated, on
certain occasions, with the noblest and most
severe forms of Faux Bourdon—of course un-
accompanied. At Notre Dame de Paris, and
S. Sulpice, one Verse of a Psalm, or Canticle, is

very effectively sung by Tenors and Basses in

unison, and one in raux Bourdon ; both with

a grand Or^an Accompaniment, which, when
well managed, by no means destroys the peculiar
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